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PROCEEDINGS 

OF TIE 

SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS 

OF THE 

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON. 

January 7, 1873. 

R. Hudson, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair. 

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the 
Society’s Menagerie during the month of December 1872 :— 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Mena- 
gerie during the month of December, 1872, was 59, of which 6 were 
by birth, 17 by presentation, 29 by purchase, and 7 were received on 
deposit. The total number of departures during the same period 
by death and removals was 95. 

The most noticeable additions during the month of December 
were as follows :— 

1, A small Gavial (Gavialis gangeticus, Gm.), presented Dec. 
11th by Dr. John Anderson, F.Z.S., Director of the Indian Mu- 
seum, Calcutta, being the first example of this Crocodilian received 
alive by the Society. 

2. An Indian Badger (4rctonyzx), presented on the same day by 
Lieut.-Col. Hildebrand, of Kyouk Phyoo. This specimen is much 
smaller in size than the example of Arctonyz collaris presented by Dr. 
John Anderson in August 1867 *, and otherwise slightly different. It 
seems, however, to be a young animal. If it turn out to be distinct, 
I think it may be referable to Arctonyx taxoides, Blyth, J. A. 8. B. 
xxii. p. 591 (1853), if this species be really distinguishable. 

3. A Red Tiger Cat (Felis planiceps), purchased of a London 
dealer, December 14th. This species somewhat resembles the Golden 
Tiger Cat (Felis moormensis), of which we have two fine living spe- 
cimens, but is immediately distinguishable by its smaller size, and 
very short tail. I have never previously seen a living example of it. 
It was first described by Vigors and Horsfield in the third volume of 
the ‘Zoological Journal’ (p. 449), from Sumatran specimens ob- 
tained by Sir Stamford Raffles. The present example is probably 
from Malacca. 

* See P. Z. S. 1867, p. 821. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. I. 1 
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4. A specimen of the Eyra Cat (Felis eyra), purchased Dec. 28th, 

along with other animals, all stated to have been brought from 

Maranham, Brazil. This beautiful species is rare in living collec- 

tions; but we have received it alive on at least two previous occasions *. 

5. An example of the American Darter (Plotus anhinga, Linn.), in 

immature plumage, received in the same collection from Maranham. 

I am not aware that any example of this singular pelecanoid form has 

i 
uli 

American Darter. 

been previously brought to this country alive. In the mode in which 
the bird sits up, as will be seen by the accompanying sketch, it is very 

* See Zool. Sketches, vol. i. pl. 6, and Rev. List of Vert. p. 40. 
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much like a Cormorant. None of the figures hitherto published 
of the various species seem to me to give its proper attitude. The 
best, perhaps, are those of Audubon. 

6. A Black-necked Stilt (Himantopus nigricollis, Vieill.), likewise 
received from Maranham, and also new to the Society’s collection. 

Mr. Sclater exhibited some skins of birds made up from a small 
collection in spirits, which had been sent to him by Dr. George 
Bennett of Sydney. Dr. Bennett stated that the specimens had 
been collected by Capt. Fergusson, of the steamer ‘ Captain Cook,’ 
during a trading voyage to New Britain, New Ireland, and the neigh- 
bouring islands. 

Mr. Sclater referred the specimens to the following species :— 
1. Sauloprocta melanoleuca (Q. et G.). From New Britain. See 

P. Z. S. 1869, p. 119. 
2. Graucalus melanolorus (G. R. Gray): Hartl. Journ. f. Orn. 

1864, p. 443 *. From New Zealand. 
3. Merops ornatus, Latham. From New Britain. 
4. Halcyon albiciila (Dumont). From New Ireland. 
5. Halcyon chloris (Bodd.). From New Ireland. 
6. Halcyon sanctus (Vig. & Horsf.). From New Ireland. 
7. Loriuscardinalis(Jacq.et Puch.). From Duke of York’s Islandt+. 

The following papers were read :— 

1. Contributions to a General History of the Spongiade. 
By J. S. Bowrersanx, LL.D., F.R.S., &.—Part IV. 

[Received November 1, 1872.] 

(Plates I-IV.) 

Geop1A FLemineGu, Bowerbank. (Plate I.) 

Sponge massive, sessile. Surface even, more or less hispid. Der- 
mal membrane unknown. Connecting spicula attenuato-expando- 
ternate, simple or bifurcated, shaft occasionally cylindrical; also 
recurvo-ternate spicula, shafts slender and very long. Oscula con- 
gregated in dispersed, irregular groups, small and numerous. Pores 
inconspicuous. Interstitial membranes—retentive spicula of two 
sorts; large ones, cylindro-sphero-stellate with numerous short radii, 

* Dr. Hartlaub, who has examined this specimen, tells me that it differs 
from examples of the species in the Bremen Museum from Batchian, Mysol, and 
Halmaheira, in “the under surface of the body being yellowish white, and the 
fore neck, breast, and epigastrium only of a somewhat darker, greyish shade.” 
In the specimens from the above-named localities the grey colour of the under 
parts is ‘‘much more conspicuous and more extended.” But without seeing 
further examples, Dr. Hartlaub would not like to separate it.—P. L. 8. 

+ Dr. Bennett points out to me that this Lory differs from the specimen from 
the Solomon Islands, described and figured by Dr. Finsch (P. Z. 8. 1869, p. 126, 
pl. xi.), in having the naked skin at the base of the lower mandible yellow. 
But it agrees otherwise so closely with Dr. Finsch’s description and figure that I 
do not doubt its belonging to the same species. Duke of York’s Island is be- 
tween New Britain and New Ireland.—P. L. 8. 

1* 
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and simple cylindro-stellate with comparatively long radii; small 
ones cylindro-stellate with very short radii. Skeleton-spicula fusi- 
formi-cylindrical. Ovaria oval, variable in form. 

Colour light cream-yellow. 
Hab. Port Elliot, Australia (Mr. Ray). 
Examined in the dried state. 

I received this sponge with a considerable number of others of 
various genera from the Murray River, Australia, where they were 
collected by Mr. Ray. The specimen is an irregularly oval mass 
1? inch long, 12 inch greatest breadth, and 14 inch high. On cutting 
off a portion of the sponge to examine its structure, I found the 
interior to be one large cavity, the parietes of the sponge not ex- 
ceeding four lines at the thickést part, and near the basal portion 
about one line in thickness only, the excurrent canals running in 
a tortuous direction through the sponge to the oscula. The inner 
surface presented an irregular matting of spicula on membranous 
tissue, differing in no respect from other portions of the interior 
membranous structures. 

The occurrence of this large cavity is interesting, as a similarly 
cavernous condition prevails in the type specimen of the genus, 
Geodia gibberosa, in the Paris Museum. I do not consider this 
hollow condition of such specimens the normal state of the sponge, 
and I should not expect to find it of common occurrence in this or 
any other species of the genus; it is probable that it is only in 
young and incompletely developed specimens, or by the accidental 
action of dryiug, that it would he found to occur. 

The surface-characters of the sponge are unfortunately nearly 
obliterated, apparently by maceration and attrition. No portion of 
the dermal membrane is preserved. Sections at right angles to the 
surface exhibit the remains of a few large spicula that have passed 
through the dermal crust and have been projected about one-third 
of their length beyond the surface, which in its natural condition 
was therefore more or less hispid. The connecting spicula are few 
in number and very irregularly disposed, and the terminal radii are 
more frequently simple than they are dichotomous. ‘The spicula of 
the skeleton vary considerably in their proportions ; and the greater 
part of the ovaries have the apices of the radial spicula of which 
they are composed more or less acute. From the whole of these 
circumstances combined, it may naturally be inferred that the speci- 
men is not in a fully matured cqndition. 

The connecting spicula are exceedingly various in form. In their 
early state they are simple expando-ternate ones; as they advance 
in size one or more of the rays exhibit symptoms of bifureating ; and 
you may thus trace their progressive development until they attain 
the size and proportions of the fully developed spiculum represented 
by fig. 3, Plate I. In the completely developed condition they are 
not very numerous; nor, indeed, are they abundant in any state. 

The recurvo-ternate spicula are very slender in their proportions, 
and their shafts are usually exceedingly long. 
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The largest description of stellate retentive spicula vary greatly in 
their size and degree of development, and also in the number of their 
radii. In some there are little or no indications of a spherical cen- 
tral mass, and the number of radii does not exceed six or eight, while 
others have well-developed central spheres and very numerous radii. 

The small stellate retentive spicula are very much more numerous 
than the larger ones, and they all appear to have well-developed 
spherical centres. The extreme diameter of an average-sized one, 
measured =-1,; inch; and a smaller one did not exceed z jy inch. 
The average greatest diameter of the larger description of stellate 
retentive spicula was +755 inch. 

The ovaria do not exhibit any important specific characters. 
I have dedicated this species in memory of the veteran naturalist 

the late Dr. Fleming, who has worked so much and so ably to extend 
our knowledge of British natural history, and to whem we are indebted 
for the first detailed description of a British Geodia, under the title 
of Cydonium Miilleri, in his ‘ History of British Animals,’ p. 515. 

Grop1A DEpREsSA, Bowerbank. (Plate I.) 

Sponge massive, sessile ; surface minutely hispid, even, Oscula 
congregated in depressed areas, numerous, small. Pores inconspicu- 
ous, congregated? Skeleton-fasciculi large; spicula fusiformi-acerate, 
large and long. Connecting spicula attenuato-patento-ternate, large 
and long, and recurvo-ternate, radii stout, shafts long and slender. 
Interstitial membranes abundantly spiculous; retentive spicula 
attenuato-stellate, large and very numerous, and cylindro-sphero-stel- 
late, small and very numerous. Ovaria spherical, slightly depressed. 

Colour in the dried state cream-white. 
Hab. Dardanelles (J. T. Streatfield, Hsq.), Museum of Royal 

College of Surgeons, B. 181. 
Examined in the dried state. 

This sponge is in size and form very like an irregularly compressed 
Normandy pippin, its largest diameter being two and three quarters, 
and its greatest height an inch and three quarters. Its original attach- 
ment is at the thinnest part of its circumference, where there is a 

small univalve shell about a quarter of an inch in length imbedded, 
with a portion of a bivalve, apparently a Mydilus, attached to it ; but 
other than these substances there are no appearances of attachment, 
and it had probably been freely floating about in the sea for a con- 
siderable period before it was taken. On that which is apparently 
its upperside, closely adjoining the shells above named, there is an 
irregularly oval depression an inch and half in length and about a 
quarter of an inch deep, in which the numerous small oscula are con- 
gregated, and surrounding which there is a thick crop of large and 
long fusiformi-acerate external defensive spicula; and the remains of 
similar spicula may be detected on other parts of its surface. Beside 
these large spicula, there is a secondary set of external defensive 
ones, which are very long and slender, projecting through the der- 
mal surface for about one-third or one-fourth of their length, and 
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protecting the dermal membrane from its minute enemies. These 
spicula are in strong contrast with the primary series of external 

defensive ones, which equal those of the skeleton in length and dia- 

meter. They are frequently $ of an inch in length, with a diame- 

ter of <1, inch, while those of the long and slender secondary series 
are from 7/5 to =; inch in length, and do not exceed ;,, inch in 

diameter. 
The sponge has evidently suffered from partial decomposition, 

and I could not find any portion of the dermal membrane remain- 
ing in a condition for satisfactory examination; but if we may judge 
by the profusion of the spicula in the other membranes of the 
sponge, it will probably prove to be abundantly spiculous. 

The skeleton-fasciculi are large and strong, and especially so 
near the dermal surface, where strong shafts of the patento-ternate 
connecting spicula are incorporated with them. The latter form are 
very numerous and much larger and stouter than those in many 
other species of the genus. Their length frequently exceeds 3 inch, 
their greatest diameter is <4, inch, and the expansion of their ternate 
radii varies from 2; to ;+; inch. The average dimensions of the 
skeleton-spicula is, length 3 inch, and greatest diameter =}. inch. 

The recurvo-ternate spicula are also more than usually large 
and numerous; their slender shafts are frequently 7 inch in length, 
while their greatest diameter does not exceed =;/>5 inch. 

The interstitial membranes are in a fine state of preservation, 
and are coated abundantly with sarcode; and in many parts they 
are literally crowded with the two forms of stellate retentive spicula, 
each form being about equally abundant; on some parts of the 
membranes they are so numerous as to render it impossible to dis- 
criminate their forms. 

There is another, a larger specimen of G@. depressa inthe Museum 
of the Royal College of Surgeons. In its general anatomical de- 
tails it is in perfect accordance with the one described. In the 
larger specimen, on what was probably the upperside of the sponge, 
rather on one side near the thickest portion, there is an elliptical 
orifice five eighths of an inch long by a quarter of an inch wide, lead- 
ing into an expanded cavity one and a half inch deep, in which most 
probably the oscula are congregated, as we find them to be in many 
other species of the genus. On the distal end of the sponge thelittle 
depressions on its surface indicating the intermarginal cavities heneath 
are ina good state of preservation ; and it is probable, from their 
forms and modes of disposition, that the pores in this species are 
congregated. 

GropIA 61BBEROSA, Lamarck. (Plate I.) 

Sponge massive, sessile ; surface more or less tubereulated. Der- 
mal membrane thin, pellucid? Connecting spicula attenuato-pa- 
tenti-ternate, slender. Oscula small, congregated in depressed 
areas in mature specimens; loosely congregated or dispersed in 
young specimens. Pores inconspicuous. Skeleton-spicula fusi- 
formi-acerate, slender, and, rarely, acuate slender. Interstitial 
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membranes—tension-spicula fusiformi-acerate, small and few in 
number ; retentive spicula attenuato-stellate, radii long and slender ; 

and cylindro-stellate, radii short and stout, minute. Ovaria globose, 

slightly depressed. 

Colour cream-yellow in the dried state. 
Hab. Martinique and Porto Rico, Antilles (Lamarck) ; Island of 

Dominica, West Indies (Dr. Fleming). 
Examined in the dried state. 

The type specimen of the genus is preserved in the Museum of 
the Jardin des Plantes at Paris. It is subglobose in form, with 
numerous slight and irregularly shaped elevations dispersed over 
its surface ; and it is from 43 to 5 inches in diameter. 

There is one large oscular area about an inch in diameter, some- 
what sunk beneath the general surface, and contained within a well- 
defined marginal ring, the greatest diameter of which is about two 
inches. Nearly the whole of the radial fasciculi of the skeleton have 
apparently been scooped out, to facilitate the drying of the speci- 
men, through a large hole in the sponge about 13 inch in diameter ; 
and so effectually has this operation been performed that the sides 
of the sponge do not appear to exceed about half an inch in thick- 
ness in its dried condition. 

There is a second specimen of apparently the same species of 
Geodia in the French Museum, somewhat larger than the type one, 
varying from 53 to 6 inches in diameter. The form is nearly the 
same as the first, but the surface more prominently tuberculated, 
and more conical in form; but these slight variations are of no 
importance as specific characters. This specimen, like the type 
one, has a single nearly circular oscular area, with a well-defined 
marginal ring, the diameter of which is about 13 inch; it has also a 
large hole about 13 inch in diameter; and the interior substance 
of the sponge has evidently been removed to facilitate the drying 
of the specimen. These specimens were hitherto considered to be 
the only two known. Through the kind assistance of Professors 
Milne-Edwards and Valenciennes, I had an opportunity of thoroughly 
examining their organization; and from them, and from a third one in 
the possession of Dr. Andrew Fleming, son of the late veteran natu- 
ralist, Professor Fleming of Edinburgh, I have constructed the above 
specific characters. 

The oscula in Dr. Fleming’s specimen are so small as to be scarcely 
discernible without the aid of a lens. On one side of the sponge 
they are dispersed ; but on other parts they are congregated in small 
groups, but not especially so in the depressions of the surface. They 

are each furnished with a contractile membrane ; some of them were 
completely closed, while others were more or less in an open condition. 
The difference in the disposition of the oscula in Dr. Fleming’s speci- 
men and those in the French Museum, may probably be accounted for 
by the younger and less-developed state of the smaller specimen. 

Unfortunately all the three specimens have much deteriorated, 
apparently by maceration in water, or by repeated washing ; so that 
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there remains scarcely a trace of the dermal membrane or of the 

sarcodous stratum immediately beneath it, and the greater portion of 

the sarcode of the interior is also destroyed. A few minute external 

defensive spicula were seen projecting from one portion when 
sectioned for examination, and a few small fusiformi-acerate ones 

lying parallel to the surface, apparently belonging to the membranous 

tissue, being all that I could detect. In some of the depressions of the 

surface of Dr. Fleming’s specimen there are the remains of a very thin 
parasitic sponge with spinulate spicula, which might readily be mis- 
taken for a portion of the absent dermal membrane, while in truth 
they have no organic connexion with the Geodia. 

The skeleton-spicula of this species, although similar in form to 
those of G. zetlandica, differ exceedingly in size, the latter having 
the average length of one eighth of an inch, while those of the 
former rarely exceed one eighteenth of an inch in length. They are 
slender in proportion, and intermingled with the fusiformi-acerate spi- 
cula; there are a very considerable proportion of purely acerate ones 
exhibiting no tendency to the fusiform shape. The two forms of stel- 
late spicula of the sarcode are indiscriminately mixed and dispersed in 
that substance; and the cylindro-stellate ones are very much the 
smaller of the two, requiring a linear power of at least 600 to render 
their forms visible ; their extreme diameter does not exceed y;\g¢ 
inch, while the attenuato-stellate ones vary from 7355 inch to shy 
inch in diameter. 

The spicula of the membranes are few in number, small, and in 
many cases scarcely, if at all, fusiform. 

I did not observe any prolific or immature ovaria in the external 
crust of the sponge; but in the internal membranes they were in 
every stage of development. The immature ones always appeared to 
be completely surrounded by a thick coat of sareode; but this sar- 
codous coat was not apparent in the fully developed ones. 

The spicula figured are from Dr. Fleming’s specimen, from the 
Island of Dominica. They are identical in all their structural 
characters with those from the specimens in the French Museum in 
my possession. 

GEODIA PERARMATUS, Bowerbank. (Plate I.) 

Sponge massive, sessile. Surface even. Oscula congregated in 
depressed areas. Pores inconspicuous, dispersed. Dermal mem- 
brane pellucid, spiculous; tension-spicula fusiformi-acerate, minute, 
short, rather few in number; retentive spicula subsphero-stellate, 
radii attenuating, rather obtusely terminated, very few in number, 
and simple attenuato- or cylindro-stellate, very minute, abundant. 
Skeleton-fasciculi compact; spicula fusiformi-acerate, large and 
stout. Connecting spicula attenuato-patenti-ternate with bifur- 
cating radii, very large and stout; and recurvo-ternate, small and 
slender, shafts long and attenuated ; also porrecto-ternate, minute and 
slender. Interstitial membranes—spicula the same as those of the 
dermal membrane. Ovaria spheroidal, slightly depressed. 

Colour in the dried state cream-yellow. 
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Hab. Unknown (Mr. Thos. ier 
Examined in the dried state. 

I received this sponge from my late friend Mr. Thomas Ingall in 
1861. He purchased it with other specimens, the localities of which 
were unknown. The specimen is evidently in a young and some- 
what immature state, and it is very probable that its form would 
undergo considerable modification in a more fully developed condi- 
tion; but even in its present state it is a very remarkable species. 
The surface is even but very rough to the touch, in consequence of 
the projection of the radii of many of the large bifurcating patento- 
ternate connecting spicula. Although so young, there are already 
two well-developed oscular areas upon its surface—one in a rather 
deep depression, and the other nearly level with the external surface. 
Very little remains of the dermal membrane; but what there is of it 
is crowded with the minute attenuato-stellate retentive spicula, 
among which there are a very few of the larger subsphero-stellate 
ones. ‘The acerate tension-spicula are scattered on the surface of the 
membrane and are rather few in number. The same spicula that 
occur in the dermal membrane are found dispersed over the surface 
of the interstitial ones, but ee are much fewer in number than on 
the dermal membranes. 

It is a remarkable Prcumetarie in this specimen that many of 
the connecting patenti-ternate spicula, the triradiate heads of which 
in other species of Geodia are attached to the inner surface of 
the dermal crust of the sponge, in this one are projected forward to 
such an extent through the stratum of siliceous ovaria that their 
radii are seen emerging immediately at the dermal surface, while 
others are seen at and near the inner surface of the dermal crust. 
This difference in the disposition of these spicula from those in other 
species of the same genus may probably be accounted for by the 
fact that the specimen under consideration is most likely in an 
early stage of its growth and development, and that in future exa- 
minations of larger and more completely developed individuals the 
connecting spicula will be fouid occupying their usual positions 
immediately beneath the dermal crust. 

The recurvo-ternate spicula occupy their usual position .beneath 
the dermal crust ; their long slender shafts are incorporated with 
the skeleton-fasciculi, their heads appearing in the intermarginal 
cavities. 

The progressive development of the bifureating patento-ternate 
connecting spicula is exceedingly well illustrated in this sponge. 
They are first observed to be small and slender with simple patento- 
ternate radii acutely terminated; and in this form they remain, 
gradually increasing in length and stoutness until they attain the 
size represented by fig. 5, Plate II. As they approach their com- 
plete state of development the bifurcations of the radii become 
more or less produced, but frequently in a very unequal manner, as 
in fig. 6, the furcations being developed on one or two of the 
primitive rays, while the third remains simple; but when their 
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development has been fully accomplished, they exhibit the forms 
represented by figs. 3 and 4. The adult form only is available as a 
specific character. 

The small porrecto-ternate spicula must not be confounded with the 
young state of the large bifurcating expando-ternate ones. They 
are always much more delicate in their structure; their ternate radii 
are projected at a very different angle from those of the former de- 
scription; and their shafts are not rapidly attenuated and compar- 
atively short, but in their perfect state are very long and slender. 

The skeleton-spicula vary to some extent in size, many of them 
exceeding in length and stoutness the one figured. 

The large subsphero-stellate retentive spicula are exceedingly few 
in number; and all that I have seen have a well-defined spheroidal 
centre, the like of which I have never observed in the numerous 
minute ones. 

TrETHEA ROBUSTA, Bowerbank. (Plate II.) 

Sponge subspherical, sessile ; surface even, strongly tuberculated ; 
tubercles depressed, large, and numerous. Oscula and pores incon- 
spicuous. Dermis coriaceous, very thick, crowded with very large 
sphero-stellate spicula with short acutely conical radii; dermal 
membrane obsolete. Skeleton-fasciculi multispiculons, large, closely 
compacted, expanding at their distal apices to form the corymbose 
fasciculi of the tubercles of the dermal surface; spicula inequifusi- 
formi-cylindrical, large and long. Interstitial membranes abundantiy 
spiculous ; retentive spicula of three sorts:—first, of very large 
sphero-stellate, the same as those of the dermal rind, compara- 
tively few in number, dispersed ; second, small cylindro-stellate, radii 
rarely attenuated, very numerous; third, minute cylindro-stellate, 
radii short, distal terminations clavate, very numerous. 

Colour in the dried state light grey. 
Hab. Australia (Mr. Stutchbury). 
Examined in the dried state. 

I examined this sponge at the British Museum many years since, 
very shortly after its purchase, with other sponges from Australia, 
from the late Mr. Stutchbury ; and I figured one of the large sphero- 
stellate spicula in my paper “On the Anatomy and Physiology of 
the Spongiadze,” published in the ‘ Philosophical Transactions’ for 
1858, plate xxv. fig. 15, and also in vol. i. plate vi. fig. 165, of 
my ‘Monograph of the British Spongiade.’? On applying to Dr. 
Gray for the use of the sponge at the British Museum that it 
might be figured, I was informed on January 141, 1872, by his late 
brother Mr. G. R. Gray, that the specimen could not be found; I 
have therefore figured a thin slice of it which was taken from it 
for microscopical examinations. This affords an excellent sectional 
view of the most important structural characters of the sponge. 
I can therefore only describe its general external characters from 
recollection. It was not, I think, quite perfect, and did not much 
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exceed an inch in diameter. Originally it had been nearly sphe- 
rical in form; it was in the dried state when I examined it. 
When alive it would probably have been about two inches in dia- 
meter; and, judging its surface characters by those of the well- 
known British species 7. lyncurium, which in many points it 
closely resembles in its anatomical characters, it would in the living 
state have presented a smooth surface, and in the dried state, as 
shown by the section figured and the microscopical sections in 
Canada balsam in my possession, it would have been abundantly 
furnished with large depressed tubercles. 

The oscula and pores are not distinguishable ; nor could I de- 
tect the slightest indication of a dermal membrane. The dermal 
rind is more than usually thick in this species of the genus, The 
closely packed mass of the thick stratum of large sphero-stellate 
spicula, and their enveloping membranes, of which it is composed, 
would naturally prove a serious impediment to the inhalant opera- 
tions of the sponge. To remedy this obstruction, the inhalation is 
effected through numerous very deep cylindrical depressions, which 
are found between the corymbose distal terminations of the skeleton- 
fasciculi; these depressions form cylindrical sacs the depth of which 
is three or four times their own diameter, and extending nearly or 
quite to the inner surface of the dermal rind. Similar but more 
highly developed organs exist in several species of Geodia, as in G. 
Barretti and M*‘Andrewi, through which aérating and nutrient 
streams have access to the interior of the sponge. 

The skeleton-fasciculi radiate from a central mass composed of 
numerous loosely compacted bundles of spicula of the same form 
as those of the skeleton, but very much smaller ; these fasciculi do 
not appear to have any definite arrangement, but cross each other 
in every direction. The skeleton-fasciculi proceeding from the 
central mass are large and closely compacted, and in this state 
they enter the inner surface of the dermal rind, and commence 
separating and radiating to form the corymbose terminations at the 
distal surface of the dermal rind of the sponge ; and they expand 
to such a degree that the large dermal tubercles thus formed are 
in very close conjunction on the surface. 

The stellate spicula of this species are very remarkable. The ex- 
treme diameter of a fully developed one of the largest description is 
zh, inch, and the radii are, comparatively, exceedingly large and 
stout. The number of these organs is very great ; and in the dermal 
rind they are so closely packed that the rays of each pass between 
those of the adjoining ones, and the whole become, as it were, ce- 
mented into a solid mass. 

The two smaller ones are also exceedingly abundant on the inter- 
stitial membranes. They occur in about equal quantities, thickly 
dispersed over the membranes. The largest of the two, the cylindro- 
stellate ones, have an average extreme diameter of 5,4, inch; while the 
smaller cylindro-stellate ones do not exceed ;,4,, inch in diameter, 
being léss than one-third of the greatest diameter of a skeleton-spicu- 
lum, which measured ;;4, inch. 
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Grop1Aa In£QuALIs, Bowerbank. (Plate II.) 

Sponge irregularly massive, sessile ; surface minutely pitted. Os- 
cula congregated in irregular groups. Pores congregated in minute 
pits. Dermal membrane obsolete. Skeleton-fasciculi loosely con- 
structed; spicula rather few in number, inequicylindrical, variable in 
size. Connecting spicula expando-ternate ; radii short ; shafts long, 
slender, and attenuating. Interstitial membranes spiculous ; tension- 
spicula inequicylindrical, long and very slender, few in number; 
retentive spicula attenuato-stellate, very variable in size, number, and 
degree of attenuation of their radii, comparatively few in number ; 
also cylindro-stellate, very minute, radii numerous and short, very 
abundant. Ovaria spherical or somewhat oval, slightly depressed. 

Colour in the dried state cream-white. 
Hab. Unknown. 

Examined in the dried state. 

I received this sponge with other specimens from my late friend 
Mr. Thomas Ingall in 1861, without any account of its locality. 
The specimen has every appearance of having been freely floating 
about iu the sea for some time, as no traces of a basal attachment can 
be detected on any part of it, and at the part indicated in fig. 18, aa, 
there is a group of sand-worms which have built their cases upon its 
surface. I could not detect any portion of a dermal membrane ; but, 
from the excellent state of preservation of the interstitial structures of 
the sponge, there is no doubt of its being alive when taken from the 
sea. Several groups of oscula dispersed over the surface represented 
in the figure, and especially on the part immediately above the open 
mouths of the sand-worm-cases at a ; but on the reverse of the figure 
there are no oscular groups. The oscula are rather small; and, in 
consequence of the absence of the dermal membrane, the depressed 
areas of the distal ends of the intermarginal cavities are almost as 
large as the oscula; but a careful observation soon enables us: to dis- 
criminate the one from the other. 

The skeleton-spicula are very loosely combined in the skeleton- 
fasciculi, and they are rather few in number; their inequicylin- 
drical form affords an excellent specific character. It is the only 
Geodia in which I have yet seen that form of skeleton-spicnlum ; 
they vary to some extent in size, but the form is constant. 

The stellate retentive spicula of the largest description vary to 
a considerable extent ; their extremes are well represented by figures 
21 and 22, Plate II. In the form represented by fig. 21 the 
radii are very numerous and acutely conical, while in that of fig. 22 
they have very much more slender radii and comparatively few of 
them ; but intermediate forms in every degree may be readily found 
among them. Their average diameter is <4, inch. The smaller de- 
scription, the minute cylindro-stellate ones, are very numerous and 
much more constant in their forms than the larger ones; their aver- 
age diameter is ;/;, inch. The interstitial membranes are rather 
thickly coated with dark amber-coloured sarcode, and in many parts 
they are quite crowded with the two descriptions of stellate spicula. 
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The remarkable forms of these spicula, combined with the inequi- 
cylindrical skeleton ones, render the discrimination of this species 
comparatively easy. 

The ovaria in the dermal crust are all fully developed ; but on the 
interstitial membranes they may be seen in all stages of develop- 
ment, from a size not exceeding that of one of the largest of the 
stellate spicula to that of the fully developed ovarium. 

Gropra Mep1A, Bowerbank. (Plate II.) 

Sponge massive, sessile; surface smooth. Oscula congregated in 
slightly depressed areas. Pores inconspicuous, congregated. Der- 
mal membrane obsolete. Sheleton-fasciculi large, multispiculous, 
rather closely compacted ; spicula fusiformi-acerate, short and stout. 
Connecting spicula attenuato-patenti-ternate, rather short, strongly 
developed. Interstitial membranes—tension-spicula acerate, small 
and few ; retentive spicula attenuato-stellate, radii acutely conical, 
very variable in number, and cylindro-stellate very minute. Ovaries 
slightly oval, depressed. 

Colour in the dried state pale buff-yellow. 
Hab. Mexico (Mr. Thomas Ingall). 
Examined in the dried state. 

I received this sponge from my late friend Mr. Thomas Ingall, 
labelled Mexico. ‘The reverse side to that figured is smooth and re- 
gularly curved, with faint parallel striz at right angles to the curve, 
as if it had been based on a shell with raised lines upon it or on the 
stem of acoral. The mass of the sponge is not perfect, portions 
having been broken away from both ends of it ; but the specimen has 
evidently never been much larger than it is at present. The oscula 
occupy two well-defined areas, which are very slightly depressed. 
The porous areas are visible by the aid of a lens of two inches focus ; 
they are not so numerous as in many other species of this genus. I 
could not find any remains of the dermal membrane. The skeleton 
is rather strongly constructed ; the skeleton-fasciculi are both large 
and numerous. The connecting spicula are also strong and numerous ; 
and their shafts, incorporated with the distal ends of the skeleton- 
fasciculi, contribute greatly to the strength and firmness of the skele- 
ton-structures immediately beneath the dermal crust. In their adult 
state the connecting spicula are large and strong, and their radii pa- 
tenti-ternate; but in the young and immature condition they are 
more or less expando-ternate, and they are found in every stage of 
development. There were very slight indications of the presence of 
recurvo-spicula. I observed among the spicula separated by nitric 
acid the remains of one very small specimen, and a fragment of 
another in one of the sections mounted in Canada balsam. 

The tension-spicula of the interstitial membranes are very small 
and few in number. 

The largest description of attenuato-stellate retentive spicula vary 
to some extent in the number of their radii; some have but three or 
four, while others have as many as twelve or fourteen. In the 
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largest and best-developed ones the radii occasionally appear very 
delicately incipiently spinous. These spicula are rather numerously 
distributed on the membranes. The smaller sphero-stellate ones are 
not sonumerous; but they are more regular in their forms than the 
larger ones. 

The general characters of this species render it not very difficult 
of discrimination. 

A few doliolate’spicula were found among those separated by the 
aid of nitric acid ; they vary in their forms to some extent: the one 
figured is the largest [ observed. 

Grop1A Dysont, Bowerbank. (Plate III.) 

Sponge massive, sessile? Surface uneven but smooth. Oscula 
simple, small, numerous, dispersed rather regularly. Pores incon- 
spicuous.. Dermal membrane obsolete. Skeleton somewhat slender 
and delicate ; fasciculi numerous; spicula fusiformi-acerate, rather 
small comparatively. Connecting spicula attenuato-patenti-ternate, 
rather slender ; radii variable in size. Interstitial membraves—reten- 
tive spicula attenuato-stellate, small, and delicate. Ovaria spherical, 
slightly depressed. 

Colour in the dried state cream-white. 
Hab. Honduras (Mr. Dyson). 
Examined in the dried state. . 

I received a single specimen of this sponge from Mr. Dyson, who 
found it at Honduras. It has probably been a beach specimen, as 
nearly the whole of the dermal membrane has been destroyed, and 
the specimen itself is apparently a portion only of a larger sponge, 
the under part being quite destitute of dermal crust. 

The oscula are simple orifices of nearly equal size; they are found 
in about equal numbers on all parts of the dermal surface, and they 
are dispersed at very nearly regular distances from each other. 

The dermal membrane is nearly all destroyed ; but the membranes 
investing the ovaria in the dermal crust are in a good state of preser- 
vation, and so are the interstitial ones, though the sarcode is not very 
abundant upon them. These conditions of the specimen seem to 
indicate that the sponge has undergone decomposition to some extent. 
A few very small fragments of the dermal membrane were detected 
on the external surfaces of the slices mounted for examination ; they 
were aspiculous and very translucent ; but it is probable that when 
in a more natural condition it would be found to possess the same 
spicula as the interstitial membranes immediately beneath the dermal 
crust, and very likely in greater numbers than in those organs under 
their present circumstances. The attenuato-stellate retentive spicula 
are rather abundant on some parts of the interstitial membranes ; 
and a few exceedingly minute radiate spicula were interspersed among 
them. 

The skeleton-spicula, compared with many other species of Geodia, 
may be designated as rather small and slender, and the skeleton-fas- 
ciculi delicate in proportion. The connecting spicula are rather 
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numerous. They vary to a considerable extent in the degree of de- 
velopment of their triradiate heads, the rays in some being twice 

the length of those in others. 
The ovaria are abundant in the dermal crust; and they are also 

numerous on the interstitial membranes, where they are found in 
every stage of progressive development, some of them having a 
diameter not more than one-tenth part that of the mature ovarium ; 
in their fully developed state they are globular with a very slight 
amount of depression. 

TETHEA SIMILLIMA, Bowerbank. (Plate III.) 

Sponge globular, sessile ; surface even, strongly hispid. Dermal 
coat abundantly furnished with stout fusiformi-acerate spicula sur- 
rounding the defensive fasciculi. Dermal membrane thin, pellucid. 
Oscula and pores inconspicuous. Spicula of the skeleton fusiformi- 
acerate large, and long. Defensive spicula external, collected in 
fasciculi; fusiformi-acerate large and long, few in number; fusi- 
formi-porrecto-ternate abundant, radii short and stout ; and attenuato- 
recurvo-ternate very abundant, shaft slender, very much attenuated. 
Sarcode furnished sparingly with minute bihamate spicula. Gem- 
mules lenticular, surface smooth, tough, and strong; furnished 
with fusiformi-acerate attenuated unihamate or occasionally biha- 
mate, and with short slender porrecto-ternate spicula mixed in fas- 
ciculi radiating from the centre of the gemmule. 

Colour, dried, light brown. 
Hab. South Seas (Sir Everard Home). 
Examined dried and in spirit. 

The characters of this species are given from two specimens 
brought home from the South Seas by Sir Everard Home. The 
most perfect specimen is in the dried state, and measures eleven lines 
in diameter. The second one is about one third of a much larger 
specimen, not less than two inches in height, and is in spirit; both 
specimens are in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons. 

This species is remarkable for the very close resemblance it has to 
Tethea cranium of our northern seas ; and although I have designated 
it as a species, I have great doubt whether it should be thus distin- 
guished. The same forms of spicula are found in both; but their 
comparative proportions and the degree of their prevalence in the 
respective parts of the sponge differ to a considerable extent. There 
is but a very little difference between the skeleton-spicula; those of 
T. simillima are slightly the longer and greater of the two: but in 
the defensive spicula there is a considerable amount of discrepancy. 
In the projection of the defensive fasciculi of 7’. cranium the appear- 
ance of recurvo-ternate spicula is very rare, while in 7. simillima 
they are almost as abundant as the porrecto-ternate ones; and in the 
first-named species the radii of the porrecto-ternate spicula are very 
much longer and more attenuated than in the last species named. 
In the sarcode of the small specimen of TJ. simillima I could not 
detect the minute bihamate spicula; but I found a few in that of the 
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larger specimen; while in 7. cranium they are extremely abundant, 

but much more minute than those of 7’. stmillima. I found but one 

description of gemmule in T. simillima, which was very similar in 

form and structure to the larger form that exists in 7. cranium ; and 

in these organs we again find a considerable difference in the pro- 

portions of the spicula of the two species. In 7. cranium the por- 

recto-ternate spiculum of the gemmule is more slender in its general 

proportions, and the radii are expanded at a greater angle and are 

much longer than those of 7’. simillima. The unihamate spicula 

also exhibit a characteristic variation in form. In 7’. cranium the 

hamate apex is more clavate but the hook less produced than in 7. 

simillima ; in the latter the hook is not only very strongly produced, 

but the spiculum often becomes bihamate ; and a practised eye would 

readily distinguish the one species from the other by these characters 

alone. Thus, although very closely allied in their general structure, 

there appears to exist a sufficient permanent structural difference to 
warrant our considering them distinct species. 

Teruea Cxtrroni, Bowerbank. (Plate III.) 

Sponge spherical, slightly depressed, sessile. Surface even, smooth, 

minutely pitted or areolated, areola very shallow. Oscula and pores 
inconspicuous. Dermal rind thick and very solid, exterior and in- 

terior surfaces furnished with a thick stratum of large closely 
packed sphero-stellate spicula; radii acutely conical; interspaces 

with comparatively few of the large sphero-stellate spicula, but abun- 
dantly supplied with minute subsphero-stellate spicula with clavate 
cylindrical radii, variable in form and size. Dermal membrane aspi- 
culous. Skeleton—radial fasciculi polyspiculous ; fasciculi compact, 
expanding slightly towards the dermal surface, through which their 
distal terminations pass, to a slight extent forming external defences ; 
spicula fusiformi-acuate, rarely cylindrical, or fusiformi-acerate, large 
and long. Interstitial membranes—retentive spicula the same as 
those of the dermal rind, few in number. Sarcode dense. 

Colour in the dried state light orange. 
Hab. Fremantle, Australia (Mr. G. Clifton). 
Examined in the dried state. 

The form of this sponge is that of a slightly depressed sphere. 
Its greatest horizontal diameter is 13 lines, and its height 11 lines. 
Its location is especiallyremarkable. It is seated on the top ofa mass 
of agglutinated sand and mussel-shells ; and, apparently feeling the 
insecurity of its situation, it has given off from its base seven root-like 
basal processes, two of which divide shortly after leaving the sponge 
and proceed in different directions: the longest of these appendages 
is 13 inch, and its greatest diameter rather exceeding a line; it ter- 
minates in an irregularly formed adherent expansion about 3 lines 
in diameter. These root-like appendages form no part of the specific 
character of the sponge ; they are projected, in accordance with the 
necessities of the individual, by almost every species of T’ethea with 
which I am acquainted. 
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The pitting or areolation of the surface of the sponge is scarcely 
seen by the unassisted eye; with the aid of a two-inch lens it very 
closely resembles the pock-marks on the human face. ‘The dis- 
position of the large sphero-stellate spicula in the dermal rind is 
different from those in any other nearly allied species. Instead of 
being evenly distributed throughout its substance, they are collected 
into two dense strata at the outer and inner surfaces of that organ, 
while the intervening space has comparatively a few only distri- 
buted in its substance, and in these comparatively clear spaces 
the smaller description of subsphero-stellate retentive spicula are 
abundant. The large sphero-stellate spicula very closely resemble 
those of Tethea robusta and T. Ingalli; but they are less robust in 
form than those of the former, and more so than those of the latter 
panes. The greatest diameter of one of the largest size was 4; 
inch. 

The minute subsphero-stellate retentive spicula with clavated cy- 
lindrical radii are exceedingly various in both size and form. In 
some the radii are slender with very slightly developed bulbous ter- 
minations, while others, with the radii quite as slender, have large 
well-developed distal terminations ; and in some the radii are short 
and stout with a very slightly developed bulb. These minute organs 
are strikingly different in form from the corresponding ones in any 
of the nearly allied species, and are certainly the most distinctive of 
all the specific characters of the species. ‘The average size of the 
greatest number is ;=';5 inch extreme diameter ; but there were a few 
that measured =}, inch in diameter. They require a power of about 
700 linear to distinctly demonstrate their forms ; one of the smallest 
did not exceed ;,),;5 inch in extreme diameter. 

The skeleton-spicula vary to a considerable extent in size and in 
the degree of their fusiformity, so as in some almost to simulate the 
acerate form. The really acerate and cylindrical ones are of very 
rare occurrence. 

The sarcode in all parts of the sponge appears to be very dense. 
It is most likely that succeeding specimens of this species may 

not exhibit any of the extraordinary basal appendages that render 
the specimen figured so singular in its appearance. Such organs 
appear to be only thrown out when a necessity for them arises from 
the peculiarities of the locality impeding the safe attachment of the 
young sponge. Similar appendages are projected from the bases of 
Tethea norvagica; and there is little doubt that such organs will be 
observed to be thrown out by other species of Z'ethea when a neces- 
sity for them arises. 

LevcontA GLomERO:A, Bowerbank. (Plate IV.) 
Sponge sessile? composed of a closely compressed mass of repeat- 

edly divaricating, slender, compressed, ascending branches. Surface 
smooth. Cloacz continuous from base to apex of the branch through 
all its divarications ; terminal orifice rarely ciliated; oscular surface 
coarsely reticulated ; rete multispiculous. Oscula large and open. 
Pores inconspicucus. Dermis—dermal membrane thin, spiculous ; 

Proc. Zoo. Soc.—1873, No. II, 2 
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spicula equiangular, triradiate ; radii short and stout ; reposing on a 
closely packed stratum of very large and strong fusiformi-acerate 
dermal spicula disposed in lines in accordance with the long axis of 
the branch. Skeleton—interstitial structures sparingly spiculous ; 
spicula inequitriradiate, variable in size and form. 

Colour in the dried state cream-white. 
Hab. Port Elizabeth (Capt. Charles Tyler), 
Examined in the dried state. 

The basal attachment of the sponge has been destroyed; but the 
whole mass of closely compressed branches appear to spring from 
one basal mass or sessile attachment, dividing and subdividing into 
a complex mass of ramuli, each terminated with a feecal orifice ; the 
cloacze, of which these orifices are the terminations, are continuous 
from the extreme proximal end of each branch to the distal end of 
each of its ramuli. The terminal orifices are rarely ciliated; but 
when they are so furnished the ciliary fringe is composed of a pro- 
longation of the layer of large acerate spicula. Whena longitudinal 
section of one of the ramuli is made and mounted in Canada balsam, 
the interior of the sponge forms a very interesting object, the whole 
of the inner surface of the cloaca being occupied with beautiful oseu- 
lar reticulation ; the rete is formed of broad flat threads of closely 
felted triradiate spicula; and within each area there is a well-defined 
osculum. In other well-known species of Leuconia we find a series 
of defensive spicula projected from the oscular surface, the points of 
these organs being usually inclined towards the mouth of the cloaca; 
but in this species no such spicula could be detected. 

The dermal membrane is exceedingly delicate; it is furnished 
with numerous equiangular triradiate spicula; and in the present 
state of the sponge it is closely adherent to the dense stratum of 
large fusiformi-acerate spicula beneath it. The disproportion of the 
comparatively enormous spicula of which it is composed is very re- 
markable; and in their closely packed state they form a most effi- 
cient protection to the delicate interstitial structures beneath them. 
One of these large spicula separated with others from the sponge 
and mounted in Canada balsam presented a striking instance of the 
vitality of these organs. It had evidently been fractured near its 
middle while in its natural position during the life of the animal ; 
the broken surfaces have been cemented together and a strong 
angular ridge thrown out to strengthen the reunited parts. This 
spiculum is represented in Plate IV. fig. 3. The reuniting of 
the soft parts of sponges is of exceedingly common occurrence; but 
this is the only instance among sponges analogous to the uniting of 
fractured bones among the higher classes of animals that I have 
hitherto observed. The interstitial structures between the dermal 
surfaces and the parietes of the cloaca are but sparingly spiculous ; 
the spicula are inequitriradiate, having two short and one long ray. 
The two short ones are applied to the surface of either the cloaca or 
the inside of the dermal stratum ; and their apices are slightly curved 
backwards, so as to bring them into about the same plane; while the 
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long ray is projected among the interstitial membranes at about right 
angles to either the dermal or the cloacal surface. The space between 
the cloacal and the dermal strata seldom exceeds the length of two 
long radii as projected from the opposite surfaces, their apices meet- 
ing and being cemented together by keratode. There are no inter- 
lacing spicula connecting these slender compound columns, the dense 
case of strong acerate dermal spicula affording sufficient protection 
and support to the delicately constructed interstitial tissues. 

DersMACIDON FisTuLosa, Bowerbank. (Plate IV.) 

Sponge massive, sessile (?), furnished with long, slender, external, 
fistulous cloacee. Surface smooth and even. Oscula and pores in- 
conspicuous. Dermal membrane coriaceous, abundantly spiculous ; 
spicula thickly but equably dispersed, same size and form as those 
of the skeleton. Skeleton—fibrous rete stout, elongately diffuse, 
most abundant near the external surface; interstitial rete regular, 
unispicuious, areas rarely exceeding the length of one spiculum in 
width; skeleton-spicula of both parts acerate, rather short and 
stout. 

Colour in the dried state fawn-yellow. 
Hab. Fremantle, Australia (George Clifton, Esq.). 
Examined in the dried state. 

T received two specimens of this remarkable species from my friend 
Mr. George Clifton. The one figured is rather the smallest of the 
two; but the form of the bulbous mass of the sponge is as nearly as 
possible the same in both. In the figured specimen there are four 
large cloacee remaining ; and two others have formerly existed, but 
have been rubbed off close to the dermal surface and their orifice 
healed over. On the second specimen nine fistulous cloacee are pro- 
jected from the distal surface ; they are less in diameter than those 
of the figured one, and none of them exceeds an inch in height. There 
is a remarkable coincidence in the condition of the basal portions 
of the two specimens: each of them has undergone abrasion to such 
an extent as to have totally destroyed the dermal membranes of those 
parts, as if they had been freely floating about on a coarse sandy 
surface. On neither of them is there any indication of their having 
had stout root-like appendages for attachments; and the abraded 
surfaces consist of interstitial reticulate structure without any ad- 
mixture of the stout spiculo-fibrous skeleton. The dermal mem- 
brane in its present state has a very coriaceous appearance, and on 
some parts of the surface it is wrinkled by drying, much like very 
thin leather under similar circumstances. It is rather thick and is 
abundantly spiculous; the spicula are short and stout, of the same 
size and form as those of the skeleton. They are thickly and irre- 
gularly but equably dispersed. 

The fibrous portion of the skeleton prevails more especially near 
the dermal surface ; and the fistulous cloacee are composed almost 
entirely of it—long lines of primary fibres parallel to each other, 
connected by secondary ones at nearly right angles to _ primary 

«- 
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fibres, forming a rather regular elongate reticulation; and the same 
mode of fibrous arrangement prevails on the bulbous surface of the 
sponge, but not with quite so much regularity in its structure. Be- 
neath the fibrous stratum at the dermal surface, the sponge is prin- 
cipally composed of a mass of interstitial reticulate skeleton-struc- 
ture, with a few long threads of spiculo-fibrous tissue running amidst 
it. The reticulate interstitial skeleton-structure is uniform and re- 
gular in its construction, the rete being unispiculous, and the areas 
rarely exceeding the breadth of the length of one spiculum ; the 
spicula are of the same size and form in all parts of the sponge. 

There is a considerable amount of similarity in form and structure 
between this Australian species and our British one, Desmacidon 
Jeffreysii. Both are bulbous in form, and they are both furnished 
with long fistulous cloace ; but those of D. fistulosa are very much 
more delicate in their structure than the similar organs in D. Jef- 
Sreysii; and in the latter species there are large root-like basal pro- 
cesses which serve to elevate the sponge above the mass to which it 
may have been attached; but no such organs appear to have existed 
in D. fistulosa. The spicula in both sponges are exactly alike in 
size and form, but they do not agree in their mode of arrangement. 
In the dermal membrane of D. Jeffreysii they appear always to as- 
sume more or less of a reticulate arrangement; but in the like organ 
of D. fistulosa they are irregularly dispersed. The interstitial ha- 
lichondroid part of the skeleton in both species also differs. In D. 
Jistulosa it is very delicate and the rete is unispiculous, while in D. 
Jeffreysii the rete is often constructed of two or three spicula, and 
the areas are much larger and more irregular in their construction. 
In these structural characters there are therefore good and sufficient 
specific differences to discriminate the species. It is an interesting 
fact, but by no means a singular case, that we should have a fossil 
sponge from the hard chalk of Flamborough closely resembling 
the recent specimen, D. fistulosa, from Australia. This fossil 
sponge is described by Mr. John Edward Lee in Charlesworth’s 
‘Magazine of Natural History,’ vol. iii. for 1839, p. 15, as Spongia 
spinosa, and is represented in page 16, figs. 11 and 12; and I have 
by me a specimen of the same species of fossil from the locality men- 
tioned by Mr. Lee, which is much more like the recent D. fistulosa 
than the specimens described and figured by that author. Not only 
does the fossil resemble the recent sponge in its external characters, 
but there is little doubt that in its living state its internal struc- 
ture was also similar. Mr. Lee, in page 16 of his paper, writes, 
** Being anxious to see more of the internal structure, I had the spe- 
cimen cut through just below the plates figured in the last diagram : 
an irregular fibrous structure then became visible, similar to that 
shown in fig. 12.” The artist, in the figure of the specimen thus 
treated (13), has faithfully represented the fibrous structure alluded 
to, on each side of the lower part of the figure ; and the fibrous struc- 
ture is so like that in the corresponding part of the recent D. /is- 
tulosa, that the drawing would equally well represent the arrange- 
ment of the fibrous skeleton-tissues of either species. 
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From this case, and from other similar experiences, it appears 
that, if we wish to find the living representatives of the beautiful 
series of the chalk sponges, we must search for them among the 
multitudinous singular forms of the recent animals that abound in 
Australian seas. 

Crocatyrta Tyterr. (Plate IV.) 

Sponge massive, sessile, composed of numerous, closely packed, 
attenuating, penicillate branches rising perpendicularly from a com- 
mon base; branches gradually attenuating, apices rather acutely 
terminated, entirely closed, deeply furrowed or corrugated. Oscula 
simple, dispersed over all parts of the sponge. Pores inconspicuous, 
dispersed. Dermal membrane smooth, abundantly spiculous ; spi- 
cula acerate, small and slender, dispersed, closely felted together over 
the whole surface of the membrane, with a few skeleton- or larger 
spicula intermixed. Skeleton-spicula acerate, rather variable in 
size. 

Colour in the dried state cream-white. 
Hab. Port Elizabeth (Capt. Charles Tyler). 
Examined in the dried state. 

I received two specimens of this interesting species from my friend 
Capt. Charles Tyler, who obtained them from Port Elizabeth. The 
one figured is the smallest of the two ; but it is the most characteristic 
in its growth and general external appearance, which, in both spe- 
cimens, so closely resemble those of the British species in its early 
stage of growth, that it would be impossible to separate the two 
species if it were not for the differences that exist in their organiza- 
tion. The structure of the skeleton of C. J'yleri is in principle 
exactly that of C. penicillus. There is the same central column in 
each of the penicillate organs, with numerous short pedicels of closely 
compacted spicula radiating from it at right angles to the axis, their 
distal ends diverging at various angles over the inner surface of the 
dermis ; but their mode of disposition is not nearly so regularly ele- 
gant as in the British type species. Although so closely resem 
bling each other in external form, there is no difficulty in discrimi- 
nating the two species by their anatomical characters, the forms of 
their respective skeleton-spicula at once affording an unerring means 
of separation, those of C. penicillus being fusiformi-acuate, while 
those of C. Tyleri are acerate. The dermal membrane also of the 
former species has its spicula fasciculated in the form of a regular 
and beautiful reticulation, while the spicula in the latter species are 
irregularly dispersed and closely felted together on the surface of the 
membrane. The inhalant and exhalant systems are the same in 
each species. 

This species is especially interesting, not only from the singularity 
and beauty of its anatomical structure, but from its exceedingly close 
resemblance to our British species, although so widely separated 
from it as regards locality. The British type specimen of the 
genus, as figured in yol. iti. pl. xiii. fig. 2, ‘Monograph of British 
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Spongiade,’ is very much more largely developed than the subject of 

our present description ; but several small specimens of C, penicillus 

that I subsequently obtained are as nearly as possible of the same 

size and external appearance as those of C. Tyleri. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES. 

Prats I, 

Geodia Flemingii, Bowerbank. 

Fig. 1 represents the type specimen based on a mass of Nullipora and sand, 
natural size, exhibiting a portion of the irregular groups of oscula. 

Fig. 2. A view of the reverse of fig. 1, exhibiting a section of the sponge and its 

hollow interior. ? 

Fig. 3. A fully developed attenuato-expando-ternate bifurcated connecting spi- 
culum, magnified 80 linear. 

Fig. 4. One of the recuryo-ternate spicula, magnified 80 linear. The greater 
number of these spicula have their shafts very much longer than the 

4 one represented. ; } 
Fig. 5. A fusiformi-cylindrical skeleton-spiculum, magnified 80 linear. 
Fig. 6. One of the large cylindro-stellate retentive spicula with numerous short 

radii, magnified 530 linear. 
Fig. 7. A simple cylindro-stellate retentive spiculum, magnified 530 linear. 
Fig. 8. One of the small cylindro-stellate retentive spicula, magnified 530 

linear, 
Geodia depressa, Bowerbank, 

Fig. 9 represents the type specimen in the Museum of the Royal College of Sur- 
geons, London: natural size. 

Fig. 10, Half of one of the large fusiformi-acerate skeleton-spicula, magnified 
80 linear. 

Fig. 11. One of the large attenuato-patenti-ternate connecting spicula with large 
and long shafts, magnified 80 linear. 

Fig. 12. A recurvo-ternate connecting spiculum with long and slender shafts, 
magnified 80 linear. 

Fig. 13. An attenuato-stellateretentive spiculumfrom the interstitial membranes, 
magnified 530 linear, 

Fig. 14, One of the small and very numerous cylindro-sphero-stellate retentive 
spicula from the interstitial membranes, magnified 530 linear, 

Fig. 15. An adult ovarium, magnified 230 linear, 

Geodia gibberosa, Bowerbank. 

Fig. 16 represents the specimen in the possession of Dr. Andrew Fleming, son 
of the late eminent naturalist Professor Fleming of Edinburgh: natu- 
ral size. 

Fig. 17. One of the attenuato-patenti-ternate connecting spicula, magnified 80 
linear. 

Fig. 18. A fusiformi-acerate skeleton-spiculum, magnified 80 linear. 
Fig. 19. One of the slender acuate skeleton-spicula, magnified 80 linear. 
Fig. 20. A small fusiformi-acerate tension-spiculum from the interstitial mem- 

branes, magnified 80 linear. 
Fig. 21. An attenuato-stellate retentive spiculum from the interstitial mem- 

: branes, magnified 530 linear. 
Fig. 22, Pee of the minute cylindro-stellate retentive spicula, magnified 530 

inear, 
Puarz II, 

Geodia perarmatus, Bowerbank, 
Fig. 1 represents the type specimen, natural size. 
Fig. 2. One of the large fusiformi-acerate skeleton-spicula, magnified 80 linear. 
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Fig. 3, A large bifurcated patenti-ternate connecting spiculum, magnified 80 
linear, 

Fig. 4. The apex of a large-sized bifurcated patenti-ternate connecting spiculum, 
magnified 80 linear. 

Fig. 5, A small simple attenuated expando-ternate connecting spiculum, magni- 
fied 80 linear. H 

Fig. 6. A young expando-ternate bifurcating connecting spiculum, exhibiting 
the gradual development of the bifurcations of the ternate radii, mag- 
nified 10 linear. 

Fig. 7. One of the recurvo-ternate spicula, magnified 80 linear, 
Fig. 8. A porrecto-ternate spiculum, magnified 80 linear. 
Fig. 9. — attenuato-subsphero-stellate retentive spiculum, magnified 530 

ear. 
Fig. 10. is of the minute cylindro-stellate retentive spicula, magnified 530 

near. 
Fig. 11, A minute slender acerate tension-spiculum from the dermal membrane, 

magnified 80 linear. 

Tethea robusta, Bowerbank. 
Fig. 12. A section at right angles to the surface of 7. robusta, from the type 

: specimen in the British Museum: natural size. 
Fig. 13. st of the skeleton-spicula from the large fasciculi, magnified 80 

near. 
Fig. 14. 4 smaller skeleton-spiculum from the central nucleus, magnified 80 

inear. 
Fig. 15. One of the very large sphero-stellate spicula of the dermal rind, mag~- 

nified 530 linear. 
Fig. 16. A small cylindro-sphero-stellate retentive spiculum from the interstitial 

membranes, magnified 530 linear. 
Fig. 17. One of the minute clavated cylindro-stellate spicula from the intersti- 

tial membranes, magnified 530 linear. 

Geodia inequalis, Bowerbank. 
Fig. 18. The type specimen, natural size. 
Fig. 19. One of the inequicylindrical skeleton-spicula, magnified 80 linear. 
Fig. 20. An expando-ternate connecting spiculum with the shaft slightly curved, 

magnified 80 linear. ; 
Fig. 21. A large attenuato-multiradiate retentive spiculum from the interstitial 

membranes, magnified 530 linear. 
Fig. 22, An attenuato-subsphero-stellate retentive spiculum from the interstitial 

membranes, magnified 530 linear. 
Fig. 23. One of the minute cylindro-subsphero-stellate spicula from the inter- 

stitial membranes, magnified 580 linear, 

Geodia media, Bowerbank, 

Fig. 24, The type specimen, natural size. 
Fig. 25. One of the short stout acerate skeleton-spicula, magnified 80 linear. 
Fig. 26. An expando-ternate connecting spiculum, magnified 80 linear. 
Fig. 27. A multiradiate attenuato-stellate retentive spiculum from the intersti- 

tial membranes, magnified 530 linear. 
Fig. 28. A minute cylindro-stellate retentive spiculum from the interstitial mem- 
a branes, magnified 530 linear. 

Fig. 29, A doliolate spiculum from the interstitial membranes, magnified 150 
linear, These spicula are very few in number, and yary to some extent 
in their shape and size. 

Prats IIT. 

Geodia Dysoni, Bowerbank. 

Fig. 1 represents the type specimen, natural size. } 
Fig. 2, One of the fusiformi-acerate skeleton-spicula, magnified 80 linéar, 
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Fig. 3. An attenuato-patenti-ternate connecting spiculum of about the average 
size, magnified 80 linear. 

Fig. 4. The head of one of the largest and most fully developed connecting 
spicula, magnified 80 linear. : 

Fig. 5. One of the attenuato-stellate retentive spicula from the interstitial 
membranes, magnified 530 linear. ‘ 

Tethea simillima, Bowerbank. 

Fig. 6 represents the type specimen in spirit in the Museum of the Royal College 
of Surgeons, London: natural size. 

Fig. 7. The small specimen in the dried state, exhibiting a view of the external 
surface, natural size. 

Fig. 8. A sectional view of the same specimen that is represented by figure 7, 
showing the central nucleus and the mode of disposition of the skeleton- 
fasciculi: natural size. 

Fig. 9, Two thirds of one of the large fusiformi-acerate skeleton-spicula, mag- 
nified 80 linear. ‘This figure also represents the same form of spiculum 
as an external defensive one. 

Fig. 10. One of the fusiformi-porrecto-ternate external defensive spicula, mag- 
nified 80 linear. 

Fig. 11. An attenuato-recurvo-ternate defensive spicu'um, with long and yery 
slender shaft, magnified 80 linear. 

Fig. 12. One of the stout fusiformi-acerate spicula that surround the defensive 
fasciculi of the external surface, magnified &0 linear. 

Fig. 15. A small portion of the skeleton of one of the gemmules of the sponge, 
extending from its centre to its external surface, showing its unihamate 
and porrecto-ternate spicula in situ, from a specimen mounted in 
Canada balsam: magnified 80 linear. 

Tethea Cliftont, Bowerbank. 

Fig. 14. The type specimen, showing the remarkable mode of its location under 
difficulties: natural size. 

Fig. 15, One of the fusiformi-acuate skeleton-spicula, magnified 150 linear, 
Fig. 16. One of the large sphero-stellate spicula of the dermal rind of the sponge, 

magnified 530 linear. 
Fig. 17. A minute subsphero-stellate retentive spiculum with clavated cylindri- 

cal radii, magnified 530 linear. 
Fig. 18. A smaller specimen of the same description as that represented by fig. 

17, magnified 530 linear. 

Prate IV. 

Leuconia glomerosa, Bowerbank. 
Fig. 1, The type specimen, natural size. 
Fig. 2. One of the equiangular triradiate spicula of the dermal membrane, mag- 

nified 80 linear. 
Fig. 3. One of the largest-sized fusiformi-acerate dermal spicula, which has been 

gag near its middle and cemented together again: magnified &0 
inear, 

Fig. 4. A small-sized fusiformi-acerate dermal spiculum, magnified 20 lincar. 
Figs. 5 ce Mae of the triradiate spicula of the interstitial skeleton, magnificd 

inear. 

Desmacidon fistulosa, Bowerbank. 
Fig. 7 represents the type specimen, natural size. 
Fig. 8. One of the skeleton-spicula, magnified 150 linear. 

Ciocalypta Tyleri, Bowerbank, 
Fig. 9. The type specimen, natural size, 
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Fig. 10. One of the small'slender acerate spicula of the dermal membrane, mag- 
nified 123 linear. 

Fig. 11. One of the small skeleton-spicula intermingled with the slender acerate 
spicula of the dermal membrane, magnified 123 linear, 

Fig. 12. A full-sized skeleton-spiculum, magnified 123 linear. 

2. Report on a Collection of Sponges found at Ceylon by 

E. W. H. Holdsworth, Esq. By J. 8. Bowrersanx, 
F.R.S., F.Z.8., &e. 

(Plates V.-VII.) . 

[Received November 6, 1872.] 

Oa the return of Mr. Holdsworth from Ceylon, in 1871, he brought 
with him a small collection of Sponges which he obtained at the 
Pearl-banks and from the beach near his house at Aripo, on the 
north-west side of the island. The total number is 25 specimens ; 
many of those from the beach were in a condition in which specimens 
thus obtained are usually found, either well-washed skeletons, or so 
much deteriorated as to have destroyed a considerable portion of 
their softer parts, on which their specific characters frequently de- 
pend. I examined the whole of the specimens ; and the following is 
a list of the genera and the number of species of each :—Chalina 11 
specimens, consisting of 7 species ; Spongia 6 specimens, of 3 species ; 
Stematumenia 2 specimens, of | species ; Dysidea 2 specimens, of dif- 
ferent species; and 1 species each of the following genera, Hali- 
chondria, Desmacidon, Isodictya, Spongionella, and Haliphysema. 
The last three of these species and one Dysidea are not only in a 
fine state of preservation, but they also possess more than the usual 
degree of interest from the singularities and beauties of their struc- 
tural peculiarities, as well as from having been hitherto unknown to 
science; and I have therefore selected these species for description 
and illustration. 

SponGIonELLA Hotpswortuu, Bowerbank. (Plate V.) 

Sponge cup-shaped, margin entire or lobed; parietes very thin ; 
pedestal short and stout ; surface smooth and even. Oscula simple, 
rather equally dispersed ; orifices circular, or more or less radiating ; 
pores inconspicuous. Dermal membrane thin and pellucid. Ske- 
leton—primary lines regular, comparatively stout ; secondary lines 
rather irregular, slender. 

Colour in the living state dark brown, like dirty leather (Mr. 
Holdsworth). 

Hab. Nine-fathom line, or western margin of the great Pearl- 
bank off Aripo, Ceylon (Mr. Holdsworth). 

_ Examined in the dried state. 

I received five specimens of this interesting species of sponge for 
examination from my friend Mr. Holdsworth. They were all of 
nearly the same size as the one represented by figs. 1 & 2, Plate V. 
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The normal form is that of a thin, more or less expanded cup, some- 
times cleft at the edges, as in the one figured; in others the margin 
is quite perfect; and in all the pedicle is very short and slightly ex- 
panded, and the substance of the parietes of the sponge is equally 
thin and delicate, so thin that if it be held up to the light the 
radial structures of the primary lines of the skeleton may be readily 
seen by the aid of a lens of two inches focus ; the margin of the cup 
is very little thicker than a stout sheet of paper, and even near the 
base it rarely exceeds a line in thickness. 

The oscula are dispersed on the inner surface of the cup, at nearly 
equal distances from each other. The circular ones rarely exceed 
half a line in diameter. In many cases, instead of the usual circular 
form, they consist of three or four narrow shallow lines radiating from 
acentre. This variation in their form is remarkable, and I do not 
recollect ever having seen the like of it before. 

- I could not detect the pores on any of the portions of the outer 
or inhalant surface of the sponges which were examined. The dermal 
membrane is very thin and delicate in its structure. 

The primary lines of the skeleton are very much stouter than the 
secondary ones. They do not radiate in strictly straight lines, and 
frequently meander to some extent in their course ; but their general 
direction is distinctly in lines radiating from the central basal attach- 
ment of the sponge. 

Mr. Holdsworth, in a letter to me descriptive of its locality, states 
as follows :—‘ Spongionella is only found on the 9-fathom line of 
the large pearl-bank. It is attached to pieces of dead coral or 
stones. When alive it is of a dark brown; and when taken out of 
the water it looks exactly like dirty wet leather. If you soak a bit 
of one of the dark specimens you will see it with as nearly as pos- 
sible the original appearance. 

“This sponge is so strictly confined to the locality above mentioned, 
that its discovery by the divers is considered the strongest evidence 
that the outer part of the bank has been reached. 

“‘T should mention that the banks, strictly speaking, are only beds 
of gravel, stones, and dead shells in the midst of the general sea- 
bottom of fine white sand, and the water is as deep over them ag in 
the neighbourhood.” 

DysipEA conica, Bowerbank. (Plate VI.) 

Sponge conical, pedicelled; surface covered with small acutely 
conical papille. Oscula simple, large, dispersed. Pores inconspi- 
cuous. Dermal membrane thin, pellucid, abundantly arenulous. 
‘Skeleton fibro-membranous, unsymmetrical, abundantly arenulous. 
Interstitial membranes aspiculous. 

Colour in the living and dead state—pedestal light grey, conical 
mass dark purple. 

Hab. Large Pearl-bank, Ceylon, in 8 fathoms (Mr, Holdsworth). 
Examined from spirit, as it came from the sea. 

This interesting little species of Dysidea was dredged up by Mr. 
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Holdsworth from the 8-fathom part of the Great Pearl-bank at Ceylon. 
It was immediately immersed in spirit ; and my friend states that it 
‘‘ has not appreciably altered in appearance, shape, or colour since I 
first took it inmy hand. It is the only one of the kind I have seen.”’ 

The regular conical form of this species is very characteristic, as I 
do not know any other species of the genus, either British or foreign, 
that has any well-defined form. The surface characters also are 
unlike those of any other known species. 

The internal structure very closely resembles that of our British 
species D. fragilis, exhibiting precisely the same mode of increment 
that I have described in my ‘ Monograph of British Sponges,’ vol. i. 
pp. 78 & 211, figs. 270-272, as prevailing in that species. The ske- 
leton-structure is more membranous than fibrous, the latter being 
frequently more like thickened membranous edges than true fibres, 
with the membrane extending between them. Most frequently the 
membranous extensions are completely covered by a single stratum of 
particles of sand firmly cemented to them, which are so closely packed 
as to completely resemble a piece of fine mosaic work ; and no artist 
could adjust the positions of the large and small pieces of sand with 
greater precision than that exhibited on the membranes of the sponge. 
There is something more than the mere adhesion by chance in the 
attachment of the grains of sand to the membrane, The close and 
accurate adjustment of the particles to each other, the filling in of 
all the angles as completely as the most careful workman in mosaics 
would have adjusted them to each other, plainly indicate something 
more than a mere dispersion of the grains over the membranous sur- 
face. We find the fibres projected from the mass of the sponge in 
search of grains of sand with which to form the artificial skeleton of 
the animal ; and it is but a step further in the organization possessed 
by the animal to imagine that this beautiful arrangement of the par- 
ticles of sand on the membrane is achieved by the contractile power 
that we know those tissues to possess. It is well known that they 
can contract any portion of their own substance, and thus open pores 
for the imbibition of nutriment, and, if alarmed, again close them so 
completely that their very position becomes invisible ; and it is but a 
step further to believe that the same description of voluntary con- 
tractile power has enabled them so to operate by contractions of the 
tissue as to bring every molecule of sand cast upon its surface into 
close conjunction with each other in the complete and beautiful 
manner that obtains in this sponge, and thus form the exquisite 
mosaic arrangement that may be seen on its membranes. 

If we are to judge by the amazingly various and beautiful struc- 
tures exhibited in the sponges, we must certainly credit them with 
an amount of instinctive power they have hitherto never been ima- 
gined to possess, and assign them a much higher position amidst the 
lower animals than they have hitherto been supposed to merit. Oc- 
casionally there are spots of interstitial membrane unocccupied by 
grains of sand; and these were abundantly furnished with lenticular 
nucleated cells of rather unequal sizes, the nucleus being visible in 
the largest ones only. 
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Where the true fibre prevails, and the increment of the skeleton 
is progressing, a single thread may be seen projected from the outer 
surface of a grain of sand, to some distance, without having met 
with a grain to which it could attach itself, and at its distal extremity 
there will be seen a single large or small molecule of sand elevated, 
as it were, on a pedestal, or an irregular cup-shaped membrane 
which has only partially enveloped a particle and then lost it; or a 
column of large and small grains will be seen projected from the 
mass, the distal grain of which always exhibits more or less exten- 
sions of keratose tissue in search of additional grains of sand to be 
incorporated in the fibrous skeleton of the sponge. 

The dermal membrane is thin and pellucid ; it is covered with a 
single stratum of grains of sand and a few foraminated shells; in the 
interstices of these grains a few open pores were visible. 

The oscula are variable in size ; ten or twelve were dispersed over 
the surface of the sponge; the largest rather exceeded a line in dia- 
meter. 

TsopictyA Donnant, Bowerbank. (Plate VI.) 

Sponge cup-shaped, parictes thick and strong; margin strongly 
undulated, distal edge finely plicated, surface externally and intern- 
ally even, minutely hispid. Oscula and pores inconspicuous. Dermal 
membrane abundantly spiculous; spicules the same as those of the 
skeleton, and very small and slender acuate ones, dispersed. Skele- 
ton—primary lines multispiculous, strongly developed, rather irre- 
gular ; secondary lines very irregular, varying from multispiculous 
to unispiculous, very numerous; spicula acuate, short and stout. 
Interstitial membranes abundantly spiculous ; tension-spicu!la acuate, 
small and slender, dispersed, rather numerous. Sarcode dark amber- 
colour. 

Colour, alive, bright orange; dark purple in the dried state. 
Hab. Pearl-banks, Ceylon (Mr. Holdsworth). 
Examined in the dried state. 

Ihave named this species after Capt. Donnan, the present Super- 
intendent of the Pearl-banks. 

I received a single specimen of this interesting sponge from Mr. 
Holdsworth for examination. The parietes of the cup are remarkably 
firm and thick; and at about half its height from the distal end of 
the short pedicle the undulation of the marginal portion of the cup 
commences, and increases to such an extent as to occupy at least 
two thirds of its entire diameter. The extreme edge of the cup is 
thick and rounded, and is plicated in such a manner as to closely 
resemble the distal end of a lady’s fan when in a closed condition. ‘The 
short basal column does not exceed half an inch in height in its pre- 
sent condition. It has every appearance of having been broken 
from its natural attachment while in a living state. 

The surface of the outer and inner portions of the cup are even, 
but not smooth to the touch, from the projection of the terminations 
of the primary lines ofthe skeleton. The hispidation is visible only 
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when examined microscopically. It is produced partly by the ex- 
tension of the primary lines of the skeleton, and partly by the pro- 
jection of single spicula, of the same size and form as those of the 
skeleton, through the dermal membrane. I could not detect either 
oscula or pores on any parts of the external surface ; and it is very 
possible that inhalation takes place on the outer surface, within the 
folds of the plications of the skeleton-tissues, and that the excur- 
rent streams are ejected on the inner surface in a similar manner. 
And this mode of inhalation and of exhalation is the more probable 
as these plications are distinctly visible to the unassisted eye for 
about half an inch downwards on the outer surface, and to twice a3 
deep on the inner one. The plications are composed of closely 
packed parallel thin plates of the sponge-tissue, all disposed at right 
angles to the dermal surface ; but this regular arrangement of the 
skeleton-tissues does not seem to obtain beyond the limits stated 
above; the lower portions of the skeleton-structure appear to me- 
ander in every possible direction. 

The dermal membrane does not spread uniformly over the sur- 
faces of the sponge, but it appears to follow and encase the plications 
of the skeleton; and I could obtain a view of it only on the surface 
of the plates, and on the terminations of the defensive prolon- 
gations of the primary lines of the skeleton projected from the ex- 
ternal surface of the sponge, when mounted in Canada balsam, and 
with a power of about 80 linear. On those parts it was abundantly 
supplied with the slender tension-spicula, intermixed with which 
were a considerable number of the larger or skeleton-spicula. 

The skeleton is very strongly developed. The primary lines fre- quently throw off branches which pursue their course in lines parallel 
to the parent braneh. This habit, in conjunction with the great irregularity in the size and mode of disposition of the secondary lines 
of the skeleton, often produces a considerable amount of confusion among the skeleton-structures. 

I have never observed the same singularly plicated form of the skeleton-tissues in any other species of Isodictya with which I am 
acquainted. 

Mr. Holdsworth, in his letter to me, writes :—* The dark, thick, cup-shaped sponge with undulated margin is not uncommon on the large pearl-bank in from 6 to 9 fathoms; and I have met with it once or twice on rough ground on other parts of the coast; it is usually attached to some bit of rock, and is always, when alive, of a uniform bright orange-colour. It turns black an hour or two after being taken out of the water. The largest specimen I have seen was about as large again as the one you have. The general shape and colour are always the same.” 

HAuipHysemMa TUBULATUM, Bowerbank. (Plate VII.) 
Sponge massive, sessile. Surface minutely mamillated. Oscula and pores inconspicuous. Dermal membrane obsolete. Skeleton composed of numerous single and separate cylindrical tubuli radiating from the base to the surface of the mass; tubuli closed, termi- 
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nating more or less hemispherically, furnished abundantly with 
large and small defensive and skeleton-spicula projected from all 
parts of their surfaces at various angles; large skeleton-spicula 
flecto-attenuato acuate, stout and strong, usually procumbent on the 
tubuli; small defensive spicula subflecto-attenuato acuate, incipiently 
spinous, small and slender. Interstitial spicula the same as those of 
the skeleton, dispersed, numerous. Sarcode blood-red. 

I received this very remarkable sponge among the series of spe- 
cimens from Ceylon, collected by Mr. Holdsworth. There is no 
other genus with which I am acquainted to which it can be referred 
but Haliphysema. The only two species known and described are 
remarkably small, one consisting of a single simple fistulous skeleton, 
and the other of a ramous fistulous one; the species under consider- 
ation consists of a congregation of numerous single fistula. Although 
varying from each other greatly in size, there is a perfect accordance 
in the principle of their skeleton-structures,‘all of them exhibiting the 
tubular form, with the distal termination closed and more less dilated, 
that especially characterizes the genus. 

There are no distinct indications of any recent attachment of the 
sponge. The position of its natural base is indicated by the con- 
vergence of the skeleton-tubes at their proximal extremities ; and it is 
probable that the specimen had been freely floating about in a living 
condition for some time before it was taken. 

There are several large irregular openings on the upper surface of 
the sponge, which extend deeply into its mass. These orifices have 
none of the characters of excurrent or cloacal ones. As the internal 
structures, both in form and mode of disposition, strongly indicate 
a carnivorous habit in the sponge, it appears highly probable that 
these large irregular orifices are provided for the double purpose of 
the admission of water to its tubuli and to allow of the free entrance 
of minute annelids and other similar prey on which it subsists. 

The skeleton-tubuli are not closely packed together, and there is 
frequently a considerable space between them ; and the projection of 
the defensive spicula from their surfaces maintains this separation 
from each other, their adherent connexion being accomplished by a 
loose arrangement of interstitial skeleton-spicula, between which there 
is ample space for the admission and flow of water amongst the 
skeleton-tubes. 

If this reading of their history from their structure be correct 
(and it is quite in accordance with what we know to occur in other 
carnivorous sponges abounding in especial organs for the destruction 
of intruders within their interstitial cavities), the inhalation through 
the parietes of the tubes will be as in the other species of the genus, 
and the excurrent streams will take place in their natural positions 
at the distal ends of the tubes, which project from the surface of the 
sponge, and form the numerous minute mamille of the dermal 
surface. 

On fig. 2, Plate VII., representing a single skeleton-tube, near the 
distal end, at a, there is a minute, rather long and very sinuous 
tube or skin of what appears to have probably been a slender annelid. 
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Its diameter very slightly exceeds that of one of the large spicula of 
the sponge ; and its figure, full'of contortions, is just such as we may 
imagine that of a dying, struggling, slender worm wonld have been 
under such circumstances. It is so far covered and partially hidden 
by the surrounding sarcode, and so completely emptied of its former 
contents, that nothing but its form is distinctly visible; but be it 
what it may it is certainly no part of the organization of the sponge, 

It is no uncommon event to find in living sponges such slender 
worms attempting to prey either on the dermal surface or on the 
interstitial membranes within the sponge. 

With such a structure as that of the specimen in course of descrip- 
tion, a common investing dermal membrane could scarcely be sup- 
posed to be required or to exist, and the true dermis must be sought 
at the external surface of each of the skeleton-fistulee ; but as these 
organs are so small and their parietes so thin, it is extremely difficult 
to discriminate the dermal tissue from the parietes of the fistule. 
In some of the specimens mounted in Canada balsam, their surfaces 
are frequently much obscured by sarcode ; but in some parts there 
are strong indications of a very delicate dermal membrane envelop- 
ing the fistula. 
“Some of the large flecto-acuate spicula are procumbent and closely 

adherent for the whole of their length to the surface of the fistulee. 
They are disposed in lines more or less in accordance with its long 
axis; and in this position they perform the office of skeleton-spicula, 
strengthening and supporting the delicately constructed fistula by 
their longitudinal position on its surface, and maintaining it in its 
normal position; while others of them are projected as defensive 
organs from its surface. Very few of the small incipiently spinous 
defensive spicula are seen to be procumbent; and by far the greater 
number are projected backward at various angles to the surface of 
the fistula. 

The direction in which both descriptions of defensive spicula are 
projected from the surfaces of the fistule is more frequently back- 
ward than forward, or at right angles to the surface. This seems to 
indicate that they are carnivorous feeders, and that this position of 
the spicula is destined to obstruct the egress of any small annelids 
that may have entered the body of the sponge, and to destroy them 
for its own nutrition. 

No adventitious substances are incorporated with the skeleton of 
this species as in the other two known ones, and all its spicula are 
undoubtedly secreted by itself; and in every respect it forms the 
best type of the genus Haliphysema with which we are acquainted. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES. 

Puate V, 

Spongionella Holdsworthit. 

Fig. 1. The type specimen, natural size, exhibiting the numerous oscula within 
the cup or upper surface of the sponge. ; 
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Fig. 2 represents the outer or inhalant surface of the sponge, with the remaining 
portion of its short pedicel. 

For its anatomical structure see Plate VI. fig. 7. 

Prats VI. 

Dysidea conica. 

Fig. 1. The type specimen, natural size. 

Isodictya Donnani. 

Fig. 2 represents the type specimen, natural size. 
Fig. 3. A section, at right angles to the dermal surface, exhibiting the skeleton- 

reticulations and the interstitial membranes and their spicula, magni- 
fied 80 linear. 

Fig. 4. One of the very small acuate spicula from the dermal membrane, magni - 
fied 250 linear. 

Fig.’5. A full-sized skeleton-spiculum, magnified 250 linear. 
Fig. 6. One of the smaller skeleton-spicula from the interstitial membranes, 

magnified 250 linear. 

Spongionella Holdsworthit. 
Fig. 7 represents a small portion of the keratose skeleton of the sponge from the 

thinnest part of the distal margin, magnified 80 linear. 

Puate VII. 

Haliphysema tubulatum. 

Fig. 1 represents the type specimen, natural size. 
Fig. 2. The distal portion of one of the skeleton-tubuli and its numerous ske 

leton- and defensive spicula, with the remains of, apparently, the skin 
of a minute annelid at a, and a small portion of the interstitial spicula 
at 6: magnified 80 linear. 

Fig. 3. Portions of two of the skeleton-tubuli from near the middle of their 
length, showing their loose and tortuous course, and théir interior 
structure through longitudinal sections of the tubuli: magnified 80 
linear. 

Fig. 4. One of the largest skeleton- and defensive spicula, magnified 150 linear. 
Fig. 5, A small-sized skeleton- and defensive spiculum, magnified 150 linear. 
Fig. 6. Two of the small subflecto-attenuato-acuate incipiently spinous defensive 

spicula, magnified 150 linear. 

3. Note on the Occurrence of Xenospongia patelliformis, 
Gray, on the Coast of Ceylon. By E. W. H. Hotps- 
worth, F.L.S., F.Z.S. 

[Received January 7, 1873.] 

This curious form of sponge was described and figured by Dr. 
Gray in the ‘ Proceedings’ of this Society in 1858, p. 229, pl. xii., 
from two dried specimens received from Torres Straits ; and, so far as 
I can discover, no other locality was known for it until I fortunately 
met with a single young example on the Ceylon pearl-bank. This 
specimen was obtained froma depth of about 8 fathoms, on a sandy 
part of the bank ; and, knowing that an opportunity of examining 
this sponge in as nearly as possible its natural condition was desired at 
home, I at once put it in spirit, and on my return to England placed 
it in the hands of Dr. Gray. 
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It is not easy to understand the causes of the geographical 
distribution of many marine animals. Temperature and depth of 
water have no doubt much to do with it in many cases, as, for 
instance, with the various kinds of corals 3; and such causes may have 
their influence on the range of this sponge ; but it is interesting to 
note that of the two known localities for it, one of them (Torres 
Straits) is in lat. 10° S., and the other (the Ceylon pearl-banks) is 
in lat. 9° N. The temperature of the Ceylon seas varies but little 
from 82° Fahr.; and that is, I believe, about the warmth of tropical 
waters in general, unless influenced by some polar current. The 
apparent absence of this sponge from the intermediate equatorial sea 
is therefore due probably to the little use that has yet been made of 
the dredge in the waters between India and Australia, rather than to 
any difference in the physical conditions of life there; and if the 
Deep-Sea Dredging-Expedition does not meet with it in that as yet 
little-explored region, the localization of the genus Xenospongia at 
short and almost equal distances north and south of the equator will 
be rather remarkable. 

This sponge is not mentioned by Dr. Bowerbank in his report on 
my collection of Ceylonese species, as the specimen was sent to the 
British Museum, and did not come into his hands for examination. 

4. On the Value in Classification of a Peculiarity in the 
Anterior Margin of the Nasal Bones of certain Birds. 
By A. H. Garrop, B.A., F.Z.S., Prosector to the Society. 

[Received December 3, 1872.] 

Since commencing the study of the anatomy of birds, it has 
always appeared to me that two distinct types of nasal bones can be 
distinguished among them without difficulty—and that if those which 
present the abnormal characters are considered separately, they 
present other features in common which justify their being placed 
in the same class, and their entire Separation from those which 
present the less-modified arrangement. 

In most birds the anterior margin of the nasal bone is concave, 
with the two cornua directed forwards—one along the outer edge of 
the nasal splint of the preemaxilla, to form the inner margin of the 
osseous external nares, whilst the other, which is free, descends as 
part of the external boundary of the same aperture in connexion 
with the ascending process of the maxilla, which it joins. These 
two processes become continuous behind with the body of the bone, 
and with one another, there being no interruption of any kind 
between them. Such a condition is found in its simplest form in 
Otis and the Gallinee proper; and birds possessing the bone so 
constructed may be termed holorhinal: in them a_ transverse 
straight line, drawn on the skull from the most backward point of 
the external narial aperture of one side to that of the other, always 

Proc. Zoox, Soc.—1873, No. III. 3 
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Skulls of Schizorhinal Birds. 
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1. Alcea impennis. 5. Parra (Hydralector) cristata. 
2. Larus argentatus. 6. Arctica alle. 
3. Numenius arquatus. 7. Pedionomus torquatus. 
4. Columba livia, 
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Skulls of Holorhinal Birds. 

8. Otis tarda. 10. Daption capensis. 

9. Gallus domesticus. 11. Coccothraustes vulgaris. 
3* 
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passes in front of the posterior terminations of the nasal processes of 
the preemaxillz. 

But several birds present a very different condition. In Grus, for 
example, the posterior contour of the osseous external nares, instead 
of beimg rounded, as in holorhinal birds, is apparently formed by 
the divergence of two straight bars of bone, which enclose an 
angular space between them. These two processes evidently cor- 
respond to the two anteriorly directed cornua of the holorhinal skull 
described above ; but they appear in many cases to be so different in 
density, and the outer one joins the body of the bone so abruptly, 
that it seems at first sight to be an independent ossification ; how- 
ever, I have no reason to believe that such is the case. As in 
holorhinal birds, so in those under consideration, which may be 
termed schizorhinal, the internal process of the nasal bone runs 
forwards along the outer border of the nasal process of the pre- 
maxilla, and the outer descends free to join the maxilla. In these 
birds there is considerable variation in the manner in which the 
almost detached outer of the two nasal processes joins the body of 
the bone. In Numenius, Hematopus, and many of the Limicolz 
they proceed directly upwards and expand, becoming slightly fanned 
out where they join the rest of the bone by a straight transverse 
line. In Jéis and Grus they are of uniform size from end to end, 
whilst in the Auks, and to a less degree in the Gulls, at its origin 
the process is slightly curved, being directed outwards for a short 
distance, and after that straight downwards and forwards. 

In most schizorhinal birds, a transverse line joining the extreme 
posterior point of one external nasal aperture to the similar one of 
the opposite side is situated behind the posterior ends of the nasal 
processes of the premaxilla; but in some of the short-beaked, broad- 
mouthed species of the class it is situated in front of them. Such is 
the case in Pterocles and Syrrhaptes ; and this peculiarity renders it 
at first sight uncertain whether they are schizorhinal at all ; but as 
every intermediate condition may be found between the strictly 
schizorhinal skull of the Columbide proper, and the very similar 
but less strongly marked skull of Pterocles, there is no real reason to 
doubt that the modification only depends on the great breadth of 
beak in the latter bird. The curious development of the superficial 
nasal turbinal bone of Pterocles is also a Columbine character, as is 
also the great length of the inner of the two nasal processes, which, 
in a manner quite unlike that of the Gallinze, extends on each side 
for a long way forwards under the premaxillary nasal splint. 

Subjoined is a list, alphabetically arranged, of the genera in which 
I have observed the schizorhinal arrangement :— 

ScHIZORHINAL BirpDs. 

Alea. Charadrius. Gallinago. 
Anous. Chionis. Glareola. 
Anthropoides. Dromas. Grus. 
Arctica. Eurypyga. Hematopus. 
Cataractes. Fratercula. This. 
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Larus. Pterocles. Sterna. 
Lestris. Recurvirostra. Totanus. 
Inimosa. Rhinochetus. Tringa. 
Machetes. Rhynchops. Turnix. 
Numenius. Rissa. Uria. 
Parra. Sarciophorus. Vanellus. 
Platalea. Scolopaz. 

And all the Columbidz proper. 

From the above list it is evident that nearly all the schizorhinal 
birds are included among Professor Huxley’s Schizognathe. Going 
further into detail, they may be said to embrace all the Charadrio- 
morphe, with the exception of (dicnemus (I have not seen Cur- 
sorius). Among the Geranomorphe, they comprise the Gruide, 
together with Rhinochetus and Eurypyga, but not the Rallide (from 
which family Parra should be removed to the Charadriomorphe), 
nor Psophia, Otis, and Cariama. Among the Cecomorphe they 
include the Laridz and Alcide, but not the Procellariidze nor the 
Colymbidee. Among the Spheniscomorphe none are schizorhinal. 
Among the Alectoromorphe Turniz and the Pteroclide are so; and 
the Peristeromorphee are all schizorhinal. In the other main divi- 
sions, the Desmognathee and the Agithognathee, only the Hemiglot- 
tides of Nitzsch, belonging to the Pelargomorphee, are schizorhinal. 

The linking together of the Plovers and the Gulls by any osteolo- 
gical feature has long been a desideratum, as Professors Newton and 
Huxley have remarked*; and the facts brought forward by the latter 
have greatly assisted in this respect. But Professor Huxley’s classifi- 
cation does too much ; it places the Petrels nearer to the Gulls than 
the latter to the Plovers, and it includes the Rails in the same cate- 
gory as the Cranes, which is more than collateral evidence justifies. 
If the nasal bones have the significance in classification which I 
would put upon them, and their conformation be employed in dividing 
up the schizognathous birds (with which, notwithstanding their des- 
mognathism, Platalea and Iéis must be placed), a result is arrived 
at which pterylosis and internal anatomy greatly tend to justify. 

The following table represents my idea of such an arrangement, 
though I do not wish to give my sanction to the naturalness. of the 
non-schizorhinal schizognathous group, which I believe to be open 
to eriticism :— 

Scu1zoGNnaTHous Brros (Huxley) + Hemiglottides (Nitzsch). 
Schizorhinal Birds. 

. Columbe, Pteroclids, and Turnicidee. 
. Limicole (excluding @dienemus, and including Parra). 
. Laride. 
Gruide. 

. Eurypygide and Rhinochetide. 

. Hemiglottides. 

. Alcidze. SES Or wre 

* This, 1868, pp. 92 & 360. 
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Holorhinal Birds. 

. Impennes. 

. Procellariidee. 
. Colymbide. 
. Galline (excl. Pterocles and Turnix). 
Rallidz (excl. Parra). 

. Otidee (incl. @dienemus). 
Cariamide. 
Psophiidee. 

. Opisthocomide. 

. Podicipide. SCOnNAe Poo toe — 

In his paper On the Osteology of the Kagu,” Mr. Parker, in 
speaking of the nasal bone, says, ‘this part of the face is thoroughly 
Gruine in both the Hurypyga and the Kagu; the long open nasal 
fossa, so sharp above at the bifurcation of the nasals, gives a 
character to the face common to large groups of Gralle and 
Palmipeds.”” Otherwise he does not employ this character in classi- 
fication, as is evident when it is seen that he places the Kagu 
close to Psophia and the Rails, which are holorhinal birds. 

It may be mentioned that the external nasal process of the nasal 
bone is weak or obsolete in the struthious birds. 

5. Notes on Mud-tortoises (Trionyx, Geoffroy), and on the 
Skulls of the different kinds. By Dr. J. E. Gray, 
F.R.S. &c. 

[Received Oct. 16, 1872.] 

(Plate VIII.) 

The distinction of the species of this group of Tortoises is attended 
with considerable difficulty, on account of the change of colour and 
of the development of bones and of the callosities on their surface 
during the growth of the animal. After considerable study, I am satis- 
fied that the skulls, which appear to alter very little during the growth 
of the animal, are among the best characters for the distinction of the 
species, and division of them into groups; but the study of these 
parts has been attended with great difficulty, from the want of mate- 
rials and so little being known of their development ; and it was not 
until I had made one or two mistakes that I came to the con- 
clusion that they afforded such good characters, and varied so little 
during the growth of the species. 

The study of the skulls is attended with considerable difficulty, 
from the want of specimens ; and the result has shown that the only 
safe way of comparing them is actually by skulls with skulls. I at 
first thought that it might be done by examining the mouths of ani- 
mals in spirits or dry ; but the skin on the side of the mouth hides 
so much of the skull, and gives the palate quite a different character 
from that which exists in the skull; and the examination of the mouth 
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of specimens in this state only affords a general impression of the 
alveolar surface. 

The skulls of the Mud-tortoises are so uncommon, and I was so 
disinclined to take the skulls out of the specimens, that I availed 
myself of the characters which the preserved heads afforded me : 
but I have now determined to extract the skulls in the most careful 
manner from the specimens themselves ; and this has given me a 
greatly increased knowledge of the species, and of the characters the 
skulls afford. 

The examination of the skulls of the different specimens has had 
the effect of putting together specimens that had been considered not 
only distinct species but distinct genera, and has shown them to be 
only various ages of the same species, as Dogania and Sarbieria ; 
and at the same time it has given more important characters for the 
separation of species and characteristics for the groups to which they 
belong. 

In all the other groups of Tortoises I have only figured the skulls 
that belonged to skeletons; but in this group of Mud-tortoises the 
number of skulls that I had was so small, that I was induced to 
figure and try to identify two skulls which Prof. Oldham had given 
to the Museum with two Asiatic species: and I am sorry to say that 
now we have been able to examine other skulls, one of them has 
been proved to have been wrongly identified; that is to say, that 
which I figured for Potamochelys proves to be the skull of an 
Emyda. 

In my former papers I had only the opportunity of examining the 
skulls of most of the species in the heads of the stuffed specimens, 
or of those preserved in spirits, and which consequently had the 
horny coat to the alveolar process of the jaws and palate, which are 
naturally very different from the bones which they cover. All the 
skulls described in this paper have been extracted from the specimens, 
and have had the horny coat of the alveolar surface removed. This 
explains why they differ from descriptions in former papers; and 
those in this paper are to be considered the most correct. 

There is a very great difficulty in comparing animals in spirits with 
prepared dry specimens. The living animals and the specimens in 
spirit have the bony disk of the back and sternum covered with a 
thick skin, which, perhaps with the exception of very old specimens, 
entirely hides the callosities on the surface of the back and part of 
the sternum, which are so prominent, and from which we take many 
characters in the dry preserved and stuffed specimens. The rugosity 
or callosities seem to cover the lateral bones of the sternum simul- 
taneously over the whole surface, except the diverging rays by which 
the bones are united. In the hinder pair of sternal bones the callo- 
sities form a rounded or oblong spot near the internal side, and 
gradually enlarge themselves so as to cover the whole surface of the 
bone, leaving the diverging rays. 

The genera and families have various relations to each other, 
which I think are well exhibited in the following Table, which shows 
in one view the alliance of Heptathyra to Cyclanosteus, and Chitra 
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to Trionyz, which have each different jaws, but common external 
characters. 

I believe that, for the division of the Trionychide into tribes or 
groups, the formation of the dorsal disk affords the best character, 
and one which can be observed in the animal after it has passed its 
most juvenile state. 

The following Table exhibits the affinities of the genera of the two 
families to each other :— 

Fam. CHITRADz. Fam. TrRioNYCHIDZ. 

The skull very thin, light; al- The skull solid, thick ; alveolar 
veolar surface narrow. surface more or less wide. 

I. The hinder lateral edge of the sternum narrow, exposing the hind 
feet. The front pair of bones of the sternum without any cal- 
losities. The front odd bone of the dorsal disk without any 
bone before it in the margin. 

CHITRAINA. TRIONYCHINA. 

II. The hinder lateral edge of the sternum with flaps to cover the 
hind feet. The front pair of bones of the sternum with callo- 
sities. The front odd bone united to the ribs of the dorsal disk, 
with an oblong free bone in the margin before it. 

HeErraTHyRinNa. EMYDINA. 

uw. Dorsal disk without any posterior marginal bones. 
Heptathyra. Cyclanosteus &c. 

b. Dorsal disk with posterior marginal bones. 
Emyda. 

There is great general affinity between Heptathyra and Cyela- 

nosteus, between Chitra and the various genera of Trionychina ; 

indeed the skull of Callinia has all the thinness of the skull of the 

Chitrada, but retains the characters of the Trionychina. The animals 

of the Chitrad@ must have very different habits and food (as proved 

by the form and lightness of the skull, and the weakness of the lower 

jaws) from the Trionychide, where the skull is generally solid, some- 
times very much so, and the lower jaw very strong. 

The latter must differ considerably in their food ; for many have 

a broad expanded alveolar surface for chewing, and others, like Tyrse, 

have a sharp edge for cutting their food. 
Those with the broad alveolar surface live on dead animals; the 

Gangetic species are said to be found often feeding on the dead 
Hindoos that are thrown into the river. 

Family Currraps, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 89. 

I. Chitraina. Hinder lateral edge of sternum narrow, hind feet 
exposed ; front pair of bones of the sternum without any 

callosities ; front odd bone of the dorsal disk united to the 

ribs. 
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CHITRA. 

The skull is figured in the Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 70, t. 41; P.Z.S. 
1864, p. 92, f.11 & 12; and Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. fig. 28. 

1. Cuirra rnpica. (The Sewteree). 

Testudo chitra, B. Hamilton (Icon. ined.). 
Trionyx egyptiacus, var. indicus, Gray, Illustr. Indian Zool. 1. 

t. 80, from Hardwicke’s icon. 
Trionyx indicus, Gray, Syn. Rept. p. 47. 
Gymnopus lineatus, Dum. & Bibr. Erpét. Gen. ii. p. 491, 
Sewteree, Hardwicke (icones ined. B. M.). 
Chitra indica, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. B. M., p. 70, t. 41 (skull), 

P.Z.S. 1864, p. 92, figs. 11 & 12 (skull); Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 89, 
t. 28 (skull) ; Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1872, p. 332. 

Hab. India, Ganges, Nepal. 

PELOCHELYS. 
The skull figured, Gray, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 90, f. 9 & 10; Suppl. 

Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 91, fig. 29. 
The odd bone in front of the disk very large and broad in the 

adult. 

1. PELOCHELYS CANTORII. 

Chitra indica, Blyth, J. A. Soc. 1863, xl. p. 77 ; Giinther, Rep. 
Brit. Ind. t. (badly coloured). 

Gymnopus indicus, Cantor, Rept. Malacca, p. 10. 
Pelochelys cantorii, Gray, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 90, figs. 9, 10 (skull) ; 

Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 91, fig. 29 (skull). 
Hab. Malacca, Aracan. 

2. PELOCHELYS CUMINGII. 

Pelochelys cumingit, Gray, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 90; Suppl. Cat. Sh. 
Rept. p. 91. 

Hab. Philippine Islands. 

3. PELOCHELYS BIBRONII. 
Trionyx bibronii, Owen, Cat. Osteol. Spec. Mus. Coll. Surg. p. 185, 

nos. 951-959. 
Pelochelys bibronii, Gray, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 90; Suppl. Cat. Sh. 

Rept. p. 91. 
Hab. Australia? 

II. Heptathyrina. The hinder lateral edge of the sternum with 
flaps to cover the hind limbs ; the front pair of bones of the 
sternum with callosities; the front odd bone of the dorsal 
disk united to the ribs, without any small oval bone in the 
margin before it. 

HEpPTaTHYRA. 

The skull figured, Gray. P. Z. S. 1864, p. 94, figs. 13, 14, 15; 
Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 92, fig. 30. 
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The hinder sternal callosities large, rather far apart. A well-de- 
veloped callosity on each side of the front pair of bones, and a small 
lunate callosity on the odd bone in front of the sternum. 

1. HepraTHyRA FRENATA. 

Aspilochelys livingstonii, Gray, P. Z.S. 1860, p. 6, t. 22 (shell). 
Heptathyra frenata, Gray, P. Z.S. 1864, p. 93, figs. 13-15 

(skull). 
Heptathyra aubryi, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 93, fig. 30 

(skull). 
‘Hab. Western and Central Africa. 

Fam. Trionycuip#, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 94. 

I. Trionychina. Hinder lateral edge of the sternum narrow, exposing 
the hind feet ; the front pair of bones of the sternum without 
any callosities ; the front odd bone of the dorsal disk more or 
less united to the ribs, without any bone in the margin 
before it. 

A. Dorsal disk with a broad transverse single or odd bone in front, 
which is united to the rest of the disk by a straight suture in 
the adult ; lateral and posterior pair of bones of the sternum 
expanded, and covered with well-developed callosities on the 

whole surface. 

In the young specimens the odd bone is more or less separate from 
the dorsal disk, but is generally narrow and transverse. As this 
bone becomes more developed it expands in length and breadth, and 
becomes nearer to the anterior edge of the first rib. As it grows 
larger, there are usually a couple of circular vacancies between the 

‘ odd bone and the front of the first pair of ribs; but these circular 
cavities diminish in size as the animal increases in age, and are entirely 
obliterated by the development of the bones. . 

Synopsis of the Genera of this Tribe. 

* The central palatine groove in front of the internal nostrils nar- 
row, linear ; alveolar surface wide. 

1. Forpra. Skull depressed, broad ; palate nearly flat. Africa. 

2. Nixssonra. Skull high; palate deeply concave. Asia. 

** Central palatine groove in front of the internal nostrils wide, 
shallow, nearly as wide as the front of the internal nostrils. 

t+ Front of the alveolar surface of the lower jaw wide, flat or 
slightly concave, generally with a central longitudinal ridge. 

3. Trionyx. 

4. Isoua. 
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Tt Front of the alveolar surface of the lower jaw deeply concave, 
with a narrow sharp edge, wider and concave behind ; front 
groove of palate wide, shallow, narrower behind. The nose of 
the skull is conical, shorter than the diameter of the orbit. 

5. LanpemantA. Back convex, with a groove on each side of the 
vertebral line ; skull elongate ; lower jaw suddenly contracted 
in front. 

6. Ipa. Back keeled; skull short; lower jaw gradually ta- 
pering. 

7. Doganta. Back flat, scarcely raised ; skull elongate ; lower 
jaw gradually attenuated. 

*** The central palatine groove in front of the internal nostrils 
broad, shallow, rather wider than, and forminy a margin to, 
the sides of the internal nostrils. 

8. Puarypettis. The alveolar surface of the lower jaw concave, 
with a sharp raised outer edge, much wider in front ; hinder 
bones of the sternum with well-developed callosities. 

9. Cauuinta. The alveolar surface of the lower jaw narrow, 
sharp-edged ; front of lower jaw shelving on the inner side, 
erect on the sides. 

10. AMypa. 

1]. Tyrse. The central palatine groove in front of the internal 
nostrils broad, shallow, much wider than, and enclosing 
them ; nose elongate. 

1. Forpza. 

Skull very solid, rather broad, rounded in front ; nose moderate, 
flattened on the sides ; distance between the square nose-hole and 
the orbit about half as much again as the diameter of the latter, 
which is small ; palate flat; alveolar surface very broad through the 
whole of its length, with a very narrow slightly impressed groove 
from the front edge to the septum between the internal nostrils, 
which are on a line with the front edge of the zygomatic cavity ; 
lower jaw very strong and thick, depressed in front ; alveolar surface 
broad and flat in front, narrower and deeply concave on the sides, 
with a slight central longitudinal ridge, and with a slight concavity 
and one or two small pits on the sides of the middle part. Length of 
the skull to condyle 43 inches ; width at condyle 32 inches. 

The skull is nearly as large as the skull of the Baikiea received 
from Western Africa, but is immediately known from it by being 
more conical in front. 

1. Forpia arricana, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1869, p. 119; Suppl. Cat. 
Sh. Rept. p. 100. (Fig. 1, p. 44.) 

Tyrse nilotica, var., Gray, P.Z. S. 1864, p. 88. 
Hab. Upper Nile (Chartum). 
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Fig. 1. 

Fordia africana. 
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2. NILSSONIA. 

Skull elongate, tapering on the sides in front, the forehead sud- 
denly bent down; the nose of the skull between the orbit and the 
oblong four-sided erect nose-hole not more than half the diameter of the 
orbits. The front of the palate concave, with a narrow deep groove 
to the septum, between the internal nostrils, which is rather wider 
in front, and then about the same width behind, where it is very 
deep; alveolar surface very wide, gradually tapering off towards the 
front of the mouth ; lower jaw very strong; alveolar surface much 
wider in front than at the sides, with a deep, short, longitudinal pit 
in the front half of the front edge, which is rather concave. Hinder 
part narrower, concave, with a strong prominence on the inner edge. 

Nilssonia, Gray, Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. 1872, x. p. 332. 

The skull from which this genus is described was received in 
1865, probably from India; but I have not been able to find any 
Indian Mud-tortoise with which it could be identified. 

The skull is three inches long from the end of the nose to the 
posterior condyle, and an inch longer to the end of the central lon- 
gitudinal ridge, and is two inches wide just in front of the tympanic 
aperture, which is the widest part of the skull. 

1. NitssonrA Formosa. (Fig. 2, p. 46.) 
Only young animal known. Back olive, with four large spots, 

with a black eye and a narrow white edge. Head with a spot be- 
hind each eye and at the angle of the mouth, and a large white 
transverse band on each side of the back of the head, interrupted in 
the middle of the upper part. 

Skull shorter and broader than that of the adult. 
Trionyx formosus, Gray, P.Z.S. 1869, p. 217, t. 15. fig. 1 (young); 

Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 99. 
Hab. India (Pegu, Theobald’s coll.). B.M. 
It appears that this and the other Trionyx marked “ Pegu”’ do 

not really come from that place; for although the collection was 
sold as from ‘“ Pegu,” it contained many specimens from other parts 
of Hindostan. 

The skull of the very young animal described as Trionyx formosus 
(only ¢ inch long) in the British Museum, which has as yet no dorsal 
or ventral callosities, is very like the adult skull above described, but 
is shorter and broader, and the-groove in front of the internal nostrils 
is deeper. I think that this is probably the effect of age, and that 
the skull becomes longer by growth. 

I have named this genus after my old friend Dr. Sven Nilsson, of 
Lund, who has been working on zoology since 1816, and more lately 
on archzeology, and is now, in his 86th year, in the full vigour of his 
intellect. 
_Two young specimens in spirits have no sternal callosities ; but all 

the bones of the sternum are seen through the skin. 
The back of the young is marbled, and has the four eyed spots 

like the young of the genus Trionyz. 
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Fig. 2. 

Nilssonia formosa. 
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3. TRIONYX. 

Trionyx, Gray, P. Z.S. 1864 ; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 88, fig. 32. 
Palate of the skull with a broad shallow concavity to the internal 

nostrils, of the same width before and benind. 
The alveolar surface of the lower jaw is usually more or less con- 

cave, and often marked with a central longitudinal ridge over the 
suture of the jaw. 

The form of the alveolar surface, and the comparative width of 
various parts of it, and the various concavities and ridges on the dif- 
ferent parts of its surface afford excellent characters for the species. 

The dorsal disk in the young animals is generally marked with 
three pairs of black spots, which have concentric pale rings within. 
These spots often last, in a more or less perfect degree, through the 
life of the animal. Sometimes the anterior, and sometimes the 
posterior pair, and rarely a spot on one side of these pairs, are de- 
ficient. The crown of the head of the young specimens is generally 
marked with spots of various colours, which become more and more 
indistinct as the animal grows. I believe that these spots are cha- 
racteristic of the species; and sometimes whole series of species 
have characteristic spots—that is to say, on the side of the crown 
and face. 

The skulls of the species of this genus which we have in the 
British Museum may be divided into two sections :— 

1. Nose of skull broad, rounded in front. Trionyx gangeticus. 

2. Nose of skull tapering, converging in front. T. sewaare, T. 
jeudii, T. leithii. 

* Crown of head olive, with radiating black lines behind. 

1. Trionyx GANGETICUS. The “ Dekoolee.”” (Plate VIII.) 

Skull short, broad ; nose suddenly bent down, with a rounded out- 
line. Eyes within a very short distance of the cavity of the nostrils, 
which is not as long as the diameter of the orbit ; alveolar surface of 
the lower jaw deeply concave, with a very slight indistinct central 
longitudinal ridge. 

The Dekoolee, Hardwicke, icon. ined. 
Trionyx du Ganges, Cuvier, Oss. Foss. v. pt. 2. p. 187, tab. ii. 

figs. 5-8 (skull). 
Trionyx gangeticus, ‘ Duvaucel,’’ Cuvier, Régne Animal, vol. ii. 

p- 16; Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. B. M. p. 66, tab. 42. fig. 1 ; Suppl. p. 97, 
fig. (skull only). 

Gymnopus duvaucelit, Duméril and Bibr. Erpét. Générale, vol. ii. 
. 47. : 

: Aspidonectes gangeticus, Wagler, Amphib. Taf. ii. figs. 13-22; 
copied from Cuvier. 

Trionyx javanicus, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 67 (not synonyma). 
Potamochelys stellata, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. B. M. p. 104 

(animal only, not skull). 
Variety ? The black lines irregular. 
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Jaank, Hardwicke, icon. ined. 
Inhabits India. 
See history of the species and skull, Ann. & Mag. N. H. 1872, x. 

p. 334. 
In a young specimen, with the sternal callosities partly developed, 

Fig. 3. 

Trionysx leithii. 
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the front odd bone of the dorsal disk is quite separate, with a trans- 
verse oblong pitted callosity ; the front margin of the dorsal disk 
has a central prominence nearly reaching the back edge of the odd 
bone. 

In young specimens the odd bone in the front of the dorsal disk 
is transversely elongate, rugose the whole of its width, separate from 
but very close to a central prominence in front of the dorsal disk. 

2. Trionyx Le1tat. The Poonah Mud-tortoise. (Fig. 3, p. 48.) 

A small species, the shell about 10 inches long and 6} broad ; the 
alveolar surface of the lower jaw nearly flat, with a very slight lon- 
gitudinal ridge across the front end. 

Trionyx leithii, Gray, Ann. & Mag. N. H. 1872, x. p. 334. 
Hab. Poonah, Dr. Leith. 

The history of this species is given in the Aun. & Mag. N. H. 1872, 
x. p. 334. 

There are two other specimens in the British Museum, from Mr. 
Day. The older one has the dorsal disk suborbicular, concavely 
truncated behind. The odd bone in front about half the width of 
the widest. part of the dorsal disk, and united to it. 

The younger one has the dorsal disk with numerous, close, rather 
irregular, minute tubercles; the hinder edge is regularly arched ; 
the front edge truncate, with a deep arched notch on each side of 
the central prominence ;-the odd marginal bone is rather broad, 
arched in front, and slightly concave on the sides of the inner edge, 
about 7 as wide as the breadth of the broadest part of the disk. 

** The hinder part of the crown and sides of the head marked 
with pale spots. 

38. TRIONYx HURUM. The “ Kaavez.’’ 

Crown of the head varied with irregular black lines ; a yellow spot 
on each side of the crown and at the back angle of the mouth. 

Kaavez, Hardwicke, icon. ined. B. M. 
Trionyx hurum, Gray, Synopsis Rept. tab. 10, copy of Hardwicke ; 

Gray, Ill. Ind. Zool. tab., copy of Hamilton’s; Gray, Ann. & Mag. 
N. Hist. 1872, x. p. 335. 

Testudo hurum, Hamilton, icon. ined. 
The history of this large species is to be found in the Ann. & Mag. 

N. Hist. 1872, x. p. 336. 

4, TRIONYX JEUDII. 

Skull, with nose rather elongate, produced forward, with a rather 
tapering outline ; orbit further from the cavity of the nostrils than 
the diameter of the orbit ; alveolar surface of the lower jaw with a 
very distinct central longitudinal ridge in front, with a deep pit on 
each side. 

Trionyx jeudii, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1869, p. 217, fig. 19 ; Suppl. Cat. 
Sh. Rept. p. 97, fig. 32 (skull). 

Hab. India. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. IV. 4 
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The skull only is known, which probably belongs to Trionyx hurum, 
as it seems to come from a large species not uncommon in India, as 
is the case with T. hurum. 

There is a second specimen of this skull, which was given to the 
British Museum by Mr. Theobald as the skull of his Trionyx phayrei. 
It certainly was not the skull of the species which he described under 
that name in the ‘ Journal of the Linnean Society,’ and not that of 
the tortoise described under that name by Dr. Anderson. 

5. TRIONYX SEWAARE. (Fig. 4.) 

The upper surface of the head uniform olive, with a distinct yel- 
low spot on each side of the crown. 

Sewaare, Hardwicke’s icon. ined. in B. M. 
Trionyx gangeticus, var., Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 97. 
Trionyx sewaare, Gray, Aun. & Mag. N. Hist. 1872, x. p. 336. 
Hab. Bengal. 

Fig. 4. 

Trionyx sewaare. 
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The skull of a young species, tapering in front, the palatine groove 
rather wide, narrower behind. The lower jaw very broad in front, with 
a broad central longitudinal groove, nearly reaching the front edge, 
and a wide longitudinal groove on the inner part of the sides, with a 
narrow well-raised edge on the inner side. 

The history of this species, and the account of the specimens in 
the Museum, is given in my paper on Indian Mud-tortoises in the 
Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. 1872, x. p. 336. 

6. TRIONYX OCELLATUS. 

Only known young; callosities not developed; nose before the 
eyes with a broad lunate yellow spot. 

Testudo ocellatus, B. Hamilton, icon. ined. 
Trionyx ocellatus, Gray, Ill. Ind. Zool. (copy of Hamilton); Gray, 

Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. 1872, p. 337. 
Gymnopus ocellatus, Duméril & Bibr., Erpét. Gén. iv. p. 9? 
Hab. India. B.M. 
For the history of this species I refer to my paper in the Ann. 

& Mag. N. Hist. 1872, x. p. 337. 

7. TRIONYX BELLII. 

Only known from young ; callosities not developed; upper part 
of the head black, white-spotted on the crown, with a red spot on 
the side of the temple and on the angle of the mouth. 

“Trionyx gangeticus, Cuvier,” Bell’s MS.; Gray, ‘ Tortoises, Ter- 
rapins, and Turtles,’ p. 11, tab. 51. 

Trionyx bellii, Gray, Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. 1872, x. p. 337. 
Hab. Asia. 
Only known from Mr. Bell’s figure. See observation on it and 

on Trionyx stellatus japonicus in the Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. 1872, x. 
p- 337. 

» 4. Isona. 

Palate of the skull with a broad shallow concavity to the internal 
nostrils, which is rather wider behind. 

The skull of the head obtained from Mr. Theobald is rather elon- 
gate (4 inches long); the nose rather tapers on the side, and is 
rounded in front ; nose at the eyes about two thirds the width of the 
orbit; the groove in front of the palate rather wide, shallow in 
front, graduaily wider and deeper behind; the upper edge of the 
lower jaw flat behind, rather wider in front, and more concave, with 
a deep oblong impression on each side of the well-marked keel, which 
occupies more than half of the middle of the front end. 

This skull is peculiar for the central palatine groove before the 
nostrils not being so wide as in Zrionyx, and in being rather wider 
and much deeper before than behind. 

1. Isoua pecueEnsis. (Fig. 5, p. 52.) B.M. 

Head pale olive above, minutely and closely punctate with black. 
Lips and beneath whitish. 

4* 
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Fig. 5. 
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Isola pequensis. 
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Trionyx ? peguensis, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 99; Ann. & 
Mag. Nat. Hist. 1872, x. p. 337. 

Hab. India (Pegu, Theobald’s coll.). 

5. LANDEMANIA. 

Landemania, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1869, p. 212; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. 
p- 96. 

Skull tapering in front ; nose short; space between the square 
nose-hole and the orbit about half the diameter of the latter; the 
palate with a rather elongated, somewhat broad, deep concavity from 
the front to the internal nostrils, which are nearly on a line with the 
front end of the zygomatic cavity ; alveolar surface gradually becom- 
ing wider nnd broader on the hinder part of the sides. Lower jaw 
much produced in front, contracted on the sides, with a deep conca- 
vity on the upper surface, which is very long. Hinder part of the 
sides with a deep concavity ; edge with a convexity on the inner side, 
and a deep ridge on the outer side. 

Length of skull 27 inches; width 12 inch. 
The skulls from different specimens from China vary considerably. 

The nose in some is longer than in others; they show a gradual 
passage in this respect. The length of the under jaw shows a similar 
variation. In two of the specimens the front of the alveolar surface, 
which is deeply concave, is smooth ; but in the other, which was from 
the half-dried specimen of Landemania irrorata, there is a slight in- 
dication of a central longitudinal keel. The hinder part of the alve- 
olar surface on the side is not quite so concave ; but I see no other 
appreciable difference. (See fig. 6.) 

Fig. 6. 

Landemania perocellata. 

The genus Landemania was first described from a specimen that 
had been dried before it was placed in spirit; and the rugosity on 
the surface is very slight, if not produced by accident. At any rate, 
I think it wants confirmation. I believe, after comparing its skull 
with the skull of Triony« perocellatus, also from China, that it is 
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identical with that species. The skin shows the white spots on the 
underside of the head. 

1. LANDEMANIA PEROCELLATA. (Fig. 6, p. 53.) 
Head olive above, with a black streak from the back edge of the 

eye, extending along the upper part of the sides of the neck. 
Trionyx perocellatus, Gray, Cat. Tort. B. M. p. 48 ; Cat. Sh. Rept. 

p- 65, t. 31 (animal in spirit). 
Potamochelys? perocellata, Gray, P. Z.S. 1864, p. 86. 
Landemania? perocellata, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1869, p. 216; Suppl. 

Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 96; Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1872, x. p. 338. 
Landemania irrorata, Gray, P. Z.S. 1869, p. 218, fig. 18; Suppl. 

Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 96, fig. 31 (sternum, from dried specimen). 
Triony« tuberculatus, Cantor’s drawings, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1861. 
Potamochelys tuberculatus, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1864, p. 87; Suppl. 

Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 105. 
Hab. China (Chusan). 
The specimen figured in the Cat. Sh. Rept. has the head olive, 

with a few irregular black spots, with a long narrow streak from the 
back edge of the eye, and two or three streaks from the lower edge 
of the eye towards the lips; front extending towards the nostrils ; 

lips and throat with large white spots; dorsal disk smooth (in 

spirit), the odd bone united to the rest of the disk; four sternal 

callosities distinctly marked, but the front odd bone is smooth. 
The dorsal disk convex, with a longitudinal depression on each 

side of the central linear prominence; the odd bone large, trans- 
verse, united to the whole length of the dorsal disk. 

There is a specimen in the British Museum with the sternal cal- 

losities not so much developed ; and the odd bone in front of the 

sternum, which is V-shaped, has short arms,, not so long as the 

breadth of the triangle. It is smooth, and not marked with callosi- 

ties ; but otherwise the two specimens are exceedingly alike. 
The skull of the specimen described as Landemania irrorata 

is tapering in front ; between the transverse nose-hole and the orbit 

about half the length of the diameter of the orbit ; palate with a 

broad shallow impression between the front and the nostrils, which 

becomes narrower behind ; alveolar surface broad, especially behind. 

Lower jaw produced in front, triangular, sides rather concave ; alve- 

olar surface concave, broad in front, with a slightly elevated central 
longitudinal ridge, rather narrower on the sides behind, and deeply 
concave, with a strong ridge on the outer side. 

Length from nose to condyle 2% inches.. 
A skeleton of a specimen received from Mr. Swinhoe. The front 

bone of the dorsal shield very wide, nearly as wide as the second bone, 

united through its whole length to the second bone ; front pair of 

bones to the sternum subcylindrical ; the pair of lateral bones on the 
sternum united together by a minutely dentate suture. 

Dr. Cantor’s drawing, which I had described as Trionyx tubercu- 

latus and Potamochelys tuberculata in the Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 105, is 
most probably only a variety of this species. 

. 
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6. Ipa. 

Animal only known in the young state, not exhibiting the dorsal 
bones. Sternal callosities not developed, but apparently like Lande- 
mania. Skull short, broad; nose very short, contracted in front, not 
one third the length of the large orbits, which are only separated by 
a very narrow forehead ; palate with a rather broad and deep groove 
before the internal nostrils ; alveolar process broad. The lower jaw 
slender, tapering, regularly rounded in front ; alveolar surface broad 
and concave in front, with a sharp raised outer edge; sides narrow, 
concave on the inner side of the alveolar surface, with a raised inner 
and outer edge. This genus is at once known from Landemania 
and Dogania by its shorter and more rounded nose, and by 
the much weaker lower jaw, and especially from the latter genus 
by the lower jaw not being narrowed on the front of the outer 
edge. 

Fig. 7. 

Ida ornata. 

1. Ipa ornnaTa. (Fig. 7.) 

Young only known. 
Back pale brown, with large irregularly disposed solid black spots, 

those on the dorsal keel and on the front of the sides largest; the 

head darker, with white spots of irregular size and form on the 

chin and lower side of the neck ; legs dark, with small white spots 

on the front of the narrow edge. 

Trionyx ornatus, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1861, p. 41, t. 5 (young) ; Ann. & 
Mag. Nat. Hist. 1860, vi. p. 208, 1861, vii. p. 422. 
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Aspilus’? ornatus, Gray, P, Z.S. 1864, p. 85; Suppl. Cat. Sh. 
Rept. p. 103 (part). 

Hab. Camboja (Mouhot). Two specimens in the British Mu- 
seum. 

The specimens are without distinct sternal callosities; but the 
V-shaped front bone, the large triangular anal bones, and the lateral 
bones are seen through the skin, apparently indicating four sternal 
callosities, and probably the roughness of the surface of the V-bone, 
which is found in the species of Landemania ; but it is very desirable 
to obtain adult specimens. 

The skull of the young specimen is short and broad, with the nose 
shelving down rapidly in front ; the orbits are very large, more than 
three times the length of the nose in diameter; the space between 
the eyes is very narrow; the palate has a rather broad and deep 
groove in front, rather wider behind; alveolar process broad. 
Lower jaw moderate, concave in front, with a sharp edge before and 
on the sides; sides much narrower, slightly concave behind, with a 
raised edge on the inner side. 

7. DoGanta. 
Dogania, Gray, P. Z.S. 1864, p. 82; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 106, 

fig. 36 (skull). 
Sarbieria, Gray, P. Z. S. 1869, pp. 212-220; Suppl. Cat. Sh. 

Rept. p. 109 (adult). 
Skull tapering in front. Nose very short; space between the 

square nose-hole and the orbit less than half the diameter of the 
latter ; internal nostril opening halfway between the front, and in a 
line with the front of the zygomatic cavity ; palate short, the space 
between the front and the front end of inner nostrils broad, concave, 
rather deep, and scarcely narrower behind. Lower jaw with a mode- 
rately broad alveolar surface, the front end deeply concave, leaving a 
sharp edge; the hinder part flattened, very slightly concave, narrow 
in front, and gradually wider behind. Length to condyle 2} inches ; 
breadth at ears I}inch. (Fig. 8, p. 57.) 
When describing the genus Saréieria, I observed that it was in 

many respects allied to Dogania, but it appeared to have four callo- 
sities. ‘The upper surface of the beak is concave, narrow in front, 
and wider behind ; but it is difficult to compare a head with the beak 
on with a prepared skull without a beak.”” When the skull was 
extracted it was found to be exactly like Dogania. 

It is remarkable that of this Tortoise, which is sold in the markets, 
and is much esteemed for its flesh in Singapore, I have never seen, 
and do not believe that there is in Europe, an adult specimen. 

Probably in this species the callosity and pits are developed later 
than is usual in the other kinds of the family. 

The young specimens in the Museum have the odd or single bone 
of the back quite separate from the dilated ribs, as in the other young 
Mud-tortoises ; and the surface is without any rugosity, or only shows 
obscure indications that it may become callous and pitted. In the 
specimen described as Dogania giintheri, which may be a small spe- 
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cies of the genus or an undergrown state of the animal, the upper surface of the odd bone is rather callous for a great part of its length, and with a few pits on its hinder margin ; therefore I strongly sus- 
pect that, in the adult specimens, the bone is united to the ribs with a callous and pitted surface, as in the Trionychina. 

Dogania subplana. 

1. Docanta suppLana. (Fig. 8.) 
Head pale-spotted, with a dark streak from the side of the nose to 

the orbit. 
Trionyx subplanus, Geoff. Aun. Mus. iv. p. 11, t. 3. fig. 2; Gray, Illustr. Ind. Zool. t., from Hardwicke’s drawing (young). 
Dogania subplana, Gray, Cat. Tort. B. M. p- 49, 1844; Ann. & 

Mag. N. H. xii. 1863, p. 158; Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 69, t. 33, in spirit ; P. Z. 8. 1862, p. 265, 1864, p. 83, figs. 1, 2, 3 (skull), 1869, p. 213; 
Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 106, fig. 35 (skull). 

Trionyx frenatus, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 67 (part). 
Potamochelys? frenatus, Gray, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 87. 
Sarbieria frenata, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1869, pp. 212-220; Suppl. Cat, 

Sh. Rept. p. 100. 
Hab. China and Formosa (Swinhoe) ; Singapore ? (Wallace) ; 

not the Ganges, as erroneously stated by Duméril and Bibron. 
Gen. Hardwicke’s specimen, figured in his drawing, which is 

copied in the ‘ Illustrations of Indian Zoology,’ is in the Museum. 
The front lateral bone of the sternum has indications of rugosity on 
the inner part of the hinder edge ; but this rugosity is of an irregular 
shape, not like the linear lateral callosities of Aspilus, All the other 
sternal bones are smooth ; but the animal is evidently immature, just 
noticed as a variety of Triony« frenatus. The sternum of the spe- 
cimen described in Cat. Sh. Rept. as Sarbieria Jrenata, brought from 
Singapore by Mr. Wallace, is about half the size of the former. The 
front and hinder lateral bones are marked with a number of dots and 
inosculating lines, as if they were to have, when they become older, 
callosities covering the greater part of the central lateral portion, very 
unlike the linear callosities of Aspilus. 
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The hinder bones have some very indistinct inosculating lines on 
their surface, which I thought indicated that in a more perfect state 
they would have distinct callosities ; and I am by no means sure that 
this may not be the character of the genus; and I think it very 
probable that the animal figured as Trionyx subplanus, which is the 
type of the genus Dogania, and Sarbieria frenata are the same species. 

The chief difference between the two specimens is that the larger 
one has the back edge of the odd bone slightly rugose, forming an 
indistinct lunate cross band, whereas the surface of this bone in the 
smaller specimen is quite smooth. 

2. DoGANIA GUENTHERI. 

Dogania giintheri, Gray, P. Z.S. 1862, p. 264. 
Trionyx gintheri, Ginther, Rept. Brit. Ind. i. p. 49, t. 6. fig. 4. 

The odd bone in front of the dorsal disk not quite so distinctly 
separated as in the other species ; the greater part of its upper sur- 
face pitted and callous; a broad semiovate notch in the hinder 
margin. Inner part of the hinder edge of the lateral sternal bones 
rather rugose; and this is the case with the whole inner portion of 
the hinder lateral bone. 

The whole surface of the hinder pair of bones is more or less rugose, 
indicating, I think, that the inner part of the lateral bones, and 
greater part of the hinder bones, are punctate and callous in the 
adult, as in Trionyz. 

The animal from which this species is described has been dried 
without preparation. 

8. PLATYPELTIS. 

Platypeltis, Gray, P. Z. S. 1869, p. 214; Suppl. Cat: Sh. Rept. 
p. 107. 

Skull [imperfect behind] ; face tapering, rounded in front ; nose- 
hole large, rather longer than broad, with the nasals acute and pro- 
jecting above in front; space between the nose-hole and the orbits 
less than half the diameter of the orbit. Alveolar surface of the 
upper jaw moderate, gradually wider, and then of equal width its 
whole length, with a raised inner margin. Groove in the centre of 
the palate broad, rather deep, gradually broader behind, as wide as 
the front of the large inner nostril, and continued on the sides. 
Lower jaw strong; alveolar surface concave, with a sharp outer 
edge, broad and most concave in front, narrow and of nearly the 
same width to the base of the ascending rami. 

1. PLaTyPELTIS FEROX. (Fig. 9, p. 59.) ; 

Upper part of the head brown, with a black streak from the base 
of the nose to the back of the eye, and continued from the lower part 
of the back of the eye. Back of the dorsal disk with a longitudinal 
series of small spines. 

Testudo ferox, Pennant, Phil. Trans. xli. p. 266, t. 10. fig. 5 (copied 
in Shaw’s Zool. iii. p. 64, t. 17. fig. 1); Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 68. 
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Trionyx georgicus, Geoffr. Ann. Mus. iv. p- 7 (from Pennant). 
Trionyx ferox, Leconte, Ann. Lye. N. York, 1830, iii. p- 393. La Molle, Lacépéde, Qu. Ov. et Serp. i. p. 137, t. 7 (from Pennant). Gymnopus spiniferus (part), Duméril et Bibr. Erpét. Gén. ii. p- 477. 
Aspidonectes ferox, Wag]. Syst. t. 2. figs. 34 & 35. 
Platypeltis ferow, Fitz. Rent. p. 30 ; Gray, P. Z.S. 1869, p.214; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 107; Agassiz, Contrib. t. 6, fig. 3 (young). Trionyx frenatus, a, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 67 (young). Gymnopus javanicus, Bibr. MSS. Mus. Zool. Soc. 

Fig. 9. 

Platypeltis ferox. 

The skull of a young specimen received from the Zoological So- ciety has the head depressed ; nose tapering in front; nose-hole large, wider behind, with the upper edge prominent in the middle ; distance between the nose-hole and the orbit the diameter of the latter ; orbits large, close together ; alveolar surface narrow in front, 
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gradually wider behind ; central groove wide, rather deep, as wide as 
the front edge of the large internal nostrils. Lower jaw rather weak ; 
alveolar surface with a sharp edge, shelving inwardly; front part 
widest, concave; sides rather narrower, with a concave upper edge, 
gradually becoming narrower behind to the condyle. Length of the 
skull to condyle 13 inch; diameter 3 inch. 

This specimen was named Gymnopus javanicus by Bibron, and was 
described by me as Trionyx frenatus in the Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 67, 
where I thought it was the same as a Tortoise I had received from 
Mr. Wallace, from Singapore: but the examination of the skulls has 
shown that the former is the young of the North-American Platy- 
peltis ferox ; and the latter proves to be merely a specimen of Dogania 
subplana approaching maturity, which I had named Sarbieria frenata, 
an Asiatic species—showing the necessity of examining the jaws 
and skulls of these animals. 

9. CALLINIA. 

Callinia, Gray, P. Z. S. 1869, p. 221; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. 
p- 108. 

Head elongate, rather thin, produced in front ; nose-hole large, 
nasal bones projecting into its upper surface, acute; orbits large ; 
palate with a wide shallow central depression, as wide as the large 
internal nostrils, and continued along its sides. Lower jaw weak, 
thin; alveolar margin concave, much wider in front, narrower on the 
sides, especially behind. 

* The skull rather rounded in front ; nose-hole as broad as long ; 
lower jaw rounded in front. 

1. CALLINIA SPINIFERA. (Fig. 10, p. 61.) 

Trionyx spiniferus, Lesueur, Mém. Mus. xv. p. 258, t. 15. 
Aspidonectes spinifera, Agassiz, Contrib. p. 403, t. 6. figs. 1 & 2. 
Gymnopus spiniferus (part), Dum. et Bibr. Erpét. Gén. ii. p. 477, 

t. 22. fig. 1. 
Callinia spinifera, Gray, P. Z.S. 1869, p. 220; Suppl. Cat. Sh. 

Rept. p. 109. 
Trionyx ferox (part), Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 63. 
Trionyx ferox, e, Holbrook, Herpet. N. Amer. ii. t. 1. 
Trionyx argus, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 68. 
Tyrse argus, Gray, Knowlesley Menag. t. 

Young.—Back with dark rings. 
Trionyx ocellatus, Lesueur ; Wied, Voy. Amér. Sept. iii. p. 244. 
Trionyx annulatus, Wied, Voy. Amér, Sept. iii. p. 242. 
Hab. North America. 
Skull elongate, producedin front, rounded attheend ; nose-hole large, 

as broad as long, with the nasal bones projecting into the upper surface, 
acute; orbits very large; palate with a wide, rather shallow, central de- 
pression, as wide as the front of the large nostrils, and continued round 
the sides of the nostrils, and rather wider than they behind. Lower 
jaw rather weak, regularly tapering in front, where it is rounded ; 
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Fig. 10. 

Callinia spinifera, enlarged. 
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alveolar margin concave, much wider in front, narrower on the sides, 
and becoming narrower at the end. Length to condyle 1} inch; 
breadth at ears J inch. 

** Skull very slender in front ; nose-hole longer than broad ; lower 
jaw contracted in the front of the side margin. 

2. CALLINIA MICROCEPHALA. (Fig. 11, p. 63.) 

Potamochelys? microcephala, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1864, p. 87. 
Callinia microcephala, Gray, P. Z. S. 1869, p. 220; Suppl. Cat. 

Sh. Rept. p. 108. 
Hab. Borneo, Sarawak. 
Skull slender, rather thin; nose much attenuated and acute in 

front, not quite as long as the diameter of the orbit ; nose-hole very 
large, with the nasal bones acute and projecting into the upper sur- 
face; space between the side of the nose-hole and the orbit very 
small, not a quarter the size of the diameter of the large orbit ; fore- 
head lozenge-shaped, elongate ; palatine surface nearly flat, with a 
wide, rather shallow groove, which is as wide as the front of the 
large internal nostrils, and continued as a line along their outer sides. 
Lower jaw very slight and slender, rather produced in front, where 
the rami are united, about one third the length of the front part of 
the jaw to the condyle; alveolar surface narrow, acute in front, 
which is concave internally and on the sides, where the jaws are 
compressed. Length of skull 1} inch; breadth 3 inch. 

The skull is something like Tyrse ; but the nose is shorter, nose- 
hole much larger and extending up the sides of the face; anterio1 
central groove not so large behind. 

The skull is very like Callinia spinifera, but is much more slender, 
and more sharp and attenuated in front; and the lower jaw is also 
much more attenuated and rather contracted on the front of the sides ; 
the nose-hole is narrower and more elongate. 

10. Amypa. 
Amyda, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 95. 

This is one of the few Mud-tortoises that I have not seen. 
Agassiz says, “‘ The lower jaw is sharp-edged all round.” 

1. AMYDA MUTICA. 

Trionyx muticus, Lesueur, Mém. Mus. xv. p. 237, fig. 7; Hol- 
brook, Herp. N. Amer. ii. p. 19, t.2; Gray, Syn. Rept. p. 46; Cat. 
Sh. Rept. p. 69. 

Gymnopus muticus, Dum. et Bibr. Erpét. Gén. ii. p. 482. 
Amyda mutica, Agassiz, Contrib. p. 390, t. 6. figs. 6, 7 (very 

young) ; Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 95. 
Hab. N. America (Lesueur). 

11. Tyrse. 
Tyrse, Gray, P.Z.S. 1864, p. 87; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 107 

(skull) ; Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. t. 42. f.2; Tortoises, Terrapins, and 
Turtles, tab. (skull and skeleton). 
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Fig. 11. 

Callinia microcephala, enlarged. 
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Skull elongate ; nose conical; the distance from the front of the 
orbit to the aperture of the nostril about half as long again as the 
diameter of the orbit; the groove in front of the palate very wide, 
rather shallow and very much wider behind, so as to include the 
outside of the internal nostrils. 

In the skull of a smaller specimen brought from the Euphrates by 
Capt. Chesney, the length of the space from the front of the orbit 
to the aperture of the nostril is much less, not longer than the aper- 
ture of the orbit, which is larger for the size of the skull than in the 
larger Egyptian specimens. 

2. TyRSE NILOTICA. 

Head and limbs and shield covered with equal round white spots ; 
chin and throat with larger white spots ; beneath white. 

Testudo triunguis, Forskal. 
Trionyex egyptiacus, Geoffroy, Ann. Mus, iv. p. 7, tab. (animal, 

good); Egypt. i. p. 116, t. 1. 
Gymnopus egyptiacus, Dum. et Bibr., Erp. Gén. ii. p. 484. 
Trionyx niloticus, Gray, Syn. Rept. p. 46; Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 68, 

£. 42. f. 2 (skull). 
Tyrse nilotica, Gray, Cat. Tort. B. M. p. 48; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. 

. 108. 
% Trionyx labiatus, Bell, Test. tab. (with skeleton). 

Aspidonectes aspilus, Cope, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad. 1859, 
p- 205 (adult). 

Hab. River Nile. 

B. Dorsal disk with a broad transverse odd bone in front, which is 

united to the rest of the disk by a straight suture in the adult ; 
lateral bones of the sternum expanded, and covered with well- 

developed callosities on the whole surface; posterior pair of 
bones slender, not dilated, without callosities. 

RAFETUS. 

Rafetus, Gray, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 81; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. i. 
p- 103. 

Skull broad, depressed ; nose rounded ; nose-cavity square, large ; 
space between the nose and the orbits one third the diameter of the 
latter ; palate rather concave ; alveolar surface narrow in front, wider, 
and with an internal ridge on the sides behind; the groove in front 
of the palate very wide, rather deep, wider and deeper behind, rather 
wider than the front edge of the large internal nostrils, and forming 
a narrow margin to the outer sides of them. Lower jaw with a slightly 
convex chin ; alveolar surface rather broader in front than on the 
sides, slightly concave, with a very indistinct central longitudinal line 
exceeding the whole width of the surface; hinder part of the sides 
narrower, with a longitudinal concavity, and with an elevated inner 
and more elevated outer edge. Length to occiput 33 inches; dia- 
meter at the front of the temple 2 inches. 

The lateral bones of the sternum are entirely covered with callo- 
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sities, like the Trionyz, very unlike the narrow transverse callous band 
on the edges of the central suture in Aspilus. The hinder sternal 
bones are smooth. : 

The skull is exceedingly like that of Trionyx; but the front of the 
upper jaw is broader and rounded in front. The distance between the 
orbit and large quadrangular transverse nose-hole is not half the length 
of the diameter of the large orbit. The alveolar surface of the upper 
jaw is moderate, rather narrow in front, and gradually rather broader 
at the hinder part. The longitudinal depression in front of the 
inner nostrils is moderately deep, rounded in front, and rather 
broader behind. 

1. Raretus rvparaticus. (Fig. 12, p. 66.) 

Testudo rafeht, Oliv. Voy. Pers. ii. p. 453, t. 41 (copied, Shaw’s 
Miscell. t. 2. p. 907). 

Testudo euphraticus, Daud. Rept. ii. p. 305 (from Olivier). 
Trionyx euphraticus, Geoff. Ann. Mus. iv. p. 17 (from Olivier). 
Gymnopus euphraticus, Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. ii. p. 498. 
Tyrse rufeht, Gray, Cat. Tort. Brit. Mus. p. 49. 
Trionyx rafeht, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. Brit. Mus. p. 85, t. 30. 
Rafetus euphraticus, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1864, p. 81, 1869, p. 213; 

Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 104. 
Hab. Euphrates (Chesney and Loftus); Tigris (Olivier). 

C. Dorsal disk truncated in front, with the odd bone separate from 
it, and with a rounded central callosity in the adult ; lateral 
bones of the sternum expanded, with a narrow linear callosity 
on each side of the central suture; posterior pair of bones 
slender, not dilated, without callosities. 

The dorsal disk is truncated or concave on the front edge; the 
front edge of the first vertebral bone is generally rounded and pro- 
minent in front towards the rounded callosity in the middle ot 
the separate front odd bone. 

ASPILUs. 

Aspilus, Gray, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 84, f. 4-6; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. 
p. 102, f. 33 (skull). 

Skull tapering in front ; the short space between the square nose- 
hole and the orbits less than half the diameter of the latter, 
which are large and rather close; palate broad, rather deep, of the 
same width the whole length; alveolar process. broad behind, 

- gradually narrower in front. Lower jaw with a concave alveolar 
surface, rather broad in front, with a central longitudinal ridge, more 
promiuent in the centre of its length, and with a somewhat deeper 
concavity on each side of the ridge. 

The young specimens have the odd bone in front of the dorsal 
disk separate, smooth, and covered with the skin. In the older spe- 
cimens it becomes nearer to the front edge of the dorsal disk, and has 
a small circular central callosity. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. V. 5 
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Fig. 12. 

Rafetus euphraticus. 
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* Head and forehead with radiating black lines. 

1. Asprtus GATAGHOL. The Gataghol. 

Testudo gataghol, B. Hamilton, icon. ined. 
Trionyx javanicus, Gray, Illustr. Ind. Zool. tab. (copied from 

Hamilton). 
Aspilus gataghol, Gray, Aun. & Mag. N. Hist. 1873. 
Hab. India. 
I have never seen a specimen of this species, but describe it on 

the authority of Dr. Hamilton’s drawing. 
The black radiations on the head are very like the rays on the 

head of T. gangeticus ; but the original drawing and the copy in the 
‘Tllustrations ’ show only two very narrow lateral callosities, which 
are characteristic of the genus Aspilus. 

** Head white-spotted. 

2. Aspitus savanicus. The Boulousse. (Fig. 13.) 

Amyda javanica, Schweigger’s MSS., quoted by Geoffroy. 
Trionyx javanicus, Trionyx de Java, Geoff., Ann. d. Mus. vol. iv. 

p- 15, tab. iv. fig. 2. 
Trionyx cariniferus, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. B. M. p, 67, t. 32 (from 

spirit). 
sels cariniferus, Gray, P. Z.S. 1864, p. 84, figs. 4-6 (skull), 
1869, p. 213; Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 101, fig. 33 (skull). 

Aspidonectes javanica, Wagler, Amphib. Atlas, tab. 2. figs. 3-13 
(fig. 3 copied from Geoffroy). 

Gymnopus javanicus, Dumér. et Bibr., Erpét. Gén. ii. p. 493. 
Hab. Java. 

Aspilus javanicus. 

Schlegel, in the ‘ Fauna Japonica’ (tab. v. fig. 6), figures the head 
of a Mud-tortoise under the name Trionyx stellatus, var. javanicus 
which is mottled above and below; it probably represents this 
species. 

5* 
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A specimen in spirits, figured in the Cat. Sh. Rept. t. 30, received 
from Utrecht, with the dorsal disk about six inches long, does not 
show any indications of callosities, though it is quite as large as the 
two dried specimens in the British Museum (one from the same col- 
lection), which have these callosities well developed. This genus 
seems peculiar in having the front margin of the thorax rounded 
and its sides dilated so as partly to hide the feet when they are 
withdrawn. 
A specimen from the Lao Mountains, collected by M. Mouhot 

(59, 7, 8, 8), mentioned under Aspilus ornatus (Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. 
p- 103), evidently belongs to this species. 

Three young specimens from Ceram and Amboina have the callo- 
sities not developed. The white spots on the head and the large 
ones on the throat are so like those of larger specimens from Java in 
spirits in the British Museum, that I think they will prove to be 
only a younger state. 

There is a young specimen in the British Museum, obtained from 
Mr. Bartlett, in spirits, the dorsal disk of which is pale brown, with 
large scattered pale spots, with ridges of lines, which are separated 
from one another, and larger in the hinder part of the disk. 

There is a bleached specimen in spirits received from the Leyden 
Museum, which is very like a specimen figured in the ‘ Fauna Ja- 
ponica.” Dorsal disk about six inches long and wide. It has no 
indications of the sternal callosities; and the form of the bones is 
seen through the skin. I think it most likely belongs to this 
species. 

There is a rather smaller bleached specimen in the Museum, in 
spirits, received from Amboina. 

II. Emydina. The hinder lateral edge of the sternum with flaps to 
cover the hinder feet ; front pair of bones of the sternum with 
callosities ; the front odd bone of the dorsal disk united to 
the ribs, and sometimes with a small free bone in the margin 
before it. 

The similarity of the jaws and of the shape of the living Cyclan- 
osteus which I had lately an opportunity of examining and figuring 
from life (P. Z. S. 1870, t. 43), to the animal of Emyda, is so great 
that I think they should be ranged in one group, and the family 
which I called Emydide, because the dorsal disk was armed with 
bones, should be abolished. 

Some of the genera also have a rudimentary marginal bone in the 
front of the disk, as in Hmyda, which has also posterior marginal 
bones. 

These animals have the odd bone in front of the back united to 
the ribs in the adult age, so as to form a complete dorsal disk. The 
genera Cyclanosteus, Emyda, and Heptathyra of the former family 
have, in addition, a single bone in the centre of the front margin, 
which is distinct from the front of the odd bone ; but the latter often 
has a notch in the front margin to receive part of it. This bone, I 
suppose, is a remnant of the marginal bones present in the other 
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families, like the bones on the hinder margin of the flexible edge of 
the shield, which is the peculiar character of the Indian genus 
Emyda. This bone is not to be observed in the young specimens 
of Tetrathyra and Baikiea. 

Synopsis of the Genera. 

* The dorsal disk of adult without any marginal bones on the hinder 
lateral edge. Africa. 

t The front and sides of alveolar edge of the lower jaw concave. 

Bark1EA. Sternal callosities f¢ 

tt Alveolar edge of the lower jaw sharp in front, wider on the 
sides. 

TreTratHyraA. Sternal callosities four—one pair anterior, and 
one pair lateral. 

CycLanostevus. Sternal callosities nine—two pairs anterior, one 
pair lateral, one pair posterior, and a single one central. 

** The dorsal disk of adult with a regular series of internal mar- 
ginal bones on the hinder lateral edge. India. 

Emypa. Sternal callosities seven—a pair anterior, lateral, and 
posterior, and a single one central. 

* The dorsal disk of adult without any marginal bones on the hinder 
lateral edge. Africa. 

+ Front and sides of alveolar edge of lower jaw broad, slightly 
concave. 

BatkIkEA. 

Baikiea, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 114, fig. 39 (skull). 

The alveolar surface of the lower jaw flat, as wide in front as be- 
hind; margin of the dorsal disk in the very young specimen without 
any front central bone, and without any bones behind. 

Hab. Africa. 
The adult skulls in the British Museum received from Dr. Baikie 

are about five inches long; they are somewhat like the skulls of 
Fordia africana, but are much blunter and rounded in front. 

1. BarKIEA ELEGANS. 

Cyclanosteus senegalensis (part), Gray, P. Z.S. 1864, p. 96, figs. 
19-21 (skull only). 

Baikiea elegans, Gray, P. Z.S. 1869, p. 222, t. (young); Suppl. 
Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 116, fig. 39 (skull). 

Hab. Rivers of Western Africa, Dr. Baikie. 
The adult state of the shell or bones of this species is not known 

with certainty, and therefore we cannot describe the sternal callosi- 
ties; but I received some specimens of shells, with the jaws, 
which differed from the other specimens of Cyclanosteus in the 
relative size of the sternal callosities of this genus, and in their pro- 
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portional size as regards each other, which may be the shells of 

this genus. 
In the Supplement Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 113, I thought that the 

variety with additional sternal callosities (fig. 38) might be a 
Baikiea ; but since that time the British Museum has obtained a 

specimen with its head and limbs, and the examination of the jaws 
shows it is a true Oyclanosteus, and that the adult state of Backiea 
is still a desideratum. 

++ Alveolar edge of the lower jaw sharp in front, wider and 
concave on the sides. 

TETRATHYRA. 

Tetrathyra, Gray, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 332, fig. ; Suppl. Cat. Sh. 
Rept. p. 110, fig. 36 (sternum). 

Sternal callosities four, the lateral pair well developed, the anterior 

pair small and rounded, on the end of the front pair of bones. 
Hinder pair of sternal bones, and the odd anterior bone, small and 

without callosities. The flexible margin of the dorsal disk without 
any odd central bone in front, or any bones on the hinder margin. 

The skeleton of this animal is only known in the young state ; 
perhaps the front odd bone and the posterior bone may have 
callosities in the adult state. 

The lower jaw is narrow and shelving internally in front, with a 
much wider concave alveolar edge on the side. 

1, TETRATHYRA BAIKII. 
Tetrathyra baikii, Gray, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 324, fig. of sternum ; 

Ann. & Mag. N. H. 1865, xvi. p. 205, fig. ; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. 
p- 110, fig. 36 (sternum). 

Hab. Rivers of Western Africa, Niger? (Dr. Batkie). 

CyCLANOSTEUS. 
Cyclanosteus, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 111, fig. 37 (skull). 

Sternal callosities nine :—two pairs on the front pair of bones, the 
hinder pair generally the largest ; a single semiovate callosity on the 
front central bone, generally longer than broad; one pair lateral, 
large, well-developed, deeply notched in the centre of the hinder 
edge; one pair posterior, on the separate simple posterior bones of 
the sternum: this pair is sometimes small and rounded, at others 
larger and ovate, placed obliquely as regards each other. The front 
part of the lower jaw is narrow and shelving, with a concave much 
wider alveolar edge on the side. ‘The front bone of the dorsal disk 
short, broad, and transverse, differing in this respect from the much 
larger and longer first odd bone in Heptathyra. The front flexible 
margin of the dorsal disk with a well-developed central marginal bone. 

1. CYCLANOSTEUS SENEGALENSIS. 

Cryptopus senegalensis, Dum. et Bibr., Erpét. Gén. p. 505. 
Emyda senegalensis, Gray, Cat. Tort. B. M. p. 47; Cat. Sh. 

Rept. p. 64; P. Z. S. 1860, p. 316 (junior). 
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Cyclanosteus (Cyclanorbis) petersii, Gray, P. Z. S. 1852, p. 135 ; 
Ann. & Mag. N. H. 1855, xv. p. 69. 

Cyclanosteus petersii, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 64, t. 29 (shield) ; 
P. Z. S. 1860, p. 315. 

Cyclanosteus senegalensis, Gray, P. Z. S. 1864, p- 95, figs. 16-18 
(skull); P. Z. 8S. 1865, p. 427 ; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 112, fig. 37 
(skull), fig. 38 (sternum). 

Hab. Rivers of Western Africa ; Gambia, Senegal. 
The different specimens of this species have the sternal callosities 

differing in shape and proportion as regards each other. 
Thus the specimen figured as C. petersii, Cat. Sh. Rept. t. 29 

(the skeleton in the Museum), has the central odd callosity half the 
width of the pair of bones before it, and the hinder pair of callosities 
small and roundish. 
A second specimen in the Museum has the central odd callosity 

more than two thirds the width of the pair of callosities before it; 
and the hinder pair of callosities is ovate, nearly the whole length of 
the bones on which they are situated, and are diverging from each 
other. This specimen has an additional callosity on the right side of 
the odd callosity. There is another specimen in the Museum which 
has this additional callosity on each side of the central callosity (see 
Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 113, fig. 38). 

There is a third specimen, which differs in the odd central 
callosity being transverse and subtriangular, and nearly as broad as 
the pair of bones before it (see Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 113, 
fig. 38a, where these callosities are figured). In this specimen the 
hinder callosities are entirely wanting or, rather, undeveloped. 

** The dorsal disk with a regular series of marginal bones on the 
hinder lateral edge, and with a single marginal bone in front, 
all callous and rugose externally.-—India. 

Emypa. 

Emyda, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 117, and fig. 24, p. 105 
(skull, as Pelochelys stellata); Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1872,x.p.340. 

Lower jaw with a narrow edge, and shelving internally in front, 
with a wide concave alveolar edge on the sides. 

The dorsal disk with a central bone, callous on the outer side in 
the middle of the front margin, rather large and separate from but 
received into a notch in the front edge of the odd bone of the dorsal 
disk. A regular series of bones, which are callous externally on the 
hinder lateral margin. Sternum with seven callosities—one pair 
anterior, one pair lateral, and one pair posterior, and one single 

- central callosity, which is generally of a roundish form. 

1. EMypa PuNCTATA. 

Anal callosities oval, oblique, inner edge of each rounded. 
Testudo punctata, Lacép. Qu. O. t. 171. 
TVestudo scabra, Latr. Rept. i. p. 194. 
Testudo dura, B. Hamilton, icon. ined. 
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Testudo granulata, Daudin, Rept. ii. p. 81, t. 19. f.2; Shaw, 
Zool. iii. p. 68, t. 14. f. 1. 

Testudo granosa, Schepf, Test. p. 127, t. 30 a, 6. 
Trionyx coromandelicus, Geoffr. Ann. d. Mus. iv. p. 16, t. 5. f..1. 
Trionyx granosus, Schweigg. Prod. p. 208; Wagl. Syst. Amphib. 

p- 134, t. 2. f. 2, 33; Gray, Ilustr. Ind. Zool. ii. t. 64; Schlegel, 
Faun. Japon. p. 35, t. 5. f. 4 (not Cuvier). 

Cryptopus granosus, Dum. et Bibr. Erpét. Gén. ii. p. 501. 
Emyda punctata, Gray, Syn. Rept. p. 50; Lllustr. Ind. Zool. ii. 

t. 62 (young); Cat. Tort. B. M. p. 46; P. Z. S. 1855, p. 201; 
Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 63; Suppl. p. 117; Tort. Terrap. & Turt. t.; 
Ann. & Mag. N. H. 1872, x. p. 340. 

Eimyda granosa, Theobald, Journ. Linn. Soc. 1868, x. p. 18. 
Emyda vittata, Peters, Monatsb. 1854, p. 216. 
Emyda scutata, Peters, Monatsb. 1868, p. 440; Gray, Suppl. 

Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 117.“ 
Potamochelys stellata, Gray, P. Z. 8. 1864, p. 85, figs. 7&8 

(skull only); Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 105, f. 34 (skull only). 

General Hardwicke figures a spotted example of this species from 
life, which is copied as 7. punctata, junior, Gray, Illustr. Ind. Zool. 
tab. His drawings also contain the figure of a much larger speci- 
men from Futtehghur, which he says is “ Bungoma,” the country 
name for the land Tortoise commonly called Terrapin. Back uni- 
formly olive-green, upper part of head, neck, and limbs green, with 
two pale orange spots on each side of the crown of the head. Lower 
side with sternal callosities well developed. These figures are copied 
in my Illustr. Ind. Zool. under the name of Trionyx granosus. 

It seems to be a very generally distributed animal in all parts of 
India; and the size of the tubercular plates on the sternum increases 
and alters in shape with age ; andthe Tortoise varies considerably in 
colour, both from age and also, perhaps, from other causes. 

2. EMyDA CEYLONENSIS. 

Caudal callosities angular, parallel ; inner edge straight. 

Trionyx granosus, Cuvier, Oss. Foss. v. p. 206, t. 12. f. 47. 
Emyda ceylonensis, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 64, t. 29a; P. Z. 8. 

1855, p. 201, 1864, p. 98; Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rept. p. 117. 
Hab. Ceylon. 
Dr. Peters, in the Monatsb. 1854, p. 216, describes an Emyda 

vittata, and in 1868, p. 440, of the same work, describes an Emyda 
scutata. I had thought that the former was the same as my 
Emyda ceylonensis ; but in a letter which Dr. Peters wrote to me (on 
the 26th February, 1871), he observes, “‘ my Emyda vittata is quite 
different from Hmyda ceylonensis, having the abdominal plates much 
smaller, and being in this respect more like Emyda punctata. My 
Ef. scutata, on the contrary, more resembles LE. ceylonensis.”’ 

Dr. Kelaart describes the Ceylonese species as marked with 
indistinct brown stripes on the back and head, characters which 
Dr. Peters gave to H. vittata. 
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6. Descriptions of new Species of Achatinelline. 
By the Rev. Joun T. Gurick and Epear A. Suir, F.Z.S. 

[Received November 19, 1872.] 

(Plates IX. & X.) 

Of the following species, those to which the letters B.M. are at- 
tached are represented in the collection at the British Museum by the 
typical specimens. The specimens of the remaining species are in 
the possession of Mr. Gulick, by whom the particulars of the habitats, 
stations, and affinicies have been furnished, and, I should add, who 
is so well qualified to treat on this family, having restricted his 
attention almost solely to it during a residence of several years in the 
Sandwich Islands. g 

ACHATINELLA. 

ACHATINELLA CONSANGUINEA, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 3.) 

Testa sinistrorsa (interdum dextrorsa), imperforata, nitida, incre- 
menti lineis oblique et transversim (sub lente) subtilissime striata, 
olivaceo virenti-cinereoque varie strigata; anfract. ultimi dimi- 
dium inferius castaneum coloribus precedentibus strigatum ; sutura 
distincte saturate fusco marginata; anfract. 63, convexi, primi 
34 rubescentes ; apertura alba ; perist. intus fusco tinctum, albo- 
que limbatum ; plica columellaris valida, rosacea. 

Long. 18 mill., diam. 10. 
Var. Testa spiraliter olivaceo obscure zonata. 
Station. Chiefly on the leaf of the Kii. 
Habitat. Ahuimanu, Island of Oahu. 
Affinities. This species passes into 4. colorata, Reeve, which is 

also found in Ahuimanu. It differs from 4. colorata in the same 
manner and proportion as 4. adusta, Reeve, differs from A. producta, 
Reeve. 

Remarks. About one third of the specimens are dextral. 

ACHATINELLA LONGISPIRA, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 5.) B.M. 

Testa sinistrorsa, elongato-subconica, imperforata, nitida, incrementi 
lineis et transversim subtilissime striata, flava, zonis angustis spi- 

ralibus (4-6) viridibus fuscisque promiscue ornata; sutura di- 
stincte saturate fusco marginata; anfract. 63, convexi, primi 34 
albidi ; apertura longitudinis # @quans, alba; perist. margine 
acuto intus limbatum ; plica columellaris valida, rosacea. 

Long. 21 mill., diam. 10. 
Var. a. Testa brevior, ovato-conica. Long. 18 mill., diam. 10. 
Var. 8. Testa flava, zonis modo viridibus ornata. 
Station. On the Kukui and other trees. 
Habitat. Halawa, on the Island of Oahu, is the metropolis of the 

species. Ahuimanu? a few specimens are reported by Mr. Frick 
to have come from Ahuimanu. 

Affinities. This species is most nearly allied to A. analoga, Gk., 
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which is readily distinguished from this by the two black lines upon 
the periphery of the whorl. The black or dark brown lines of that 
species belong to the solid substance of the shell, while the green and 
yellow bands of this species belong to the epidermis. 

Remarks. No dextral form of this shell has been found. The 
specimen figured is from Halawa. 

ACHATINELLA AUGUSTA, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 7.) B.M. 

Testa sinistrorsa, ovato-conica, nitida, incrementi lineis et transver- 
sim exilissime striata, viridis, saturate viridi strigata lineisque 
spiralibus viridibus rufisque obscuris cincta, infra suturam albam 
zona flava ornata ; sutura distincte albo marginata; anfract. 63, 
primi 4 convexiusculi, ceteri convert; apertura alba; perist. 
tenue, intus dilute fusco tinctum ; plica columellaris valida, fusco- 
rosea. 

Long. 24 mill., diam. 123. 
Var. Testa omnino flava, suturam infra zona alba cincta. 

Station. On trees. 
Habitat. The metropolis of the species is Waialae, near the east 

end of Oahu. It is also found in Wailupe and Palolo. 
Affinities. This species is, on the one hand, closely related to 4. 

plumata, Gk., from which it is distinguished by its green and ome 
epidermis, which is entirely wanting in that species, and to A. ful- 
gens, Nwe., from which it differs in being without the broad black 
bands, which belong not only to the epidermis, but to the solid part 
of the shell of A. fulgens. It has been described by Newcomb and 
Pfeiffer as a variety of the latter species. 

Remarks. This species is always sinistral. The specimen figured 
is from Waialae. 

ACHATINELLA RHODORHAPHE, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 10.) B.M. 

Testa sinistrorsa, breviter ovato-conica, imperforata, nitida, incre- 

menti lineis et transversim (sub lente) evilissime striata, flava, 
suturam infra zona lata dilute rosea cincta ; anfract. 6, conveai, 

primi 3 albi; sutura distincte marginata ; apertura alba; perist. 
margine acuto intus limbatum; plica columellaris valida, rosea 
(interdum alba). 

Long. 15 mill., diam. 83. 
Var. Testa flava, suturam infra castaneo zonata. 
Station. On trees. 
Habitat. The metropolis of the species is Helemano, on Oahu. It 

is also found in Ahonui, Wahiawa, Opaiula, and Kawailoa. 
Affinities. It is related to A. livida, Swn., and A. pide: Nwe., but 

is easily distinguished from either. 
Remarks. This species is always sinistral. 

ACHATINELLA DILUTA, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 14.) B.M. 

Testa dextrorsa, ovato-subconica, nitida, incrementi lineis transver- 
simque indistincte minutissime striata, dilute luteo-virens, lineis 
pluribus transversis viridibus obscuris cincta; sutura leviter mar- 
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ginata ; anfract. 53, convexiusculi ; apertura alba ; perist. tenue, 
intus leviter incrassatum ; plica columellaris valida, alba. 

Long. 18 mill., diam. 9. 
Habitat. The Sandwich Islands. 
Judging from its affinities, we may believe that it comes from the 

island of Oahu. 

ACHATINELLA FUSCOLINEATA, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 2.) B.M. 

Testa sinistrorsa, ovato-conica, imperforata, nitida, incrementi lineis 

oblique et transversim subtilissime striata, virenti-flava, viridi 
strigata, lineis (3-5) fuscis peripheriam supra cincta ; sutura di- 

stincte fusco marginata; anfract. 63, convexi, primi 3 albi; 
apertura alba; perist. album (interdum fuscum), margine acuto 
intus limbatum ; plica columellaris valida, rosea (interdum alba). 

Long. 19 mill., diam. 10. 
Var. a. Testa virentior. 
Var. 8. Testa minor, subtestacea, dilute castaneo strigata transver- 

simque saturate fusco superne zonata. (Plate IX. fig. 2 a.) 
Station. On trees. 
Habitat. The typical form of this species is found in Kailua, on 

Oahu ; but varieties which are conveniently classed with it are found 
in nearly all the valleys between Palolo and Halawa. 

Affinities. It is most nearly allied to A. versipellis, Gulick. 
Remarks. This species is very rarely dextral. The specimen 

figured is from Kailua. 

ACHATINELLA CONCOLOR, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 1.) 

Testa sinistrorsa, ovato-conica, nitida, incrementi lineis et transver- 
sim (anfract. primis 3 modo) striata, flava (dilute brunneo inter- 
dum strigata); sutura distincte marginata; anfract. 6, convexi, 
primi 3 albidi; apertura alba; perist. tenue; plica columellaris 
valida, rosea. 

Long. 19 mill., diam. 10. 
Habitat. The few specimens received are reported by Mr. Frick 

to be from Ewa, Oahu. 

ACHATINELLA PyGM#A, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 11.) 

Testa sinistrorsa, ovato-conica, nitida, incrementi lineis transversim- 

que evilissime striata, flavescens; sutura leviter marginata ; 
unfract. 53, convexi, primi 33 albi; apertura alba; perist. leviter 
limbatum ; plica columellaris mediocriter magna, rosea. 

Long. 14 mill., diam. 8. 
Var. Testa albida, linea supra zonaque brunnea peripheriam infra 

cincta. 
Station. Arboreal. 
Habitat. Waipio, on Oahu. 
Affinities. It is somewhat allied to A. casta, Nwe., but is much 

smaller and heavier in proportion to its size. 
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ACHATINELLA TRICOLOR, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 6.) 

Testa sinistrorsa, ovato-subconica, imperforata, nitida, incrementi 
lineis oblique et transversim subtilissime striata, alba, anfractuum 
medio zona lata flavo-olivacea cincta basimque versus viridi stri- 
gata; sutura distincte saturate fusco marginata; anfract. 63, 
convexi, primi 2-3 albi vel rubescentes ; apertura alba; perist. 
tenue, intus leviter limbatum ; plica columellaris valida, rosacea. 

Long. 20 mill., diam. 103. 
Var. a. Testa alba, zona unica olivacea medio cincta. 
Var. B. Testa flavida, zona latissima castanea subbasali cincta. 
Station. On trees. 
Habitat. Ioleka, in Heia on Oahu. 
Affinities. In form and colour it is intermediate between A. colorata, 

Ry., and A. varia, Gk. 

ACHATINELLA LEHUIENSIS, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 4.) 

Testa sinistrorsa, ovato-conica, subnitida, incrementi lineis trans- 
versimque exilissime striata, alba, zona purpureo-fusco strigata, 
et zonis duabus fuscis altera supra altera peripheriam infra (et 
interdum aliis) cincta; sutura submarginata; anfract. 53, con- 
vexi; apertura alba; perist. tenue; plica columellaris valida, 

rosea. 
Long. 17 mill., diam. 10. 
Station. On trees. 
Habitat. Lehui, on the island of Oahu. 

ACHATINELLA Fuscozona, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 9.) 

Testa sinistrorsa, ovato-conica, perforata, parum nitida, incrementi 
lineis et transversim (sub lente) minutissime striata, albida, plusve 
minusve dilute fusco oblique strigata, transversimque obscure 
lineata vel zonata ; sutura distincte fusco marginata, anfract. 63, 
convexi, ult. amplus; apex nigrescens; apertura alba; perist. 
tenue, intus leviter limbatum ; plica columellaris valida, rubescens 
(interdum albida). 

Long. 21 mill., diam. 12. 
Var. Testa elongato-conica; sutura zona latissima fusca cincta. 
Long. 233 mill., diam. 11. 
Station. On the trunks of trees. 
Habitat. Makiki, on Oahu; two or three specimens have been 

found in Palolo. 
x Affinities. It is intermediate between A. adusta, Rv., and A. buddii, 

we. 

ACHATINELLA LIGATA, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 13). B.M. 

Testa dextrorsa (vel sinistrorsa) elongato-ovato-subconica, medio- 
criter nitida, incrementi lineis transversimque minutissime striata, 
albida, luteo-olivaceo plusve minusve strigata, zonis plerumque 
duabus parlsde fuscis cincta altera supra altera peripheriam infra; 
anfract. 53, convexiusculi; sutura distincte marginata, saturate 
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Jusco ligata; apertura alba; perist. intus leviter limbatum ; 
plica columellaris valida, rosea. 

Long. 19 mill., diam. 10. 
Var. a. Testa elongatior. Long. 21 mill., diam. 9. (Plate 1X. 

fig. 12.) 
Var. 8. Testa alba, in anfr. ult. zonis angustis pluribus flavis 

cincta. 
Habitat. The specimens received are reported to be from Waimalu, 

Oahu. 
Affinities. It has somewhat the aspect of dextral forms of A. 

varia, Gk., but is more elongate and cylindrical. 

ACHATINELLA BELLULA, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 8.) B.M. 
Testa dextrorsa, elongato-subconica, imperforata, nitida, incrementi 

lineis levissime striata, dilute castanea (spira pallidiore) satura- 
tius strigata lineisque paucis subcastaneis obsoletis et zona Sere 
nigra (interdum deficiente) infra peripheriam cincta ; anfract. 64, 
parum convext; sutura leviter castaneo marginata ; apertura 
brevis, longitudinis 2 equans, intus alba; perist. margine tenue, 
intus leviter incrassatum ; plica columellaris subvalida, purpurea, 

Long. 20 mill., diam. 10. 
Habitat. Sandwich Islands. 
Somewhat of the form of johnsoni, Newc., but the whorls are less 

tumid, especially the last, and the painting is different. 

BuLiMELLA. 

BuULIMELLA FuscoBasis, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 15.) 
Testa ovata, sinistrorsa, nitida, alba, anfract. ultimis flavescens, 

zona mediana basique fuscis ornatus ; anfract. 6, convexiusculi ; 
sutura distincte marginata ; apertura alba; perist. crassum, Sus- 
cum ; plica columellaris valida. 

Long. 16 mill., diam. 10. 
Station. Arboreal. 
Habitat. High up on Mount Kaala on the Mokuleia side, on the 

island of Oahu. 

APEX. 

Arex Avpospira, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 8.) 
Testa dextrorsa, subperforata, breviter ovato-conica, parum nitida, 

incrementi lineis (haud spiralibus) striata, alba, zona peripheriam 
supra et basi livido-brunnea ; sutura leviter marginata ; anfract. 
6, primi 4 conveziusculi, ceteri convevi ; apertura alba; perist. 
intus incrassatum ; plica columellaris valida, alba, reflexa, rimam 
parvam fere tegens. 

Long. 17 mill., diam. 10. 
Var. Testa alba, zonis paucis flavis peripheriam supra ornata basim- 

que versus flava zonis paucis saturatioribus cincta. 
Habitat. Reported to be from Ewa, on Oahu. 
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Apex Guuicku, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 17.) 

Testa sinistrorsa (interdum dextrorsa), globoso-conica, nitida, in- 
crementi lineis (haud spiralibus) striata, dilute brunnea, cinereo 
strigata, zona alba ad peripheriam cincta; sutura brunneo mar- 

ginata; spira leviter concava; anfract. 6, primi 3-4 pallidi, 
convexiusculi, ceteri convexi; apertura alba, recedens ; perist. 

paululum dilatatum, intus incrassatum, dilute roseo-fusco tinctum ; 
plica columellaris mediocriter valida, albida. 

Long. 19 mill., diam. 13. 
Var. Testa dextrorsa; anfract. primi 3 pallidi, sequentes 2 et 

anfract. ultimi dimidium superius cinereo-fusco strigati, dimi- 
dium inferius flavum, cinereo-fusco zonatum. 

Station. On trees and bushes. 
Habitat. This species is most abundant in Kalaikoa and Ahonui 

but it is sometimes found in valleys to the west as far as Waialei. 
Affinities. It is allied to A. apicatus, Nwe., and A. lilaceus, Gk. 
Remarks. In Ahonui two thirds of the specimens are sinistral, in 

Kalaikoa only about one eighth are sinistral. The specimen figured 
is from Kalaikoa. 

Apex ALBOFASCIATUS, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 21.) B.M. 

Testa sinistrorsa (interdum dextrorsa), perforata, globoso-conica, 
incrementi lineis leviter striata, badia, saturatius strigata; an- 

fract. ultimus zonis albis 2-3 (media semper lata) cinctus ; apex 
albus ; anfract. 6, primi 4 planiusculi, ceteri conveat; sutura 
albo distincte marginata ; apertura intus rubescens ; perist. leviter 
dilatatum, intus incrassatum, rubescens, medio fascia alba externa 
notatum ; plica columellaris valida, rosacea, ejus apice alba. 

Long. 19 mill., diam. 123. 
Habitat. Sandwich Islands. 
This species, of which there are several specimens in the British- 

Museum collection, some sinistral and others dextral, I am unable to 
locate with any yet described. 

APEX INNOTABILIS, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 19.) B.M. 

Testa sinistrorsa, subperforata, globoso-conica, incrementi lineis 
leviter striata, cervina, saturatius strigata (interdum lineis spira- 
libus paucis albis fuscisque ornata); apex fere albus, nucleo rubro- 
corneo ; anfract. 6, primi 4 planiusculi, ceteri convewxi ; sutura 
distincte marginata; apertura intus pallide rubescens; perist. 
leviter dilatatum, intus incrassatum ; plica columellaris magna. 

Long. 183 mill., diam. 113. 
Habitat. Sandwich Islands. 
Of a uniform fawn-colour, with darker stripes of the same hue, the 

apex being paler (almost white), and the nuclear whorl reddish horn- 
coloured. 

APEX NEGLECTUS, Sm. (Plate IX. fig. 22.) B.M. 
Testa vel sinisirorsa vel dextrorsa, imperforata, globoso-conica, in- 
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crementi lineis leviter striata, dilute brunnea, saturatius vel cinereo 
strigata; regio umbilicalis sepe castanea; apex albus; spira 
concaviuscula ; anfract. 6, primi 4 planiusculi, ceteri convex ; 
sutura saturate castaneo distincte marginata; apertura intus 
albida ; perist. fuscescens, intus incrassatum ; plica columellaris 
valida, rubescens. 

Long. 17 mill., diam. 113. 
Habitat. Sandwich Islands. 
In form this species agrees very fairly with some varieties of lugu- 

bris, Chem. ; but it has a shorter spire and blunter apex than the 
usual form of that species. The coloration is of a different character. 

APEX LEUCORRHAPHE, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 2.) 

Testa dextrorsa, breviter ovato-conica, incrementi lineis (haud spi- 

ralibus) striata, grisea, strigis saturate cinereis irregulariter in- 
terruptis, lineisque spiralibus paucis albis indistinctis ornata ; 
sutura late niveo marginata; anfract. 63, apex nigrescens, primi 
4 albi, subplani, ceteri convexi; apertura parva, subauriformis, 
alba; perist. leviter dilatatum intusque incrassatum ; plica colu- 
mellaris magna, rosea. 

Long. 19 mill., diam. 12. 
Var. Testa ovato-conica, griseo saturate cinereoque regulariter stri- 

gata ; spira recte conica. 
Station. This species is arboreal. 
Habitat. Kalaikoa, on the island of Oahu. Waimea? a variety, 

with spire regularly conical, is reported to have been found in 
Waimea. 

Affinities. It is allied, though not very intimately, to A. apicatus, 
Nwe. 

Remarks. No sinistral form of this species has been found. The 
specimen figured is from Kalaikoa. 

Apex LrLaceus, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 4.) 

Testa dextrorsa, globoso-conica, nitida, incrementi lineis (haud spi- 
ralibus) striata, lilaceo-cervina, albido strigata; sutura dilute 
marginata ; anfract. 6, primi 3 subplani, albi, ceteri convezi; 
anfract. ult. medio interdum obscure obtusatim angulatus ; apertura 
albida ; perist. dilute roseo-fuscum, paululum dilatatum, intus in- 
crassatum ; plica columellaris valida, pallide rosea. 

Long. 21 mill., diam. 123. 
Station. On trees. 
Habitat. The metropolis of the species is Ahonui, on Oahu. It 

is also abundant in Kalaikoa, but becomes very rare in Wahiawa, 
Helemano, and Kawailoa. 

Affinities. It is readily distinguished from A. apicatus, Nwe., by 
the colour of the apex, which is chestnut in that species, but white 
in this. 

Remarks. Sinistral specimens are very rare. The specimen figured 
is from Kalaikoa. 
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Apex verRSICOLOR, Gk. (Plate IX. fig. 18.) 
Testa sinistrorsa, globoso-conica, nitida, incrementi lineis (haud spi- 

ralibus) striata, griseo-alba, nigro-fusco irregulariter strigata et 
zonata, basi nigro-fusca; sutura leviter marginata, alba (inter- 
dum brunnea); spira leviter concava; anfract. 6, primi 3 pal- 
lidi, convexiusculi, ceteri convexi; apertura alba, recedens ; 
‘perist. aliqguanto dilatatum, intus limbatum dilute roseo-fusco 
tinctum ; plica columellaris valida, pallide rosea. 

Long. 19 mill., diam. 13. 
Var. Testa griseo-alba vie strigata; anfract. ult. ad peripheriam 

basimque nigro-fusco zonatus. 
Station. On trees. 
Habitat. Ahonui and Kalaikoa, on Oahu.~ 
Affinities. It seems to be an intermediate form between 4. de- 

corus, Fér., and A. tuberans, Gk. 
Remarks. This species is always sinistral. The specimen figured 

is from Ahonui. 

Apex FLavipus, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 1.) 

Testa dextrorsa (interdum sinistrorsa) breviter ovato-conica, parum 
nitida, incrementi lineis (haud spiralibus) striata, plusve minusve 
flavida, anfract. medio zona lata fusca (basi interdum zonis 2-3) 
cincta; sutura anguste fusco (interdum albo) marginata ; anfract. 
6, convexiusculi, primi 3 semper albi; spira fere recte conica, 
viv concava; apertura albida, recedens ; perist. pallide roseum, 
aliquanto dilatatum, intus incrassatum ; plica columellaris magna, 
rosea. 

Long. 20 mill., diam. 123. 
Var. a. Testa dextrorsa vel sinistrorsa, subgloboso-conica, flava, 

zonis 2-6 fuscis aut cinereo-fuscis cincta. (Plate X. fig. 1 a.) 
Var. 6. Testa omnino flava. 
Station.’ On trees. 
Habitat. The metropolis is in Kalaikoa, on Oahu; it is also 

found in Ahonui. 
Affinities. It is most nearly allied to A. tuberans, Gulick. 
Remarks. In Kalaikoa all are dextral; in Ahonui one tenth 

are sinistral. The specimens figured are from Kalaikoa. 

Arex conrrormis, Gk. (Plate IX. fig. 23.) 

Testa sinistrorsa (interdum dextrorsa), globoso-conica, nitida, incre- 
menti lineis oblique (haud spiralibus) striata, brunnea, dilute brunneo 
strigata, lineis spiralibus pluribus albidis indistincte cincta; su- 
tura saturate brunneo marginata ; spira leviter concava ; anfract. 
63, primi 33 convexiusculi, albidi, ceteri convexi ; apertura re- 
cedens, alba; perist. paululum dilatatum intusque incrassatum, 

margine dilute roseo (vel brunneo) tinctum; plica columellaris 
valida. 

Long. 18 mill., diam. 12. 
Var. Testa sinistrorsa, cinereo-fusca, albo strigata, et lineis paucis 

spiralibus albis cincta ; sutura brunnea, 
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Station. On trees. 
Habitat. Kalaikoa and Ahonui, on Oahu; very rare in Wahiawa and Helemano. 
Affinities. It seems to be intermediate between J. decorus, Fér., and A. apicatus, Nwe. 
Remarks. This species is very rarely dextral. The specimen figured is from Ahonui. 

APEX TUBERANS, Gk, (Plate X. fig. 3.) 
Testa dextrorsa, globoso-conica, nitida, incrementi lineis (hand spira- libus) striata, cinereo strigata, zonis pluribus albidis nigro-fuscis- que interrupta ; sutura marginata, pallida ; anfract. 6, primi 3 albidi, conveviusculi, ceteri convexi ; spira concava; apertura alba ; perist. aliquanto dilatatum, intus incrassatum, dilute roseo- Susco tinctum ; plica columellaris valida, albida. 
Long. 20 mill., diam. 134. 
Var. a. Testa alba, fusco luteoque varie zonata. 
Var. 8. Testa subflava, nigro-fusco crebre zonata. 
Station. On trees and shrubs. 
Habitat. The metropolis of the species is Kalaikoa, on Oahu. It is also found in Ahonui; and single specimens have been brought from Wahiawa and Helemano. 
Affinities. It is most nearly allied to A. Alavidus, Gk. ftemarks. This is a dextral species. Sinistral forms are found only in a few specimens passing into other species. 
APEX PoLyMORPHA, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 5.) 
Testa deztrorsa, subperforata, globoso-conica, nitida, incrementi lineis (haud spiralibus) striata, dilute brunnea, zonis pluribus strigisque cyaneo-nigris ornata, zona lata nivea ad peripheriam cincta ; sutura leviter marginata, brunnea; anfract. 6, primi 4 conveaiusculi albidi, ceteri convezi ; spira leviter concava ; aper- tura alba ; perist. margine brunneo tinctum, intus incrassatum ; plica columellaris valida, albida, 
Long. 17 mill., diam. 12. 
Var. a. Testu cervina, sutura brunnea. 
Var. 8. Testa alba, zonis paucis basique brunneis ornata; sutura brunnea. 
Station. On the leaves of the ohia and other trees. 
Habitat. The typical forms are found in Waipio and Wahiawa on Oahu. Varieties are sometimes found in Kalaikoa and Ahonui. Affinities. It is most nearly allied to A. versicolor, Gk., and A. tuberans, Gk. 
Remarks. In Waipio and Wahiawa two thirds of the specimens are dextral, in Ahonui and Kalaikoa only about one eighth are dextral. The specimen figured is from Waipio. 

APEX TURBINIFORMIs, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 7.) 
Testa deatrorsa, subperforata, subgloboso-conica, parum nitida, in- crementi lineis (haud spiralibus) striata; alba, lineis paucis 
Proc. Zoox. Soc.—1873, No. VI. 6 
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transversis fuscis basim versus cincta ; sutura distincte marginata ; 

spira leviter concava ; anfract. 6, primi 3 convewiusculi, ceteri 

convexi ; apertura alba; perist. margine tenui, dilute fusco intus 

limbatum ; plica columellaris mediocriter valida. 
Long. 17 mill., diam. 11. 
Station. On trees. 
Habitat. Kalaikoa and Lehui, on Oahu. 
Affinities. It is allied to A. tuberans, Gk., but has a much 

narrower spire. 
Remarks. All the specimens found are dextral. The shell figured 

is from Lehui. 

Apex TuMEFaActTus, Gk. (Plate IX. fig. 20.) 

Testa perforata, sinistrorsa, globoso-conica, nitida, incrementi lineis 

spiralibusque indistinctis striata, alba, zonis paucis olivaceo-fuscis 

cincta ; sutura marginata ; spira viz concava ; anfract. 6, primus 

nigrescens, primi 3-4 conveviusculi, ceteri convexi ; apertura 

recedens, alba ; perist. dilatatum, intus incrassatum ; plica colu- 

mellaris valida, alba. 
Long. 19 mill., diam. 12. 
Var. a. Testa olivaceo-fusco strigata, zonis 1-3 albis interrupta ; 

sutura albo marginata. 
Var. . Testa cervina vel nigro vel fusco strigata ad peripheriam 

zona lata alba interrupta ; sutura albo marginata. 

Station. On trees and shrubs. 
Habitat. Wahiawa ; rarely in Helemano. 

Affinities. It is related to A. decorus, Fér: (syn. A. perversus, Swn.), 
which is found in Helemano and Kawailoa. It is distinguished by 
its smaller size, its concavely conical spire, and its paler colour, 
which is differently distributed. The three upper whorls of 4. 
decorus are of a yellowish tinge; in this species they are white, 
terminated with a black dot, which is not found in the typical forms 
of the other species. 

Remarks. This species is never dextral. The shell figured is from 
Wahiawa. 

Apex LeucopH£us, Gk. (Plate IX. fig. 16.) 

Testa sinistrorsa, subperforata, ovato-conica, parum nitida, incre- 
menti lineis et transversim indistincte exilissime striata, dilute 
cervina, dilute fusco strigata et zonata; sutura distincte albo 
marginata ; anfract. 7, subconvexi ; apertura alba ; perist. paulu- 
lum dilatatum, intus valide incrassatum, dilute fusco tinctum ; 
plica columellaris valida, albida, aliquanto reflera, rimam parvam 
Sere tegens. 

Long. 22 mill., diam. 12. 
Station. This species is arboreal. 
Habitat. Waialei, island of Oahu. 
Affinities. It is allied to A. perversus, Swn., and A. validus, Pfr. ; 

but it is of a paler colour and more elongate form. 
Remarks. It is always sinistral. 
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APEX LEUCOzONUs, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 6.) 
Testa subperforata, dextrorsa, globoso-conica, nitida, incrementi lineis (haud spiralibus) striata, griseo-brunnea, saturate griseo- brunneo strigata, ad peripheriam zona alba interrupta ; sutura distincte albo marginata ; spira recte conica; anfract. 6, primi 3 convexiusculi, ceteri convex ; apertura alba ; perist. paululum dilatatum, dilute roseo-fusco tinctum, intus incrassatum ; plica columellaris valida, alba. 
Long. 19 mill., diam. 12. 
Station. On trees. 
Habitat. The metropolis of this species is in Waialei. A few specimens have also been found in Wahiawa, island of Oahu. Affinities. It is related to and passes into 4. napus, Pfr., which is also found in Waialei; but the usual forms are distinguished by having a shorter spire and a white suture, and in being free from the yellowish hue of that species. 
Remarks. This species is always dextral. The specimen figured is from Waialei. 

AMASTRA. 

AMASTRA CARINATA, Gk. B.M. 
This is the var. agglutinans of the species obesa, Newc., Proc. Zool. Soe. 1853, p. 143, pl. xxiii. fig. 39a, where it is thus described :-— “Shell somewhat carinated on the last two whorls, with the keel extended by agelutinations, giving it a pagoda-like form.” Station. On the ground. 
Habitat. Wailuku, West Maui. 
Affinities. It is allied to Am. obesa, Nwe.; but that species, which is confined to East Maui, is nearly globose with an evenly rounded body-whorl, while this is strongly carinated ; that also has but little of the rough bark-like epidermis with which this is loaded. 
AMASTRA TENUILABRIS, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 16.) B.M. 
Testa dextrorsa, ovato-conica, haud nitens, incrementi lineis sub- rugose striata, sub epidermide fulvida (in anfract. ult. infra suturam plerumque detrita) albu; anfract. 53, convewiusculi ; apertura subquadrata, alba, spiram non @quans ; perist. tenue ; columella recta, plica parva medio munita, labro callo tenuissimo Juncta, 
Long. 15 mill., diam. 8. 
Habitat. The specimens received are reported by Dr. Frick to be from Pauoa, on Oahu ; but there is some reason to believe that they could not have been found on Oahu. 
Affinities. Its affinities are uncertain ; but it may be allied to Am, Jflavescens, Nwe., which is found on the island of Hawaii. 
AMASTRA ELLIPTICA, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 15.) B.M. 
Testa dextrorsa, ovata, haud nitida, incrementi lineis leviter striata ; anfract. 55, convexi, primi 43 fusco-cornei, et ultimus pallidior, epidermide saturate olivacea (anfr. ult. antice partim detrita) 

6% 
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vestiti ; spira subturrita, sutura simplex ; apertura alba, antice 
roseo tincta (interdum alba) ; perist. tenue, intus levissime in- 
crassatum ; columella arcuata, labro callo tenui juncta, dente 

compresso subbasali munita. 
Long. 15 mill., diam. 83. 
Station. On the ground in the forest. 
Habitat. The metropolis of the species is Waialei,on Oahu. It is 

also found in Kahuku and Hanula, and rarely in Kawailoa. 
Affinities. It is allied to Am. rubens, Gould, and Am. decorticata, 

Gk.; but it is thinner, smaller, and darker in colour than the 
former, and has a more convex spire than the latter. 

Remarks. It is always dextral. The specimen figured is from 
Waialei. 

AMASTRA DECoRTICATA, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 14.) 

Tesia ovato-conica, dextrorsa, incrementi lineis leviter striata, 

castanea, labrum versus nigrescens ; anfract. 6-6}, convexiusculi, 
primi 3 politi; sutura simplex, pallida; apertura intus dilute 
sordido-cerulea ; perist. tenue intus nigrescens, vix incrassatum ; 

plica columellaris tenuis. 
Long. 16 mill., diam. 83. 
Station. Under dead leaves in the forest. 
Habitat. The metropolis of the species is Kawailoa,on Oahu. It 

is also found in Helemano, Opaiula, Waimea, Waialei, and Kahuku. 
Affinities. It is allied to Am. elliptica, Gk., the metropolis of 

which lies to the north-west of this, and to Am. inflata, Pfr., which 
is found in the valleys to the east. 

Remarks. It is always dextral. The specimen figured is from 
Kawailoa. 

AMASTRA RUBIDA, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 12.) B.M. 
Testa dextrorsa, elongato-ovata, incrementi lineis striata, dilute 

rubro-castanea (epidermide nigrescenti raro induta) ; anfract. 6, 
convexiusculi, primi 2 leves fusci; sutura simplex; apertura 
parva, intus subpurpurea; perist. tenue; plica columellaris tenuis- 
sima. 

Long. 18 mill., diam. 9. 
Station. On the ground in the forest. 
Habitat. Kahuku, on Oahu. 
Affinities. It is allied to Am. elliptica, Gk., but differs in being 

more elongate in form, thicker in structure, and for the most part 
destitute of epidermis. 

Remarks. It is always dextral. 

Amastra Rustica, Gk. (Plate X. fig. 17.) B.M. 

Testa dextrorsa, imperforata, ovato-conica, incrementi lineis leviter 

striata, sub epidermide olivacea, dilutissime rubescens ; anfract. 6, 
convexiusculi, primi 2 fortiter, tertiusque levius sulcati; sutura 
simplex, parum profunda; apertura parva, spiram non @quans, 
subrubescens ; perist. arcuatum, tenue; columella brevis, plica 

inconspicua munita, labro callo pertenui juncta. 
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Long. 143 mill., diam. 73. 
Station. On the ground. 
Habitat. Kula, on East Maui. 
Affinities. It is allied to Am. affinis, Nwe, but is readily distin- 

guished by its convex spire. 
Remarks. It is always dextral. The specimen figured is from 

Kula. 

AMASTRA CONIFERA, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 11.) 

Testa ovato-conica, dextrorsa, incrementi lineis Jleviter striata, 

dilutissime rubicundula, epidermide fusco-olivaceo partim induta ; 
anfract. 63, convexiusculi, primi 23-3 rubidi fortiter radiatim 
sulcati, ad bases lira spirali cincti; sutura simplex ; apertura 
albida; perist. tenue, nigrescens, vix incrassatum; plica colu- 
mellaris tenuis. 

Long. 17 mill., diam. 9. 
Station. On the ground under dead leaves. 
Habitat. Kula, East Maui. 
Affinities. It is allied to Am. rustica, Gk. 
Remarks. It is always dextral. 

AMASTRA MALLEATA, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 18.) 

Testa acuto-ovata, dextrorsa, incrementi lineis striata, concinne 
malleata, sordide albida, epidermide fusco-olivaceo varie picta ; 
anfract. 6, convexiusculi, primi 3 fortiter radiatim sulcati ; 
sutura simplex; apertura alba; perist. tenue, intus levissime 
incrassatum ; plica columellaris tenuis. 

Long. 14 mill., diam. 8. 
Station. On the ground. 
Habitat. Kula, on East Maui. 
Affinities. It is allied to Am. rustica, Gulick. 
Remarks. It is always dextral. 

AMASTRA NUCULA, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 19.) 

Testa globoso-conica, dextrorsa, incrementi lineis striata, partim 
leviter malleata, sordide albida, epidermide fusco-olivacea partim 
induta; anfract. 53, primi 43 planiusculi, ult. globosus ; sutura 
subcrenulata ; apertura albida; perist. incrassatum ; plica colu- 
mellaris tenuis. 

Long. 12 mill., diam. 8. 
Habitat. Probably on the island of Lanai. 
In this species the apex is not strongly radiately sulcated, as in 

A, malleata. 

AMASTRA NIGROLABRIS, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 9.) B.M. 

Testa dextrorsa, globoso-conica, perforata (interdum perforatio callo 
obiecta), parum nitida, longitudinaliter rugose (haud spiraliter) 
striata, saturate nigro-fusca, suturam infra zona lata dilute 
sordido-carnea cincta; anfract. 63, primi 33 subplani nigres- 
centes, celeri convexi ; sutura haud marginata ; apertura alba ; 
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perist. margine tenui nigro-purpureo, intus leviter limbatum ; 
columella rosea, plica lamineformi basali (et interdum tuberculis 
1-2) munita. 

Long. 20 mill., diam. 12. 
Var. Testa elongato-conica, zona pallida latissima ; apex brunneus. 
Station. Sometimes on the ground, but more frequently on trees. 
Habitat. The metropolis of the species is Wahiawa, on Oahu. It 

is also found in all the valleys from Kalaikoa to Waimea. 
Affinities. It is allied to Am. spirizona, Feér., which is confined to 

another range of mountains, is found almost exclusively on the 
ground, and has a spire somewhat convex, while this is regularly 
conical. 

Remarks. This species is invariably dextral. 

AMASTRA CONICosPIRA, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 10.) 

Testa ovato-conica, dextrorsa, incrementi lineis striata, sordide 
albida, epidermide olivacea partim induta ; anfract.7, planiuscult, 
primi 3-4 dilute rubescentes, sequentes 2 fusco-purpurascentes ; 
spira recte conica; sutura simplex; apertura sordide alba; 
perist. tenue, intus fuscescens, haud incrassatum ; plica colu- 
mellaris tenuis. 

Long. 203 mill., diam. 10. 
Remarks. But one specimen of this species has been received, and 

without notes concerning the station and habitat, except that it is 
from the Sandwich Islands. 

AMASTRA PEASEI, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 13.) B.M. 

Testa dextrorsa, globoso-ovato-conica, subperforata, nitidiuscula, in- 
crementi lineis leviter striata, epidermide pertenui induta ; anfract. 
6, primi 4 fusco-rubescentes convexiusculi, penultimus magnus 
inflatus ultimusque pallidiores; spira supra anfract. penult. 
subito in conum producta; sutura simplex; apertura parva, 
spiram non equans, subquadrata, intus rubescens ; perist. tenue ; 
columella recta, leviter reflexa, rimam parvam fere tegens, plica 
tenui subbasali munita, labroque callo pertenui juncta. 

Long. 17 mill., diam. 10. 
Var. Spira fere recte conica. 
Habitat. Sandwich Islands. 
Remarkable for the large size of the penultimate whorl. 

AMASTRA AmIcTA, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 20.) B.M.. 

Testa dextrorsa, tenuis, ovato-conica, subperforata, haud nitida, 
incrementi lineis rugose striata, sub epidermide olivacea rugosa 
purpurascens ; anfract. 6, conveai ; sutura aliquanto constricta non 
marginata ; apertura parva, + longitudinis paulo superans, intus 
purpurascens ; perist. tenue; columella subrecta, plica obliqua 
parva munita. 

Long. 13 mill., diam. 63. 
Habitat. Sandwich Islands. 
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This species is remarkable for the roughness of the epidermis, 
which is generally worn away from the front of the body-whorl 
near the aperture. 

AURICULELLA. 

AURICULELLA TENUIS, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 27.) B.M. 

Testa sinistrorsa, perelongato-conica, subperforata, tenuis, sub- 
diaphana, incrementi lineis leviter striata, fusco-cornea, zona 
pallida anfract. ultimi medio cincta ; anfract. 83, viz convexius- 
culi; apex obtusiusculus; apertura parva; perist. levissime 
dilatatum ; lamina parietalis ad aperturam aliquanto callosa ; 
plica columellaris duplex, leviter reflexa, callo pertenui labro 
juncta. 

Long. 9 mill., diam. 4. 
Var. Testa fusco-cornea, concolor. 
In some specimens just above the suture there are some blackish 

dots, which may be produced by the dried-up animal within. 
Station. On the leaves of the ginger and other herbaceous plants 

in the woods. 
Habitat. Kalaikoa, on Wahiawa, Helemano and Kawailoa, on 

Oahu. 
Affinities. It differs from Aur. obeliscus, Pfr., in having a more 

turreted spire. 
Remarks. It is very rarely dextral. The specimen figured is from 

Helemano. 

AURICULELLA DIAPHANA, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 25.) 

Testa sinistrorsa, ovato-conica, pertenuis, cornea, fusco strigata, 
zona fusca anfract. ultimi medio obscure cincta; anfract. 53, 
convexiusculi ; sutura simplex ; perist. tenue, leviter dilatatum ; 
columella viz plicata, aliquanto refleza, rimam umbilicalem parvam 
formans, callo pertenui labro juncta ; lamina parietalis tenuis. 

Long. 7 mill., diam. 4. 
Var. Testa concolor, cornea. 
Station. On the ki (Cordyline terminalis). i 
Habitat. The typical forms are from Olomana and Kailua on 

Oahu. It is also found in Palolo, Makiki, and Kalihi. 
Affinities. It is like dur. tenuis, Smith, in structure, and like Au. 

auricula, Fér., in form. The latter species, however, is usually 
dextral, while this is almost always sinistral. 

Remarks. The specimen figured is from Olomana. 

AURICULELLA PERPUSILLA, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 26.) 

Testa minuta, sinistrorsa, breviter ovato-conica, perforata, fragilis, 
cornea; anfract. 5, convexiusculi; sutura simplex ; apertura 

subcircularis ; lamina parietalis tenuis ; perist. tenue, paululum 
dilatatum ; columella haud plicata, aliquanto reflexa. 

Long. fere 4 mill., diam. 23. 
Station. On leaves of plants in the woods. 
Habitat. Kahalu, on Oahu. 
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Affinities. Aur. diaphana, which is much larger, is perhaps the 
most nearly allied. 

AURICULELLA CRASSULA, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 22.) 

Testa sinistrorsa (interdum dextrorsa) ovato-conica, solida, distincte 
perforata, haud nitida, dilute fusca; anfract. 63, subplani ; 
apertura intus sordide albida ; perist. incrassatum, basi levissime 

dilatatum, ad anfract. ultimi juncturam tuberculo parvo promi- 
nente munitum ; columella crassa, aliquanto reflexa, haud plicata, 
callo tenui labro juncta ; lamina parietalis tenuis. 

Long. 73 mill., diam. 4. 
Station. On the leaves of trees. 
Habitat. Makawao, on East Maui. 

AURICULELLA UNTPLICATA, Pease, Journ. de Conch. 1868, pl. xiv. 

f. 7. (Plate X. fig. 21.) B.M. 
Testa sinistrorsa, plusve minusve perforata, nitida, lutea, fascia 
Susea angusta anfract. ultimi medio cincta ; anfract. 7, vix con- 
veviusculi (interdum primi 3-4 fusculi) ; apex subobtusus ; sutura 
simplex, angustissime pallide marginata ; apertura albida, intusque 
zona fusca externe visibilii ; lamina parietalis tenuis ; perist. 
dilatatum, columelle callo crassiusculo junctum ; columella ali- 
quanto reflexa, haud plicata. 

Long. 8} mill., diam. 4. 
Var. a. Testa concolor, fusco-lutea ; apertura et perist. aut albida 

aut fusca, 
Var. 6. Testa fuscescens, zona pallida anfract. ultimi medio cincta. 
Station, On the leaves of the ki (Cordyline terminalis). 
Habitat. Lahaina, on West Maui. 

AURICULELLA BRUNNEA, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 23.) B.M. 

Testa conico-ovata, sinistrorsa, subperforata, nitida, castanea ; 

sulura simplex, anguste albo cincta ; anfract.7, paululum convexi, 
primi 2 politi; apex obtusiusculus ; apertura Susca ; lamina parie- 

talis alba, tenuis; perist. leviter dilatatum, callo albido tenut 
ad columellam junetum ; columella paululum reflexa, viz plicata. 

Long. 8 mill., diam. 4. . 
Station. Arboreal. 
Habitat. Islands of Molokai and Lanai. 

AURICULELLA PATULA, Sm. (Plate X. fig. 24.) B.M. 

Testa sinistrorsa, ovato-conica, tenuis, perforata; anfract. 6, con- 
veaxiusculi, primi 5 castanei, ultimus pallidior ; sutura simplex, 
angustissime albo cineta; apertura patula, intus subrosacea ; 
labrum dilatatum, brunneum ; columella plicata, paululum reflera, 
callo pertenui lubro juncta ; lamina parietalis alba, mediocris. 

Long. 73 mill., diam. 43. 
Habitat. Sandwich Islands. 
The broad form, patulate aperture, and style of colouring are the 

chief characteristics of this species. 
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Prats IX. 

Fig. 1. Achatinella concolor,Sm., p.75. | Fig. 13. Achatinella ligata, Sm., p. 76. 
2,2a. ——fuscolineata, Sm.,p.75. 14. —— diluta, Sm., p. 74. 
3. consanguinea, Sm., p. 73. | 15. Bulimella fuscobasis, Sm., p. 77. 
4. —— lehuiensis, Sm., p. 76. 16. Apex leucopheus, Gk., p. 82. 
5. longispira, Sm., p. 73. 17. —— gulickii, Sm., p. 78. 
6. tricolor, Sm., p. 76. 18. versicolor, Gk., p. 80. 
fe augusta, Sm., p. 74. 19. innotabilis, Sm., p. 78. 
8. bellula, Sm., p. 77. 20. —— tumefactus, Gk., p. 82. 
9. —— fuscozona, Sm., p. 76. 21. —-— albofasciatus, Sm., p. 78. 

10. rhodorrhaphe, Sm., p. 74. 22, neglectus, Sm., p. 78. 
11. —— pygmea, Sm., p. 75. 23. —— coniformis, Gk., p. 80. 
12. —— ligata, var., Sim., p. 77. 

Puate X. 

Fig. 1, la. Apex flavidus, Gk., p. 80. | Fig. 15. Amastra elliptica, Gk., p. 83. 
2. Apex leucorrhaphe, Gk., p. 79. 16 tenuilabris, Gk., p. 83. 
3. —— tuberans, Gk., p. 81. 17. rustica, Gk., p. 84. 
4. lilaceus, Gk., p. 79. 18. = malleata, Sm., p. 85. 
5. polymorpha, Gk., p. 81. 19. —— nucula, Sm., p. 85. 
6. —— leucozonus, Gk., p. 83. 20. anicta, Sm., p. 86. 
ik turbiniformis, Gk., p. 81. 21. Auriculella uniplicata, Pse., 
8. —— albospira, Gk., p. 77. p. 88. 
9. Amastra nigrolabris, Smn., p. 85. 23. crassula, 8m., p. 88. 

10. conicospira, Sm., p. 86. 23. brunnea, Sm., p. 88. 
DM, conifera, Sm., p. 85. 24, —— patula, Sm., p. 88. 
12. rubida, Gk., p. 84. 25. diaphana, Sm., p. 87. 
13. peasez, Sm., p. 86. 26. perpusilla, Sm., p. 87. 
14. decorticata, Gk., p. 84. 27. —— tenuis, Sm., p. 87. 

January 21, 1873. 

Prof. Newton, F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair. 

Dr. Giinther exhibited and made remarks upon an Egyptian skull 
which had been discovered in the tombs of Sakhara, near Memphis, 
in Egypt, by Mr. John Dickson, in March 1872. 

The following papers were read :— 

1. On the Classification of the Achatinelline. 
By the Rey. Joun T. Guricx. 

[Received November 19, 1872.] 

When Dr. Pfeiffer first divided the genus Achatinella he was not 
altogether successful in separating the species into natural groups. 
Much disorder has since been removed by the recognition of the 
group Amastra by H. & A. Adams, and by Von Martens having 
separated from Achatinella and Bulimella the quite distinct group 
for which he has proposed the name dpez. 

Mr. Pease* has proposed to call the same group by the name 
Helicter, which he ascribes to Férussac. He was mistaken, how- 

* See Proc. Zool. Soc. 1869, p. 644. 
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ever, in the supposition that Férussac’s use of the form ‘“‘Helicteres”’ 
had escaped the attention of other conchologists. Dr. Pfeiffer has 
referred to it, but there were sufficient reasons why he should not 
use it. Beck and some others have followed Férussac in adopting 
the plural form of the word, while Pease uses the singular; but 
whether the singular or the plural, it has been preoccupied as the 
name of a genus in the vegetable kingdom. We might hesitate to 
reject it if it had been in general use for many years; but no good 
reason exists for reviving an objectionable name which has long been 
rejected. 

The group of small species provided with an internal lamella 
resting upon the inner wall of the shell has already been removed 
from the genus Partula by Dr. Pfeiffer. He has rightly estimated 
their claim to a separate name, and to a place amongst the Achati- 
nellinz. They should undoubtedly be regarded as a distinct genus, 
and under Pfeiffer’s name Auriculella they will probably be received 
as such. 

The group of large turreted species found only on the island of 
Kauai, classed sometimes as Achatina, sometimes as Achatinella, 
sometimes as Spirawis, finds its true place as a distinet genus under 
the name Carelia (H. & A. Adams). This group, as well as duri- 
culella, should have a place in the Achatinellinee, but separate from 
the genus Achatinella. 

With the addition of these forms, the Achatinellinze may be re- 
garded as consisting of ten genera or convenient divisions. Seven 
of these are arboreal, and three of them terrestrial genera. 

ACHATINELLIN&. 

A. Arboreal Genera. 

1. ACHATINELLA, Swainson. 

Syn. Achatinellastrum, Pfeiffer. 
Hab. Chiefly on the island of Oahu; also on Molokai. 
Type Achatinella vulpina, Fér. Hab, Pauoa, on Oahu. 

2. BuLime.a, Pfeiffer. 
Hab. Oahu. 
Type Bulimella rosea, Swain. Hab. Wahiawa and Helemano, 

Oahu. 
3. Aprex, Von Martens. 

Hab. Island of Oahu. 
Type Apex decora Fér. (syn. H. perversa, Sw.). Hab. Kawailoa, 

on Oahu. 
4. LAMINELLA, Pfeiffer. 

Hab. Oahu, Maui, Molokai, and Lanai. 
Type Laminella gravida, Fér. Hab. Kast end of Oahu. 

5. Partruwina, Pfeiffer. 

Hab. Oahu, Maui, Molokai, and Lanai. 
Type Partulina virgulata, Migh. Hab. Molokai. 
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Section Perpice.ua, Pease. 
Partulina mauiensis, Newe. Hab. Maui. 

Section EsurNELLA, Pease. 
Partulina variabilis, Newe. Hab. Island of Lanai. 
Pease has given the name Eburnella to a few small Species from the island of Oahu, together with some of about the same size, but of very different character, from Lanai. The former are connected with the typical forms of Achatinella by several lines of complete gradation of type. The latter are a section of Partulina, but not sc completely connected. 

6. Newcomsta, Pfeiffer. 
Hab, Maui and Molokai. 
Type Newcombia cumingi, Newe. Hab. Maui. 

7. AURICULELLA, Pfeiffer. 
Hab. Oahu, Maui, Molokai, and Lanai. 
Type Auriculella auricula, Fér. Hab. Manoa and Palolo, on Oahu. 

Section Frickera, Pfeiffer, 
Auriculella amena, Pfr. Hab. Oahu. 

B. Terrestrial Genera. 

8. Carexia, H. & A. Adams. 
Hab. Island of Kauai. 
Type Carelia adusta, Gould. 

9. Amastra, H. & A. Adams. 
Hab. All the Sandwich Islands. 
Type Amastra magna, 0. B. Adams. Hab. Lanai. 

10. Lepracnatina, Gould. 
Hab. All the Sandwich Islands. 
Type Leptachatina acuminata, Gould. 

Section Lasie.ya, Pfeiffer. 
Leptachatina labiata, Newe. Hab. Lehui, on Oahu. 

I add some corrections relating to species described by me in the ‘Transactions of the New-York Lyceum of Natural History.’ Three of these species I find had been previously described; therefore Leptachatina granifera, mihi, is a syn. of L. margarita, Pfr.; Bu- limella limbata, mibi, is a syn. of B. byronii, Wood; Achatinella dimorpha, mihi, is a syn. of A. curta, Newe. 
The rest of the seventy-three species described at that time, I find, after comparison of all the typical specimens in the British Museum and of all the descriptions published, to be good species, 
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2. On the Visceral Anatomy of the Sumatran Rhinoceros 

(Ceratorhinus sumatrensis). By A. H. Garrop, B.A., 
F.Z.S., Prosector to the Society. 

[Received December 5, 1872.] 

The death on September 21st, 1872, of the only English speci- 
men of the Sumatran Rhinoceros bas afforded me an opportunity 
of determining many points in its anatomy previously unknown ; 
and Prof. Owen’s excellent memoir on Rhinoceros indicus, in the 
fourth volume of the Society’s ‘Transactions,’ has made it possible 
to compare the details of structure in the two species. 

The differences in the shape of the stomach, and the character of 
the mucous membrane of the small intestine, together with the peeu- 
liarities of the skin, including the presence of a second horn, the 
absence of a gland behind the foot, and the smallness of the folds, 
which cannot accurately be termed shields, appear to me quite to 
justify the separation, into a distinct genus, of the Sumatran Rhi- 
noceros from its Indian ally, as has been, done by Dr. Gray from a 

study of its osteology only. : 
The specimen upon which these observations are based is said to 

have been captured in Malacca*: it is an aged female: its skin is of 
a dark slate-colour, and is covered thinly with black hairs, which 
are more than an inch long, situated mostly on the middle line of the 
back and on the outer sides of the limbs. Its length from the tip of 
the nose to the base of the tail is 963 inches. The tail is 22 inches 
long ; from its base to the transverse shoulder-fold is 44 inches ; and 
from the latter to the occipital crest is 22 inches. The ears are lined, 
and not fringed (as are those of Ceratorhinus lasiotis) with black 
hairs. No traces could be found at the back of the feet of the 
glands described by Prof. Owen in the Indian Rhinoceros. 

The skull, the only part of the skeleton which I have examined, 
is 214 inches from the tip of the nasal bones to the middle of the 
occipital crest, following its longitudinal direction. From one lachry- 
mal tubercle over the head to that of the opposite side is 8 inches. 
The conjoined nasal bones in their broadest part are 63 inches across 
from their lower margins over the insertion of the anterior horn. 

The lower incisors and the first premolars are lost; Prof. Flower 
informs me that a specimen in the Museum at Brussels has also lost 
its lower incisors. The premaxillary bones are anchylosed to the 
maxillaries, a condition I have not found in any other specimen, and 
which is probably dependent on the loss of the lower cutting-teeth. 

Including the present one, I have seen eight skulls of Asiatic two- 
horned Rhinoceroses (Ceratorhinus )—four in the College-of-Surgeons 
Museum, two in the British Museum, and one at the Museum at 
Cambridge. The present specimen agrees very closely with that at 
the last-named place, and with No. 1461 a, adult, from Pegu, in the 
British Museum. It being that of an aged individual, comparison 

* See for an account of its history Mr. Sclater’s notes, P. Z. 8. 1872, p. 494. 
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with most of the others referred to is more difficult, as they are 
nearly all immature. The skeleton mounted at the College of 
Surgeons, No. 2933, obtained by Sir S. Raffles from Sumatra, is 
aged also; but there are points in which it differs materially from 
the present specimen. It is of slighter build, and the nasal bones 
are narrower. 

A much larger skull, not quite adult, in the Museum of the Col- 
lege of Surgeons, No. 2935, stated to be that of a “ male Sumatran 
Rhinoceros,” and presented by Sir S. Raffles, is evidently from a 
larger animal, and agrees also with Ceratorhinus lasiotis in being 
proportionally broader in the parietal regions. In this skull also the 
posterior of the submental foramina is situated in front of the second 
premolar; while in all the others (except No. 2936, R.C.S., which 
is young, but peculiarly massive) it is situated, when present, behind 
that tooth. _ 

Subjoined is a table giving a few of the measurements in the skulls 
above referred to :— 

No. snore 
9935, | Zool. Soc. | No. 1461a,| No. 2933, | bridge 

R. C.§,| Specimen.| B. Mus. | R.C.8. | Speci 
| : | men, 

(ae in. in. in, in. 
Length of skull from tip of 
nasals to middle of occipi- 
tall creat...) 2. cies «lel 23 21-875 | 21:925 | 21:25 | 22-125 

Breadth across nasal bones) 5°25) 6:375 5 475 6°75 
Length of 2nd upper molar 
Bt DAB. «n= = ied i re ieee | 2 1-775 17 16 

Length of 1st upper molar, 
eit base’. 2). sistas suheitesiht Darah dod 1375 | 1:35 

Length of 4th upper pre- 
molar at base .......... 16 1:25 1-255 1:225 

The following is an account of the various features of the viscera 
that were observed in the Sumatran Rhinoceros. 

Alimentary Canal.—The palate, which is covered with a smooth 
epithelium, is marked by conspicuous transverse angular ridges. 
There are eleven of these on each side; and they are not continuons 
anteriorly across the middle line, but the prominences of one side are 
carried on as the fossee on the other. The posterior ridges are 
continuous from one side to the other; and they, instead of being 
transverse as are those in front, are arranged in the form of a V, 
the concavity of the V being directed forwards. On the soft palate, 
which is 43 inches long, these ridges disappear. The palate is narrow, 
as can be readily seen by an inspection of the skull; anteriorly its 
breadth is 2? inches, and posteriorly 35 inches, gradually increasing 
from before backwards. 

In no part of the alimentary canal, except on the surface of the 
tongue, were there any papillze visible to the naked eye. 

The cheeks form pads on either side composed of areolar and 
muscular tissue, which project into the cavity of the mouth. These 
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pads are shaped like prominent blunted triangles, with their apices 

directed forwards; they are 34 inches deep behind, where they are 

lost on the fauces, and they are about 9 incheslong. The epithelium 

covering them is nearly smooth, and is very thick. 

Fig. |. 

Tongue of C. swmatrensis (superior surface). 

p, soft palate, embracing the root of the tongue; ep7g, epiglottis. 

The tongue is elongate, and in shape much like that of the Rumi- 
nants, being thin from above downwards in front, and deep behind, 
with a somewhat sudden transition from one to the other. From the 
apex to the posterior of the circumvallate papille is 15 inches, and 
from the epiglottis to the same papille is 2} inches. In the middle 
of the anterior thin portion the breadth is 22 inches, and in the middle 
of the posterior moiety it is 43 inches. , 

There are many circumvallate papille, 33 on one side and 26 on 
the other, forming two clusters separated by a smooth median longi- 
tudinal line. Each cluster is triangular in shape ; and the two acute- 
angled triangles they form lie side by side and have their apices 
directed backwards. The individual papilla which go to form them 
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are largest posteriorly, reaching a diameter of + inch ; anteriorly the 
get smaller, and cease by becoming more and more scattered. The 
rest of the tongue is covered uniformly with filiform papille, among 
which no fungiformes are to be seen. 

The soft palate runs downwards as well as backwards; and its 
posterior portion, as Prof. Flower specially pointed out to me, so 
closely embraces the base of the tongue that, except when in the act 
of swallowing, the epiglottis always projects quite into the posterior 
narial chamber, as in the horse and many other animals. The 
anterior portion of the soft palate is 2 inch thick, and very glandular. 
A collection of glands of considerable size on each side of the fauces 
are the only representatives of the tonsils. 

The salivary glands present the usual characters. The parotid 
is much the largest. It weighs 1 lb. 1 oz., and is of an irregular semi- 
lunar shape, the concavity embracing the superior portion of the 
angle of the jaw; it is mostly situated between the body of the 
masseter and the posterior insertion of the sterno-mastoid muscle. 
It lies almost entirely below the level of the zygoma, sending up a 
small portion into the interval between it and the external auditory 
meatus. Its duct, whichis 14 inches long, commences at the inferior 
angle of the gland, and, as in the Ungulata generally, runs round 
the lower margin of insertion of the masseter muscle, and up along 
its anterior border till it pierces the buccinator, to terminate by a 
simple orifice in the well-marked fossa between the cheek-pad de- 
scribed above and the superior gum, in a line with the interval 
between the first and second upper true molar teeth. 

The submazillary gland weighs 23 oz., and is irregularly cubical 
in shape. It is situated just under the angle of the jaw, covered by 
the digastric muscle. The duct is 13} inches long; anteriorly it is 
closely bound to the inner surface of the sublingual gland; and it 
opens far forwards, close to the frenum of the tongue, on either side 
of it. 

The sublingual gland weighs 2 oz., and is composed of several 
small portions which open separately almost in one straight line, 
about half an inch apart, below the sides of the tongue, and parallel 
with the ramus of the jaw. The whole gland is about 6 inches long 
and | inch deep. . 

The esophagus is thick and muscular, not of large calibre; it has 
the mucous membrane but loosely connected with the muscular 
parietes, and arranged in bold longitudinal folds. 

The stomach is of a very different shape from that of the Indian 
Rhinoceros as figured and described by Prof. Owen, and in most 
respects resembles that of the horse. It forms a broad tube much 
bent upon itself, with the cardiac and pyloric orifices approximated, 
and a deep and narrow interval between them, in which the main 
vessels and nerves run, and across which the peritoneum extends. 
There is no definite constriction between the cardiac and pyloric 
portions of the viscus; but there is a peculiar diverticulum from the 
outer portion of the cardiac extremity, of a subconical form, in which 
the base of the cone is the attached end. The whole organ is there- 
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fore somewhat globose, with the above-mentioned cardiac cecum 
projecting to the left side. 

Stomach of C. swmatrensis (inferior or parietal surface). 

@s, termination of esophagus; py, commencing duodenum, just beyond 
pylorus. 

With regard to the size of the stomach, the greater curvature is 
62 inches in length, and the lesser 6 inches; the greatest breadth 
from side to side, including the cardiac diverticulum, is 26 inches; 
the greatest depth is 18 inches; and the length of the diverticulum 
is 11 inches, while it is 53 inches in diameter. The diameter of the 
undistended cesophagus where it enters the stomach is 2 inches, and 
of the commencing duodenum 13 inch. There is not a trace of 
enlargement of the duodenum at its pyloric end, like the considerable 
dilatation in the Indian species. A large portion of the pyloric 
portion of the stomach is situated beyond, or to the right of, the 
pylorus itself; but it is only a direct continuation of the cavity of 
the viscus, and hardly forms a true cul-de-sac. The great omentum, 
which does not cover the intestines, is of considerable size; it 
contains no fat, and is not in any way attached to the colon, but 
runs up, behind the stomach, free to the vertebral column. 

The interior of the stomach presents a similar condition to that 
found in the Tapir and Horse, the mucous membrane being of 
entirely different characters in the cardiac and pyloric portions. 
That in the cardiac end, and in its diverticulum, is much plicated in 
all directions, and has a white opaque appearance ; while the pyloric 
portion is covered with a thick and apparently smooth mucous 
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membrane of the ordinary colour. The line of junction of these two 
portions is abrupt ; and its position can be best understood from the 
accompanying drawing, in which it is seen that the corrugated white 
opaque epithelium only covers about one fourth of the whole cavity— 
namely, the margins of the cesophagus for about an inch, and the 
diverticulum, from which it extends to the right, and ‘backwards for 
a short distance. The walls of the stomach are nearly uniform in 

Stomach of C. smatrensis (inner surface). 

@s, esophagus; py, pylorus; ce, cardiac cul-de-sac. 

thickness, being a little more muscular at the cardiac extremity and 
along the lesser curvature than elsewhere. When the organ is fully 
distended the diverticulum becomes less conspicuous, the direction of 
its superficial fibres being from its base to its apex. The pyloric 
muscular ring is strong and nearly an inch thick, projecting into 
the tube. 

The small intestine is 36 ft. long, and of a nearly uniform circum- 
ference of 6 inches, reaching 7 inches in the duodenum. For the 
first six inches after the pylorus the mucous membrane is smooth 
and simple, much like that in the pyloric portion of the stomach. 
The seventh and eighth inches present irregular folds, which imme- 
diately give place to a perfectly uniform series of thin, continuous 
(or nearly continuous), transverse foldings, just like the valvulz 
conniventes of the human small intestine. There are nineteen of 
these folds in each six inches of the intestine; and they continue 

Proc. Zoo. Soc.—1873, No. VII. 7 
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unchanged to within half an inch of the ileo-czecal valve, where they 
cease. Their great number (over 1300), extreme simplicity, and 
uniformity is very striking; they project nearly 7 inch into the 
intestine. Many are continuous right round the tube; but where 
two approach one another, as is frequently the case, an intermediate 
one frequently ceases after having made nearly acomplete circle. A 
few are to be seen extending for only about an inch; but most are 

Fig. 4. 

uy) 

Mucus membrane of the small intestine, natural size, showing the valvule 
conniventes. 

either that size or considerably longer. There are no traces of any 
triangular or cylindrical papillee throughout the whole length of the 
intestine. 

The bile and pancreatic ducts open on a papilla situated a foot 
from the pylorus, among the valvulee conniventes, on the mesenteric 
border of the gut. This papilla is conical and rounded, projecting 
half an inch, with a single orifice at its apex. There is a second 
smaller orifice for a duct two inches further on, between two of the 
valvulze and on one side of the main one. 

No Peyer’s patches could be found; and in their usual situation 
there was no irregularity of the valvule conniventes. 
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The ileo-czecal valve does not project to any extent into the colon ; but where the small intestine ceases, on the border of the ileo-czecal orifice which is nearest the caput czeci, there are two closely approxi- mated globose, apparently glandular masses, about the size of Tangerine oranges, situated in the walls of the intestine. 

Fig. 5. 

1) MUUMM 

i) HH} 

Inferior view of the colon of ©. sumatrensis. 
c@, cecum ; cl, colic loop; ¢, transverse colon, placed above the colic loop to show it more clearly. 

The colon presents features of great interest, and agrees in its convolutions with the Indian Rhinoceros. When the abdomen is opened by a ventral longitudinal and transverse incision, the posterior portion, or the hypogastric region, is seen to be occupied 
7% 
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entirely by a large, apparently globose viscus, which is the ventral 
wall of the cecum: anteriorly to this, in the umbilical region, is 
seen a very capacious and sacculated tube, running nearly transversely 
and a little backwards as it tends to the left side ; this is the posterior 
moiety of the enormous loop of the first part of the colon (ascending 
colon in man). Further forward, in the epigastric region, and 
somewhat covered by the ribs, is seen another transverse, but less 
considerable, sacculated tube, which is the anterior moiety of the 
same loop. There is no omentum covering these viscera. Nothing 
more can be seen without moving these parts. 

Fig. 6. 

Superior view of the colon of C. sumatrensis. 

si, small intestine; ce, cecum; c./, colic loop, with the transyerse colon 
between it and the cecum. 

When the intestines are removed from the abdomen, the following 
disposition of the viscera is observed. From the huge subglobose 
cecum, which is median in position, with its axis slightly obliquely 
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backwards and to the left, the colon is directed forwards and to the 
right ; but it almost immediately gives rise to the very considerable 
colic loop, which is directed first transversely to the left, and con- 
tinues on obliquely backwards, the anterior returning portion of 
which returns to the right hypochondriac region, where its mesentery 
is very incomplete, and it is firmly bound down to the adjacent 
parietes. The transverse colon, running from this point, is situated 
quite above the colic loop, and is also bound down at the left 
hypochondrium as at the right. The third part of the colon (the 
descending in man) is very sinuous in its course; it ends by a very 
simple sigmoid flexure, and is continued on as the capacious rectum. 

The cecum is 3 feet long, and of nearly the same diameter; it is 
pyriform in shape, and much like that of the Tapir, the blind end 
being the narrower. It is traversed by three longitudinal bands, 
between which it is folded in large sacculi. The colon springs from 
the anterior end of the cecum, and immediately makes a short 
sigmoid curve to the right. Its interior is lined with a smooth, 
simple, irregularly plicated epithelium, the folds of which are quite 
removed when the organ is distended. 

From the ileo-czecal valve to the anus is 16 feet ; and in its broadest 
part the colon is 39 inches in circumference. It is peculiar that, as 
in the Horse and also in the Tapir, the tube is of very different dia- 
meters in its different parts, the bend of the colic loop being very 
narrow in comparison with its main parts. 

The proximal 7 of the colic loop is sacculated, and, at its middle, 
13 inches in diameter; but at its bend, where it is situated in the 
left iliac fossa, it is much smaller, being only 64 inches across, and 
not the least sacculated. It continues thus uniform on it surface, 
and gradually dilating for about 24 feet till in the epigastric region 
it again becomes sacculated and very capacious, reaching a diameter 
of 163 inches. From this point it rapidly reduces in the transverse 
colon, remaining somewhat sacculated, with only one longitudinal 
band, which is at the mesenteric border, till at the sigmoid flexure 
the diameter is 63 inches. The colic loop isjust 5 feet long. There 
are no regular folds of the mucous membrane of the large intestine, 
but many minor ones, which disappear when the tube is distended. 
The rectum is nearly 7 inches in diameter. 

This arrangement of the colon is different from that of the Horse 
in that the portion corresponding to the ascending colon is longer in 
the latter. In the Horse and Tapir the colic loop is formed from 
the transverse colon, in this Rhinoceros more from the right hypo- 
chondriac angle of that viscus. In the direction of the czecum, 
namely backwards and to the left, the Rhinoceros agrees with the 
Tapir and differs entirely from the Horse. 

The liver is not large, considering the size of the animal. It 
weighs slightly over 15 lb., is flattened, and has no gall-bladder. 
Adopting Prof. Flower’s method of describing this organ, all the 
main divisions are indicated, though most of the fissures are not 
deep. ‘The left lateral lobe is the largest, and is overlapped by 
the left central along its median border. On the anterior surface 
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Anterior or diaphragmatic surface of liver of C. swmatrensis. 

re, right central lobe ; rl, right lateral; Jc, left central lobe; //, left lateral ; 
ce, caudate lobe; sp, Spigelian lobe; Av, hepatic veins. 

Fig. 8. 

Posterior or abdominal surface of liver of C. swmatrensis. 

re, vight central lobe; 7/, right lateral; /c, left central lobe ; 7/, left lateral ; 
¢, caudate lobe; sp, Spigelian lobe. 
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the fissure between the two extends upwards to the left lateral 
suspensory ligament, and therefore nearly through its whole surface ; 
posteriorly it only extends up about two thirds the distance. The 
median suture, between the left and right central lobes, extends 
halfway up the organ anteriorly, and not quite so far posteriorly, 
where it is stopped abruptly by a transverse bridge of hepatic tissue. 
The left central lobe is triangular, prismatic, and elongate, coming 
to a point below on a level with the general contour-line. One flat 
surface of this prism, the largest, is directed forwards; and the other 
two are wedged between the left lateral and right central lobes. 

The right central lobe is less differentiated from the right lateral 
than those just described are from one another, the fissure only 
extending upwards a short distance; and it is itself cleft to nearly 
the same extent near the middle of its truncated inferior border. 
The right lateral, the lobe second in size, is suboval and simple, with 
the margin entire. Mesially it slightly overlaps the right central 
lobe at its inferior corner. 

The caudate is a very considerable lobe, shaped much like the left 
central, but larger ; it is elongate, ovate, prismatic, and pointed at its 
free end. The largest side is directed forwards; and the external 
margin of the right lateral overlapsit considerably. It is 154 inches 
long, the whole liver, when lying on a flat slab, measuring 22 inches 
across, and 14 inches from above downwards. In no part does it 
measure more than 33 inches from before backwards. 

The Spigelian lobe is most peculiar, mainly consisting of a thin 
strip of hepatic tissue, 8 inches long, uniformly 2 inch wide, and 
z inch deep. At its attached end it becomes somewhat larger, and 
presents a free border superiorly for about an inch. 

There are three large hepatic veins, which spring just above and 
behind this lobe, on their way to the vena cava. 

The pancreas is irregular, not large nor concentrated. 
The spleen is very thin and flat; it forms an elongated oblong, 

rounded at one end and squared at the other. Its length is 25 inches, 
and breadth 8 inches. It is slaty in colour, and weighs 23 Ib. 

The kidneys are flattened and oval in form. One is 6 inches 
broad by 9 inches long. They are nearly equal in size, and together 
weigh 10 lb. The hilum is linear, and on the inferior surface, not 
at the margin. They are lobulated externally, but not so much as 
in the Seals. 

The heart presents no peculiar features. The whole organ weighs 
10 lb. when emptied of clots. The annulus ovalis is well marked, 
and forms a considerable fold over the fossa ovalis. The commencing 
aorta, which is 4 inches long and 33 inches across, divides into 
two nearly equal branches, one of which is continued on as the arch 
of the aorta, with a diameter of 1°85 inch; the other gives off the 
vessels to the head in the following manner. Immediately after the 
main division of the vessel into two parts, the innominate gives off 
the left subclavian, which, again, is much divided up. The inmnomi- 
nate then, 3 inches above its origin, divides into the right subclavian 
and the common carotid trunk, which latter, after a simple course 
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of 23 inches, divides into the right and left common carotids. This 
disposition is very much like that of the Llama as drawn by Prof. 
Owen. The thickness of the ventricular septum is 14 inch. 

The lungs are extremely simple, coniform, and undivided, except 
at their apices, where, as in many animals, they send down small 
lobes which overlap the auricles of the heart. They are nearly equal 
in size, being 25 inches long by 15 deep and 5 broad. They weigh 
each 93 lb. (uncongested). 

The uterus is two-horned. The corpus uteri is 3} inches long by 
24 inches broad; the cornua are 164 inches, by 2 inches broad ; they 
are both very distinctly longitudinally plicated. The os uteri is much 
folded, and the orifice is quite small; from it to the orifice of the 
urethra is 12 inches. The vagina is lined with a squamous epithe- 
lium, and it presents a few transverse folds about 3 inches apart. Its 
circumference in the middle is 15 inches, at its orifice 9 inches. The 
urethra is 2 inches long, and admits two fingers. 

The length of the elongate fringed orifices of the Fallopian tubes 
is 5 inches. 

The clitoris and vulva are similar to those of the Indian species. 

3. On the Birth of a Sumatran Rhinoceros. 
By A. D. Barriert, Superintendent of the Society’s Gardens. 

[Received January 7, 1875.] 

(Plate XI.) 

The steamship ‘ Orchis’ arrived at the Victoria Docks from Singa- 
pore on December 7, 1872, having on board an adult female Sumatran 
Rhinoceros (Rhinoceros sumatrensis). About 7 o’clock in the evening 
of that day the keeper was surprised to hear a feeble squeaking voice 
proceeding from the den containing the Rhinoceros. He was soon 
made aware of the cause of this small voice; for upon examining the 
den he found the beast had produced a young one, which was still fixed 
or attached by the umbilical cord; and while looking at it he di- 
stinctly saw the mother turn her head towards the young one and with 
her teeth bite or sever the connecting band. He found also that the 
mother, who had been always rather savage, appeared quite quiet and, 
as he called it, perfectly tamed; she allowed him to enter her den 
and milk her, and afterwards place the young one in a position that 
enabled it to suck. Having carefully closed the canvas all round 
and over the den, he left, thinking that rest and quietness would 
perhaps be desirable for the then tired and exhausted mother. 

It appears, however, that the little Rhinoceros was not inclined to 
be shut up in the den, and was found soon afterwards walking about 
in the dark and rain on the deck of the ship. The cold and wet had 
produced the effect of almost depriving it of the use of its limbs; it 
was soon restored by being rubbed all over and placed in warm blan- 
kets. On the following morning I found the mother and young one 
on board the ship and about to be landed. I advised having the 
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little one removed from the den, fearing that, during the lifting and moving to the van or trolley, she might be thrown or tumbled on to the little one and crush it. No sooner, however, was the den safely landed on the carriage, than she exhibited signs of restlessness, and it was thought desirable that the young one should be replaced with its mother; this was done, and the keeper, Mr. Auguste Engelecke, entered the den and remained with the animals during the journey from the tidal basin of the Victoria Docks to the Commercial Road. On arriving at the stables of Mr. Rice in the Commercial Road it required some time to unload the large den from the trolley and get it into the stable ; and in order to prevent accident to the young one we again removed it from its mother and conveyed it at once into the house, taking it in blankets into the parlour, where there was a good fire. Here we had quite enough to do to keep it from running all over the room, so strong and determined it appeared to be. As soon as the mother was safely lodged in the stable, the little one was carried in a blanket by two men and placed with its mo- ther, and immediately went to her and commenced sucking. A very remarkable cireumstance connected with the mother was her unexpected quietness; for she had, previously to the birth of the young one, been inclined to attack the keeper or any one who went near her ; but after the young one was born, she allowed the keeper to enter the den and milk her as quietly as the tamest cow ; and moreover, after she was in the stable, I and the rest were inside with her and the young one, patting and caressing her with our hands as though she were a tame old pet that had been used to receive this marked attention from visitors. It has occurred to me Since that she was probably in the sulks; for I remember the account of the Hairy-eared Rhinoceros when being removed in Calcutta: she turned sulky and lay down in the street, and it was with the greatest diffi- culty she was dragged or rather slid along over the muddy road to the stable; so stubborn and determined not to move was she that, although hundreds of pails of water were thrown over her, she would not rise. Was our animal now under consideration quiet by being under the influence of the sulks? I think this must have been the case; for she allowed the men to enter the den, and some were pushing at her nose, others pulling her ears to back her out, and all this was done without any attempt on her part to resent or injure her tormentors*. Now, believing the statement of Mr. Engelecke, this animal had been captured but little over seven months on her arrival in the docks ; and Mr. Engelecke told me that her captors had witnessed the act of her copulation just before she was caught in the pitfall : we may pre- sume, therefore, that the period of gestation does not differ much from that of the Hippopotamus. 

* Since the foregoing was written, my suspicion has been fully confirmed; for only a few days afterwards her savage disposition and temper caused Mr. Rice and his assistants the utmost alarm, lest she should escape from the stable or kill some of the men who attended to her ; for she broke and smashed almost every thing within her reach, and they had the greatest difficulty in getting her into the den in which she was shipped to America. . 
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In appearance the young Rhinoceros (see Plate XI.) reminds one of 
a young Ass, viewing its long legs and general mode of moving its large 
long head and meagre-looking body. The front horn on the nose 
is about 2 of an inch high: the posterior horn is not developed ; but 
a smooth spot indicates its position. Nearly black and covered with 
short crisp black hair, its ears very hairy inside as well as outside, the 

tail quite like a brush at the tip, it was thin and bony, looking 
much like a starved pig. One thing appeared to me remarkable—the 
condition of the hoofs; they were turned under the feet, as will be seen 
by the drawings (figs. A, B, C). The extreme points of the hoofs 
were quite soft, like the same parts of a newly born calf. It is quite 
evident, from the manner of the turning-under of these horny appen- 
dages, that, as they are worn through, the proper form is produced 
by the pointed portion being got rid of. 

A. Side view and, B, sole of the right fore foot of the young Rhinoceros. C. 
Sole of right hind foot of same. These three figures show how the nails or 
hoofs are long and inturned immediately after birth, as described above. 

D. Sketch of the tail of the adult male. 

It was 3 feet in length, 2 feet high at the shoulder ; and its weight, 
as near as I was able to judge by lifting it, was rather over 50 lb. 

I observed that as soon as the young one had sucked sufficiently 
it walked away from its mother and entered a dark corner in a box 
provided for it and lay down to sleep ; by this I am led to think that 
in a wild state it would be left by the mother in the same way that 
many vegetable-eating animals leave their young while they roam 
about in search of food, returning to suckle their young at the pro- 
per time. 

I have to express my regret at the death of this young animal, as 
by this misfortune we have lost the opportunity of noting the progress 
of growth, milk-dentition, and other facts connected with the history 
of the family. I learn also that the mother and the dead young one 
have been sent across the Atlantic. 
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4, On some new or imperfectly known Fishes of India and 
Burma. By Surgeon-Major Francis Day, Inspector 
General of Fisheries of India. 

[Received November 25, 1872.] 

Amongst the numerous species of fish which I have lately obtained 
at Bombay, Calcutta, or Kurrachee, the following appear to be un- 
described or but little known. 

GOBIUS MASON], Sp. nov. 

D6 ae P19. Vai A 10, C. 12. L134.) L, tr. th © 
Length of head 3, of caudal 34, height of body + of the total 

length. yes, diameter 2 of the length of head, 1 diameter from 
the end of snout, and 3 a diameter apart. Upper profile of the head 
rounded, its width equal to its height or to its length without the 
snout. No crest on the head, glands, or barbels. Cleft of mouth 
rather oblique, the lower jaw somewhat the longer; the posterior 
extremity of the maxilla extends to below the middle of the orbit. 
Teeth, a large recurved canine on the outer side of an enlarged row 
in the lower jaw. Fins: dorsal spines filiform, the longest two thirds 
as high as the body below it; second dorsal fin highest posteriorly, 
where it equals that of the body ; anal similar to the second dorsal ; 
caudal wedge-shaped ; ventral not extending so far as the vent, its 
basal membrane well developed; none of the pectoral rays silk-like. 
Scales anterior to the middle of the first dorsal fin much smaller than 
those on the remainder of the body, which are ctenoid and in eleven 
rows between the base of the second dorsal and the anal fin; they 
are extended over the upper part of the cheeks and opercles. Colours: 
deep olive, with numerous small blue spots along the side, each in 
the centre of a single scale ; an ill-defined dark band passes from the 
eye to the tail. First dorsal with its upper two thirds violet, tinged 
with yellow, its lower third deeply spotted with black ; second dorsal 
with a violet and yellow margin, its lower three fourths spotted with 
black, most densely superiorly ; anal dark, with a few small round 
white spots between some of the rays; caudal darkish with irregular 
blotches, and having its upper margin stained with yellow; ventrals 
nearly black, with an orange edging ; pectoral without marks. Under 
surface of the throat black. 

Hab. Bombay. 
I have named this fish after my friend J. Wood Mason, Esq., of 

the Indian Museum, Calcutta. 

GOBIUS OCELLATUS, Sp. nov. 

aS ees P20: Neila: AelOd Cp Sie Had, 3210, trek 
Length of head 2, of caudal fin 4, height of body + of the total 

length. Eyes somewhat superior; diameter 4 of length of head, 
14 diameter apart and also from the end of the snout. Head 

* By “‘L. tr.” in the Gobies I signify the number of horizontal rows existing 
between the origin of the second dorsal and the anal fin, 
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slightly broader than high, its greatest width being equal to the post- 
orbital portion of the head, the summit of which is somewhat flat 
and snake-shaped. No occipital crest, barbels, nor warts on the 
head. Cleft of the mouth somewhat oblique, the lower jaw slightly 
the longer ; the posterior extremity of the maxilla extends to beneath 
the anterior margin of the orbit. Teeth, an enlarged outer row in 
the lower jaw, the external of which, on either side, is a moderately 
or small recurved canine. Fins: the distance of the first dorsal from 
the orbit equals the distance from the snout to the base of the pec- 
toral fin, its second spine is elongated in some specimens, being 
nearly as long as the head; second dorsal and anal of about equal 
development and highest posteriorly ; caudal wedge-shaped ; ventral 
reaches halfway to the vent. Scales, ctenoid on the body, cycloid 
on the head; they are much smaller anterior to the dorsal fin than 
posterior to it ; they cover the cheeks and opercles, and on the top of 
the head, as far as the snout, are in rather irregular rows, eight being 
between the origin of the second dorsal and the anal fin. Colours: 
olive, a dark green spot above the margin of the opercle; about six 
indistinct blotches along the sides; dorsal and caudal fins stained with 
dark, and having some indistinct spots or bars ; a yellow ocellus at 
the top of the caudal fin, in its last half; anal whitish, its basal half 
covered with fine black dots. 

Hab. Bombay, where it is not uncommon, attaining 5} inches in 
length. 

GosIvus BREVIROSTRIS, Ginther. 

I obtained at Kurrachee three specimens of this fish, up to 3,5; 
inches in length. A few rows of scales exist on the head in the 
larger, but none on the smaller specimens. 

GoOBIUS PLANIFRONS, Sp. nov. 

D.6|%. P.19. V. 5. A. 10. L.1ca. 46. L. tr. 15. 
Length of head ?, of caudal -7;, height of body ;7; of the total 

length. yes superior; diameter + of length of head, 1 diameter 
from end of snout, and 13 apart. Head as broad at the opercles 
as its length excluding the snout; its height equals half its length ; 
its upper surface flat. Mouth anterior, cleft horizontal, lower jaw 
the longer ; width of gape equals half the length of the head ; and the 
posterior extremity of the maxilla reaches to half a diameter behind 
the orbit. Fine tentacles near the nostrils, and rows of small warty 
glands on the scaleless head. Teeth, canines absent. Fins: first 
dorsal low, being about half as high as the body below it, the second 
fin higher than the first; silky pectoral rays; caudal rounded. 
Scales finely ctenoid, disposed in very irregular rows, none on the 
head ; they merely reach on the nape halfway between the base of 
the first dorsal and the posterior edge of the orbit. Fifteen rows 
exist between the base of the second dorsal and the anal fin. Colours: 
dark olive, fins very dark grey ; second dorsal spotted; a black 
blotch at the upper part of the base of the pectoral fin. 

Hab. Bombay, where one specimen, 4 inches long, was obtained. 
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Evucrenocosivs * CRISTATUS, sp. nov. 
BG/TAD Po ay. oy: ge A. D4. (Oe Lae eae L. tr. 11. Length of head ,2., of caudal q height of body ¢ of the total length. yes rather superior, close together, with the interorbital Space concave ; diameter 7 length of head, 1 diameter from end of snout. Head and body compressed, the width of the former opposite the opercles equalling its length from the middle of the eye. No barbels or tentacles above the orbit ; several very fine rows of warts on the cheeks ; a low black-stained crest extending from the nape to the base of the first dorsal fin. Cleft of mouth very oblique, ex- tending to below the middle of the orbit. Teeth in a single, conical, and fixed row in the upper jaw, in two rather widely separated rows in the lower, the anterior horizontal ; no canines. Inferior pharyn- geal bones in close juxtaposition along the median line, the two having a T shape and a single row of teeth. Fins: all rays in the dorsal flexible and a little elongated ; the rays in the second dorsal increase in length to the last ; anal similar; caudal pointed and elongate ; ventrals reach vent. Scales cycloid, none on the head or along the sides of the raised crest; 11 rows between the origin of the second dorsal and anal. Colours : olivaceous, a dark spot under the eye; a dark ocellus, surrounded by a brown edge, at the base of the pectoral fin ; numerous small black spots along the upper third of the body, and six or eight badly defined blotches along the side. Lower half of first dorsal reddish orange, with a narrow yellow longitudinal band above it, the upper half of the fin barred with black, an ill-defined violet-coloured ocellus on the last dorsal ray, which is edged with canary-yellow. Ventral and anal dark grey ; caudal yellowish red, spotted in its upper half. Females not ‘so bright as the males, and dorsal spines a little shorter. Hab. Bombay. Numerous up to 5 inches. They were breeding in March, It is also found in Madras. 

APOCRYPTES MADURENSIS, ? Bleeker. 
D. 6/24. P.19. Y. Fe PAs 285,16 19... di 53s 
Length of head 2, of caudal 3, height of body + of the total length. Eyes, diameter + of length of head, 1 diameter from end of snout, and 3 a diameter apart. Jaws rounded anteriorly, the cleft extending 1 diameter behind the orbit ; width of head rather above 3 its length. 

pair of fine canines near the symphysis ; those in upper jaw conical, wider apart than those in the mandibles, but about the same number. 

has a well-developed basal membrane and reaches halfway to the origin of the anal. First dorsal spines rather filiform, the longest * This fish has cycloid scales ; however, as some Gobies have ctenoid and some cycloid ones, I have not considered this a reason against its being placed in this genus. In my “ Fishes of the Andaman Islands,” Proe. Zool. Soc. 1870, p. 693, I erroneously wrote Euctenogobius andamanensis instead of Apocryptes anda- 
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slightly above half the height of the body below it. Colours: olive- 
brown, upper third of first dorsal between the second and fourth 
spines with a dark mark; anal black ; pectoral nearly black, with a 
white lower margin ; caudal dark, with a white lower edge ; ventrals 
white. Scales irregularly arranged, minute anteriorly, becoming 
larger posteriorly ; they cover the head. 

‘Hab. Madras, Bombay, and Kurrachee. Dr. Bleeker gives 
L. 1. 35; but the species otherwise appears to agree pretty well. 

AMBLYOPUS BUCHANANI, Sp. nov. 

Di 6/429 SPIGA S622 56. 17% 

Length of head +, of caudal 4, of pectoral j., height of body ~> 
of the total length. yes distinct ; the posterior nostrils open just 
in front of them, whilst the anterior are tubular and on the snout. 
Baréels, one short pair are placed behind the symphysis of the lower 
jaw, and a second, which are smaller, further back. Teeth, eight, 
long, widely separated ones in either jaw. ins: the vertical ones 
continuous, their posterior portions enveloped in skin; caudal elon- 
gate and pointed; pectoral half as long as the ventral, and 2 as 
Jong as the head. Ar-vessel large and oval. Scales, a few crypts 
containing some exist in the posterior part of the body. Colours: 
brownish olive above, reddish below; pectoral and ventral fins black 
in their outer halves. 

Hab. Calcutta, to 11 inches in length ; its short pectoral and the 
presence of barbels would at once serve to show its distinctness from 
Hamilton Buchanan’s figured Gobioides rubicundus, pl. 5. f. 9. 

BLENNIUS STEINDACHNERI, Sp. Nov. 

Doe PL 1b. OM 5, A. 210. 
Length of head 2, of caudal 4, height of body 2 of the total length. 

Snout obtuse. Mouth moderately wide. A small orbital fringed 
tentacle about half the diameter of the eye in length; another short 
one at the anterior nostril. A line of about eight fringed tentacles 
from just behind the eyes to the base of the dorsal fin. Teeth fixed ; 
no canines. Fins: dorsal not notched, neither is it continuous with 
the caudal ; ventrals short ; pectoral nearly reaches the vent. Colours 
light olive, with six indistinct brownish vertical bands, as wide as 
the ground-colour, and commencing at the base of the dorsal fin. 
The whole of the body and fins spotted with black. A large black 
white-edged ocellus between the first and second dorsal rays ; some 
vertical red bands on pectoral and caudal fins; anal black-edged, 
having an external white margin. 

Hab. Kurrachee in Sind, to 4 inches in length. 

SALARIAS UNICOLOR, Riippell. 

Do Pie. ah ON BEG. ee 1D), 17-18" 
Length of head 52, to 1, of caudal } to 4, height of body ;4 to 1 

of the total length. yes prominent, 2 diameters from end of snout, 
interorbital space concave. The forehead does not project beyond 
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the mouth. In the male a well-developed crest on the occiput, and 
a fringed tentacle above the orbit twice as long as the eye; another 
short one at the anterior nostril. In the female no crest on the 
neck, a fringed tentacle about as long as the eye above the orbit, 
and another short one at the anterior nostril. Teeth, canines absent. 
Fins: the anterior portion of the dorsal fin much lower than the 
posterior, the two parts being divided by a deep notch ; this fin is 
not continuous with the caudal, which last is cut square. All the 
fin-rays simple, except these in the caudal. Colours: in the male, 
olive-brown with indistinct blackish blotches along the side and 
extending on to the dorsal fin; two or three rows of round blue 
spots on the body and head: in the female, olive-brown becoming 
white below, and marbled all over with brown lines, forming large 
insulated places. Head and upper two thirds of the body dotted 
with light blue; fins yellowish, dorsal and anal horizontally and 
sinuously banded in spots ; caudal with five or six vertical dark bands. 
A brown band divided by a light blue line at the base of the pectoral, 
which is yellowish and barred with brown. 

Hab. Kurrachee. Many specimens taken at the oyster-rocks, 
the males up to 53, females to 43 inches in length. 

Although this species is not of a uniform brown colour, it appears 
to agree with the original specimens, which were evidently females. 

SALARIAS LINEATUS, Cuv. & Val. 

I have recently obtained two fine female specimens of this species, 
with the following fin-rays :— 

‘ 12 
in one, D. 23° A. 25 3 

in the other, D. =e A. 23. 

They agree in every respect with the male, except in not having 
any crest on the head. 

Amongst the little-known Burmese Siluroids are the two fol- 
lowing :— 

MACRONES AFFINIS. 
Batasio afinis, Blyth, Journ. As. Soc. Beng. 1860, p. 150. 

a0, Po a V- 6. Av12(5). C17, 
Length of head nearly 4, of pectoral 4, of caudal 4, height of body 

4 of the total length. yes, diameter ? of length of head, 1 diameter 
from end of snout, 17 apart. Snout projecting. Longitudinal groove 
on the summit of the head indistinct, but extending to the base of 
the occipital process, which is narrow and has a separate interneural 
shield between it and the basal bone of the dorsal fin ; it is twice as 
long as wide. Barbels: the maxillary, which are the longest, only 
reach to the anterior margin of the orbit. Teeth on the palate in 
an uninterrupted band. Fins: dorsal spine moderately strong, 
slightly serrated posteriorly in its upper fourth, and as long as from 
the hind edge of the orbit to the end of the snout ; pectoral spine 
slightly longer and stronger than that of the dorsal, and coarsely 
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serrated internally ; adipose dorsal commences not far from the 
extremity of the first dorsal, and its base is a little longer than that 
of the anal; caudal forked, the lobes of nearly equal lengths. 
Colours: a dark spot on the shoulder, and a second on the base of 
the adipose dorsal fin ; body with indistinct cross bands. 

Hab. Tenasserim provinces. 
One specimen (Blyth’s typical one), 3} inches in length, is in the 

Calcutta Museum. 

MACRONES LEUCOPHASIS. 
Bagrus leucophasis, Blyth, J. A. S. of Beng. 1860, p. 148. 

D. 7/0. P. gq V.6. A. 3. C.17. 
Length of head 2, of pectoral 4, of caudal #, height of body 2, 

of dorsal fin 7 of the total length. yes, diameter 7 of length of 
head, 13 diameter from end of snout, and 1 apart. Head somewhat 
compressed, snout rounded, the upper jaw slightly the longer. The 
snperior longitudinal groove on the upper surface of the head does 
not quite reach the base of the occipital process, which last is twice 
as long as wide at its base, while there is a short interspace between 
its termination and the basal bone of the dorsal fin. Upper surface 
of the head slightly rugose. Bardels: the nasal reach the anterior 
margin of the orbit, the maxillary the end of the anal fin, the external 
mandibular to the middle of the pectoral, and the internal to the gill- 
opening. Teeth in an uninterrupted crescentic band on the palate. 
Fins: dorsal spine moderately strong, as long as the head from the 
angle of the mouth, finely serrated posteriorly in its upper fourth ; 
the adipose fin commences just behind the first dorsal, and the length 
of its base is nearly double that of the rayed fin; pectoral spine much 
stronger than the dorsal, of about equal length, whilst it is coarsely 

- serrated internally. The ventral arises behind the posterior extremity 
of the dorsal; caudal deeply forked, the lobes having filamentous 
prolongations. Colours : of a deep purplish black over the body and 
fins; numerous white dots exist on the body, most apparent after death. 

Hab. Burmese rivers, attaining 12 inches or more in length. Its 
native name signifies ‘‘ topsy turvy,” as it is said to swim with its 
abdomen uppermost. - 

In the definition of the genus Bregmaceros, Thompson, the pre- 
sence of an air-vessel and pyloric appendages has been denied ; the 
former is, on the contrary, comparatively very large (in B. atripinnis, 
Day), whilst it has two pyloric appendages. 

5. On some new Genera and Species of Araneidea. By the 
Rev. O. P. Camprinez, M.A., C.M.Z.S. 

[Received December 2, 1872.] 

(Plates XII.-XIV.) 

The curious and minute Spiders described in the present paper 
are a strong disproof of an idea, very common among collectors, that 
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the Micros of the Exotic Articulata are less worth the trouble of 
collecting than the Macros. It arises, I suppose, chiefly from the 
comparatively unmarketable nature of the former; at any rate the 
consequence is that almost every collector crams his boxes or his 
bottles with the larger species, many of which we receive over and over 
again, usque ad nauseam, simply because they are large or brightly 
coloured. If one were to judge, in regard to Spiders, from the collec- 
tionsreceived from professional or regular collectors in tropical regions, 
it might be thought that there were there few or none of those very 
minute Spiders such as we find to be the staple of our temperate 
climates. In the collection, however, received from Ceylon, through 
the kindness of Mr. G. H. K. Thwaites, thisidea is abundautly dispelled. 
Hundreds, 1 may say, of the species in these collections are exceed- 
ingly minute, and all of them of the greatest interest. Some of them, 
such as those here described, Tetrablemma, Phoroncidia, and Stego- 
soma, with others described in P. Z. S. Nov. 1870, are among the 
most remarkable forms known, while numerous others of equal interest 
yet remain to be described. The reason why Mr. Thwaites’s collee- 
tions are thus rich in the Micro-Aranez is not (I feel sure) because 
Ceylon is more prolific than other tropical parts, but simply because 
the collections were made by “non-collectors.”’ A ‘*collector”’ 
turns over débris, or bark, or stones, or beats bushes and trees, 
and then picks and chooses according to what he thinks is most 
striking at the moment, or only what he believes to be different from 
what he has secured before, or perhaps what will sell best; and 
often (among Spiders) he sets down most of the small specimens as 
immature examples of larger ones ; and thus while he is securing a 
few of the large and gaily coloured individuals, the thousand minute 
ones escape. The “ non-collector,” on the contrary, especially if he 
is a “native,” secures every thing he can lay his fingers upon, re- 
gardless of form, size, or colour, or whether he has already obtained 
examples of the same or not. To this solely I attribute the richness 
of the collections received from Ceylon. ‘They were made by one or 
two of the native workmen in the Royal Botanic Gardens during their 
leisure hours. These men appear to have followed implicitly the in- 
structions impressed upon them by Mr. Thwaites, and to have bottled, 
mostly in the gardens themselves, every thing in the shape of a Spider 
that they could find. The consequence is that there are, as one 
might expect, numerous examples of some few common species ;_ but 
at the same time there are numbers of minute rarities which we 
should never have got had not the collectors bottled, indiscrimi- 
nately, every thing that their search laid bare. For discovering 
the articulated treasures of a tropical district, commend me to a 
few active and intelligent ‘“ natives,” who will very soon produce 
the largest part of what the district holds; while a “collector,” 
with a fancied (but often an imperfect) knowledge of species, picks 
and chooses, and lets go a hundred novelties while he is securing a 
few probably already well-known forms. 

All, except two, of the Spiders described in the present paper are 

Proc. Zoox. Soc,—1873, No. VIIL. 8 
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from Ceylon ; of the others, one is from the Rio Grande in South 
America, and the locality of the other is unknown. 

Further remark on these Spiders is here unnecessary, as the fullest 

possible details are given in the following descriptions. 
Of one, however, Tetrablemma, it may be noticed as a striking 

fact that this, only the second four-eyed Spider known, should be so 
far removed from any recognizable affinity to the former one (Mia- 
grammopes, Cambr., Journ. Linn. Soc. vol. x. p. 398, pl. 14). Itis 
very difficult to assign with any confidence the systematic posi- 
tion of Tetrablemma. The situation as well as the number of the 
eyes is very remarkable—the former, I believe, without any parallel 
among Spiders, being placed contiguous to each other in a cir- 
cular group, quite at the thoracic junction. While Miagrammopes, 
therefore, is unmistakably allied to Mithras and to the Epeirides, 
Tetrablemma appears to come near to the Dysderides and Drassides, 
bearing at the same time some general resemblance to Gicobius ; and 
it is between these groups that it is, provisionally at least, now placed. 

Fam. TeTRABLEMMIDES. 

The position of the genus Tetrablemma, of which only at present 
this family consists, is, as before noticed, by no means certain; but 
its nearest affinities appear to be between the CEcobiides and Dys- 
derides. 

Nov. gen. TETRABLEMMA. 

Cephalothorax broad, oval, rising above from all sides into a 
somewhat subconical form. 

Eyes 4, large, but of unequal size, aud closely grouped round a 
strongish circular eminence on the centre of the cephalothorax. 

Legs short, moderately strong. 
Mazille strong, greatly enlarged and rounded at their bases on 

the outer sides ; extremities going off into a point on the inner sides, 
strongly inclined towards the labium. 

Labium small, short, somewhat triangular; sternum large, trun- 
eate before, rounded behind. 

Abdomen of regular oval form, covered with a corneous shield, 
furnished above the sides and hinder slope with longitudinal cor- 
neous folds ; spiracular plates confluent and of large size, covering 
the larger portion of the underside, and followed by another sub- 
abdominal plate. Spinners 4, united in a cluster ensheathed in a 
corneous kind of envelope, and placed beneath the hinder extremity 
of the abdomen. 

TETRABLEMMA MEDIOCULATUM, sp. nov. (Plate XII. fig. 1) 

Male adult, length # line. 
This exceedingly curious Spider is of a nearly uniform bright 

reddish orange-brown colour ; the form of the cephalothorax is very 
remarkable, looking like an inverted cullender, a little prominent near 
its apex infront. On the margin of this prominence are some small 
blunt black projecting corneous points, surmounted by a few hairs ; 
the normal furrows are almost obsolete, so that the caput is scarcely 
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traceable, though comprising the larger portion of the cephalothorax ; 
the lower margin of the clypeusis prominent at the middle. Towards 
the margin of the thoracic portion are some raised points or granu- 
lations, the lateral margins of the caput being also set with a single 
line of small prominent points. 

The eyes (four in number, pearly white and of large size) occupy the 
tubercular eminence which forms the apex of the cephalothorax ; 
they are contiguous, and form a crescent whose open side is behind : 
the two foremost eyes are considerably the largest. 

The legs are moderately strong, short, not very unequal in length, 
and furnished sparingly with hairs; their relative length appeared 
to be 1, 4, 2, 3. Terminal tarsal claws exist, but their number and 
exact construction could not be satisfactorily ascertained with the 
only optical instruments I possess. 

The palpi are short ; radial and cubital joints short, the former 
strongest ; the digital joint is of a simple oval form, and appeared to 
have no concavity ; palpal organs very large, simple, and of a some- 
what irregular pyriform shape, with a longish strong curved black 
tapering sharp-pointed spine projecting from their extremity. 

Falces moderately strong, of a somewhat conical form, pinched in 
at their extremities, which are furnished with a small curved fang ; 
each falx has a long, nearly perpendicular and slightly curved pro- 
jection at its base ; this projection is equal in length to the rest of 
the falx. 

Mazille, labium, and sternum (vide characters of the genus). 
Abdomen rather large, and projecting considerably over the thorax ; 

it is of aregular oval form, somewhat flattened above, where it is com- 
pletely encased in a sort of corneous shield: the sides are steep and 
covered with three longitudinal corneous folds ; these are separate 
from others, which are transverse on the hinder part, but follow 
the same linear direction as the lateral ones. The underside 
is two parts out of three covered by a larger corneous spiracular 
plate, near behind which the two apertures leading to the spiracles 
are visible ; and behind them again is another oblong transverse plate 
of the same nature ; near the lateral margins of these plates, and 
between them and the lower lateral corneous fold, is a single row of 
small rudimentary plates, looking like red-brown spots. The spin- 
ners are four in number, of equal length, and united in a kind of 
corneous case or sheath of a truncate-cone form, and placed under 
the end of the abdomen. 
A single adult male of this most remarkable little Spider was 

contained in a collection of Arachnida received from Ceylon from 
Mr. J. H. K. Thwaites in 1871. I have not been able to ascer- 
tain any thing as to its habits or habitat. 

Fam. PALPIMANIDES. 

Nov. gen. Pacnuyrus. 

This genus is very nearly allied to Otiothops (Macleay, Ann. Nat. 
Hist., Sept. 1838, pl. ii. fig. 5); and but for the following differ- 

g* 
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ences I should have determined it, without hesitation, from its 

exceedingly similar general character and appearance, to have been 
identical with that remarkable genus. 

Taking, then, the general characters of the two as very nearly 
similar, the distinctions between Otiothops (as described and figured 
by Macleay) and Pachypus are as follows :— 

The legs of the first pair consist of the normal number (7) of 
joints, instead of 6, as in Ottothops; and these are furnished with 
terminal tarsal claws, whereas in Otiothops there are none on the legs 
of the first pair. The tarsal claws (of all the legs) are three, whereas 
those of Otiothops, on the legs of the three hinder pairs, are but two. 

The spinners are two in number, while in Ot¢iothops Macleay 
states them to be six. 

The above differences show a nearer approach in some respects to 
Palpimanus (Duf.) than even to Otiothops ; but although remark- 
ably similar in colour, appearance, the form of the legs, and number 
of spinners, to Palpimanus, the position of the eyes is so strikingly 
dissimilar, as to make it impossible to include them in the same genus. 

PacuyPus MACLEAYI, sp.n. (Plate XII. fig. 2.) 

Male adult, length 2 lines. 
The cephalothorax is oval and has a smooth surface destitute of 

hairs, and almost equally convex on all parts of the upperside except 
behind, where it is a little higher (when looked at in profile) than 
infront ; and the hind slope is rather abrupt ; the normal furrows and 
indentations are obsolete, except a central longitudinal indentation 
on the hinder slope, indicating the thoracic junction ; its colour is a 
deep but clear and bright red-brown; the surface smooth and desti- 
tute of hairs; and the height of the clypeus is nearly about half 
that of the facial space. 

The eyes are unequal in size, and in four pairs or two transverse 
rows equal in their lengths and curves, which are directed from 
each other ; those of the two central pairs form very nearly a square, 
the hind centrals being very small, and the fore centrals Jarge, by 
far the largest of the eight; the former are considerably separated 
from each other, while the latter are nearly contiguous one to the 
other; those of each lateral pair are also contiguous to each other, 
and seated on a slight tubercle. 

The legs are moderate in length—their relative length being 1, 
4, 2,3; and their colour is rather paler than that of the cephalo- 
thorax ; those of the first pair have the basal (first) and third joints 
of remarkable strength; the point of junction between the second 
and third joints is of ordinary size, but the latter immediately thence 
enlarges above in an excessively protuberant form ; a similar character 
is discernible in the corresponding portion of all the legs, but in a 
much less highly developed way. The genual joints (especially of the 
first pair) are long and enlarge gradually to their fore extremities ; 
in the first pair of legs this joint slightly exceeds the tibial joint in 
length, and is also stronger. The metatarsus is but half the length 
of the tibia, while the tarsus is nearly double its length and clavate 
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in form, the point of junction being very small; on the inner side of 
the tarsus and metatarsus and a portion of the tibia is a compact 
fringe of close-set hairs. The tarsi of all the legs terminate with three 
claws, the superior pair being slightly of an S form, the inferior one 
much smaller and sharply bent downwards; the tarsal claws of the 
first pair of legs are smaller than those of the rest, those of the 
fourth pair being the strongest and most conspicuous. 

In the form of the legs consists one of the most conspicuous re- 
semblances between Otiothops and Palpimanus; they are furnished 
-only (and inconspicuously ) with hairs. 

The palpi are short and strong, similar to the legs in colour, and 
similarly furnished with hairs. The radial is stronger than the 
cubital joint, and is of a somewhat protuberant or tumid form on the 
upperside: the digital joint is long and of a somewhat tapering 
form ; its length exceeds that of the radial and cubital joints together. 
The palpal organs are large and well-developed, but simple, consisting 
chiefly of a large and nearly globular corneous lobe with some small 
projections and spines at their fore extremity. 

The fulces are of moderate size, vertical, and subconical in form. 
The marville are strong, curved, inclined towards and over the 

labium, and considerably enlarged near the middle on their outer sides ; 
the palpi are inserted low down and almost behind them (as looked 
at from the underside of the spider). 

The /abium is of a somewhat subtriangular form, its sides rather 
curvilinear, and its apex pointed. 

The sternum is large and of an elongate heart-shape ; its surface 
is covered thickly with small punctuose marks. The falces, maxille, 
labium, and sternum are all nearly similar in colour to the cephalo- 
thorax, the sternum being perhaps a little darker than the rest. 

The abdomen is of a short oval form, moderately convex above, 
blunter and slightly broader at the hinder than at the fore extremity ; 
its colour on the sides and upperside is a deep chocolate-red-brown, 
minutely mottled with yellowish ; the epidermis is of a somewhat cori- 
aceous texture, and sparingly clothed with short fine hairs; when 
looked at from beneath, the pedicle which joins it to the thorax is of a 
shining corneous nature, of a deep red-brown colour, and continuous 
with the similarly coloured and united spiracular plates. Continuous 
with these and spreading upwards and forwards over the sides im an 
oblique direction, a considerable portion of the underside of the ab- 
domen is of a coriaceous texture and of a shining yellowish red-brown 
colour ; behind this, for a small space towards the spinners, the 
colour of the abdomen is pale yellowish. The spinners are two in 
number, very short, contiguous to each other, and of a pale whitish- 
yellow colour. 

The adult female is rather larger than the male, but similar in 
colours and general characters; immature examples of both sexes 
were of a more or less pale orange-yellow colour on all the fore parts, 
the abdomen being whitish drab-yellow. Adults as well as immature 
examples of both sexes were received from Ceylon from Mr. Thwaites 
in 1871. 
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Fam. PoporTHALMIDES. 

Nov. gen. Laspacus (nom. prop.). 

Eyes 8, unequal in size ; the four largest form a transverse curved 
row on the summit of the caput, the curve directed forwards: in 
frout of and near to each of the lateral eyes of this row is another 
minute eye, much paler in colour and therefore less easy to be seen ; 
and in front of the two central eyes is a much shorter transverse row 
of two eyes, near together and placed immediately on the lower margin 
of the clypeus. 

Cephalothorax rather Thomisiform, broad, oval, truncated at both 
ends; caput elevated above thorax, and produced a little forwards ; 
clypeus prominent. 

Abdomen elongate, tapering a little towards the spinners, and con- 
stricted laterally at two points. 

Legs long, tolerably strong, relative length 4, 1, 2, 3; terminal (or 
tarsal) claws 3. 

Mazille strong, moderately long, broad, enlarged and rounded at 
their extremities, and straight. 

Labium rather more than two thirds the length of the maxille, 
oblong in form, rounded at the apex, in the centre of which is a small 
notch, and with the upper half enlarged on all sides in a sort of mush- 
room shape ; this character of labium is’ frequently seen in Spiders 
of the genus Melanophora (fam. Drassides). 

LaBDACUS MONASTOIDES, sp. n. (Plate XII. fig. 3.) 

Female adult, length 43 lines. 
This remarkable Spider bears great resemblance to Spiders of the 

genus Monastes (Lucas). It is of a uniform yellow colour, the sides 
of the abdomen (in the constricted parts chiefly) being suffused with 
brownish red. 

The cephalothoraz is broad, oval, truncate at either extremity, con- 
stricted laterally on the margins at the junction of the caput and 
thorax. Caput rather elevated; clypeus broad and prominent ; 
normal grooves and indentations moderately strong. 
yes 8 in number, and situated on black tubercles, in position 

as above described ; the two central eyes of the hinder row, which 
embraces nearly the whole width of the caput, are nearer together 
than each is to the lateral on its side, and the space which separates 
them from each other is about equal to once and a half an eye’s 
diameter ; the interval between each of the fore centrals, which are 
much smaller, is about equal to two diameters, while the space be- 
tween each of them and the hind central eye nearest to it is rather 
greater than that between the hind centrals; those of the hinder 
row are very nearly equal in size ; the laterals of this row have a side 
aspect, and the tubercles on which they are placed are stronger than 
the rest. 

Legs rather long, moderately strong ; those of the first and fourth 
pairs do not differ much in length, the fourth being a little the longest; 
they are furnished with hairs and spines; of the latter two parallel lon- 
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gitudinal rows of long strong sessile ones occupy the undersides of the 
tibize and metatarsi, chiefly of the first two pairs; underneath the tibize 
and metatarsi of the fourth pair is a peculiar row of close-set spine-like 
bristles of uniform length. Each tarsus terminates with three curved 
claws, the superior ones much the strongest, and pectinated about 
the middle, the inferior claw simple and strongly bent downwards. 

Palpi moderately long and strong, furnished with hairs and spiny 
bristles of considerable length, chiefly on the radiat and digital joints, 
the latter also terminating with a curved claw. 

Falces long and strong, profile-line rounded. 
Maville and labium (see characters of genus). 
Sternum oval, pointed behind. 
Abdomen elongate-oblong, rather broader before than behind, 

constricted laterally about the middle and again near the spinners ; 
its colour is yellow, marked on the upperside, chiefly in the con- 
strictions, with brownish red. An elongate somewhat diamond-shaped 
longitudinal marking, sharp-pointed at its hinder extremity and trun- 
cate before, occupies the central line of the fore half of the upper- 
side; this marking is of a dull opaque yellowish brown colour ; and 
from the slightly angular point on either of its sides is a short line 
directed backward on each side also ; but nearer the fore extremity of 
the abdomen is a small punctured dot ; and following the hinder point 
of the above marking and almost close to it are two small red-brown 
elongate dots in a transverse line ; the upper surface is very sparingly 
clothed with short fine hairs; but underneath near the spinners are 
some long prominent slender ones. : 

Spinners 6 (2), prominent, but moderate in length and strength ; 
those of the superior pair are two-jointed, those of the inferior pair 
rather shorter but stronger and one-jointed. Genital aperture duplex, 
and with a shining black margin; its form is peculiar (see fig.3, f, 
Plate XII.). 
A single adult female example of this Spider was found by Mr. 

William Rogers (son of Mr. Henry Rogers, of Freshwater, Isle of 
Wight) on the Rio Grande, Brazil, and was forwarded to me in 

August 1872. Although presenting a very Thomisiform appearance, 
it has evidently a closer affinity in some respects to the Lycosides, 
and in others to the Agelenides ; its nearest congeneric allies are pro- 
bably the curious genus Podophthalma (F. de B. Capello) and 
Priclaria (C. Koch); but the position of its eyes and other characters 
preclude its being included in either of those genera, with which, 
however, I think it must be united in the family Podopthalmides, 
already formed, in an MS. scheme, to receive Capello’s genus. 

Fam. THOMISIDES. 

Genus Tuomisus (Bl.). 

THOMISUS PROSPER, sp. n. (Plate XIII. fig. 4.) 

Female adult, length 33 lines. 
The cephalothorazx of this Spider is of a peculiar form; and its 

profile-line forms a strong and equal curve; when looked at from 
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above, it is almost round except the fore part, where the clypeus juts 
forward in a broad and square form. Its colour is a deep brown, 
marked and mottled with yellowish and with a yellow margin, the 
caput being furnished with short erect bristly hairs; but the exam- 
ple was much damaged, so that little beyond the form and colour of 
the cephalothorax, and the position of the eyes, could be ascertained 
with certainty. 

The eyes are very minute, forming two parallel curved rows, which 
occupy the whole width of the caput, those of the lateral pairs being 
the largest, the fore laterals largest of the eight, seated on a strong 
tubercle, and separated by a tolerable interval from the hind laterals ; 
between the two lateral pairs and rather in front of their straight line 
the four central eyes form a small quadrangular figure, whose fore side 
is the shortest ; the height of the clypeus is equal to the longitudinal 
diameter of the figure formed by these four small eyes. The falces 
are short, strong, rather projecting, and equal to the facial space 
in length. 

The /egs do not differ much in length, their relative length being 
apparently 2, 1, 4, 3, the difference between 2-1 and 4-3 being 
very slight. 

The abdomen was too much damaged to enable any description to 
be given ; but the peculiar form of the caput (vide Plate XIII. fig. 4a, 

b, c,e) distinguishes it at once from any described species known to me. 
The labium appeared to be longer than broad, somewhat elongated and 
pointed at its apex. The figures given of the labium and maxille 
are, it is believed, tolerably correct. When the now numerous Spiders 
of the genus Thomisus (Bl.) are divided, this Spider will probably 
form one of the genus Xysticus (Koch). A single example is in the 
Hope Collection at the University Museum, Oxford ; but its locality 
is unknown. 

THOMISUS OPPORTUNUS, sp. n. (Plate XIII. fig. 5.) 

Female adult, length 1 line. 
The cephalothorax of this species is massive and nearly square, 

with the corners rounded off, very convex above, the sides nearly ver- 
tical, and the hind slope abrupt, giving it a very Salticiform appear- 
ance ; its surface is glossy, and the normal grooves and indentations 
are quite obsolete ; the colour is deep red chestnut-brown, darkest in 
front, owing to the eyes being seated on largish black spots, and 
it is sparingly furnished with a few short hairs; the height of the 
clypeus equals nearly about one third that of the facial space. 

The eyes are unequal in size, and though preserving the Thomsi- 
form position, yet occupy a larger space on the fore part of the caput 
than usual, the laterals being far more distant from each other than 
ordinarily ; in fact they may be best described as in three transverse. 
ines, 4, 2, 2. 

The laterals of the first or foremost row (which consists of four 
eyes) are large, far the largest of the eight, and occupy the extreme 
fore corners of the upperside of the caput ; the two centrals of this 
row are small and separated from each other by about an eye’s 
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diameter or rather more, and they are rather in advance of the 
straight line formed by the fore lateral eyes: behind the fore 
centrals, and forming with them a quadrangular figure whose hinder 
side is considerably longer than its fore side, are the two eyes which 
form the second row ; these are exceedingly minute and very difficult 
to see even withalens; and behind them are the two eyes forming the 
third line ; these are rather nearer together than the fore laterals and 
considerably less in size than those, but a good deal larger than the 
rest; the length of the line which they form is more than double of 
that formed by each lateral pair; the two eyes of the second row 
are about equally distant from those of the first and third, and each 
of them forms the apex of an isosceles triangle with the base formed 
by the two lateral eyes nearest to them. 

The /eys are moderately long but rather slender ; those of the first 
and second pairs are much longer than those of the third and fourth, 
the second being rather the longest, and the third rather the shortest. 
Their colour is pale yellow, the femora of the first two pairs being 
tinged with orange-brown, and having a broad longitudinal deep- 
reddish-brown stripe throughout their length both before and behind. 
They are furnished with hairs and longish slender spines ; and each 
tarsus terminates with two claws. The falces are short, strong, ver- 
tical, and subconical in form, and rather darker in colour than the 
cephalothorax. The palpi are short, slender, and similar to the 
legs in colour. The mawxille and labium do not differ in form from 
those of this genus in general; and their colour, with that of the 
sternum, is dark yellowish brown. 

The abdomen is of ashort oval form, very convex above, and rather 
broader behind than before, where it projects forwards just enough 
to fit on to and cover the hind slope of the cephalothorax. It is 
sparingly clothed with hairs ; and its colour is palish yellow, marked 
on the upperside with four large black patches, which leave the yellow 
ground-colour in the form of a cross; the sides are also each marked 
with a strong black patch, each patch meeting the other across the 
underside of the abdomen a little way from the spinners ; the black 
patches on the upperside vary in extent, in some examples being 
almost wholly confluent. 

The adult male is rather less in size than the female; but the first 
and second pairs of legs are longer, and the femora are suffused with 
dark reddish yellow-brown, the tibie also being bright red-brown. 
The palpi are short, not strong, but of a dark reddish-brown colour, 
except the cubital joint, which is yellow; the radial joint is of the 
same length and strength as the cubital, being broadest in front, and 
having a not very large bluntish pointed apophysis from its extremity 
on the underside ; the digital joint is oval, pointed at its extremity, not 
very large, but exceeding in length that of the radial and cubital to- 
gether. ‘The palpal organs are neither prominent nor complex, ap- 
parently consisting of a flattish round corneous lobe, with a pointed 
black spine issuing from near their inner extremity. The abdomen 
of the male has the upperside covered with a stoutish coriaceous 
shining shield clothed with a few small bristles, the sides and hinder 
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part being longitudinally wrinkled ; but the pattern described from 
the female is visible on the upperside, though less distinctly, owing 
to the yellow ground-colour of the female being replaced in the male 
by a red-brown simular to that of the cephalothorax; the blaek patches 
(in the two males examined) are also of smaller extent, and occupy 
the four corners of the upperside, leaving a strong well-defined and 
almost regular Greek cross of a red-brown colour. 

Four adult females and two males of this pretty species were con- 
tained in the Ceylon collection received from Mr. Thwaites in 1871. 

Subfam. PHiLoDROMIN&. 

Nov. gen. AMYCLE (nom. propr.). 
Cephalothorax short-oval, the hinder extremity the most pointed, 

very convex above, almost subconical, caput and thorax being con- 
fluent. 

Abdomen elongate, broader behind than in front, and constricted 
across the middle, mostly on the sides aud upperside. 

Eyes eight, unequal in size, occupying a large area rather in front 
of the apex of caput and thorax, and forming two quadrangular figures, 
one within the other; the outer quadrangle greatly the largest, 
and formed by the four largest eyes, the inner one situated on the 
fore margin of the outer one. 

Mazille long, slightly hollow both on the inner and outer margins 
(looked at from above with the Spider flat on its back), rather 
rounded and enlarged on the outer extremities, and inclined towards 
the labium. 

Labium oblong, with the apex somewhat pointed. 
Legs slender, apparently laterigrade, those of the first two pairs 

longer than those of the third and fourth, relative length 2, 1, 4, 3; 
terminal tarsal claws two. 

AMYCLE FORTICEPS, sp.n. (Pl. XIII. fig. 6.) 

Male adult, length 27 lines. 
The cephalothorax of this odd and rather Salticiform-looking Spi- 

der has the appearance (when looked at in profile) of the hinder part 
having been trimmed off, the thoracic region being greatly curtailed, 
while the caput is exaggerated; and the normal grooves and inden- 
tations are scarcely visible; the height of the cephalothorax is more 
than two thirds of that of the length, its colour is orange-yellow ; and 
there are a few erect black bristles within the ocular area. 

The eyes are on tubercles of a paler colour than the surrounding 
surface ; those of the outer (or largest) quadrangle are rather large, 
and the tubercles on which they are seated are much the strongest. 
This quadrangle is rather greater in its transverse than in its longi- 
tudinal diameter, and its fore side is rather shorter than its hinder one;. 
on the whole it is not far short of being a square: the inner qua- 
drangle (placed within the larger one) is small, and the four eyes 
forming it are minute; but its general proportions are not very 
different from those of the larger one ; its foremost pair of eyes are 
(when looked at from the front) a little above the straight line of those 
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which form the front of the large quadrangle ; and these four eyes 
are about equally separated from each other. A great similarity 
may be observed in the position of the eyes of this Spider to those 
of Spiders of the genus Hresus, though there is no near affinity at 
all between them in other respects, belonging, indeed, as they do, to 
a widely distant family ; the height of the clypeus equals half that 
of the facial space. 

The legs are long and slender, of an orange-yellow colour, except 
the tarsi, which, as well as the outer sides of the genual, tibial, and 
metatarsal joints, are of a whitish cream-colour; those of the second 
pair are a little longer than those of the first, and those of the third 

pair are much the shortest ; they are furnished sparingly with hairs 
and a very few fine spines ; each tarsus terminates with two curved 
pectinated claws, beneath which is a small scopula. 

The palpi are short, and similar in colour to the legs: the radial 
and cubital joints are very short but of equal length ; the former is 
strongest and has a small pointed spine-like apophysis at its outer 
extremity ; the digital joint is large and of a flattish broad oval form 
pointed in front. The palpal organs are simple and encircled by a 
black filiform spine; and another short one has its prominent point 
near the point of the radial apophysis. 

Faices short, moderately strong, straight, and nearly vertical, and 
similar in colour to the cephalothorax. 

The mazille and labium are of a rather paler hue. 
Sternum heart-shaped and yellow. 
The abdomen is double the length of the cephalothorax, and 

narrow, the hinder portion being the broadest and rather rounded ; 

the sides and middle of the upperside are shrunken in or constricted ; 
it is very sparingly clothed with hairs; and its colour is dull pale yellow 
obscurely marked with blackish brown on the fore part and sides, with 
some transverse slightly angular lines or narrow bars of the same 
colour across the hinder part of the upperside ; there are also some 
curved oblique rows of pale spots on the sides, formed by small tufts 
of pale hairs; these are less conspicuous in the male than in the 
female. On either side of the hinder part of the abdomen near the 
spinners is a large round conspicuous black spot ; the spinners are six 
in number, rather large, not long, those of the inferior pair being the 
largest. The female is rather larger, but in colours and markings re- 
sembles the male. 

Of this curious and anomalous-looking Thomisid, which might be 
easily mistaken at first sight for one of the Salticides, several examples 
(including both sexes) were received from Ceylon, from Mr. G. H. 
K. Thwaites. 

Fam. THERIDIIDES. 

Genus PHoroncip1 (Westw.). 
PHORONCIDIA THWAITESII. 
Phoroncidia thwaitesii, Cambr. Journ. Linn. Soe. vol. x. p. 270, 

pl. 9. figs. 17-21. 
- Since the publication of the description and figures of the female 
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of this Spider, I have received numerous examples of both sexes in 

the adult state from Ceylon, kindly sent me by Mr. Nietner, as well 

as by Mr. Thwaites. 
The adult male resembles the female in general characters, colours, 

and markings, but is rather smaller; the caput is also rather more 

produced ; and the abdominal spines are longer in proportion than 

those of the female, in fact exceeding in length that of the abdomen 

itself, and presenting a very formidable appearance, an absolute bar, 

one would imagine, to any chance of ever being swallowed by a bird. 

The palpi of the male are dark brownish black ; the radial is rather 

longer and stronger than the cubital joint, and is broadest at its fore 

extremity, where it has a marginal row of bristly hairs; the digital 

joint is moderate in size, and of an oval shape; the palpal organs 

are well developed and encircled with a slender filiform spine. 

PHORONCIDIA BREVISPINOSA, sp. n. (Plate XIV. fig. 7.) 

Female adult, length 1 line. 

This species nearly resembles P. thwaitesii (Cambr.) in its general 

form and in the number and position of the spines on the abdomen; 

but it may be distinguished easily by its smaller size, the shortness 

of the spines, and the less prominent ocular portion of the caput. 

The cephalothoraa is of a blackish-brown colour: the legs pale 

orange-yellow, short and rather strong, their relative length being 

1, 4, 2, 3; the difference between | and 4 is very slight ;.and they 

are furnished sparingly with bristly hairs. The palpi are also short, 

similar in colour to the cephalothorax, and apparently without any 

terminal claw. 
The eyes do not differ greatly in size; but their position is the same 

as that of P. thwaitesii, four centrals forming a square; and on 

either side the laterals are placed very obliquely, almost horizontally 

in fact, and forming with the fore centrals nearest to them a short 

curved row on each side. 
The colour of the falces, mawill@, and labium is dull yellowish 

brown, and that of the sternum nearly black. 

The abdomen is of a dull orange-yellow colour, with a few small 

indistinct whitish patches; its surface is thinly but regularly, and 

(on the upperside at least) somewhat symmetrically, covered with 

round impressed dots or punctures; there are also a few small 

blackish spots on the upper part, hinder part, and sides; and the 

posterior spines are clouded with black. 

The spines, nine in number, are very short, and, in fact, of a sharp 

conical form ; but their position is exactly the same as in the spines 

before alluded to in P. thwaitesit. 
A single adult female was received from Mr. Thwaites in 1871. 

PHORONCIDIA SEPTEMACULEATA, sp. n. (Plate XIV. fig. 8.) 

Female adult, length 13 line. 
The excessive elevation of the abdomen, whose height is double 

its length, will serve readily to distinguish this species, indepen- 

dently of the very different nature and the number of the spines: 
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these are seven in number, three on either side of the upper part of 
the abdomen, and one pointing backwards at its hinder extremity or 
summit; all of them are very short, in fact quite rudimentary, but 
each issuing from the summit of a somewhat coniform protuberance 
of the abdomen. When looked at in profile, the abdomen is of a 
somewhat subtriangular form, rather humped a little below the 
middle on its fore side. 

The cephalothoraz is of a dark blackish yellow-brown colour, the 
ocular portion strongly prominent, and its extreme point somewhat 
bent downwards ; there is a greater inequality in the size of the eyes 
than in P. brevispinosa, those of the fore central pair being con- 
siderably the largest ; but their general position is the same. 

The degs are rather short, their relative length 4, 1, 2, 3; they are 
of a dull yellow colour and furnished with hairs and slender spine- 
like bristles. The palpi are very short, slender, and similar in colour 
to the legs. 

The falces, maxille, and labium are paler in colour than the 
cephalothorax ; the sternum is of a dull yellow tinged with orange, 
and its surface is covered with impressed dots or punctures. 

The abdomen projects greatly over the base of the cephalothorax, 
and is of a straw-yellow colour; its surface is thickly covered with 
round impressed dots; and there are a few irregular patches of dark 
brown, mostly on the lower part of the sides ; besides these there are 
seven somewhat round brownish-yeliow ones on the fore (or upper) 
part, and also seven on the hinder side, all symmetrically arranged. 

The adult male is much smaller than the female; its caput is more 
produced and prominent in the ocular portion; and there are a few 
conspicuous prominent spines on the upperside of the tibiee of the 
first pair of legs; the spines on the abdomen are also of a rather 
more marked character, the protuberances of the abdomen from 
which they spring appearing to form part of the spine, more so at 
least than in the female. The palpi of the male are short; the radial 
joint is longer and stronger than the cubital, and of a somewhat sub- 
conical form, with a single row of bristles round the margin of its fore 
extremity, which is the broadest part of the joint ; the digital joint is 
of moderate size, equalling in length both the radial and cubital joints 
together ; the palpal organs are well developed, moderately complex, 
and are margined with a slender black filiform spine. The colours and 
markings of both sexes are very nearly similar, the male having some 
blackish yellow-brown markings (not observed in the female) near 
the lateral edges of the hinder part of the upperside. 

The falces (in both male and female) have two sharp teeth contigu- 
ous to each other near their extremities on the inner side. 

An adult male and an adult and immature female were received 
from Mr. Thwaites, from Ceylon, in 1871. 

PHORONCIDIA TRISPINOSA, sp. n. (Plate XIV. fig. 9.) 

Female adult, length 13 line. 
This Spider may easily be distinguished from either of the foregoing 

by the number of the spines ; the ocular portion of the caput is also 
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less prominent; and the epidermis of the abdomen is of a less cori- 
aceous nature. The cephalothorax, falces, maxillee, and labium are 
of a deep yellow-brown colour, the sternum being rather darker. 

The eyes are in the usual relative position, though the laterals 
are rather further removed on either side from the four central 
eyes. 
"The legs are moderately long, not very strong, furnished with 

hairs, and some fine longish erect slender spine-like bristles of dif- 
ferent lengths along their uppersides. 

The palpi are short, slender, and, with the legs, of a somewhat 
dull orange-yellow colour. 

The abdomen, when looked at from above, is of a short oval form, 
but, from its great convexity, nearly globular in appearance when 
viewed laterally; it is of a dull whitish-yellow colour, marked in 
several places with irregular groups of cretaceous white spots. A 
broad deep-brown band runs longitudinally along the centre of the 
upperside ; and at either of its fore corners is a round, roughened, 
tuberculous, dark yellow-brown boss prolonged into a strongish 
curved spine. At the middle of the hinder extremity of the abdomen 
is another boss of a similar nature, but rounder and more prominent ; 

from the centre of the extremity of this boss springs a vertical ta- 
pering pointed straight spine, but not nearly so long nor so strong 
as the two at the fore extremity : the surface of the abdomen, as well 
as the small prominences of the bosses, are furnished with hairs ; the 
lower part of the sides and the hinder portion of the underside have 
some irregular blackish markings. The spinners are small, and placed 
at the extremity of a somewhat tapering prominence of the abdomen, 
the end of the prominence being encircled by a sort of collar of a cori- 
aceous texture and yellow-brown colour. 
A single adult female was received from Ceylon, from Mr. Thwaites, 

in 1871. 
Gen. nov. SrEGosoma. 

Cephalothorax and ocular portion of caput as in Phoroneidia. 
Eyes as in Phoroneidia. 
Mazxille more curved towards the labium. 
Labium somewhat semicircular, its apex slightly pointed. 
Sternum heart-shaped. 
Abdomen, looked at from above, very nearly round, moderately 

convex on the upperside, and forming a roof or shield over the whole 
spider. Its epidermis is corneous. 

Legs short, moderately strong, and differing but little in their 
length, which appeared to be (though it was difficult to be certain 
on the point) relatively 4, 1, 2, 3. 

This genus is very nearly allied to Phoroncidia (Westw.), and 
perhaps stiJl more nearly to Ulesanis (L. Koch) ; but I am inclined 
to think it must be held distinct from either. 

STEGOSOMA TESTUDO, sp. n. (Plate XIV. fig. 10.) 
Female adult, length 1 line. 
When looked at from above, the whole of the cephalothorax, in- 
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cluding the prominent ocular portion, is concealed by the enormous 
development of the corneous covering of the abdomen ; but when 
viewed laterally the caput is seen protruding slightly forwards from 
beneath the fore margin, like the head of a tortoise; owing to the 
prominence of the caput, the clypeus is very retreating, and the 
falces are set far back. 

The eyes are rather large, and not very unequal in size; they are 
grouped at the upper extremity of the prominence: as in Phoron- 
cidia, four form a central square, near on either side of which is a 
lateral pair, the foremost eye of each pair being almost contiguous 
to the fore central eye on its side. 

The colour of the cephalothorax and falces is yellow-brown, that 
of the maxille, labium, and sternum yellow, the maxille being 
marked with dark brown near their bases. 

The /egs are rather strong, but short, and when at rest folded in- 
wards and entirely concealed by the abdomen ; those of the fourth pair 
are longer than those of the first, and those of the third pair are the 
shortest ; they are all of a yellow colour, and are furnished with hairs. 

The palpi are short, slender, and similar to the legs in colour. 
The mawille are very nearly like those of Phoroncidia, but are 

not quite so strong, rather longer, and more curved over the labium. 
The abdomen is nearly round when looked at from above ; but the 

centre of the fore margin is slightly and obtusely prominent. The 
surface is corneous, and of a silvery yellowish colour; it is covered 
with slight shallow but general depressions, giving it an undulating 
appearance ; the lowest part of each depression is indicated by a 
largish, nearly round or oval, smooth, shining, red-brown, flat scale- 
like spot, margined with black. The general surface is broken up 
into small roundish somewhat tuberculous markings, and is covered. 
sparingly with short prominent hairs ; the sides and fore part are also 
speckled with small red-brown points ; and the hinder part is trans- 
versely rugulose, and marked by some short transverse red-brown 
dashes. The scale-like spots above mentioned form a single marginal 
row, with a central quadrangle whose fore side is much the shortest. 
The underside is yellow, spotted and marked with red-brown; and 
the spinners occupy the extremity of a large truncated yellow-brown 
cone, beneath the hinder part of the abdomen. 
A single adult female of this very remarkable little Spider was sent 

me from Ceylon in 1871 by Mr. Thwaites ; it seems to bear the same 
relation to Phoroncidia in the family Theridiides as Eurysoma does 
to Gasteracantha in the family Epetrides. 

STEGOSOMA NASUTUM, sp. nov. (Plate XIV. fig. 11.) 

Male adult, length 2 line; female, 1 line. 
This species is nearly allied to S. testudo; but the surface of the 

abdomen is more uneven or undulating (having several strongish pro- 
tuberances on its upperside, the strongest protuberance being in the 
centre), while in general form it resembles it very closely ; the fore 
margin, however, instead of being prominent at the centre, is even 
with the rest; but the hinder extremity is very slightly prominent. 
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The caput is produced like that of S. testudo, but enlarges a little at 
the extremity, and is similarly concealed beneath the abdomen ; just 
beneath the eyes is a blunt nose-like prominence, easily visible both 
from the front and laterally ; this prominence is a strong and distin- 
guishing specific character. The eyes are more unequal in size than 
in the former species, those of the fore central pair being much the 
largest. 

The legs are shorter but relatively the same as in S. testudo, and 
their colour is pale brownish yellow, in the female annulated with 
dark yellow-brown. 

The abdomen is whitish yellow a good deal suffused with brown ; it 
wants the silvery lustre of 8. testudo, and is covered more or less with 
round brownish shallow pock-marks ; its surface is also thinly clothed 
with short hairs; and there is a largish somewhat lyre-shaped brownish 
patch in the centre of the hinder portion. 

The palpi are short and strong ; the digital joints are large and oval 
in form, with a strong indentation at the base on the outer side, and 
their convex sides are directed towards each other; the radial and 
cubital joints appeared to be very nearly of the same length; the 
palpal organs are simple, and, as far as they could be seen, consisted 
of two or three simple corneous lobes. 

An adult male and female of this species were received from 
Ceylon, from Mr. Thwaites, at the same time as the former one. 

LIST OF SPECIES, WITH REFERENCES TO PAGH, PLATE, 
AND FIGURES. 

Tetrablemma medioculatum (Cambr.), Ceylon, p. 114, Plate XTI. fig. 1. 
Pachypus macleayi (id.), ibid., p. 116, Plate XII. fig. 2. 
Labdacus monastiides (id.), Rio Grande, p. 118, Plate XIT. fig. 3. 
Thomisus prosper (id.), hab. ign., p. 119, Plate XIII. fig. 4. 

opportunus (id.), Ceylon, p. 120, Plate XIII. fig. 5. 
Amycle forticeps (id.), ibid., p: 122, Plate XIII. fig. 6. 
Phoroncidia thwaitesii (id.), ibid., p. 123. 
— brevispinosa (id.), ibid., p. 124, Plate XIV. fig. 7. 

septemaculeata (id.), ibid., p. 124, Plate XIV. fig. 8. 
trispinosa (id.), ibid., p. 125, Plate XIV. fig. 9. 

Stegosoma testudo (id.), ibid., p. 126, Plate XTV. fig. 10. 
nasutum (id.), ibid., p. 127, Plate XIV. fig. 11. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES. 

Puate XII. 

Fig. 1. Tetrablemma medioculatum (Cambr.), 3. 
a, figure of Spider, magnified ; 4, profile of ditto, with legs and palpi 

truncated ; ¢, underside, without legs and palpi; d, abdomen, from 
behind ; ¢, eyes, from above and behind; f, left palpus, from beneath 
and behind ; g, right palpus, from beneath and in front; %, natural 
length of Spider. 

2. Pachypus macleayi (Cambr.), g & 9. 
a, Spider, magnified ; 4, ditto in profile; c, underside of abdomen ; d, 

cephalothorax and falces from the front; ¢, underside showing 
maxillx, labium, and sternum; f, leg of first pair; g, tarsus of legs 
of fourth pair; %, portion of leg of first pair, showing fringes of 
hairs; 4, tarsus of leg of first pair; m, palpus of ¢ ; », natural 
length of Spider. 
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Fig. 3. Labdacus monastoides (Cambr.), 2. 
a, Spider, magnified ; 4, ditto in profile; ¢, cephalothorax, from the 

front; d, maxille, labium, and sternum; e, portion of tarsus; /, 
genital aperture ; g, natural length of Spider. 

Puate XIII. 

Fig. 4. Thomisus prosper (Cambr.), 2 . 
a, cephalothorax and portion of abdomen, in profile ; 8, cephalothorax, 

from above and behind; ¢, caput, from the front; d, maxillze, labium, 
and sternum ; ¢, natural size of Spider. 

5. Thomisus opportunus (Cambr.), g & 2. 
a, g, magnified ; 4, ditto, in profile; c, abdomen of ¢, from above; 

d, natural length of Spider. 
6. Amycle forticeps (Cambr.), 3. 

a, Spider, magnified ; 5, cephalothorax and abdomen, in profile ; c, 
caput, from the front; d, fore part of caput, from behind; e, max- 
ille and labium; f, tarsus; g, palpus of ¢ ; h, natural length of 
Spider. ; 

Prats XIV. 

Fig. 7. Phoroncidia brevispinosa (Cambr.), 2. 
a, Spider, in profile, magnified ; 4, posterior part of abdomen, from 

behind ; ¢, natural length of Spider. 
8. Phoroncidia septemaculeata (Cambr.), g & 2. 

a, Spider, in profile, magnified ; 4, posterior part of abdomen, from be- 
hind ; ¢, one of the falces, 2, from the front; d, profile of cephalo- 
thorax, ¢ ; ¢, natural length of female. 

9. Phoroncidia trispinosa (Cambr.), 2 . 
a, Spider, in profile, magnified ; 4, cephalothorax and abdomen, from 

above and behind ; ¢, natural length of Spider. 
10. Stegosoma testudo (Cambr.), 2. 

a, Spider, in profile, magnified ; 4, ditto, from the front ; c, abdomen, 
from above; d, maxillz, labium, and sternum ; ¢, natural length of 
Spider. 

1. pecan nasutum (Cambr.), ¢ & 2. 
a, Spider, magnified, from the front ; 4, ditto, in profile ; c, abdomen, 

from above; d, extremity of caput, in profile ; e, ditto, from the front, 
ane the position of the eyes ; f natural length of male; g, ditto 
of female. 

6. Notice of the Skeleton of the New-Zealand Right Whale 
(Macleayius australiensis) and other Whales, and other 
New-Zealand Marine Mammalia. By Dr. J. E. Gray, 
F.RB.S. &c. 

[Received December 2, 1872.] 

Dr. Haast has sent to England the skeleton of a Whale from the 
coast of New Zealand. This skeleton is now exhibited in the collection 
of the British Museum. It was believed, when first imported, to be 
the New-Zealand Whale, described and figured by me in Dr. Dief- 
fenbach’s ‘ Voyage’ under the name of Balena antipodarum, which 
has been formed into the genus Caperea on account of the peculiar 
shape of its ear-bones. The examination of the ear-bones at once 
showed that it was not of that species, and proved that there were 
two Right Whales inhabiting the coast of New Zealand. 

The ear-bone is so similar to that of Eubalena australis in the 
Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. IX. Q 
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British Museum, said to have come from South Africa, that it seemed 
that it might be a specimen of that species, showing that the species 
was common to the Cape of Good Hope and New Zealand. The ex- 
amination, however, of the mass formed by the cervical vertebrze, and 
the form of the blade-bone, showed that it was most distinct from 
the New-Zealand and the Cape Whale; but it was soon apparent 
that the mass of cervical vertebree very much resembled a similar 
specimen in the Australian Museum at Sydney, of which Mr. Krefft 
had sent me four photographs, which are copied in the ‘ Cata- 
logue of Seals and Whales,’ p. 105, figs. 10 & 11, and p. 372, figs. 
74 &75, and described under the name of Macleayius australiensis. 
The specimen now received chiefly differs from the photographs in 
the cervical vertebrae being much smaller but more complete, and in 
the lower processes of the secoud vertebra being longer and rather 
tapering at the end; but this may depend upon the age of the spe- 
cimen, as the end of the process in this specimen is rugose, as if in 
progress of growth. Iam therefore inclined to consider it a speci- 
men of the same species, or genus at least. 

The specimen photographed by Mr. Krefft is much larger and 
probably much more adult than the one we have received from New 
Zealand, as shown below :— 

Krefft. Brit. Mus. 

Width of atlas.......... about 28 in. about 19 in. 
Width of lower process of 

Ond vurvebrar.ee oo ce 5 28e in. > £9 in. 
Height from the base of the 

atlas to the top of crest... ,, 18 in. spain ej) Ils 

The atlas vertebree of the Right Whales have a large crest over 
the vertebral marrow; but their body is very thin, and becomes 
thinner on the lower edge, so that it does little more than line the 
cavity of the condyle. Their lateral processes are expanded ; and 
this vertebra is most intimately united with the following, and has 
the appearance of forming part of it. The second vertebra is thicker, 
its upper lateral process is more or less intimately united with the 
back of the upper part of the process of the atlas, and the lower 
lateral processes are well developed. Care should be taken not to 
regard, as very often has been done, the two vertebre as one, the 
lateral process of the atlas, the upper lateral process of the second 
vertebra united to it, and the inferior lateral process of this vertebra 
as all belonging to a single vertebra. These two vertebrze are quite 
distinct in younger specimens ; and there is always a large aperture 
upon each side of the neural arch, between the upper part of the 
lateral processes of the two passages of the nerves. 

According to Prof. Flower’s figure of the section of the cervical 
vertebra of the Greenland Whale, in the ‘Recent Memoirs on the 
Cetacea,’ p. 149, the neural arches of the second to the sixth cervical 
vertebree are all united together above, and quite separate from that 
of the seventh. In Macleayius the first, second, and third are much 
united together, but the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh are only 
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united by the crests—the arch of the fourth and fifth on one side, 
and fifth and sixth on the other, being more united together above 
than:the rest. 

The total length of the vertebrz of the New-Zealand specimen 
placed close together is 31 feet 6 inches ; the length of the head 8 feet 
6 inches, but over the curve of the nose 10 feet; the length of the 
lower jaw 7 feet 8 inches, of the first rib 3 feet 6 inches, and of the 
middle rib 7 feet 4 inches, as measured by Mr. E. Gerrard, Jun., who 
observes that “the last small bone of the tail is wanting. There 
are eight chevron bones present; but I should think there ought to be 
one or two more small ones. One malar bone and the epiphyses of 
three vertebre are wanting. I also think a few of the finger-joints 
are wanting ; but it is difficult to be sure, as some of them are loose 
and others covered with skin ;”” but we will determine this point 
when they are cleaned. 

The nasal bone is strap-shaped, more than twice as long as broad, 
with thick rounded front ends, which are arched out in the middle. 
It is about 43 inches wide. 

The skull and lower jaw weigh rather above 54 cwt., each lower 
jaw being 901b. (See fig. 1, pp. 135-137.) 

The ear-bone is very thick, triangular, with three nearly equal 
sides—which is very like two ear-bones which we have received from 
South Africa as those of the South-African Whale (Hubalena 
australis), and the figures of the ear-bones of that species given by 
Van Beneden (Ost. Cét. t. i. & ii. figs. 13 & 14). The differences 
between those of the New-Zealand and the Cape Whale are so 
slight that it would be very difficult to express them in words, and, 
indeed, to distinguish the specimens from each other. According 
to Van Beneden, the ear-bones of the young Eudalena australis are 
much more rounded, and have larger apertures compared with their 
size than in the adults (see his figure, t.i. & ii. f. 10 & 11). 

The os petrosum to which the New-Zealand specimen is attached 
is very like, but rather smaller than, the specimens we have of Huba- 
lena australis, said to have come from the Cape, and like those 
figured by Van Beneden (Ost. Cét. t. i. & ii. figs. 13 & 14). 
We have a pair in the Museum very similar to the Cape and New- 

Zealand bones, sent to the Museum as the ear-bones of the Sperin- 
Whale by Mr. H. H. Russell ; but they differ from the three other spe- 
cimens in having a much larger os petrosum, and a much longer strap- 
shaped truncated lobe. It may be observed that the ear-bones 
figured by M. van Beneden as those of his Balena biscayensis 
(t. vii. figs. 4-6), which he received from Mr. Cope as the ear-bones 
of his Balena cisarctica, are very like those of Eubalena and 
Macleayius, and, like them, are much more ventricose than those of 
the Greenland Whale. Perhaps this led Eschricht to observe that 
Balena biscayensis was more like B. australis than B. mysticetus. 

Cervical vertebrze all united by their bodies into one mass and to 
the first dorsal vertebra, and, all but the first dorsal, by the crests of 
the dorsal processes, which form a high arched ridge, the crest of 
the second vertebra being much the largest and highest. All the 

g* 
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vertebree are furnished with a superior lateral process, that of the 
first and second being free at the base and united at the end, that of 
the first very large, compressed, and truncated at the end; that 
of the second large, thick, and united to the upper part of the back 
of the process of the first. The upper lateral processes of the third 
to the seventh compressed, slender, and free, the third being free 
halfway up the crest, and others more or less free to the crest itself. 
The lower process of the atlas or first entirely wanting ; that of the 
second large, thick, but compressed and truncated at the end, but 
probably, in process of growth, about as prominent as the upper pro- 
cess of the first. The lower process of the third well developed, 
elongate, straight, much compressed and truncated at the end, about 
one inch shorter than the large process of the second. The bodies 
of the fourth to the seventh vertebra without any indications of 
inferior lateral processes. The bodies of the third to the seventh 
vertebree very thin, not much more than half the thickness of that of 
the first dorsal vertebra, which is anchylosed to the last cervical 
vertebra; and its neural arch and upper lateral process, which is 
similar in form to that of the last cervical vertebra, hut much thicker 
and stronger, are entirely free. The articulating surface of this ver- 
tebra is nearly circular, being only a little wider than high. The 
front of the neural canal is nearly circular, but rather depressed—that 
is, a little wider than high, but regularly rounded. The canal at the 
hinder end of the vertebral mass is larger, rounded, but with a rather 
triangular top, and a little wider than high. (See fig. 2, p. 138.) 

The vertebree are seven cervical and forty-seven dorsal and caudal. 
The body of the first dorsal vertebra is anchylosed with the body 
of the seventh cervical; and there may be one or more last caudal 
vertebree wanting. This number is much smaller than that of the 
old and young Hubalena australis figured by M. van Beneden (Ost. 
Cét. t.i. & ii.), which have 16 dorsal and 37 caudal vertebree—in all, 
53. With regard to number it more nearly agrees with those of the 
great Northern Whale (Balena mysticetus, Eschricht, Om Nord- 
hwallen, t. ii.), where the figure of the adult male 48 feet long has 
49 vertebre. 

The first rib has a single head, and is wider at the sternal end. 
The sternum is oblong, rather irregular in shape and thickness, being 

thicker on one side than on the other, very spongy, or, rather, full of 
cylindrical tubular cavities. There are three convex cylindrical promi- 
nences of nearly equal size, placed without any apparent order on its 
thick margin. It is rather curved; the upper surface is flat, but the 
lower one is rather distorted by the unequal thickness of the bone. 
It is 6} inches long, and about 5 inches wide. (See fig. 3, p. 139.) 

The scapula is triangular, with a rounded end, rather broader than 
long—that is to say, 25 inches long and 27 inches broad at the 
wider end. The front margin has a broad compressed acromion 
process, which is bent towards the articulating surface and acute at 
the end, with a large arched outline which occupies about half the 
front margin. The disk of the outer surface is concave, with a large 
concavity in the middle of the upper half. The inner surface is nearly 
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flat. There is no doubt that this bone is in progress of development ; 
for the terminal edge is very thick and truncated. (See fig. 4, p. 140.) 

The history of the New-Zealand Right Whales is an instructive 
lesson to the zoologist, and shows how apt we are to trust’to an 
assumption. 

The older cireumnavigators,-as Capt. Cook and others, spoke of a 
Right Whale being observed near New Zealand. Dr. Dieffenbach 
brought home with him a beautiful drawing of a Right Whale, made 
from a female specimen 60 feet long taken on the coast of New Zea- 
land, in Jackson’s Bay. I published a reduced copy of this drawing 
in his work on New Zealand under the name of Balena antipodarum, 
and a plate in the ‘ Voyage of the Erebus and Terror’ under the 
name of Balena antarctica, a name which had been already used 
for another species by Lesson and Owen. 

Mr. Stuart presented to the Museum the ear-bone of a Whale 
from Otago, which I described and figured in the P.Z.S. 1864, p. 202, 
under the name of Caperea. This figure is copied in the ‘Catalogue 
of Seals and Whales,’ p. 101, f.9; and believing that there was only 
one Right Whale in New Zealand, I regarded it as the ear-bone of 
the Whale I had figured, and called it Caperea antipodarum*. 

The skeleton of an adult female Whale, obtained by Capt. Berard 
in the Bay of Acaroa, near Banks Island, in New Zealand, was pre- 
sented to the Paris Museum. According to M. van Beneden it was 
for a long time kept in the warehouse of the Institution, and regarded 
as of the same species as the Balena australis brought from the 
Cape of Good Hope by Lalande ; and M. Laurillard was so persuaded 
of its identity that he offered to exchange it with M. Eschricht for 
the skeleton of a Greenland Whale (Ost. Cét. p. 46). Itis exhibited 
in the court of the Museum of Comparative Anatomy in the Jardin 
des Plantes, and named B. australis. Prof. Lilljeborg, who was in 
Paris in 1863, says that the specimen was not set up ; but it has since 
(1865) been mounted, according to Mr. Flower. Prof. Lilljeborg, 
in a letter to me, printed in the additions to the ‘Catalogue of 
Seals and Whales,’ observes that “it is quite different from the B. 
australis of Desmoulins and Cuvier, from the Cape, and is, without 
doubt, the Hubalena antipodarum of Gray. The blade-bone is of 
very distinct form, and has the rudiment of an acromion. The ear- 
bones are lost,” —one of these being the single bone upon which the 
genus and species were established. 

M. van Beneden, who speaks of this skeleton as complete, in the 
‘Ostéographie des Cétacés,’ adopts Lilljeborg’s determination, and 
figures several bones, no doubt taken from the specimen in the 
Jardin des Plantes, under the name of Balena antipodarum, not 
saying a word as to the skeleton being without the ear-bones, but 
giving three figures of two ear-bones, evidently derived from other 
sources. He says he has seen several ear-bones of this species, and 
that they are all alike. He also says there are three ear-bones in 
the Museum of Brussels (one of them being young), brought from 

* Dr. Hector has now determined that this ear-bone belongs to Neobalena 
marginata (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1873, vol. xi. p. 108). 
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New Zealand by M. Duchange. He does not say from which spe- 
cimen his figures were taken; but they are probably from the old 
and young in Brussels. Neither of the figures represents the ear- 
bones, of either of the two Whales (Caperea antipodarum and 
Macleayius australiensis) which we have received from New Zealand. 
Do the ear-bones figured really come from New Zealand? If they 
do, they indicate the existence of another New-Zealand Right Whale. 

M. van Beneden gives Balena australis, Desmoulins, ‘ Diction- 
naire classique d’ Histoire Naturelle, p. 161, as a synonym of the 
New-Zealand species; but M. Desmoulins remarks, this species was 
* observée par de Lalande,” who collected it at Algoa Bay. 

Unfortunately there is no other skeleton known of the Balena 
antipodarum than that which is in the Paris Museum, which wants 
the ear-bones on which the genus was founded. I am inclined to 
think it most probable that the skeleton at Paris does belong to 
Caperea, because, like the ear-bones which are the type of the genus, 
the skeleton, from the form of its blade-bone &c., is evidently refer- 
able to a peculiar group of the Right Whales; whilst the two kinds 
of ear-bones figured by M. van Beneden as belonging to that skele- 
ton are both of the type usually found in the common form of Right 
Whales. It is to be regretted that the figures of the ear-bones 
given by M. van Beneden in the work above referred to are not very 
satisfactory, and do not give the impression that either he or his 
artist has very carefully studied them ; and one of the great wants 
of the text of his book is that his descriptions should be more 
detailed and taken from a single skeleton ; and when he describes a 
specimen from any other source it should be described separately, as 
otherwise he is apt to describe the bones of several distinct animals 
as belonging to one species, as he certainly has done in more than 
one instance, especially in his Balena antipodarum and B, biscay- 
ensis. 
We have received the skeleton of a second species of Right Whale 

from New Zealand, which was believed by Dr. Haast and the New- 
Zealand zoologists to be the same as the one described and figured 
as Caperea antipodarum ; but it is even more like, though quite 
distinct from, Zubalena australis (the Cape Right Whale); and 
I now describe it as Macleayius australiensis ; but the discovery of 
this Whale has thrown doubts on all our previous assumptions ; and 
the ear-bones figured by M. van Beneden, if they are really from 
New Zealand, make the determination of the species even more 
doubtful. 

In these remarks I have taken no notice of the Pigmy Right Whale 
(Neobalena marginata), found in New Zealand and West Australia, 
because that is at once known from all the others by its small size. 

MACLEAYIUS AUSTRALIENSIS. 

Macleayius australiensis, Gray, Cat. Seals and Whales, p. 105, 
f.10 &11, p. 371, f. 74 & 75 (from Krefft’s photographs) ; Suppl. Cat. 
Seals and Whales, p. 46 ; Synopsis of Whales and Dolphins, p. 2. 

Hab. Australian Seas (Krefft), Coast of New Zealand (Dr. Haast). 
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Fig. la. 

‘SOYIUT 2 9907 § 

Skull of Macleayius australiensis. 
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Skull of Macleayius australiensis. 
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Fig. le. 

Skull of Macleayius australiensis. 
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Cervical vertebra of Macleayius australiensis (side view). 

Fig. 26. 

Cervical vertebree of Macleayius australiensis (front view). 
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Fig. 2c. 

Sternum of Macleayius australiensis. 

In the British Museum there is a mass of cervical vertebrae which 
was dredged up at Lyme Regis, on the coast of Dorsetshire. It is de- 
scribed at length and figured in the Cat. Seals and Whales Brit. Mus. 
p. 83, f. 3, as belonging to an unknown species of Balena. The figure 
is copied in M. van Beneden’s ‘Ostéographie,’ t. viii. f. 7, and referred 
to Balena biscayensis. In the Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (vol. vi. 
pp- 198, 204, 1870) I called it Balena britannica or Macleayius 
britannicus ; and it appears under the latter name in the Suppl. Cat. 
Seals and Whales, p.46. Now we have the mass of cervical vertebrae 
of the original Macleayius from New Zealand, it is quite clear that 
the vertebrae from Lyme Regis do not belong to that genus, and are 
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indicative of a peculiar group, for which I propose the name of Hali- 
balena. 

The width of the atlas and lateral processes is 28 inches, and of 
the lower lateral processes and the second vertebra 27 inches, the 
height to the top of the crest about 16 inches. 

Fig. 4. 

Scapula of Macleayius australiensis (inside). 

The peculiarity of the genus Halibalena is that the lateral pro- 
cess of the atlas is broad and expanded, long at the top, and gradually 
shorter below, with an oblique descending outer margin (see figure, 
Cat. Seals and Whales, p. 83, f. 3). The upper lateral process of 
the second vertebra is broad, united to the hinder margin of the 
atlas; the lower process broad and bent up at the end, nearly as 
long as the lateral process of the atlas. The upper lateral processes 
of the third, fourth, and fifth vertebrze small, dilated at the end, and 
more or less anchylosed; the lower lateral process of each vertebra 
similar, but much smaller and shorter. 

HALiBALZNA BRITANNICA. (Fig. 5, p. 141, cervical vertebre.) 

Balena (from Lyme Regis), Gray, Cat. Seals and Whales, 
p- 83, f. 3. (cervical vertebree). ; 

Balena, biscayensis (part.), Van Beneden, Ost. Cét. t. vii. f. 7 (cer- 
vical vertebrae, badly copied from the above-cited figure). 
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Balena britannica, Gray, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1870, vol. vi. 
. 200. 

, Macleayius britannicus, Gray, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1870, 
vi. pp. 198, 204; Suppl. Cat. Seals and Whales, p. 46. 

Hab. British Channel ?, Lyme Regis. 
This is probably a Mediterranean or temperate-ocean species, 

migrating to, or occasionally visiting the south coast of England, or 
subfossil. 

Fig. 5a. 

Cervical vertebre of Halibalena britannica (back view), 
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The Right Whales may be formed into two very distinct groups:— 

I. Scapula about as broad as long, acromion process distinct. 

Tympanic bone rhombic ; aperture slightly contracted at the 

upper end, about two thirds the length of the bone. 

A. The first rib with a single head and slightly dilated and truncated 

at the sternal end. 

* The lateral lobes of the atlas broad, truncated. ‘The four hinder 

cervical vertebra without any inferior process. 

BaLz#na. Acromion process elongate, broad at the end ; cora- 

coid process broad. Ear-bone compressed on edge. (Ost. 

Cét. t. iv., v-) 
Macteayius. Acromion process small, acute at the end ; cora- 

coid process none. Ear-bones thick. (Figs. 1-4, p.135-140.) 

** The lateral lobes of the atlas broad and truncated. The fourth 

and fifth cervical vertebrze with rudimentary inferior processes, 

and the seventh without any. (Van Beneden, Ost. Cét. t. vii. 

f. 9,11.) Balena mediterranea, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Seals and 

Whales, p. 38; B. biscayensis (part.), Van Beneden, Ost. Cét. 

t. vi. f. 1 & 8-11. Hab. Mediterranean Sea. 

**# Lateral processes of the atlas broad, with the lower edge 

obliquely truncated. The three hinder cervical vertebrae without 

any lower processes. (Cat. Seals and Whales, p. 83, f. 3.) 

Halibalena britannica. (Fig. 5, p. 141.) 

##*# Lateral processes of the atlas subcylindrical, rounded at the 

end. The lower process of the second vertebra rounded, the 

third vertebra having a very rudimentary lower process, and the 

other without any. (Catal. Cet. i. ii, f. 19.) Hubalena aus- 

tralis. 

B. First rib double-headed and dilated and notched at theend. (Gray, 

Cat. Seals and Whales, p. 99, f.8.) Hunterius temminchit. 

II. Scapula elongate, longer than broad, only a ridge in the place of 

the acromion process. First rib much dilated and deeply 

notched at the sternal end. The lateral processes of the atlas 

moderate, strap-shaped. The lower processes of the second 

vertebra large, elongate, rounded at the end, of the third to 

the sixth small, cylindrical, rudimentary ; the seventh without 

inferior processes. (Ostéogr. Cét. t. ii., except figs. 12, 13, 

& 14.) Caperea antipodarum, Gray, Catal. Seals and Whales, 

Suppl. p. 45. 

The cervical vertebrae of Neobalena are unknown, as are those 

of several other Whales. 
The fauna of New Zealand, as regards marine Mammalia, is ex- 

tending, and, I have no doubt, will be found to be much richer as it 

is more studied. 
For example, we have not yet had the “ Sulphur-bottom ” or the 

“Trigger? of New-Zealand whalers; and there are other species 
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of marine mammals mentioned as found in those seas, but in such a manner as not to be able to be entered in scientific catalogues. There are many more species recorded as inhabiting Australian seas, which no doubt range as far as New Zealand ; but I have only inserted those on the authority of specimens. 

1. STENORHYNCHUS LEPTONYX. (The Sea-Leopard.) 
Stenorhynchus leptonyz, Gray, Catal. of Seals and Whales, p. 16; Webb, Trans. New-Zeal. Inst. ii. p- 29; Fraser, l.e. p. 33. Hab. New Zealand ; Port Nicholson (Dr. F. Know). 
Skull in British Museum. 

2. ARCTOCEPHALUS CINEREUS. (The Grey Australian Fur-Seal.) 
Otaria cinerea, Péron & Lesueur ; Quoy & Gaimard, Voy. Astrolabe, t. xii., xiii., xiv. ; Hector, Trans, New-Zealand Inst. iv. p- 12, f. 1 (skull), not of Gray, Suppl. Cat. Whales, p. 24, Phoca ursina, Forster, Cook’s Voy. t. 
Otaria forsteri, Lesson, Dict. Cl. d’Hist. Nat. xiii. p. 421. Phoca forsteri, Fischer, Syn. Mamm. p- 232. 
Hab. New Zealand, Milford Sound (Hector). 
Skull in Wellington Mus. and Brit. Mus. 

3. GYPSOPHOCA SUBTROPICALIS. (The small Fur-Seal.) 
Gypsophoca subtropicalis, Gray, P. Z.S. 1872. 
Arctocephalus cinereus, Gray, Suppl. Catal. Seals and Whales, p- 24. Arctocephalus cinereus (young), Hector, Trans. N. Z. Inst. iv. t. xii. f. 2. 
Hab. New Zealand, Auckland Is. (Hector). 
Skull, Mus. Wellington ; North Australia (MacGillivray). Spe- cimens in British Museum, from North Australia, 

4. NEOBALZNA MARGINATA. 
Neobalena marginata, Gray, Catal. Seals and Whales, p. 90; Suppl. p. 40, figs. 1 & 2 (skull) ; Hector, Trans. N. Zeal. Inst. ii. p. 26, 1869, t. ii. B. figs. 1-4, 
Caperea antipodarum, Gray, Cat. Whales, p. 101, f. 9 (ear-bone). Hab. New Zealand, island ‘of Kawau, and W. Australia. Skull, Mus. Wellington, Otago. Ear-bone, British Museum. 
5. CAPEREA ANTIPODARUM. 

Caperea antipodarum, Gray, Catal. Seals and Whales, Suppl. p. 45. Hab. New Zealand. 
Skeleton, Mus. Paris. 

6. Macieayius AUSTRALIENSIS. 
Macleayius australiensis, Gray, Catal. Seals and Whales, p- 105, f. 10, 11, & p. 371, f. 74,75; P.Z.S. 1873, figs. Hab. New Zealand (Dr. Haast). 
Skeleton, British Museum. 
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Ve 

Balena antipodarum (ear-bones only), Van Beneden, Ost. Cét. 

t. iii. f. 12-14. 
Hab. New Zealand (ear-bones in Brussels Mus.). 

8. MEGAPTERA NOVZ-ZEALANDIZ. 

Megaptera nove-zealandia, Gray, Catal. Seals and Whales, p. 128, 

f. 20 (ear-bone and os petrosum). 
Hab. New Zealand (ear-bone and os petrosum), Brit. Museum. 

The “Trigger” fin (Rorqualus, sp., of Knox, New Zeal. Inst. ii. 

p- 25), belongs to this family ; but the osteology was not studied, and 

no specimens have yet reached the British Museum. 

9, ELECTRA CLANCULA. 

Electra clancula, Gray, Suppl. Catal. Seals and Whales, p. 77. 

Lagenorhynchus clanculus, Hector, Trans. N. Zeal. Inst. ii. 1870, 

p: 27. 
Delphinus superciliosus, Lesson (fide Malm). 

Hab. New Zealand. Skeleton, Mus. Wellington. 

10. GLOBIOCEPHALUS MACRORHYNCHUS. 

Globiocephalus macrorhynchus, Gray, Catal. Seals and Whales, 

p- 320; Gervais, Ost. Cét. t. 52; Hector, Trans. N. Z. Inst. 1. 

1870, p. 38. 
Hab. New Zealand; two skulls in Mus. Wellington. 

11. BeLuGa 

?, Hector, Ann. & Mag. N. H. 1872, ix. p. 438. 

Hab. New Zealand ; Wellington (Hector). 
This is very likely Beluga kingit, Gray, Catal. Seals and Whales, 

p- 300; Syn. Whales and Dolphins, p. 9, f. 7 (skull), of which we 

have a skull in the British Museum from Australia brought home 
by Capt. Parker King, R.N. 

12. BERARDIUS ARNUXI. 

Berardius arnuxi, Gray, Catal. Seals and Whales, p. 348, fig. 70 

(skull) ; Gervais, Ostéogr. Cét. (skull); Knox and Hector, Trans. 

N. Zeal. Inst. ii. p. 27, iii. p. 125, f. 16 & 17; Haast, Trans. New 

Zeal. Inst. i. p. 190. 
Hab. New Zealand; Port Nicholson ; Porirna Harbour (Knoz) ; 

Canterbury (Dr. Haast). 
Skeleton in Mus. Roy. Coll. Surg. 
The front of the lower jaw is slender, with a slightly curved 

outline in front and no marked gonyx. 

13. Berarpius HecrTort. 

Berardius hectori, Gray, Ann. & Mag. N. Hist. 1871, viii. p. 117. 

Berardius arnuwii (part.), Knox and Hector, Trans. N. Z. Inst. 

ili. p. 108, f. 14 & 15. * 

Hab. Cook’s Straits ; Titai Bay (Knox). Length 9 feet. 
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The lower jaw is narrow in front, gradually becoming wider behind, 
with a distinct gonyx at the end of the symphysis. 

The lower jaws of the two Ziphioid Whales figured by Dr. Hector 
have only a tooth at the front end, instead of a tooth at the front 
and a little further behind on the side of the jaw, as is usual in Be- 
rardius. Perhaps this depends on age. The having only two teeth 
quite in front of the lower jaw is the character of Kpiodon ; but that 
has a subcylindrical tooth, and Dr. Hector’s animals both have com- 
pressed triangular teeth like Berardius, as figured in his plates; so 
that if they are not Berardii they belong to a new genus. 

Mesoplodon longirostris of Krefft, of a skeleton of which in the 
Museum of Sydney he sent me a very beautiful photograph, appears 
to be either a Berardius hectori or a new species. The photograph 
does not show any teeth. The beak of the Australian specimen 
appears to be nearly twice as long as the head, whereas the beak 
figured by Dr. Hector is only a little more than once and a half as long 
as the head*. 

7. Descriptions of five new Cones. 
By G. B. Sowrrsy, F.L.S. 

[Received December 4, 1872.] 

(Plate XV.) 

1. Conus rerGusoni. (Plate XV. fig. 1.) 

C. testa maxima, ponderosa, alba, spiraliter leviter substriata, epi- 
dermide sordide fusca crassa rugata induta, ad latera infra 
medium subcompressa ; spira subplanulata, latissima, vie elevata, 
apice paulo exserto ; anfractibus haud numerosis, ad spiram de- 
pressis, ad suturam irregulariter undatis, inter suturam et angulum 

obscure unicostatis ; angulo obtuso. 

The only shell having any resemblance to this species is Conus 
ponderosus, which, however, is much smaller and broader, and which, 
in fact, has very little relation to it. Several specimens have been 
collected at Panama by Mr. Ferguson. 

2. Conus TENUIsuLCcaTuUS. (Plate XV. fig. 2.) 

C. testa parva obesa, breviturbinata, supra medium bullata, antice 
angustata, spiraliter tenuiter striata, versus terminum sulcata, 
pallidissime fusco-subcerulea, fulvo variegata et maculis niveis 
floccata, fulvo maculata, linearum fuscarum baltea maculis ni- 
vosis interrupta prope medium, et altera infra, prope terminum, 
Fasciata ; spira lata, obtuse angulata, ad angulum nodulis subro- 
tundis interpunctatis coronata; apice rubro; apertura intus 
violacea. 

The neat bands, consisting of linear fasciculi, and the snowy flakes 

* Drs. Hector and Gray have given a list of other New-Zealand species of 
Cetacea since observed. (See Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1873, vol. xi. p. 104.) 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. X. 10 
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scattered over them and other parts of the surface, together with the 
fine sulci which mark all below and a little above the centre of the 
shell, distinguish this Cone from Conus ceylonensis and Conus nuz, 
to both of which it is allied. 

Hab. Mauritius. 

3. Conus arTicuLatTus. (Plate XV. fig. 3.) 

C. testa parva, angulata, polita, castanea, lineis nigrescentibus tenuis- 
simis spiralibus albo minutissime punctatis quasi articulatis, ad 
angulam spiralem et infra medium fasciis duabus albis concinne 
Jusco maculatis ornata ; prope terminum anticum distanter sulcata; 
spira elevata, acuminata ; anfractibus albis, fusco maculatis ; apice 
roseo ; apertura fusco-purpurea. 

The finely articulated lines from which this species is named are 
scarcely visible to the unassisted eye through the dark chestnut-colour 
of the surface. 

Hab. Mauritius. 

4. Conus aLtisPiratus. (Plate XV. fig. 4.) 

C. testa, lactea tenuiuscula, fusiformi, antice attenuata, acuminata, 
valide sulcata ; spira perelevata, vix angulata, ad latera convera, 
ad apicem rosea; anfraciibus prope suturam rotundis compressis ; 
apertura breviuscula. 

I am not acquainted with any other shell approaching this in form, 
excepting a very dark Cone named C. franciscanus, in which the 
whorls are angular; and all the characters show it to be distinct. 

Hab. Agulhas Bank, S. Africa. 

5. Conus cunratus. (Plate XV. fig. 5.) 

C. testa solida, late turbinata, angulata, prope terminum anticum 
angustata, sulcata, levigata, albida, fulvo pallidissime bifasciata, 
infra medium fascia alba maculis quadratis perpaucis cincta ; 
spira subelevata, acuminata, angulata ; anfractibus supra angulum 
tenuissime spiraliter striatis, maculis castaneis raris ornatis ; 
apertura intus pallidissime violacea. 

This broadly angular shell, although of simple characters, does not 
seem to suggest comparison with any other known species. 

Locality unknown. 

8. Descriptions of new Land-Shells from Australia and the 
Solomon Islands. By Jamuzs C. Cox, M.D., C.M.ZS., 
Sydney, New South Wales. 

[ Received. December 4, 1872.] 

(Plate XVI.) 
Hextx (GEOTROCAUS) MISER, Sp. nov. 

Shell narrowly perforate, thin, coniform, obliquely finely striated ; 
colour reddish chestnut, becoming pale yellowish brown towards the 
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apex ; spire elongated; whorls 7, very gradually increasing in size, 
the last one being subcarinated ; base rounded ; aperture lunar-oval ; 
periphery straight ; margins slightly approximating, and united by a 
rather thin columellar callus, which descends perpendicularly, and 
becomes broadly dilated, concealing the umbilicus; aperture and 
interior of the lip pale, the lip shortly reflected throughout. 

Diam., greatest 0°80, least 0°68; height 1°22 inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In the collection of Mr. W. H. Hargraves, of Sydney. 

Hetrx (Discus) cErEALts, sp. nov. (Plate XVI. fig. 1.) 

Shell with a deep, rather narrow umbilicus, subpellucid, of a dull 
white colour, rather coarsely obscurely striated above, smoother and 
shining at the base; spire slightly raised, bluntly rounded ; whorls 
6, slowly increasing in size, the last one subcarinated, shortly 
depressed in front and flatly expanded outwardly, broader at the 
base ; aperture very oblique, transversely oblong ; lip slightly thick- 
ened and everted above, reflexed below; margins approximating, 
united by a thin glazed callus; columellar margin triangularly 
dilated at its insertion, and overhanging the umbilicus. 

Diam., greatest 0°72, least 0°62; height 0°50 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In the collection of Mr. W. H. Hargraves, of Sydney. 

Hetrx (GEOTROCHUS) QUIROSI, sp. nov. 

Shell imperforate, conoidly depressed, thin, translucent, rather 
coarsely striated, of a pale brown throughout; spire broadly and 
flatly conoid, acute at the apex ; whorls 54 to 6, convexly flattened, 
the last one considerably inflated, and sharply keeled at the peri- 
phery; base rounded; aperture squarely lunar, angled at the peri- 
phery of the last whorl and at the junction of the lower and 
columellar margins; lip slightly thickened and expanded; colu- 
mellar margin straight, thickened, not dilated nor reflexed. 

Diam., greatest 0°80, least 0°64; height 0°40 of an inch. 
Had. Solomon Islands. 
In the collection of Mr. W. H. Hargraves, of Sydney. 
This species would be like a magnified specimen of H. cleryi 

(Récluz) were it not wholly unornamented, much more broadly 
expanded, and less conical. 

Hexrx (GEOTROCHUS) BLANDA, Sp. nov. 

Shell imperforate, conical, very thin, translucent, obliquely 
finely striated, of a pale brownish yellow; spire with the apex 
acute; whorls 7, gradually increasing in size, the last moderately 
inflated and sharply carinated at the periphery; base flattened ; 
suture not margined; aperture subrhomboidal, margins somewhat 
approximating, not united by a callus, subangulate at the periphery 
of the last whorl; margins simple, slightly everted, columellar 
ia descending vertically, joining the basal margin at an obtuse 
angle. 

ko* 
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Diam., greatest 0°76, least 0°64; height 0°92 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In the collection of Mr. W. H. Hargraves, of Sydney. 
This species is closely allied to H. adonis of Angas; but after 

comparing it with a number of specimens of that species I feel sure 
that it has permanent differences ; it is a much thinner and lighter 
shell, much more sharply keeled, and much less coarsely sculptured. 

HELIX MENDANA, Sp. nov. 

Shell with a deep, broad, open perspective umbilicus, discoid, 
white, semiopaque, smooth and shining, finely transversely striated 
throughout with lines of growth, ornamented with two narrow dark 
brown bands, one immediately above, the other immediately below 
the periphery of the last whorl, and continuous to the apex of the 
spire; the last whorl is subcarinated only for a short distance near 
the insertion of the outer margin of the aperture; spire convexly 
flattened ; whorls 6, gradually increasing in diameter, the last not 
depressed ; base convex ; aperture oblique, irregularly subcircular ; 
margins approximating, joined by a thin brown callus; lip slightly 
thickened and everted. 

Diam., greatest 0°72, least 0°63; height 0°35 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In my own collection. 
A semiopaque, white, flattened species, with a conspicuously 

open umbilicus, and ornamented with two narrow dark brown bands, 
one above, the other below the periphery of the last whorl. 

Heir1x (CAMENA) BARNEYI, sp. nov. (Plate XVI. fig. 2.) 

Shell with a deep open umbilicus, orbicularly conoid, obliquely 
finely concentrically striated, of a brown-yellow colour, shining, 
having a broad chestnut band below the suture, and a second 
narrower band below the subcarinated periphery with an undefined 
lower margin; spire bluntly convex; whorls 7, convex, the last 
considerably deflected for about ;°; of an inch in front ; peristome 
simple, straight ; lip everted, margins approximating, joined by a 
dark-coloured callus; columella irregularly dilated and broadly 
reflected, half covering the umbilicus; margin of the aperture black 
within. 

Diam., greatest 1°30, least 1:10; height 1°15 inch. 
Hab. Barney Island, near New Guinea, Torres Straits. 
In my own collection. 

HELIX HOWINSULA, Sp. nov. 

Shell very narrowly but openly umbilicated, lenticular, thin, dark 
brown; spire flatly conoid; suture margined; whorls 6, above 
standing flatly outwards, very coarsely striated with prominent folds 
of a thick brown horny epidermis, which terminate at the periphery 
in a prominent fringe, below corneous, smooth, shining, having there 
no prominent folds of epidermis ; last whorl not descending in front, 
sharply keeled ; suture narrow and deep, margined with a prominent 
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fringe ; aperture obliquely roundly lunate, angled at the periphery ; 
margins simple, thin, inserted at the carinated periphery, columellar 
margin triangularly dilated at its insertion, half covering the um- 
bilicus. 

Diam., greatest 1°17, least 1°08 ; height 0°80 of an inch. 
Hab. On a mountain, Lord Howe’s Island. 
In my own collection. 

HELIx YATALAENSIS, sp. nov. (Plate XVI. figs. 3a, 36.) 

Shell with a moderately large open umbilicus, depressedly orbicular, 
rather solid, obsoletely striated, coarsely granular above, pale chestnut 
below, ornamented around the umbilicus with a broad chestnut ring ; 
spire slightly raised ; whorls 53 to 6, convex, gradually increasing in 
size, rounded at the periphery, obsoletely carinated ; aperture lunately 
ovate, oblique; peristome pink, narrow, slightly thickened, ex- 
panded, and very slightly reflected in front at the insertion ; colu- 
mellar margin triangularly dilated, overhanging the umbilicus. 

Diam., greatest 0°30, least 0°20; height 0°18 of an inch. 
Hab. Yatala, Albert river, Queensland. 
In my own collection. 

HELIX SERENA, sp. nov. 

Shell rather largely and deeply umbilicated, obliquely coarsely 
striated above, smoother below, pale horny yellow-brown; spire 
broadly depressed, conical; whorls 7, rounded, very slowly in- 
creasing in size, last rather sharply carinated at the periphery ; base 
very convex; aperture broadly irregularly trapeziform ; lip simple 
above, thickened and everted below ; columella triangularly dilated ; 
margins of aperture joined by a thin callus. 

Diam., greatest 1°00, least 0°80; height 0°64 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In Mr. Hargraves’s collection. 

Hewrx ratigata, sp. nov. (Plate XVI. figs. 4 a, 45.) 

Shell with a large deep open umbilicus, lenticular, flatly conoidly 
depressed, obliquely, coarsely striated above, much finer below, of a 
light yellow-brown colour, lighter at the base ; apex bluntly rounded; 
whorls 6, flatly obliquely margined and pinched at the suture, last 
whorl sharply and flatly keeled at the periphery; base shining, 
excavated round the umbilicus ; aperture broadly angularly lunar ; 
lip simple; margins slightly approximating, lower margin somewhat 
thickened, columellar margin not dilated, inserted at the margin of 
the umbilicus. 

Diam., greatest 0°72, least 0°61; height 0°35 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In my own collection. 

Hetrx (Greorrocuus) GELATA, sp.nov. (Plate XVI. figs. 5a, 
5b.) 

Shell conoidly depressed, rather narrowly umbilicated, of a dark 
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brown colour, profusely ornamented and zoned with opaque white ; 
apex almost black, transversely striated from left to right with very 
fine straight striee, which are decussated above with slightly undu- 
lating coarser strize from right to left, at the base these undulating 
striz becoming longitudinal; whorls 5, convex, suture deep; base 
convex ; aperture rotundately lunar, dark chestnut within ; lip white ; 
margins somewhat approximating, joined by a thin callus ; upper 
margin broadly expanded, basal reflected, columellar margin tri- 
angularly dilated and reflexed, half concealing the umbilicus. 

Diam., greatest 0°87, least 0:71; height 0°68 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In my own collection. 
During the last few weeks large numbers of this shell have been 

obtained from one of our island traders. I was at first disposed to 
look upon it as a variety of Helix eddystonensis (Reeve); but the 
sculpture of this shell appears to me to be always coarser, and the 
surface invariably more or less covered with a thick white opaque 
enamel, unlike the thin epidermis which covers H. eddystonensis. 
Its dark, almost black, apex and white-zoned and irregularly orna- 
mented body show in strong contrast, and resemble more some of 
the Philippine-Island species than any of those found at the 
Solomon Islands. This species is uniformly of a smaller size than 
H, eddystonensis, and is more solid and more raised in the spire. 

HEL1xX CRUSTULUM, Sp. Nov. 

Shell almost flat, with a broad shallow umbilicus, transversely ar- 
cuately striated, of a pale brown colour, with alight margin; whorls 6, 
slowly increasing in size, almost flat, last very sharply keeled ; suture 
margined ; spire scarcely raised; base flat, a little raised round the 
umbilicus ; aperture very oblique, depressed, angularly lunate ; peri- 
stome simple ; margins very slightly approximating, blunted below, 
columellar margin not dilated. 

Diam., greatest 0°84, least 0°70; height 0°26 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In the collection of Mr. Hargraves, Sydney. 

Heiix (GEOTROCHUS) ZELINA, sp.nov. (Plate XVI. fig. 6.) 

Shell imperforate, pyramidally conical, transparent, thin, obliquely 
and very coarsely striated, straw-coloured ; whorls 7, almost flat, the 
last having a very sharp produced keel; suture broadly margined 
above; base flat; aperture trapeziform; outer margin a little re- 
flected ; peristome thickened and white, particularly the lower margin, 
which is a little everted and reflexed, columellar margin rather con- 
tracted and nodose. 

Diam., greatest 0°62, least 0°55 ; height 0-60 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In Mr. Hargraves’s collection. 
This species is probably more closely allied to H. cineracea 

(llomb. et Jacq.) and H. subtecta (Pfr.) than to any other. It is 
a much more conical shell than these, and its sculpture decidedly 
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coarser ; the flattened-out keel of the periphery is also characteristic 
of this species. 

LEPTOPOMA HARGRAVESI, Sp. nov. 

Shell globosely turbinated, rather narrowly umbilicated, yellow- 
brown; whorls 5, the last obsoletely keeled at the periphery, 
regularly longitudinally coarsely ribbed ; ribs about 16, interstices of 
the ribs finely longitudinally striated with waved striz ; peristome 
white, rather broadly reflexed ; margins united by a thin callus. 

Diam., greatest 0°71, least 0°56; height 0°66 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In the collection of Mr. W. H. Hargraves, Sydney. 
This beautiful species may be at once recognized by its prominent 

longitudinal ribs, the interstices of which are finely striated with 
waved longitudinal striz. 

HELICARION HILLI, sp. nov. (Plate XVI. figs. 7 a, 7 5.) 

Shell imperforate, thin, depressed, horny yellow, shining, striped 
with lines of growth transversely, and longitudinally at irregular 
intervals with fine waved lines; spire short, not prominent; whorls 
43, rapidly increasing, the last largely expanded ; suture excavated ; 
peristome simple, submembranaceous ; columella arched. 

Diam., greatest 0°34, least 0°25 ; height 0°14 of an inch. 
Hab. On the top of a high mountain, Lord Howe’s Island. 
In my own collection. 

HELICARION BRAZIERI, Sp. Nov. 

Shell imperforate, orbicularly depressed, thin, shining, striated 
with lines of growth, under the lens very finely granular; spire 
slightly elevated, ornamented transversely with irregular yellow and 
olive-brown zones, paler below; apex tinged with rose; whorls 4, 
last inflated; suture margined above; aperture large, rounded, 
oblique ; peristome simple, submembranaceous ; columella arched. 

Diam., greatest 0°44, least 0°32; height 0°26 of an inch. 
Hab. Fitzroy Island, N.E. coast, Australia. 
In my own collection. 

HeEuix ROCKHAMPTONENSIS, sp. Nov. 

Shell with a large open umbilicus, globosely conical, finely striated, 
dark purple chestnut, indistinctly ornamented at the base and apex 
with narrow yellow bands, the latter lightest ; base flat, excavated 
round the umbilicus; spire large, bluntly conical, suture not mar- 
gined ; whorls 6, convex, last produced ; aperture diagonal, ovately 
lunate, dark purple within; peristome broadly expanded and re- 
flected throughout; margins joined by a thin callus, columellar 
margin triangularly dilated, overhanging the umbilicus. 

Diam., greatest 1°27, least 1°08; height 1:12 of an inch. 
Hab. Rockhampton, Australia. 
In my own collection. 
This is an interesting link between H. blomfieldi (which it in 
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general aspect most resembles), H. parsoni, and H. rainbirdi, 
having the flat base and large umbilicus of the last, and the large 
globosely conical form of the first, but with an absence of the 
characteristic margin of it and of H. parsoni. 

Butimus (EUMECOSTYLUS) SCOTTI, Sp. nov. 

Shell rimate, solid, oblong, conical, longitudinally coarsely streaked, 
and transversely striated with irregular, coarse, undulating strie, 
which become finer towards the apex ; dark yellow-brown, lighter at 
the apex; spire conical; whorls 6, the last exceeding the spire in 
length ; suture margined with white below; aperture auriform, 
oblong ; peristome thickened, white, moderately expanded; colu- 
mella dilated, with a strong flat tortuous plait entering the aperture, 
between which and the insertion of the upper margin of the aperture 
is a strong blunt callous tooth; margins of the aperture joined by a 
thick white callus. 

Length 2°10, breadth 1:00; length of aperture 1°18 inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
In the collection of Mr. W. W. Hargraves, Sydney. 
This species has the general aspect of B. macgillivrayi, but may 

be easily distinguished by its white mouth and coarse transversely 
undulating striz. 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XVI. 

Fig. 1. Helix (Discus) cerealis, p. 147. 
2. —— (Camena) barneyi, p. 148. 
3a, 3b. Helix yatalaensis, p. 149. 
4a, 46. fatigata, p. 149. 
5a, 56. (Geotrochus) gelata, p. 149. 
6. Helix ( Geotrochus) zelina, p. 150. 
74,76, Helicarion hilli, p. 151. 

February 4, 1873. 

Professor Huxley, F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair, 

The following letter, addressed to the Secretary by the Rev. S. J. 
Whitmee, C.M.Z.S., was read :— 

“Samoa, South Pacific, Noy. 8th, 1872. 

“My prEAR Sir,— Your letter of April 9th reached me a week or 
two since. I have no Didunculi by me at the present time. There 
are two living birds in the possession of natives ; but they ask very 
high prices, £10 each! I think I shall be able to purchase some 
before long at a reasonable rate, when the natives find prices formerly 
given are not now to be obtained. 

“T have a Porphyrio indicus, two specimens of a fruit-eating Pigeon 
of the Pacific, three of the Ptilonopus fasciatus (Peale), and another 
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Dove of the name of which I am not sure; and these I am now 
sending to the care of Dr. Bennett, of Sydney, for the Society. 
I have had all these birds in captivity for some months, and they 
thrive well. 

“The Ptilonopus fasciatus is a favourite bird with the natives of 
these islands, and is kept very generally by them. Its native name 
is Manu-tagi (the crying bird). The Samoans train it to act asa 
decoy, and take it into the woods in a wicker cage open at the top. 
When it calls, other birds come to it and enter the cage, when they 
are taken by the native, who lies hidden near the spot. The birds 
thus taken are eaten by the natives. But this custom of decoying 
is going out now, in consequence of the ease with which the birds 
may be shot. The Ptilonopus perousii is a most beautiful bird; but 
it is useless trying to send it to England: it lives for a very short 
time in captivity, even in Samoa. 

“Tf you wish any particular birds or other animals which at any 
time I can send to the Society, I shall always do my best to meet 
your wishes. 

*« Yours very sincerely, 
«SS. J. WHITMEE.” 

A communication was read from Mr. Henry W. Piers, late Acting 
Curator of the South-African Museum, Cape-town, containing a de- 
scription of the external form of Chimera australis. 

Mr. E. Blyth, C.M.Z.S., made remarks on some Tiger-skins 
(Felis tigris) from India, Siam, and Siberia, lent for exhibition by 
Mr. Edwin Ward, F.Z.S. 

The following papers were read :— 

1. Onacertain Class of Cases of Variable Protective Colouring 
in Insects. By Rapryart Metpora, F.C.S., M.Ent. 
Soc.Lond. (Communicated by A. G. Buruer, F.L.S., 
F.Z.8., &e.) 

[Received November 19, 1872.] 

Among the many classes of biological phenomena that received 
explanation on the appearance of the ‘Origin of Species’ in 1859, 
the principle of disguzse, as it exists in most classes of the animal 
kingdom, but more especially in the Insecta, is one of great interest 
to the naturalist. In 1861 Mr. H. W. Bates, in an admirable me- 
moir on the Lepidoptera of the Amazon Valley*, first demonstrated 
the identity of the causes concerned in the production of what are 
known as protective resemblances, and of those wonderful mimetic 
analogies of which he had discovered so many examples among the 
insects of that region, and which subsequent research has shown to 
exist in all tropical countries. That these causes were found in the 
principles of variation and heredity, a struggle for life and the 

* Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. xxiii. p. 495. 
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‘‘ survival of the fittest,” it is perhaps scarcely necessary to add. 
Notwithstanding this identity of origin, I would venture to suggest 
the propriety of confining the application of the word “ mimicry” 
to such cases as those to which it was first applied by Mr. Bates— 
to those, viz., in which the object imitated is animate; while the 
expression ‘ protective resemblance’’ should be restricted to those 
cases in which the object simulated is inanimate or part of a vege- 
table structure. This distinction is, I am persuaded, well adapted 
to prevent that confusion of ideas which is apt to arise when the 
term “mimicry ”’ is used in the sense in which it has been recently 
used by Dr. Hagen, whose paper, designated ‘‘ Mimicry in the Colour 
of Insects ’’*, contains in reality no cases of mimicry atall+. The 
distinction here enforced was adopted by Mr. A. R. Wallace in his 
well-known essay published in the ‘Westminster Review’ for July 
1867, but it appears to have been neglected by most subsequent 
writers on the subject. 

Classification of the cases of protective resemblance. 

In every case of protective resemblance the disguised species 
simulates some object in the environment ; and as the-object thus 
imitated may be of a nature either constant or variable, we are ob- 
viously provided with a means of classifying the cases of protective 
resemblance, though but imperfectly, according to the stability of 
the characters of the imitated object. As the result of an attempt 
to arrange the cases of protective resemblance according to this 
system, I have found it necessary to erect the four following classes, 
which include, so far as I know, all the known cases, with the 
exception of a certain small group which will be considered here- 
after :— 

I. Cases in which both the characters of the imitated object and 
the disguising characters of the species remain constant during the 
lifetime of each individual. 

This class includes a very large proportion of the known cases of 
protective resemblance, and passes by small gradations into Class II. 
Most of those instances in which there is mere harmony of colour- 
ing between a species and its environment belong to this class. 

II. Cases in which the imitated object varies within certain small 

* «American Naturalist’ for July 1872. 
+ It will be well here again to insist upon the fact, previously insisted upon 

by Mr. Wallace, that the word mimicry is not to be understood in the sense of 
voluntary imitation. It is true that in many cases the mimicker copies its 
model in mode of flight or other habits; but even here the imitation cannot 
be considered voluntary, since such modification of habit has most probably 
arisen by the natural selection, through many generations, of individuals whose 
manner of flight resembled in any way the manner of flight of the imitated 
species—just in the same way as this agency, selecting through many genera- 
tions those individuals whose colour, form, pattern, &c. approached in any way 
the colour, form, or pattern of the imitated species, has at length brought about 
the close resemblance in external characters which we now behold: in other 
words, along with the structwral there has gone on a psychical mimetic adap- 
tation. 
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limits, the species presenting a corresponding range of variation in 
its disguising characters. 

In illustration of this class I may mention the “ leaf-butterflies ”’ 
(Kallima paralekta and K. inachis), as also some of the true “ leaf- 
insects”? (Phasmide). The objects here imitated are leaves in 
various stages of decay ; and as these are of variable hues, the insects 
present varieties of corresponding shades of colour. 

III. Cases in which the imitated object undergoes a change of 
character once during the lifetime of the individual, whose disguise 
changes in correspondence. 

In illustration of this class I will name the larve of two of our 
native Geometre, viz. Geometra papilionaria and Acidalia dege- 
neraria, the former of which is dull purplish before hibernation, 
but becomes green in the spring ; while the latter, from the period 
of its emergence from the egg in July to the middle of September, 
is of a greenish-brown colour, but changes to a rusty brown at this 
period preparatory to hibernation *. 

It is obvious that a change of habit in the species entailing a new 
relationship with the environment is equivalent to a change of cha- 
racter in the environment itself. In this class therefore I include 
such larve as those of Thecla betule, the genera Smerinthus and 
Sphinx, Macaria alternata, &c., which are green when feeding on 
their respective food-plants, but become brown previous to pupation, 
at which period the insects require to crawl over the ground to find 
a suitable burying-place. 

IV. Cases in which the colour of the imitated object undergoes 
periodic change, the protective characters of the species changing in 
correspondence. 

This class includes those cases in which, like the Alpine Hare, 
the Ermine, and the Ptarmigan, the disguising characters change 
with the season. 

In concluding this classification I would call attention to the 
manner in which the characters of the imitated object and the dis- 
guising characters of the species vary together. The truth thus 
brought to light I hope to fully investigate in a future paper. 

Variable protective colouring. 

I have already had occasion to mention that there existed a cer- 
tain number of cases that could not be included in any class of the 
above arrangement ; it is to these residual instances that I would 
wish to direct the attention of naturalists in the present paper, as 
their study offers a wide and interesting field for observation. The 
particular class of cases that I propose to include under the term 
*‘variable protective colouring” will be best understood from the 
following examples which I have collected from various sources. 

First, with reference to insects in the larval state. Fabricius 

* See the recently published description of this larva by Mr. William Buckler, 
of Emsworth, ‘ fntom. Monthly Mag.’ Oct. 1872, p. 115. A somewhat similar 
change of colour is recorded in the larva of Gnophos obscurata by Mr. Hellins, 
1. c. June 1871, p. 20. 
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long ago observed that the larva of Bryophila alge varied in colour 

according to the nature of its food-plant, being yellow when feeding 

on Lichen juniperinus, and grey when on L. savatilis. Dr. Moller 

in 1867 published a paper containing a great number of observa- 

tions on the influence exerted by external conditions upon insects *. 
Two of these, which belong actually to our present class, I will here 
uote. 

z The ground-colour of the larva of Cucullia tanaceti is white 
when this insect is feeding on the leaves of the mugwort (Artemisia 
vulgaris) or tansy (Tanacetum vulgare), but changes to a yellow 
when it confines itself to the flowers of the latter. The larva of 
Chesias spartiata is stated by Koch to present two varieties—one 
of a green colour, that feeds on the leaves of broom (Spartium scopa- 
rium), and another of a yellow colour, that feeds on the flowers of 
that plant. This observation has been subsequently confirmed by 
Mr. William Buckler+. The larva of Cleora lichenaria, which is 
well known to be a wonderful case of adaptation to the lichen on 
which it feeds, is stated by Dr. Knaggs { to vary in depth of colour 
according as it occurs on light- or dark-coloured lichen. Many 
polyphagous caterpillars of the genus Hupithecia tend to assume 
the colour of the flower on which they are feeding: this is parti- 
cularly to be observed in £. absynthiata ; and, in a recently pub- 
lished description of the larva of H. pimpinellata, which feeds on 
the seeds of Pimpinella magna and P. savifraga, it is stated that 
“the colour of the larva seems to assimilate with the seeds—green 
ones upon green unripe seeds, and the red ones upon the purple 
ripe seeds” §. I have likewise observed a similar tendency in the 
larva of Mamestra persicarie to partake of the tint of the leaf on 
which it was feeding. 

The experiments of Mr. T. W. Wood || and others seem to esta- 
blish the fact that under certain conditions the pupze of Lepidoptera 
tend to assume the colour of the surface on which the larva made 
its final change. Mr. Wood has observed, for instance, that a pupa 
of Vanessa polychloros was coloured like a dead leaf when among 
foliage, while a specimen from a wall was mottled grey. I have 
observed a similar fact with respect to the pupze of Synchloé bras- 
sice and S. rape, specimens from a black fence being generally 
darker than those found on walls. The particular conditions under 
which this photographic sensitiveness is acquired have not yet been 
fully investigated ; but such a tendency in a state of nature cannot 
but act beneficially towards the species by affording concealment ; 
I therefore propose to include such cases in the class now under 
consideration. 

With reference to insects in the perfect state, 1 am informed by 
Mr. F. Bond that Gnophos obscurata tends to vary in its ground- 

* Die Abhangigkeit der Insecten von ihrer Umgebung. 
+ Entom. Monthly Mag. April 1871, p. 261. 
+ Lepidopterist’s Guide, new ed. p. 47. 
§ Mr. William Prest in ‘ Newman’s Entomologist,’ Nov. 1872, p. 241. 
|| Proc. Ent. Soc. of Lond. 1867, p. xcix. y 
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colour in correspondence with the prevailing tint of its district, 
being light when from chalk, dark from peat, and reddish brown 
from clay. Similarly, Dr. Moller, in the paper before referred to, 
has recorded that Elaphrus riparius is of a brown colour when 
in sandy districts, but is green when in meadow-lands. The 
African Eremiaphila, described by M. Lefebvre*, furnishes an 
excellent example of the class now under consideration. This 
desert-insect is described as having perfect identity of colour 
with the ground on which it lives, and is stated to vary in colour 
from brown to silvery white, according to the colour of the soil on 
which it occurs. One remarkable case recorded by Dr. Wallace 
belongs perhaps to the present class. Referring to Bombyx cynthia, 
the author observes t:—‘‘ The earliest bred specimens were of a pre- 
dominant olive-green ground-colour, whereas the later bred, and 
especially those that escaped from pupz in September, not having 
passed a winter in cocoon, were of a predominant yellow tint... . 
Exceptions of course occur to this rule, but they are very few. It 
is hardly necessary to observe that these tints closely resembled the 
shades of the Ailanthus-leaflets, which assume a yellower tint as the 
season advances and the leaflets grow older.” 

Although insects furnish the largest number ‘of cases of “ variable 
protective colouring,” examples are not wanting in other classes of 
the animal kingdom. Thus among Crustacea the Chameleon Shrimp 
(Mysis chameleon) has been so named from its power of changing 
colour according to the locality which it inhabits, being grey on 
sand, brown among seaweeds, and green when among Ulva and 
Zostera. It is well known that many species of fish, especially of 
the family Plewronectide, are capable of changing colour in cor- 
respondence with the colour of the bank on which they are resting 
or the water which they inhabitt. It is stated by Mr. Andrew 
Murray, also, that various birds are capable of undergoing a similar, 
though more permanent, alteration in colour §. 

Definition of variable protective colouring. 

The class of cases of which I have just given examples I propose 
to group together in a fifth class of the above-given classification, 
which, with this addition, is thus made to embrace all the known 
cases of protective resemblance. It will therefore become necessary 
to find a definition, as precise as the materials will permit, of the 

* Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, iv. p. 455. 
+ Trans. Ent. Soe. vol. v. p. 485. 
t See, for instance, Yarrell on the Flounder, Brit. Fishes, 2nd ed. p. 304; 

also Mr. Andrew Murray’s paper on the “ Disguises of Nature,” Edinburgh 
New Philos. Journ., Jan. 1860; and Prof. Cope on “The Method of Creation 
of Organic Forms,” Proc. Amer. Philos. Soe. vol. xii. 1871, p. 260. My friend 
the late Mr. J. K. Lord, of the Brighton Aquarium, confirmed this statement 
with regard to the Plewronectide. 
§ Loc. cit.p.11. The species cited are the Grouse and Partridge: the former 

are stated to be very light brown in the low corn districts, so as to match the 
stubble; while the Moor-Partridges, which frequent the heather, are said to be 
darker than those of the lowlands. 
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present class; and this definition will be best found by comparing 
_ the present class with the above-given classes, and noting in what 
points they differ. Now, of the four classes already named, Class II. 
makes the nearest approach to the class now under consideration. 
The cases of Class II. are indeed, to a certain extent, cases of “ vari- 
able protective colouring ;”” it becomes necessary, therefore, to draw 
a sharp line of demarcation between these two classes ; and for this 
purpose I will take a known instance belonging to Class II. and 
trace it through the hypothetical conditions necessary to make it a 
member of Class V. The example given is from a paper ‘On the 
Adaptive Colouring of the Mollusca,” by Mr. Edward S. Morse*. 

The shell of a common coast species of Litiorina presents two 
varieties, one of an olive-brown and the other of a yellowish colour, 
these two forms corresponding in colour to the bulbous portion of 
the bladder-weed on which the shell swarms, and which is olive- 
brown or yellow according to age. Now if we imagine that, instead 
of the brown and yellow bladders being borne on the same plant, 
they were borne on different plants, and that the two forms of the 
shell were always limited to the plants of their own colour, we should 
then refer the case to the present class. 

Thus in Class II. the conditions to be met are the same, or very 
nearly the same, for each individual of the species; whereas in 
Class V. the object imitated may differ in character for each indivi- 
dual of the species; and this can obviously only be met by a power 
of adaptability on the part of each individual. In other words, in 
Class II. it is the aggregate of individuals that is adapted to the 
surrounding conditions, while in the present class each particular 
individual is capable of being adapted to the characters of its envi- 
ronment. 

It is obviously quite unnecessary to draw any distinction between 
the cases of Class I. and the cases of the present class, since there is 
no possibility of a confusion arising between these two groups. On 
referring to the examples above given in illustration of Classes III. 
and IV. it will be seen that the characters of the imitated object 
change once in the course of time in Class III., and periodically in 
Class IV. The imitated object, as it exists in space, may in these 
two classes be either constant or variable. In Class V., on the con- 
trary, the characters of the imitated object, while either constant or 
variable in the order of time, may vary in space irregularly and in 
a different manner for each individual of the protected species. 

Expressing, as before, the characters of the class in terms of the 
object imitated, the present group may be defined as follows :— 

V. Cases in which the imitated object is constant or variable in 
time, but variable in space, for each individual of the species, this 
variability being met by a power of adaptation on the part of each 
individual of the disguised species. 

Theory of variable protective colouring. 

The cases of ordinary protective resemblance, as contained in the 
* Proc. Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist. vol. xiv. April 5th, 1871, 
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first four classes, are in my belief well explained by natural selection. 
In applying this principle to the cases of Classes III. and IV. the 
law of “inheritance at corresponding periods of life,’ as developed 
by Darwin*, should be borne in mind. Such cases as have been 
included in Class V. have hitherto been regarded as due to the 
direct action of external conditions ; but I am strongly of the opinion 
that we see also in these cases a result attributable, in great part at 
least, to the action of “‘ the survival of the fittest.’ 

Let us consider, for instance, in what manner natural selection 
acts in an ordinary case of protective resemblance, say in a larva 
which simulates its food-plant in colour. Those who maintain the 
descent theory believe that in such a case varieties which in any 
way resembled their food-plant in colour more frequently escaped 
detection, while their less fortunately coloured brethren were de- 
stroyed, generation after generation, by the rigorous persecution of 
their foes; this selecting action, continued through many genera- 
tions, results at length in the disguise we now behold. It is to be 
observed that in this explanation no account is taken of the cause 
of the original variations in the colour of the larva. The variations 
may, and most probably do, arise in many such cases by the direct 
action of the colouring-matter of the leaves on the tissues of the 
larvat. Thus it is well known that no internal feeding-larva is 
green, while legions of arboreal feeders are so coloured. It might 
be argued, therefore, that such colouring is due to the presence of 
chlorophyl in the insect’s food, and has, consequently, nothing to 
do with natural selection. It can be shown, however, that the green 
colouring is advantageous to the species that possess it, by rendering 
them inconspicuous to their enemies; whence it follows that any 
variety departing from this mode of colouring (that is, any variety 
in which the chlorophyl was not discernible through the skin) would 
be weeded out by natural selection, whose function would therefore 
be in this case to maintain the green colour of the insects, regardless 
of the cause of such colour. 

An analogous example presents itself in the case of brightly 
coloured larvee. The colours have been shown by Mr. Wallace to 
be due in such cases to the survival of the more brightly coloured 
individuals through many series of generations. Now, as the colours 
in these larvee serve merely as a signal of distastefulness f, it is plain 
that the elaborate and regular patterns we so often behold on these 
creatures are quite superfluous for the purpose of warning, and are 
therefore independent of natural selection. While attributing, then, 
the production of the pattern to the unknown laws of growth, we 
are justified in regarding the general production of colour as a pro- 

* ‘Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication,’ vol. ii. chap. xiv. 
pp. 75-80. 
+ [In arecently published memoir on cholophyl, by M. J. Chantard (Comptes 

Rendus hebdomadaires des séances de l’Académie des Sciences, Jan. 13th, 1873), 
the author announces the discovery of this substance in an unaltered state in the 
tissues of certain leaf-feeding insects.—March 6th, 1873.] 
t See Wallace’s ‘ Contributions to the theory of Natural Selection,’ p. 117. 
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duct of natural selection, which works in this case, as in all other 
cases, upon the variations of colour presented to it by nature, quite 
regardless of the manner in which the colour is primarily produced 
—regardless whether it is hypodermal or epidermal, whether it is a 
colour due to interference, or a colour due to pigment-cells in the 
skin. 

A similar mode of reasoning applied to such cases of variable 
protective colouring as have been considered in this paper will, I 
imagine, serve to establish the truth of the proposition, that such 
cases are “attributable, in great part at least, to the action of the 
* survival of the fittest.’ ”’ 

Let us take the several groups of cases included in Class V. in 
the order already dealt with, and apply this reasoning to them. We 
have first to deal with larvee which feed on several plants of different 
colours, and which are capable of adapting themselves to the colour 
of the particular plant on which they are feeding. Now, granting 
that this power of changing colour is beneficial to the insects by 
affording them concealment, a truth which no entomologist who has 
witnessed any of these cases will deny, it follows that natural selec- 
tion would eliminate any variations tending to depart from this 
useful power of adaptability to the colour of the food-plant. Here, 
then, the function of natural selection, as in the illustration first 
brought forward, is simply to maintain a power possessed by the 
larva, regardless whether this power resulted in the first instance 
from the direct action of external conditions—regardless whether it 
is under the control of the creature’s will or not. Assuming, in 
these cases, that the change of colour is due to the presence of the 
colouring-matter of the food-plant in the tissues of the caterpillar 
(as it most probably is), we might say in more concrete language that 
natural selection is and has been at work weeding out those indivi- 
duals whose skins were not sufficiently transparent to allow the 
colouring-matter to appear through them. 

Passing on to those pup which appear to be photographically 
sensitive, we shall find a similar mode of reasoning to obtain. 
Larvee in selecting a suitable place to assume the pupal condition 
are liable to be exposed on surfaces of different colours. It will be 
admitted that pupee which harmonize with the colour of their rest- 
ing-surface would be more likely to escape detection than individuals 
not thus coloured. I need only allude, en passant, to the perfect 
manner in which the pupa of Synchloé brassicae matches the speckled 
wall on which we so often find it. Now a pupa is liable to be ex- 
posed on a surface of any colour; how can such a state of affairs 
be met? obviously only by giving to each individual a power of 
changing colour in correspondence with the colour of its resting- 
surface. Observe, now, that we are not here in any way concerned 
with the primary cause of such a faculty: natural selection only 
takes advantage of the property, no matter how it has originated. 
We may finally proceed to the examples of this class furnished 

by insects in the perfect state. An insect adapted to the colour of 
one district, but forced to roam into other districts in search of food 
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or for other purposes, would be certainly benefited by being able to 
assume the colour of any locality in which it might find itself. 
Here natural selection works, as before, in producing and maintain- 
ing a power to change colour, it being quite immaterial to this 
agency at what period of the insect’s life the change of colour is 
induced, whether it only occurs in individuals born in the district, 
or in individuals that have roamed into the district in the perfect 
state and undergone subsequent change. So also is natural selec- 
tion regardless, in these cases, whether the disguising colour is con- 
genital or consequent on the emergence from the pup, whether it 
is a colour exposed by ecdysis or one due to actual change of tint in 
the tissues—regardless also whether the change is voluntary or in- 
voluntary on the part of the insect. 

The examples adduced from classes of animals other than insects 
are capable of being reasoned upon in a precisely similar manner ; 
but it is needless here to extend the argument. 

The results of this inquiry have thus led me to conclude that the 
eases which I have grouped under Class V. are cases which differ 
from ordinary protective resemblance, inasmuch as the primary vari- 
ations are indubitably produced by direct action, but controlled and 
accelerated by natural selection. As the particular manner in which 
these original variations are produced is, in nearly all these instances, 
quite unknown, the observation made at the outset, that the study 
of these cases “ offers a wide and interesting field for observation,” 
is, I think, fully justified. The part played by natural selection in 
the production of the class of cases I have here discussed is thus in 
some degree analogous to the function ascribed to this agency by 
Mr. Herbert Spencer in the formation of the woody vessels in trees * 
—that, viz., of an accelerator and controller of results primarily due 
to what this philosopher has, in mechanical terms, called ‘“ direct 
equilibration ” f. 

In conclusion I beg leave to present in a tabular form the results of 
the classification above set forth, so as to include Class V., and thus 
embody all the known cases of protective resemblance. The classi- 
fication refers, as before, to the object imitated ; but it is to be 
understood that the “object imitated” and the “disguising cha- 
racters”’ of the species are convertible terms. A change in character 
witnessed in the object simulated in passing from one district to 
another, or in the same district, is termed for brevity a variation 
‘in space,”’ while a change occurring in the course of time is termed 

* “On Circulation and Formation of Wood,” Trans. Linn. Soc. vol. xxv. 
+ The inquiry has suggested itself whether there might not occur conditions 

under which a case of ordinary protective resemblance might be mistaken for a 
case of Class V. It seems probable at first sight that natural selection would 
be able to produce local modifications in the disguising characters of protected 
species corresponding to local changes in the characters of the imitated object. 
Such local modifications might occur in districts so situated as to prevent inter- 
change of species; but in contiguous districts presenting facilities for intercom- 
munication it seems to me that crossing would entirely prevent the formation 
of local varieties by natural selection, unless this agency were aided by ‘‘direct 
action,” under which circumstances we should have an example of Class V. 

Proc. Zoo. Soc.—1873, No. XI. 11 
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for the same reason a variation “in time.” The time represented is 

the lifetime of the individual. 

For the aggregate of individuals forming a species, 
the characters of the object imitated during the 

Class.| lifetime of the individual are :— 

In space. In time. 

Z. Constant. Constant. 

: II. Variable. Constant. 

III. | Constant or variable. Vary once. 

IV. Constant or variable. Vary periodically. 

For each individual of the species, the characters 
of the object imitated during the lifetime of the 
individual are :— 

In space. In time. 

| V. Variable. Constant or variable. 

2. Measurements of the Red Blood-corpuscles of Batrachians. 
By Grorce Guitirver, F.R.S. 

[Received December 6, 1872.] 

A comparative view of the sizes of these corpuscles in several 
British and foreign Batrachians was given in my lecture, July 15, 
1871, to the East Kent Natural-History Society, at Canterbury, as 
noticed in the ‘ Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,’ January 
1872, but without specification of the measurements. These are 
now severally enumerated, with the addition of others relating to 
such species as I have since examined. I know not that measure- 
ments pertaining to so many Batrachian species have heretofore been 
presented at one view, and all made by exactly the same means and 
under the same conditions. Hence it is hoped that the following 
Table may prove interesting, and induce zoologists to take every 
opportunity of preserving and examining specimens of blood-cor- 
puscles so singularly large as those of the Batrachians. Of the 
Ceecilize we at present know nothing of these corpuscles. Will no 
travelling naturalist supply us with an account or specimens of them ? 
My own measurements in the Batrachians have been confined entirely 
to the species which are mentioned in the following Table, and which 
I have met with alive in menageries and elsewhere. 

Having at Canterbury insufficient books on the historical part of 
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the subject, this will not be attempted at present. Only I remember 

that Rudolph Wagner long since discovered the large size of the red 

blood-corpuscles of Proteus, and Van der Hoeven soon afterwards 

their almost equal magnitude in Cryptobranchus japonicus, that 

Riddel quite recently proved their preeminent largeness in
 Amphiuma, 

and that they were originally examined and measured and their 

Batrachian character shown by me in Lepidosiren. Of some of the 

animals mentioned in the present Table, the blood-corpuscles, so far 

as I know, have not been previously examined. 

Lepidosiren is here placed among the Batrachians, nét to imply 

any view as to its true position, but merely because this paradoxical 

creature has blood-disks like in size to those of a Batrachian, and 

unlike, in this respect, to those yet known of any regular fish. 

Cryptobranchus japonicus is the same as Sieboldia maxima of the 

following Table, and of some of the former ‘ Proceedings’ of the 

Society. 

Table of Measurements of the Red Blood- Corpuscles of Batrachians. 

According to my invariable practice, all the measurements are ex- 

pressed in vulgar fractions of an English inch ; and of the corpuscles 

the long diameter is denoted by L. D., the short diameter by S. D., 

and the thickness by T. The average sizes only are given; but it 

should be understood that many area third larger and a third smaller 

than the mean, and a few occasionally still more deviating from it, 

while there is every gradation of size between the extremes; still 

the majority of the corpuscles are of the average size. And all this 

is true of the red blood-corpuscles of most vertebrates. The animals 

are here set down in the order of the largeness of these corpuscles, 

except when this would confuse species of different genera of the 

Frogs and Toads. 
L. D. 8. D. 

Amphiuma tridactylum ....-+++ +++ = aS 

Nucleus .......-..-- no mao 

Proteus anguinus....-- 1+ seer eseeee a at 

Nucleus .....-+- oe 9 _— Sa 

Siren lacertind......seee+s see eeee _ a 

Nucleus .......---:: _— a 

Sieboldia maxima.....+.+++++++ aa an 

Menopoma alleghaniense.....++-+++- as am 

Nucleus ......+..-+- a ae 

Lepidosiren annectens...... pe acisiaienee ma ai 

Nucleus!) 0.2.1) J.:25, 155 am 

Siredon humboldtii ...... a ay peragagveusie = = 
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The number of animals in the above Table being insufficient to 

warrant peremptory generalizations, which might not prove good 

against further observation, we can at present merely note what is 

indicated by these measurements ; and the results conform generally 

to those already published (scattered and piecemeal), but not, it would 
seem, commonly realized by physiological writers. 

1. The largest red blood-corpuscles belong to the Proteide, and 

the largest of all to Amphiuma of this family. 
2. The smallest corpuscles occur in the Frogs and Toads, and the 

smallest of all in some species of Bufo, though the common Toad 
has slightly larger corpuscles than the common Frog. 

3. The corpuscles are much larger, without exception, in the 
Urodela than in the Anura. 

4. The difference between the corpuscles of Siredon and Lepido- 
siren is scarcely appreciable or nought, save that the nucleus is 
smallest in the former. 

5. Amphiuma and Sieboldia, both caducibranchiate species, have 
much larger corpuscles than the perennibranchiate Siredon. 

6. The corpuscles are not so large in Sieboldia, which is the 
largest species, as in Amphiuma and Proteus, which are much smaller 
species ; and so, too, of Triton and Lissotriton. 

Finally, Rudolph Wagner held that the greatest magnitude of the 
corpuscles is related to the persistency of the gills. More observa- 
tions than we yet possess would be required to determine what degree 
of truth there may be in this tenet. Though it is commonly adopted, 
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unconditionally, in some of our latest and largest books of microgra- 
phic and comparative anatomy, and without any reference to the 
eminent physiologist who originally propounded it, the present mea- 
surements are at variance with Wagner’s conclusion. Indeed it 
was as much nullified by Van der Hoeven’s discovery, in the year 
1841, of the large size of the corpuscles in Cryptobranchus, and by 
the proof much later of their still greater magnitude in Amphiuma, 
both species with evanescent gills. As little relation appears between 
the size of the species and the size of the corpuscles; for these are 
larger in the little Proteus and Amphiuma than in the gigantic 
Steboldia. And this accords with my old measurements, which, 
while proving that there is such a relation in one and the same order 
of mammalia and birds, showed that the same rule is not applicable 
to the lower Pyrenzematous Vertebrates. 

3. Notes on some Reptiles and Batrachians obtained by Dr. 
Adolf Bernhard Meyer in Celebes and the Philippine Is- 
lands. By Dr. A. Guntur, F.R.S., F.Z.S. 

[Received December 11, 1872.] 

(Plates XVII., XVIII.) 

HypROSAURUS. 

In Proc. Zool. Soc. 1872, p. 145, pls. 7 & 8, I have described 
and figured two species of Hydrosaurus from the Philippines; but 
the exact habitat was known of one of them only. I am now able 
to give more precise information in this respect. 

1. Hydrosaurus marmoratus is described by Cuvier and Wieg- 
mann as coming from Manila. A fine specimen was obtained by 
Dr. Meyer in Luzon, so that this species appears to be confined to 
this island. 

2. Hydrosaurus nuchalis is from Negros; several specimens of 
different ages were brought by Dr. Meyer; another we have bought 
of Hrn. Salmin, all showing the peculiar development of the nuchal 
scales. 

3. Hydrosaurus cumingii from Mindanao is still represented by 
one example only. 

TROPIDOPHORUS GRAYI. 

One specimen was obtained by Dr. Meyer in Luzon; and at a 
somewhat later period we purchased three other examples of dif- 
ferent ages of Hrn. Salmin, without precise information as regards 
their habitat. All these specimens differ slightly from the typical 
examples in having smaller gular scales. 

Hinvria variecatTa. (Plate XVII. fig. B.) 

This species has been very properly distinguished by Prof. Peters 
from Hinulia nevia, which has smaller scales, and the vertical sepa- 
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rated from the rostral by the frontals. HH. nevia is not confined to 
New Guinea; we have one specimen from Dillwyn’s Bornean col- 
lection ; it is not well preserved. 

HInvu ia NiGROLABRIS. (Plate XVII. fig. A.) 

Closely allied to H. nevia and H. variegata, but distinguished 
from the former by considerably longer toes, and from the latter by 
having the vertical shield separated from the rostral by the frontals. 

The middle of the body is surrounded by forty-six longitudinal 
series of scales. Upper labials five or six. ar-opening large, with- 
out denticulation. ‘he fore leg, when stretched forward, extends 
to, or even slightly beyond, the end of the snout, the hind leg beyond 
the axil. Upper parts chestnut-brown, with irregular transverse 
black spots; sides and legs variegated with black and brown. Tail 
nearly entirely black. A black band from the eye, above the tym- 
panum, extends to the side of the neck, where it is lost in the brown 
coloration of the sides. The meeting edges of the jaws black. 

inches. lines. 
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One specimen, obtained by Dr. Meyer in Northern Celebes. 

CoPrHOSCINCUS INFRALINEOLATUS. 

Scales smooth ; supranasal shields none ; lower eyelid with a trans- 
parent disk ; ear-opening hidden. 

Snout depressed, not produced. Vertical bell-shaped, in contact 
with the preefrontal. Scales in twenty-two longitudinal series, of 
which the two middle on the back are very broad, twice as broad as 
the adjoining series. ‘There are forty-two scales in a longitudinal 
series between the axil of the fore leg and the vent. Two large pre- 
anal scales. Black above, with three golden-yellow longitudinal 
bands, as broad as the black ground-colour between. The middle 
band commences on the end of the snout, and is continued on the 
tail; the lateral band commences on the superciliary edge, and runs 
along the side of the back to the root of the tail, where it is lost. 
The entire lower side with fine brown longitudinal lines running 
along the meeting edges of the rows of scales. Limbs finely reticu- 
lated, and the toes annulated, with black. 

A single specimen was obtained by Dr. Meyer on Sangi Island ; 
it has lost the greater portion of its tail. 
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CoPHOSCINCUS SUBVITTATUS. 

Scales smooth ; supranasal shields none ; lower eyelid with a trans- 
parent disk; ear-opening hidden, but distinctly indicated by a sunken 
lace. 
Snout pointed, not produced or depressed. Vertical bell-shaped, 

in contact with the prefrontal. Scales in twenty-two longitudinal 
series, of which the two middle on the back are very broad, nearly 
twice as broad as the adjoining series; and the latter, again, are 
twice as broad as the next outer ones. There are forty scales in a 
longitudinal series between the axil of the fore leg and the veut. Two 
large preeanal scales. A broad bluish-white band runs along the 
middle of the back from the snout, and appears to be continued on 
the tail; it is bordered on each side by a narrower black band, which 
becomes indistinct in the posterior half of the trunk. Along the 
side of the head and neck there is another similar white and black 
band, the white band proceeding from the supraciliary edge, but this 
band is lost behind the shoulder. Sides of the body and lower parts 
whitish, immaculate. Legs with very faint brownish dots. 
A single specimen was obtained by Dr. Meyer at Manado: it had 

jost its tail; and only a short portion is reproduced. 
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Draco ornatus, Gray. 

In the ‘ Reptiles of British India,’ I have identified Gray’s Draco 
ornatus with D. spilopterus of Wiegmann. This is so far correct, that 
the adult male specimen (Cat. Lizards, p. 235, spec. ¢) is really 
of Wiegmann’s species; but the others (specimens a, 6, d) belong to 
a really distinct species, for which the name proposed by Gray must 
be retained. This species is most closely allied to, and may be re- 
garded as the Philippine representative of, Draco volans; but the 
tympanum is covered with scales. D. ornatus is distinguished from 
D. spilopterus by the different coloration of the lower surface of the 
wings, which have some more or less confluent large black blotches, 
whilst in D. spilopterus the spots are small and scattered. 

Draco sritonotvs, Gthr. 

By inadvertence this species was described in the text of Proce. 
Zool. Soc. 1872, p. 592, under the name of Draco spilopterus, whilst 
the correct name (Draco spilonotus) was used on pl. 35. 
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BRONCHOCELA MARMORATA, Gray. 

From an examination of specimens collected by Dr. Meyer in 
Luzon I have no doubt that Calotes (Bronchocele) philippinus of 
Peters (Monatsber. Ak. Berl. 1867, p. 16) is identical with this 
species. Indeed one might even hesitate to separate this Philippine 
form from that of Celebes, B. celebensis. The principal distinctive 
character appears to be the pholidosis of the loreal region, which is 
almost granular in B. marmorata, and formed by distinct scutella in 
B. celebensis. In the former I have counted from 25 to 30 longi- 
tudinal series of scales on the side of the body, in the latter from 22 
to 26. 

LorHURA AMBOINENSIS, 

There are fifteen examples of all sizes in the British Museum ; the 
localities where they have been obtained are Java, Amboyna, Celebes, 
and the Philippine Islands. I have arrived at the conclusion that 
no constant distinctive characters can be pointed out in specimens 
from different localities, and that there are not two individuals per- 
fectly alike with regard to the development and distribution of the 
large scales and tubercles. As already observed by Wiegmann, the 
restral crest is somewhat more developed in Philippine specimens 
(L. pustulata) than in those from Java and Amboyna, and is visible 
even in very young specimens; but so slight a difference cannot be 
regarded as a specific distinction. ‘Thus I must hesitate to adopt 
the Lophura shawii of Gray and the Lophura celebensis recently 
distinguished by Peters (Monatsber. Ak. Berl. 1872, p. 581); the 
latter is represented in the British Museum by an adult female re- 
ceived many years ago from the Leyden Museum with the name of 
Basiliscus celebensis. 

PERIJPIA MUTILATA, Wiegm. 

I have no doubt that Professor Peters is correct in supposing that 
Peripia peronit (D. & B.) is identical with Peropus mutilatus 
( Wiegm.). 

Catamaria mopesta (D. & B.). 

Dr. Meyer has obtained a singular variety of this species at Manado. 
The upper parts are of a light coffee-brown, dotted with darker. 
The abdomen is blackish, with a well-defined median white longitu- 
dinal band. This peculiar distribution of the colours of the abdomen 
I find more or less distinctly indicated in specimens from Java. 

OXxyYCALAMUS OXYCEPHALUS. (Fig. p. 169.) 

Rhabdosoma oxycephalum, Giinth. Colubr. Sn. p. 242. 

This species is most closely allied to O. longiceps (Cantor) from 
Pinang; but a direct comparison is rendered almost impossible by 
the bad state of preservation of the type of the latter species. O. 
oxycephalus lacks a preorbital; the number of ventral scutes is 
137-152. 
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Oxycalamus oxycephalus. 

STENOGNATHUS MODEsTUS, D. & B. 

Rhabdosoma leporinum, Giinth. Col. Snak. p. 12, is identical with 
this species, as already indicated by Peters, Berl. Monatsber. 1861, 
p- 684. Seven or eight upper labials. Duméril’s statement that 
this snake is found in Java, is probably erroneous, as several other 
undoubtedly Philippine snakes have been stated by him to be from 
Java, where they do not occur. 

Oxicopon norospiLus. (Plate XVIII. fig. A.) 

Scales in fifteen rows. Loreal small but distinct; one pree- and 
one postocular; seven upper labials, the third and fourth entering 
the orbit; temporals 1+2. Ventral shields 143; anal entire; sub- 
caudals 35 (the seven anterior not divided). Blackish ash, many 
scales with a very small white dot; along the median line of the 
back a series of eighteen large rhombic yellow black-edged spots, 
three of which belong to the tail. Head yellow, with two angular 
black cross bands. Lower parts uniform yellowish. 
A single example of this beautiful snake was obtained by Dr. Meyer 

on Mindanao; it is 103 inches long, of which the tail takes 14 inch. 

CoMPsosOMA MELANURUM (Schleg.). 

Dr. Meyer has obtained several examples of a light-coloured 
variety with reddish tail in Luzon and Negros. This variety is 
mentioned by Duméril & Bibron (p. 301), and is again described 
by them as Plagiodon erythrurus (p. 175) from Java. Several 
other Philippine reptiles having been erroneously stated by Duméril 
& Bibron to have been obtained from Java, 1 doubt whether the 
typical example of their Pl. erythrurus was received from that island. 
In Jan’s ‘Iconographie’ this snake is also figured twice, under the 
names given by Duméril and Bibron. 

ZAOCYS LUZONENSIS. 

Scales smooth, in fourteen rows, a single elongate loreal ; occipitals 
truncated behind ; seven upper labials, of which the third and fourth 
enter the orbit ; the fifth triangular, with its upper point not reach- 
ing the postocular or the temporal ; two preoculars, the lower small, 
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the upper reaching the upper surface of the head but not the ver- 
tical; two postoculars. Temporals 2+2, or 2+2+2. Ventrals 

205 ; anal bifid, subcaudals 119. Upper parts brownish-olive, nearly 
all the scales with black margins; lower parts whitish. the posterior 
part of the belly and the subcaudals black. 

One specimen was obtained by Dr. Meyer in Luzon; it is 83 feet 
long, the tail measuring 26 inches. 

TROPIDONOTUS MANADENSIS. 

Allied to 7. stodatus, but with the anterior frontals obtuse in 
front. Scales in nineteen rows, strongly keeled, except those of the 
outermost series. Head somewhat depressed, and rather dilated be- 
hind ; eyes of moderate size, Loreal large, a little longer than deep. 
One pre-, three postoculars. Eight upper labials, the third, fourth, 

and fifth entering the orbit. Temporals 2 +3. Ventrals 138; anal 
bifid ; subeaudals 76. Dentition diacranterian. Upper parts brownish 
olive; a very indistinct broad darker band runs along the back. 
The upperside of the head and neck are uniform greenish olive, and 
behind bordered by a horseshoe-like black band, with the convexity 
directed backwards, and its branches running downwards on the sides 
of the neck; the parts immediately behind this band are yellowish. 
A rather irregular series of black spots along each side of the ante- 
rior portion of the abdomen, the remainder of which is white. The 
sutures between the upper labials black. 

One specimen, 18 inches long (tail 5 inches) has been obtained by 
Dr. Meyer at Manado. 

TROPIDONOTUS CALLISTUS. (Plate XVII. fig. C.) 

Scales in 21 series, all strongly keeled, not emarginate behind. 
Head rather deep and short; eye large. Anterior frontals longer 
than posterior ; occipitals as long as vertical and posterior frontals 
together, rounded behind; loreal deeper than long; the single ante- 
rior ocular reaching to the upper surface of the head, but not to the 
vertical ; four postoculars. Nine upper labials, the fourth, fifth, and 
sixth entering the orbit ; temporals 24+ 2. The posterior chin-shields 
longer than the anterior, and much divergent. Ventrals 156; anal 
divided ; subcaudais 76. Maxillary teeth in a continuous series, the 
posterior scarcely longer than the preceding. 
A greenish-olive band commences from a bright yellow spot on 

the neck, runs, four scales broad, along the median line of the back 
and the tail; it is bordered on each side by a dark brown band, seven 
scales broad in the middle of its length, encroaching with its zigzag 
outline upon the median dorsal band. The outermost series pf scales 
and the corners of the abdominal shields are yellow, this colour 
forming another straight narrow band. A black band along each 
side of the belly. All these bands extend to the end of the tail. 
Upperside of the head black, with a yellow interocular cross band. 
Side of the snout and upper lip yellow. 

A single specimen, 12 inches long (tail 2? inches), was obtained 
by Dr. Meyer in Northern Celebes. 
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HoLoGeRRHUM PHILIPPINUM, Gthr. (Plate XVIII. fig. B.) 

This snake must be extremely scarce or very locally distributed, 
as none of the collections from the Philippines which have reached 
Europe during the last fifteen years contained another specimen. 
However, there appears to be one example in the Paris Museum, 
which has been figured by Jan under the name of Cyclochorus ma- 
culatus (leonogr. livr. xxxvi. 1870, pl. 6. fig. 3). He states (Index 
des Planches) that this specimen is from Java, which is very doubtful. 
The groove of the posterior maxillary teeth is, in our specimen, not 
lateral, as figured by Jan, but anterior. I should now describe the 
nasal plate as divided rather than as single. Ventrals 144, sub- 
ceaudals 40. 

POLYPEDATES SIMILIS. 

Closely ailied to P. signatus, but entirely smooth. 
Canthus rostralis distinct; loreal region concave, vertical ; eye 

large; tympanum not quite the size of the eye. Back and sides 
smooth, without granulation. Fingers slender, quite free, with very 
small disks; toes slender, two thirds webbed, also with the disks 
very small. Two small metatarsal tubercles. Inner nostrils narrow, 
but wider than the Eustachian tubes; vomerine teeth in two very 
short oblique converging series between the inner nostrils. Upper 
parts black, a well-defined greenish-white band runs along the upper 
margin of the snout and eyelid, and along each side of the back. 
No brown spots on the back or sides; a whitish line along the coc- 
cyx; @ well-defined whitish band along the margin of the upper lip, 
termimating below the tympanum. Legs transversely barred with 
brown and reddish white. Lower parts whitish. 

One specimen from Laguna del Bay. 
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PLATYMANTIS MEYERI. 

Similar in habit to Pl. plicifera, but with more slender limbs. 
Snout scarcely longer than the eye. Vomerine teeth on two very 
short and very prominent oblique ridges, situated inwards and back- 
wards of the inner nostrils, very far apart. Inner nostrils and Eus- 
tachian openings narrow. ‘lympanum not half the size of the eye. 
Back with rather short longitudinal folds. Disks of fingers and toes 
extremely small. First finger a little longer than the second. Toes 
with a rudiment of aweb. Twosmall metatarsal tubercles. Brown- 
ish above, marbled with darker; a broad light reddish band from 
the snout along the median line of the back. Lower parts whitish, 
throat marbled with brown. 
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One specimen of this species, as well as of P. plicifera, was ob- 
tained by Dr. Meyer at Laguna del Bay. 
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4. A Monographic Revision of the Genera Zephronia and 
Spherotherium, with Descriptions of new Species. By 

Arruur G. Butter, F.L.S., F.Z.S., &e. 
[Received December 11, 1872.] 

(Plate XIX.) 

In the ‘Annals and Magazine of Natural History’ for last 
November, I added eighteen species to these two genera. Subse- 
quently I have been favoured by Mr. Wilson Saunders with a sight 
of his collection, in which I have discovered two new Spherotheria ; 
whilst a recent examination of the Banksian Collection in the British 
Museum has brought to light two examples of a fine new Zephronia. 

As I have had some little difficulty in determining the species of 
these two genera, owing to their great similarity one to another, I 
have thought that it would facilitate the study of the group if I were 
to draw up a synonymic list of the described species, grouping them ° 
into sections founded upon well-marked structural characters. 

In the case of some of Brandt’s species (the original descriptions 
of which I have hitherto sought for in vain under the guidance of 
the references given in Gervais’s ‘ Aptéres’), I have given trans- 
lations of the diagnoses as cited by M. Gervais. ‘This I have, how- 
ever, only done either when the species described is unknown to me, 
or when certain characters mentioned by the author indicate to which 
of my sections the species belongs. I have been obliged to rename 
one of the forms figured by Koch in his ‘ Die Myriapoden,’ inasmuch 
as it does not agree with Brandt’s description as cited by Gervais. 

The number of species now described in the two genera will 
amount to fifty-one. 

Order APTERA. 

Suborder Myriovopa. 

Division CHILOGNATHA. 

Family GLomERIDa, Gervais. 

Genus SpH#ZROTHERIUM, Brandt. 

Div. 1. Last dorsal segment having a more or less distinct external 
rim. 

Sect. a. Anterior portion of the last segment abruptly thickened. 

1. SPH#ROTHERIUM ROTUNDATUM. 

Spherotherium rotundatum, Brandt, Bull. Nat. Mose. pl. 6, p. 198. 
n. 1 (1833) ; Koch, Myriapoden, i. pl. 19. f. 38 (1863). 
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Zephronia rotundata, Gervais, Ann. Sc. Nat. 2nd ser. vii. p. 42 
(1837). 

South Africa (Sir Andrew Smith). B.M. 

2. SPHHZROTHERIUM GLABRUM, n. sp. (Plate XIX. figs. 1, 1a.) 

Pale castaneous, with head, nuchal plate, and posterior margins 
of dorsal segments dark castaneous, almost pitchy. 

Head smooth, shining, with two broad longitudinal sulcations, 
above and between which is a small reniform depression ; coarse 
punctures sparsely distributed all over, excepting in the centre; 
nuchal plate smooth, flattened, with indistinct series of punctures in 
front ; dorsal segments smooth, shining, their lateral wings coarsely 
punctured, especially in front; last segment coarsely and somewhat 
densely punctured all over, with central area somewhat tumid and 
outer edge projecting, especially in the centre, so as to form a 
sloping and consequently indistinct rim. 

Length 1 inch 10 lines, width 1 inch 1 line. 
Madagascar. Two specimens. Coll. Saunders.. 
Allied to S. rotundatum and obtusum. 

3. SPHHROTHERIUM PUNCTULATUM. 

Spherotherium punctulatum, Brandt, Bull. Acad. St. Pétersb. 
1841; Rec. Mém. Myriap. p. 179. 
“Head subrugose, entirely marked with very close punctuations. 

Collar subrugose, with punctuations arranged in a row in front and 
scattered above. First dorsal segment and the following marked 
with very dense punctuations, visible to the naked eye. Last 
segment marked with more numerous punctuations than the others, 
swollen behind and thickened. No shining lines upon the centre of 
the last dorsal segments. Colour olivaceous ; hind margins of the 
segments ferruginous.” 

Cape of Good Hope (Brande). 
Appears to be referable to this section, and seems almost identical 

with §. obtusum. 

4. SPHZROTHERIUM OBTUSUM. 

Spherotherium obtusum, Koch, Myriapoden, i. p. 5, pl. 2. f. 5 
(1863). 

Port Natal (Gueinzius). B.M. 

Sect. 6. Anterivr portion of the last segment not thickened. 

5. SPHZROTHERIUM NIGRUM. 

Spherotherium nigrum, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, 
vol. x. p. 359. n. 4, pl. 18. fig. 11 (1872). 

South Africa (Sir Andrew Smith). Type, B.M. 

6. SPHZROTHERIUM GROSSUM. 

Spherotherium grossum, Koch, Myriapoden, i. p. 5, pl. 2. f. 6 
(1863). 

Cape of Good Hope (Koch). 
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The external rim on the last segment of this species seems feebly 
developed, judging by Koch’s figure. 

Div. 2. Last dorsal segment with a more or less pronounced sinus 
behind. 

Sect. a. Dorsal segments roughened, dull ; head and nuchal plate 
clothed with hair. 

7. SPHZROTHERIUM SINUATUM. 

Spherotherium sinuatum, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, 
vol. x. p. 359, pl. 18. f. 10 (1872). 

Sarawak (Wallace). Type, B.M. 

Sect. 6. Dorsal segments roughened, dull, clothed with short hair, 
and with longitudinal central shining ridge. 

8. SPHZROTHERIUM DORSALE. 

Zephronia dorsalis, Gervais, Hist. Nat. des Insectes, Aptéres, iv. 
p- 79 (1847). 

Zephronia pulverea, White, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, vol. iil. 
p- 405, pl. 7. f. 4, 4a, 4b (1859), type. 

Spherotherium retusum, Koch, Myriapoden, pl. 19. f. 36 Cae 
Port Natal (Gueinzius). B.N 

Div. 3. Last segment rounded, without external rim or depression. 

Sect. a. A more or less continuous shining longitudinal dorsal 
ridge. 

9. SPHH#ROTHERIUM LICHTENSTEINII. 

Spherotherium lichtensteinii, Brandt, Bull. Nat. Mose. vi. p. 199. 
n. 3 (1833); Koch, Myriapoden, i. pl. 14. f. 29 (1863). 

Zephronia lichtensteinii, Gervais, Ann. Se. Nat. 2nd ser. vii. p. 43 
(1837). 

South Africa (Sir Andrew Smith). B.M. 

Group aa. Last segment with posterior central area projecting. 

10. SPH&£ROTHERIUM PUNCTATUM. 

Spherotherium punctatum, Brandt, Bull. Nat. Mosc. vi. p. 199. 
n. 4 (1833). 

Zephronia punctata, Gervais, Ann. Sc. Nat. 2nd ser. vii. p. 43 
(1837). 

‘*Head almost smooth, shining, marked by very large scattered 
punctuations above and in the middle. A row of very strong 
punctuations upon the front of the collar, with others larger and 
scattered upon the centre. Second and the following segments 
marked up to their inferior and posterior margin with strong 
punctures, easily visible to the naked eye. Punctuations of the last 
arch more close, but not visible to the naked eye ; the latter a little 
thickened and swollen to the centre of its posterior margin. Sixth 
and following dorsal segments marked in their centre above by a 
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projecting, longitudinal, smooth and shining line. Lateral process 
of the last segments provided with a little projecting ridge on the 
inner surface of their lateral laminz. Colour olivaceous; hind 
margins ferruginous.” 

South Africa (Sir Andrew Smith). B.M. 
Our specimen agrees in almost every particular with the above 

description ; the longitudinal line, however, appears not to extend 
above the ninth dorsal segment, but it may be concealed under the 
overlapping margins of the segments. In an example in Mr. 
Saunders’s collection, the longitudinal line extends from the second 
to the eleventh segment, but in some of them it is feebly indicated. 

Sect. 6. Dorsal segments without longitudinal ridge; last segment 
compressed. 

11. SpH#ROTHERIUM COMPRESSUM. 

Spherotherium compressum, Brandt, Bull. Nat. Mose. vi. p. 198. 
n. 2 (1833); Koch, Myriapoden, i. pl. 19. f. 39 (1863). 

Zephronia compressa, Gervais, Ann. Sc. Nat. 2nd ser. vii. p. 43 
(1837). 

South Africa (Six Andrew Smith). B.M. 

12. SPHZROTHERIUM RUGULOSUM. 

Spherotherium rugulosum, Brandt, Bull. Acad. St. Pétersb. 1841 ; 
Rec. Mém. Myriap. p. 179 (1841). 

Outward aspect of S. punctatum, ‘ of which it has also the form 
and colour. Anterior segments and middle of the body having upon 
the sides of the back some little ridges or projecting lines, very 
small, transverse, subparallel, and irregular. No little ridge above 
the insertion of the lateral laminze of the posterior segments of the 
body. Sixth dorsal segment and the following more or less punc- 
tured over their whole superior surface. Last segment rugose, 
strongly marked with punctuations visible to the naked eye, at- 
tenuated at its posterior margin.” 

Cape of Good Hope (Brandt). 

Sect. c. Last dorsal segment rounded, not compressed. 

13. SPH#ZROTHERIUM JAVANICUM. 

Zephronia javanica, Guérin, Ann. Se. Nat. 2nd ser. vii. p. 43 
(1837); Iconogr. Régn. Anim. de Cuv., Ins. pl. 1. f. 2, expl. Ins. p. 5. 

East Indies (S. Stevens). B.M. 

14. SpH#ROTHERIUM KUTORG&. 

Spherotherium kutorge, Brandt, Bull. St. Pétersb. p. 560 (1841). 
“Dorsal segments of the body without punctuations; collar 

wanting punctuations on its upper surface and on its anterior 
margin ; small transverse rugosities placed on upper surface of the 
lateral wings of first dorsal segment slightly developed ; terminated 
above by a curved line or little curved crest ; last segment of the 
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body slightly elevated, rather more projecting longitudinally at its 
centre.” 

Hab. unknown. Museum of St. Petersburg. 
This species may perhaps role to the S. ¢itanus group. 

15. SPH#ROTHERIUM HIPPOCASTANUM. 
Zephronia hippocastanum, Gervais, Hist. Nat. des Insectes, Ap- 

téres, iv. p. 83 (1847). 
? Zephronia acteon, White, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, vol. ill. 

p-. 405. n. 1, pl. 7. f. 5, 5a, 56 (1859), type. 
Madagascar (Madame Ida Pfeiffer). B.M. 
The differences which Mr. White gives to distinguish his species 

from S. hippocastanum are not so great as between the different 
examples which we possess of some other species, and I much doubt 
its specific distinctness. Mr. W. W. Saunders has an example 
measuring nearly 3 inches in length, and 1 inch 8 lines in breadth ; 
this specimen has yellow eyes, whereas both S. Aippocastanum and 
S. actgon are described with black eyes. I suspect the colour of 
the eyes, as well as of the segments of the body, varies considerably. 

16. SPH#ROTHERIUM LATUM. 

Spherotherium latum, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. 
prasea. 1, plils&.-f. 3 (1872). 

North Madagascar (LZ. Bouton). Type, B.M. 

17. SPHEZROTHERIUM KLUGII. 
Spherotherium klugii, Brandt, Bull. Acad. St. Pétersb. p. 360 

1841 
: Head entirely covered with punctuations. Collar provided on 
its front margin with a series of points, without punctuations at its 
centre and behind. First dorsal segment strongly punctured in 
front, slightly at its centre, and not at all behind. The others up to 

the last strongly marked in front and at the middle by very large 
punctures, smooth at their hind margin. Segments 6 to 11 some- 
what sloping at their hind margin. The last segment entirely 
punctured, including its hind margin. The colour appears to be 
dark olivaceous, with the posterior margin of the segments fer- 
ruginous.’ 

Cape of Good Hope. Museum St. Petersburg. 

18. SPHXROTHERIUM CONVEXUM. 
Spherotherium convexum, Koch, Myriapocen, i. p. 31, pl. 14. f. 

27 (1863). 
New Holland (Koch). 

19. SPHZROTHERIUM ELONGATUM. 
Spherotherium elongatum, Brandt, Bull. Nat. de Mose. vi. p. 199. 

n. 5 (1833); Koch, Myriapoden, i. pl. 14. f. 28 (1863). 
Zephronia elongata, Gervais, Ann. Se. Nat. 2nd ser. vii. p. 43 

(1837). 
Cape of Good Hope. Coll. W. W. Saunders. 
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20. SPHHZROTHERIUM DE LACYI. 

Zephronia (Spherotherium) de lacyi, White, Ann. & Mag. Nat. 
Hist. ser. 3, vol. iii. p. 406. n. 4, pl. 7. f. 2, 2a (1859). 

New Zealand (Macgillivray). Type, B.M. 

21. SPHZROTHERIUM NEPTUNUS. 
Spherotherium neptunus, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, 

vol. x. p. 358. n. 2, pl. 18. f. 6 (1872). 
Madagascar (Madame Ida Pfeiffer) ; Natal (Gueinzius). 

Type, B.M. 

Sect. d. Dorsal segments covered with minute pustules. 
22. SPHHEROTHERIUM FRATERNUM. (Plate XIX. fig. 2.) 
Spherotherium fraternum, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, 

vol. x. p. 359. n. 3 (1872). 
Victoria, Australia (Dr, Howitt). Type, B.M. 

Sect. e. Lateral wings of first dorsal segment with lamine broad 
and thin, marginal ridge feebly developed ; dorsal segments 
without pustules, 

23, SPHHROTHERIUM KOCHII, 0. sp. 
Spherotherium punctatum, Koch, Myriapoden, i. p. 43, pl. 19. 

f. 37 (1863), but not of Brandt. 
Java. B.M. 
Koch says that the head and nuchal plate are somewhat darker 

than the dorsal segments: this is markedly the case in our example. 

24. SPHHROTHERIUM MICROSTICTUM. 
Spherotherium microstictum, Brandt, Bull. Acad. St. Pétersb. 

(1841) ; Rec. Mém. Myriap. p. 178 (1841). 
“Head smcoth, marked by scattered punctures, scarcely any on 

its upper margin. Collar punctured in front only, with punctuations 
in a row, without punctuations above; some scattered punctures 
upon the first dorsal segment. Second, third, fourth, and fifth 
segments finely punctured in front only, very nearly smooth over all 
the rest of their surface ;”” remaining segments, “ with the exception 
of the last, punctured in front and in the centre. Hind margin of 
the last segment very nearly straight ; this segment rounded, convex, 
moderately sloping, entirely marked with fine and close punctuations. 
Colour olivaceous ; margins of the segments ferruginous.” 

Cape of Good Hope (Brandé) ; sp. ead.? hab. —? B.M. 
We have portions of two large examples, differing much in depth 

of colour, but both apparently referable to this species. 

Div. 4. Last dorsal segment bearing a triangular excrescence in the 
middle of its posterior area. 

25. SPHHROTHERIUM TITANUS. 

Spherotherium titanus, Brandt, Bull. Acad. St. Pétersb. (1840). 
Hab. unknown. Museum of St. Petersburg. 

Proc. Zooxr. Soc.—1873, No. XII. 12 
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26. SPHZROTHERIUM STIGMATICUM, n. sp. (Plate XIX. fig. 3.) 

Dull testaceous; eyes, antenne, and legs greenish olivaceous. 
Head smooth, shining in front and coarsely punctured, deeply 
sinuated behind; nuchal plate smooth, with central area slightly 
projecting and forming a double oval; dorsal segments depressed, 
smooth, scarcely perceptibly punctured behind, their lateral wings 
finely but densely punctured ; last segment finely rugose, shining 
behind, somewhat compressed at the sides; its posterior margin 
somewhat projecting, and just above it a well-marked subtriangular 
raised spot. 

Length 1 inch 4 lines, width 9 lines. 
Madagascar. Two examples. Coll. Saunders. 
Evidently allied to S. ¢ifanus, but having the dull aspect of 

Zephronia innominata. 

The following species are of doubtful location :— 

27. SPHHROTHERIUM OVALE. 

Julus ovalis, Linnzeus, Ameen. Acad. iv. p. 253. n. 36, pl. 3. f. 4 
(1788). 

Julus ovatus, Fabricius, Sp. Ins. i. p. 528. n. 1. 
China. 
This species, unless the type turns up, will never be identified 

with certainty. It appears to be a narrow species, probably not 
unlike Zephronia innominata in form. 

28. SPHZROTHERIUM GRONOVII. 

Spherotherium gronovit, Brandt, Rec. Mém. Myriap. p. 180. 
Oniscus caudu subrotundata, §c., Gronov. Zooph. p. 233. n. 995, 

piel. f.°4,- 51764). 
Julus ovalis, Latreille, Hist. Nat. des Crust. et Ins. vii. p. 64. n. 1, 

pl. 59. f. 5, 6. 
“Seas of Norway and England ” (Gronov). 
But for the antennz, which are those of a Spherotherium, this 

might have been identified with Zephronia chitonoides. It is pro- 
bably allied to S. neptunus. 

Genus ZepHronta, Gray. 

Div. 1. Species with teeth on back of head. 

1, ZEPHRONIA BRANDTII. 

Spheropeus brandtii, Humbert, Myr. de Ceylan, in Mém. de la 
Soc. Phys. et d’Hist. Nat. de Genéve, xviii. pt. i. p. 38, [Zephronia 
b.] pl. 3. f. 15 (1865). 

Ceylon (Thwaites § Purdie). B.M. 

2. ZEPHRONIA CHITONOIDES. 

Zephronia chitonoides, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 
p- 354. n. 1, pl. 18. f. 2, 2a (1872). 

Madras and Ceylon (Sir A. Smith). Type, B.M. 
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3. ZEPHRONIA RUGULOSA. 

Zephronia rugulosa, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 
p- 355. n. 2, pl. 18. f. 1 (1872). 

Ceylon (R. Templeton). Type, B.M. 

4. ZeEPHRONIA NoTICcEps. (Plate XIX. fig. 4.) 

Zephronia noticeps, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 
p. 355. n. 3 (1872). 

Ceylon (EZ. W. Janson). Type, B.M. 

Div. 2. Species without teeth on back of head. 

Sect. a. First dorsal segment with lamina of lateral wing narrow ; 
lateral marginal ridge feebly developed. 

5. ZEPHRONIA TESTACEA. 

Julus testaceus, Olivier, Enc. Méth., Ins. vii. p. 414. 
Zephronia testacea, Gervais, Ann. Sc. Nat. 2nd ser. vii. p. 43 

(1837). 
Spherotherium testaceum, Brandt, Rec. Mém. Myriap. p. 181 

(1841). 
Madagascar ; sp. ead.? hab. —? B.M. 

6. ZEPHRONIA NIGRINOTA. 

Zephronia nigrinota, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 
p- 356. n. 8, pl. 18. f. 9 (1872). 

Sikkim (Dr. Hooker); Assam (Warwick), Type, B.M. 

7. ZEPHRONIA HETEROSTICTA. 
Zephronia heterosticta, Newport, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 1, 

vol. xiii. p. 265 (1844). 
India (W. Elliot). Type, B.M. 

8. ZEPHRONIA INERMIS. 

Spheropeus inermis, Humbert, Myr. de Ceylan, in Mém. de la 
Soc. Phys. et d’Hist. Nat. de Genéve, xviii. pt. 1, p. 39, [Zephronia 
i.] pl. 3. f. 16 (1865). 

Ceylon (R. Templeton) ; Madras (Sir A. Smith). B.M. 

Group aa. Front of head hairy. 

9, ZEPHRONIA GLABRATA. 

Zephronia glabrata, Newport, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 1, 
vol. xiii. p. 264 (1844). 

Philippine Islands. Type, B.M. 

Group a6. Head and nuchal plate hairy. 

10. ZEPHRONIA LUTESCENS. (Plate XIX. fig. 5.) 
Zephronia lutescens, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 

p. 356. n. 9 (1872). 
India (Mrs. Hamilton). Type, B.M. 

12* 
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Allied to the preceding, but with head, nuchal plate, and front of 
first dorsal segment setose; the nuchal plate and dorsal segments 
comparatively broader and much less punctured. 

Group ac. All the body hairy. 

11. ZEPHRONIA IGNOBILIS. (Plate XIX. fig. 6.) 

Zephronia ignobilis, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 
p. 357. n. 10 (1872). 

Java (Argent). Type, B.M. 

12. ZEPHRONIA PILIFERA. (Plate XIX. fig. 7.) 

Zephronia pilifera, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 
p- 357. n. 11 (1872). 

Ceylon (R. Templeton). Type, B.M. 

Sect. b. First dorsal segment with lamina of lateral wing broad ; 
lateral marginal ridge feebly developed. 

13. ZEPHRONIA corRUGATA, (Plate XIX. fig. 8.) 

Zephronia corrugata, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 
p. 355. n. 4 (1872). 

Ceylon (R. Templeton). Type, B.M. 

14. ZeEPHRONIA HERCULES. 

Spheropeus hercules, Brandt, Bull. Nat. Mose. vi. p. 200. n. 1 
(1833); Koch, Myriapoden, p. 31, pl. 2. f. 4 (1863). 

Hab. ? Berlin Museum (Koch). 
This species is remarkable for the peculiar elongation of the 

lateral wings of first segment. 

15. ZEPHRONIA OVALIS. 

Zephronia ovalis, J. E. Gray in Griffith’s Animal Kingdom, Ins. 
pl. 135. f. 5 (not Julus ovalis, Linn.). 

Spheropeus insignis, Brandt, Bull. Nat. Mose. vi. p. 200. n. 2 
(1833). 

Java (Argent). Type, B.M. 
M. Gervais seems to have doubted whether this was a Sphero- 

therium or a Zephronia. He first quoted it as synonymous with S. 
javanicum, and subsequently as a distinct species under the name of 
Z. insignis (see ‘ Aptéres,’ pp. 82 & 85). 

16. ZEPHRONIA TIGRINA. 

Zephronia tigrina, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 
p- 356. n. 6, pl. 18. f. 7 (1872). 

“Kast Indies” (S. Stevens). Type, B.M. 

17. ZEPHRONIA ZEBRAICA. 

Zephronia zebraica, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 
p. 356. n. 7, pl. 18. f. 4 (1872). 

Near Bombay (Col. Whitehill). Type, B.M. 
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18. ZEPHRONIA BANKSIANA, n. sp. (Plate XIX. fig. 9.) 
Dorsal segments, excepting the first, palish chestnut, spotted and 

blotched with pitchy ; head, nuchal plate, and first segment dark 
chestnut, more or less varied with black ; eyes pale greenish. 

Head shining, densely but finely punctured in front ; nuchal plate 
with anterior ridge and row of ill-defined punctures ; folded anterior 
ridge of first dorsal segment unusually thick, lateral wing broad, 
with feebly developed ridge; dorsal segments for the most part 
smooth and polished, but with their front edge and anterior half of 
lateral wings somewhat rugose ; anterior half of last segment finely 
and densely punctured. 

Length 2 inches, width 1 inch. 
Hab. unknown. Coll. Banks in B.M. 
Allied to Z. sulcatula and Z. zebraica. 

19. ZEPHRONIA VERSICOLOR. 

Zephronia versicolor, White, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3, vol. iii. 
p- 405. n. 3, pl. 7. f. 3, 3a, 36 (1859); Humbert, Myr. de Ceylan, in 
Mém. de la Soc. Phys. et d’Hist. Nat. de Genéve, xviii. pt. 1, p.41, 
pl. 3. f. 17 (1865). 

Peradenia, Ceylon (Thwattes). Three specimens. Type, B.M. 

Group 4a. Head and nuchal plate hairy. 

20. ZEPHRONIA LEOPARDINA. (Plate XIX. fig. 10.) 
Zephronia leopardina, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 

p- 356. n. 5 (1872). 
Ceylon (R. Templeton). Type, B.M. 
My observation respecting the hairiness of this Zephronia was to 

some extent erroneous, the real hairs being confined to the head and 
nuchal plate. A microscopical examination of the dorsal segments 
shows them to be to all appearance merely dirty. 

Group 64. All the body hairy. 

21. ZEPHRONIA CASTANEA. 

Zephronia castanea, Newport, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 1, 
vol. xiii. p. 265 (1844). 

Philippine Islands (Cuming). Type, B.M. 

Group 4c. A narrow projecting (but not shining) interrupted longi- 
tudinal ridge from first to last segment (neither included). 

22. ZEPHRONIA INNOMINATA, 

Zephronia innominata (Newport), Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 
ser. 4, vol. x. p. 357. n. 12, pl. 18. f. 8 (1872). 

Philippine Islands (Cuming). Type, B.M. 
May at once be distinguished from Z. castanea by its paler 

colour, narrower and more distinctly punctured dorsal segments, 
longitudinal ridge, and broader terminal joint of antenne. 
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Sect. c. Lamina of lateral wing broad, marginal ridge feebly deve- 
loped ; second to eleventh dorsal segments multisulcate. 

23. ZEPHRONIA SULCATULA. 

Zephronia sulcatula, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. x. 

p- 357. n. 13, pl. 18. f. 5 (1872). 
Borneo (W. Jeakes). Type, B.M. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX. 

Fig. 1. Spherotherium glabrum, profile. 
a. — , anterior segments from above. 

fraternum, profile. 
. —— stigmaticum, perspective view from behind. 
. Zephronia noticeps, head, nuchal plate, and anterior segments, enlarged ; 

front view. 
— lutescens, profile. 

ignobilis, profile, enlarged. 
— pilifera, profile. 

corrugata, profile. 
— banksiana, profile. 

: leopardina, profile. SOON woote —_ 

5. Descriptions of Eight new Species of Land and Marine 
Shells from various Localities. By Grorcr FRENCH 

Aneas, Corr. Mem. Z.S., F.R.G.S., F.L.S., &e. 

[Received December 16, 1872.] 

(Plate XX.) 
1, EuTHRiA ARACANENSIS, n. sp. (Plate XX. fig. 1.) 

Shell ovately fusiform, solid, transversely ridged, the interstices 
finely transversely striate, the ridges stronger in front, pale olivaceous 
brown, ornamented with longitudinal irregular chestnut markings ; 
whorls 9 to 10, strongly angulate and nodose in the middle, excavated 
above, and slightly rounded below; aperture ovate, nearly half the 
length of the shell, angulate posteriorly, pale flesh-colour ; outer lip 
crenulate, finely suleate within; columella strongly arcuate, with a 
moderate posterior callus; the rostrum slanting, recurved. 

Length 2 inches, diam. 1 inch (coll. Hanley). 
Hab. Aracan. 

2. Hexrx (SEMICORNU) SILENUS, n.sp. (Plate XX. fig. 2.) 
Shell deeply and perspectively umbilicated, rather thin, globosely 

depressed, pale brown, minutely and very finely punctately striate ; 
spire immersed; whorls 5, rounded, rapidly increasing, the last 
inflated, a little flattened at the upper part, descending considerably 
in front, and somewhat angulated round the umbilicus; aperture 
oblique, rhomboidly lunate; peristome thin, whitish; margins ap- 
proximating, the right flexuous, narrowly expanded; the columellar 
margin rounded, expanded, and slightly reflexed. 
"Maj. diam. 7, min. 6; height 5 lines. 

Hab. New Ireland. 
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3, Hexrx (TRocHoMORPHA) JUANITA, n. sp. (Plate XX. fig. 3.) 

Shell widely and deeply umbilicated, depressedly conoidal, mode- 
rately thin, shining, obliquely sculptured with irregular close raised 
strize, dark chestnut-brown, with a narrow yellowish-green band at 
the periphery and a broad band of the same colour surrounding and 
including the umbilicus ; spire convexly conoidal ; whorls 63, slightly 
convex, the last angled at the periphery; aperture oblique, truncately 
oval; peristome white, the margins thin, converging, slightly ex- 
panded, the right somewhat flexuous, the basal a little thickened. 

Maj. diam. 12, min. 11; height 63 lines. 
Hab. Solomon Isles. 

4, Hetrx (ANGASELLA) PHILLIPSIANA, n. sp. (Plate XX. 
fig. 4.) 

Shell deeply umbilicated, depressed, rather thin, obliquely plicately 
striated and finely granulated, brownish white ; spire slightly raised ; 
whorls 43, convex, the last rounded, descending in front, a little 
constricted behind the lip ; aperture diagonal, subcircular ; peristome 
nearly continuous, expanded, and slightly reflexed, the margins 
united by a thick callus. 

Maj. diam. 63, min. diam. 53; alt. 33 lines. 
Hab. Neighbourhood of Arrowie, interior of South Australia. 
This species is related to H. cyrtopleura, Pfr., from the same 

locality ; but it is smaller, has a narrower umbilicus, is less discoidal, 
and the surface is granular, besides being plicately sculptured. 

5. PECTUNCULUS GEALEI, n. sp. (Plate XX. fig. 5.) 

Shell solid, triangularly ovate, ventricose, equilateral, pale yellow- 
ish brown, mottled here and there with reddish brown; valves 
radiately and strongly ribbed ; ribs rounded, transversely striate, and 
towards the base imbricately nodulous, the interstices excavated and 
transversely striated ; umboes central, tumid, and a little incurved ; 
cardinal area deep and somewhat triangular; posterior side rather 
straight ; anterior side subangulate, with a distinct lunular area, on 
which the sculptured ribs are smaller and less prominent; ventral 
margin strongly arcuate, dentate within; posterior adductor sear 
supported by a prominent thickened callosity ; interior white. 

Long. 18, alt. 18, lat. 14 lines. 
Hab. Dredged off Port Macquarie, New South Wales. 
This remarkable shell bears a strong external resemblance to 

certain species of Cardium, owing to the imbricately nodulous cha- 
racter of the ribs, and to its possessing a defined lunular area. 

6. Limopsis LorinGt, n. sp. (Plate XX. fig. 6.) 

Shell very solid, triangularly orbicular, equilateral, somewhat 
tumid, white, more or less tinged with rose-colour; valves concen- 
trically ridged, the ridges closely striate, furnished next the margins 
with a pale brown epidermis projecting in a fringe beyond them ; 
umboes central, prominent, and approximating; dorsal margin on 
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either side nearly straight; ventral margin rounded; cardinal den- 
ticles ten on each side; internal margin not crenulate. 

Long. 15, alt. 16, lat. 8 lines. 
Hab. Dredged off the coast of Queensland. 
Myochama stutchburyi, A. Ad., is parasitic upon this fine species. 

7. LepA HANLEYI,n. sp. (Plate XX. fig. 7.) 
Shell triangularly ovate, ‘subequilateral, ventricose, moderately 

solid, concentrically sulcate, shining, covered with a pale olivaceous 
epidermis ; the anterior area furnished with an oblique ridge extend- 
ing from the umboes to the ventral margin; the posterior area with 
a radiating, shallow, but wide, impression ; the anterior dorsal margin 
a little incurved and excavated ; the posterior one almost straight ; 
the anterior extremity rostrate and slightly truncate; the posterior 
rounded; the ventral margin arcuate; umboes tumid, incurved, 
approximate ; internal margin simple. 

Long. 11, alt. 63, lat. 43 lines. 
Hab. Australian Seas. 

8. PecTEN FORMOSUS, n. sp. (Plate XX. fig. 8.) 
Shell rotundately ovate, rather thin, moderately convex, equilateral, 

equivalve, yellow or flesh-colour, ornamented with about ten purple 
rays; the valves sculptured with about forty unequal radiating ribs, 
the ribs armed with short erect scale-like spines ; ligamental margin 
transverse ; ears very unequal, and furnished with numerous radiating 
squamose ribs; byssal sinus large. 

Long. 10, alt. 10, lat. 4 lines. 
Hab. ? Fiji Islands. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XX. 

Euthria aracanensis, p. 182. 
Helix (Semicornu) silenus, p. 182. 
—- (Trochomorpha) juanita, p. 183. 

(Angasella) phillipsiana, p. 183. 
Pectunculus gealet, p. 183. 
Limopsis loringi, p. 183. 
Leda hanleyz, p. 184. 

8, 8a. Pecten formosus, p. 184. 

Fig. te 
2. 
3. 
4, 
5. 
6. 
7. 

6. On Peruvian Birds collected by Mr. Whitely. By P. L. 
Scuater, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., and Osperr Savin, 
M.A., F.Z.S. Part VI.* 

[Received December 17, 1872.] 

(Plate XXI.) 

The present collection of birds, containing about 130 skins refer- 
able to 80 species, was formed by Mr. Whitely chiefly at Cosnipata, 
the same locality as that in which his last collection was madef, in 

* Continued from P.Z.8. 1869, pp. 596-601. 
+ See P. Z.S. 1869, p. 597. 
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May, June, and July 1871. Some of the specimens, however, were 
obtained at San Antonio (a place not to be found in the map, but 
apparently situated near Cosnipata, at an elevation of about 1300 feet 
above it), and a few others at Huasampilla, Guadalupe, Ccachipata, 
and Paucartambo. 

Huasampilla is situated at an elevation of 10,000 feet, “at the commencement of the valleys of the eastern wood-region.” 
Guadalupe, which will be found in the map attached to Mark- 

ham’s ‘Peru,’ appears to be a small place on the Tono, in a valley adjoining that of the Cosnipata. 
Ccachipata I have not been able 

probably in the same district. 
Paucartambo is on the route from Cuzco to Cosnipata, at an elevation of about 9400 feet, as mentioned in a previous paper+. 

to find in any map; but it is 

The following is a list of the spec 
the exception of a few which were i 

ies in the present collection, with 
neluded in our former list of the birds of the Cosnipata valley. Those marked S. A. were obtained 

at San Antonio, H. at Huasam 
dalupe, C. at Ceachipata ; the others at 

- Stelgidopteryx ruficollis. 
- Euphonia xanthogastra. 

pilla, P. at Paucartambo, G. at Gua- 
Cosnipata. 

1. Myiadestes ralloides, Lafr. 28. Orchesticus ater. 
et d’Orb. 29. Pitylus grossus. 

2. Setophaga verticalis. S.A. 30. Oryzoborus torridus. 
3. Coareba cerulea. 31. Spermophila castaneiven- 4, Dacnis melanotis. tris. 
3. SJlaviventris. 32. Ostinops yuracarium. 
6. Certhiola chloropyga. S.A. 33. Cassidix oryztvora. 
7. Hirundo erythrogastra. 34. Cyanocitta viridi-cyanea 
8. leucorrhoa. (Lafr. et D’Orb.). H. 

« Philydor subfulvus. 
- dutomolus sclateri (Pelz.). 

11. Calliste schranki. 37. ruficaudatus. 
*12 pulchra. S.A, 38. Anabazenops temporalis. 
13. —— gyroloides. S.A. 
14 nigricincta. 39. Dendrornis ocellata. 
15. Tanagra palmarum, *40. Thamnophilus, sp. ign., 2. 

*16 olivina, Scl. 41. Myrmotherula pygmea. 
17. episcopus. 42. Formicivora bicolor, Pelz. 
18. Iridornis analis. S.A. 43. Pyriglena serva. 

*19. Buthraupiscucullata. 44. Hypocnemis therese. 
. Rhamphoceelus atrosericeus. - Hapalocercus acutipennis, 

*21. Phenicothraupis carmioli. Sel. 
22. Lanio versicolor (Lafr. et 46. Serpophaga cinerea. G. 

D’Orb.). 47. Tyranniscus gracilipes. G. 
- Tachyphonus rufiventris. . Elainea gigas, Scl. 

24. Chlorospingus flavigularis. 49. albiceps, Lafr. et 
*25. Arremon silens? D’Orb. 
26. Cissopis media, Bp. S.A. 50 

. Saltator magnus. 

t+ P.Z.8. 1869, p. 

- Rhynchocyclus megacepha- 
3. lu 

597. 
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51. Myiobius cinnamomeus. 65. Galbula tombacea. 
52. erythrurus. 66. Chelidoptera tenebrosa. 
53. ne@vius. 67. personatus. 
54. pheenicurus. 68. Piaya minuta. 
55. Pyrocephalus rubineus. 69. Rhamphastos culminatus. 
56. Empidochanes pecilurus. 70. Aulacorhamphus ceruleo- 
57. Heteropelma amazonum. cinctus. H. 
58. Cotinga cayana Q. 71. Andigena hypoglaucus. C. 
59. Pipreola melanolema. H. 72. Pionus menstruus. 
60. Cephalopterus ornatus. 73. Buteo albicaudatus. 
61. Chetura zonaris. 74. Circus histrionicus. 
62. Nyctidromus albicollis. 75. Columba albilinea. C. 
63. Antrostomus maculicuuda 76. —— maculosa. P. 

(Lawr.)*. 77. gialites collaris. 
64. Campephilus albirostris. 78. Tringa bonapartii. 

We have the following notes’to offer on the species marked with 
an asterisk :— 

12. CaLLISTE PULCHRA. 

These specimens are undoubtedly referable to the true Calospiza 
pulchra of Tschudi. We have hitherto only seen Napo skins, which 
show rather more orange-colour on the head and less chestnut- 
yellow on the throat than the Peruvian bird. In the latter also the 
black mentum is wider. 

16. TaANAGRA OLIvINA, Sclater. (Plate XXI.) 

Since describing this species from Nattererian specimens (P. Z. S. 
1864, p. 607), I have obtained a Bogota skin of what I regard as 
the same species. Mr. Whitely’s example from Cosnipata (‘shot in 
the clearing, May 27, 1871’’) agrees with it in being rather brighter 
below than the typical specimen, but hardly otherwise differs. 

I suspect that the bird described by Cassin (P. A. S. Phil. 1860, 
p- 140) as Orthogonys olivaceus, and subsequently figured (cbzd. 
1864, t. 2), belongs to the same or to a nearly allied species. 

19. BuTHRAUPIS CUCULLATA. 

We refer a fine large Tanager of the Buthraupis group, two 
specimens of which were obtained by Mr. Whitely at Huasampilla in 
July 1871, to B. cucullata, although the yellow extends mesially 
rather higher up the throat, and the black cap does not pass so low 

on the nape, as in Bogota skins of this species. Further south this 
species is replaced by B. montana (Lafr. et D’Orb.). 

21. PH@NICOTHRAUPIS CARMIOLI, Lawr. Ann. Lyc. N. Y. ix. 
p- 100. 

We are not able to separate Mr. Whitely’s skins of this species 
from Costa-Rican examples in Salvin and Godman’s collection, 
although they are rather brighter in colour, particularly below. In 

* Cf. P.Z.8. 1866, p. 586, pl. xlvi. 
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colour this species is exceedingly like" Orthogonys viridis (Spix) ; but 
the shape of its bill is more that of a Phenicothraupis. 

25. ARREMON SILENS (Bodd.). 

A skin obtained at Cosnipata agrees in every respect with this 
species (with which we unite 4. ¢orquatus, the Brazilian form), 
except in having the black collar imperfect in the middle, as in 4. 
semitorquatus. Before separating it specifically, we should wish to 
see other specimens. 

40. THAMNOPHILUS, sp. 

This is a female of a species of Thamnophilus unknown to us, 
and probably new. It is of about the same size as Cymbilanius 
lineatus, and very like the female of that species in colour; but the 
bill, although thick, is rather that of a true Thamnophilus. The 
single specimen sent was “shot in the forest”? in July 1871. 

45. HAPALOCERCUS ACUTIPENNIS, sp. nov. 

Supra olivaceus, alis caudaque fuscis, olivaceo limbatis: subtus 
flavus : remigibus quarto quinto et sexto apicibus acutis: cauda 
rotundata: rostro superiore nigro, inferiore corylino: pedibus 
nigris : long. tota 4°3, ale 1:9, caude@ rectr. med. 1°8, ext. 1°5. 

Hab. Columbia int. (Mus. P. L. S.): Peruvia alta (Whitely). 
Similis H. flaviventri, sed rostro debiliore et remigibus angustatis 

necnon capite olivaceo dignoscendus. 
Sclater has long had a Bogota skin of this singular species in his 

collection, under the MS. name above given. Mr. Whitely’s single 
specimen, obtained at Cosnipata in June 1871, was ‘‘shot in the 
clearing,” and is marked male. 

We may mention that Arundinicola citreola, Landb., of Chili, is 
certainly not distinguishable from Hapalocercus flaviventris (cf. 
P.Z. 8. 1867, p. 326). 

7. Notes on Humming-birds collected in High Peru. 
By H. Wurrety, C.M.Z.S.* 

[Received December 17, 1872.] 

1. Myrtis yARRELLI (Bourc.). 
September 1870. Huasampilla, alt. 10,000 feet, commencement 

of the valleys of the eastern wood-region.—For some days I 
was observing a pair of these birds, which came hovering about 
the blossoms at the very top of a large tree of considerable ele- 
vation. I fired several shots without success; but one day getting 
a clear shot, I fortunately succeeded in killing one of them, but, on 
account of the dense underwood, it was with the greatest difficulty, 

* Specimens of all these species (except of the first, which Mr. Whitely sup- 
ee to be Myrtis yarrelli) have been submitted to Mr. Gould for determination. 
have added the names at the head of each notice.—P. L. 9. 
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after a long search, that I managed to find it hidden in the dead 
leaves at the bottom of the brushwood. Imagine my delight on 
taking it up and finding that it was Myrtis yarrelli, which is stated 
to be found only in Arica, at a very low elevation. 

Length 3,4 in., bill 2 in., wing 13 in. Two outer tail-feathers on 
each side narrow, like spines; throat burnished lake ; bill black, 
eye black ; legs, toes, claws black. 

2. PHAETHORNIS SUPERCILIOSUS (Linn.). 

June 2nd, 1871. Cosnipata, alt. 2300 feet.—This species is rare. 
It frequents the bell-shaped flowers in the clearing. Very rapid in 
its movements. Bill, upper mandible black, lower black at tip, 
vermilion at base. Plumage dusky ; legs, toes, claws brown. ‘Two 
outer tail-feathers longest, and tipped with white ; eye black. Length 
from tip of bill to outer tail-feathers 63 in., bill 13 in., length of 
wing 22 in, 

3. PETASOPHORA IOLATA, Gould. 

May 28th, 1871. Cosnipata.—Shot in the forest. Frequents 
the flowers of the creeping plants, attached to the trunks of large 
trees ; generally at a great elevation. Bill black ; legs, toes, claws, 
and eye black. Dull-coloured plumage; ear-tufts blue ; small patch 
of golden blue and green on throat. 

Length 44 in., bill 3 in., wing 22 in. 

4. IoLaMA WHITELYANA, Gould, Ann. & Mag. N. H. ser. 4, 
1872, p. 452. 

Cosnipata. Female shot May 21st, male August 3rd, 1871. 
Very rare. Frequents flowering plants at the tops of the loftiest 

trees in the depths of the forest, at nearly all times out of range of 
gun-shot. Very powerful in flight, and darts from flower to flower 
with extraordinary rapidity. 

Male. Bill black ; eye dark hazel ; legs, toes, and claws black ; 
crown of head and back green ; throat, upper part immediately under 
bill black, lower part rich purple, breast black. Female smaller in 
size, but nearly the same plumage. 

Male. Length 5; in., of bill 42, wing 212. Stomach contained 
small insects. 

5. Cynantuus mocoa (Delattr. & Muls.). 

San Antonio, in the valley of Paucartambo, July 3rd, 1871; 
elevation 3600 feet.—These two males were the only ones seen ; 
they were in a small glade in the forest, feeding on the bell-shaped 
flowers of a plant somewhat similar to the tobacco-plant, and which 
grows to about the same size. In this glade there were four different 
species of Humming-birds, all feeding on the same flowers. This 
bird, after hovering a few seconds over the flowers, suddenly darts 
away into the forest, where it remains a long time perched on the 
branch of a tree without moving. Bill black; eye, legs, toes, and 
claws black ; crown of head burnished green, small patch of blue in 
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middle of throat; tail-feathers very much elongated and of a bur- 
nished blue and green on upper surface ; greater part of body and 
back dull green. 

Length 4? in., bill ? in., wing 22 in. 

6. ADELOMYIA CHLOROSPILA, Gould, Ann. & Mag. N. H. ser. 4, 1872, p. 452. 
San Antonio, July 5th, 1871.—Shot in the open glade where the preceding specimens were obtained. I took them at first for females, but could not quite understand that females would fight with such fury as I saw these doing; so that, to satisfy my curiosity, I shot two of them, and, upon opening the bodies for the purpose of seeing contents of stomach, found to my surprise that both were males. Plumage on back green; throat and breast light brown, with green spots on throat ; tail-feathers tipped with light brown ; bill black ; 

legs, toes, claws, and eye black. 
Length 3,7; in., bill 7% in., wing 27/5 in. 
7. APHANTOCHROA Hyposticta, Gould, P. Z. S. 1862, p. 124. 
San Antonio, July 5th, 1871.—Shot at the same spot as the 

preceding. It was perched on the dead branch of a tree. Bill 
black ; legs, toes, claws, and eye black. 

Length 43 in., bill 1 in., wing 22 in. 

8. PHairHornis Guyi, Less. ; 
San Antonio, July 10th, 1871.—Rare. Frequents the flowers of the tobacco-plant, towards the dusk of the evening. In the day- time rarely seen in the clearing, but frequents the flowers in gloomy recesses of the forest. Bill, upper mandible black, lower bright 

vermilion, point black ; eye, legs, toes, and claws black. Plumage 
dull; two outer tail-feathers broad, and longer than the rest, termi- nating in a fine white point half an inch long. 

Length 52 in., bill 13 in., wing 22 in. 

9. HeLIoTHRIx auRITus. 
Cosnipata, July 20th, 1871.—This bird was shot in the clearing, 

hovering over a flowering shrub. It is rare and was first seen during 
the journeys to Cosnipata. Bill black, legs and feet brown, claws 
black, eye black; back glittering green, underside from base of 
lower mandible to tip of tail white, with faint black spots on throat 
and breast. 

Length 53 in., of bill ? in., wing 23 in. 

The succeeding species were all obtained at Ceachipata, at the 
commencement of the eastern wood-region, at an elevation of | 1,000 
feet, in October and November 1871. 

10. DoctmastEs ENSIFER. 
This bird was found feeding off a red tubular-shaped flower. One specimen only obtained, but several more seen. It is not at all timid, and is easily approached : but it takes long flights; and by the time 
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one has reached the spot where it is feeding, it is off to other flowers 
three or four hundred yards away. It has a curious appearance 
whilst flying, with the long bill so disproportionate to the size of the 
body. I should say it would be a most formidable antagonist for 
the other species of Humming-birds ; at all events they all clear out 
of its way, and none dare attack it. I believe, but am not certain, 

that it breeds here. 
Length 83 in., bill 33 in., wing 3 in., tail 23 in. 
Sides of chest luminous. 

11. RAMPHOMICRON MICRORHYNCHUM (Boiss. ). 
This bird was shot feeding off a small white flower. The only 

specimen seen. Bill black; eye, legs, toes, and claws black. Stomach 
contained remains of very minute insects. 

Length 32 in., wing 2 in., bill 3 in., tail forked 12 in. Crown 
of head and whole of back to tips of upper tail-coverts rich purple ; 
tail black; gorget golden ; breast and abdomen green. 

12, PreROPHANES TEMMINCKII. 
This bird is by no means scarce here, and I have shot young birds, 

which is a proof that it is not a chance visitor. The musky smell 
which Mr. Gould remarks about with regard to the skins of this 
bird, I have also noticed, and it is much stronger whilst the bird is 
in the flesh. Its flight is very similar to that of Patagona gigas ; 
and when feeding the wings are moved very slowly and the beautiful 
blue colouring of them is seen to great advantage. It frequents 
almost all the flowering plants ; and I have also seen it at an elevation 
of from 13,000 to 14,000 feet, where there are no flowers, sweeping 
along the coarse grass in search of the insects to be found there. 

Length 62 in., bill 17 in., wing 42 in., tail 3 in. 
The tips of the feathers on the abdomen are also luminous. 
I once saw one of these birds attack a large Hawk, that came near 

its feeding-ground, and drive it away. 

13. AGLHACTIS CAUMATONOTA, and 
14. AGLHACTIS CASTELNAUDI. 
Of the genus Agleactis I have got, I think, two species. In one 

the male and female are adorned with a tuft of white feathers on the 
breast ; and in the other* the tuft of feathers is reddish brown. They 
are among the most fearless of the Humming-birds, as I have sat 
down near one which was perched on a dry twig, and watched it for 
a long time, without its taking the least notice of me. In habits 
these species more resemble a Flycatcher than a Humming-bird, as 
they perch on a dead branch and then take flight in the air, returning 
to the same branch. They perch a long time without moving, some- 
times for half an hour at a time. The wings are moved very slowly 
whilst they are hovering over a flower; and more frequently they 
cling on to a bush with their powerful feet, searching the leaves and 
flowers for insects. They breed here, as most of my specimens are 
young males. 

* 4. caumatonota, Gould. 
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Male with tuft of white feathers: length 42 in., bill 3 in., wing 
3 in., tail 17 in. 

Male with tuft of reddish feathers: length 43 in., wing 33 in., 
tail 14 in., bill ? in. 

This latter is a young bird certainly ; but the curious part is that 
it has the luminous portion of the back nearly perfect, whereas in 
the others the tuft of white feathers is always perfect before the 
luminous feathers on the back ; the tail-feathers are also differently 
coloured, in this bird being of a greenish brown, whilst in that with 
the white feathers it is of a reddish-brown colour. 

P.S. November 20th.—Very few of these birds are now seen ; they 
are evidently leaving for some other locality. Bill black ; the sides of 
lower mandible marked with streaks of light yellowish brown; eye, 
legs, toes, and claws black. 

15. HELIANTHEA oscuLANS, Gould, P. Z. S. 1871, p. 503. 

Length 53 in., bill 13 in., wing 3 in., tail 2 in. 

16. MErTALLURA SMARAGDINICOLLIS, Lafr. et D’Orb. 

This is rather a common bird here; and I have also one nest and 
eggs. The nest was built in a deserted Indian hut, and suspended to 
the roof inside by long grass. 

17. METALLURA ZNEICAUDA, Gould. 

Length 4 in., bill 142 in., wing 22 in., tail 13 in. This species 
has no throat-mark ; but the tail is unusually beautiful, especially on 
the underside. Bill black; eye, legs, toes, and claws black. I 
found it feeding off small purple flowers. The stomach contained 
the remains of small insects. 

8. On the Genus Ocadia. By Dr. J. KE. Gray, F.R.S. &e. 

[Received December 23, 1872.] 

I have lately had one of the duplicate specimens in the British 
Museum of this species formed into a skeleton, and thus had an 
opportunity of examining its skull, which proves that it should be 
referred to Bataguride, as I was prepared to expect from the exami- 
nation of a finely grown shell, from the contraction of its cavity on the 
sides of the front and back opening, which, as in Batagur, contracts 
rather more than it does in Emydide. This proves most distinctly 
the importance of the examination of the skulls of these animals, and 
that their study is necessary for the disposition and determination of 
the species of the other families, as well as of Trionychide. 

The alveolar surface of the upper jaw is broad throughout the whole 
of its length, with a central and internal marginal ridge, which extends 
along the whole length of the alveoli, the middle or inner ones being 
separated in front by a central oblong longitudinal cavity. The 
marginal ones are united in the centre. The alveolar surface of the 
lower jaw is deeply concave, with a highly raised ridge on the outer 
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side produced into a conical prominence in the middle in front ; the 
edge on the inner side is sharp, and not so much raised, but united 
in front, and forms a well-marked central longitudinal ridge, which is 
rather broader behind. 

Skull of Ocadia sinensis. 

There can be no doubt that this genus should be referred to the 
Kachugina, the second section of Bataguride, but that it is rather an 
aberrant form, both in the colouring of the animal and of the shell, 
especially in the young state, when it has ocellated marks on the 
margin like the Emydide, which become solid black spots in the 
adult shell. In some respects the skull is like that of Hardella; but 
there is no central groove between the front of the inner marginal 
keels of the alveolar surface, found in all the other genera of the tribe, 

There is in the British Museum a fine adult shell of this species, 
brought home by Mr. Swinhoe, and showing its full development. 
It has the front and, especially, the hinder aperture of the shell con- 
tracted, with an internal compressed rib something like those in the 
larger Batagurs. The vertebral shields have a distinct central keel, 
interrupted before the hinder edge of each shield. The keel on the 
anterior shield is very broad, and becomes gradually less broad on 
the hinder shields, that of the fourth and fifth being narrow and 
compressed. There is a blunt keel near the upper edge of each 
costal shield, which is generally of a pale colour, the one on the 
hinder costal shields being more like a tubercle than a keel. 
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February 18, 1873. 

John Gould, Esq., F.R.S., in the Chair. 

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the 
Society’s Menagerie during the month of January 1873 :— 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Mena- 
gerie during the month of January 1873 was 168, of which 2 were 
by birth, 32 by presentation, 62 by purchase, 58 by exchange, and 
14 were received on deposit. The total number of departures 
during the same period by death and removals, was $2. 

The most noticeable additions during the month of January were 
as follows :— 

1. A pair of Fruit-Bats (Péeropus), presented January 9th by the 
Rev. Mr. Ritchie, of Takoo, Formosa. The nearest described species 
appears to be Pteropus dasymallus of Temminck, founded on 
Japanese specimens. But it does not agree quite with the Formosan 
animals ; and I have therefore named them Pteropus formosus until 
there is a possibility of examining them more closely. I am not 
aware that any Pteropus has been previously recorded from For- 
mosa. Mr. Swinhoe does not give any in his lately published list of 
Formosan Mammals (P. Z. 8. 1870, p. 615). 

The accompanying drawing (Plate XXII.) by Mr. Keulemans will - 
give a good idea of this animal. 
We have now in the Gardens no less than thirteen Fruit-Bats, 

belonging to the following species :— 

| Sex.| Habitat. Date of arrival. 

1. Pteropus medius............ fe) India. /|Presented Oct. 1, 1863. 
2. A arene eee é . Purchased Feb. 15, 1872. 
3. a3 poliocephalus ...| 9 | Australia. |Presented July 4, 1868. 

= 4 Formosus ........ : Formosa.|Presented Jan. 9, 1875. 

6. Cynonycteris collaris ...... é Natal. |Purchased May 27, 1868. 
1G fe i easel Q » . {Purchased Nov. 1, 1869. 
8. Pe teed Ge TOR. I Born in the Gardens, Feb. 27, 1870. 
9. * Brie. Pili ert. cdl. Born in the Gardens, April 7, 1871. 

10. 6 “ate eter 3 Natal. {Received in exchange, Dee. 10,1871. 
Cynopterus marginatus...| ... India. Purchased May 4, 1871. 

2 eae Wiss | .22... [Born in the Gardens, March 6, 1872, 

2. A female Tapir, purchased Jan. 16th. 
This animal, which was obtained from one of our correspondents 

of the Royal Mail S.S. Company, was brought down the La Plata 
from Paraguay. Although I have entered it on the register as 
Tapirus terrestris, it presents several obvious points of distinction 
from the ordinary Brazilian and Guianan specimens of this animal. 
The thick short fur, instead of being nearly black in colour, is of a 
decided rusty brown ; the tail is much longer ; and the ears are larger 
and longer. (See figure, p. 194). The occurrence of the Tapir in 

Proc, Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XIII. 13 
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Paraguay is well known to us from the writings of Azara and Rengger ; 
but no one seems to have distinguished the Paraguayan animal from 
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Tapir from Paraguay. 

the Brazilian. It will be interesting to see whether the skull and 
bones present any corresponding points of difference. 

3. A female Reddish Macaque (Macacus rufescens), purchased 
January 20th, of Mr. W. Jamrach, and apparently exactly agreeing 
with the previously received specimen of this Monkey which was 
noticed and figured in my report for February 1872 (see P. Z.S. 
1872, p. 495, pl. xxiv.). Mr. Jamrach informs me that this speci- 
men is believed to have been brought to Calcutta (where he purchased 
it) from Batavia. But unfortunately this does not bring us much 
nearer its true patria. 

4. An African Bat, presented by Mr. W. Jamrach on the same 
day in a semitorpid condition, appears to be referable to the Tapho- 
zous nudiventer of Riippell, Atlas, pl. 27, p. 70. 

5. Two Fire-backed Pheasants, received in exchange Jan. 29, 
belong to the Bornean form Euplocamus pyronotus. 

Professor Newton, F.R.S., V.P., exhibited an old copper-plate 
engraving, and remarked as follows :— 

“Not long since, Mr. Dresser was so good as to give me the print 
I now produce representing certain birds. I was at once struck with 
the strong likeness possessed by the principal figure (named ‘ Auis 
Indica’) in it to that given by Leguat, in his ‘ Voyages et Avantures’ 
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(ii. p. 72), of the bird he calls the ‘Géant.?, On comparison it was 
obvious that one figure must have been copied from the other: the 
only question was, which was the original? This I was soon able to 
decide. The print bears at bottom the words ‘ Adr. Collaert fecit’ 
and ‘Th. Galle excud.’ Now, referring in the British Museum to 
a copy of Collaert’s ‘ Avium vive Icones,’ I found my possession to 
be a detached leaf from that work, which is commonly supposed to 
have been published at Antwerp about the year 1580; while Leguat’s 
first edition appeared in 1708, he having only seen the bird in 1694. 
In Nagler’s ‘ Kunst-Lexicon’ (iii. p. 45) it is stated that Adrian 
Collaert was born in 1520, and died in 1567. Th. Galle is said by 
the same authority (iv. p. 566) to have been born in 1560. The 
print in the British Museum copy (436. 4. 24) differs from my own 
in that the lettering runs ‘ Adr. Collaert excud.,’ no mention being 
made of Galle. The full title of the work seems to be ‘ Avium 
vivee icones, in zs incise & editz ab Adriano Collardo,’ without date 
or place of publication; and the Museum copy bears besides the manu- 
script title ‘Octavius Pisani recensuit.’? It follows, therefore, that 
the figure given by Leguat is not original. 

“But there is another matter worthy of remark. Collaert’s print 
contains a second and, in some respects, a more satisfactory figure of 
the same bird, from which its Ralline affinities are made pretty plain. 
Now it will be recollected that in 1857 Prof. Schlegel contributed to 
the Academy of Sciences at Amsterdam a paper on the ‘Géant’ 
and other extinct birds of the Mascarene Islands*, of which paper 
an English translation has appearedt. Herein he declared his 
opinion that this bird must have been a huge Water-hen, and called 
it Gallinula (Leguatia) gigantea. I need only say that, so far, I 
quite agree with him; indeed, if he had already seen this second 
figure of Collaert’s, he could not better have interpreted the charac- 
ters of the ruder drawing. 

“I ought to say that the authority of Leguat’s print of the 
‘Solitaire’ (Pezophaps solitaria), so well known from Strickland’s 
reproduction of it, is not necessarily impaired by the discovery that 
the portrait of the ‘Géant’ has been taken from the ‘Auis Indica;’ 
and I may also remark that though the proportion observable between 
this last and two of the other figures (called ‘Turma anser,’ and 
obviously of the species now known as Gidemia perspicillata) in the 
print confirms Prof. Schlegel’s estimate of the size of the extinct 
giant, yet too much reliance must not be placed on that fact, since, 
on examining the rest of Collaert’s work, I find that the relative 
proportion of the figures in his prints is frequently disregarded.” 

The Secretary read some extracts from a letter addressed to him by 
Dr. John Kirk, C.M.Z.S., H.M. Consul at Zanzibar. Dr. Kirk stated 
that he had a living female Koodoo (Tragelaphus strepsiceros’) 
from the Brava coast, which was much smaller than the South- 
African species, and which he suspected would prove to be different. 

* Verslagen en Mededeelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen. 
Afdeeling Natuurkunde, vii. p. 116, 

+ Ibis, 1866, p. 146. 
13* 
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He had also obtained during the last three months about forty of 
the small Antelopes of the island of Zanzibar and of the opposite 
coast, but had found it difficult to keep them alive, only seven 
having survived captivity. 

As regards the supposed new Guinea-fowl (Numida granti), to 
which Mr. Sclater had called his attention, he promised to endeavour 
to procure preserved specimens—but, so far as he was acquainted with 
the bird, did not believe that it was in any way different from the 
Guinea-fowl which he had procured when on the Zambesi, and of 
which he had sent specimens to the British Museum. 

A communication was read from Professor Allman, F.R.S., con- 
taining a report on the Hydroids obtained during the two expeditions 
of H.M.S. ‘ Porcupine’ in 1869 and 1870. 

This memoir will be printed in the Society’s ‘ Transactions.’ 

Mr. W. K. Parker, F.Z.S., F.R.S., read a memoir on Aigitho- 
gnathous Birds, in which he showed that the peculiar palatal structure 
characteristic of this group is found in three degrees of modification, 
which might be denominated incomplete, complete, and compound 
zegithognathism. These stages were described as they were exhibited 
in a large number of birds (adults and embryos) examined by 
Mr. Parker. 

This memoir will be published in the Society’s ‘ Transactions.’ 

The following papers were read :-— 

1. Notes on the Anatomy of the Binturong (Arctictis bintu- 
rong). By A. H. Garrop, B.A., F.Z.S., Prosector to 
the Society. : 

[Received January 25, 1873.] 

Certain points in the anatomy of the soft parts of the Binturong, 
a knowledge of which is necessary to assist in substantiating the 
generalizations of Mr. H. N. Turner* and Prof. Flower+ as regards 
the correct classification of the Carnivora, being as yet undetermined, 
the recent death of a male specimen enables me to supply them. 

Dr. Cantor { and Prof. Owen § have described the alimentary 
canal, noting some of the most important points; but neither has 
entered much into detail, and the generative organs in the male are 
not included in their descriptions. 

Alimentary Canal. 

With regard to the palate, there are ten transverse ridges extend- 
ing across its anterior part ; they are not very strongly marked. The 
anterior five form continuous curves, convex forwards, the first being 
just behind the incisor teeth; the posterior five, starting from the 
sides forwards and inwards, turn suddenly backwards at right angles 
to their former direction, and, meeting in the middle line, produce 

* P. Z. 8. 1848, p. 63 e¢ seg. tT Ibid. 1869, p- 4 et seq. 
{ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1846, p. 192. 
§ Anatomy of Vertebrates, 1868, vol. iii. p. 445, 
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V-shaped patterns, with the concavities directed forwards ; they are 
also somewhat further apart than those in front, and have one or 
two rows of mammillated projections in the spaces thus left. The 
back part of the palate is not ridged; and the uvula is represented 
by two slight projections, one on each side of the middle line, with 
a very shallow notch between them. 

The tongue is 3 inches long from the tip to the posterior of the 
circumyallate papillee ; its sides are nearly straight and parallel, con- 
verging slightly in front ; at its base the breadth is 1 inch, and in 
front it decreases to + inch. The mucous membrane covering its 
lower surface and the floor of the mouth is smooth ; and the supe- 
rior edge of the frenum lingue is 13 inch from the tip, which 
latter is simply rounded. The mucous membrane of the superior 
surface, which is thickly set with papillee, extends up to and slightly 
over the margins of the tongue in its anterior part, forming a thin- 
edged fringe all along the border. The anterior half of the superior 
surface is covered with easily visible, hispid, feline, retroverted pa- 
pillee, particularly large at the centre, diminishing in size laterally 
and forwards, where, at the extreme margin, some fungiformes are 
mixed up with them. In the back part of the tongue the papille 
fungiformes are sparsely scattered among the diminished filiformes ; 
and the papillz circumvallate, nine in number and not equal in 
size, form the usual V, four on each side, with one median and pos- 
terior. Between these and the epiglottis the mucous membrane is 
soft and covered sparsely with thin cylindrical papillee, some of which 
reach 1 inch in length; these are most uniform in diameter from 
end to end near the middle line, and towards the sides they become 
shorter and broader at their bases, till they blend with and become un- 
distinguishable from the filiformes. No ossified lytta could be found. 

The parotid is slightly the largest of the submawillary glands ; it 
is irregularly shaped and thin at its edges, where it is interpolated 
between the muscles. The submaxillary gland is egg-shaped, and 
about ? inch in average diameter; its duct runs far forwards on the 
floor of the mouth, opening within 3 inch of that of the opposite 
side, upon the symphysis of the jaw and closely bound to it, just 
behind the canine teeth and half an inch behind the incisors. ‘The 
sublingual gland is elongate and nearly as large as the submaxillary. 

The stomach has a very peculiar shape, being elongated longitu- 
dinally, and consisting of a longitudinal cylindrical portion running 
backwards, and, after an abrupt bend, returning chestwards, the 
parallel tubes thus formed being closely approximate. By this 
arrangement, notwithstanding the considerable length of the lesser 
curvature, the cardiac and pyloric orifices are not far from one 
another ; and they would be nearer were it not for the fact that the 
second or returning portion of the tube is a little shorter than the 
first. The cardiac portion of this stomach-tube has a diameter in 
the undistended organ of | inch, which gradually reduces to 2 inch 
near the pylorus. A globose cardiac cul-de-sac throws the cesophageal 
opening quite to the right of that portion of the organ, and so brings 
it into contact with the commencing duodenum, which, before its first 
flexure, is a direct continuation forwards (chestwards) of the second 
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or pyloric portion of the stomach. The greatest length of the un- 
distended organ, which is from the cardiac cul-de-sac to the middle 

Fig. (1: 

Stomach of the Binturong. 

@s, cesophagus ; py, pylorus. 

of the bend above described, is 4? inches, and from the same bend 
to the pylorus is 23 inches; the cul-de-sac is 13 inch across. 

Dr. Cantor says, “‘The stomach is remarkably lengthened, cylin- 
drical, the parietes much thickened towards pylorus. C&sophagus 
enters close to fundus ventriculi, in consequence of which there is but 
a slight difference between the curvatures. Length along the greater 
curvature 1 foot 2 inches, along the smaller curvature 1 foot 1 inch.” 

Prof. Owen remarks of the stomach of the Lion that it “‘lies less 
transversely to the abdomen than in Man.” Ina Leopard Cat 
(Felis bengalensis) that I have lately dissected the shape of the 
stomach was almost exactly the same as that of the Binturong ; and 
it was similarly situated—namely, with its two moieties running lon- 
gitudinally and not transversely. 

The intestines are evidently much shorter in the specimen that I 
dissected than in those described by others, as may be seen from the 

_ following Table :— 

Dr. Cantor’s | Prof. Owen’s| —_ Present 
Specimen. Specimen. Specimen. 

| ft. in. ft. in. ft, in. 
Small intestine .................20..00 Time 7 O 4° 9 
Large intestine ...........00.c00c0008- ation kes (1) 20/0 1tee 
Crcur Ae ee eehecd: hea 0 02 O 0% QO 0% 
Length of specimen, without tail... 2 3 De sONal 4s 2 34 
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The bile-duct joins that from the pancreas for z inch before it 
enters the intestine, which it does 23 inches from the pylorus, at 
the second bend of the duodenum. ‘he intestines are thick, as in 
the Cats ; and there are no permanent folds in any part of the mu- 
cous membrane of the alimentary tract. The cecum is situated, as 
in the Felida generally, in about the centre of the abdomen, on the 
inferior surface of the diagonal portion of the intestine, which runs to 
the left hypochondriac region, and then after, in Aretictis, dilating 
slightly at the angle, goes straight backwards to the rectum. It is 

Fig. 2. 

Portion of the colon of the Binturong, showing the small excum (c), and the dilatation at the angle of the colon, which is situated in the left hypochondrium. 

very much like that in the Herons, being of considerably less dia- 
meter than the gut itself; the colon and small intestine are of nearly 
equal diameter and uniformly cylindrical. The omentum only 
covered the intestines to a small extent, not going more than half 
down the abdomen. 

The Liver presents all the known lobes ; and the left lateral, right 
central, and right lateral are large. he lateral fissures extend 
deeply into the organ. The right central lobe is considerably cut 
up ; the fissure of the gall-bladder is deep ; anda small supplementary 
lobule covers the fundus of that viscus on its abdominal surface. 
The left central lobe is much more conspicuous on the diaphragmatic 
than on the abdominal surface. The caudate lobe is larger than 
usual, and quadrangular, presenting the renal fossa well developed, 
and being perforated by the vena cava inferior. The Spigelian lobe 
is elongate-oval, pointed at its free end, and it does not reach as far 
as the left margin of the liver. The general contour of the lobes is even, with a few slight irregularities now and then. 

The spleen is long and thin; it is 6% inches long, 2 inch across, tapering and rounded at the ends. 
The Aidneys are smooth and reniform. 
Each lung is divided into distinct lobes, the left into three, and 
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Fig. 3. 
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Liver of the Binturong. 

The various lobes are lettered as follows :—u1, left lateral; Lc, left central; xc, 
right central; ru, right lateral; s, Spigelian; c, caudate; and ep is the 
gall-bladder. 

In order to facilitate comparison, the direction of the shading in the different 
lobes is varied, all parts of the same lobe being shaded in the same direction, 
whilst the lobes on each side are differently shaded; the left lateral, however, so 
far overlaps the left central as to appear to be connected with the right central. 

the right into four, the extra one on the right side (the azygos) being 
behind and nearly in the middle line. 

The urinary bladder in this specimen was very much distended, 
and ascended a considerable way into the abdomen as a narrow py- 
riform sac. 24 

The ¢es¢es were situated in the scrotum, which projected backwards 
from the greatly developed mass of perineal glands. Of these last- 
mentioned glands Dr. Cantor remarks :—‘“‘ Between the anus and 
penis is situated a large pyriform gland, exceeding 2 inches in length, 
partially divided by a deep naked fossa, commencing from the latter 
organ. The gland secretes a light-brown oily fluid, of a peculiar 
intense, but not feetid or sickening odour.’ The deep cleft above 
mentioned is longitudinal ; and it is over its naked approximated sides 
that the orifices of the numerous simple, pyriform, yellowish, trans- 
lucent glands open. Each separate gland is about 4 or ? inch long, 
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and % inch across at its broadest part, near its base. The two lateral 
aggregated collections of these glands make up the oval or nearly 
circular mass in front of the testes ; and the raphe of the perineum 
runs at the bottom of the cleft between them. The penis, in its non- 
erect condition, does not project more than inch beyond them. 

The prostate is present, but only forms a small glandular mass 
round the sides and inferior portion of the urethra. It is situated 
32 inches from the base of the bladder, being simple, 3 inch broad, 
and §inch long. Cowper’s glands are situated 13 inch in front of 
it; they are oval, and each is ys inch broad and 4 inch long. The 
testes measure 13 inch by j®, inch. There is no os penis. The 
glans penis is conical and pointed, ? inch long, and presents round 
its base several small dark brown hard flattened papille, about 
yz inch long. 

The vesiculee seminales are absent. 
The anal glands are simple, globose, and thin-walled, about 3 inch 

in diameter ; their orifices, one on each side, are extremely small. 
The brain presents the feline characters so clearly pointed out by 

Prof. Flower* ; and, as in Felis, it differs from that of V7 werra in 
having the posterior and not the anterior of the limbs of the internal 
circumsylvian gyrus of greater breadth. 

LZ 

Brain of the Binturong. 

The Sylvian fissure tends to be vertical, but is directed somewhat 
backwards as well as upwards. It is surrounded by three gyri. 
The inner commences behind, near the lower border of the temporal 
lobe, and, after ascending as high as the top of the fissure, bends 
round it and descends on the frontal lobe to the supraorbital fissure, 
when it again doubles forwards to form the commencement of the 
middle gyrus. Its posterior limb is twice the breadth of the an- 
terior, and is bisected by a vertical fissure which extends down as 
far as the horizontal temporal fissure. The middle gyrus is of uni- 
form breadth throughout, and, commencing at the folding of the 
inner-gyrus on the frontal lobe, goes round it and terminates at the 
lower border of the temporal lobe behind; there is no fold in it at 
its posterior superior angle. The third or outer gyrus is but slightly 
bent in its anterior limb, which commences at the supraorbital 

* Proe. Zool. Soc. 1869, p. 478. 
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fissure; it embraces the middle gyrus, and does not cease opposite 
its posterior superior angle, but descends about halfway down its 
posterior limb to end by a point. 

The whole brain narrows in front ; and the crucial sulcus is not at 
all strongly marked. The corpora albicantia are separated behind ; 
and the optic nerves in front of the chiasma run forwards close to- 
gether. The pituitary body is of fair size. 

2. On the Cause of Death of a Black-faced Kangaroo (Ma- 
cropus melanops). By A. H. Garrop, B.A., F.Z.S., 

Prosector to the Society. 

[Received February 18, 1873.] 

The cold weather of the first week of this month coming on rather 
suddenly, seems to have been the cause of the death of three animals 
in the Gardens, in all of which, on post mortem examination, it was 
found that the lesion was the result of excessive and abnormal move- 
ment in the abdominal viscera. A Paradoxure died from intussus- 
ception of the small intestine, part going through the ilio-czecal 
valve into the colon; an Emu from prolapse of a considerable 
length of the alimentary canal ; and the above-named Kangaroo from 
strangulation of a loop of small intestine by the tight twisting round 
it of the cecum—a most uncommon lesion, which proves that the 
possession of that appendage has its disadvantages as far as the in- 
dividual is concerned—just as in several human subjects death has 
been proved to have occurred from impaction of small bodies, like 
cherry-stones, in the appendix vermiformis. 

In the Kangaroo under consideration, on opening the abdomen 
the attention was immediately drawn to a large loop of strangulated 
small intestine, quite black from congestion, and partly covered with 
flakes of recent lymph, the result of the induced peritonitis, which 
was inconsiderable. The length of gut involved was nearly two yards 
after it had been detached from the mesentery; but in the body of 
the animal it appeared considerably shorter, from being convoluted in 
the ordinary manner. The last foot or so of the small intestine was 
not included in the diseased loop, which consisted of the portion 
immediately preceding it. The caecum was about a foot and a half 
long, and was situate in the right iliac region, from which it extended 
to the left superficially, and then again to the right behind the loop 
of intestine which it encircled, so that the caput caeci could be seen, 
distended with grumous matter (as was the strangulated portion), to 
the right. With care, while the viscera were in situ, the little finger 
could be introduced into the ring thus artificially formed ; and it was 
evident that the constriction was mostly produced by the mesemtteric 
band which attaches the proximal portion of the cecum to the small 
intestine. There were no adhesions of importance. The viscera 
were removed en masse ; and afterwards, without the least difficulty, 
the cecum was uncoiled, and the intestine was then left quite per- 
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vious. The mesenteric border of the caecum was nearly as black as 
the strangulated part ; but it was more normal in colour elsewhere. 
The alimentary canal was not at all over-distended with food ; and 
the colon was nearly empty. 

Till the attack came on which caused its death, the animal wasin 
excellent health. It was ill only forty hours. At first it lay out 
straight on its back for some hours; but during the last day of its 
life it was much doubled up, with its head betweeu its legs. 

3. Notes on Mr. E. W. H. Holdsworth’s Catalogue of 
Ceylon Birds. By EH. L. Layarp, F.Z.S. 

[Received January 29, 1873.] 

Through the kindness of my friend Mr. E. W. H. Holdsworth, 
I have just received a copy of his ‘ Catalogue of Ceylon Birds” 
P. Z. 8. 1872, p. 404 et seg.) ; and I wish to make a few observa- 
tions thereon which strike me on the perusal of his remarks. 

Mr. Holdsworth has added twenty-five species to the Ceylon list 
which I did not meet with, but has failed to find several which 
occurred tome. This is precisely what happened to me at the Cape, 
following M. Verreaux’s footsteps, and should teach us to be very 
careful in imputing inaccuracy to a brother naturalist. I commenced 
collecting in Ceylon in 1846, twenty-six years ago; what changes 
have taken place since then! It appears to me that (as I found it 
at the Cape) some species, for reasons unknown to us, have altered 
their line of travel or migration and left the country ; while others, 
perhaps influenced by the same causes, have deflected their line of 
route and come in. This is especially marked among the Waders 
and Water-fowl ; for instance, Gallinago gallinula. The late Mr. 
Vassil Burleigh, my ‘“sportsman’s authority,” was a well-known 
collector and sportsman in the northern province, and one of the 
best snipe-shots of my day. He knew the bird well, and regretted 
its sudden disappearance from his shooting-grounds. 

Limosa egocephala, Totanus fuscus, and T. calidris. The first 
of these was scarce, the two others common in my time. What has 
caused them to disappear, and the Heron (Ardea cinerea) to become 
common? Surely I could not have overlooked 4. cinerea, a bird I 
have known since childhood! and then in my keen search for eggs, 
in which I visited some of the most noted breeding-places for the 
Ardeidz, I could not have passed over my old friend had it been 
nesting with others. As to the identity and existence of Branta 
rufina, I am as sure of it as one can be of any thing in this world. 
How I did strive to circumvent those I saw between Jaffna and 
Chavagacherry ; when I found I could not approach them with 
my shot gun, I actually had my little American rifle-barrel restocked, 
hoping to get a shot at them. I certainly never handled a Ceylon 
specimen ; but I knew the Duck well, and had specimens then in my 
collection received from Mr. Blyth. 
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13. SPILORNIS BACHA. 

Mr. Blyth, who identified my specimen, always had doubts as to 
our Ceylon species differing from the Indian S. bacha. 

46. CAPRIMULGUS ATRIPENNIS, Jerdon. 

The identification of this species with my C. mahrattensis is 
doubtless correct. 

61. Tockus GRISEUS. 

I suspect this must be the species observed by me, but not pro- 
cured. 

65. PALHZORNIS CALTHROPZE. 

I have to thank Mr. Holdsworth for restoring the true reading of 
this name. 

70. CHRYSOCOLAPTES STRICKLANDI. 

Mr. Holdsworth and I differ in the colour of the irides. I can 
only say I noted them on skinning the specimens, which was my 
usual practice. I think, however, that it is not a good plan. I 
have observed, since I have been here chiefly, that the colour of 
some irides change with decomposition, usually becoming darker. 
The safest plan for the collecting naturalist is to have a number of 
labels with him in the woods, and to note colours at once. Sex and 
age also I am inclined to think affect their colour. 

74. BracHyPTERNUS CEYLONUS. 

I have already stated elsewhere that Dr. Kelaart’s identifications 
were not to be depended on. 

76. MEGALAIMA FLAVIFRONS. 

This bird never, in my day, came near Colombo. Its peculiar call 
would at once have betrayed it; and it was a bird I never omitted 
to get if I could, being peculiar to the island. It must now be 
spreading outwards from the mountain-zone. 

103. Lanius CRISTATUS. 

I can supply the hiatus here. I was at Hambantotte and the 
south-east coast in April and May. 

111. BucHANGA LONGICAUDATA. 

If B. minor is not in my list of Ceylon birds (I have not access 
to my books, which are nearly all packed to avoid the damp of this 
destructive climate), there has probably been a wrong identification 
here. The bird to which I allude is extremely common in the 
Jaffna peninsula. 

122. ALSEONAX TERRICOLOR, Hodgson. 

Lord Walden showed me a specimen of my Butalis muttut, 
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and, if my memory serves me rightly, admitted the distinctness of the species. 

123. OcHROMELA NIGRORUFA, Jerd. 
Mr. Mitford’s sketches of the birds that fell under his notice were too life-like to be mistaken. I think, however, I actually shot the specimen from which Mr. Mitford made his sketch. I have always included Ratnapoora in the mountain zone. 
181. ZostERops CEYLONENSIS. 

T do not think I ever had a specimen of the hill Zosterops in my possession ; and, as before stated, I doubted Dr. Kelaart’s identif,- cation. I have(collected at Newera Ellia. . 

195. MunIA RUBRONIGRA 
may have been introduced ; but, if I remember right, I found large flocks of them. 

206. SPATULA CLYPEATA 
I found breeding between Jaffna and Chavagacherry, and caught some of the young ones. 

In conclusion, I must congratulate Mr. Holdsworth in his adding so many new species to the Ceylon fauna; and I hope he and I may live for another quarter of a century to welcome the labours of another fellow worker and see the changes that he may show by his discoveries. But whether we do or do not, those who follow us will have the use of our experience. 

4. Descriptions of seventeen new Species of Land and Marine 
Shells. By Hunry Avams, F.L.S, 

[Received January 30, 1873. ] 

(Plate XXIII.) 
CoRALLIOPHILA BARCLAYANA, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 1.) 
C. testa Susiformi, plicis numerosis obtusis munita, liris transver- sis et lamellis muricatis longitudinalibus clathrata, antice vio- lacea, postice albida 3 Spira acuto-conica ; anfr. 6-7, convexis, ultimo dimidiam long. teste Superante, in canalem angustam pro- ducto ; apertura 4 long. teste, subovali; labro arcuato, varici- Sormi, late Jimbriato, crenulato, intus denticulato ; columella antice granulata ; fauce purpurascente. 
Long. 29, diam. 13 mill. 
Hab. Mauritius (coll. H. Ad.). 

MITRELLA Dz#DALA, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 2.) 
M. testa elongata, solidula, pallide lutea, maculis rufis ad suturam 
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ornata, infra fulvo exigue reticulata; apice castaneo; anfr. 6, 
convexiusculis, ultimo antice striato ; apertura satis ampla; colu- 
mella levi, callo tenui induta; canali brevi, lata; labro postice 

sinuato, incrassato. 

Long. 5, diam. 2 mill. 
Hab. New Hebrides (coll. Hargraves). 

ZAFRA PURPUREA, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 3.) 

Z. testa fusiformi, solida, longitudinaliter numerose plicata, serie 
granulorum ad suturam cincta, antice transverse striata, ceruleo- 
alba, fascia alba infra suturam et strigis purpureis ornata; anfr. 
64, viz convevis, ultimo attenuato ; apertura lineari, flexuosa, canali 
subrecurva; columella callo restricto induta; labro sinuoso, in- 
crassato. 

Long. 43, diam. 2 mill. 
Hab. New Hebrides (coll. Hargraves). 

OposTOMIA CARINATA, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 4.) 

O. testa imperforata, elongato-ovoidea, tenui, levi, albida; spira 
turrita, sutura marginata; anfr. 6, planatis, postice tabulatis et 

carinatis, ultimo ad peripheriam cingula parva instructo, basi ro- 

tundato ; apertura subovali, antice viz producta ; plica columellari 
conspicua, obtusa, transversa. 

Long. 3, diam. 1} mill. 
Hab. Persian Gulf (coll. M‘Andrew). 

AMPHIPERAS PULCHELLUS, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 5.) 

A. testa ovato-globosa, solidula, longitudinaliter leviter striatula, 

dorso liris capillaceis distantibus transversis et ad extremitates 
striis profundis transversis sculpta, pallide carnea, rubro varie- 
gata; apertura lineari ; labio antice excavato et plica dentiformi 
munito ; labro varicoso, sulcato, canali anteriore angusta et canali 

posteriore obliqua, callo circumdata, instructo. 
Long. 10, diam. 6 mill. 
Hab. Mauritius (coll. Barclay). 

CoLLONIA MUNDA, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 6.) 

C. testa depresse turbinata, solida, anguste umbilicata, liris nume- 
rosis, ad peripheriam majoribus, cincta, longitudinaliter conferte 
striata, albida, strigis et maculis pallide fulvis ornata; anfr. 4, 
convexis, supra angulatis, ultimo basi vir convexo ; umbilico 

Suniculo crenulato ambiente; apertura circulari; perist. vari- 
coso, valde crenulato. 

Diam. 4, alt. 4 mill. 
Hab. Persian Gulf (coll. M‘Andrew). 

LIOTIA BELLULA, sp. nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 7.) 

L. testa depressa, late umbilicata, solidula, albida, cingulis et striis 
distantibus cancellata ; spira vix elevata, sutura crenulata; anfr. 
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34, cito crescentibus, bene discretis, supra tabulatis, ultimo ad 

peripheriam et ad basin carinis crenulatis instructo, antice sub- 

soluto ; umbilico amplo, profundo, scalariformi, costa crenulata 

marginali et altera interiore cincto; apertura circulari; perist. 

obtuso. 
Diam. maj. 23, min. 2, alt. 13 mill. 
Hab. Persian Gulf (coll. M‘Andrew). 

CycLosTREMA CARINATUM, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 8.) 

C. testa depresso-globosa, solida, umbilicata, carinis angulatis regu- 

laribus et striis radiantibus sculpta; anfr. 4, convexis, rapide 

accrescentibus, ultimo antice dilatato; apertura subcirculari ; 

perist. crasso, subinterrupto. 
Diam. maj. 23, min. 2, alt. 14 mill. 
Hab, Persian Gulf (coll. M‘Andrew). 

CLANCULUS PUSILLUS, sp. nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 9.) 

C. testa trochiformi, solida, liris granosis, alternis minutis, cincta, 

interstitiis conferte oblique striata, rosea, maculis albis notata ; 

sutura canaliculata; anfr. 6, convewis, ultimo basi convexo, liris 

granosis concentricis instructo ; umbilico crenulato, albo ; apertura 

diagonali, subcirculari, dente columellari prominente, compresso ; 

labro simplici, intus sulcato. 
Diam. 7, alt. 5 mill. 
Hab. New Hebrides (coll. Hargraves). 

MINOLIA VARIABILIS, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 10.) 

M. testa umbilicata, elevato-conica, tenui, liris concentricis et lamellis 

tenuibus numerosis clathrata, carinis binis nodosis ad peripheriam 

cincta, straminea, plerumque maculis rufis vel strigis olivaceo-fulvis 

ornata; spira elevata, sutura subcanaliculata ; anfr. 6, convexis ; 

umbilico mediocri, profundo, costa obtusa marginali instructo ; 

apertura circulari ; perist. subcontinuo, acuto, recto. 

Long. 4, diam. 3 mill. 
Hab. Persian Gulf (coll. M‘ Andrew). 

Heurx (Fruricicota) EVERETTI, sp. nov. (Plate XXIII. 
fig. 11.) 

HH. testa umbilicata, depresso-globosa, solidiuscula, sub lente granu- 

lata, superne leviter plicato-striata, pallide fulva, fascia fusca 

ad peripheriam ornata, epidermide fulvida tenui induta; spira 

paululum elevata, sutura valde impressa; anfr. 4, convewis, ul- 

timo ad basin circa umbilicum obtuse angulato; apertura pa- 

rum obliqua, sublunari; peristomio expanso et anguste reflezo, 

marginibus conniventibus, columellari declivi, superne dilatato, 

patente. 
Diam. maj. 13, min. 114, alt. 10 mill. 
Hab. Busan, near Sarawak, Borneo (coll. H. Ad.). 
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Bu.imus (DrymMzvus) RAwSONIS, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 12.) 

B. testa subimperforata, elongato-ovata, tenui, oblique longitudina- 
liter striolata et striis minutissimis cincta, nitida, alba, ad apicem 
et ad basin aurantiaca; spira elevato-conica, apice acutiusculo, 
sutura impressa; anfr. 634, conveaiusculis, ultimo spiram sub- 
e@quante, basi vix attenuato; apertura parum obliqua, oblongo- 
ovali; perist. simplici, recto, margine columellari superne reflezxo, 
perforationem fere occultante. 

Long. 24, diam. 10 mill. 
Hab. Tobago (Mr. Rawson). 

CorBULA PYGM@A, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 13.) 

C. testa solida, subovata, ventricosa, equilaterali, sulcis concentricis, 

minime profundis sculpta, albida; umbonibus medianis, incon- 
spicuis ; latere antico rotundato ; latere postico angulato ; margine 

ventrali arcuato ; declivitate umbonali obtuse angulata. 
Long. 23, alt. 2, lat. 1 mill. 
Hab. Persian Gulf (coll. M‘Andrew). 

TELLIDORA PELLYANA, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 14.) 

T. testa subtriangulari, inequilaterali, utrinque convexiuscula, so- 
lidula, concentrice tenuissime lirata et leviter plicata, plicis 
ad latus posticum attenuatis, prominentibus, albida ; umbonibus 
postmedianis, acutis ; margine dorsali antice subincurvato, postice 
subrecto; margine ventrali convexo, postice sinuato; flexura 
distincta. 

Long. 10, alt. 9, lat. 25 mill. 
Hab. Persian Gulf (coll. M‘ Andrew). 

THYELLA LAMELLOSA, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 15.) 

T. testa ovato-triangulari, solidula, modice convexa, fere a@qui- 
laterali, lamellis erectis numerosis concentricis et striis confertis 
minutissimis radiantibus sculpta; margine dorsali,antice incur- 

vato, postice convexo; margine ventrali arcuato, postice paulum 
sinuato. 

Long. 12, alt. 9, lat. 6 mill. 
Hab. Mauritius (coll, H. Ad.). 

THYELLA HARGRAYVESI, sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 16.) 

T. testa triangulari, solidiuscula, subventricosa, equilaterali, lamellis 
distantibus irregularibus concentrice et striis exilibus confertis ra- 
diatim sculpta ; latere anteriore arcuato ; latere postico convexo ; 
margine ventrali postice valde sinuato. 

Long. 64, alt. 55, lat. 35 mill. 
Hab. New Hebrides (coll. Hargraves). 
The genus Thyella was founded by me some years since upon a 

small shell in Mr. Cuming’s collection, and stated to have affinity 
with Semele. It is also near Montrouziera, Souverbie; but that 
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genus is described as possessing an elongated lateral tooth, of which 
there is no trace in either of the species of Thyella. 

ANOMALOCARDIA CRASSICOSTATA, Sp.nov. (Plate XXIII. fig. 17.) 

A. testa transversa, subquadrilatera, ventricosa, costis radi- 
antibus, elevatis, supra planatis ad 22 et lamellis plurimis con- 
centricis cancellata, pallide fulva, fasciis fulvis inconspicuis con- 
centrice ornata ; extremitate antica arcuata ad marginem dor- 
salem angulata; extremitate postica oblique truncata; umbo- 
nibus antemedianis, tumidis, incurvis, distantibus ; area cardinali 

lata. 
Long. 25, alt. 20, lat. 20 mill. 
Hab. Persian Gulf (coll. M‘Andrew). 

Note.—In the first part of the ‘Proceedings’ for 1872, at page 
12, I described a shell from the Isle of Bourbon under the name 
of Stylodonta (Erepta) bewsheri. Upon since referring to Férussac’s 
description of his Helia detecta, also from Bourbon, I have come 
to the conclusion that they are the same species. As H. detecta 
is the type of the subgenus Rotula, the subgenus Hrepta must be 
restricted to H, stylodon and allied species ; while the very thin mem- 
branaceous shells, one of which, from Mauritius, was named by me 
Stylodonta (Rotula) cernica, appear to form a distinct subgenus, 
for which I would propose the name Caldwellia, and of which H. 
phillyrina, Morel., may be considered the type. I would add that 
the altitude of the shell above mentioned, H. detecta (=bewsher?), 
which is stated in the description to be 18 mill., is 8 mill. 

I also take the opportunity of changing the name delicatula, 
given by me to a species of Scala, at page 272 of the ‘ Proceed- 
ings’ for 1869, to that of tenera, as I find there is already a Scala 
delicatula of Crosse and Fischer. 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XXIII. 

Fig. 1. Coralliophila barclayana, p. 205. 
2. Mitrella dedala, p. 205. 
3. Zafra purpurea, p. 206. 
4. Odostomia carinata, p. 206. 
5. Amphiperas Poniolnn p- 206. 
6. Collonia munda, p..206. 
7. Liotia bellula, p. 206. 
8. Cyclostrema carinatum, p. 207. 
9. Clanculus pusillus, p. 307, 

10. Minolia variabilis, p. 207. 
ll. Helix (Fruticicola) ode p. 207. 
12. Bulimus (Drymeus) rawsonis, p. 208. 
13, Corbula pygmea, p. 208. 
14. Tellidora pellyana, p. 208. 
15. Thyella lamellosa, p. 208. 
16. —— hargravesi, p. 208. 
17. Anomalocardia Manan: p. 209. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XIV. 14 
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March 4, 1873. 

John Gould, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair. 

Mr. Edwin Ward sent for exhibition the original leg-bones of 

Dinornis maximus, described and figured by Professor Owen in the 

Society’s ‘ Transactions’ (vol. vi. p. 497, pls. Ixxxix., xc.), belonging 
to Col. Michael. 

The following papers were read :— 

1. On the Spiders of St. Helena. 
By the Rev. O. P. Campripex, M.A., C.M.ZS. 

[Received February 1, 1873.] 

(Plate XXIV.) 

In a former paper (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1869, pp. 531-544, pl. 
xlii.) twenty species of Spiders were recorded and described from 
a collection received from Mr. Melliss, by whom they were captured 
in the Island of St. Helena. Since then I have received from the 
same gentleman two other collections, in which, in addition to most 
of the species before recorded, I have found twenty-three others : 
among these, eleven appear to be undescribed, while, of the re- 
mainder, five are indigenous to Great Britain, Segestria senoculata, 
Tegenaria civilis, Scytodes thoracica, Theridion tepidariorum, and 
Linyphia leprosa; two have been also received from Ceylon and 
India, Pholcus distinctus and Artema convexa; two are European, 
Argyrodes epeire and Xysticus grammicus ; and two are Egyptian, 
Latrodectus erebus and Tetragnatha pelusia. The European stamp 
observed upon in regard to the Spiders of the former collection is 
thus equally marked in those now recorded and described, three 
only of those already described belonging to species not hitherto 
recorded as European. 

According to the present and former papers, the known Spiders 
of St. Helena thus number forty species, a number which will, I 
doubt not, be greatly added to when a closer and more extended 
search shall have been made. I understand that Mr. Melliss has 
ceased to reside in St. Helena, so there is no more chance of further 
discoveries in Arachnida from his exertions ; but for what he has 
done, and so kindly placed within my reach as materials for the 
present and former papers, I desire now to return him my very 
heartiest thanks. 

List of species, including those recorded in the former paper 
marked by an *. 

Filistata condita, sp. n. *Segestria perfida. 
*Dysdera crocota, Koch=D. senoculata. 

rubicunda of former paper. Gnaphosa lugubris, sp. n. 
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*Olubiona dubia, sp. n. “Meta digna, sp. n. (includes Chetracanthium mellissii, sp.n. also Meta indigna of former —— planum, sp. n. paper). 
Amaurobius crucifer, sp. n. *Epeira solers? 
Tegenaria civilis. * Argiope aurelia. 

proxima, sp.n. (T. atrica Uloborus williamsii. 
of former paper). Aysticus grammicus. 

Scytodes thoracica. *Philodromus signatus, sp. n, *Pholcus phalangioides. *Heteropoda (Olios) tridenti- —— distinctus. . gera, sp. n. 
Artema convexa. * Pasithea pulchra. 

* Ariadne mellissii, sp. n. *Lycosa ligata, sp. n. 
*Theridion punicum. inexorabilis, sp. n. *—— fulvolunulatum. —— dolosa, sp. n. 
—— tepidariorum. *Salticus nigrolimbatus, Sp. n. Latrodectus erebus. adansonii. 
Linyphia leprosa. —— mexcultus, sp. n. —— albimaculata, sp. n. —— subinstructus, sp. n. (in- trifididens, sp. n. cludes also Sulticus illigeri Argyrodes epeire. of former paper). 
Tetragnatha pelusia. 

Fam. Fiuistatipes. 

Genus Fiuisrara. 
FILIsTATA CONDITA, sp. n. (Plate XXIV. fig. 1.) 
Immature female, length 23 lines. 
The whole of the fore part of this Spider is of a yellow colour. The cephalothorax, which is of the ordinary form of the genus, has the upper part clothed pretty thickly with coarse and rather adpressed dark brown hairs, giving a darkish hue to that portion. The eyes are rather large, but in the usual position, seated upon a strongish tuberculiform transverse oval eminence, a little way behind the fore margin of the clypeus. 
The legs are moderately long and strong; they do not differ greatly in length ; those of the fourth pair seemed to be slightly longer than those of the first, and the third pair rather the shortest ; they are furnished with blackish-brown bristly hairs only, and each tarsus ends with three inconspicuous claws. 
The palpi are strong, moderately long, similar to the legs in their armature, except that the single terminal claw is stronger than those on the tarsi of the jegs. 
The falces are short and weak, but rather projecting forwards. The maville, labium, and sternum present no observable variation from the usual generic type. 
The aédomen is oval, rounded and bluff behind, where it projects considerably over the site of the spinners; it is of a dull whitish drab-yellow colour, clothed sparingly with coarsish brown hairs, and marked on the hinder half of the upperside with a series of four or five strong and well-defined transverse angulated bars or chevrons of 

14* 
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a dull rusty reddish colour, the apex of each one (except the foremost) 
running into the one before it. These bars span the whole width of 
the upperside of the abdomen, being stronger at the angles than at 
the extremities. The spinners, six in number, are very short and 
inconspicuous. 

A single female, not yet adult, was contained in Mr. Melliss’s 
collection. The pattern on the abdomen distinguishes it at once from 
any recorded species known to me. 

Fam. DyspERIDEs. 

Genus DyspERA. 

DyspERA CROCOTA. 

Dysdera crocota, C. Koch, Die Arachn. Bd. v. p. 81, tab. 166. 
figs. 392-394. 

Dysdera rubicunda, Bl. Spid. Great Brit. & Ir. p. 371, pl. 28. 
fig. 267; Cambr. P. Z.S. 1869, p. 532 (non D. rubieunda, Koch). 

Dr. Koch has lately sent me typical examples of Dysdera rubicunda 
(Koch) and D. crocota (Koch), from which it appears that D. 
rubicunda (Koch) is quite distinct from the Spider so recorded by 
Mr. Blackwall, the latter being the same as D. crocota (Koch). 

Examples of both sexes of D. ecrocota were received from Mr. 
Melliss in his recent collections, as well as in the former one. 

Genus SEGESTRIA. 

SEGESTRIA SENOCULATA. 

Segestria senoculata, Walck. Ins. Apt, vol. i. p. 268. 
Immature examples of what I believe to be this species were 

found among the St.-Helena Spiders received from Mr. Melliss. 

Fam. DRASSIDES. 

Genus Gnaruosa (Latr.). 

GNAPHOSA LUGUBRIS, sp. n. (Plate XXIV. fig. 2.) 

Adult male, length 27 lines. 
Cephalothorax oval, depressed, and almost devoid of any lateral 

constriction forwards, the normal grooves and indentations being 
nearly obsolete; it is of a deep blackish-brown colour, thinly 
clothed with pale adpressed hairs. 

The eyes, looked at from above and behind, are in two trausverse 
nearly parallel rows ; the hind centrals are further from each other 
than each is from the hind lateral on its side, while those of the 
foremost row appeared to be as nearly as possible equidistant from 
each other. The height of the clypeus is equal to half that of the 
facial space; all the eyes (except those of the fore central pair, 
which are dark-coloured) are of a dull amber-colour. 

The /egs are rather long, moderately strong ; their relative length 

seemed to be 4, 1, 2, 3; they are more or less of a dark greenish 
black-brown hue, except the tarsi and metatarsi (of the fourth pair 
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the tarsi only), which are pale-coloured; they are furnished with 
hairs of various lengths, and a few spines, chiefly on the tibiz and 
metatarsi of the two hinder pairs. 

The palpi are short and not very strong: the radial and cubital 
joints are very nearly of equal length ; perhaps the former is slightly 
the shortest, and has its outer extremity continued in a tapering 
apophysis, whose extreme point is slightly obtuse and of a deep 
brown colour, the rest being of a greenish-brown hue; the length 
of this apophysis is rather less than that of the joint itself. The 
digital joint is rather large, of an oval form, exceeding in length 
that of the radial and cubital joints together; the palpal organs are 
neither very prominent nor complex, consisting of several corneous 
processes, of a red-brown and whitish colour. 

The falces are moderately long and strong, projecting forwards, 
and a little prominent near the base in front. 

The mazille, labium, and sternum are of the normal character, and 
(with the falces) are of a dark yellowish-brown colour. 

The abdomen is of a narrow, oblong-oval form ; it is of a black 
colour, with a somewhat silky bottle-greenish reflection in some 
positions. It is well clothed with hairs ; and there are four indistinct 
pale dots, forming nearly a square, near the middle of the upper- 
side. The spinners are rather long and prominent, those of the 
inferior pair being the longest and strongest; they are of a blackish 
colour, tipped with whitish. The spiracular plates are large and of a 
dull yellowish-brown colour. 

A single adult male was comprised in Mr. Melliss’s collection 
from St. Helena. 

Genus CLUBIONA. 

CLuBIOoNA DuBIA. (Plate XXIV. fig. 3.) 

Clubiona dubia, Cambr, Spid. St. Helena, Proc. Zool. Soc., Nov. 
1869, p. 532. 

In the former collections received from Mr. Melliss the female 
only of this Spider was found; in the last collection there were 
several males and several females also. In size, colours, and general 
characters the sexes are similar; but the fulces of the male are 
longer, and each has a strong conically formed sharp tooth on the 
under edge of its inner side, near the extremity. 

The palpi are moderately long and not very strong. The humeral 
joint has three distinct and nearly erect black spines near its fore 
extremity on the upperside, two near together in a transverse line, 
the third, which is the longest, is a little way behind them. The 
radial and cubital joints are of equal length; the former has a small, 
pointed, tapering, dark red-brown, somewhat tooth-like, corneous- 
looking apophysis in continuation of its outer extremity, and four 
or five longish, bristly, prominent hairs on its inner side; the 
digital joint is small and of an oval furm, not much, if at all, 

exceeding in length that of the radial joint. The palpal organs are 
neither very prominent nor complex ; a longitudinally placed corneous 
process on their outer side has a deep, red-brown, shining margin, 
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near the fore extremity of which, on the inner side, there are one or 
two small, red-brown, corneous prominences. 

An elongate portion of the epidermis on the fore part of the 
upperside of the abdomen has a smooth and somewhat corneous 
appearance, and is ratber darker-coloured than the rest. 

Several examples of this species, which is allied to C. lutescens 
(Westr.), but quite distinct, were contained in the collection last 
received from Mr. Melliss. 

Genus CHEIRACANTHIUM. 
CHEIRACANTHIUM MELLIssU, sp. n. (Plate XXIV. fig. 4.) 
Adult male, length (exclusive of the falces) 5 lines. 
The cephalothoraz of this fine and striking species is broad oval, 

rather roundly truncated before, constricted laterally near the fore 
margin, and moderately convex above; the normal grooves and 
indentations are not very strongly marked. Its colour (as well as 
that of the falces, maxillee, and sternum) is orange-yellow, glossy ; 
and it appeared to be wholly destitute of hairs. The width of the 
fore margin equals half the length of the cephalothorax. 

The eyes (eight in number, rather small, and not very unequal in 
size) are in three groups, rather widely separated from each other ; 
the central one, of four eyes, forms a trapezoid, whose fore side is a 
little the shortest, and its transverse diameter shorter than the longi- 
tudinal ; the foremost pair of these eyes, which are the largest of the 
eight, are separated from each other by about an eye’s diameter ; 
those of each lateral pair are placed obliquely, and not quite con- 
tiguously to each other on a tubercle. 

The legs are long, moderately strong; their relative length is 
1, 4, 2, 3, those of the first pair being greatly the longest. They 
are of a yellow colour, furnished with hairs, some of which are very 
slender and erect, also with a few, not very strong, black spines. 
Each tarsus ends with two claws and a black claw-tuft. 

The pa/pi are rather long, slender, and similar in colour to the 
legs; the length of the humeral joint, which is considerably bent, 
is equal to that of the cubital and radial joints together, the latter 
being nearly three times the length of the cubital, and slightly 
curved ; it has a small, fine, sharp-pointed, red-brown apophysis at 
its outer fore extremity. The digital joint is small and narrow, 
being of the same length as the cubital, which it does not exceed in 
breadth, and its base on the outer side is continued backwards in a 
sharp-pointed spur, of no great length and running just above the 
radial apophysis ; the palpal organs are small and simple, consisting 
of a somewhat circular lobe with a small, pale, curved spine in con- 
nexion with its upper surface. 

The falces are of great size and divergent, of a somewhat bent 
form, and enlarged on the outer sides near the base, as well as 
prominent underneath in an angular form; at the angle is a strong 
tooth, followed forwards by a longitudinal series of five other teeth 
of less size; along the lower margin by these teeth is a fringe of 
coarsish black hairs: the length of the falces equals that of the 
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cephalothorax ; and the fangs, which are also equal to the falces in 
length, are strong, sharp-pointed, of a deep-black chestnut-brown 
colour, tolerably straight in the middle, but bent at both ends; a 
constriction towards their extremity gives them at first sight the 
appearance of being articulated at that point. 

The mavwille are of the normal form, and are thickly furnished 
with strong black hairs on their inner margins (next to the falces). 

The /adium is broadish oblong in form, strongly emarginate at 
the apex, and does not much exceed in length half that of the 
maxillee ; its colour is a dark chestnut-brown. 

The abdomen is short-oval, and projects over the base of the 
cephalothorax ; it is of a dull yellow colour, very sparingly clothed 
with short fine hairs, and marked on its upperside, near the middle, 
with four impressed dots of a rusty hue, forming a square, whose 
fore side is the shortest. 

A single example of this exceedingly fine and distinct Cheiracan- 
thium was contained in Mr. Melliss’s St.-Helena collection ; and I 
have great pleasure in connecting with it the name of that gentle- 
man. By the size of the falces it is allied to C. italicum (Canestrini 
and Pavesi, Atti della Soc. Ital. di Scienze Nat. xi. fase. 3, 1848, 
p- 114, separate copy’; also Arch. p. Zool. Genova, ser. 2, 
vol. ili. tab. 4. fig. 3) ; but it may be distinguished at a glance by 
the remarkable difference in the character and relative proportion 
of the palpal joints, as well as by the greater length of the legs of 
the — pair of the present species, and the less size of the Spider 
itself. 

CHEIRACANTHIUM PLANUM, sp. n. (Plate XXIV. fig. 5.) 

Adult male, length 4 lines. 
The cephalothoraz of this species is of a rather broad oval, only 

slightly constricted laterally in front, and flattened above, its upper 
convexity being very slight, and at the fore part it is somewhat 
squarely truncated ; itis of a yellow colour, slightly suffused in front 
with pale reddish brown; the space enclosed by the four central eyes 
is dusky blackish ; and from them an indistinct suffused line of the 
same runs back along the middle, disappearing on the hinder slope. 

The eyes are in two rows, and occupy a broad transverse, but 
very narrow longitudinal area, the fore lateral eyes (when looked 
at from the front) being very nearly as wide apart as the width of the 
two falces ; the clypeus is obsolete, owing to the fore central eyes 
being placed immediately upon the fore marginal line of the caput. 
The eyes are small, and do not differ much in size; those of the 
fore central pair are rather more than an eye’s diameter distant 
from each other, and each is considerably further removed from the 
fore lateral eye on its side; those of the hind central pair are further 
from each other than those of the fore central pair, the four central 
eyes forming a square whose fore side is the shortest ; and the space 
which separates the central eyes is less than that which separates each 
from the hind lateral on its side, in about the same proportion as 
above mentioned in regard to the eyes of the foremost row; those 
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of each lateral pair are nearly contiguous to each other, and seated 
on a tubercle. 

The legs are long and rather slender ; their colour is yellow, and 
they are furnished with hairs, long, slender, erect bristles, and a few 
not very long black spines ; their relative length is 1, 4, 2, 3, those 
of the first pair being greatly the longest ; each tarsus ends with 
two curved black claws and a small scopula or claw-tuft of hairs. 

The palpi are similar in colour to the legs, slender, moderately 
long, and furnished with hairs and bristles; the humeral joint is 
curved, and is equal in length to that of the cubital and radial 
together ; the radial joint is double (if not rather more than double) 
the length of the cubital, and has on its outer extremity a very 
small, rather bent, dark reddish-brown apophysis ; this apophysis is 
slightly cleft at its extremity. The digital joint is short, of an 
oval form, and does not exceed in length half that of the radial 
joint ; at its hinder extremity on the outer side it is continued in 
the form of a rather tapering, sharp-pointed, nearly straight spur, 
which runs just above the radial apophysis, and is about half 
the length of the joint itself. The palpal organs are neither com- 
plex nor highly developed; they are of a somewhat flattened 
globular form, with an exceedingly slender, filiform black spine 
in contact with their inner margin. 

The falces are similar in colour to the cephalothorax ; they are 
very strong, projecting, and prominent near their middle in front, 
but not divergent. 

The mawville are of normal form ; and their colour, with that of 
the sternum, is yellow. 

The Jabium is oblong, emarginate at the apex, and of a blackish- 
brown suffused colour. 

The abdomen is of moderate size and oval form ; its colour is a 
dull luteous yellow, sparingly clothed with silky yellow hairs, and 
thinly covered on the sides and upperside with whitish-yellow 
cretaceous spots or small patches, many of them being nearly 
conterminous, and leaving a clear short sword-shaped or slightly 
cruciform marking on the fore part of the upperside. 

A single adult male of this species was contained in Mr. Melliss’s 
St-Helena collection. 

Fam. AGELENIDES. 

Genus AMAUROBIUS. 
AMAUROBIUS CRUCIFER, sp. n. (Plate XXIV. fig. 6.) 
Adult female, length 2 lines. 
The cephalothorar, when looked at from above, has more the 

look of that of Spiders of the genus Agelena than the typical Amau- 
robius ; it is rounded behind and strongly constricted laterally for- 
wards, the caput being produced or as it were drawn out. It is of 
a pale yellow-brown colour, thinly clothed with hairs ; and the normal 
grooves and indentations are marked with convergent black-brownish 
lines and suffusions ; the lateral margins are also of the same colour. 

The eyes are in two transverse rows on the fore part of the caput, 
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the height of the clypeus being very nearly half that of the facial 
space; the hinder row, which is the longest (looked at from in 
front), is strongly curved, the front one nearly straight. The eyes 
are not very unequal in size, the fore laterals being slightly the 
largest; the intervals between the eyes of each row respectively are 
as nearly as possible equal; the four central eyes form a trapezoid 
whose fore side is shorter than its hinder one, and the length of its 
sides intermediate between them. 

The legs are not very long nor very unequal in length, but 
moderately strong; their relative length is 1, 4, 2, 3, those of the 
fourth and second pairs being very nearly equal ; they are of a pale 
brownish-yellow colour, broadly annulated with darker brown; they 
are furnished with hairs, and each tarsus ends with three claws ; there 
is also a calamistrum on the metatarsi of the fourth pair, situated 
rather on the inner side behind. 

The falces are long and strong ; each has a small flattish enlarge- 
ment on the inner side near the extremity, armed with three small 
sharp teeth ; this enlargement is apparently formed by the excava- 
tion of the upperside of the falces at that part. 

The maville are long, strong, obliquely and roundly truncated at 
their extremities on the outer side, and slightly inclined towards 
the Jabium, which is about half the length of the maxillz, of an 
oblong form, and rather broader at its base than at its apex, where 
it is somewhat rounded. The /falces are similar in colour to the 
cephalothorax ; the maxille are similar to the legs and palpi; the 
labium is suffused with blackish brown, and the sternum, which is of 
a heart-shaped oval form, is slightly suffused with brown. 

The abdomen is oval, rounded, and rather bluff behind; the 
ground-colour is a pale luteous yellow, and it is more or less ir- 
regularly marked all over with black streaks and markings ; among 
those on the upperside, near the middle, is a fairly defined cruciform 
marking, followed towards the spinners, in a longitudinal series, by 
several rather short, blunt-angular, trausverse, black stripes. In front 
of the ordinary spinners is a broad transverse supernumerary one. 

Two adult females were contained in Mr. Melliss’s St.-Helena 
collection. 

Genus TEGENARIA. 

TEGENARIA CIVILIS. 

-  Tegenaria civilis, Bl. Spid. Great Brit. & Ir. p. 166, pl. 12. 
fig. 107. 
i Adal of both sexes were contained in the collection last received 

from Mr. Melliss; St. Helena is thus another locality ascertained 
for this cosmopolitan species. 

TEGENARIA PROXIMA, Sp. 0. 

Tegenaria atrica, Cambr. Spiders of St. Helena, P. Z. S. 1869, 
p- 533. 

Adult male, length 3 lines. 
In size, colours, and markings this species nearly resembles 
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T. civilis (Walck.). The markings, however, on the cephalothorax 
and sternum, as well as the annulation of the legs, are more distinct, 
and perhaps bear a rather nearer approach, both upon these parts 
and also on the abdomen, to 7. atrica (Koch), from which the small 
size of the present species, independently of cther characters, at 
once distinguishes it. The femora of the first pair of legs are 
also less suffused with dark reddish brown than in 7’. ctvilis ; but in 
the palpi are perhaps contained the best distinguishing characters. 
The cubital and radial joints in both species bear the same (or very 
nearly the same) relative length to each other, the latter being rather 
longer than the former, enlarging on the outer side towards its ex- 
tremity, where, as in 7’. civilis, there is a small red-brown corneous- 
looking apophysis; but in that species this apophysis is broadish 
and obliquely truncated at its extremity, while in the present species 
it is less strong, tapering and pointed at its extremity ; the digital 
joint is also larger; and the palpal organs, although bearing the 
same general form and structure, are perceptibly different in their 
development ; from their centre (connected with a strong corneous 
process) there issues a filiform spine, which, curving backwards and 
with a bold sweep round their inner margin, continues in a thread- 
like form quite round their extremity, ending on or close to their 
outer margin: an analogous spine exists in 7’. civilis; but in that 
species it is much shorter and stronger, with a closer and far smaller 
sweep, and its point is not drawn out into a thread-like form. 
Several other processes analogous to each other are connected with the 
palpal organs of the two species ; but in the present they are, although 
longer and more prominent, yet proportionally not quite so strong. 
A single adult male was contained in Mr. Melliss’s St.-Helena 

collection now under consideration. I feel no doubt that the ex- 
ample contained in a former collection, and recorded (J. ¢., supra) 
as 7’. atrica, is of the same species as the present, though that ex- 
ample had not attained maturity. 

It is possible that this may be the 7. testacea, Sim. (Aranéides 
nouveaux ou peu connus du midi de l’Europe, 1870, p. 10), found 
at Granada, in Spain; it agrees with that species in the form of the 
digital joint and the radial apophysis as described by M. Simon ; 
but I am inclined to think it is distinct. 

Fam. ScyToDIDEs. 

Genus ScyToDEs. 

SCYTODES THORACICA. 

Scytodes thoracica, Walck. Ins. Apt. i. p. 270. 
An adult female was contained in Mr. Melliss’s St.-Helena col- 

lection last received. 
Fam. PHOLCIDEs. 

Genus PHoucvus. 

PHOLCUS DISTINCTUS. 

Pholeus distinctus, Cambr. Linn. Soc. Journ. vol. x. p. 380, 
pl. xi. figs. 28-30. 
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Females of this species were received from Mr. Melliss from St. 
Helena. 

Genus ARTEMA. 
ARTEMA CONVEXA. 

Artema convexa, Bl. Ann. Nat. Hist., Nov. 1858. 

Females of this Spider (which is nearly allied to if not identical 
with Pholeus borbonicus, Vins.) were found in the St.-Helena col- 
lection. 

Fam. THERIDIIDEs. 

Genus THERIDION. 

THERIDION TEPIDARIORUM. 

Theridion tepidariorum, Koch, Die Arachn. Bd. viii. p. 75 
tab. 273. fig. 646, and tab. 274. figs. 647, 648. 
-Examples of this widely dispersed species were contained in the 

St.-Helena collections. I have received it also from Brazil, as well 
as from Ceylon. 

> 

Genus LaTrRopEctTUws. 

LATRODECTUS EREBUS. 

Latrodectus erebus, Sav. Arachn. de l’Egypte, pl. 3. fig. 9. 
The St.-Helena collections contained an example of this Spider. 

Genus Linyputia. 
LINYPHIA LEPROSA. 

Linyphia leprosa, Ohl. Die Araneiden der Provinz Preussen, p. 47. 
L. confusa, Cambr. Trans. Linn. Soc. xxvii. p. 429, pl. 55. 

no. 21, a, 4, ¢, d, f, g. 

Examples of both sexes were found in the St.-Helena collections. 

LINYPHIA ALBIMACULATA, Sp. n. 

Immature female, length nearly 2 lines. 
Although not quite adult, yet the very distinct markings and 

colours of this Spider leave me no doubt whatever about its being 
(as far as I am aware) undescribed. In form and structure there is 
no marked departure from the ordinary generic type ; the sides of 
the thoracic portion of the cephalothorax are deep black-brown, the 
margins being yellowish; the caput is yellow ; a continuation of this 
colour, in a tapering or wedge-shaped form, runs backwards from the 
occiput to the hinder slope of the thorax ; and a deep blackish-brown 
band runs back from the hind central eyes, tapering to a point at the 
central indentation where the thoracic segments converge. The 
clypeus has two brownish macule near its lower margin, one on 
either side of the central point: the height of the clypeus equals 
half that of the facial space ; it is a little impressed transversely 
immediately below the eyes, from the slight prominence of the ocular 
area. The eyes are in the ordinary position, on greyish-black 
tubercular spots, and not very unequal in size; those of the hinder 
row are not quite equally separated, the centrals being further from 
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each other than each is from the lateral on its side; those of each 
lateral pair are bright pearly white, placed a little obliquely, con- 
tiguous to each other, and the largest of the eight; those of the 
fore central pair are the smallest, and nearly, if not quite, contiguous 
to each other. 

The legs are rather strong, but not very long; their relative 
length is 1, 2, 4, 3; they are of a clear pale yellow colour, di- 
stinctly banded with dark brown and furnished sparingly with hairs 
and about the usual number of longish black spines. 

The palpi are similar in colour and markings to the legs; and 
from the fore extremity on the upperside of each of the cubital and 
radial joints is a long, strong, black, slightly curved, tapering bristle ; 
several smaller ones are also on the digital joint. 

The falceg are long, rather slender, slightly diverging, and simi- 
lar to the legs in colour. 

The maxilla, labium, and sternum are dark-coloured, the two 
former being the lightest. 

The abdomen is of ordinary form, very convex above and project- 
ing over the base of the cephalothorax; the ground-colour is of a 
dark leadenish hue, marked with black patches and markings, the 
sides and upper surface being pretty thickly and rather symmetri- 
cally covered with bright white cretaceous spots; some of these 
form slightly oblique lines on the hinder part of the sides, and others 
a sort of horizontal cincture on either side of the fore half; others, 
again, form a broken horizontal band along the lower part of each 
side. The general character and disposition of the abdominal mark- 
ings bear a near resemblance to that of L. leprosa (Ohl.); but the 
markings and colours of the cephalothorax distinguish it from that 
species at a glance, as well as the distinctly annulated legs. 
A single example was contained in the St.-Helena collection last 

received from Mr. Melliss. 

LINYPHIA TRIFIDIDENS, Sp. 0. 

Adult male, length 3 lines. 
This very distinct Spider has the cephalothorax of ordinary form, 

but rather flattened, and, looked at in profile, it presents a straight 
line rising gradually from the hinder slope (which is itself very 
gradual) to the eyes; its colour is yellow; a broad, dark brown, 
well-defined band runs along each side, converging and almost 
uniting at the hinder slope, and generally meeting in front above 
the falees; this band leaves a rather narrow, but distinct, lateral 
marginal stripe on each side: along the centre of the cephalothorax 
a tapering dark-brown band runs back from the eyes to the hinder 
slope, where it ends in a point, and where the junction of the caput 
and thorax are marked by a strong longitudinal depression. 

The eyes are similar in their relative size and position to those of 
L. albimaculata: the clypeus is slightly impressed immediately 
below the eyes, and rather prominent thence to the lower margin ; 
its height exceeds half that of the facial space. 

The legs are long, tolerably strong ; and their relative length is 
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1, 2, 4, 3; their colour is yellow, distinctly banded with dark 
yellow-brown, and furnished sparingly with hairs and a few, neither 
very long nor strong, black spines. 

The palpi are short and not very strong. The radial joint is 
double the length of the cubital, and of a clavate form, rather more 
produced at its extremity on the upper than on the lower side ; at the 
outer extremity a little in front is a long, curved, strong, tapering, 
black bristle, directed forwards and nearly in connexion with a group 
of a few less conspicuous bristly hairs. The cubital joint also has a 
tapering black bristle at the fore extremity of the upperside, but it 
is not nearly so strong a one as that on the radial joint ; the digital 
joint is small but of the same length as the radial, and of a tapering, 
pointed oval form. The palpal organs are well developed, rather 
complex, with various corneous processes and prominently turned 
outwards; one small, red-brown, rather flattened but abruptly pointed 
process, separate from the general mass, appears to issue from the 
radial joint nearly beneath the bristle and group of hairs above 
mentioned. The palpi are similar in colour and markings to the 
legs. 
eThe falces are of a dark yellow-brown colour, rather long, strong, 

divergent at their extremities, and convexly prominent and massive 
towards their base in front: on the inner margin of the lower side 
at the extremity of each is a row of short teeth; and also towards 
the extremity of the inner margin of the upperside is a strong tooth- 
like prominence, divided into three small points at its extremity ; 
two of these points are stronger than the other, and from some points 
of view are the only ones visible, the third being placed beneath and 
a little below the others; following this tooth-like prominence in an 
oblique direction downwards are several small bluntish teeth of 
different sizes. The fangs are strong, and somewhat incrassated to- 
wards their articulation with the falces. 

The maville are rather long and strong, not inclined to the 
labium, and rather broadest at their extremities: where they are 
slightly rounded on the outer sides. 

The /adium is short, broad, and semicircular, and with the maxillee 
of a dark yellowish-brown colour. 

The abdomen is oval, not very convex above, nor much projecting 
over the base of the cephalothorax ; it is marked with black mark- 
ings and white cretaceous spots on a dull whitey-brown ground ; the 
pattern is indistinct, but some angular bars or chevrons (running 
into blotches at their extremities) are visible on the hinder half of 
the upperside ; the sides have a large black patch forwards, followed 
behind by several slightly oblique black bars more or less distinct ; 
along the underside runs a broad black-brown band, occupying 
nearly the whole of it. 

The female is larger than the male, to which it is similar in colour 
and markings, but differs in wanting the large trifid and other 
teeth on the front of the falees, having only one row along the inner 
margin of the lower side; these, however, are more numerous, 
longer, stronger, and sharper than the corresponding teeth in the 
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male; in other respects the falces are like those of that sex, though 
a little less strong. 

In colours and markings this species is very like L. albipunctata ; 
but the less-convex abdomen, with the massiveness and prominence 
of the falces, and, especially in the male, the trifid tooth-like pro- 
minence in front of them, distinguish it at a glance both from that 
species and any other of the genus known to me. 

L. trifididens shows a decided approach to Spiders of the genera 
Pachygnatha and Meéa ; and it is not without some hesitation that I 
have (in absence of any knowledge of its habits) placed it in the 
genus Linyphia. 

Three males (two adult) and an adult female were comprised in the 
St.-Helena collection received from Mr. Melliss. 

Genus ARGYRODES. 

ARGYRODES EPEIRZ. 

Argyrodes epeire, Sim. An. Soc. Ent. Fr. 4° sér. tom. vi. 1866, 
p- 282, pl. 4. figs. 1-7. 

Adults of both sexes of this remarkable and interesting Spider 
were contained in Mr. Melliss’s St.-Helena collections. 

Fam. Erretripes. 

Genus TeETRAGNATHA. 

TETRAGNATHA PELUSIA. 

Tetragnatha pelusia, Sav. Arachn. de |’Egypte, pl. 2. fig. 3. 
Well-marked examples of this species were found in the two last- 

received collections from St. Helena. 

Genus Mera. 
META DIGNA. 

Tetragnatha digna and T. indigna, Cambr. Spiders of St. Helena, 
Proc. Zool. Soc. 1869, pp. 535, 537, pl. xlii. figs. 3, 4. 

Adult male, length from 23 to 33 lines. 
In the former paper on St.-Helena Spiders a single immature 

male of M. digna was described as a distinct species, owing toa 
great dissimilarity in the pattern on the abdomen; the present col- 
lection contained several adult males and females, proving beyond a 
doubt that they are of one species only, the apparent difference in 
the pattern on the abdomen not holding constant in the different 
adult examples of the sexes. 

The legs of the adult male are longer than those of the female, 
being nearly, if not quite, four times the length of the Spider. 2. 

The palpi are rather long and slender ; the cubital joint is very 
short, and has at its fore extremity on the upperside a long, strong, 
tapering, nearly straight, black bristle directed forward, the radial 
being nearly four times as long, and increasing gradually in strength 
to its extremity, where it is furnished with a few long, strong, pro- 
minent black bristles and hairs. 
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The digital joint is rather small and of a narrow-oval form, its 
convex side being turned inwards. From its base springs a rather long, 
tapering, almost straight, and nearly perpendicular horn or apophysis, 
its extremity being bluntish-pointed and black; the length of this 
horn about equals half the length of the digital joint, but exceeds its 
breadth. The palpal organs are well developed and prominent, con- 
sisting of a somewhat oval, convex, corneous lobe, with a detached 
curved process at the base on the outer side, and an obtuse one at 
the extremity projecting forwards just beneath the fore extremity of 
the digital joint; and springing from it is a small curved sharp- 
pointed spine. 

A remarkable similarity in the form and structure of the palpi and 
palpal organs exists between M. digna and M.( Tetragnatha) decorata 
(B1.), figured, Linn. Soc. Journ. x. pl. 13. figs. 66, 67 ; but in other 
respects the species are totally distinct. 

Fam. ULoBorIDEs. 

Genus ULozsorvs. 

ULoBoRUS WILLIAMSII. 

Orithyia williamsii, Bl. Ann. Nat. Hist., Nov. 1858. 

Adult females of this Spider were contained in Mr. Melliss’s last 
two collections from St. Helena. 

Fam. THOMISIDES. 

Genus Xysticus (Koch). 

XYSTICUS GRAMMICUS. 

Xysticus grammicus, Koch, Die Arachn. Bd. iv. p. 57, tab. 124. 
fig. 285. 

Adult males and numerous females were received from St. Helena; 
some of the latter sex were accompanied by their nests and ege- 
cocoons, which last were sewn up in a leaf whose edges were brought 
together, forming a neat little bag. The male is much smaller and 
darker-coloured than the female. 

Fam. LycosipEs. 

Genus Lycosa. 

Lycosa (TRocCHOSA) DOLOSA, sp. n. 

Adult female, length 73 lines. 
The cephalothorax of this fine species is broad-oval, truncate 

before, constricted laterally forwards ; the caput is roundly convex, 
and the profile line from the thoracie junction to the middle row of 
eyes is rather arched ; it is of a dark reddish yellow-brown colour, 
the caput being the darkest ; from between the hinder pair of eyes 
three lines of pale hairs run backwards to the thoracic junction, the 
two lateral ones of these lines enclose a pointed oval space which is 
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longitudinally bisected by the third line ; the normal grooves and in- 
dentations are well marked, and give the ordinary radiated appear- 
ance to the thorax. 

The eyes are in the usual three rows; those (four in number) of 
the foremost row are minvte and form a straight line very near to 
the insertion of the falces; those of the central pair of this row 
appeared to be rather smaller than the laterals; and the interval 
between them is less than that between each and the lateral on its 
side: those of the middle row are largest of the eight; they form a 
line rather less in length than that formed by those of the foremost 
row, and are separated from each other by an interval about equal to 
half of the diameter of one of them: those of the hinder row are 
removed behind the middle row about the space of the diameter of 
one of the latter, and form a line rather longer than either of the 
others; with the eyes of the middle row they form a quadrangular 
figure whose sides and front are equal in length, but its hinder side 
about one third longer. 

Legs strong, moderately long, their relative length 4, 1, 2, 3; 
they are of a yellow-brown hue, but not of a uniform depth of 
colour; some portions, particularly the tibize, tarsi, and metatarsi of 
those of the first and second pairs, are much the darkest and red- 
tinged, some of the joints also showing faint indications of darker 
brown annulations : they are furnished with hairs and spines, those of 
the latter beneath the tibize and metatarsi of the two foremost pairs 
being most numerous, longest, and strongest. 

The palpi are moderately long and strong, and of a dark reddish 
yellow-brown colour. 

The falces are long, strong, and massive, prominent near their base 
in front ; their colour is deep red-brown, approaching to black, and 
they are furnished pretty thickly with hairs and bristles. 

The mazillg and labium are of normal form, similar to the falces 
in colour, though pale yellowish at their extremities, and furnished, 
especially at those points, with hairs and bristles. 

Sternum oval, yellow, and clothed with a few longish bristly 
hairs. 

Abdomen oval, projecting a little over the base of the cephalo- 
thorax, and clothed pretty thickly with hairs; its colour is pale 
yellow-brown, marked with black-brown, showing a pattern nearly 
resembling that of Lycosa agretyca (Bl.); the normal elongate 
marking on the fore half of the upperside is large and bold, of a 
dark yellow-brown colour, edged with blackish ; its hinder extremity 
is obtuse and sends forth a short line from each corner, as well as 
one from each side nearly halfway towards its fore extremity ; and 
the sides are marked by oblique dark black-brown broken lines; the 
underside is of a uniform pale yellowish hue. : 

The spinners are short, those of the inferior pair being the 
strongest. 
Two adult females and numerous youug examples were contained 

in Mr. Melliss’s St.-Helena collecticn. 
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Fam. SaLtTIcipEs. 

Genus Sarticus, Bl. (Arrus, Sim’, &c.). 

SALTICUS INEXCULTUS, sp. n. 

Adult male, length 22 lines. 
The cephalothorax of this species is massive and, looked at from 

above, of a short, broad, oval form; in profile the hinder slope is 
very abrupt and a little hollow'or impressed, the ocular region 
sloping forwards and slightly prominent; it is of a deep brown 
colour, with a not very broad marginal band (running also round the 
front) of white squamose hairs; the upper surface of the caput is 
thickly clothed with brightish and rather coppery-yellow, short, 
adpressed, squamose hairs; and these are continued in a tapering 
form to the hinder slope, where they merge in a longitudinal central 
band of white hairs; the sides of the caput and thorax are thinly 
clothed with dull coppery-yellow hairs; and the upper surface, as 
also the ocular area and clypeus, is furnished with longish promi- 
nent bristles and strong hairs. 

The eyes are normal both in respect of position and relative size ; 
the two forming the third or hinder row are rather wider apart than 
the laterals of the first row, and the area enclosed by these four is 
about double as long in its transverse as in its longitudinal diameter ; 
the exact position of the two minute eyes forming the middle row 
could not be ascertained, owing to their concealment by the hairs 
around them. 

The /egs are strong and moderately long; their relative length 
appeared to be 3, 1, 4, 2; they are of a dark brown colour (the 
femora of the first pair of a red hue), furnished with hairs, bristles, 
and spines, a few of the hairs being white and squamose; the tarsi 
of the second, third, and fourth pairs are of a pale yellowish colour, 
banded with brown; and each has a terminal tuft of hairs beneath 
the tarsal claw. 

The palpi are short and rather slender, of a pale yellowish colour, 
except the posterior halves of the humeral and the digital joint, 
which are brown; they are furnished with hairs and bristies: 
numerous squamose white hairs are distributed over the upper sur- 
face and sides of the humeral and cubital joints, and a few on the 
radial ; this last is about equal in length to the cubital joint, and its 
outer extremity is produced into a tapering, blackish, corneous, pointed 
apophysis. The digital joint is equal in length to the radial and cubi- 
tal together, and has numerous whitish hairs at its extremity. The 
palpal organs are simple, not prominent nor highly developed; a 
slender filiform blackish spine issues from their base and curves 
round their inner margin to their extremity. 

The falces are small, subconical, directed backwards, and of a 
deep black-brown colour. 

The mazille, labium, and sternum are normal in form, and of a 
deep brown colour, the former tipped with a paler hue. 

The abdomen is small, oval, thickly clothed with hairs of a yellow- 
ish grey, black, and coppery hue, forming a broadish roughly dentate 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XV. 15 
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dull yellowish coppery band along the middle of the fore half of the 
upperside, followed towards the spinners by several angular bars or 
chevrons of the same hue, the intervals being black: on the sides, 
near the hinder extremity, are one or two short, oblique, black 
markings edged with yellowish; the whole upper surface of the 
abdomen has a few long, black, prominent, bristly hairs distributed 
over it ; and at the fore extremity of the upperside is a patch of white 
squamose hairs; the underside is dull coppery yellowish, with three 
nearly parallel, indistinct, dark brown longitudinal stripes running 
throughout its length. 

The female of this species, which seems nearly allied’ to A. petren- 
sis (Koch), is rather larger than the male; and the colours are not 
so bright nor the pattern formed by them in general so distinct as 
in the latter; but the white marginal border of the cephalothorax is 
a distinctive mark in both sexes, of both of which Mr. Melliss’s col- 
lection contained individuals. 

SALTICUS SUBINSTRUCTUS, Sp. nl. 

S. illigeri, Cambr. P. Z. S. 1869, p. 543. 
Adult male, length 2 lines. 
The cephalothorax is short, broad, oval, and moderately massive ; 

looked at in profile, the caput slopes but very slightly forwards in front, 
while the hinder slope is rather less abrupt than in S. inexcultus ; 
and there is a strongish transverse indentation from one side to the 
other just behind the hinder row of eyes ; the cephalothorax is of a 
deep black-brown colour, the ocular area quite black and thickly 
covered with short yellowish hairs; the central longitudinal line of 
the hinder slope has a broadish band of white hairs; and a few of 
the same are dispersed in a transverse line behind the eyes of the 
hinder row; possibly some of these last (in the only example ex- 
amined) may have been rubbed off ; some prominent black bristly 
hairs are scattered over the upper part of the caput and on the 
clypeus. 

The eyes are normal in their relative size and position, though the 
two centrals of the front row seemed to be of a larger size than usual ; 
they form a regular quadrangular figure, its longitudinal being half 
the length of its transverse diameter; the small eyes of the second 
(or intermediate row) are nearer to the laterals of the first than to 
those of the hinder row. 

The legs are moderately strong and not very long, not differing 
nearly so much in the relative strength of the first and other pairs 
as in many others of this group; they are of a more or less pale 
yellow-brown colour, broadly annulated with dark brown, furnished 
with hairs and a few spines, the most conspicuous of the latter being 
those placed in a double longitudinal series beneath the tibize and 
metatarsi of the first pair; the metatarsi of the third and fourth 
pairs have several strongish spines disposed in a sort of ring round 
their anterior extremities ; each tarsus has a small claw-tuft at its 
extremity. 

The palpi are short and not very strong, of a deep brown colour, 
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furnished above with white hairs; the humeral joints are strong. 
The radial is rather shorter than the cubital, but stronger, and has 
an apophysis beneath its anterior extremity : this apophysis was not 
easy to be seen satisfactorily ; but it appeared to be pointed and a 
little curved or bent outwards at its extremity. The digital joint 
exceeds in length the radial and cubital together. The palpal 
organs are simple, and neither highly developed nor prominent, being 
almost concealed by the hairs on the margins of the digital joint ; 
they appeared to consist merely of an oval, flattish, deep-black-brown, 
corneous lobe. 

The falces are rather long, moderately strong, of a somewhat 
flattened form, projecting forwards and a little divergent from each 
other; their colour is a dark reddish yellow-brown. 

The abdomen is small, oval, and projects but slightly over the 
base of the cephalothorax ; it is thinly furnished with hairs and is of 
a yellow-brown colour, marked and mottled with blackish brown ; but 
no distinct pattern was traceable; some of the hairs on the hinder 
half of the upperside are white and appear as if they would form, 
when uninjured, four indistinct spots in a quadrangle with two short 
transverse curved lines between them. The female is larger than 
the male, but resembles it in colours and markings: it was recorded 
(Proc. Zool. Soc. 1869, p. 543) as S. illigeri (Sav.); but the male 
found im the more recent collection received from Mr. Melliss leads 
me to believe it to be distinct from that species. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIV. 

Fig. 1. Filistata condita 9 . 
Upperside of abdomen. 

2. Gnaphosa lugubris g. 
a, 6, palpus, in two positions. 

3. Clubiona dubia 3. 
Palpus. 

4. Cheiracanthium mellissii 3 . 
a, 3, slightly enlarged; }, cephalothorax and falces, in profile; ¢, fore 

= part of caput, from behind; d, palpus; f, portion of ditto, more 
magnified ; e, natural length of Spider. 

5. Cheiracanthium planum @. 
a, profile of cephalothorax and falces; 4, palpus; d, natural length of 

Spider. 
6. bhinirahjus crucifer 9. 

a, profile; 5, upperside; c, caput and falces, from the front; d, natural 
length of Spider. 

2. On the Species and Dentition of the Southern Asiatic 
Shrews, preliminary to a Monograph of the Group. By 
Joun Anperson, M.D., Calcutta. 

[Received December 11, 1872.] 

An examination of the Shrews in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, 
convinces me that our knowlege regarding the Ind n species is very 
defective. This remark seems to be equally applicable to the species 

i 
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which have been described from Ceylon by Kelaart, and to those 
which have been distinguished by Blyth as occurring in Burmah, the 
Malayan peninsula, and China. 

All the species referred by Blyth * to the genus Sorex, Linnzeus, 
which I have examined, are white-toothed Shrews, his species S. 
melanodon being essentially a white-toothed form, to which I shall 
hereafter have occasion to allude. They belong to 16 species, 
from the following countries, viz. India proper, Burmah, the 
Malayan peninsula, and Ceylon. Besides these, 13 other species 
have been described from Madras, the North-west Himalayah, 
Nepaul, Sikkim, and Ceylon, all of them apparently white-toothed 
forms. 

If we analyze these materials, we shall find that one species, Pachy- 
ura indica, Geoff., is generally distributed over India, that P. murina, 
Linn., and P. serpentaria, Geoff., of Blyth and Jerdon +, occur in 
the Malayan countries and Southern India, and that the former 
passes into Lower Bengal, and that the latter is said to extend to 
Ceylon, and even to the Mauritius. One minute species, the P. me- 
lanodon, Blyth, has been described from Lower Bengal, and two 
species from the Nilgiris. Three species, Sorex Vetersiion. Blyth, S. 
atratus, Blyth, and P. grifithii, Horsf., occur in the Khasya hills, the 
last extending into Aracan. Burmah ‘and the Tenasserim provinces 
are characterized by two small Shrews, Crocidura fuliginosa, Blyth, 
and P. nudipes, Blyth, and Ceylon by six other species, besides P. ser- 
pentaria, already mentioned ; —viz., C. kelaarti, Blyth ; 8S. macropus, 
Blyth; S. ferrugineus, Kelaart; S. montanus, Kelaart; 8. purpurascens, 
Templeton; and S. horsfieldi, Tomes. The Himalayah, between 
longitudes 78° and 90° east, have yielded no less than 10 species of 
Shrews, eight of which were originally distinguished by Hodgson, 
and the remaining two by Blyth. They areas follows :— 8. soccatus, 
Hodg.; P. nemorivaga, Hodg.; S, leucopus, Hodg. ; S. saturatior, 
Hodg.; S. sikimensis, Hodg.; S. iomaae Hodg.; 8. oligurus, Hodg. ; 
S. macrurus, Hodg. ; 8. hodgsoni, Blyth; and 8, tyéleri, Blyth. To 
these I must add the Himalayan Water-Shrew, which is a Crocidura, 
and two other Shrews with brown-tipped teeth, viz. Crossopus ni- 
grescens, Gray, and Crossopus alpinus, Schweig. ; so that the total 
number of the Himalayan Shrews is 13 in all, 11 belonging to the 
group with wholly white teeth, and two to the other division, distin- 
guished by its brown-tipped teeth. 

In connexion with the number of species, it is noteworthy that four 
out of Blyth’s species are founded on single specimens, that one was 
described from a headless individual, that his C. kelaarti is so young 
that the premaxillary suture is intact between the second and third 
small lateral teeth—that his P, melanodonis based on avery young spe- 
cimen, with the premaxillary suture intact above, but obliterated as it 
approaches the alveolar border—and that all the other sutures of the 
skull are unclosed, the frontal and fronto-parietal sutures being almost 

* Blyth has also indicated three other species from the Himalayah, As, Soc, 
Journ, vol. xxviii. p, 285. 

t Jerdon’s ‘Mammals of India’ (Cal.). 
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membranous in character, There is only one of Hodgson’s species 
in this museum, S. soccatus (not C. nigrescens), represented by a 
single specimen identified by Blyth, while an individual referred by 
the latter naturalist to Elliot’s P. niger is so shattered about the 
head that I have hesitated to remove the skull. None of Kelaart’s 
species is represented, neither is any of the species described by 
Tomes and Templeton ; so that, if we exclude P. indica, P. murina, 
P. serpentaria, P. griffithii, S. soccatus, and P. nigra, the specimens 
in the museum are all Blyth’s species. 

I have removed the skulls from as many of the museum specimens 
as possible ; and the result of my inquiries renders it probable that 
some of the so-called species are only young individuals, and others 
merely adolescents, of one and the same form, while others appear to 
be varieties depending on chromatic modifications of the fur. It 
would be premature, however, to venture any decided opinion on 
these instances until more materials are collected for comparison. 

The general characters of the form of the teeth of the four sub- 
genera of Shrews, Sorex, Crossopus, Crocidura, and Pachyura, are 
the same; but the number of the teeth varies in the interspace 
between the front incisors of the upper jaw and the first molar, and 
in the intermaxillary bone. The known limits of the variation of 
the small lateral teeth in the foregoing interspace is 2 to 5, and in the 
intermaxillary bone from 1 to 3. The latter, of course, form one 
section of the inciso-molar interspace. The molars of the maxilla 
are 4 on each side, a number which prevails throughout the group. 
The mandible has always 12 teeth, viz. 1 front incisor, 1 lateral incisor, 
1 canine, 1 premolar, and 3 molars on each side. The Shrews, for 
convenience, may be further separated into two great subordinate 
groups, dependent on the absence or presence of a brownish pigment 
deposit on the teeth. All the Shrews of the former division are cha- 
racterized by the simplest type of dentition. The number of teeth 
in the maxilla varies from 7 to 9 on each side. In Shrews with the 
former number (Diplomesodon) the small lateral teeth in the inciso- 
molar space are two, with the intermaxillary suture between them, 

2+2 the dental formula being - +5 +555=26 *, The front incisor is 
arched ; and at its base there is a small obtuse tubercle. The inter- 
mediate type, with three small lateral teeth (Crocidwra aranea), has 
the maxillo-intermaxillary suture between the second and third small 
lateral teeth ; the front incisors have no process on their inner mar- 
gins ; the dental formula is ae tpt 5g = 28. 

The type with nine teeth on each side of the upper jaw has 
‘ four small lateral teeth (Pachyura indica), the last very minute. 
Brandt has observed the suture between the second and third small 
teeth, an observation I have verified in a nest of three young speci- 

* T have obtained a short-tailed Shrew from Assam, having a large head, with 
this formula, but with hidden obscure external ears and very short tail, one 
sixth the length of the animal, and with sealy feet and legs, like a Mole, with 
the pelvis of that animal. It forms a new genus, which may be designated 
Pygmura. 4 
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mens of P. indica. The front incisor has no internal process; and 
the basal tubercle is obtuse and rather small. The dental formula is 

+5 +i5=30. In the three foregoing types, the lower incisor 
is either quite smooth or provided with a small eminence. 

I shall now point out the peculiarities in the dentition of another 
Shrew, the Crossopus himalaicus, Gray. That most assiduousnaturalist 
referred this Shrew to the genus Crossopus, Wagler, in a restricted 
sense. The only information he gave regarding its dentition was, 
that the cutting-teeth were a which is sufficient evidence that in its 

dental formula it must have been nearly allied to Sorex. He 
considered it, however, to be a true Crossopus. Blyth also had 
his doubts whether it had been correctly referred to Crossopus. 
There is a specimen in this museum from Darjeeling, which agrees 
in every particular with the external characters as given by Gra 
and Tomes; and another from Ponsee, in the Kakhyen hills, to 
the east of Bhamé, Upper Burmah; but the dentition is not 
that of a Crossopus. The teeth are wholly white; there are only 
three small lateral incisors ; the front incisor has a rather small, ob- 
tuse, basal process ; but the inner margin of this tooth, unlike any of 
the forms referable to the preceding groups, has a small process de- 
veloped on it. It is rather obscure, but has all the characters of the 
process as it occurs in the other two brown-toothed genera of Shrews 
recognized by Brandt. The teeth, however, of this form, as I have 
already mentioned, are white ; the lower incisors are smooth ; and the 
teeth in all their other characters, with the exception of this pro- 
cess, agree with the section to which C. aranea belongs, the dental 

formula being eto +p 28. The presence of this process in 

this species serves to link the white- to the brown-toothed Shrews ; 
but this character of itself, occurring in the feeble way it does, is not 
a sufficient reason for separating it generically from Crocidura. The 
genus Crocidura may therefore be defined as follows :—Teeth white ; 
first incisors arched, provided with a more or less obtuse moderately 
developed tubercle at their base posteriorly. The inner margins 
usually smooth, or provided with a feeble tooth-like process. Lower 
incisors long, curved forwards and upwards, smooth, or provided on 
their upper surface with one or more eminences; small lateral teeth 
varying from two to four. 

The following Table is the result of an examination of the denti- 
tion of the various white-toothed Shrews in this museum, from which 
it appears that three of them belong to the genus Crocidura, as above 
defined, and the remainder, 10 in number, to the type of dentition 
represented by Pachyura indica. 

White-toothed Shrews. 

A. Front incisors of upper jaw without an internal process. 

Crocidura kelaartii, Blyth. a +5+ Pt g=28. Lower incisors 

smooth. Intermaxillary suture examined. Probably young of 
some other species. 
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C. fuliginosa, Blyth. 2t4 +5+555= 28. Lower incisor with one 

tubercle. 

Pachyura nudipes, Blyth. tet =30. Lower incisors 

smooth. 

P. niger, Elliot. eet = 30. Lower incisors smooth. 
. . 244 a 2 . . 

P. indica (S. cerulescens). a +5453 30. Lower incisors 

smooth. Intermaxillary suture examined. 
P. murina, L., apud Blyth. este =30. Lower incisor with 

: 2+6 
one eminence. 

P; griffithi, Horsf. ae + ot8 = 30. Lower incisors with one 

eminence. 

P. serpentaria, Is. Geoff. St.-Hil., apud Blyth. ats +o5= 
30. Lower incisors smooth. 

P. albina, Blyth. att Je pte=30. Lower incisors with one 

eminence in the middle. 

Pr nemorivaga, Hodg. (S. soccatus ’). tS t= 30. Lower 

incisors smooth. 

P. melanodon, Blyth. +5 += 30. Lower incisor with a 

slight eminence. 
P. micronyx, Blyth. 244 2 St = 30. Lower incisors smooth. 

B. Front upper incisors with an obscure internal process. 
; , : Mirae ais Te 

Crocidura himalaica, Gray. = +3+3,3=? . Lower incisors 

smooth. 

It will be observed that I have included P. melanodon, Blyth, 
among the white-toothed Shrews, notwithstanding its specific name, 
because, after a careful scrutiny of the typical and only specimen in 
this museum, it seems that Blyth mistook the pulp shining through 
the delicate teeth for a piceous pigment, no trace of which is to be 
detected externally. 

Kelaart’s genus Feroculus is undoubtedly Crocidura, as the teeth 
are white, the upper front incisors short, strongly hooked, and suc- 
ceeded by four small lateral teeth. Blyth doubtless regarded it as 
a Sorex because it had less strongly hooked upper incisors than 
the typical Sorices. He describes the feet as remarkably large. 
Kelaart was inclined to consider it aquatic in its habits. 

The brown-toothed Shrews may be referred to two genera, Cros- 
sopus and Sorex. The teeth in the former are not so intensely brown- 
tipped as in the latter ; and there only four small lateral teeth. The 
front upper incisors are arched ; and each is provided on its inner 
margin with a small tooth-like process; and at the base of each 
posteriorly there is either a rather short and rounded or a strong 
basal tubercle. The lower incisors are marked by one or two emi- 
nences. Brandt found the intermaxillary suture between the 
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second and third small lateral teeth, so that the dental formula is 

—— 4345 =30. There are two Indian Shrews belonging to this 

genus, viz. Soriculus nigrescens, Blyth, and Corsira alpina, Schinz, 
apud Blyth. The former is a true Crossopus, with brown-tipped teeth, 
four small lateral teeth, a hook-like process moderately developed, 
and a well-marked eminence on the lower incisors, its dental formula 

being atts 4345 =30. I am not in a position to express any per- 
sonal opinion whether the Alpine and Himalayan Shrews are of one 
species ; but Mr. Tomes, who compared two specimens of the Hima- 
layau Shrew of Hodgson (? Crossopus caudatus) with a specimen of 
C. alpinus of Europe, concluded that they, were closely allied, if not 
perfectly identical ; and stated that if one of the examples of C. cau- 
datus with a naked compressed tip to its tail had been placed along 
with the European species it would have been almost impossible to 
distinguish them. He did not, however, express any more decided 
opinion regarding their affinity. The dentition of C. caudatus, 
Hodgson, is that of a true Crossopus. The upper front incisors have 
a strongly hooked process on their internal margin ; and the inferior 
incisors are pointed, with a well-developed eminence near their base, 

the dental formula consequently being ats +345 =30. 

The genus Sorew, as now restricted, has five small lateral teeth; 
three, according to Brandt, belong to the intermaxillary, and two to the 
maxillary. Consequently there are eight upper incisors (the two 
anterior ones being large and arched, the others behind them de- 
creasing in size), two canines, two premolars, and eight molars in the 
upper jaw, as a whole. The mandible has two incisors, two canines, 
two premolars, and six molars. The incisors of the lower jaw are 
each furnished with four eminences, corresponding to the number of 
the upper incisors. The tooth-like process on the internal margin 
of the upper incisors is very slightly developed ; and the pigment of 
the teeth is darker than in Crossopus. The dental formula is there- 

fore as follows: ae et erg 32. No Shrews with this type of 

dentition have hitherto been found in India. 

Dentition of Indian (Brown-toothed) Shrews. 
. 244, 2, 248 re 

Crossopus nigrescens, Gray. a aee +°=30. Lower incisors 2+6 
with a well-developed eminence. 

C. caudatus, Hodg. ate + +555 =30. Lower incisors with a well- 

developed eminence. 

It is curious to remark that these two forms are Himalayan, while 
all the white-toothed Shrews are Indian, no brown-tipped-toothed 
Shrew having as yet been found in India or Ceylon, and none in 
the Malayan region, as far as I am aware. 

I take this opportunity to describe a small Shrew which I have 
received from Goalparah on the Brahmaputra, and which appears 
to be nearly allied to, if not identical with, P. hodgsoni, Blyth. 

Upper surface rich dark glossy brown, under surface pale brown, 
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with a silvery sheen; muzzle well clad; extremities brown, sparsely 
clad ; tail dark brown olive, paler below, thinly clad with short hairs 
and with a few scattered long pale lines along its basal two-thirds. 
Ears rather prominent, bare posteriorly at the base, the remainder of 
that surface covered with short stiff hairs; inner surface sparsely 
clad with short hairs ; the fur is very short, and the ears are in no 
way covered by it. Claws well developed, not prominent, horny yel- 
lowish ; palms nude ; a very few straggling short hairs on the soles 
of the feet ; tail reaches from its base to halfway between the shoulder 
and the ear. The head is of moderate length, not much dilated over 
the moustachial region, and attenuatedly pyramidal. 

Measurements of Body. 
inch 

Henethirom anont to-base of tail) 2555... 2... 1°58 
EM see aria hae oa inci oats kona ats oe wink, ¢ aie Bace, LUO 
De MEN OE ANOWE a7 liips coc arar of 8 1e <4 cy sere cay po sae ces °25 
Anterior margin of ear to tip of snout.................... °33 
Bate CEU OL CAUU G bite 8 one mane pyres wie ere hes eae AT 
puULera-ponterion JismMeter.. 04... .... 0.002 ess detdues tac. "13 
Palm of anterior extremity to tip of middle claw .......... “19 
LE OR ARIE, | n deere: Baers seat cher dei en eics, Sa auch ¢ “31 

Measurements of Skull. 

From lower border of foramen magnum to anterior margin of 
"DISTT pie os eneiae iaetp lari liars th el taht Dailies 62 

From posterior margin of palate to anterior margin of inter- 
PETES yt Re PL ie lg ae 9 Pe lta cy Mind as eae, 

Length of alveolar surface ........ Say ate eee. ss, TLS 
igi Gt HOLT AROS. 4.2). afaletalan. (ob Salem vate doe. ase 2 13 
Bameeest, lakeadtiOfemihl eos... clea eos c ks seis seis oe ‘08 
Glenoid surface of temporal to anterior margin of intermaxillary *25 
Greatest breadth across maxillaries..............000-.00 *21 
Breadth across skull at glenoid cavity.............. 2.2... 7 
Breadth across anterior margin of intermaxillaries.......... 06 
Length of lower jaw from angle (exclusive of process) to anterior 

CNN Fi shee. ai cleat eh rahe ecint di A yerayadhecains m des “19 
From condyle to anterior extremity ...............2005. “44 
Depth of jaw, including coronoid process ..............., 13 
Anterior margin of base of coronoid process to anterior upper 

SxIEEMIty GhgRW? IS s:'doka ts Ae en eo eee oe ee 

Dentition 2 45+ i=30. 

Teeth white, = Pachyura. The upper front incisors are of mode- 
rate length, as in the members of this genus generally. The basal 
tubercle is well developed, slightly recurved, and broadly pointed. 
The fourth lateral small tooth is very minute. The lower incisors 
have a hardly perceptible eminence about their middle ; no gland on 
the side. This Shrew has a decided musky smell, although it has 
been preserved in spirit for five years. The sutures of the skull 
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indicate that it is fully grown. If it should prove to be new, I would 
indicate it as Pachyura assamensis. 

Jerdon, under the name of S. hodgsoni, Blyth, evidently includes 
two Shrews, the S. pygmeus of Hodgson and the S. hodgsonii of 
Blyth. Hodgson’s Shrew is described by himself as having the 
structure of a typical Sorex, which would lead to the conclusion that 
it was a member of the group with white teeth (Pachyura), because 
he apparently regarded the leucodontide species (P. indica) as 
typical Sorices. He gave the measurements of his S. pygmeus as, 
snout to vent less than 2 inches, tail 1;%,, head 14, palms 3, planta 3. 
Blyth was undecided whether his so-called §. hodgsoni might not be 
a female of Crocidura perottetii; and in its measurements it is 
allied to that species. They are as follows :—head and body 14 inch, 
tail 1, hind foot and claws }4, skull somewhat exceeding 2. The 
measurements, however, given by Hodgson of his 8. pygmaeus, only 
less than 2 inches, would appear to indicate that it was a consi- 
derably larger species than Blyth’s hypothetical C. perottetii, and 
that it therefore cannot be regarded as a synonym of the species 
described by Blyth under that name ; and as the latter differs from 
true C. perotteti in other important characters, both Hodgson’s and 
Blyth’s species appear to be distinct Shrews, and must be regarded 
as such until they are found to be otherwise. Both appear to be 
Pachyure ; and the two species stand as P. pygmaeus, Hodg., and P. 
hodgsoni, Blyth. The species which I have just described I should 
be inclined to refer to the latter for the reasons already stated. The 
identity or non-identity, however, of these so-called species must 
remain unsettled until further materials are obtained from the lo- 
calities whence they were originally procured, viz. Darjeeling and 
Calcutta. 

I have received a single specimen from Cherra Punji, Khasya 
hills, that in the shortness of its anterior upper incisors agrees with 
Blyth’s 8. heterodon. It is a Crocidura, however, with the dental 

formula ae e+ = 28. Its skull is that of an adult. 

Measurements of Skull. 

From inferior border of foramen magnum to anterior end of the 
AEM Y ose Sonne bo veia isa ig ee Since eva 71 

Posterior margin of palate to extremity of intermaxillary ....  °35 

inch. 

Length of alveolar surface of maxilla ...... *35 
Greatest breadthiaeross manila 25 hein wc sects see eee eee 
Breadth across intermaxillaries at tip of snout ............ °08 
Breadth in front of glenoid articulation ................+. "21 
Breadth of skull on a line with posterior extremity of alveolar 

surince of niasillamw aus.) de pasiicled achb ho eee “19 
Greatest breadth of skull........... *35 
From glenoid articulation to inferior margin of foramen magnum *23 
Length of lower jaw from angle (exclusive of process) to an- 

temioriaieonaries: 22 ie cer Hol welin acd one bs. 68 *35 
Depth: before caronoid processiey. Scie oehiaidis ws hamden wis 08 
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inch, Height of coronoid ................ a Aner ar 5 eae i) From condyle to anterior margin of alveolar border ........ °42 Length of alveolat surface ..................,.0000 00 *21 
I have received two yonng Shrews, evidently one Species, from the Garo Hills and from Nazeerah, Assam. They measure 17 inch from snout to vent; the tail is 1°54 in length, the foot ‘58, and the fore foot -33. The skull shows the intermaxillary suture between the second and third small lateral teeth, so that the dental formula is 2442 +55= 28. The lower incisors have a rather prominent pro- cess about their middle. The dentition is the same as in C. fuli- ginosa, Blyth; but its feet are proportionally smaller than in that species, and the ears are not so large and are more thickly clad with short hairs, which is also the case with the tail. The fur is mode- rately long, and of a dark sooty brown, almost black, without an rufescent tinge. The under surface is paler, with a faint bluish tinge, especially about the ears. The snout, limbs, and tail are well clad ; _and the latter has some long straggling hairs on its basal two thirds. The skin of the feet is palish brown in spirit ; and the nails are yel- lowish, and clad at their bases with longish hairs. The ear is not hidden by the fur, and is moderately developed. 

If this species is not the young of C. fuliginosa, Blyth, it is pos- sible that it may be one of Hodgson’s forms, which, however, can only be determined by reference to the types in the British Museum. 

3. Description of a remarkable New Species of Tanaécia. By Monrtacu Russet Burt. Communicated by A. G. Burier, F.L.S., F.Z.S. 

[Received February 7, 1873.] 
The following new species is from a small collection made by Mr. W.L. Distant in Penang, and is especially interesting in its excellent mimicry of the blue-banded male of Adolias puseda of Moore, hitherto known to occur commonly in Penang and Singapore. 

DIURNAL LEPIDOPTERA. 
Family Nymex auips, Westwood. 
Subfamily Nympuatina, Bates. 

Genus Tanaicra, Butler. 
TANAECIA FLORA, n. Sp. 
Wings above brown, with usual black markings in cells; two irregular indistinct transverse discal series of dark brown hastate spots. Front wings with two cinereous oval spots between discoidal ner- vures, just beyond termination of cell ; two similar less distinct spots between the same nervures and just within the outer hastate series ; 
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outer margin pale greenish blue, increasing in width from the apex 

to the inner angle, and bounded externally by a marginal line of dark 
brown ; fringe white. 

Hind wings with costal margin broadly pale brown ; external third 

of wing pale blue tinted with lilacine, becoming whitish at the anal 

angle; tridentate internally from discoidal nervure to costa, and 

gradually widening to inner margin; six large, but indistinct, flesh- 

coloured submarginal spots from apex to first median branch; margin 
blackish brown ; fringe white. 

Body above dark brown ; dorsum dark olivaceous ; palpi ochreous ; 
antennz black, with minute orange tip. 

Wings below brownish ochraceous; the discal series of spots as 

above, but lunate; inner series ill-defined, bounded externally by a 

series of ovate spots paler than the ground-colour: front wings with 

black markings in cell; outer and inner areas clouded with pale 

lilacine, more prominent at apex and inner angle; margin brown; 

fringe white: hind wings with usual basal markings indistinct ; 

outer and inner areas pale lilacine ; outer margin indistinctly brown ; 

fringe white. Body ochraceous white; tibize and tarsi of legs 

ochreous ; palpi and crest dirty white; antennze pale brown, club 

blackish, tip orange. 
Expanse of wings 2 inches 10 lines. 

4, On new or imperfectly known Fishes of India. 
By Surgeon-Major Francis Day. 

[Received February 10, 1873.] 

Amongst the fishes which I have examined during the last six 
weeks, the following appear worthy of record, as either probably 
new, little known, or some novel facts being observed with reference 
to them. 

Owing to the kindness of Dr. Bidie, I have obtained free access to 
the fishes in the Madras Museum, several of which seem to be un- 
described. Of some of these I previously possessed single specimens, 
but hesitated to describe them until I had examined a larger number. 
As my ‘Report on the Sea-fisheries of India’ will be completed 
this year, as a fellow volume to my ‘Report on the Freshwater- 
fisheries’ just printed, I reserve my list of numerous addenda to 
the marine fauna for its pages. 

Besides the fishes in the Madras Museum, I have fortunately 
obtained others in the Madras bazars—some through Dr. Bidie’s 
assistance, others at personal visits. Amongst these I collected two 
specimens of Asopia cornuta in very fine condition. 

I have also in a short visit to Cochin, the neighbouring country, 
and around the Neilgherries, obtained several new species. The 
existence of a Semiplotus in Southern India is exceedingly interesting, 
ag hitherto its range has appeared to be confined to Assam and the 
eastward of that portion of India. 
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It is also remarkable that at the time I collected a new species of Rohtee with barbels, my old friend, the Rev. H. Baker, of Cottayam in Travancore, should have also found a second species furnished with these appendages. 
Amongst a small collection of fishes received from Dr. Duka at Darjeeling is a second Silurus new to India. The species which I termed S. punctatus (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1868, p. 155), I have altered to 8S. wynaadensis, as Cantor’s Silurus punctatus from China is said to belong to this genus. 
I have received from various friends several other local collections, some of a large size, but have not yet had time and opportunity to examine them. 

Caranx BIDII, sp. nov. 

D. 8} 5 A.2|2. Lo 24. 
Length of head 2, of caudal 2, height of body 2 of the total length. yes, diameter ? of length of head, 1 diameter from end of snout, and 13 apart. The maxilla extends to below the anterior edge of the orbit. Teeth fine in the front of the lower jaw, none on vomer or palate. Lower jaw slightly the longer. Fins: dorsal spines weak, the third and fourth of equal lengths, and the longest in the fin; caudal forked ; pectorals falciform, rather longer than the head, and reaching to above the third or fourth anal Tay ; ventrals scarcely extending to above the two preanal spines; no detached dorsal or anal Tays, none elongated. Scales on body, head, and chest. Lateral line nearly straight from the opercle to below the first third of the second dorsal, where it very gently descends downwards ; its plates are badly developed. Colours silvery ; a broad, burnished, golden stripe extends from above the eye to the upper edge of the tail. Lower two thirds of the dorsal fin yellow, its upper third dark ; outer third of anal white, the rest yellow. A large deep-black shoulder spot. 

Hab. Madras. TI found it very common in the markets up to 10 inches in length. The first specimen I saw had been collected, however, by Dr. Bidie, after whom I have named the species. 
PoMACENTRUS JERDONI, Sp. nov. 
1S /VS2 Ph) Ve: LSS Ab Pla: yp Ogre si 4 oF. 34, L. tr. 5/11. 
Length of head 1, of caudal q height of body # of the total length. yes, diameter 3 Of length of head, 3 of a diameter from end of snout, 1 diameter apart. Preorbital entire ; preopercle finely serrated along its vertical margin, and with a few coarse teeth at its angle. Opercle with two spines, the upper having a few more at its base. Angle of opercle slightly serrated, as is also the contiguous portion of the subopercle. Infraorbital ring narrow, not covered b scales. Fins: dorsal spines increase in length posteriorly ; the soft dorsal and anal pointed ; caudal lobes, especially the upper, produced ; second anal spine the longest and strongest ; ventral reaches the 
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anal ; pectoral rounded, and as long as the head without the snout. 
Teeth compressed, in a single row, about thirty in the lower jaw, 
and an equal number in the upper. Scales ctenoid. Lateral line 
ceasing below the end of the soft dorsal. Colours olive, becoming 
light inferiorly. Seven rows of blue spots behind the eyes, passing 
across the gill-covers; one row along the suborbital ring, and one 
across the snout. A black spot at the base of the pectoral. A row 
of light lines along the centre of the scales on the sides. Fins dark- 
coloured ; base of caudal barred in lines. 

Hab. Madras, to 5 inches. Some years since I procured one 
specimen of this fish, now a second; and one exists in the Madras 
Museum. This is probably the species alluded to by the late Dr. 
Jerdon, M. J. L. & S. 1851, p. 133, which he got at Madras up to 
3 inches in length, but did not name. I have therefore termed it 
jerdoni, after its first discoverer. 

NovACULA RUFA, Sp. nov. 

D.2|%- A. 3/12. L.1.26. LL. tr. 5/13. 
Length of head ?, of caudal 2, height of body nearly 3 of the 

total length. yes high up, and above 2 diameters from end of 
snout. Body strongly compressed. Upper surface of head sharp. 
Fins, the two first dorsal spines produced, and a deep notch in the 
interspinous membrane dividing them from the rest of the fin; 
outer ventral ray produced. Scales on chest smaller than those on 
the body. Colours rosy, becoming yellowish along the abdomen ; 
caudal with dark greyish, irregularly reticulated bands; fins, ex- 
cluding the caudal, yellow ; eyes bright red. 

Hab. Madras. 

OPpHIOCEPHALUS MICROPELTES, Cuv. 

D: 42) A. 27. 1 100... te, ae 
Height of body 4, length of head 2, of caudal } of the total 

length. Otherwise my specimens agree with the descriptions given 
except in the coloration, as the spots are black and the fins have a 
white margin. 

Hab. Trichoor, near Cochin, where I obtained five specimens, the 
smallest of which was upwards of a foot in length. 

This fish, hitherto recorded from Siam and the East-Indian 
archipelago, appears to take a wide range. But it is peculiar in not 
having been found in any of the countries intermediate between 
Malabar and Siam. 

JESOPIA CORNUTA, Cuv. 

D.75. P.10. V.3-4.; A. 61-62. L.1. 100. 

Length of head 4, of caudal 51,, height of body about 3 of the 
total length. Eyes close together, the upper scarcely in advance of 
the lower. One short tubular nostril on the coloured side. A few 
minute filaments along the lower edge of the jaw. Fins: vertical 
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ones confluent ; both pectorals rudimentary ; first dorsal ray thick- 
ened and prolonged, the succeeding few low. Scales cycloid. 
Colours, twelve to thirteen brown vertical bands, the first on the 
snout ; fins with dark edgings. 

Hab. Coromandel coast of India. I obtained two specimens, 
both 5 inches long, from the Madras bazars. 

SILURUS DUKAI, sp. nov. 

D.4. Ps. V.10.. A. 78. Cé19: 
Length of head ,2;, of caudal 4, height of body ;2, of the total 

length. yes just above and behind the angle of the mouth and in 
the anterior half of the head. Bardels four, the maxillary reach 
the base of the ventral, the single mandibular pair as long as the 
head. A single row of six widely separated open glands under the 
mandible. Teeth in a single uninterrupted horseshoe-shaped band 
on the vomer. Fins: pectoral rather pointed, its spine moderately 
strong, short, entire, and having a soft termination; dorsal fin 
rudimentary, and in the anterior fourth of the total length; anal 
and caudal united, without any distinct notch. Colours uniform. 

Hab. Darjeeling, whence my friend, Dr. Duka, sent me several 
specimens, and after whom I have named it. 

SEMIPLOTUS BREVIDORSALIS, sp. nov. 

Pras D! T4298 We! 40 LL te. 79: 
Length of head }, of caudal nearly 7, height of body nearly 3 of 

the total length. yes, diameter 3 of length of head, 1 diameter 
from end of snout, 14 diameter apart. Snout swollen; mouth 
inferior, transverse; lower jaw not covered by lip, three rows of 
large pores across the snout; knob at symphysis badly developed. 
Fins: last undivided dorsal ray osseous, very strong, entire, longer 
than the head by a distance equal to one diameter of the orbit; 
dorsal fin commences midway between the snout and the basé of the 
caudal, the fin two thirds as high as the body below it ; pectoral 
falciform, extending to over the ventral, which last is long, reaching 
to the anal; caudal deeply forked. Scales, 44 rows between the 
lateral line and the base of the ventral fin. Colours silvery. 

Hab. Rivers below the Neilgherry Hills in the Madras Presi- 
dency. 

ROHTEE NEILLI, sp. nov. 

B: i. D24/82 "R213." Ver! Boo L592 4p 12/18; 

Length of head 2, of caudal 7, height of body 2 of the total 
length. yes, diameter rather above 3 of length of head, 3 of a 
diameter from end of snout, and § of a diameter apart. Profile 
over nape concave, thence a considerable rise to the base of the 
dorsal fin. Upper jaw somewhat the longer. Barbels four, all 
nearly as long as the eye. Fins: dorsal commences midway between 
the anterior edge of the orbit and the base of the caudal fin, its 
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fourth ray osseous, serrated, very strong, and as long as the head 
without the snout; caudal deeply forked. Lateral line strongly 
marked in its first few scales, all the rows of scales regular. Colours 
silvery, opercles golden. 

Hab. Rivers near the base of the Neilgherry Hills in Madras. 
I have much pleasure in naming this fish after my esteemed 

friend A. C. Brisbane Neill, Esq. 

RoHTEE BAKERI, Sp. nov. 

Boi. (Deas Pala NV. 10.) A. 3/U. aL Ade ee ee 

Length of head from + to ;2,, of caudal ?, height of body from 
3 to 2 of the total length. Hyes longest transversely, diameter 2 
of length of head, ? of a diameter from end of snout, and 1 diameter 
apart. Profile over nape rather concave, a considerable rise to the 
base of the dorsal fin. Mouth small, horseshoe-shaped ; upper jaw 
the longer. Barbels four, all very short. Fins: dorsal rather 
higher than the body, and arising midway between the end of the 
snout and the base of the caudal, its spine weak, as long as the 
head, and serrated posteriorly in almost its whole extent ; caudal 
deeply lobed, both of equal length. Scales, 5} rows between the 
lateral line and the base of the ventral fin. Colours silvery ; caudal 
and dorsal edged with black. 

Hab, Cottayam, whence I have received three specimens up to 43 
inches in length, collected by the Rev. H. Baker, after whom I have 
named the species. 

SPRATELLOIDES MALABARICUS, Sp. nov. 

Bovis ob.14. Pols. V8. AIS: Ool7. Ta 38.5 Te tea: 

Length of head, caudal fin, and height of body each 2 of the total 
length. yes, diameter 3 of length of head, 1 diameter from end of 
snout, ? of a diameter apart. Body compressed; abdomen neither 
keeled nor serrated. Gull-membraues separated. Pseudobranchiz 
well developed. Snout pointed ; lower jaw the longer, and prominent. 
The maxilla reaches to below the anterior edge of the orbit. No 
osseous gular plate. Teeth minute and deciduous in both jaws. 
Fins: dorsal commences slightly before the origin of the ventral, its 
anterior rays being about as long as the head, its posterior ones 
equalling one diameter of the orbit; the fin commences midway 
between the end of the snout and the base of the caudal fin, which 
latter is deeply forked. Laterallineabsent. Colours light yellowish 
green superiorly, a silvery band along the side, and abdomen white. 
Upper caudal lobe with a bluish posterior edge, some fine black 
points along the back. Upper edge of eye dark green. 

Hab. Sea, ascending rivers in Malabar, and attaining 3 inches in 
length. It is not uncommon. 
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5. On Secondary Sexual Characters in the Chiroptera. 
By G. E. Doxzson, B.A., M.B. 

[Received February 11, 1873.] 

In the first volume of ‘The Descent of Man’ (p. 268) Mr. Darwin 
writes as follows :—‘ Hardly a single species amongst the Chiroptera 
and Edentata, or in the great orders of the Rodents and Insectivora, 
presents well-developed secondary sexual differences. . . . . ie 

I purpose in this paper to inquire into the applicability of 
Mr. Darwin's statement so far as regards the first of the orders 
referred to, the Chiroptera; and I hope to be able to show that 
several species in this order present well-marked secondary sexual 
differences. 

As in other orders of Mammalia these differences may be con- 
sidered under two heads :— 

1. Differences in structure. 
2. Differences in the colour of the fur. 
The first is the most important and constant character; the 

second is observable in by far the larger number of species possess- 
ing secondary sexual characters ;. but the distinction between male 
and female in this respect is less well-marked generally in the Chiro- 
ptera than in some other orders of Mammalia. 

I shall therefore first enumerate and describe the secondary 
sexual characters depending on structural differences which have 
been observed in the Bats of the eastern hemisphere. 

Among the Ihinolophide, or Horseshoe Bats, the species of the 
genus Phyllorhina present most remarkable secondary sexual 
characters. The males of sixteen species are provided with a 
peculiar frontal sac, placed immediately behind the erect portion of 
the transverse nose-leaf. The sides of this sac are usually covered 
with a peculiar waxy secretion; and a pencil of long, fine, black 
hairs arising from the bottom of the sac projects for about half its 
length from its mouth. ‘‘ This cavity,” remarks Mr. Elliot (quoted 
by Blyth*), “the animal can turn out at pleasure, like the finger 
of a glove; it is lined with a pencil of stiff hairs, and secretes a 
yellow substance like wax. When alarmed, the animal opens this 
cavity and blows it out, during which it is protruded and withdrawn 
at each breathing.” In the females this frontal sac is quite rudi- 
mentary, consisting only of a slight depression in the skin of the 
forehead surrounded by a cutaneous ring. From the bottom of this 
depression hairs project, as in the males, but are much finer and 
shorter. 

In every known species of Phyllorhina a small, wart-like glandular 
elevation, covered with fine straight hairs, and having on its summit 
two small apertures, exists on either side of the forehead behind the 
transverse nose-leaf, slightly internal to and above the eye. Between 
these glandular prominences the frontal sac is placed in all species so 
provided. In the adult males of P. armigera, Hodgs., the wart- 

* Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, vol. xiii. p. 487. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XVI. 16 
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like elevation on each side is enormously developed, forming a large 
callosity, extending forwards in front of the eye, and backwards to 
the posterior margin of the opening of the frontal sac. These, with 
the raised and swollen margins of the opening of the frontal sac, 
form on the forehead a naked, livid, triangular space, extending 
from the transverse nose-leaf backwards between the ears. The 
adult female possesses, as in other species, a very rudimentary sac, 
placed close behind the transverse nose-leaf; and the small wart-like 
elevations on either side are almost concealed by the hair of the 
forehead. : . 

Phyllorhina armigera. 

The drawings well represent the relative development of the 
parts referred to above in the male and female P. armigera. The 
original drawings have been made from specimens in the Indian 
Museum. 

I have observed a similar development of these glandular pro- 
minences in an adult male specimen of P. larvata, Horsfield, from 
Assam ; but in all other apparently adult specimens of this species 
in the Indian Museum they are not larger than in other species of 
Phyllorhina, The question therefore arises whether this enlarge- 
ment of the glandular elevations, with proportional development of 
the frontal sinus in the male, depends on season, or on the age of 
the individual, or on both. 

Mr. Blyth remarks, in a footnote, on the frontal sinus of Bats of 
this genus (Journ. As. Soc. Beng. vol. xii. p. 487) :—‘‘It is pro- 
bable that the development of this sinus, and also of the throat-saec 
of the Taphozoi, depends much on season, like the infraorbital 
cavities of various ruminants and analogous glandulous follicles in 
many other animals.” 

The development of the frontal sinus and glandular prominences 
being primarily a sexual character, I believe that the relative de- 
velopment of these parts among males of the same species is de- 
pendent on both age and season. I have always found the frontal 
sac in aged individuals greatly developed ; the development of the 
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glandular eminences on either side is probably more connected with 
season. In a large number of male specimens of P. larvata, 
Horsfield, from Burma, obtained at the same time, in which the 
testes lie in a false scrotum formed by the skin of the perinzeum, 
the glandular eminences on either side of the frontal sinus are not 
more developed than in the females; while the frontal sac is very 
large, contrasting remarkably with the rudimentary one in the other 
sex. Ina specimen from the Kasia hills, in which the testes occupy 
the abdominal cavity, the frontal glandular eminences are greatly 
developed (as shown in fig. 3), and their development is evidently 

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 

Phyllorhina larvata. Phyllorhina speoris. 

connected with season ; for, in the Chiroptera and some genera of 
Rodentia and Insectivora the testes, during the rut, pass into the 
abdominal cavity *. 

In P. larvata and P. speoris the external margins of the frontal 
sac are, in the males, greatly swollen, naked, and elevated con- 
siderably above the surface ; while in the females the margins of the 
slight depression in the skin of the forehead, corresponding to the 
frontal sac in the males, are not more thickened or elevated than in 
young males of the first year. This is well shown in the illustration 
above (fig. 4). 

In other species, where thickening and elevation of the margins 
of the frontal sac, or enlargement of the neighbouring glandular 
prominences do not exist, a permanent secondary sexual difference is 
found in the depth of the sac, which, in the most adult females, is a 
mere shallow depression in the skin of the forehead. 

The above described remarkable difference between the males and 
females of P. larvata and of P. speoris, taken with a slight difference 
in the colour of the fur, has caused more than one distinguished 
zoologist to separate the males and females into distinct species +. 

It is difficult to assign a use to this protrusible frontal sac. The 
only other animals possessing apparently homologous organs are the 

* See Wagner’s ‘Comparative Anatomy,’ ed. Tulk, p. 56. 
+ Thus the species P. insignis and P. deformis were founded on male and 

female specimens respectively of P. /arvata; and, similarly, P. apiculatus and 
P, pencillatus on P, speorts, (For synonymy see Peters in ‘ Monatsbericht 
Berlin Akademie,’ June 1871, p. 320; also Blyth, Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, 
vol. xiii. p. 481.) 

16* 
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male Sea-elephant (Iacrorhinus proboscideus) and the Bladder- 
nosed Seal (Cystophora cristata) ; and Mr. Darwin, when referring 
to the sexual peculiarities of these animals, does not suggest any use 
for the remarkable structures possessed by the males; but cites 
Lesson, who ‘compares the erection of the proboscis [in M. pro- 
boscideus | to the swelling of the wattles of male gallinaceous birds 
whilst they court the females”’*. 

I am disposed, however, to regard the protrusible frontal sac of 
the male Phyllorhine Bats as a more specialized structure than the 
erectile nose of M. proboscideus, or the inflatable skull-cap of 
C. cristatus. The peculiar finger-like appearance cf the everted sac, 
armed at the extremity with a pencil of long straight hairs, seems to 
indicate that it acts as a delicate organ of touch, and is probably 
used by the male for exciting the female; supplementing, in this 
respect, the very imperfect eye-sightt of these animals, as the 
highly sensitive wing-membrane and expanded foliaceous nasal ap- 
pendages supplement the same in their search for food, enabling 
them also to avoid obstacles even in the darkest caverns and when 
totally deprived of the little sight they possess. 

In the genera Megaderma and Rhinolophus the females only possess 
peculiar pubic warts, resembling teats, which have been described by 
Temminck and other zoologists. 'Temminck regards them as odori- 
ferous glands, in no manner connected with the function of nutrition, 
and writes :—‘ J’ai soumis un grand nombre d’individus de plusieurs 
espéces différentes 4 lexamen de ces parties, et le résultat m’a 
pleinement convaincu que ces mamelons ne servent en aucune 
manitre & la nutrition, ce sont des appendices d’ot suinte une 
matiére onctueuse, fétide; cet appareil doit servir 4 augmenter 
Yodeur désagréable que ces animaux exhalent, et parait destiné aux 
mémes fins que les siphons ou les glandes odoriféres observées dans 
plusieurs espéces de Cheiroptéres”’ ft. 

These pubic warts, if Temminck’s remarks be correct, present 
another very interesting secondary sexual character; but, although I 
have examined a large number of specimens of M/egaderma lyra and 
of various species of Rhinolophus preserved in spirit, I am unable to 
assert positively, as Temminck has done, that they are in no respect 
connected with the function of nutrition. To determine this question 
it would be necessary to examine recent specimens obtained during 
the season of lactation. 

Dr. Anderson, Curator of the Indian Museum, during a collecting- 
tour in Lower Bengal, obtained at Purneah a large number of spe- 
cimens of the females of JZ. lyra with their young; and the following 
remarks occur in a letter received by me from him on his return to 
Calcutta :—‘“ All the young, even the largest, were adherent to the 

teats, some attached to the abdominal, and others to the pectoral 

* Descent of Man, vol. ii. p. 278. 
+ Mr. Darwin enumerates many instances where he considers the brilliant 

colours of the fur or feathers of male animals, or other sexual peculiarities, are 
admired by the females. 

t Monographies de Mammalogie, vol. ii. p. 3. 
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nipples ; but I observed that they moved about with great energy 
from one teat to another. Besides the specimens collected I examined 
about forty other females; and each had only one young.” 

Dr. Anderson saw nothing, he informs me, to lead him to believe 
that the young obtained nourishment from the pubic teats, save that 
they occasionally attached themselves to them. Probably the young 
Megaderms held on to these teat-like organs as every young animal 
will attach itself to any thing resembling the nipple of its mother. 
We find the next most remarkable secondary sexual differences 

among the Noctilionide, especially in the genus Taphozous, Geoff. 
In this genus the males and females of most species are distin- 
guished by well-marked secondary sexual characters. 

In Taphozous longimanus, Hardwicke, a species very common 
about Calcutta, the males are provided with a deep gular pouch, 
placed between the angles of the mandible, and opening anteriorly 
by acrescentic margin. This sac contains a yellowish, unctuous, 
fetid substance, on which the peculiar odour of the animal appears 

Taphozous longimanus. 

in a great measure to depend. In the female no sac exists, but a 
thin semicircular fold of skin marks the position of the opening as 
found in the males. In 7 saccolemus, Geoff., a similar sexual dif- 
ference is met with; but the gular pouch, though relatively much 
smaller in the female, is not reduced to such a rudimentary con- 
dition as in 7’. longimanus. In T. kachhensis, Dobson, the gular 
pouch is represented in the male by a slightly raised semicircular 
fold of skin (in the position occupied by the opening of the pouch 
in other species) and surrounding nakedness of the integument ; 
while in the female the skin is quite smooth in the same place. 

Thus the transition from species possessing a well-developed gular 
pouch to those in which it is altogether absent is gradual. 

In Dr. J. E. Gray’s ‘Synopsis of the genera of Vespertilionidz 
and Noctilionide’’ (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1866, p. 92) those 
species possessing a gular pouch are separated into a distinct genus, 
under the name of ‘‘ Saccolaimus.” According to this principle we 
should be obliged to place the males of 7. longimanus in one genus, 
and the females in another ; and, indeed, this is what Dr. L. Fitzinger 
has lately done. 
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In his “ Critical Analysis of the order Chiroptera’ * Dr. Fitzinger 
has redescribed three species, as Saccolaimus brevicaudatus, S. ful- 
vidus, and 8. cantori, Blyth, which had many years previously been 
recognized by their original describer (Mr. Blyth) as males of 
T. longimanus, Hardw., differing from one another in the colour of 
the fur, length of tail, and in some other points of no specific im- 
portance, dependent on season, age, and locality. These imaginary 
species have been relegated by Dr. Fitzinger to the genus Saccolaimus, 
distinguished by the. possession of a gular pouch ; while the females, 
being without a gular pouch, appear in a separate genus under the 
names of 7. longimanus, Hardw., and 7. bicolor, Temm. 

The males of 7. melanopogon, Temm., possess a peculiar beard of 
long black hairs, extending from the angles of the mandible back- 
wards to the sternum. ‘This beard contrasts remarkably with the 
rest of the fur, both in the length of the hairs composing it and in 
their colour. The usual colour of the fur of the animals of this 
species is white at the base, with black extremities. The hairs of 
the beard, however, are black throughout, thicker and longer than 
the hairs occupying the rest of the body. In the females the 
portion of the body occupied by the beard in the males is thinly 
clothed with fur not differing from that covering other parts. 

Fig. 6. 

Taphozous melanopogon, 

The position of the beard, and comparative length of the hairs 
composing it, are shown in the above woodcut (fig. 6). 

Among the JWolossi the males of some species are provided with 
thoracic or gular glandular pouches, which are either wanting or 
less developed in the females. The thoracic pouch of Dysopes 
alecto, an American species, is described by Temminck as follows :— 
‘*Plusieurs indiv.dus conservés a l’esprit de vin ont servi 4 nous 
faire découvrir que ]’espéce est munie au thorax d’une poche ou 
siphon assez large, couvert par un repli de la peau et conduisant a 
une cavité pourvue de muscles propres, qui servent ala séerétion d’un 
fluide onctueux; le bord inférieur de ce siphon est pourvu d’un 
bourrelet, et la cavité se trouve en grande partie cachée par quelques 
poils assez longs du devant du cou. Les males ont cette ouverture, 

* « Kritische Durchsicht der Ordnung der Flatterthiere,” Sitzungsber. Wien. 
Akad. Ixi. Abth. i. p. 447 (1870). 
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mais elle est moins grande chez les jeunes. , . . . . Les femelles 
n’ont point de siphon ”’*. 

The same writer notices the presence of a gular pouch in the 
males only of Dysopes obscurus, and describes the thoracic glandular 
pouch of Cheiromeles torquatus, which differs in structure and is 
less developed in the femalet. 

Among the Frugivorous Bats several species present well-marked 
secondary sexual differences. 

_ The species of the genus Hpomophorus possess peculiar shoulder- 
tufts, consisting of long stiff hairs, differing in colour and length 
from the surrounding fur. These tufts correspond to the position of 
odoriferous glands, and are either less developed or wanting in the 
female. 
_In Mr. Tomes’s ‘‘ Monograph of the genus Epomophorus’’ the 
form of the shoulder-tufts{ in each species is described, but the 
author does not notice their relative development in the sexes. 

In FE. labiatus =Pteropus labiatus, Temm., the absence of the 
shoulder-tufts in the female is particularly noticed by Temminck §. 
In. LE. gambianus, Ogilby, =F. crypturus, Peters, these epaulettes 
are well developed in the male, and are thus described by 
Mr. Tomes :—* The conspicuous shoulder-tutts of L. macrocephalus 
are here very fully developed. They consist of a very slight warty 
excrescence clothed with fur, which differs from that which surrounds 
it only in being of a dirty white colour” ||. As this description was 
taken from specimens obtained twenty-five years previously it is most 
probable that in the living animal these shoulder-tufts present much 
more conspicuous objects. Judging from the fine coloured illus- 
tration, representing the female of this species, in the ‘ Reise nach 
Mossambique,’ and from the absence of any mention of these 
epaulettes in Dr. Peters’s description§], taken from an adult female 
specimen, we may conclude that in the female of this species also the 
shoulder-tufts are wanting. 

The only known specimen of 2. franqueti, Tomes, is a male; and 
the remarkable development of the shoulder-tufts is shown in the 
illustration accompanying Mr. Tomes’s paper referred to above. 
They are thus described :—‘* The shoulder-tufts are very much 
developed, and differ somewhat from those of EH. macrocephalus. 
They occupy a space on the shoulder of as much as 14 inch in length, 
in a descending direction ; the Jower half of this space consists of 
fur, which is of the same length and texture as that of the sur- 
rounding parts, but is of a buffy yellow colour; whilst the upper 
part, constituting the real shoulder-tuft, is composed of long yellow 
hairs, which spring outwards and then curve downwards, partially 

* Temminck, ‘ Monographies de Mammalogie,’ vol. ii. p. 355. 
t Loc. cit. p. 349. 
{ Well shown in a fine coloured illustration of 2. frangueti, Tomes, accom- 

panying Mr. Tomes’s Monograph of the genus (see Proc. Zool. Soc. 1860, p. 42, 
1. Lxxv.). 

§ Me iaeerayiica de Mammalogie, vol. ii. pp. 83, 84. 
| P.Z.S. 1860, p. 53. 
“| Reise nach Mossambique, Saug. p. 26, pl. v. 
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hiding the short yellow hair already mentioned. All this yellow 
fur, both long and short, has a clear and well-defined outline ”’ *. 

If the shoulder-tufts, so conspicuous in the male, are absent in the 
female of this species also, as judging from analogy we may expect, 
we have then three species of Bats of this genus alone possessing 
secondary sexual characters as remarkable as any known in the class 
Mammalia. 

Temminck describes somewhat similar secondary sexual differences 
in Pteropus macklotii. The male possesses a well-developed odo- 
riferous gland on each side of the neck, covered by a large tuft of 
stiff unctuous hairs of a bright chestnut colour, contrasting with 
the surrounding fur. In the female these glands and shoulder-tufts 
are absent. 

The same author thus describes the sexual peculiarities of Cyno- 
nycteris stramineus, Geoff. :—‘‘ Pelage lisse, trés-court et rare; 
région des cdtés et du devant du cou ornés d’un demi-collier roux- 
doré a pinceaux de poils onctueux et divergens. Les teintes de ce 
collier et des pinceaux de poils courtes et divergens qui existent 
seulement chez le male, varient plus ou moins; l’un des sujets a 
toutes les parties latérales et le devant du cou d’un teinte jaune- 
orange encadrée par un bande brune. 

“« La femelle manque d’appareil onctueux et de poils divergens aux 
cotés du cou; ces parties sont d’un jaunatre terne plus ou moins 
nuancé de brun-clair. Le reste du pelage est le méme pour les deux 
sexes”. 

I have no opportunities here for examining specimens of Bats 
from the western hemisphere; and very little can be gleaned from the 
writings of zoologists regarding the occurrence of secondary sexual 
differences among them. However, Prof. W. Peters, who has con- 
tributed so very much to our knowledge of the Chiroptera, has most 
kindly, in reply to my inquiries, supplied me with some valuable 
information on this head. 

In the American continent and its islands the place of the Rhino- 
lophidee or Leaf-nosed Bats of the Eastern World is taken by the 
Phyllostomidee, which, though possessing well-developed nasal 
appendages, are in no other respect connected with the former family, 
but rather with the Noctilionidee, which they resemble in structure 
and in their secondary sexual characters. 

Dr. Peters notes the presence of a gular sac, as in some species 
of Taphozoi, in the males only of Phyllostoma hastatum and in 
several species of Molossi, and adds :—‘‘ There is nothing more 
striking amongst American Bats than the development of a large 
sac in the humeral membrane of Saecopteryz, Peropteryx, Balan- 
tiopteryx, and other genera; and this organ is only found developed 
in the males, the females having only a rudiment, which is so small 
that it has been overlooked by most observers until lately.” 

I have no doubt that, as the species of this little-studied order 

become better known, as great or, perhaps, a still greater number will 

* Loe, cit. p. 54. + Loe. cit. p. 85. 
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be found to possess structural differences depending on sex, as have 
been described in other orders of Mammalia. 

It remains now to consider the secondary sexual differences arranged 
under the second head—namely, differences in the colour of the fur. 

As the colour of the fur in Bats, as in other mammals, varies 
very considerably according to age, season, and locality, it is neces- 
sary in comparing males and females to pay particular attention to 
this fact. Thus the common Flying Fox of Europeans in India, 
Pteropus medius, Temm.., varies considerably ; and the difference in 
the colour of the fur of individuals obtained from different localities or 
the same locality has caused some zoologists to rank them as distinct 
species, though perfectly similar in structure *. There is probably 
scarcely a single species of Bat to which this rule does not apply; 
but the variability of colour is often not noticeable in those in which 
the fur is of a very dark shade. 

It is interesting to observe how Dr. Fitzinger, either from imper- 
fect knowledge or from want of due appreciation of these facts, has 
reproduced the mistakes of former observers by republishing the 
names and descriptions of species previously recognized as synonyms 
of other species, in some cases by the authors themselves. Thus 
four species of Rhinolophus (Aquias) are recognized and described 
(op. 8. c. p. 192 et seg.) which differ from one another only in the 
colour of the fur. And so we have, according to Dr. Fitzinger, “the 
grizzled leaf-nosed Bat ”’ (Aquias luctus, Temm.), ‘‘ the reddish leaf- 
nosed Bat” (4. eudouzii, Laplace), ‘‘the dark red leaf-nosed Bat”’ (4. 
morio, Gray), and ‘the black leaf-nosed Bat” (4. perniger, Hodgs.). 
Except the second named, these forms of R. ductus are in the Indian 
Museum, and they have all been obtained at Darjeeling. Similarly 
Kelaart’s R. rudidus et fulvidus, which Blyth had shown to be 
indentical with R. afinis, Horsf., are restored on the same grounds— 
difference in colour. 

The examination of many specimens of these Bats has shown me 
that, where male and female specimens of the same species have 
been obtained at the same time and place, the lighter-coloured speci- 
mens are invariably males. This confirms Dr. J. A. Allen’s obser- 
vation regarding some species of American Bats+. Thus a male 
specimen of R. luctus from Darjeeling, in the Indian Museum, 
answers in every respect to the original description of 2. morio, Gray ; 
while several females from the same locality, and taken at the same 
time, are wholly black, and belong, therefore, according to Fitzinger, 

* Dr. J. E. Gray notices the variability of colour in specimens of the same 
species found in the same locality as follows :—‘ There is a general similarity in 
the colouring of the majority of the species; specimens found in the same 
locality or island often vary considerably from one another, even when the 
examination of the skull and teeth show that they are of the same species. On 
the other hand, specimens from different localities often resemble one another 
so much in their external colouring that it is difficult to distinguish them in any 
description that can be made ; but when the skulls and teeth are examined they 
prove to be very different species.” (“Revision of the Genera of Pteropine 
Bats,” Proc Zool. Soc. Lond. 1866, p. 65.) 

t Quoted by Mr. Darwin, ‘Descent of Man,’ vol. ii. p. 286. 
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toa distinct species, R. perniger, Hodgs. ; others are black, sprinkled 
with silvery grey, and must therefore, according to the same 
authority, be relegated to a distinct species. But the closest exami- 
nation fails to detect any structural difference other than sexual 
between these specimens from Darjeeling. The “reddish leaf-nosed 
Bat” of Fitzinger, R. eudouaii, Laplace, from the Philippine Islands, 
is most probably the male R. luctus, its brighter colour depending on 
locality, and perhaps, in a less degree, on season. 

In the Journ. As. Soc. Beng, vol. xli. p. 220, I have shown the 
identity of Phyllorhina fulva, Gray, with P. murina, Gray, and 

P. cineracea, Blyth, and have expressed my belief that P. atra et 
atrata, which differ from P. fulva also only in the colour of the fur, 
are referable to the same species. Later, in the Proc. As. Soc. Beng., 

Aug. 1871, p. 155, I have remarked that the rich golden hue 

of the fur of some specimens of P. fulva depends most probably 
on sex and season, seeing that, of several specimens possessing this 
golden colour examined by me, all were females and each contained 
a more or less developed foetus. In the same paper I have adduced 
evidence which now satisfies me that this golden colour is only 
possessed by the females, and by them only under certain cireum- 
stances, as when in the pregnant condition. 

Mr. Blyth, who, in common with other zoologists, regarded the 
golden-coloured specimens of P. fulva as representing a species 
distinct from the white and black specimens, writes as follows :— 
«This is perhaps the most vividly coloured of the whole class of 
Mammalia; at least I know of no species which can at all compete 
with it for brilliancy of hue. The colour of the fur is here alluded 
to; for that of the naked skin of the Mandrill and of certain Cerco- 
pithecit can scarcely be surpassed, The general tint of the fur is 
splendidly bright ferruginous, that of the upper parts being slightly 
tipped with a darker shade ; membranes dusky.’ _ To this Mr. Blyth 
adds :—“ Inhabits Scuthern India, where very rare’’*. 

The comparative rarity of the golden- coloured specimens is easily 
explained when we know that this colour is only possessed by the 
females of P. fulva, and by them only under certain conditions. 

I believe the same change occurs in the breeding-season among 
the females of Nycticeius temminckii, Horsf., the commonest Bat 
about Caleutta. The usual colour of this Bat is pale straw-colour 
on the under surface, sometimes almost white. This colour | have 
observed in male and female specimens from all parts of India; but 
in females obtained in the months of March and April I found the 
prevailing hue to be rich saffrou-colour, exceeding that of the 
Canary bird. 

Among the Frugivorous Bats the same rule appears to hold good, 
that the females are always darker in colour than the males of the 
same age. This I have constantly observed in Péeropus medius, 'Temm. 
Also in a Pteropus from the Andamans and Nicobars the females 

* Journ. As. Soc. Beng. vol. xiii. p. 489. 
+ Distinguished by the form and size of its ears from P¢. medius and other 

allied species, probably Pt. xicobaricus, Schriezer, Novara Expedition. The first 
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are generally of an intensely black colour throughout; in a few 
specimens only, of apparently very aged individuals, the fur on the 
back of the head and neck has a slightly reddish tinge; while the 
males have the whole back of the head and nape of the neck to the 
shoulders bright orange or pale yellow (very rarely, in old males, 
reddish brown) as in P¢. medius, contrasting as remarkably with the 
sombre hues of the females as the brilliantly coloured skin of the 
male Mandrill contrasts with the same parts in the other sex. 

A review of the varieties of secondary sexual characters exhibited 
by various species of Chiroptera described in the foregoing pages 
shows that in almost all cases these differences depend on the pos- 
session by the male (rarely by the female) of accessory organs, 
generally odoriferous glands, used probably for the purpose of 
bringing the sexes together during the rutting-season, or for exciting 
the female; and this might be expected in animals in which the 
power of vision is almost entirely supplemented by an extraordinary 
development of the senses of touch and smell. 

Differences, depending partly or entirely on the possession by the 
male of fur of a much more brilliant hue, or distinguished by dif- 
ferent markings, or by the greater length of certain portions, are met 
only, to any appreciable extent, in the Frugivorous Bats, in which the 
sense of sight is well developed*. 

The inference that will naturally be drawn from a pernsal of this 
paper will be, not only that many species of Chiroptera possess 
well-marked secondary sexual characters, but also that several species 
exhibit as remarkable differences in this respect as any that have 
been observed in the whole class Mammalia. 

The danger of generalizing statements from imperfect data is thus 
strikingly illustrated ; and we are reminded of the old axiom in logic 
which biologists, both great and small, would do well to keep ever 
before their minds :—* A particulari ad universale argumentum non 
est.” 

The science of life is yet in its infancy. Man has existed for 
thousands, perhaps millions, of years upon the earth ; but the grand 
question of his origin and of that of other animals is believed by 
many distinguished biologists to have already been finally settled 
from a consideration of a few facts collected within the past half 
century, most of them within the past decade. 

specimen I received, a female with intensely black fur throughout, was sent me 
by Mr. Homfray, Assistant Superintendent, Port Blair. Other specimens, male 
and female, were obtained by me in May last near Port Blair; and Mr. Homfray 
has since sent me from the Nicobars specimens of the common Flying Fox of 
these islands, which I find in no respect different from the Andamanese species. 

* The beard in the males of Taphozous melanopogon evidently depends on the 
presence of a subcutaneous gland, in the position occupied by the gular pouch 
in other species of the genus, which discharges its secretion by minute pores. 
The long black hairs forming the beard grow about these pores, their coarseness 
and length depending on the glandular secretion by which they are abnormally 
nourished. 

The length of the hair composing the epaulettes of the Epomophori is pro- 
bably due to the same cause; but its remarkable difference in colour requires 
another explanation. 
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When we consider how little is known of even the higher mammals, 
and how limited at present is the range of geological inquiry, we 
must acknowledge that, for some time to come, all generalizations 
bearing on the question of our origin are premature; for a vast 
field for observation still widens out before us, within the boundaries 
of which we have but lately entered. 

6. On the Birds of Eastern Peru. By P. L. Scrater, M.A., 

Ph.D., F.R.S., Secretary to the Society, and _Osperr 

Sarvin, M.A., F.Z.S. With Notes on the Habits of the 

Birds, by Epwarp Barrrerv. 

[Received February 7, 1873. ] 

(Plates XXV. & XXVI.) 

In our first paper on the collections made by Mr. Edward Bartlett*, 
we have given an account of the principal authorities on the orni- 
thology of Eastern Peru. In that and subsequent communications 
we have also given lists of the greater part of Mr. Bartlett’s col- 
lections. ; 

Soon after his return home, Mr. Bartlett furnished us with a 
complete list of the birds he had obtained, based upon our papers, 
together with valuable notes on the habits of many of the species. 
This list, however, on account of changes in nomenclature and 
imperfect determinations, required thorough revision; and it is only 
lately that we have been able to devote the necessary time to that 
purpose. 

In order to make it more complete we have included in the list, 
besides some additional species brought home by Mr. Bartlett on his 
return, the names of the species obtained by Mr. Bates from the Rio 
Javari, and by Mr. Hauxwell at Pebas and on the Huallaga and 
Ucayali. Thus the present paper contains a summary of nearly all 
that is accurately known of the ornithology of the most eastern part 
of the wood-region of Eastern Peru, from its extreme eastern boundary 
(the Javari) to the district traversed by Mr. Bartlett on the western 
bank of the Huallagat. 

* Proc. Zool. Soc. 1866, p. 175. 
+ The following is a complete list of the ornithological papers referring to 

this district :— 

1. On a Collection of Birds transmitted by Mr. H. W. Bates from the Upper 
Amazon. By Philip Lutley Sclater. P. Z. 8. 1857, p. 261. 

2. Description of eight new Species of Birds from South America. By John 
Gould. P. Z. 8. 1855, p. 67. 

3. Catalogue of Birds collected by Mr. E. Bartlett on the river Ucayali, 
Eastern Peru, with Notes and Descriptions of New Species. By P. L. 
Sclater and Osbert Salvin. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 175. 

4. On some additions to the Catalogue of Birds collected by Mr. EB. Bartlett 
on mu river Ucayali. By P.L.Sclater and Osbert Salvin. P. Z. 8.1866, 
p- 566. 
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The accompanying map (Plate XXV.), prepared mainly from Mr. 
Bartlett’s information, will serve to show more exactly the extent 
of this district, and the situation of the various towns and villages 
where collections have been made. 

Mr. Bartlett has kindly supplied us with the subjoined general 
account of his expedition :—“I left ‘England in January 1865, for 
the purpose of exploring and examining the ornithological fauna of 
Eastern Peru, and returned in February 1869. The route taken was 
from Liverpool by asmall schooner bound to Para, thence by steamer 
up the Amazons, calling at many of the towns on the upper river, as 
far as Tabatinga, thence by the Peruvian steamer to Nauta on the 
Maranon of the Peruvians. Nauta is one of the first settlements 
made by traders on this side of the Andes. I remained in that town 
about a month, during which time I occupied myself by collecting 
the few birds and other things marked from that locality. At the 
end of the rainy season, I prepared for a long and tedious journey up ' 
the Ucayali. I started in May, and proceded in canoes accompanied 
by Cucuma Indians of Nauta. The journey occupied a little over 
four months. I formed the greater part of my first collections on 
the banks of the river as I proceeded, staying at some of the 
Cucuma and wild Conibo Indians’ houses or Tambos, which afforded 
me an opportunity of obtaining some of the forest mammals, birds, 
and other objects. At Sarayacu I remained some time, and then 
went on to Cashiboya, a town named after the wild Cashibo Indians. 
It was at Sarayacu and Cashiboya that I procured a large number 
of most interesting birds. Towards the end of August I returned to 
Nauta, as I became anxious concerning the safety of the large collec- 
tion already formed, knowing the danger of travelling down rapid 
streains with canoes heavily laden. I arrived at the mouth of the 
Ucayali about the 16th of September, and safely landed in Nauta on 
the same night, when I prepared the collections to forward to 
England. In reference to these collections see ‘Proc. Zool. Soe.’ 
1866, p. 176. This done, I remained at Nauta collecting from 
the surrounding country till February 1866, when I left on board 
the Peruvian steamer for Yurimaguas, that being the furthest 
accessible port on the Upper Huallaga. There I remained about 
two months, waiting for the appearance of the dry season to com- 
mence my excursions through Mission Alto, or Alto Amazonas, which 
it would have been almost impossible to undertake during the rainy 
season. I started in a canoe up the Paranapura river, and succeeded 
in reaching the desired spot in a few days. Many canoes are from 
twenty to thirty days going the same distance at the time that the 

5. Catalogue of Birds collected by Mr. E. Bartlett on the river Huallaga, 
Eastern Peru, with Notes and Descriptions of New Species. By P. L. 
Sclater and Osbert Salvin. P. Z. 8. 1867, p. 748. 

6. List of Birds collected at Pebas, Upper Amazons, by Mr. John Hauxwell, 
with Notes and Descriptions of New Species. By P. L. Sclater and 
Osbert Salvin. P. Z. S. 1867, p. 977. 

7. On two new Birds collected by Mr. H. Bartlett in Eastern Peru. By P. L. 
Sclater and Osbert Salvin. P. Z. S. 1869, p. 437. L 
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river rises, when the current is fearfully rapid. After arriving at 
Baradero, the Tambos of the Teniente Governador, I prepared for 
five or six days’ journey through the dense forest of this wonderful 
region, rain continuing to fall the whole of the five days of tramp, 
in which time I arrived at the magnificent open town of Xeberos. I 
there formed a fair collection of all the small birds which are always 
to be found upon the open sandy campos. I made myself well 
acquainted with the surrounding country, and ascertained that there 
was an Indian footpath, some six or eight days’ journey, through 
the forest to Chyavitas; so I determined upon going to that town, 
and returning the same for the rest of may baggage, which I was 
compelled to leave behind. Chyavitas is a small town situated on 
one of the lower spurs of the eastern ranges of the Andes, running 
towards the great river. I obtained from that region several in- 
teresting specimens, amongst which was the Afeles bartlettii, Gray 
(see Proc. Zool. Soc. 1867, p. 748). I returned to Xeberos by the 
same road, and thence descended the Apyanas, which flows into the 
Huallaga, below the town of Lagunas, and not into the Marafion as 
has been stated. I ascended the Huallaga as far as Lagunas, and 
thence took the steamer to Yurimaguas for the purpose of preparing 
my collections to forward to England. I collected about Yurimaguas 
until April 1867, and then went on to Chamicuros, where I passed 
twelve months. I afterwards visited Santa Cruz on the Huallaga, 
where I made the largest and most valuable portion of the collections 
brought home.” 

The following is a summary of the birds: met with of this district, 
so far as they are known to us from the collections above referred to, 
and of the species amongst them which may be considered probably 
peculiar to the Upper-Amazonian fauna :— 

Species Species not Total. 

Order: peculiar. peculiar. 
Wa Passores’ 5263. Aitricc eet 72 173 245 

Ais) Gypselt Siihu-d.. des. aaeeeesbereee’ 9 34 43 
TUG. BiG §. epaetaew <b -Bad eh tecoeaswates 4 11 15 
TV OOCCY SEH tire ws-tinuoonesennaessracc,™h LSk 41 55 
Vex NE BICEACN on ca 02 crimes naeee tenes “7s 5 20 25 
WM Atcripitiresices: st.ecsceeee snare eese ax 24 24. 

WilipuStrriesy tet -ccths. cote. shaanee hen sage : 4 4 
VIII. Steganopodes ..........-,..000000+ 2 2 

TEX, GATIREES nh edasntenes pes aio sebiensien 5 5 
X. Herodiones .. se cbaercacann ee 13 13 

Exths COlUMt ie epeneck esse cerresccates fi 7 
RU Galas OA... assets Stone dee 2 5 ik 
XMMMeyGrnest st. $tzasedsoneseas « wenclengs she 1 u 8 
Palin Gralla ie ccsnses acess ssanespsaddvoes 12 12 
KIVASGAVISG lecacvesexasossarensscsosnbeter ie 3 3 
MV AG Hy Pure -coateseses sscee cat tose ce 1 4 5 

108 365 473 

Our general conclusions as to the avifauna of the Peruvian De- 
partment Amazonas, from the examination of these collections, are 
as follows :— 
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1. This district belongs strictly to that great division of the Neo- 
tropical fauna which contains Guiana and the whole of the basins of 
the Amazons and Orinoco, and may be called the ‘‘ Amazonian 
province.”’ 

2. This division is characterized by the presence of certain 
peculiar ornithic types, such as Phenicocereus, Gymnoderus, Galb- 
aleyrhynchus, Opisthocomus, and Psophia*. 

3. The Amazonian province is roughly divisible into three sections 
—(1) Guiana, up to the Rio Negro, (2) Lower Amazonia f, 
(3) Upper Amazonia—to the last of which the district now under 
consideration belongs. 

4. The Upper Amazonian district, however, is more distinct from 
the Guianan than the Lower Amazonian, nearly one third of the 
species hitherto found in it being absent from Guiana. 

5. In some cases the Guianan species are replaced in the Amazonas 
by nearly allied representatives, e.g. :— 

Guianan species. Upper-Amazonian representatives. 

Rupicola crocea by R. peruviana. 
Pheenicocercus carnifex re P. nigricollis. 
Capito erythrocephalus A, C. peruvianus. 
Psophia crepitans & Ps. leucoptera. 

6. The most abundant families of the Upper-Amazonian avifauna 
are the Formicariidze and Dendrocolaptide ; and these also show the 
greatest number of peculiar species. 

Fam. Turpip4, 

Of this family Mr. Bartlett obtained examples of four species, all 
of which are of rather wide range, one of them being a North- 
American species, but occurring here in one cf the most southern 
points of its distribution. 

1. TurpDus swarnsont, Cab. 

Chamicuros (Bartl.). 
“* Only one specimen obtained.’’—E. B. 

2. TuRDUS PHOPYGUS, Cub. ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
pp- 749, 754. 

Chyavetas and Chamicuros. 
“Common in Eastern Peru ; always on high and sandy country.” 

—E. B. 

3. Turpus rumicatus, Licht. ; Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p.177. 

_Turdus hauxwelli, Lawr. Ann. L. N. Y. ix. p. 265. 
Nauta, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Haurw.). 
We have no doubt of the identity of 7. hauawelli with this species, 

* N.B. All these genera occur in Guiana and also in the Amazonas. 
t Concerning this section see our paper on Mr. Wallace’s collections, P. Z. S. 

1867, p. 566. 
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as Mr. Lawrence’s description agrees with specimens of it obtained 
by Mr. Bartlett. 

“Not so common as 7. pheopygus: resorts to low boggy places 
near water.”’—E. B. 

4. TuRpDUS LEUCOMELAS, Vieill. 

Turdus amaurochalinus, Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 177; 1867, 
p- 749. 

T. leucomelas, Sel. & Salv. Ex. Orn. p. 143, tab. 72. 
Lower Ucayali, Xeberos (Bartlett). 

Fam. SyLv1ipz&. 

PoxLiopTiILa BUFFONTI, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 177. 

Sarayacu (Bartlett). 
«Three specimens only obtained.” —E. B. 

Fam. TRoGLODYTIDZ. 

Eight Wrens were obtained by Mr. Bartlett in Eastern Peru. 
Five of these are wide-ranging species, two only being peculiar to 
Upper Amazonia (Cyphorinus modulator and Microcerculus mar- 
ginatus), while the last (Campylorhynchus hypostictus) occurs also 
in Bogota collections. 

1. DonaAcoBIUS ATRICAPILLUS (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 178. 

Nauta and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
‘Tn tall grasses and canebrakes on the banks of rivers and lakes : 

always to be heard, but seldom seen.”—E. B. 

2. CAMPYLORHYNCHUS HYPosTICTUS, Gould, P.Z.S8. 1858, p. 68; 
Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 178. 

Campylorhynchus striaticollis, Sclater, P. ZS. 1857, p. 272, 
et Cat. A. B. p. 16. 

Cashiboya, Nauta, and Santa Cruz (Barélett). 
“Keeps to the tops of the trees, and at intervals sends forth its 

loud harsh notes.’’—E. B. 
A recent comparison of my C. striaticollis (from Bogota col- 

lections) with the specimens of C. Aypostictus obtained by Mr. 
Bartlett has convinced me of their identity.—P. L. S. 

3. CyPHORHINUS MODULATOR (D’Orb.); Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 
1867, p. 749. 

Chyavetas, Yurimaguas, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
“The Flute- or Organ-bird of the Peruvians has a most wonderful 

song, and well deserves its name. Its nest is composed of sticks 
loosely laid together, and placed about five feet from the ground. 
The eggs are of a yellowish white.” —E. B. 

Cyphorhinus thoracicus of Tschudi, included as a synonym of this 
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species in Sclater’s American Catalogue (p. 19), is quite different, having a long tail *. 

4. Microcercutvus MARGINATUS, Scl.; Sel. & Salv.P. Z.S. 1867, p- 977. 
Chamicuros (B.); Pebas (27). 
“ Found near lakes and streams; has a sharp and powerful call.” —E. B. ; 
5. THRYOPHILUS LEUCOTIS (Lafr.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, p- 568. 
T. albipectus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 178. 
Upper and Lower Ucayali (Bartlett). 
“Only found in the dense forest.”—E. B. 
6. THrRYoTHORUS CORAYA (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p- 178; 1867, p. 977. 
Sarayacu and Nauta (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauxwell). “ Near the towns, and on the borders of the campos.” —E, B. 
7. TROGLODYTES FURVUS (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 178. 
Lower Ucayali, Xeberos, and Chyavetas (B.). 
“Rather plentiful in Xeberos, breeding in palm-thatched houses. Note like that of our 7. europeus.’—F. B. 
8. TROGLODYTES TESSELLATUS (Lafr. et D’Orb.) ; Sel. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, pp. 749, 754. 
Xeberos and Chyavetas (B.). 
“In habits similar to 7. furvus; and I believe it to be the same species.” —E. B. 

Fam. Mniotittipa. 
It is curious how scarce the Mniotiltidee (so abundant in North America) are directly we get south of Panama. Their place in the economy of nature is, no doubt, supplied by the Tanagridee. Mr. Bartlett only obtained one species in Eastern Peru. 
BASILEUTERUS UROPYGIALIS, Sclater ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, pp- 749, 754. 
**Chyavetas and Santa Cruz. Keeps close to the brooks, and utters at intervals a shrill note.’—E. B. 

Fam. VirEonip2. 
1. CycLoruis GUIANENSIs (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p- 179. 
Upper Ucayali, not common (Bartlett). 
* CyPHorninus THoRActcus. 
Cyphorinus thoracicus, Tsch. F, P. Aves, p. 184, t. 16. fig. 1. Platyurus afinis, Sw. B. of Braz. pl. 57 (?). . Fuseus, suberistatus: colli lateribus et corp. subtus ad imum pectus castaneis : long. tota 58, ale 2:8, caude rectr. med. 1-9, lat. 1:3, tarsi 1, restr a rictu 1. Hab. Uchubamba, Peruy. orient, (Tsch.). 
Mus. Bremensi (ex Tschudi). 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XVII. : 7 
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2. VirEosyLvia oxivacea (Linn.); Finsch, P.Z.S. 1870, p.565. 

V. olivacea et V. agilis, Scl. Cat. A. B. p. 43; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 179; 1867, pp. 749, 977. 

Upper Ucayali, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (Bartlett); Pebas 
(Hauzxwell). 

Fam. HiruNDINID. 
The seven Swallows obtained by Mr. Bartlett are mostly wide- 

ranging species. Atticora fasciata ranges into Guiana on one side 
and Western Ecuador on the other, but not further. 

1. ProGne TAPERA (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 178; 
1867, p. 749. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali; Xeberos (Bartlett). 
“Common on the Upper and Lower Amazon, and breeds in large 

numbers in all the country visited. The eggs, white, and four or 
five in number, are deposited in holes in sandy banks ; nest made of 
fine dried grass or fibres ; breeds in September.’’—E. B. 

2. PROGNE CHALYBEA (Gm.) *. 

P. leucogastra, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, pp. 749, 754. 
Xeberos, Yurimaguas, Chyavitas, and Chamicuros. 
“‘ Breeds, like a Wovdpecker, in holes in trunks of trees.””—E. B. 

3. Arricora Fasci1aTa (Gm.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 178; 
1867, p. 749. 

Upper Ucayali, Yurimaguas, and lakes of Santa Cruz (Barélet#). 
*¢ Breeds in banks along with Ste/gidopteryx ruficollis, and lays 

four or five white eggs. The nest is rather more complete in 
structure than that of the latter, the grass-fibres and bents being 
finer. Nest taken in July.”—E. B. 

4. ATTICORA CYANOLEUCA (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 178; 1867, p. 749. 

Nauta, Chyavetas, and Yurimaguas (Bartlett). 
* Does not breed on the Upper Amazon.” —KE. B 

5. CoTyLe riparia (Linn.). 

“Nauta; several specimens obtained.”—KE. B. 
Natterer had previously obtained specimens of this species on the 

Rio Negro (see Pelzeln, Orn. Bras. p. 18). 

6. HrrunpDo ALBIVENTRIS, Bodd. 

Petrochelidon albiventris, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 178. 
Hirundo equatorialis, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, pp. 977, 979. 
Lower and Upper Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett); Pebas 

(Hauzwell). 
«Builds in the holes of dead trees on the banks of rivers over- 

hanging the water. The nest is composed of fibres of bark, dry 
grass, and feathers of different kinds of birds, such as the White 

* Vide Sel. P.Z.S. 1872, p. 606. 
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Heron, Roseate Spoonbill, &c. Four white eggs are laid in July or 
August.” —E. B. 

Having now had an opportunity of comparing Amazonian skins of 
this Swallow with a specimen from Cayenne, we must pronounce 
them identical. Such being the case, the present bird must be 
called H. albiventris, that name having been founded on Buffon’s 
Hirondelle a ventre blane de Cayenne. 

7. STELGIDOPTERYX RUFICOLLIS (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 178; 1867, p. 749. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali, Yurimaguas (Bartlett). 
“The nest, like that of Afticora fasciata, is composed of leaves, 

stems of a prickly climber, fine bents, and fibres of bark very loosely 
put together, and is placed in holes in banks. Four or five white 
eggs are laid in September; but I also took nests on the Huallaga in 
July.”—E. B. 

Fam. C@resip&. 

This characteristic family of the tropics of the New World, 
although not very rich in species, is, I believe, very abundant in 
individuals in South America. Of the nine species obtained by Mr. 
Bartlett, most are widely distributed. The lovely Duenis flavi- 
ventris, Cereba nitida, and Hemidacnis are, I believe, strictly Upper- 
Amazonian forms. I have met with skins of all of them in Bogota 
collections ; but these are probably obtained from the wood-region 
of the Amazonian slope of Columbia. 

1. HEMIDACNIS ALBIVENTRIS, Sclater; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1867, p. 749. 

Xeberos and Chamicuros (B.). 
“‘ Congregates in flocks, like the rest of the group.”—E. B. 

2. Dacnis mELANoTIS, Strickl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 179; 1867, pp. 749, 977. 

D. angelica, Scl. P. Z. S. 1857, p. 263. 
Upper and Lower Ucayali, Xeberos (Bartlett); Pebas(Hau«well). 

3. Dacnis cayana (Linn.) ; Scl. P. Z.S. 1857, p. 263; Scl. & 
Saly. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 179; 1867, pp. 749, 977. 

Lower Ucayali, Xeberos, and Chamicuros (Bartlett); Pebas 
(Hauawell) ; Ega (Bates). 

“This and the two following species of Dacnis unite in flocks 
at certain seasons, when the fruits are ripe on the trees.”—E. B. 

4. Dacnis FLAVIVENTRIS, Lafr. et D’Orb. ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 179; 1867, p. 977. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali, Sarayacu (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauzx- 
well); Rio Javari (Bates), 

5. Dacnis ana.is, Lafr. et D’Orb.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
poi7Z9-*... 

Upper Ucayali (Bartlet). 
“Not so abundant as the preceding species.’’—E. B. 

iz* 
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6. CHLOROPHANES ATRICAPILLA (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 179; 1867, pp. 749, 977. 

Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, and Chamicuros (Bartlett) ; Pebas 
(Hauzwell). 

“« Abundant throughout the country.” —E. B. 

7. Ca@ReBA CYANEA (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 179; 
1867, p. 749. 

Sarayacu, Xeberos, and Chamicuros (Bartleét). 
‘Common at certain seasons.’ —E. B. 

8. Ca@REBA NITIDA, Hartlaub; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1867, pp. 749, 
977. 

Xeberos and Chamicuros (B.); Pebas (H.). 
‘Generally distributed.” —E. B. 

9. CERTHIOLA LUTEOLA (Licht.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p. 179. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali (Bartlett). 

Fam. TANAGRIDZ. 

Tanagers are very numerous in Upper Amazonia, as in most other 
parts of tropical America. Mr. Bartlett obtained examples of 29 
distinct species—and Mr. Hauxwell specimens of several others, not 
apparently met with by Mr. Bartlett. Several of these are quite 
confined to this district (such as Ramphoceelus nigrigularis, Tachy- 
phonus pheniceus, T. rufiventris, and Diucopis speculigera),and many 
of the others only met with elsewhere in other parts of the great 
Amazonian wood-region. 

1. PRocNIAS OCCIDENTALIS, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 566; 1867, pp. 749, 977. 

Nauta and Xeberos (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 
** Abundant at certain seasons in Xeberos, when the fruit is ripe, 

feeding with the Coerebidee in flocks.” —E. B. 

2. EvpHONIA NIGRICOLLIS (Vieill.). 

“Ucayali; one male obtained.”—E. B. 

3. EUPHONIA XANTHOGASTRA, Sund.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 179. 

Sarayacu (Bartlett). 

4. EupHonia Minuta, Cab. ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 179; 
1867, p. 749. 

Nauta, Upper Ucayali, and Xeberos (Bartlett). 

‘ 

5. EUPHONIA MELANURA, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 
179; 1867, p. 977. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauzxwell). 
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6. EUPHONIA CHRYSOPASTA. 

Euphonia, sp., Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 180. 
E. chrysopasta, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1869, p. 438, t. xxx. f. 1, 2. 
Upper and Lower Ucayali (Barélett). 

7. EvpHONIA RUFIVENTRIS (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
pp- 749, 977. 

Xeberos and Chamicuros (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauzwell). 

8. TANAGRELLA IRIDINA (Hartl.); Scl. P. Z. 8S. 1857, p. 264. 

Rio Javari (Bates). 

9. CaLuisTE YENI (Lafr. et D’Orb.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 180; 1867, pp. 749, 977. 

Upper Ucayali, Nauta, Xeberos, and Chyavetas (Bartlett) ; 
Pebas (Hauxwell). 

10. CaLLisTE scHRANKI (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 180; 1867, pp. 749, 977. 

Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, Chyavetas (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauz- 
well) ; Ega and Rio Javarri (Bates). 

‘Found, like C. yeni, in small flocks at certain seasons when the 
fruit is ripe.’—E. B. 

11. CaLuisTE XANTHOGASTRA, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 180; 1867, p. 977. 

Upper Ucayali (Barélett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 
“ Rather scarce, only met with on the Ucayali.”—E. B. 

12. Cauuiste GyRoxorwEs (Lafr.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 749. 

Rio Javari (Bates) ; Chyavetas, only once obtained (Z. B.). 

13. CaLutsTe BOLIVIANA, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 180; 1867, p. 977. 

Sarayacu, Upper Ucayali (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauzwell); Rio 
Javari (Bates). 

14. TANAGRA Ca@LeEsTis, Spix; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 180; 1867, p. 749. 

‘Nauta, Upper and Lower Ucayali, Xeberos, Yurimaguas, Chami- 
curos. Common in all the towns I visited. It is a lively active 
little fellow about the gardens and plantations. It builds in low 
fruit-trees, the nest being loosely made of sticks, bents, fibres, 
intermixed with moss and the wild cotton called Flora de Balsa, and 
lined with the bark of the wild cane. The eggs are four in number, 
the ground-colour of which is a dull brownish pink, finely marked 
all over with darker brown, and a few blackish speckles and 
streaks.” —E. B. 
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15. TANAGRA PALMARUM (Max.). 

T. melanoptera, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 180; 1867, p. 749. 

«Upper and Lower Ucayali, Xeberos, and Chamicuros. This bird 

is abundant in these localities, feeding in flocks along with others of 

this family and of the Coerebide. It is active and cheerful, and has 

rather a shrill note.’”’—E. B. 

16. Rampnoca.us sAcaPa (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 

p- 180; 1867, pp. 749, 977. 

Nauta, Upper Ucayali, Yurimaguas, Xeberos, and Chyavetas ( Bart- 
lett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

17. RAmMpHoca:Lus NiGRIGULARIS (Spix) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 

1866, p. 180; 1867, p. 977. 
Sarayacu, Upper Ucayali, and lakes of S. Cruz (Bartlett) ; Pebas 

(Hauzwell). 
«This pretty Tanager prefers thickly wooded streams and lakes, 

and breeds, in company with Cassicus persicus, in the large spmy 
palms that overhang the streams.” —E. B. 

18. PoanicoTHRAvris RuBICA (Vieill.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1867, p. 749. 

‘« Yurimaguas, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros. Inhabits the densest 
forests and is very difficult to obtain.—E. B.” 

19. Lanro vERsICOLOR (Lafr. et D’Orb.); Scl. P. Z. S. 1857, 
p. 264. ; 

Rio Javari (Bates). 

20. EvcoMetTis PENICILLATA (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 
1866, p. 180. 

Upper Ucayali and Santa Cruz ; not common (Z. B.). 

21. TACHYPHONUS PHENICEUS, Sw. ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, 
pp- 749, 754; Ex. Orn. p. 65, pl. xxxiil. 

Xeberos ; somewhat rare and not seen elsewhere (Z. B.). 

22. TacuyPHoNus crRisTATus (Gm.). 

T. cristatellus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 977. 
Pebas (Hauzxwell). 

23. TACHYPHONUS SURINAMUs (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, pp. 749, 754. 

Xeberos and Chyavetas, rather plentiful (Z. B.). 

24. TacHYPHONUS RUFIVENTRIS (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 180; 1867, p. 749. 

Sarayacu, Chamicuros, Yurimaguas, and Chyavetas, but not 
common (EZ. B.); Rio Javari (Bates). 
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25. NEMOSIA PILEATA (Bodd.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p- 180; 1867, p. 977. 
Sarayacu (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauzwell). 

26. Nemosta Gurira (Limn.); Scl. & Saly. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 180. 
Sarayacu ; somewhat scarce (£. B.). 

27. NEMOSIA FLAVICOLLIS (Vieill.) ; Scl. P. Z. S. 1857, p. 264. 
NV. auricollis, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 750. 
Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (Z. B.); Rio Javari (Bates). 

28. NEMOSIA FULVESCENS (Strickl.). 
N. sordida, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p- 180. 
“Nauta and Lower Ucayali, found in the reeds and tall grasses on the sand-banks.”—E. B. 

29. CuLoROsPINGuUs FLAVIGULARIS, Scl.; Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 750. 
Chyavetas (Z. B.). 

30. Cissopis mEp1a. 
Cissopis leveriana, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 181. 
C. media, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, pp- 750, 977. 
Sarayacu, Xeberos, Chamicuros, and Yurimaguas (Bartlett) ; 

Pebas (Hauxwell). 
“Visits the gardens and plantations ; the nest is composed of cotton- wool, and is always placed in a bunch of bananas.”—E. B. 
31. SstTaTorR mAGNus (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 

pp- 750, 977. 
Xeberos, Yurimaguas, and Chamicuros (Bartlett) ; Pebas 

(Hauzxwell), 

32. SALTATOR SUPERCILIARIS (Spix). 
S. azare, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p- 181; 1867, p. 977. 
Nauta and Upper Ucayali (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 
We now consider that both 8. mutus and S. azare of Sclater’s 

Syn. Avy. Tanagr. may be referred to S. superciliaris. 

33. Divcoris specuticrRa (Gould); Scl. P. Z. S. 1856, p. 68. 
Ucayali, August 1852 (Hauzwell). 

34. PiryLus GRossus (Linn.); Scl. P. Z. S. 1857, p- 264. 
Rio Javari (Bates). 

Fam. FRINGILLID. 

Finches are not very abundant in the wood-region of Eastern Peru. Nine species only were obtained by Mr. Bartlett; and most of them are widely distributed and well known. One of these (Oryzoborus 
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melas) was first described as new from specimens from this locality ; 
but we have since met with it from Venezuela and Cayenne, and are 
doubtful whether older synonyms may not yet be found for it. 

1. Guirraca cyanea (Linn.). 
Guiraca cyanoides, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 566; 1867, p. 750. 
Nauta, Lower Ucayali and Chyavetas (Bartl.). 
The Panama form of this species, to which Lafresnaye applied the 

name eyanoides, is nearer to the Mexican G. concreta, or at all events 

intermediate between it and G. cyanea. The Guianan and Ama- 
zonian form is not specifically divisible from the S.E. Brazilian. 

2. ORYZOBORUS MELAS, Scl. & Salv. 

Oryzoborus, sp.?, Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 181; 1867, p. 750. 
O. melas, Scl. & Salv. 1867, p. 979. 
Nauta, Xeberos and Chyavetas (Bartl.); Pebas (Hauzw.). 

3. Oxyzosorus TorRIDUS (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 181; 1867, pp. 750, 977. | 

Xeberos and Nauta (Bartl.); Pebas (Hausrw.). 

4, SPERMOPHILA CASTANEIVENTRIs (Cab.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 181; 1867, p. 977. 

Nauta (Bartlett); Pebas (Haucwell). 
‘Met with on the banks of the Marafion, opposite the town of 

Nauta, and not elsewhere.” —E. B. 

5. SPERMOPHILA OCELLATA, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 181 ; 
Sclater, Ibis, 1871, p. 14, pl. ii. fig. 3. 

“Found in small flocks on the river-banks opposite to Nauta, in 
company with S. castaneiventris.”—E. B. 

6. SpERMOPHILA LucTuoSA, Lafr.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 750. 

“‘Xeberos and Chyavetas, in small flocks near the towns, and in 
the campos.”—E. B. 

7. VOLATINIA JACARINA (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1866, 
p- 181; 1867, p. 750. 

**Sarayacu and Xeberos, but rare in these localities.” —E. B. 

8. Paroarta Guraris (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 181. 

“Specimens obtained at Nauta. I have also seen this pretty little 
bird at Yurimaguas, on the lakes of Santa Cruz, and in several places 
on the Huallaga. It associates in small flocks of eight to ten along 
the banks of rivers and lakes.” —E. B. 

9. CoTURNICULUS PERUANUS, Bp ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 182; 1867, pp. 750, 977. 

Nauta, Upper and Lower Ucayali, and Chyavetas (Bartlett) ; 
Pebas (Hauawell). 
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‘This Finch is generally distributed in the open campos and towns. 
The nest is composed of fine roots, fibres, &c. The egg pinkish 
ground-colour, with a few spots of brown on the large end.” —E. B. 

Fam. IcrerIpz. 

Of the 18 Icterines in Mr. Bartlett’s collections three may be 
regarded as essentially Upper Amazonian species—namely Clypeic- 
terus oseryi, Icterus croconotus, and Lampropsar tanagrinus. The 
others are of more or less wide distribution. 

1. CiypreicTreRvs oseri (Dev.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
pp- 750, 755. 

“ Xeberos and Chamicuros. The only two obtained in Chamicuros 
were young males of the same year. The specimen from Xeberos, 
now in Mr. Sclater’s collection, is nearly in full plumage. These 
birds appear to be very local in their haunts, keeping to the old 
plantations in the dense forest, in company with Ostinops angusti- 
Srons.’—E. B. 

2. Ocyauus LaTrrostRis, Waterh.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 182. 

*“Nauta, Upper Ucayali, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz. This bird 
is generally distributed throughout the Ucayali and Huallaga. It 
breeds in large colonies; and I believe that they continue to breed 
throughout the year in the same trees. When the nest is left by 
the birds, after the first brood, it decays and falls to the ground.” 

3. OsTINops yURACARIUM (Lafr. & D’Orb.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 182. 

Rio Javari (Bates); Upper and Lower Ucayali, Sarayacu, Cha- 
micuros and Santa Cruz (Bartleté). 

“Although I obtained this bird in so many localities, it is far from 
being so common as O. angustifrons. Two or three pairs are 
seen breeding in the largest and tallest trees of the forest.”—E. B. 

4, Ostinors cristatus (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 182; 1867, p. 750. 

Pebas (Hauawell); Lower Ucayali, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and 
Santa Cruz (Bartl.). 

‘* The first time that I saw this bird breeding was at the last-named 
locality, in a tree on the banks of a large lake, near the town, and 
where it was impossible to obtain it.” —E. B 

5. Ostinops virtinis (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, p. 750. 

**Xeberos and Chyavetas, but apparently very local, not having 
been seen elsewhere.”—E. B. 

6. Ostrnors ANGUSTIFRONS (Spix); Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 182. 

“ Sarayacu, Upper and Lower Ucayali, Nauta, and whole of the 
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Huallaga. This is the greatest depredator in the country ; it visits 
the plantations in large flocks, in early morning and evening, eating 
and destroying the ripe bananas and other fruit of the planter. It is 

the commonest of all the genus, and breeds in large colonies.” —E. B. 

7. OsTinops ATROVIRENS (Lafr. & D’Orb.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 182. 

“ Upper Ucayali and Santa Cruz. Found in the company of, but 
rare in comparison with, O. angustifrons.”—E. B. 

8. Cassicus persicus (Linn.); Scl. Cat. A. B. p. 128. 

“Upper and Lower Ucayali, Nauta, Santa Cruz. This beautiful 

species breeds in small numbers in the trees on the banks of lakes 

and streams, near town, sometimes low down, and at others high up in 

the tall spiny palms.’ The nests are generally matted together; andI 

found that the whole of this group of birds select a tree with a large 

nest of Wasps or of White Ants in it, whether for protection or for 

food I am unable to determine. I watched them for hours, and 

could never discover them interfering with the nests of either of these 

insects. I obtained the eggs and nest of this species with great 

difficulty and with the chance of being stung to death. 
‘The nest is about 13 foot long, with a pocket at the upper end. 

The eggs four in number, of a pale greenish white ground-colour, 

streaked and spotted at the large end with brown and grey.” —E. B. 

9. Cassicus H&MoRRHOUS (Linn.); Scl. Cat. A. B. p. 129. 

«Five examples of this widely extended species were obtained at 
Chamicuros, the only locality in which I observed it. I found it in 

company with Ocyalus latirostris.”—E. B. 

10. CassicuLus soxirartivs (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 

p-. 182; 1867, p. 978. 

Nauta, only twice obtained (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

11. Icrerus cHRysocEPHALUS (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 182. 

Sarayacu, not common (Z. B.). 

12. Icrerus CAYANENSIS (Linn.); Scl. Cat. A. B. p. 131. 

One example obtained on the Ucayali (Z. B.). 

13. IcreRus croconotus (Wagl.); Scl. Cat. A. B. p. 138. 

“Only two examples obtained at Nauta, rare in this locality. 
Found on the borders of the rivers.”—E. B. 

I have Upper-Amazonian skins of this species, transmitted by 
Mr. Bates, and others from Guiana.—P. L. S. 

14. XANTHOSOMUS ICTEROCEPHALUS (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. 
P. Z. S. 1866, p. 182; 1867, p. 978. 

Lower Ucayali (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauzrwell). 
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15. GyMNoMysTAX MELANICTERUS (Vieill.); Sel. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1866, p. 182, 
“Upper and Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz. Always found perched about the low mud’ banks of lakes; breeds in March. I obtained the young birds, just able to fly, in April.” —E, B. 
16. Leisres GUIANENSts (Linn.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. s. 1867, p- 750. 

Xeberos (Z. B.). 
“Xeberos is the only locality in which I obtained this bird. It is found on the campos or open tracts of land covered with tall grass.”—E, B. 

17. LAMPROPSAR TANAGRINUS (Spix). 
Icterus tanagrinus, Spix, Av. Bras. i. p. 67, t. 64. fig. 1. Lampropsar guianensis, Cab. in Schomb. Guian. iii, p- 682, et Mus. Hein. i. p. 194. 
Quiscalus, sp.?, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p- 182. Lampropsar tanagrinus, Cab. Mus. Hein. p. 194; Pelz. Orn. Bras. - 200. 

4 Icterus (Potamopsar) minor, Scl. Cat. A. B. p. 141. Hr. v. Pelzeln has compared Nattererian examples of this species with originals of Spix, and is therefore unquestionably correct in referring it to Spix’s Ict. tanagrinus, though Sclater had Supposed it to he the latter’s Icterus minor. 
Sclater has compared one of Natterer’s skins with the type of L. guianensis. 
“Sarayacu, Upper Ucayali, and Santa Cruz; congregated in small numbers of from eight to ten, and always in the dense forest.??__ E. B 

18. Cassipix oryzIVoRA (Gm.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, p- 978. ; 

Pebas (Hauawell) ; Upper Ucayali and Santa Cruz (EZ. B.). “This is a desperate enemy to the Indians, as on account of its powerful mandible and legs it is enabled to destroy the finest heads of Indian corn, grown in the outlying plantations of the Indians. The birds muster in flocks at the season of the year when the corn is ripe.” —E. B. 
Fam. Corvipaz. 

Only one Corvine bird is known to us from Upper Amazonia—one of the characteristic Neotropical group Cyanocoraz. The same species also occurs in Bogota collections. 

Cyanocorax vionaceus (Du Bus); Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 182; 1867, pp. 750, 978. 
Cyanocorax azureus, Scl. P. Z. 8. 1857, p. 265 (err.). Rio Javari (Bates); Pebas (Hauzwell) ; Upper and Lower Ucayali, Chyavetas, and Santa Cruz (£. B.), 
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“This noisy and destructive bird is found in all the large planta- 
tions when the bananas are ripe.” —E. B. 

Fam. DENDROCOLAPTID. 

Twenty-eight species of Dendrocolaptide occur in Mr. Bartlett’s 
and Mr. Hauxwell’s collections. More than half of these are pecu- 
liar Amazonian forms, amongst which are most of the species of 
Furnarius, Synallaxis, Philydor, Automolus, and Dendrornis met 
with. 

1. FurRNARIUS TORRIDUS, Scl. et Salv.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 183; 1867, p. 978. 
Upper and Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett) ; Pebas 

(Hauzwell). 
“‘This bird builds its nest in the banks near the water, like the 

Swallow or Kingfisher ; it is composed of fine sticks and bents, very 
loosely put together. The eggs are four in number, and of a creamish- 
white colour, oblong in shape.” —E, B. 

2. FURNARIUS MINOR, V. Pelz.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 183. 

“Nauta and Santa Cruz. This interesting little fellow, very 
different in habits from the preceding species, builds its nest of 
mud on the bough of atree. The nest (see figure) is round, and 
consists of an inner chamber, the entrance to which is by a passage 
formed on one side. The chamber is lined with long fine grass- 
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fibres, hairs, &. The eggs are white, and four in number.”’— 

3. SCLERURUS CAUDACUTUS (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 790. 

* Yurimaguas and Chyavetas. Found always in dense forest, on 
the ground, hunting for insects.””—E. B. 

4. SCLERURUS MEXICANUS, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
pp. 750, 755. 

“Yurimaguas. Similar in habits to the preceding species.” — 

5. SYNALLAXIS ALBIGULARIS, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p. 183. 

** Nauta and Upper Ucayali. Seen among the dense canes on the 
banks of the rivers.” —E. B. 

6. SYNALLAXIS TERRICOLOR; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 183. 

“Upper and Lower Ucayali. Habits the same as in S. albigu- 
laris.”—K. B. 

7. SYNALLAXIS VULPECULA; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 184. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali (Z. B.). 

8. SyNALLAXIS RUTILANS, Temm.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 750. 

*« Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros. This species differs in 
habits from the former three. It is never to be seen on the banks 
of rivers, but always keeps to the dense and darker parts of the 
forest, continually near the ground, uttering a short musical note at 
intervals.” —E. B. 

9. LEproxyURA CINNAMOMEA (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 183; 1867, p. 978. 

Upper Ucayali (Bartlett); Pebas (Haurwell). 
«Ts, like the three first-mentioned Synallaves, found amongst the 

canes on the sand-banks.”—E. B. 

10. Puitypor pyrruopes (Cab.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, 
p- 978. , 

Pebas (Hauzwell) 

11. Puitypor ocHroLamus (Tsch.). 

Philydor turdinus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1866, p. 184. 
Philydor ochrolemus, Scl. P. Z. 8. 1871, p. 86. 
Upper Ucayali; only once obtained (£. B.). 

12. Puitypor ERYTHROCERCUS (Pelzeln). 

** Four specimens obtained at Chamicuros and Xeberos, and com- 
pared with examples in Mr. Sclater’s collection.”—E. B. 
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13. Pariypor ERYTHROPTERUS (Sclater); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 566. 

Nauta; only once obtained (Z. B.). 

14. ANCISTROPS LINEATICEPS, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 566; 1867, p. 750. 

Lower Ucayali, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros; rather 
common in the dense forests (Z. B.). 

15. AvToMOLUS SCLATERI (v. Pelz.) ; Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p- 750. 

Xeberos and Chyavetas (EZ. B.). 

16. AuroMoLus sUBULATUS (Spix). 

«Two examples of this species obtained at Chamicuros; also the 
nest and eggs. The nest is composed of leaves, and placed in the 
fork of the cane-palm, from 7 to 8 feet high, and amongst the dead 
leaves that accumulate in the same palm. © There is a thin lining to 
the nest of fine roots and fibres of palm, extremely loose and roughly 
put together. Ground-colour of eggs white, inclining to pink, 
marked with pale brown, mostly at the larger end, and resembling 
somewhat the eggs of our Redbreast.”—E. B. 

17. Xenops ruTiuuvs, Licht. 

Xenops heterurus, Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 566. 
“Two examples only of this species obtained at Chamicuros. These 

little tree-creeping fellows are always found in the dense forest, run- 
ning about the bark of trees like our Certhie.”—E. B. 

18. XENOPS GENIBARBIS, Ill. 

Xenops approwimans, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 184, 1867, 
pp- 750, 755. 

Nauta, Upper Ucayali, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (LZ. B.). 

19. Srrrasomus oLIvAceus (Max.). 

Sittasomus amazonus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 184. 
Sitiasomus olivaceus, eor. P. Z.S. 1868, p. 630. 
“Upper Ucayali. The habits of this bird and of Xenops are so 

much alike that the difference cannot be discerned when they are on 
the trees.” —E. B. 

20. Sirrasomus sTICTOLzZMvS, v. Pelzeln, Orn. Bras. p. 42. 

Chamicuros (£. B.). 
Mr. Bartlett obtained but one example of this newly described 

species. It seems to agree with v. Pelzeln’s description; but I have 
no specimen to compare with it. 

21. GLYPHORHYNCHUS CUNEATUS. 

Glyphorhynchus castelnaudi, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, p. 750. 
Chyavetas and Chamicuros ; inhabits the dense forests (Z. B.). 
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Having recently compared together a series of specimens of this 
genus from Brazil, Cayenne, Columbia, Ecuador, Panama, and Gua- 
temala, we are of opinion that there are not sufficient grounds for 
maintaining the local forms as distinct species. We therefore pro- 
pose to reunite the so-called G. castelnaudi and G. pectoralis to G. 
cuneatus. 

22. DENDROCINCLA MERULA (Licht.). 

‘* Two examples only of this species were obtained at Chamicuros. 
The specimen from Borba in Dr. Sclater’s collection is perhaps dif- 
ferent, being larger than those obtained by me.’’—E. B. 

23. DenpDROCOLAPTES vALIDUS (Tsch.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 184. 

“*Upper Ucayali and Chamicuros. Two specimens of this rare 
bird were obtained in the above localities.”—E. B. 

24. DENDROCOLAPTES RADIOLATUS, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1876, pp. 750, 755. 

« Yurimaguas and Chamicuros. Several examples were obtained 
in the latter locality. Only found in the dark and dense forest, 
climbing about the trees like Xenops.’’—E. B. 

25. DENDRORNIS ROSTRIPALLENS, Des Murs; Scl. & Salv. 
P. Z.S. 1866, p. 184. 

**Sarayacu. I never saw this bird after obtaining it in this loca- 
lity. The habits of all the species of this genus are so much alike 
that one description will suffice for the whole of them. They are 
always met with in the dense forest, on the trunks of trees, and 
breed in holes very high up in the trees.””—E. B. 

26. DENDRORNIS OCELLATA (Spix). 

Dendrornis palliata, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 184. 
Dendrornis ocellata, Scl. & Scl. P. Z. S. 1867, pp. 750, 755, 978. 
Xeberos (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauzxwell). 
This species is the D. palliata of Sclater’s American Catalogue 

(but perhaps not of Des Murs). See notes, P. Z.S. 1871, p. 86. 

27. DENDRORNIS ELEGANS, Y. Pelz. Orn. Bras. p. 45. 

Dendrornis sp.?, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 750. 
Mr. Bartlett’s two skins from Chyavetas in Sclater’s collection agree 

with a typical Nattererian specimen. Sclater has a fourth example 
of the same bird from Bogota. 

** Qne of the commonest of all this genus, especially at Chamicuros. 
Very lively and active, alarming every other bird on the approach 
of anintruder. Builds in holes of trees. I obtained two eggs, which 
are nearly white.”’—E. B. 

28. DENDRORNIS MULTIGUTTATA, Lafr. 

In April 1865 Mr. Bartlett obtained a single skin of a Dendrornis 
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on the Lower Ucayali, which remained undetermined. We have since 
compared this specimen with the types of Picolaptes notatus, Eyton, 
Contr. Orn. 1852, p. 26, and Dendrornis multiguttata, Lafr. R. Z. 
1850, p. 417, and have decided that these names are synonyms, and 
both belong to it. A Nattererian skin from Para, determined by 
v. Pelzeln as Dendroplex similis (Orn. Bras. p. 46), is also appa- 
rently not different. 

Fam. ForMICARIID. 

The Ant-Thrushes and their allies are very abundant in the great 
forests of Upper Amazonia, no less than forty-six species being 
represented in the collections of which we speak, about half of which 
are peculiar to the district. 

1. CymBiLanius LINEATUS (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, 
p- 566; 1867, p.978. 

Nauta (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauzwell). 
“This species appears very rare in Peru; the only specimen 

obtained was taken near the town of Nauta.’’—E. B. 

2. THAMNOPHILUS UNDULIGER, Pelz. Orn. Bras. p. 75. 

Th. fuliginosus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, pp. 750, 755. 
The specimen spoken of ‘‘as probably a female of Th. fuliginosus” 

(P. Z.S. 1867, p. 755) is undoubtedly referable to Th. unduliger of 
v. Pelzeln (quite a different bird), of which Mr. Bartlett subse- 
quently obtained both sexes. 

“Of this rare and beautiful species I obtained one female in 
Xeberos, and three females and one male in Chamicuros. The 
male is slate-coloured on the back and crest, with transverse black 
bars all over the body ; the females are dark brown all over, and 
marked like the male.””—E. B. 

3. THAMNOPHILUS MELANURUS, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 185; 1867, pp. 750, 978. 

Nauta, Upper and Lower Ucayali, Chyavetas, and Santa Cruz 
(Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauzwell). 

“Generally distributed throughout the hilly country.”—E. B. 

4. THAMNOPHILUS LEUCONOTUS, Spix, Av. Bras. il. p. 28, 
pl. xxxix. fig. 2 (¢). 

Th. melanoceps, Spix, ibid. ( 9 ). 
Th. corvinus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 185. 
“Upper Ucayali, near Cashiboya, and Santa Cruz. Found about 

the banks of the small streams. Both sexes obtained: male black, 
with white shoulder ; female brown, with black head. Having shot 
a female one day, I obtained the eggs of this fine species by finding 
one perfect and ready to be laid inside her. The egg has a whitish 
ground-colour, with elongated streaks and spots of a pinkish or olive 
brown and grey colours, most predominant at the large end.’—E. B. 
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5. THAMNOPHILUS PLUMBEUS, Scl. 
Myrmelastes plumbeus, Sel. P. Z. 8. 1858, p. 274, pl. 143; Cat. 

A.B. p. 189; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p- 567(¢). 
Thamnophilus hyperythrus, Gould, P. Z. 8. 1855, p- 70; Scl. & 

Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 185 (@). 
Pebas (Hauawell) ; Nauta, Xeberos, and Santa Cruz (Bartl.). 
“Found about the streams and small lakes in the interior of the 

forest. The remarks of Messrs. Sclater and Salvin on this species 
(P. Z. S. 1867, p. 981) I can verify, as I always found the two 
Supposed species together, 7. hyperythrus being the female (dy 
dissection).’’—FE. B. 

6. THAMNOPHILUS N&VIUS (Gm.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 185. 

Upper Ucayali (Z. B.). 

7. THAMNOPHILUS AMAZONICUS, Sel.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 185, 
Upper Ucayali (£. B.). 

8. THAMNOPHILUS MURINUS, Pelz. Orn. Bras. p: 77; Sel. & 
Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, pp. 750, 756. 

“Xeberos, Yurimaguas, and Chamicuros. Appears to be the most 
common of the genus in Chamicuros. The egg has a whitish ground- 
colour, and the streaks and marks are rather more distributed and 
more clearly marked than in those of the other species.” —E. B. 

9. THAMNOPHILUS RADIATUS (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 185; 1867, p. 978. 

Sarayacu and Nauta (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

10, THAMNOPHILUS aTRIcAaPILLUS(Gm.); Sel. & Salv. P. ZS. 
1866, p. 185. 

Upper Ucayali (EZ. B.). 

11. PyGorrita MACULIPENNIS, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 185; 1867, p. 750. 

Sarayacu, Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, and Chamicuros (EZ. B.). 

12. PyGorriza MARGARITATA, Sclater, Cat. A. B. Pe bZ fs 
“Xeberos and Chamicuros. Rather common in the latter locality. 

The nest is composed of fine roots, bents, dried grass, and fibres of 
palms; it is built on a low open bush. The ground-colour of the 
egg is a pale whitish brown, mottled with rich reddish brown and 
grey at the large end ; markings rather distinct. The complement 
is four.” —E. B. 

13. DystrHamnus scuistaceus, D’Orb. ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, pp. 750, 756, 978. 

Yurimaguas and Chyavetas (Bartlett); Pebas (Haurwell). 
Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XVIII. 18 
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14, DystrHaAmNus aRpesracus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
pp- 750, 756. 

“‘Chyavetas and Chamicuros. Only one female obtained in the 
former, and a male and female in the latter locality.””—E. B. 

15. THAMNOMANES GLAUCUS, Cab.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p- 700. 

‘“‘Xeberos, Yurimaguas, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros. Plentiful at 
Chamicuros ; very active and noisy when disturbed ; is always found 
in the dark lonely parts of the forest, where its voice is well known 
to the traveller.” —E. B. 

16. MyrmMoTHEeRvLa pyGM/%a (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p. 185; 1867, pp. 759, 978. 

Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, Yurimaguas, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros 
(Bartlett) ; Pebas (auxwell). 

17. MyrRMOTHERULA SURINAMENSIS (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 185. 

Upper Ucayali, very scarce (FZ. B.). 

18. MyRMOTHERULA MULTOSTRIATA, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 185. 

** Upper Ucayali, Santa Cruz. Only once obtained in the latter 
locality.””—E. B. 

19. MyrMOTHERULA H&MATONOTA, Scl. & Salv. 1866, p. 185 ; 

1867, pp. 750, 756. 

Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (LZ. B.). 

20. MyRMOTHERULA AXILLARIS (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 186; 1867, p. 978. 

Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz (Bartlett) ; 
Pebas (Hauawell). 

21. MyrMoTHERULA MELANA, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 186; 
1867, p. 750. 

Lower Ucayali, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (£. B.). 

22. MyRMOTHERULA CINEREIVENTRIS, Scl. & Saly. P. Z. S. 
1867, pp. 750, 756, 978. 

Chyavetas and Chamicuros (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

23. MyRMOTHERULA HAUXWELLI, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 186; 1867, p. 750. 

Upper Ucayali, Nauta, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz 
(£. B.). 
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24. Formicrvora qurxEnsis (Corn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 566. 

“Only one example of this pretty species obtained at Nauta.”’— 

25. CERCOMACRA CINERASCENS, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p. 186; 1867, pp. 750, 978. 

Sarayacu and Chyavetas (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauawell). 
‘Several specimens from the latter locality. The nest is composed 

principally of leaves and sticks. The colour of the egg is pale brown, 
streaked and blotched with rich brown and grey. The markings, as 
in the eggs of all this group, as far as I can see, are elongated towards 
the small end. The eggs in colour resemble those of Pygoptila 
margaritata, but are much smaller.”—E. B. 

26. PyriGLeNna SERVA, Sel.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1866, p. 186. 

Nauta, Upper and Lower Ucayali, and Chamicuros (£. B.). 

27. PERCNOSTOLA FUNEBRIS (Licht.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 186. 

Nauta; only once obtained (Z. B.). 

28. Percnostoxa Fortis, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, pp. 978, 
980, t. xlv. 

Pebas (Hauawell) ; Chyavetas (LZ. B.). 

29. HeTEROCNEMIS ARGENTATA (Des Murs). 
Herpsilochmus argentatus (Des Murs). 
Myrmeciza argentata, Sclater, P. Z. 8. 1858, p. 250, et Cat. A. B. 

Pis7: 
Pe Chamicuros. Agrees with the female in Dr. Sclater’s collection 
from Eastern Peru. Probably the first male of this species seen ; 
it is now in the British-Museum collection. Slate-grey on back, 
belly white ; wings blackish, darkish on primaries; bill rather long ; 
legs flesh-colour. Female light brown. Always about brooks and 
boggy places.’’—E. B. 

I have recently obtained a male of this species, from Oyapok, 
Cayenne, through Madame Verdey.—P. L. S. 

30. MyRMECIZA HEMIMELENA (Scl.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, pp. 750, 756. 

Xeberos, only once obtained (Z#. B.). 

31. Hypocnemis CANTATOR (Bodd.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 186; 1867, pp. 750, 978. 
Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz 

(Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauzwell). 
«The egg of this species somewhat resembles that of the others ; 

but it is smaller and rounder. The ground-colour is whiter and 
markings very dark and close at the large end. The nest is loosely 
made of leaves, sticks, &c.”’—E. B. 

18* 
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32. Hyrocnemis paciLonota, Cab.; Scl. Cat. A. B. p. 187. 

The skin thus determined by us (P. Z. S. 1866, p. 186) is not of 

this species (see Pithys lunulata); but H. pecilonota vera also 

occurs on the Upper Amazon. Sclater has a skin from this locality, 

and we have seen others. 

33. HypocNEeMIs MYIOTHERINA (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 

1867, pp. 750, 757, 978. 

Xeberos, Yurimaguas, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz 

abundant (Bartlett); Pebas (Hau«well). 

34. HypocNeMIS MELANURA; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 186. 

Upper Ucayali (EZ. B.). 

35. HypeocNEMIS MELANOPOGON, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1866, 

p- 186. 

Cashiboya (Z. B.). 

36. Hypocnemis HEMILEUCA, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 186. 

Lower Ucayali (£. B.). 

37. Hypocnemis THERESE (Des Murs); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 

1866, p. 187; 1867, p. 750. 

Upper Ucayali, Xeberos and Chamicuros (#. B.). 

38. Pirnys aALBirrons (Gm.); Scl. & Saly. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 751. 

Chyavetas (LZ. B.). 

39. Pirnys Levucaspis (Sel.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, p. 751. 

Chyavetas and Xeberos (EZ. B.). 

40. Prruys Lunutata, sp. nov. (Plate XXVI.) 

Hypocnemis pecilonota, Sel. & Sal. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 186. 

Supra fusca, loris albis, pileo vix rufescente ; interscapulit, tec- 

tricum alarium et secundariorum plumis nigro notatis et limbo 

angusto pallide rufescenti-ochraceo terminatis : subtus paulo 

dilutior, gula tota pure alba: rectricibus in pogonio interiore 

albo quater transfasciatis et hoc colore anguste terminatis : 

pedibus schistaceis : rostro superiore corneo, inferiore albido : 

long. tota 5°5, ale 3, caude 1°8. 

Hab. Peruv. orient., Sarayacu (Bartlett). 

This skin from Sarayacu, which we formerly referred to the female 

of Hypocnemis pecilonota, is certainly not of that species, but 

probably the female of a new species of Pithys. In form and colour 

it somewhat resembles P. bicolor, but has a restricted white throat, 

and distinct lunate markings above. 
The female of H. pecilonota, which we have recently obtained, 

is of a uniform rich brown on the head and body below. 
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41. Formicarius nicriFrrons, Gould; Scl. Cat. A. B p. 191. 

Chamicuros (Z. B.). 
Originally described by Mr. Gould from Hauxwell’s first collection 

from Chamicuros. 

42, Formicarivs ANALIs (Lafr. & D’Orb.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 5, 
1867, p. 751. 

Xeberos and Chyavetas (Z. B.). 

43. CHam#za Nosiuis, Gould, P. Z. 8. 1855, p. 68. 

Chamicuros (Hauxw.). 

44, GRALLARIA BREVICAUDA; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 978. 

Pebas (Hauawell) ; one specimen only obtained at Chamicuros 
(EZ. B.) 

45. ConorporpHAGA PERUVIANA, Des Murs; Scl. Cat. A. B. 
p- 193. 

Chamicuros and Santa Cruz (2. B.). 

46. CoryYTHOPIS ANTHOIDEs, Scl. Cat. A. B. p. 194. 

** Agrees with the specimens in Mr. Sclater’s collection ; a single 
specimen obtained at Chamicuros.’’—E. B 

Fam. TyRANNIDZ. 

Of the great family Tyrannide forty well-determined species were 
obtained by Mr. Bartlett, besides skins of several others not de- 
terminable from imperfection or other causes. Most of them are 
widely distributed ; but several are peculiarly Upper-Amazonian, viz. 
Muscisaxicola fluviatilis, Todirostrum chrysocrotaphum, Euscarth- 
mus spicifer, Serpophaga hypoleuca, Myiozetetes sulphureus, and 
Muscivora castelnaudi (if distinct from M. regia). The occurrence 
of the North-American King bird (Tyrannus pipiri) so far south is 
of interest, as is also the meeting with T'yrannus aurantio-atro- 
eristatus so far north. 

1. Fuuvicoxa pica (Bodd.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 187. 

Fluvicola albiventris, Sel. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1867, p. 978. 
One specimen obtained on the Upper Ucayali, apparently very 

rare in Peru (Z£. B.); Pebas (Hauxw.). 

2. ARUNDINICOLA LEUCOCEPHALA (Linn.); Scl. & Sel. P.Z.S. 
1867, p.978. 

Pebas (Hauzw.). 

3. MuscisaxicoLa FLUVIATILIS, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p. 187. 

“Nauta, Upper Ucayali, and along the Huallaga. The uest of 
this bird is composed of extremely fine roots and fibres of a tree 
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called ‘Pajaro bobal’ by the Peruvians. It is very compactly 
made, and is placed in a forked branch of the same tree, low down, 
near the ground, and so much resembles the place of its conceal- 
ment that it is very difficult to discover. The eggs are four in 
number, of a pale cream-white colour, with a few brown spots at 
the large end.” —E. B. 

4. ToprrostTRUM MACULATUM (Desm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 
1866, p. 187; 1867, p. 978. 

“Nauta and Upper Ucayali. This bird seems to be very local. 
I never met with it again after I left these localities.” —E. B. 

Pebas (Hauaw.). 

5. TopIROSTRUM CHRYSOCROTAPHUM (Strickl.); Scl. & Salv. 
P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 187. 

Very local; only two specimens obtained near Sarayacu (L. B.). 

6. EuscaRTHMUS SPICIFER (Lafr.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 187; 1867, p. 751. 

“Lower Ucayali, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros. Always 
found in company with several other species of this family.”— 
E. B. 

7. SERPOPHAGA HYPOLEUCA, Scl. et Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 188. 

“Upper Ucayali, near Sarayacu. Never seen after leaving this 
locality.” —E. B. 

8. StrigmMaTURA BUDYTOIDES (Lafr. et D’Orb.); Scl. & Salv. 
P. Z. S. 1866, p. 188. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali ; two examples only obtained (Z. B.). 

9. MionecTEs OLEAGINEUS (Licht.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p. 188; 1867, pp. 751, 978. 

Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros, rather 
plentiful in these localities (2. B.); Pebas (Hauaw.). 

10. -LepropoGon PeRuviANuS; Scl. et Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 797. 

Chyavetas, only one specimen (£. B.). 

11. LepropoGoNn AMAUROCEPHALA, Cab.; Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 
1866, p. 567. 

Nauta (EZ. B.). 

12. ORNITHION PUSILLUM (Cab.). 

Myjiopatis pusilla, Cab. et Hein. Mus. Hein. ii. p. 58. 
Camptostoma flaviventre, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1854, p. 358 ; 

1866, p. 188. 
Upper Ucayali (Z. B.). 
Mr. Salvin and I have lately come to the conclusion that my 
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Camptostoma imberbe (type of the genus) is not separable from 
Myiopatis obsoleta of Cab. & Hein. (Mus. Hein. ii. p. 58), that 
our Camptostoma flaviventre=Myiopatis pusilla, Cab. & Hein., 
and that the proper generic term to be employed for this group of 
Tyrannide is Ornithion, Hartlaub, Journ. f. Orn. 1853, p. 35. 

13. TyRANNULUS ELATUS (Lath.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 188; 1867, pp. 751, 978. 

Upper Ucayali and Chyavetas, but not by any means common 
(#. B.); Pebas (#7.). 

14, TyRANNISCUS GRACILIPES; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, 
p: 981. 

Chamicuros, one specimen only (Z. B); Pebas (H.). 

15. Exarnea paGAana (Licht.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 188; 1867, p.978. 

Nauta, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros; rather abundant 
in all these localities (#. B.); Pebas (H.). 

16. EuaAINEA CANICEPS (Sw.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 958. 

Pebas (H.). 

17. ELAINEA PLACENS, Sclater. 

Elainea, sp., Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 189. 
Upper Ucayali (Z. B.). 

18. ELAINEA ALBICEPs (Lafr. et D’Orb.); Sclater, P. Z.S. 1870, 
p- 834. 

Elainea, sp., Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 188. 
Elainea modesta, eor. 1867, p. 751. 
Xeberos and Chyavetas. 

19. MyiozeTeres simivis (Spix). 
Myjiozetetes cayennensis, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 978. 
“Nauta, Upper and Lower Ucayali. This bird breeds in holes in 

banks, under the roots of overhanging bushes and ferns, about the 
end of April. I saw the young nearly half-grown at the end of 
the first week in May.” —E. B. 

Pebas (H.). 

20. My1ozeTETES SULPHUREUS (Spix) ; Scl. Cat. A. B. p. 220. 

“Two examples only of this beautiful species were obtained at 
Chamicuros.’’—E. B. 

21. RuyNCHOCYCLUS SULPHURESCENS (Spix); Scl. Cat. A. B. 
p- 220; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 751. 

‘© Ucayali, Xeberos, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz. I 
found this species most abundant in Chamicuros.”—E. B. 

Pebas and Chamicuros (#.). 
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22. RHYNCHOCYCLUS VIRIDICEPS, Sp. nov. 

Olivaceus, alis nigricanti-fuscis flavido limbatis, cauda fusca oli- 
vaceo marginata: subtus sulphureo-flavidus, ventre medio cla- 
riore: rostro nigro mand. inf. ad basin albicante: pedibus 
obscure cinereis: long. tota 4°7, ale 2°2, caude 1°7, lat. rostri 

ad basin 0°4. 
Hab. Amazonia superior. 
Mus. P.L.S. 
Obs. Sim. prec. sed minor et pileo omnino dorso concolori. 
Pebas, May 28, 1866 (Hauawell). 

23. RuyYNCHOCYCLUS MEGACEPHALUS (Swains.); Scl. & Salv. 
P.Z.S. 1866, p. 189; 1867, pp. 751, 978 

Upper Ucayali and Xeberos (2. B.); Pebas (H.). 

24, RayNCHOCYCLUS RUFICAUDA (Spix). 

“TI found this bird always solitary, in the dense overgrown plan- 
tations in the interior cf the forest near Chamicuros.’’—E. B. 

25. PirANGUS SULPHURATUS(Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, 
p- 189; 1867, p. 751. 

“Nauta and Yurimaguas. This bird is generally seen perched 
un some dead branch. Every now and then it flies after its prey, 
such as insects, and chases every small bird which may come near 
it.”—E. B. 

Pebas (#7.). 

26. SIRYSTES ALBOGRISEUS (Lawr.). 

Lipaugus albogriseus, Lawr. Ann. L. N. Y. vii. p. 9. 
Tyrannus, sp.’?, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 189. 
A single example obtained at Santa Cruz (#. B.). 
Mr. Bartlett’s skin was in a bad state, and we did not recognize 

the bird; but I have since obtained a perfect skin from a Bogota 
collection. The species is nearly allied to S. sidilator of Brazil, but 
differs in its white rump, whiter plumage below, and longer bill. 

27. MyropyNAsTEs soLiTaRivs (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, pp. 751, 978. 

« Yurimaguas, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros. I obtained 
one egg of this species. The ground-coJour is green, which is 
generally marked and spotted all over with light brown, but rather 
thicker at the large end.”—E. B. 

Pebas (H.). 

28. Muscivora casTeLNAupI (Dev.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, p. 981. 

Chamicuros (Baril.); Pebas (/Zauarw.). 
**T only obtained a single old male of this rare and beautiful 

species.”’—E. B. 
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29. CNIPODECTES SUBBRUNNEUS. 
Cyclorhynchus subbrunneus, Scl. P. Z. S. 1860, pp. 282, 295. 
Myjiochanes subbrunneus, Scl. Cat. p. 232. 
Chamicuros (Z. B.). 
For this curious form, which will not go with either of the genera 

to which it has been hitherto referred, we propose the new generic 
term Cnipodectes*. It is a larger and stronger form of Wyiobius, 
and should be placed next to that genus. 

30. Myr1ogprus BarBATus (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 7ol. 

M. xanthopygius, Scl. & Saly. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 189. 
Xeberos and Chyavetos (£. B.). 

31. Myropius ERyTHRURUS (Cab.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p- 7ol. 

Xeberos, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz (£. B.). 

32. My1osrus nxvius (Bodd.); Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1866, p.189. 
Lower Ucayali, Xeberos, and Chyavetas ; not common in these 

localities (H. B.). 

33. PyROCEPHALUS RUBINEUS (Bodd.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 189; 1867, pp. 751, 978. 

«Upper and Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz. This pretty little 
bird appears to be common throughout the two rivers I visited. It 
is always found on the banks of the river, where it breeds in the 
holes of dead trees. The eggs much resemble those of Muscicapa 
grisola of Britain, having the markings closer round the middle than 
at the extremities.” —E. B. 

Pebas (#.). 

34. EmpipocuaAnes Fuscatus (Max.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, pp. 751, 978. 

Xeberos and Chyavetas (HZ. B.); Pebas (H. Js 

35. My1arcuus Frerox (Gm.). 
Myiavchus, sp., Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 189. 
** Xeberos, Chamineas and Santa Cruz. The nest of this bird 

I found inside the nest of Furnarius minor, the inside wall that 
divided the chambers having been removed. The colour of the egg 
is light or pale pink-brown, streaked and marked over with darker 
brown. »>__K. B. 

36. Empiponomus varius (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 189. 

Upper Ucayali (£. B.). 

37. TYRANNUS MELANCHOLICUS (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 189; 1867, pp. 751, 979. 

“Nauta, Sarayacu, and the whole of the Ucayali and Huallaga. I 

* xvi, culex, et Snxrns, mordicator. 
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found this Tyrant also at Chyavetas ; in fact it is the commonest of 
the whole group, and to be seen perched on the trees near towns, 
lakes, and rivers. The nest is composed of climbing plants, roots, 
and bents of various kinds. It is very loosely made. The eggs are 
yellowish white, with very dark brown or nearly black and grey 
spots round the large end.”—E. B. 

Pebas (#7). 

38. TyRANNUS PiprRi (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 189. 

“‘T never met with this species after leaving Nauta.” —E. B. 

39. TyRANNUS AURANTIO-ATRO-CRISTATUS (Lafr. et D’Orb.) ; 
P. Z. S. 1866, p. 190; 1867, p. 751. 

Ucayali and Xeberos, two specimens only obtained (Z. B.). 

40. Minvutus Tyrannus (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 978. 

Pebas (H.). 
Fam. Piprip&. 

At least eighteen species of this family are represented in the 
Peruvian Amazonas, amongst which the most noticeable as peculiar 
species of the district are Pipra filicauda, P. cornuta, Neopipo 
cinnamomea, and Metopothrix aurantiaca. 

1. PrpriTEs CHLoRION (Cab.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 190. 

Upper Ucayali (£. B.). 

2. Cuiororiro, sp., P. Z. 8. 1867, pp. 751, 798. 

“Chyavetas. I believe this to be a good species, as Mr. Sclater’s 
collection contains a single skin in the same plumage as my specimen, 
which was a male.’’—E. B. 

3. Prpra FiLicaupA, Spix; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 190. 

**Sarayacu and Upper Ucayali. I also saw this species on the 
Paranapura river, on the road to Xeberos.”—E. B. 

Rio Javari (Bates). 

4, Prpra rascrata (Lafr. et D’Orb.). 

«One specimen obtained on the Ucayali. In habits the species 
of this genus are all alike. They are found in the open forest and 
are solitary. They are very pugnacious, and keep always about the 
same tree or bush, catching the passing insects.” —E. B. 

5. Prera cornvta, Spix; Sel. & Salv. P. Z. 8.1867, p. 751. 

Chyavetas (Z. B.). 

6. PIpRA RUBRICAPILLA, Temm. 

A single example of this pretty species was obtained at Santa 
Cruz (EZ. B.). 
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7. PiprRA AURICAPILLA, Licht.; Scl. & Saly. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 967; 1867, pp. 751, 978. 

‘Nauta and Chyavetas. I found this species very abundant in the 
mountains of Chyavetas.”’—E. B. 

Pebas (/Z.). 

8. Pipra LEvcocitxA, Linn. ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 190; 
1867, p. 751. 

*‘Sarayacu, Xeberos, Yurimaguas, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros. 
The most common of all the species of Pzpra met with.”—E. B. 

9, Prpra CYANEOCAPILLA, Hahn; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 190; 1867, pp. 751, 978. 

“‘Upper Ucayali and Chyavetas. Not very common in these 
localities.” —E. B. 

Pebas (H.); Rio Javari (Bates). 

10. Pipra virEsCENS, Pelzeln, Orn. Bras. p. 187. 

Pipra, sp., 2, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p.751. 
** Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicurcs. This species remained 

unnamed in Mr, Selater’s collection until my return from Peru, 
when I brought more specimens for comparison. The males and 
females are alike in plumage.’’—E. B. 

11. NEorrro CINNAMOMEA (Lawr.). 

Pipra? cinnamomea, Lawr. Pr. Ac. Sc. Phil. 1868, p. 429. 
Neopipo rubicunda, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1869, p. 438, pl. 30. fig. 3. 
Chamicuros and Xeberos; two males and one female obtained 

(£. B.). 

12. MeropoTHRIx AURANTIACUS, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 190. 

“J obtained two specimens of this new form at Sarayacu.’’—E. B. 

13. CHIROXIPHIA REGINA, Sclater. 

Rio Javari (Bates). 

14, MAcHAROPTERUS STRIOLATUS (Bp.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p.567; 1867, pp. 751, 978. 

Nauta, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros, rather plentiful 
(#. B.); Pebas (H.) ; Rio Javari (Bates). 

15. CurroMAcHaRIS MANACUS (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 567 ; 1867, pp. 751, 978. 

Nauta and Chyavetas (Z. B.); Pebas (H.). 

16. HeTeRopELMA WALLactI, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 579. 

“Chamicuros. Like all its allies, very musical. It is found in the 
-dense forest, always close to the ground, and very difficult to obtain. 
It is solitary in habits.’’—E. B. 
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17. HeTEROCERCUS LINTEATUS, Strickl. 

Chamicuros (Z. B.). 

18. ScuirrorNis masor, Bp.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 190. 

Nauta; a single specimen of this species obtained (EF. B.). 

Fam. CoTINGIp&. 

Twenty species of Cotingidze were obtained by Mr. Bartlett, 
many of them being amongst the most characteristic species of the 
Upper-Amazonian avifauna, such as Jodopleura isabelle, Pheenico- 
cercus nigricollis, Cotinga maynana, and C. porphyrolema. 

1. Trryra CAYANA (Linn.); Scl. P. Z.S. 1857, p. 265. 

Rio Javari (Bates) ; Santa Cruz (£. B.). 

2. Trryra personata (Jard. & Selb.) ; Scl. Cat. A. B. p. 238. 

Yurimaguas (Z. B.). 

3. Trryra aLBiroraques (Du Bus); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, 
p-7ol. 

Chyavetas (EZ. B.). 

4. Haprosromus Minor (Less.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p. 190. 

Upper Ucayali, a single female obtained (Z. B.). 

5, PACHYRHAMPHUS CINEREUS (Bodd.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 
1866, p. 190. 

Sarayacu, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros; not common in these 
localities (Z. B.). 

6. PACHYRHAMPHUS NIGER (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1866, 
p- 190; 1867, p. 978. 

Nauta and Upper Ucayali (Bartl.); Pebas (Hauaw.). 

7. PACHYRHAMPHUS ATRICAPILLUS, Gm.; Scl. & Salyv. P. Z. S. 
1867, pp. 751, 978. 

Xeberos and Chyavetas (Z. B.); Pebas (#.). 

8. Lreauveus CINERACEUs (Vieill.). 

“Chamicuros. I have often heard the notes of this wonderful 
bird in the dense forest between Xeberos and Chyavetas, but was 
never able to obtain it in that locality. Itis very shy ; and at inter- 
vals it sends forth its most powerful screams. Any one who has 
once heard this bird can never forget it.””—E. B. 

9, Lipaucus simpLex (Licht.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, 
p- 190. 

Lower Ucayali (2. B.). 
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10. Lipaveus Lateratis, G. R. Gray; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1867, p. 751. 

Chyavetas and Santa Cruz (2. B.). 

11. ATTILA THAMNOPHILOIDES (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 
1866, p. 187. 
“Very rare at Sarayacu, and never met with after leaving that 

locality.” —E. B. 
Sclater’s Thamnophilus strenuus (Cat. A. B. p. 173) is founded on 

an imperfect skin of this species. 

12. PH@NICOCERCUS NIGRICOLLIS, Sw.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 567; 1867, p. 751, 978. 

‘“‘Sarayacu, Xeberos, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz. The first spe- 
cimen I obtained was a female from the interior forest of Sarayacu. 
This species is extremely rare in all these localities.” —E. B. 

Pebas (H.). 

13. Rupicota PeRuvIANA (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1867, 
p. 751. 

Only one specimen obtained in the mountains of Chyavetas (£. B.). 

14. Corinea cAyANA (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 191; 1867, pp. 751, 978. 

*‘Sarayacu, Xeberos, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz. This bird 
is always solitary, and only to be seen when certain fruits are ripe.” 
—E. B. 

Pebas (#.). 

15. CotrnGa MAYNANA (Linn.). 

Chamicuros and Santa Cruz; only two examples of this most 
beautiful species were obtained (2. B.). 

16. CoTInGA PORPHYROLEMA, Scl. et Dev.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 191. 

Male and female obtained at Sarayacu (Z. B.); Ucayali (Hauaw.). 

17. IopoPLEURA ISABELL# (Parz.); Sel. P. Z.S. 1857, p. 266; 
Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, pp. 751, 758.. 

**Xeberos and Chamicuros. Seen only on the borders of the open 
campos, round the towns, perched on some dead branches at the top 
of the trees, always in pairs.”—K. B. 

Rio Javari (Bates). 

18. QueRULA cRUENTA (Bodd.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p-291, 

“Upper Ucayali. I never met with this species in any other lo- 
cality.”—E. B. 

Rio Javari (Bates). 
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19. GyMNODERUS FaTIDUs (Linn.). 

“One specimen only of this curious bird was obtained at Chami- 
euros. It is generally found on the banks of the small rivers and 
lakes, feeding on certain trees.’ —E .B. 

Rio Javari (Bates). 

20. CEPHALOPTERUS ORNATUS, Geoffr.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 191; 1867, p. 751. 

“Cashiboya, Upper Ucayali, and Chyavetas. This magnificent 
bird is found at the pairing-season on the topmost boughs of the 
highest trees in the forest. The male shows himself off to the 
females, which are seen flying round and about the male, while he 
utters his bull-like hum.”—E. B. 

Fam. TROCHILID. 

Thirty-three species of Humming-birds were obtained by Mr. 
Bartlett and Mr. Hauxwell, about six of which may be considered 
denizens of Upper Amazonia only. Three of these were originally 
described from Mr. Bartlett’s specimens, namely Thaumantias flu- 
viatilis, Th. bartletti, and Leuctppus chlorocercus. 

1. Guaucis arrinis, Lawr.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
pp. 75% 979. 

Yurimaguas, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (Bartlett); 
Pebas (Hauzwell). 

Mr. Bartlett also obtained the nest and eggs of this species. 

2. GLAUCIS MELANURA, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 193. 

Upper Ucayali (Bartlett). 

3. THRENETES CERVINICAUDA, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, p. 979. 

Chamicuros (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

4. PHaiTHorRNis uisprpus, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1867, 
p- 193. 

Upper Ucayali (Bartlett). 
The nest and eggs of this species were obtained by Mr, Bartlett 

near Cashiboya. 

5. PaatruHornis MALARIS, Nordm. ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
pp. 752, 979. 

Xeberos and Chyavetas (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauzwell). 
The nest and eggs of this species were obtained by Mr. Bartlett. 

6. PHA®rHorNis BOURCIERI (Less.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p. 752. 

Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (Bartlett). 
The nest and eggs were also obtained by Mr. Bartlett. 
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7. PHAiTHoRNIS oOseRYI (Boure. et Muls.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1867, p. 979. 

Upper Ucayali (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauxwell). 

8. Pyemornis amaura (Bourc.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p. 792. 

Chyavetas (Bartlett). 

9. PYGMORNIS NIGRICINCTA (Lawr.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, pp. 752, 979. 

Chyavetas and Chamicuros (Bartlett); Pebas (Haurwell). 

10. CAMPYLOPTERUS ZQUATORIALIS, Gould; Sel. & Salv. P.Z.S. 
1867, pp. 752, 979. 

Chyavetas (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauawell). 

11. APHANTOCHROA GuLARIs, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 186 yp 
p- 752. 

Chyavetas (Bartlett). 

12. Lamrornis Manco (Linn.) ; Sclater, P. Z. S. 1857, p. 263 ; 
Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 193; 1867, pp. 752, 979. 

Sarayacu, Xeberos (Bartlett); Pebas (Haucwell). 

13. DorypHorA JOHANN (Boure.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p- 752. 

Chyavetas (Bartlett). 
Found in the mountains, where Mr. Bartlett obtained the nest 

and eggs. 

14. IoLaMA SCHREIBERSI (Gray & Mitch.) ; Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1867, p. 979. 

Pebas (Hauzxwell). 

15. THALURANIA TscHUDII, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p- 752. 

Xeberos and Chyavetas (Bartlett). 
Mr. Bartlett found this species rather plentiful in Chamicuros and 

Santa Cruz, and also obtained the nest and eggs. 

16, THALURANIA NIGROFASCIATA, Gould: Scl. & Salv. 1866, 
p- 194; 1867, p. 979. 

Sarayacu (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauxwell). 

17. Ftorisuca MELLIVoRA (Limn.) ; Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
pp- 752, 979. 

Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauz- 
well). 
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18. PoLEMISTRIA VERREAUXI (Bourc.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, pp. 752, 979. 

Xeberos, Chyavetas (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

19. GouLDIA MELANOSTERNON, Gould, Ann. N. H. ser. 4, 
(1868) i. p. 323. 

G. langsdorffi, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, pp. 752, 979. 
Xeberos, Chyavetas (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

20. CaLLIPHLOX AMETHYSTINA (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, p. 752. 

Chyavetas (Bartlett). 

21. Cuats Guimeti (Boure. & Muls.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 752. 

Chyavetas (Bartlett). 

22. He.ioTHrix auritus (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, 
p. 979. 

Cashiboya (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauawell). 

23. Potyrmus LEUCORRHOUS, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1867, 
pp. 584, 752; Gould, P. Z.S. 1871, p. 505. 

Xeberos (Bartlett). 
“Seeks its food from the blossom of the pine-apple, in company 

with the small Pygmornis.’’—E. B. 

24, CLYTOL/MA AURESCENS, Gould; Sclat. P. Z. 8. 1857, p. 263; 
Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 194; 1867, pp. 752, 979. 

Upper Ucayali, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (Bartlett); Pebas 
(Hauawell) ; Rio Javari (Bates). 

Mr. Bartlett only obtained three specimens of this fine species ; 
but Mr. Hauxwell’s series contained a greater number of examples. 

25. HeLIoMAsterR LonerRosTRis (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 
1867, pp. 752, 979. 

Chyavetas, Chamicuros (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

26. Leucippus cHLorocercus, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 194; 1867, p. 979. 

Upper Ucayali (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauzwell). 

27. THAUMANTIAS FLUVIATILIS, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 194; 1867, pp. 752, 979. 

Lower Ucayali, Yurimaguas (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauxwell). 

28. THAUMANTIAS BARTLETTI, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 194. 

Upper Ucayali (Bartlett). 
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29. CHRYSURONIA JOSEPHIN® (Boure. et Muls.); Sel. P. Z. S. 
1857, p. 263; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, pp. 752, 979. 

Xeberos (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauxwell) ; Rio Javari (Bates). 

30. EvcerHaLa c#rutea (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 195; 1867, pp. 752, 979. 

Lower Ucayali, Yurimaguas (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

31. Hytocuaris cyanea (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 195; 1867, p. 752. 

Nauta, Xeberos, and Chamicuros (Bartlett). 

32. HyLocwaris sAPPHIRINA (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
pp- 752, 979. 

Xeberos (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauawell). 

33. CHLOROSTILBON NAPENSIS, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, p. 979. 

C. daphne, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 195 (2). 

Nauta (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

Fam, CypseLip&. 

Four Swifts were obtained by Mr. Bartlett in Upper Amazonia— 
one true Cypselus and three Spine-tails (Chetura). Of these one 
Chetura only can be considered a characteristic Upper-Amazonian 
form, the others being more or less widely distributed. 

1. CypseLus squamatus, Cassin; Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S.1867, p. 752. 

“T met with this little Swift in the towns of Xeberos and Chami- 
curos in small flocks.’’—E. B. 

2. CumrTura zonaris (Shaw); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, p. 752, 
‘*Seen in flocks about the mountains near Chyavetas.””—E. B. 

3. CuatTuRA potiura (Temm.); Scl. P. Z. S. 1870, p. 329. 
Chetura brachycerca, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, p. 758, pl. 34. 
** Xeberos and Chamicuros. Met within flocks about the towns.” 

—E.B 

4. Cuzxrura sciaTert, Pelz. Orn. Bras. p. 56. 
“«T obtained only two specimens of this rare species at Chamicuros. 

It was found in company with Ch. poliura.’’—KE. B. 
T identify this Swift from v. Pelzeln’s description. Natterer dis- 

covered it at Borba. I have recently obtained a second specimen 
from Ecuador (probably from the Rio Napo), which agrees with 
Mr. Bartlett’s skin.—P. L. S. 

Fam. CaPRIMULGID. 
Seven Goatsuckers were obtained by Mr. Bartlett. Of these Nyc- 

tibius longicaudatus, Chordeiles rupestris, and Hydropsalis trifur- 
cata are peculiar Amazonian species. 

Proc. Zoot. Soc.—1873, No. XIX. 19 
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1. Nycrisius Granpis (Gm.); Sel. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1866, p. 193. 

“I obtained this specimen on the Upper Ucayali. The bird was 
perched on the dead stump of a tree in the river.” —E. B. 

2. Nycrisrus LoneicaupaTus (Spix); Scl. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 128. 

“I obtained an imperfect skin of this bird from an Indian Tambo 
at Yurimaguas.’’—E. B. 

3. CHORDEILES RUPESTRIS (Spix) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 193. 

“Lower Ucayali and whole of the Huallaga, where it breeds in 
colonies on the open sand banks. The eggs are placed on the sand 
without any nest whatever.”—E. B. 

4. PopAGER NACUNDA (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 193; 1867, p. 978. 

“‘ Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz. This bird is usually seen in pairs 
on the sand banks in company with Chordeiles rupestris.”—E. B. 

Pebas (Hauaw.). 

5. ANTROSTOMUS PARVULUS (Gould) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p- 752. 

A single example only obtained at Xeberos (Z. B.). 

6. Hypropsauis TRIFURCATA (Natt.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 193; 1867, p. 978. 

‘* Upper and Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz. This bird places its 
eggs amongst the cane on the banks of the river.’”—E. B. 

Pebas (Hauzw.). 

7. NYCTIDROMUS ALBICOLLIS (Gm.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 193; 1867, pp. 752, 978. 

‘*‘Sarayacu, Upper Ucayali, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz. This 
bird is always found in the dense forest, and lays its eggs on the 
dead leaves.” —E. B. 

Pebas (Hauxw.). 

Fam. Picip. 

Fifteen Woodpeckers were obtained by Mr. Bartlett. Four of 
these (Picumnus castelnaudi, P. rufiventris, Celeus citreopygius, and 
C. grammicus) are, so far as is known, peculiar to the Upper Ama- 
zonian district. 

1. Prcumnus BuFrFONI, Lafr. ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 196. 

Sarayacu, Upper Ucayali (E. B.). 

2. PicuMNUS CASTELNAUDI, Malh.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 196. 

Nauta and Upper Ucayali, a pair only obtained (Z. B.). 
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3. PicUMNUS RUFIVENTRIS (Bp.); Scl. & Saly. P. Z. 8. 1866, p- 196. 

Sarayacu, a single example obtained (Z. B.). 
4. CAMPEPHILUS ALBIROSTRIS (Vieill.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 196; 1867, p. 753. 
Sarayacu, Lower Ucayali, Yurimaguas, and Chyavetas (E. B.). 
5. CAMPEPHILUS TRACHELOPYRUS (Malh.); Scl. & Saly. P. Z. 8. 1867, p. 753. 
Yurimaguas and Chamicuros, only in the dense forest (E. BY. 
6. Dryocorus LINEATUS (Linn.); Sel. & Salv, P. Z.S. 1866, p- 196. 

Upper Ucayali (EZ. B.). 

7. CELEUS JUMANA (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 196. 
Sarayacu, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz (EZ. B.). 

8. CeLeus crrreopyetus, Scl. & Silv. P.Z. S. 1867, p. 758. 
Yurimaguas (Z. B.). 

9. CELEUS CITRINUS (Bodd.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 196; 1867, p. 753. 

Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, and Chamicuros (Z. B.). 
10. CELEUS TINNUNCULUS (Wagl.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 196. 

Upper Ucayali (E.'B.). 

11. CeLEUs GRAMMICUS (Malh.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p- 197. 

Sarayacu (Z. B.). 

12, CHLORONERPES HHMATOSTIGMA (Natt.); Sel. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1866, p. 196; 1867, p. 753. 
Sarayacu, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (£. B.). 
13. CHLORONERPES FLAVIGULARIS (Bodd.). 
Chamicuros (Z.B.). 

14. CHRYSOPTILUS PUNCTIGULARIS (Bodd.); Sel. & Saly. P.Z.S. 1866, p. 197. 
Chrysoptilus speciosus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 979. Upper Ucayali (£. B.). 

15. MELANERPES CRUENTATUS (Bodd.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. §. 1866, p. 197; 1867, p. 753. 
“Sarayacu, Lower Ucayali, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros. Plen- 

idles 
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tiful in these localities. I obtained one egg of this species ; it was 
of a pure white.” —E. B. 

Fam. MomorTip&. 

Two Motmots only were obtained by Mr. Bartlett—the widely 

spread M. brasiliensis and M. martii. The latter ranges far north 

up to the Isthmus of Panama; at least, I cannot distinguish spe- 
cimens from the latter locality from those of Eastern Peru. 

1. Momorus BRaAsILiensis, Lath.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 

p. 191. 
‘Upper Ucayali and Chamicuros. I also saw this species at 

Xeberos. It breeds in holes in the ground under low banks.”— 

E. B. 

2. Momotus MARTI, Spix; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 751. 

Cashiboya, Upper Ucayali, and Chyavetas (Z. B.). 

Fam. ALCEDINID&. 

The five species of Ceryle which Mr. Bartlett obtained in Eastern 
Peru are all of extended distribution. 

1. CeryLE tTorquata (Linn.); Scl. & Scl. P. Z.S. 1867, 

_p- 978. 

“Upper and Lower Ucayali, and the whole of the Huallaga. 
The most common species of all this family on the Amazons and 
its tributaries. Always met with in large colonies about the steep 
clay banks. I met with this bird from the mouth of the Amazons 
to the highest points reached on the Marafion, Ucayali, and Hual- 
laga. It is always in company with the following species. The 
nest is much deeper, being from 4 to 6 feet deep, with a large 
chamber sufficient for the young when nearly full-grown. Eggs 
pure white, four in number. The naked legs were of a reddish 
flesh-colour. Scales on the toes darker and rather slate-coloured.”’ 
—E. B. 

2. CeRYLE aMAZONA (Lath.); Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1867, 
p. 978. 

“Nauta, Upper and Lower Ucayali, Santa Cruz, and whole of the 
Huallaga, and throughout the whole of the Amazonian region, 
breeding in considerable numbers on the steep banks of the river. 
This species is generally observed in the company of Ceryle éorquata. 
On the approach of any intruder they Hy up in numbers and keep 
up a loud and disagreeable chorus. The nest is generally placed in 
an extremely deep hole in a flat-faced bank ; hence it is very diffi- 
cult to obtain the eggs, which are four in number, of a pure white 
colour. The nest is composed of fish-bones and a few sticks; and 
the young remain in the nest until they are able to fly and provide 
for themselves. Legs and feet black. Irides nearly black, with a 
slight tinge of grey-brown.’ —E. B. 

. 
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3. CERYLE AMERICANA (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 978. 

** Nauta, Upper and Lower Ucayali, and Santa Cruz. This species 
and the following are solitary in their breeding-habits, selecting the 
lower and more secluded banks of lakes and small streams. These 
birds never breed twice in the same hole ; but many other birds take 
to their deserted nests.’’—E. B. 

4. CERYLE 1npDA (Linn.). 

“This beautiful species is very rare on the waters of the Peruvian 
Amazons. During the four years I resided there I only obtained 
two specimens, which I shot in a small brook near Santa Cruz, on 
the Huallaga river. They are not found on the open waters, but 
in the densely covered small streams. The nest is in holes in the 
banks, as in the case of other Kingfishers. This species is extremely 
shy and difficult to obtain.” —E. B. 

5. CERYLE SUPERCILIOSA (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
pp: 7ol, 978. 

Chyavetas, one specimen obtained (Z. B.). 

Fam. TROGONIDZ. 

Of the seven Trogons met with by Mr. Bartlett, Pharomacrus 
pavoninus may be considered a local species. The others are mostly 
of wide distribution. 

1. TroGon coxtaris, Vieill.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 193. 
Upper and Lower Ucayali, also seen at Chamicuros (EZ. B.). 

2. TROGON ATRICOLLIs, Vieill. 

Only three specimens obtained at Chamicuros (Z. B.). 

3. TROGON MERIDIONALIS, Spix. 

Trogon ramonianus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 193. 
Sarayacu, Lower Ucayali, and Chamicuros (£. B.). 

4. TRoGon varrecatus (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S, 1866, 
p. 193. 

Upper Ucayali (Z#. B.). 

5. TRoGon virinis, Linn.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 192; 
1867, p. 752. 

Sarayacu, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz (£. B.). 

6. TRoGon MELANURUS, Sw.; Scl. P. Z.S. 1857, p. 261; Sel. 
& Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 193, 1867, pp. 752, 978. 

Nauta, Upper Ucayali, Yurimaguas, Xeberos, and Santa Cruz 
(E. B.); Pebas (H.); Rio Javari (Bates), 

7. PHAROMACRUS PAVONINUS (Spix). 
“This Trogon, which I met with at Chamicuros and Santa Cruz, 
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is found, like all other species of this genus, in the dense forest in 
pairs. These birds resort to the same trees from day to day. They 
are very pugnacious, and are easily attracted by imitating their 
call-notes.”—E. B. 

Fam. GALBULID&. 

The remarkable generic form Galbalcyrhynchus is, I believe, pecu- 
liar to Upper Amazonia. It was originally described as from Bogota ; 
but we have never met with it in collections from that locality. 

1. GaLBuLA ALBrIROsTRIS, Lath.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p-.192; 1867, p. 749. 

Sarayacu, Xeberos, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz(Z. B.). 

2. GALBULA TOMBACEA, Spix; Sclater, P. Z. S. 1857, p. 262; 
Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 192, 1867, p. 978. 

Sarayacu and Lower Ucayali (Z. B.). 

3. GALBULA LEUCOGASTRA, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, p. 978. 

Pebas (H.); Rio Javari (Bates). 

4. BRACHYGALBA ALBIGULARIS (Spix); Scl. P. Z. 8. 1857, 
p. 262. 

Rio Javari (Bates). 

5. BRACHYGALBA INORNATA, Scl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 978. 

Pebas (/Z.). 

6. JACAMEROPS GRANDIS (Gm.). 

Chamicuros and Santa Cruz (E. B.). 
Whether Jacamerops isidori, Deville (R. Z. 1849, p. 5), obtained 

at Pebas, is really distinct is perhaps doubtful. If so, both species 
occur in the same district. 

7. GALBALCYRHYNCHUS LEuCOoTIS, Des Murs; Sclat. & Salv. 
P. Z.S. 1866, p. 192; 1867, p. 978. 

Sarayacu, Upper and Lower Ucayali, and Yurimaguas, but not 
common (E. B.). 

Fam. Bucconip&. 

Of the thirteen Bucconide several are species peculiar to this 
district, such as B. picatus, B. pulmentum, Monasa nigrifrons, and 
Monasa peruana. Bucco macrodactylus and Monasa flavirostris also 
occur in Bogota collections, but are probably brought from the 
Amazonian watershed. 

1. Bucco coxuaris, Lath. ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 751. 

“‘Chyavetas and Chamicuros. Found more in the hilly and dry 
country, and always near the ground, hunting for beetles and other 
insects.’ —E. B. . 
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2. Bucco macropacty us, Spix; Scl. P. Z.S. 1857, p. 261; 
Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 192, 1867, p. 751. 

Sarayacu, Upper Ucayali, Yurimaguas, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and 
Chamicuros (£. B.); Rio Javarri (Bates). 

3. Bucco HyPERRHYNCHUs (Bp.). 

A single example of this fine species was obtained at Chamicuros 
(E. B.). 

4. Bucco picatus, Scl. P. Z.S. 1855, p. 194. 

Chamicuros (Hauzw.). 

5. Bucco putmentum, Bp.; Sclater, P. Z. S. 1857, p. 262. 

Rio Javari (Bates) ; Chamicuros (E. B.). 

6. Mauacortita Fusca (Lath.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p. 752. 

Chyavetas and Chamicuros (£. B.). 

7. MavacorpTiLta RuFA (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 192. 

Sarayacu and Santa Cruz (E. B.). 

8. NonNULA FRONTALIS, Sclater; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p. 192; 1867, p. 752. 

Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz (Z. B.). 

9. NonNNULA RUFICAPILLA (Tschudi); Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 
1866, p. 192. 

Sarayacu and Lower Ucayali. All the species of this family are 
solitary in their habits (2. B.). 

10. Monasa nieGRiFRons, Spix; Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1866, 
p- 192; 1867, pp. 752, 978. 

Nauta, Sarayacu, and Lower Ucayali, common (#. B.): Pebas 
(H.). 

11. Monasa PeRUANA, Bp.; Scl. P. Z. S. 1857, p. 262; Sel. 
& Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 192, 1867, p. 752. 

Sarayacu, Upper Ucayali, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros, plentiful 
in these localities (Z. B.). 

12. Monasa FLAVIROSTRIS, Strickl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 792. 

Chyavetas (Z. B.). 

13. CHELIDOPTERA TENEBROSA (Pall.); Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 
1866, p. 192; 1867, p. 752. 

“‘ Upper and Lower Ucayali, Yurimaguas, Xeberos, Chyavetas, and 
Santa Cruz. This bird breeds in holes on the banks, about 2 feet 
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deep, and lays two beautifully polished white eggs, very much like 
those of the Kingfisher in shape and appearance.” —E. B. 

Fam. CucuLip&. 

The Cuculidze are mostly wanderers and widely distributed. Only 
the Neomorphus pucherani can be regarded as a peculiar Amazonian 
form, out of the eight species met with. 

1. CrotopuacGa MAsor, Linn.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 195. 

Lower Ucayali, and Santa Cruz, found in flocks along the banks 
of the rivers and lakes (Z. B.). 

2. CroropHaGa ANI, Linn. ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 195. 

Nauta, Ucayali, and Santa Cruz, common throughout the country 
(£. B.). 

3. PIAYA MELANOGASTRA, (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
pp. 752, 758. 

Chyavetas and Chamicuros (Z. B.). 

4. PiayA MEHLERI, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, pp. 758, 979. 

Piaya nigricrissa, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 195. 
Sarayacu and Chyavetas (#. B.); Pebas (#.). 

5. Praya minutTa, Vieill.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 195. 

Piaya rutila, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, p. 979. 
Sarayacu, rare in the country which I visited (Z. B.); Pebas (H.). 

6. Coccyzus MELANOCORYPHUS, Vieill.; Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 
1861, p. 195; 1867, pp. 752, 979. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (2. B.); 
Pebas (H.). 

7. Coccyzus ERYTHRUPHTHALMUS (Wilson). 

Ucayali (Hauawell; Mus. Brit.). See P. Z. 8. 1870, p. 168. 

8. NEOMORPHUS PUCHERANI. 

Cultrides pucherani, Deville, Rev. Zool. 1851, p. 211; Des Murs, 
Voy. Castelnau, Oiseaux, p. 18, pls. 6 & 7. 

A recent collection from Mr. Hauxwell (received by Mr. Janson, 
his agent) contains an adult pair and a nestling of this fine species. 
The sexes are exactly alike in plumage, and agree very fairly with 
the figure in Castelnau’s ‘ Voyage.’ The species is quite distinct from 
N. rufipennis, with which it was formerly believed to be identical. 
It has a narrow pectoral stripe like N. geoffroyi and N. pucherani 
(cf. Sclater, P. Z.S. 1866, p. 60). 

Fam. RAMPHASTID. 

Eleven species of Toucans were obtained by Mr. E. Bartlett in 
those parts of Upper Amazonia which he visited ; and it is probable 
that one or two others occur within the district. 
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Pteroglossus humboldti, P. beauharnaisi, Selenidera langsdorfi, 
and S. reinwardti are, so far as I know, restficted to Upper Ama- 
zonia ; the other species have rather a wider range. 

1. Rampuastos amBicuus, Sw.; Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1867, 
p- 752. 

Chyavetas ; a single specimen only obtained (£. B.). 

2. Rampuastos 1nCA, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, p. 752. 

Chyavetas (£. B.). 

3. RAMPHASTOS CUVIERI, Wagl.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p.195; 
1867, p. 752. 

Cashiboya, the whole of the Ucayali, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and 
the Huallaga—the most common of the family and generally dis- 
tributed (Z. B.). 

4. Rampuastos cutminatvs, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, 
p. 195; 1867, p. 752. 

Sarayacu, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros, generally distributed and 
always in company with R. cuviert (LE. B.). 

5. PrEROGLOSSUS PLURICINCTUS, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, p. 753. 

Chyavetas (Z. B.). 

6. PreroGLossus casTAnotis, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 
1866, p. 195. 

Sarayacu, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz (£. B.). 

7. PreRoGLOssuUS HUMBOLDT! (Wagl.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 195; 1867, p. 753. 

Sarayacu (Z. B.); Rio Javari (Bates). 

8. PrEROGLOssUS BEAUHARNAISI (Wagl.). 

‘*Chamicuros and Santa Cruz, but not common here. This curious 
bird appears to have a wide and extensive range on the southern 
shores of the Amazons. It was found by Mr. Bates at the mouth 
of the Solimoens, and as far south as Fonte Boa. I obtained my 
specimens in Chamicuros, but it is found also in the dense forest of 
Lamas and on the head-waters of the Huallaga. I heard it several 
times in the forest of Xeberos on my road to Chyavetas. It is only 
found in the dense forest, many miles from the larger rivers. The 
Indians of the Napo declared to me that they never saw this species 
in any part of the forest on that river, and were quite surprised to 
see the skins that I had preserved.’—E. B. 

9. PrEROGLOSsUS FLAVIROSTRIS, Fraser; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1867, p. 753. 

Xeberos and Chamicuros (#. B.); Rio Javari (Bates). 
Mr. Gould, in the second edition of his Monograph, speaks of his 
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P. maria as having been transmitted by ‘‘ Mr. Hauxswell from the 
Lower Amazon.” This is probably a mistake for the “ Upper 
Amazons,” Mr. Hauxwell not having, so far as we know, collected 
on the lower portion of that river. But we cannot distinguish the 
so-called P. marie from P. flavirostris. Skins of this species from 
Bogota, the Upper Amazons, and Guiana seem to us inseparable. 
(Cf. Pelzeln’s remarks, Orn. Bras. p. 237.) 

10. SELENIDERA LANGSDORFI (Wagl.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 195. 

Cashiboya, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz (Z. B.). 

11. SELENIDERA REINWARDTI (Wagl.); Scl. & Salv. P, Z.S. 
1867, p. 753. 

Chyavetas (Z. B.). 
Fam. Caprronip&. 

Three Barbets were obtained by Mr. Bartlett, all of which are, we 
believe, restricted to the Upper Amazonian district. 

1. Caprro auratus (Dum.). 
Capito peruvianus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 195; 1867, 

. 753. 
‘ C. amazonicus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S8. 1867, p. 978. 

Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, and Chamicuros (#. B.); Pebas (#.). 
‘Rather common at Chamicuros. To be found always on very 

high trees in flocks, in company with some of the Cerebide, 
feeding on the different fruits. There is no doubt that these birds 
feed also on insects. While in Chamicuros the Indians brought me 
four young birds of this species, which I kept some time: I occa- 
sionally gave them locusts and spiders, which they eat voraciously, 
and upon which they appeared to thrive, also bananas and a little 
boiled meat at times; but having to leave them in charge of some 
Indians, they soon died. The note of this species is short, and 
resembles somewhat that of the Doves. I should say that the 
average number of eggs laid would be four, because the four birds 
brought to me were from one nest. The eggs are in colour white ; 
they are deposited in holes in the trunks of trees.””—E. B. 

2. Capito aurovirens (Cuv.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 197; 1867, p. 753. 

“Nauta, Sarayacu, and Yurimaguas. Common at Sarayacu. The 
bird, perched almost continually on the top of a tree, at intervals 
utters a short call. In doing so it bends forward and swells out 
its throat, and erecting its tail (after the manner of a Toucan when 
asleep) sends forth a melancholy and plaintive cry. These birds, in 
habits and general appearance, structure and mode of life, are closely 
allied to the Ramphastide.”—E. B. 

3. CAPITO AURANTIICOLLIS, Scl. 

Eubucco aurantiicollis and E. hartlaubi, Scl. P. Z. 8S. 1857, 

p. 267. 
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Capito aurantiicollis and C. melanotis, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 196. 

“‘Sarayacu and Santa Cruz. C. melanotis is the female of C. au- 
rantiicollis ; I obtained them in the same locality at the same time.” 
—E. B. 

Ucayali (Haurw.); Rio Javari (Bates). 

Fa . Psirracip&. 

Specimens of twenty-one species of Parrots were obtained by Mr. 
Bartlett. Most of these have a rather wider range than the confines 
of Upper Amazonia; but the following may be considered species 
characteristic of the district, and not hitherto certainly known to 
occur elsewhere :—Conurus weddelli, C. luciani, C. roseifrons, and 
C. souancei. 

1. Ara macao (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 197; 
1867, p. 753. 

** Lower Ucayali and Chyavetas. This fine species congregates in 
flocks of from ten to twelve, and keeps to the highest trees in the 
forest, feeding on palm-nuts and other hard seeds.” —E. B. 

2. ARA ARARAUNA (Linn.). 

Chamicuros, rather more abundant than Ara macao (E. B.). 

3. ARA SEVERA (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 197; 
1867, p. 970. 

“Upper and Lower Ucayali and the whole of the Huallaga. 
This species goes in large flocks, and feeds generally on the plan- 
tations of Indian corn, doing great damage.’’—E. B. 

Pebas (Hauxw.); Rio Javari (Bates). 

4. Conurvus pavua (Bodd.). 

“Santa Cruz; I only obtained two males and one female of this 
rare species.”’—E. B. 

5. ConurRUS WEDDELLI, Deyv.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 197. 

Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz; but not common (£. B.). 

6. Conurus Lucian! (Natt.). 

Conurus cyanopterus, Scl. & Salv. P. Z S. 1867, p. 753. 
Xeberos, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (Z. B). 

7. Conurus RosErrrons, G. R. Gray. 

One of Mr. Bartlett’s collections contained a single imperfect skin 
of this rare species, obtained from the Indians. 

8. ConuruUS MELANURUs (Spix); Scl. P. Z.S. 1857, p. 266. 

Rio Javari (Bates) ; Pebas (Hauaw.). 
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9. Conurus sovancal, Verr.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, 
p- 197; 1867, p. 753. 

Nauta, Xeberos, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, in flocks near the towns 
(£. B.). 

10. BroroGERYS XANTHOPTERUS (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.8. 
1866, p. 197; 1867, p. 979. 

“Nauta and Lower Ucayali. This species breeds in the white 
ants’ nests, and is found in flocks about the banks of the rivers and 
towns. ‘The eggs are white and from five to six in number.” —E. B. 

11. Brorocerys sucuLarRis (Deville); Scl. & Salv. P. ZS. 
1866, p. 197; 1867, p. 753. 

“Nauta, Upper and Lower Ucayali, Yurimaguas, and Chyavetas. 
This species, like the former, breeds in the white ants’ nests.”— 

12. Brorocerys Tui (Gm.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 197. 

“‘Nauta. The habits of this Parrakeet do not differ from those of 
the two former species.” —E. B. 

13. Curysotis FrestivA (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 197. 

“One example of this Parrot was obtained on the Lower Ucayali.” 
—E. B. 

14. Curysoris FARINOSA (Bodd.). 

‘* Of this fine species I obtained five specimens at Chamicuros, the 
only place in which I ever saw it.’’—E, B. 

15. Curysotis AMAzonica (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 753. 

«Several specimens of this species were obtained at Chyavetas and 
Chamicuros.”’—E. B. 

16. CurysoTis paciLoryncua (Shaw); Scl. & Salyv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 567. 
‘Only one example of this species obtained at Nauta.”—E. B. 

17. Pronus MENsTRUA (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, 
p- 753. 

Xeberos and Chamicuros, found in small flocks (#. B.); Rio 
Javari (Bates). 

18. CarcA BARRABANDI (Kuhl); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 197; 1867, p. 753. 

Nauta, Upper Ucayali, and Chyavitos, but not common (£. B.); 
Rio Javari (Bates). 

19. Carca nistrio (Bodd.); Scl. P. Z. 8. 1857, p. 266. 

Rio Javari (Bates). 
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20. CaicA MELANOCEPHALA (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1867, p. 753. 

Yurimaguas, Chyavetas, and Chamicuros (/. B.). 

21. Carica XANTHOMEROS, Scl. P. Z. S. 1857, p. 266. 

Rio Javari (Bates). 

22. UrocuromMa HueEtI (Temm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p- 799. 

‘Two examples of this beautiful species were obtained at Xebe- 
ros.” —E. B. 

23. PstTrACULA PASSERINA (Linn.). 

“Found at Nauta, but not common in this locality.””—E. B. 

24. Psrrracuna scLaTeri, G. R. Gray; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 
1866, p. 197. 

‘‘A single female of this little Parrakeet was obtained at Sara- 
yacu.’—E. B. 

Rio Javari (Bates). 

Fam. CATHARTIDA. 

1. Gyparcuus papa (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, p. 753. 

Xeberos and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
“Seldom seen except preying upon the carcass of a Crocodile on 

the river-bank or soaring in circles high in the air. The first 
specimen I obtained was accompanied by two young ones in their 
brown plumage.’ —E. B. 

2. CarHaRTEs AuRA, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, p. 753. 

Chyavetas (Bartlett). 
** Keeps in the forest in pairs, never approaching the towns and 

villages.” —E. B. 

3. CATHARTES ATRATUS. 
“This Vulture is common throughout the country all the year 

round, more especially in the dry season on the sand banks, when 
the Peruvians are collecting and drying Vacea marina and fish.” 
—E. B. 

Fam. FaLconip&. 

1. InpycrerR AMERICANUS (Bodd.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p. 198; 1867, p. 793. 

Upper Ucayali and Chyavetas (Bartlett). 
«© A very noisy species, found only in the dense forest.”"—E, B. 

2. Ipycrer ATER, Vieill.; Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S.1866, p. 198; 1867, 
p- 979. 

Upper Ucayali (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauzwell). 
Usually seen about the sand banks in company with the following 

species. 
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3. MitvaGo cHIMACHIMA (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 198. 

Upper Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

4, MorpuHNnvus GuIANENsIs (Daud.) ; Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 793. 

Chyavetas and Yurimaguas (Bartlett). 
‘* An inhabitant of the dense forest.” —E. B. 

5. THRASAETUS HARPYIA. 

‘*T saw this species flying over the tree-tops on the shores of the 
Marajion above Nauta.” —E. B. 

6. HERPETOTHERES CACHINNANS (L.); Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1867, 
p- 753. 

Yurimaguas (Bartlett). 

7. Sprzaitus orNaTus (Daud.); Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1867, p. 753. 

Chyavetas (Bartlett). 

8. Spizairus TYRANNUus (Max.). 
“Rio Huallaga, near Santa Cruz; usually seen on the banks of the 

river feeding on fish.””—E. B, 

9. BUTEOGALLUS NIGRICOLLIS (Lath.) ; Scl.& Salv. P.Z.S. 1866, 
p- 198. 

Sarayacu and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
‘* Generally seen near small rivers looking after fish.”"—E. B. (Cf. 

Salv. Ibis, 1859, p. 216.) 

10. UrusiTInGA zonuraA (Shaw); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, 
p- 753. 

Morphnus urubitinga, Scl. P. Z. 8.1857, p. 261. 
Rio Javari (Bates); Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz 

(Bartleté) 

11. UrusitTInGA scuisTACcEA (Sund.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 198; 1867, p. 979. 

Morphnus schistaceus, Scl. P. Z. S. 1857, p. 261. 
Rio Javari (Bates) ; Upper Ucayali, near Cashiboya (Bartlett) ; 

Pebas (Hauaxwell). 

12. LEUCOPTERNIS SUPERCILIARIS, Pelz. ; Scl. & Salv. Ex. Orn. 
p- 75, t. xxxviii. 

Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
**Only one specimen seen.’’—E. B. 

13. Bureo PENNSYLVANICUS (Wils.). 

Chamicuros (Bartlett). 
A very widely ranging species, specimens of which were also ob- 

tained by Mr. Bates on the Rio Javari (P. Z. S. 1857, p. 261). 
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14, AstuRINA MAGNIROsTRIs (Gm.) ; Scl. P. Z.S. 1857, p. 261 ; 
Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 198 ; 1867, p. 753. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali, Xeberos, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and 
Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

15. Micrastur SEMITORQUATUs (Vieill.), Scl. & Salv. P. Z.8. 
1869, p. 365. 

Santa Cruz ( Bartlett). 

16. MicrasTuR MIRANDOLLII (Schl.); Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S.1867, 
pp- 753, 759 ; 1869, p. 365. 

Chyavetas (Bartlett). 

17. MicrasturR GILvico.t.is ( Vieill.) ; Scl. P. Z.S. 1857, p. 261; 
Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 198; 1869, p. 368. 

Rio Javari (Bates) ; Sarayacu, Chamicuros (Bartlett). 

18. AccIPITER BICOLOR (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. Ex. Orn. p. 137, 
to xix. 

Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

19. Harpacus pipentatus (Lath.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 198; 1867, pp. 753, 979. 

H. diodon, Scl. P. Z. S. 1857, p. 261 (err.). 
Rio Javari (Bates) ; Upper Ucayali, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, and 

Santa Cruz on the Rio Huallaga (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 
The specimens procured by Mr. Bates on the Rio Javari doubtless 

belong here and not to H. diodon of the Atlantic wood-region. 

20. CyMINDIS CAYENNENsIS (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 198. 

Upper Ucayali (Bartlett). 

21. NaucLerus rurcatus (Linn.). 

Chamicuros (Bartlett). 
**T obtained only two specimens of this species, but saw it frequently 

in other localities catching flying ants with its feet as it skimmed the 
air.’—E. B. 

22. Icrrn1a PLUMBEA (Vieill.) ; Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 753. 

Chyavetas and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
This species was also seen at Yurimaguas by Mr. Bartlett. 

23. GaMPSONYX SWAINSONI, Vig.; Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1867, 
p- 979. 

Pebas (Hauawell). 

Fam. STRIGIDA. 

1. Srrrx pERLATA, Sel. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, p. 753. 

Xeberos (Bartlett) 
Mr. Bartlett also obtained the egg of this species at Nauta. 
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2. CICCABA VIRGATA. 

Syrnium virgatum, Cassin. 
Syrnium sp.?, Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, p. 753. 
Syrnium zonocercum, G. R. Gray in Mus. Brit. 
Chyavetas (Bartlett). 
A young bird in yellow downy plumage with the wing-feathers and 

rectrices half developed. The latter show the bands of the tail to be 
just as in the common Central-American birds, to which species it 
doubtless belongs. 

3. PunsaTrix TorquATA (Daud.). 

Chamicuros (Bartlett). 

4. Scops BrasILianus (Gm.). 

Scops choliba, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 198. 
Scops, sp.?, Scl. P. Z.S. 1857, p. 261. 
S. usta, Sel. Trans. Z.S. iv. p. 265, t. 61; Sel. & Salv. P. Z.S. 

1866, p. 198; Ex. Orn. p. 102. 
Upper Ucayali, Cashiboya, Chamicuros, and Sarayacu (Bartlett). 

Fam. PHALACROCORACID2. 

1. Prorus anuinea (Linn.). 

Yurimaguas (Bartlett). 
** Also seen on the Ucayali and Maranon.” —E. B. 

2. PHALACROCORAX BRASILIENSIS (Gm.). 

Cashiboya, Upper Ucayali, and Santa Cruz (Barélett). 
‘* This species flies in large flocks from lake to lake; and sometimes 

hundreds may be seen, soon after sunrise, flying in a long line.’ —E. B. 

Fam. PALAMEDEID. 

1. PALAMEDEA corNuTA, Linn.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 

p- 200. 

Upper Ucayali (Bartlett). 
“I frequently saw this species about the lakes bordering the 

Huallaga.”—E. B. 
Fam. ANATIDE. 

1. CHENALOPEX suBATUS (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1866, 
p. 200. 

Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

2. DENDROCYGNA AUTUMNALIS (Linn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 
1866, p. 200. 

Lower Ucayali (Bartlett). 

3. Denprocyena vipvaTa (Linn.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, 
p- 200. 

Lower Ucayali (Bartlett). 
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4. Carrina moscuata (Linn.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 200; 1867, p. 979. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali, and Huallaga (Bartlett); Pebas 
(Hauxwell). 

Fam. ARDEIDE. 

1. ArpEA coco1, Linn.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 199; 
1867, p. 979. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali and Rio Huallaga (Bartlett); Pebas 
(Haucxwell). 

‘Universally distributed.’’—E. B. 

2. ARDEA AGAMI, Gm.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 567; 
1867, p. 754. 

Nauta and Yurimaguas (Bartlett). 

3. ARDEA EGRETTA, Gm. 

Herodias egretta, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 199. 
Upper and Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz ( Bartlett). 
** Abundant on the sand banks and on the shores of lakes.” —E. B. 

4, ARDEA CANDIDISSIMA, Gm. 

Garzetta candidissima, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 199. 
Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

5. TIGRISOMA BRASILIENSE (L.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 199; 1867, p. 979. 

Tigrisoma brasiliense and T. tigrinum, Scl. P. Z. 8. 1857, p. 268. 
Rio Javari (Bates); Upper Ucayali near Cashiboya and Santa 

Cruz (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauawel/). 

6. Nycricorax na&vIA (Bodd.). 
N. gardeni, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 199. 
Upper and Lower Ucayali. 

7. Nycricorax PILEATA (Lath.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p- 979. 

Nauta and Santa Cruz (Bartlett); Pebas (Hauawell). 

8. CANCROMA COCHLEARIA, Linn. 

** Seen on the lakes of Cashiboya.’’—E. B. 

9. BuroripEs scapuLatus (Licht.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 199. 

Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

Fam. Ciconripz. 

1. TaANTALUS LocuLaToR, Linn.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 199. 

Upper Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
“Seen in flocks about the river-banks and on the tops of trees.”’ 

—E. B. 
Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XX. 20 
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2. MycreriA AMERICANA, Linn. 

Ucayali (Bartlett). 
**T saw this species frequently on the Ucayali, and obtained a bird 

of the year changing its first brown plumage for the adult dress.” — 
B. 

Fam. PLATALEID. 

1, Puatauea asasa, Linn.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 200. 

Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

2. HaRPreRION CAYENNENSIS (Gm.). 

Chamicuros (Bartlett). 
“Visits the inland towns when the banks of the river are inun- 

dated.’ —E. B. 

Fam. CoLuMBIDz. 

1. CotumBa speciosa, Gm.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 753. 

Chyavetas and Chamicuros (Bartlett). 

2. CoLUMBA RUFINA, Temm.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 198. 

Upper Ucayali and Chamicuros (Bartlett). 
*“Common at different seasons when certain fruits are ripe.’— 

E. B 

3. CoLumBA vinacEA, Temm.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 198. 

Upper Ucayali, Sarayacu, and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
‘A bird of solitary habits, and only seen perched on high trees 

near water, uttering its plaintive notes.’’—E. B. 

4. Lerrortiza pusBust, Bp.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 198. 

Sarayacu, Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
“Found in the plantations of bananas, feeding on the ripe fruit.”’ 

—E. B 

5. CHAMEPELIA AMAZILIA, Bp.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, 
p. 793. 

Xeberos (Bartlett). 

6. PERISTERA CINEREA (Temm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 753. 

Xeberos, Chamicuros, and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
“Found in the open campos and in plantations near towns.”’— 

E. B. 

7. GEOTRYGON MONTANA (Linmn.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p. 198; 1867, p. 753. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali, Xeberos, Chyavetas, Chamicuros, 
Yurimaguas, and Nauta (Bartlett). 

“« Found in pairs feeding on the banks of rivers.” —E. B. 
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Fam. TETRAONIDZ. 

1. OponrorHoRUS sTELLATUS, Gould; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 

1867, p. 753. 

Chyavetas and Chamicuros (Bartlett). ; 
« Always found in coveys of from ten to twelve birds. In the 

mountains in July I met with young birds just able to fly.” —E. B. 

Fam. Cracip&. 

1. PeneLore souiviana, Reich.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1870, 
p- 926. 

Yurimaguas (Bartlett). 
‘I found this species in many localities, but only preserved one 

specimen.”’—E. B. 

2. Piprne CUMANENSIs (Jacq.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8S. 1870, 
p. 529. 

Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

3. Crax GLosutosa, Spix; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1870, p. 515. 

Mr. Bartlett’s notes record Craw alector as met with on the 
Marafion and Rio Ucayali; but we have little doubt that Craa glo- 
bulosa (of which the male is very like that of C. alector) was ms- 

taken for it. 

4, Mrrva tuseERosa (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1870, p. 520. 

Chamicuros, and Loreto on the Maraiion ( Bartlett). 
“ Both this species and the preceding lay large white eggs, of a 

rough texture.’ —E. B. 

5. NorHocrax urumutum (Spix); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1870, 
p. 519. 

Rio Pastaza (Bartlett). 
“T first saw this beautiful species of Curassow in a Peruvian’s house 

at Santa Maria on the Huallaga, where it was running about along 
with the common fowls. The bird appeared to be lively and active, 
and would fight the dogs and fowls, driving them out of the house. 
A very curious circumstance is, that, when one of the hens commenced 
sitting, the bird would drive her off the nest and take her place. This 
I witnessed myself. The attempt at incubation, however, was not of 
long duration ; for the Curassow destroyed the eggs, as I was informed 
afterwards by the owner. 

“‘T ascertained that the bird came from the Rio Pastaza; and I be- 
lieve it is not uncommon on that river, and throughout the dense 
forests on the north-west bank of the Amazons. I have often heard 
this bird in the middle of the night near Nauta. 

“The Peruvians call it the ‘ Monte Piyu.’ 
“The habits of this bird render it most difficult to obtain, from its 

living in holes or burrows in the ground. The Indians remain in the 
forest all night at the place where it is first heard. I was informed 

7 
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by many of the Peruvians, whose word I could rely upon, that these 
birds come out at night, and ascend to the top branches of the lofty 
trees in search of food. The Indians are on the look-out, and shoot 
them just before sunrise as they are descending to return to their 
places of concealment, where they pass the day.”—E. B. 

Fam. OrisTHOCOMIDZ. 

OpiIsTHOCOMUS CRISTATUS. 
I obtained this bird at Cashiboya; but unfortunately the speci- 

mens were left behind. 
“The Opisthocomus lives in.colonies on the banks of the rivers 

and lakes. I obtained the eggs from several localities. The nests 
are composed of a few sticks loosely laid together on low bushes 
near the water.” —E,. B. 

Fam. PsopHipz&. 

PSsOPHIA LEUCOPTERA, Spix. 
Mr. Bartlett obtained specimens of a White-backed Trumpeter at 

Chamicuros, which was in all probability Ps. leucoptera, Spix. 
See our remarks P. Z. S. 1867, p. 592. 

Fam. EurypyGip2. 
EurypyGa HELIAS(Gm.); Scl. P. Z.S. 1857,p.268; Scl. & Salv. 

P. Z. S. 1866, p. 199; 1867, p. 979. 
Rio Javari (Bates); Cashiboya (Bartlett) ; Pebas (auzwell). 

Fam. ARAMID. 

ARAMUS SCOLOPACEUS. 

‘* Banks of the Ucayali.”’—E. B. 

Fam. RALuipé. 

1. ARAMIDES CAYENNENSIs (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1868, 
p. 447. 

Aramides, sp., Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 200. 
Lower Ucayali (Bartlett). 

2. PorZANA CAYENNENSIS (Gm.); Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1867, 
p- 754; 1868, p. 451. 

Xeberos (Bartlett). 

3. PorZANA HAUXWELLI, Scl. & Salv. Ex. Orn. p. 105, t. lili. ; 
P. Z. S. 1868, p. 453. 

Corethrura, sp.?, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 200. 
Porzana fasciata, Sel. & Salv. P. Z. 8. 1867, pp. 979, 981. 
Sarayacu (Bartlett) ; Pebas and Chamicuros (Hauawell). 

4. Porzana cinerea (Vieill.) ; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1868, p. 456. 

P. ewilis, Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 567. 
Ucayali (Bartlett). 
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5. Hexiornis runica (Bodd.); Scl. & Salv. P.Z. 8S. 1867, 
pp- 794, 979 ; 1868, p. 469. 

Upper Ucayali and Chyavetas (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

Fam. Parrip&. 
Parra gacana, Linn. Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 200. 
Nauta and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

Fam. CHARADRIID&. 

1. Hopioprervs cayanvus (Lath.); Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 199; 1867, p. 979. 

Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett) ; Pebas ( Hauawell). 

2. CHARADRIUS viRGINICUS, Bork.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 967. 

Nauta (Bartlett). 

oe cotLtaRis (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 199. 

Upper and Lower Ucayali, Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
Breeds on the sand banks in company with Chordeiles rupestris 

and Phaéthusa magnirostris, laying two, sometimes four egos, smaller 
than but coloured similarly to those of our little Ring-Plover. 

Fam. ScoLopacip. 

1. MicropaLamMa HimanTopus (Bp.).; Scl. & Saly. P.Z.S. 1866, 
p. 199. 

Nauta (Bartlett). 

2. TrinGA macutata, Vieill.; Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p- 199; 
1867, p. 754. 
Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, and Chamicuros (Bartlett). 

3. Toranus souitartius, Wils.; Scl.& Salv. P. Z.S.1867, p- 979. 
Rhyacophilus solitarius, Scl. & Saly. P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 199. 
Nauta, Chamicuros (Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 
This species only visits the rivers after the breeding-season. 

4. TRINGITES MacuULARIvs (Linn.). 

Chamicuros (Bartlett). 

5. TRINGITES RUFESCENS (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, 
p- 199; 1867, pp. 754, 979. 

Upper Ucayali, Xeberos, Chamicuros (Bartleét); Pebas (Hauz- 
well). 

6. AcrTITURUS BARTRAMIUS (Wils.); Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, 
p- 967; 1867, p. 979. 

Nauta and Chamicuros (Bartlett); Pebas (Haus well). 
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7. HiIMANTOPUS NIGRICOLLIS (Vieill.); Scl. & Salv. P.Z. 8. 1866, 
p- 567. 
* Upper Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

“J found this Stilt breeding near a shallow pool at Santa Cruz left 
by the subsidence of the river. It lays four eggs, which resemble 
those of the European species, but are somewhat darker in colour.” 
—KE. B. 

8. GAMBETTA FLAVIPES. 
Chamicuros (Bartlett). 
** All the above-mentioned seven species are commonly met with in 

the towns at the rise of the rivers, there being no sand banks for 
them to rest on as in the dry season. They pass from south to north 
in September and October and return again in March aud April. 
Whether any of them breed further south I am unable to say ; but 
none of them, with the exception of Himantopus nigricollis, breed on 
the Upper Amazons.’—E. B. 

Fam. Larip2. 
1. PHarerausa MAGNtIROstTRIS (Licht.): Scl. & Salv. P.Z.S. 1871, 

p- 567. 
Thalasseus magnirostris, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 200. 
Sterna magnirostris, Scl. & Salv. P. Z.S. 1867, p. 979. 
Lower Ucayali and Huallaga ( Bartlett) ; Pebas (Hauawell). 

2. STERNA SUPERCILIARIS, Vieill.; Scl.& Salv. P. Z.S. 1866, p. 200, 
1871, p. 571. 

Lower Ucayali and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 

3. Ruyncuoprs niera, Linn. 
Rhynchops melanura, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S$. 1866, p. 201; 1867; 

p- 754; 1871, p. 566. 
Lower Ucayali and Rio Huallaga (Bartlett). 

Fam. CryPTuRID&. 

1. Tinamvus GuTtTatus, Pelz. 

Chamicuros (Bartlett). 
“This species is the ‘ Ureu-yutu’ of the Indians. Its eggs are 

coloured of a beautiful dark blue.’’—E. B. 

2. CRYPTURUS CINEREUS (Gm.). 
Chamicuros and Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
‘« This species is heard nearly everywhere, but seldom seen, owing to 

its habit of skulking about on the ground amongst tangled masses of 
bush. The eggs, of a polished texture and dark chocolate-brown in 
colour, are deposited in a nest on the ground. This Tinamou is called 
‘ Yana-yutu’ by the Indians.’—E. B. 

3. CRYPTURUS PILEATUS (Bodd.). 
Tinamus parvirostris, Scl. & Saly. P. Z. 8. 1867, p. 724. 
Chyavetas (Bartlett). 
The single specimen brought home by Mr. Bartlett was named from 
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an example in the British Museum called 7. parvirostris by Mr. Gray, 
but is by no means identical with the true C. parvirostris of Wagler, 
which resembles C. tataupa in coloration. Of Wagler’s species we 
have three specimens. 

4. CRYPTURUS BARTLETTI, sp. nov. 

Supra ochraceo-brunneus, dorso toto et alis extus nigro transfas- 
ciatis, cervice postica murino-brunnea: pileo nigro, capitis 
lateribus fuscescentibus: subtus cervinus, ventre medio albo : 
hypochondriis et tectricibus caude inferioribus fusco undulatis : 
gula pure alba: remigibus supra nigricantibus, subtus cinereis, 
tectricibus inferioribus albis: rostro plumbeo, mandibula infe- 
riore flavida: pedibus obscuris: long. tota 9, ale 5:5, caude 
15, tarsi 1*7 poll. Angl. 

Hab. Peruvia orient. 
Mus. 8.-G. et Inst. Smithson. 
Obs. Proximus O. variegato, sed rostro breviore et cervice undi- 

que non castanea. 

Mr. Bartlett obtained specimens of this Tinamou at Santa Cruz 
dela Sierra. The collection of the Smithsonian Institution contains 
a single skin of the same bird, obtained by Prof. Orton at Pebas. 

“Santa Cruz. ‘Feri-ring’ of the Peruvians. Eggs of a dull choco- 
late-brown.”’—E. B. ; 

5. CRYPTURUS ADSPERSUs (Temm.). 

Santa Cruz (Bartlett). 
“This is the ‘ Punguana’ or ‘ Fung-fung-fa’ of the Indians. I 

only obtained a single example of it.’’—E. B. 

March 18, 1873. 

The Viscount Walden, F.R.S., President, in the Chair, 

The following report by the Secretary on the additions to the 
Society's Menagerie during the month of February 1873 was 
read :— 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Mena- 
gerie during the month of February 1873 was 123, of which 2 were 
by birth, 22 by presentation, 25 by purchase, 73 by exchange, and 
1 received on deposit. The total number of departures during the 
same period, by death and removals, was 85. 

The most noticeable additions during the month were :— 
1. Four Orange-bellied Parrakeets (Huphema aurantia, Gould, 

B. of Austr. v. pl.39) from South Australia, purchased February 11th. 
These are the first examples of this beautiful Huphema that we have 
ever received alive. 

2. A Red Tiger cat (Felis aurata, Temminck) from the Gold Coast 
of West Africa, presented ‘on the same day by Mr. C. S. Salmon, 
date Acting Administrator of the Gold Coast, who states that it was 
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Sali about six months ago about 30 miles from Cape-Coast 
own. 
Mr. Elliot* has lately proved, from a comparison of typical 

specimens, that Temminck’s name, Felis aurata, belongs to this 
African species, and not to the Asiatic Golden Tiger cat, to which 
it has been usually referred, but which, in accordance with -this 
view, has been named, in the Revised List of Vertebrates, Felis 
moormensis (ibid. p. 39). 

Felis rutila is the name under which this African species is 
generally known, being that given to it by Mr. Waterhouse before 
this Society in 1842. 

The present specimen belongs to a rather dark variety with 
beautiful rose-coloured spots, as will be seen from the accompanying 
sketch by Mr. Keulemans (Plate XXVII.). 

3. Three female Scaup Ducks, presented by Mr. R. Swinhoe, 
F.Z.S., H.B.M. Consul at Ningpo, and received February 22nd. 

Mr. Swinhoe has sent us an interesting notice of these Ducks, 
which he is inclined to refer to Fuligula mariloides of Vigors. This 
paper will be read at a subsequent meeting, when the skins of two of 
them, which we have lost since their arrival, will also be exhibited. 

a 

A communication was read from Dr. J. Macdonald, F.R.S., 
Staff-Surgeon R.N., containing descriptions of two Sharks taken off 
Flinders Island, Bass’s Straits, during the voyage of H.MLS. 
‘Herald’ in the South Seas. 

During the voyage of this vessel systematic notes of the numerous 
Sharks and Rays obtained from time to time had been taken by the 
late Mr. F. M. Rayner, the surgeon of the ship, whilst Dr. Macdonald 
had made careful drawings of them for future reference. Mr. Rayner 
had also preserved the jaws, pieces of the skin, and the intestinal 
valve of every specimen. Indeed it had been fully intended to 
arrange the whole into a system, making as near an approach to a 
monograph of the cartilaginous fishes of the South-western Pacific 
as would be possible, without introducing genera and species which 
had not actually been seen. Circumstances, however, had interfered 
with this project; and Mr. Rayner’s valuable preparations had been 
deposited in the Museum of the Royal Naval Hospital at Haslar, 
while the collection of drawings and the notes had been retained. 
From this source had been derived a short paper on Galeocerdus 
rayneri, and another on Heptranchus griseus, already published in 
the ‘ Proceedings of the Zoological Society’+. The present paper 
contained descriptions, 1st, of a specimen of Acanthias vulgaris with 
a double-yelked ovum and two embryos, and of a species of Galeus, 
both obtained off Flinders Island, Bass’s Straits. 

The following papers were read :— 

FD Zeealorl, ps 159. 
Tt See P. Z. 8. 1868, pp. 368 & 371, pls. xxxii. & xxxiii. 
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1. Note on the Gazelles of India and Persia, with Description 
of a new Species. By W. T. Buanrorp, C.M.Z.S. 

[Received February 27, 1873.] 

India is the extreme eastern limit in Southern Asia of the genus 
Gazella, this form being one of the numerous African types which, 
although occurring in the Indian peninsula, do not pass to the 
eastward of the Bay of Bengal. The Indian Gazelle, however, 
differs to an important extent in its distribution from the other 
Antelopes of the Indian plains. It extends less to the eastward in 
India, whilst recent researches have shown it to have a considerable 
extension to the westward in the countries bordering on India. 
This peculiarity in the distribution is also connected with the 
circumstance that, whilst the remaining antelopes of the Indian 
plains, viz. Antilope cervicapra, Portax pictus, and Tetraceros 
quadricornis, differ widely in specific and even in generic characters 
from any of their African ailies, and are unconnected with the latter 
by any existing forms in the intervening tracts of Persia and Arabia, 
the Gazelle of India is only just specifically separable from the 
nearly allied species in Northern Africa, and cognate races extend 
throughout the intervening country of South-western Asia. The 
Nilgai, Four-horned Antelope, and Indian- Antelope are, in fact, 
records of a time when India was connected with Africa across the 
now intervening ocean, whilst Gazella bennetti is in all probability 
a comparatively recent immigrant into Southern Asia. 

In my recent journey through Baluchistan and Persia, I have 
obtained some fresh and interesting evidence as to the extension of 
the Indian Gazelle to the westward, and of the range in Southern 
and South-western Persia of the Persian Gazelle, G. subgutturosa. 
I have also procured from the edge of the Sistan desert a specimen 
(unfortunately only a female) of a form which, at the first glance, 
struck me as novel. Since returning to England, Sir Victor Brooke 
has confirmed my opinion that this belongs to an hitherto undescribed 
Gazelle, belonging to the type of Gazella dorcas and G. bennetti. I 
ought to add that I have for some years past, in India, paid particular 
attention to the range of G. dennetti in that country; and I shall 
endeavour in the present paper to give what is known on the 
subject. 

1. GAZELLA SUBGUTTUROSA. 

The Persian Gazelle* is entirely restricted to the high land of 
Persia, and is, so far as I know, not found either on the plains of 
Mesopotamia or on the coasts of the Persian Gulf and Arabian Sea. 
It is pretty generally known that in Persia the land rises somewhat 
rapidly, at a distance usually of 100 to 150 miles from the sea, into 
ranges of mountains varying in height from 8,000 or 10,000 to 
15,000 and even 18,000 feet, beyond which again, after passing 

* For many details as to the distribution of this animal I am indebted to my 
friend Major St. John, R.E. 
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many broad valleys, separated by minor ridges, a central plain is 
reached at an elevation of about 3000 feet above the sea. Gazella 
subgutturosa inhabits especially the valleys and plains between the 
mountain-ranges from about 3000 to 7000 feet, ranging higher in 
summer and descending to lower elevations in winter, but keeping 
generally within the limits I have named. To what extent it extends 
over the central desert I am unable to say ; but it probably occurs 
through a large portion of it, unless it is replaced by the new species 
presently to be described. 

Map showing the known and supposed ranges of several species of 
Gazelle. 

is! 

SX 
SSS 

‘th 

\ Possible range of G. fuscifrons. 

= Range of G. bennetti. 

Yo the north-west this Gazelle is certainly found as far as Tabriz, 
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perhaps somewhat further. Its northern limit is ill known ; but it is 
probably the Gazelle of Meshed and Herat. On the east it extends 
nearly to the frontier of India; it is common in parts of Afghan- 
istan; and specimens from Kandahar exist in the Museum of the 
Asiatic Society in Calcutta. 

2. GAZELLA BENNETTI. 

The distribution of this Gazelle in India is the following. It is 
found throughout the Panjab, North-west Provinces, Rajputana, 
Sindh (unless replaced in part by the next species), Kachh, Kathi- 
awad, Gujrat, and the whole Bombay Presidency, with the exception 
of the western ghats and the low land or Konkan along the western 
coast south of the neighbourhood of Daman. It is also met with 
in the Narbada and Tapti valleys, Bandelkand, the Son valley, and 
Rewah, in the Nagpur and Chanda country, Berar, the Hydrabad 
territories, and other parts of Southern India, with the complete 
exception of the Malabar coast and the adjacent hills. Jerdon says 
it is found “throughout India in suitable localities, unknown in 
Lower Bengal and the Malabar coast,’”’ and leaves it to be inferred 
that the Gazelle is met with on the plains in the southern portion of 
the peninsula; but, according to Col. M‘Masters (‘ Notes on Jer- 
don’s Mammals,’ p. 141), none are known to occur much south of 
the Krishna river; and Col. Douglas Hamilton, another good au- 

thority, assures me that this agrees with his own experience. 
Its eastern limit may be roughly drawn by a line from Dinapur to 
Jabalpur, and thence due south till it intersects the east coast of 
India*. It is, so far as I know, wanting in the Ganges valley east 
of Benares, in Eastern Behar, the Santal Parganahs, Chutia Nagpur, 
Birbhum, &c., Chhatisgarh, the Mahanadi valley, Orissa, Bastar, 
and the east coast generally north of the river Krishnat. The 
Nilgai, Four-horned Antelope, and Indian Antelope range to the east 
of this line, all being found in suitable localities nearly as far east as the 
longitude of Calcutta; and the last-named occurs in Lower Bengal, 
and even in the western confines of Assam. In short, the Gazelle 
inhabits the portions of India which I have elsewhere (J. A. S. B. 
1870, vol. xxxix. pt. ii. p. 336) specified as the Panjab province, and 
the Gangetic and Deccan subprovinces of the Indian province, with 
the northern portion of the Madras subprovince ; whilst it is wanting 
in the Bengal subprovince of the Indian province, in the provinces 
of Malabar and Eastern Bengal, and probably in the southern part of 
the Madras subprovince. 

Hitherto G. dennetti has not, so far as I am aware, been known 
to range west of India; but in the course of my recent journey 
through Baluchistan I obtained a specimen of a Gazelle (a male) at 
Bampur, about 450 miles west of the Indian frontier, which appears 
to me undistinguishable from the Indian species. The coloration 

* T may be in error as to the exact limit; but I think the above is a close 
approximation. 

t+ Amongst other animals the range of which in India is, so far as I know, 
nearly coextensive with that of the Gazelle, are the two species of Sand-Grouse, 
Prerocles exustus and Pt. fasciatus, and the Indian Bustard, Hupodotis edwardsi2. 
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is identical; and the horns only differ in being a little more curved 
backwards, and in the curve, as viewed from the front, being a little 
more lyrate. The differences, however, are insignificant. I have 
little doubt that I saw the same Gazelle (easily distinguishable 
even at a distance, by its colour, from G. subgutturosa) throughout 
the portion of Baluchistan which I traversed near the sea; and I 
think it highly probable that it is the same species which, as I am 
informed by Major St. John, is found along the whole north-east 
coast of the Persian Gulf to Bushire*. It appears most likely that 
the range of G. bennetti in this direction will be found nearly to 
correspond with that of Coracias indica and probably some other 
Indian forms, which appear to extend as far as the head of the 
Persian Gulf. 

Blyth, in his ‘ Catalogue of the Mammalia in the Museum of the 
Asiatic Society (Caleutta),’ and Jerdon, in his ‘ Mammals of India,’ 
refer under G. bennetii to a Gazella christii, Gray ; and Jerdon’s 
remarks are so interesting that I extract them. He writes :— 

“Gazella christii, Gray, from Sindh and Cutch, is said to be 
paler in colour, and with the horns more slender and smaller than in 
the Indian Gazelle, and with the points abruptly bent inwards. 
This is joined by Blyth to G. bennetiz. I have seen one or two heads 
of Gazelles, considered distinct from the Chikarat, calied ‘the desert 
Antelope,’ smaller and with the horns more bent forwards. I only 
looked on them at the time as a dwarf or stunted Chikara; but it is 
possible that there may be another species extending from Beloo- 
chistan across Sindh into the plains of Rajpootana, either G. sub- 
gutturosa or G. christii, if distinct from G. bennetit. Indeed Mr. 
Blyth, in a note p. 172 of his Catalogue (transposed with another 
on the opposite page), says, ‘An animal marked Gazella christit, 
Gray, in the London United-Service Museum, appeared to me to be 
G. subgutturosa. It was labelled from Sindh, but might have been 
brought thither from beyond the passes.’ ” 

So far as I have been able to find, no animal was ever described 
by Dr. Gray as Gazella christtit. The name is mentioned as MS. 
in the Catalogue of the specimens of Mammalia in the British 
Museum, part. iii. Ungulata furcipeda, published in 1852, p. 63, as 
a synonym of G. bennetti. Whence Dr. Jerdon obtained his 
information as to the locality and characters of G. christii, I have 
not been able to learn; and Sir V. Brooke, who has an extensive 
knowledge of the subject, informs me that he has not met with the 
name elsewhere. 

* Major St. John assures me that the Bushire species is certainly not G. sub- 
guiturosa, that it is a redder Gazelle than that is, and that the female has horns. 
There are Gazelles on one at least of the Persian-Gulf islands; but they are said 
to have been introduced from the Arabian coast. 

+ The Hindustani name for the Gazelle; more correctly Chinkara, but the n 
is nasal and often scarcely sounded. 

t I at first thought this might have been a Sistan Antelope, named after 
Captain Christie, the first Englishman who traversed Sistan. But the name 
appears to have been given after Dr. Turnbull Christie, who presented speci- 
mens to the British Museum. 
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I, some years since, obtained heads of the Gazelle from Kachh, 
through Mr. A. B. Wynne of the Geological Survey, and I found 
them identical in all respects with those from Central India. Re- 
cently Dr. Stoliczka, in his ‘ Notice of the Mammals and Birds 
inhabiting Kachh,” J. A. S. B. 1872, vol. xli. part ii. p. 229, has 
also identified the Kachh Gazelle with G. bennetti. We may 
therefore, I think, safely dismiss all idea of G. christii being any thing 
distinct from G. bennetti. The specimen formerly in the United 
Service Institution’s Museum appears to have been presented to 
some other museum when the small collection of zoological speci- 
mens formerly belonging to the Institution was dispersed; and I 
have not been able to trace it. 

At the same time, the heads of Gazelles noticed by Jerdon with 
the horns more bent forward may possibly have belonged to the 
next species, which should in that case be looked for in the deserts 
of the Indus plains and Rajputana. 

Head of Gazella fuscifrons § . 

3. GAZELLA FUSCIFRONS, sp. nov. 

G. cornibus femine subobsolete annulatis, superne valde antice cur- 
vatis ; dorso ochraceo; fronte et linea nigrescente a basi cornu 
utriusque antice producta nigrescentibus ; regione nasali supe- 
riore maculaque elongata utrinque ad genas subnigris, facie 
reliqua isabellina; auribus extus isabellinis, intus albescentibus, 
dimidio superiore fusco marginatis ; cetera similis G. bennetti. 

Hab. circum Jalk, ad oram meridionalem desertorum Drangianam 
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(vel Sistan) a Gedrosia (Baluchistan) sejungentium. Forsan et in 
ipsa Drangiana invenienda. 

Coloration.—Forehead black, mixed with brown, the black being 
purest at the base of the horns, and in two points descending about 
14 inch from each horn towards the nose. A black patch about 
2 inches long on the top of the nose (separated from the forehead- 
patch*? and) not extending to the nostrils. A mixed brown and 
black line from the anterior angle of the eye to the side of the upper 
lip. All round the eye (with the exception of the anterior angle) 
and a broad band from above the eye to the muzzle, including the 
nostrils, isabelline. A few long black hairs above the eye. Re- 
mainder of the face fawn-coloured. Lars isabelline-fawn exteriorly, 
dirty-whitish within, the upper half with a dark brown edge outside. 

The general colour of the back is ochraceous, rather yellower than 
in the allied species. The tips of the hairs are of this colour, which 
may be specified as yellowish fawn, the whole basal portion being 
pale fawn-colour without any yellow. The centre of the back 
appears scarcely darker than the sides; the posterior edge of the 
dorsal colour on the rump is a little darker, but not much ; and the 
margin of the fawn-colour is well defined everywhere against the 
white of the under parts. Tail and knee-brushes black ; hair at the 
backs of the feet from the fetlock (metacarpal and metatarsal) joints to 
the hoof, and between the division of the toes in front, dark brown. 
Fur.—The hair is both thicker and longer in the specimen before 

me than in skins of G. bennetti and G. subgutturosa. This may 
partly be due to the date (March 15) when the specimen described 
was shot—but not entirely, I think. 
Horns.—The horns near the base are nearly parallel, and they 

only diverge very slightly throughout, curving a little inwards 
towards the tips. They gently bend backwards near the base, and then 
forwards, the anterior curve being steady, not sudden. Except at the 
extreme tip, they are distinctly though very bluntly ringed throughout. 

It may fairly be assumed that the curve in the male is similar, 
but more pronounced. 

The following dimensions were taken on the body before skin- 
ning :— 

ft. in. ft. in. 
Length, nose to between ears ..........+,-..+5- Okt 
Length, between ears to top of shoulder (wither) .. 1 0 
Length, top of shoulder to insertion of tail........ 1 9 
Lenethvat tals tn sca > neler. se tignts om 0 6 
Length, Hairs.at eth OF tall anal) se aisle nin 0 

Total length from tip of nose to end of tail ............ 4 0 
Length of ear measured from the orifice ............-- 0 5:6 
Bréadthvot ear Waranlat Wes ctype teks a wicvey> eps res eee race 0 2°5 
Length of body from front of shoulder torump ........ 2 0 

* In the only specimen obtained, the hair on the face between the forehead 
and nose is much worn off; and perhaps in other specimens the dark forehead 
and nose-patches may be united or nearly so. 
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ft. in. 
_ ERE. CEST, a Bod 
JSLTVCVNE S25 (a8 RO en A ae PO 1 4°5 
Length from knee to fetlock (metacarpal joint) ........ 0 6:5 
Length from fetlock to end of toe..................., 0 35 
Baie tly OMAR Ls Teh Brac St ctte alad ale eihved san ck shavdewrs sia Pahl 
Length from hock to fetlock (metatarsal joint) ........ 0 9°25 
Peas ih fram tetloek to toe eg Oe). ce eo 0 3°25 

This Gazelle is distinguished from G. bennetti, Ist, by colour. 
The face in the Indian Gazelle is nearly uniform rufescent fawn- 
colour, the parts which are black or blackish in G@. fuscifrons being 
only a little darker than the rest in G. bennetti; the back also in 
the latter is more rufescent and less yellow, and the hairs are less 
dense. 2nd, by the greater length and more strongly marked 
annulation of the horns in the female, and by their well-marked 
curvation forwards towards the extremities. The horns in the 
female of G. bennetti are smaller than those of the male to a much 
more marked extent than in G. doreas ; the new species in this respect 
agrees probably with the African, and not with the Indian type. 

From G. dorcas, G. arabica, and all allied forms the present 
species is also distinguished by the curvature-of the horns and the 
coloration, especially of the face, none having such strong dark 
patches on the forehead and nose. 

Of the habitat of this Gazelle nothing is known beyond what has 
been mentioned above. It has probably a wide extension through- 
out the deserts of Eastern Persia; and perhaps, as suggested above 
in referring to the notes by Dr. Jerdon on Gazella christii, it may 
extend into India. It probably, in Eastern Persia, inhabits the flat 
desert at a comparatively low elevation, whilst G. subgutturosa 
occurs along the bases of the hills and in the higher valleys. 

2. Contributions to a General History of the Spongiade. 
By J. S. Bownrpanx, LL.D., F.R.S., &c.—Part V.* 

[Received January 3, 1873.] 

(Plates XXVIII.-XXXI.) 

IsopicTyA MIRABILIS, Bowerbank. (Plate XXVIII.) 
Sponge virgultose. Surface smooth. Oscula simple, or very 

slightly elevated; margins thin, disposed laterally. Pores congre- 
gated in small pocilla, covered by a radial arrangement of ten conical 
sacculi, having their apices central and their bases marginal ; pocilla 
and sacculi abundantly spiculous ; porous areas arranged in shallow 
canaliculi, disposed in short irregular lines, more or less in accord- 
ance with the long axis of the sponge, bedded in a densely spiculous 

* For Part IV. see antet, p. 8, 
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matrix lining the canaliculi; spicula same as those of the skeleton. 
Dermal membrane pellucid, furnished with a unispiculous rete. 
Skeleton stout and strong; primary and secondary lines both multi- _ 
spiculous ; spicula acerate, short-and stout. Interstitial membranes 
pellucid, rarely spiculous ; spicula acerate, slender, few in number. 
Gemmules membranaceous, round or oval. 

Colour in the dried state light ochreous yellow, or pink in parts. 
Hab. East Indies (S. P. Pratt, Esq.). 
Examined in the dried state. 

I received this remarkable sponge, with several others, from my 
late friend S. P. Pratt, Esq., to whom they were sent by his son 
from the East Indies. No part of the basal portion remains by which 
we might have judged of its naturalsize. In its present condition its 
colour is light ochreous yellow, with patches of rose-colour or pink on 

some parts of its distal end; and this tint penetrates considerably below 
the dermal surface. In its present state it is very firm and strong. 

The inhalant system affords the most remarkable specific characters. 
It is elaborately constructed, and is unlike that of any other sponge 
with which I am acquainted. It consists of numerous pocilla, sunk 
beneath the dermal surface, each pocillum being covered by an ela- 
borately constructed lid or shield, contained within a circular area 
or ring of closely packed spicula, from the inner margin of which 
are projected ten conical sacculi, their apices nearly meeting at the 
centre of the circular area. Many of these areas occur singly, 
slightly sunk beneath the dermal surface, while others are seen to be 
two, three, or more in linear arrangement, in short shallow canali- 
culi; and in some cases ten or twelve are disposed in a long and fre- 
quently curved or sinuous canal. The canaliculi do not form a con- 
nected system: each, whether short or long, is unconnected with the 
adjoining ones. The canaliculi are all lined with a thin continuous 
bed or matrix, composed of closely felted spicula, of the same size 
and form as those of the skeleton, in which the inhalant organs are 
imbedded, and which connects them with the others in that linear 
series. All the canals terminate with an inhalant area; and I have 
never seen an instance of either the lining matrix or the canal 
extending beyond the terminal inhalant areas. 

The pocilla are nearly hemispherical ; and the membranes of which 
they are constructed are abundantly strengthened by numerous spi- 
cula, of the same form and size as those of the skeleton, dispersed 
over the surface. The system of conical sacculi by which a pocillum 
is protected is also abundantly furnished with spicula, which are fre- 
quently projected from the apices of the cones into the open space 
between their terminations. The external surfaces of the conical 
sacculi are completely closed, and coated by closely packed spicula ; 
but the basal portions of their inner surfaces are, for nearly half their 

length, open, as represented in fig. 8, as if a slice had been taken 
from each near the middle of its length, in a diagonal direction 
towards its base ; so that it would appear that the conical organs are 
impervious to the external water, which enters the hemispherical basin 
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beneath, through the spaces between the apices of the conical organs. 
When the inner surface of this group of radiating organs is examined, 
the basal aperture of each is usually found to be completely open ; 
but in some cases, as represented in one of them at a, fig. 8, there is 
what appears to be the remains of a closing membrane ; it is, however, 
only in a very few cases that I have observed the remains of such 
an organ. 

These singular radial organs are not present on the distal end of 
the sponge for about two inches of its length ; and I examined this 
portion of it carefully in search of pores. I found the dermal mem- 
brane in a better state of preservation than on its proximal end, and 
its reticular structure well demonstrated. A few isolated pores in an 
open condition appeared at distant intervals ; but many of these had 
more the aspect of orifices, by contraction of the membrane in dry- 
ing, than of well-defined pores. I did not find any pores open in 
the pocilla beneath the radial coverings; but this is not surprising, 
as in dead sponges the general rule is to find them closed, and the 
exception is to find them open. 

The gemmules are not numerous. I found one only in the section 
at right angles to the surface of the pocillum represented by figure 7 ; 
but in other cups taken from close to the proximal end of the 
sponge there were considerable numbers of them disposed on the 
inner surface of the membrane, and on the-outer surfaces of the 
sacculi of the disk there were a few attached to those surfaces ; but 
none were found within any of the conical sacculi, although their 
open mouths within the pocilla might have led us to expect 
to see some of them there. The gemmules are membranous, 
round or oval, semitransparent, and of a dark amber-colour, just 
such as we find in numerous other species of Isodictya. I searched 
in vain for them in the surrounding skeleton-tissues ; but I found 
solitary ones only at distant intervals attached to the reticulations of 
more distant parts of the skeleton. 

Since the above description was written, on looking over a collection 
of sponges I purchased of the late Mr. James de Carl Sowerby many 
years since, [ found another specimen of the species. It is similar 
in form to the figured one, is an inch shorter, and has neither its 
natural base nor its apex, but is rather larger in its diameter. Its 
inhalant and exhalant organs are exceedingly like those of the type 
specimen; but the latter are rather large. In their anatomical 
characters, the two specimens are in perfect accordance. 

DicryoOcyLINDRUs DENTATUS, Bowerbank. (Plate XXIX.) 
Sponge ramose, pedicelled, pedicel short and stout ; branches very 

numerous, ascending, culminating towards the apex of the sponge, 
occasionally dividing or inosculating, furnished abundantly with 
stout tooth-shaped processes. Surface smooth. Oscula simple, 
minute. Pores inconspicuous. Dermal membrane coriaceous, pro- 
fusely furnished with dentato-cylindro-hexradiate retentive and de- 
fensive spicula ; radii very short and stout; apices bi- or tridentate, 
Skeleton—spicula acuate, long and rather stout, and rarely cylin- 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXI. 21 
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drical. Interstitial membranes—spicula the same as those of the 
dermis, comparatively few in number. 

Colour, dried, light ochreous yellow. 
Hab. Nichol Bay, Australia (Mr. George Clifton). 
Examined in the dried state. 

This remarkable specimen of Dictyocylindrus is 174 inches in 
height, and its greatest breadth 7 inches; the branches appear all 
to have maintained their natural position, and several of them near 
the distal termination of the sponge are united by inosculation. 
The natural base has been preserved. The pedicel is stout and 
short, and it does not rise from the base quite 3 inches before it is 
resolved into numerous ascending branches, which divide dichoto- 
mously or trichotomously. Each of the branches is furnished with 
jumerous stout compressed tooth-shaped processes, consisting of 
converging compressed masses of skeleton-spicula pullulating from 
the axial skeleton of the branch, and entirely enveloped by the 
coriaceous dermis. The most decisive specific character of this 
sponge is undoubtedly the singular forms of spicula that abound in 
the dermal membrane, the dentato-cylindro-hexradiate defensive and 
retentive spicula. The membrane is crowded with them in all parts. 
From the shortness of their radii allowing them to assume any 
imaginable position, when mounted for examination their normal 
form is not always to be readily recognized ; but a careful observation 
soon establishes the true nature of their structure. In nearly all of 
them the number of the dental terminations of the radii vary; but the 
tridentate terminations appear mostly to predominate. Abnormal 
variations in the forms of these spicula are by no means infrequent. 

The axial skeleton of the branches fills the whole of their 
diameter, and has all the characters of a true Dictyocylindrus. It 
is rather compactly constructed; and a few slender spicula, of the 
same form as those of the skeleton, are interwoven at various angles 
with those of the great ascending column. The true structure of 
this sponge can be exhibited only in a longitudinal section. 

EcIONEMIA ACERVUS, Bowerbank. (Plate XXX.) 

Sponge massive, pedicelled (?); surface even, minutely hispid. 
Oscula simple, dispersed, few in number. Pores inconspicuous. 
Dermal membrane furnished abundantly with subtuberculated fusi- 
formi-cylindrical spicula, very minute and short. Connecting-spicula 
attenuato-expando-ternate, large, stout, and abundant, and with a 
considerable number of attenuato-recurvo-ternate spicula; shafts long, 
slender, and attenuated. Skeleton—spicula of axis fusiformi-acerate, 
very large and stout. Interstitial membranes—tension-spicula ace- 
rate, minute, and slender, numerous, and tuberculated fusiformi-cylin- 
drical, short and stout, very minute, numerous. Retentive spicula 
subsphero-attenuato-stellate; radii few and very slender, and cylindro- 
sphero-stellate radii short and numerous ; both forms very minute. 

Colour in the dried state dark brown. 
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Hab. Fiji Islands (Sir L. Home). 1n the collection of the Royal 
College of Surgeons (see ‘Catalogue of Porifera,’ part i. 1860, 
p. 127, B. 170), 

Examined in the dried state. 

The form of this sponge is somewhat like that of a pear, the 
‘basal end being the smaller one. It is 2} inches in height, and 15 
inch at its greatest diameter. The natural base of the sponge is not 
present. The fractured termination is nearly circular, and is 3 of 
an inch in diameter; and there is every appearance of its having 
been supported, when perfect, on a short stout pedicel. The surface 
is armed with numerous minute acerate or fusiformi-acerate spicula, 
which project from it about one third or half their length at right 
angles to its plane. The surface of the sponge in its present state 
has a large number of orifices, produced by the contraction of the 
tissues ; the true oscula visible are very small, of an oval form, not 
exceeding above a line in length and half a line in width, and are 

closed by the proper membrane of the organ. Immediately beneath 
the dermal membrane there is a thick stratum of membranous tissue 
and sareode, in which the triradiate heads of the connecting-spicuia 
are immersed. I could not detect in this stratum the slightest 
indication of the presence of gemmules. The dermal membrane is 
crowded with the subtuberculated fusiformi-cylindrical spicula ; and 
very few indeed of the pores were in an open condition. Some of 
these appeared to have intermarginal cavities beneath them some- 
what resembling those apparent in the dermal crust of Geodia and 
Pachymatisma ; but I could not satisfactorily determine the fact of 
their existence, the tissues in which they are situated having been 
greatly disarranged by the contraction incurred by drying; under 
more favourable circumstances it is very probable that such inter- 
marginal cavities will be found to exist. 

This sponge exhibits in its structure very nearly the extremes in 
magnitude of the spicula. While those of the skeleton and con- 
necting system are more than usually large and stout, the defensive 
ones and those of the membranous and sarcodous systems are 
unusually minute, and the stellate ones especially so, requiring a 
linear power of not less than 800 or 1000 to demonstrate their 
forms in a satisfactory manner: many of them do not exceed 77455 
inch in extreme diameter; and the fusiformi-cylindrical spicula 
average 57|y> in length by +;455 inch greatest diameter. 

The interstitial membranes are abundautly covered with sarcode, 
in which there are a vast number of spherical nucleated cells, 
varying in diameter from 52,, inch to ,>4,;5 inch. 

EcIoneMIA DENSA, Bowerbank. (Plate XXX.) 

Sponge massive or subcyathiform, sessile; surface sinuous and 
uneven, asperated. Oscula simple, dispersed. Pores inconspicuous, 
Dermal membrane thin, pellucid, abundantly spiculous; spicula 
tuberculated, subeylindrical, occasionally fusiform, short and minute. 
Skeleton-fasciculi numerous and large ; spicula fusiformi-cylindrical, 
long and stout, variable in form and proportion. Connecting-spicula 

21* 
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attenuato-expando-ternate, rarely patento-ternate; radii short and 
stout, occasionally cylindrical. Interstitial membranes—tension- 
spicula acerate, small and slender, few in number, and tuberculated, 
subcylindrical, the same as those of the dermal membrane. Reten- 
tive spicula: attenuato-stellate, radii spinous; cylindro-sphero- 
stellate, radii spinous; and cylindro-sphero-stellate, radii short and 
spineless. 

Colour, in the dried state, ochreous yellow. 
Hab. Fiji Islands (Sir Everard Home). Museum Royal College 

of Surgeons. Catalogue of Porifera, part i. 1860, p. 127, B. 171. 
Examined in the dried state. 

This sponge, 23 inches in height and 2 inches greatest diameter, 
is massive but inclined to be cyathiform, and it has apparently been 
attached by its base to a small oval pebble. In the dried condition, 
the ternate heads of the connecting-spicula project beyond the 
surface of the dermal membrane, imparting an asperated sensation 
to the touch; this character, it is probable, would not exist in the 

living sponge. 
In consequence of the destruction of the greater part of the 

dermal membrane, the oscula are not very readily to be distin- 
guished ; but the few that are apparent are small and simple in their 
structure. 

The dermal membrane, when mounted in Canada balsam and 
examined with a power of 160 linear, appears almost opaque 
from the profusion of the tuberculated subcylindrical spicula with 
which it is furnished ; they are irregularly but very closely packed 
in a single stratum on its internal surface; an average-sized one 
measured, length 5; inch, diameter 755 inch. When exceeding 
the ordinary size, they are frequently somewhat fusiform. 

The skeleton-spicula are irregular in their size and proportions, 
and frequently have a sudden decrease of diameter at the distal 
termination two or three times their own diameter from the apex ; 
and sometimes this contraction may be observed at both terminations 
of a spiculum. 

The retentive spicula of the interstitial membranes afford excellent 
specific characters. The attenuato-stellate ones have their radii 
always more or less spinous: sometimes their apices only are thus 
armed; but in their fully developed state the spination extends over 
every part of them. There are two distinct forms of cylindro- 
sphero-stellate spicula:—one in which the central sphere is com- 
paratively small, and which has the cylindrical radii spinous; the 
other in which the central sphere is largely produced, and the 
cylindrical radii are perfectly smooth. These varieties of sphero- 
stellate spicula are perfectly distinct and permanent, and never 
appear to graduate into each other. ‘These stellate forms are very 
abundant, but they are not readily to be detected in situ without the 
section being immersed in Canada balsam, in consequence of the great 
density of the sarcodous tissues. They are mixed together and are 
irregularly dispersed on the interstitial tissues ; and along with them 
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there are a few of the tuberculated subcylindrical spicula that are so 
abundant on the dermal membrane. 

DicryocyLinpRvs seTosus, Bowerbank. (Plate XXX.) 

Sponge fan-shaped, branching dichotomously, pedicel short ; sur- 
face setose; setee long and very numerous, usually simple, some- 
times branching dichotomously, projected ascendingly, composed of 
humerous stout acerate spicula disposed in paraliel lines. Oscula 
and pores inconspicuous. Dermal membrane pellucid, spiculous ; 
spicula acerate, like those of the sete, few, dispersed. Skeleton— 
spicula of the axis cylindrical, long, somewhat slender, and more or 
less flexuous. Interstitial inembranes abundantly spiculous ; spicula 
acerate, the same as those of the sete, occasionally reticulating. 

Colour, in the dried state, ochreous yellow. 
Hab. Bere Regis, Devonshire (Mr. John Quekett). Museum 

Royal College of Surgeons. Catalogue of Porifera, part i. 1860, 
pels; Batl7. 

Examined in the dried state. 
The sponge is 53 inches high and 6 inches broad. It is of a 

thick and somewhat irregular fan-shape, and the whole of the 
sponge, excepting the short pedicel, is thickly covered with sete, 
which are frequently as long as the diameter of the branch, and 
nearly equal in diameter throughout their whole length; they 
terminate rather obtusely, occasionally dividing dichotomously near 
the distal termination. The spicula of which they are composed are 
about half the length and twice the diameter of those of the 
skeleton-axis. 

Where the spaces between the branching sete are somewhat wide, 
the interstitial structures frequently assume very much the aspect of 
a Halichondroid reticulation; but towards the terminations of the 
setz their spicula are dispersed on the interstitial membranes in the 
same manner as those of the dermal membrane. 

I am strongly of opinion that the habitat assigned to D. setosus in 
the ‘ Catalogue of Porifera,’ part i. 1860, p. 118, B. 117, is erroneous, 
and that the sponge there described is not a British species; and I 
believe that the habitat “‘ Bere Regis ” should have been applied to 
a specimen of Dictyocylindrus hispidus which Mr. Quekett informed 
me he had found on the coast of Devonshire. I saw specimens of 
that species in his possession, and I have one in my collection which 
he then presented to me. In accordance with these facts, I have, in 
my description of D. hispidus, vol. ii. p. 108, Monograph of British 
Spongiade, given his authority for the coast of Devonshire as a 
habitat of the species. It is most probable that the habitat ‘ Bere 
Regis” should have been applied to the sponge B. 118, p. 119, of 
the Catalogue, which seems from the description to be a specimen of 
D. hispidus, Bow., or Halichondria hispidus, Johnston. 
When I described and named the sponge D. setosus at the 

Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, Mr. Quekett tuld me 
that the locality was unknown, and I entered it so in my MS. 
description ; and he took notes regarding it from my description of it 
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at the time, from which it appears to me that the description of the 
sponge D. setosus in the museum was taken. 

I have a perfect remembrance that at the time that I was working 
at the sponges in the museum there was no British species in the 
collection with which I was not previously well acquainted. I may 
also add that, although I have since examined numerous species of 
sponges from the coasts of Dorset, Devon, and Cornwall, I have 
never seen another specimen of D. setosus from those or any other 
locality. 

PacHYMATISMA INCONSPICUA, Bowerbank. (Plate XXXI.) 

Sponge massive, sessile; surface even, furnished sparingly with 
small acerate defensive spicula. Oscula unknown. Pores congre- 
gated, Dermal membrane spiculous ; tension-spicula acerate, small ; 
retentive spicula attenuato-stellate, small, and very abundant, and 
cylindro-stellate, minute, and few in number, Skeleton—radial im- 
mediately beneath the dermal crust for the length of the connecting- 
spicula, irregular beneath ; spicula subfusiformi-acerate, stout and 
long. Connecting-spicula attenuato-super-expando-ternate, large 
and long, with very rarely slender porrecto-ternate or recurvo- 
ternate spicula. Interstitial membranes abundantly spiculous ; re- 
tentive spicula acerate, flexuous, very long and slender; retentive 
spicula the same as those of the dermal membrane, very numerous. 
Ovaria spherical, depressed. 

Colour, in the dried state, light fawn. 
Hab. South Seas (Sir Everard Home). 
Examined in the dried state. 

This sponge is in the collection of the Royal College of Surgeons, 
London. It was brought, I believe, from the South Sea by Sir E. 

Home. It is nearly 3 inches in length. A section from the basal 
end at right angles to its long axis presented a figure approaching to 
au oblong of the dimensions of 17 inch by ? of an inch. The 
natural attachment of the sponge is not preserved ; but there is every 
appearance of its having been a sessile species. 

To the unassisted eye the surface appears smooth; but by the aid 
of an inch lens it is seen to be covered with minute puncta, 
indicating the intermarginal cavities beneath, and a few small acerate 
defensive spicula are projected for a short distance beyond the 
surface. When a thin section from the surface is immersed in 
Canada balsam, and viewed by transmitted light with a power of 
about 100 linear, the pores are seen to be congregated over the 
intermarginal cavities, and the pellucid membrane of the areas in 
which they are situated is furnished with a few small acerate tension- 
spicula, and it is crowded with the attenuato-stellate retentive 
spicula; but without the aid of Canada balsam the latter forms of 
spicula are invisible amidst the sarcode that lines the inner surface 
of the membrane. 

The skeleton-structure immediately beneath the dermal crust of 
the sponge is quite as regularly radiate as that of a Geodia; and this 
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regularity does not extend beyond the length of the shafts of the 
connecting-spicula ; all beneath that point to the centre of the 
sponge is entirely devoid of regularity. The intermarginal spaces 
and the interstitial membranes within them are crowded with the 
stellate retentive spicula ; but below the terminations of the retentive 
spicula they were comparatively few in number, and in the inner and 
central parts of the sponge they are rarely, if ever, to be found. 
The retentive stellate spicula are of two descriptions. ‘The attenuato- 
stellate ones are small and nearly uniform in size, a few large ones 
occasionally appearing among them. The cylindro-stellate ones are 
very minute, not exceeding one third or one fourth the diameter of 
the average-sized attenuato-stellate ones. 

I did not succeed in finding the slender porrecto-ternate or 
recurvo-ternate spicula in situ; but a few fragments of each were 
found among the spicula obtained by the aid of nitric acid. By the 
same means also I detected the presence in the sponge of a few 
deltoid spicula. 

PacHYMATISMA CONTORTA, Bowerbank. (Plate XXXI.) 

Sponge branching ; branches irregular, short, stout, anastomosing ; 
surface undulating. Oscula simple, dispersed, small. Pores incon- 
spicuous. Skeleton-spicula acerate, large and long, and occasion- 
ally acuate, large and long. Connecting-spicula attenuato-patento- 
ternate, rare and very variable in size. Interstitial membranes— 
tension-spicula acerate, short and stout ; retentive spicula attenuato- 
stellate, comparatively large, and attenuato-sphero-stellate, minute ; 
radii more or less acutely conical. Ovaria obtusely oval, slightly 
depressed, component cuneiform spicula small and slender. 

Colour, in the dried state, light brown. 
Hab. Fiji Islands (Sir Everard Home). See Catalogue of Pori- 

fera in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, part i. 1860, 
p- 126, B. 166. 

The short branches of this sponge vary in diameter from 3 to 9 
lines, and in the greater part of the sponge are so much anastomosed 
as to almost form an irregular mass. The surface is somewhat 
uneven and undulating; and in some of the most protected parts 
there are a few spicula that project from between the ovaria ; but the 
specimen has so many fragments of parasitical sponges attached to 
it as to render the slight proofs of its hispid character doubtful. 
The oscula are few in number, and the largest was scarcely a line in 
diameter. I could not determine the characters of the pores, in 
consequence of the destruction of the dermal membrane by weather- 
ing or washing. The dermal crust of the sponge is hard and very 
compact, and in some parts attains a thickness of nearly a line. 
The radiating structure immediately beneath the dermal crust, so 
striking and characteristic in the greater number of the species of 
this genus, is in this species almost obsolete; and the irregular 
central portion of the interstitial tissues extends in many places quite 
to the inner surface of the dermal crust; while in other parts the 
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radial structure prevails in patches only, and the connecting-spicula 
are comparatively rare, and frequently in an imperfectly developed 
condition. 

The skeleton is abundantly spiculous ; the two forms, the acerate 
and acuate, are indiscriminately mixed in its structure; but the 
former prevail to a much greater extent than the latter ones. 

The short stout tension-spicula of the interstitial structures are 
unusually large and strong; they are very numerous, and are 
irregularly dispersed on all parts of the membranes. The two forms 
of stellate retentive spicula are very abundant, and are irregularly 

dispersed over all parts of the membranes. ‘The larger of the two, 
the attenuato-stellate ones, are very numerous; they vary to some 
extent in size and in the number of their radii; the one represented 
by fig. 11, Plate XXXI., is a very fully developed specimen. The 
minute sphero-stellate spicula also vary somewhat in their size and 
form, the radii in some being much more conical than in others ; and 
they are very much more numerous than those of the larger form. 

The sponge is evidently an adult specimen, as nearly all the 
ovaries are in the solid or exhausted condition, and very few im- 
mature ones were observed on the more deeply seated parts of the 
interstitial membranes. 

GropIA PARASITICA, Bowerbank. (Plate XXXI.) 

Sponge sessile, coating ; surface even or slightly nodose, smooth. 
Dermal membrane translucent, furnished abundantly with minute 
sphero-stellate spicula. Connecting-spicula attenuato-subpatento- 
ternate, fewin number. Oscula simple, dispersed (?), few in number. 
Pores congregated, porous areas abundantly furnished with small 
sphero-stellate retentive and defensive spicula; radii numerous, 
short, acutely conical. Skeleton-spicula fusiformi-acerate, large 
and stout, numerous. Interstitial membranes—tension-spicula fusi- 
formi-acerate, small and slender; retentive spicula small, sphero- 
stellate, the same as those of dermal membrane, rather numerous. 
Ovaria globose, rather depressed. 

Colour, in the dried state, light cream-yellow. 
Hab. Unknown (Mr. Thos. Ingall). 
Examined in the dried state. 

I am indebted to my late friend Mr. Ingall for my knowledge of 
this species. It was originally, I believe, parasitical on the base of 
a coral. In its present condition it consists of fourteen fragments, 
the largest of which slightly exceeds half an inch in diameter ; when 
entire it probably covered about 13 square inch; and the thickness 
does not appear to have exceeded j of an inch in any part. The 
surface has evidently been uneven, with one or more nodular 
elevations. The surface is smooth, and there does not appear to 
have been any large or small spicula projected beyond it. A few 
oscula were apparent on the fragments, two of which were nearly 
one tenth of an inch in diameter; and on one fragment there was 
apparently the remains of a portion of a sunken area, which may 
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have had a small collection of oscula at the bottom of it originally ; 
but the dilapidated condition of the specimen allows of nothing 
more definite than a conjecture on the subject. The porous areas 
were not evenly dispersed over the surface ; and two or three small 
groups of them only were apparent, marked by the usual pitted 
appearance that indicated the presence beneath of the intermarginal 
cavities. On this portion of the specimen the dermal membrane 
was in a tolerably perfect condition, and contained an abundance of 
minute sphero-stellate spicula, like those of the interstitial mem- 
branes, in which they were also rather abundant. These minute 
organs are very characteristic of this a The spherical centre 
of a fully developed one measured 555 inch diameter, and the 
spiculum between the extreme apices y;'y5 inch. They are very 
similar in form to the sphero-stellate spicula of Tethea lyncurium, 
but are very much more minute, and the number of the radii is 
much greater ; but they resemble those of 7’. dyncurium very much in 
their conical form. I have not before found this form of spiculum 
in the sarecode of a Geodia. The diameter of a fully developed 
ovarium was z4,, inch. The cuneiform spicula of which they are 
composed are large in proportion to the size of the ovarium, and the 
the distal extremities are much angulated. 

Grop1A PAUPERA, Bowerbank. (Plate XXXI.) 

' Sponge massive, coating ; surface even, smooth. Oscula simple ; 
congregated in depressed areas. Pores congregated. Dermal mem- 
brane thin, pellucid. Connecting-spicula attenuato-expando-ternate, 
variable in size and proportions, rather few in number. Skeleton 
abundantly spiculous ; spicula fusiformi-acerate, comparatively small 
and short. Interstitial membranes—tension-spicula subfusiformi- 
acerate, small and slender ; retentive spicula cylindro-stellate, variable 
in size and structure, and very minute cylindro-stellate ; radii short 
and stout. Ovaria globose; cuneiform spicula of adult specimens 
comparatively large, distal ends prominently angulated. 

Colour, in the dried state, cream-white. 
Hab, Unknown. 
Examined in the dried state. 

I am indebted to Mr. Jeremiah Slade for my knowledge of this 
species. It was purchased at a public sale of specimens of natural his- 
tory from various localities. It is based on an irregular mass of coral, 
an Astrea, about 4 inches in diameter, on which has grown a speci- 
men of Gorgonia flabellum and a compound tunicated mollusk ; the 
latter has very nearly covered the Geodia, which is about 2 chic in 
length, and rather exceeding an inch in breadth. The specimen has 
suffered much by maceration, and nearly the whole of the dermal 
membrane has been destroyed; the little that remained was thin 
and translucent, but in such a condition as to afford no other 
specific characters. In sections made at right angles to the dermal 
surface, large intermarginal cavities were apparent, passing through 
the dermal crust from its outer to its inner surface, which is covered 
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by a thick layer of indurated sarcode. The distal ends of these 
organs are protected by an irregular fringe of small fusiformi-sub- 
acuate or acerate external defensive spicula. These conditions of the 
dermal crust and the intermarginal cavities unmistakably indicate 
the congregation of the pores on the dermal membrane. 

The oscula are few in number ; they are congregated in a slightly 
depressed area; the largest does not exceed the tenth of an inch in 
diameter. The connecting-spicula are comparatively small and few 
in number; they do not penetrate the dermal crust, but their 
ternate terminations are closely applied to the proximal surface of 
the stratum of indurated sarcode immediately beneath the dermal 
crust. The greater portion of them are subexpando-ternate ; but 
some of them are nearly patento-ternate. They vary in length from 
about 4, to J; inch. The fusiformi-acerate spicula of the skeleton 
are very numerous; they average 3); inch in length, while the fusi- 
formi-acerate tension ones, which are abundantly intermixed with 
them, seldom exceed +}, inch in length. 

The two forms of cylindro-stellate retentive spicula differ con- 
siderably in size. ‘Two of them, imbedded closely adjoining each 
other in the interstitial membranes, measured from the distal 
extremities of their opposite radii as follows :—the largest one =7454 
inch extreme diameter, the minute cylindro-stellate form 5,/5, inch 
extreme diameter, while the radii in each were nearly of the same 
diameter. They do not appear to pass into each other by variations 
in the proportional length of the radii, but each variety seems to 
adhere to nearly the same dimensions ; neither do they appear to 
occupy particular positions on the tissues, but are irregularly dis- 
persed over the interstitial membranes. 

The adult ovaries are perfectly globular, or very slightly depressed 
at the foramen; they measure 4, inch in diameter; the cunei- 
form spicula of which they are composed are comparatively large, 
and the distal extremities are strongly developed and are very 
angular. Ovaria in all stages of development were present in 
abundance in all parts of the interior of the sponge. The structural 
peculiarities of the ovaries in this species are more than usually 
beautiful when viewed with a power of about 700 linear. The 
distal termination of each spiculum in the adult specimens presents 
an acutely angulated stellate appearance, closely resembling a five- or 
six-rayed star, the radii of which are acutely conical, cemented together 
by translucent silex, so that each ovarium resembles a beautiful crystal 
sphere, regularly ornamented with innumerable minute stelle. 

Many years have passed since I first examined this sponge, but I 
have never been fortunate enough to meet with another specimen. 

TreTHEA HISPIDA, Bowerbank. (Plate XXXI.) 

Sponge sessile (?); surface strongly and thickly hispid. Oscula 
and pores inconspicuous? Dermis abundantly spiculous ; spicula 
disposed at right angles to the surface, uniformly crowded together ; 
superfusiformi-subovo-spinulate, very minute, forming a secondary 
series of defensive spicula. Primary series of defensive spicula super- 
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fusiformi-acuate or subovo-spinulate, very large and long. Skeleton. 
spicula superfusiformi-acuate and subovo-spinulate, large and long- 
Tension-spicula superfusiformi-subovo-spinulate, small, irregularly 
dispersed, numerous. 

Colour, dried, light grey. 
Hab. Portland, Maine, N. America (Dr. Dawson, M‘Gill’s Col- 

lege, Montreal). 
Examined in the dried state. 

I received a small slice of this sponge from Prot. Dawson. From 
the curve of the surface, this specimen appears to have been about 
an inch and a half in diameter. In its present state the hispidation of 
the surface is very strongly produced, and probably much exaggerated 
by drying ; the spicula are comparatively very large and long—more 
so than those of the skeleton-fasciculi. The secondary series of de- 
fensive spicula are of the same form as those of the interstitial mem- 
branes, but not more than half their average size. The whole of the 
spicula are exceedingly fusiform, the middle of the shaft being fre- 
quently twice the diameter of the base of the spiculum. ‘The ovo- 
spinulate character prevails more or less in all the spicula, but is 
more distinctly produced in those of the interstitial membranes and 
the secondary dermal defensive ones. In the deeply seated portions 
of the skeleton-fasciculi the ovo-spinulate character is very nearly or 
quite obsolete in some of the skeleton-spicula, and in others every 
gradation of its development may be traced up to its perfect produc- 
tion. No traces of reproductive organs could be detected on any 
part of the interstitial membranes. 

The peculiarities of the organization of this sponge distinctly 
separate it from any other species with which I am acquainted. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES. 

Prats XXVIII. 
Isodictya mirabilis, Bowerbank. 

represents the type specimen, natural size. 
A small portion of a section at right angles to the dermal surface, mag- 

nified 80 linear. 
, 4. Two of the short, stout acuate skeleton-spicula, magnified 123 linear. 
One of the slender tension-spicula from the interstitial membranes, mag- 

nified 123 linear. 
3. One of the inhalant pocilla, partially closed by the radial arrangement of 

conical sacculi, magnified 61 linear. 
A section at right angles to the dermal surface of one of the inhalant 

pocilla, magnified 61 linear. 
One of the conical sacculi of the inhalant areas, exhibiting the remains 

of a membrane, which probably occasionally closed the mouth of that 
organ, magnified 80 linear. 

Puatr XXIX, 

Dictyocylindrus dentatus, Bowerbank. 

represents the type specimen, half the natural size. 
One of the branches, natural size. 
A side view of one of the dentato-cylindro-hexradiate retentive and de- 

fensive spicula from the dermal membrane, magnified 530 linear. 

Fig. 

ior) 

J 

~ 

Fig. 

ghee 
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Fig. 4. An end view of one of the dentato-cylindro-hexradiate spicula, magnified 
530 linear. 

5. A malformed specimen of the dentato-cylindro-hexradiate form of spi- 
culum, magnified 530 linear. Malformations of this spiculum are 
not uncommon. 

. An average-sized acuate skeleton-spiculum, magnified 80 linear. 

. One of the spicula from the interstitial membranes, magnified 80 linear. 

Puate XXX. 

Ecionemia acervus, Bowerbank. 

Fig. 1 represents a fully developed fusiformi-acerate skeleton-spiculum, magni- 
fied 80 linear. These spicula vary toa very considerable extent in size. 

. A full-sized attenuato-expando-ternate connecting-spiculum, magnified 
80 linear, 

10 

to 

3. A fully developed attenuato-recurvo-ternate connecting-spiculum, mag- 
80 linear. 

4, Two of the subtuberculated fusiformi-cylindrical tension-spicula from 
the dermal membrane, magnified 550 linear. 

5. One of the subsphero-attenuato-stellate retentive spicula, magnified 
530 linear. 

6. A minute cylindro-sphero-stellate retentive spiculum from the inter- 
stitial membranes, magnified 530 linear. 

By an accidental omission, one of the minute and slender acerate tension and 
external defensive spicula was not figured as intended. Those spicula are 
identical in form with the one represented by fig. 10 in the present Plate, from 
Ecionemia densa, the only difference being that those of /. acervus are much 
less in both length and diameter. 

Ecionemia densa, Bowerbank. 

Fig. 7 represents one of the fusiformi-cylindrical skeleton-spicula, magnified 
80 linear. 

8. at of the attenuato-expando-ternate connecting-spicula, magnified 80 
near. 

9. A portion of a larger specimen of an attenuato-expando-ternate connect- 
ing-spiculum, the radii of which are cylindrical, magnified 80 linear. 

10. One of the small and slender acerate tension-spicula, from the intersti- 
tial membranes, magnified 80 linear. 

11. Two of the tuberculated subcylindrical tension-spicula from the inter- 
stitial membranes, magnified 530 linear. 

12, An attenuato-stellate entirely spined retentive spiculum, magnified 530 
linear. 

13. One of the cylindro-sphero-stellate entirely spined retentive spicula, 
magnified 530 linear. 

14. A cylindro-sphero-stellate retentive spiculum, radii spineless, magnified 
530 linear. 

Dictyocylindrus setosus, Bowerbank. 

Fig. 15 represents a portion of a terminal group of sets, from the distal end 
of the sponge, with a small. piece of the dermal membrane and its 
characteristic spicula, magnified 80 linear. 

16. One of the flexuous cylindrical skeleton-spicula from the axis of the 
sponge, magnified 150 linear. 

17. An acerate spiculum from one of the sete, magnified 150 linear. 

Puaty XXXII. 

Pachymatisma inconspicua, Bowerbank. 

Fig. 1. One of the subfusiformi-acerate skeleton-spicula, magnified 80 linear. 
2. An average-sized superexpando-ternate attenuated connecting-spiculum, 

magnified 80 linear. These spicula vary greatly in their size and 
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amount of development of their radii, and also in the degree of their 
expansion. 

Fig. 3. One of the small acerate defensive spicula of the dermal surface, magni- 
fied 80 linear. This figure also represents the small acerate tension- 
spicula of the dermal membrane. 

4. One of the long, slender, and flexuous acerate tension-spicula of the in- 
terstitial membranes, magnified 80 linear. 

5, An attenuato-stellate retentive spiculum, from the interstitial mem- 
branes, magnified 530 linear. 

6. One of the minute cylindro-stellate retentive spicula from the intersti- 
tial membranes, magnified 530 linear. 

Pachymatisma contorta, Bowerbank. 
Fig. 7 represents a full-sized acerate skeleton-spiculum, magnified &0 linear. 

8. An average-sized acerate skeleton-spiculum, magnified 80 linear. 
9. One of the short, stout, acerate tension-spicula from the interstitial mem- 

branes, magnified 80 linear. 
10. A fully developed attenuato-stellate retentive spiculum from the inter- 

stitial membranes, magnified 530 linear. 
11. A very fully developed attenuato-sphero-stellate retentive spiculum 

from the interstitial membranes, magnified 530 linear. 

Geodia parasitica, Bowerbank. 
Fig. 12 repeats one of the large fusiformi-acerate skeleton-spicula, magnified 

80 linear. 
13, An ayerage-sized attenuato-subpatento-ternate connecting-spiculum, 

magnified 80 linear. 
14. One of the small and slender fusiformi-acerate tension-spicula from the 

interstitial membranes, magnified 80 linear. 
15. One of the minute sphero-stellate retentive and defensive spicula from 

the dermal membrane, magnified 530 linear. 

Geodia paupera, Bowerbank. 
Fig. 16 represents an average-sized skeleton-spiculum, magnified 80 linear. 

17. A full-sized attenuato-expando-ternate connecting-spiculum, magnified 
80 linear. 

18. A small-sized attenuato-cxpando-ternate connecting-spiculum, magnified 
80 linear. This-sized spiculum is not uncommon intermixed with 
the larger specimens of the same form. 

19. One of the small subfusiformi-acerate tension-spicula from the inter- 
stitial membranes, magnified 80 linear. This form also represents 
the external defensive spicula of the porous areas. 

20. One of the largest size of cylindro-stellate retentive spicula from the 
interstitial membranes, magnified 530 linear. 

21. One of the minute cylindro-stellate retentive spicula from the interstitial 
membranes, magnified 530 linear. 

Tethea hispida, Bowerbank. 
Fig. 22 represents a fully-developed skeleton-spiculum, magnified 80 linear. we figure also represents a small-sized primary defensive spi- culum, 

23. A young skeleton-spiculum, before it has developed its spinulate basal bulbous appendage, magnified 80 linear. 
24. One of the minute superfusiformi-ovo-spinulate spicula of the secondary external defensive system, magnified 80 linear. 
25. One of the same description of secondary external defensive spicula, mag- nified 250 linear. These figures 24 and 25 also represent the tension- spicula of the interstitial membranes. 
26. A slender form of ovo-spinulate spiculum, occasionally intermixed with oe other tension-spicula of the interstitial membranes, magnified 

inear. ' 
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3. Remarks on Australian Crocodiles, and Description of a 
New Species. By Gerarp Krerrt, F.L.S., C.M.Z.S.* 

[Received February 17, 1873.] 

About a year or two ago I sent to Dr. Gray the photograph of a 
Crocodile’s skull, which he examined and considered tobe undescribed. 
The name of Tomistoma krefftii was proposed for it; but I cannot 
find the description in any of the works at my disposal. 

During the process of cleaning and bleaching the skull, it was in- 
jured by rats, and the end of the snout is now broken and some teeth 
lost ; otherwise it isin tolerable condition, and appears to agree with 
Crocodilus schlegelii, as figured by De Blainville (Ostéographie, 
Atlas, vol. ii. pl. 5), with this difference, that the mandibular sym- 
physis extends to the 15th tooth in C. schlegelii, and to the 6th 
tooth only in T. Arefftii(Gray). There are 18, or perhaps 19, teeth 
above, and 15 teeth below, on each side, a notch being observed be- 
hind the 4th (or 5th) tooth, with a small pit for the lower canines. 

* The following letter, referring to this paper, has been addressed to the Se- 
cretary by Dr. J. E. Gray, F.R.S. -— 

Srr,—Mr. Krefft has just sent to me the photograph of a Crocodile from Aus- 
tralia, which he has named Crocodilus johnsonii, with the request that I would 
communicate to the Society some observations upon it. 

The photograph is about 22 inches long, and represents the dorsal view of the 
animal. 

There is no doubt that it represents a species of Crocodilide, from the form of 
the cervical and nuchal shields; but in many respects the beak is similar to that 
of Tomistoma, the Bornean Gavial. The beak is more slender than in any 
typical Crocodile of the Old World that has occurred to me. It is somewhat like 
that of Molinia intermedia, from the Orinoco, figured in the Trans. Zool. Soc. 
1869, vi. p. 151. f. 4,5, and pl. 32. f.4-6; but it differs from that species in the 
beak being more slender, not being swollen on the sides, or so broad and circular 
at the end, and also in the shields of the neck and back, which are very 
different. 

In many respects the appearance of the animal, and the form of the beak, are 
much like (especially in the want of dilatation at the sides, and in the moderate 
breadth of the end) those of the African false Gavial, Mecistops cataphractus; but 
it has well-developed lateral cervical shields, which are wanting in all the African 
specimens I have hitherto observed ; and one cannot understand how a West- 
African Crocodile can have been taken to or found in Australia. 

Judging from the photograph, I believe it to be a new species of Crocodile ; 
and the form, as far as I know, is peculiar to Australia. 

I am, Sir, 
Yours truly, 

Joun Epw. Gray. 
P.S.—I strongly suspect that the photograph of the head for which Mr. Krefit 

says I had proposed the name of Tomistoma krefftii belongs to Crocodilus john- 
sonti. 

The examination of a photograph of the upper part of the head would induce 
one, on account of the slender conical form of the beak and the absence of large 
canine teeth, to consider it a species of Tomistoma; but the examination of the 
photographs of the skin, showing the eight cervical plates separated from the 
dorsal shield, and the short symphysis of the lower jaw, mentioned by Mr. Krefft, 
show that it is a Crocodile, and not a Gavial. 
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The 5th tooth, counting from this notch backwards, is the largest of 
the upper series ; below, the 4th tooth is the largest. 

The genus Tomistomais describedas :—‘“ Teeth rage the mandibular 

symphysis extending to the 15th tooth, and the intermaxillary bone 
reaching to the 2nd canine.” My specimen does not agree with this, 
and therefore it cannot belong to the genus Tomistoma. Of course, 
Dr. Gray could not know these facts, as he only had a photograph 
to go by ; aud I remarked the difference only since the skin had 
been removed from the skull. 

A few days ago I received a fine and perfect skin of another Cro- 
codile from Cardwell, through the kindness of Mr. C. Bloxland, 
jun., of Ryde, on the Paramatta river; and of this Crocodile, which 
I think is new to science, I shall give a short description. 

CrocopiILus JOHNSONI, Sp- nov. 

Total length 7 feet, the head being 1 foot 4 inches. There are two 
groups of nuchal plates upon the neck, the first consisting of four 
disks of unequal size, divided by an interspace of about half an inch, 
the whole resembling in shape the figure a. 

The second group, divided from the first by about 2 inches, may 
be compared to a distorted rhombic figure. It consists of two large 
disks, rather square in shape above, of a smaller pair below (all 
touching each other), and of an outer pair, one on the right, the 
other on the left side. All the disks are strongly keeled. 
A single disk forms the first dorsal row of plates, two disks the 

next, the third and fourth having four disks each ; after which fol- 
low two rows of six plates, and seven of eight, the outer ones being 
rather feebly keeled. The number of plates then diminishes again, 
there being two of six and four of four plates each, to the root of the 
tail. The total number of plate-rows from the posterior nuchal 
group to the base of the tail amounts to 19 in all. The tail is en- 

circled by 29 bands up tothe tip. The teeth number 2 _ the 10th 

above and the 12th below being the strongest. The hindermost 
teeth are short and conical, the rest being more elongate ; and all are 
flattened on the inner side. The first pair of lower front teeth fit 
into perforations in the upper jaw. 

The narrowest part of the snout is contained nine times in its length 
from the nostrils to the eyes. 

Colour dark greenish, with some broad spots on the side of the 
tail. 

Discovered by Mr. Johnson, of Cardwell, Rockingham Bay, 
Queensland, and supposed to be adult. 

Australian Museum, Sydney, 
December 31, 1872. 
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4. Description of a New Moth, belonging to the Family 
Saturniide. By Epwarp Barrier. 

The very fine Moth which I now exhibit was obtained in the 
interior of Madagascar, by Mr. T. Waters, who is collecting zoolo- 
gical specimens on the west coast or Mozambique Channel. 

Mr. T. W. Wood (who has kindly made a most accurate drawing 
of the specimen, considering the damaged condition of the upper 
wings) informs me that he has carefully examined the tailed Satur- 
niidee in the British Museum, and has found none which corresponds 
with it either in size or colouring. That which is most closely allied is 
Tropea leto, a well-known East-Indian species. The present insect 
differs so much from its allies, not only in marking but in form, that 
it most probably represents a new genus. But the present specimen 
being deficient of antenne, the species may be called Tropea mada- 
gascariensis until we are in possession of other examples. 

The measurement from the shoulder to the point of the tail is 84 
inches ; expanse of upper wings 8 inches. 

The most extraordinary characteristic is the formation of the long 
delicate tail-like appendages to the hind wings, which have extremely 
narrow shafts, and are enlarged at the ends; their points have 
two spiral twists or folds, which give them a very graceful appearance. 

There are four distinct eye-like spots near the centre of each wing. 
The fore wings are of a very light buff colour, tinged with lemon- 

yellow, with the nervures brighter and rather conspicuous, they 
being of a pale rust-colour. The costal margin is dark brown, 
minutely dotted with greyish white, paler towards the apex. The 
ocellus is attached to the costal band by a very short band of the 
same colour, and it is nearly in the centre of the wing. 

There is a blotch of red-brown, nearly black, at the apex. 
There are also two distinct parallel rust-coloured transverse lines 

near the hind margin, which run from the inner margin to the apex ; 
and there is a transverse bar near the base of the upper wing of a pale 
reddish brown, tinged with lilac, and almost divided into two by a 
whitish line. A black spot is in the centre of the ocellus, the outer 
half of which is pale buff, tinged with lemon, the inner half gradually 
shaded with dark brown from the spot inwards, with a light lilae 
semicircle separating it from the circle of rusty red ; the outer margin 
of the ocellus is nearly a black circle. 

The hind wings are also pale buff, tinged with lemon-yellow, with 
narrow blackish-brown marginal bands, which extend nearly to 
the points of the tails ; these are of a bright red-rust on the central 
portion, their ends being enlarged and folded, very pale buff. 

The ocellus is similar to that on the fore wings, but smaller and 
rather lighter in colouring, and nearly in the centre of the wing; 
the nervures are very faint. 

Head pale buff ; thorax and abdomen bright orange-buff. Length 
2} inches. A dark band across the front of thorax, corresponding in 
colour with the costal margins, and uniting with them at their bases. 
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5. A List of the Collections of Diurnal Lepidoptera made 
by Mr. Lowe in Borneo, with Descriptions of new Spe- 
cies. By Hursert Druvce, F.L.S., F.Z.S. 

[Received February 13, 1875.] 

(Plates XXXII. & XXXIII.) 

These collections, of which I am unfortunately only able to 
give but a fragmentary account, were got together by Mr. Lowe 
during the years 1867, 1869, and 1872, and forwarded to this 
country. On their arrival they were offered to the collectors of this 
group of insects and in a great measure dispersed. - Regretting that 
so much valuable information bearing upon the distribution of 
Butterflies should be scattered broadcast amongst various publica- 
tions or altogether lost to science, I have made the following en- 
deavour to gather together the names of such species as I could 
place specimens of in my own collection and study myself. 

I hope to follow up this subject, and, as opportunity offers, to add 
to the present list ; and I also hope that Mr. Lowe will continue his 
exertions, especially as the specimens sent home have proved to be 
in the finest possible condition. 

The collections contained 301 species (29 of which I have de- 
scribed as new), representing 5 families, 8 subfamilies, and 84 genera. 
When they came into my hands they had been picked over by 
other collectors, and many fine species taken out. . 

For the sake of convenience I have followed Mr. Kirby’s ar- 
rangement in his ‘ Catalogue of Diurnal Lepidoptera.’ 

Family I. NympHatip#, Westw. 

Subfamily I. Danarn#, Bates. 

Genus Hest1a, Hiibn. 

1. H. tevconogr, Erichs. (Idea, L.), Nova Acta Ac. Nat. Cur. 
xvi. p. 283 (1834). 

2. H. HyperMNEsTRA, Westw. Cab. Or. Ent. t. 37. 1 (1848). 
Borneo. 

Genus Ipropsis, Horsf. 

1. I. paos (Boisd.), Sp. Gén. t. 24. f. 3 (1836). 

Genus Danats, Latr. 

1. D. puttomexa, Zink. Nova Acta Ac. Nat. Cur. xv. p. 184, 
t. 16. f. 17 (1831). 

2. D. acieorpes, Felder, Wien. ent. Mon. iy. p. 398. n. 17 
(1860). - 

Peninsula Malayica. 

3. D. suventa, Cram. Pap. Ex. ii. t. 188. B (1779). 
Java. 

Proc. Zoot. Soc.—1873, No. XXII. 22 
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4. D. smmicis, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 299 (1764) ; Clerck Icones, 
t. 16. f. 3 (1764). 

5. D. totis, Cram. Pap. Ex. iii. t. 230. E, D (1782). 

Borneo. 
Genus Evptaa, Fab. 

1. E. poasus, Butl. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 270. n. 3. 

Penang. 
Smaller than any Penang specimen I have seen. 

2. E. ocHSENHEIMERI, Luc. Rev. Zool. 1853, p. 315. 

ae Ly MENETRIESII, Feld. Wien. ent. Mon. iv. p. 398. n. 15 
(1860). 

Peninsula Malayica. 

4, KE. cramert, Lue. Rev. Zool. 1853, p. 318. 

5. E. Bremert, Feld. Wien. ent. Mon. iv. p. 398. n. 16 (1860). 

Peninsula Malayica. 

6. E. masta, Butl. P. Z. S. p. 284. n. 49, f. 3 (1866). 

New Guinea, Sumatra. 

7. E. mazares, Moore, Cat. Lep. E. I. C. i. p. 127. n. 253 
(1857). 

Java. 

8. E. muxcrBer, Cram. Pap. Ex. ii. t. 127. C, D (1779). 

China, Coromandel. 

9. E. xapu, Esch. Kotzeb. Reise, ili. p. 210. n. 15, t. 6. f. 15 a, b 
(1821). 

10. E. rHADAMANTHUS, Fab. Syst. Ent. iii. 1. p. 42. n. 127 
(1793). 

Asia. 

11. E. ZoNnaTA, n. sp. 

Male. Upperside: fore wing dark brown, with a long silky streak 
near the inner margin; hind wing light brown, darker at the base, 
with two rows of small white spots round the outer margin. 

Underside: fore wing light brown, with a small white spot close to 
the apex, a blue spot between the costal and subcostal nervules, 
also one in the cell; an oblong white streak between the first and 
second median nervules: hind wing brown, paler at the posterior 
margin; one blue spot in the cell, six blue spots surrounding the 
outside between the nervules ; white spots as above. 

Female the same as the male, but paler in colour. 
Exp. ¢ 32 inches, 2 34 inches. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 
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Subfamily II. Saryrinm, Bates. 
Genus Lerur, Hubn. 

1. L. Europa, Fab. (Pap. e.), Syst. Ent. p. 500. n. 247 (1775). 
Genus Mexanrrtts, Fab. 

1. M. teva, Linn. (Pap. /.), Syst. Nat. i. 2. p. 773. n. 151 (1867). 
Genus Caites, Westwood. 

1. C. eprminrata, Westw. Gen. Diur. Lep. p. 368. n. 2 (1851), 
Borneo. 

2. C. nuprycuiorpes, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. p. 499. n. 866 (1867). 

Borneo. 

Genus Nrorina, Westw. 
1. N. town, Doubl. & Hew. Gen. D. L. t.61.f. 4 (1851). 
Borneo. 

Genus Racapra, Westw. 
1. R. crisra, Hiibn. Zutr. Ex. Schmett. f. 675, 676 (1832). 

Genus Mycaxrsis, Hiibn. 
1. M. onsets, Hew. Ex. B. iii. Myc. t. 6. f. 36, 37 (1864). 
Sumatra. 

2. M. vauassis, Hew. Ex. B. iii, Myce. t. 6.f. 35 (1864). 
Gilolo. 

3. M. menus, Fab. Syst. Ent. p. 488. n. 198 (1775). 
Borneo. 

4. M. mnasicuzs, Hew. Ex. B. iii. Mye. t. 5. f. 32, 33 (1864). 
Sumatra. 

5. M. racara, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. t. 67.f. 7,8 (1867), 
Celebes. 

6. M. anaprra, Moore, Cat. Lep. E. I.-C. i, p- 232. n, 495 (1857). 

Sumatra. 

7. M. ruscum, Feld. Wien. ent. Mon. iv. p- 401. n. 27 (1860). 
8. M. amana, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig, 1.) 
Male. Upperside rufous brown ; anterior wing with the costal margin dark brown, with one ocellus below the iniddle. Underside dark brown; both wings crossed by a rufous band beyond the cell ; posterior wing with a rufous band close to the base ; anterior wing with four ocelli, the first and third minute, the fourth large ; 

DO 
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posterior wing with seven, the first and fifth large, the others of 
equal size. Allied to croatis, Hewits. 

Exp. 23 inches. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Genus Errrrs, Westw. 

1. E. arGEenTINA, Butler, Cat. Sat. B. M. p. 188. n. 5 (1868). 

Labuan, Borneo. 

2. E. eLecans, Butler, J. c. p. 147. n. 2, t. 2. f. 4 (1868). 
Borneo. 

Genus YrrHIMa. 

1. Y. panvocus, Moore, Cat. Lep. E. I. C. i. p. 235. n. 506 
(1857). 

Java. 

2. Y. rascraTa, Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. ser. 3. vol. 11. p. 287. 
n. 12 (1865). 

Sarawak. 

Subfamily III. Erymnuwa, Herr.-Schaff. 

Genus Exrymntias, Hiibn. 

1. E. unputaris, Drury, Ill. Ex. Ent. ii. t. 10. f. 1, 2 (1773). 

East Indies. 

2. E. nigrescens, Butler, P. Z. S. p. 520, pl. 42. f. 1 (1871). 

Sarawak. 

3. E. nEecaTE, Butler, J. c. p. 520, pl. 42. f. 2 (1871). 

Labuan. 

4. E. rurescens, Butler, Ann. Nat. Hist. ser. 3. vol. xx. p. 404, 
t. ¥. f. 10 (1867). 

Malacca. 

5. E. wats, Cr. Pap. Ex. ii. t. 110. A, B (1779). 

Java. 
Subfamily IV. Morruin, Bates. 

Genus Amatausta, Fab. 

1. A. pHipippus, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. 2. p. 752. n. 37; Cram. 
Pap. Ex. i. t. 69. A, B (1779). 

Batavia. 

2. A. orramana, Butler, Lep. Ex. t. 11 (1870). 

Borneo. 
Genus Zeuxtipt1A, Hiibn. 

1. L. norsrreptt, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. iii. p. 460, t. 62. f. 4 
(1867). 

Java. 
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2. L. wauuacet, Feld, 1, ¢. p. 461, t. 62. f. 3 (1867). 

Borneo. 

3. L. aurexius, Cram. Pap. Ex. ii. t. 168. A, B (1779). 

Sumatra. 
Genus DiscorpHora. 

1. D. ruyura, Cram. Pap. Ex. i. t. 81. 

China. 

2. D. cueoprs, Feld. Nov. Lep. iii. p. 463. n. 783 (1867). 

Borneo. 
Genus CLEROME, Westwood. 

1. C. arcresizaus, Fab. Mant. Ins. ii. p. 28. n. 205 (1787). 

Siam. 

2. C. paon, Erichs. Nova Acta Acad. Nat. Cur. xvi. Suppl. 
p- 401, t. 50. f. 1, la. 

3. C. srompHax, Westw. Trans. Ent. Soc. ser. 2. vol. iv. p. 186, 
t. 21. f. 3, 4 (1858). 

Borneo. 

4. C. pusrris, Westw. Trans. Ent. Soc. ser. 2. vol. iv. p. 187 
(1858). 

Malacca. 

5. C. Gracruis, Butler, Ann. Nat. Hist. ser. 3. vol. xx. p. 401, 
8. f. 7 (1867). 

Malacca. 
Genus THaumantis, Hiibn. 

1. T. opana, Godt. Enc. Méth. ix. p. 445. n. 16 (1823). 

2. T. Luctpor, Westw. Trans. Ent. Soc. ser. 2. vol. iv. p. 173, 
t. 19 (1858). 

Borneo. 

3. T. NourREDp14, Westw. J. c. p. 175, t. 20 (1858). 

Malacca. 

Subfamily VIII. Nympuatina, Bates. 

Genus Cetuosia, Fab. 

1. C. nypsea, Doubl. & Hew. Gen. D. L. t. 20. f. 4 (1847). 

Borneo. 
Genus Trertnos, Boisd. 

1. T. ciarissa, Boisd. Sp. Gén. i. t. 9. f. 4 (1836). 

2. T. nympnHa, Wall. Trans. Ent. Soc. p. 342 (1869). 

Sarawak. 
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3. T. rutminans, Butler, Cist. Ent. i. p. 9 (1869). 

Borneo. 
Genus Crrrocuroa, Doubl. 

1. C. mataya, Feld. Wien. ent. Mon. iv. p. 399. n. 18 (1860). 

Peninsula Malayica. 

2. C. catypso, Wall. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1869, p. 339. 

Borneo. 

3. C. rascraTa, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. iii. t. 49. f. 9, 10 (1867). 

Mindoro. 

4. C. sareuuita, Butler, Cist. Ent. i. p. 9 (1869). 

Hong Kong. 

5. C. ortssa, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. iii. t. 49. f. 7, 8 (1867). 

Malacca interior. 
Genus Cynruia, Fab. 

1. C. arstno#, Cram. Pap. Ex. ii. t. 160. B, C (1779). 

Amboina. 
Genus Messaras, Doubl. 

1. M. erymantuus, Drury, Il. Ex. Ent. i. t. 15. £.3, 4 (1773). 

China. 
Genus ArELLA, Doubl. 

1. A. eGisra, Cram. Pap. Ex. iii. t. 281. C, D (1782). 

Amboina. 
Genus Junonia, Hiibn. 

1. J. raomenta, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. 2. p. 772. n. 145 (1767). 

2. J. onrruyra, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 278 (1764). 

3. J. 1pa, Cram. Pap. Ex. i. t. 42. C, D (1776). 

Batavia. 
Genus RuHInNopA.pa, Feld. 

1. R. potynice, Cram. Pap. Ex. iii. t. 195. D, E (1780). 

- Sumatra. 
Genus Kautuima, Westw. 

1. K. pARALEKTA, Horsf. Cat. Lep. E. I. C. t. 6. f. 4 (1829). 

Genus DoLescua.tia, Feld. 

1. D. prsattipE, Cram. Pap. Ex. ii. t. 102. C, D (1779). 

Genus Erco.is, Boisd. 

1. E. artapne, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. 2. p. 778. n. 170 (1767). 
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- Genus Amnosta, Westw. 

1, A. pEcorA, Doubl. & Hew. Gen. D. L. t. 51. f. 4 (1850). 

Java. 
Genus Cyrestis, Boisd. 

1, C. nrvea, Zink. Nova Acta Nat. Cur. xvi. p. 138, t. 14. f. 1 
(1831). 

2. C. sericevus, Butler, P. Z. 8. 1865, p. 482. n. 3. 

Borneo. 

3. C. RHARIA, Westw., Horsf. ; Moore, Cat. Lep. E. I. C.i. t. 3a. 
f. 2 (1857). 

Java. 
Genus D1ApEMaA, Boisd. 

1. D. antrtore, Cram. Pap. Ex. ii. t. 183. E, F (1779). 

Amboina. 
Genus Evurirus, Westw. 

1. E, HALITHERSES, Doubl. & Hew. Gen. D. L. t. 41. f. 3(1850). 

Assam. 
Genus ParTHENOs, Hiibn. 

1. P. Gamurisius, Fab. Ent. Syst. iii. 1. p. 85. n. 264 (1793). 

East India. 
Genus LepapEa, Feld. 

1. L,. papuxa, Moore, Cat. Lep. E.I.C. 1. p. 179. n. 365 (1857). 

Borneo. 

2. L. mMartTHA, Fab. Mant. Ins. ii. p. 56.n. 555 (1787). 

Siam. 
Genus Limenitis, Fab. 

1. L. procris, Cram. Pap. Ex. ii. t. 106. E, F (1779). 

China. — 
Genus Panpita, Moore. 

1. P. stnoria, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. iii. p. 425. ». 670 (1867). 

Borneo. 
Genus Neptis, Fab. 

1. N. norpontA, Stoll, Cram. Pap, Ex. t. 33. f. 4-4 d (1791). 

New Guinea. 

2. N. HELIODORA, Fab. Mant. Ins. ii. p. 5. n. 516 (1787). 

Siam. 

3. N. nara, Moore, Cat. E. I. C.i. p. 168. n. 346, t. 4 a. f. 6 
(1857). 

Borneo. 
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4, N. vixasi, Horsf. Cat. E. I. C. t. 5. f. 2, 2@ (1829). 

5. N. acerts, Lep. Reise, i. p. 203, t. 17. f. 5, 6 (1774). 

6. N. pevcorHo#, Cram. Pap. Ex. iv. t. 296. E, F (1782). 

Java, China. 
Genus AtuyMa, Westw. 

1, A.tarymna, Doubl. & Hew. Gen. D. L. t. 35. f. 1 (1850). 

North India. 

2. A. krEsNA, Moore, P. Z. S. 1858, p. 12. n. 6, t. 50. f. 4. 

Sumatra. 

3. A. susratTa, Moore, /. c. p. 13. n. 10, t. 51. f. 1. 

Malayana. 

4. A. rpira, Moore, /. c. p. 16. n. 16, t. 51. f. 3. 

Java. 

5. A. kaNwA, Moore, l. c. p. 17. n. 17, t. 51. f. 2. 

Borneo. 

6. A. AMHARA, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 2.) 

Male. Upperside black, with a broad bluish-white band from the 
middle of the anterior wing to the inner margin of posterior wing ; 
a narrow white broken band close to the outer margin of both 
wings; a long white streak and round spot in the discoidal cell. 

Underside pale brown, with the white markings as above. 
Allied to zdita, Moore, but quite distinct. 
Exp. 23 inches. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Genus Apo.tas, Boisd. 

1. A. eva, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. iii. p. 432. n. 692 (1867). 

Luzon, Assam. 

2, A. reEuTA, Doubl. Hew. Gen. D. L. t. 44. f. 2. 

Sylhet. 

3. A. BELLATA, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 3.) 

Male. Upperside dark brown, with a transverse band of pale 
yellow spots crossing the middle of both wings. 

Underside pale greenish brown; a row of small black streaks 
from apex of fore wing to anal angle; a round spot and a lunular 
black mark within the discoidal cell of fore wing. , 

Female. Upperside paler, with the transverse band of spots almost 
white. 

Underside rufous brown, with the markings the same as the male. 
Allied to A. teuta, Doubl., but quite distinct. 
Exp. male 2? inches, female 3 inches. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 
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4, A. punya, Doubl. & Hew. G. D. L. t. 44. f. 3 (1850). 

Northern India. 

5. A. xanbA, Moore, Trans. Ent. Soc. ser. 2. vol. v. p. 69. n. 13, 
t. 4. f. 2 (1859). 

Borneo. 

6. A. parts, Moore, Cat. Lep. E. I. C. i. p. 185. n. 373 (1857). 

Borneo. 

7. A. zicuri, Butler, Cist. Ent. i. p. 6 (1869). 

Borneo. 

8. A. anosra, Moore, Cat. Lep. E. I. C. i. p. 187. n. 376 (1857). 

N. India. 

9. A. sursas, Voll. Tijd. Ent. v. p. 200. n. 24, t. 12. f. 1 (1862). 

Java. 

10. A. LAverNA, Butler, Cist. Ent. i. p. 29 (1870). 

Borneo. 

1]. A. vacrLuartA, Butler, P. Z. S. 1868, p. 606. n. 44, t.45. f. 1. 

Borneo. 

12. A. amBaLiKA, Moore, Cat. Lep. E. I. C. i. p. 192. n. 386 
(1857). 

Borneo. 

13. A. prarp1, Voll. Tijd. Ent. v. p. 188. n. 8, t. 10. f. 2 (1862). 

Borneo. 

14, A. sLuMEt, Voll. 1. ¢. p. 204. n. 30, t. 12. f. 3, 4 (1862). 

Borneo. 

15. A. cocytina, Horsf. Zool. Journ. v. p. 67, t. 4. f. 3,3.@(1829). 

Sumatra. 
Genus Tanaicra, Butler. 

1. T. vaumixio, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. iii. p. 434. n. 697 (1867), 

Borneo. 

2. T. vuTaua, Moore, Trans. Ent. Soc. ser. 2. vol. v. p. 71. n. 17, 
t. 6. f. 3 (1859). 

Borneo. 

3. T. LEVERNA, Butler, Cist. Ent. i. p. 29 (1870). 

Borneo. . 

4. T. viouaria, Butler, P. Z. 8. 1868, p. 612. n. 11, t. 45. f. 8. 

Singapore. 
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In this genus there are four new species ; but descriptions without 
figures would be useless. 

Genus SympHzpRA, Hiibn. 

1. S. cangscens, Butler, P. Z. S. 1868, p. 612, t. 45. f. 1. 

Borneo. 

2. S. pirTea, Fab. Ent. Syst. ili. 1. p. 59. n. 184 (1793). 

Bengal. 

3. S. cyaANIPARDUS, Butler, P. Z. S. 1868, p. 616. n. 4. 

Silhet. 
Genus Evuaceura, Butler. 

1. E. osterta, Westw. Gen. D. L. p. 305. n. 19, note (1850). 

Singapore, Java. 

Genus Dicuorracia, Butler. 

1. D. nestmacuus, Boisd. Cuv. Régne Anim. Ins. ii. t. 139 dis, 
f. 1 (1836). 

Genus Cuaraxes, Ochs. 

1. C. ecHo, Butl. Ann. Nat. Hist. ser. 3. vol. xx. p. 401, t. 8. 
f. 5, 6 (1867). 

Malacca. 

2. C. scHREIBERI, Godt. Enc. Méth. ix. Suppl. p. 825 (1823). 

Java. 

3. C. arHamas?, Drury, Ill. Ex. Ent. i. t. 2. f. 4 (1773). 

China. 

4. C. nese, Butler, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 634. n. 46, t. 37. f. 3. 

Sumatra. 

5. C. sauasus, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. iii. p. 438. n. 714, t. 59. 
f. 5 (1867). 

Malacca. 

6. C. peLPuHis, Doubl. Ann. Soc. Ent, Fr. 1843, p. 217, t. 7. 

Silhet, Assam. 

7. C. POLYXENA, Cram. Pap. Ex. i. t. 54. A, B(1779). 

China. 

8. C. BorNEENSIS, Butl. Lep. Ex. i. p. 16. n. 7, t. 6. f. 2 (1869). 

Borneo. . 

9. C. Baya, Moore, Cat. Lep. E, I. C. i. p. 207. n, 424 (1857). 

Java. 
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10. C. narpax, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. iii. p. 444. n. 724 (1867). 

11. C., n. sp., near harpaz, Feld. 

12. C., n. sp., near marmazx, Westw. 

13. C., n. sp., near hemana, Butler. 

Genus Protruo#, Hibn. 

1. P. rrancxii, Godt. Enc. Méth. ix. Suppl. p. 825 (1832). 

Family Il. Lemonup2. 

Subfamily I. Lisyruzr1na, Bates. 

Genus Lisytuea, Fab. 

1. L. myrrwa, Godt. Enc. Méth. ix. p. 171. n. 4 (1819). 

2. L. antrropa, Boisd. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1859, p. 157. n. 9. 

Subfamily II. Nemrosrina, Bates. 

Genus ZemeErRos, Boisd. 

1. Z. emesorpEs, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. ii. p. 289. n. 373, t. 36. 
f. 9-11 (1865). 

Malacca. 
Genus Apisara, Feld. 

1. A. EcHERIUS, Stoll, Suppl. Cram. t. 31. f. 1, 1 A. B. (1790). 

China. 
Genus Taxina, Westw. 

1. T. rHuisto, Hew. Ex. Butt. ii. Taz. t. i. f. 5, 6 (1861). 

Singapore. 

2. T. zemARA, Butl. Ann. Nat. Hist. ser. iv. vol. v. p. 363 (1870). 

Sarawak. 

3. T. opHNA, Boisd. Sp. Gén. i. t. 21. f. 4 (1836). 

4. T. ranrra, Hew. Ex. Butt. ii. Taz. t. 1, text (1861). 

5. T. TELEsIA, Hew. 1. c. p. 89. t. 1. f. 1, 2 (1861). 

Sarawak. 

6. T. Tenet, Hew. J. ¢. t. 1. f. 3, 4 (1861). 

Sarawak. 
Family III. Lycanipz. 

Genus Miuetvus, Hubn. 

1. M. worsrFrieLp1, Moore, Cat. Lep. E. I. C.i. p. 19. n. 3, t. le. 
f. 2 (1857). 

Java. . 
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2. M. zinxentt, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. ii. p. 284. n. 362, t. 35. 
f. 34 (1865). 

Java. 

3. M. rEGINA, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 4.) 

Upperside white. Anterior wing with the costal margin and the 
apical half dark brown. Posterior wing greyish round the outer 
margin. 

Underside brown, thickly mottled with white. Posterior wing 
with two rufous bands beyond the cell. 

Exp. 17 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

4. M. NIVALIs, n. sp. 

Male. Upperside dark brown. 
Underside white, speckled with pale brown. Anterior wing with 

six black spots close to the outer margin; posterior wing with five. 
Exp. 1 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Genus Currpo, Schrank. 

1. C. auecro, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. ii. p. 272. n. 333, t. 34. 
f, 23 (1865). 

Amboina. 

2. C. scuzFrera, Esch. Kotzeb. Reise, iii. p. 216, t. 5. f. 25, a 6 
(1821). 

3. C. roxus, Godt. Enc. Méth. ix. p. 659. n. 142 (1823). 

4. C. ratmora, Butler. 

Java. 

5. C. CELENO, Cram. Pap. Exot.i. t. 31. C, D (1775). 

Surinam ? 

6. C. aratus, Cram. Pap. Exot. iv. t. 365. A, B (1782). 

Amboina. 

7. C. cnesus, Fab. Ent. Syst. Suppl. p. 430 (1798). 

East India. 

8. C. Lacrurnus, Godt. Enc. Méth. ix. 660. n. 148 (1823). 

9. C. pacroxus, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. i. p. 274. n. 337, t. 34. 
f. 1-3 (1865). 

Amboina. 

10. C. cagaya, Feld. U. c. p. 278. n. 347, t. 34. f. 11-13 
(1865). 

Luzon. ~ 
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11. C. arvana, Feld. J. c. p. 278. n. 346, t. 34. f. 7, 8 (1865). 

Aru. 
Smaller than Felder’s figure, but does not differ in any respect. 

12. C. cornvuTa, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 5.) 

Female. Upperside dark brown, with a broad white band crossing 
both wings from the discoidal cell to the abdominal margin. 

Underside white; outer margins brown, with white lunular 
markings. 

Exp. 13 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

13. C. czRULEA, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 6.) 

Male. Upperside bright morpho-blue, with the outer margins 
bordered with black ; two minute black lines at the anal angle. 

Underside pale brown, crossed by four whitish lines from the 
costal margin to the anal angle. A large orange spot at the anal 
angle, with a black spot in the centre. 

Exp. 1 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

14. C. atmora, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 7.) 

Upperside pale brownish blue, with two black spots at the anal 
angle, and a narrow black line round the outer margin of posterior 
wing. 

Underside very pale brown, streaked and mottled with white. 
Black spots as above. 

Exp. 1,4 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

15. C. ADANA, n. sp. 

Male. Upperside bluish white from the apex to anal angle of the 
fore wing, bordered with brown. A row of small black spots round 
the outer margin of posterior wing, the white lines showing through 
from the underside. 

Underside light brown ; both wings crossed by five broken white 
lines. An orange spot at the anal angle with a black centre. 

Exp. 1 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

16. C. atuTa, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 8.) 

Upperside dark lavender-blue ; outer margins brown. 
Underside pale brown, both wings crossed by nine broken white 

lines ; an orange spot at the anal angle, with a black centre. 
Exp. 1 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

17. C. ancusta, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 9.) 

Upperside pale brown, slightly glossed with blue. 
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Underside pale yellow, thickly mottled with brown ; two rows of 
black spots close to the outer margins of both wings. 

Exp. 17 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

18. C. AKABA, 0. Sp. 

Upperside greyish brown ; outer margins darker. 
Underside pale brown, with eight broken white lines crossing both 

wings, from the costal margin to the anal angle. A large black 
spot above the tail surrounded with orange. 

Exp. 13 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Genus Hyrocurysoprs, Feld. 

1. H. eLeGans, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 12.) 

Upperside greyish blue. Anterior wing with the costal margin 
dark brown. 

Underside pale brown. Anterior wing crossed beyond the cell by 
a rufous band, with a row of small black spots in the middle, and 
numerous metallic dots from the base to the costal margin. Pos- 
terior wing with two rufous bands, the first, with a row of black 
spots, below the middle, the second near the outer margin, with 
metallic streak crossing both the rufous bands; several metallic 
spots close to the base. 

Exp. 1 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Genus Arun us, Hiibn. 

1, A. FRIGIDUS, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 10.) 

Upperside brown. Posterior wing with the space above and 
beyond the black spot bright orange, with a minute streak of gold 
surrounding the black spot. 

Underside pale yellow; outer margins rufous, with the transverse 
bands brown, traversed by spots and lines of gold; the orange 
markings as above. 

Exp. 1 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Genus Inerpa, Doubl. 

1. I1.? supersa, n. sp. (Plate XXXII. fig. 11.) 

Upperside dark lilac-blue ; costal and outer margins dark brown. 
Posterior wing with three orange spots close to the anal angle, and 
a narrow white line round the outer margin. 

Underside pale brown. Anterior wing crossed near the middle by 
a rufous band: posterior wing with the apical half red, crossed by a 
broken blue line, with a row of black spots close to the outer margin ; 
three orange spots at the anal angle. 

Exp. 14 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce, 
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Genus Hypotyczna, Feld. 

1. H. eryxtus, Godt. Enc. Méth. ix. p. 633. n. 60 (1823). 

2. H. erouus, Fab. Mant. Ins. ii. p. 66. n. 620 (1787). 

India. 

3. H. ruectorpes, Feld. Wien. ent. Mon. iv. p. 395. n. 3 (1860). 

Genus Psreupopiprsus, Feld. 

1. P. sumatra@, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. i. p. 259. n. 306, t. 36. 
f, 24-26 (1865). 

Sumatra. 

2. P. BeNGALENSIS, Moore, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 773, t. 41. f. 9. 

Bengal. 
Genus Ioxuaus, Hiibn. 

1. T. vipura, Horsf. Cat. Lep. E. I. C. p. 113. n. 45 (1829). 
Java. 

2. T. crepus, Fab. Ent. Syst. Suppl. p. 429 (1798). 
East India. 

3. T. MANTRA, Feld. Wien. ent. Mon. iv. p. 396. n. 9 (1860). 

Genus Srrnon, Hiibn. 

1. S. martina, Hew. Ill. D. L. Suppl. p. 3. n. 46, t. 2. f. 70, 
71 (1869). 

Borneo. 

2. S. manera, Hew. /. ¢. t. 12. f. 14, 15 (1863). 

Singapore. 

3. 8S. rresa, Fab. Ent. Syst. ii. 1. p. 263. n. 19 (1793). 

East India. 

4. S. ruaris, Hiibn. Zutr. Ex. Schmett. f. 883, 884 (1837). 

5. S. ravinpra, Horsf. Cat. Lep. E. I. C. p. 117. n. 47, t. 1. 
f. 11, 11 @ (1829). 

Java. 

6. S. sucriva Horsf., Cat. Lep. E. I. C. p. 105. n. 36, t. 1. 
f. 10, 10 a (1829). 

Java. 

7. S. uariruis, Moore, /. c. p. 48. n. 79 (1857). 

Moulmein. 

8. S. micea, Hew. Ill. D. L. Suppl. p. 6. n. 46, t. 3. f. 81 
(1869). 

Borneo. 
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9. S. rravana, Hew. /. c. p. 38. n.. 38, t. 17. f. 59, 60 (1865). 

Sumatra. 

10. S. sALinpRa, Horsf. Cat, Lep. E. I. C. p. 109. n. 41 (1829). 

11. S. estetyua, Hew. Ill. D. L. p. 31.cn. 15, t. 16. £5051 
(1863). 

Sumatra. 

12. S. aurREA, n. sp. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 1.) 

Male. Upperside dark orange, with a silky spot at the end of 
the cell of anterior wing. Posterior wing with the anal angle, which 
is marked with two black spots, and the tail white with black 
centre. 

Underside sooty brown, with the posterior half of the hind wing 
white, crossed by two broken black bands, the lower one slightly 
marked with blue. Allied to orpheus, Feld. 

Exp. 13 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

13. S. scopuna, n. sp. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 2.) 

Male. Upperside. Anterior wing dark brown, lighter at the 
outer margins, with a tuft of light-brown hair below the cell, close 
to the inner margin. Posterior wing light whitish blue, with the 
base dark brown; tails white. 

Underside pale orange, with the abdominal half bluish white, with 
a black line below the middle ; four black spots close to the outer 
margin. 

Exp. 14 inch. 
Hab. Borneo, In coll. H. Druce. 

14. S. patyipa, n. sp. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 3.) 

Male. Upperside dark purplish brown; outer margins black. 
Posterior wing: the abdominal margin greyish, with three white 
spots near the tails. 

Underside pale rufous brown, white at posterior half of hind wing ; 
a row of black spots from the anal angle to the anterior margin; a 
blue line above them, and a broken black band below the middle of 
the posterior wing. 

Exp. 13 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

15. S. vatrpa, n. sp. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 4.) 

Upperside dark brown; the apex of posterior wing white; the 
outer margin and tail black. 

Underside bright orange, with the white markings as above; 
three black spots close to the apex, with a black line above. Allied 
to lapithis, Moore. 

Exp. 1 inch, 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 
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Genus Myrina, Fab. 

1. M. atymnus, Cram. Pap. Ex. iv. t. 331. D, E (1782). 

Coromandel. 
Genus Devporix, Hew. 

1. D. pomrrtta, Hew. Ill. D. L. t. 6. f. 6, 7 (1863). 

Singapore. 

2. D. episarsas, Moore, Cat. Lep. E. I. C. i. p. 32. n. 40 (1857), 

N. India. 

3. D. trmoxeon, Stoll, Suppl. Cram. t. 32. f. 4 (1790). 

China. 

4, D. orsets, Hew. Ill. D. L. p. 23. n. 20 (1863), 

Sumatra. 
Genus Curetis, Hiibn. - 

1. C. racauica, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. ii. p, 221. n. 240, t. 28. 
f. 19, 20 (1865). 

Luzon, Macassar. 

2. C. BARSINE, Feld. J. c. p. 220. n, 239, t. 28. f. 16, 17 (1865). 

Amboina. 
Genus AmBiypop1A, Horsf. 

1, A. nakuLA, Feld. Wien, ent. Mon. iv. p. 395. n. 4 (1860). 

2. A. apaTHa, Hew. Cat. Lyc. B. M. t. 4. f. 29-31 (1862). 

3. A. auREA, Hew. l. c. p. 8. n. 37, t. 8. f. 87, 88 (1862). 

Sarawak. 

4. A. arosia, Hew. Ill. D. L. p. 9. n. 37, t. 2. f. 8, 9 (1863). 

Sumatra, 

5. A. atacontA, Hew. Ill. D. L. p. 14. 0.39, t. 3c. f. 52,53 (1869). 

Borneo. 

6. A. asseus, Hew. Cat. Lyc. B. M. p. 9. n. 40, t. 5. f. 51, 52 
(1862). 

Sylhet. 

7. A. APHIDANUS, Cram. Pap. Ex. ii. t. 137. F, G (1779). 

Surinam ? (Cramer). 

8. A. ANNIELLA, Hew. Cat. Lyc. B. M. p, 10. n. 46, t. 8. f. 83, 84 
(1862). 

Singapore. 

9. A. ANARTE, Hew. /. c. p, 5. n. 20, t. 3. f. 16, 17 (1862). 

Makassar. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXIII. : Ps 
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10. A. amMpHIMUTA, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. ii. p. 232. n. 259, t. 29. 
f. 12 (1865). 

Malacca. 

11. A. wypomuta, Hew. Cat. Lyc. B. M. p. 11. n. 52, t. 6. f. 63, 
64 (1862). 

India. 

12. A. tycHNartA, Feld. Wien. ent. Mon. iv. p. 396. n. 9 (1860). 

Malacca. 

13. A. acHELovs, Hew. Cat. Lyc. B. M. p.7. n. 30. t. 5. f. 47, 
48 (1862). 

Singapore. 

14, A. anupa, Hew. Ill. D. L. p. 144. n. 73, t. 3.a.f. 32 (1869). 

Borneo. 

15. A. amisena, Hew. Cat. Lyc. B. M. p. 13. n. 62, t. 7. f. 74-78 
(1862). 

Singapore. 

16. A. oLrnpA,n. sp. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 5.) 
Upperside dark violet-blue, with the outer margins of the an- 

terior wing brown. 
Underside brown, crossed by numerous whitish lines ; three green 

spots at the anal angle. 
Exp. 1} inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Family IV. Parrtionipz. 

Subfamily Prrrina, Bates. 

Genus Pontta, Fabr. 

1. P. xrput, Fab. Spec. Ins. ii. p. 43. n. 180 (1781). 
East India. 

Genus Trertas, Swainson. 

1. T. wartna, Horsf. Cat. Lep. E. I. C. p. 137. n. 63 (1829). 

2. T. wecase, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 249 (1764). 

3. T. rrpana, Horsf, Cat. Lep. E. I. C. p. 136. n. 62 (1829). 

4, T. sart, Horsf. J. c. p. 136. n. 61 (1829). 

5. T. stnneTana, Wall. Trans. Ent. Soc. ser. 3. vol. iv. p. 324. 
n. 17 (1867). 

Silhet. 
Genus Pieris, Schrank. 

1. P. ctemanTuHeE, Doubl. & Hew. G. D. L. t. 6. f. 3 (1847). 
India. 
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fan 

fou 

2. P. pacroxicus, Butler, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 455. n. 1, t. 2. f. 1, 

Borneo. 
Genus Tacuyris, Wall. 

1. T. carpEna, Hew. Ex. Butt. ii. Pier, t. 3. f. 17, 18 (1861). 

Borneo. 

2. T. naTHALIA, Feld. Wien. ent. Mon. vi. p. 285. n. 40 (1862), 

3. T. nsomso, Boisd. Sp. Gén. i, p. 539. n. 148 (1836). 

Kast Indies. 

A. T. teptis, Feld. Reise Nov. Lep. ii. p. 163. n. 136 (1865). 

Java. 

5. T. wero, Fab. Ent. Syst. iii. 1. p. 153. n. 471 (1793). 

Asia. 

6. T. ENARETE, Boisd. Sp. Gén. i. p. 480. n. 61 (1836). 

Moluceas. 
Genus De.ias, Hiiba. 

1. D. panpemia, Wall. Tr. E. 8. ser. 3. vol. iv. p. 346. n. 3, t. vi. 
4, 4a (1867). 

Borneo. 

2. D. nyparete, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 247 (1764). 

Java. 

3. D. srncuapura, Wall. Tr. E.S. ser. 3. vol. iv. p. 353. n. 29, 
_7. f, 2 (1867). 
Singapore. 

Genus Prioneris, Wall. 

1. P. vottHENHOVII, Wall. Tr. E.S. ser. 3. vol. iv. p. 386. n. 6, 
.9. f. 3 (1867). 
Sarawak. 

2. P. cornELI4, Voll. Mon. Pier. p. 5. n. 1, t. 2. f. 2 (1865). 

Borneo. 
Genus Eronia, Hiibn. 

1. E. vaterta Cram. Pap. Ex. i. t. 85. A (1779). 

Java. 
Genus CaLuipryas, Boisd. 

1. C. crocaue, Cram. Pap. Ex. i. pl. 55. C, D (1779). 

East India. 

2. C. catiuya, Cram. Pap. Ex. iii. pl. 229. D, E (1781). 

Coromandel. 
23# 
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Genus Dercas, Boisd. 

1. D. coprias, Hew. Tr. E.S. ser. 3. vol. ii. p. 246. n. 5, t. 16. 
f. 1 (1864). 

Borneo. 
Genus Hezomora, Hiibn. 

1. H. sporneensts, Wall. Tr. E. S. ser. 3. vol. iv. p. 396. n. 2 
(1867). 

Borneo. 
Genus Ix1as, Hiibn. 

1. I. unpatus, Butl. P. Z. S. 1871, p. 252, pl. 19. f. 4. 

Borneo, 
Genus OrNniITHOPTERA, Boisd. 

1. O. mrranpa, Butl. Lep. Ex. i. t. 1 (1869). 

Sarawak. 

2. O. ampurysus, Cr. Pap. Ex. iii. t. 219. A (1782). 

Java. 

3. O. FLAVICOLLIS, n. sp. 

Male. Upperside: similar to O. amphrysus, from Java, but differs 
in the following respects :—The anterior wing is more elongated, with 
the yellow markings at the end of the cell much smaller; the pos- 
terior wing rather paler in colour, with the black scollops and the 
black border much narrower. It is at once distinguished from all 
other species by its bright yellow collar. The neuration of the 
posterior wing differs slightly from O. amphrysus. 

Female. Anterior wing sooty black, with all the veins broadly 
bordered with dusky white ; the marginal series of black spots on 
the posterior wing are much broader than in amphrysus, almost 
reaching the discoidal cell; very like the posterior wing of O. 
miranda, Butl. 

I have examined 35 males and 7 females of this species, and they 
do not differ in any respect. 

Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce and O. Salvin. 

Genus Papruio, Linn. 

1. P. taopocus, De Haan, Verh. Nat. Ges. Ned. overz. Bez. 
p. 42, t. 8. f. 5 (1840). 

Java. 

2. P. macareus, Godt. Enc. Méth. ix. p. 76. n. 144 (1819). 

3. P. ramaceus, Westw. Tr. E. S. 1872, p. 95. 

Borneo. 

4, P. xerosa, Butl. Ent. Mo. Mag. vi. p. 55 (1869) ; Lep. Ex. i. 
t. 13. f. 2 (1870). 

Sarawak. 
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5. P. zanoa, Butl. Ent. Mo. Mag. vi. p. 56 (1869) ; Lep. Ex. i. 
t. 13. f. 1 (1870). 

Sarawak. 

6. P. supa, Butl. Ent. Mo. Mag. vi. p. 56 (1869) ; Lep. Ex. i. 
t. 13. f. 3, 4 (1870). 

Sarawak. 

7. P. caunus, Westw. Cat. Or. Ent. t. 9. f. 2, 2* (1848). 
Borneo. 

8. P. neptunus, Gueér. Deless. Inde, ii. p. 69 (1843). 

9. P. pemMo.ion, Cram. Pap. Ex. i. t. 89. A, B (1779). 
Jaya. 

10. P. potyres, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 186 (1764). 

11. P. rHEsevs, Cram. Pap. Ex. ii. t. 180. B (1779). 

12. P. atBinus, Wall. Trans. Linn. Soc. xxv. p. 49. n. 54, t. 5. 
f. 5 (1865). 

New Guinea. 

13. P. HeELENUs, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 185 (1764). 
China. 

14. P. NEPHELUS, Boisd. Sp. Gén. i. p. 210. n. 24 (1836). 

Celebes. 

15. P. prama, Guér. Rev. Zool. 1840, p. 43, t. 1. f. 3, 4. 

16. P. arsuna, Horsf. Cat. Lep. E. I. C. t. 1. f. 14, 14a (1828). 
Java. 

17. P. memnon, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 193 (1764). 

18. P. Noctis, Hew. P. Z. S. 1859, p. 423, t. 66. f. 5, 6. 

Borneo. 

19 P. noctuta 6, Westw. T. Ent. Soc. 1872, p. 90. 
‘| P. srrix 9, Westw. J. c. p. 92. 

20. P. anripHaTeES, Cram. Pap. Ex. i. t. 72. A, B. 

China. 

21. P. sapepon, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 196 (1764). 

22. P. eurypy vs, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 216 (1764). 

23. P. parHycues, Zink. Nova Acta Ac. Nat. Cur. xv. p. 157, 
t.14. f. 6, 7 (1831). 

24. P. acAmemNoN, Linn. Mus. Ulr. p. 202 (1764). 

25. P. arycuss, Boisd. Sp. Gén. p. 231. n. 51 (1836). 

Java, Sumatra. 

} Borneo. 
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26. P. eMpEDOCLES, Fab. Mant. Ins. it. p. 10. n. 94 (1787). 
East India. 

27. P. payvent, Boisd. Sp. Gén. i. p. 235. n. 58 (1836). 

Java. és 

28. P. Lowi, n. sp. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 6.) 

Male. Upperside sooty black: posterior wing from the middle 
to the outer margin ashy grey, crossed by the black nervules ; 
outer margin and tails black. 

Underside sooty black, with a row of large black spots round the 
outer margin of posterior wing, the lower half of which is speckled 
with a few greyish scales; dark red at the base of both wings. 
Allied to ascalaphus, Boisd., but very distinct. I have named this 
fine Papilio after its captor Mr. Low. 

Exp. 43 inches. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

29. P. acuTA, n. sp. 

Male. Upperside: the anterior wing brownish black, darker at 
the base, having streaks of darker colour between the nervules and 
in the discoidal cell; the posterior wing glossy black. 

Underside: anterior wing the same as above; posterior wing 
deep black, with six red lunular spots along the outer margin, and 
at the anal angle there is a small spot of the same colour. 

Female the same as the male. 
Exp. male 32, female 4 inches. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Genus Lerrocercvus, Swainson. 

1. L. virescens, Butl. Cat. Fab. p. 259 (1870). 

Java. 
Family V. Hesrerip&. 

Genus Casyapa, Kirby. 

1. C. rurax (Linn.), Syst. Nat. i. 2. p. 794. n. 260 (1767). 

Genus IsmeNnE, Swains. 

1. I. couza, Hew. Ex. Butt. iv. Jsm. t. 1. f. 4 (1867). 

Sarawak. 

2. I. sana, Moore, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 782. 

Darjeeling. 

3. I. BENJAMINII, Guér. Deless. Souv. Ind. i. p. 79, t. 22. f. 2 
(1834). 

4. I. epiropEA, Swains. Zool. Ill. i. t. 16 (1820-1821). 

5. I. virra, Butl. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1870, p. 489. 

Borneo. 
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6. I. sewa, Moore, P. Z. S. 1865, p-. 778. 
Bengal, 

7. I. murDava, Moore, J. ec. p- 784. 
Darjeeling. 

Genus Carystus, Hiibn. 
1. C. napana, Butl. Trans. Ent. Soe. 1870, p. 502. 
Borneo. 

2. C. exvia, Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. ser. 3. vol. ii. p- 489. n. 9 
(1866). 

Sumatra. 
Genus Prorerpes, Hiibn. 

1. P. pHanaus, Hew. Desc. Hesp. p. 14. n. 24 (1867). 
Sarawak. 

Genus Asticroprerus, Feld. 
1. A. proces, Moore, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 787. 
Bengal. 

2. A. xanites, Butl. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1870, p. 510. 
Borneo. 

3. A. ARMATUS, n. sp. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 7.) 
Male. Upperside dark purplish brown ; anterior wing crossed 

from the costal to the anal angle by a broad deep-orange band. 
Underside the same as above; body brown. 
Exp. 2 inches. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Genus Puasrinera, Butler. 
1. P. nevena, Butler, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1870, p. 511. 
Borneo. 

2. P. cauyineuRA, Feld. Reise Noy. Lep. iii. p- 513, t. 71. f. 9, 
10 (1867). 

Java. 

3. P. w1eRoGLypPaICA, Butl. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1870, p. 511. 
Borneo. 

Genus Piestonrura, Feld. 
1. P. rerstHaMe tt, Boisd. Voy. Astr. Lep. p. 159, t. 2. f. 7. 

2. P. pri, n. sp. 
Upperside dark brown: anterior wing with a semitransparent 

white band from the costal to the median nervule ; a small white 
spot close to the anterior angle. 

Underside the same as above, but lighter in colour. 
Exp. 1} inch. 
fab. Borneo. In coll. Hf. Druce. 
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3. P. stqnaTA, n. sp. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 8.) 

Upperside dark chocolate-brown ; anterior wing with a large 

bluish-white oblong spot in the middle, commencing in the cell and 

extending almost to the anal angle. 
Underside as above. 
Exp. 13 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Genus TARACTROCERA, Butler. 

1. T. sacara, Moore, P. Z. 8. 1865, p. 792. 

Bengal. 
Genus AntiIGoNus, Hubn. 

1. A. pyceta, Hew. Desc. Hesp. p. 53. n. 6 (1868). 

Borneo and Malacca. 

Genus Sararupa, Moore. 

1. S. AFFINIS, n. sp. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 9.) 

Upperside brown: anterior wing with a series of seven trans- 

parent irregular-shaped white spots; posterior wing white, with 
the base and broadly along the outer margin brown, with a rew of 
black marginal spots. 

Underside as above, but with the posterior wing whiter, and the 
marginal row of spots blacker. 

Exp. 12 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

Genus TacrapEs, Hibn. 

1. T. sapetus, Cram. Pap. Ex. iv. t. 365. E, F (1782). 

2. T. STRIATA, 0. sp. 

Upperside dark brown: anterior wing with eight minute trans- 
parent spots in a curved band close to the outer margin; one spot 
at the end of the cell: posterior wing crossed beyond the middle by 
a band of oblong black spots; the outer margin with three black 
spots; from the anal angle to beyond the middle white. 

Underside: anterior wing the same as above ; posterior wing bluish 
grey nearly to the base, with the black spots as above. 

Exp. 13 inch. 
Hab. Borneo. In coll. H. Druce. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES. 

Puate XXXII. 

Fig. 1. Myealesis amena, p. 339. Fig. 7. Cupido almora, 349. 
2. Athyma amhara, p. 344. 8 aluta, p. 349. 
3. Adolias bellata, p. 344. 9. angusta, p. 349. 
4. Meletus regina, p. 348. 10. Aphneus frigidus, p. 350. 
5. Cupido cornuta, p. 349. 11. Llerda superba, p. 350. 
6. cerulea, p. 349. 12. Hypochrysops elegans, p. 350. 
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Piate XXXITI. 

Fig. 1. Sithon aurea, p. 352. | Fig. 6. Papilio lowii, p. 358. r 
2. —— scopula, p. 352. 7. Astictopterus armatus, p. 359. 
3. —— pallida, p. 352. | 8. Plesioneura signata, p. 360. 
4. —— valida, p. 352. | 9. Satarupa affinis, p. 360. 
5. Amblypodia olinda, p. 354. 

6. On some Marine Mollusca from Madeira, including a new 
Genus of the Muricide, a new Eulima, and the whole of 
the Rissoe of the Group of Islands. By the Rev. 
Rosert Boog Warson, F.R.S.E., F.G.S.* 

[Received February 3, 187 3.] 

(Plates XXXIV.-XXXVI.) 

To the 127 species named by Mr. M‘Andrew in his necessarily 
imperfect list of Madeiran shells published in 1854 I have added 
some 200 or 250 more, making about 400 in all. Of these, 80 or 
90 are probably new. 

I propose to publish the rest as may be convenient. In the 
mean time I begin with a somewhat remarkable new genus, a new 
Eulima, and the whole of the Rissoe which I have noticed here. 

Of species already described, some present peculiarities in their 
Madeiran forms worthy of notice. 

The measurements I offer are somewhat elaborate, but may easily 
be passed over by those who will. I think some may find them 
very useful. They are the average resulting from very many tire- 
some observations. 

I reject Latin in the descriptions. That language refuses to lend 
itself pliantly to such purposes ; and no man’s ease in its use, though 
of ready acquisition, enables him to throw individuality into his 
word-pictures. 

CHASCAX, gen. nov., Watson. 

(xaoxaé, a gaper, so called from the immense open umbilicus in its 
snout-like base.) 

Shell spindle-shaped, strongly umbilicated, longitudinally ribbed 
and spirally ridged, but without varices. Epidermis horny. Mouth- 
edge angulated. Outer and inner lip quite smooth. Canal long, 
narrow, and deep, bent a little to the left, but not at all reversed in 
front. 

Operculum strong, horny; nucleus terminal, internally strength- 
ened by a broad ridge all along the right margin. 

I regret to propose a new genus, believing as I do that great 
wrong has thus been often done to true science, the reckless multi- 
plication of genera causing a stumbling-block even more pernicious 
than that of species-mongering. But in this case there is no help 
for it. It is obvious that to no genus, as at present defined, can this 
mollusk be reduced; and both Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys and Dr. Fischer, 

* Communicated by J. Gwyn Jeffreys, F.R.S., F.Z.8. 
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who have kindly examined it for me, assure me that it belongs to no 
known genus. From Rapana of Schumacher, which it resembles 
in its gaping umbilicus, it is well distinguished by its elongated 
spire and its claw-like operculum. The operculum of Rapana is 
of the Purpura type. The genus obviously falls under the family 
Muricide as so well defined by Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys. 

CHASCAX MADERENSIS, Watson. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 30.) 

Body coloured a deep fuscous red. 
Shell conical, spindle-shaped ; as the shell lies on its mouth the 

periphery in the centre of the back is exactly in the middle of the 
shell’s length, the line to the point of the base and that to the tip of 
the spire being equal ; solid, angulated, rough, and opaque ; ribbed 
and spirally ridged, no varices. With an enormous umbilicus. 
Outer and inner lip smooth, with a long, straightish, and open, but 
deep canal. Epidermis horny and brown. 

Sculpture, 11 to 12 broad, low, rounded, irregular ribs, which 
scarcely appear above the suture or on the elongated base; near 
the mouth they are most broad, rounded, and flattened ; higher up 
on the course of the whorl they become narrower and sharper ; on 
the penultimate whorl there are nine. There is nothing approaching 
a varix or labial rib. 3 

There are spiral ridges. In crossing the ribs, these are more or 
less thrown out into long, narrow, and sharp murications. Of these 
ridges there are two on the upper whorls, but on the body-whorl 
there are three, each accompanied below by its shadow ; that of the 
highest one is double. On the elongated snout-like base there are 
five or six of these faint ridges or threads, one of them about the 
middle being a little stronger than the rest. Of the three strong 
ridges, the highest is remote from the suture, and forms a strongly 
marked shoulder; it is very decidedly the strongest of the three, 
the lowest being much the feeblest. Between this shoulder and the 
suture a few (three or four) very faint spiral threads appear. 
Besides all these the epidermis is sharply but coarsely wrinkled 
longitudinally with very slight microscopic spiral striolations. 

Colour uniform: that of the shell itself is light brownish orange ; 
but the persistent epidermis is rich yellow-brown. 

Epidermis a strong, horny, close-fitting, adhesive membrane. 
Spire long, rising in steps, contracting regularly but rapidly to a 

narrow, small, and very sharp apex. 
Whorls 6 to 7, angular, sloping downwards from the suture 

with rather a longish shoulder, and from the point of the shoulder 
dropping perpendicularly, 7.e. parallel to the axis of the shell. 
The upper whorls have no contraction on their lower side, as the 
suture runs close below the second spiral ridge; on the body- 
whorl, however, there is a great contraction below the third spiral 
ridge ; and beneath this contraction the base advances downwards in 
a long and very little-attenuated snout, which includes the canal and 
the enormous umbilicus, round which the shell runs in a great fold. 

Suéure slight, rough, and (apparently) slightly channelled, some- 
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what oblique, descending towards the mouth-corner from the whole 
last quarter of the body-whorl. 

Mouth bluish white, with a narrow dirty yellowish edge. In 
form small, deep, very slightly patulous: in the depth of the throat 
perfectly oval, but towards the outside angulated ; this angulation is 
at the upper corner slight, but at the shoulder of the whorl more 
distinct. The mouth thus resembles an irregular bowl of a spoon, 
of which the canal forms the shank. Exclusive of the canal, it is 
rather more than one third of the shell’s length (7.e. as 8 to 22). 

Canal long, narrow, deep, and slightly excavated in under the left 
side; but its lips are not at all contracted. In its course it is 
scarcely curved; but in its general direction it bends a little to the 
left. It ends in a semicircular notch. It is not at all recurved. 

Outer lip angulated, sharp, narrow, but strong ; internally quite 
smooth ; not at all reflected, but a little patulous. It leaves the 
body in a very straight, but slightly retreating line ; where it meets 
the line of the first spiral ridge it turns angularly downwards with a 
very slight curving in towards the line of the shell’s axis; just 
below the lowest ridge it again alters (slightly) its direction, so as to 
run more longitudinally and straight along the side of the canal : 
just at the extreme point it swells a very little outwards. 

Inner lip quite smooth, expanded as a thickish glaze on the belly ; 
it sweeps round there with a perfect oval curve. At exactly half its 
length it is deserted by the great fold of the base which encircles 
the umbilicus: from this point it still for + inch pursues the same 
direction to the beginning of the canal ; there it turns sharply, and 
throughout the rest of its course runs in slightly towards the axis of 
the shell, overhanging the canal. Its edge all along the umbilicus 
is very sharp. 

Pillar broad above, below cut off diagonally so as to expose to the 
fullest the enormous circular umbilicus, which is almost as large as 
the mouth, and which extends up into the heart of the shell; it is 
lined throughout with the epidermis ; within, it can be seen coiling 
spirally upwards, the thick margin slightly marked by the old ends 
of the canal. 

Operculum thick, horny, black, and claw-like; nucleus at the 
lower point ; surface scored from side to side with numerous slight 
concentric lines. Its interior side is polished, with many slight 
concentric lines on its inner margin and on its central flat, and with 
a broad, thick, rounded border extending from its apex along its 
outer margin. It is perfectly represented in all respects by the 
picture in Adams’s ‘Genera,’ pl. xvi. fig. 4, a, 6, except that, as 
seems generally the case in that work, it is turned upside down. 

Canal 
Sh. M. (left side) 7. 6. 5 4, Oo. 2. ts 

1 Up oa AS all [2 "37 A"? ee Aga yee ae 05°08 
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Of this mollusk I have found (besides an unmistakable and 
perfectly fresh fragment broken off by the dredge, in Funchal Bay) 
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only one specimen, which was dredged at Ponta de Sao Lourenc¢o in 
50 fathoms. By the time my men brought me the dredgings, 
though the animal was perfectly recognizable so far as colour went, 
it was yet so much decayed that it broke to pieces in the process of 
extraction; and to complete the misfortune, I have mislaid the 
lingual process, which I hastily put aside in spirits for preservation. 
The shell was so completely covered with a hard thick incrustation 
of lime as to leave no portion exposed. With great care I succeeded 
in cracking off this incrustation in small bits from the last whorl, 
leaving the epidermis quite fresh below. On the upper whorls this 
incrustation and the shell beneath were so honeycombed by minute 
annelids that both broke together, and obliged me to pause in my 
work ; these annelids have also produced some warts on the 
interior of both the outer and inner lip, which look deceptively like 
irregular folds or teeth. 

\y @ & Buuima patvensis, Watson. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 29.) 

2) Shell conic-oblong, white, strong, rounded in all its lines, broadish 
in the base, blunt in apex. 

Sculpture smooth, with the rounded lines of a thing cast, not cut. 
There are numerous but very faint lines of growth, and a doubtful 
suggestion of excessively microscopic, close-set, spiral scratches, best 
seen on the upper whorls; beneath all these, as in many of the 
Eulime, the whole texture of the shell can, under the microscope, 
be recognized as built up of longitudinal, microscopic, hair-like, 
anastomosing columns, each about >, inch broad. The labial rib 
is strong and spread out. 

Oolour semitransparent bluish white, like very much watered 
milk, rendered brown by the presence of the animal. Behind the 
labial rib there are three rusty stains, which show a tendency to 
extend across the body-whorl as bands; the highest and strongest 
is just at the apparent marginal band below the suture ; the second 
is at the periphery, the third on the base. 

Spire elongated, conical, with its contour-lines not quite straight, 
but a little curved ; apex blunt and somewhat incurved. 

Whorls 7 to 8, very slightly rounded, of regular increase ; the last 
is large. 

Sutuke slight, not quite smooth, little oblique, remotely margined 
by the through-shining of the whorl above it. 

Mouth pear-shaped, being oval below, intrenched on by the 
curve of the belly; pointed above, and very minutely channelled at 
the upper corner, deep. 

Outer lip thick, but finely though roundly edged. Some six or 
eight concentric lines, which form the edges of the several accretions 
of which the lip is built up, may be traced one within the other. 
The lip retreats above, so as to form a very slight, shallow, and 
open sinus; below it advances a little, and has a free round sweep 
across the base. 

Inner lip is spread in the form of a pad of enamel over the pillar, 
which it envelops completely, and extends upwards as a thick callus 
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across the body; in front it is crossed obliquely by a shallow open 
depression. 
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Hab. Selvagens, shore. 
By the specific name I have selected for it, I desire to acknow- 

ledge my obligations to the Baron do Castello de Paiva, to whom I 
owe it and all the other shells I possess from the Selvagens. They 
were procured by him from the men who annually visit these some- 
what inaccessible islands for barrilha, orzella, and sea-birds. The 
Rev. R. T. Lowe has given a very interesting notice of the flora of 
the Selvagens in a little work published three years ago by Van 
Voorst ; I regret that I can communicate so very little regarding 
their Mollusca. I may take the opportunity, however, of stating 
the fact, which has not, I think, been published as yet, that Helix 
coronula, Lowe, has been found (it has been communicated to 
me by the Baron de Paiva) in these islands, where previously the 
only land-shell known to exist was H. ustulata, Lowe, a species 
found nowhere else in the world; A. coronula has also been found 
by the Baron’s collectors in Bugio (the Southern Deserta) and at 
Canico, one of the nearest points in Madeira,—facts of great interest 
in connexion with the distribution of species, and serving to connect 
through their fauna Madeira and these little islands, which, as 
regards their flora, are, according to Mr. Lowe, more nearly related 
to the geographically more contiguous Canaries. 

Sale Fy Rissoa LEACOCKI, Watson. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 1.) 

- Shell conic-oblong, solid, squarely tubercled, transparent, glossy. 
The two lines of the spire, from the periphery to the apex on the 
left side of shell, and from apex to extreme corner of mouth on 
the right, are perfectly straight, broken only by the square ditch-like 
sutures, while the basal line connecting these two is an unbroken 
curve ; this arises from the fulness of the base and the thickness of 
the pillar. 

Sculpture, longitudinal threads, 15 to 18, strong, oblique, trace- 
able from whorl to whorl, disappearing on 13 whorl, running down 
almost to the very point of base ; the last appears as a strong broad 
white labial rib. Spiral threads of about the same size cross these 
longitudinal threads, forming large knobs or tubercles at the inter- 
sections ; these knobs are less strong on lower part of base, but are 
often traceable even on the spiral threads of the pillar, where they 
form the only representatives of the longitudinal threads, which die 
out in the interstices of the spiral threads on the base. Of these spiral 
threads there are eight or nine on the last whorl. Two additional 
but feebler ones generally appear between the three highest just 
before they reach the labial varix, which they all strongly cross, but 
stop short of the extreme edge of the mouth, leaving in advance of 
them a plain narrow margin ; on the fourth and fifth whorls there 
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are three, on the third two (on this whorl both the longitudinal 
and spiral threads are smaller relatively to the size of the whorl than 
on the others). All these markings are abruptly cut off by a cross 
line, above which is the embryonic 1} whorl, having a series of quite 
independent spiral threads, four (on the extreme apex six) in 
number, and ;4, inch apart. 

Besides these markings, the whole surface of the shell when very 
fresh may be seen to be covered with very faint and superficial spiral 
striolations ; but these are rarely visible. There are also a good 
many irregular and much coarser, but still very faint longitudinal 
markings. Both of these can be best seen on the labial varix ; 
they produce a slight frosted appearance. 

Colour yellowish or faintly brownish white, with two broad spiral 
bands of colour, the higher and broader extending from the suture, 
and including the two upper spiral threads, the lower including the 
two spiral threads below the periphery ; between these two bands 
of colour one spiral thread with its intersectional knobs stands 
strongly out in the yellowish-white colour of the shell. On the 
penultimate whorl, the upper edge of the lower band of colour just 
shows in the suture; on the superior whorls the two upper spiral 
threads are coloured, the lower one is pale. The first two whorls 
are uncoloured. On the labial rib, the end of each spiral thread is 
coloured : when fresh, this colour is an exquisite brilliant crimson ; 
but it soon fades to a ruddy brown. The whole pillar and the 
interior of outer lip are opaque white. 

Spire elongated, conical, ending in blunt round point. 
Whorls 5 to 6, almost perfectly flat, of very gradual increase. 

The extreme tip of the embryonic whorl is slightly turned in; so that 
the apex of the shell is formed by a somewhat more advanced part 
of the first whorl. 

Suture straight, rather deep, and very strongly marked, being 
broad and trough-like ; the underside of the trough is perpendicular 
to its bottom line, the upperside slopes in. 

Mouth white, obliquely set, pear-shaped, flattened across the 
belly ; small, with a slight sinus at the upper corner excavated out 
of the thickness of junction of outer lip and body, very slightly 
expanded towards the lower outer corner. No teeth within the lip. 

Outer lip thickened by the strong labial rib; straight above, well 
rounded in its basal sweep; slightly sinuated from the forward 
advance of the lip at lower outer corner. On its forward edge the 
margin is pretty broad, flat or slightly hollowed into a groove, 
longitudinally striated, and bears a sharp projecting flange on its 
inner side forming the extreme mouth-edge. This flange takes its 
rise on the inner side of the sinus formed at upper corner of mouth, 
and sweeps all round, till at the point of the pillar it gradually 
coalesces with the outer lip-margin, and the two thus united become 
the edge of the pillar. 

Inner lip white, thin, a very little reflected, slightly projecting 
from the thick and heavy pillar so as to leave a narrow chink, 
faintly continued aeross the body. 
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Hab. Gorgulho, shore; Santa Cruz, shore; Selvagens, shore ; 
Ponta de Sao. Lourengo, shore to 45 fathoms ; Piedade (Canigal), 15 
to 35 fathoms; Funchal Bay, up to 50 fathoms ; Porto Santo, up to 
50 fathoms. 
My specimens from the Selvagens, given me by the Baron de 

Paiva, are very large and strongly tubercled from the strength of 
the longitudinal and spiral threads. 

I strongly suspect that this is the same species as Signor Manzoni’s 
R. calathus from the Canaries and Madeira. That certainly has 
teeth within the lip and is somewhat stumpier in form; but these 
are both variable characters; and in spite of the somewhat rubbed 
and bleached condition of the specimens (from Tenerife) of Manzoni’s 
species, which I owe to the kindness of Mr. M‘Andrew, I have 
recognized the characteristic markings ou the embryonic shell as 
identical with those of my species. 

That this species, at least, is distinct from R. calathus is a view 
in which I am supported by the opinion both of Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys 
and of the Baron Schwartz v. Mohrenstern. The two species have 
certainly some points of superficial resemblance, but differ in form, 
in texture, in colour, in threading both longitudinal and spiral, in 
the shape, make, and colour of the pillar, whole shape of mouth, 
constitution of outer-lip margin, and in markings of embryonic 
tip (?). 
i have named the species after my friend Mr. Thomas Leacock, 

who has done much for the study of the Madeiran land-mollusks. 

Rissoa CANCELLATA, da Costa. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 2. 
In M‘Andrew’s list. 
Hab. Gorgulho, shore ; Ribeiro secco, 10 fathoms; Santa Cruz, 

10 to 15 fathoms ; Machico, 10 to 15 fathoms; Piedade (Canical), 
15 to 35 fathoms ; Ponta de Sao Lourenco, 25 to 45 fathoms; Porto 
da Cruz, 50 fathoms; Porto Santo, 50 fathoms; Funchal Bay, 
50 fathoms. 
A European, Mediterranean, and Canary species. 
The Madeiran form of this shell is smaller than the British, and 

the whorls are more angulated. The teeth within the mouth are 
fewer by a half than the number given for them by Mr. Gwyn 
Jeffreys (vol. iv. p. 9, Brit. Conchology) ; but this is a feature of 
very little specific value. 

7» @, Russoa aurantiaca, Watson. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 3.) 
> ie east Shell oblong, thick, not transparent, a little glossy, tubercled, 

rising in steps. 
Sculpture, longitudinal ribs, on body-whorl 18 to 20, gently 

rounded, disappearing on base ; diminishing in number upwards on 
the whorls, and absent on the embryonic whorl; each is about 
twice as broad as the interval between them. 
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Spiral threads 12 to 13, raised, rounded, shining; those on 
upper part of body-whorl are thrown out by the ribs into sharp 
points ; they are generally pretty equally parted by spirally scratched 
interstices a little broader than themselves; on the base they are 
sometimes closer-set, and sometimes are followed by a kind of 
miniature of themselves occupying half the interstice. The spiral 
scratchings of the interstices are extremely minute ; and though more 
distinct than in R. moniziana, they do not interfere with the gloss of 
the surface as they do in R. crispa; about six go to each inter- 
stice. There is a broad, thick, white labial rib, which is strongly 
scored across by the spiral threads ; and between these the interstitial 
scratches are plainly shown; but all these disappear just short of 
the mouth, which is edged by a thin and narrow border in advance 
of the labial rib ; this border is well scored longitudinally. 

Colour orange (whence the name), with a slight dash of brown, in 
some cases paler, in others darker, but with little variety, and quite 
uniform in each specimen, except that sometimes, though rarely, the 
first whorl has a shade more of brown. The labial rib is whiter 
than the rest of the shell. 

Spire long, very little contracted upwards, rising but slightly in 
steps, ending in a depressed round apex, which is always higher on 
the side where the extreme embryonic tip stands up. 

Whorls 4 to 5, fully rounded, of regular increase. 
Suture deep, little oblique. 
Mouth very round, obtusely pointed above and encroached on by 

the belly ; not open, except a little in front and on the pillar. 
Outer lip much thickened by the labial rib, but on its extreme 

edge sharp and thin, slightly expanding below. Its exterior profile, 
as the shell lies on its back, is formed by the labial rib bearing as 
knobs the ends of the spiral threads. 

Inner lip consists of the projecting edge of the outer lip, which 
sweeps continuously round ; on the pillar it is a little reflected, and 
has there a sharp but little-projecting edge, with an umbilical chink 
behind it; this chink is generally small and narrow, but is some- 
times open and trough-like. The callus which carries the pillar-lip 
across the belly is thin and closely united to the body; at its 
junction with the outer lip it seems always, in well-grown specimens, 
to project a little way out from the body to meet that lip. 

Sh. M. 5. ae 3. 2, ty 
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Hab. Piedade (Canical), 15 to 35 fathoms ; Ponta de S. Lourengo, 
25 to 45 fathoms; Funchal Bay, up to 50 fathoms; Porto Santo, 
up to 50 fathoms. 

I have named this shell from its colour. 

Rissoa striATA, Adams; var. LIRATA, Watson. (Plate XXXIV. 
fig. 4.) : 

Not in M‘Andrew’s list. 
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Hab. Gorgulho, shore ; Selvagens, shore ; Santa Cruz, shore to 
15 fathoms; Machico, shore to 15 fathoms; Piedade (Canical), 15 
to 35 fathoms ; Ponta de Sao Lourengo, 25 to 45 fathoms; Funchal 
Bay, up to 50 fathoms; Porto Santo, up to 50 fathoms; Teneriffe 
(fide Jeffreys, Brit. Con. vol. iv. p. 38). 

A coralline-crag, Arctic, Siberian, European, Mediterranean, 
Canary, and Kast North-American (fide J. G. Jeffreys, Ann. & 
Mag. Nat. Hist. 1872) species. 

Is this Madeira species really the 2. striata of Adams? There is 
much to justify its elevation into a distinct species. It can be un- 
failingly distinguished by the strong basal threads. The difference 
between them, however, I have sought to mark by calling this var. 
lirata. 

There is a further variety existing equally among Madeiran and 
British forms of this species, which might be indicated by the var. 
called candida by Brown; only this var. is not ‘‘ devoid of the 
longitudinal ribs”? as candida is. It is more cylindrical, narrower, 
with whorls more fully rounded, and with a broader second whorl, 
and with a more spherical tip ; compared with this the typical form 
is more conical, with an outline less interrupted by the sutures, 
somewhat shorter in proportion to breadth, and narrowing upwards 
more equally to a small rounded but depressed apex. 

As in almost all species, a larger and a smaller form are also 
found. 

I owe my Selvagens specimens to the kindness of the Baron de 
Paiva. 

Rissoa costaTa, Adams. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 5.) 
Not in M‘Andrew’s list. 
Gorgulho, shore; Selvagens, shore; Santa Cruz, shore to 15 

fathoms ; Machico, shore to 15 fathoms; Piedade (Canical), 15 to 
35 fathoms ; Ponta de S. Lourenco, 25 to 45 fathoms; Funchal Bay, 
up to 50 fathoms; Porto Santo, up to 50 fathoms; Teneriffe, fide 
M‘Andrew. 
A European, Baltic, Mediterranean, and Canary species. 
The embryonic whorl of this shell is not ‘quite smooth,” but 

carries distinctly the spiral strize. 
The Madeiran form, like that (fide Jeffreys, B. Con. iv. p. 23) 

found at Spezzia and Tenerife, is very small. 
I owe my Selvagens specimens to the Baron de Paiva, 

Tc Sie Rissoa crispa, Watson. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 6.) 

* Shell conic-oval, whorls rising above each other in steps, solid, 
translucent, somewhat glossy. 

Sculpture: longitudinal ribs about 12, distant, narrow, ridge-like, 
not flexuous, but strongly bent from left to right; these become 
rather fewer upwards, and disappear on the first and second whorls ; 
they lap up on the preceding whorls (without adhering to them), 
and nearly conceal the suture. On the body they hardly stretch 
below the periphery, being cut off in a broadish furrow, which runs 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXIV. 24 
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spirally round the base from the junction of the lip and the body- 
whorl; below this furrow is a strong spiral ridge, which takes its 
rise exactly from the upper corner of the mouth ; below this ridge 
is another furrow, deeper and broader than the previous one. The 
labial rib is broad and thick, not notched as in R. costata, and is 
separated from the edge of the mouth by a sharp projecting flange. 

Spiral threads, on last whorl] above the basal furrow and ridge 7, 
on penultimate 5, on preceding whorl 3, on the top whorls none. 
These threads are clear and transparent, and form knots where they 
cross the longitudinal ribs ; their interstices are exquisitely crisped 
(whence the name) with microscopic spiral striolations, faintly 
crossed by longitudinal sinuous frettings. The 13 whorl is em- 
bryonic, cut off by a distinct longitudinal line, and carries five to six 

minute raised threads, between which in very fresh specimens there 
is some faint trace of the spiral striolations. 

Colour clear white, as if frosted, with more or less of an orange 
tinge. Embryonic whorls opaque white, caused by something in the 
interior of the whorl, not arising from the colour of the shell itself. 

Spire rises in steps, rather short, ending in a small round 
projecting point, which is not formed by the extreme tip of the 
embryonic whorl, that tip being a little introverted or immersed. 

Whorls 5 to 6, rounded, the last of rapid increase. The first is 
often broken; when present it appears strongly flattened or hollowed, 
and is thrown up on one side from the immersion of the tip. 

Suture almost effaced by the upward extension of the longitudinal 
ribs, but between these deep, and behind them slightly channelled. 

Mouth small, rounded oval; very bluntly pointed above; ex- 
panding at the lower inner corner. 

Outer lip very thick, with 12 to 13 sharp knobs on its exterior 
profile, one of them, the end of the great basal ridge, being often 
very large. Along its whole sweep it is defined by a concentric 
ridge on its outer, and by another on its inner edge; between these 
ridges is a furrow-like excavation. It is slightly sinuated above. 
The labial varix is distinctly disjoined from the preceding whorl by 
the channel of the suture. 

Pillar-lip extremely thick, scored across by four strong twisted 
ribs ; its inner side is formed by the internal ridge of the outer lip, 
which is continued all round the mouth. 

Operculum thin, yellow, striated with strongish lines and finer 
ones intermediate. 

Sh. M. D. a. 3. 2. ik 
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Hab. Gorgulho, shore; Monte de Piedade (Canical), 25 to 35 
fathoms ; Ponta de Sao Lourenco, 25 to 45 fathoms ; Santa-Cruz Bay, 
10 to 15 fathoms; Porto Santo, 50 fathoms; Funchal Bay, 50 
fathoms ; Teneriffe (M‘Andrew’s dredgings). 

This species resembles R. zetlandica, but is broader; the spiral 
ribs are more numerous, and its apex is more flattened and lop- 
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sided. From R. macandree, var. spreta, it differs in being broader ; 
its basal rib is much stronger; its longitudinal ridges are fewer, 
sharper, more nodulous, with broader interspaces ; its spiral threads 
are finer and closer-set ; the suture is interrupted by the longitudinal 
ridges ; the apex is more truncated and lop-sided ; outer lip is much 
thicker and externally knobbed ; mouth is slightly more oblique ; 
pillar-lip is scored by 3-4 instead of 2-3 twisted ribs. Mr. Jeffreys 
is inclined to consider this a variety of R. macandree. 

"rype EF Rissoa Gissera, Watson. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 7.) 
gst Shell. In outline almost a rectangle, with sides in the proportion 

of 3 to 4, the right slope of spire being parallel to base, and left 
slope to the edge of the mouth; solid, rising in steps with a huge 
umbilicus; dull. 

Sculpture. Ribs strong, narrow (‘003 broad), high, sharp, flexuous, 
rising above the suturein a pointed shoulder or hunch and dying out 
on the base; on lowest whorl about 12, including the enormous labial 
rib, one more and all straight on the previous whorl. The 13 whorl 
has none; and where they first begin to show they only appear on 
upper part of whorl below suture. The interspaces are from two 
to three times as broad as the ribs. Both interspaces and ribs are 
covered with longitudinal flexuous lines of growth, and with spiral 
scratches, both being excessively microscopic, superficial, and faint ; 
they are best seen on labial varix. The 13 whorl has 6 to 8 faint 
spiral lines in the substance of the shell. The 2nd whorl has a 
slight spiral thread round its base above the suture; this thread 
sometimes appears on base of shell below periphery. On base a 
heavy spiral ridge projects downwards ; it sweeps round the umbilicus, 
whose edge it forms, and at the point of the pillar is transformed 
uninterruptedly into the huge labial varix. 

Colour pure white to ruddy brown, often with a slight dusty 
bloom on the surface, and with four narrow bands slightly darker 
than the general tint, of which one close above and one close below 
periphery, one on base and one close to root of the basal ridge; on 
upper whorls two, one in lower suture, and one in middle of whorl. 
The embryonic 13 whorl is always lighterin colour than the shell; 
so, too, is the basal ridge and the labial varix, though the latter is 
stained by the spiral bands of colour. 

Spire rising in strongly marked steps, ending in a blunt round top. 
The actual curve of the spire is deeply concave from the projection 
of the ribs on body-whorl; but the general impression produced by 
the two lines of the spire is that they meet at almost a right angle. 

Whorls 4 to 5, well rounded; but, from the hunch-like shoulder 
on the ribs below suture, each whorl seems to swell out suddenly 
above and then to contract below; of regular increase until the last 
whorl, which is out of all proportion large. The extreme tip of the 
shell is turned in; and the apex is excavated, with a prominent 
margin. 

Suture almost quite straight, deeply excavated behind the hunches 
of the ribs, and a little channelled. 

24* 
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Mouth almost disconnected from body-whorl ; a very perfect oval, 
lying a little transverse to the length of the shell; scarce contracted 
across the belly, and hardly at all narrowed towards the upper 
corner; open; especially patulous below; surrounded by a. heavy 
margin, with a pad at upper corner. 

Outer lip enormously thrown out, from the form of the mouth, the 
thickness of the shell, and above all, by the great projection of the 
labial varix. This varix is thick, white, and scored by the longitu- 
dinal and spiral striolations, which, however, do not appear on the 
lip front. It is smuated above, but not channelled below. At its 
junction with body-whorl it leaves a deep sharp narrow chink, It is 
roundly flattened on its front surface, and edged internally with a 
narrow, blunt, and slightly projecting flange, which sweeps round the 
whole mouth. This flange sometimes fails to project beyond the 
plane of the surface, and then merely forms a kind of shelf; some- 
times it is followed deeper within the mouth by another shelf. 
Outside of this flange a slight marginal edging sweeps round parallel 
to the extreme outline of the varix. 

Pillar-lip is formed internally by the labial flange, which here 
becomes a mere shelf, and externally by the marginal edging of the 
outer lip, which, sweeping round to the point of the pillar, splits off 
jaggedly from the labial varix, forms a sharp, narrow, and reflectedly 
projecting edge between the mouth and the huge and deep umbilicus, 
and kardly touches the body-whorl except to bury the umbilical 
ridge and to unite itself to the pad of the outer lip. 
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Hab. Gorgulho shore; Santa Cruz, 10-15 fathoms; Machico, 
10-15 fathoms ; Monte de Piedade (Canigal), 15-35 fathoms; Ponta 
de Sao Lourengo, 25-15 fathoms; Porto Santo, up to 50 fathoms. 

Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys says of this species, ‘A very beautiful and 
new species, allied to R. costata, Adams.” The basal ridge and 
fossee and the high, sharp, narrow ribs have some suggestion of a 
resemblance; but the short hunchy form (whence I have named 
it), the smooth surface, and prodigious umbilicus are far more 
elements of contrast. I doubt its being a Rissoa; but I have 
unfortunately never found the living animal, nor even met with the 
operculum. 

RissOA MACANDREWI, Manzoni. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 8.) 

Hab. Funchal Bay, up to 50 fathoms; Cruz Point, 50 fathoms ; 
Canary Islands (Manzoni, from M‘Andrew’s dredgings). 

In some of its forms R. macandrewi greatly resembles some forms 
of R. canariensis; but the spire rises more in steps, the last three 
whorls are less attenuated, the ribs are wider-set, are broader, and 
fewer; the spiral scratchings are much more distinct. The heavy 
white labial rib and the absence of the brown stain either on this 
rib or on the tip of the apex are very distinctive. Manzoni’s figure 
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(Journ. de Conch. 1868,. pl. x. fig 1) has, on the whole, fairly 
caught the general character of this shell. The really bad features 
of the figure are:—the mouth, which fails to give the angulation 

at the junction of the pillar and the tip at the extreme base; the 
lip, which is represented as bevelled from the interior of the mouth 
outwards to the outside of the shell, whereas it is the inner margin 

of the lip which projects as a flange; and the spire, which is 
made to form an almost perfect cone instead of rising strongly 
in steps in consequence of the depth of the suture and the angular 
droop of each whorl below the suture. 

I here subjoin Rissoa spreta as a mere variety of R. macandrewi. 
I have long held it to be a different species; and the two can be 
unfailingly distinguished, there being no connecting links. The 
general shape, the surface-sculpture, the form of the suture, of the 
apex, and of the pillar present slight differences; but the really 
strong points of distinction are the fosse on the base, the rounded 
swell of the whorls out of the suture, the more perfectly oval mouth 

without angulation on the base, and the absence of the distinctively 
white mouth and base. Beyond doubt it has a better claim to 
specific recognition than very many received species; and I am far 
from convinced that it will not ultimately be accepted as a distinct 
species. At the same time, after very careful study of a large 
number of these specimens, I do not feel quite certain that it really 
is a distinct species ; and where any doubt exists it ought to weigh on 
the side of suppression, any thing being better than a multiplication 
of false species. Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, too, holds my R. spreéa for a 
mere variety of R. macandrewi ; and what is, with me, stronger than 
all, I fail to find any difference in the embryonic whorls; and identity 
jn the earliest development must outweigh much later diversity. 

| @.%_ Var. spreTA, Watson. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 9.) 

Hab. Santa Cruz, 10-15 fathoms; Machico, 10-15 fathoms; 
Piedade (Canical), 10-15 fathoms; Ponta de 8S. Lourengo, 25-50 
fathoms; Porto Santo, up to 50 fathoms. 

This variety has some resemblance to R. crispa, but is not so 
hunchy, its spiral threads are not so close, the spiral striolations are 
not nearly so distinct, the spiral furrows and threads on the base are 
not nearly so strong, the longitudinal ribs are more numerous, not 
so sharp-topped, not so curved ; above all, these ribs do not cross the 
suture to lap up on the previous whorl. The mouth lies more 
straight in the line of the shell’s length. 

#@, Rissoa Moniziana, Watson. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 10.) 

Shell conic-oval, thinnish, not glossy, frosted, transparent; whorls 
rising in steps. 

Sculpture. Longitudinal ribs very rarely present on penultimate 
whorl, indistinct, rather irregular, narrow; somewhat oftener they 
appear on body-whorl very indistinctly below the suture, and even 
extend below the periphery, but generally, when seen at ali, resemble 
faint irregular puckerings close below the suture. Labial rib is 
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strong relatively to thickness of shell, is cut off by a nick from 
previous whorl, is very sinuous relatively to plane of spire, is very 
faintly crossed by spiral threads. 

Spiral threads on body-whorl 7-9, transparent, prominent. The 
first, nearest suture, always projects less than the others, and often 
disappears, as does also the second occasionally. The fifth is the 
prolongation of the suture. The seventh and eighth (sometimes it 
is the sixth and seventh, rarely the eighth and ninth) are parted by 
an interval deeper and wider than any of the others; hence a hunch 
on the base. The ninth merely encircles the pillar, and lies close to 
the outer left margin of the mouth. On the third and on lower part 
of the second whorls there are four of these threads; in the second 
whorl they are abruptly cut off; and above this, on the embryonic 
shell, they are replaced by six microscopic hair-like spirals. The 
interstices of the spiral threads are 3 to 4 times the breadth of the 
threads, and are delicately but very closely tooled with excessively 
minute undulated spiral scratches, of which about 4 go to =;45 in. 
These cause the frosted appearance of the shell. When the longi- 
tudinal ribs are present, the threads in crossing them form faint 
knobs, and the whorl is cut into long narrow meshes. 

Colour pure white, transparent on the threads, frosted in the 
intervals. 

Spire rises in steps, is short, blunt, and truncated, the tip being 
turned in. 

Whorls 4-5, well-rounded, with a sloping shoulder below the 
suture, of very regular increase. 

Suture deep and very straight. 
Mouth very open, large for size of shell, very triangular in conse- 

quence of the extreme straightness of the line across the body and 
from the flattening on the base. 

Lip thick, with a sharp projecting flange on the inward side. At 
the outer lower corner it advances so much in front of the plane of 
the mouth as almost to form a sinus and a channel. 

Inner lip projected (rather than reflected) on the pillar, so as to 
form a distinct umbilical groove or chink. Across the body it 
almost dies away, but reaches the outer lip, which throws out a 
slight pad to meet it. : 

Sh. M. 5. 4. 3. 2. Lie 
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Hab. Gorgulho, shore; Monte de Piedade (Canical), 15-35 
fathoms ; Ponta de Sio Lourenco, 25-45 fathoms; Funchal Bay, 
50 fathoms; Porto Santo, 50 fathoms. 

This species somewhat resembles R. subcarinata and R. auran- 
tiaca. It differs from both in its broader form, whorls rising in 
steps, large spoon-like and triangular mouth, deeper suture, fewer 
and more rounded whorls, fewer spiral threads, the scrobicular 
parting of two of these on the base, the abrupt apex with in-turned 
tip, and its pure white colour. 
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Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys says of it, ‘‘ certainly a new species, but closely 
allied to R. watsoni;’’ and he adds that it resembles also R. tenera 
of Philippi. 

I have called it after my friend, that excellent island-naturalist 
Senhor Jofio Maria Moniz. 

Rissoa watsoni (Schwartz). (Plate XXXV. fig. 11.) 
Shell conic-oblong, thin, transparent, rather brilliant, glossy ; 

whorls rising somewhat in steps. 
Sculpture. Spiral threads on body-whorl 9-10, prominent, rounded; 

first generally smaller than others ; the second forms a kind of 
shoulder, and along with third and fourth is usually somewhat more 
prominent than the rest ; the last winds close round the pillar. On 
the fourth whorl there are four of these threads; on the third and 
lower part of second whorl three. In second whorl these threads 
are abruptly cut off, and are replaced in embryonic shell by about 

_ eight non-transparent spiral furrows, parted by fretted ridges T3500 
inch broad. The interstices of the spiral threads are from two to 
three times the breadth of the threads, the three higher threads 
being somewhat wider apart than the others. In these interstices 
the surface is covéred with microseopic spiral scratches, which, 
however, are neither sharp nor deep enough to interfere with the 
general glossiness of the shell. Very often these interstices are 
crossed longitudinally at unequal intervals by 20 to 25 faint ribs 
(sometimes no more than lines), which do not at all show upon the 
threads, and which die away at the periphery. 

The labial rib is somewhat remote from the lip, is rather broad, 
and is very little raised. 

Colour generally yellowish white, flecked along the spiral threads 
and also (near the suture) in the interstices with opaque white 
and brilliant ruddy brown patches, often passing over from this 
into uniform dull white or rich brown. The extreme apex never 
has a blackish tip. 

Spire long, ending in a perfectly hemispherical top, of which 
the embryonic tip generally forms the very apex. 

Whorls 43, not so much rounded as angulated by a sloping 
shoulder below the suture, most strongly marked on left side of 
shell; of regular increase. 

Suture very strongly marked, but shallow, somewhat oblique. 
Mouth very well rounded, its curve being only a little contracted 

across the body, very slightly expanded at lower inner corner. 
Lip sharp and thin, scarce marked on outside by the spiral 

threads. 
Inner lip very sharp, and so far reflected and projecting as it 

advances downwards as almost wholly to conceal the pillar, leaving 
a slight umbilical chink behind it. It is thinly continued across 
the body-whorl to meet the upper corner of the outer lip. 
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Hab. Gorgulho, shore (very rare); Piedade (Canical), 15-35 
fathoms ; Ponta de 8S. Lourengo, 25-45 fathoms ; Porto Santo, up to 
50 fathoms; Santa Cruz, 10-15 fathoms; Machico, 10-15 fa- 
thoms ; Porta da Cruz, up to 50 fathoms ; Funchal Bay, up to 50 
fathoms. 

This species is accepted as new by Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys and by the 
Baron Schwartz. 

From &. moniziana this species differs in that it is thinner, nar- 
rower, more pointed, more brilliant ; the spiral threads do not pre- 
sent the same contrast with the interstices; these last are not so 
broad. The mouth is rounded and on the same plane, not of the 
strange, triangular, oblique spoon-shape it has in that other. 

It certainly resembles the smooth and small variety of R. canari- 
ensis, in which the stain on the embryonic tip is often almost invisible; 
except in badly rubbed specimens of that species, however, some 
trace of that stain can be seen. Besides, this species as compared 
with &. canariensis is always narrower in proportion to length, is 
thinner, has the spiral threads more raised; and even when i it has 
some trace of longitudinal ribs, these never show on the spiral 
threads. The labial rib, too, is by comparison quite insignificant. 

From R. aurantiuea it differs in that it has fewer, higher, and more 
distant threads, and no regular, raised, longitudinal ribs: 

A Sicilian Rissoa kindly sent me by the Marquis of Monterosato 
is quite certainly not this species. He has published the specific 
name above given. 

Rissoa canarrensis, D’Orbigny. (Plate XXXV. fig. 12.) 

Not in M‘Andrew’s list. 
Hab. Gorgulho, shore; Santa Cruz, shore to 15 fathoms ; 

Machico, shore to 15 fathom’; ; Piedade (Canical), 15-35 fathoms ; 
Ponta de S. Lourenco, 25-45 fathoms; Funchal Bay, up to 50 
fathoms ; Porto da Cruz, up to 50 fathoms ; Porto Santo, up to 50 
fathoms. Semifossil, Canicgal beds. Teneriffe, shore (D’ Orbigny) ; 
40-60 fathoms (M‘Andrew). 

This species presents several variations of form; but I am not 
struck by those, specially mentioned by Signor Manzoni, dependent 
on great differences in the proportions of the length and breadth of 
the shell. As in all the mollusks, some are larger than others, some 

are a little broader in proportion to length. The variety which de- 
parts most widely from the typical form is one uniform in colour, 
sometimes very light, sometimes dark chocolate, with the longitudinal 
ribs reduced to mere strize and much diffused and the spiral threads 
also much lowered; in this form it resembles a small variety of 
R. punctura, from which, however, it is easily distinguishable, above 
all, by the embryonic apex. 

I cannot but think that R. piilippiana, Jeffreys, is only a striking 
and somewhat aberrant variety. It is identical with R. canariensis 
in the microscopic fretting of the whole surface, and especially in the 
microscopic markings of the embryonic whorl. 

R. canariensis differs from R. spreta in having no fosse on the 
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base; from R. macandrewi in the number and narrowness of its 
longitudinal ribs, the greater depth of the suture, the greater swell 
of the whorls, the finer and more mucronated spiral threads, stain on 
apex and on lower lip corner; from R. watson in greater size, 
especially of upper whorls, stronger and more regular ribs, stain on 
apex; from R. novarensis in being smaller, less tumid, less brilliant, 
ribs much fewer, spiral threads fewer and more strongly marked on 
the ribs, spire rising in steps. 

“rypeo #3, Rissoa novarensis, Watson. (Plate XXXV., fig. 13.) 
19Fl Shell conic-oval, not rising in steps, somewhat solid, glossy, 

brilliant, subopalescent. 
Sculpture. Longitudinal ribs, from 20 to 30, narrow, flexuous, 

about as wide as their intervals, diminishing in number on upper 
whorls and dying out on base. Labial rib thick and strong. 
Spiral threads on body-whorl about 14; they are slightly broader 
below than above periphery, where they are sometimes evanescent ; 
they are about twice as broad as their interstices. Six of these 
usually appear on the penultimate whorl, but they become too 
indeterminate for counting. They are always most distinct in 
the rib-intervals; on the rib-crests they tend to evanesce. Besides 
these, the whole surface is covered with faint longitudinal lines ; and 
on the upper whorls especially exceedingly fine microscopic spiral 
lines can sometimes be traced. On the embryonic 13 whorl about 
twelve closely and finely stippled spiral lines are visible. 

Colour yellowish white, opalescent on ribs, with three broad 
irregular and interrupted bands or series of spots of a clear yellowish 
brown, darkest near tne mouth. The first is below the suture, the 
second at the periphery, the third on base. The first and second 
tend to coalesce behind the labial rib, at which point the third series 
also expands, crossing the rib and staining the lower outer corner of 
the mouth, the whole outer edge of which has a tinge of brown. 
The belly is yellow, and the whole pillar and labial rib an opaque 
white. ‘he tip of the embryonic shell is a rich deep chestnut- 
brown. 

Spire a short broad cone, terminating in a blunt flattened apex in 
the centre of which the brown tip swells into sight. 

Whorls 4 to 5, very much flattened so as to form a continuous 
straight slope from tip to periphery, of rather rapid increase. 

Suture straight, shallew, narrow, but very distinct. 
Mouth oval, very little pointed above, contracted on its outer 

upperside, but expanded on base. 
Outer lip thickened by a heavy white rib, somewhat incurved 

above, and there bevelled off from the outside to a sharp edge, 
whereas on the base the bevelling-off is from the inside entirely. 
This labial rib lies a little way back from the edge; and beyond it 
the sharp mouth-edge is only scored by fine longitudinal lines. 

Inner lip is barely detached from the pillar, so as to leave a slight 
chink ; it is continued pretty thickly across the belly, and meets 
the outer lip in a rounded and somewhat padded angle. 
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Hab. Gorgulho, shore; Santa Cruz, shore to 15 fathoms; Ma- 
chico, 10-15 fathoms; Piedade (Canical), 15-35 fathoms; Ponta 
de S. Lourenco, 25-45 fathoms; Funchal Bay, up to 50 fathoms; 
Porto da Cruz, up to 50 fathoms. 

From R. canariensis this species differs in its squat and conical 
form, in not rising at all in steps, in having more numerous 
and flexuous ribs, more numerous and less-marked spiral threads, 
and the tendency of these to disappear instead of to become mucronate 
on the crests of the ribs. 

From R. punctura it differs in that it is much squatter, much 
more strongly sculptured, much more brilliant in colour, has fewer 
whorls, and terminates much more abruptly in a flattened and 
stained apex. The embryonic whorls are 14 (not 23) to 3; and their 
spiral lines are formed of approximate stipplings, not, as in R. 
punctura, of remote tubercles. 

The name was suggested by Baron Schwartz v. Mobhrenstern, to 
whom I had sent the species for description. He wished in this way 
to recall the frigate ‘Novara,’ employed by the Austrian government 
on a scientific voyage round the world. The name is unfortunately 
not very appropriate, but is better than a new name, whose substitu- 
tution might breed confusion, an already sadly prevalent misery in 
scientific nomenclature. 

The species is accepted as unquestionably new by Baron Schwartz 
and by Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys. 

Rissoa viotacea, Desmarest. (Plate XXXV. fig. 14.) 
In M‘Andrew’s list. 
Hab. Porto Santo, up to 50 fathoms. 
A subarctic, European, Mediterranean, and Canary species. 
Mr. M‘Andrew, in his ‘ List of Atlantic Mollusca,’ has, through a 

slip of the pen, given this as R. purpurea. 

Rissoa costuxata, Alder. (Plate XXXV. fig. 15.) 

Not in M‘Andrew’s Madeiran list. 
~ Hab. Piedade (Canigal), 25-35 fathoms ; Ponta de Sao Lourenco, 
25-45 fathoms; Funchal Bay, up to 50 fathoms; Porto da Cruz, 
up to 50 fathoms. 

A European and Mediterranean species. 
In accordance with the present received opinion I accept R. 

violacea and R. costulata as distinct species. Beyond question they 
can be distinguished: R. costulata is on the whole more drawn out 
altogether and in all its parts than the other; but the best mark of 
distinction is that it has the spiral strize stippled with minute, equal, 
close-set, longitudinally elongated dots; while in R. violacea these 
pitted dots are much larger, are variable in size, are parted by broad 
flat bars, and are elongated across, 7. e. in the breadth of the shell. 

The whole of these differences, however, really resolve themselves 
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into the form and arrangement of the longitudinal bars, which, regardless of the line of the oblique ribs, score the whorls straight across. 

~ Rissoa srmixis, Scacchi. (Plate XXXV. figs. 16 & 16a.) 
Not in M‘Andrew’s list. 
Hab. Selvagens,shore; Porto Santo, shore to 50 fathoms; Machico, 10-15 fathoms; Santa Cruz, 10-15 fathoms ; Piedade (Canic¢al), 10-15 fathoms ; Ponta de S. Lourengo, 25 fathoms; Porto da Cruz, 50 fathoms ; Funchal, 50 fathoms. 
This is a most troublesome species, and would afford any species- monger ample exercise. But ona large collection of specimens it-is impossible to establish even well-marked varieties, so variable and interchangeable are the peculiarities of form, sculpture, and colour, On the whole, however, there are two distinct varieties—one ribbed, the other smooth (var. levis), the former being relatively longer and broader than the other. These varieties are found quite promiscu- ously intermingled, only that I found the clearest, brightest, and on the whole most aberrant specimens of the var. levis among drift sea- weed on the clean sandy shore of Porto Santo. 
Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys (Brit. Conch. vol. iy. p- 37) regards. this species as a small variety of R. costulata, to which I would gladly have united it here if I could have convinced myself that that or the others of that unsatisfactory group bad any better right than this species of Scacchi to separate recognition. In their present hopeless state I prefer to leave them alone. 

Fujc @2rx. Rissoa atBuco, Watson. (Plate XXXV. fe, 143) 
7 ; 
ast Shell conic-oblong, peculiar as being slightly spindle-shaped, from the last half whorl being contracted in its breadth and drawn out in length, glassily transparent, thin, smooth, and glossy. Sculpture. One distinct but very fine and shallow spiral furrow, like a scratch, shows itself just below the periphery but above corner of lip, and runs round. to very edge of lip in front; below this the whole base is covered with a series of very faint equally distanced spiral lines about tooo inch apart,very rarely visible ; above periphery a series of still fainter and more minute spiral lines can sometimes be seen, as it were, in the substance of the shell: the whole surface is covered with very faint, flexuous, longitudinal lines of growth; these alone are traceable on upper whorls. 

Colour, when fresh, transparent glassy white, with a yellowish tinge, dotted with minute, xooinch square, crimson, angular dots, arranged in series of spirals 10 to 20 in number, about as numerous above the spiral furrow as below it; these are sometimes arranged at such regular intervals in the successive spirals as to form perfect Squares; in other specimens they become, above the periphery, longitudinally confluent in pairs so as to form couples of little longitudinal crimson lines (about twelve couples on last whorl, fewer on preceding), somewhat irregular, interrupted, and flexuous ; each pair are parted from the next set by a space somewhat broader than 
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that occupied by the lines. Sometimes these longitudinal lines are 
interrupted, and a sudden return is made to the spiral-dot arrange- 
ment ; sometimes, after one, two, or three spiral lines of dots, the 
longitudinally confluent lines are reverted to. On the base there is 
much less tendency to this longitudinal confluence of the dots. 
Round the pillar they are entirely absent; and this part has always 
some tendency to be milky white. On the first two whorls these dots 
are also absent, but two or three series appear on third whorl. In 
some cases these dots remain projecting when the rest of the surface 
has weathered off. Besides these crimson dots, and quite independent 
of them, there appears at the periphery of each whorl a single series 
of much larger (z3,-inch square), opaque (not opalescent nor trans- 
parent) white spots (whence the name). They are oval or circular, 
not irregular or indefinite in outline; ten or twelve go to each whorl. 
Their lower edge is exactly cut off by the spiral furrow. In the fourth 
and fifth whorls they lie quite above the suture. They seem much 
less superficial,than the crimson dots ; but it is they which efface those 
when they interfere with one another. When the shell is no longer 
fresh, the crimson of the dots fades to a ruddy brown, and the glassy 
transparence of the shell becomes troubled; but some trace of the 
white spots can generally be discovered to the last. The tip of the 
shell is opaque white, with no trace of brown stain on embryonic 

whorl. 
Spire elongated, regularly contracted, ending in a blunt, round, 

and slightly depressed apex. 
Whorls 54, a little angularly rounded ; the spiral furrow on base 

produces a very slight carination just below periphery. 
Suture straight, broad, and shallow. 
Mouth small, irregularly quadrangular, caused by the great length 

and extreme straightness of the pillar, by the angularity of its junc- 
tion with the body and still more with the outer lip, by the great 
straightness of the outer lip and its tendency to a slight angulation 
at its outer and lower corner, and, finally, by the flatness of the basal 
line. In the young shell these characteristics, though traceable, are 
not so strongly pronounced as in the old. 

Outer lip sharp, thin, straightish, contracted rather than expanded, 
at lower corner a little more extended and opener, across base flat- 
tened and slightly patulous, joining pillar at a distinct angle. 

Inner lip straight, sharp-edged, slightly bevelled back rather than 
reflected on the long and straight pillar, where it forms a slight and 
very shallow umbilical chink ; it leaves the pillar a little angularly, 
and is continued across belly to join outer lip, which it reaches at 

almost a right angle. 
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Hab. Gorgulho, shore; mouth of Ribeiro Secco, Funchal, 10 

fathoms; Santa Cruz, 10-15 fathoms; Machico, 10-15 fathoms ; 

Piedade (Canical), 15-35 fathoms; Ponta de S. Lourengo, 25-45 
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fathoms; Porto Santo, 50 fathoms ; Funchal Bay, 50 fathoms ; Cruz Point, 50 fathoms. Semifossil in the Canical beds. Teneriffe. Baron Schwartz von Mohrenstern, in a letter (April 1868) to Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, says of this, « probably a variety of your BR. picta.” With this view Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys does not agree, considering it unquestionably “a new and good species.”” From R. picta it may be distinguished easily, being longer and narrower in proportion, apex blunter, whorls rounder, suture deeper, tase contracted, mouth quadrangular, pillar straight and long, texture of shell and whole system of coloration utterly different. 
The shell it is most liable to be confounded with is a smooth and attenuated variety of R. similis; but that shell has a_blunter (7. e. broader) and flatter apex, spire rather more contracted, mouth larger and less quadrangular, and both shouldered and sinuated above, is not flattened on base, nor angulated at junction of lip and pillar ; shell less glassy ; tip of embryo stained with blackish brown, its colour never crimson but always brown, not in minute dots but in continuous zigzag lines, often dying out but never breaking into minute regular dots on base. The white spots, too, are more elongated, more indefinite, being shaded off at edges ; connected, too, with a system of longitudinal ribs, of which there is in that species always some, though often faint, trace. 
From Mr. M‘Andrew I have received two specimens of a Rissoa marked by him ‘‘n. s.?” but so much bleached as barely to present any trace either of the crimson dots or of the white spots, but which I am satisfied belong to this species, whence I have added Tenerife to the localities where it has been found. 
Rissoa prora, Jeffreys. (Plate XXXV. fig. 18.) 
Not in M‘Andrew’s list. 
Hab. Gorgulho, shore ; Santa Cruz, shore ; Seixal, shore; Selvagens, shore; mouth of Ribeiro Secco, 10 fathoms ; Piedade (Canigal), 15-20 fathoms; Ponta 8, Lourencgo, shore and 45 fathoms : Funchal Bay, 50 fathoms; Porto Santo, up to 50 fathoms. R. picta is longer and narrower than R. depicta, has no labial varix, the spiral stria are much more indistinct and more like one another, the whorls are more flattened, the spire is longer, and the tip of the shell has no stain. 
Than R. concinaa it is longer, narrower, more compressed in the whorls, different in sculpture and in colouring. 
From R. cingillus, which the banded form much resembles, it differs in being greatly smaller even than the young of that species, having the same number of whorls 3 it is not at all pointed on the extreme point of the base, which that species when young always is; and the lowest band lies much higher up on the base and never dis. colours the pillar, 

Rissoa concinna, Monterosato. (Plate XXXV. fig. 19.) 
Not in M‘Andrew’s list. 
Hab, Gorgulho shore ; Santa Cruz, shore to 15 fathoms ; Machico, 
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10-15 fathoms; Piedade (Canigal), 15-35 fathoms; Ponta de S. 
Lourengo, 25-45 fathoms ; Porto Santo, up to 50 fathoms; Porto 
da Cruz, 50 fathoms; Funchal, up to 50 fathoms. 

I have no doubt this is the Cingula concinna of Monterosato, 
whose figure is admirable, and his description, though short, charac- 
teristic ; one specimen of his species, kindly sent me by him, I have 
also compared. Is the species really distinct from R. semistriata? 
My impression is that they are the same; and in this I am fortified 
by the opinion of Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys. “Still the two species are un- 
questionably distinguishable. 2. concinna is smaller, more in steps, 
when mature thicker, hunchier altogether, lip more thickened inter- 
nally, pillar thicker, point of it more hunchy, mouth smaller and 
rounder, lines of growth more distinct, the supersutural striz on 
upper whorls more distinct, spots of colour more broken. None of 
these are strongly marked features, but may serve in the mean time 
to justify our acceptance of the distinction into two species of these 
forms, the responsibility of the distinction resting with the Marquis. 
What relation does this species bear to R. callosa, Manzoni? My 
belief is that they are probably the same; but neither from his de- 
scription nor from his figure, nor even from the specimens kindly 
sent me by Mr. M‘Andrew, do I find myself able to arrive at any 
certainty. Ifthey are the same, Manzoni’s name must claim priority. 

There are at least two very marked varieties of this species, one 
being much thinner, more in steps, and somewhat more elongated 
than the other ; but the two forms are so perfectly linked by inter- 
mediate bonds as to defy distinction. There are also great differences 
in size. Some thus approach R. depicta, from which they differ, 
however, in this, that in this species the longitudinal striz are weaker 
than in R. depicta, the white of the base round the pillar is 
smaller and less opaque, the red spots are less brown, but, above 
all, the embryonic tip shows neither the microscopic strie nor the 
dark brown stain of that species. 

The other very small variety resembles 2. pulcherrima, but is dis- 
tinguishable by its whole form and by the spiral strize of the surface. 

Rissoa pepicta, Manzoni. (Plate XXXV. fig. 20.) 

Cingula maculata, Monterosato. 
Rissoa punctifera, Watson, MS. 
Hab. Gorgulho, shore ; Machico, 10-15 fathoms; Piedade (Ca- 

nical), 15-35 fathoms; Ponta de 8. Lourengo, 25-45 fathoms; Porto 
da Cruz, 50 fathoms ; Funchal Bay, 50 fathoms ; Teneriffe (M‘An- 
drew’s dredgings, fide Manzoni). Sicily: Palermo, shore ; Trapani, 
coralligenous sand (fide Monterosato). 

Baron Schwartz v. Mohrenstern marked this species as ‘‘ not de- 
termined, but seems a variety of R. semistriata, Mont.’ Mr. Gwyn 
Jeffreys adopts the same view. It is easily distinguishable by its 
labial varix and thicker lip, want of any angulation at the lower 
inner corner of mouth, presence of one furrow on body-whorl much 
stronger than the others, droop of upper corner of mouth below 
line of this furrow, the peculiarity of the spiral striations as above 
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(not below) the suture, but best of all by the spiral strize on em- 
bryonic whorl and by the dark point on the tip. In this respect 
it resembles R. novarensis and R. eanariensis, but cannot possibly be 
confounded with them. 

I have felt the greatest hesitation in the identification of this 
species. After examining a specimen of Cingula maculata, Mont., 
kindly sent me by the Marquis de Monterosato, I was on the whole 
persuaded that his species and mine from Madeira are really the 
same. But maculata is a specific name already appropriated by 
Brown to &. inconspicua, a fact which makes it an undesirable one 
for another species unless there be no escape. But is Manzoni’s 
name, which I have adopted as being earlier, really preferable? As 
to his description I am really unable to say what it suits, as his 
R. callosa and R. depicta want individuality ; and the specimens 
kindly sent me by Mr. M‘Andrew of these two species have not 
helped me much. Still, on the whole, from the descriptions and 
from the specimens, I infer :—first, that there are two species to be 
identified ; secondly, that among specimens in my possession bearing 
the names of the two species are some specimens which most pro- 
bably belong to the same species as my specimens from Madeira 
(which I had proposed to call R. punctifera, from their black-pointed 
tip). Hence I infer that this is probably the species which Manzoni 
meant to describe under the name R. depicéa, and that the name in- 
dicates the bleached condition of the specimens which served for his 
description—a fact which will explain his statement that the species 
is ‘‘dépourvue de toute espéce de taches.”’ In the end, it has been 
for me a choice of evils; but a mistaken identification, if it should 
so prove, is less injurious than a false manufacture of a new species. 
I therefore, noting the difficulty, call my Madeiran species by the 
name of Manzoni’s species from Teneriffe, leaving at the same time 
my MS. name in case it should ultimately be wanted. 

RissoA PULCHERRIMA, Jeffreys. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 21.) 

Not in M‘Andrew’s list. 
Hab. Gorgulho, shore; Santa Cruz, 10-15 fathoms; Machico, 

10-15 fathoms ; Piedade (Canical), 15-35 fathoms; Ponta S. Lou- 
rengo, 25-45 fathoms; Funchal Bay, up to 50 fathoms ; Porto 
Santo, up to 50 fathoms. 

I give this species as R. pulcherrima on the authority of Mr. Gwyn 
Jeffreys ; but for his judgment and in the absence of actual speci- 
mens I should have found the descriptions and figures, so far as I 
know them, too unlike the Madeira form, which is smaller, longer 
and narrower, contracted at the mouth, and with an open shallow 
suture. 

RissOA PERMINIMA, Manzoni. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 22.) 

Shell conic-oval, short, thinnish, with a suffused brown horny 
transparency. 

Sculpture smooth, with close-set slightly bent microscopic lines of 
growth. 
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Spiral threads on the base 5—6, very faint and shallow; the lowest 
two close to the pillar are sometimes a little stronger than the others ; 
of these a very doubtful trace sometimes appears above the peri- 
phery. On the upper part of the whorls near the suture a multitude 
of very sharp, minutely microscopic, superficial spiral frettings are 
visible. The 1? whorls are embryonic, and have an independent set 
of very fine, microscopic spiral lines, about seven in number. 

Colour fundamentally a yellowish white, of a horny transparency ; 
but in fresh shells this is so tinged with a suffused rich chestnut 
that the fundamental colour only shows through on the base 
(where it appears as a broad band) and, somewhat less purely, in 
a band above the periphery, which band is visible on the penulti- 
mate whorl, but disappears higher up, so that the upper whorls are 
of a uniform pale chestnut. There are thus on the body-whorl a 
chestnut band close to the suture, a narrow clear band below this, 
a broad chestnut band at the periphery, and a clear whitish band 
occupying the whole base except the centre and belly-lip, which are 
stained with a deeper and richer chestnut than any other part except 
the suture behind the lip, which is also very dark. In the dead shell 
this chestnut has a great tendency to fade. In rare instances (two 
among some hundreds) these chestnut bands on the body-whorl 
show a tendency to break up into spots, large and squarish near the 
suture, longer and inclined to part in the middle in the peripheral 
band. In the full-grown shell the lip-edge is generally occupied by 
a broad clear white band. 

Spire short and above the body-whor] attenuated, terminating in 
a small but blunt round top. The contour-lines of the right and 
left sides of the shell are very dissimilar, the right being very flat, 
while the left is immensely arched. 

Whorls 4—5, slightly rounded ; the last is disproportionately large 
and ventricose. 

Suture a mere scratch, being the less distinct from the extent to 
which the lower whorl laps upon that which precedes it ; defined by 
a remote (generally) dark brown line, produced by the shining through 
of the preceding whorl. 

Mouth oval, across the belly a good deal flattened, above very slightly, - 
but at last very sharply pointed, large and a little patulous all round. 

Outer lip thin, transparent white (though sometimes the brown 
bands advance up to the very edge), with a free continuous sweep all 
the way round. 

Inner lip stained with intense brilliaut chestnut; on the umbilicus 
a little reflected, so as to leave behind it a very narrow but not shal- 
low chink ; carried across the belly by a rather thickish callus, which 
is a little bevelled outwards. 

Operculum extremely thin and smooth, with scarcely any trace of 
circular divergent lines, but with one strong longitudinal line parallel 
to the inner margin. 
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Hab. Gorgulho, shore; Santa Cruz, 10-15 fathoms; Machico, 
10-15 fathoms; Piedade (Canigal), 15-35 fathoms; Ponta de S. 
Lourengo, 25-45 fathoms ; Porto Santo, up to 50 fathoms. 

This species extremely resembles 2. pulcherrima, with which I at 
first associated it, till Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys’s practised eye discerned the 
difference in some specimens I had sent him. The two are unques- 
tionably different. They are most easily distinguished by the former 
being spotted, while this is banded ; but as I have two specimens of 
this species in which the bands have broken somewhat into spots, the 
rich chestnut stain at the centre of the base and on the belly-lip must 
be noted. Its difference from the little-known species R. cossure, 
Calcara, specimens of which I owe to the kindness of the Marquis de 
Monterosato, requires particular notice. Put together, they cannot 
be confounded ; of nearly the same size, they differ very much in 
form. 2. cossure is comparatively small in the base and last whorl, 
minute in mouth, stumpy in spire and apex, second and third 
whorls broad, all the whorls closely rolled together; its colour is 
crimson, not chestnut. The central spot on base and belly-lip is 
much larger in R. cossure ; the spiral scratches on the whorls are 
more distinct ; there are no sharp frettings below the suture. On 
the embryonic whorls I failed to distinguish any microscopic lines, 
which in R. perminima are easily seen. R. cossure (if the mouth 
be excepted) suggests a minute 2. cingillus, while R. perminima 
approaches R. pulcherrima. 

Compared with R. fulgida, which in colour it somewhat resembles, 
this is much longer and narrower. The whorls are not nearly so 
rounded; suture not at all deep; spire attenuated; apex more 
pointed ; mouth not round, but oval and pointed above; and there 
is an umbilical chink. Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys regards this species as 
the R. perminima of Manzoni. 

“inf 4% Rissoa assecta, Watson. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 23.) 

‘g** Shell conic-oblong, small, white, opaque, rather strong, with com- 
plete peristome. 

Sculpture. Longitudinal lines of growth a little bent, microscopic, 
with here and there a line somewhat stronger than the rest. Spiral 
frettings minutely microscopic, very faint and superficial. The first 
two whorls, which are embryonic, seem to have a few spiral lines or 
scratches. 

Colour opaque yellowish or creamyish white, quite uniform except 
that the embryonic whorls are rather yellower. 

Whorls 5-6, flattened, but slightly rounded, with a very faint 
tendency to angularity below. The two embryonic whorls are very 
markedly smaller than the third, out of the middle of which they rise 
as a little cone, which seems to be truncated in consequence of the 
excessive minuteness of the extreme tip. 

Suture rather straight, thread-like, slightly channelled. 
Mouth oval, smallish, scarcely contracted on the belly, slightly 

pointed above. 
Outer lip gently rounded, not patulous, sharp but not thin. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXV. 25 
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Inner lip reflected on the pillar, leaving behind it a narrow but 
deepish umbilical chink ; carried across the belly by a distinct cal- 
lus, the edge of which projects free from the body-whorl. The two 
lips meet at somewhat more than a right angle. 
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Hab. Funchal Bay, 50 fathoms. 
Of this species I have found only one specimen, and it probably a 

dead shell, though perfectly fresh. It may be a true Madeiran 
species ; but I confess I should not be surprised were it to prove a 
fHydrobia introduced in ballast. In the mean time I have put 
it here among the Rissoe, believing that it is a new species, and 
perceiving nothing to exclude it from such fellowship. 

Rissoa GLABRATA, von Mihlfeld. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 24.) 
Not in M‘Andrew’s list. 
Hab. Gorgulho, shore ; Seixal, shore ; Santa Cruz, shore; Ponta 

de Sao Lourengo, shore and 25-45 fathoms ; Piedade (Canical), 25-35 
fathoms. 

My specimens, from deep water, of this species are very few. It 
lives abundantly on the shore beneath sheltered stones below high- 
water mark. In spite of its smallness it is not difficult to find, its 
white colour making it conspicuous on the black lava-stones of the 
beach. It is best got by clearing off the loose upper shingle till one 
reaches the less movable (buat not very deep-lying) under layers, 

where one also finds R. picta, R. Leacocki, Odostomia turrita, Pe- 
dipes afra, Marinula (Auricula) equalis, Lowe, Melampus exiguus, 
Lowe, and other shells. 

Of the animal, Baron do Castello de Paiva, in his ‘ Monographia 
Molluscorum Insularum Maderensium,’ says ‘‘ Corpore toto albo, 
pellucido, tentaculis brevissimis, pede oblongo.’’ His ‘ var. a. duplo 
minor” may, I think, be suppressed. A difference of form, however, 
such as he alludes to as “‘Subvar. Testa minus ampla. . . apertura 
strictiore” is found, dependent on the greater contraction of the 
outer lip. 

From the description (probably) and from the figure (certainly) of 
R. (Cingula) balteata I infer that Signor Manzoni has made a new 
species out of the Atlantic form of R. glabrata*, needlessly as I 
believe—an opinion supported “ certainly ’’ by Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, 
who has examined Signor Manzoni’s specimens of R. (Cingula) 
balteata. Mr. M‘Andrew, from whom Signor Manzoni procured 
his specimens, has kindly sent me three examples of this species. 
Of these three, ¢wo are R. glabrata, and one is my species R. lincta. 
I should have preferred suppressing that name of mine and adopting 
R. balteata as perhaps intended for it, if it had been possible to take 
the description and, still more, the figure of that species as in any 
way applicable to my R. lincta. 

* He gives 2. glabrata, Mull., mdeed, as found in Madeira, but he does this 
only as quoting from Baron de Paiva, who refers for if to me. 
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Rissoa saputum, Cantraine. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 25.) 
Not in M‘Andrew’s list. 
Hab. Gorgulho, shore; Porto Santo, shore ; Selvagens, shore ; 

Piedade (Canical), 15-35 fathoms; Ponta de Sao Lourengo, 25-45 
fathoms. 

There is great difficulty about the identification of this species. 
Weinkauff (Conchylien des Mittelmeers) and Petit de la Saussaye 
(Moll. d. Mers d’Europe) do not mention it. (Why?) Baron 
Schwartz v. Mohrenstern holds the Madeira shells I sent him to be 
Cantraine’s species. Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys (in litt.) rejects this 
identification, For myself, if some shells procured from a dealer 
really come, as they profess, from the Mediterranean, and are, as is 
most probable, R. sabulum (by ovious error they were ticketed 
R. glabrata), no doubt remains. Even to the microscopic markings 
this Mediterranean species and my one from Madeira are identical. 
But is this Mediterranean species the R. sabulum of Cantraine? His 
description is painfully vague, and is further in many points quite 
inapplicable. The shell is not “subrimata” nor “corneo-cine- 
rascente ; the suture is not “ submarginata ;” the mouth is not 
“alba,” nor is the lip “obtuso” nor “intus marginato.” On the 
whole, however, rather than risk falling into species-mongering, I 
prefer to believe that his description was meant for this Mediterra- 
nean species ; and in that case [ have no doubt that my Madeiran 
species is, as I have called it, the R. sabulum of Cantraine. 

On the shore at the Gorgulho I found this species plentifully 
living among the stony seaweeds which cover the rocks, and among 
which Cardita calyculata, Saxicava rugosa, Rissoa pulcherrima, and 
R. perminima, along with a Sipunculus (johnstoni ?) and other 
creatures find refuge in great numbers. At Porto Santo the same 
was the case. 

In my dredgings I only met with stray dead specimens. From 
the Selvagens I found one or two specimens among other species 
obtained on the shore, and which were given me by Baron do 
Castello de Paiva. 

Mr. Jeffreys considers this the type of Von Miihlfeld’s R. glabrata, 
and says itis abundant throughout the Mediterranean. In that case 
the identifications of Miihlfeldt’s species by other writers are erro- 
neous ; for the two species are certainly distinct. 

£3, Rissoa tincra, Watson. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 26.) ope 05 Shell oblong, subcylindrical, obtuse, rather strong, glassily trans- 
parent, and glossy, as if licked (Jineta). 

Sculpture. Lines of growth rounded in outline, straight, very 
slight, cross the whorls. 

Spiral striolee can be seen with good light under the microscope, 
excessively minute, flexuous, superficial, and impressed (not scratched). 
It is their superficiality rather than their closeness which makes them 
so difficult to see. They are not unlike (only much finer than) the 
very minute striole between the strie of R: striata. Three flatly 
rounded spiral threads encompass the pillar, and appear faintly on 

25* 
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the edge of the basal lip. The lowest is the strongest ; and above 

the highest and feeblest there is some faint trace of others on the 

whole body-whorl.. The embryo whorl is quite smooth. 
Colour. Pure transparent white, with sometimes a yellowish 

tinge ; opaque when shell not quite fresh. 
Spire elongated, ending rather abruptly in a blunt point. 
Whorls 4-42, well rounded, long, of gradual increase in length and 

breadth.. 
Suture oblique, deep, 
Mouth rather large, projecting, and open; almost a semicircle 

from the free advance from the body and full sweep of outer lip, along 
with the great straightness of the line of the inner lip across the 
belly. Bluntly pointed above, and a little so below at point of pillar. 

Outer lip sharp and thin, slightly detached from body, and a very 
little and openly sinuated, thrown well and roundly out from the line 
of the body, a little projecting beyond the plane of its surface below, 
fully arched across base, and joining point of pillar in an angulation, 
The point of the pillar is very doubtfully, if at all, excavated. ; 

Inner lip blunt and rounded, very slightly projecting on pillar, so 
as to leave a open and shallow umbilical trough, bounded externally 
by the lowest basal thread. It crosses the body in a very straight 
line, carried across by a shelf-like and not very narrow callus, and 
advances a little way out from the body to join the outer lip at 
almost a right angle. 
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Hab. Santa Cruz, 10-15 fathoms; Funchal Bay, up to 50 fathoms; 
Teneriffe. 

Of this species I have only found five specimens: probably, like 
R. tenuisculpta, it belongs to the deeper sea. The operculum I have 
not seen; and in the absence of that distinguishing feature, the very 
slight excavation at the point of the pillar seems too indeterminate 
to require the classification of this shell with Rzssoina, though I 
doubt its continuing among the Kissoe. 

Of three specimens of R. dalteata (Manzoni) sent me by Mr. 
M‘Andrew, one is this species (R. lincta), the other two are 
certainly R. glabrata, Mihlf. From Mr. M‘Andrew’s specimen, 
therefore, I have added “Teneriffe” as an additional locality for this 
species. Its presence, however, among specimens of so-called 
R. balteata led me further to inquire carefully whether it was not 
this species which Signor Manzoni meant to describe under that 
name. But it is impossible to think that this was the case: his de- 
scription is quite inapplicable to 2. dincta; his figure is still more so ; 
and, finally, he does not give R. glabrata at all as found at the 
Canaries. Now, as I have specimens of &. glabrata taken at 
Teneriffe by Mr. M‘Andrew, it is obvious that the species I regard 
as R. glabrata he reckons a distinct species and describes under the 
name of R&R. balteata. 
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Rissoa corraceA, Manzoni. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 27.) 

Hab. Santa Cruz, 10-15 fathoms; Machico, 10-15 fathoms; 
Piedade (Canical), 25-35 fathoms; Ponta de S. Lourengo, 25-45 
fathoms ; Funchal Bay, up to 50 fathoms. 

There are two pretty-well-marked varieties of this species, of which 
the one is larger in all its proportions, but distinctly longer relatively 
to breadth, with half a whorl more, thinner, more delicate, more con- 
tracted in lower part of each whorl. ‘The other variety, from which 
Signor Manzoni’s description and figure have been taken, is more 
frequent ; it is a stumpier shell, with sometimes a tendency toa very 
slight thickening and rounding-over of the outer lip. 

Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys suggests that this should perhaps be classed 
under Fossarus. Signor Manzoni confesses the difficulty he felt as 
to its true place. It is certain that FR. tenuisculpta and this species 
must go together, probably in the end to fall under a new genus, for 
the satisfactory establishment of which data are still wanting. 

Fyfe Bs Rissoa TENUISCULPTA, Watson. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 28.) 

Shell cylindrically oblong, thin, glossy, transparent, colourless. 
Sculpture. Longitudinal lines of growth few, faint, hair-like. 

Spiral scratchings about 5;);; inch apart, a little irregular and 
unequal, slightly fretted but not at all cancellated, very superficial, 
quite as distinct on the upper whorls as on the base. On embryonic 
whorl they are replaced by another set of spirals, about zg inch 
apart and slightly deeper-seated (7. e. less on surface) and stronger. 
The point of junction of these two series is very faintly marked early 
in second whorl. ; 

Colour uniform yellowish white. 
Spire elongated, cylindrically conical, ending in a blunt round tip, 

which is a little inverted. 
Whorls 5, probably 6 in fully adult shell, of very gradual and 

regular increase, very well rounded. 
Suture little oblique, deep, but open. 
Mouth a very perfect oval, only a little intrenched upon and flat- 

tened across the belly, and very slightly and bluntly pointed above ; 
open. 

Outer lip thin but not sharp, a very little separated from the body, 
with a slight tendency to form a sinus above, advancing and slightly 
expanded towards its outer lower corner, but not really channelled on 
the base. 

Inner lip sharp, a little advancing, so as to leave a very small um- 
bilical chink, continued thinly across the belly, and projected a very 
little out from the body, so as to join the outer lip. 
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Hab. Ponta de 8S. Lourenco, 25-45 fathoms; Funchal Bay, up to 
50 fathoms. 

Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys says that this is the same as one of the deep- 
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sea species obtained by him in the ‘ Porcupine’ dredgings in the 
North Atlantic and Mediterranean. I have accordingly accepted the 
excellent name which he had already attached to his undescribed 
specimens. It seems to be the only new species I have found here 
which has yet been met with in these deep-sea dredgings. 

Its connexion with R. cortacea, Manzoni, is obvious and interest- 
ing. The whole texture of the shells, from their embryonic state 
onwards, indicates that whatever the place ultimately assigned to the 
one, must be shared by the other. Manzoni suggests Odostomia as 
its possible genus; but the untwisted or regular apex negatives that 
idea. Until something is known of the animal, the species may well 
remain among the Rissoe. To coin a new genus for it at present 
would only be to multiply an evil which is already well-nigh un- 
bearable. 

BaRLeEIA RUBRA, Mont. 

I add this species on the authority of Manzoni, who, in his ‘ Meé- 
moire sur les Iissoa des tiles Canaries et de Madeére,’ says he has 
many specimens from Madeira. For myself, I have not met with it 
here, and have serious doubts of its existence in Madeira. 

In addition to the above, the following species have presented 
themselves. They may belong to the island ; therefore I enumerate 
them; but my specimens have, I think, been brought in ballast. 
They are all dead shells, and were dredged in Funchal Bay. Now, 
apart from the indigenous land- and freshwater-shells which, drifted 
out to sea, not unfrequently turn up in the dredge, I have there 
found, of land-shells quite certainly foreign, the following :— 
Pisidium amnicum, P. fontinale,var. henslowana, Neritina fluviatilis, 
Bythinia tentaculata, Valvata piscinalis, V. cristata, Planorbis 
albus, var. draparnaldi, P. complanatus, Limnea peragra, and Assi- 
minea grayana. 

Such a list makes me hesitate to accept the following for Madeira, 

RissoA MONTAGUI, Payr. 

One young specimen. 
This is a fossil species of the Upper Tertiary and a living Mediter- 

ranean species, which, beyond the Straits of Gibraltar extends (fide 
M‘Andrew) northwards as far at least as Cape S$. Maria, the southern 
point of Portugal. South of the Straits it seems unknown. 

Rissoa rnconspicua, Alder. 

One specimen. 
An Upper-Tertiary fossil, and living ( fide Jeffreys) from Norway 

to the Canaries, including the Baltic and the Mediterranean. My 
solitary specimen is young and fresh. It may prove to belong to 
Madeira ; but the species in itself seems to me too questionable to 
be of much interest, save as a variety of that hopeless polymorphic 
group which includes half a dozen British and endless foreign 
species. 
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Rissoa Parva, da Costa. 

Two specimens. ¥ 
An Upper-Tertiary fossil. Living, its distribution is like that of 

the last. My two specimens are old and broken. 

Hyprosia utv#, Pennant. 

Distribution, fossil and living, like the last. 
I have found a dozen and a half of young bleached and broken 

shells, such as ballast-boats would probably pick up on a flat shore. 

Besides these, two other species require mention :— 

Rissoa coronara, Scace. MS., quoted by Philippi, vol. ii. p. 127, 
This species is not uncommon here, but. is undoubtedly not 

a Rissoa, but, as Philippi hints, a Sea/aria, whether S. scacchi, 
Hoérnes, as Weinkauff (vol. ii. p. 233) asserts on the authority 
of Hanley, or 8. macandrewi, Forbes, MS., = 8. crassilabrum, Sowerby 
(Thesauras Conchyliorum), as Mr. Gywn Jeffreys (ia litt.) assures 
me. 

RIssoa CINGILLUS. 

Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys (Brit. Conch. vol. vy. p. 208) has given 
Madeira ou my authority as a locality for this species. I had never 
meant to say so, but merely to inquire whether R. picta, Jeff., 
might not possible be an aberrant variety—a question which we were 
ultimately agreed must be answered in the negative. 

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 

Piate XXXIV. 

Fig. l. Réissoa leacocki, p. 365. | Fig. 7. Rissoa gibbera, p. 371. 
2. cancellata, p. 367. 8. macandrewt, p. 372. 
3. aurantiaca, p. 367. Sh macandrewi, var. spreta, 
+, —— striata, var. lirata, p. 368. p- 373. 
5. —— costata, p. 369. 10. —— moniziana, p- 373. 
6. —— crispa, p. 369. 

Prats XXXV. 
Fig. 11. Rissoa watsoni, p. 375. Fig. 16 a. Rissoa similis,var. levis, p- 379. 

12. canariensis; p. 376. 17. —- albugo, p. 379. 
13: novarensis, p.377. 18. —— pictu, 381. 
14. —— violacea, p. 378. 10. —— coneinna, p. 881. 
15. —— costulata, p. 378. 20. —— depicta, p. 382. 
16. —— similis, p. 379. 

Poate XXXVI. 

Fig. 21. Rissoa pulcherrima, p. 383. | Fig. 26. Rissoa lincta, p. 387. 
22. perminima, p. 383. “he coriaced, p. 38!) 
23. —— abjecta, p. 385. 28. tenuisculpta, p. 389. 
24. —— glabrata, p. 386. 20. Lulima paivensis, p. 864. 
25. —— sabulum, p. 387. | 80. Chascax maderensis, p. 862, 
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April 1, 1873. 

Robert Hudson, Esq., F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair. 

The following papers were read :— 

1. On the Skull of Sternotherus. By Dr. J. E. Gray, 
F.R.S. &e. 

[Received February 21, 1873.] 

In my essay ‘‘On the Genera of Chelydide, and the characters 
furnished by the study of their Skulls” (P. Z. 8S. 1864, p. 128) I was 
unable to describe the skull of the genus Sternotherus, as I did not 
possess or know of the existence of any skull of the genus; but I 
ventured to place it in the same section as the genus Pelomedusa, 
because its head was covered by hard, horny, symmetrical plates, and 
because I thought I felt the zygomatic arch well developed through 
the skin—a peculiarity that separates the African Chelydide from 
the S.-American and Australian genera of this group of Tortoises, 
and which induces me now to consider them a separate family, cha- 
racterized by the structure of the skull, which in the African genera 
is most completely developed, while in the Australian and S.-American 
animals it is more or less rudimentary. 

I did not figure the skull of Pelomedusa, because it had already 
been well figured in the Atlas of Wagler’s ‘ Natiirl. Syst. Amphib.’ 
t. ii. figs. 36-44. This figure shows how very different the skull is 
from that of other Hydraspide, but does not show the base of the 
skull, palate, and alveolar surface, which is so important as indicating 
the food of the animal, and presents modifications that afford good 
zoological characters. Since that period we have fortunately dis- 
covered a very large skull, evidently belonging to the genus Ster- 
notherus, which M. du Chaillu had used (as he did the new species 
of Bush-buck which I described in the P. Z. S. 1871, p. 594) to stuff 
out the skin of a large African mammal. 

This skull is very much larger, nearly three times as large as any 
specimen of Sternotherus which we have in the collection, and it 
shows that I was right in referring this genus to the same group as 
Pelomedusa. It has all the characters of that group more fully de- 
veloped: that is to say, the skull is very much depressed ; the zygo- 
matic arch is very strongly developed, being very broad and _ promi- 
nent ; the middle of the upper jaw is prominent, notched on each 
side ; and the lower jaw is very strong, with an acute produced cen- 
tral edge fitting into a deep pit in the front of the alveolar surface 
of the upper jaw, just within the prominent central margin. The 
beaks covering the jaws are horny, and conform to the shape of the 
bones, the middle of the upper part of the upper beak having a broad 
notch for the nostrils, the beak on the side of the nuse going up to - 
the upper surface of the nasal hole. 
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Skull of Sternotherus. 
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STeRNOTHERUS. (Figs. 1, 2, 3,4, & 5, p. 393.) 

Skull very depressed, triangular, very broad, expanded, and swollen 
behind, as wide just before the tympanic cavity as from the front 
edge of the upper lip to the condyle. 
Crown flat, with the marks of the sutures between 1 head- shields well 

impressed, tapering on each side from the back edge of the zygoma to 
a narrow central prominence. Zygoma very strong, hroad, and much 
bent out and convex, leaving a very large space on each side for the 
temporal muscle, and entirely enclosing the, circular deep tympanic 
cavity. Beneath flat, wide, with a very large reflexed edge to each 
pterygoid bone, and a large hole in front of it, on the outer side of 
each palatine, on a level with the front of the zygomaticarch. The 
internal nostrils united, very large, triangular, with a long depression 
behind them, as broad as their hinder edge, with a slight central lon- 
gitudinal prominence. The alveolar surface broad, becoming broader 
behind, with a deep circular central pit in front, for the reception of 
the point of the lower jaw, and a slight lateral ridge, which com- 
mences at the back edge of the central part and extends to the 
middle of the hinder part of the alveolar surface. ‘The outer edge of 
the upper jaw sharp, bent in, and forming a deep notch on each side 
of the central part, which is square and prominent. The orbits 
are oblong, longitudinal, the nose being about half the length of 
the longitudinal diameter of the orbit, The nose-hole large and 
square. 

The lower jaw depressed, strong, acute, and bent up in front, 
rounded beneath in front, and truncated behind at the gonyx, this 
part being covered by the horny beak as far as the hinder truncated 
edge. The sides strong, oblique, flattened. The alveolar surface 
flattened, slightly concave, with a sharp raised outer and inner edge, 
and with a triangular surface behind the centre, extending as far 
back as the truncated gonyx, separated, as is also the under part 
of the jaw, from the alveolar edge by a longitudinal groove for a blood- 
vessel or nerve, entering just before the condyle. 

The skull is 23 inches from nose to condyle, 24 from cheek to 
cheek. 

This skull differs from that of Pelomedusa, figured by Dr. Wagler 
in his ‘ Nat. Syst. Amphib.’ t. ii. figs. 36-44, in being much broader 
and more depressed, and in having more developed zygomatic arches, 
and in being more swollen out at the sides, especially behind, also 
in the nose-hole being more erect and slightly hooded over by the 
nasals. The lower jaw is very similar ; but the front part of the centre 
of the alveolar surface is much more produced and bent upwards, and 
the part of the centre behind the alveolar surface is more produced, 
concave, and truncated, while in Pelomedusa it is much narrower 

and regularly rounded. 
It is to be observed that Dr. Wagier does not figure the alveolar 

surface of this species. The tympanic cavity is oblong in Pelomedusa, 
and the edge much more sinuated between the tympanic cavity aud 
the end of the upper jaw. 
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2. Notes on the Genera of Turtles (Oiacopodes), and especi- 

ally on their Skeletons and Skulls. By Dr. J. E. Gray, 
F.R.S. &c. 

[Received February 19, 1873.] 

The number of species of Turtles is very limited, which is the case 
with the other sea animals that inhabit the warm or subtropical 
regions of the ocean. The Turtles, like the Sperm- Whale, have an 
extended geographical distribution, because many specimens wander 
or are carried away by currents from their natural habitats, and are 
often found as stragglers far away from the place which they pro- 
perly inhabit. Thus the Luth (Sphargis) has been observed in the 
Mediterranean, and on the coast of Dorsetshire and Yorkshire, at 
New Zealand, Australia, and on the coast of Japan; but I have no 
authority for believing that it breeds in any of these places. The 
Loggerhead (Caowana), the imbricate Turtle (Caretta), and the 
Turtle (Chelonia) have also been found, under similar circumstances, 
at a considerable distance to the north or south of the tropics. 

The species have been very imperfectly studied ; and several are 
named in different works that are very insufficiently characterized, 
and for this reason difficult to recognize as distinct. Four kinds 
are recognized by sailors and the world in general; and each of 
these kinds has such a distinct organization as to be considered by 
zcologists the type of a particular group; but the characters of the 
groups have been very imperfectly described. They each have a very 
peculiar conformation of the head and skull ; these peculiarities have 
not yet been used by zoologists in the manner which they deserve. 

The Turtles or Oiacopodes, though they have a general external 
resemblance, may be divided into two very distinct series. 

Several species are described, and said to be figured by Mr. Girard 
in the ‘Herp. Expl. Exped.’ of Wilkes ; but our copy of that work 
does not contain the plates, and the descriptions are very difficult to 
understand*. 

* In reply to an inquiry about the imperfections in our copy of this work 
to Prof. S. F. Baird, he states, “I have made an examination of our copy of 
the plates of the Herpetology of the Exploring Expedition, and find it contains 
the full number of thirty-two plates, corresponding to the explanations of the 
plates. The Government edition of this work, and that which you have in the 
British Museum, embraced only twenty-three plates, the additional ones having 
been prepared at Mr. Girard’s expense for the extra copies. 

“Should you desire this work, you can obtain it without any difficulty from 
Messrs. J. B. Lippincott & Co. of Philadelphia, who published the book and 
still have it on sale.”—April 5th, 1873. 

P.S. (July 15th).—The Society having lately received the Atlas of the ‘ Her- 
petology of the U. S. E. E.’ with 82 plates, I send the following notes on the 
lates :— 
1. Pl. 29. Thalassochelys corticata is Caouana caretta. 
2. Pl. 30. f. 1-7. Caretta squamosa, Sooloo Seas. 
3. Pl. 380. f. 8-13. Caretta rostrata. Fiji Islands. 
These two species are unknown to me; but they are said to have imbricate 

shields, and therefore cannot be Onychochelys kraussit. 
4, Pl. 31. f. 5-7. Chelonia marmorata (not Euchelys macropus, as marked in 

the plate). 
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I. Tur Turtyes: with the bones of the vertebre and ribs expanded 
and forming in the adult state a complete bony disk, the bones 
of the sternum separate, but united by dentated sutures into a 
disk, and edged with u series of marginal bones. 

Both the back, margin, and sternum are covered with more or 
less thick, regular, symmetrical, horny plates, as in most other Che- 
lonians. 

The head is covered with symmetrical shields ; and the nostrils are 
in the front, just over the upper edge of the upper beak, which has 
a more or less deep notch for their reception. 

This group contains two very distinct families. 

Fam. 1. Curtontap#, Gray, Hand-list Tort. p. 92. 

The head covered with few, regular, symmetrical shields, and with 
only one superorbital shield on each side, and two shields on each 
side of the occiput. The beaks horny, the upper one occupying 
more than half of the lateral margin, with a sharp dilated margin. 
The lower jaw fitting into the upper, the lower beak being short, 
and truncated behind, on a level with the central suture or gonyx, 
and covered with a large elongate horny plate on each side. 

The head has in the central line two nasals, a frontal, a parietal, 
and two occipital plates. Two temporal plates. The cheeks are 
covered with several plates, three or four forming the back edge of 
the orbit, the front upper part of which is covered by the outer edge 
of the nasals. 

The tympanic cavity in the skull is surrounded by a large smooth 
concavity, defined by the surface of the temporal bone. 

The hinder central bone of the dorsal disk, even in the young 
specimens, reaches to the front edge of the hinder central marginal 
or caudal bone. 

Tribe 1. Carertina, Gray, /.c. p. 92. 

The head produced, compressed, and narrow in front. The lower 
jaw smooth, even on the edge, and covered with the beak on the 
outside, and only slightly fitting into the upper beak, which is 
smooth on its inner surface. The alveolar surface of the upper 
beak and of the skull beneath it with a broad diverging ridge on 
the middle of each side, which is separated in the front by a longi- 
tudinal groove; that of the lower beak and jaw deeply concave, with 

5. Pl. 31. f. 8. Chelonia tenuis. 
The figures of these two species do not afford me the means of determining what 

species they belong to; but they are certainly not what I have described as new. 
6. PL3l. f.9-1l. Huchelys macropus, Philippine Islands, is a young Chelonia, 

very likely the young of C. mydas or C. marmorata. It is not named on the 
plate. 
: 7. Pl. 32. Actinemys marmorata, young and adult. Puget’s Sound, Oregon, 
and Sacramento, 

‘This species is very different from the Emys nigra of Hallowell, quoted as a 
synonym in the text, and is evidently a redescription of my Emys olivacca. 
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a ridge near its hinder margin, having a longitudinal keel across the 
hinder half of the concave surface. 

The palate behind the nostrils in the skull is rather concave, and 
diverges behind into a groove, produced by the elevated margin of 
the basioccipital and basisphenoid bone. 

1. CaretTTAa. 

1. Caretrra imBRIcATA, Gray, Cat. Tort. p. 74. 

The outer side of the head showing the shields and the upper part 
of the skull is figured by Temminck in the ‘ Fauna Japonica,’ t. v. & 
vi. ‘The band of shields at the back edge of the orbit contains three, 
one being below between the other two and the back margin of the 
jaw. Temminck’s figure of the head of C. imbricata in the ‘ Fauna 
Japonica,’ t. v. f. 1, does not give a correct idea of the shields of the 
head as they usually are; the frontal and parietal plates are united 
into one, aud the soft naked space between the nostrils and the frontal 
plate is figured to represent a pair of plates. 

In a skeleton of this genus in the British Museum, with the dorsal 
shield 7 in. long, the hinder central, bone of the dorsal disk is ex- 
panded, ovate-lanceolate, rather contracted before, then slightly 
dilated, and gradually narrowed behind for more than half its length, 
when it reaches the front edge of the hinder marginal bones. It is 
keeled on the back as on the vertebral plates. The front of the two 
hinder central bones is band-like, nearly as broad as the dilatation 
of the last rib, and narrower in front. 

In a second skeleton in the British Museum, with the dorsal shell 
102 in. long, the last bone is rather broader and more ovate. 

2. OnycHocHE Lys, Gray, Hand-list, p. 93. 

The beak and shields of the head like those of Caretta imbricata, 
but the occipital shields larger and longer, the beak more compressed, 
and the end produced and bent down in the centre. Dorsal shields 
covered with simple, thin, flat, not thick, imbricate plates. Costal 
shields 4.4. Front fin with a very large claw to the first, and a small 
claw to the second finger. The front lateral sternal bones with one 
acute lobe on the left side, and two acute lobes on the right side of the 
inner edge directed straight across ; hinder lateral bones with three 
or four acute diverging lobes on the inner edge, the hinder lobes 
being rather directed backwards ; the styliform process of the front 
odd bone elongate or slender. 

This genus is very like Caretta ; but the upper beak is larger and 
bent down at the eid in front, and not truncated as in Caretta; and 
the lower beak is also larger and stronger, and the lateral shields on 
the side of the lower jaw not quite so large. All the plates on the 
dorsal shield are thin, and not at all produced on the hinder edge. 
The front vertebral plate is very broad and triangular, much broader 
than long, and slightly truncated at the front lateral edges; the 
second, third, and fourth vertebral plates are hexagonal, contracted 
on the hinder lateral edges; the hinder vertebral plate is elongate 
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triangular, truncated in front, and slightly notched behind in the 
centre. The hinder pair of caudal plates are very long, much longer 
than broad, four-sided, the hinder and outer sides shortest ; and the 
hindermost lateral plate has a straight inner edge, and is not angular 
and produced as in Evemonia elongata. 

The dorsal shield of this genus has some resemblance to the shield 
of Eremonia elongata in the large size of the caudal marginal plates ; 
but of the latter genus the head and limbs are unknown : it belongs 
probably to the family Caouanide, as it has five costal shields on 
each side ; while this has only four, and belongs to Cheloniade@. The 
shields of the two genera may be thus distinguished :— 

Onychochelys. 

Costal plates 4 . 4. 
First vertebral shield trian- 

gular, with lateral angles trun- 
cated, much longer than broad. 

Second, third, and fourth ver- 
tebral shields hexagonal ; lateral 
angles produced, as broad as 

Eremonia. 

Costal plates 5 . 5. 
First vertebral- shield navi! 

gonal, as broad as long. 

Second, third, and fourth ver- 
tebral shields very long, oblong, 
four-sided, with the middle of 

long. the sides rather prominent, much 
longer than broad. 

The penultimate marginal shield 
prominent, angular in the middle, 
projecting between the last costal 
and the last vertebral shields. 

(Fig. 1, 

The penultimate marginal shield 
with a straight inner edge. 

1. OnycHocHELys KRAUvssI, Gray, Hand-list, p. 93. 
skull; fig. 2, animal.) 

Chelonia marmorata, Krauss, not Duméril and Bibron. 
Hab. Ocean, French Guiana (Krauss). 

The palate deeply concave, with a deep well-marked groove on 
each side of the. basioccipital bone, which has a very strong ridge 
on its front lateral margin. he alveolar surface of the upper beak 
with a very high arched ridge, which is much the highest in front, 
and very rugose on its edge and on the hinder part of its surface, 
having an obscure indication of a ridge parallel to its hinder mar- 
gin, and then shelving down to the inner nostrils. The alveolar sur- 
face of the lower beak concave, very wide in front, narrow on the 
sides, becoming narrower behind, and with a sharp elevated ridge on 
the inner margin. There is a longitudinal central ridge across the 
hinder half of the concavity of the lower alveolar edge. ‘The con- 
cavity of the alveolar of the lower jaw fits on to the ridge in the upper 
jaw. The inner surface of the beak within the hinder ridge is yellow 
and horny like the outer surface. It is broad and high in front, 
gradually narrowing on the sides; the surface is smooth, with a 
groove on each side in the middle of the front; and the sides have 
close paralell grooves ending in crenations on the margin of the ridge. 

The specimen in the British Museum is full-grown, and has the 
dorsal shell 35 in. long, and 31 in. broad in the widest part over the 



Skull of Cnychochelys kraussi. 
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Onychochelys kraussi. 
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curve. The horny plates are thin, smooth, worn, and are studded 
with different-sized Turtle-barnacles (Chelonobia), and also with a 
large number of common barnacles, especially on the sides of the 
back, leaving the middle of the dorsal plates bare. 

The specimen here described was sent to me by Dr. Krauss from 
Stuttgard, as Chelonia marmorata of Duméril and Bibron (Erp. Gén. 
li. p. 346, t. xxi. f. 1); but it cannot be that species, for they say, 
**Sous le rapport de la forme, cette espéce ne différe pas de la pré- 
cédente (C. maculosa), elle s’en distingue seulement par son systéme 
de coloration.”’ He figures the head-shields (t. xxiii. fig. 1 a) as 
like those of C. mydas, and very different from the head-shields of 
C. imbricata on the same plate (fig. 26), which these are like. 

I may here remark that their figure of the beak of C. imbricata 
is so incorrect as to represent this species rather than the true 
C. imbricata, which is the one that their figure of the back repre- 
sents. 

Dr. Krauss has kindly sent me the head of a rather larger speci- 
men of this Turtle, which enables me to describe the alveolar surface 
of the jaws, which is very different from that of any known Turtle, 
and confirms the genus. This head has the shields rather different 
from the specimen originally described; and as the shields ou the 
two sides of the head are not regular and. similar, we may con- 
sider them abnormal. ‘There is a narrow strap-shaped shield on 
the left side and parallel to the outer margin of the large central 
hinder plate ; but this shield is separate on the hinder half, and united 
to the central shield on the front half of the right side of that 
shield. In the same manner the large temporal shield just beside the 
supraoccipital shield is divided into three shields on the left side, 
and into two shields on the right side of the head; and the upper 
shield is longer on the right side than it is on the left: but it is easy 
for any one to see that these do not alter the character. 

Tribe 2. CHELONINA. 
The head is oblong and rounded in front. The lower jaw is 

strongly dentated on the outer edge, and, except just in front, is 
strongly striated on the outer surface, and fits into the very high 
sharp margin of the upper beak, which is also deeply and regularly 
grooved on its inner margin. The alveolar surface of the upper 
beak and of the skull beneath it with a narrow diverging ridge 
on each side nearer the outer than the inner margin, separated 
by a longitudinal groove in the centre, and with a linear raised 
granular ridge margining the hinder edge of the alveolar surface. 
The alveolar surface of the lower beak and jaw with a strongly 
dentated edge, and a deep triangular concavity within it, divided in 
half by a central longitudinal ridge, and with a sharp ridge parallel to 
but some little distance from the hinder margin, the acute ridge and 
flat hinder space being granular. The horny part of the lower 
beak triangular, only covering the front end of the jaw. The horny 
plate on each side large, narrow, and only covering the front two 
thirds of the narrow prominent lower part of the jaw. The band of 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXVI. 26 
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shields at the back edge of the orbit consisting of four or five 
shields, one at the lower part of the orbit between the other shields 
and the margin of the jaw. They seem to vary in number, as in 
one specimen there are four on one side and five on the other; but 
I believe four is the usual number. The skull is not so broad com- 
pared with its length as that of the Loggerhead (Caouana). 

1. CHELontIA. 

Temminck represents the side and top of the head and the side 
and top of the skull of Chelonia viridis (Fauna Japonica, t. iv. & vi.). 

The sternum is well figured by Cuvier (Oss. Foss. t. xiii. f. 6). 
The generality of specimens in the British Museum have the 

hinder part of the base of the skull nearly flat ; but there is one skull 
of a half-grown Turtle which has this part keeled in the middle, and 
there is a concavity on each side of the middle, and diverging on 
each side of the triangular prominent basisphenoid bone. This 
may be the character of one of the species; but I have not the spe- 
cimen to which the skull belongs, and therefore cannot name it with 
certainty. There is another small specimen which seems to have 
this character not quite so much developed; but it is also the 
odd skull of a Turtle that was “dressed”? in 1811, and weighed 
66 lbs. 

I think both these skulls are rather narrower compared with their 
length than the other skulls, which have this part more flattened. 

In a dorsal shield of a skeleton of Chelonia viridis in the British 
Museum, 34 in. long, the hinder of the two odd bones placed be- 
yond and attached to the hinder edge of the dilated part of the last 
pair of ribs is nearly semilunar, about half as long as broad, with 
a projecting rounded hinder edge, very short, and band-like on the 
lateral margin, which is nearly as broad as the back edge of the 
dilatation of the last or eighth pair of ribs. The front margin is 
concave. The last odd bone is triangular, as broad as long, with a 
broad semicircular front edge, and is contracted on the sides in front 
at the hinder part, and is attached by its tip to the front edge of the 
two hinder marginal bones. In the older specimens, when the dila- 
tations of the ribs reach the marginal bones, these odd bones do so at 
the same time, and thus lose their characteristic form. 

In one specimen with the dorsal shield 4? in. long, which has 
three straight rays on one side and four on the other, the front odd 
bone between the last ribs is rhombic, longer than broad, narrower 
in front ; and the second bone is elongate-lanceolate, narrow in front 
and behind, not reaching the inside of the hinder marginal bone. 

1. CHELONIA VIRIDIS. 

2. CHELONIA VIRGATA. 

There appears, by the colouring of the dorsal disk, to be two 
species of true herbivorous Turtle, C. viridis and C. virgata, Cuv. ; 
and I formerly thought that I had discovered an organic character 
in the form of the last two central vertebral plates between the 
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hinder edges of the last pair of ribs: but the re-examination of a 
larger set of specimens of different ages makes me doubt the import- 
ance of the characters assigned to them; for I cannot find, in a very 
large series of specimens, any character but such as is altered with 
age, and seems common to the whole group, either in the form of 
the skull or form and development of the bones of the disk. Though 
the middle-aged specimens are differently coloured, as if indicating 
two species, all the very young specimens are very much alike, as if 
they belonged to one species. 

It is the same with the form and development of the shell and of 
the dorsal and sternal disks, which are all liable to slight and appa- 
rently unimportant variations ; and evidently, from the dorsal shells 
we have received, the animals of which have been cooked, the green 
and rayed Turtles are both eaten. 

At the same time it should be recollected that museum zoologists 
labour under great disadvantages ; and if the two species or varieties 
could be examined alive and their skeletons compared, a character 
might still be found to distinguish them. 

Fam. 2. Caovanip®. 

The head broad, covered with regular symmetrical shields, with 
three or four pairs of shiclds over the orbit, and two shields on each 
side of the occiput. The beaks large and horny, the lower one just 
fitting into the edge of the upper, the upper and lower beaks occu- 
pying the greater part of the lateral margin of the jaws ; the hook 
of the lower beak fitting into a pit in the alveolar surface of the 
upper one; the lower beak covering the greater part of the lower 
jaw, which has small scales on the hinder part of the sides. 

Tribe 1. Caouvanina. 

The jaws strong. Costal shields five on each side, the front 
shield small and thin; hinder ones broad, as broad as two marginal 
shields. The nuchal shield very broad, as broad as the first verte- 
bral. The alveolar surface of the upper beak and skull beneath it 
smooth, with a deep pit in front for the acute point of the lower 
beak and lower jaw. “The base of the skull of Caouana is nearly 
flat, with a narrow groove behind diverging at each side of the 
front edge of the rather prominent triangular basisphenoid bone. 
The tympanic cavity has a smooth naked space in front of it, 
which is flat, and not concave as in the Cheloniade. In Caouana 
the front pair of sternal bones is narrow, and the front odd bone is 
lanceolate, rather broad. The inner edge of the front and hinder 
pairs of lateral bones has many radiating acute processes. The 
radiating processes on the inner side of the front pair are directed 
forwards, and those of the hinder pair are directed backwards. 
The two central bones between the hinder edges of the last pair of 
ribs are thick and keeled externally, comparatively short in the 
young specimens, and do not reach the hinder margin of the caudal 
marginal bones. The costal and vertebral shields of the young are 

26* 
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strongly keeled; but the keels of the costal plates soon entirely disap- 
pear, and those of the vertebral plates remain for the greater part of 
the life of the animal. The vertebral plates are as broad as long, 
or broader in the young specimens; but they increase in length as 
compared with their breadth as the animal grows older. 

1. CAOUANA. 

The superocular plates are three on each side, the front one 
being the longest, and meeting the plate on the opposite side 
in front. The two hinder broader than long, with three shields 
on the back edge of the orbit, the lower one being the largest. 
The head-plates are very variable: there is generally a plate be- 
hind the suture of the occipitals; sometimes it is placed between 
the pair; sometimes these plates are moderate, at others very small. 
The frontal plate varies greatly in size. The parietal plate is gene- 
rally iarge and simple; but in one specimen in the British Museum 
it is divided into two equal plates by a central longitudinal suture. 

The skull of this genus is figured in Cuvier, Oss. Foss. v. t. il. 
f. 1-4. 

The shields of the head figured by Temminck in the ‘ Fauna 
Japonica’ under the name of C. cephalo, t. iv. f. 1-3, probably be- 
long to this genus ; but it has a very large central occipital, which is 
certainly not the normal form of the species which has come under 
my observation. 

1. CAOUANA CARETTA. 

The sternum of Caouana is figured by Cuvier (Oss. Foss. t. xiii. 
f. 7), but with too few hinder lateral lobes, and by Prof. Owen 
(Phil. Trans. 1849, p. 153, f. 3) with too many anterior and poste- 
rior lateral lobes. 

A skeleton of Caouana in the British Museum, with the dorsal 
shield 17 in. long (the dilatation of the ribs being only extended for 
about two thirds the length of these bones), has the first of the two 
odd bones between the hinder pair of ribs consolidated with the rest 
of the disk; but Prof. Owen, in a specimen apparently about the 
same size, represents (f. 1, s 10) this bone as band-like, about 
half as broad again as long, and six-sided. The Museum specimen 
has an oblong elongate last bone, nearly twice as long as broad, 
rather broader in front than behind, and slightly constricted a little 
in front of the hinder margin. It is very thick, strongly keeled on 
the upperside, with a rounded tubercle at the end of the keel. It 
does not reach the hinder edge of the two hinder marginal bones. 

This bone is well seen in the younger specimens of the complete 
animal, and forms a prominence at the end of the dorsal keel; but 
I believe it dilates on the sides, as the sides of the ribs dilate in the 
older specimens, so as to form with the ribs and margin a solid con- 
tinuous shield. The bone is not well represented in Prof. Owen’s 
diagram. 

In a young specimen 9 in. long, the front odd hinder bone is 
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rhombic, rather broader than long, and the second one is ovate, 
linear, three times as long as broad. This bone does not nearly 
reach the front edge of the caudal marginal bone, nor does it do so 
in much larger specimens (as, for instance, the skeleton in the 
Museum), while it does in specimens of Chelonia in a less-developed 
state. 

In a specimen in the Museum, 8 in. long, the front odd bone has 
become much broader and band-like, and the hinder bone broader, 
becoming gradually narrower in front, assuming an elongate trian- 
gular shape, and reaching the edge of the caudal plates; and it 
appears to grow wider as this angle increases in size, having rather 
concave sides in the younger specimens. 

I formerly thought that the shape of this bone would distinguish 
the two presumed species ; but the examination of a large number of 
specimens of all sizes and ages makes me have less faith in the cha- 
racter for even separating the younger specimens. 
MM. Duméril and Bibron, in the ‘ Erpétologie Générale,’ vol. i. 

p. 29, t. il., give a representation of the skeleton, which they call 
“Chélonée Caouane,” which either does not represent this species 
or is very incorrect. Indeed I do not know from what species it 
could have been taken. Can it be from a specimen made up of 
bones of several species? The head is much slenderer than that of 
C. caouana; it is slender and acute in front, like that of Chelonia 
imbricata. The ribs are only dilated about two thirds of the length, 
showing that it is from a young specimen; yet the two hinder cen- 
tral bones between the last pair of ribs and the margin are broad, 
dilated and oblong, and united to the front edge of the hinder mar- 
ginal bones, very unlike these bones in a young Loggerhead, where 
they are oblong, longitudinal, thick, and do not reach the marginal 
bones. 

Professor Owen, in his ‘Monograph of the Fossil Reptilia of the 
London Clay,’ gives the figures of the bones in a front and back 
view of the dorsal shield of this species and the sternum (pp. 3, 4, 
f. 1-3). As is his custom, he gives the name of entosternal to the 
front median piece, episternal to the anterior pair of sternal bones, 
hyosternal to the second, hyposternal to the third, and to the pos- 
terior pair xiphisternal (p. 4); and Professor Huxley, in his ‘ Manual 
of Anatomy,’ p. 202, f. 64, changes the names of these bones to 
interclavicle, clavicles, hypoplastron, and xiphiplastron. 

Chelonia subcarinata of Owen’s ‘ Fossil Reptilia of the London 
Clay,’ t. viii., seems nearly allied to this genus; but I should doubt 
several of the fossils (as C. breviceps and C. longiceps) belonging to 
it ; at least, if they are marine Turtles, they belong to a group quite 
distinct from any of the existing forms. 

Tribe 2. LEPIDOCHELYINA. 

The jaws very strong, the lower one very acute and strongly bent 
up in front. Costal shields seven on each side; the first smallest, 
the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh very narrow. The nuchal shield 
as wide as the first vertebral. The alveolar surface of the upper beak 
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and skull beneath it with a triangular ridge on each side, divided in 
front. by acentral longitudinal groove ; of the lower jaw concave, with 
a sharp edge on the outer and inner margin. Claw of the first finger 
moderate. 

1. LePIDOCHELYS. 

Head not so broad as long; sides flat, angularly contracted in 
front. Dorsal shield keeled, the nuchal plate very broad, the first 
vertebral broader than long, the second and third much longer 
than broad; front fin with one small claw on the outer side. 
The nasal shields broader than long, the frontal plate elongate, 
six-sided, the parietal plate subtriangular, broader behind, covered 
in front by the hinder part of the frontal plate, many-angular on the 
sides, and with an arched-out hinder margin. Occipital shield single, 
transverse, large, rounded in front, truncated behind, Superocular 
shields three on each side; the front one square, united with the 
opposite one in front of the frontal; the middle one largest, rather 
longer than broad ; and the third smallest, broader than long. The 
cheeks with a series of four shields, the upper being small and square. 
Upper beak with a slight central hook ; the alveolar surface with 
a ridge on each side, interrupted in the middle, rather closer to the 
inner edge than the outer one. Inner edge witha blunt raised margin. 
The alveolar surface of the lower jaw deeply concave, with a high 
acute ridge on the front and hinder margins, and a well-marked 
central longitudinal ridge across the concavity in front, which is 
more acute and higher behind, and with a broad deeply concave 
space behind the inner ridge. 

The upper alveolar surface of the beak of this species is very like 
that of Cephalochelys; but the lateral ridge on each side is nearer 
the hinder margin, and the surface behind it is not only margined 
on the edge, but is much narrower. In some respects the upper 
alveolar surface is more allied to that of Chelonia; but the lateral 
ridges are much further from the outer margin, and the alveolar 
surface of the lower beak is narrower, with a more decided central 
longitudinal ridge, and a much wider concave surface within the 
ridge ; and the beak itself is not nearly so high and strong. 

The sternum is callous on the three pairs of lateral bones, leaving 
a longitudinal soft space in the middle. The front pair of bones, 
which are short and V-shaped, and the broad lanceolate odd bone, 
which is broad and angular in front and produced and tapering 
behind, about once and a half as long as broad, are only covered with 
a soft skin, which is transparent. 

The hinder vertebral bone in this adult specimen is broad, the 
whole width of the two posterior marginal plates. 

There can be no doubt that it is quite a different genus from the 
common Loggerhead (Caouana), not only in the form of the last 
vertebral bone, but also in the shape of the shields of the head. 

The number of the costal shields is increased by what are usually 
considered the fourth and fifth being divided in half, so that there 
is a distinct shield over each of the hinder ribs, instead of one to 
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each pair of ribs. I thought at first that this might be an individual peculiarity ; but it appears common to the group ; for it is equally well marked in a nearly adult shell, in a younger one about two thirds the length of the former, and in a very young one five inches long. 
The dorsal shield of this genus is very thin, more like a thin, hard, semitransparent skin than the horny plates usually called tor- toise- or turtle-shell ; and it allows the sutures of the bone to be seen through it. 
Fitzinger, in his ‘Systema Reptilium,’ p. 30, gives two generic names to this species, Lepidochelys olivacea and Thalassochelys oli- vacea. AsI wanted a generic name, I have employed the first name, and given it a proper character ; but I have no doubt that it will be quoted as Fitzinger’s genus, although his character is not taken from nature. 
This genus differs from the genera Caouana, Caretta, and Chelonia in the number of head-shields that it possesses. 
]. LEpIpOcHELYs OLIVACEA, Gray, Hand-list Tort. p. 91. 
There is a nearly adult animal and shell of this species in the British Museum. There is also a dorsal shell of a specimen nearly adult, but only 18 inches long, from Cape York, which has elon- gated vertebral plates like the former specimen. This specimen is peculiar for having six vertebral shields ; but the three hinder are very short, the first and sixth being much shorter than broad, and the fifth about as broad as long. They appear to be merely a malformation of the fourth and fifth shields in the more adult specimens. 
The keel is compressed and very high on the hinder half of the first and second, and only slightly marked on the hinder part of the third, and on the hinder and front part of the fourth and fifth ver- tebral shields, the position of the two lateral plates being caused by the unusual division of these plates. The hinder or caudal shields are very large, long and square, approaching to what they are in the genus Hremonia. 
There is also in the British Museum a young specimen of the genus from the Philippine Islands which appears to belong to the species ; the back is three-keeled, the keel of the vertebral plates, which are broader than long, being the highest ; it has seven costal shields on each side. The sternum is bluntly keeled on each side, The lower beak is rather shorter than in the adult specimen in the British Museum, and it has a narrower elongate plate on each side behind it; but this plate is very unlike the large elongate oblong shield on the side of the jaw of Chelonia. 
The beak of the lower jaw appears to be smaller than in the adult animal ; and in this respect it is something like the genus Caouana, which has the lower beak smaller compared with that of the adult Lepidochelys. 
In this specimen there is a small square shield interjected between the fourth and fifth vertebral shields, 
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2. CeEPHALOCHELYS. 

Head large. Beak very large and strong, with a deep notch on 
the centre of the margin of the upper edge for the nostrils. Nasal 
shields very short, broader than long; the frontal plate elongate, 
narrow in front; parietal shields moderate, broader than long, many- 
sided ; occipital shields two, large, with some small scales at the 
hinder part of the central suture. Four superocular shields on each 
side; the two front square, rather longer than broad; the two 
hinder larger, broader than long. The cheeks with a series of four 
shields on the hinder edge of the orbit, the upper one being the 
smallest and shortest. The temples with three large shields and 
some small ones. 

The alveolar surface of the upper beak with a large diverging 
ridge on the middle of each side, which is much broader in front 
(and these are separated from each other by a longitudinal groove), 
with a pit quite in front of it, for the reception of the hook of 
the lower jaw, and with a very broad, nearly flat surface behind it. 
The alveolar surface of the lower beak very deeply concave, with a 
very sharp high outer edge, and a high acute edge on the immer side, 
with a central longitudinal prominence crossing the hinder half of the 
alveolar concavity. 

The pectoral fins with a large strong claw at the end of the front 
finger. 

1. CepHALOCHELYs OCEANICA, Gray, Hand-list Tort. p. 91. 

Unfortunately the British Museum only possesses the head, neck, 
and fore fins of this Turtle, which was purchased of a dealer, who 
said it came from the West Coast of America—he believed, Mexico ; 
so that I cannot describe the rest of the animal, and especially the 
bones of the back and sternum and the plates with which they are 
covered. ‘The size of the beak and the shields of the head leave no 
doubt that it is distinct. 

3. ? EREMONIA. 

Head and fins unknown. 
Shell elongate, contracted behind, marginal plates seventeen. Two 

caudal marginal plates very large, square, much longer than broad. 
Thorax convex on the sides. Vertebral shields in the adult much 
longer than broad, slightly six-sided, scarcely keeled ; the last very 
large, as broad as long. 

1. Errmonta ELoNGATA, Gray, Hand-list Tort. p. 96. (Fig. 3, 
dorsal disk.) 

Caouana elongata, Gray, Cat. Tort. &c. B. M. 1840, p. 53; Cat. 
Sh. Rep. p. 73. 

Hab. Ocean. 
The shell of this animal has been in the Museum for more than 

forty years; and, though frequently searched for amongst dealers and 
in museums both British and Continental, I have never been able to 
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find a second specimen, much less one with the animal; and there- 
fore I have ventured to form a genus for its reception. 

Il. Tue Lurus (Sphargidide) which have the vertebrae and ribs 
separate both in the young and adult state, as in the generality 
of vertebrated animals. The bones of the sternum very slightly 
developed, and only forming an imperfect marginal ring, being 
destitute of any marginal bones. 

Family I. SpHareipipZ. 

The outer case of the animal, which has the external appearance 
of the bony case of a Turtle, is formed of very thick skin studded 
with close polygonal tubercles, and strengthened with longitudinal 
ribs supported by larger oval tubercles, which form prominences on 
the ridges of the back, and especially on the tail of the animal. 

The head, unlike those of other Turtles, is covered with a soft 
skin, and is much rounded in front ; the nostrils are small, and high 
up, on a level with the eye; the upper jaw notched on each side; 
and the lower jaw, which is weak, is furnished with a conical pro- 
minence in front, fitting into a hole in the palate of the upper jaw. 
The nasal hole in the skull is high up from the lower lip, and 
separated from it a considerable distance by the high large inter- 
maxillary bone, which is large, but not so large, in Caouana or 
Lepidochelys. 

The sternum of the very young animal is figured in the ‘ Annals 
and Magazine of Natural History,’ 1873, t. vi. f. 5. The fore fins 
are very long, and the finger-bones of the fore and hind fins are 
rather more regular in length than in other Turtles. 

1. SPHARGIS. 

The adult skull (t. ii. f. 1 & 2) and other parts of the osteology 
of this species are figured by Temminck in the ‘ Fauna Japonica,’ 
t. i. & in. The animal from life, and a front view of its head, are 
figured in t. i. & v. of the same book. I have figured the skull of 
the young in the ‘Suppl. Cat. Sh. Rep.’ p. 119, f. 40; and Wagler 
in the ‘N. Syst. Amphib.’ t. i. f. 5, 6, & 10-13. 

Dr. Wagler, in his ‘ Nat. Syst. Amphib.’ t. i. f. 1-23, figures the 
osteology of a newly hatched specimen, showing that the ribs are 
slender and free for their whole length, and the sternum formed of 
very slender rudimentary bones, which are divided into a front and 
a posterior group. 

In my paper on the development of the sternum of Tortoises, in 
the ‘Annals and Magazine of Natural History’ for March 1873, I 
described and figured the sternum of a newly hatched specimen ; 
and I described the vertebral ribs and sternum, as seen on the inside 
of the skin, of an adult specimen from the Cape, showing that the 
ribs and sternal bones of the adult are not dilated as in other Che- 
lonians. 

The skeleton of the adult in the Museum of Stuttgart, Dr. Krauss 
informs me, was extracted from a specimen sent in spirits from Suri- 
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nam, the skin of which is also exhibited, stuffed, in the Museum. 
Dr. Krauss intends shortly to describe and figure the skeleton *. 

1. SpHareis coriacea, Gray, Cat. Tort. p. 71. 
A specimen of this species has this month (February 1873) been 

taken on the coast of Yorkshire ; but I fear it has been so cut up 
that it will not make a skeleton. 

3. Ona Seaup Duck found inChina. By Roserr Swinuos, 
F.Z.S., H.B.M. Consul, Ningpo. 

[Received March 1, 1873.] 

Two brown Scaup Ducks were brought to me alive the other day 
(21st October 1872) by a fisherman, who said he had taken them, 
along with several others of the same kind, in his fishing-nets, out 
of very large flocks, off the mouth of our river. From the mottling 
of their backs it was easy to see that they belonged to the Scaup 
group; but they were too small for the true Fuliz marila, which I 
had before procured at Amoy. 

I looked at Yarreil’s ‘ British Birds,’ and Baird’s ‘ Report of Ex- 
plorations and Survey’ &c., part 2. Birds, and made them out to 
be the Fulizx affinis (Eyton), or American Scaup. I got the fisher- 
man to bring me the remaining birds, and picked out five more from 
this dead lot, which gave me three adult males and one adult female. 

They all agreed in smallness of size and main characters, which 
showed them to be of the same species. One peculiarity, however, I 
noticed in them, which neither Yarrell nor Baird mentions ; and that 
is ‘the white on the primaries of the wings.” As Fulix marila and F. 
affinis are said to have similar wings, I thought the omission of this 
was accidental; and I was confirmed in this view by turning to 
M‘Gillivray’s ‘ British Birds’ (vol. v. p. 118), and reading that 
F. marila has the primaries partly greyish brown, but from the fourth 
primary to the tenth secondary is a broad white band, including the 
whole length of three qnills except the tips; and I concluded there- 
fore that I had got F. afinis, and that its occurrence here showed 
that, as in the case of @demia americana and Larus oceidentalis, 
American sea-birds of the Pacific side often visit Eastern Asia. But 
a reference to Schlegel (‘ Muséum des Pays-Bas’) upset my specula- 
tions. Schlegel points to the less white on the primaries in F’. affinis 
as one of the chief distinctions between it and F. marila. In his 
own words (op. cit. Anseres, p. 28), ‘‘au blanc des rémiges primaires 
n’atteignant pas le bord postérieur des secondaires.” Our bird, then, 
is not the American F. afinis ; but it nevertheless must be the bird 

* The specimen at Stuttgart measures in a straight line from the end of the 
skull to the tip of the tail 187 centims.; the skull is 25 centims. long, and 
21-5 centims. broad. (See Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1873, xii. p. 77.) 

M. Gervais has published a paper on the skeleton of a young animal of this 
genus in the Nouv. Arch. du Muséum, and has described a fossil species, Sphargis 
pseudostracion. (See Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1873, xi. p. 471.) 
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that Mr. Yarrell mentions under the head ‘‘ American Scaup,”’ which 
was brought home by Capt. Beechey from Behring’s Straits, and was 
apparently identified with that species. Sir John Richardson sug- 
gests for this Pacific species the name mariloides, which is usually 
regarded as a synonym of afinis. But I think it can now be shown 
that F. mariloides is a species of itself, and a visitant to the Chinese 
coast. Fuligula marila also occurs here in abundance ; and I have 
a fine male specimen from Amoy. A female that I procured in 
Amoy, however, was so small that I referred it to F’. cristata, when 
Mr. Tristram pointed out its entire want of crest and the speckling 
on its back, and said it must be Fulix marila. It must, I think, 
have been F. mariloides. I suppose that H.M.S. ‘ Blossom’s’ col- 
lections are preserved somewhere in England. It would be interesting 
for any lover of Ducks to examine the Scaups brought home from 
Behring’s Straits. 

I have now got some of our birds alive, and will do my best to 
send them to the Society’s Gardens, that there their habits may be 
compared with those of the true Fuliz marila*. 

I will now give a description of an adult male and female of the 
Duck, which I have carefully examined. 

Male. Length 17°25 inches ; wing 83 inches; tail 23 inches, of 14 
pointed tail-feathers, centrals longest, giving a roundish wedge-shape 
to the whole. Bill greyish blue, dertrum and outer edge of tip 
black. Feet and legs yellowish plumbeous, dark grey in joints, and 
blackish on webs; tarsi 1°5 inch; middle toe and claw 2? inches. 
Head black, with faint dull purplish reflections, and a few green- 
reflecting feathers on ear-coverts and sides of neck ; middle of neck 
brownish ; the black of the lower hind neck freckled with yellowish 
brown. Back and scapulars with less white and more black wavings ; 
wing-coverts only slightly vermiculated with whitish. Wings, rump, 
and tail much as in Fulix marila. Flanks waved with black, and 
large abdominal flank-feathers washed with liver-brown, and finely 
waved with black. 

Female. Adult much like the male, but browner about the head 
and neck, with a roundish patch of white on each lore, which is ap- 
parently diminishing and being filled in with the blackish brown of 
the cheeks. Back with less white ; flanks browner, with less vermi- 
culations ; under wing less white. Length 16 inches; wing 87 
inches ; tail 2°3 inches, of 14 feathers. Bill darker than in the male. 

A younger female is a lighter, more uniform, plain brown, the 
white round the bill being confined to the two lores and chin-angle. 
Back speckled with white. 

Young male. Brown, like the young female, but with rich yel- 
lowish brown on the head and lower neck, more marked with white 
on the back and scapulars ; is larger, has the flanks more patched 
with brown, as also the abdomen ; is dingier on the belly, and has a 
broad patch of white all round the bill. 

I dissected the adult male and female. The stomachs were large 

* Three of these birds arrived alive, but died shortly afterwards. See anted, 
p. 312.—P. L.8. 
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and kidney-shaped and very muscular; both were empty, that of 
the male containing only a rough calcareous pebble about half an 
inch wide. The male’s windpipe is shaped like that of F. marila, 
figured in Yarrell, but is shorter, broader, and more roundish in 
its outline. 

I have preserved the specimen for future comparison. 
The trachea of the female is much narrower than that of the male, 

and has narrower rings; the bronchi at the crutch separate, and meet 
again to leave a hole between. 

4, Descriptions of three new Species of Flying Squirrels in 
the Collection of the British Museum. By Dr. A. 
Gtnruer, F.R.S., F.Z.8. 

[Received February 26, 1873.] 

(Plates XXXVII., XXXVIII.) 

PTEROMYS TEPHROMELAS. (Plate XXXVII.) 

All the upper parts and the tail black ; wxder-fur ash-coloured ; 
on parts where the long black hairs have been rubbed off, as between 
the shoulders, behind the ears, on the forehead, and sometimes on 
the tail, the grey of the under-fur is more conspicuous. Lower 
parts of the body and parachute very sparsely covered with greyish- 
brown hair, except along the median line of the chest and abdomen. 

Cheeks without bristles; ears of moderate size; incisors of an 
adult female white. Length of the body from the nose to the vent 
10 inches ; of the tail 11 inches; of the carpal spur 2 inches. 

An adult female, from Pinang, has been presented by his Grace 
the Duke of Argyll to the British Museum. <A second younger 
female has been obtained in a collection from Malacca together with 
the species of Sciwropterus described hereafter. 

PTEROMYS PHZOMELAS. 

All the upper parts and the tail brownish black, on the neck and 
middle of the back deep black ; under-fur dark chestnut-brown. 
The longer hairs on the hinder half of the back and on the sides with 
greyish-white tips. Lower parts of the body and parachute sparsely 
covered with woolly chestnut-brown hair, more densely along the 
middle of the chest and abdomen and on the outer half of the 
parachute. 

Cheeks without bristles ; ears of moderate size; incisors of an 
adult female yellow. Length of the body from the nose to the 
vent 13 inches ; of the tail 113 inches; of the carpal spur 3? inches. 

There is only one specimen, an adult female, from Borneo in the 
British Museum. It is allied to the preceding species, but con- 
spicuously larger, and distinguished by its brown under-fur. 

ScIUROPTERUS PULVERULENTUS. (Plate XXXVIII.) 

Upper parts of the body and parachute brownish black, powdered 
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with white, the hairs of the body being greyish for two thirds of their 
length, the terminal third being brownish black with a white tip. 
Fur much less thick than in Se. alboniger, Margins of the para- 
chute with a very narrow and inconspicuous yellowish-white edge. 
Paws and spur light brownish, with many yellowish hairs. Lower 
parts rather densely covered with hair (especially the body and limbs), 

- yellowish white; scrotum and preeanal region orange-coloured. 
Lower side of the parachute light greyish brown. Tail bushy, con- 
stricted near the base, brownish grey, darker along the upper and 
lower median lines, many of the hairs being black near the tip. 

Cheeks without bristles; ears short ; incisors of adult males pale 
yellow. Length of the body from the nose to the vent 10 inches ; 
of the tail 9 inches ; of the carpal spur 2 inches | line. 

I have seen two examples of this species, both aduit males, the 
tail of one being a little more bushy and darker than that of the 
other. One is from Pinang, and has been presented by his Grace the 
Duke of Argyll; the other, from Malacca, has been purchased. 

5. On the Falco arcticus of Holboll, with Remarks on the 

changes of Plumage in some other Accipitrine Birds, 
By R. Bowputer Suarrt, F.LS., F.Z.S., &c., Senior 

Assistant, Zoological Department, British Museum. 

[Received March 4, 1873.] 

(Plate XX XIX.) 

The late Governor Holbéll, when in Greenland, paid evident at- 
tion to the two Jer Falcons found in that country, and recognized two 
distinct species, though he failed to assign to them thoroughly tren- 
chant characters ; hence the difficulty in the recognition of his Falco 
arcticus. In a paper published on the subject in the ‘ Zeitschrift 
fiir die gesammten Naturwissenschaften’ (vol. ili. 1854, p. 425), he 
calls these two birds Falco islandicus candicans, Schlegel, and F. 
arcticus, Holbéll. He draws up the characters of these two birds 
not: on the differences of colour, but upon certain variations in the 
proportions of the tarsus and middle toe, &c., and in the shape of 
the tail. These characters, if substantiated, would have relegated 
the two Greenland Jer Falcons to different genera, a consummation 
which would have much simplified the matter; but unfortunately 
no one was ever able to ratify them, and the confusion became worse 
confounded. We possess in the Museum several birds collected in 
Greenland by Holboll, and among them a noble seriesof the true Green- 
land Jer Falcon (Falco candicans). On the stands of some of these 
the late Mr. Gray has recorded (doubtless from Holbéll’s own tickets) 
that they are the F’. arcticusof Holbdll, from which it would appear 
that his species consisted partly of the fresh-moulted examples of 
FI’. candicans (the so-called “ dark race’’), and partly of the “light 
variety”? of the Iceland Falcon found in Greenland. No one, there- 
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fore, can hope to say positively what Holboll’s Falco arcticus really 
was; but there is little doubt that the occurrence of a form of 
Iceland Falcon in Greenland led him to see two species, though 
it bears some resemblance to the true F. candicans when it is very 
old. Should ornithologists agree with me, that the bird hitherto 
known as Falco islandus, from Greenland, is really the origin of 
Holbdll’s F. areticus, I propose to call it after that unfortunate gentle- 
man, as his title has already been preoccupied by Gmelin, who con- 
ferred it on the Falcon d’Islande of Brisson (Orn. i. p. 336). This 
bird, said to be from Iceland, has never been satisfactorily identified, 
but is described as being like the Peregrine, with a yellow eye. 

I am by no means the first to recognize the distinctness of this 
fourth Jer Falcon; for Messrs. Salvin and Br odrick have already drawn 
attention to it, calling it the “light variety ”’ of the Iceland Falcon ; 
while Professor Schlegel has, most justly in my opinion, considered 
it as distinct from the true Iceland Jer Falcon as is the Jer Falcon of 
Norway (Falco gyrfaleo). The following will, I believe, be found to 
be the correct synonymy of the species :— 

FaLco HOLBGLLI, sp. n. 

Falco arcticus (nec Gm.), Holbdll, Zeitschr. f. d. ges. Naturw. iii. 
p- 426 (1854); Blasius, Naumannia (1857), p. 238; id. Nactr. 
Naum. Vog. Deutschl. p. 19 (1860, nee Taf. 390. fig. 2)*. 

Iceland Falcon (light variety), Salvin & Brodr. Falconry, p. &7,pl.x. 
(1855). 

Falco gyrfalco grenlandicus, Schl. Mus. P.-B. Fale. p. 13 (1862). 
Adult male. Head white, with blackish shaft-stripes, a little 

broader on the nape; rest of the upper surface greyish brown, with 
more or less of a bluish shade according to the light, transversely 
banded and tipped with white; quills brown, edged and tipped with 
white, and freckled on the outer webs; on the smaller secondaries 
are indistinct bands of brown, alternating with bars of greyish white, 
the latter plentifully freckled with brown; tail ashy grey, tipped 
with white, freckled plentifully with brown, and showing cross bars 
on the outer feathers; under surface white, the throat and chest 
entirely unspotted, the rest of the body sparingly spotted with 
blackish, taking the form of bars on the flanks, thighs, and under 
tail-coverts ; under wing-coverts white, spotted with black ; inner face 
of wing eA barred with blackish; cere, orbits, and fet yellow ; 
bill bluish, yellow at base of lower mandible; iris dark. Total length 
19 inches, culmen 1°3, wing 14, tail 7°5, tarsus 2°1. 

Adult female. Similar to the male, but larger. Total length 
20 inches, culmen 14, wing 15-2, tail 5°5, tarsus 2°2. 

Hab. Greenland. 
Falco holbelli is distinguished from F. islandus by its smaller 

size, by the larger white spots and bars on the upper surface, which 

* As Professor Blasius, in quoting Holboll as the describer of this species 
designates the bird he wishes to be recognized as F’. arcticus, I have referred his 
notices to this Falcon ; but he evidently mixes up F. candicans, F’. islandus, and 
F. holbe’li together: witness his references to the plates in ‘ Naumannia.’ 
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give ita much lighter and more mealy aspect, but, above all, by its 
pure white chest, which is devoid of all streaks or tear-shaped drops 
as in the true Iceland Jer Falcon. It is altogether a much lighter 
bird than its congener, especially on the head, which is white, with 
a few blackish lines. The male bird in the national collection is 
beginning to lose the bars on the two centre tail-feathers, where they 
are breaking up into minute frecklings, which I never found to be the 
case in the Iceland Jer Falcons I have examined. This dissolution 
of bars on the tail has been noticed in /’. cundicans, to which F. 
holbclli in its mature state bears some resemblance (as noticed by 
Holbdll) ; but that species loses its mottled or irregularly barred 
tail before it becomes very old—long before it attains the age of the 
specimens which I have made the types of my Falco holballi. 

Professor Schlegel has truly remarked that the difficulties of 
studying Birds of Prey are enormous ; and this opinion I carindorse 
from my own experience. But the adult birds at least of all the 
northern Falcons, ought to be easily recognizable to any one who will 
take pains; and in studying Accipitres nothing but the greatest 
amount of patience will produce a satisfactory result. A Greenland 
Jer Falcon can be told at any age by its white flanks and thighs, 
which have never more than a small longitudinal streak of brown 
along the shaft, whereas in the other three species these parts have 
large dart-shaped marks almost worthy to be called cross bars. 
The Norway Jer Falcon has a uniform dark head, whereas F’.islandus 
and F. holbclli have both white heads narrowly streaked with black. 
Of the differences between these two birds I have spoken above; and 
I believe that by following these points any careful student will make 
out the species. I must add that, after much laborious study, I 
have failed to find a character by which the young of the three last- 
named species may be distinguished one from another. 

It will be noticed above that I have alluded to the “so-called” 
dark race of the Greenland Jer Falcon ; and I may at once state that 
I believe this race has no existence at all in nature. I have endea- 
voured to trace the sequence of Hawks during their progress towards 
maturity ; and by the help of a good series of birds I am able to offer 
to the Society to-night some interesting facts bearing on the changes 
of plumage, on which subject I have already made a few remarks*. 

The accompanying Plate (fig. 1) represents a feather taken from 
the back of a very young Falco candicans; and in a study of this 
species the middle tail-feathers must always be taken as indicative 
of the age of the specimen: in the old bird the tail is always pure 
white, and in the young one is irregularly but completely barred. In 
cousidering the progress of Accipitrine birds towards maturity, it is 
necessary to bear in mind two rules, viz. :— 

Rule 1. That no two birds of the same species absolutely follow 
the exact sequence of change in their assumption of the adult plu- 
mage. 

Rule 2. That not every species of the same genus gains the adult 
* Of. my notes on Petrocossyphus, in P. Z. 8. 1872, p. 496, and in Sharpe and 

Dresser’s ‘ Birds of Europe.’ 
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plumage by the exact sequence of change followed by another allied 
species. 
i Phere can be no doubt that when we thoroughly understand the 
changes of plumage undergene by species of birds, a new light will 
be thrown upon ornithology as regards the relation of geographical 
races and subspecies. 

In treating of the Greenland Falcon, one difficulty always pre- 
sents itself; and that is, the almost impossible chance of getting 
specimens correctly sexed and dated; and ina study of this kind this 
is half the battle. To capture a specimen, and watch the gradual 
changes in confinement, would doubtless afford-somé clue; but the 
species under consideration would be an unsuitable one for experi- 
ment, as there can be little doubt that confinement in England 
would produce more or less the consequences of arrested develop- 
ment in the plumage, by destroying the need of assimilative colour- 
ing which induces the species to become white in the regions it 
inhabits. 

Fig. 2 represents the centre tail-feather of the bird from whose back 
I took the first feather (fig. 1); and it will be noticed that the lower bars 
give traces of approaching dissolution. The way in which this takes 
place is well illustrated in fig. 3, which is the tail-feather of a slightly 
older bird. Fig. 4 represents the back of a young bird changing 
from its first into its second plumage: z is the old feather, very 
similar to fig. 1; and the darker feathers are the new ones being 
donned. Fig. 3 is the middle tail-feather of this identical specimen ; 
and thus it appears that the commencement of the great change of 
tail takes place about the time of the first moult. Fig. 5 isa feather 
taken from a bird not yet fully adult, but in full clean-moulted 
plumage; it has a tail in the same stage as fig. 5, and is doubtless 
very little older than the specimen whose tail is thus represented in 
the Plate: in fact it is in the full plumage indicated by the new 
feathers (fig. 4), and shows its slightly advanced age by the greater 
extent of the white indent. The step from this stage of the dorsal 
feathers to the next (fig. 6) is tolerably evident ; for here the bars, 
indicated in the previous stages, are quite complete. A bird thus 
marked is the adult of the “dark race’? of Mr. Gould, which we 
have thus followed from its young to its perfect plumage. 

It will perhaps render my argument more intelligible if, for the 
present, we leave aside the feathers represented in figs. 7, 7 a, and 8, 
and proceed atonce to the consideration of the so-called “light race”’ of 
F.candicans. It is a remarkable fact that, although there exists great 
difference in the tail-feathers in the dark race, the light form should 
have the tail nearly uniform white in both young and old. Thus 
figs. 9, 9a are taken from the back of a bird in the “ tear-dropped ”’ 
plumage, which is supposed to be the young, and figs. 10, 10 a, 12, 
12a, are all from the backs of very old birds. With this last fact 
I perfectly agree; but so far from considering the feathers figured 
as 9, 9a to be those of a young bird, I consider that they are the 
sign of a very old specimen, only one whit less old than the one from 
whose back the feathers figs. 10 and 10 @ have been drawn. The 

Proc. Zoou, Soc.—1873, No. XXVII. 27 
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irregular shape of fig. 9 indicates that it is not perfect, and that it will 
undergo a further change ; and although the marking is not of the 
same form as the feather placed i in juxtaposition, they both have the 
same object in view, aud are neither of them so very unlike fig. 10. 
The heart-shaped spot is, as far as we at present know, the limit 
beyond which adult Greenland Falcons ‘can no further go.’ 

To return to the question of the light and dark races, I would ask 
the advocates of that view of the question to which they would refer 
a specimen with the dorsal feathers as illustrated in figs. 7 and 7 a. 
The right-hand figure belongs to the young of the “light” race, but 
the left-hand one should be referred to the “dark” race. It is to 
me self-evident that fig. 7 is the previous stage of such a feather as 
fig. 9a; and it is equally clear that fig. 7 a is the antecedent stage 
of fig. 7. The tail (fig. 8) is also closely allied to fig. 11, but still 
shows traces of the markings visible on all birds of the “dark race,”’ 
which have here not entirely dissolved; thus the tail, as well as the 
dorsal featherings, is intermediate between the two races, and to my 
mind illustrates their connexion. The sequence from the triply 
barred stage (fig. 6) to the longitudinal drop is not so clear, unless 
these changes are more rapid than we have at present supposed, or 
that the feather regains its longitudinal form by the gradual closing 
up and re-joining of the bars, which, from the irregular outline on 
the middle bar of fig. 6, seems not absolutely impossible. It appears 
likely, however, that a partial moult may intervene between the 
stages indicated in fig. 6 and figs. 7 and 7 a; for I have noticed in 
some Accipitrine birds changes which induce me to believe in a rule 
which may be enunciated thus :— 

Rule 3. That in the progress to maturity, when the changes of 
plumage are very different from one another, the new dress still 
retains an indication of what the former one was like before the 
moult. 

Thus, if fig. 7 a is the result of a moult, it still shows evidences of 
the previous barred plumage, though they quickly disappear (fig. 7) 
and pass through the stages (figs. 9, 9 a, 10) to the final spots (figs. 
10a, 12, 12a), which, from their irregular outline, might seem 
intent upon getting even smaller still. 

Let any one who doubts the possibility of markings such as those 
on the Greenland Falcon becoming gradually changed without an 
intermediate moult, study the changes exhibited by the common 
Sparrow-Hawk in its progress towards maturity. The general cha- 
racteristic of the species of <Accipiter is to have a striped plumage 
when young and a barred dress when old. But it is not generally 
known that this is effected by a gradual change in the mark- 
ings of the feather, and not by an actual moult. Just as in the 
Greenland Jer Falcon we could tell the age of a bird by the state 
of the bars on the tail, so we can tell that of a young Sparrow-Hawk 
by the extent of the rufous edging to the feathers of the upper sur- 
face: if these are very broad and distinct, the bird is quite young; 
for they gradually wear off as it progresses in age. On the first 
appearance of the feathers from the downy covering of the meaty 
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the markings on the chest are longitudinal drops (fig. 13) of a pale 
rufous-brown colour. The gradual dissolution and breaking up into 
three bars is shown in fig. 14. Hence, when the bars are perfectly 
developed, a shade of darker brown overspreads the upper margin, 
gradually eclipsing the rufous-brown shade, which remains the evi- 
dence of the previous plumage (fig. 15). Thence are shown two 
successive stages of the development of the dark brown shade which 
at last removes all traces of the reddish tint (figs. 16, 17), 

The last illustration which I shall have the pleasure of bringing 
before the notice of the Society is one of a species of American Kite, 
Cymindis uncinata, which undergoes excessive variation during the 
progress from youth to maturity. The young bird is white under- 
neath, with a few irregular dusky cross bars (fig.18). From this 
dress the next stage (fig. 20), which consists of bight rufous and buff 
bars, is gained by @ moult (fig. 19), as will be seen by the feather just 
beginning to appear. The fading of the buff in the next stage leaves 
the under surface barred with white and rufous in very distinct con- 
trast (fig. 20). Hence the rufous bars gradually change into blue 
(fig. 22); and that this is gradually effected will be seen by the 
feather figured, which still retains traces of its former rufous colour 
(fig. 21) now dying away. The last plumage of the bird is apparently 
entirely blue underneath, as the gradual extension of the blue cross 
bars, which merge together by degrees, would entirely cover the 
entire under surface (fig. 23). 

I have never seen any intermediate feather between fig. 21, which 
has only two cross bars, and fig. 22, which has three; so that it is 
possible that a moult intervenes; in which case the change comes 
under rule 3. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXIX. 

Fig. 1. Dorsal feather of Falco candicans, very young. 
2. Centyal fail-feather from same specimen. 
3. Ditto, of slightly older bird. 
4. Two fresh-moulted dorsal feathers of a young Falco candicans, supposed 

to be in its first moult. ., the old feathers of previous plumage. 
5. Dorsal feather of immature Palco candicans in full clean-moulted plu- 

mage, showing further advance towards cross bars. 
6. Dorsal feather of immature bird, the supposed adul¢ of “ dark race.” 
7, 7a. Two dorsal feathers from mature bird, showing approach to longi- 

tudinal drop. 
8. Tail-feather of same specimen. 
9, 9a. Two dorsal feathers of bird in “tear-dropped” plumage; the sup- 

posed young of “light race.” 
10, 10a, 12, 12. a. Dorsal feathers from very old birds. 
11. Tail of very old bird. 
13-17. Breast-feathers of young Accipiter nisus, showing gradual change 

from drop to bars. 
18. Breast-feather of very young Cymindis uncinata. 
19. The same, showing fresh-moulted feather (19 a), 
20, 21. Full plumage of C. wncinata. 
22, 23. Breast-feathers of yery old birds, showing gradual change from the 

rufous to blue plumage. 

27% 
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6. A List of the Spiders of the Genus Acrosoma, with 
Descriptions of new Species. By Artuur G. Burier, 
F.L.S., F.Z.8., &c. 

[Received March 6, 1873.] 

In the present paper I have made a complete list of the species 
hitherto described of this truly remarkable genus: five new species 
are added, one or two of them being most extraordinary forms. 

The spines on the members of this group are doubtless protective, 
either, as (probably) in the case of the Gasteracanthe, to render 
them like the thorny leaves, knots of shrubs, acacias, &c., or, as 
(probably) in the present genus, to render them unpalatable morsels 
for insectivorous birds and reptiles. It is a fact, Mr. Bates says, 
that the Acrosomata spin their webs in the most exposed situations, 
where they are sure to be seen by any passing enemy. 

Genus Acrosoma, Perty. 

1. ACROSOMA CYANOSPINUM. 

Epeira cyanospina, Lucas, Dict. Pitt. d’Hist. Nat. iii. p. 70, pl. 
140. f. 3 (1835). ‘ 

Plectana cyanospina, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 178. n. 42 (1837). ~ 
British Guiana (Schomburgh) ; Rio Negro (Wallace); Para 

(Bates), B.M 
We have a variety from Para in which the four anterior spines 

are red. 

2, ACROSOMA FURCATUM. 

Aranea armata, Olivier, Enc. Méth. iv. p. 205. n. 24. 
Aranea taurus, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. 11. p. 424. n. 64. 
Plectana furcata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 176. n. 40 (1837). © 
Haiti. 
Seems allied to P. eyanospina. 

3. ACROSOMA MACRACANTHUM. 

Plectana macracantha, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 183. n. 52 
(1837-39). 

Acrosoma spinosum, Koch (nec Linn.), Arachn. iii. p. 56, pl. 92. 
f. 210 (1836), 

Pard (Bates) ; Brazil (Doubleday). B.M. 

4, ACROSOMA DEFENSUM, 0. sp. 

Cephalothorax elongate, broadly expanded in the centre, with 
median transverse depression as in 4. macracantha: abdomen longi- 
tudinally subovate, deeply excavated in front and truncated behind, 
with ten acute spines :—two vertical, rather short at base, springing 
from either side of the sinus; two on a prominent transverse ridge, 
at about one third the length of the abdomen from the base, longer, 
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but also vertical ; the other six at end of abdomen—the first two 
longest, bent almost horizontally downwards over the abdomen and 
widely divergent, the second pair springing laterally from the posterior 
angles of the abdomen, the third pair immediately below the origin 
of the second, springing from the ventral surface backwards, and 
slightly divergent : ventral surface with three or four longitudinal and 
transverse submarginal sulci. 

Colours. Cephalothorax black, with testaceous margin ; falces and 
maxillz black above, becoming pitchy towards their extremities ; 
labium ochraceous, clouded with brown; sternum and legs black ; 
abdomen dark red above, coarsely punctured in the cease ; spines 
pitchy ; ventral surface brownish red, with regions of spinnerets and 
epigyne blackish. 

Para (Wallace). One specimen. B.M. 
A remarkable species, allied to 4. macracanthum of Walckenaer. 

It differs entirely in the relative length of the spines—first pair 
1 line, second 13 line, third 3 lines, fourth 2 lines, fifth 1} line. 

5. ACROSOMA SPINOSUM. 

Aranea triangulari-spinosa, De Geer, Insectes, vii. p. 321, pl. 39. 
9,10: 

Aranea spinosa, Linneus, Syst. Nat. p. 1037.n. 47 (1766). 
Plectana spinosa, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 172. n. 33 (1837). 
Sp. ead.? Parad (Grahame). B.M. 

6. ACROSOMA VIGORSII. 

Acrosoma vigorsii, Perty, Delect. Anim. p. 194, pl. 38. f. 8 (1830) ; 
Koch, Arachn. vi. p. 123, pl. 209. f. 520 (1839). 

Para (Bates). B.M. 

7. ACROSOMA ARMATUM. 

Plectana armata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 179. n. 43 (1837). 
Acrosuma armatum, Koch, Arachn. xi. p. 65, pl. 376. f. 885 

(1845). 
Haiti (Tweedie). B.M. 

8. ACROSOMA FORCIPATUM. 

Acrosoma forcipatum, Thorell, Gifvers. Vetensk. Akad. Férhandl. 
xvi. p. 300. n. 1 (1859, edit. 1860); Eug. Resa, Zool. Arachn. i. 
p- 25 (1868). 

“Cuba” (Thoreil). 
Seems allied to A. armatum, Koch. 

9. ACROSOMA ACULEATUM. 

Aranea aculeata, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. ii. p. 417. n. 37. 
Aranea elongato-spinosa, De Geer, Ins. vii. p. 323, pl. 39. f. 11, 12. 
Plectana aculeata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 180. n. 44 ay 
Surinam. B.M. 
The type of this species is in the Banksian Collection. 
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10. ACROSOMA VESPOIDES. 
Plectana vespoides, Walckenaer, Apt. it. p. 196. n. 72 (1837-39). 
“Cayenne”? (Walckenaer). 
Seems allied to 4. aculectum. 

11. ACROSOMA SEXSPINOSUM. 
Epeira sewspinosa, Hahn, Monogr. der Spinn. ii. pl. 4. fw. 
Acrosoma sexspinosa et furcata, Hahn, Arachn. il. p. 18, pl. 43. 

f.107 (1834). 
Plectana squamosa, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 185. n. 54 (1837-39). 
Acrosoma militare, Koch (nee Fabr.), Arachn. iv. p. 12, pl. 112. 

f. 258 (1837). 
Guiana, Surinam, Cayenne (Walckenaer) ; Colombia ues 

B.M 

12. ACROSOMA KIRBYI. 

Acrosoma kirbyi, Perty, Delect. Anim. p. 194, pl. 38 i 
Para (Bates). 

13. ACROSOMA FLAVOMACULATUM. 
Acrosoma flavomaculatum, Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu 

Dresden, p. 77, pl. 2. f. 10 (1863, edit. 1864). 
Haiti (Tweedie). B.M. 

14. ACROSOMA BOVINUM. 

Acrosoma bovinum, Thorell, CEfvers. Vetensk. Akad. Forhandl. 
xvi. p. 301. n. 2 (1859, edit. 1860); Eug. Resa, Zool. Arachn. i. 
p- 26 (1868). 

“Alabama” (Thorell); Philadelphia (#. Doubleday); New 
York. B.M. 

15. ACROSOMA OBTUSO-SPINUM. 
Acrosoma obtuso-spinum, Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu 

Dresden, p. 76, pl. 2.f. 9 (1863, edit. 1864). 
“St. Andres, Mexico” (Keyserling). 
Belongs to the 4. dovinum group. 

16. ACROSOMA ACUTUM. 

Plectana acuta, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 172. n. 34 (1837) ; 
Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu Dresden, pl. 2. f. 4 (1863). 

“* Cayenne” ( Walckenaer). B 

17. ACROSOMA FLAVEOLUM. 

Acrosoma flaveolum, Koch, Arachn. vi. p. 126, pl. 210. f. 522 
(1839). 

« Brazils” (Koch); Mexico (Cuming § F. Smith). B.M. 

18. ACROSOMA ARMIGERUM. 

Acrosoma armigerum, Koch, Arachn. iv. p. 11, pl. 92. f. 257 
(1837). 

“ Brazils” (Koch); sp. ead.? St. Paulo’ (Bates). B.M. 
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19. ACROSOMA RUBICUNDULUM. 
Acrosoma rubicundulum, Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu Dresden, p. 74, pl. 2. f. 7 (1863, edit. 1864). 
“ Bogota” (Keyserling). 
Belongs to the 4. armigerum group. 

20. ACROSOMA PUNGENS,. 
Plectana pungens, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 173. n. 35 (1837) ; Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu Dresden, pl. 2. f. 5 (1863). “Cayenne” (W alckenaer). 
A broad species, somewhat like 4. flaveolum in form, but spined more like A. armigerum. 

21. ACROSOMA BICOLOR. 
Acrosoma bicolor, Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu Dresden, p- 73, pl. 2. f. 6 (1863, edit. 1864). 
“ Bogota” (Keyserling) ; sp. ead.? Venezuela (Dyson). B.M. 
22. ACROSOMA MILITARE. 
Aranea militaris, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. ii. p. 416. 
Plectana militaris, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 174. n. 37 (1837). South America. 
According to Walckenaer, this species resembles 4. spinosum, but has only four spines. 

23. AcROsoMA RUBROCINCTUM, 0. sp. 
Cephalothorax truncate in front and prominent, depressed and expanded behind, with central transverse quasi-suture ; abdomen trapezoidal, sinuated in front, and bearing two short obtuse spines, one on each anterior angle, projecting slightly on either side of the cephalothorax ; two strong subconical widely divergent acuminate spines directed obliquely from each posterior angle; ventral surface longitudinally wrinkled. Length of abdomen 2 lines ; width at widest part 14 line; entire length 22 lines; anterior spines 7 of a line, posterior 12 line. 
Colours. Cephalothorax, falees, maxille, and legs reddish cas- taneous, labium pale castaneous, sternum pitchy: abdomen above brownish olivaceous, encircled by reddish castaneous including spines ; below black, with an orange spot on each side of the spinnerets ; spines reddish castaneous. 
Brazil. One specimen. B.M. A small and obscure species of the P. crassispinum group. 
24. AcRosoMa RUFOPUNCTATUM, n. sp. 
Cephalothorax as in preceding species ; abdomen trapezoidal, with two short obtuse spines, one on each anterior angle, projecting obliquely outwards on either side of cephalothorax ; two strong sub- conical, widely divergent acuminate spines directed obliquely out- wards from each posterior angle, and nearly horizontal; ventral surface concentrically wrinkled. Length of abdomen 2 lines; width 
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at widest part 27 lines; entire length 23 lines; anterior spines 7 of 
a line; posterior spines 1 line. 

Cb tier: Cephalothorax, falces, sternum, maxille, and legs 
reddish castaneous; labium shining ochraceous ; abdomen above 
olivaceous, encircled with orange and covered with red impressed 
punctures, about thirty in number ; anterior spines orange, posterior 
dark castaneous; ventral surface plivaceous: with six large orange 
spots arranged in a nearly equilateral triangle on either side ; spines 
as above. 

Jamaica. B.M. 
Allied to the preceding species, and to 4. guerinii of Keyserling. 

25. ACROSOMA GUERINII. 

Acrosoma guerinii, Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu Dresden, 
p- 79, pl. 2. f. 12 (1863, edit. 1864). 

“ Bogota” (Keyserling). 

26. ACROSOMA SAGITTATUM. 
Plectana sagittata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 174. n. 38 (1837) ; 

Abbot, Georgian Spiders, f. 50. 
Georgia. B.M. 

27. ACROSOMA CRASSISPINUM. 

Acrosoma crassispinum, Koch, Arachn. iii. p. 55, pl. 92. f. 209 
(1836). 

“ America” (Koch). -——? B.M. 

28. ACROSOMA GLADIOLA. , 
Plectana gladiola, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 182. n. 51 (1837-39). 
Acrosoma aculeatum, Koch (nec Fabr.), Arachn. iii. p. 58, pl. 93. 

f. 211 (1836). 
Venezuela (Birschell). B.M. 

29. ACROSOMA PLANUM. 
Acrosoma planum, Koch, Arachn. iii. p. 81, pl. 99. f. 228 Cee 
Colombia (Goudot). B.M 

30. ACROSOMA ACUTO-SPINUM. 

Acrosoma acuto-spinum, Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu 
Dresden, p. 69, pl. 2. f. 2. 

* Bogota” (Keyserling). 
Probably not distinct from Acrosoma planum. 

31. AcROSOMA TRIANGULARE. 

Acrosoma triangulare, Koch, Arachn. ili. p. 78, pl. 99. f. 226 
(1836). 

Var.? Acrosoma excavatum, Koch, 1. c. p. 80, pl. 99. f. 228 
(1836). 

“ Brazils”’ (Koch) ; sp. ead.? Ecuador (Buckley). B.M. 
T doubt whether 4. excavatum is identical with A. triangulare, 

although Walckenaer has unhesitatingly called it a yellow variety. 
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32. ACROSOMA DIFISSUM. 

Plectana difissa, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 181.n. 47 (1837-39). 
Acrosoma bifureatum, Koch, Arachn. vi. p. 124, pl. 209. f, 521 

(1839). 
Var. Acrosoma gilvulum, Koch, Arachn. xi. p. 67, pl. 376. f. 886 

(1845). 
* Brazils ” (Koch) ; Columbia (Goudot). B.M. 

33. ACROSOMA LUCASII. 

Acrosoma lucasii, Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu Dresden, 
p- 68, pl. 2. f. 1 (1863, edit. 1864). 

** Bogota” (Keyserling). 
I doubt if this is distinct from 4. difissum. 

34. ACROSOMA FLABELLATUM. 

Pleetana flabellata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 192.n. 65 (1837-39). 
“South America’’ (Walchenaer). 
Seems to come very close to A. difissum. 

35. ACROSOMA SWAINSONII. 

Acrosoma swainsonii, Koch, Arachn. vi. p. 121, pl. 209. f. 519 
(1839). 

“Brazils”’ (Koch) ; sp. ead.? Columbia (Goudot). B.M. 

36. ACROSOMA GRACILE. 

Epeira gracilis, Walckenaer, Tabl. des Aran. p. 65. n. 50; Hist. 
Nat. des Araign. iii. pl. 5; Apt. ii. p. 193. n. 66 (1837); Abbot’s 
Georgian Spiders, f. 47 & 48. 

Georgia. B.M. 

37. ACROSOMA CRASSUM. 

Acrosoma crassum, Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu Dresden, 
p- 78, pl. 2. f. 11 (1863, edit. 1864). 

Bogota (Goudot). B.M. 

38. ACROSOMA PICTUM. 

Acrosoma pictum, Koch, Arachn. iii. p. 61, pl. 3. f. 214 (1836). 
Columbia (Goudot). B.M. 

39. ACROSOMA DE GEERII. 

Plectana de geerii, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 174. n. 36 (1837). 
Aranea spinosa, var., De Geer, Ins. vii. p- 322. 
“Surinam ” (Walckenaer). 
Seems nearly allied to A. pictum. 

40. ACROSOMA ALATUM. 

Plectana alata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 193. n. 67 ( 1837-39). 
*« Province of St. Catharine, Brazil’? (Walckenaer). 
Allied to A. pictum. 
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41. ACROSOMA MATRONALE. 

Acrosoma matronale, Koch, Arachn. xi. p. 68, pl. 376. f. 887 
(1845). 

“Mexico” (Koch). 2 B.M. 
We received this species in a miscellaneous collection chiefly from 

India and Arabia; so that it is impossible to know where it came 
from. 

42. ACROSOMA AUREOLUM. 

Acrosoma aureolum, Koch, Arachn. iii. p. 60, pl. 93. f. 213 
(1836). 

* Brazils’”’ (Koch). 
Allied to A. matronale. 

43. ACROSOMA BIFURCATUM. 
Acrosoma bifurcata, Hahn, Arachn. ii. p. 65 (1834). 
Epeira sexspinosa, Hahn, Monogr. der Aran. iii. pl. 4. f. B. 
Acrosoma sexspinosa, Hahn, Arachn. ii. pl. 68. f. 158 (1834). 
‘Surinam, Brazil’ (Hahn). 
A peculiar-looking form, allied to A. fissispinum. 

44, ACROSOMA REDUVIANUM. 

Plectana reduviana, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. P. 201. n. 78 (1837— 
39) ; Abbot’s Georgian Spiders, f. 49. 

2A. digitatum, Koch, Arachn. vi. pl. 210. f. 523 (1839). 
New York. 

45. ACROSOMA BISICATUM. 

Plectana bisicata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 192. n. 64 C184 ee 
Sp. ead.? Brazil. B.M 

46. ACROSOMA FISSISPINUM. 
Acrosoma fissispinum, Koch, Arachn. ii. p. 54, pl. 92. f. 208 

(1836). 
Brazil. B.M. 

47. ACROSOMA ELONGATUM. 

Acrosoma elongatum, Kevserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu Dresden, 
p- 75, pl. 2. f. 8 (1863, edit. 1864). 

“ Bogota”’ (Keyserling). 
A curiously shaped species of the 4. fissispinum group. 

48. ACROSOMA DUPLICATUM. 

Plectana duplicata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 194. n. 68 (1837-39). 
“ Brazil” (Walckenaer). 
Apparently allied to A. fissispinum. 

49. ACROSOMA ASCIATUM. 

Plectana asciata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 194. n. 69 (1837-39). 
“ Brazil” (Walckenaer). 
Allied to A. duplicatum. 
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50. ACROSOMA BULLATUM. 

Plectana bullata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 191. n. 63 (1837-39). 
“Guyana, Cayenne” (Walckenaer). 
Approaches A. fissispinum in the character of its spines. 

51. ACROSOMA RACEMINUM, 0. sp. 

Cephalothorax elongated, rugose, somewhat expanded behind ; 
caput prominent; oculiferous tubercles very prominent; femora of 
legs coarsely rugose ; abdomen elongated, subovate, with deep sinus 
in front, emitting on either side a small obtuse spine or prolongation ; 

the entire posterior three fourths of the abdomen are almost con- 
cealed by a double cluster of large bulbous protuberances twenty in 
number, arranged in a waved double series on either side with their 
apices turned upwards or outwards ; ventral surface rugose, wrinkled, 
with a large globular protuberance behind spinnerets. 

Colours. Cephalothorax, falces, mayille, and labium reddish 
castaneous ; sternum fulvous ; legs reddish castaneous, banded with 
darker castaneous; abdomen dirty testaceous, the apices of the 
bulbous protuberances reddish ; ventral surface fulvous, with region 
of spinnerets brownish. 

Orinoco. One specimen. B.M. 
Seems allied to A. bullatum. 

52. ACROSOMA MAMMILLATUM, 0. sp. 

Cephalothorax as in preceding species; abdomen broader, with 
deeper sinus in front, but similar prolongations ; the twelve anterior 
protuberances converted into short acutely tipped spines—two in the 
centre of abdomen, directed forwards and inwards, the others pro- 
jected irregularly outwards from the sides ; the six posterior arranged 
in a single vertical series of three at the end of the abdomen and 
consequently at some distance from the others; ventral surface with 
a hemispherical protuberance at back of spinnerets. 

Colours. Cephalothorax dirty reddish testaceous, with eye- 
eminences, two spots forming a square with the lateral eye- 
eminences, and a submarginal streak black; falees and labium 
pitchy ; sternum testaceous; maxille and legs reddish testaceous, 
more or less banded with dull black ; abdomen ochraceous, spotted 
all over with black. 

Santarem (Bates). One specimen. B.M. 
Allied to the preceding species. 

53. ACROSOMA STELLATUM. 

Plectana stellata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 171. n. 32 (1837). 
“‘ Carolina”’ (Walekenaer). 
Seems to belong to the 4. dullatum group. 

54. ACROSOMA INCISUM. 

Plectana incisa, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 195. n. 71 (1837-39). 
“* Brazil’’ ( Walckenaer). 
Seems from the description to approach A. bullatum; but 
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Walckenaer says its general form is somewhat similar to that of 
Gasteracantha globulata. 

55. ACROSOMA PENTACANTHUM. 
Plectana pentacantha, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 170. n. 31 (1837). 
Para. B.M. 

56. ACROSOMA STELLIGERUM. 
Acrosoma stelligerum, Thorell, GEfvers. Vetensk. Akad. Férhandl. 

xvi. p. 301. n. 3 (1859, edit. 1860) ; Eug. Resa, Zool. Arachn. p. 26 
(1868). 

Hab. 2 
Abdomen with five red spines; does not seem to differ from the 

P. pentacantha of Walckenaer. 

57. ACROSOMA SLOANII. 

Plectana sloanii, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 200. n. 76 (1837-39). 
Araneus cancriformis major, Sloane, Hist. of Jamaica, ii. p. 197. 

n. 14, pl. 235. f. 3. 
Jamaica. 

58. ACROSOMA TRANSITORIUM. 

Acrosoma transitorium, Koch, Arachn. vi. p. 119, pl. 208. f. 518 
(1839). 

“* Brazils ” (Koch). 
A very distinct form, with long oblique process terminating the 

abdomen above. 

59. ACROSOMA AFFINE. 
Acrosoma affine, Koch, Arachn. vi. p. 131, pl. 210. f. 525 (1839). 
** Brazils”’ (Koch). 
A species with broad abdomen, having somewhat the character of 

a Gasteracantha. 

60. ACROSOMA PATRUELA. 
Acrosoma patruela, Koch, Arachn. vi. p. 130, pl. 210. f. 524 

(1839). 
“ Brazils”’ (Koch). 
A species with broad abdomen, terminating at each posterior angle 

_in two short spines. 

61. ACROSOMA SACCATUM. 

Acrosoma saccatum, Koch, Arachn. iii. p. 59, pl. 93. f. 212 
(1836). 

“ Brazils”? (Koch). 
Closely allied to A. patruela of Koch. 

MicraTHENA, Sundeyall. 

1. MicrATHENA CLYPEATA. 

Epeira clypeata, Walckenaer, Tabl. des Aran, p. 67.n.61; Hist. 
Nat. des Aran.i. f. 3.” 
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Micrathena elypeata, Sundevall, Consp. Arachn. p. 14; Koch, 
Arachn. iv. p. 38, pl. 119. f. 272 (1837). 

Plectana clypeata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 197. n. 74 (1837-39). 
Para, Santarem, Ega (Bates). B.M. 

2. MicRATHENA BREVISPINA. 

Acrosoma brevispinum, Keyserling, Sitzungsber. der Isis zu 
Dresden, p. 70, pl. 2. f. 3 (1863, edit. 1864). 

“ Bogota” (Keyserling). 
Seems chiefly to differ from Micrathena clypeata in having four - 

short spines on each side of the abdomen, and in the dark colour of 
the anterior two thirds of its upper surface. 

3. MicrATHENA ? TRISERRATA. 

Plectana triserrata, Walckenaer, Apt. ii. p. 158. n. 13 (1837). 
Aranea tetracantha, Pallas (nec Linn.), Spic. Zool. fase. ix. 

pl. 3. f. 16, 17. 
Guyana, Surinam. 
Seems to be a Micrathena. 

4, MicraTHENA? ARGOIDES. 

Plectana argoides, Doleschall, Natuurk. Tijd. Nederlandsch-Indié, 
xiii. p. 425 (1857). 

‘* Amboina”’ (Doleschall). 
Somewhat like Acrosoma elongatum in appearance. 

5. MicRATHENA BUFONINA. 

Micrathena bufonina, Simon, Rev. et Mag. de Zool. p. 20 (1867). 
Gilolo (Simon). 

6. MICRATHENA? SQUAMMOSA. 

Micrathena squammosa, Simon, Hist. Nat. des Araign. p. 293. 
f. 137 (1864). 

“ Brazil’? (E. Simon). 
More like Cerostris than the type of Micrathena. 

7. On the Tail-Feathers of Momotus. 

By Ospert Satvin, M.A. &e. 

[Received April 1, 1873.] 

In a valuable paper on the Motmots, recently published in ‘The 
Ibis’ (1872, p. 383), Dr. Murie throws doubts upon the reputed 
fact that such of these birds as possess racket-shaped terminations to 
the central rectrices themselves remove the webs of these feathers. 
He briefly refers to the subject thus :-— 

“The story has found credence that they (7. e. such Motmots as 
possess this character) nibble off the occasionally absent vanes of the 
long middle tail-feathers ; but this notion has been contradicted.” 
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On this point I have evidence to bring forward which can hardly 
leave a doubt that Waterton’s account of the Motmot nibbling off the 
vanes thus is substantially true. 

Some years ago (1860) this Society possessed a specimen of 
Momotus subrufescens which lived in one of the large cages of 
the parrot-house all by itself. I have a very distinct recollection 
of the bird ; for I used every time I saw it to cheer it up a bit by 
whistling such of its notes as I had picked up in the forests of 
America. The bird always seemed to appreciate this attention ; for 
though it never replied, it became at once animated, hopped about 
the cage and swung its tail from side to side like the pendulum of a 
clock. For a long time its tail had perfect spatules; but towards 
the end of its life I noticed that the median feathers were no longer 
trimmed with such precision ; and on looking at its beak I noticed 
that from some cause or other it did not close properly, but gaped 
slightly at the tip, and had thus become unfitted for removing the 
vanes of the feathers. Since the subject has been revived by Dr. 
Murie, it occurred to me that Mr. Bartlett could hardly have failed 
to watch this bird during its moults and whilst the tail-feathers 
were growing. I accordingly wrote to him, and received the fol- 
lowing reply :-— 

“ Zoological Society’s Gardens, 
Regent’s Park, London, N.W. 

November 21, 1872. 

“Dear Sr1r,—During the several years the Motmot lived here I 
had many opportunities of watching its habits; and I have seen the 
bird in the act of picking off the webs of the central feathers of its 
tail, and have taken from the bottom of its cage the fragments of 
web that fell from the bird’s bill. As the bird lived here some years 
its bill got rather out of order; that is, it did not close properly 
at the point ; and consequently the picking off the web at last was 
imperfectly performed, and the two sides of the tail-feather presented 
an unequal and unfinished appearance. 

**T noticed also that the Motmot frequently threw up castings 
after the manner of the Kingfishers and other birds that swallow 
indigestible substances. 

** Yours faithfully, 
** Osbert Salvin, Esq.” “A.D. Bartuett.”’ 
““P.S. The species we had alive was, I believe, Momotus subru- 

fescens.’’ 

The point is further elucidated by the examination of skins in our 
collection. We have a number of specimens of various species in 
which the central tail-feathers were growing when the birds were shot. 
The drawings now exhibited show some of them. Figure 1 (p. 431) 
represents the tail of a young Momotus lessoni in its first plumage : 
the central tail-feathers are here untouched ; they merely show the 
reduction in the breadth of the web in the part which is subsequently 
denuded ; of this more anon. Figure 2 shows the growing feathers of 
the tail of a specimen of Momotus mewicanus ; in this a few vanes have 
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been removed from the left-hand feather. Figure 3(p. 432) shows the 
process of denudation still further advanced. In all these three birds 
it will be noticed that the feathers in question have grown symme- 
trically, both being of nearly equal length. Figure 4 (p. 432) repre- 
sents the tail of a Prionirhynchus platyrhynchus, where these feathers 
have not grown symmetrically, but the left-hand one has been de- 
veloped sooner than the right-hand one. What has happened? 
The bird expecting to find two feathers upon which to operate has 
commenced to nibble not only the left central rectrix but also the 
next rectrix on the right-hand side! But it seems to have not felt 
very certain about the state of its tail, for it has wandered off to one 
of the others and commenced nibbling it also. When, however, the 
proper right-hand feather appeared these mistakes have been dis- 
covered and the work recommenced in the usual way. I can inter- 
pret in no other way the state in which the feathers on the right- 
hand side of the tail of this bird appear. 

Big. 12 

Tail of M. lessoni, jr.; two central Tail of M. mexicanus; the central rec- 
rectrices shaded. trices, not fully grown, are shaded. 

It will be seen that the growing feathers before they are stripped 
have naturally narrower webs at the place where they are subse- 
quently denuded. This perhaps arises from the constant attrition 
of the webs in the growing feathers weakening their development ; 
and if so, we see that by constant perseverance on the part of the 
birds in stripping this portion of their tail-feathers, a permanently 
bare place in the rachis might ultimately be produéed, and that at 
last, in the course of many generations, feathers would grow with 
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perfectly formed spatules without any intervention on the part of 
the birds themselves. 

In naturally denuded shafts the web gradually tapers towards the 
bare part. If the character has been produced in the manner sug- 
gested, we should expect such ultimately to be the case; for those 
webs nearest the untouched part would not always be removed with 
the same certainty as those half-way towards the spatule. The 
probability of their being removed would vary as the distance from 

Fig. 4. 

Tail of M. lessoni, with stems of cen- ‘Tail of Prionirhynchus platyrhynchus 
tral rectrices partially denuded. with central rectrices asymmetrical. 

the base of the feather; hence ultimately those nearer the base 
would be less weakened than those further off, and a gradual dimi- 
nution of the width of the feather towards the bare part be produced. 
The same argument applies to the inner edge of the spatule. Further, 
if this view is correct, the appearance of an abrupt passage of the 
webbed feather to the naked rachis would of itself indicate the con- 
tinuation of the nibbling-process on the part of the bird; on the 
other hand, the gradual passage to the bare rachis would indicate 
that the habit was discontinued. 

This character, in the Motmots at least, is not peculiar to one sex 
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only, but is possessed in common by both. Its origin, therefore, 
may not be traceable directly to “sexual selection ;” still it may be 
that an attractive peculiarity in one sex has subsequently been 
adopted as equally attractive by the other, and hence the habit of 
nibbling their tail-feathers universally practised by both sexes alike. 
Anyhow we seem in this instance to be brought into nearer view of 
the origin of this peculiar feature than is attainable in most other 
instances of the kind ; and we also see certainly a method by which 
similar racket-shaped tail-feathers, originating in the voluntary act 
of the bird and fostered by sexual selection, might be produced in 
one sex or both in a permanent form. In other birds, such as Ste- 
ganura, Loddigesia, and Discura, amongst Humming-birds, similar 
features prevail, and also in such cases as Prioniturus amongst 
Parrots, and Tanysiptera amongst Kingfishers; but in both of these 
last, as in the Motmots, the character is common to both sexes. 

Referring to Steganura, we have a specimen of S. underwoodi 
showing that the rhachis of the tail-feathers (in this case the lateral 
ones) is clean from the first. Here the process of nibbling the 
webs may have been carried on till the character has become natural 
by the gradual weakening of the development of the webs attacked 
until they were finally eliminated. In Steyanura cissura, however, 
the lateral feathers are simply narrowed. This may have arisen from 
the abandonment of the habit by this particular species after it com- 
menced segregation from the primitive stock of Steganura, that 
stock, as in Momotus, not having then acquired the racket tail- 
feathers in a permanent form. 

Whether the same cause has produced the racket-shaped tails in 
Prioniturus and Tanysiptera is more difficult to trace, as it would 
appear that in these birds the rhachis becomes more and more denuded 
in each successive moult, showing other causes at work. On the 
origin of such highly complicated structures as the tails and other 
features of some of the Paradiseide the present supposition throws 
no light. 

May 6, 1873. 

. Prof. Newton, F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair. 

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the 
Society’s Menagerie during the months of March and April 1873 :— 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Mena- 
gerie during the month of March 1873 was 68, of which 5 were by 
birth, 16 by presentation, 41 by purchase, 1 by exchange, and 5 
were received on deposit. The total number of departures during 
the same period by death and removals was 85. 

The most noticeable additions during the month of March were 
as follows :— 

1. A second specimen of the Western Ground-Parrakeet of 
Australia (Geopsittacus occidentalis, Gould, Suppl. B. of Austr. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXVIII. 28 
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pl. 66). The first specimen of this scarce species was presented by 
Dr. F. Miiller in November 1867 (see P. Z. S. 1867, p. 891). 

The present example, which was purchased of a dealer on March 
16, is the third known specimen of this nocturnal Parrot, which was 
originally described by Mr. Gould, in 1861, from a mutilated skin. 

2. A short-toed Eagle (Cireactus brachydactylus) from Saffi, 
Morocco, presented by Capt. P. Perry, March 18th. 

This is a well-known South-European bird of prey, but has not 
been represented in our series for many years, I believe. 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Me- 
nagerie during April 1873 was 146, of which 23 were by birth, 42 
by presentation, 64 by purchase, 2 by exchange, and 15 were received 
on deposit. The total number of departures during the same period 
by death and removals was 72. 

The most noticeable additions were as follows :— 
1. A Broad-banded Armadillo (Xenurus unicinctus), obtained 

by purchase on the 8th of April. 
This fine species of Armadillo is quite new to the Society’s collection. 
2. A pair of White-necked Cranes (Grus leucauchen, Temm.), ob- 

tained by purchase April 17th, and stated to have been received from 
Japan. 

So far as I am aware, this fine Crane has never been previously 
brought alive to England ; but several of the continental Societies 
possess examples of it. 

3. In a collection of small Passerine birds, obtained from the 
Jardin d’Acclimatation of Paris on the 25th of April, were single 
specimens of two interesting Japanese Buntings, neithef of which 
has ever previously occurred to me in a living state. These are 
the Yellow-browed Bunting (Emberiza chrysophrys, Pall.) and the 
Red-backed Bunting (Zuspiza rutila, Pall.). 

4. An example of Oersted’s Squirrel Monkey (Saimaris cerstedi), 
brought from Panama by one of our correspondents of the West- 
Indian Mail Company, and purchased April 29th. 

In my recent paper on the Central-American Quadrumana (P. Z. S. 
1872, p. 3) I recorded this species as S. entomophaga, D’Orb. 
Prof. Reinhardt has since described and figured it as Chrysothrix 
erstedi (Vid. Medd. 1872, p. 157, pl. 3), considering it, I have little 
doubt quite correctly, distinct from the Bolivian S. entomophaga. 

Mr. Sclater called attention to the fact of a young Liberian 
Hippopotamus (Hippopotamus liberiensis) having been recently 
brought alive to this country, and gave some details respecting this 
specimen, which had been obtained by Mr. John S. Price, of the 
Colonial Office, from some negroes who had brought it from the 
Little Scarcies River to Sierra Leone, and presented to Mr. Pope 
Hennessy. Mr. Hennessy had given it to the Royal Zoological 
Society of Ireland ; but it had died shortly after reaching Dublin. 

Mr. Sclater exhibited some photographs of this animal taken in 
Liverpool. 
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The following papers were read :— 

1. On some New Species of Araneidea, chiefly from Oriental 
Siberia. By the Rev. O. P. Camsrines, M.A., C.M.Z.S. 

[Received March 15, 1873. ] 

(Plates XL. & XLI.) 

In May 1872 a small collection of minute Spiders, collected by 
Dr. Dybowski in the neighbourhood of Kuttuk on the southern 
point of Lake Baikal in Oriental Siberia, was kindly sent me by 
Mons. Taczanowski, of the Zoological Museum at Warsaw. This 
collection was accompanied by two others—one made by M. Tacza- 
nowski near Warsaw, the other by Dr. Karpinski at Kiew, in 
Ukrania. The two last collections number between forty and fifty 
species, chiefly of the genera Linyphia and LErigone (the latter 
equivalent to Neriene and Walckenaera, Blackw.) ; but, although 
some of these species are of great interest, I can detect but one 
novelty among them (Erigone sollers, posted, p. 443, Plate XLI. 
fig. 8) ; the rest belong to species already recorded in Northern and 
Western Europe. 

In the Siberian collection, however, out of eighteen determinable 
species thirteen appear to be undescribed :—one of the family 
Agelenides, genus Lethia (Menge); the rest of the family Theridiides, 
four being of the genus Linyphia and eight of the genus Hrigone. 
A point of special interest in regard to these new species is their 
being so exceedingly closely allied to forms already described from 
northern and western Europe, and yet so curiously and decidedly 
distinct ; while, at the same time, the collection contained neither 
of the species to which they are thus (severally) so nearly allied. 
Not knowing what may have been the range or extent of the search 
of which this Siberian collection is the result, nor the season at 
which it was made, it is impossible to speak with certainty as to the 
richness of the locality in respect of these minute Spiders; but the 
sample now under consideration leads me to believe that the part 
of Siberia in question would yield numerous additional and still 
more interesting forms when carefully searched. Another point of 
interest with respect to this collection is, that the locality where it was 
made (Baikal) is the easternmost point at which, as far as I am 
aware, any species of Hrigone has yet been found. 

Sketches of critical portions of the structure of the Spiders 
described in the present paper have been added to the descriptions 
(see Plate XL.) in the hope of making it easier to compare and 
distinguish other closely allied species. 

Fam. AGELENIDES. 

Genus Leruia. 

LETHIA TACZANOWSKII, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 1.) 
Adult male, length 14 line. 
The cephalothorax is of ordinary form; the lateral constrictions 

28* 
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at the caput are slight ; but the normal furrows and indentations are 
well marked, and its colour is a pale dull yellowish; the margins, 
as well as a central longitudinal line and the two converging lines 
which mark the form of the caput are black ; the central longitudinal 
line has some long bristly hairs directed forwards. 

The eyes are on black spots, arranged in two transverse rows; looked 
at from the front the fore one is nearly straight, and the hinder one 
the largest and much curved; those of the hinder row are nearly 
equidistant from each other, and about equal in size; those of each 
lateral pair are near together, but not contiguous to each other, 
obliquely placed, and the fore one is the largest of the eight ; 
those of the fore central pair are the smallest and rather further from 
each other than each is from the fore lateral on its side. 

The legs are moderately long and strong ; their relative length 
is 1, 4, 2, 3? those of the fourth and second pairs differ but very 
little, and it was difficult to ascertain which was the longest ; they 
are of a pale yellow colour, faintly but broadly banded with dusky 
brown, and are furnished with hairs and long, strongish bristles ; 
and each tarsus terminates with three claws. 

The palpi are moderately long, rather strong, and of a pale 
yellowish colour ; the cubital and radial joints are short, but of 
about equal length ; the former is rather gibbous in front, where it 
has some black bristles closely grouped together at the fore part ; 
the radial joint has a black, spiral or corkscrew, spiny apophysis 
springing vertically from the outer side of its fore extremity, and 
some strong black bristles on the inner side ; the digital joint is large, 
broad-oval, very convex on its outer side, where it is furnished 
pretty thickly with bristly hairs, and pointed at its fore extremity ; 
the palpal organs are well developed but simple, and appeared to 
be encircled by a strong corneous process or spine-like fillet. 

The falces are moderately strong, long, and rather projecting and 
divergent at their extremities; they did not appear to be armed 
with any teeth on their inner surface ; and their colour is similar to 
that of the cephalothorax. 

The mavzille are strong, straight, broader at their extremity 
(where they are obliquely truncated on the outer side) than at the 
base, and rather darker in colour than the falces. 

The labium is of an oblong form, rather rounded at the apex, and 
about half the length of the maxille, to which it is similar in 
colour, though perhaps rather more suffused with dusky blackish. 

Sternum heart-shaped, furnished with hairs and bristles, and of a 
yellowish-brown colour. 

The abdomen is oval, bluntish at both ends, tolerably convex 
above, and projecting but slightly over the base of the cephalo- 
thorax; it is spotted, mottled, and marked thickly with black- 
brown and a warm brownish yellow, showing besides some parallel 
and slightly oblique lateral lines of spots, a rather large and tolerably 
conspicuous triangle on the centre of the upperside bounded by a 
pale brownish-yellow line, and followed towards the spinners by 
some similarly coloured pale angular lines or chevrons. ‘The upper- 
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side is furnished with long, strongish, bristly hairs; and the under- 
side of the abdomen is of a dull yellowish hue, suffused more or less 
with dusky blackish; the spinners have a supernumerary one (or 
united pair) in front of the usual six. 

The female resembles the male in colours and markings, and has 
calamistra on the outer side of the metatarsi of the fourth pair 
of legs. 

This Spider is nearly allied to Z. puta (Cambr.), but may be at 
once distinguished by the cubital joint of the male palpus being 
merely gibbous, and not prominently pointed at its fore extremity 
as in that species, and in the less size of the spiral spine at the 
outer extremity of the radial joint. The present is also a more di- 
stinctly marked and more largely blotched-looking Spider, and of a 
darker or richer colour; the pale triangle on the upperside of the 
abdomen, as well as the larger size of the spiral spine at the outer 
extremity of the radial joint of the male palpus, and the greater 
development of its free extremity, seem also to be good specific 
differential characters. 

An adult male and an immature female were contained in the 
Siberian collection received from M. Taczanowski, with whose name 
I have much pleasure in connecting it. 

Fam. THERIDIIDES. 

Gen. Linypuia. 

LINYPHIA KARPINSKII, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 2.) 
Adult male, length 1 line. 
The whole of the fore part of this Spider (including the legs and 

palpi) is of a pale orange-vellow colour ; the colour of the abdomen 
is of a duller hue, in some examples suffused with a sooty brown. 
It is nearly allied to L. angulipalpis (Westr.), both in form and 
colour, but may be distinguished by its less size and paler colour, as 
well as by the form of the cubital joint of the male palpus; in L. 
angulipalpis this joint has the middle of the fore side of an angular 
and almost sharply prominent form, while in the present species it 
is prominent but far more obtuse. The palpal organs also differ in 
their structure. 

The /egs are furnished with a few hairs and some long spines ; 
they are rather long and moderately strong, their relative length 
being 4, 1, 2, 3. 

The maville are curved and inclined towards the labium; and the 
height of the clypeus, which is impressed below the eyes and pro- 
minent at its lower margin, exceeds half that of the facial space. 
The prominent portion of the cubital joint of the palpus (male) ter- 
minates with a tolerably strong, slightly bent, black, tapering © 
bristle ; and there is another less strong one issuing from the fore 
side of the radial joint ; both joints are furnished with a few other 
hairs. The palpal organs are well developed and complex, con- 
sisting of several curved and other corneous spines and processes. 

The female of this species is easily distinguished from that of L. 
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angulipalpis by the form and structure of the sexual aperture, 

which in L. karpinshii is more prominent and has a long, 

strongish, curved epigyne, which arches over from the fore to the 

hinder part; this epigyne is of a pale, semidiaphanous, whitish 

colour, and is dilated in the middle; in other respects the female 

resembles the male. 
Both sexes of this Spider in the adult state were contained in the 

Siberian collection received from M. Taczanowski. 

LinyPHIA DYBOWSKII, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 3.) 

Male adult, length 17 line. 
This interesting Linyphia is closely allied to the foregoing and 

also to L. angulipalpis (Westr.), which it resembles, both in general 
form, structure, and colour; it is, however, larger and deeper- 

coloured than ZL. karpinskii, and may be distinguished without 
difficulty from both species by the structure of the palpi and palpal 
organs. In L. harpinskii the cubital joint of the palpus is in fact 
five-sided when looked at in profile, but in the present it is four- 
sided ; the profile of the upperside, instead of presenting a somewhat 
angular, as in L. karpinskii, and a strongly angular gibbosity as in 
L. angulipalpis, consists of an evenly curved or arched line, from the 
fore extremity of which, where it forms with the lower side a strong 
prominence, there springs a strong, tapering, black spine, of a strongly 
curved, and, in fact, of a sickle form, handle and all being repre- 
sented. The radial joint is very short, much constricted at its 
junction with the cubital, and a little produced in front. The palpal 
organs are well developed and complex, consisting of bolder corneous 
processes than those of L. karpinskii. The figures given of the 
palpal organs of this species and L. dybowskii, although generally 
accurate, must not be relied upon for exceeding accuracy of detail ; 
such minute accuracy, however desirable, could not be obtained 
under the difficulties under which the figures were drawn. The 
female of L. dybowskii may be easily distinguished from that of both 
the other species named by the strikingly different form of the 
process connected with the sexual aperture. A comparison of the 
sketches given of that portion of structure of the present species 
and L. karpinskii will show this at a glance. 

Both sexes of this species, in the adult state, were contained in 
M. Taczanowski’s Siberian collection, made by Dr. Dybowski, 
whose name I have taken the liberty to confer upon this interesting 
Spider. 

LINYPHIA UNICORNIS, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 4.) 

Adult male, length | line. 
This very distinct and remarkable species has the whole of the 

fore part (including the legs and palpi, but excepting the sternum) 
of a clear yellow colour, the sternum being strongly suffused with 
sooty brown ; the abdomen is of a pale straw-yellow hue, with two 
longitudinal rows of brown-black blotches on the upperside, con- 
verging towards the spinners, and continued in lateral lines or short 
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stripes into a large, irregular, brown-black patch on the lower parts of 
the sides. Some little variety exists in the size of the blotches and 
stripes and extent of the lateral patch ; and in the male they are all 
less strongly marked, and of less extent, than in the female. The 
blotches on the upperside only reach to about one third of the 
length from the fore margin of the abdomen; the underside is of a 
suffused sooty-brown hue. There is nothing unusual in the general 
form and structure. The eyes are on strong and sometimes nearly 
confluent black spots; those of the hind central pair are further 
from each other than each is from the hind lateral on its side; but 
a striking and distinguishing character of the male consists of a 
strong, curved, horn-like, semidiaphanous, pointed spine, which rises 
from immediately behind the hind central eyes and arches forwards 
over the ocular area. 

The palpi have the radial and cubital joints short, but of about 
equal length; the latter is prominent, in a somewhat angular form 
at its fure extremity on the upperside; and from that prominence issues 
a long and strong spine-like bristle, dilated on the inner side, rather 
more than halfway towards its fine point, into a largish, flat, semi- 
circular dilatation ; this spine-like bristle is more than double the 
length of the joint itself, and is slightly bent, and with an outward 
direction. The digital joint is large; and the palpal organs are well 
developed, prominent, and complex, with dark red-brown corneous 
processes and spines. 

The legs are long, moderately strong; their relative length ap- 
peared to be 1, 4, 2, 3; but it was impossible to decide this with 
accuracy, owing to the contorted state of the legs, which it was im- 
practicable to expand without fracture; they are furnished with 
hairs and spines. The process connected with the sexual apper- 
ture of the female is characteristic in form and prominent. 

Both sexes (adult) of this species were contained in the Siberian 
collection received from M. Taczanowski. It is allied to L. anguli- 
palpis (Westr.) in the angular form of the cubital joint of the male 
palpus, but, perhaps, more nearly to ZL. minuta (Bl.), departing 
from the angulipalpis group by having on the abdomen a distinct 
pattern nearly approaching in its character to the ordinary Linyphia 
type ; but the peculiar curved horn-like spine on the caput, and the 
unusual strength and form of the spiny bristle at the fore extremity 
of the cubital joint of the palpus, will serve to distinguish it at a 
glance from any other recorded species known to me. 

LinYPHIA TACZANOWSKII, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. 5.) 

Adult female, length 14 line (nearly). 
The cephaiothorax of this Spider is of a darkish obscure yellow- 

brown, the normal grooves and indentations, as well as the margins 
and the longitudinal central line, being suffused and indicated by 
darker brown. The falces, maville, and labium are of a similar 
colour to the cephalothorax, the sternum being black-brown ; all 
these, portions of structure are of the usual type, and appear to need 
no special detail. The height of the clypeus is about equal to half 
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that of the facial space ; it is strongly impressed immediately below 
the eyes, and prominent at its lower margin. 

The eyes are in the ordinary position and not greatly unequal in 
size. All are seated on tolerably strong tubercles ; those of the lateral 
and fore central pairs being the strongest ; the eyes of the hinder row 
are about equidistant from each other; those of each lateral pair 
are very nearly contiguous to each other, the fore laterals being the 
largest of the eight. There is a slight interval (of less than half an 
eye’s diameter) between those of the fore central pair, which are 
the smallest of the eight, though larger than in most species of 
Linyphia. 

The /egs are long, pretty strong; their relative length appeared 
to be 1, 4, 2, 3; and they are furnished with hairs and rather long 
and strong spines. The palpi are, like the legs, of a clear bright 
yellow colour, and furnished with hairs and spine-like bristles. 

The abdomen is oval, of about the ordinary convexity above, and 
projects considerably over the base of the cephalothorax ; its ground- 
colour is pale yellow, more or less covered with small, irregular, 
white, eretaceous spots and markings ; and the following pattern in 
black is also visible—a central longitudinal marking on the fore half 
of the upperside, strongly hollowed or indented on the sides, and two 
longitudinal rows of irregular spots, rather converging towards the 
spinners ; the posterior pairs of these spots bear traces of bemg 
(what no doubt they are) the dilated extremities of the ordinary 
angular lines or chevrons with which the hinder portion of the abdo- 
men in so many spiders is marked ; in the present, as in many other 
species, the apices of these angular lines are obsolete. The sides of 
the abdomen are occupied by a long black patch, strongly dentated 
on its upper margin, and its lower and hinder margin bounded by a 
broken whitish-yellow line or bar formed by that portion of the 
ground-colour. The underside and a clear portion round the 
spinners are of a uniform, somewhat vinous, yellow-brown. The 
sexual aperture is prominent, and furnished with a longish, curved, 
longitudinal process, which (looked at with the Spider on its back) 
is considerably dilated at its hinder extremity. : 

Two adult females and an immature male were contained in M. 
Taczanowski’s Siberian collection of Micro-aranez ; they seem to me 
to be very distinct from any species yet known, and to be (in colour 
and markings) nearly allied to Linyphia (Neriene, Bl.) variegata 
(BI.), but greatly exceeding that species in size. The future dis- 
covery of the male in an adult state will probably show some strong 
structural characters in the palpi and palpal organs by which to 
differentiate that sex from the males of other nearly allied species. 

Genus Er1GONnE (Neriene, Bl., ad partem + Walckenaera, Bl.). 

Ericone (Nerieng, Bl.) rLavescens, sp.n. (Plate XL. fig. 6.) 

Adult male ? of a line; adult female slightly longer. 
The whole of the fore part of this small Spider is of a pale but 

clear and brightish yellow colour, the abdomen being paler and more 
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or less (though for the most part slightly) suffused with a dusky greenish sooty hue. 

Tn form and structure the cephalothorax is of the ordinary type ; the clypeus is equal to half that of the facial space ; and the cephalo- thorax has several long bristly hairs in a longitudinal series along the central line of the upperside. 
The eyes are of moderate size, closely grouped together, and seated on almost confluent black spots ; those of the hind central pair are further from each other than each is from the hind lateral On its side, the interval being near about an eye’s diameter ; those of each lateral pair are contiguous to each other, and placed obliquely on a slight tubercle ; those of the fore central pair are the smallest of the eight, contiguous to each other, and each is separated 

The legs are short and slender ; their relative length 1, 4, 2, 3, the difference between 1 and 4 being very slight, if auy. They are furnished sparingly with hairs and a few slender, mostly erect, spine-like bristles, 
The palpi are short. The radial and cubital joints about equal in length, but very short ; the former a little produced in front at its fore extremity, but with no marked prominence or apophysis. The digital joint is small, oval ; and the palpal organs are well de- veloped and complex, with various corneous processes, and a small and short but conspicuous, prominent, pointed, curved, black spine near their extremity on the outer side. The abdomen is oval, moderately convex above; when in spirit of wine (but probably not before immersion) there are visible various pale lines and spots, forming a regular pattern on its upper part and sides, similar in this to many other species of Erigone. The female resembles the male in general structure and colours, The epigyne connected with the sexual aperture is (like that of many other Spiders) prominent and of a peculiar and distinctive form 3 in the prominence of this part this species shows a near approach to 

Ericone (Nerrenr) PROLATA, sp. n. (Plate XL. fig. Ail Adult male, length 1 line, 
In general structure and form this Spider is of the ordinary type, and much resembles in those respects many allied species on the borders of the genus Linyphia. The whole of the fore part is of a yellowish-brown colour, that of the cephalothorax and sternum being rather darker than that of the legs. The normal grooves and indenta- 
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tions and the margins of the cephalothorax are marked by dusky con- 
verging lines. The abdomen is oval, moderately convex above, of a 
blackish-brown colour, thinly dotted with fine hairs, and, when in 
spirit of wine, seems to be covered thickly with minute yellowish- 
brown freckles or dots, and several transverse angular lines or 
chevrons in the central longitudinal line of the hinder part of the 
upperside. 

The eyes are on black spots, closely grouped, but in the ordinary 
position. The interval between those of the hind central pair is much 
greater than that between each and the hind lateral nearest to it, and 
equal to nearly an eye’s diameter; those of the foremost row 
appeared to be as nearly as possible equidistant from, and, in fact, 
almost contiguous to, each other; those of the fore central pair are, 
as usual, the smallest of the eight, the fore laterals being apparently 
the largest. 

The deys are moderate in length and strength, their relative length 
being 1, 4, 2, 3; they are furnished with hairs and a few slender 
spine-like bristles, one near the centre of the upperside of the tibize 
of the fourth pair being stronger than the rest and decidedly a 
spine. This shows the difficulty of accepting the character of the 
armature of the legs as a generic one, the present species combining 
(in this respect) the characters of both Linyphia and Hrigone. 

The palpi are short. The radial joint is not much longer though 
stronger than the cubital ; it spreads out nearly all round at its fore 
extremity, where it has a small thorn-like apophysis on the upper- 
side, and another small, but rather stronger and more obtuse one 
somewhere on its outer side. There are a few bristly hairs in a 
group towards the outer part of the upperside of the radial joint, 
and a single one towards the inner side. The digital joint is small. 
The palpal organs are prominent, highly developed, and moderately 
complex: a strong corneous process curves up from their base on 
the inner side, round and over between the base of the digital and 
fore extremity of the radial joints, and, tapering as it goes, ter- 
minates in a point at the middle of the outer side of the digital 
joint ; the position and direction of this process is very peculiar and 
unlike any thing that I remember to have yet observed in the great 
diversity of structure presented in the palpal organs of different 
Spiders of this and other allied groups. Another process of these 
organs in the present species forms a large, roundish, corneous lobe, 
which projects considerably beneath on the outer side, and has a 
small, black, pointed, spine-like projection near its extremity. 

The mazille are short, strong, and considerably inclined towards 
the Jabium, which last is of the usual, somewhat semicircular form ; 
but it is strongly impressed in a transverse direction below its apex, 
giving this part the appearance, when looked at sideways, of curling 
back over towards the base: this is a peculiarity in the form of the 
labium which I have noticed in some other species, including the 
last described, H. flavescens; and perhaps it will eventually be 
found to be a good and useful character for the subdivision of this 
now large group of obscure little Spiders. 
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A single adult male was contained in M. Taczanowski’s Siberian 
collection. 

Ericone (NERIENE) SOLLERS, sp. n. (Plate XLI. fig. 8.) 
Adult male, length 12 line. 
In the somewhat cylindric elongate general form of this Spider 

there is great similarity to EB. fugax (Cambr.) ; it also resembles 
that species in the richness of the orange yellow-red colour of the 
legs, and the deep glossy yellow-brown cephalothorax ; this part is 
of an elongate-oval form, but very slightly impressed laterally for- 
wards, and rather flattened, or much less convex above than many 
other species ; the sides appeared under a lens to be finely rugulose 
or striated, the caput being perfectly smooth; the height of the 
clypeus equals half that of the facial space. 

The eyes are in the ordinary position, not very large or greatly 
unequal in size ; those of the hinder row are about equally separated 
from each other; those of the fore central pair are contiguous to 
each other, and equal in size to those of the hind central pair; the 
fore laterals being rather the largest of the eight. 

The /egs are tolerably strong, not very long; their relative length 
is 4, 1, 2, 5; they are of a rich reddish orange-yellow colour, 
furnished thickly with strongish hairs and a few fine short erect 
bristles. 

The palpi are short. The radial joint is rather shorter and much 
stronger than the cubital; its fore extremity on the upperside is 
produced into a long, strongish, tapering, curved apophysis with a 
truncated extremity, which is directed outwards; from within the cur- 
vature of this apophysis, and apparently springing from underneath 
the joint, is another slightly curved apophysis. he radial joint is 
also rather obtusely prominent at its fore extremity on the other 
side, and more pointedly so behind. The digital joint is large; and 
the palpal organs are well developed, rather complex, and towards 
their extremity on the outer side is a strongish, black, filiform, 
tapering spine, coiled in a circular form. 

The sternum is convex, very glossy, and of a deep yellow-brown 
colour, furnished with a few fine bristly hairs. 

The abdomen is elongate-oval, hairy, and of a greenish black- 
brown colour, with four slightly impressed dots in a quadrangle 
about the middle of the upperside ; and, besides numerous yellowish 
points over its surface, several transverse angular lines are visible 
(when in spirit of wine) on the hinder half of the upperside; the 
spinners and plates of the spiracles are yellow. 

A single adult male of this very distinct species was contained in 
M. Taczanowski’s collection, found by himself at Kiew, in Poland. 

Ericone (NERIENE) INTERCEPTA, sp. n. (Plate XLI. fig. 9.) 
Adult male, length 14 line. 
The cephalothoraz is very glossy and of a dark yellow-brown 

colour; looked at from above, and rather behind, it is of a regular 
oval form, rather broadest behind, and without lateral constriction 
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on the margins forwards; it is on the whole rather flat; but the 
caput is convex and rounded above, on the sides, and at the occiput, 
the profile line from that part to the lower margin of the clypeus 
forming a regular are of a circle; there are a few hairs grouped 
among and chiefly immediately behind the eyes; and the height of 
the clypeus is half that of the facial space. 

The eyes are small and differ but little in size; they are in the 
ordinary position, on the fore slope of the arc above mentioned ; 
those of the hind central pair are rather nearer together than each 
is to the hind lateral on its side; those of each lateral pair are 
seated obliquely and contiguously to each other on a black tubercle ; 
those of the fore central pair are contiguous to each other, and each is 
separated by about an eye’s diameter from the fore lateral on its side. 

The legs are moderately long, not very strong, of a bright yellow 
colour, furnished sparingly with hairs and a few prominent, slender, 
spine-like bristles. 

The palpi are rather short, similar in colour to the legs, except 
the digital and fore part of the radial joints, which are dark brown ; 
the cubital and radial are short, the latter much the strongest, enlarged 
or spreading at its extremities, and its fore extremity on the upper- 
side produced into a pointed oval termination, which, looked at in 
profile, has a hooked appearance ; this joint has numerous hairs on 
its outer side. The digital joint is of moderate size and somewhat 
oblong form. The palpal organs are well developed and complex, but 
presenting no very remarkable corneous process; one, however, 
rather large and of an irregular curved form, is situated at the base 
on the outer side immediately below the radial joint, and from one 
of its prominent points issue two or three strongish bristly hairs. 

The falces are vertical, rather long, moderately strong, of the same 
colour as the cephalothorax, and covered with tolerably strong sharp 
teeth towards their extremities on the inner side. 

The maxille and labium appeared to be of normal form, and, with 
the sternum, are similar to the falces in colour, the latter, however, 
having a mottling of black-brown over its surface. 

The abdomen is oval, moderately convex above, black, thinly 
clothed with hairs, and not projecting over the base of the cephalo- 
thorax. In spirit of wine some pale mottlings and lines are visible. 

A single adult male of this Spider was contained in M. Tacza- 
' nowski’s Siberian collection ; it seems to approach more nearly to 
Walckenaera hardii (Bl.) (Leptothrix clavipes, Menge) than to 
any other of the genus; it is, however, easily distinguished from 
that species in the form of the caput. 

EriGone (NERIENE) TACZANOWSKII, sp.n. (Plate XLI. fig. 10.) 

Adult male, length 13 line; female adult, 12 line. 
Cephalothorax oval, much broadest behind; lateral constrietionson 

margins scarcely visible, moderately convex above ; oceiput roundly 
convex ; fore part of the caput rather produced forwards: clypeus 
retreating and equal in height to nearly two thirds of the facial space ; 
its colour is a dark rich yellow-brown, the normal grooves and inden- 
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tations marked with a rather darker hue ; there are some fine hairs 
on the upper part of the caput ; and the ocular area is slightly tuber- 
culiform by the depression of the surface immediately surrounding 
and the prominence of the portion on which the eyes of the fore 
central pair are seated. 

The eyes are in the ordinary position, and describe a transverse 
oblong figure, whose transverse diameter is about double its 
longitudinal diameter; those of the hind central pair are rather de- 
pressed or sunken and imbedded, and the interval that separates them 
is greater than that which separates each from the lateral on its side ; 
those of each lateral pair are seated obliquely and contiguous to each 
other, the fore one being the largest of the eight; those of the fore 
central pair are seated on the fore side of a somewhat circular promi- 
nence or slight convexity, comprising the greater part of the inside of 
the ocular area; they are rather the smallest of the eight, near together 
but not contiguous to each other, and each is separated by about its 
own diameter’s distance from the fore lateral on its side ; when looked 
at from the front the fore central eyes are placed above the straight 
line formed by the fore laterals. 

The /egs are moderately long and strong; and their relative length 
appeared to be 4, 1, 2,3; their colour is yellow; and they are 
furnished with hairs and a very few slender erect spine-like tapering 
bristles. 

The palpi are long, similar in colour to the legs, except the digital 
joint, which is brown and furnished with hairs. The cubital joint is 
double the length of the radial, slightly curved, and enlarging towards 
its fore extremity, which is strongly produced on its outer side, rather 
beneath, into a prominent angular spur, very similar to that of £. 
afinis (Bl.), E. graminicola (Sund.), but less strong and marked than 
in EZ. longipalpis and its near allies, though approaching to a similar 
type of structure; about the middle of the margin of the upper ex- 
tremity is a small red-brown tooth-like prominence. The radial joint 
is small at its junction with the cubital, but enlarges considerably at 
its extremity, where on the outer side it is produced into a long and 
strong curved tapering apophysis, pointed at its extremity, which is 
directed inwards; the upper and inner margin of this apophysis is 
nearly black, with a corneous appearance towards the extremity ; and 
at about the middle of its curvature there is a small angular tooth- 
like prominence. The digital joint is large and of a somewhat oblong- 
oval form. The palpal organs are prominent, highly developed, but 
not very complex ; a strong black spine issues from a corneous process 
at their base and curves over to their fore extremity with a bold free 
sweep ; and a large strong corneous process margined with black runs 
along beneath their outer side. The falces are strong, prominent at 
their base in front, and excavated on the lower part of their inner sides ; 
their upper surface is furnished with a number of small dark denti- 
culations, mostly towards the outer sides; and a little below the middle 
of each falx is a large sharp tooth, obliquely directed downwards and 
inwards, strongly resembling a similar tooth in Z. dentata, EL. affinis, 
and others. The falces are similar in colour to the cephalothorax, as 
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also are the maxille, labium, and sternum, neither of which appeared 
to present any thing remarkable in form. The abdomen is black, 
clothed tolerably thickly with palish hairs ; it is of an oval form and 
projects pretty strongly over the base of the cephalothorax ; about the 
middle of the upperside are four strongish pits or circular depres- 
sions, forming a quadrangle, whose fore side is the shortest ; behind 
these, towards the spinners, are several transverse, pale, curved lines, 
indicated by wrinkles or folds in the skin, and forming a longitudinal 
series corresponding to the angular lines or chevrons so often observed 
on the same part of the abdomen. The spinners are small and almost 
concealed by a strong surrounding rim or elevated fold of a semicorne- 
ous-looking nature ; the spiracular plates are pale yellow. 

The female is larger than the male, but resembles it in colours, 
general structure, and character ; but the clypeus islower. The falces 
have several dark denticulations on their fore side, but not so many 
or so strongly developed as the male; they want the strong tooth 
on the middle of the inner side, but have some smaller sharp ones in 
the ordinary position towards the extremity on the inner side. The 
form of the sexual apperture is peculiar, vide figure (10 e). 

Both sexes, adult, were found im the Siberian collection received 
from M. Taczanowski, with whose name I have great pleasure in 
connecting this fine and striking species. 

Ericone (NERIENE) WAGH, sp. n. (Plate XLI. fig. 11.) 

Adult male, length 1 line. 
This very interesting Spider will be recognized at once as a near 

ally to L. apicata (Bl.), having, like that species, a very character- 
istic eminence behind the ocular area; in this present instance, 
however, there will be no difficulty in distinguishing the two species 
at a glance. The eminence in the present species is much stronger 
and higher ; it is of a somewhat subconical form and is directed for- 
wards ; and at its base behind is a strong notch or transverse indenta- 
tion from its summit, which is obliquely truncated ; it is continued by 
a long, strong, curved, slightly sinuous, tapering spine, apparently 
composed of two smaller spine-like bristles closely united; in one 
example the two were separated for a little distance from their ex- 
tremities. The ocular area is prominent and has a somewhat nose- 
like prominence below, upon which the fore central eyes are seated ; 
this causes the clypeus to retreat strongly directly below the eyes, 
but it is a little prominent at its lower margin; the height of the 
clypeus exceeds half that of the facial space. The colour of the 
cephalothorax is yellowish brown, margined with black, and the nor- 
mal grooves and indentations are dusky. 

The eyes form a transverse and rather obtuse oval figure ; they are 
not very unequal in size; those of the hind central pair are further 
from each other than each is from the hind lateral on its side; those 
of each lateral pair are contiguous to each other, and placed slightly 
obliquely ; the fore laterals are the largest of the eight, and each is 
very nearly contiguous to the fore central on its side, the fore centrals 
also being not quite contiguous to each other. 
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The /egs are long and rather slender ; their relative length appears to be 4, 1, 2, 3; they are of a dullish yellow colour, furnished sparingly with hairs, and a very few prominent but short bristles, several of which have a slender spine-like character. 
The palpi are short, tolerably strong, and similar to the legs in colour. The cubital joint is straight and cylindrical in form ; it is three times the length of the radial joint, which is very short, and spreads out prominently but obtusely both in front and on the outer and inner sides; from the extremity on the outer side there issues a rather slender, pale, sinuous, corneous apophysis, and a very small pointed tooth-like projection at the fore extremity. The digital joint is of moderate size and of an oval form, obtusely rounded at its ex- tremity ; the palpal organs are well developed and complex, consist- ing of several corneous spines and processes, but none of a very remarkable character. 
The falces and maxille are similar in colour to the cephalothorax. The Jaéium is short, rounded at its apex, and transversely impressed across the middle ; it is rather darker-coloured than the maxillee. The sternum is dark blackish brown, of a heart-shape, convex, and very glossy. 
The aédomen is oval and not very convex above; it is of a dark blackish-brown colour, thinly clothed with hairs, and (visible in spirit of wine) with pale yellowish lines and markings on the upperside and spots arranged in sinuous longitudinal lines on the sides. 
This interesting Spider was contained in the Siberian collection received from M. Taczanowski; and I have great pleasure in naming it after Professor Waga, of Warsaw, an eminent entomologist, whose acquaintance I was fortunate enough to make at Assouan, in Upper Egypt, in March 1864. 

Ericone (WALCKENAERA) KARPINSKII, sp. n. (Plate XLI. fig. 12.) 

Adult male, length 12 line. 
This Spider is closely allied to Erigone cuspidata, Bl., E. unicornis (Cambr.), and EF. kochii (Cambr.) ; like them all it has a small vertical eminence rising from the middle of the ocular area. It may be distinguished readily from the first not only by the much greater strength of this eminence, but by its being enlarged and hollowed or notched at itsapex. From E. unicornis it may be distinguished also by the greater strength of the eminence and the notch being much shallower, as well as by differences presently to be noted of the palpal structure ; while in Z. kochii the eminence, though less pro- portionally strong, is higher and more distinctly notched than in either of the others, so that the apex has, in fact, two distinct limbs or branches, the extremity of each of which is hollowed out, and the palpal structure is also different from that of the other two species, 
The cephalothorax is of ordinary form, its profile presenting an almost unbroken slope from its base to the eminence between the 
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eyes ; the hinder part of the base of the eminence is nearer to the 
hind central than to the fore central pair of eyes, in fact contiguous 
to them ; it is of a rich reddish yellow-brown colour, the margins, 
normal indentations, and a patch behind the eyes being marked with 
a dusky but darker hue: the eminence is higher than it is broad at 
its base ; its apex is hollow or with a very shallow longitudinal notch, 
and its apical margins are slightly folded over outwards. 

The eyes are nearly of uniform size; they are in four pairs sur- 
rounding the eminence ; those of the hinder pair are less than an 
eye’s diameter separated from each other and are close to the base of 

~ the eminence ; those of the foremost pair are nearly, but not quite, 
contiguous to each other, and seated a very little way in front of its 
base; those of each lateral pair are contiguous to each other and 
placed very slightly obliquely; the foremost of each of these lateral 
pairs is very close to but distinctly separate from the fore central eye 
nearest to it. 

The /egs are moderate in length and strength; they are orange 
reddish yellow, furnished with hairs and a few prominent slender 
bristles ; their relative length appeared to be 4, 1, 2, 3. 

The palpi are not very long, and except the digital joint (including 
the palpal organs) slender and similar in colour to the legs. The radial 
joint is stronger than the cubital, and has its fore extremity produced 
into two apophyses: one from its upperside continues the joint in a 
jong, sinuous, and gradually tapering form, extending to about two 
thirds of the length of the digital joint ; the point of this apophysis is 
neither dilated, nor cleft, nor acute, but simply obtusely pointed: ~ 
the other apophysis is on the inner side of the joint and curves 
round beneath the apophysis already described ; it is, however, not 
quite so long, and has its extremity (which protrudes outwards from 
under the other) bifid or divided into two limbs, the inferior one of 
which is longer than the other. The digital joint is large and of a 
somewhat irregular oval form. The palpal organs are highly de- 
veloped, prominent, and complex; their main feature consists of a 
strongish black tapering spine, coiled in a large circle rather beneath 
on their outer side; in contact with this spine is a considerable 
quantity of semitransparent whitish membrane. The radial joint, as 
well as its apophyses, and the digital joint are furnished with longish 
hairs. 

The falces, mawille, labium, and sternum present nothing remark- 
able in form or structure; they are of the same colour as the cepha- 
lothorax. 

The abdomen is rather elongate-oval in form, not very convex 
above, and projects a little way over the base of the cephalothorax ; 
its colour is black, clothed, but not very thickly, with short fine 
hairs, and (in spirit of wine) showing various minute pale spots and 
fine lines. 

The female resembles the male in general form and characters as 
well as in colour, but has no eminence between the eyes ; the form 
of the epigyne and sexual aperture is peculiar (see fig. 12 e, Plate 
XLI.). 
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In regard to the differences between the palpal structure of this and the other species mentioned, E. unicornis and E. kochii, it will be sufficient here to note that presented by the apophyses of the radial joint: in neither of these species do the two cross each other as in the present case ; in FE. unicornis the extremity of the outer apophysis is dilated and not merely obtuse as in E. karpinskit, while the extremity of the inner one is not bifid as in this species; in £. kochii the outer apophysis has its extremity not only dilated but strongly bifid, while its inner one is simply obtusely pointed. 
Both sexes of this very interesting Spider were contained in the Siberian portion of the collection received from M. Taczanowski ; and I have much pleasure in naming it after M. Karpinski, by whom the Kiew portion of the collection was made. 

ERiIGonE (WatckENnarRA) DYBOWSKII, sp. n. (Plate XLI, fig. 13.) 
Adult male, length 2 of a line. 
The cephalothorax of this curious little Spider is short oval in form, and moderately convex above, and its colour is yellow, slightly suffused and marked on the margins and normal grooves and inden- tations with brown ; the caput is slightly raised on the upper part, the raised portion also marked out by a dusky blackish marginal line, indented at the occiput, immediately behind which is a depression. The clypeus exceeds in height half that of the facial Space, and is prominent at its lower margin ; on either side of the upper part of the caput forwards and immediately behind each lateral pair of eyes is a small roundish pit or indentation, from which issues a small black, slightly curved, prominent, sharp, thorn-like spine; this spine, from its nature and position, is a strong and remarkable specific character. The eyes are tolerably equal in size, and seated on small black spots; they are in four pairs, forming a rather narrow transverse oval figure, each pair being rather widely removed from the others nearest to it; those of the hinder pair appeared to be of an oval form and separated from each other by little, if any, more than half of an eye’s diameter; those of the fore central pair are very near but (apparently) not quite contiguous to each other, and their straight line, when looked at from the front, is above that formed by the foremost eyes of the two lateral pairs; the eyes of each of these last pairs are contiguous to each other, and seated rather obliquely on a small tubercle; the figure formed by the eyes of the fore central and hinder pairs is a longish narrow trapezoid, whose length is nearly about double its breadth, 

The degs are moderately strong, but not very long; they are of a yellowish colour, strongly tinged with reddish yellow-brown, and furnished sparingly with hairs and a few short, erect, black bristles ; their relative length appeared to be a ey eS 
The palpi are short and of a yellow colour, except the digital joint, which is brownish ; the radial is shorter than the cubital joint, and has three apophyses from its extremity —one (a small pointed one) on the outer side, a large broad one on the inner side, and 
Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXIX. 29 
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between them (or perhaps it may be described as forming the outer 
corner of the inner apophysis) is a longish tapering pointed one, 
whose extreme point is slightly bent; the digital joint is of tolerable 
size ; and the palpal organs are highly developed but not very com- 
plex ; from near their extremity on the outer side issues a strongish 
black, filiform, tapering, sharp-pointed spine, which curving back- 
wards forms a large circle rather behind them and beneath the 
cubital joint; im connexion with a portion of this spine is some 
whitish semitransparent membrane. 

The falces, maxilla, and labium are of ordinary form and similar 
in colour to the cephalothorax, the sternum being suffused with 
dusky brown. 

The abdomen is oval, moderately convex above, of a yellowish 
colour suffused with dusky brown, thinly clothed with short fine 
hairs, and showing (in spirit of wine) some pale lines and markings. 

An adult example of this very distinct little Spider, which reminds 
one (in its general appearance as well as in some of its special 
characters) of Erigane diceros (Cambr.), was contained in the col- 
lection received from M. Taczanowski and made in Siberia by Dr. 
Dybowski, with whose name I have much pleasure in connecting it. 

Er1GonE (WALCKENAERA) SUBROSTRATA, sp. n. (Plate XLI. 
fig. 14.) 

Adult male, length nearly 4 of a line. 
This Spider is very closely allied to #. picina (Bl.), which it 

resembles remarkably in colour, form, and structure ; it is, however, 
rather smaller; the caput is rather less elevated, and the clypeus 
more prominent, forming at its lower margin a kind of broad bluntish 
nose-like prominence; the height of the clypeus very slightly 
exceeds half that of the facial space ; and a distinguishing character 
by which it may be at once separated from L. picina is furnished 
by the radial joint of the male palpus ; this instead of being produced 
at its fore extremity on the upperside into a long tapering slightly 
curved apophysis, has the curved portion more sharply bent into a 
nearly circular form, with the extreme point (which is blunt) sticking 
rather prominently upwards; there is also some difference in the 
structure of the palpal organs; with the exception of the difference 
above noted the radial joint is remarkably similar to that of 2’. picina, 
though the curved portion is perhaps in the present species rather 
less strong and darker-coloured. 

These differences, though slight, were constant in six examples 
compared with a great many of Z. picina; and I have therefore no 
hesitation in deciding it to be a distinct, though very nearly allied, 
species. 

The colour of the cephalothorax and other fore parts is a rich, 
shining brown, that of the legs and palpi yellow, tinged with orange, 
the abdomen being jet-black. 

Adult males were contained in the Siberian collection received 
from M. Taezanowski. 
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 

Puate XL. 

Lethia taczanowskii 8, p. 485, 

a, upperside of Spider; 4, Spider in profile; c, fore part of cephalo- 
thorax and falces; d, right palpus, from outer side in front; ¢, radial 
and cubital joints of ditto; f, natural length of Spider. 

. Linyphia karpinskii 8 & 9, p. 437. : 
a, profile of Spider; 4, fore part of caput and falces ; ¢, right palpus 

(3). from outer side; d, epigyne (@ ), from above; e, ditto, in pro- 
file; f, natural length of Spider. 

. Linyphia dybowskii 8 & 2, p. 438. 
a, left palpus (4), from outer side; b, abdomen (?), in profile; ¢, 

epigyne (@ ), in profile; d, natural length of Spider. 

. Linyphia unicornis 8 & 2, p. 438. 
a, profile of Spider (2); 0, profile of cephalothorax( g); c, abdomen 

(9), from above ; d, e, h, portion of left palpus (dg ), in different 
positions; f, epigyne (? ), from above; g, natural length of Spider. 

. Linyphia taczanowskii 8 & 9, p. 489. 
a, Spider, in profile; b, ditto, upperside ; c, epigyne ( ¢ ), from above ; 

d, natural length of Spider. 

. Hrigone flavescens 9, p. 440. 
a, Spider, in profile; 4, fore part of caput and falces; c, epigyne, from 

above; d, ditto, in profile; e, natural length of Spider. 

. Drigone prolata 8, p. 441. 

a, Spider, in profile; b, fore part of caput and falces; c, left palpus, 
from inner side in front ; d, ditto, from behind; f, portion of ditto, 
from behind; ¢, right palpus, from outer side behind; g, natural 
length of Spider. 

Prate XLT. 

Erigone sollers 8, p. 445. 
a, Spider, in profile; 4, fore part of caput and falces ; c, right palpus, 

from behind and above; d, left ditto, from the front; e, natural 
length of Spider. 

. Erigone intercepta g, p. 443. 
a, Spider, in profile; 0, fore part of caput and falces; c, right palpus, 

from inner side; d, left ditto, from above and behind; e, portion of 
right palpus, from outer side. 

Brigone taczanowskii § & 2, p. 444. 

a, profile ( $); 6, fore part of caput and falces( g); ¢, left palpus ( ¢ ), 
from outer side in front; d, ditto, from inner side rather behind and 
above; ¢, epigyne (2), from above; f, natural length, female; g, 
ditto, male. 

Erigone wage g, p. 446. 

a, profile; 6, fore part of caput and falces; ¢, right palpus, froin the 
front; d, portion of left ditto, from outer side; e, natural length of 
Spider. 

Erigone karpinskii 8 & 2, p. 447. 

a, profile (8); 6, fore part of caput and falces ( g); ¢, right palpus, 
from the front (3); d, left ditto, from outer side; ¢, epigyne (9? ), 
from above; f, natural length. 

29* 
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Fig. 13. Erigone dybowskii 8 , p. 449. 
a, profile; 6, Spider from above, without legs; c, cephalothorax ; 

d, ditto, from the front; e, f, palpi, in two positions; g, natural 

length of Spider. 

14. Erigone subrostrata g , p. 450. 

a, profile ; 4, cephalothorax, from the front ; c, d, palpi, in two posi- 

tions; e, natural length of Spider. 

2. On three new Species of Land-Shells from Madagascar. 

By G. B. Sowrrsy, jun. 

[Received March 18, 1873.] 

h.w 1. CycLos1oma (TROPIDOPHORA) SUFFUSUM, Sp. Nov. 

Testa globoso-turbinata, obtecte umbilicata, rufo cerulescente suf- 
fusa, versus apicem aurantiaca, plus minusve obscure purpureo 
fasciata; anfractibus undique spiraliter striatis, ultimo circa 
umbilicum lirato ; apertura oblique circulari ; fauce rufo-prut- 
nosa; labro expanso, sanguineo; operculo calcareo, plano. 

A Cyclostoma of ordinary type, belonging to the seetion Tropido- 
phora, Trose., with rounded whorls, without keels, throughout re- 
gularly spirally striated, with an expanded red lip and plum- 
coloured interior, yellowish towards the apex; whorls more or less 
obscurely banded with purple, and the body-whorl suffused with red, 
which increases in intensity towards the mouth. 

2. CyCLOSTOMA VEXILLUM, Sp. nov. 

Testa ovato-turrita, angustissime umbilicata, tenui, flavescente, 
atro lineata et unifasciata ; anfractibus convevis, levibus vel 

concentrice minutissime striatis ; apertura circulari, labro te- 
nuiter expanso ; operculo caleareo, plano. 

A pretty little species, of simple characters, elevated spire, very 
small umbilicus, thin substance, and yellowish colour, with a black 
band on the lower part of the whorls, from one to three narrow linear 
bands above and two round the umbilicus. 

. 

3. CycLostoma (TROPIDOPHORA) PERSPECTIVUM, Sp. nov. 

Testa depresso-turbinata, patentissime umbilicata, pallide rufo- 
fusca; spira depressiuscula ; anfractibus anguste rotundatis, 
superne spiraliter obtuse liratis, concentrice decussate striatis, 
medio obsolete striatis, latissime unicarinatis, ultimo circa 
umbilicum vailide lirato ; apice plumbeo ; apertura subcirculari ; 
labro rufo-brunneo, late expanso reflexo, superne producto; oper- 
culo calcareo, plano. 

A very widely umbilicated species, with a broad keel, of a uni- 
form light reddish-brown colour; upper part of the whorls decus- 
sated, strongly corded round the umbilicus ; lip deep reddish-brown, 
expanded and reflected, produced at the upper part. 
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This species is of the same type as C. unicarinatum, Lamarck, but 
is quite distinct, being more depressed, and having a much larger 
umbilicus and more expanded keel. 

3. Notes on the Range of several American Limicole. 
By P. L. Scuarer, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., and Osserr 

Savin, M.A. 

[Received March 22, 1873.] 

1. Himanropus. 

An examination of the specimens of American Stilts in the col- 
lection of Salvin and Godman has convinced us that two species 
have hitherto been confounded under the name //imantopus nigri- 
collis. 

The northern bird, which must retain Vieillot’s name, extends 
from the United States southwards as far as Brazil. Its southern 
representative, found in South Brazil, the Argentine Republic, and 
Chili, is easily known by having the whole top of the head white, 
and a broad white band across the upper back just below the neck. 
It must bear the uame brasiliensis of Brehm, who has shortly 
described this species in his ‘ Vogel Deutschlands,’ the previously 
given term melanurus of Vieillot, based on Azara, if really intended 
for this bird, involving an error in fact. 

The synonymy of the two species will stand as follows :— 

Fig.4. 

Head of Himantopus nigricollis. 

1. HiMANTOPUS NIGRICOLLIS. 

Himantopus nigricollis, Vieill, N. D. x. p. 41, Ene. Meth. 
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p- 340, et Gall. Ois. ii. p. 85, pl. 229; Cassin, in Baird’s B. N. A. 
p. 704; Sallé, P. Z.S. 1857, p. 237; Scl. P.Z.S8. 1857, p. 206, 
1864, p. 178; Scl. et Salv. P. Z.S. 1870, p. 323, et Ibis, 1859, 
p- 228; Newton, Ibis, 1859, p. 258. 

Hypsibates nigricollis, Cab. in Schomb. Guian. iii. p. 758. 
Recurvirostra himantopus, Wilson, Am. Orn. vii. p. 52. 
Himantopus mexicanus, Ord ; Wils. Orn. (1824) vii. p. 52; Max. 

Beitr. iv. p. 741; Burm. Syst. Ueb. iii. p. 367; Wagler, Isis, 1831, 
. 920. 

‘ Diagn. Pileo toto pone oculos nigro: macula supra oculos et 
oculorum ambitu angusto albis: dorso summo nigro. 

Hab. Whole of America down to Brazil. 
Of this species we have before us examples from California, Gua- 

temala (Salvin), Columbia (Wyatt), and the Galapagos (Hade/). 
In the Society’s Gardens is a living example lately received from 
Maranham, Brazil. 

Fig. 2 g. 2. 

Head of Himantopus brasiliensis. 

2. HIMANTOPUS BRASILIENSIS. 

Zancudo, Azara, Apunt. iii. p. 297 (?). 
Himantopus melanurus, Vieill. N. D. x. p. 42, et E. M. p. 340(?). 
HI, mexicanus, Hartl. Ind. Az. p. 25. 
H. nigricollis, Gay, Faun. Chil. dves ; Cassin, in Gilliss’s Exp. ii. 

p. 1; Burm. La-Plata Reise, ii. p. 502; Sclater, P. Z. S. 1867, 
p- 339; Scl.-et Salv. P. Z.S. 1868, p. 144. 

H. brasiliensis, Brehm, Vog. Deutschl. p. 684. 
Diagn. Pileo toto supero et fascia lata dorsum summum trans- 

eunte albis. 
Hab. South Brazil, Argentine Republic, and Chili. 
Of this bird we have specimens before us frem Caicara in Matto- 

grosso (Natterer), Buenos Ayres (Hudson), and Chili (Leybold). 
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Except in its rather larger size and in the differences above described, 
this species is very like the preceding, 

2. MacRORHAMPHUS, ~ 

Ifthe American writers are correct, as we believe they are, in distin- 
guishing two species of this genus, it would appear that both occur 
in the Neotropical region. 

The Guatemalan specimens obtained by Mr. Salvin, and hitherto 
referred by him to MW. griseus *, appear to belong to the longer-billed 
and longer-legged species, M. scolopaceus. Mr. Lawrence gives 
the same species as occurring in Costa Rica (Ann. L. N. Y. ix. 

. 141). 
5 But further south only M. griseus seems to be met with. Mr. 
Lawrence gives this species in his Panama list (Ann. L. N. Y. vii. 
p. 479); and one of Natterer’s Brazilian skins (collected at Praia de 
Cajutaba, near Para) seems certainly referable to the shorter-legged 
M. griseus, as Hr. v. Pelzeln has correctly determined it (Orn. 
Bras. p. 313). This specimen, we may add, is far advanced in 
breeding-plumage. 

Mr. Salvin’s Guatemalan skins of M. seolopaceus were all obtained 
in winter, and are either in winter plumage or only just on the 
change. 

3. TRINGA, 
Four of the species of T'ringa recognized by the ornithologists of 

the United States extend far into the Neotropical region. In Salvin 
and Godman’s collection are the following specimens of these spe- 
cies :— 

1, TrinGa macu.ara, Vieill. ; Cassin, in Baird’s B, N. A. p. 720. 
Of this species we have before us skins from Guatemala (Salvin), 

Panama (M‘Cleannan), Peru (Whitely), South Brazil (Rogers), 
and Chili (Reed). 

2. TRINGA BarRDI, Coues. 

Of this bird, besides typical northern specimens, we have skins 
from Mexico, Ecuador (Fraser), Eastern Peru (Bartlett), Western 
Peru (Whitely), and Chili (Leybold). 

As stated (P. Z.S. 1868, p. 144), we have likewise examined skins 
of this species obtained by Mr. Hudson near Buenos Ayres ; and we 
suppose it to be the Tringa dorsalis of Lichtenstein, first described 
by Burmeister (System. Ueb. iii. p. 374), and very possibly the 
Chorlito lomo negro of Azara, in which case Tringa melanotus of 
Vieillot is the first name for it. But both Azara’s and Burmeister’s 
measurements are too large for it. 

3. TRINGA BONAPARTII. 

Of the Tringa bonapartii of Schlegel we have before us skins 
from Panama (M‘Cleannan), Ypanema, South Brazil (Natterer), 

* Ibis, 1860, p. 277, et 1865, p. 191. 
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Buenos Ayres (Hudson), and the Falklands (Lecomte). As already 
suggested (P. Z. S. 1868, p. 144), we think the name fuscicollis 
of Vieillot ought to be used for this species, it being, in our 
opinion, manifestly the bird called by Azara ‘“Chorlito pestorejo 
pardo.” 

4, TRINGA MINUTILLA (Vieill.). 

Of the specimens of this species in Salvin and Godman’s col- 
lection, a list has recently been published in Sharpe and Dresser’s 
‘Birds of Europe’ (pts. xi. & mii.). It extends throughout Cen- 
tral and Southern America, at least as far south as South Brazil. 

These four are the only true Zringe of which we have seen 
specimens from any part of the Neotropical region. Cabanis (in 

Schomburgk’s ‘ Guiana’), Pr. Max, and Burmeister all include the 

Knot (Tringa canutus) as occurring on the eastern coast of South 
America; but we have never met with examples of this bird from 

any locality so far south. 

4. Limosa. 

The only Godwit in South America is L. hudsonica, which de- 
scends down to the Magellan Straits and Falklands *. Limosa 

australis, G. R. Gray (Mus. Brit. Cat. of Gall. &e. 1844, p. 95), is 

founded on a specimen of this species in winter plumage. 
Limosa fedoa (the second North-American species) also occurs 

in Guatemala and on the coast of Hondurast; but we are not 
aware that it goes further south. 

5. NuMENIUS. 

We have as yet met with only two species of Curlew in South 
America, both referable to northern species, namely Numenius hud- 

sonicus and N. borealis. 
N. hudsonicus extends all over Central and Southern America. 

Our specimens are from Guatemala, Amazonia, and Chili. It is 

called N. pheopus by Cabanis (Schomb. Guian. iii. p. 757) and 
v. Pelzeln (Orn. Bras. p. 308), and NV. brasiliensis by Pr. Max. 
and Burmeister. 

N. borealis (as Prof. Schlegel has already shown, Mus. d. P.-B. 

Scolopaces, p. 101) also extends into Southern Brazil, where 

it is the N. brevirostris of Lichtenstein, Temminck, and v. Pel- 

zeln. The same species has recently been obtained in Southern 

Peru and Chili, and is well described by Philippi and Landbeck 
(Wiegm. Arch. 1866, p. 129) as N. microrhynchus. 

The third Curlew of North America (NV. longirostris), so far as 

we know, only extends as far south as Guatemala. 

Of the Neotropical Limicole generally it may be said that Ga/- 

* Sclater, P. Z. 8. 1860, p. 387. 
+ Salvin, Ibis, 1865, p. 190. 
t Leyland, P. Z. 8. 1859, p. 64, 
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linago is the only genus which produces peculiar tntertropical spe- cies. All the other generic forms met with in the tropics of the New World are represented (as in the case of Tringa, Numenius, Egialites) by arctic species descending south. Antarctic Ame- rica, however, has some indigenous generic forms, such as Oreo- philus, Phegornis, and Pluvianellus, and a few peculiar species of genera of wide distribution. 

4. On the Carotid Arteries of Birds. 
By A. H. Garron, B.A., F.Z.S., Prosector to the Society. 

[Received April 10, 1873. ] 

Between the years 1825 and 1830 three anstomists published the results of their independent observations respecting the number of and the variations in the carotid arteries of the different members of the class Aves. The first of these was Bauer *, who, in 1825, pointed out some of the most noteworthy peculiarities, which have been subsequently verified. Meckel t, in 1826, was enabled to de- monstrate the existence of other marked variations; and his ob- servations, extending over a considerable period, are incorporated in his ‘Comparative Anatomy.’ In 1829, C. L. Nitzsch selected the same subject for a disquisition before the University of Hallet. Since that time scarcely any further additions have been made, and the sub- ject has been almost entirely neglected. It is not easy to understand the reason of this; for it is generally acknowledged that what bas been already done by the above-named authors is extremely valuable 
birds, and yet they have left much for other workers in the same field. The opportunities afforded me by this Society, as their Pro. 

that the previously known results of Bauer, “Meckel, and Nitzsch, and a few others, are incorporated in the general statements. 
heart, divides, as stated by Meckel, and contrary to the opinion of Cuvier, into two branches, the left innominate and the continuation 

tinues to ascend a short way ; and when near the superior aperture 
* Disquis. circa nonnullarum Avium systema arteriosum (Berol. 1825). T ‘‘ Beitvag zur Geschichte des Gefiiss-Syst. der Vogel,” Meckel’s Archiv, 1826, t Observationes de Avium arteria carotide communi (Hala, 1829), 
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of the thorax it divides into the carotid, vertebral, and thyroid 

branches, except in those in which the carotid of one side is deficient. 

In what may be called the typical arrangement, the carotids, equal 
in size or nearly so, run up the front of the neck from the inner side 

Fig *; Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. Carotids at the base of the neck in aves bicarotidine normales. 
Fig. 2. Carotids at the base of the neck in aves levo-carotidine. 

of each thyroid gland, converging until they meet in the middle line, 
at which spot they enter the median intermuscular septum, and con- 
tinue up to the head, on the front of the bodies of the remaining 

cervical vertebree, in the hypapophysial canal, covered by the lateral 
cervical muscular masses, and, where they are present, threading 
the bony arches. Birds with this arrangement are said to have two 
carotids, and may be termed aves bicarotidine normales (see fig. 1). 

A second group is peculiar in having the right carotid branch of the 
innominate undeveloped, when the left only traverses the hypapo- 
physial canal, being of large size; it bifureates shortly before it 
reaches the head, thus producing a vessel on each side, to be 
distributed in the same way as the terminations of the carotids in the 
previous group. Such birds are said to have a left carotid, and 
may be termed aves levo-carotidine (see fig. 2). 

In a third arrangement, found only in certain Parrots (see fig. 3), 
the right carotid artery runs in the hypapophysial canal, and the 
left at the side of the neck superficially along with the corresponding 

* Tn these diagrams, which represent the main arteries at the root of the neck, 
the following is the explanation of the abbreviations :—A, origin of the aorta at 
the heart; a, arch of the aorta; /.i, leftinnominate artery ; 7.7, right innominate 
artery ; Js, left subclavian, and r,s, right subclavian artery ; /.c, left carotid, and 
r.e, right carotid artery. , 
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pneumogastric nerve and jugular vein. Birds with this arrange- 
ment may be termed aves bicarotidine abnormales (see fig. 3.) 

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3. Carotids at the base of the neck in aves bicarotidine abnormales. 
Fig. 4. Carotids at the base of the neck in aves conjuncto-carotidine. 

Fourthly, the two carotids, running apparently as usual, directly 
they meet, join and continue as a single trunk tili near the head, where 
the single vessel bifurcates, as in birds with a left carotid only. These 

Fig. 5. 

a. 

h 

Fig. 5. Carotids at the base of the neck in the genus Phenicopterus, as found 
by myself in all specimens. 

Fig. 6. Carotids at the base of the neck in Cacatwa sulphurea, according to 
Meckel. 

may be termed aves conjuncto-carotidine. Inthe common Bittern, 
where this condition obtains, the arteries (fig. 4) are equal in size 
or very nearly so; but in the Flamingo (fig. 5) the left is extremely 
small, and has been on this account overlooked by previous observers, 
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Meckel, Nitzsch, and Owen stating that there is only a right carotid 
in Phenicopterus. I have had the opportunity of examining two 
specimens of Phenicopterus antiquorum and two of P. ruber; and 
in all of them both carotids were present in the lower part of the 
neck, the right being much the larger and being joined by the left 
to form one trunk at the point in the neck where they first meet, as 
in Botaurus stellaris. Both vessels carried blood ; but the calibre of 
the left was extremely small, and that of the right was nearly the 
same as it would have been if it alone bad been present. 

From the list at the end of this paper it is shown that of 300 
genera in which the arrangement of the carotids has been ob- 
served, in 193 of them both are present, in 107 the left only ; in one 
only are both equal when they join in the neck ; in another they 
join, the left being the smaller; and in one other the right is the 
smaller under similar conditions ; whilst perhaps one possesses the 
right only. So it may be generally stated that in birds either both 
carotids are present separate, or the left only exists. Several at- 
tempts have been made by different authors to account for these 
peculiarities. According to Bauer, the simplicity of the carotids (in 
other words, the presence of the left instead of two) is dependent ou 
the size of the individual, the smaller species having the single trunk. 
Undoubtedly the great majority conform to this rule; but there are 
too many exceptions, as shown by Meckel, to make the generaliza- 
tion of much value, Rhea, Podiceps, Cacatua, Talegalla, and Me- 
nura possessing only the left. Meckel originally thought that a 
correlation existed between the length of the neck and the sim- 
plicity of the carotids; but when he found two carotids in Struthio, 
Dromeus, Cygnus, and Ardea he acknowledged that such was not 
the case. Prof. Owen remarks*, ‘ Birds as a rule are peculiar in 
sleeping with their long necks much bent or twisted ; and this posi- 
tion might be expected to exercise some effect on the vessels subject 
thereto. Accordingly we find that the carotids are frequeytly of 
unequal size; in the Dabchick? the left is the largest; in an Emu 
I found it the smallest.”’ I may here remark that on several occa- 
sions I have watched the Flamingos sleeping ; and they do so, some 
with the neck bent one way and some the other, in a manner quite 
independent of the constant peculiarity in the arteries of their 
necks. 

All these explanations, therefore, fail to show why birds should have 
two or only one carotid artery ; and it is the last of them only that 
takes into consideration which carotid would be absent when there is 
any deficiency. If it were proved that all birds with a left carotid 
slept with their necks bent in one direction, the only explanation 
would be, that they did so because the arrangement of their cervical 
vessels would not allow of their doing otherwise, and consequently an 
argument in a circle would be the only result. The ultimate cause is 
most probably as yet some way beyond our grasp; but I would offer 

* Anatomy of Vertebrata, vol. ii. p. 190. 
+ In the Grebes (Podiceps), according to my observations, the right carotid is 

not found to be present at all,_A. H. G,. 
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the following as a step towards it. In birds possessing two carotids 
those vessels, after they have once met, run close together in the 
hypapophysial canal, but do not blend or anastomose in any way. 

In Botaurus stellaris, Cacatua sulphurea (according to Meckel, 
as shown in the diagram, fig. 6, p. 459), and the genus Pheni- 
copterus, the carotids join to become one vessel at the spot where, 
in others, they come into contact, each proximal portion persisting. 
What I desire to show is, that on simple mechanical principles it 
is much more likely, when the two vessels do so blend, that the 
right should disappear, leaving the left solely to maintain the cere- 
bral and cervical circulation; in other words, the assumption that 
there is a blending of the left with the right carotid in early 
life is sufficient to explain the absence of the right in birds thus 
affected. The diagram fig. 4, p. 459 (which shows the distribution 
of the arteries at the base of the neck as they would appear imme- 
diately after the fusion of the carotids), will help to explain my 
meaning. The blood-current, almost immediately it has passed the 
aortic valve, divides into two, one going along the left innominate, 
and the other following the course of the aorta until it very shortly 
further divides into that traversing the right innominate, and that 
which continues on to the abdomen and posterior extremities. Such 
being the case, and the two carotids being of equal calibre, it is 
evident that, just as in Wheatstone’s Bridge the electric current is 
less intense in the bridge itself than in the branches, the current 
in the right carotid, which, in the case under consideration, con- 
nects the left carotid with the aorta distad of the point at which 
the left innominate springs, is less than in the vessels it connects ; 
consequently the current there tends to stagnate; but a tendency 
to stagnate in blood is a tendency to coagulation, as is seen in the 
proximal end of a ligatured arterial trunk ; and the tendency to 
coagulation is a tendency to obliteration of the vessel in which the 
coagulation occurs; consequently the right carotid must tend to 
disappear, which it does in nearly every case. Since this explana- 
tion occurred to me, I have not had the opportunity of examining 
any of the birds in which the right artery persists after it has fused 
with the left, to see if there is any peculiarity in their vascular 
arrangement which will account for its persistence. When the 
earotids do not blend there is evidently no reason why either should 
disappear ; and when they do join, the presence of a large pectoral 
and subclavian branch from each innominate does not alter the 
problem ; it only indicates that the obliteration must occur distad of 
it, as is the case. 

The following list includes all those species of birds in which I 
have had the opportunity of observing the disposition of the carotid 
arteries. They are arranged nearly according to the classification 
adopted in Mr. Sclater’s revised List of the Vertebrated Animals in 
the Gardens of this Society. 
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PASSERES. 

All the Passeres examined possess the left carotid only. 

Species examined. 

OscInEs. 

a. Oscines dentirostres. 
Turdus merula. Anthus pratensis. 
—— grayi. Parus major. 
Sylvia hippolais. Sitta europea. 
Luscinia vera. Lanius collurio. 
Erithacus rubecula. Sigmodus caniceps. 
Pratincola rubetra. Struthidea cinerea. 
Ruticilla phenicura. Oriolus, sp. 
Myjiadestes obscurus. Artamus, sp. 
Sialia wilsonit. Graucalus macet 
Troglodytes parvulus. Dicrurus leucops. 
Mniotilta varia. Muscicapa grisola. 
Cinclus aquaticus. Ptilogonys cinereus. 
Motacilla flava. Ampelis garrulus. 

6. Qscines latirostres. 

Hirundo rustica. Chelidon urbica. 

c. Oscines tenuirostres. 

Nectarinia, sp. Posthemadera nova-zealandie. 
Zosterops albogularis. Tropidorhynchus, sp. 
Diceum, sp. Diglossa baritula. 
Anthornis melanura. Cereba cyanea. 

d. Oscines conirostres. 

Tanagra cana. Donacole castaneothoraz. 
Euphonia violacea. Cyanospiza ciris. 
Cissopis leveriana. Cardinalis virginianus. 
Estrelda melpoda. Coccothraustes vulgaris. 
Quelea occidentalis. Hedymeles ludoviciana. 
Euplectes capensis. Pyrrhula vulgaris. 
Ploceus manyar. Corythus enucleator. 
Hyphantornis castaneo-fuscus. Linaria cannabina. 
Padda oryzivora. Emberiza, sp. 
Munia major. Alduda arvensis. 
Poéphila cincla. Melanocorypha calandra. 

e. Oscines cultrirostres. 

Icterus abeillai. Ptilonorhynchus holosericeus. 
Molothrus bonariensis. Heteralocha gouldi. 
Cassicus persicus. Corvus corax. 
Agelaus ludovicianus. —- frugilegus. 
Sturnus vulgaris. australis. 
Gracula religiosa. Garrulus glandarius. 
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Cyanocorax cyanopogon. Strepera graculina. 
Cissa speciosa. 

TRACHEOPHON 4. 

Pitta, sp. Pitangus sulphuratus. 
Rupicola crocea. Hylactes megapodius. 
Lipaugus cineraceus. Menura superba. 
Tyrannus satrapa. 

MACROCHIRES. 

TROCHILID. 

The left carotid only is present in 

Patagona gigas. Chlorolampis osberti. 

CYPSELIDE. 

The left carotid only is present in the following species :— 

Cypselus apus. Chetura spinicauda. 
alpinus. caudacuta. 

Chetura vauxi. Dendrochelidon coronata. 

But both carotids were found to be present in a specimen of 

Cypseloides fumigatus. 

CAPRIMULGIDE. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Caprimulgus europeus. Chordeiles texensis. 

STEATORNITHID. 

Both carotids are present in 

Steatornis caripensis. 

PICI. 

Picip&. 

The left carotid only is present in the Woodpeckers. 

Species examined. 
Picus major. Chloronerpes yucatanensis. 

minor. Melanerpes formicivorus. 
Picoides tridactylus. Mulleripicus fulvus. 
Tiga javensis. Gecinus viridis. 
Leuconerpes candidus. Yunz torquilla. 

COCCYGES. 

CoRACIAD. 

Both carotids are found in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Coracias garrula. Eurystomus, sp. 
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TROGONIDS. 

The left carotid only is present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Trogon mexicanus. Trogon puella. 

MEROPIDS. 

The left carotid only is present in these birds. 

‘Species examined. 

Merops apiaster. Merops ornatus. 

-Momorip&. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Momotus lessoni. Eumomota superciliaris. 

GALBULID&. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Galbula albirostris. Urogalba paradisea. 

ALCEDINIDE. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Alcedo ispida. Ceryle amazona. 
Halcyon, sp. maxima. 
Dacelo gigantea. Cittura cyanotis. 
Dacelo cervina. 

BuUCEROTID. 

Both carotids are present in these birds *. 

Species examined. 

Buceros rhinoceros. Buceros coronatus. 
plicatus. atratus. 

—— bicornis. 

Upurpipb. 

The left carotid only is present in 

Upupa epops. 

MvusopHaGID&. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Musophaga violucea. Corythaix albocristata. 
Schizorhis africana. 

* PS., Sept. 4.—In a specimen of Toccus melanoleucus just dissected I find 
the left carotid only present. ; 
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CucuLip2&. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 
Cuculus canorus. Centropus senegalensis. 
Cacomantis sepuleralis. Guira piririgua. 
Chrysococcy2, sp. Phenicophaes, sp. 

RaMPHASTID. 
The left carotid only is developed in these birds. 

Species examined. 
Ramphastos cuviert. Ramphastos carinatus. 

ariel. 
CapPITONIDE. 

The left carotid only is present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Megalema asiatica. Indicator major. 
Barbatula duchaillui. 

PSITTACI. 

The Parrots are peculiar for the variation that occurs in their caro- 
tids, which show four different arrangements : first, there may be two 
in the normal position; secondly, the right may, as it usually does, 
traverse the hypapophysial canal, whilst the left, in a manner quite 
exceptional, runs superficially along the side of the neck in company 
with the left pneumogastric nerve and the left jugular vein; thirdly, 
the right may be very small, and blend with the much larger normally 
situated left (in Cacatua sulphurea, according to Meckel); and, 
fourthly, the left may alone be developed, as in the Passeres. The 
first of these four conditions is only found in Old-World Parrots’; 
and the last two are restricted to the Cacatuine. 

Species examined. 
In the following species the first plan prevails, the two carotids 

running normally :— 
Stringops habroptilus. Prioniturus, sp. 
Calopsitta nove-hollandia. Lorius cardinalis. 
Eolophus(Cacatua) roseicapillus. Hos indica. 
Euphema pulchella. Trichoglossus concinnus. 

splendida. Loriculus, sp. 
bourkit. Aprosmictus scapulatus. 

Melopsittacus undulatus. Paleornis alexandri. 
Agapornis roseicollis. 

The following species belong to the second division, the right carotid 
running normally, whilst the left runs up the side of the neck, to- 
gether with the left pneumogastric nerve and jugular vein :— 

Ara macao. Conurus xantholemus. 
Conurus cruentatus. jendaya, 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXX. 30 
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Conurus petzt. 
holochlorus. 

Caica melanocephala. 
Psittacus erithacus. 
Nestor notabilis. 

hypopolius. 
Brotogerys tirtacula. 

virescens. 
tui. 

Pionus menstruus. 

Chrysotis festa. 
ochrocephala. 
levaillantit. 

Psephotus hematogaster. 
Cyanorhamphus auriceps. 

nove zealandia. 
Platycercus eximius. 

pallidiceps. 
Psittacula passerina. 
Lathamus discolor. 

In the following species, forming the fourth section, the left carotid 
only is developed :—- 

Cacatua galerita. Cacatua cristata. 

I have not yet had an opportunity of examining the third con- 
dition, 7. e. that said to occur in Cacatua sulphurea. 

ACCIPITRES. 
Both carotids are present in all these birds. 

Species examined. 

CATHARTID. 

Cathartes atratus. 
Gyparchus papa. 

VULTURID&. 

Neophron percnopterus. 
Gyps fulvus. 

SERPENTARIIDZ. 
Serpentarius reptilivorus. 

FALCONID. 
Polyborus brasiliensis. 
Milvus ictinus. 
Buteo vulgaris. 

Archibuteo lagopus. 
Helotarsus ecaudatus. 
Haliaétus albicilla. 

vocifer. 
Aquila nevioides. 

audax. 
Spilornis cheela. 
Thrasaétus harpyia. 
Falco peregrinus. 
——- melanogenys. 
Hypotriorchis subbuteo. 
Tinnunculus alaudarius. 
Melierax monogrammicus. 
Astur palumbarius. 
Circus cineraceus. 

STRIGIDZA. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Strix flammea. 
Otus vulgaris. 
Syrnium aluco. 

nebulosum. 
Bubo maximus. 

virginianus. 
bengalensis. 
capensis. 
poensis. 

--— fasciolatus. 

Ketupa javanensis. 
Scops zorca. 
A thene noctua. 

passerina. 
brama. 

Pholeoptynx cunicularia. 
Glaucidium, sp. 
Pulsatri« torquata, 
Surnia funerea. 
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STEGANOPODES. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 
Fregata aquilus. Phalacrocorax carbo. 
Sula bassana. Phaéthon, sp. 

HERODIONES. 

ARDEID. 
Both carotids are present in the following species :— 

Ardea cinerea. Ardea egretta. 
goliath. garzetta. 

candidissima. —— purpurea. 
alba. Nycticorax europeus. 

But the two carotids join at the lower part of the neck directly they 
meet in 

Botaurus stellaris. 

Ciconup2. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined, 

Ciconia nigra. Leptoptilus crumeniferus. 
alba. 

PLATALEIDE. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Ibis rubra. Ibis nippon. 
—— melanocephala. Platalea leucorodia. 

strictipennis. 

PH@NICOPTERID&. 
The right carotid is much larger than the left, which joins it low 

down in the neck. 
Pheenicopterus antiquorum. Phenicopterus ruber. 

ANSERES. 

Both carotids are present in all these birds. 

Species examined. 

Anser segetum. Tadorna rutila. 
Bernicla canadensis. Aix galericulata. 
Chloéphaga, sp. Mareca penelope. 
Cygnus nigricollis. Dafila spinicauda. 
—. buccinator. Querquedula crecea. 

coscoroba. Metopiana peposaca. 
Dendrocygna autumnalis. Fuligula cristata. 

viduata. Mergus castor. 
Sulva. ——- albellus. 

30* 
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Both carotids are present in all these birds. 

CARPOPHAGID. 

Carpophaga globicera. 
@nea. 

Lopholemus antarcticus. 
Ptilonopus melanocephalus. 

marie. 

Treron calva. 

CoLUMBID2&. 

Columba enas. 
livia. 

leucocephala. 
picazuro. 
maculosa. 
vinacea. 

Geopelia striata. 
placida. 

——- cuneata. 

Species examined. 

Geopelia humeralis. 
Turtur senegalensis. 

aldabranus. 
Metriopelia melanoptera. 
Chamepelia talpacoti. 
Leptoptila jamaicensis. 
Chalcopelia chalcospilos. 

puella. 
Tympanistria bicolor. 
Ocyphaps lophotes. 
Chalcophaps chrysochlora. 
Phaps chalcoptera. 
Phlogeenas cruentata. 
Caleenas nicobarica. 
Didunculus strigirostris. 
Goura coronata. 

victoria. 

GALLIN A. 
Both carotids are present in all this Order, except in the Turnicidze 

and Megapodide, in which the left only is developed. 

Species examined. 

With both carotids. 

PTEROCLID&. 

Pterocles alchata. 
arenarius. 

TETRAONID. 

Tetrao tetrix. 
urogallus. 

PHASIANIDZ. 

Francolinus vulgaris. 
afer. 
ponticerianus. 
gularis. 
clappertont. 

Arboricola torqueola. 
Perdiz cinerea. 
Coturnix communis. 
Rollulus coronatus. 
Odontophorus dentatus. 
Ortyzx virginianus. 
Eupsychortyz cristatus. 
Caccabis chukar. 
Phasianus colchicus. 

Phasianus versicolor. 
reevesit. 

Thaumalia picta. 
amherstia. 

Euplocamus erythrophthalmus. 
vieilloti. 

—— pyronotus. 

horsfieldii. 
albo-cristatus. 

Gallus bankiva. 
Ceriornis temminckii. 
Pavo nigripennis. 

muticus. 
Argus giganteus. 
Meleagris gallopavo. 
Numida meleagris. 

CrAcipD&. 

Crax globiecera. 
incommoda. 

Penelope cristatus. 
Ortalida albiventris. 
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With the left carotid only present. 
TURNICID2. 

Hemipodius tachydromus. 

MEGApropviIpD2. 

Talegaila lathami. Megacephalon maleo. 

ALECTORIDES. 
Both carotids are present in all this order. 

Species examined. 

Oripz. Rauip2. 
Houbara macqueeni. Rallus aquaticus. 
Edicnemus grallarius. Aramides cayennensis. 

bistriatus. Porzana americana. 
carolinensis. 

CaRIAMID&. Crex pratensis. 
Cariama cristata. Ocydromus sylvestris. 
Chunga burmeisteri. Porphyrio madagascariensis. 

G melanotus. 
sd Gallinula chloropus. 

Grus antigone. 
PaRRIDA. 

Purypyei2. Parra africana. 
Rhinochetus jubatus. 

GRALLA. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined, 

CHARADRIAD&, Totanus calidris. 
Vanellus cristatus. a igh 
Charadrius pluviaiis. ambetta flavipes. 

hiaticula. Machetes pugnaz. 
Scolopax rusticula. 
Gallinago scolopacina. 

gallinula. 
ScoLopacip. Tringa canutus. 

cinclus. 
Glareola, sp. 

Hematopus niger. 
Strepsilas interpres. 

Numenius arquatus. 
pheopus. 

Limosa lapponica. 

GAVIZ. 

Both carotids are present in all these birds. 

Species examined, 

Laripz&. 
Lestris antarcticus. Larus glaucus. 
Larus argentatus. Sterna hirundo. 

469 
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PROCELLARIIDE. 

Both carotids are present in all these birds. 

Species examined. 

Thalassidroma pelagica. AE strelata lessoni. 
Sregata. Prion vittata. 
bulweri. 

PYGOPODES. 

Both carotids are present in the following species : — 

CoLyMBID2. ALCID&. 

Colymbus glacialis. Alea torda. 
Uria troile. 

The left carotid only is present in the following species :— 

CoLyMBID2. ALCIDE. 

Podiceps cristatus. Arctica alle. 
minor. 

IMPENNES. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Spheniscus demersus. Aptenodytes pennantii. 
humboldtii. 

CRYPTURI. 

Both carotids are present in these birds. 

Species examined. 

Ethynchotus rufescens. Crypturus sallei. 

STRUTHIONES. 

Both carotids are present in 

Struthio camelus. 

The left carotid alone is present in 

Rhea americana. 

Both carotids are present in 

Casuarius bennettii. Dromeus nove-hollandia. 
bicarunculatus. 

The left carotid only is present * in 

Apteryx mantelli. Apteryx owenii. 

* In his ‘ Anatomy of Vertebrates’ (vol. ii. p. 199), Prof. Owen remarks :— 
“Tn the Apteryx I found that the left carotid alone passed to the usual place in 
the neck, and divided at the third cervical vertebra, to supply the head in the 
usual way.” Butin the original memoir on the bird (Trans. Zool. Soc. vol. ii. 
p- 273) the same author has stated that both are present, which is not the case 
In the specimens examined by me. 
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In reviewing the above facts, for the purpose of forming an esti- 
mate as to the significance in classification of the arrangement of the 
carotid arteries in birds, the following conclusious may be drawn, if 
the Psittaci be omitted from consideration, which, from the great 
peculiarities they present among themselves, it will be better to do 
at present :— 

Ist. In many cases the uniformity of the carotids is of ordinal 
importance, all Passeres possessing the left carotid only, whilst both 
are present in all Columbee, Anseres, Gralle, and Accipitres. 

2nd. As a family character, the distribution of the carotids is very 
suggestive, in some cases preseuting a well-marked difference between 
families otherwise closely allied. For example, the Megapodide, 
together with the Cracide, as Prof. Huxley has so clearly shown *, 
form a well-established suborder of the Gallinz, and osteologically 
it is not easy to separate them ; but in the Cracidee both carotids are 
present, whilst in the Megapodide the left only is found. The 
Phcenicopteridze also present a condition peculiar to themselves. 

In the somewhat ill-defined group, the Coccyges, the carotids 
give rise to family characters of value. The Bucerotide and Ram- 
phastidee differ in the latter possessing only a left carotid, whilst the 
former have both present; and the affinities of the Upupide may 
be considered nearer to the Ramphastidee, on account of their agree- 
ing with them in this point. 

The Apterygide, as well as the Turnicidee and Podicipitidee, are 
also well distinguished from their allies by their single carotids. 

3rd. That Struthio and Rhea must be more than generically 
distant from one another is indicated by many characters; and the 
difference in their carotids favours their being placed in separate 
subfamilies ; no such difference tends to divide up the Casuariidee in 
a similar manner. 

4th. Respecting genera, there are none in which the peculiarities 
of the carotids are not constant in them; but there are some which 
are separated from others by a difference in the arrangement of these 
vessels. Cypseloides fumigatus, a Swift, apparently not at all peculiar 
otherwise, undoubtedly possessed, in the only specimen I have had 
the opportunity of dissecting, two carotids. That this was an indi- 
vidual peculiarity is extremely improbable, as no similar case has 
been recorded in any other genus; consequently this genus (or 
species as it may be) differs from all its allies, which only possesss 
the left carotid. A similar case, resting on similar evidence (a single 
specimen) is that of Arctica alle, which differs from Alea and Uria, 
with which its affinities are very close, in having the left carotid 
only, instead of both. Botaurus, amongst the Ardeide, has also an 
arrangement peculiar to itself, 

As previously remarked, the Psittaci present greater differences 
among themselves respecting the disposition of the arteries of their 
necks than all the other orders of birds taken together, one con- 
dition being peculiar to them, and the other conditions being all 
represented amongst them. Without entering into further details 

* P. Z. 8. 1868, p, 298, 
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regarding these birds it is impossible to make any generalizations of 
importance ; and I will leave the subject for a special paper on the 
order. 

It is not until the different conditions of the carotid vessels are 
taken in connexion with the pterylosis, as well as the anatomy of 
the viscera and muscles, that a correct idea can be formed as to 
their true value in the classification of birds. The work of the 
illustrious Nitzsch assists much in this direction ; and it is to be 
hoped that as facts become more numerous, ornithologists will realize 
that a correct arrangement will not be arrived at until anatomy is 
more thoroughly studied. 

In conclusion, I have to present my best thanks to Mr. Sclater 
for the kind way in which he has on all occasions throughout this 
inquiry assisted me with suggestions and advice—also to Prof. 
Flower, Mr. O. Salvin, Mr. Sharpe, and Mr. Howard Saunders, for 
their so willingly putting at my disposal specimens in spirit of 
species which I should not otherwise have had the opportunity of 
examining. 

May 20, 1873. 

Dr. E. Hamilton, V.P., in the Chair. 

Lord Arthur Russell, M.P., F.Z.S., exhibited a very young spe- 
cimen of the scaleless variety of the Common Carp. He said that, 
like all animals that are bred in captivity, carp are apt to vary in 
form and colour. In Germany, where much attention is given to 
fish-ponds on all large estates, the varieties of the carp are more 
numerous than in other countries, and have been described by Bloch, 
Heckel, and other ichthyologists as distinct species. One of the 
most remarkable of the constant varieties of the carp was the one 
known as “ Spiegelkarpfen” (Cyprinus rex, cyprinorum, specularis 
sive macrolepidotus). In this variety, which is exceedingly fine, the 
scales only persist along the line of the back and on the sides of the fish 
in two or three irregular rows. These few remaining scales attain a 
great development; the rest of the body is naked. Specimens in 
which the scales only remain along the dorsal line go by the name 
of Saddle-carp among German fishermen. Occasionally the scales 
are wanting altogether, and the Carp is covered with a leathery skin, 
and is popularly called “ Lederkarpfen” or Leather-carp. This 
variety has been described as a distinct species (C. nudus and 
C. coriaceus), and is named by Agassiz Cyp. alepidotus. Heckel 
(‘ Austrian Ichthyology,’ p. 58) and other authors believe the total 
loss of scales to be an effect of age on single specimens of the 
Spiegel-carp variety in which the number of scales was already re- 
duced to a minimum; and the only interest of the little specimen 
Lord A. Russell had brought with him was that it showed C. nudus 
to be a constant variety, without scales from its birth. All these 
varieties are considered better for the table than the common Carp, 
and command a higher price in the German fish-market. The 
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specimen before the Meeting he owed to the kindness of Dr. Peters : 
it came, with others now in the Museum at Berlin, from the ponds 
of Count Frankenberg in Silesia. 

These naked Carp are looked upon by German fishermen as hy- 
brids of the Carp and Tench, hence the popular name of Schleih- 
karpfen in some districts. 

Several living Spiegelkarp had been sent home from Berlin this 
year by Lord Odo Russell, and were now thriving in a pond at 
Woburn Abbey in Bedfordshire. 

Dr. E. Hamilton, referring to the question of the great fecundity 
of Hydropotes inermis, read the following extract from a letter re- 
ceived from Shanghai, and dated April 3, 1873, upon this subject :— 
‘J have been unable yet to procure a live Deer (Hydropotes), but 
have put beyond doubt that they have a great number of young at 
a birth. A female was shot near Taitsan, at the end of February ; 
and on cutting her open seven young ones were found. They were 
placed in spirits; and I have carefully examined them. So far ad- 
vanced are they that you can plainly distinguish their feet and eyes.” 

Mr. H. E. Dresser, F.Z.S., exhibited and made remarks on some 
rare birds from the Ural, amongst which were the Smew (Mergus 
albellus) in down, nestlings of the Rustic Bunting (Emberiza rustica), 
and several specimens of the bird described by Lilljeborg as Salicaria 
magnirostris, which last he believed to be identical with Acroce- 
phalus dumetorum, Blyth, from India, as seemed to result from 
the comparison of Indian examples. 

Mr. Sclater gave an account of the Gardens of some of the 
Zoological Societies on the continent, which he had visited during 
the past fortnight, and spoke of the principal novelties he had seen 
in them. 

At Antwerp the series of Antelopes was, as usual, very fine, and 
embraced examples of the West-African form of the Blau-bok ( Hip- 
potragus leucopheus), and pairs of the Bubaline Antelope (Alcela- 
phus bubalis) and Sing-sing (Cervicapra sing-sing). Amongst the 
Phasianide were a pair of Aryus giganteus, the female of which had 
deposited her first egg on the day of Mr. Sclater’s visit (May 8th). 
The female Giraffe (Camelopardalis giraffa) obtained from this 
Society in 1866 had born two young ones, a female born June 10th, 
1871, and another female born March 15, 1872. Both these and 
the parents were in excellent health and condition. 

In the Rotterdam Gardens the most remarkable animal observed 
was a fine specimen of Cryptoprocta ferox, obtained from Hr. Van 
Dam, and probably the only specimen of this rare Madagascarian 
animal ever brought alive to Europe. Although in general external 
appearance more like a Viverra of some sort, it certainly exhibited 
cat-like actions, and was especially remarkable for its long rounded 
tail. A second rarity was a specimen of the Papuan Cassowary lately 
referred to and figured in the Society’s ‘ Proceedings’ (1872, p. 147, 
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pl. ix.) as Casuarius kaupi from the example still living in the 
Gardens. Of a pair of Lemurs which had bred together the male 
was of the form called Lemur coljaris by Geoffroy, and the female 
of the form usually called L. albifrons, just as in the instance spoken 
of (P. Z. S. 1871, p. 230). The offspring (a female) more nearly 
resembled the mother. This Mr. Sclater considered was of im- 
portance, as giving further evidence of the truth of his theory that 
these forms were ¢ and @ of the same species. 

In the Gardens of the Society ‘‘ Natura Artis Magistra”’ of Am- 
sterdam, under the care of Mr. G. F. Westerman, the series of 
representatives of the genera Hquus and Bos and of the Crane- 
family (Gruidee) were especially remarkable for their extent and 
perfection. Other rarities were a female of the Sable Antelope 
(Hippotragus niger) and a Tree-Kangaroo (Dendrolagus). 

In the Garden of the Zoological Society of Hamburg the female 
Sumatran Rhinoceros (Rhinoceros sumatrensis) obtained about the 
same time as that formerly in this Society’s Gardens* was one of 
the principal animals. Other rarities were a pair of Gazella rufi- 
frons, recently received from West Africa, a male Water-buck 
(Cervicapra ellipsiprymna), the only living example of this fine 
Antelope that had occurred to Mr. Sclater, a male Koodoo (Strep- 
siceros kudu), and, amongst the birds, specimens of Didunculus 
strigirostris and Coracopsis comorensis. 

The Zoological Gardens of Berlin had attained great development 
under the new organization introduced four years ago. Many fine 
new buildings had been erected, amongst which those devoted to 
the Feline Carnivora and the Antelopes were probably the most 
complete and best adapted to their purpose of any in existence. 

The following papers were read :— 

1. On African Buffaloes. By Sir Victor Brooks, 

Bart., F.Z.S. 

[Received March 18, 1873.] 

(Plate XLII.) 

In the early part of last year I received from Mr. Edward Gerrard 
the skull and horns of a small but adult Buffalo (figs. 1 & 2), which 
interested me exceedingly, as it differed in a striking manner from 
any thing I had at that time seen, with the exception of one specimen 
in the British Museum. As Mr. Gerrard was unable to give me any 
reliable information respecting this skull, I was induced to investi- 
gate the history of the specimen somewhat resembling it in the 
British Museum, in order to discover, if possible, the exact locality 
from which the latter had been originally obtained. Although the 
result arrived at was not so definite as I could have desired, some 
facts bearing upon the subject of this paper were brought to light 

* See remarks, P. ZS. 1872, p. 790. 
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which render it necessary for me to give here a short account of the 
history of the specimen in the British Museum. 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

Head of Buffalo obtained from Mr. H. Gerrard (side view). 
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In 1686 Grew, in his work on the “ Rarities belonging to the 
Royal Society, and preserved at Gresham College,” describes (p. 26) 
in the following words a specimen at that time contained in the col- 
lection of the Society :—‘ The horns of a wild Bull... .. They are 
broad at the roots, but grow very sharp of a sudden, and bended in- 
wards about the middle, so that the tips are not more than two 
inches distant. See the animal described by Belon and others.” 
On turning to Belon’s ‘Travels in Asia, Arabia, and Egypt,’ pub- 
lished in 1555, I find that at pages 119, 120, he figures and de- 
scribes a small species of Buffalo, which he culls the ‘‘ Petit Bauf 
d Afrique.’ He describes the animal as “about the size of the 
Stag, having the horns notched like those of the Gazelle and raised 
upon the frontal bones.” Belon states that the specimen examined 
by him was brought from Asamie (probably Azamor of modern 
maps) a province in Morocco. 

Pennant in his ‘ Synopsis’ (1771), in plate 8, fig. 3, figures, and at 
page 9 describes, the specimen which had been described by Grew, 
as above quoted, nearly a century before, and which was then still 
preserved in the Royal Society’s collection. Both Grew and Pen- 
nant appear to have considered this specimen certainly identical 
with that described by Belon; but although I think this probable, I 
have discovered nothing in Belon’s writings to enable me to trace 
the specimen described by him into the possession of the Royal 
Society. In his ‘Quadrupeds,’ published some years later, Pen- 
nant gives the same figure (which appeared first in his ‘Synopsis’), 
and describes the species under the name of the ‘‘ Dwarf Buffalo.” 
In Turton’s translation of the ‘Systema Nature’ (1806) the same 
specimen is again mentioned (pn. 121) and the specific name pumilus 
conferred on the species. In 1852 Dr. Gray (Cat. Mamm. Brit. 
Mus.) again figured this old and remarkable specimen, which had 
passed with the rest of the collection of the Royal Society, in 1780, 
from Crane Court into the British Museum ; but in the text (p. 28) 
Dr. Gray expressed his opinion that the specimen represented the 
young of Bubalus caffer, and placed former references to it under 
the synonyms of that species. In the ‘Proceedings’ of this So- 
ciety for 1863, at p. 157, Mr. Blyth, in a paper on African Buffaloes, 
figures once more this specimen, and, convinced of its specific distine- 
tion, but unaware of Turton’s previous name, proposes for it that of 

reclinis. Dr. Gray, in his last Catalogue of the Ruminants in the 
British Museum (1872), recognizes the specific distinction, and adopts 
Mr. Blyth’s name reclinis. It may be well for me to add that a 
comparison of the drawings given by Dr. Gray and Mr. Blyth with 
that given by Pennant, and of these with the original specimen in 
the British Museum (which is composed of the frontal bones and 
horns), renders the identity of the specimen, of whose history I have 
here given an abstract, clear and certain. It was, then, with no 
small satisfaction that I perceived in my own specimen (obtained, 
as before stated, from Mr. Gerrard) an example of the mysterious 
species which had been, as I then believed, for three centuries 
represented solely by the Royal Society’s old specimen; and ac- 
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cordingly, thinking the matter to be of considerable interest, I com- 
menced a paper in which I intended to lay before the Society the 
facts as they then appeared to me. Fortunately, however, before 
sending in my communication, I determined to take advantage of 
any new light which might possibly be thrown upon the subject 
during a visit to some of the principal continental museums. The 
observations consequent upon this visit may be conveniently grouped 
under two heads. 

First. As to the identity of the Bos pumilus of Turton with the 
Bubalus brachyceros of Gray. 

Second. Upon the possible identity of the smaller species of 
Buffalo of Eastern Africa mentioned by Heuglin and others with 
Bubalus pumilus. 

First, as regards the identity of Bos pumilus of Turton with the 
Bubalus brachyceros of Gray. 

In the magnificent Museum at Leiden are preserved the perfect 
skulls and horns of two Buffaloes, originally brought from the coast 
of Guinea by Pel. These specimens are beautifully figured in the 
‘ Bijdragen tot de Dierkunde’ (i. p. 33), and in the article accom- 
panying the plates, as also in the Leiden Museum, are referred to the 
Bubalus brachyceros of Gray. It was therefore with very consider- 
able astonishment that I found the Dutch specimens, in their much 
larger, more flattened, and more corrugated horns, to differ in a 
striking manner from the types of Dr. Gray’s Bubalus brachyceros ; 
whilst, on the other hand, in these characters they presented a strong 
resemblance to the old specimen, the history of which I have above 
given, and to the specimen in my own collection. 

At first this discovery puzzled me exceedingly ; but subsequent 
investigation has led me to what I believe to be true solution of the 
difficulty, viz. that notwithstanding the, at first sight, remarkable 
contrast between Pel’s specimens and those upon which Dr. Gray 
founded the species Bubalus brachyceros, they in reality belong but 
to one species, the former representing the male, the latter the fe- 
male. The name Bubalus brachyceros was first published by Dr. 
Gray in the ‘ Magazine of Natural History’ for 1837 (p. 587), ina 
notice of two buffalo-heads obtained by Captain Clapperton in 
Central Africa (figure 3), and presented to the British Museum. 
In 1839 (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. p. 284) Dr. Gray amplified his 
former notice of the species by some observations founded on a 
living female Buffalo which Mr. Cross of the Surrey Zoological 
Gardens had just received from Sierra Leone. In this paper Dr. 
Gray dwells upon the close points of resemblance between the Sierra 
Leone specimen and those brought from Central Africa by Captain 
Clapperton : it may therefore be well to remark in passing that the 
country from which Pel’s specimens were obtained lies intermediate 
to the countries which afforded the specimens upon which Dr, 
Gray’s remarks were founded. Taken in connexion with this re- 
mark I find in the British Museum three specimens which, so far 
as my judgment serves me, appear to decide the matter. These 
specimens were obtained by Dr. Baikie during the Niger expedi- 
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tion. They represent an old male and two females. The former 
was presented to the Museum by Dr. Baikie; the two latter were 
purchased from his collection. Unfortunately there is no exact 
locality attached to any of these specimens; but from the very slight 

Fig. 3. 

a: 

10 

Head of Bubalus, ? , brought by Capt. Clapperton from Central Africa. One 
of the types of L. brachyceros (Gray). 

interest which Dr. Baikie appears to have taken in natural history, 
there can be little doubt that they were obtained somewhere along 
the course of the Niger, and that they represent the Buffalo of the 
countries through which he passed. In the head which I consider 
to be that of the male the horny sheaths are lost; but the very 
flattened compressed character of the horn-cores shows decidedly 
that the horns resembled closely those exhibited in Pel’s specimens. 
In the specimens which I attribute to the female the horns are 
present, and, with the exception of one particular, which I shall 
mention presently, resemble so closely Captain Clapperton’s spe- 
cimens that I have no doubt whatever but they belong to the 
same species. This character consists in the points of the horns 
of the older of Dr. Baikie’s females being turned suddenly, and 
pointed backwards in a manner exhibited very slightly in either of 
Captain Clapperton’s specimens. In the younger female from the 
Niger this character is absent. But, remarkable as it may appear, 
a similar variation is observable in the two specimens in the Leiden 
Museum. That figured on the first plate in the work above referred 
to represents the specimen in which the points of the horns are 
turned boldly backwards and reclined, in a manner precisely similar 
to that shown by the specimen now before the Society (figs. 1 & 2); 
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whilst the head represented on the second plate presents scarcely any trace of this remarkable character ; and yet the agreement of the skulls in all particulars precludes the idea of this solitary character representing specific distinction. As a further illustration of the inconstancy of this character, I may mention that Mr. Blyth lately observed at Mr. Jamrach’s establishment (from which place Mr. Gerrard obtained the skull and horns in my possession) the skull and horns of a Buffalo, which in all particulars most closely re- sembled the last mentioned of Pel’s specimens. Mr. Blyth, how- ever, notwithstanding numerous superficial differences, perceived im- mediately that this very beautiful specimen, which is now in the British Museum, represented his Bubalus reclinis, and referred it without hesitation to that species. 
The fact of Dr. Baikie’s specimens presenting the characters which appear at first sight to separate the Bubalus brachyceros of Gray from that species as represented in the Leiden Museum, taken in connexion with the fact that these as well as Pel’s specimens were procured in countries intermediate to those which afforded the subjects of Dr. Gray’s descriptions of the species, offers strong reasons for the conviction above expressed—namely, that these differences are but sexual. We see, moreover, that any characters of difference presented by Pel’s specimens as compared with the type of Bubalus pumilus are bridged over by the intermediate character of the specimen this evening’ exhibited. Thus a very reasonable probability is obtained that the Bos pumilus of Turton and the Bubalus brachyceros of Gray represent but one species—the former the male, the latter the female. 
But we have, I think, still further corroboration of this opinion in the remarks and plates given by M. Du Chaillu in his work on Equatorial Africa (1861). At p- 175 M. Du Chaillu figures and describes the male of the “Niaré or Wild Bull” of Equatorial Africa. Both M. Du Chaillu’s figure and his description of the horns are so applicable to the specimen on the table (figs. 1 & 2) that one could readily believe it had formed the subject of M. Du Chaillu’s figure. Two more plates (pp. 125 & 204) are given in the same work ; and in both these the horns are represented as at p.- 175. I think it therefore probable that these plates were taken from one specimen, that specimen exhibiting in an extreme a cha- racter which I have shown above to be most inconstant. Dr. Gray, in 1861, in the ‘Annals and Magazine of Natural History’ (vii. p. 468), and in his last catalogue (1872), unfortunately criticises these plates with some severity, but at the same time expresses his decided conviction of the identity of the Niaré of Du Chaillu with the Buffalo of Central Africa and Sierra Leone, upon specimens of which his Bubalus brachyceros was founded. In this opinion I fully concur with Dr. Gray, and consider that the fact of M. Du Chaillu’s description and plates so accurately representing the spe- cimen on the table (which on its part, in a mutual combination of characters, exhibits such decided specific identity both with Pel’s specimens and with the original of the Bos pumilus of Turton) 
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presents further proof that the various specimens above referred to 
represent one and the same species. 

I now proceed to consider the question of the identity of this 
small hairy-eared Buffalo of Equatorial, Western, and Central Africa 
(which should be called Budalus pumilus) with the smaller species 
of Buffalo observed by Riippell, Heuglin, and others in Eastern 
Africa. 

In the Zoological Gardens at Berlin I observed with very great 
interest two Buffaloes, male and female, which, although labelled 
Bubalus caffer, appeared to me to differ materially from that species. 
My friend Professor Peters (whom I must here take opportunity to 
thank for the indefatigable kindness and hospitality I experienced 
from him during my stay at Berlin) upon my request ascertained 
from Dr. Bodinus that these animals had been sent home by the 
well-known collector Casanova from Upper Nubia. A careful 
drawing (which I now exhibit) taken for me by Herr Metzel conveys a 
faithful idea of the appearance of these Buffaloes as seen by me 
nearly a year ago. But as the animals were then immature and 
growing fast, I feared that possibly, in the time which had intervened 
since I last saw them, characters might have appeared which I had 
not anticipated, and which would modify the opinion I had at that 
time formed. In order to guard against this, | wrote to Professor 

Fig. 4. 

io 

Head of Bubalus caffer 3. 
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Peters since the commencement of this paper, and requested him to 
procure for me a drawing of the head of the male Buffalo as he now 
appears. The result was the beautiful etchings (Plate XLII. figs. 1 
& 2) which I have the pleasure of laying before you. It may be 
seen by a comparison of this drawing with that of a very fine speci- 
men of the horns of Bubalus caffer (fig. 4, p. 480) that, in their 
jlattened compressed character, and in their general position on the 
head, the horns of the Buffaloes living at Berlin differ essentially 
from that species, and that in these particulars they resemble 
precisely a specimen in the British Museum (fig. 5), brought by 

Fig. 5. 

4d 
10 

Head of Bubalus pumilus, § (race 6); specimen brought by Baker from 
Abyssinia. 

Sir Samuel Baker from North-eastern Africa. There can therefore, 
I think, be no doubt of the propriety of referring the animals living 
at Berlin, along with Sir Samuel’s specimen, to the Bubalus caffer, 
var. equinoctialis of Blyth (P. Z.S. 1866, p. 371), especially as that 
gentleman in his paper alludes to Sir Samuel’s specimen under that 
name. But further, when we compare the great shaggy ears of the 
East-African specimens (depicted in Herr Metzel’s drawings) with 
these characters as exhibited in the Central-African specimens figured 
by Blyth (P. Z. S. 1863, p. 158) and observe in the coloured drawing 
of the female Bos pumilus from Sierra Leone (which is still preserved 
in the Society’s collection), in addition to the large hairy ears, the 
same tawny tint which is shown, though more feebly, in the East- 
African male, a strong suspicion arises that we have here to deal with 
one widely distributed species. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXXI. 31 
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The identity of the animal procured by Captain Clapperton in 
Central Africa ‘with the smaller species of Buffalo met with by 
Riippell during the early part of this century, and more recently by 
Heuglin in Eastern Africa, has, however, long been suspected. A 
female at present existing in the Senckenbergian Museum at Frank- 
fort stands labelled, and has, I believe, been always considered by 
Dr. Riippell a specimen of Bubalus brachyceros. Heuglin also, in 
his ‘Antilopen und Biiffel’ (1863, p. 25), enters with some care 
into a comparison of the two species of Buffalo met with by him in 
North-east Africa, the smaller of which he refers to the Bubalus 
brachyceros of Gray. 

In conclusion, I would say that aithoush: in my opinion, the 
matter is far from being satisfactorily settled, yet I consider that 
the fact of the smaller species of Buffalo of Hastern Africa possess- 
ing the remarkably shaggy ears hitherto supposed to be characteristic 
of the Buffalo of Central and Equatorial Africa, taken in connexion 
with the significant fact that, as regards the character and inclina- 
tion of the horns, intermediate examples completely bridge over the 
wide difference of characters exhibited by such specimens as the 
animals now alive at Berlin and the skull and horns we have this 
evening considered, goes far to strengthen the probability that the 
various specimens mentioned in this paper represent but one species— 
a species that in the course of its distribution over an area so extensive 
and diversified varies considerably, becoming more sharply definite in 
distinctive characters as it reaches the western limits of its range. 

Should this view be correct, it is remarkable that Bubalus caffer, 
possessing an equally wide geographical range, exhibits no analogous 
variations, specimens from Abyssinia being, so far as I am aware, 
indistinguishable from those from the Cape. 

Although the correctness of this conclusion appears to me in a 
high degree probable, I have considered it advisable, in the subjomed 
arrangement of the synonymy of Bubalus pumilus, to keep the refer- 
ences connected with the eastern and western races distinct. It will 
be easy to unite them should future research establish the specific 
unity of the two forms. 

It will be seen also that I have included Budalus planiceros 
(Blyth, P. Z.S. 1863, p. 157, figs. 4 & 4a) amongst the synonyms of 
the western race, as, although the horns in the College of Surgeons 
and in the King’s-College Museum (upon which Mr. Blyth es- 
tablished the species) exhibit some peculiarities in common, I have 
been unable te perceive their specific value. At the same time it is 
with much diffidence that I venture to dissent from so high an au- 
thority in the Bovidee as Mr. Blyth. 

BUBALUS PUMILUS. 

Horns short, compressed from before backwards, separate at their 
roots, and spreading almost horizontally outwards until they become 
suddenly attenuated and rounded, their tips turning upwards and in 
some specimens backwards. Their anterior basal surfaces much 
flattened, and traversed by numerous transverse corrugations. 
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Ear-conches large and bordered with a dense pendent fringe of hair. Stature smaller than that of Bubalus caffer. Colour ruddy brown, inclining to rufous in females of the western race (a). 
a. Stirps occidentalis, 3 :— 
1555. Petit Beuf @ Afrique, Belon, Obsery. plus. Sing. Gréce, As. &. pp. 120, 119 and figure. 
1686. Wild Bull, Grew, Rar. Roy. Soc. p. 26. 1771. Petit Beeuf @ Afrique, Penn. Syn. p- 8, fig. 9, no. 7. 1781. The Dwarf, Penn. Quad. Pp. 30. no. 10, pl. 27. fig. 3. 1806, Bos pumilus, Turt. Trans. Syst. Nat. p. 121. 

= oe 
1837. Bubalus brachyceros, Gray, Mag. Nat. Hist. vol. i. (n. ser.) 

1839, —— —., Gray, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (1st ser.) p. 284 

1843. —— —— Gray, Spec. Mamm. Brit. Mus. Patad. 1852, —— ——, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 24, 
Gi 

1852. Bubalus caffer, juv., Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 28, tab. 2. fig. 3. 
1854. Bos brachyceros, Pel, Bijdr. tot d. Dierk. p- 33, plates. 1861. » Du Chaill. Expl. Eq. Afr. pp. 125, 175, 204, plates. 
1863. Bubalus reclinis and B. planiceros, Blyth, P. Z. 8. pp. 157, 158. figs. 3 & 4. 

2am 
1863. Bubalus brachyceros, Blyth, P. Z. S. p- 157, figs. 1 & 2. 1872. » Gray. Cat. Rum. Brit. Mus. p- 10. 

C= 
1872. Bubalus reclinis, Gray, Cat. Rum. Brit. Mus. p: 12. Hab. Central Africa, Sierra Leone, Gaboon. 

b. Stirps orientalis :— 
1863. Bos brachyceros, Heugl. Antilop. u. Biiff, p. 25, pl. 3. fig. 12. 1866. Bubalus caffer, var. equinoctialis, Blyth, P.Z.S. p- 371 fig. 1 & la. 

"1872. Bubalus centralis, Gray. Cat. Rum. Brit. Mus. p. 11. Hab. Abyssinia and Upper Nubia. 

The following is the list of male specimens examined, placed in the order in which their respective characters appear to me to glide into each other :— 

a. Type of Bubalus pumilus. Mus. Brit. 
6. Specimen in my own collection (figs. 1 & 2, p. 475). e. Specimen represented by Pel onhisfirst plate(/.s.c.). Mas. Lugd. d. That represented on Pel’s second plate (/.s.¢.). “ Mus. Lugd. e. Skull and horns purchased by Mr. Blyth from Mr. Jamrach. Mus, Brit. 

31* 
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f. Skulland horus ( ¢ ) brought by Baikie from Niger. Mus. Brit. 

g- Skull and horns brought by Baker from East Africa (fig. 5, 

p- 481). Mus. Brit. 
h. Living animal in the Berlin Zoological Gardens. 

The following are specimens representing females :— 

i. Skull and horns brought by Baikie from the Niger. Mus. Brit. 

j. Younger specimen from the same locality. 

k, 1. Captain Clapperton’s two specimens (fig. 3, p. 478). Mus. 

Brit. 
m. Living animal at Berlin. 

2. On Lepilemur and Cheirogaleus, and on the Zoological Rank 

of the Lemuroidea. By Sr. Gzorce Mivarr, V.P.Z.S. 

[Received April 15, 1873.] 

(Plate XLII.) 
The increase which has taken place in the zoological treasures of 

our National Collection enables me to offer to the Zoological Society 

of London, some notes on the Lemuroidea, to supplement the two 
papers which I have had the honour to communicate to this Society 
‘mn previous occasions*. 

There are now in the British Museum complete skeletons of Indris 
diadema, I. laniger, and Lepilemur mustelinus, as well as no less 
than three detached skulls of the last-named genus. I find that the 
new skull and skeleton of I. lanigert serve to confirm all the cha- 
racters before attributed by met to that species, except that the 
suprazygomatic backwardly projecting process of the malar is rudi- 
mentary, that the nasal bones become gradually narrower trans- 
versely from before backwards, and that the fourth metacarpal is 

the longest. I find also that it agrees with Indris brevicaudatus 
‘and differs from the genus Lemur in the following points :— 

1. The spine of the axis is produced forwards, but not backwards. 
2. The spine of the sixth cervical vertebra is largely developed 

and the most elongated, not counting the axis. 
3. The cervical neural lamine are medianly notched posteriorly. 
4. The neural lamina of the seventh cervical vertebra is the 

shortest antero-posteriorly after that of the atlas. 
5. There is a marked, antero-posteriorly directed hypapophysial 

ridge running medianly beneath the centrum of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 
and 5th cervical vertebree, each such ridge ending in a posteriorly 
and downwardly directed hypapophysial process. 

6. There are eight lumbar vetebree. 
7. The spinous processes of the lumbar vertebree are subquadrate 

and nearly vertical. 

* P. ZS. 1864, p. 611, and 1867, p. 960. t No. 15120. 
t P.Z.S, 1866, p. 151. 
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8. The transverse diameter of the thorax exceeds its depth. 
: 9. The dorsal region of the spinal column is relatively very 

short. 
10. The cartilages of the ribs slightly expand before joining the 

sternum. 
11. There are no hyperapophyses. 
12. There is no intermedium in the carpus. 
I find, on the contrary, that it differs from I. brevicuudatus in 

that the groove which extends along the axillary margin of the 
scapula is not visible on the dorsum of that bone, as also that the 
anterior inferior spinous process of the ilium is relatively smaller and 
less prominent. 

There are, moreover, one or two caudal chevron bones ; but these 
are minute. 

The absolute and relative dimensions of the bones are given in 
the Table annexed to this paper. 

The skull and skeleton of I. diadema* are those of a specimen 
which, from the condition of the teeth, is evidently even more than 
adult. Comparing it with the description and figure of the im- 
mature specimen from Berlin before described by me?, I find that, 
with slight differences as to proportion and development of ridges, 
due to age, it agrees completely, except that there is a minute malar 
foramen, that the posterior palatine foramen situated behind the last 
molar cannot be called small, and that the canines are long and 
pointed and destitute of that production of the anterior margin 
which exists slightly in Indris brevicaudatus and so largely in 
I, laniger. 

The size and proportions of the skull are extremely like those of 
I. brevicaudatus; but in the adult, as in the young, the muzzle is 
slightly shorter relatively. 

The axial and appendicular skeletons show also a great resemblance 
to the same parts in I. brevicaudatus, except that the humerus is 
relatively longer, and the femur shorter, while the ulna is stouter 
and diverges further from the radius. 

The scapula and ilium agree with those of J. brevicaudatus in 
that the former has the axillary groove visible on the dorsum of the 
bone, and the latter has an anterior inferior spinous process greatly 
developed ; it is even more developed than in J, brevicaudatus. 

As regards the twelve points above enumerated (as those in which 
I. laniger agrees with J. brevicaudatus and differs from the genus 
Lemur), I find that I. diadema agrees with the other Indrisine ex- 
amined by me, except that the spine of the axis extends somewhat 
backwards over the third cervical vertebra. I find no chevron bones 
attached to the caudal vertebree ; but they may have been accident- 
ally lost, as has no doubt been the case with the intermedium of the 
carpus, since Professor Alphonse Milne-Edwards has been so kind as 
to inform me that this bone exists in all the individuals (about 

No. 15334; 70. 5. 5. 2 in the British-Museum collection. 
P.Z.S. 1867, p. 247, pl. xviii. 

+ 
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twelve) examined by him. He also tells me that the so-called lower 
canine is really an incisor, and that canines below are wanting in the 
adult. 

“‘Chez les jeunes Indrisines la canine inférieure existe, mais elle 
tombe et n’est jamais remplacée. Il y a aussi 3 prémolaires infé- 
rieures dont 2 seulement sont remplacées, de fagon que, pour la 
machoire inférieure la dentition de lait ressemble tout-a-fait a celle 
des Lémures, I. 2, C. 1, Prém. 3, M. 3.” 

The Indrisine form an exceedingly natural group ; and it is satis- 
factory to note that Dr. Gray (in his ‘Catalogue of Monkeys and 
Lemurs,’ 1870, p. 89) has removed J. laniger from the vicinity of 
Galago and placed it next to the other species, though he still re- 
tains it in a tribe distinct from them, termed Microrhynchina. 

Turning now to the next notable addition to the national collection, 
the skeleten of Lepilemur, I find that the skull agrees as to its 
characters with the specimen in the Jardin des Plantes, before de- 
scribed by me*. 

Dorsal aspect of skull of Lepilemur mustelinus. 

* PLZ.S. 186%, p./968: 



.— 
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Front view of skull of Lepilemur mustelinus. 

“I 
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Fig. 4. 

Hinder view of skull and mandible of Lepilemur mustelinus, showing the broad 
prolongation downwards of the articular surface of the mandibular condyle. 

Fig. 6. 

Side yiew (right) of dentition of Lepilemur mustelinus. 
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As to the rest of the skeleton (which is figured entire in Plate 
XLIII.), the dimensions and proportions are given in the Table 
annexed to this paper; but it is worthy of remark that in several 
important points it shows a marked approximation to Indris. 

1. Thus the cervical neural laminze show a tendency to be me- dianly notched posteriorly. 
2. There are a median hypapophysial ridge and process beneath 

the second, third, and fourth cervical vertebrz, which ridges are even more developed relatively than in any of the Indrisine (fig. 7, Hy). 

Pis.7. 

Ventral aspect of cervical vertebree of Lepilemur mustelinus. 
Hy, bypapophysial ridge. 

3. There are nine lumbar vertebree. 
4. The transverse diameter of the thorax exceeds its depth. 5. The dorsal region of the spinal column is relatively very short. 6. There are no hyperapophyses. 
7. I find existing that very remarkable character hitherto only 

known amongst Primates, in Homo, Troglodytes, and Indris—the absence of an os intermedium in the carpus. 
On the other hand— 
1. The sixth cervical spinous process is rudimentary. 
2. The spinous processes of the lumbar vertebrae terminate acutely 

and are much inclined. 
3. The cartilages of the ribs do not expand before joining the 

sternum. 
4. The tail, though short, is furnished with four small chevron bones. 
5. The naviculare is rather elongated. 
The skull differs from that of the Indrisine and agrees with that 
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Dorsal aspect of right manus of Lepilemur mustelinus. 

of the Lemurine in developing a sagittal ridge, and in not having the 
glenoid surface concave transversely and protected externally by a 
depending zygomatic process. 

On the other hand the condyle of the mandible has its articular 
surface quite remarkably prolonged downwards behind the ascending 
ramus, though the prolongation is much broader relatively (fig. 4, 
p- 488) than in the Indrisine, and is an exaggeration of what is to 
be seen in Hapalemur. The internal condyle of the humerus is 
perforated ; and the fourth digit is the longest, both in the manus and 
in the pes. 

Thus Lepilemur seems to be that genus of the Lemurine which 
most approximates to the Indrisine. 

It shows some affinities to the Cheirogalei, notably in its elongated 
naviculare ; but it is also somewhat closely related to Hapalemur. 

The last-named genus is now represented in the British Museum 
by a skeleton of Hapalemur simus. 

I find that this skeleton quite agrees with that in the Paris col- 
lection, before noticed by me*, except that the spine of the axis is 
backwardly produced. 

* P.Z.S, 1867, p. 960. 
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It may be well to add here that :— 
1. The sixth cervical spine is moderately developed. 
2. There is no hypapophysial ridge beneath the cervical vertebrae 

(fig. 9). 

Ventral aspect of cervical vertebrae of Hapalemur simus. 

3. The spinous processes of the lumbar vertebrze are elongated, 
pointed, and very much inclined forwards. 

4. The transverse diameter of the thorax is rather less than its 
depth. 

5. The dorsal region of the spinal column is of moderate extent. 
6. The cartilages of the ribs are not expanded before joining the 

sternum. 
7. There are no hyperapophyses. 
8. The naviculare is relatively short (fig. 14, 2, p. 501). 
The dimensions and proportions are given in the Table annexed 

to this paper. 
The last genus to be noticed in this paper is Cheirogaleus. 
I have more than once expressed a doubt as to the validity of the 

distinctions between Cheirogaleus and Microcebus, which I reduced 
in 1867* to ‘‘a few cranial and dental characters.” 

I am now fully convinced that the so-called Mierocebi and Chei- 
rogalet constitute but a single natural genus, which must of course 
bear the older designation, namely Chetrogaleus. 

Since my last paper on the Lemuride was published, various skins 
and osteological specimens have been added to the national collec- 
tion ; and I had contemplated revising the species as far as the mate- 
rials at hand would permit. 

Professor Milne-Edwards, however, has very kindly informed me 
that he is occupied with M. Alfred Grandidier in preparing for pub- 

* P.Z. 8. 1867, pp. 966 & 972. 
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lication a magnificent work on the Fauna of Madagascar, in which 
no less than 300 plates are to be devoted to Mammalia. He also 
tells me that he has now specimens of almost all the species in 
spirit, as well as skeletons, and even foetuses. 

These treasures are due to the noble devotion to science of M. 
Grandidier, who has spent so long a period in persevering and 
arduous explorations in Madagascar, and who now places the scien- 
tific world under yet further obligations to him by causing the 
copious illustrations just referred to to be executed at his own cost. 

It would thus be labour lost, and useless occupation of space in 
the Society’s ‘ Proceedings,’ to attempt here in London a revision 
of the species of Cheirogalei. I will therefore merely make a few 
passing observations. 

In the first place it may be useful to record where the types of 
various species are deposited. 

The typical specimens of the so-called species (1. ¢ypicus, 2. mi- 
nor, and 3. smithii) are preserved in the British Museum. 

Those of 4. milit, 5. furcifer, and 6. pusillus are in Paris; and 
7. myoxinus is in Berlin. 

Professor Milne-Edwards informs me that the species which have 
been termed smithii, minor, myoxinus, gliroides, rufus, and pusillus 
are all one—also that, as I had suspected*, Ch. milii and typicus are 
of the same species, and that the major of Geoffroy St.-Hilaire and 
the adipicaudatus of M. Grandidier are also the same species as 
milii—likewise that M. Grandidier’s C. samati is the medius of 
Geoffroy, but that coguereli (which M. Grandidier was the first to 
describe under that name) is a good species. 

The specimens added to the national collection are, amongst 
others :— 

Four specimens attributed by Dr. Gray to his species C’. typicus 
and four specimens attributed by him to his species C. smithit 
(since called, in his Appendix to Catalogue+, dzema smithiz), also two 
specimens called by him in the British Museum Cataloguet Chei- 
rogaleus milii, but since erected by him into the type of his new 
genus$ Opolemur. 

The three other new genera also instituted by Dr. Gray (namely 
Murilemur || for Cheirogaleus minor, and Phaner{ for Cheirogaleus 
furcifer, and Mirza** for C. coquereli) I cannot regard as having 
any real claim whatever to distinctness, any more than the genus 
Prolemur instituted by him for Hapalemur simus7t. 

All these matters, however, will soon probably be set at rest by 
the publication of the Fauna of Madagascar. 

As to the position of the genus Oheirogaleus, it must, I think, be re- 
moved from that proximity to Lemur which I assigned to it in 1864, 
and be relegated to the vicinity of Galago, as has been donett by 
Professor Alphonse Milne-Edwards, in accordance with the elon- 

* P.Z.S8. 1867, p. 967. + p. 154. dpe. 
§ P. Z.S. 1872, p. 854. || Loc, cit. p. 857. | Loe. cit. p. 855. 
** Toe, cit. p. 857. tt P.Z.S. 1870, p. 828, and. 1872, p. 851. 
tt Revue Scientifique, 2nd Sept. 1871, p. 223. 
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gation of its tarsus, which, though varying in different species of 
Cheirogaleus, varies also in different species of Galago. 

Of the characters in which my Lemurine were believed to differ 
from my Galaginine, many must now, therefore, be eliminated, as 
will appear by the characters given below. 

x1} n.s 

Dorsal view of cervical vertebree of Galago crassicaudatus. 

A skeleton of Galago crassicaudatus now in the Museum of the 
Royal College of Surgeons presents a character which I have never 
before remarked in any Primate. The neural spines of the cervical 
vertebree, from the second to the seventh inclusive, bifurcate late- 
rally. This, therefore, necessitates a correction, as to the cervical 
neural spines, in my paper* “On the Axial Skeleton of the Pri- 
mates.” 

As to the Cheirogalei, M. A. Grandidier gives ust} the following 
curious piece of information :—‘‘ Tous ces Chirogalei ont la curieuse 
faculté d’emmagasiner autour de leur queue et dans diverses parties 
de leur corps une provision de graisse qui sert 4 leur nutrition pen- 
dant les six mois de la saison séche qu’ils passent en léthargie.” 

The specimens in the British Museum which have been named 
by Dr. Gray Opolemur milii exhibit an enlarged condition of the 
tail. 

* P.Z.S. 1865, pp. 550-552 & 590, 
t+ Revue Scientifique, 11th May, 1872, p. 1083. 
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INDRISINE. 

INpDRIS. 

2 1 2 3 8 
I. > [OF rie Pm. > M. me) =7=30. 

Characters.—Ears short; muzzle long, moderate, or rather or 
very short ; hind limbs much longer than the fore limbs ; index 
very short, much shorter than fifth digit ; pollex short and placed 
far back; hallux very long and covered with hair; tail long, mode- 
rate, or very Short ; internal condyle of humerus perforated ; carpus 
with or without an os intermedium; tarsus short; naviculare very 
short ; sixth cervical spine long; cervical neural lamine medianly 
notched posteriorly ; neural lamina of seventh cervical vertebra 
shortest after that of the atlas ; median hypapophysial ridges deve- 
loped beneath the second to fifth cervical vertebre ; eight lumbar 
vertebree ; lumbar spinous processes subquadrate, and nearly or 
quite vertical ; transverse diameter of thorax exceeding its depth ; 
dorsal region of spine relatively short; cartilages of ribs slightly 
expanding before reaching the sternum ; no hyperapophyses ; first 
upper molar with four principal cusps, and from two to four sup- 
plementary cusps; last upper molar with only two well-developed 
cusps ; the lower incisor with its outer surface longitudinally grooved ; 
posterior lower premolar much antero-posteriorly extended ; first 

Dorsal aspect of left tarsus of Indris diadema. 
a, astragalus ; c, os calcis; 7, naviculare; e, ento-cuneiforme ; 7, meso-cunei- 

forme; ¢, ecto-cuneiforme; d, cuboid. 

lower molar with five more or less distinct cusps; last lower molar 
quinquecuspid ; a paramastoid process ; no interparietal; lachrymal 
foramen very near orbit ; a process depending from zygoma in front 
of, and external to, the glenoid surface ; a glenoid foramen ; ante- 
rior palatine foramina very large; mandibular symphysis very long ; 
condyle rounded, but very little transversely extended ; articular 
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surface prolonged somewhat down the back of ascending ramus; di- 
gastric fossa more or less deep. 

Hab. Madagascar exclusively. 

LEMURIN«. 
1 0 1 3 Se 0nd og 

EL zr or > C. TD Pm. 3 M. z == 82 or 34. 

-Carpus with or without an os intermedium ; os calcis less than 
one fourth the length of tibia; naviculare from about half to nearly 
twice the length of the cuboid; cartilages of ribs not expanded be- 
fore piercing the sternum; no hyperapophyses; spinous processes 
of lumbar vertebra elongated, and much inclined forwards ; caudal 
vertebrze with chevron bones. 

Hab. Madagascar exclusively. 

LEPILEMUR. 
0 1 3 iy Abesd My 

Tr. oe) C. 7? Pm. > M. me = 532. 

Tail shorter than the body; muzzle longer than the orbit ; first 
upper premolar more vertically extended than the others; premolars 
with only one external cusp; last lower molar with a large fifth 
cusp ; preemaxillz very small; an interparietal bone; palate very 
short ; posterior palatine foramina small; a small molar foramen ; 

Fis: 12: 

7 

Dorsal aspect of left tarsus of Lepilemur mustelinus. 
(Letters as before, ) 

sphenoidal fissure and foramen rotundum together represented by a 
single opening ; angle of mandible produced downwards as well as 
backwards ; mastoidal region of periotic inflated ; articular surface of 
condyle remarkably prolonged downwards behind; cervical neural 
laminze slightly notched posteriorly; a very conspicuous median 
hypapophysial ridge and process beneath the fii tae and 

3 
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fourth cervical vertebrze, dorsal, and nine lumbar vertebrse; dorsal 
region of spine short; no intermedium to the carpus ; length of os 
calcis less than one fourth that of tibia; naviculare not nearly twice 
the length of cuboid. 

Lemur. 

i e C. +; Pm. 4, M. +, oe 

Tail long; muzzle elongated ; upper incisors subequal, both pairs 
anterior to the canines ; first upper premolar shorter than the second ; 
all upper premolars with only one large external cusp; first upper 
molar considerably exceeding the third premolar in size; upper ca- 
nines very large ; sphenoidal fissure and foramen rotundum normally 
distinct ; angle of mandible not produced downwards ; mastoidal re- 
gion of periotic not inflated; dorsal and lumbar vertebre together 
not more than twenty ; tarsus short; os caleis less than one-fourth 
the length of tibia; naviculare little more than half the length of 
the cuboid. 

Fig. 13, 

¥ a 

| 

Fa 
i 7 

Dorsal aspect of left tarsus of Lem. 

(Letters as before.) 

HapaLemur. 
1 l 3 a eer ane 

I. > C. on) Pm. ey) M. > =7= 54. 

Tail long; muzzle short; upper incisors unequal, the posterior 
one on each side being quite internal to the canine, which is small. 
First premolar above longer than the second, but the dental series 
on each side very nearly equal; third premolar above shaped like 
the upper molars, which it exceeds in size; a paroccipital process ; 
a large malar foramen; angle of mandible exceedingly large and 
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produced downwards and inwards as well as backwards; mastoidal region of periotic not inflated; dorsal and lumbar vertebrae together 
not more than twenty ; tarsus short; os calcis less than one fifth 
the length of tibia; naviculare and euboid subequal in length; no hypapophysial prominences beneath the cervical vertebre. 

Fig. 14, 

Dorsal aspect of left tarsus of Hapalemur simus. 

(Letters as before.) 

GALAGININ#. 
1 1 3 3 ape Ei; > C. TP Pm. 3B M. > = 7 = 34. 

Upper molars with an oblique ridge from the postero-external to 
the antero-internal cusp; tarsus elongated; os calcis more than one 
fourth the length of the tibia; mammz two pectoral and two inguinal. 

Hab. Africa and Madagascar. 

CHEIROGALEUS. 

Tail longer than body. Upper incisors unequal, the anterior pair 
the larger; third upper premolar very much smaller than the first 
molar, and with only one external cusp ; first upper premolar as 
extended vertically as the second or more so; the postero-internal 
cusp of upper molars very small or absent ; palate much prolonged 
beyond the last molars; praemaxille largely developed, joining the 
nasals for more than a quarter of their (the nasals’) extent; an in- 
terparietal bone; mastoidal region of periotic not inflated; dorsal 
and seven lumbar vertebrae ; an intermedium in carpus ; length of 
os calcis more than one fourth that of tibia; navieulare not twice the 
length of the cuboid, sometimes but little exceeding it; gall-bladder 
with its base turned towards the back. 

Hab. Madagascar exclusively. 
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Fig. 15. 

Tarsus of Microcebus. Tarsus of Cheirogaleus furcifer. 

GALAGO. 

Upper incisors subequal; first upper premolar longer than the 
second; third upper premolar with two large external cusps, and 
about equalling the first molar in size; postero-internal cusp of 
second and third molars well developed ; tarsus very long; os calcis 
from alittle less to more than one third the length of the tibia; 
naviculare much longer than the cuboid ; ears very large; tail leng; 
mastoidal region of periotic inflated ; no interparietal ; one opening, 

“representing both the foramen rotundum and sphenoidal fissure ; 
dorsal vertebrz thirteen, lumbar vertebre six; gall-bladder with 
its base not turned towards the back. 

Hab. Africa (not Madagascar). 

Fig. 17. Fig. 18. 

Tarsus of Galago. Tarsus of Galago crassicaudatus. 
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Zoological rank of the Lemuroidea. 

I feel it incumbent on me not to pass over another question of 
higher and more general interest—namely, the zoological rank and 
position of the group of Lemuroids as a whole. 

In 1864* I ventured to propose that the whole group of Lemu- 
roids (or Half-Apes) should be raised to the rank of a suborder of 
the order Primates. For that suborder I proposed the term Lemu- 
roidea, assigning the parallel designation Anthropoidea to the higher 
suborder—the suborder, that is, containing the Apes and Man. 

This suggestion has been adopted by some naturalists ; but a still 
further separation of the Half-Apes from the Apes has met with re- 
cognition and approval in France; and Professor Alphonse Milne- 
Edwards, M. Grandidier, and M. Paul Gervais agree with the late 
M. Gratiolet in considering that the Lemuroids should rank as a 
distinct order of Mammals. 

The distinctions brought forward by these authors to justify this 
separation and already published are certainly numerous and very 
important ; and Professor Alphonse Milne-Edwards has had the kind- 
ness to inform me of others yet more startling, which he has kindly 
given me permission to communicate. 

M. Gratiolet, in speaking of the cerebral convolutions of the Le- 
muroids observest that natural analogies compel him to place the 
Lemurs in a separate group from the Apes, and at the head of the 
Bats and Insectivora. 

M. Paul Gervaist, speaking of the affinities of the Lemurs, ex- 
presses himself as follows :—‘‘ Malgré l’habitude que l’on a jus- 
qw ici conservée, de parler de ces animaux dans les cours ou d’en écrire 
Phistoire dans les traités, 4 la suite des véritables Singes, on doit 
reconnaitre que des caractéres importants séparent lune de l’autre 
ces deux catégories d’animaux, et si lon partage les Mammiféres en 
un plus grand nombre d’ordres que ne le voulaient Cuvier et De 
Blainville, plus particuli¢rement encore, si l’on admet qu'il doit y 
avoir parmi ces animaux autant d’ordres séparés qu’il y a de groupes 
réellement naturels et indépendants entre eux, il devient nécessaire de 
partager en deux ordres distincts les Singes et les Lémures.”’ 

Professor Alphonse Milne-Edwards has given § the following cha- 
racters as amongst those justifying the erection of the Lemuroids 
into a distinct order :— 

. The bell-shaped placenta ||. 

. The vast size of the allantois. 

. The much uncovered condition of the cerebellum. 

. The cranial structure. 

. The inferior incisors. oOo & Oo te 

* P. ZS. 1864, p. 635. 
+ Mém. sur les plis cérébraux, 1854, p. 22. 
¢ ‘‘Encéphale des Lémures,” Journal de Zoologie, tom. i. p. 7. 
§ Revue Scientifique, 2nd Sept. 1871, p. 222. 
|| For details see Ann. des Se. Nat. Oct. 1871, Art. No. 6; and Acad. des Se. 

Aug. 14th, 1871. 
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6. The structure of the extremities—pollex largely developed, and 
fingers with discoidal terminations. 

In a private communication the learned Professor has been so 
kind as to furnish me with further information, the importance of 
which is not to be contested. 

He says that the Lemuroids have no decidua, and that the pla- 
centa is diffuse ! 

The characters above quoted certainly constitute important di- 
stinctions ; nevertheless with respect to some of them a few remarks 
must be made. 

First, as regards the brain, Professor Flower, in his paper on the 
brain of the Javan Loris*, remarks on the presence of the median 
lobe in Lemur, although it is lost in Hapale, and adds “ it is perhaps 
the sulci of the inner part of the hemisphere that are most charac- 
teristic of the Primates, and offer the most striking differential 
features from the other Mammalia. Here, too, the Lemuridz follow 
strictly the higher type. That essentially primatial sulcus, the cal- 
carine, which persists deeply marked in the little Hapale jacchus, 
when every other trace of fissure, except the Sylvian, is gone, is 
equally well developed in both Lemur and Stenops.” 

M. Paul Gervais himself admits+ that “les Lémures n’ont jamais 
que deux circonvolutions autour de la scissure, et, dans certains cas, 
ils en manquent, tandis que les Carnivores, méme les plus petits, en 
ont toujours au moins trois.” 

With respect to cranial structure, the prolonged muzzle of Lemur 
is indeed markedly different from that of most Apes, but hardly, if 
at all, more so than is that of Cynocephalus chacma from that of 
Chrysothriz sciurea. The orbit opens more widely into the temporal 
fossa than in any Ape; but Tarsius differs in this from Semnopithecus 
not so very much more than Semnopithecus differs from Mycetes. 

The development of the pollex is certainly excessive; but the 
difference in this between any Lemuroid and any Ape is nothing 
compared with the differences between different Apes. 

As to that most striking placental character, for the knowledge 
of which we are indebted to M. Alphonse Milne-Edwards, it must be 
remembered that the Edentata form a very natural group; and yet 
the placenta differs strangely in different forms, apparently even to 
the extent of being non-deciduate, as well as deciduate. Again the 
Proboscidea have a deciduate placenta, as also has Hyraz, the affi- 
nities of which latter to the non-deciduate Ungulata, paleontology 
seems more and more to render unquestionable. 

In spite, however, of all that may be advanced, it cannot be denied 
that the differences between the Lemuroids and Apes are very im- 
portant as well as numerous; and great deference is due to the 
opinion of a naturalist so eminent as Professor Alphonse Milne- 
Edwards. 

But to decide the question whether the Primates are still to con- 
tinue to rank as one ordinal group, or whether the Lemuroids are to 
be separated as a distinct order, it will be necessary to consider the 

* Trans, Zool. Soe. vol. vy. p. 108. t Loc. cit. p. 27. 
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principles upon which zoological classification should repose, and 
the value to be assigned to the various kinds of anatomical resem- 
blance. 

Until a recent date, zoological classifications reposed on similarities 
of form and structure accepted simply and without reference to 
genealogical considerations. i 

Of late years, however, the theory of evolution (and especially 
the Darwinian form of it) has complicated the inquiry by intro- 
ducing the distinction between characters which may be reasonably 
considered to be due to inheritance and others, called aduptive, 
which may be supposed to have originated in necessary conformity 
to the conditions of life. 

The doctrine has now been widely received that zoological classi- 
fication should represent (as far as possible) the genealogical tree of 
animal life, and therefore that it should repose, by preference, on 
characters having a genetic significance, while adaptive characters 
should be, as much as possible, eliminated. 

Four questions then naturally suggest themselves :— 
1. Is it possible always, generally, or ever, to decide with certainty, 

of any given set of characters, that some such characters are genetic 
and certain others adaptive ? 

2. Is it possible now to class animals by genetic characters only ? 
and is no zoological classification to be considered satisfactory until 
based upon such characters ? 

3. Is it desirable that animals should not be grouped together 
into an order unless it can be supposed that they have all sprung 
from a common ancestor, which was not also the ancestor of any 
other group (of more or less similar size) belonging to the same 
class? 

4. Is it desirable that no group of animals which can be reason- 
ably supposed so to have sprung, should be divided into two or more 
orders ? 

As to the first question there seems to be great difficulty in 
arriving at a satisfactory decision. ; 

It is true that the coexistence of a great many common characters, 
such as, e. g., the course of the carotid arteries in all Marsupials and 
the more or less aborted condition of certain of the digits of the pes 
in many Marsupials, seem plainly to be due to community of de- 
scent ; but many other structures cannot be due to such a cause, 
and yet seem to be equally uncaused by the exigencies of life-pre- 
servation or reproduction. As examples of these latter I may refer 
to the osseous investment of the temporal fossa in Chelonia, Pelo- 
bates, and Lophiomys, the compound tooth-structure of Orycteropus 
and Myliobatis, the coexistence of a certain form of dentition with 
a saltatory habit in Macropus and Macroscelides, the presence of 
but eight carpal bones in Troglodytes, Indris, and Lepilemur, and 
the course of the vertebral artery in Auchenia and Myrmecophaga. 
Thus characters may be due to no visible life-exigency, and yet not 
genetic, while, on the other hand, characters may be thoroughly 
genetic, and yet of great utility. 
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Manifestly, then, very great caution is necessary in discriminating 
between genetic characters and characters purely or mainly adaptive. 

Experience has more and more persuaded me that the number of 
similar structures which have arisen independently is prodigious. 

The elaborate investigations of my friend Mr. Parker constantly 
bring before us an increasing number of complex cross relations and 
more and more entangled interdependencies; and I am convinced 
that by means of such careful and minute researches many of the 
genealogical trees which have been developed with the rapidity of 
the fabled “ bean-stalk” are destined to enjoy an existence little less 
ephemeral. 

The notion that “similarity of structure” necessarily implies 
‘* oenetic affinity ” can no longer be ranked as a biological axiom. 

If, then, it is so difficult to decide as to which characters are ge- 
netic and which adaptive, the second question can be answered at 
once. Evidently anatomical science does not now enable us to 
group even the Mammalia by genetic characters; yet surely the 
main features of Mammalian classification may be considered to be 
satisfactorily established. 

The third question concerns the exclusion from any order of all 
species which cannot be supposed to have sprung from an ancestor 
common to them and to all the other species. 

To confine our attention to the Mammalia, can it be considered 
certain that the Balenoidea and the Delphinoidea sprang from an 
ancestor which at the same time was the ancestor of no species be- 
longing to any other special order of existing Mammals? And 
if we could demonstrate that such had not been the case, would 
that be a reason for breaking up the very natural and, on the whole, 
homogeneous order Cetacea ? 

Again, can we feel any certainty that Oryeteropus has descended 
from the same stock as that whence the American Edentates de- 
scended? yet who would place it in a separate order? 

Once more, it may well be that the Artiodactyla and Perisso- 
dactyla are entirely independent genetically beyond the fact that 
they are both Mammals; yet no one can deny that the Ungulata 
form a very natural group. 

As to the fourth question—whether, namely, no common de- 
scendants should be classed in two different orders,—it seems 
reasonable that convenience should determine our practice. If the 
number of species of any one group is overwhelming, and if the 
complicated subdivisions of its families, subfamilies, and genera are 
very great, surely, then, convenience should determine us to subdivide 
them into two or even more orders. 

Similarly as convenience may induce us to separate into distinct 
ordinal groups, so convenience may reasonably induce us to unite in 
one group forms which, whether descended from a common ancestor 
or not, undeniably constitute a well-defined and convenient aggre- 
gation. 

As has been said, it may be that the characters which unite the 
Artiodactyla with the Perissodactyla are merely adaptive functional 
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ones, and that the two groups are no more genetically united to each other than is either one of them to the Carnivora or Cheiroptera. But even if this is not the case, and if both groups really are the de- scendants of some special but remote common ancestor, nevertheless the number of subdivisions necessary to classify the Artiodactyla is so great as possibly to justify, on that ground, the elevation of that group to the rank of a distinct order. As to the question respecting 
the zoological value of the Lemuroidea, there can, I think, be no doubt that Man, Apes, and Half-Apes together constitute a group capable of convenient and very distinct zoological definition. 

The group may be thus defined: Unguiculate claviculate pla- cental mammals, with orbits encircled by bone ; three kinds of teeth, at least at one time of life; brain always with a posterior lobe and calearine fissure ; the innermost digits of at least one pair of extre- mities opposable ; hallux with a flat nail or none; a well-developed cecum; penis pendulous; testes scrotal ; always two pectoral mamme. 
The group thus characterized, is sharply marked off from every 

other order of Mammals, while its common characters are suffi- ciently numerous and important to make a coherent whole in spite of the diversity existing between the two subordinal sections into which 
it is divided. 

Moreover the number of forms contained in the order is not ex- cessive, nor is the amount of subdivision requisite for classification 
great. 
We may now turn to the subdivisions of the order, and seek an- swers to the three following questions :—1. What are the characters separating the Lemuroidea trom the Anthropoidea? 2. What is the value of the characters which define subordinate groups of Pri- mates? 3. What is the more prudent course as to the classification of such forms as may seem to be probably or possibly distinct in their origin? 
The characters which divide the Lemuroidea from the dnthro- poidea are as follows :— 

- Orbit opening widely into the temporal fossa. 
- Lachrymal foramen on the cheek. 
- Cerebellum much uncovered. 
. Posterior cornu of Jateral ventricle very small. 
- Pollex always large. 
. Index of foot with a sharp claw. 
- Posterior cornua of os hyoides shorter than the anterior cornua. . Clitoris perforated by the urethra. 
. Uterus two-horned. 

10. Placenta bell-shaped, diffuse, and non-deciduate. 
11. Allantois very large. 
The more important of these characters have already been reviewed, and reasons have been advanced tending to show the uncertainty which hangs over them as to the question of their adaptive or genetic nature. 
With regard to the clitoris, which offers so appparently striking a 
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difference, it should be remembered that amongst Apes we find in 
Ateles an extraordinary elongation of that organ, while no naturalist 
would think of separating from the orders Insectivora and Rodentia 
such forms as Talpa, Arvicola, Lagostomus, and Bathyergus because 
in them this structure is, as in the Lemuroids, perforated by the 
urethra. 

Nevertheless whatever objections may be made to the above di- 
stinctive characters taken one by one, it is not, I think, to be con- 
tested that, taken together, they render it in the highest degree im- 
probable that the Lemuroids and Apes took origin from any common 
root-form not equally a progenitor of other Mammalian orders. 
Consequently, if genetic affinity is to be our standard, the Lemuroidea 
should rank as a distinct order. Considerations, however, have been 
already advanced against the adoption of such a standard ; and yet 
other reasons will, I think, become obvious from a consideration of 
minor groups. 

As to the second question then, namely the value of the characters 
which define subordinate groups, it may be well to compare toge- 
ther the Simiade and Cebide. 

If the difference as to the development of the pollex in Lemuroids 
and Apes is of weight, why is not as much weight to be attached to 
the entirely different character of that organ in the two great groups 
of Apes? 

If the dental distinctions between Lemuroids and Apes are to be 
considered to tell against genetic affinity, why should not the com- 
bined diminution of molars and augmentation of premolars so tell 
also in Hapale? 

If an oblique ridge on the grinding-teeth can arise independently 
in Galago and Ateles, why may it not arise independently in Ateles 
and Simia? 

If the absence in one case of a postorbital extension of the ali- 
sphenoid and malar counts against the common origin of Lemur and 
Cynocephalus, why should not the absence of a bony meatus audi- 
torius externus in Mycetes also count against its affinity to Cyno- 
cephalus also? 

If the greater relative size of the anterior hyoidean cornua is a bar 
to the assignment of a common origin between Galago and Colobus, 
why should not the presence of a jointed anterior cornu in Lagothrix 
form a bar to the assignment of a common origin to that Ape and to 
Colobus ? 

I must confess that I find it exceedingly difficult to conceive that 
the universal presence of a long bony meatus auditorius externus in 
the Simiade and its equally universal absence in the Cebide can be 
accounted for any exigences of the struggle for life upon incipient or 
primordial Ape-forms. 

To this character must be added the many others which divide 
the Apes of the two hemispheres, namely :—(1) their different denti- 
tion; (2) the broad nasal septum of the New-World Apes; (3) the 
tendency of the Cedide to a curled tail-end, and the constant absence 
of any manifestation of such a tendency in the Simiade ; (4) the 
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tendency of the Simiade to develop cheek-pouches and _ ischiatic 
callosities, and the constant absence of any manifestation of such 
tendencies in the Cebide ; (5) the different general form and habit 
which the two groups present. 

All these characters taken together seem to me to make it highly 
probable that the Cebede and Simiade are no diverging offshoots 
from some common Ape-parent, but that they have arisen in an in- 
dependence as complete as that between the origin of either of them 
and the origin of the Lemuroids or Carnivores. 

I need hardly add that I do not consider that such a fact of origin, 
could it be proved, would constitute any valid reason for raising the 
two Ape-groups into two distinct orders. 

Those, however, who take this view as to their origin, and who, at 
the same time, would make the Lemuroids an order on genetic 
grounds, should be logically compelled to take the same step with 
regard to the Simiade and Cebide. 

It will be asked, But can it be possible that two genera which 
possess so many points in common as Cebus and Cercopithecus have 
come to resemble each other independently ? 

I confess, I cannot see any reasou why they should not have so 
come. We have abundant examples of separate points of resemblance 
which have independently arisen. Amongst such may be mentioned 
the flying Squirrels and the flying Phalangers; the canines and 
premolars of Canis and Thylacinus, the grinders of Perameles and 
Urotrichus, and, as before mentioned, the cervical vertebree of Au- 
chenia and Myrmecophaga. 

As to the extremities, Didelphys and Phalangista, and, according 
to many, the Lemuroids also, show how an opposable inner digit may 
exist independently of inheritance. 

But if some naturalists are disposed to admit that the common 
origin of the Cebide@ and Simiade may be very doubtful, can they 

be even sure that Cercopithecus aud Hylobates can claim a common 
Ape-ancestor ? 

In proposing these questions I am far from venturing to positively 
affirm the genetic distinctness of different Apes ; my object is to ob- 
tain a decision as to the third question—namely, what is the more 
prudent course to follow as to the classification of such forms as may 
seem to be probably or possibly distinct in their origin ? 

I would urge that the more prudent course is to give to genetic 
considerations a decidedly subordinate place in questions of classifi- 
cation—and this on two grounds, 

If any two groups of animals can easily be joined together in a 
larger aggregation capable of distinct definition by numerous cha- 
racters, easily discernible and drawn from structures important in 
the economy of life, then I submit such groups should be so joined, 
provided they do not constitute a whole inconvenient and unmanage- 
able from the number of its subdivisions. 

As to the Cebide and Simiade, then, I say, if they are really one 
in origin, it is not on ¢hat account they should be kept united in 
the same order ; aud, similarly, if the Anthropoidea and Lemuroidea 
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are really two in origin, it is not on ¢hat account they should be 
divided into two orders, but for convenience, should convenience de- 
mand it. 

A judicious scepticism seems to me to be somewhat needed at the 
present moment. The considerations here advanced are by no means 
intended to support the assertion that views as to genetic affinity are 
mere dreams. Far from so believing, I conceive the theory of evolu- 
tion to be probably true; and if so, real genetic affinity must exist, and 
when it can be securely detected must be most important. But the 
response of organization to need being such as it is (structure and 
function manifesting themselves so simultaneously), the discrimina- 
tion between genetic and adaptive families must long, if not ever, 
continue a work of extreme delicacy and difficulty. The hasty way 
in which a few detected (often superficial) resemblances have of late, 
from time to time, been made to do duty as sufficient evidence of 
affinity and descent, seems to me to be unscientific as well as unphi- 
losophical. 

Tf, as I believe, so many similar forms have arisen in mutual in- 
dependence, then the affinities of the animal-kingdom, or even of the 
Mammalian class, can never be represented by the symbol of a tree. 
Rather, I believe, we should conceive the existence of a grove of 
trees, closely approximated, greatly differing in age and size, with 
their branches interlaced in a most complex entanglement. 

On this view, the classification of existing and extinct animals can 
never, at any future time, be constructed on a purely genetic basis ; 
but surely it need not therefore be a merely arbitrary and artificial 
system. If we find that a group of animals can be defined not by 
one character, but by the coexistence of numerous specialities of 
structure, such group must certainly be deemed a natural one, since 
order pervades the organic as well as the inorganic kingdoms of 
nature. 
We can grasp the idea of “serial homology,” and understand what 

is a “homotype;” and though homotypes as such have only a mental 
existence, the characters whence the conception is derived are actual 
real existences. 

So with a species, a genus, a family, or an order, though these 
entities exist as such only in the mind, the phenomena whence we 
derive such conceptions exist actually in rerum natura. 
Tt does not follow, therefore, that zoological groups need repose 
upon no philosophical conception if they cannot rest upon a genetic 
one. The group Primates can, as has been said, be clearly defined 
and distinctly conceived, however few or many may have ‘been its 
sources of origin. 

I venture, then, still to maintain that the order Primates is a 
natural, definite, and convenient one, and that, to say the least, it 
would be a questionable step to raise to a higher value that which I 
think may be best designated as the suborder LeMUROIDEA. 
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3. On-some Venezuelan Birds collected by Mr. James M. 

Spence. By P. L. Scrarer, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., and 
Ossert Savin, M.A., F.Z.S. 

[Received April 30, 1873.] 

‘Mr. James M. Spence, F.R.G.S., of Manchester, has been kind 
enough to submit to our examination a large collection of birds, 
partly made by himself during a recent visit to Venezuela, and partly 
obtained from a collector resident at Caraccas. 

The collection contains 23 mounted and over 300 unmounted 
skins, referable to about 250 species. Only two of these prove to be 
absolutely new to us; but there are several others of sufficient 
interest to induce us to offer to the Society the following notes on 
them. 

1. Turpus oLtvaTER (Lafr.); Sclater, P. Z. 8. 1859, p. 333. 
Mr. Spence’s collection contains a single skin of this species, 

which, so far as we at present know, is confined to the neighbour- 
hood of Caraccas. 

2. LocuM1ias sororia, sp. nov. 

Similis L. nematuree, ex Brasilia, sed paulo major, superciliis 
albis nullis, et maculis corporis inferioribus minoribus et 
mags elongatis: long. tota 6°2, ale 3, caude 1°7, tarsi 1. 

Hab. Venezuela (Spence). 
This is a northern representative of L. nematura of the wood- 

region of Brazil, and is closely allied to that species, although easily 
recognizable by the characters above given. 

3. Coccyzvs LANDSBERGI, Bp. Consp.i. p. 112; Sclater, P. Z.S. 
1870, p. 169. 

A single skin of this rare Cuckoo in the collection is the only 
example we have met with besides one in the British Museum (men- 
tioned P. Z. S. 1870, p. 169). The species appears to be restricted 
to Venezuela and the northern coast of Columbia. 

4. Micrastur zonoTHORAX (Cab.). 
Mr. Spence brings us a fine adult specimen of this northern form 

of M. ruficollis, which agrees in every way with the points of di- 
stinction pointed out by Dr. Cabanis*. We had previously only seen 
immature examplest. 

5. ARDEA HERODIAS, Linn. 

The occurrence of this northern species so far south as Venezuela 
is a novelty to us. The most prevalent species in South America is 
Ardea cocoi, which extends into Guiana (Schomb. Guian. iii. p. 752). 
But A. herodias occurs in the Antilles and in the Galapagos (Scl. 
& Salv. P. Z. S. 1870, p. 323). 

* Journ. f. Orn. 1865, p. 406. 
t Cf. P. Z. 8. 1866, pp. 254, 356. 
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6. PorzaNA LEvRAUDI, Scl. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1868, p. 452, pl. 
XXXV. 

This is the only specimen of this distinct species we have met 
with, except the specimens in the Paris Museum, from which our 
description was taken. The bird may be distinguished at once from 
the allied P. cayennensis by the absence of the red crown and by 
the white throat and median line below. 

7. PorRZANA ERYTHROPS, Sclater, P. Z. 8. 1867, p. 343, t. 21; 
Sel. & Salv. P. Z. S. 1868, p. 457. 

We are glad to get a Venezuelan specimen of this fine species, as 
it serves to confirm our notion (hesitatingly expressed, P. Z. S. 1868, 
p- 458) that Schlegel’s Porzana schomburghi is referable to this 
species and not to Crew schomburgki of Cabanis. 

8. CrRYPTURUS CERVINIVENTRIS, Sp. Nov. 
Supra fuscescenti-cervinus fere unicolor, pileo obscurtore fere 

nigricante: subtus cervinus, in pectore saturatior, in ventre 
medio dilutior et albicantior: gula pallide cinerea: ventre 
imo tibiis et caude tectricibus inferioribus nigro undulatis : 
tectricibus alarum inferioribus albis ; campterio intus obscure 
cinerea: remigibus intus pure cinereis, horum quarto quinto et 

sexto fere equalibus et longissimis: rostro flavido, pedibus 
fuscescenti-corylinis: long. tota 10, ale 5:8, caude@ 2. 

Hab. Venezuela (Spence). 
Obs. Affinis C. tataupe, sed pectore cervino et alis longioribus, 

necnon colore dorsi flavicantiore distinguendus. 
There is unfortunately only a single and not very perfect skin of 

this Tinamou in Mr. Spence’s collection. But it appears to belong 

to a species intermediate in size and coloration between C. obsoletus 
and C. tataupa. It is rather larger than the latter, but consider- 
‘ably smaller than the former species. 

Bonaparte has described a Crypturus cervinus as an ally of C. 
tataupa (C. R. xlii. p. 954) ; but if the short characters given are 
correct, his species must be quite different from the present bird. 

In concluding these remarks, we must not fail to acknowledge 
Mr. Spence’s liberality in allowing us to select the specimens above 
noticed and other valuable skins from his collection. 

4. On the White Stork of Japan. 

By R. Swinnon, H.B.M. Consul (China Service). 

[Received May 5, 1873. ] 

The grounds of the British Consulate at this port (Shanghai) 
were long graced by the presence of a pair of the handsome Mant- 
churian Crane (Grus viridirostris, Vieill.). These bred the year 
before last, producing two eggs ; but only one bird was reared success- 
fully. One of the parents then died, and its place was supplied by 
the adolescent offspring. At length an aceident proved fatal to the 
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second parent, and the young bird remained alone and solitary. 
Mr. R. H. Boyce, chief of H.M. Office of Works here, being on 
a visit to Japan, bronght from Yokohama a pair of large birds, 
which he thought would be fitting companions to the last of the 
Cranes. It was soon found that the new birds were of much coarser 
habits, required a daily supply of fish, and took no friendly notice of 
the more graceful Crane, from whom they kept aloof. The birds 
were not considered ornamental, and the Consul desired that they 
should be removed. Mr. Boyce wrote to me at Ningpo, and offered 
them to me. I was too glad to accept what I supposed from the 
description were Cranes of some species or other, and intended 
them at once for the Society’s Gardens. Imagine my delight on 
arriving here to find that instead of Cranes we had a form of White 
Stork quite distinct from any thing yet known. It has characters 
in common with Ciconia alba of Europe, but seems to lean more 
towards C. maguari, Temm., of America. I will do my best to 
paint this novelty as it stands before me; but without being able to 
handle it it is impossible to give correct details as to either measure- 
meuts or markings. In the first place I think no objection can be 
made to calling the species by the name of the gentleman who has 
brought the bird to notice. I will therefore head my description 
with the title :— 

CiconrA BOYCIANA, sp. nov. (Boyce’s Stork.) 
The male stands about 3 feet 10 inches in height, and about 4 

inches higher than the female—which resembles him in colour, but 
is in every way smaller, has a shorter bill, and shorter and thinner 
legs. It is not unusual for them in reposing attitude, with crouched 
head and neck, and bill buried in the long neck-feathers, to stand 
each on one leg close together, the female a little turned towards the 
male, so that her head comes under the chin of the male without 
touching it. Bill horn-black, paler at tip, between 10 and 11 inches 
long, and nearly 2 inches deep at base, culmen straight, gonys 
ascending, mandibles slightly gaping (especially in the male) ; rictus, 
under edge of crura, and intercrural skin lake red, throat-feathers 
advancing to an acute angle between. Iris cream-white, with black 
exterior circle ; a nictitating membrane from fore edge of the eye 
occasionally covers over the eye. Eyelids and bare skin round eye, 
bare space in front of eye about ? inch long towards beak and about 
3 inch deep, and angle behind: eye vermilion-red. Legs and feet 
dull vermilion. Feathers of the front neck long, narrow, and loose, 
webbed at margins. Tail white. Primary quills brownish black, 
dingy white on their outer webs, bordered with black ; secondaries and 
tertiaries black, the latter broad and long, extending 3 inches beyond 
the tail, iridescent with purple. The rest of the bird pure white. 

From the above description it will be seen that this Stork is quite 
distinct from the two known White Storks. Our birds were not 
heard to utter any cry, but often chattered their bills together as 
Storks usually do. They were very tame and are now on their way 
to London in the steamer ‘ Priam.’ They have thriven long in 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXXIII. 33 
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captivity ; andI have great hopes that, under the care of the captain 
and officers of the good ship which bears them, they will reach the 
Society’s Gardens all safe*. 

White Storks are not mentioned in the ‘ Fauna Japonica ;” but Iam 
told that they are frequently seen in large flocksin Japan. Of their 
occurrence in this continent the evidence is very slight ; at all events 
no specimen seems ever to have been procured. I have never myself 
seen such a bird in China. Pére David states (but not very posi- 
tively) that he saw one once at Takoo on the Peiho river. Neither 
Middendorf nor Radde mentions the bird in their works; and v. 
Schrenck gives its occurrence in the Amoor country on the evidence 
of a native, whose description tailies so completely with that of the 
European species, that it was doubtless obtained by leading ques- 
tions. This new Stork must therefore be regarded for the present 
as a peculiar production of Japan, probably wandering at times across 
to the Chinese continent. 

Shanghai, March 14, 1873. 

5. On certain Species of Aguila. 
By H. E. Dresssr, F.Z.8. &c. 

[Received May 7, 1873.] 

Some time ago my friend Mr. W. E. Brooks wrote to Mr. Gurney 
and myself to say that he had received from Captain Elwes an eagle 
obtained on the Bosphorus which certainly was 4g. bifasciata, Gr. 
I freely confess that I could not at the time reconcile myself to ac- 
quiesce in Mr. Brooks’s identification, and wrote to him to say so. 
However, soon afterwards Captain Elwes sent to me the companion 
bird to that sent to Mr. Brooks, which rather astonished me, as it cer- 
tainly approaches very closely to, if it be not identical with, Aq. bifas- 
ciata from India. I have also lately received from Sarepta a young 
Eagle labelled Aguila clanga, which still more closely resembles the 
young of Ag. bifasciata; and I have had a drawing made of it which 
I now have the pleasure of exhibiting, and purpose sending it out to 
Mr. Brooks by next mail. I have also most carefully examined the 
series of Spotted Eagles I possess, and more especially the immature 
birds supposed to be the young of Aq. orientalis, Cab., and have 
found that they differ in having the nostrils almost circular, whereas 
Aq. orientalis has them elongated. This has led me to the belief 
that we have in Eastern and South-eastern Europe the large Spotted 
Eagle hitherto supposed to occur only in Asia, the Aq. vittata of 
Indian ornithologists; and in order to exhibit my reasons for assuming 
this to be the case, I have brought with me several specimeus of the 
large Spotted Eagle from Albania, and also an adult Spotted Eagle from 
India. Iam now endeavouring to collect a large series of specimens 
in all stages of plumage, in order to follow up and work out this ques- 
tion satisfactorily, and hope ere long to place before this Society the 

* This, I regret to say, was not the case. The birds both died on the way 
home; and not even their skins were preserved.—P. L. S. 
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result of my investigations. The next question that arises is as to 
whether Aquila orientalis and Aquila bifasciata are identical ; and 
on this subject I beg to offer the following remarks. 

Taking the four specimens of Aguila bifasciata sent by Mr. 
Brooks to illustrate the various plumages of that Eagle, my speci- 
mens of Aguila orientalis exhibit a very close affinity to that bird. 
My young example from Sarepta compared with No. 1, or the 
youngest bird in Mr. Brooks’s series, agrees precisely in coloration, 
except that the Ag. orientalis is rather darker ; and on close examin- 
ation I find that Mr. Brooks’s specimen has the plumage somewhat 
worn, whereas in mine the feathers appear to be quite freshly moulted, 
which will easily account for the difference in colour. No.2 in Mr. 
Brooks’s series has the underparts coloured as in the young Ag. orien- 
talis above referred to, but has lost the bars on the wing and the yel- 
lowish tip to the tail, the upper tail-coverts being white at the tip, 
marbled with brown instead of yellowish buff as in the very young 
bird ; some of the inner secondaries are much worn on the edge, 
and it appears almost as if the yellowish-buff border had been worn 
off; on the nape are a few of the dirty yellow feathers of the fully 
adult plumage. No. 3 in Mr. Brooks’s series appears to me younger 
than No. 2, and should come in the second place ; for it has still 
remains of the first stage of plumage on the tail-coverts and secon- 
daries; otherwise it differs little from No. 2. 

The adult specimens of Aquila orientalis which are usually sent 
with the eggs from the Volga correspond in plumage with Nos. 2 
and 3 in Mr. Brooks’s series, but have the head and nape of a pale 
uniform brown colour, and not as in the adult Ag. bifasciata, which 
is dark brown on the head and rufous yellow on the nape; more- 
over the adult bird from the Volga has the upper tail-coverts nearly 
uniform brown, a few feathers only being dull white, marbled with 
brown at the base. Iam, however, indebted to my friend Captain 
Elwes for the loan of a specimen from the Bosphorus, which in 
plumage agrees very closely with No. 4, or the fully adult bird in 
Mr. Brooks’s series, which he also sends as agreeing with No. 934 of 
Mr. Hodgson’s illustrations. Like this bird, the Bosphorus speci- 
men has the crown dark brown and the nape rusty yellow; but it 
differs from it in having the upper tail-coverts uniform dark brown, 
whereas in the adult Aguila bifasciata they are yellowish white 
barred and tipped with dark brown, reminding one somewhat of the 
inner secondaries of the Short-eared Owl, except that the bars are 
wider apart in this eagle’s tail-coverts. 

This specimen from the Bosphorus, I should think, is the adult (or 
rather a very old specimen) of Aguila orientalis ; for it is the only one 
that I have ever seen that has assumed this stage of plumage. Before, 
however, the question can be set at rest, it will be necessary to collect 
together a large number of specimens in all stages of plumage. This 
I am now trying to do, and hope that I shall in the course of time 
be able to lay before this Society the result of my investigations. 
How soon this will be it is impossible to say ; for time must be put 
out of the question by any one who takes up Raptores to work at. 

33* 
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The following are the comparative measurements of the four Euro- 
pean and four Indian Eagles of this group that I have examined :-— 

ne cay Middle 
ul- fo) rs . toe 

ee Wing.| Tail. |/Tarsus. E the 

base. out 
claw. 

Aq. bifasciata, No. 1. Loyah, Feb. 26, 9..| 260 | 12 | 23:0 | 12-75) 440 | 2:2 
“4 Puts Ta aneco, eee ae OD Teak? 150 120 Soon kop 
i EST St TSE Feb. 16, 9..) 2:65 | 1:1 | 25:0 | 135 | 3°70} 24 
* » 4. Nubbegunge,Dec.4,g| 2°75 | 1:2 | 225 | 119 | 360] 1-9 

Ag. orientalis. Bosphorus, March 4, g -- 2-40} 1:1 20°75 | 10:7 375 | 21 
F Volga, May, fg .+--+--.-- 240} 1:0 | 212 | 10-7 | 3-7 21 
2 Sarepta, May, 2 ......-. 27 I =| 23:0 | 11-75) 3:8 23 
a July, juv. ¢ -+--| 245 | 1°05 | 200 | 10:75) 3-7 23 

The next question that arises is as to what Pallas’s Aquila clanga 
really is. His description is so vague that it is almost impossible to 
make it agree with either the Spotted Eagle of Northern Europe, that 
of Southern Europe, or the bird referred to above under the name 
of Aguila orientalis. 1 think it most probable that Naumann was 
correct in considering that Pallas referred to the large race of Spotted 
Eagle which is met with in South-eastern Europe, and which, though 
larger in size, in immature plumage closely resembles the young of the 
Spotted Eagle of Northern Germany, having also a round nostril, 
which Ag. orientalis has not. Since I wrote the last paper on Eagles 
which I exhibited before this Society in December last, I have, as 
before stated, ascertained that the young of 4g. orientalis is not 
spotted, and have found reason to surmise that the Spotted Eagle 
found in South-eastern Europe is the same species as that met with in 
India. I have referred to the Indian spotless Eagle under the name 
of Aquila bifasciata, Gray and Hardw., to the Indian Spotted Eagle 
as Ag. vittata, Hodgs., and to the Volga bird, which is so closely allied 
to Aq. bifasciata, as Aquila orientalis, Cab. ; but I am not at all sure 
that these names will all stand, nor can I say any thing decided on this 
point until I have earefully worked out the synonymy of the whole of 
the Spotted Eagles. Cabanis, in proposing the name of 4g. orientalis 
for the Volga bird (Cab. Journ. 1854, p. 369, footnote), expressly 
states that the specimens he has examined are three birds obtained 
from Sarepta through Mr. Moschler, which are now in the Berlin 
Museum ; but he does not appear to have put his finger on the chief 
characteristics, as he speaks of it as being similar in character to 
Aquila nevia, but as being a much larger and more powerful bird : 
«sie haben also die Kennzeichen der 4. nevia, weichen aber von 
dieser durch auffallende Grdsse und Stirke sehr ab” is what Dr. 
Cabanis says on the subject; and did he not expressly refer to Sarepta 
specimens, I should be inclined to believe that he had before him ex- 
amples of Aquila vittata ; but, like almost all our European ornitho- 
logists, Dr. Cabanis has mixed up these Eagles together, and it is 
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therefore a most difficult, almost a hopeless task to work out the 
synonymy with any degree of satisfaction. In conclusion, I may 
venture to express the hope that any ornithologists here present 
who may not hesitate to plunge into so misty a subject as Eagles 
will render me what assistance they can in the prosecution of my re- 
searches. I have just received a note from Mr. W. E. Brooks 
stating that he is busy on this subject and that we may soon see his 
Opinions in print, so we shall be able to judge as to whether he and I 
agree in our conclusions. I must apologize for bringing forward the 
matter before having fully worked it out, but have done so hoping 
thereby to obtain further information than I otherwise should do. 

June 3, 1873. 

The Viscount Walden, F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

The following report by the Secretary on the additions to the 
Society’s Menagerie during the month of May 1873 was read :-— 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Mena- 
gerie during the month of May 1873 was 188, of which 55 were by 
birth, 52 by presentation, 54 by purchase, 7 by exchange, and 20 
received on deposit. The total number of departures during the 
same period, by death and removals, was 105. 

The most noticeable additions during the month were :— 
i. An example of the new Chinese Water-Deer, described and 

figured in the Society’s ‘ Proceedings’ by Mr. Swinhoe as Hydropotes 
inermis (P. Z. 8. 1870, p. 89, pl. vii.), presented to the Society 
by Mr. Swinhoe, and received May 8th. 

The animal is very sby, and hardly bears to be looked at. Its 
general appearance is well given in the figure above referred to ; but 
the fur is not at present so rufous in colour. The large canine teeth 
are exserted and plainly visible. 

2. Five Terrapins, procured by Mr. Swinhoe at Ningpo, and 
forwarded by the same opportunity, belong to two species—Clemmys 
reevest (Gray), and an allied species, probably new, concerning 
which I propose to give particulars on a future occasion *, 

3. Four Indian Hedgehogs, presented by Mr. Andrew Anderson, 

* Whilst preparing my notes on this subject, I have been anticipated by Dr. 
J. H. Gray, who, in the ‘ Annals’ for July last, has described the new species as 
Damonia unicolor, from examples in spirits sent to the British Museum by Mr. 
Swinhoe (Ann. N. H. ser. 4, vol. xii. p. 77). Dr. Gray gives “Shanghai” as 
its habitat; but Mr. Swinhoe, in a letter to me dated Shanghai, March 13, 1873, 
says:—“In Ningpo I procured two species; three of each of which I brought 
here with me. One I make to be Emys reevesi (Wong-po, ‘wong’ meaning yel- 
fow), the other, a dark purple species (Woo-chew, ‘chew’ meaning black), is pro- 
bably new.” 

There can be no doubt, therefore, that Ningpo (and not Shanghai) is the proper 
habitat of this species, for which I shall adopt Dr. Gray’s specific title wnicolor 
instead of the MS. name which I had given to it in the Society's Gardens, and 
shall enter the species in our register as Clemmys wnicolor. 

The accompanying illustration (Plate XLIV.) represents the dorsal view of 
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F.Z.S., of Futteghur, N.W.P., and received May 17th, are apparently 
referable to Hrinaceus collaris, Gray. I am not aware that this 
animal has been previously brought alive to Europe. 

4. Three Guans of the genus Pipile, purchased, along with other 
animals received from Para, of a Liverpool dealer, May 25th, appear 
referable to Pipile cujubi (Pelzeln)*, a scarce species even in museums, 
and one that I have never previously seen alive. 

5. A second example of the New-Caledonian Rail (Ocydromus 
lafresnayanus), presented hy Dr. G. Bennett of Sydney, and received 
by the ‘ Paramatta,’ May 28th. It has been placed in company with 
the former specimen of this rare species (received in 1869), for 
which we are indebted to the same generous donor. 

I am sorry to have to add that some Fruit-Pigeons of the Samoan 
Islands (Ptilonopus fasciatus), and other birds, sent to us by our 
Corresponding Member Mr. Whitmee+ by the same opportunity, 
were lost during the voyage, with the exception of a Porphyrio ( Por- 
phyrio indicus). 

A letter was read from Dr. G. Bennett, referring to the supposed 
existence of a species of ‘l'ree-Kangaroo (Dendrolagus) in Northern 
Queensland, some such animal being apparently well known to the 

blacks of Cardwell. 
Mr. Sclater remarked that this might account for the stories of 

the supposed ‘‘ Native Tiger” in the same country f. 

Sir Victor Brooke exhibited a skin and two skulls and two 
mounted heads of the Andean Deer (Cervus antisiensis), which had 
been sent to him by Mr. Henry, of Lima, Peru. Mr. Henry had 
obtained them from the neighbourhood of Tinta, Peru. The skull 
of the female so closely resembled that of the so-called Xenelaphus 
leucotis of Dr. Gray, of which Sir Victor had likewise a typical 
specimen obtained by Mr. Whitely, that there could be no doubt of 
their belonging to the same species, whereas the head of the male 
perfectly agreed with D’Orbigny’s figure. He had therefore no 
hesitation in agreeing with the view recently put forward by Mr. 
Sclater (Ann. N. H. ser. 4, vol. xi. p. 213), that the horns described 
and figured by Dr. Gray, P. Z.S. 1869, p. 496, were merely a mon- 
strous form of those of Cervus antisiensis. 

The following objects were exhibited :— 
1. An egg of the Spotted Bower-bird (Chlamydodera maculata), 

obtained by Mr. A. N. Foot in Northern Queensland, and a photo- 

Clemmys unicolor from one of the specimens living in the Society's Gardens. 
It is readily distinguishable from its near ally C. reevesi by the generally darker 
colour of the shell, and the absence on the head of the bright yellow lines which 
in C. reevest border each side of the occiput. 

* Of Scl. et Salv. P. Z. 8. 1870, p. 530. 
+ See anted, p. 152. t See P. Z. S, 1871, p. 629, and 1872, p. 355. 
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graph of the egg of Flinders’s Cuckoo (Eudynamys flindersi), dropped 
by a bird shot by Mr. Masters, Subcurator of the Australian 
Museum. The latter was of a uniform white. These were sent for 
exhibition by Dr. G. Bennett, F.Z.S., of Sydney, N.S.W. 

2. A series of photographs of various novelties lately added to the 
Australian Museum, Sydney, transmitted to the Society by Mr. G. 
Krefft, C.M.Z.S. Amongst these were figures of a supposed new 
venomous Snake from the Northern Territory, discovered by Mr. T. 
G. Waterhouse, of Adelaide, and supposed to form the type of a new 
genus ; also of a new species of Chelodina from the Burnett River, 
Queensland. 

3. The skin of the adult Casuarius bicarunculatus figured P. Z. 8. 
1872, p. 495, pl. xxvi., which had died April 1, 1873, exhibited by 
the Secretary, who, in reference to some previous remarks on the 
distribution of the Cassowaries, read the following extract from a 
letter addressed to him by Dr. George Bennett, F.Z.S., of Sydney :— 

“I observe, in the Society’s ‘ Proceedings’ for 1872, p. 150, it is 
mentioned that the habitat of the Mooruk (Casuarius bennetti) is 
the Solomon Islands as well as New Britain. This must evidently 
be an error, and appears to be founded on a specimen of that bird at 
Auckland, which was supposed (certainly erroneously) to have been 
brought from the Solomon Islands. 

‘** Now I have never heard from any of the traders to the islands 
that the Mooruk had ever been found at any other island than that 
of New Britain ; and if a Cassowary had been found at the Solomon 
Islands it would probably be of a new species. 
“When at Brisbane, I met Captain Fergusson, of the ‘Captain 

Cook,’ who had visited the Solomon Islands, New Britain, and New 
Ireland, and had obtained two living Mooruks, which died on the 
passage, and also a number of eggs; but he told me he had obtained 
them at New Britain. I recollect a Mooruk was sent to Sir George 
Grey from Sydney; and very probably the one alluded to is the 
identical bird.” 

Mr. Sclater added that he had no doubt that Dr. Bennett was 
correct, and that the Solomon Islands should be expunged from the 
habitat of Casuarius bennetti, as given l. s.c. 

4. A series of skins and skulls of the new Muntjac from Ningpo, 
China, lately described by Mr. Swinhoe as Cervulus sclateri (P. Z.S. 
1872, p. 813). 

These embraced a skin and skull of an adult male from Ningpo, 
killed in November 1872, a flat skin with skull of another male, 
killed at Kinkiang in January 1873, and a skin and skull of a young 
female, killed at Ningpo in November 1872. 

These were sent for exhibition by Mr. Swinhoe. 

Lord Walden read a memoir on the Birds of the Philippine 
archipelago, commencing with the following preliminary remarks :— 

“In the month of December 1871 and the first three months of 
the following year some of the principal islands of the Philippine 
archipelago were visited by Dr. A. Bernhard Meyer, the well- 
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known German naturalist. During that short period this indefatig- 
able collector obtained a large series of ornithological specimens, 
representing ninety-six species. The islands visited by him were 
Luzon, Negros, Zebu, Cuyo, and Guimaras, the last being a small 
island adjoining the southern coast of Panay, and lying in the 
channel which separates Panay from Negros. Hitherto most of the 
authentic so-called Philippine specimens of birds contained in Euro- 
pean collections have been procured in Luzon, collected at no very 
great distance from the town of Manilla, its capital; and nearly all 
the zoological travellers who have visited the Philippines have 
confined their researches to the vicinity of that town. It follows, 
consequently, that ‘the Philippines,’ so frequently occurring as a 
geographical expression in our lists, from the days of Brisson to the 
recent date of Mr. G. R. Gray’s ‘ Hand-list,’ must be taken to mean 
the country adjacent to the town of Manilla. To this rule Sonnerat 
is an exception. 

“After residing at Manilla, and forming collections in the interior 
of Luzon, Sonnerat visited Antigua, the capital of the island of 
Panay, and then Zamboanga, the chief Spanish settlement in the 

large island of Mindanao. Panay does not seem to have been re- 
visited by any ornithologist *; but in 1839, D’Urville’s second ex- 
pedition in the ‘ Astrolabe’ remained two months at Zamboanga, 
and obtained a few zoological specimens. 

** Tt is possible that the late Mr. Hugh Cuming may have visited all 
these localities and many others during his long residence in the 
Philippines; but as his large collection of birds was broken up 
without being catalogued, and as they were brought to Europe at a 
time when geographical distribution attracted less attention than 
now, we possess no published record of the exact localities where his 
specimens were obtainedt. 

« After Sonnerat fifty-eight years appear to have elapsed before the 
Philippines were again visited by an ornithologist, when in 1829 
Kittlitz touched at Manilla, and there procured several undescribed 
species. Since that date Manilla has been visited from time to time 
by different travellers and exploring expeditions, and new species 
have been obtained, which on being brought to Europe have been 
described and named}. In 1871 new ground was broken by Mr. 
L. C. Layard, who made a small collection of birds in the islands of 
Negros and Guimaras§; and, lastly, Dr. A. Bernhard Meyer has 
explored the equally unknown island of Zebu. Dr. Meyer having 
with great courtesy placed the great bulk of his collections at my 

* At least there does not appear to be any published record of Panay having 
been again visited, although Mr. Cassin (U.S. Exp. Exped. p. 143) certainly 
enumerates an example of Jrena cyanogastra as having been obtained in this 
island. 

+ A large portion of his ornithological collection was made in the southern 
part of the island of Luzon (ef. P. Z. 8. 1839, p. 93) ; but it has since become 
scattered, and the individual specimens cannot now be identified. 

+ For a full account of the principal ornithological collectors in the Philip- 
pines, cf. Dr. v. Martens, Journ. f. Orn. 1866, p. 9. 

§ Of. Ibis, 1872. p. 93. 
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disposal, it was my original intention to confine myself to a bare 
catalogue of its contents; but, it having been suggested to me that 
a complete list of the known Philippine * birds would. prove 
more generally useful, and would supply a want much felt in the 
ornithological literature of the Indian region, I have ventured, with 
much diffidence, to prepare this catalogue of authentic Philippine 
birds. It is true that a valuable list of the Philippine birds has 
already been published in 1866 by Dr. Eduard vy. Martens, from 
which I have derived the greatest assistance; still in it several 
authentic species are omitted, in some instances titles belonging to 
the same are treated as belonging to distinct species, and moreover 
some new species have been discovered and described since Dr, v. 
Martens wrote. Nor in the somewhat intricate synonymy is the 
subject in all instances exhaustively dealt with ; and it has been one 
of my ebjects to endeavour to fix on a firm basis the nomenclature of 
all the birds known to possess a Philippine origin. 

“The literature of the subject practically commenced with 
Brisson ¢, who in his well known work published original descrip- 
tions of many species said to have been obtained in the Philippines. 
Most of these are true Philippine species ; but several of them were 
obtained in other parts of the world, and have no claim to a 
Philippine habitat. 

“The next, and certainly the most important, writer was the 

* T restrict the Philippines to that group of islands which is separated from 
Northern Borneo by the Balabac Strait and the Sea of Mindoro, exclusive of the 
Sooloo archipelago, and from Celebes by the Sea of Celebes. It may be 
necessary, when the fauna of the Sooloo archipelago is better known, to include 
it also within the Philippine area ; but, on the other hand, when the fauna of the 
island of Palawan has been investigated, that may have to be separated from the 
Philippine area, The positions both of Palawan and of the Sooloo Islands (at 
resent all but zoological blanks) are of the highest geographical interest; for 
alawan, stretching out for 260 miles, unites the northernmost point of Borneo 

to Luzon through the Calamines, and the island of Mindoro and the islands of 
the Sooloo archipelago form a succession of connecting links between Mindanao 
and the most north-east point of Borneo. 
+ Journ. f. Orn. 1866, pp. 8-31. 
t No titles were founded on the Jesuit Camel’s well-known paper, “De 

Avibus Philippensibus.” The following is a list of the principal authors who 
have written on Philippine ornithology :— 
Brisson, M. J. Ornithologia (1760). 
Sonnerat. Voy. a la Nouvelle Guinée (1776). 
V. Kirrzitz. Mémoires présentés 4 l’Acad. Imp. Sc. de St. Pétersb. vol. ii. 

(1833). Kupfertafeln z. Naturgesch. d. Vogel (1832-33). Liitke, Voy. 
autour du Monde (Postels), vol. ui. (1836). 

Vicors. P. Z. 8. 1831. 
J. F. Mayen. Noy. Act. C. L. C. Nat. Cur. vol. xvi. suppl. prim. (1834). 
Eypoux et Sounryer. Voy. autour du Monde sur la Bonite. Zoologie, vol. i. 

1841). 
RS Zool. Un. St. Exp. Exped. Vincennes, Ist edition (1848). 
Jacquinor & Pucneran. Voy. au Pole Sud, l Astrolabe et la Zélée. Zoologie, 

vol, iii. (1853). 
Cassin. Unit. St. Exp. Exped. Vincennes. Ornith. 2nd edition (1858). 
E. y. Martens. Preussische Exped. nach Ost-Asien. Zool. (1865). Journal 

fiir Ornithologie (1866). 
Watpen & Layagp.” Ibis, 1871, p. 93. 
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French traveller Sonnerat. He described and figured sixty-five 
species as having been obtained by him when in the Philippines ; but 
recent researches tend to prove that only thirty are inhabitants of 
that archipelago. Several of his species remain to this day un- 
determined ; yet the descriptions and figures were probably taken 
from actual specimens ; for, although frequently most inaccurate in 
the localities assigued, Sonuerat does not appear, like Levaillant, 
to have wilfully described manufactured species and attributed false 
habitats. Besides the species made known in his ‘ Voyage to New 
Guinea,’ Sonnerat brought to Paris several Philippine specimens, 
which were subsequently described by Buffon or by Montbeillard, 
and figured by D’Aubenton. On many of the Brissonian descriptions 
Linneus founded titles; and to nearly all the plates in Sonnerat’s 
work Scopoli, and after him Gmelin, gave binomial designations ; 
while some of the species described in the ‘ Histoire Naturelle,’ or 
figured in the ‘ Planches Enluminées,’ received names from either 
Ludwig Statius Miiller, Gmelin, or Latham, and in some cases 
from all of these writers. Generally subsequent authors named the 
species they described; and consequently little difficulty is en- 
countered in the endeavour to recognize their species. 

“The first and only attempt to construct a complete list of the 
Philippine avifauna was made by Dr. v. Martens, to whom I have 
already alluded. That learned naturalist enumerates 194 * species. 
From these I have been obliged to deduct 24,—4 from being un- 
determinable, 7 because they are not found in the Philippines, 2 
because the Philippine habitat is uot satisfactorily established, and 
11 because they bear as distinctive titles the synonyms of species 
already catalogued under other titles. 

«Thus the list is reduced to 170 species, to which I have been 
able to add only 46, making the number of authentically known 
Philippine birds 216. This number is small, and may be eventually 
increased when the archipelago has been more completely investi- 
gated. Yet it may be fairly doubted whether the Philippines will 
ever be found to be so rich in species as the remainder of the Indo- 
Malayan subregion. Our knowledge of this avifauna is not sufficient 
to support any general conclusions; but enough is known to 
establish the fact that the Philippine archipelago, like Celebes, is a 
border land linking, as it were, the Papuan and Indian regions. As 
we quit the mainland of the Indian region in the south-east, it is 
well known that the Indo-Ethiopian types diminish in number, and 
in the Philippines, as in Celebes, they may be said to be at their 
minimum. But along with them many Indo-Malayan types also 
disappear from both these insular areas ; while, on the other hand, 
they are replaced by peculiarly Papuan generic forms, and by a few 
peculiar forms not in numbers sufficient to balance the absence of 
the Indo-Ethiopian and the Indo-Malayan. We consequently find 
an ornis more anomalous in its admixture of forms, but poorer as 
regards species. So far as we know, it may be asserted that, after 

* The numbering reaches to only 192; but Dasylophus cuming?, although 
catalogued, is not numbered, and the number 154 is repeated. 
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Celebes, the Philippine archipelago is the least rich in Indian 
genera and species of all the subareas of the Indian region; while, 
like Celebes, it is stamped with a marked Papuan character by the 
presence of Cacatua and Megapodius, and by its richness in members 
of the Psittacide, Alcedinide, and Columbide. 

* A glance at the table below will show the dearth existing in the 
Philippines of Indo-Malayan forms. Nine of these absent genera 
occur in Celebes, while the remaining sixty genera are wanting in 
both areas. On the other hand, thirty Indo-Malayan genera wanting 
in Celebes occur in the Philippines. 

* Table showing the principal Indo-Malayan Genera wanting in the 
Philippines.— NB. Those occurring also in Celebes are marked 
with an asterisk. 

* Polioaétus. Alcippe. Temnurus. 
* Neopus. Timalia. Dendrocitta. 
Ketupa. Garrulaz. Crypsirhina. 
Bulaca. Pomatorhinus. Lulabes. 
Phodilus. Pteruthius. Ploceus. 
Batrachostomus. Analecipus. Mirafra. 
Eurylaimus. Myiophonus. Paleornis. 
Psarisomus. Phyllornis. Megalaima. 
Corydon. Lora. Meiglyptes. 
Cymbirhynchus. Brachypodius. Hemicireus. 
Calyptomena. Tole. Micropternus. 
Nyctiornis. Criniger. Chrysophlegma. 
Chalcoparia. Enicurus. Tiga. 

* Anthreptes. Platylophus. Sasia. 
* Aithopyga. Lephrodornis. Dendrophila. 
* Arachnothera. Buchanga. Rhopodytes. 
* Prionochilus. Dissemurus. Coccystes. 
*Geocichla. Chaptia. Peloperdiz. 
Brachypteryz. Bhringa. Perdicula, 

*Trichastoma. Hemipus. Pavo. 
Mizornis. Tchitrea. Argusianus. 
Malacopteron. * Myiolestes. Polyplectron. 
Macronus. Cissa. Euplocamus. 

‘The number of species peculiar to the Philippine archipelago, 
namely 107, amounts to nearly half of the total of known Philippine 
birds. This proportion is considerably less in the island of Celebes, 
where, out of a known total of 205 species, 73 only are peculiar to 
that island. Not one single species is common to the Philippines 
and Celebes which does not at the same time possess a more 
extended range ; and Prioniturus is the only genus which is common 
to the two areas and unknown to extend beyond. The Papuan 
affinities of the Philippine ornis are only generic; for uo Philippine 
species with a Papuan range occurs which does not also range into 
other areas. On the other hand, the great bulk of Philippine 
birds, exclusive of the Palearctic, which are nearly all migratory 
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forms, are Indo-Malayan in character. But here, again, the Indo- 
Malayan affinities are mostly generic, and not specific-—a result easily 
explained by the fact that, of the 150 Philippine species belonging 
to the Rapaces, Picarie, Passeres, and Columba, 95 are peculiar to 
the archipelago. 

‘The table annexed shows that the whole of the Philippine 
members of the families Psittacide, Cuculide, Bucerotide, Pittide, 
Trenide, Paride, Meliphagide, Nectariniide, and Dicrurideé are 
peculiar to the archipelago, while the greater proportion of the 
Strigide, Picide, Alcedinide, Campephagide, Muscicapide, 
Brachypodide, Corvide, Treronide, and Columbide are also un- 
known beyond its limits. 

“Table showing by Families the proportion of Species peculiar to 
the Philippine Islands. 

Number of | Number 
Families. Species. peculiar. 
Pita Gd egestas tees 8 8 
F'Gleantd eg: heise cles s(oiatoaletateees 14 4 
SEriG td ceigeteiers eins ies a Yaisiehal v\orehe lt 3 
Picd@nsetrncn ¢ Nesakkeneee 16 5 
TuogGnid@ige seater. aici vee seit 1 1 
MMickapitat pac ess Css Stee 2 l 
COonaCtHd ee Ge BE ROR 1 0 

Alcedinid@r fo 2s tes hes + aek 12 7 
Capitonid@ stock os nae Wereteters 2 0 
Cipyselicaeigastarcta)ateioe) eliieraurt te 2 0 
Caprinulgida wr wer via eigteis cia sha'> 3 2 
CODUAE RS. So Diether aioe 9 9 
BuGCTOUMER Dee SCs eee 4 4 
Panther isis i. Raa ] 
Antamde iad. vat Bae l 0 
Campephagid@. . 0... 00 ssa neces 6 4 
Dicruntdac® 2. on iss Lee eee 2 2 
Marscicapidies Vite cncrcbrsteenae ee 6 4 
Hirundinid@s oh dS ésitte lias Ye” 2 0 
Oniclid@ ga tee ee rice ics See 2 2 
Rundid err wd aals esis tee ee 0 
Pittiden ee Ea Re SSeS 2 
Centerapomid es COM ees Bs 2 0) 
Trend ce WO Rs PS VR eh 2 ] ] 
Brachypohd@ on: ite. Oe es A 3 
NUBICOLAa Melek eisai. 5 2 
Sulorid etn etes meleismte esate ere 6 4 
SOV AS CTL [ie tet aR ra 3 ] 
PAT eS FE RIO l 
Melipliagidle mas staan sleet ee ] ] 
WNectaninidte) 280 228 PAS 4 4 
COLE: SORLR. Ss. ek. Te l 
CORTEARS, SNR PO BE A l 
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Number of Number 
Families. Species. peculiar. 
WAPI Re tadovaihofasoie'n cesd sie Btsrece 4 2 
PRAM OME ahead faye. liota:s. «3.5 n't 0'e 1 0 
LUPE R ES, CROP Ee ee 3 
TELOMERE INS coloig sce at Syoysisiai 6 <p LO 8 
COMNOTAE « on checsts oie, oehajascjesie eat 2 
COUTTOEY Re A ons ne ee i sate sie 4 1 
UST OTIA Etat di ais ivaitedl:- cblaisiercre 1 0 
RECT AONIAE) Sah, ee A Ee 2 1 

RUT RICTA CIN. HNN ts OR a ek ee l 
OUMUAB sok CUS CEES ee ale 1 1 

DM Cy pOMUAR I ba SUE sain are 1 0 
OR UGUOPINGE <  borrras ois sees s Sides ye or a 0 
GUA COU Area: eich odo i5. 5.005) wie ons 1 0 
GOlLINULAG Goliath. Oo Sas eee sd 1 
GRAB ek Aevemrins + ate cranes 8 2 
ROP» ere tine al baer ] 0 

ScOloparide s< vista. 3 nena sscee ] 
CAPO A At ene eked cclicfertaas Chard Ui 1 
ANAL ROE erie aed ole, tac a Rite fais xtakars 4 2 

Procellariide 1 0 
TICE? SPIN PIG: cate Ria veer aeeecs 5 0 

TGA AID ia  ii a Rah ie 1, whan 1 1 
IPelecantd@ wr arecrares hole ansheie cannes 0 

Plotid@ ...... shale eual (o'er /al aheverstar al 0 

“ By the subjoined table, showing the geographical distributions of 
all the known Philippine species, it will be seen that 11 of the 
genera are peculiar, namely Pseudoptynx, Dasylophus, Lepido- 
grammus, Penelopides, Pseudolalage, Zeocephus, Rhabdornis, 
Gymnops, Phapitreron, Ptilocolpa, and Amaurornis, 

“Tt will be further observed that the precise habitat of 54 Philip- 
pine birds remains still unrecorded, and that out of the total number 
of Philippine species 85 are recorded from Luzon alone. Of the 76 
species known to inhabit other islands of the archipelago, 49 
possess also a Luzon habitat. If we assume, which we may fairly 
do, that the 54 species classed under the general term of Philippine 
in the table are nearly all, if not all, inhabitants of Luzon, the total 
number of species known to inhabit that island will be 139. The 
number of species known to inhabit the remaining islands is given 
at the bottom of their respective columns, the incompleteness of our 
knowledge with regard to them being illustrated by the small total 
of 19 representing the number of authentic species in the large and 
important island of Mindanao, and also by the entire and enforced 
omissions of many other large islands. Of Mindanao, with an 
estimated area of 36,000 square miles, the few species we know come 
from the immediate neighbourhood of Zamboanga. Of Luzon, the 
whole of the island north of Manilla has yet to be explored. The 
islands of Palawan, Mindoro, Samar, Leyte, Masbale, Bohol, the 
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Calamines, and the multitude of smaller islands are almost abso- 
lutely unknown. 

«As might be anticipated from analogy with other isolated areas, 
some of the Philippine isiands, although only separated by narrow 
seas, possess species peculiar to themselves. Although well defined, 
these are strictly representative forms. Those that are known are 
given below; and doubtless many more cases of representation will 
be discovered when the islands have been more thoroughly explored. 

“ Tuble showing the Representative Forms which are known to 
inhabit the Philippines only. 

SP. ren 
‘Luzon. Panay.) Negros. | Zebu. | Mindanao. 

Loriculus philippensis.....,...... * 
PEP UUM S! ccseabeness seoteeaeeeee nee see * nde * 
Ja he gt hoy) AoapnenbeeoeReeOs ee eee SE toe * 

-—— chrysonotus ............00.08- ae a nee * 
Chrysocolaptes heematribon...... * 

xanthocephalus ............ Bes ers * 
Actenoides hombroni ............ * 

Lin deayac. jcciws cae ovoe oct 2% * 
Penelopides manilla............... * 

PATI somsecoccreeee smasnee es aes * 
Dicrurus balicassius ......+ awe sas | * 

MITADUIB sesteeesspeesseccesss 8 Bee * 

“Only one species is common to a Philippine island and to any 
one other non-Philippine island, namely Xantholema rosea, which 
is restricted to the islands of Negrosand of Java. X.hemacephala, 
the common Luzon Barbet, which ranges all over India and is 
found in Sumatra and the Malay peninsula, does not seem to occur 
in Negros, where Z. rosea appears to represent it, as it also does in 
Java. 

“Tt is also a remarkable fact that the only Philippine representa- 
tive of the highly characteristic Indian family of the Pericrocotide 
is the abnormal and only migratory member of the group, P. 
cinereus.” 

This paper will be printed in full in the Society’s ‘ Transactions.’ 

The following papers were read :— 

1. On some Points in the Anatomy of Steatornis. 
By A. H. Garrop, B.A., F.Z.S., Prosector to the Society. 

[Received May 28, 1873.] 

Through the kindness of Prof. Flower, I have had the opportu- 
nity of examining two specimens of Steatornis caripensis preserved 
in spirit, as well as the skeleton of another; and Mr. Sclater has also 
kindly given me a skin to assist in the study of the pterylosis, and a 
nestling, which I have dissected. 
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Many points in the osteology of this bird, as well as the descrip- 
tion of the larynx, are to be found in a paper by Johannes Miiller* ; 
and further details are given in the works of L’ Herminierf, Sclaterf, 
and Murie§. The following notes relate almost entirely to the 
pterylosis and the anatomy of the soft parts, the skull being only 
described so far as to make it comparable with those in Prof. 
Huxley’s paper on the classification of Birds||. 

Pterylosis (fig. 1, p. 528)—All the top of the head is covered with 
a scattered feathering, which is very much the strongest between the 
eyes. There is no tendency to the formation of longitudinal bands in 
this region, like those in the Caprimulgide. Above each eye there 
are two rows of closely set very stiff feathers, running parallel to 
one another and to the border of the upper eyelid, forming a double 
eyebrow. The upper of these is slightly the stronger ; it is situated 
% of an inch above the lower one, with a bare space intervening. 
The stiff feathers of which it is composed are slightly more than 3 
of an inch long and are directed outwards. The lower eyebrow is 
+ of an inch above the margin of the lid, which has no eyelashes 
and is bare: it does not extend quite so far forward or backward as 
the one above it; and its component feathers are not quite so long. 
The external auditory orifice is nearly cireular and + of an inch in 
diameter ; there is no operculum. It is surrounded by a single row 
of feathers, much like those of the eyebrows; they are all directed 
backwards, the anterior being slightly the longer and acting as a 
protection to the entrance of the ear. Several (about a dozen on 
each side) stiff simple vibrissee, many more than 13 inch long, spring 
from the side of the upper beak, and run directly forwards, partially 
covering the apertures of the nostrils. 

The dorsal tract, where it commences, is narrowed on account of 
there being a bare space above each ear; but when it reaches the 
upper part of the neck it broadens, and continues down the back of 
the neck as a not strong tract, which becomes narrower and stronger 
as it descends, till at a short distance above the tops of the shoulder- 
blades it is very strong indeed. It continues on in this condition, 
and bifurcates between the scapulz to form a well-developed fork, 
with long branches, which become considerably weakened near their 
extremities. Between the lower ends of this fork the continuation 
of the dorsal tract commences, not connected with it at all, but quite 
free, as an upward-turned weak arrow-head, situated in the middle 
line. The axis or shaft of this arrow-headed tract, as it descends, 
becomes narrower and stronger till it ceases abruptly at the base of 
the long infundibuliform nude oil-gland, which closely resembles 
that of the Owls. In the upper part of the loins, above the arrow- 
head, at a short distance on either side of, and parallel with, the mid- 
dorsal tract, is a single row formed by four strong feathers, which 
are distinctly separated from the rest. All over the loins, behind 

* Miiller’s Arch. f. Anat. 1842, p. 1-11, and elsewhere. 
t+ Nouy. Ann. du Mus. tom, iii. 1834, p. 321, and elsewhere. 
t P. Z.8. 1866, p. 126. § Ibis, 3rd ser. vol. iii. No. 9, p. 81. 
|| PB. Z. S. 1867. 
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the acetabula, there is a weak feathering which blends with the lumbar tracts. These last are consequently not very distinctly 
defined, and consist mainly of weakly feathered tracts, running from the knee obliquely downwards and backwards, leaving the tibize almost bear, with the exception of a few semiplumes which are scattered below the front of the knee. 

Between the rami of the jaws the large triangular surface is naked at the sides and weakly feathered along the middle line up to the symphysis (as in the Owls), where there are a few vibrisse, directed forwards. From this submaxillary feathered portion the inferior neck-tract springs; and behind the angle of the jaw a weak branch is sent up, on each side, to join the dorsal tract and head-covering behind the ears. A little lower down the inferior tract becomes more defined, though not strong ; it continues simple as it descends, being of the same breadth as the lateral neck-spaces. Just above the upper or scapular extremities of the furcula it ceases in the middle line, leaving a bare interclavicular space; but it develops a branch on either side, which expands over the chest to form the pec- toral tracts. The pectoral tract of each side is double, the inner of its divisions being the continuation of the main tract, which descends, narrow and strong, close to the carina sterni in its upper part, but further separated below, leaving over the epigastric region of the abdo- men a considerable median space, which lower down is again reduced by their convergence to the anus, just in front of which they terminate. Each outer pectoral branch of the inferior tract is weak and very diffused, covering the sides of the body, leaving a narrow space between it and the main stem, except at the points just in front of the scapular ends of the furcula, from which they spring, and below the inferior margin of the sternum, where they again blend, and con- tinue down side by side, after their contact, nearly to the anus, the outer branch being the weaker and less defined. 
There is a weak hypopteral tract continued from the outer mar- gin of the external pectoral branch. The under wing-surface is feathered along the forearm in several rows. The margin of the patagium is thickly set with short strong plumes. The humeral tract is strong and separated by a narrow space from the well-covered upper wing-surface. 
There is no aftershaft to the feathers. 
There are ten primary remiges, and twelve secondary, of which the ten distal resemble each other, and the two at the elbow are reduced in size. The upper wing-coverts do not extend more than or quite so much as halfway down the secondary remiges. There are ten rectrices. 
The above described pterylosis clearly indicates that in the arrangement of its feathers Steatornis more closely resembles the Strigidee than the Caprimulgide, though it differs considerably from both. It resembles the Strigidee and differs from the Capri- mulgide in having no aftershaft to the contour feathers, in not having the occipital tract divided up into narrow longitudinal rows, in having spaces on each side of the submaxillary tract, in having 
Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXXIV. 34 
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the pectoral portion of the inferior tract in two parts, of which the 
inner approaches the carina sterni above and separates from it as 
it descends, in having the upper wing-surface uniformly feathered, 
and in having a large infundibuliform oil-gland. In none of the 
Caprimulgidze does the inferior tract continue simple down the neck, 
whilst in Strix flammea as in Steatornis it does not bifurcate till in 
the region of the furcula. But Steatornis resembles the Caprimul- 
gidee and differs from the Strigidee in having ten rectrices. It differs 
from both, however, in that the inferior portion of the dorsal tract 
does not unite at all with the scapular fork of the superior portion, 
in having the outer branch of the pectoral tract diffused and descend- 
ing far over the abdomen, and in the general tendency to scattering 
of the feathers. 

In the skull the lachrymal bones are not developed as they are in 
the Strigidee and Caprimulgidee. The palate is strongly desmogna- 
thous, as in the Falconide, and much more so than in the Strigidee, 
which are almost schizognathous. The palatine bones also meet 

a Big. 2: b 

Ge iat 
Skull of Steatornis. a, base; 5, superior surface. 

across the middle line, for 3 of an inch, in a manner which is quite 
peculiar, and can be best understood by a reference to the drawing, 
each bone being apparently folded on itself behind the point of 
junction with its fellow, and articulating with the basisphenoid 
rostrum, as well as anchylosing with the vomer by its inflected and 
upward-turned margin; each develops a very short slender ante- 
riorly directed process close to the vomer, which projects forwards 
on each side of it near its middle. The vomer itself is a quarter of 
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an inch long, slender and quite blended with the palatines ; its ante- 
rior pointed extremity advances as far forwards as the posterior 
border of the median palatine symphysis mentioned above. The 
posterior external angles of the palatines, so large in Caprimulgus 
aud Podargus, are not developed. The basipterygoid facets are 
large. In the eye the sclerotic ossifications are not considerable, as 
in the Owls, being not at all unusually developed. 

In the atlas the cup for articulation with the occipital condyle is 
incomplete behind; and the odontoid process of the axis is situated 
near its posterior margin. In this conformation, the classificational 
importance of which was first pointed out by Mr. Parker, Steatornis 
agrees with the Strigide and the Caprimulgide, but not with the 
Cypselidee, in the one or two cases which I have had the opportunity 
of observing. 

The well-known peculiarities of the sternum do not seem to point 
definitely in any special direction ; and in the other bones I have not 
observed any demonstrable tendencies. 

Digestive organs.—The tongue is thin, smooth, and triangular ; it 
is t inch broad at its base, and 2 of an inch long; the posterior 
angles are prolonged backwards for 4 of an inch as angular processes 
with small papillee on them ; the posterior border is simple. The 
esophagus is capacious and uniformly cylindrical, with longitudinal 
plications in its mucous membrane. The proventriculus is zonary 
and well developed, the largest of its component glands, which are 
slightly racemose, being 2 of an inch long. The stomach forms a 
thin-walled, globose, capacious gizzard, with its mucous membrane, 
as usually, longitudinally plicated. The intestines are 22 inches 
long, capacious throughout, and especially so near the pyloric 
portion ; the biliary and pancreatic ducts open into it 23 inches 
from the pylorus, at the bend of the duodenal loop. The two in- 
testinal ceca are 13 and 13 inch long, slender, and a little broader 
at the ceecal than at the open ends; they are situated 2 inches 
from the cloaca. 

The ¢rachea is a little more capacious above than below. As in 
many birds, the separate rings of which it is composed are not so 
deep in the middle line as they are laterally ; and as in each ring the 
upper and lower margins of one side in one ring, and of the other 
side of the next above and below, are slightly everted, whilst those of 
the other half are inverted to the same extent, when the rings are 
superimposed they produce the appearance seen in the accompanying 
drawing, as if each ring were narrow on one side and broad on the 
other. The syrinw (fig. 3, p. 532), as has been described by others, is 
extremely peculiar, because it is formed in each bronchial tube, instead 
of at the bifurcation of the trachea. The trachea bifurcates at its 
lower end much in the same way that it doesin Mammalia; and each 
bronchus coutinues down towards the lungs as a cylindrical or 
slightly flattened tube, composed of simple and entire rings of carti- 
lage. In a specimen that I once saw, there were fourteen of these 
rings on each side; but in the one before me, which is figured here, 
the bronchi are not equal in length, the left bronchus containing 

34* 
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thirteen and the right ten complete rings above the commence- 
ment of the syrinx. Each semisyrinx, as it may be termed, is 
formed on the same principle as that of the combined organ in most 
of the non-singing birds. Taking for description that of the left 
side in the specimen figured, it is there found that the thirteenth 

Front view of the syrinx of Steatornis. 

bronchial ring is complete, though considerably flattened from 
side to side; the fourteenth is not complete in the middle of its 
inner surface, it is a little longer from before backwards than the one 
above, and not so longas the one following it. The fifteenth is only 
a half ring, its inner portion being deficient ; it is slightly convex 
upwards, and articulates, both at its anterior and posterior ends, with 
the fourteenth incomplete ring and the sixteenth half rmg. The 
sixteenth half ring is concave upwards, and so forms an oval figure 
in combination with the one above, which is filled with a thin mem- 
brane, to form part of the outer wall of the bronchus. There is a 
membrane also between the ends of these and the succeeding half 
rings, which completes the tube of the bronchus internally. The 
half rings which follow the sixteenth reduce in size, and are con- 
siderably smaller before they reach the lung. The lateral muscle of 
the trachea extends down the outer side of each bronchus, to be 
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attached to the middle of the first fully developed half ring. The depressor muscles of the trachea are independent of these. 
Steatornis has two carotid arteries, as have both the Strigidee 

and Caprimulgidee. 
With regard to the myology of this bird, the only muscles which will be considered are those which have been found to have some bearing on the systematic position of birds generally. 
In the thigh, the améiens (Sundeyvall)—the slender muscle which in many birds runs from the innominate bone, just above the aceta- bulum, along the inner side of the thigh to the knee, which it crosses obliquely in the fibrous capsule below the patella, and then blends with the flexor perforatus digitorum—is absent, as it is in the Strigidee and Caprimulgide. 
The semitendinosus, the outer of the two muscles which form the lower fold of the thigh (the semimembranosus being the inner), and which runs from the region of the lower end of the innominate bone to the tibia, is present, as in the Caprimulgidee, it being quite absent in all the Strigide. As in the Caprimulgide also, this muscle 

A Fig. 4. B 

Muscles at the outer side of the elbow: a, of right wing of Caprimulgus 
europeus; B, of left wing of Steatornis. 

tp b, tensor patagii brevis; ec 7, extensor carpi radialis; , biceps; d, deltoid ; 
Z, triceps; h, humerus. 

receives an accessory head from the lower end of the femur, which helps to send a partial insertion of the muscle down the leg. 
The femoro-caudal (which runs as a narrow muscular ribbon from the middle of the linea aspera of the femur to the coccyx, covered by the semitendinosus and crossed superficially by the sciatic artery and nerve) is quite absent; it is well developed in the Caprimul- gidee, small in the Strigide, and absent in very few birds. 
In the upper limb the second pectoral (subclavius of Rolleston) is not large, extending about halfway down the sternum, as it does 
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in the Strigide, whilst in the Caprimulgide it is more developed, 
reaching the lower margin of that bone. 

The tensor patagii brevis—a muscle very constant in its inser- 
tion in the different families of birds, which arises mainly from the 
superior extremity of the furcula on each side, and is inserted, after 
running in the patagial fold parallel to the humerus, into the out- 
side of the forearm near the elbow—in Steatornis agrees entirely with 
that of many of the Strigidze, and differs slightly from that of the Ca- 
primulgide, as may be seen from the accompanying drawings (fig. 4, 
p- 533), where, in the former, the main tendon becomes attached 
to the extensor carpi radialis longus directly, whilst in the latter it 
joins a second more superficial tendinous slip which runs back to the 
outside of the elbow, much as in the Passeres. 

By placing the above-mentioned facts in a tabular form, the com- 
parison between S¢eatornis and its allies will be more clearly seen. 

Steatornis. Strigide. Caprimulgide. 

Number of carotids......... 2 2 2 
Ambiens muscle ............ Absent)’ .......-- ADEenf, ..<,-607--- Absent. 
Semitendinosus muscle ...| Present, with | Absent............ Present, with 

accessory head. accessory head. 
Femoro-caudal muscle ...| Absent ......... Present (small) | Present. 
Pectoralis secundus muscle] Short ............, Short ............ Long. 

The semitendinosus is a muscle very constantly present in birds, 
being absent only in the Owls, Eagles, true Vultures, Humming- 
birds, and Swifts ; consequently its presence in Steatornis is in favour 
of its being related to the Caprimulgide rather than to the Strigide. 

In endeavouring, from the facts recorded above, to form a correct 
notion as to the exact systematic position of Steatornis, the diffi- 
culties in the way are considerable. That it forms a family by itself 
there is little or no doubt, as it presents pterylographical and inter- 
nal peculiarities found in no other birds. By a process of exclusion, 
an approximate idea of its position may be formed. The Strigide, 

_ Caprimulgidee, Coraciidee, Momotide, Galbulide, and Steatorni- 
thidze all agree in possessing the following characters—two carotids, 
well-developed czeca, a nude oil-gland, and no ambiens muscle. 
Among these, the Strigidee differ from all the rest and resemble the 
Eagles, in having no semitendinosus; and the Steatornithidz are 
equally peculiar in having no femoro-caudal muscle. In its pterylosis, 
as shown above, Steatornis resembles the Strigidze much more than 
any of the allied families, except that there are only ten rectrices. 
I have not dissected Podargus ; but it agrees so closely with Capri- 
mulgus in its pterylosis, according to Nitzsch, that it most probably 
must be included in the same family. As Mr. Sclater has shown, 
Podargus has no oil-gland, that organ being very small in the 
Caprimulgide generally, but large in Steatornis. 

If the absence of the ambiens muscle in the Strigidee has the 
significance which I put on it, and is sufficient justification, in 
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conjunction with other differences, for the entire separation of this 
family from the other Accipitres, then the above mentioned group of 
families seems a natural one*; but if the Strigide are intimately 
related to the Falconide and Vulturide, it is so difficult to believe that 
the Coraciidee and their allies are related to the Falconide, that the 
entire separation of the Strigidze from the Caprimulgidee seems essen- 
tial, in which case the position of Steatornis becomes more doubtful. 

2. On the Antelopes of the Genus Gazella, and their Distri- 
bution. By Sir Vicror Brooxg, Bart., F.Z.S. 

(Plates XLV. & XLVI.) 

Whilst at Berlin last year I noticed in the gallery of the Royal 
Museum a large Gazelle (No. 3207 in the Catalogue), which struck 
me as being different from any thing I had before seen. Upon men- 
tioning the specimen, which was unnamed, to Professor Peters, he 
informed me that it had been brought from the far south of Senaar 
by Casanova, but that, being unable to refer the specimen to any de- 
scribed species, he had preferred to leave it unnamed rather than to 
run the risk of giving it a specific title in the absence of a sufficiency 
of materials to establish its right to this distinction. Observing my 
interest in the matter, Professor Peters with great generosity handed 
the investigation of it over to me, requesting me to describe the 
species in the Society’s ‘ Proceedings’ should I come to the conclusion 
that it was unknown and new. ‘This, so far as I have been able 
to make out, is not the case, the Antilope melanura described by 
Heuglin (Antilopen und Biiffel, p. 6) agreeing very exactly with the 
Berlin specimen. The matter, however, is not the less interesting ; 
and as the species is at present only known by Heuglin’s short de- 
scription, and appears to be represented in European museums solely 
by this specimen, I have thought it desirable to describe it more fully. 
At the same time the very scattered and fragmentary condition of our 
knowledge of the entire group Gazella has induced me to take this 
opportunity of passing in review the various persistent modifications 
of the form which have been deemed by former authors worthy of 
specific distinction. Although I have retained in an equality as to 
specific rank all the modifications mentioned in the following list, 
yet I am desirous of stating that I only do so from absolute inability 
to do otherwise without introducing complications into the list, which 
would, I fear, militate against its practical usefulness. The laws of 
variation and persistent modification are at present so imperfectly un- 
derstood that it is difficult, if not impossible, to connect terms of 
value with the phenomena of differentiation—terms which shall be 
sufficiently definite to express what we know and are sure of, and yet 
sufficiently plastic to meet the requirements of future research. The 
principle which suggested the term “ persistent modification’ to 

* Prof. Newton has for some time believed the Steatornithide and Capri- 
mulgidz to be distinct families (ef. Zool. Ree. vi. p. 67). 
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Professor Huxley, in dealing with analogous ethnological difficul- 
ties, appears to me to obtain with like force in the present instance. 
Prof. Huxley thus writes *: “I speak of ‘ persistent modifications ” 
or ‘stocks,’ rather than of ‘ varieties’ or ‘species,’ because each of 
these last well-known terms implies, on the part of its employer, a 
preconceived opinion touching one of those problems the solution of 
which is the ultimate object of the science.” Throughout this 
paper, however, I shall use the terms “ species” and “ persistent 
modification” synonymously, although, for two reasons, the latter 
term appears to me infinitely the preferable :—first in that (assuming 
evolution) it of necessity contains the former, and therefore in being 
more comprehensive bettersuitsour present uncertainty ; and, secondly, 
in that it points towards a definite biological fact, in favour of which 
certainly all the evidence as yet collected tends, viz. that the existing 
forms of Gazella are but modifications, which appear to us persistent, 
of some as yet unknown extiuct Artiodactyle form. At the close of 
my paper I shall again allude to this subject, and shall endeavour to 
indicate the manner in which I conceive it possible to account for the 
present modifications and distribution of the group. 

For the sake of convenience, and the avoidance of constant repeti- 
tion, and also to throw into relief the traces of genetic affinity afforded 
by coloration, I will describe the typical ground-plan which may be 
seen underlying each variation, the uniformity of the arrangement 
of the more salient and characteristic markings (where they appear) 
throughout the group clearly showing the existence of such a plan. 

To each of these more prominent features, indicating what may 
be provisionally called genetic coloration, I will apply a definite name 
which I shall make use of in the following descriptions. 

The anterior facial region in Gazelles, from the base of each horn to 
the muzzle, is cut off from the sides of the face on both sides by white 
streaks, which, starting externally to the base of each horn, run down- 
wards to within 2 inches of the nostrils; the former I shall call the 
central facial band, the latter the light facial streaks. From the 
corner of the suborbital gland, running downwards immediately below 
the light facial streak, and of about equal width, is a dark line ; this 
I shall refer to as the dark facial streak. Bordering the white of the 
belly on each side, and extending from above and behind the ulna, to 

above and in front of the patella, are two bands, the lower of which is 
darker, the upper lighter than the colour of the back and flanks. The 
former I shall speak of as the dark, the latter the light lateral band. 
Lastly, bordering the white of the rump is frequently seen a narrow 
indefinite darkish band, which may be conveniently called the pygal 
band. 

The difficulty of expressing differences dependent to a large extent 
upon shades of colour and texture of hair sufficiently sharply to 
give a just impression of the effect produced by such differences 
upon the eye, may cause the distinction of some of the forms be- 
low mentioned to appear doubtful. I can only say that upon occa- 
sions when I have had ample opportunity of subsequently verifying 

* Critiques and Addresses, p. 134. 
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my identification, I have never experienced any difficulty in referring specimens entirely new to me to their proper name and habitat. The descriptions must be taken as applying to thoroughly typical specimens, the intensity of the markings and length and curvature of the horns being subject to great individual variation. 
The height given is that taken in a straight line from the ground to the point of the shoulder, the male being the sex measured, ex- cepting where the contrary is stated. 

GAZELLA. 
Frame slender. Muzzle ovine. Colour sandy. Skull with ante- orbital vacuity, and a moderate or small anteorbital fossa ; auditory bulla large. Median incisors expanded. 

A. Back unstriped. Dentition i. = c. . p- ;, ni. 3 
A'. White of rump not encroaching on the fawn-colour of the 

haunches. 
A. Males and females bearing horns. 

a', Horns lyrate or semilyrate. 
1. Gazella dorcas. 4. Gazella levipes. 
2. isabella, 5: melanura, 
3. —— rufifrons. 

b'. Horns non-lyrate. 
6. Gazella cuvieri. 9. Gazella arabica, 
rie leptoceros. 10. bennettii. 
8. spekit. ive Suscifrons. 

B. Females hornless. 
12. Gazella subgutturosa. 14. Gazella picticauda. 
13. gutturosa. 

B!. White of ramp projecting forwards in an angle into the 
fawn-colour of the haunches. 

15. Gazella dama*. 17. Gazella sceemmerringii. 
16. mohr. 18. —— granti. 

B. Back with a white median stripe. Dentition i. > Cc. 4, p- 5 m. 2. 
19. Gazella euchore. 

1. GAzELLA DORCas. 

1764. La Gazelle, Buff. Hist. Nat. vol. xii. p. 249, pl. 23. —— Kevel, Buff. Hist. Nat. vol. xii. p. 258, pl. 26. 1766. Capra dorcas, Linn. Syst. Nat. p. 96? 
1766. Antilope dorcas and A. kevella, Pallas, Misc. p- 6 (after Buff.). 

* Tinclude G. dama in this subsection, as, although from the great extension of white over the posterior parts of the back the characteristic angular white patch is not visible, the general form of the animal leayes no doubt as to this being its proper position. 
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1767. Antilope dorcas, Pall. Spic. Zool. fase. i. p. 11. 
1777. A. dorcas and A. kevella, Erxl. Regn. An. pp. 285, 287 

(part.). 
A. dorcas and A. kevella, Zimm. Zool. Geogr. p. 543. 

1781. Barbary and Flat-horned Antelope, Penn. Quad. p. 81. 
1788. A. dorcas and A. kevella, Gmelin, Syst. Nat. p. 187. 
1801. Barbary and Flat-horned Antelope, Shaw, Zool. pp. 350, 

301. 
1812. Gazella dorcas, Licht. Berl. Mag. Naturk. vi. p. 168. 
1816. , Blainv. Bull. Soc. Phil. p. 75. 
1820. Antilope dorcas, Desm. Mamm. p. 453 (part.). 
1827. (and A. kevella’?), H. Smith, G. Anim. Kingd. 

vol. v. p. 332. 
18297 , Fisch. Syn. p. 459 (part.). 
1835. » Riipp. Wirbelth. p. 24 (part.). 
1843. Gazella dorcas, Gray, Cat. Mamm. B. M. p. 160 (part.). 
1844. Antilope dorcas, Wagn. Schreb,. Suppl. iv. p. 405 (part.). 
1844. , Schinz, Syn. p. 398 (part.). 
1846. and var. 6 & y, Sund. Pee. p. 268 (part.). 
1850. Gazella dorcas, Turner, P. Z. 8. p. 168. 
1852. , Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 56 (part.). 
1855. Antilope dorcas, Wagn. Saugeth. p. 403 (part.). 
1855. , Gervais, Hist. Nat. Mamm. p. 203. 
1858. Gazella dorcas, Loche, Cat. Mamm. de I’ Alg. p. 13. 
1859. , Gieb. Saugeth. p. 305 (part.). 
1863. A. dorcas, Heugl. Ant. und Biiffel, p. 5 (part.). 
1866. G. dorcas, Tristram, P. Z. 8. 1866, p. 86. 
1869. A. dorcas, Heugl. Reis. Weis. Nil, p. 315 (part.). 
— A. arabica, Heugl. ibid. 
1872. G. dorcas, Gray, Cat. Rum. Mamm. p. 38 (part.). 
Hair rather long and coarse. Central facial band rufous above, in- 

clining to fawn-colour towards the nostrils; a dark nose-spot some- 
times present, not dependent on age or sex; light facial streak di- 
stinct, encircling the eye ; dark facial streak definite, brownish rufous ; 
upper and under lip, breast, and belly white; dark lateral and 
pygal bands very definite, rufous brown; light lateral band distin- 
guishable from the rich fawn-colour of the upper parts of the back 
by its more silvery hue. Knee-brushes well developed, in colour 
variable. Tail black, long, and tapering. Horns long and annulated, 
rather slender, with their points bent inwards and forwards. Lars 
about 53". Height at shoulder barely 24". 

Hab. Syria (Tristr.); N. Arabia (Rupp.)?; Egypt; Algeria (Loche, 
Grant) ; Morocco? Senegal? (Ham. Smith and Buff.). 

If I am right in including as a synonym of this species the Kevella 
of Buffon, and the Gazelles mentioned under the same name by 
Hamilton Smith, it will render the geographical range of the form 
very extensive. The only Gazelle belonging to this subsection of 
the group at present known for certain to inhabit the deserts of 
Senegal is the Gazella rufifrons of Gray. Now to this species 
must be undoubtedly referred the Corinna of Ham. Smith and Buffon, 
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an animal which both these authors considered distinct from their 
Kevella. If, therefore, the Kevella be not Gazella dorcas, it must 
represent a form of which we as yet know but little. 

In the Senckenbergian Museum at Frankfort I noticed two Gazelles 
which had been brought in 1827 by Rippell from Arabia Petrzea. 
They stood labelled as G. dorcas, var. arabica. These specimens 
appeared to me to differ decidedly from the Gazella arabica of 
Ehrenberg from South Arabia, and, in the lyrate form of their horns 

and in their markings, to be more nearly allied to the species under 
consideration. In their larger size and stouter build, softer and finer 
coat, as also in the paleness of their facial and lateral markings, 
they presented considerable peculiarity ; and I have no doubt that 
similar characters will be found to distinguish the Gazelles of Nor- 
thern Arabia from those of Syria. Referring doubtless to this larger 
race, Mr. Tristram (to whom I am indebted for a very beautiful and 
typical specimen of Gazella dorcas, obtained in Syria) thus writes 
in a letter with which he has kindly favoured me on the subject : 
** Gazella arabica, Ehy., is common east of Jordan, and I have had 
specimens. . ..I believe both species are there equally abundant, but 
in rather different kinds of country.”? Now, to be strictly consistent, 

a race so persistently modified, and so easily distinguishable as this 
appears to be, should bear a definite title; for the present, how- 
ever I shall content myself with alluding to it, the materials avail- 
able being quite insufficient for a thorough understanding of the 
differentiation and distribution of the form in these countries. In 
the same letter above quoted, Mr. Tristram writes :—“ In Algeria I 
noticed and obtained two Gazel/a dorcas and one specimen which I 
presume was the Gazella corinna, Cuv.’’ (more probably Gazella 
cuviert). ‘The smaller Gazella dorcas I found everywhere as far 
as the Oran Sahara. The larger species I never got east of Biskra 
(Constantine). My impression was that the two species overlapped 
in Algeria.” 

Some very beautiful froutlets and horns brought by Colonel Grant 
from Algeria, which I have had the pleasure of examining, appear 
to me, as far as it is possible to judge from the horns alone, undoubt- 
edly referable to Gazella dorcas. 

2. GAZELLA ISABELLA. 

1827. Antilope dorcas, Licht. Darst. t. 5. 
1843. Gazella doreas, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 160 (part.). 
1846. A. doreas, a, Sund. Pee. p. 267. 
1846. Gazella isabella, Gray, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. p. 214 

(vol. xvii.) ; Gray, Knowsl. Menag. p. 4. 
1850. —— » Gray, P. Z.S. p. 113. 
1852. , Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 57. 
1853. Gazella dorcas, Temm. Esq. Zool. p. 193. 
1855. , Wagn. Siiugeth. p. 403 (part.). 
1859. ——- ——, Gieb. Saugeth. p. 305 (part.). 
1863. , Heugl. Ant. und Biiff. p. 5 (part.). 
1869. 4. dorcas, Heugl. Reis. Weiss. Nil, p. 315 (part.). 
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1870. G. dorcas, Blanf. Geo). and Zool. Abyss. p. 261. 
Hair very short and soft. Central facial band sandy rufous. Nose- 

spot absent. Light facial streak present but indefinite, running into 
the dark facial streak, which is in some specimens but faintly marked ; 
dark lateral band almost obsolete ; light lateral band of a delicate 
ale fawn-colour, distinctly visible against the isabelline sandy fawn- 

colour of the back and haunches. Tail variable, but generally rufous 
for a large part of its length, the tip blackish. Horns short, 
massive, and strongly ringed, the tips bent suddenly forwards and 
inwards. Ears verylong. Height less than that of the last species. 

Hab. Kordofan ; Senaar. 
The principle which I have allowed to influence me in retaining 

under a name and description distinct from that applied to the 
Gazelles of Egypt and N. Africa, the Gazelles from Senaar and 
Kordofan, is contrary to that which generally obtains in like cases. 
It is not that I believe that the diagnosis above given will be found 
invariably to sever the individuals obtained in one locality from 
those obtained in the other. On the contrary, I am convinced that 
every intermediate degree will be found represented in the inter- 
mediate countries, if not upon the confines of the countries which are 
supposed to be the home proper of each race or persistent modifi- 
cation. 

I have lately received from Mr. Gerrard some specimens of a 
Gazelle from the Bogos country. In these the general texture of 
the hair is entirely that of Gazella isabella, while the intensity of the 
facial and other markings, and the intermediate growth and character 
of the horns, places them in a position exactly intermediate to those 
of Egypt and Kordofan. At the same time, perhaps, amongst the 
smaller Gazelles, no two species could produce two more dissimilar 
animals than typical specimens of Gazella dorcas and Gazella isabella. 
Having seen both animals living, I speak with more confidence than 
would be the case from the examination of museum specimens alone. 
If, therefore, a command of a large series of specimens reveals in- 
termediate forms between two well-marked and persistent races, a 
considerable probability is afforded that, all conditions being alike, 
where, from a paucity of knowledge and specimens, two persistent 
modifications or species of the group appear definitely severed, a 
larger number of specimens would produce similar intermediate 
forms. 

3. GAZELLA RUFIFRONS. 
1764. La Corine, Buff. H. N. xii. p. 261, pl. 27, 2. 
1781. Corine, Pennant, Quad. p. 89. 
1801. , Shaw, Zool. p. 353, plate 194. 
1818. Le Kevel ‘ tata: } , F. Cuvier, H. N. M. plates. 
1820. Antilope dorcas, Desmarest, Mamm. p. 453 (part.). 
1829. A. dorcas 2, Fisch. Syn. p. 459. 
1836. A. corina, Goldf. Schreb. Suppl. v. p. 1193, pls. 270, 271. 
1846. Gazella rufifrons, Gray, Ann. Nat. Hist. xviii. p. 214. 
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1850. Gazella rufifrons, Gray, Knowsley Menagerie. 
1853. G. kevella, Temm. Esq. Zool. p. 193. 
1855. G. levipes, Wagn. Saugeth. p. 404 (part.). 
1858. G. corinna, Loche, Cat. Mamm. de lAlg. p. 14? 
1863. A. levipes, Heugl. Ant. u. Biff. p. 6. 

Central facial streak uniform sandy yellow; light facial streak 
indefinite ; dark facial hardly distinguishable from the colour of the 
cheeks, which are sandy yellow ; dark lateral band distinctly marked, 
brown ; light lateral band plainly shown between the dark streak 
and the yellowish fawn-colour of the back and haunches ; pygal 
band indistinct. No knee-brushes. Height a little over two feet. 

Hab. Senegal. 

4. GAZELLA LEVIPES. 

1846. A. levipes, Sund. Pec. p. 266. 
1855. G. levipes, Wagn. Saugeth. p. 404 (part.). 
1863. A. levipes, Heugl. Ant. und Biff. p. 6. 
1869. » Heugl. Reis. Weiss. Nil, p. 315. 

Central facial band rufous, an indefinite nose-spot sometimes 
present ; light facial streak fairly distinct, encircling the eye ; dark 
facial streak scarcely distinguishable against the fawn-colour of the 
cheeks; dark lateral band very strongly marked, almost black ; 
light lateral band very indistinct ; back and flanks of a deep foxy 
rufous; pygal band almost or entirely obsolete. Knee-brushes 
sometimes absent and sometimes well developed. Tail long, black. 
Horns short, compressed, strongly annulated, with the points turned 
suddenly and pointing towards each other, and occasionally even 
backwards and downwards. Ears rather short. Size considerably 
larger than Gazella dorcas. 

Teeth. First molar in the lower jaw sometimes, but not invari- 
ably, showing a supplementary column. 

The horns of the female in typical specimens nearly straight, an- 
nulated, and slightly bent forwards from about half their length. 

Hab. Senaar (Sund.) ; Bogos country. 
As may be seen from the above descriptions, the points of differ- 

ence between the Gazella rufifrons of Gray and the Gazella levipes 
of Sundevall are of the most trivial and insignificant nature. I 
have, however, considering the widely separated localities from which 
the type specimens of the two descriptions were obtained, thought it 
better for the present to leave the two names separate in this list. 
The Gazella levipes appears to be the larger and more brightly 
coloured animal of the two. In some specimens I have found the 
knee-brushes wanting, as described by Professor Sundevall. This, 
however, is by no means an invariable character. In a large series 
of the skins of this Gazelle lately received by Mr. Gerrard from 
the Bogos country, and which I had the pleasure of examining with 
him, I found the knee-brushes invariably present, but varying very 
greatly in length and colour. In all these skins, as also in a living 
specimen entirely devoid of knee-brushes, which I saw in the Zoolo- 
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gical Gardens in Berlin, the dark lateral band was very strongly 
marked, forming a conspicuous feature in the animal’s appearance. 
The Gazella rufifrons of Senegal is only known, so far as I am 
aware, from the specimens originally described by Dr. Gray. 

5. GAZELLA MELANURA. (Plate XLVI.) 

1863. Antilope melanura, Heugl. Ant. und Biff. p. 6. 
1869. Antilope tilonura, Heugl. Reis. Weiss. Nil, p.315. 

Central facial band rufous fawn; light facial streak indistinct, 
encircling the eye; dark facial streak very indistinct, almost indi- 
stinguishable ; neck, back, uppersides, flanks, haunches, shoulders, 
root of the tail, anterior of fore legs, knee-brushes, and outer side of 
the hind legs sandy fawn colour ; dark lateral band distinct, blackish, 
very narrow from above downwards ; light lateral very indefinite ; 

breast and belly white. Horns lyrate and strongly annulated. 
Height 29"; length of ears 53!; length of tail 8"; length of 

horns 11". 
Hab. Bushy plains of the Anseba, Bogosland (Heugl.); South 

Senaar (Casanova). 

6. GAZELLA CUVIERI. 

1827. Le Kevel gris, F. Cuvier, H. N. M., with plate. 
1840. Antilope cuvieri, Ogilby, P. Z. S. 1840, p. 35. 
1849. , Fras. Zool. Typ. pl. 17. 
1844. A. arabica, Schinz, Syn. p. 399. 
1846. A. doreas, var. y * *, Sund. Pec. p. 268. 
1852. G. dorcas, var. 3, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Mus. Brit. p. 57. 
1855. A. arabica, Wagn. note, p. 403. 
1859. G. arabica (part.), Gieb. Saugeth. p. 307. 
1863. A. arabica, Heugl. Ant. u. Biff. p. 5 (part.). 
1850. G. vera, Gray, Knowsley Menagerie, pl. 

Hair long and rather coarse. Central facial band grizzled rufous 
brown above, darker below, sometimes forming a distinct nose-spot ; 
light facial streak present but indefinite; dark facial streak 
blackish brown; breast, belly, and rump white; dark lateral and 
pygal bands blackish brown, running into and blending with the 
grizzled rufous brown of the upper parts of the body. Knee-brushes 
Tong, blackish ; tail black. Horns strongly annulated, massive and 
long, diverging gradually for about two thirds their length, the 
upper third leaning more decidedly outwards and a little forwards. 
Ears very long. 

Adult ¢: height 273"; length of horns 12; length of ears 73". 
Hab. Morocco; Algeria. 
The above description must be taken as applying to an average 

specimen, very great variety being exhibited by this large and well- 
marked species. In fact, out of a large series, including living speci- 
mens, I have never seen two for which the same description would 
suffice. The species, however, is easily known from all the other 
small Gazelles by its larger size, rough coat, dark colour, and un- 
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usually long ears. As I have said above, I think the larger Gazelle 
seen by Tristram in Algeria was probably of this species. A skull 
in my possession ig very nearly as large as that of Gazella scem- 
merringii. 

7. GAZELLA LEPTOCEROS. 

1827? Antilope leptoceros, F. Cuvier, Hist. Nat. Mamm. ? 
1844. , Wagn. Schreb. Supp. iv. p. 423. 
1846. , Sund. Pee. p. 269. 
1852. G. dorcas, var. 4, Gray Cat. Mamm. Mus. Brit. p. 57. 
1853. G. arabica, Temm. Esq. Zool. p. 193. 
1855. Antilope leptoceros, Wagn. Siiugeth. p. 407. 
1859. , Gieb. Saiugeth. p. 309. 
1863. ——- ——., Heugl. Ant. u. Biff. p. 7. 
1869. » Heugl. Reis. Weiss. Nil, p. 315. 

The following is Heuglin’s description of this species, which I ex- 
tract, never having had the opportunity of examining specimens :— 
**A species decidedly distinct from A. dorcas. The horns are 
weaker and longer, running parallel for about half their length, the 
points inclining first outwards and then very slightly inwards..... 
The nose-spot is at times very indistinct, occasionally sharply marked 
and dark brown. Between the brownish-yellow colour of the back 
and the sharply defined black side line of scarcely two inches breadth 
is seen a much paler line of about a hand’s breadth, distinctly defined 
from the colour of the back.” 

Hab. Berber ; banks of the Setit; Senaar, Kordofan, and along 
the Bahr el Abiad. 

The above description agrees very well with that given by Frederick 
Cuvier. There is a head of a female Gazelle in the British Museum 
collected by Captain Harris, which I believe to belong to this species. 
In this specimen the horns are of very great length, longer than I 
have ever seen in a female Gazelle. 

8. GAZELLA SPEKII. 

Gazella spekii, Blyth, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1856, vol. xxiv. 
p- 296; Blanf. Geol. and Zool. Abyss. p. 261, pl. 1. fig. 5—5a. 

Head and neck of male and female only known. ‘‘ Ears of an ash- 
grey colour, contrasting strongly with the line of the neck, and doubt- 
less also of the body. Horns robust, curved backwards and then 
upwards, and diverging but slightly.. ... The horns of the female 
are very much stouter than we have seen in any other female 
Gazelle. Muzzle whitish, with a strongly contrasting nose-patch.”’ 
(Blyth.) 

Hab. Somali country (Speke). 
Mr. Blanford has kindly furnished me with photographs of the 

type specimens of this species which are in the Calcutta Museum. 
The horns appear very like those of Gazella arabica; but in the 
markings of the face, neck, and ears the Somali Gazelle appears to 
differ considerably frem that inhabiting Arabia. 
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9. GAZELLA ARABICA. 
1827. Gazella cora, Ham. Smith, Griff. An. Kingd. vol. v. p. 333? 
1827. Gazella arabica, Licht. Darst. t. 6. 
1828. , Hempr. & Ebr. Symb. Phys. t. 5. 
1829. , Fisch. Syn. p. 460. 
1843. Gazella cora, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 161. 
1844. Antilope arabica, Wagn. Schreb. Suppl. iv. p. 407 ; Schinz, 

Syn. p. 399. 
1846. A. dorcas, 3, Sund. Pec. p. 268. 
1850. Gazella vera, Gray, Knowsl. Menag. 
1852. Gazella dorcas, var. 1, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 56. 
1853. Gazella arabica, Temm. Esq. Zool. p. 193. 
1855. Antilope arabica, Wagn. Saiigeth. p. 403. 
1859. ——., Gieb. Saiigeth. p. 307 (part.). 
1863. —— ——, Heugl. Ant. und Biff. p. 5 (part.). 
1870. Gazella arabica, Blanf. Geol. and Zool. Abyss. p. 261, pl. 1. 

fd. 
Hair very short and smooth. Central facial band rich bay above, 

darker below, forming a nose-spot; light facial streak very strongly 
marked, running from the base of the horn over the eye, stopping 
just below the nose-spot; dark facial streak distinct, blackish ; 
breast and belly white; dark lateral and pygal bands grizzly 
brown; light lateral band grizzly fawn; upper parts of the sides 
and back rich grizzled bay in adult specimens, the younger animals 
being greyer. Knee-brushes well developed, blackish ; tail black. 
Horns massive, the annulations wide apart, diverging gradually for 
two thirds their length, the upper third diverging more decidedly 
and leaning a little forwards. Ears moderate. Size about equal to 
that of Gazella dorcas. 

Hab. South Arabia. 
The above description was taken from the type specimens in the 

Berlin Museum, and applies fairly well to all the specimens from 
South Arabia which I have had an opportunity of examining. In 
comparison with the Gazelles from North Arabia, mentioned in my 
remarks upon Gazella dorcas, specimens from the south can be 
always distinguished by their stronger markings, richer colour, and 
straight non-lyrate horns. 

10. GAZELLA BENNETTI. 
1831. Antilope bennettii, Sykes, P. Z.S. p. 104. 
1843. G. bennettiz, Gray, List. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 161. 
1844. A. bennettii, Schinz, Syn. p. 400. 
— A. arabica, Wagn. Schreb. Suppl. iv. p. 407. 
1846. A. dorcas, var. €, Sund. Pee. p. 269. 
1849. A. bennettii, Fras. Zool. Typic. pl. 16. 
1850. G. dennettii, Turn. P. Z.S. p. 168. 
1852. Tragops bennettii, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 62. 
1855. Ant. bennettii, Wagn. Saugeth. p. 405. 

A. hazenna, Wagn. l. c. p. 406. 
1859. A. arabica (part.), Gieb. Saugeth. p. 307. 
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1869. G. bennettii, Kinloch, Large Game of Thib. p. 57, and 
plate. 
: 1870. ——- ——, Blanf. Geol. & Zool. Abyss. p. 26], pl. 1. 
g. 2. 
1872. Tragops bennettii, Gray, Cat. Rum. Brit. Mus. p. 39. 

Hair of moderate length. Central facial band rufous above, be- 
coming darker below, often forming a distinct blackish nose-spot ; 
light facial streak whitish ; dark facial streak rufous fawn-colour ; 
dark lateral and pygal bands very slightly indicated, being a little more 
rufous than the bay fawn-colour of the back, sides, aud haunches ; 
tail black. Knee-brushes well developed, colour variable. Size rather 
larger than that of Gazella dorcas. Horns present in both sexes, but 
rather small in the female ; in the male they are strongly annulated, 
diverge gradually as they rise, with the points directed forwards and 
a little outwards. 

Hab. India; Southern Baloochistan and Southern Persia 
(Blanf.). 

Mr. Blanford’s valuable paper, read at the Society’s meeting on 
the 18th of last March, gives very exact details of the range of this 
species. The specimens brought by Mr. Blanford from Persia differ 
in no important characters from Indian specimens. 

11. GAZELLA FUSCIFRONS. 

Gazella fuscifrons, Blanf. P. Z. S. 1873, p. 317. 

Central facial band strongly marked, grizzled black ; light facial 
streak grey, fairly definite, as is also the blackish dark facial streak ; 
cheeks and anterior of neck grey ; back of the neck, back, sides, 
haunches and legs sandy ; lateral streaks wanting; belly and rump 
whitish. Knee-brushes long, black. Ears very long. Horns (of ? 
only known) strong, annulated, bending forwards and very slightly 
inwards at the tips. Size about equal to that of Gazella dorcas. 

Hab. Deserts of Jalk, separating Seistan from Baloochistan. 
This species appears to be decided and well marked, as far as it is 

possible to judge from a single specimen. The remarkably bold for- 
ward curvature of the points of the horns, the long ears, dark face 
and neck, will, I have no doubt, be found to render specimens from 
the same locality justly entitled to equality with many of the species 
above mentioned. 

12. GAZELLA SUBGUTTUROSA. 

1778. Antilope subgutiurosa, Guld. Act. Acad. Petrop. vol. i. 
p. 251, t, 9-12. 

1788. , Gm. Syst. Nat. p. 186. 
1816. Gazella subgutturosa, Blainv. Bull. Soc. Phil. p. 75. 
1820. —, Desm. Mam. p. 454. 
1827. A. subgutturosa, Ham. Smith. Griff. An. Kingd. p. 331. 
1829. , Fisch. Syn. p. 460. 
1836. ——, Goldf. Schreb. Suppl. v. p. 1196. 
1843. Gazella subgutturosa, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p, 160. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXXV. 35 
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1844. Antilope subgutturosa, Wagn. Schreb. Suppl. iv. p. 406 ; 
Schinz, Syn. p. 402. 

1846. —— , Sund. Pee. p. 269. 
1850. Gazella subgutturosa, Turner, P. Z. 8. p. 168. 
1852. === , Wolf & Sclat. Zool. Sketches, vol. i. pl. 22; 

Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 58. 
1855. A. subgutturosa, Wagn. Siugeth. p. 404 ; Gerv. Hist. Nat. 

Mamm. p. 204. 
1859. ————, Gieb. Siiugeth. p. 307. 
1870. Gazella subgutturosa, Blanf. Geol. and Zool. Abyss. p. 261, 

plate 1. f. 4. 
1872. —— , Sclat. Cat. Vert. Zool. Soc. Gard. p. 92. 
Hair in winter rough and coarse, in summer much softer and 

smoother. During both seasons the dirty white of the face and 
cheeks is only relieved by the dark facial streak, which is short and 
narrow, but defined by a sprinkling of rufous hairs ; the lateral and 
pygal bands are very faintly indicated, the dark bands being more 
rufous, the light band rather paler than the grey fawn-colour of the 
upper parts of the body; breast and belly white. Tail and ears 
moderate in length, the former blackish rufous. Horns absent in the 
female ; in the male long, annulated, and lyrate, the points project- 
ing inwards. Height about 26”. 

Hab. High plateau of Persia; Northern Baloochistan ; Afghani- 
stan (Blanf.). 

In the female being hornless, and in the slightly diminished length 
of the ears and tail, this species stands intermediate between the 
typical desert Gazelles and those inhabiting the high steppes of Cen- 
tral Asia. 

13. GAZELLA GUTTUROSA. 
1767. Antilope gutturosa, Pall. Spic. Zool. fase. xii. p. 46, t. 2. 
1777. A. tzeiran?, Zimm. Zool. Geogr. p. 543. 
1812. A. gutturosa, Licht. Berl. Mag. Naturk. vi. p. 171. 
1836. , Goldf. Schreb. Supp. v. p. 1221, tab. 275. 
1844, ——-——, Wagn. Schreb. Suppl. iv. p. 416. 
1855. ————, Wagn. Siiugeth. p. 408. 
1862, —— , Radde, Reis. Siid. Ost-Sib. p. 254, t. xi. f. 6. 
Hair in winter long and coarse. Anterior part of the face slightly 

darker than the pale grizzled fawn-colour of the sides of the face, 
neck, back, sides, and haunches; facial and lateral markings want- 
ing; belly and anal disk, which surrounds the very short tail (the 
root of which is white, the tip fawn-colour), dirty white. 

In summer all the parts which are grizzled fawn in winter are of 
an ‘intense isabel yellow” (vid. Radde). ars very short. Horns 
short, weakly annulated, the curves as in the last species, but much 
less boldly shown. Height about 30". 

Skull: anteorbital fossa very shallow ; nasals converge to a point 
and are rather elongated. 

Hab. Mongolia. 
The best account we have of this Gazelle is that given by Radde 
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in his description of the Mammals met with by him during his Journey in Siberia. In this work Radde informs us that the Species, even since the days of Pallas, has retreated south and east from the Russian boundary to a considerable distance, and that now it has entirely ceased, even in its winter wanderings, to visit the banks of the Upper Onon, in which locality a century ago it was plentiful. Even in Dauria there are, according to Radde, only two localities where the species remains during the summer and breeds, It appears to prefer bare hilly ground in the neighbourhood of small lakes. As winter approaches, enormous herds collect together and wander northwards, crossing the Argun river to the east of Soktui and Abagaitui. Radde considers the chief cause of these wander- ings to be thirst ; no snow falling in the desert of Gobi in the early winter, and the rivers and small lakes being so hard frozen that they can no longer break the ice witi their feet, they are impelled to wander northwards in search of snow. 
In the middle of June the female produces, as a rule, two young, which in three days are strong enough to follow their mother at full speed. 
As far as Radde could ascertain, G. gutturosa is not found at the present day to the west of the upper Argun in Transbaikalia, upon Russian territory. It is unknown in Mantchuria. 
14. GazELLa PICTICAUDATA. 
Procapra picticaudata, Hodgs. Journ. Asiat. Beng. xv. p. 334, tab. 2. 
1869. Procapra picticaudata, Kinl. Large Game of Thib. p. 10. 
Hair in winter long and softish. Facial and lateral markings wanting ; breast, belly, and anal disk, which surrounds the tail, dirty white; the rest of the body grizzled fawn-colour, becoming more rusty towards the anal disk, a rusty line sometimes running through the disk to the short tail, the tip of which is rusty brown. The hair about the corners of the mouth elongated. In the summer the coat is short and of a slaty grey colour. Ears very short. Horns long, annulated, diverge as they rise, bending forwards and backwards, again forwards and a little inwards at the tips. Females hornless. Height about 18", : Skull: anteorbital fossa very shallow; nasals converging to a point and rather elongated. 
Hab. Plains and valleys of Ladak. 
Kinloch, in his work on the Large Game of Thibet, gives a very interesting article upon this species. 

15. GazeLLa Dama, 
1766. Antilope dama, Pall. Mise. p- 5. 
1788. » Gm. Syst. Nat. p. 183 (part.). 1812. —_~—,, Licht. Berl. Mag. Naturk. p. 170 (part.). 1826. —— » Riipp. Atlas, pp. 39, 43, pl. 14, 16. __ 1827. ———.,, Ham. Smith, G. A. K. p- 330 (part.); Licht. Darst. t. 3 & 4. 

35* 
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1828. Antilope dama, Hempr. & Ehr. Symb. Phys. t. 6. 

1829. —— , Fisch. Syn. p. 453 (part.). 

1§33..———— , Benn. P. Z. S. 1833, p. 2. 

1835. ——- ——, Riipp. Wirbelth. p. 25. 

1844, ——-——, Wagn. Schreb. Suppl. iv. p. 408. 
1846. , var. orientalis, Sund. Pec. p. 266. 

1850. Gazella mohr, Turner, P. Z. 8. 1850, p. 168 (part.). 

1852. G. ruficollis, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 60. 

1855. Antilope dama, Wagn. Siiugeth. v. p. 404. 
1859. , Gieb. Saiugeth. p. 307 (part.). 
1863. ——- ——, Heugl. Ant. u. Biiff. p. 6. 
1869. , Heugl. Reis. Weiss. Nil, p. 315. 

1872. Gazella ruficollis, Gray, Cat. Rum. Brit. Mus. p. 39. 

Hair short and smooth. Facial and lateral markings wanting ; 

neck and upper part of the back sandy red; face, spot on the 
throat, and the rest of the body and limbs white. Knee-brushes 

well developed. Ears moderate. Horns lyrate, strongly annulated, 
well developed in both sexes. 

Hab. Desert of Korti (Rupp.); Southern Nubia and Kordofan 

( Heugl.). 

16. GAZELLA MOHR. 
1764. Le Nanguer, Buff. H.N. vol. xii. p. 213, pl. 34. 
1767. Antilope dama, Pall. Spic. Zool. fase. i. p. 8. 
aia = , Zimm. Zool. Geogr. p. 541. 
1777. —— , Exleben, Régn. Animal. p. 286 (part.}. 
1781. Swift Antelope, Penn. Quad. p. 76. 
1788. A. dama, Gm. Syst. Nat. p. 183. 
1801. Nanguer, Shaw, Zool. p. 359, pl. 197. 
1812. A. dama, Licht. Berl. Mag. vi. p. 170 (part.). 
1816. Cervicapra (A.) dama, Blainv. Bull. Soc. Phil. p. 75 ? 
1820. Antilope nanguer, Desm. Mamm. p. 458. 
1827. Antilope dama (part.), Ham. Smith, G. A. K. p. 330. 
1829. , Fisch. Syn. p. 463 (part.). 
1833. A. mohr, Benn. P. Z. 8. 1833, p. 1. 
1836. A. dama, Goldf. Schreb. Supp. v. p. 1199. 
1844, A. mohr, Wagn. Schreb. Suppl. iv. p. 410. 
1846. A. dama, 3, var. occidentalis, Sund. Pec. p. 266. 

1850. G. mohr, Turn. P. Z. 8. p. 168 (part.). 
1852. —— , Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 59. 
1855. A. mohr, Wagn. Siugeth. p. 404. 
1859. A. dama, Gieb. Siiugeth. p. 307 (part.). 
1872. G. mohr, Gray, Cat. Rum. Brit. Mus. p. 39. 

- Hair close-set and smooth. Central facial band grizzled rufous 
above, fading away below into the dirty white of the lower parts of 
the face and cheeks; dark facial streak thin, but definite, black ; 
spot on the throat, breast, belly, anterior of hind legs and posterior 
of fore legs, rump, and tail (with the exception of the black tip) 
white ; the white of the rump projects forwards into the deep rufous 
fawn-colour of the neck, back, sides, and haunches; this colour, 
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which is darkest on the neck, runs down the front of the fore and 
outside of the hind extremities; lateral bands wanting; pygal 
band blackish rufous, very thin andshort. Ears moderate. Horns 
in both sexes; in the male very massive and rather short, strongly 
annulated, the points projecting suddenly and boldly forwards. 
Knee-brushes long. Height about 34". 

Hab. Senegal. 
Mr. Bennett was the first to point out the decided difference 

between this and the species last described. Specimens of Gazella 
mohr vary greatly, especially in the decision of the facial markings ; 
but the much deeper shade and wider distribution of the red of the 
upper parts of the body, running as it does the entire length along 
the outside of the legs, and the much more massive and differently 
curved horns of the present species, render it always easy to distin- 
guish it from Gazella dama. 

17. GAZELLA S@&MMERRINGI. 

1826. Antilope semmerringti, Cretaschm. Riipp. Zool. Atl. p. 49, 
t, 19. 

1829. ——- ——,, Fisch. Syn. p. 462. 
1835. , Riipp. Wirbelth. p. 25. 
1843. Gazella semmerringii, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 161. 
1844. Antilope semmerringii, Wagu. Schreb. Suppl. iv. p. 415. 
1846. , Sund. Pec. p. 266. 
1850. —— » Turner, P. Z. 8. 1850, p. 168. 

1852. —— » Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 59. 
1855. ———- ——,, Wagn. Siaugeth. p. 405. 
1859. ——- ——, Gieb. Siugeth. p. 308. 
1863. —— ——, Heugl. Ant. u. Biff. p. 7. 
1867. —— ——,, Sel. P. Z. S. 1867, p. 817, plate 37. 
1869. ——- ——,, Heugl. Reis. Weiss. Nil, p- 315. 
1870. ——- ——, Blanf. Geol. & Zool. Abyss. p. 260. 
1872. , Gray, Cat. Rum. Brit. Mus. p. 39. 

Hair smooth and short. Facial band blackish, slightly rufous be- 
tween the horns; light facial streak white, well marked; dark 
facial streak blackish, very definite, running through the eye and 
leaving its upper end as a black spot isolated aboveit. A spot below 
the eye, chin, throat, and a spot in front of the neck white; lateral 
bands wanting; breast, belly, tail, and rump white, the white of 
the latter encroaching into the sandy fawn-colour of the rest of the 
body and the haunches. Knee-brushes well developed. Ears long, 
bordered externally with black. Horns in the male lyrate, massive, 
and strongly annulated, well developed but less massive in the 
female. Height about 30”. 

Hab. Abyssinian coast of the Red Sea, Danakil and Somali 
countries, Berber, and East Senaar (Heuglin). 

This Gazelle, according to Blanford, inhabits bush and low acacia- 
shrub-covered plains, never ascending the hills. They keep in large 
flocks and appear to drink daily. The intensity of the facial mark- 
ings varies but is always remarkably strong in this species. 
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18. GAZELLA GRANTI. 

Gazella granti, Brooke, P. Z. 8. 1872, p. 601, pl. 41. 

Central facial band indefinite, as is also the light facial streak ; 
a dark spot on the nose is seen in both sexes in the sketches from 
which this description is taken; breast, belly, and rump white, 

the white of the rump running forwards in a point as in the last two 
species; pygal band blackish; lateral bands wanting; the rest 
of the body of a rich isabelline sandy fawn-colour. Knee-brushes 
present. Ears long. Horns very long and massive, present in both 
sexes. Size rather larger than the last species. 

Hab. Ugogo (Grant). 
This magnificent species is at present only known from Captain 

Speke’s and Colonel Grant’s sketches. In the immense develop- 
ment of its horns it exceeds all other known species. Its range ap- 
pears to be remarkably limited. 

19, GAZELLA EUCHORE. 

1785. Spring bok, Sparrm. Voyage, vol. ii. pl. 4. 
1812. Antilope euchore, Licht. Berl. Mag. vi. p. 169. 
1816. G. (A.) euchore, Blainville, Bull. Soc. Phil. p. 75. 
1820. A. euchore, Desm. Mamm. p. 455. 
1821. A. pygarga, Blumenbach, Handb. d. Naturg. 10° Ausg. 

p- 119. 
1822. A. euchore, Burch. Trav. vol. i. p. 290, vol. ii. p. 109. 
1827. , Ham. Smith, G. A. K. vol. v. p. 331; Licht. 

Darst. pl. vii. 
1829. , Fisch. Syn. p. 461. 
1836. Antilope euchore, Goldf. Schreb. Suppl. v. p. 1189, tab. 

272. 
1843. G. euchore, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 160. 
1844, 4. euchore, Wagn. Schreb. Supplem. iv. p. 414; Schinz, 

Syn. p. 400. 
Antilope dorcas, var. pygargus, Licht. in Forst. Deser. An. 

p- 388. 
1846. A. euchore, Sund. Pee. p. 271. 
1850. G. euchore, Turn. P. Z. 8. p. 168. 
1852. Antidorcas euchore, Gray, Cat. Mamm. Brit. Mus. p. 63. 
1855. Antilope euchore, Wagn. Siugeth. p. 407. 
1859. , Gieb. Siiugeth. p. 309. 
1872. Antidorcas euchore, Gray, Cat. Rum. B. M. p. 41. 

Hair rather long but smooth. The central facial band has the 
upper part distinctly marked, but ends in a point between the eyes, 
rufous ; the light facial streaks meet below the eyes, white; dark 
facial streak thin from above downwards, but very definite, deep 
rufous ; cheeks, line in front of the neck, breast, belly, inside of 
limbs, dorsal mane, starting from the anterior lumbar region, and 
tail (with the exception of the long black terminal hairs) white ; 
dark lateral and pygal bands deep rufous, the former very broad and 
well defined ; light lateral band very faintly shown, being of a less 
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rufous tint than the fawn-colour of the shoulders, upper parts of the 
back, and haunches. Ears long. Horns in both sexes, but very 
small in the female; in the male they are truly lyrate, strongly 
annulated, and massive, of moderate length. Kuee-brushes absent. 
Height at shoulder about 30". 

Skull: nasal bones rather elongated and pointed. Dentition i, 

c.4, p- 3» m. 3; the first premolar in the upper jaw is almost rudi- 
mentary, its opposing tooth in the lower jaw is wanting; in the 
milk-dentition, however, the first of the three lower molars is repre- 
sented by an exceedingly small cylindrical tooth. 

Hab. South Africa. 
This species does not appear to occur in the Zulu country. 

I now propose to consider briefly whether the theory of evolution 
offers any reasonable manner of accounting for the present differen- 
tiation and distribution of the group. 

I shall first glance at the chief facts bearing upon this question 
which are afforded by the differentiation and distribution of the 
Antelopes in general, both in past and present times. I shall then 
point to the principal deductions which these facts suggest, and shall 
conclude my remarks by laying before the Society an hypothesis 
which appears to me to account reasonably for the facts as we now find 
them. 

In looking back to our earliest knowledge of the Antelopes, which 
dates from the later Miocene ages, several important facts present 
themselves. Foremost amongst these is the great fact that the plat- 
form upon which Antelope life was exhibited in the Miocene and 
Pliocene periods differed certainly in its extent, and possibly in its 
entire geographical position, from that upon which we now find the 
form most richly represented. An examination of the composition of 
this ancient northern Antelope fauna reveals two striking features :— 
first, the varied and strong differentiation which had taken place 
in the form even at this early period; and, secondly, the fact that 
mixed with many modifications which have entirely disappeared, 
were found types identical (speaking broadly) with some of the most 
important generic forms amongst the exististing Antelope fauna. 
For instance in the Palgoreas lindermayeri of Wagner we have an 
animal which may be fairly taken as representing the genera Oreas 
and Tragelaphus, in the strongly keeled horns more nearly resem- 
bling the former, in its smaller size and more delicate build the latter 
genus, while in the form of skull it closely agrees with both the exist- 
ing genera. 

In the extinct form Palgoryx, the existing Ory finds a repre- 
sentative ; in Antilope paleindica (Falconer) all the characteristic 
features of the skull of Adlcelaphus are represented, and in Antilope 
recticornis (Gervais) those at present peculiar to that of Hippotrayus. 
Nor is the group at present under consideration unrepresented. 

Differing in structure in only two characters of importance from 
existing Gazelles, is the Gazella brevicornis of Gaudry, large quanti- 
ties of the remains of this species having been found by him at Pikermi, 
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in Greece. The characters I allude to, however, are just such as 
upon evolutional principles we should expect to find in this old form, 
and tend to show that the Miocene Gazelle, though highly specialized, 
was less so than its existing representatives. Gaudry informs us 
that not only are the limbs of this species thicker than those of 
Gazella dorcas, which species the Miocene Gazelle very closely re- 
sembled, but also that in one specimen, at the back of the metatarsal 
cannonbone, immediately below the tarsal joint, he discovered a small 
bone which he thinks represented a rudimentary metatarsal. Now 
in no existing Gazelle have I as yet been able to discover the smallest 
trace of the external digits in either extremity, with the exception of 
the epidermal so-called false hoofs. With regard to the supplemen- 
tary columns so distinctly shown in Giazella brevicornis in the true 
molars of the lower jaw, it is not a little singular to find an existing 
species showing, but only occasionally, traces of these extra columns, 
whereas Gazella deperdita of Gervais, a later extinct form than 
Gazella brevicornis, is entirely devoid of them, though in other re- 
spects it appears to have closely resembled that species. The last fact 
I shall mention with respect to the distribution of the Miocene and 
Pliocene Antelopes is the great fact that he who runs may read, 
namely that the scene has completely changed, the old platform 
over which the extinct forms were distributed being, as far as Europe 
is concerned, entirely deserted. 

Now, upon turning to look at the principal features presented by 
the distribution of the existing Gazelles, the first thing that strikes 
the attention is the fact that the area in which the group now occurs 
most plentifully, both in numbers and species, lies immediately to the 
south of that which was occupied by its Miocene and Pliocene repre- 
sentatives. Out of the nineteen species above described, thirteen are 
African, twelve of these being confined to North Africa. The six non- 
African species extend in an eastward direction from Africa into India 
and Central Asia. With regard to differentiation the most striking 
peculiarity is the existence of so many forms presenting apparently 
trivial, but at the same time fairly constant characters of distinc- 
tion. In the accompanying genealogical table (Plate XLV.) I have 
endeavoured to express in one view the more important characteristics 
of the distribution and differentiation of Gazella. In the arrangement 
of this table I have been influenced principally by the geographical 
distribution of the species ; and the two right-hand branches may be 
taken as approximately illustrating the relative position of the species 
supported by them with respect to their geographical distribution. 
The species supported in the lower part of the left-hand branch 
stand to each other relatively in their correct geographical positions. 
As regards the three species supported upon the upper arm of the 
left-hand branch, I am far from satisfied, and their positions must 
be regarded as very doubtful. 

Now a comparison of this table with the analytical list above given 
shows the following very suggestive fact—viz. that if lines be drawn 
from the different circles, connecting only those which represent the 
species contained in the minor divisions of the analytical list, continu- 
ous streams of distribution of similar forms will be found flowing from 
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the furthest outposts of the group towards a common centre, and, 
further, that in many instances the forms intermediate in position will 
be found also intermediate in specific character. It will be perhaps 
sufficient to refer to two instances. Gazella subgutturosa in charac- 
ters, which I have above specified, stands exactly intermediate between 
the African and Central Asiatic Gazelles, and not only is it interme- 
diate in the geographical distribution, but also in the physical cha- 
racter of its habitat. The second instance is that afforded by the small 
Gazelles from the Bogos country above mentioned, which are as in- 
termediate in external appearance as they are in habitat between 
Gazella dorcas of Egypt and Gazella isabella of Senaar and Kordofan. 
The isolated position of Gazella euchore finds a parallel in the iso- 
lated character of reduced dentition. The most important deduc- 
tions which appear to my mind to be naturally suggested by these 
facts are as follows :— 

1. The platform upon which the Tertiary Antelope fauna existed 
lying immediately to the north of that supporting the present fauna 
offers a probability that the genera of the existing fauna were derived 
directly from the extinct genera so closely resembling them. 

2. Gazella brevicornis being less specialized than existing Gazelles, 
it is possible that from this form the existing forms closely resembling 
it may have been derived. 

3. From the fact of outlying forms being more or less plainly 
traceable towards a common centre, probability is afforded that the 
line connecting the different forms more or less closely represents the 
path along which evolution has taken place. 

With the hypothesis put forward by Professor Huxley in his Pre- 
sidential Address to the Geological Society in 1870, I shall conclude, 
merely stating my conviction that in it lies the germ of the true ex- 
planation of the present distribution and differentiation of the entire 
group Antilope. 

“In fact the Miocene mammalian fauna of Europe and the Hima- 
layan regions contains, associated together, the types which are at 
present separately located in the South-African and Indian subpro- 
vinces of Arctogeea. Now there is every reason to believe, on other 
grounds, that both Hindostan south of the Ganges and Africa south 
of the Sahara were separated by a wide sea from Europe and North 
Asia during the Middle and Upper Eocene epochs. Hence it be- 
comes highly probable that the well-known similarities, and no less 
remarkable differences, between the present faunze of India and 
South Africa have arisen in some such fashion as the following :— 
Some time during the Miocene epoch, possibly when the Himalayan 
chain was elevated, the bottom of the Nummulitic sea was upheaved 
and converted into dry land, in the direction of a line extending 
from Abyssinia to the mouth of the Ganges. By this means the 
Dekhan on the one hand and South Africa on the other became 
connected with the Miocene dry land and with one another. The 
Miocene mammals spread gradually over this intermediate dry land. 
“The fact that this immense fauna of Miocene Arctogea is now 

fully and richly represented only in India and South Africa, while it 
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is shrunk and depauperized in North Asia, Europe, and North 
America, becomes at once intelligible, if we suppose that India and 
South Africa had but a scanty mammalian population before the 
Miocene immigration, while the conditions were highly favourable to 
the new comers. It is to be supposed that these new regions offered 
themselves to the Miocene Ungulates, as South America and Aus- 
tralia offered themselves to the cattle, sheep, and horses of modern 
colonists ; but after these great areas were thus peopled came the 
glacial epoch, during which the excessive cold, to say nothing of 
depression and ice-covering, must have almost depopulated all the 
northern parts of Arctogzea, destroying all the higher mammalian 
forms, except those which, like the Elephant and Rhinoceros, could 
adjust their coats to the altered conditions.”’ 

June 17, 1873. 

The Viscount Walden, F.R.S., President, in the Chair. 

’ Mr. Sclater laid before the meeting the first sheets of a catalogue 
of the birds of the Neotropical Region, prepared by himself and Mr. 
Salvin, and shortly about to be published, under the title ‘ Nomen- 
clator Avium Neotropicalium.’ 

The subjoined list shows the proposed arrangement, which had 
been based on Prof. Huxley’s new classification; and the numbers 
appended to each order gave the number of species of the order known 
to the authors as occurring in the Neotropical Region, which thus 
appeared to contain not less than 3565 species :— 

Subordo I. Aves CARINATZ. 

Series Series Series Series 
Aigithognathina. |  Desmognathina. Schizognathina. Dromeognathina. 

1. Passeres ...1976) 4. Coccyges...... 214/11. Columbe ......... 66 19. Crypturi...... 36 
2. Macrochires 444) 5. Psittaci ...... 142)12. Galline ......... 90 
Oo EiCh -sieceeees 116) 6. Striges ...... 37/13. Opisthocomi ... 1 

7. Accipitres ... 114/14. Geranomorphe . 57 
8. Steganopodes 17/15. Limicole ......... 73, 
9. Herodiones... 44/16. Gavie ...........- 53 

10. Anseres ...... 64/17. Pygopodes ...... 9} 
18, Impennes......... 9| 

Subordo II. AVES RATITE. 

20. Apteryges, 0. 
21. Struthiones, 3. 

During the revision of his collection, effected while this list was in 
preparation, Mr. Sclater had found it necessary to make numerous 
alterations in the nomenclature and arrangement of his Catalogue of 
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American Birds, published in 1862, and had also ascertained that two species had been introduced by him into the American avifauna on erroneous data. These were :— 
(1) Turdus subcinereus, P. Z. S. 1866, p. 320, which had been founded on a faded specimen of Colluricincla rufiventris, of Aus- tralia, 
(2) Cnipolegus, sp. 1238, p- 203 of Cat. A. B., which appeared to be a female of Chasiempis sandwichensis, of the Sandwich Islands. Both these birds had been obtained from a dealer, whose localities were generally to be depended upon, marked “ Chili.” 

A communication was received from Mr. R. Swinhoe, enclosing the following extract from a letter addressed to him by M. le Pére David, C.M.Z.S., dated Yen Kiatsun (Province of Shensi), February 19, 1S74a<=— 
“ Depuis trois mois et demi je me trouve prés ou parmi les mon- tagnes du Shensi, au sud de Hoangho, non loin de Si-ghan-fou. Cette chaine est plus importante que je ne croyais ; plusieurs de ses Sommets vont a douze mille pieds d’altitude. Mais il y a un peu de foréts, et 14 vivent plusieurs des animaux que j’ai rencontrés au Setchuan occidental ; comme le Budoreas,le grand Antilope edwardsi, PY Anurosorex squamipes, le Nyetogale elegans, le Martes flavigula, &c. Jai un Hystrix qui est peut-€tre de la méme espéce que le votre du Fokien. 
“Pour les oiseaux, je trouve ici un mélange des espéces septen- trionales et de celles que j’ai trouvés plus au sud ; mais jusqu’ici, je n’ai, je crois, que trois espéces nouvelles :-— 
“1. Un Ithaginis un peu plus grand que le Ithag. geoffroyi, avec la poitrine cendrée et le bas des ailes @un roux doré re- marquable. 
“2. Un Pomatorhinus, qui a la voix grave et forte pour le volume de Voiseau, et dont la taille et les couleurs me rappellent votre Pom. erythrocnemis de Formosa. 
“3. Un Carpodacus. 
“J'ai déja envoyé & Paris le signalement de ces trois espéces. “ Outre les Faisans & collier et sans collier qu’on trouve ici, je n’ai vu d’autre gallinacé que le Ceriornis temmincki et le Pucrasia van- thospila, les deux rares. 
“* Des oiseaux sédentaires du nord, je suis étonné de trouver ici le Pterorhinus davidi, le Rhopophilus pekinensis, le Carpodacus davidi. Quant 4 ceux de Moupin j’ai en ici le Pterorhinus? (il faut un nom générique différent) lanceolatus, le Trochalopterum ellioti, le Mecistura fuliginosa, le Parus monticola, le Siva cinereicapilla. Le Garrulax perspicillatus est trés-abondant dans la plaine et jusqu’au nord du Hoangho, 
“ Le nombre total des oiseaux que j’ai observés dans le Shensi méri- dional pendant cet hiver, ne monte qu’a 192 espéces. Les Accentor sont l Acc. multistriatus et ? Ace, montanellus. “Outre le Picus mandarinus, abondent ici les Picus guerini et P. mandarinus. En fait de Fapaces nocturnes, je n’ai en que votre 
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Athene plumipes. J'ai rencontré aussi le Sitta sinensis et le Suya 
striata, les Ruticilla aurorea et hodgsoni, et les R. leucocephala et 
fuliginosa, le long des torrents. 

“Les Henicuri sinensis et scouleri se yoient aussi dans les cours 
d’eau des montagnes en compagnie du Cinclus pallasi. C’est le 
Garrulus sinensis, et non le G. brandti qui vit en petit nombre dans ces 
montagnes. Aucun Izos n’est ici maintenant, et aucun autre Sturnus 
si ce n’est le S. cinerascens qui est extrémement abondant. Le Carpo- 
dacus pallasi (que vous avez par distraction omis dans votre catalogue) 
hiverne dans ces montagnes en grand nombre, en compagnie des 
Emberiza castaneiceps et E. ciopsis. 

** A propos d’omissions, je ne sais pas pourquoi vous avez laissé 
de cété dans votre liste l’ Aguila nevia, dont il y a & Pékin un exem- 
plaire en tout pareil 4 celui d’Europe, et le Circaétus orientalis, que 
jai vus et touchés moi-méme—sans doute par distraction aussi. 

“De mon cété, je vois déja bien des omissions et des inexactitudes 
dans ma liste des oiseaux du Nord de la Chine, faite de mémoire et 
a la hate au moment de mon départ de Paris. Je me propose de 
mieux faire plus tard, en mettant ensemble mes notes et observa- 
tions: il me faut pour cela du loisir et du repos, comme j espére en 
avoir, s'il plait 4 Dieu, a la fin de cette campagne. Si, a cette 
époque-la vous étes encore 4 Ningpo je me ferai un plaisir d’aller 
vous y voir.” 

Mr. J. W. Clark, F.Z.S., exhibited a skull of a Seal sent from San 
Francisco in 1872, along with a skeleton, by Lord Walsingham, a skull 
of a Seal from Newfoundland, and a series of skulls of Phoca vitu- 
lina, from the English coast, and made the following remarks :— 

‘“‘In the Society’s ‘ Proceedings’ for 1864 (p. 27) Dr. Gray de- 
scribed from a single skull a new genus and species of Seal from 
Vancouver’s Island, for which he proposed the name Halicyon 
richardi*. 

‘*‘ The British Museum now possesses, in addition to the type of Dr. 
Gray, the complete skeleton of a second individual of the species. 

* Dr. Gray’s chief specific characters are certain peculiarities in the 
conformation of the lower jaw, especially the thickening of the 
bone from the apex backwards, and the size of the tubercle at the 
hinder angle. 

“* He also remarks (p. 29) on the concavity of the hinder edge of 
the palate, which he contrasts with the ‘angularly cut’ form of Phoca 
vitulina. Now, if a considerable series of skulls of Phoca vitulina 
be examined, it will be seen that these characters are not of any con- 
stant value. 

«In some specimens they will be found as clearly marked as in Dr. 
Gray’s typical Halicyon, while others offer various modifications of 
them. Even the peculiar conformation of the entering angle of the 
palate in front is not always precisely the same. In all other cha- 
racters, such as general conformation, dentition, and size, the Seal 

* N.B.—Lege richardsi, the name having been given, I believe, after the Hy- 
drographer to the Admiralty.—Ep. 
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from San Francisco agrees with a skull from Newfoundland, and 
with normal skulls of P. vitulina from the English coast. 

“The thickening of the lower jaw may be a sexual distinction. 
* A skull, unquestionably of a male, possesses it in a marked de- 

gree, while that of a female, apparently of nearly the same age, is 
slender. 

“I am therefore disposed, so far as present evidence goes, to con- 
sider the so-called Halicyon richardsi simply a synonym of Phoca 
vitulina.” 

Mr. Sclater read a paper on the Curassows, based mainly upon 
specimens now or lately living in the Society’s Gardens, and con- 
taining details on their geographical distribution and on the varia- 
tions of sex of the known species. 

This paper will be published in full in the Society’s ‘ Transactions.’ 

Dr. A. Leith Adams read a memoir on the osteology of the Maltese 
fossil Elephants, in which was given the description of a large col- 
lection of remains discovered by him in Malta in the years 1860- 
1866. Dr. Adams referred these remains to two distinct species— 
a larger (Hlephas mnaidriensis) and a smaller (the H. melitensis of 
Falconer), and assigned #. falconeri of Busk to a smaller form of the 
latter species. 

This paper will be published in full in the Society’s ‘ Trans- 
actions.’ 

Mr. Sclater exhibited a series of new and rare birds, which had 
been transmitted to him for examination by Signor d’ Albertis, and 
which formed part of the extensive collection of natural history 
made in New Guinea by that gentleman during his recent expedition 
in company with Signor Beccari. Amongst these were examples of 
both sexes of a new Paradise-bird belonging to the Epimachine 
section of the group, which Mr. Sclater proposed to name Drepa- 
nornis albertisi, after its discoverer, and native skins of an apparently 
new species of true Paradisea. 

These birds had been forwarded to Mr. Sclater through the 
intervention of Dr. G. Bennett, F.Z.S., of Sydney, who had trans- 
lated Signor d’Albertis’s notes respecting some of the more remark- 
able species as follows :— 

1. PAROTIA SEXPENNIS. 

Although this species has been described many years, it is not yet 
accurately understood, having only been described from birds in a 
mutilated condition. My observations have been made in the 
natural haunts of these elegant birds, from numerous specimens both 
living and dead. 

These birds are found in the north of New Guinea. I met with 
them about 30 miles from the coast, at an elevation of 3600 feet 
above the level of the sea, near Mount Arfak. I have never found 
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the adult male in company with females or young birds, but always 
in the thickest parts of the forests. The female and young male 
birds I have generally found in a much lower zone. 

This Paradise-bird is very noisy, uttering a note like “ Gnaad- 
gnaad.” It feeds upon various kinds of fruits, more especially on a 
species of fig which is very plentiful in the mountain-ranges ; at 
other times I have observed it feeding on a small kind of nutmeg. 
To clean its rich plumage, this bird is in the habit, where the 
ground is dry, to scrape, like a gallinaceous bird, a round place 
clear of all grass and leaves, and in the dust produced by the 
clearing to roll over and over again—at the same time crying out, 
extending and contracting its plumage, elevating the brilliant silvery 
crest on the upper part of the head, and also the six remarkable 
plumes from which it derives the specific name of sexpennis. On 
seeing its eccentric movements at this time, and hearing its cries, 
one would believe it to be engaged in a fight with some imaginary 
enemy. This bird is named ‘‘ Coran-a” by the natives. I have 
also a skeleton of a young male of this species, which, although not 
in a perfect state, may no doubt be interesting as showing the form 
of the cranium, on which there is an admirable muscular structure 
which enables the bird to elevate the feathers of the head. The 
feathers at the nape of the neck exhibit, when the rays of light 
strike upon them, a rich and brilliant metallic hue. The eyes are of 
a light blue, with a circle of a pale yellowish green colour. 

2. LOPHORINA ATRA. 

This bird, like the preceding, is very little known except from 
imperfect specimens. It is found in the same mountains as the 
last-named species, and feeds upon similar fruits. It flies from 
branch to branch in the forests, uttering a cry of ‘“‘ Nied-Nied,” and 
from this peculiar note is named by the natives “ Niedda.” The 
muscles used in the elevation of the crest of P. sexpennis are 
surprising, but are surpassed in size by those of this bird; for with 
them it can extend, contract, elevate, and depress the long velvety 
feathers which, commencing a little below the occiput, extend 
along the body like a mantle; and when these are elevated the two 
feathers, horns, or tufts at the root of the beak are raised at the 
same time. 

3. EpIMACHUS MAXIMUS. 

I can only send a young bird of this species. It lives on the 
highest mountains, and is very common there, according to the 
statement of the natives, but was very rare in the district I visited. 
It feeds upon fruits. 

4, [DREPANORNIS ALBERTISI, Sp. nov.*] 

This will probably prove to be a new bird, both generically and 
specifically. It is very rare, and many of the natives did not know 
it; but others called it “ Quarna.” 

* Vide infra, p. 560. 
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The peculiarity of this bird consists in the formation of the bill and head, and in the softness of the plumage. At first it does not appear to have the beauty peculiar to other birds of this class; but when observed more closely and in a strong light, the plumage is seen to be rich and brilliant. The feathers rising from the base of the beak are of a metallic green and reddish copper colour; the feathers of the breast when smooth are of a violet-grey, when raised form a semicircle round the body, reflecting a rich golden colour. Other violet-grey feathers arise from the flanks, which are edged by a rich metallic violet tint ; and when the plumage is entirely expanded, the bird appears as if it had formed two semicircles around itself, and is very handsome. The tail and wing-feathers are yellowish ; under- neath they are of a darker shade. The head is barely covered with small round feathers, which are rather deficient at the back of the ears; the shoulders are tobacco-colour, and under the throat black blending into olive. The breast is violet-grey, banded by a line of olive, the rest white. The beak is black, eyes chestnut, and the feet of a dark leaden colour. 
This species is met with in the vicinity of Mount Arfak. Its food is not known, nothing having been found in the stomachs of those prepared except clear water. 

5. [PARADISEA RAGGIANA, Sp. nov.*} 
The mutilated skins of this bird resemble those of the Red Paradise- bird of Waigiou, but differ in some particulars. I procured them at Orangeisa Bay, where P. papuana and P. apoda are not known to the natives, judging by their surprise when I exhibited some skins of those species. Should the present bird prove to be new, I should wish it to be named after the Marquis Francis Raggi, a great lover of natural history, and especially of ornithology. 

6. DipHyLLopEs speciosa (Bodd.). 
This bird is very rare in the mountains, but more numerous on the plains and near the coast; still I could not obtain any adult males, and could only procure a few skins prepared by the natives. The skins sent will probably be interesting. 

7. [OripipHars NosiLis, Gould.+] 
This is a very interesting and a rare bird, even should it not be new. I met with three specimens in the forest, but could only 
* The two imperfect skins of this species sent seem to prove that it is decidedly distinct from P. rubra, as supposed by Signor d’Albertis, and in fact more nearly allied to P. apoda and P. minor, having the two abnormal central rectrices rounded as in the two latter, and not concave with one side open as in P. rubra, But it agrees rather with P. rubra in the colour of the great lateral pectoral tufts, and in having a distinct though narrow yellow band (like the back) interposed between the green throat and dark breast. As regards the head, however, the green front is quite narrow as in P. minor. I have named this Paradise-bird P. raggiana, in compliance with its discoverer’s wishes,—P. I, 8. T Gould, Ann. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, vol. v. p- 62. It is of importance to have ascertained the exact locality of this remarkable bird. 
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procure this single female. It is usually found in low scrubs, runs 
with great rapidity, and conceals itself rapidly. When running, the 
tail is carried erect, and spread out like a fan; and the note it utters 
resembles that of the Goura Pigeon (Goura coronata). It feeds on 
small roots of plants and land shells. . 

The new form of Paradise-bird was then characterized by Mr. 
Sclater as follows :— 

DrEPANORNIS*, gen. nov. 

Rostro tenui, valde compresso, arcuato, plus quam duplo longiore 
quam caput: mandibula superiore longiore: fronte media, 
oculorum ambitu et capitis lateribus denudatis ; pectore fascia 
duplici plumarum magna, utrinque ornato: cauda modice elon- 
gata, rotundata. 

Sp. typica et unica D. aLBertis1. (Plate XLVII.) 

Mas supra brunneus; alis intus obscuris, ectus dorso concoloribus, 
secundariis vegetioribus, cauda tota cum uropygio pallide 
eastanea: pilei plumis brevibus, squamosis; loris velutino- 
nigris, supra oculos @neis, et in fasciculum cupreo-purpureum 
utrinque exsurgentibus: subtus obscure griseus, purpureo 
lavatus : gutture toto plumulis squamosis velutino-eneis cupreo 
splendentibus obsito: fasciculis plumarum pectoralibus utrinque 
duobus, densis, elongatis, altero superiore, extus colore pectoris, 
sed cupreo nitidissimo intus ornato ; altero inferiore, purpureo 
lavato et ceruleo nitidissimo terminato: vitta infrapectorali 
angusta splendide viridi: ventre medio crissoque albis: alis 
elongatis, remigibus quinto et sexto equalibus et longissimis : 
rectricibus gradatis, mediis externas uno pollice excedentibus : 
tarsorum squamis fere obsoletis: rostro nigro: tride castanea : 
pedibus saturate plumbeis: long. tota 13, ale 6, caude rectr. 
med. 5°5, ext. 4:4; rostri a rictu linea direct. 3, curvati a 
Sronte 3°3 poll. Angl. 

Femina supra brunnea, cauda omnino pallide castanea: subtus 
dilutior, nigro frequenter transfasciata, ventre medio et crisso 
immaculatis, ochraceo-rufescentibus: gutture obscuro creber- 
rime punctato. 

Hab. Papua borealis ad alt. 3000 ped. loco Atam dicto. 
Obs. Forma Epimacho maximo forsan proxima, sed rostro elongato 

arcuato et cauda breviore rotundato distinguenda. 
The remaining new birds in this remarkable collection Mr. Sclater 

proposed to describe at the next scientific meeting of the Society. 

The following papers were read :— 

* Speravn, falz, et dprs, avis. The term originally suggested was Drepane- 
phorus; but this has been changed to Drepanornis (cf. Nature, July 3, 1873, 
p- 192) in consequence of the former having been recently used by Sir Philip 
Egerton for a genus of fossil fishes —P. L. 8. 
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1. On the Distribution of the different Species of Deer and 

other Ruminants in Northern California and Oregon. 

By Tuomas, Lord Watsincuam. 

[Received April 18, 1873.] 

After leaving San Francisco, as soon as the less thickly settled 
country to the north in the direction of Mendocino County was 
reached, Cervus columbianus (the Black-tailed Deer) was met with. 

Throughout Sonoma, Mendocino, Colusa, Tehama, and Shasta Coun- 

ties I observed no other species, although I have been informed that 
in parts of the last-named county bordering on the Upper Sacra- 

mento or Pit River Cervus leucurus (the White-tailed Deer) is not 

uncommon. In Siskiyon County, north-east of Mount Shasta, I first 
found Antilocapra americana (the American Antelope) and Cervus ma- 

crotis (the Long-eared or Mule Deer). These two animals and Cervus 

columbianus I found sparingly represented wherever the nature of the 

country was suitable to them, on my journey round the south and 
east of Klamath Lake, as far as its north-eastern point. 

About the head of Pit River, and on Lost River, in the Modoc 

country, Ovis montana (the Big-horn, our mountain-sheep) occurs ; 
but I failed to obtain a specimen, although I saw traces of a small 

band in the latter locality. 
After leaving Klamath Lake, as I proceeded in a northerly direc- 

tion along the plains about Klamath Marsh, towards the head of the 
Deschuttes river, Cervus leucurus was occasionally to be found, and 

abundance of the Prongbuck, which seemed here to frequent the 

edges of the timbered tracts during the day, coming out upon the 
plains to feed. Cervus macrotis was also plentiful, but entirely con- 
fined to the woods. ; 

About the sources of the Deschuttes river, on the eastern slope 
of the Cascade range, I had good opportunities of observing the 
habits of Cervus leucurus ; and I should mention that the specimens 

seen there, although I failed to obtain a full-grown male, were larger 

than those afterwards met with further north, and carried finer heads. 
They appeared to frequent the thick willow-clumps and other brush- 
wood bordering the streams and swamps. They were extremely 

difficult to distinguish among the foliage, and remarkably quick when 
alarmed. As they bound off over logs and fallen trees, or dash 

through the thicket, they have a habit of swinging their broad white 
tails with a conspicuous flourish, which becomes annoying to a 
sportsman, to whom they never afford any thing but a snap shot, 
which is very apt to fail. 
On Diamond Peak, at the summit of the Cascade range, Cervus 

leucurus did not occur; and as the snow was just beginning there, 
there were but few of C. macrotis and C. columbianus which had 
not already left the thick timber and descended to lower elevations 
in search of more genial winter-quarters. 

After leaving the Cascade range in a north-easterly direction, fol- 
lowing the valley of the Deschuttes river, I saw no more of C. colum- 
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bianus, and am led to think that they are somewhat less hardy than 

the other species, and that they retire for the winter down the western 

slope of the range towards the warmer region of the Willamette 

valley ; while the others, for the most part, go east towards Crooked 

River. Indeed the evidence of this, consisting of the tracks of large 

numbers of Deer which had just gone down on both sides of the 
summit, was tolerably conclusive. 

On Diamond Peak I first saw a track of Cervus canadensis (the 

Elk or Wapiti). 
Both in Oregon and California, as far as I have observed, as well 

as from information derived from hunters, it appears that all Deer 

are accustomed to different winter- and summer-quarters, their 

migrations varying in different localities according to the severity of 

the season. 
In many places they are known to travel sixty or eighty miles in 

making these changes ; and very few specimens are to be found during 

the summer in the districts which afterwards become their winter- 

quarters ; and scarcely any remain during the winter in the higher 

elevations to which they betake themselves for the summer months. 

After reaching the junction of the Deschuttes with Crooked River, 

I followed as nearly as possible the course of the latter to its main 

source, in the neighbourhood of a range which forms, as it were, a 

spur or offshoot of the Blue Mountains, and overlooks on the one 

side the alkaline plains, probably represented on some maps as 

Spring Valley, and on the opposite side, in the direction of Harney 

Lake, the site of a deserted military post, formerly called Camp 

Curry, and the head of Silver Creek ; but all the maps to which I 

have had access are very incorrect as regards this unsurveyed 

country. Along the course of Crooked River, C. lewewrus in the 

valleys, and C. macrotis on the hills, with Antilocapra americana on 

the more open plains, were the species met with. C. macrotis 

was very abundant on the ridge last mentioned, where, for the first 

time, I noticed that it left the timber, and was to be found in rocky 

corries on the more open hills, where the only tree was a species of 

Cupressus. 
On the road between Fort Harney (north of Harney Lake) and 

Cafion City, on the spurs of the Blue Mountains, at the beginning of 

November, C. lewcurus and C. macrotis were both abundant, travel- 

ling west in search of winter-quarters ; the former much smaller than 

those before met with. 
At Camp Watson, in the valley of the middle fork of John Day’s 

River (a deserted military post where I passed the winter), large 

numbers of C. macrotis were seen during November passing along 

the timbered mountains in a N.W. direction ; but later in the winter 

not one was to be found; and, probably owing to the unusual quan- 

tity of snow, C. lewewrus (again the small variety), which was very 

abundant early in the winter on the heads of the creeks which run 

into John Day’s River, appeared also to be driven down lower. 

Between Camp Watson and Cation City, on the high open ridges 

which stand out from the timbered range, Ovis montana frequented 
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the sunny slopes at the edge of the deep snow-line during the winter ; 
and I have seen, upon the same hills, but rather more frequenting 
the clumps of firs and of Cupressus, as many as two hundred or more 
of Cervus macrotis in a single day. 

On the opposite side of the river is a higher and more thickly 
timbered ridge, separating the two forks of the John Day’s, upon 
which are to be found at certain seasons a considerable number of 
Cervus canadensis. 

After experiencing great difficulty, owing to the severe snow-storms 
and the depth of the slightly crusted snow, I was able to fall in 
with a few scattered members of the large herds, which had left 
tracks on their journey west, and to secure one fine head. 

In the spring, going from Camp Watson to Fort Dalles, on the 
Columbia river, Ovis montana and Antilocapra americana only were 
to be met with, except about the head of Bridge Creek, where we 
found Cervus macrotis, now beginning to return in large numbers, 
having for the most part shed their horns. 

After this time, following down the Columbia river to Portland, 
and through the Willamette valley south, I reached in June the 
Rogue-River Mountains and the Siskiyon range, and struck out on 
to the coast at Crescent City. In both these ranges Cervus colum- 
bianus was the only Deer I saw; but C. canadensis certainly does 
occur in places, although now gradually becoming exterminated. 
Bears are also very abundant ; but Ursus horribilis (the Grizzly Bear) 
was not to be found ; and, indeed, I have only on two or three occa- 
sions met with the track of this species (which is easily distinguish- 
able), once on Mount Shasta, once on the Cascade Range, and 
subsequently in Humboldt County, and have failed in every attempt 
to obtain a specimen. 

Passing south along the coast from Crescent City to Eureka, I 
saw again Cervus canadensis, and what I suppose to be only a small 
variety of C. columbianus, which here seems to attain a growth very 
much inferior to those in the neighbourhood of Mount Shasta and 
the Nevada range. The horns have seldom more than four points 
each ; and I have heard it suggested that the species is different. I 
very much regret that my opportunities of preserving skeletons of 
Cervus columbianus were neglected, in the hope of more convenient 
ones occurring, and that I was thus deprived of the pleasure of add- 
ing specimens of it to my collection, which is now at the Cambridge 
Anatomical Museum. 

I have, however, skins of all the animals mentioned in this paper, 
showing the summer and winter coats of some of them. 

I ought, perhaps, to add that the hunters who were with me re- 
ported two varieties of Black-tailed Deer about the head of Trinity 
River, and in the district south-west of Mount Shasta—the mountain 
variety having very fine horns, often with a great many points, but 
being lighter in average weight than that which was to be found 
on the lower levels and about the banks of the streams. These latter 
were said to have shorter limbs, and not usually such good heads ; 
but the evidence on this subject was not conclusive or reliable. 

36* 
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2. Descriptions of new Species of Land and Marine Shells 
from Australia and the Solomon and Louisiade Islands. 
By J. Cox, M.D., C.M.ZS. 

[Received May 16, 1873.] 

(Plate XLVIII.) 

HELIX ALLASTERI, Sp. nov. 

Shell with a deep narrow concealed umbilicus, semiglobose, smooth, 
transversely very finely striated with lines of growth ; the whorls of 
the apex also longitudinally finely striated, translucent, pale straw- 
coloured, ornamented above and below with numerous rather narrow 
opaque white and clear bands; whorls 5, rapidly increasing in size, 
the last much inflated and obtusely carinated, not depressed in front, 
convex above and below; aperture ovately rounded, subangulated at 
the periphery, showing the opaque and clear zones within ; peristome 
smooth and shining; lip very broadly expanded and reflexed ; mar- 
gins approximate, upper attached to the carina of the body-whorl, 
columellar broadly dilated, overhanging and concealing the umbilicus. 

Diam., greatest 0-98, least 0°64; height 0°60 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands (mus. Cow). 
This beautiful species may be at once distinguished by the very 

peculiar alternate opaque white and clear zones. Amongst a large 
number of specimens procured I have not found one to vary in this 
respect. 

(The specimen sent was so broken in transit that it could not be 
figured.— Ep.) 

Hewix (CAMENA) ARTHURIANA, sp.nov. (Plate XLVIII. figs. 
1, 1a.) 

Shell globosely depressed, largely and openly umbilicated, very 
dark chestnut, almost black, lighter at the apex, transversely finely 
striated; whorls 6, very gradually increasing in size, last sharply 
depressed in front ; suture conspicuously margined below with white ; 
spire bluntly convex ; base somewhat flattened ; aperture ovately 
lunate, livid within, margins closely approximate, jomed by a thin 
callus; peristome straight, expanded and reflexed, of an intensely 
dark livid purple colcur; columellar margin triangularly dilated, 
overhanging the umbilicus. 

Diam., greatest 1°28, least 0°90; height 0°77 of an inch (mus. 
Hargraves). 

Hab. L Island, Torres Straits, North Australia. 
More closely allied to H. o‘connellensis, Cox, than to any other 

species. It is more globose, and it has not the excavated base 
round the umbilicus so characteristic of that species ; the aperture is 
also much more round, with the margins more approximated. 

Hetrx (CAMZNA) RAWNESLEYI, sp.nov. (Plate XLVIII. fig. 2.) 

Shell broadly coniform, openly umbilicated, obliquely finely striated 
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throughout, very dark chestnut, lighter towards the apex, which is 
ornamented with very narrow spiral bands; spire raised, bluntly 
conoid; whorls 73, convex; margin of suture faintly lined with 
white below; last whorl deflexed in front, base flattened ; umbilicus 
large, half closed by the reflexed expansion of the columellar margin ; 
aperture ovately lunate; margins much approximated, joined by a 
thin purple callus ; peristome everted, of a dark livid purple, as is 
also the interior of the aperture; columella triangularly dilated. 

Diam., greatest 1°68, least 1°25 ; height 1°58 inch. 
Hab. Mount Elliott, near Port Denison, Queensland, North 

Australia. 

Hewrx (CaM2ZNA) CHALLISI, sp. nov. (Plate XLVIII. fig. 3.) 
Shell solid, heavy, umbilicated, depressedly orbicular, closely finely 

striated, of a waxy yellow colour, ornamented by six or more rather 
narrow dark chestnut bands of irregular sizes and distances apart, 
dark around the umbilicus ; spire moderately raised, bluntly convex ; 
whorls 7, convex, very gradually increasing in size, last shortly 
deflected in front ; aperture ovately lunate, margins slightly approxi- 
mating, joined by a thin callus, interior of aperture showing dark 
lines of ornamentation ; peristome straight, pure white, slightly 
thickened and reflexed, columellar margin triangularly expanded, 
half covering the rather narrow umbilicus. 

Diam., greatest 1°22, least 0°89; height 0-90 of an inch. 
Hab. L Island, Torres Straits (mus. Hargraves). 
The present adds another to the large number of species recorded 

of the Camena type of Australian land-shells, most of them being 
extremely limited in their habitats, every island almost in Torres 
Straits possessing its own special species. 

Hetrix (CorastA) BALCOMBEI, sp. nov. (Plate XLVIII. fig. 4.) 
Shell imperforate, depressed, almost flat above, convex below, very 

thin, glossy, pale straw-coloured, coarsely striated above and below 
with regular oblique transverse strize, and longitudinally with strongly 
marked very slightly waved strie, giving by their decussation a 
granular appearance to the surface of the shell; spire scarcely 
raised, suture impressed; whorls 4, slightly convex above, rapidly 
increasing in size; last whorl inflated below, and very prominently 
and sharply keeled, the keel edged with an opaque white line, base 
rounded ; aperture large, subtrapezoidal, acutely angled at the peri- 
phery; peristome slightly thickened and everted, upper margin 
attached to the carina of the last whorl; columella dilated, ap- 
pressed, and indented over the umbilical region. 

Diam., greatest 1°09, least 0°78 ; height 0°48 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands (mus. Hargraves). 
This species appears to be closely allied to H. (Caracolla) papy- 

racea, Brod. 

Hetix LEEI, sp. nov. (Plate XLVIII. figs. 5, 5a.) 
Shell with a large, open, funnel-shaped umbilicus, thin, trans- 

lucent, globosely depressed, of a dark cinnamon-brown colour, 
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transversely rather coarsely striated throughout, and covered above 

and below with oblique rows of prominent rather coarse setee ; spire 

slightly raised, bluntly convex; suture deeply impressed ; whorls 5, 

convex, gradually increasing in size, last somewhat inflated, rounded 

below, excavated round the umbilicus, and gradually depressed in 

front for half the circumference of the whorl; aperture transversely 

oval, lip broadly expanded and slightly thickened, triangularly dilated 

at the columella, the outer margin of which overhangs the umbilicus ; 
margins of aperture joined by a thin callus. 

Diam., greatest 1:21, least 0°95 ; height 0°76 of an inch. 

Hab. Louisiade Islands, on the north-east coast of Australia. 

This species has the general aspect of a large specimen of H. 
erinaceus, Pfr. 

Hexix (Georrocuvs) REDEMPTA, sp. nov. (Plate XLVIII. 

figs. 6, 6 a.) 

Shell orbicularly convex, imperforate, obliquely finely striated from 

above downwards and backwards with straight strie, and on the 

last two whorls from behind forwards with interrupted malleated striz, 

of a dull opaque white colour, apex pink, variously ornamented with 

irregular dark chestnut spots, or with two or more regular broad 

bands ; spire bluntly coniform; whorls 5, slightly convex, last sharply 

keeled and shortly deflected in front, base flattened ; aperture quadri- 

lateral, beaked at the periphery of the last whorl, margins joined by 

a thin pink callus; peristome pink, narrowly reflexed; columella 

broadly dilated, blending with the pink callus joining the margins, 
and occluding the umbilicus. 

Diam., greatest 1°09, least 0°84; height 0°72 of an inch. 

Hab. Solomon Islands. 
The present shell is one of three specimens of Heliv submitted 

two or three years ago to Mr. G. F. Angas for identification, one of 

which was pronounced to be H. lowisiadensis ; a second was labelled 
as a dead, very much worn variety of H. fringilla; and the third, the 

one I am now describing, was sent back as a variety of H. eros. 
Examples of the first I circulated under the title of H. louisia- 

densis; but Mr. Angas on further comparison of the specimens has 
recently determined that it is a new species, which he has named 
H. philomela. The figure, however, given by him is that of the 
rarest variety, and cannot be regarded as the ordinary representa- 
tive of the species. It is found abundantly at the Louisiade aud the 
Solomon Islands; and the prevailing colour is white with a dark 
black edge behind the reflexed lip, ‘‘ a pigment-like deposit.” 

The shell labelled as “a dead, very much worn variety of H. 
fringilla”’ I saw could not on any pretence be admitted to be such ; 
and, trusting to Mr. Angas’s diagnosis of H. lowisiadensis, I considered 
it new, and described it as H. millicente in these ‘ Proceedings’ for 
1871. I now find that it proves only to be a very rare variety of 
H. louisiadensis with a white lip, as in this particular it differs from 
a number of specimens recently received by me of this hitherto rare 
species, 
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The third specimen, at the time unique, which was sent back to me as a large variety of H. eros, I venture to describe as a new species; for there are now many fine examples in the collection of Mr. Hargraves, from the constancy of the characters of which I am enabled to exhibit a specific distinctness from others of the group. 
Hexrx (Grorrocuvs) MACFARLANEI, Sp. nov. 
Shell imperforate, thin, globosely conical, smooth, white, orna- mented with one broad black band encircling the last whorl at the middle, and a broad blackish-brown zone round the umbilical region, also with dark brown or black interrupted broad zigzag lines running interruptedly across the last three whorls, with additional isolated irregularly disposed round black spots, principally on the body- whorl; apex pale, denuded of colour; transversely finely striated above and below, and concentrically striated at the base ; whorls 6, rounded, gradually increasing in size, last slightly deflected in front at its termination, base convex ; aperture obliquely ovate-lunate ; peristome slightly thickened and everted, margined internally with white, and externally with orange ; interior of aperture tinged with orange, the external dark band on the body-whorl showing through ; margins approximating, joined by a very thin callus; columella dilated externally, adnate over the umbilical region, internal margin descending, straight. 

Diam., greatest 0°92, least 0°68 ; height 0°72 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands (mus. Coz). 
I have named this very beautiful species after its discoverer, Captain Macfarlane, who has taken much trouble to collect the shells from the above group, and whose careful observation has greatly assisted in obtaining their correct habitats. It is somewhat allied to H. coxianus of Angas. 
(The specimen sent was so broken in transit that it could not be figured.—Ep.) 

Purina GRANnis, Forbes, var. MINOR. 
Amongst a number of specimens recently obtained of this hitherto 

very rare shell is a small variety, so small, indeed, as to mislead in the identification of the species, if not pointed out. 
Length 0°88 ; breadth 0:40 of an inch. 
Hab. Louisiade Islands. 
A second variety, of a large size, with a white peristome, is also 

worthy of note. 

Heuix (Georrocaus) xanrnocuina, Pfr. (Plate XLVIII. 
fig. 7.) 

A variety of this fine species has been obtained in abundance where the reflexed lip is converted into a beautiful broad crenulated 
frill, and generally pure white. So much does it alter the character of the shell that it would lead to some difficulty in identifying the species. It is no accidental deformity, as the variety is almost as 
abundant as the original type. 
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Votura (CALLIPARA) BRAZIERI, sp. nov. (Plate XLVIII. 

fig. 8.) 

Shell oblong-ovate, thin; spire very slightly raised, acute ; 

whorls smooth, striated longitudinally with lines of growth, and very 

finely closely striated throughout transversely with fine sculptured 

lines, apex granular; last whorl large and ventricose, shouldered 

towards the apex, and moderately contracted at the base; columella 

three-plaited, the plaits thin, close-set, prominent, and short ; 

aperture ascending as high as the shoulder of the last whorl, narrow 

above, much wider below, owing to the receding columella ; outer 

lip scarcely thickened, indistinctly banded about the centre with 

dark chestnut, ornamented with irregular buff-coloured markings. 
Length 1°10; width 0°55 of an inch. 

Hab. Wooli Wooli, Clarence River, east coast of New South 

Wales. 

VoLUTA MACGILLIVRAYI, sp. nov. (Plate XLVIII. fig. 9.) 

Shell ovate or oblong-ovate, thick, ponderous ; spire short, conical, 

obtuse, obsoletely noduled at the apex; whorls smooth, bluntly 

angled above and nodosely tubercled at the angle, generally with 

nine large tubercles; cream-coloured, last whorl ornamented with 

three dark brown-red zones, composed of irregular-sized_and irre- 

gularly distributed short dark brownish-red lines placed longitu- 

dinally, and minute round dots of the same colour, the interstices 

showing the cream-colour of the shell in irregular-sized pale spots, 

and displaying faint broad waved lines running longitudinally ; 

columella strongly four-plaited ; interior of the aperture and the 

columella pale orange carnelian; outer margin rather thin, rather 

widely expanded, and angulated opposite the row of tubercles. 
Length 3°10; breadth 1°50 of an inch. 
Hab. Woodlark Island (mus. Coz). 
This fine species is allied to V. innewa, Reeve; but it is a much 

more ponderous shell, and is quite distinct in its markings, having 
none of those triangular ones characteristic of that species, and it 
is broader at the base. The peppered-like spots very much resemble 

those of V’. piperata, Sow.; but it shows none of the olive-black 

waved streaks of that species, and, unlike V. piperata, it is bluntly 
shouldered with large nodular tubercles ; the spire of V. piperata is 
also more attenuated and is smooth. They differ also materially in 

the shape and colour of the aperture. 

VouuTa INNEXA, Reeve. 

Four very fine specimens of this rare species have been recently 
added to our Australian cabinets. Its true habitat has been as- 

certained without doubt to be the Louisiade group of islands, to the 
north-east of the Australian continent. 

Cypr#A COXENI, sp.nov. (Plate XLVIII. fig. 10.) 

Shell subcylindrically ovate, attenuately beaked anteriorly ; aper- 
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ture narrow; teeth white, rather numerous and coarse, forming 
prominent ridges extending to the middle of the base; sides and 
base white; back profusely ornamented with irregular, rather large, 
generally elongated, dark chestnut markings. 

Length 0-92; breadth 0°48 of an inch. 
Hab. Solomon Islands. 
This species was recently obtained from the above locality by Mr. 

Hargraves of this city. In general aspect it resembles some of the 
varieties of Cyprea cribraria, but differs from that species in having 
the teeth prominently produced a little more than halfway across 
the base, and in the dorsal ornamentation being in irregular elon- 
gated dark brown blotches. 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XLVIII. 
Fig. 1, 1 a. Helix (Camena) arthuriana, p. 564. 

2. —— ) rawnesleyi, p. 564. 
3. —— ( ) challist, p. 565. 
4, ——— (Corasia) balcombei, p. 565. 
5, 5a. leet, p. 565. 
6, 6 a. ( Geotrochus) redempta, p. 566. 
._— ) xanthochila, var., p. 567. 

8. Voluta (Callipara) brazieri, p. 568. 
9. macgillivray?, p. 568. 

10. Cyprea coxeni, p. 568. 

3. On a new American Parrot, of the Genus Chrysotis. 
By O. Finscu, Ph.D., C.M.ZiS. 

[Received May 21, 1873.] 

(Plate XLIX.) 

CHRYSOTIS BODINI, sp. nov. (Plate XLIX.) 

Diagn. Viridis ; limbis plumarum nuchalium et cervicalium an- 
gustis nigrescentibus ; fronte et sincipite rubris ; loris nigris ; 
plumis genarum mentique lilacino-limbatis ; teryo uropygioque 
puniceis ; rostro corneo-nigro. 

Description. Dark grass-green ; underparts brighter, with a yel- 
lowish-green hue, especially on the vent and under _tail-coverts. 
The feathers on the occiput, nape, and hind neck are tipped very 
narrowly with blackish, most visible on the latter, and more incon- 
spicuous on the sides and fore part of neck. Front and sinciput 
bordered with yellowish at the base of the feathers. The feathers 
of the vertex tipped narrowly with obscure red, those on the cheeks 
and chin faintly with lilac-blue, giving those parts a bluish tint, 
more conspicuous in certain lights. From the nostrils to the eye a 
narrow black loral stripe. Hind back and rump vivid scarlet-red, 
with yellow base to the feathers. Primaries black, tipped with 
greenish blue; secondaries, tectrices of the primaries, and spurious 
wing green, like the back. Under wing-coverts and shoulders also 
green. Tail-feathers green from above and below, the two outer- 
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most tinged with red on the basal portion of the inner web, forming 
no distinct spot. Bill and cere blackish, at the base passing into 
hornish grey. Feet dark plumbeous ; nails black ; iris yellow, with 
an outer circle of red. 

Whole length 143, wing 7°5, tail 4-4 in. 
Hab. America; certain locality unknown. 
When visiting the magnificent Zoological Gardens at Berlin, the 

Secretary of the Society called my attention to this Parrot, which 
he could not find in my monograph, and which he considered to be 
new. A short time afterwards the specimen died, and by the kindness 
of Dr. Bodinus was forwarded to me. After a careful comparison, 
I have no doubt of the validity of this new species. Chr. bodini, 
which I take liberty to name after my friend Dr. Bodinus, the cele- 
brated restorer and director of the Zoological Gardens at Berlin, 
comes, in respect of its red rump, nearest to C. festiva, L., from 
which species it differs greatly in having the front and sinciput red, 
in the lilac-blue edgings of the feathers on the cheeks and chin, in 
the dark tips on the nape and hind neck, and in the want of blue on 
the tectrices of the primaries and spurious wing. 

The specimen described above proved upon dissection to be a 
female. 

I beg leave to take this opportunity of stating that, in my opinion, 
Conurus glaucifrons, shortly described by Dr. Leybold (‘“ Beschrei- 
bungen einiger Thiere und Pflanzen aus den Anden Chile’s und der 
Argentinischen Provinzen,” in ‘ Leopoldina’ &c. Heft vii. No. 7, 
Marz 1873, p. 52), from the Argentine Republic, is nothing else than 
Conurus acuticaudatus, Vieill. (Finsch, Papag. i. p. 450), described 
already by Professor Burmeister as new, under the name Conurus 
Sugax (Journ. f. Ornith. 1860, p. 243). 

4. Description of a new Genus and Species of Papilionide 
from the South-eastern Himalayas. By W.S. Arkrn- 

son, M.A., F.L.S., &c. 

[Received May 25, 1873.] 

(Plate L.) 

BHUTANITIS, n. g. 

Head of medium size, hairy. Labial palpi very hairy, long, 
slender, obliquely porrect, extending far beyond the eyes. Antenne 
short, slender, with an elongated curved club. 

Thorax rather slight. Anterior wings elongate elliptical ; first 
subcostal nervule originating at nearly three fourths the length of 
the cell, the second about halfway between the origin of the first 
and the end of the cell, the third considerably beyond the cell, and 
the fourth somewhat nearer to the origin of the third; upper disco- 
cellular nervule very short, middle discocellular longer than the 
upper and lower together, basi-median nervule wanting. Posterior 
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wings elongate, the basal half very narrow, inner margin concave 
beyond the extremity of the abdomen, outer margin prominently 
convex, scalloped, and tailed. The precostal nervure branched, 
nearly as in Hurycus. Legs of moderate length; anterior tibic 
with a stout spine near the middle; tarsi slender, the first joint 
very long; claws simple, of unequal length. 

Abdomen slender, extending to less than half the length of the 
posterior wings. 

This genus is in some respects intermediate between the Mediter- 
ranean genus Thais and the Chinese Sericinus. 

BHUTANITIS LIDDERDALII, n. sp. (Plate L.) 

Body and all the wings fuliginous black, with irregular white 
markings. Posterior wings three-tailed. 

Anterior wings above with the cell crossed by four slender white 
bars at equal distances, and with a fifth similar bar beyond the ex- 
tremity of the cell; the first and second bars continued in wavy 
scalloped lines to the interior margin, the third and fourth with 
white loops attached to their extremities below the nervure of the 
cell; a submarginal scalloped line from before the apex to the 
rounded posterior angle, within which are two somewhat suffused 
and deeply scalloped and irregular lines from the costal to the in- 
terior margin. 

Posterior wings with the upper and outer portion marked with a 
network of white lines, the lower anal portion occupied by a large 
coloured patch, of which the upper part is bright crimson-red, and 
the lower rich orange, composed of three submarginal lunules, of 
which the interior is the largest and the exterior the smallest; the 
space between the red and orange occupied by a broad, transverse, 
deeply black belt, extending from the third median nervule to the 
anal angle, containing two large blind ocelli surmounted by white 
lunules, the first at the anal angle and the second between the first 
and second median nervules, together with a trace of a third ocellus 
between the second and third median nervules. The three median 
nervules extended into linear tails, of which the outermost is the 
longest (7% of an inch), and the innermost the shortest (about 3, of 
an inch). 

The underside of all the wings marked as above, but with the 
white lines broader, the orange lunules of a lighter colour, and the 
crimson-red replaced by light pink. 

The abdomen barred and streaked longitudinally with yellowish- 
white lines ; anal extremity yellow. 

Expanse of wings 44 inches. 
This fine insect was first discovered in May 1868, near Buxa, in 

the Bhutan Himalayas, at an elevation of 5000 feet, by Dr. R. 
Lidderdale, of the Bengal army. Dr. Lidderdale obtained two fresh 
specimens from the same locality in 1872; and from one of these, 
kindly communicated to me, the foregoing description and the ac- 
companying drawing have been prepared. 

I am glad to associate Dr. Lidderdale’s name with his yery in- 
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teresting discovery, which adds a new and remarkable form to the 
family of the Papilionide. 

Other specimens have since been taken at Buxa by Lieut. H. M. 
Rose, of the Bengal Staff Corps. 

5. On Chinese Deer, with the Description of an apparently 
new Species. By Roserr Swinuoz, F.Z.S., H.B.M. 
Consul at Chefoo. 

[Received June 4, 1873. ] 

During my two months’ residence in Shanghai I have been pay- 
ing particular attention to Deer; and I now hasten to communicate 
to you my notes, to be read before the Society, while they are still 
fresh in my mind and uot obliterated by the confusion of packing 
and moving to my next post at Chefoo, the north-eastern point of 
the province of Shantung. Hydropotes inermis has been extremely 
abundant this winter, ranging within a few scores of miles of 
Shanghai; and shooting-parties have brought back as many as 
thirty at a time. The market, the whole season through, has 
been perfectly glutted with them; and numbers rot for want of con- 
sumers. Four and sixpence each was the price they fell to. They 
hide in marshy ground, and are usually started singly ; but a gentle- 
man here tells me that he put up a herd of twenty on one occasion, 
in the great marsh beyond the Hangchow-Bay sea-wall, near Fung 
Hien city, the ground whence the Shanghai market gets most of its 
supply of wild game. Another sporting friend confirmed the nu- 
merous progeny at a birth, and said that twice this winter he had 
found seven young ones in females that had been opened. I had 
some females opened in the market; but they were childless. An 
embryo procured at Chinkiang was placed in spirits and given to 
me; and I have lately forwarded it to the Museum of the Royal 
College of Surgeons. In the adult male carcasses that I have ex- 
amined I have always found the canines loose, moving readily 
backwards and forwards and from side to side. The undeveloped 
canines were, on the contrary, firmly fixed; they had also the 
appearance of having been whetted to an edge on their inner line. 
I never had the opportunity of watching a live adult male, but, from 
the fact of these teeth being loose, imagine it possible that the 
animal might have muscular power over them. This I communi- 
cated to Prof. Busk, enclosing the fully developed tusks of a specimen 
known to have been three years old when it died. Prof. Busk 
scouted the idea of muscularity ; and I determined to have the point 
settled here. To this end I asked the assistance of two of the lead- 
ing surgeons at Shanghai. I sent a fresh adult skull to Dr. L. H. 
Little, and took two to the study of Dr. R. A. Jamieson, who had 
kindly agreed to dissect and examine them in my company. He 
cut open the socket and took out the tooth. The tissue round the 
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fang was submitted to the microscope ; and no muscular fibre could 
be detected. The gum round the tooth was then examined, but 
with similar result; the gum was no other than ordinary. The 
movement of the tooth moves the surrounding gum, which firmly 
clasps it; but neither the gums nor the lips have any power to move 
the teeth. The angle subtended by the movement backward and 
forward of each tooth we guessed to be between 10° and 15°. Dr. 
Little had not had time to examine his specimen, but suggested 
that the action in the tooth might be guided by erectile tissue, which 
would be more developed at the rutting-season, and give a firmer 
hold to the tooth when required for fighting-purposes. I conferred 
with Dr. Jamieson on this suggestion; and he writes, ‘I am quite 
sure that in the section we placed under the microscope the other day 
we saw nothing answering to the dense network of capillaries, and to 
the plexus of epithelium-lined trabeculee divided by muscular fasci- 
culi, which go to make up an erectile tissue? When is the rutting- 
time? Ifthe movable tusks are secondary sexual characteristics, we 
ought then to find the vessels in a more developed state, and more 
favourable for examination.’’ But these Deer are only procurable 
in winter, and the rutting-time is not then; so the question cannot 
just now be satisfactorily settled. The tooth pushes forward in its 
growth, and the cavity left behind the fang closes after it, as will be 
seen in the woodcuts given in Sir Victor Brooke’s paper on Hydro- 
potes (P.Z.S. 1872, p.522), until the end of the third year, when the 
animal is full-grown and the tooth fully developed; it is then, and 
only then, found to show the loose character above referred to. I 
was pleased to find an adult male in au aviary belonging to a gentle- 
man here. He had had the animal many years, and refused to 
sell it. This creature I found, to my surprise, carried its tusks 
lying back against the long tuft of hair on each side of its under 
jaw. Mr. Vrard declared that the tusks had always been in that 
position, and that he had never seen the animal move them. In 
death they certainly are always vertical; and I suspect this animal 
must have had an accident which forced them into their present 
position. It seemed very tame, and allowed the birds to perch on 
its back without being disturbed. I watched in vain to see it move 
its tusks; and it was not easy to get hold of it for the purpose of 
handling them. The Hydropoées, I note, has no glandular patch 
on the tarsus. A specimen of its skull (adult male) that I possess 
has an extra first premolar on each side of the upper jaw; that on 
the right side is situated inwards alongside of the normal tooth ; 
that on the left is wedged angularly between the first and second 
premolars. 

I will now pass on to describe a very fine new species of Deer 
which I have lately acquired from the neighbouring country, and 
which in size will vie with most of the known species. 

The antlered Deer of the mountains south of the Yangtse. 

In writing on Deer from Ningpo (see P. Z. 8. 1872, p. 815) 
I mentioned to you that a Chinese hunter from the Fychow 
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(Hwnychow) mountains, who had brought me a fine Tiger’s skull, 
had also the budding velvet of an apparently small-antlered Deer— 
also that Pére Heude had told me that men from the Fokien province 
came yearly to the mountains that formed the border between 
Ganhwuy and Chekiang to hunt Stags for their velvet, which is 
greatly valued for its medical properties, and that English sports- 
men at Chinkiang had reported having occasionally seen Deer with 
antlers, though none had ever been procured. With this informia- 
tion on my mind, I did not cease to make inquiries, and was greatly 
delighted to learn from my correspondent, Mr. H. Kopsch, the Cus- 
toms Commissioner at Kiukiang, up the Yangtse river, that now 
and then dead antlered Deer were brought into the market of that 
place for sale during the winter. I begged Mr. Kopsch to be on 
the look-out this winter, as, being at Shanghai myself, a fresh spe- 
cimen despatched from Kiukiang would reach me fresh, and enable 
me to examine and describe it; and I promised Mr. Kopsch that, 
if new, I would dedicate it to him. On the 27th of February I 
received the animal which I will proceed to describe, with the follow- 
ing note:—‘‘The vendor of the Deer told me it came from the 
department of Kienchang, on the eastern side of this province 
(Kiangse), bordering on Fokien. They have antlers; but the one 
I send has either dropped his or they have not come yet. The 
man said they are hard to get; men from Fokien hunt them for 
their horns.” The venison was large and fine, and greatly superior 
to the flesh of Hydropotes, the ordinary venison of Shanghai. 

CERVUS KOPSCHI, sp. nov. 

This noble beast measured 4 feet 4 inches from its muzzle to the 
root of its tail, and stood about 2 feet 10 inches high at the 
shoulders. Its horns were only in bud; but their pedicles, about 
2 inches long and slender, showed that the animal was only in its 
second year. I doubt whether the horns would ever be very robust ; 
but the mature animal would no doubt attain a larger size. Head 
small, with very small eye and long ears; neck narrow and long; 
legs long and thick. Hair on neck rather coarse, on abdomen long 

and curly. The glandular tarsal spot about 1? inch in diameter, of 
a circular form, grizzled black and white, with a bordering circle of 
buff colour, and situated about 5 inches below the hock. Eyelashes 
short and black ; long black bristles from above the eyes, and shorter 
ones from below; black spots on the sides of the snout, each giving 
rise to a bristle; bristles also on the chin. A dorsal line runs down 
the back, starting from between the ears, chestnut-coloured down 
the hind neck, becomes deep umber-brown between the shoulders, 
pales along the back, and deepens again on the rump. ‘The upper 
surface of the tail is black, the colour extending on each side on to 
the long hairs at the edge of the rump, so as to form a T mark. 
Upper parts of the body brown, mottled with light yellowish brown ; 
a row of indistinct white spots along each border of the dorsal line. 
Humerus, sides of belly, and thighs light purplish brown to knee- 
and hock-joints, grizzled with yellowish as far as feet, where clear 
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tawny ; hocks chestnut tawny, as also the outer side of tarsus below 
the glandular patch. Hoofs black, light brown colour at tips. 
Belly and inside of fore legs brownish white, a deep-brown line run- 
ning down centre of breast. Between thighs and under tail pure 
white. Head, neck, back, and outer edees of ears brown, whitish 
near edge of under Jip and on throat ; a deep-brown spot on chin; 
inside of ears pure white, their backs whitish at outer base. 

Measurements. 
ft. in 

Piieh-jomt to tip Of f06. 2 oe ca eens! 2 YO 
Shoulder-joint to tip of toe.............. 2A Ge 
Elbow-joint to knee-joint .............. 0 10 
Knee-joint to carpal joint .. wera. OE aes 
Marra yon 00 MOU mg Saieene eo oy ae or on oc OS Oe 
MOL ON LOL TOU oe ces a5 ae 5,2 as 5 52 sim eee Oh 
tte HOEK-JOUNG Pre... oe aes cee es ok an los 
Hock-joint to tarsal joint .............. 0 11 
Warsal joint OHA! 2) 02. teas > Sos. b=!) Di, BS 
Prout of Wind foot. sis oc) iassid. sae ert & 0 12 
Realito tips Re MME. cet ae) dere tap ws 0' Sz 
(2IGSO BRIG 2 NRG. ee a me Ee 0 103 

» depth of, at gape.. Ariba tt dap agp 
oo, og ERED Gs EROS: CVE san 0 bietes 2.2) prea 0 42 
ref GRICE RD TORN: ©. oe ess o)n mss 0 5¢ 

Ear, length of . ae bende Dud. 
» breadth on 0 22 

Eye to tip of nose eee cpa reas ane ee oe 
CesT Role ml Lele ie et ie ieee citer 0 37 
Between homeo... s. . erat: Peers Pe 0 2:4 
LIST Hea ES peal aa een a ai lal ie 0 12 
Between eyes (fore canthus) . 0 23 
Between eyes (hind canthus) ce ater 
Length of lachrymal slit. . Sa ahs atte otha eee 
Neck Jacana that 0 11 
Ae AE OE ITIL FI CS 0 32 
Wager tae heme. tec es mia. otpia ie ne eee 
Eiremieia GPCRs pe Men wink tac st pie a be Oris 
WSOti MeO sah tis are at. aks aie ae ons 8 ot 
Split of-toes of fore foot: qac% «aygl2- +> 4+: 0 32 
Split of toes of hind foot.......... 0 3% 

The skull of this creature is now before me. It seems to 
me to resemble the skull of Hydropotes more than that of any 
other species I am acquainted with. It has the same Rusine 
characters of the base of the cranium pointed out by Sir Victor 
Brooke, and has also a similar small lachrymal sinus or eru- 
men contained within the lachrymal bone itself. The cartila- 
ginous space, however, at the meeting of the frontal, maxillary, 
nasal, and lachrymal bones is very large; and the backward end 
of the supraorbital foramen extends beyond the postorbital line. 
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The canines are small and spurious. The nasals are open in rear, 
admitting the frontals between in wedge form; and the pointed 
sutures are zigzag and mazy, showing that they have the weight and 
strain of horns to bear. The horn-pedicles are very slender, more 
so even than in Cervulus; and the frontal is only thickened behind 
the orbit. -Incisors: the two central large and flat, the next on each 
side as broad as the two lateral taken together. Molars, in young 
state, four on each side above and below, the hindmost one just be- 
ginning to show. 

Mr. Kopsch has tried hard to get the borns of this species ; but the 
season has passed and he has not succeeded ; and no other specimen 
has come to market. I should judge, from the appearance of the spe- 
cimen in hand, that the horns will be very slender, and probably of 
some strange form, which, taken with the cranial peculiarities of the 
beast, will entitle it to subgeneric separation. However, we must 
get the horns before we can venture on that. It may turn out to be 
a Rusine Roebuck. 

6. Note on the Genus Ornithion of Hartlaub. By P. L. 

Scuater, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., &c. 

In 1853 Dr. Hartlaub established the genus Ornithion, belonging 
to the Tyrannidz, and described a single species (O. inerme) from a 
specimen in the Bremen collection. Although I have long well 
known this little bird from the typical example, kindly sent to me 
for examination by the describer, it is only recently, in spite of the 
enormous number of American bird-skins that have passed through 
my hands, that I have succeeded in obtaining a skin of it for 
my own collection. The acquisition of this second specimen has 
caused me to examine the form more closely; and I have come to 
the conclusion that Ornithion cannot be well kept apart from the 
bird named by Cabanis Myiopatis pusilla, which is again identical 
with Camptostoma flaviventre, Scl. et Salv. I have also resolved that 
the two other species of Myiopatis of Cab. and Heine may be 
naturally located in the same genus, which is remarkable amongst 
the Tyrannidee for its small short compressed bill, without any trace 
of rictal bristles. If this course be adopted the synonymy of the 
genus will stand as follows :— 

Genus OrNITHION. 

1853. Ornithion, Hartl. J.f.O. 1853, Typo. 
Pe: SOY aaa eh Oe ee Sa oe, ROS menial Hartt 

1857. Camptostoma, Scl. P. Z. S. 
1857;) p. 20S 280 Oe. Va C. imberbe, Scl. 

1859. Myiopatis, Cab. et Hein. Mus. 
Hem. te pri58i Wee eto eG Muscipeta incanescens, Max. 

Diagnoses specierum. 
a. ventre flavo: tectricibus alarum albo (aut flavido) distincte terminatis. 

loris distincte albis: cauda breviore ..........-.s00:..00: 1. ¢nerme. 
loris obscuris: cauda longiore .......sesccsscuneeeeeeenes 2. pusillum. 
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6, ventre grisescenti-albido: tectricibus alarum ochraceo marginatis. 
minor : interscapulio cimeraced............ssseseeseeeeeee 3. éneanescens. 
major: interscapulio olivaceo perfuso ...........006600- 4, obsoletum. 

1. ORNITHION INERME. 

Ornithion inerme, Hartl. J. f. Orn. 1853, p- 35; Cab. et Heine, 
Mus. Hein. ii. p. 57. 

Supra olivaceum, pileo cineraceo perfuso: loris distincte albis : 
alis caudaque fuscescenti-nigris, illarum tectricibus flavicanti- 
albo distincte terminatis : subtus pallide flavum, gutture albes- 
centiore : long. tota 2°2, ale 1°8, caude@ 1°1. 

Hab. Guiana. 
Mus. Bremensi, Berolinensi et P. L. S. 
Obs. Species valde affinis sequenti, sed rostro longiore, cauda 

breviore et loris distincte albis forsan diversa. 

2. ORNITHION PUSILLUM. 

Myiopuatis pusilla, Cab, et Hein. Mus. Hein. ii. p. 58 (1859). 
Camptostoma flaviventre, Scl. et Salv. P. Z. S. 1864, p. 358, et 

P. Z. S. 1867, p. 577. 
Camptostoma imberbe, Taylor, Ibis, 1864, p. 86. 
Supra olivaceum, pileo obscuriore, loris pallidioribus: alis cauda- 

que fuscescenti-nigris, illarum tectricibus flavicanti-albo termi- 
natis: subtus pallide flavum, gutture albicantiore: long. tota 
2°2, ale 1°9, caude@ 1°4. 

Hab. Chiriqui (Arcé); Panama (McClean) ; Western Ecuador 
(Fraser); Cartagena (Mus. Berol.); Trinidad (Taylor); Guiana 
(Mus. P. L. 8.) ; Mexiana (Wallace) ; Eastern Peru (2. B.). 

After comparing skins from all these localities in my own and 
Mr. Salvin’s collections, and reference to the typical specimens of 
Myiopatis pusilla, [have come to the conclusion that they must all 
be referred to one species. In fresh-moulted birds the wing-marks 
are more distinct and the belly much brighter. As the plumage 
grows older the wing-marks tend to wear off, and the yellow fades. 

3. ORNITHION INCANESCENS, 

' Muscipeta incanescens, Max. Beitr. iii. p. 898. 
Myjiopatis incanescens, Cab. et Hein. Mus. Hein. ii. p. 58; Pelz. 

Orn. Bras. p. 106 (ex Brasil.). 
Camptostoma imberbe, Scl. P. Z.S. 1857, p. 203; et Ibis, 1859, 

p- 444, pl. 14. fig. 1; et Cat. A. B. p. 215 (ex Mexico). 
Eupsilostoma pusillum, Scl. P. Z. S. 1860, pp. 68, 283, et 

Cat. A. B. p. 215 (ex Aquator. occ.). 
Supra cineraceo-olivaceum : uropygio dilutiore, loris albidis : alis 

caudaque obscuris, alarum tectricibus ochraceo terminatis : 
subtus grisescenti-albidum, olivaceo vix tinctum; campterio et 
subalaribus ochraceis : long. tota 3°7, ale 1:9, caude 1-6. 

Hab. Mexico (Sailé) ; Guatemala et Nicaragua (Salvin) ; Western 
Ecuador (Fraser); S.E. Brazil, San Paulo and Goyaz (Natt.) ; 
Bahia (Maw.). 

Proc. Zoox. Soc.—1873, No. XXXVII. 37 
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Obs. Species a praecedentibus ventre grisescente et fasciis alarum 
ochraceis distinguenda. 

After a critical examination of many specimens of this bird, I have 
come to the conclusion that there is only one species of wide distri- 
bution. The original Mexican skin of Camptostoma imberbe is much 
worn and faded and has an injured bill. But Mr. Salvin’s Central- 
American skins can hardly be distinguished from Brazilian skins 
except by their rather smaller size. The specimens from Western 
Ecuador have a paler rump; but this is perhaps attributable to 

immaturity. 

4. ORNITHION OBSOLETUM. 

Muscicapa obsoleta, Temm. Pl. Col. 275. fig. 1; Lafr. et D’Orb. 
Syn. Av. i. p. 42. 

Elainea vbsoleta, Burm. Syst. Ueb. ii. p. 480. 
Myiopatis obsoleta, Cab. et Hein. Mus. Hein. ii. p. 58; Pelz. 

Orn. Bras. p. 106. 
Simile precedenti, sed major, et supra, nisi in pileo, olivaceo per- 
Susum : long. tota 4, ale 2°2, caude@ 1'8. 

Hab. S. Brazil; San Paulo, Parana and Goyaz (Natt.). 

7. On the Cuculide of the Ethiopian Region. By R. 
Bowpvier Suarre, F.L.S., F.Z.S., Senior Assistant, 
Zoological Department, British Museum. 

[Received June 3, 1873.] 

Africa is especially rich in scansorial birds. Besides monopolizing 
the Musophagide, she constitutes the metropolis of the Indica- 
toride, and has likewise a large number of the Capitonide peculiar 
to herself. But her Cuculide are not exclusively her own; for 
Europe, Asia, and Australia claim some representatives of the same 
genera: indeed all the forms of Cuculine birds found in Africa are 
represented by the same or by closely allied genera in other parts of 
the Old World; and in the case of the Cuculide Africa exhibits no 
Neogzean affinities. 

Setting aside the typical genus Cuculus, which is found over the 
greater part of the Old World, the affinities of the African Cuckoos 
unquestionably incline to those of the Indian and Australian regions, 
through the genus Centropus, being more particularly conneeted with 
the former in the genera Coccystes and Ceuthmochares. The 
Mascarene Islands exhibit decidedly Indian affinities ; for a Cuculus 
occurs within their limits which is almost indistinguishable from a 
Himalayan species, and is considered by more than one naturalist of 
position to be absolutely inseparable from its Indian ally. Cochlo- 
thraustes is also a Centropodine genus ; but at the same time the 
large and important genus Sericosomus is entirely restricted to the 
Mascarene subregion. 

For present purposes it will be sufficient to make two divisions of 
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the African Cuculide, which seem to me to rest on natural cha- 
racters, and I therefore divide them into two subfamilies, viz. 
Cuculine and Phenicophaine*. The former have feathered legs 
and weak feet, but excel in their powerful flight, while the latter are 
creeping bush-haunting birds, many of them frequenting the ground. 
They may be divided by the following characters :— 

a. Tarsi feathered anteriorly ; thigh-feathers long, hiding the 
tarsus, as in the birds of prey; nostrils swollen ......... Cuculine. 

®, Tarsi robust and naked, or only feathered on the upper i 
part ; thigh-feathers ordinary; nostrils not swollen...... Phenicophaine, 

All the birds included by me in the first subfamily have accipi- 
trine thigh-feathers, and present another point of importance in the 
swollen nostril, which is sufficiently distinct in the dried skin. I 
cannot find any character in the genus Chrysococcyzx to justify its 
separation from Cuculus, beyond the metallic plumage: this, how- 
ever, does not seem to me to be of sufficient importance; for even on 
species of true Cuculus a slightly glossy shade is visible, and the 
glittering dress of the African species is approached by gradual 
gradations exhibited in the Australian members, which have usually 
been called Lamprococeyz. 

The Cuculine have the nasal opening surrounded by a swollen 
membrane, rounded in Cuculus, a little more oval in Coecystes. 
These differences are, I think, well pronounced ; though it is much 
to be regretted that collectors are so careless about the preserva- 
tion of the nostrils of their specimens, thus rendering obsolete a 
very important element in the classification of birds. In addition to 
the shape of the nostril, the lanceolate crest of Coccystes is a further 
distinguishing character. 

Subfan. 1. Cucunins. 

Key to the genera. 
a. Nostrils swollen, rounded ; no crest ........scssscsserecesecceeees 1. Cuculus. 
6. Nostrils oval ; a distinct lanceolate occipital crest ............ 2. Coccystes. 

Genus 1. Cucutus. 

Key to the species. 
A. Plumage not conspicuously metallic. 

a. Breast white, barred with black. 
a’, Upper mandib!e black, as also the nostrils; lower 

mandible yellow. 
a’. Throat and upper breast ashy grey. 

a". Much larger; above ashy grey, as also the 
WANS) ateeenser.ceesesemeens Aetnee cesecieneosa 1. canorus. 

d'", Smaller; above blackish grey, the wings 
WML Onrmy Wwiths hacks asses coesal casek ser eet 2. rochi. 

b'". Upper breast ferruginous. 
el! Throat ashy @bey..c:.:i2rk-dece sesseceanceeted as 3. solitarius. 
d'". Throat bright ferruginous, as also the whole 

of the upper breastirns..:...c-.scccoesmeae eet 4. gabonensis. 

* With respect to the Old-World Cuckoos, I see no reason to separate the 
Centropodine from the Phenicophaine, ind I therefore adopt the latter term 
on the score of priority. 

3/* 
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b'. Bill black only towards the tip, both the upper and 
under mandibles yellow, as also the nostrils. 

a. Larger, the throat entirely ashy grey; the 
breast bright rufous; under wing-coverts 
washed swith) PUfOUS” ..54..sececac cee -deseee. see 5. aurantiirostris. 

6". Smaller; the throat entirely ashy grey, the 
upper breast slightly tinged with rufous; 
under wing-coverts white .............00e0 ani 6. gularis. 

O, Breast: bla ckesj-sesstees..c2tee.acesudteanel tek aa vate sevessaee 7. CLUMOSUS. 
G. Plumage beautifully metallic. 

a. Abdomen bright yellow .........secceceeeeeecreeae eee aosooe 8. smaragdineus. 
6. Abdomen white ; flanks banded. 

a''. Larger; tail metallic greenish blue, spotted with 
WHITER Latin Seek Sos 06s paabiths ebeabebieoreee 9. cupreus. 

>". Smaller ; tail white, spotted with coppery green 10. Alaasi. 

Fig. 1; 

Head and leg of Cuculus canorus. 

1. CucuLus cAnorvus*. 

Cuculus canorus, Linn. Syst. Nat. i. p. 168 (1766) ; Riipp. Syst. 
* The plate 390 of the ‘ Planches Enluminées,’ hitherto considered to repre- 

sent Cuculus solitarius, on which it has imposed the priority of its name, seems 
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Uebers. p. 96 (1845); Heugl. Syst. Uebers. p. 48 (1856); Hartl. 
Orn. Westafr. p. 266 (1857) ; Heugl. Peterm. Mitth. 1861, p. 26; 
Bocage, Jorn. Lisb. ii. p. 45 (1868); Finsch, Tr. Zool. Soc. vii. 
p- 286 (1870); Blanf. Geol. and Zool. Abyss. p. 312 (1870); 
Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 12 (1871); Gurney, Ibis, 1871, p. 103 ; 
Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr. p. 780 (1872) ; Shelley, B. of Egypt, p. 162 
(1872) ; Sharpe, Ibis, 1872, p. 67; Anderss. B. Damara Land, ed. 
Gurney, p. 227 (1872). 

Coucou vulgaire d Europe, Levaill. Ois. d’ Afr. v. pl. 202, 203 
(1806) ; Sundev. Crit. om Levaill. p. 47 (1858). 

Cuculus gularis, Gurney, Ibis, 1859, p. 246. 
Coucou du Cap de Bonne Espérance, Buff. Pl. Enl. vi. pl. 390, 

et Hist. Nat. Ois. vi. p. 353. 
Cuculus capensis, Mill. Syst. Nat. Suppl. p. 90 (1776); Gm. 

S. N.i. p. 410 (1788); Lath. Ind. Orn. i. p. 208 (1790) ; Steph. 
Gen. Zool. ix. pt. i. p. 85 (1815); Cass. Proc. Phil. Acad. 1864, 
p. 243. 

Cape-Cuckow, Lath. Gen. Syn. i. pt. 2, p. 513 (1782). 

Adult male. Above ashy grey, much darker on the back, where it 
is glossed slightly with greenish; the head, rump, and upper tail- 
coverts much paler grey ; wing-coverts dark grey, with scarcely any 
greenish gloss; quills brownish, the secondaries slightly glossed with 
greenish in some lights, the inner web broadly and numerously 
barred with white, these white bars, however, not occupying more 
than two thirds of the quill ; tail blackish, tipped with white, the 
centre feathers showing an indication of a tiny white spot along the 
shaft, a little plainer on the three outer ones, becoming larger 
towards the outermost, the four external feathers also minutely 
spotted with white on the inner-web, these also increasing in size 
towards the outer feather, at the base of which they form irregular 
bars ; sides of the face, entire throat, and fore neck pale blue-grey ; 
vest of the under surface of the body white, transversely barred with 
rather narrow lines of greyish black; vent and under tail-coverts 
whiter, indistinctly barred with blackish, the bars on the longer tail- 
coverts broader, but further apart ; under wing-coverts white, shading 
into greyish on the edge of the wing and lower coverts ; bill horn- 
black, with a little yellow at the gape and on the base of the lower 
‘mandible; feet yellow, nails brownish; iris and eyelid yellow. 
Total length 13 inches, culmen 1°15, wing 8°8, tail 7°5, tarsus 0°9. 

Hab. N.E. Arrica: Egypt (G. HE. Shelley); Bogos Land 
(Blanford, Jesse, Esler); Lower Nubia, in March (Hartmann) ; 
New Dongola, in September; Old Dongola, in April; N. Senaar, in 
May (von Heuglin). W.Arrica: Fantee (Swanzy, Mus. Brit.) ; 
Connor’s Hill, Cape Coast, November 2nd, 1870 (Ussher); St. 
Thomas (Weiss). S.W. Arica: Otjimbinque, Damara Land, 

to me to be referable to the hepatic phase of CU. cancrus, of which I have a 
Damara specimen in the same plumage; and Levaillant’s suggestion that. it is 
a young C. solitarius will not stand the comparison of specimens. I therefore 
add its synonymy to C. canorus, 
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February 1865 (Andersson); Ondonga, Ovampo, December 1866 
(Andersson) ; Biballa (Anchieta). S. Arrica: Natal (Ayres). 

2. CucULUS ROCHI. 

Cuculus canorus, Desjard. P. Z. S. 1832, p. 111. 
Cuculus rochii, Hartl. P. Z. S. 1862, p. 224 (descr. orig.) ; Roch 

& Newt. Ibis, 1863, p. 166; E. Newt. Ibis, 1863, p. 453; Schl. 
P. Z. S. 1866, p. 424; Schl. & Poll. Faun. Madag. Ois. p. 53 
(1868); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 215(1870) ; Sharpe, P. Z. S. 1870, 
p- 399; id. Cat. Afr. B. p. 12 (1871). 

Cuculus himalayanus, Grand. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1867, p. 418. 

Adult. Above dark cindery grey, the lores a little tinged with 
brownish, the middle of the back and scapulars glossed in certain 
lights with dull greenish; lower back and rump more decidedly 
ashy, the shafts of all the feathers glossy black, and the feathers 
themselves obsoletely waved in certain lights ; wing-coverts coloured 
like the back, and glossed with dull greenish in the same manner, 
excepting the spurious wing, the feathers of which are externally 
white, thus showing a little white patch on the upper edge of the 
wing; quills glossy brown, externally shaded with greenish, the 
inner web broadly barred with white ; tail glossy black, tipped with 
white, the two centre feathers marked with a series of equidistant 
narrow longitudinal white spots along the shaft, the other feathers 
similarly marked, but the spots rather larger and rounder on the 
outer feathers, on the inner webs of which appear likewise some 
irregular white spots, increasing in size and extent towards the 
outermost feathers, taking at the base of the latter the form of 
irregular bars, shafts blackish above, white below; cheeks and 
throat bluish grey, lighter than the head; rest of under surface 
creamy white, transversely barred with greyish black; vent and 
under tail-coverts deep ochraceous buff, the long coverts broadly 
barred with blackish, the shorter ones less distinctly ; under wing- 
coverts creamy white, with narrow blackish cross bars ; edge of the 
wing greyish ; bill black, yellow at base of lower mandible ; gape, 
orbits, and feet yellow, claws blackish ; iris orange yellow. Total 
length 12 inches, culmen 0°95, wing 6°7, tail 6°0, tarsus 0°7. 

Hab. Madagascar (Roch and Newton, Crossley); ? Mauritius, 
Port Louis (2. Newton). 

Although closely allied to C. poliocephalus (Hand-l. 8990. 
C. himalayensis), this Cuckoo seems to me to be a distinct species. 
It is much darker above, and is not so broadly banded under- 
neath, the white interspaces being wider. 

- 3. CucuLus SOLITARIUS. 

“Le Coucou solitaire, Levaill. Ois. d’Afr. v. pl. 206 (1806); 
Sundev. Crit. om Levaill. p. 47 (1858). 

Cuculus solitarius, Steph. Gen. Zool. ix. pt. 1, p. 84, pl. 18 
(1815); Gurney, Ibis, 1860, p. 213; Layard, B. S. Afr. p. 248 
(1867). 
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Cuculus rubiculus, Swains. B. W. Afr. ii. p. 181 (1837, descr. 
orig.); Fraser, P. Z. S. 1843, p. 52; Hartl. Orn. W. Afr. p- 190 
(1857); id. J. f. O. 1861, p. 264; Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. iv. 
p- 40 (1862); Mont. P. Z. S. 1865, p- 92; Sharpe, Ibis, 1870, 
p. 486; id. Cat. Afr. B. p. 12 (1871). 

Cuculus capensis, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p- 463 (1847); Grill, Zool. 
Ant. p. 41 (1858) ; Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 42 (1862) ; 
Bp. Consp. i. p. 104 (1850) ; Schl. Mus. P. B. Cuculi, p. 11 (1864) ; 
Antin. Cat. deser. Uce. p. 83 (1865) ; Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p- 215 
(1870) ; Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr. p. 783 (1871); Sharpe, Cat. Afr. 
B. p. 12 (1871). 

Surniculus rubiculus, Bp. Consp. i. p. 105 (1850). 
Cuculus heuglinii, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p- 42 (1862). 
Adult. Above greyish, with a slight gloss of oily green on the 

scapulars and secondary feathers, the rump and upper tail-coverts 
darker and inclining to cindery grey; quills brown, barred with 
white near the base of the inner web ; tail purplish black, glossed 
with greenish near the base, tipped with white and marked with one 
or two white spots along the shafts of the feathers, the inner web 
also slightly marked with white on its edge; throat clear bluish- 
grey ; fore neck deep ferruginous, with slight indications of blackish 
cross bars ; rest of under surface fulvous white, banded with blackish, 
inclining to clear fawn on the under tail-coverts, where the cross 
bars are narrower and more zig-zag in shape; bill horn-black, 
yellowish at base of lower mandible and along basal edge of upper 
one ; feet deep orange, claws yellowish ; iris reddish hazel. 

Young. Above ashy brown, the wing-coverts and secondaries 
edged and the primaries externally barred with rusty ; upper tail- 
coverts spotted and irregularly. barred with rusty; tail blackish 
brown, tipped and spotted with whitish on each side of the shaft, 
the feathers also showing faint indications of rufous cross bars ; 
lores and cheeks whitish, mottled with blackish and tinged with 
rufous ; throat and chest whitish, strongly washed with rusty and 
minutely crossed with very narrow blackish bars; rest of under 
surface buffy white with cross bars of black, inclining to clear fawn 
on the under tail-coverts, where the black bars are narrower ; under 
wing-coverts white, with blackish cross markings, the bases of the 
primaries white, some of the feathers also notched with white near 
the base ; bill horn-black, greenish yellow on lower mandible ; feet 
dull yellowish. 

Hab. W. Arnica: Fantee (Ussher); Accra (Haynes). S.W. 
Arrica: Benguela (Monteiro). §. Arrica: Natal (Ayres) ; 
Knysna (Vietorin) ; Cape Colony up to immediate vicinity of Cape 
Town (Layard)*. 

I have come to the conclusion that there is no difference between 
Cuculus rubeculus and C. capensis, though I once (Ibis, 1870, p- 486) 

* Tts occurrence in Senegal, on Swainson’s authority, is untrustworthy ; and it is doubtful if it is found in N.E, Africa, though, as Heuglin remarks, “ Antinori seems to have observed it on the Gazelle River” (Cf. Salvadori, Atti R. Accad. Tor. 1870, p. 744). 
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thought that the longer wing of the latter might hold good as a 
specific character. That it does not do so will be seen by the 
following measurements :— 

No. Locality. E Mus. = 8" | Alee 
‘ot. 

1. | Cape. | Brit. Reg. ils | 70 
2: 8. Africa. # U5 ee 
3: - R. B. Sharpe. | 120} 68 
4, ‘ (Layard). PA 115] 68 
5. e | ns 12:0 | 68 
6. Cape Town (Butler). 3 12:0 | 7:1 
a ” | ” 19-1 7-0 

8. Natal (Ayes). J. H. Gurney. | 11-2] 69 
9. Re Brit. Reg. 10°5 | 65 

10, Accra (Haynes). R. B. Sharpe. | 115] 6:4 
Tile Fantee. + Cele eral) 
12. * Ff 11-2 | 6-4 

4. CucULUS GABONENSIS. 

Cuculus gabonensis, Lafr. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1853, p. 60; 
Hartl. J. f. O. 1854, p. 202; J. & E. Verr. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 
1855, p. 177; Hartl. Orn. W. Afr. p. 189 (1857) ; Cass. Pr. Phil. 
Acad. 1859, p. 142; Hartl. J. f. O. 1861, p. 265; Du Chaillu, 
Eq. Afr. p. 473 (1861); Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 42, 
note (1862); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 215 (1870). : 

Adult. Above dark greyish black, with a very slight gloss of dull 
bluish-green ; quills brown, glossed like the back, a few of the 
primaries marked with white near the base of the inner web; tail 
blackish, tipped with white and marked with a few spots of white 
along the shaft ; lores mottled with rufous ; fore part of the cheeks 
and a line of feathers under the eye greenish black, like the head ; 
entire throat, chest, and fore neck deep cinnamon-chestnut or bay, 
forming a conspicuous gorget, below which a few black feathers 
form an indistinct band; rest of under surface buffy white, trans- 
versely crossed with blackish bars, which are slightly glossed with 
greenish on the flanks ; under tail-coverts creamy white, some of the 
centre ones barred with black; feathers at the side of the vent 
greenish black ; under wing-coverts white, barred with black like 
the breast, the greater ones entirely black; bill blackish brown; 
feet golden yellow, claws horn-brown. Total length 11°5 inches, 
culmen 0°9, wing 6°8, tail 6-2, tarsus 0°75. 

Hab. Gaboon (Verreaux, Mus. Brit.) ; Camma River (Du 
Chaillu). 

5. CUCULUS AURANTIIROSTRIS, Sp. nl. 

Cuculus gularis, Hartl. Orn. W. Afr. p. 189 (1857). 

Above rather dark grey, with a slight greenish gloss in the centre 
of the back, the rump and upper tail-coverts scarcely lighter, the 
latter with a narrow white tip ; wing-coverts of the same colour as 
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the back, some of the greater oues slightly inclining to brownish, 
with a narrow white margin ; a conspicuous patch of white feathers 
along the edge of the wing; quills brownish, washed externally with 
grey, the secondaries much darker on the inner web, where they are 
slightly glossed with greenish and narrowly margined with white ; 
the inner webs of all the feathers white at the base, this colour 
extending uninterruptedly for nearly half the feather, and broken 
towards its apical extent by a few more or less interrupted bars of 
greyish brown; tail greyish brown, with a decided wash of clearer 
grey on the outer web, all the feathers tipped with white, the outer 
ones very broadly, with a distinct blackish bar crossing the tail just 
before the white tip, the centre feathers longitudinally spotted with 
white along the shaft, these spots increasing in size towards the 
outer feathers, which are also notched with white on the inner web, 
till on the outermost they form very distinct white bars across the 
feathers ; sides of the face of the same colour as the head ; lores, 
feathers in front of the eye, fore part of cheeks, and entire throat 
pale bluish grey; lower part of throat and fore neck bright 
chestnut; rest of under surface buff, strongly shaded with chestnut 
and crossed with very narrow blackish lines; under tail-coverts 
uniform rich buff; under wing-coverts buff, with very narrow 
blackish vermiculations ; bill rich orange, blackish along the culmen 
and towards the tip of both mandibles; feet deep yellow. Total 
length 13°4 inches, culmen 1°05, wing 8:7, tail 7-0, tarsus 0°95. 

Hab. River Gambia (Mus. R. B. S.); Casamanze (Verreauz). 
To the same extent that Cuculus gularis differs from C. canorus 

does this new bird differ from C. gularis. It might be supposed 
that a new Cuckoo of this group, coming as it does from Sene- 
gambia, must be the true C. /ineatus of Swainson; but neither his 
description nor figure agrees at all; and there can be no doubt that, 
as in the case of Oriolus capensis and other birds, he has figured a 
South-African specimen, and that the species has no business in the 
list of West-African birds. Like C. gularis, the Gambian Cuckoo 
has the nostrils situated in, and of the same colour as, the yellow 
portion of the beak; but this is much more brilliantly coloured ; 
hence the name suggested. The chestnut shade on the under parts 
is another character; while the cross bars on the under surface are 
very much narrower than in true C. gularis. 

It is just possible that C. aurantiirostris may turn out to be the 
C. ruficollis of Heuglin, or C. leptodetus of Cabanis and Heine, from 
North-eastern Africa; and a comparison of types is desirable. The 
two latter are united without a query to C. gularis by von Heuglin. 
On the other hand, the bird noticed by Hartlaub from Casamanze is 
clearly C. aurantiirostris, so that it is by no means improbable that 
Senegambia has its peculiar species of Cuckoo. 

6. CucULUS GULARIS. 

Le Coucou vulgaire @ Afrique, Levaill. Ois. d’ Afr. v. pls. 200, 201 
(1806) ; Sundey. Crit. om Levaill. p. 47 (1858). 

Cuculus gularis, Steph. Gen. Zool. ix. pt. 1, p. 83, pl. 17 (1815, 
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ex Levaill.) ; Bp. Consp. i. p. 102 (1850); id. Consp. Volucr. Zyg. 
p- 6 (1854); Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. iv. p. 36 (1862); Heugl. 
J. f. O. 1862, p. 35; Layard, B. S. Afr. p. 249 (1867); Gray, 
Hand-l. B. ii. p. 215 (1870) ; Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr. p. 781 (1871) ; 
Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 12 (1871); Gurney ed. Anderss. B. Dam. 
Ld. p. 228 (1872). , 

Cuculus capensis, Cuv. Régne An. i. p. 424 (1817, ex Levaill. 
nec Miill.). 

Cuculus lineatus, Sw. B. W. Afr. ii. p. 178, pl. xviii. (1837). 
Cuculus ruficollis, Heugl. Syst. Uebers. p. 49 (1856) ; id. J. f. O. 

1864, p. 265. 
Cuculus leptodetus, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 34 

1862). 
‘ Gee canorus (pt.), Schl. Mus. P. B. Cuculi, p. 6 (1864). 

Adult male. Above bluish grey, rather glossed with brownish on 
the head and back, and decidedly clearer grey on the rump and 
upper tail-coverts, the lateral feathers of the last named being 
transversely spotted and barred with white; wing-coverts dark 
greyish brown, primary coverts and quills rather darker, especially 
the secondaries, which are glossed with greyish, the inner webs very 
distinctly barred with white; tail ashy grey, the outer feathers 
browner and all tipped with white, before which a distinct blackish 
bar crosses the end of the tail, this being much more distinct when 
viewed from underneath; the centre feathers marked with longi- 
tudinal drops of white along the shaft, these increasing in extent 
towards the outer feathers, which are also notched or spotted with 
white on the inner web, ‘until on the last feather they form more or 
less perfect bars across the feather; sides of the face and entire 
throat bluish grey, rather lighter on the lores and fore part of the 
cheeks, the fore neck tinted with pale russet ; remainder of under 
surface creamy white, transversely barred with greyish brown, these 
bars becoming more zig-zag in shape on the under tail-coverts ; 
under wing-coverts white, with irregular cross markings of grey ; 
axillary plumes white, barred like the breast; bill yellow on the 
lower mandible and on the base of the upper one, including the 
nostrils, becoming blackish on the edge of the culmen and the tip of 
both mandibles; feet yellow. Total length 12 inches, culmen 1°0, 
wing 8°5, tail 6°5, tarsus 0°85. 

Hab. N.E. Arrica: White Nile and Sobat ; mountains of Wola- 
Galla, in April; Bari Negro Land, in February and March; Bongo, 
in August (Heuglin). S.W. Arrica: Damara Land and Ovampo 
(Andersson). S. Arrica: Caffraria (Levaillant) ; Natal (Ayres). 

The present species is the resident Cuckoo of a certain part of 
Africa, representing our Cuckoo so closely that in some instances it 
is difficult to distinguish between them. Mr. John Henry Gurney, 
who examined my series, has given (Ibis, 1871, p. 103) an account 
of the differences between the two species; and a prolonged revision 
of the specimens he examined enables me to confirm his views. 
The most constant character is to be found in the beak ; for whereas 
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in C. canorus the bill is for the most part blackish, in C. gularis it 
is yellow, only becoming black along the ridge and at the tip: thus 
the birds may always be. separated by the nostrils, which are 
coloured according to the bill in the respective species, being yellow 
in OC. gularis and black in C. canorus. Another difference exists in 
the tail; for owing to the great amount of white on that of C. gularis 
and to its forming bars on the outer feather, a very distinct band is 
observed across the tip of the tail, which is not visible in C. eanorus. 
The accompanying woodcut exhibits the difference in the outer tail- 
feathers of the two Cuckoos, and shows the bar in C. gularis, which 
is found on all the other feathers. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Outer tail-feather of C. canorus. 
Fig. 5. Outer tail-feather of C. gularis. 

7. CucuLus CLAMOSUS. 

Le Coueou eriard, Levaill. Ois. d’Afr. v. pls. 204, 205; Sundev. 
Crit. om Levaill. p. 47 (1858). 

Noisy Cuckoo, Lath. Gen. Syn. Suppl. ii. p. 136 (1801). 
Cuculus clamosus, Lath. Ind. Orn. Suppl. p. xxx (1801) ; Steph. 

Gen. Zool. ix. pt. 1, p. 108£1815); Cuv. Régne An. i. p. 425 (1817); 
Vieill. N. Dict. viii. p. 226 (1817); Less. Traité, p. 147 (1831); 
Bp. Consp. i. p. 103 (1850); Des Murs in Lefebvre, Voy. Abyss. 
Zool. p. 137 (1847); Hartl. J. f. 0. 1854, p. 416; id. J. f. O. 1861, 
p. 265; Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 43 (1862) ; Schl. Mus. 
P. B. Cuculi, p. 16 (1864) ; Anderss. P. Z.S. 1864, p. 3; Layard, 
B.S. Afr. p. 249 (1867); Bocage, Jorn. Lisb. ii. p. 46 (1868) ; 
Chapm. Tray. 8. Afr. ii. p. 408 (1868); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 215 
(1870); Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr. i. p. 784 (1871); Anderss. B. Dam. 
Ld. ed. Gurney, p. 226 (1872). 
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Cuculus nigricans, Sw. Zool. Illustr. 2nd ser. vol. i. pl. 7 (1829); id. 
B. W. Afr. ii. p. 180(1837) ; Gray, Gen. of B. ii. p. 463(1847); Hartl. 
J. f.O. 1854, p. 416; id. Orn. W. Afr. p. 190 (1857) ; Gurney, Ibis, 
1859, p. 246; Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 441 (1862). 

Surniculus nigricans, Bp. Consp. i. p. 105 (1850). 
Cuculus chalybeus, Heugl. J. f. O, 1862, p. 34. 
Coccystes nigricans, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 44, note 

(1862); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 220 (1870). 
Coccystes serratus (pt.) ; Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 13 (1871, err.) ; 

id. Ibis, 1872, p. 68. 
Oxylophus serratus, Gurney ed. Anderss. B. Dam. Ld. p. 226 

(1872, ea Sharpe, err.). 
Adult male.—Above glossy greenish black, with a slight shade of 

dull indigo on the interscapulary region; quills brown, the pri- 
maries whitish near the base of the inner web, where there are re- 
mains of brownish bars, the innermost secondaries greenish black 
like the back ; tail greenish black, tipped with white, all the feathers 
more or less inclining to brown on the inner webs; under surface of 
body black, with a slight greenish gloss, not so glossy as the back, 
some of the under tail-coverts tipped with brownish white; bill 
black ; feet yellow, claws black ; iris dark brown. Total length, 
12 inches; culmen 0°95; wing 7°2; tail, 6:2; tarsus 0°75. 
Young.—Much browner than the adult, the wings paler; the 

under surface dusky, with remains of rufous bars on the chest, and 
of fulvous cross markings on the breast, the under tail-coverts 
tipped with white, and crossed with deep ochre bars; tail tipped 
with white, with indications of buffy white bars, nearly obsolete. 

An apparently very young bird in my collection from Fantee has 
all the feathers narrowly edged with whitish, the breast white, with 
broad transverse cross bars of black, the inner web of the primaries 
barred with white, and the tail also spotted with white; bill horn- 
brown, yellowish brown on the under mandible. 

N. E. Arrica: only in one locality in the Anseba valley, in 
August and September, not noticed in May and July (Heuglin). 
W. Arrica: Denkera (Ussher), Elmina, in April, and Amamoo, in 
May 1872 (Blissett). S.W. Arrica: Biballa (Anchieta) ; Elephant 
Vley, Damara Land, Oct. 19 and Nov. 8, 1859 (Andersson). 8S. E. 
Arrica: Natal (Ayres); Eland’s Post and the Katberg (Aémore). 

It seems that C. nigricans of Western Africa is inseparable from 
C. clamosus of South Africa. I fancied at first that the latter was a 
trifle the larger bird; but on examining my series, which is very 
complete, I find that although one of the Fantee examples measures 
only 6°5 in the wing, another measures 7°0, which surpasses some 
of the South-African specimens. 

I have explained the cause of error by which this species came 
to be included by Mr. Gurney (/. ¢.) under the head of Coccystes 
serratus, in a note on the latter bird. 

8. CUuCULUS SMARAGDINEUS. 

Cuculus cupreus, Shaw (nec Bodd.), Mus. Lever. p. 157 (1792) ; 
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Vieill. et Oud. Gal. Ois. i. p. 33, pl. 42 (1825); Less. Traité, 
p- 154 (1831); Grill, Zool. Anteckn. p. 42 (1858). 

Chalcites cupreus, Riipp. Neue Wirb. Vog. p. 62 (1835). 
Chaleites smaragdineus, Sw. B. W. Afr. ii. p. 191 (1837); Layard, 

B.S. Afr. p. 251 (1867); Gurney, Ibis, 1859, p. 246. 
Chrysococcyx cupreus, Riipp. Syst. Uebers. p. 96 (1845); Bp. 

Consp. i. p. 105 (1850); Heugl. Syst. Uebers. p.48 (1856); Cab. 
& Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 8 (1862). 

Cuculus smaragdinensis, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 463 (1847). 
Cuculus splendidus, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 464 (1847, ex Mus. 

Lever.). 
Chrysococcyx smaragdineus, Strickl. Contr. Orn. 1851, p. 135; 

Horsf. & Moore, Cat. B. Mus. E. I. Co. ii. p. 705 (1854); Hartl. 
‘J.f.0. 1855, p. 361; Hartl. Orn. W. Afr. p. 191 (1857); Gurney, 
Ibis, 1859, p. 246; Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv, p. 10 (1862); 
Dohrn, P. Z. S. 1866, p. 329; Sharpe, Ibis, 1870, p. 58; Heugl. 
Orn. N. O. Afr. p. 774 (1870). 

Chalcites intermedius, Verr. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1851, p. 259. 
Chrysococcyx intermedius, Hartl. Orn. W. Afr. p. 191 (1857); 

Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 8 (1862) ; Bocage, Jorn. Lisb. 
i. p. 143 (1867). 

Adult male.—Above brilliant metallic emerald-green, the plumage 
having somewhat of a scaly and velvety appearance ; wings and tail 
of the same metallic green as the head, this colour likewise extend- 
ing over the sides of the face and throat as far as the fore neck ; rest 
of under surface bright golden yellow, the under tail-coverts broadly 
barred with metallic green; the quills and tail glossed underneath 
with metallic green, the bases of the primaries whitish, the outer 
tail-feather also spotted on the outer web and tipped with white ; 
under wing-coverts golden yellow, the outer ones green ; bill greenish 
grey, blackish along the line of gape and at tip, malachite-green at 
angle of mouth; feet and bare orbits lead-colour ; iris sometimes 
brown, sometimes greyish (Heuglin). 

Female.—Different from the male. Above metallic green, thickly 
barred with rufous, the quills similarly marked, excepting on the pri- 
maries, where the bars are more or less obsolete, leaving the ground- 
colour brown, the quills brown underneath, very distinctly notched 
with rufous or rufous white; under surface of body metallic green 
barred with white, a little more narrowly on the under wing-coverts ; 
tail brown, the middle feathers glossed with metallic green, and 
washed with rufous, the outer feathers white internaily washed with 
rufous, and spotted near the tips and on the inner web with metallic 
coppery green. 

Hab. N. E. Arrica: Migratory with the rain; mountains of 
Abyssinia, Fazogl, and Galla countries, northwards to 16° or 17° 
N. lat. In Mareb Valley to 4000 feet, and on plateau of Central 
Abyssinia to 8000 or 9000 feet (Von Heuglin). W.Arrica: river 
Gambia (Mus. R. B.S.) ; Casamanze (Verreaucr) ; Fantee (Ussher) ; 
Elmina, April 1872 ( Blissett) ; Princes’ Island (Dohrn); St. Thomas 
(Weiss) ; Cameroons (Mus. R. B. 8.) ; Gaboon (Walker) ; Angola 
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(Monteiro); Loanda (Toulson). S.Arrica: Cape Colony (Layard); 
Knysna (Victorin) ; Natal (Ayres). 

With regard to the bird described as the female I am following 
the usual information of collectors; but I am by no means certain 
that the sexes of these Golden Cuckoos are really different from each 
other, and I believe that the bird usually supposed to be the female 
is really the young. _ If the sexes do differ in plumage, it is an ab- 
normality in the family, which would give additional weight to the 
generic separation of Chrysococcyx from Cuculus. The tiny nest- 
ling of the present species is in my collection from Cameroons, and 
indicates the colours of the full-grown young bird very successfully. 
Another one, a little older, has white bars on the head; but this 
seems either an individual or sexual peculiarity, as it is also visible 
in another full-grown young example. The first metallic plumage, 
though complete, seems to be more bronzy in appearance than the 
fully plumaged bird ; and in this stage it was figured by Shaw in the 
‘Museum Leverianum,’ and thence named by Mr. Gray C. splen- 
didus. In this first green dress remains of immaturity often appear, 
especially in the primaries, which are notched with white on the 
inner web, becoming gradually entirely white as the bird grows older. 
Thus it often happens that a specimen apparently quite old may 
still be proved to have not long quitted the immature dress by these 
white notches on the first or shortest primary. 

Gray’s title of splendidus, though founded on the plate above 
alluded to without any indication of locality, has always been applied to 
the South-African bird, the distinctive character being the somewhat 
shorter tail. As will be seen by the accompanying measurements, 
the difference is so slight in some examples as to render it an un- 
important character; and if the West-African and South-African 
birds are to be separated, C. intermedius from Gaboon must also be 
reinstated ; and this would lead to great confusion where the cha- 
racters are so slight. The plumage does not vary with locality; 
therefore it is better to consider that there exists only one species, 
but that the West-African examples are the finest, those from Gaboon 
are sometimes rather smaller, while those from South Africa are the 
least and have the shortest tails. 

Wing. Tail. 

Ve. Geo West*A frica?- Mus. "Brit. '°o007 2. 4°5 48 
2S West! Africa.” Mus. Brit. .'>.2 5. 2. 4°7 5°0 
3eOR “Baintee. (MnsRM Be Sie eee 4°5 4°6 
499 h™" Bantees Was? RO BUS? te eh. Se. & 4:3 bre 
5. ¢. Accra (Haynes). Mus.R.B.8..... 4°3 4°75 
6.°os- RSGambiay “Mus-ReeBeS. Ws. 22s. 4°45 4:55 

7. &. Gaboon (Walker). Mus. R. B.S... 4°5 4-4 
8. g. Gaboon (Walker). Mus. R. B.S... 9 4:3 3°8 
9. g. S.Africa (Layard). Mus. R.B.S... 4°5 3°7 

TO: ee Natal. Mins Brite 8k oe See. 4:2 3°5 
Lee eeNatal: Oe Muss Britt eee coe 4:2 or 
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9. CucuLus cupreEus. 
Le Coucou vert-doré et blanc, Buff. Hist. Nat. Ois. vi. p. 385(1 779). Coucou vert du Cap de Bonne Espérance, Moutb. Pl. Enl. vi. pl. 657 (c. 1780). 
Gilded Cuckoo, Lath. Gen. Syn. i. pt. 2. p. 527 (1782). Cuculus cupreus, Bodd. Tabl. Pl. Enl. Pp. 40 (1783) ; Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 463 (1847); Schl. Mus. P. B., Cuculi, p. 31 (1864). Cuculus auratus, Gm. 8. N. i. p. 421 (1788, ew Lath.) ; Bonn. et Vieill. Enc. Méth. p. 1337 (1823); Thienem. Abbild. Vogeleiern. t. xv. fig. 4 (1845-56); Grill, Zool. Anteckn. p. 43 (1858), Le Coucou Didric, Levaill. Ois. d’ Afr. v.p.46, pls. 210, 211 (1806). Lampromorpha chaleopepla, Vigors, P. Z. 8. 1831, p. 92. Chaleites auratus, Less. Traité, p- 152 (1831); Swains. B. W. Afr. ii. p. 187 (1837) ; Mont. Ibis, 1862, p. 337; Layard, B.S. Afr. p- 250 (1867) ; Gurney, Ibis, 1868, p. 163. 
Cuculus chalcopeplus, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 463 (1847). Chrysococcyx auratus, Bp. Consp. i. p. 105 (1850) ; Hartl. Orn. W. Afr. p. 190 (1857) ; Gurney, Ibis, 1859, p. 247; Mont. P.Z. S. 1865, p. 94; Antin. Cat. descr. Uce. p. 84 (1865) ; Hartl. P. zs. 1867, p. 826; Bocage, Jorn. Lisb. i. p- 143 (1867) ; Gurney, Ibis, 1868, p. 467; Sharpe, Ibis, 1870, p. 58. 
Chrysococeyx cupreus, Heug]. Peterm. Mitth. 1861, p- 26; Finsch & Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 522 (1870) ; Blanf. Geol. & Zool. Abyss. p- 313 (1870); Sharpe, P. Z. S. 1870, p. 145; id. Cat. Afr. B: p- 13 (1871); id. P. Z. S. 1871, p- 605; Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr. p- 776 (1871); Shelley, B. Egypt, p. 163 (1872); Gurney ed. Anderss. B. Dam. Ld. p- 228 (1872). 
Lamprococcyex eupreus, Cab. & Hein. Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 11 (1862). Lamprococcyx chrysochlorus, iid. ut supra. 
Lamprocoecyz chrysites, Heine, J. f. O. 1863, p. 350. Chaleites cupreus, Kirk, Ibis, 1864, Pp: O27. 
Young.—Head uniform cimamon-rufous, the sides of the neck scantily marked with metallic green, with a broad streak of white under the eye; upper surface of body dull metallic green, with a slight coppery appearance on the interseapulary region, with broad cross bars of pale cinnamon ; quills deep cinnamon, barred with dull metallic green, the subterminal spot very large; tail also deep cin- namon with metallic green cross bars, the outermost feathers with four rounded Spots of white on the outer web and two on the inner, one being terminal, the next feather with indications of white spots on the two apical bars of the inner web ; under surface of body dull white, the throat washed with rufous and spotted with dull metallic green, these spots becoming fewer and smaller on the breast, but taking the form of bars on the sides of body and under tail-coverts ; bill orange-brown. 

The description of the young is taken from a specimen given to me by Mr. Monteiro, who obtained it in Angola. Governor Ussher, when in Fantee, likewise obtained a series of young birds, from which it would appear that the next stage is gained partly by a moult and partly by a change of feather, in this wise :—The metallic green of 
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the back spreads and occupies the rufous cross bars, while it is also 
apparent that the green bars on the tail, always irregular in shape, 
merge and occupy the whole feather. Below, the metallic shade of 
the spots becoming dimmed, the latter break up into frecklings and 
streaks, and finally disappear ; but the bars on the sides become in- 
tensified, and more boldly developed. The greater coverts, which 
showed very slight indications of this change in the younger stage, 
now become conspicuously marked with white. The dark green 
portion of the outer tail-feather becomes much more pronounced 
than in the former stage. The change in colour on the head from 
cinnamon to purplish brown seems to take place by a moult, and not 
by a change of plumage as in the rest of the upper surface. Whether 
the full metallic dress is attained without any actual moult I have 
no evidence to show; but it seems to me by no means improbable. 

Adult.—Above metallic green, changing to golden green, some- 
times with a coppery gloss, according to the light; a streak down 
the fore part of the head, and a distinct eyebrow, white; ear-coverts 
coppery green; cheeks, sides of neck, and underparts white, the sides 
of the body as well as the under wing- and tail-coverts barred, the 
sides of vent streaked with dull metallic green; wings metallic green 
above, like the back, varying with the light, the inner greater wing- 
coverts and the quills externally spotted with white, the primaries 
more minutely ; under surface of quills ashy brown, with oval spots 
or bars of white on the inner web; lateral upper tail-coverts exter- 
nally white; tail metallic green, all except the two middle feathers 
tipped with white, the outermost spotted with white on both webs, 
vanishing towards the centre feathers ; ‘‘ bill dusky above, horny be- 
neath ; legs dusky ; iris and orbit scarlet’ (Blanford). 

Total length 8°5 inches; culmen 0:7; wing 4°25; tail 3:4; tar- 
sus 0°65. 

Hab. N.E. Arrica: Commonest of the Emerald Cuckoos, rarer 
on Upper White Nile and Blue Nile, and only a few examples ob- 
tained from Gondokoro and Fazogl. Appears early in rainy season, 
and leaves in September and October (von Heuglin). W. Arrica: 
river Gambia (Mus. R. B. S.); Goree (Mus. Lisb.); Fantee 
(Ussher); river Volta (Ussher); Cameroons (Crossley) ; Gaboon 
(Verreaux) ; Kattenbella (Sala). S.W.Arrica: Benguela (Mon- 
teiro) ; Damara Land (Andersson). S. Arrica: The Karroo (Vie- 
torin); Natal (Ayres); Traansvaal (Ayres). KE. Arrica: Zanzibar 
(Kirk). 

No difference has been shown to exist between the sexes of this 
little Cuckoo; and it is quite probable therefore that the birds said 
to be the females of C. Alaasi and C. smaragdineus are after all only 
the young birds. 

10. CucuLus KLAASI. 

Le Coucou de Klaas, Levaill. Ois. d’ Afr. v. p. 53, pl. 212 (1806) ; 
Sundeyv. Crit. om Levaill. p. 47 (1858). 

Cuculus klaasi, Steph. Gen. Zool. ix. pt. 1, p. 129 (1815); Gray, 
Hand-l. B. ii. p. 218 (1870). 
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Ouculus klaasii, Vieill. N. Dict. d’ Hist. Nat. viii. p. 230 (1817) ; 
Bonn. et Vieill. Enc. M¢th. iii. p. 1333 (1823); Licht. Verz. Doubl. 
p- 9 (1823); Grill, Zool. Anteckn. p. 43 (1868). 

Chaleites klasii, Less. Traité, p. 153 (1831). 
Chalcites klassii, Sw. B. W. Afr. ii. p. 189, pl. 21 (1837). 
Chrysococcyx clasii, Riipp. Syst. Uebers. p. 96 (1845); Heugl. 

Syst. Uebers. p. 48 (1856); id. Peterm. Mitth. 1861, p. 26. 
Cuculus klasii, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 463 (1847); Schl. Mus. P. B. 

Cuculi, p. 30 (1864). 
Chrysococcyx klaasi, Bp. Consp. p. 105 (1850); J. & E. Verr. 

Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1855, p. 270; Hartl. J. f. O. 1861, p. 265; 
Finsch, J. f. O. 1867, p. 248; Biane. Spec. Zool. Mosamb. p. 327 
(1867); Bocage, Jorn. Lisb. ii. p. 46 (1868); Finsch & Hartl. 
Vog. Ostafr. p. 520 (1870); Blanf. Geol. & Zool. Abyss. p. 314 
(1870); Sharpe, Ibis, 1870, p. 58; Gurney, ed. Anderss. B. Dam. 
Ld. p. 229 (1872). 

Chrysococcyx claasii, Hart]. Orn. W. Afr. p. 190 (1857); Gurney, 
Ibis, 1859, p. 247; Heugl. J. f. O. 1864, p. 265; Sharpe, Cat. Afr. 
B. p. 13 (1871); Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr, p. 778 (1871). 

Lamprococcyx klaasi, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 12 
(1862); Heine, J. f. O. 1863, p. 351. 

Lamprococcyx resplendens, Heine, J. f. O. 1863, p. 350. 
Chalcites klaasii, Layard, B. 8S. Afr. p. 250 (1867). 

Adult male.—Above metallic green, changing with the light to 
fiery bronze and golden green; the sides of the face and of the neck 
as well as the wings coloured like the back and subject to the same 
reflexions ; under surface of quills greyish brown, very numerously 
and distinctly notched on the inner web with white; four middle 
tail-feathers golden green, with a slight coppery reflexion, especially 
towards the tips, the other feathers white, with a spot of golden 
green near the tip of the outer web, and three or four of the same 
colour on the inner web; under surface of body pure white, with a 
few broad longitudinal streaks of golden green on the upper thigh- 
feathers, the sides of the upper breast also bright golden-green, like 
the back; ‘bill dusky; legs pale; feet brownish olive; iris brown ; 
orbit very pale green” (Blanford). Total length 7-0 inches, cul- 
men 07, wing 4°1, tail 3-2, tarsus 0°55. 
Female.—Above brown, the head uniform ; interscapulary region 

barred with dull rufous; rest of the upper surface barred with dull 
rufous and metallic green, broader and more distinct on the wing- 
coverts, narrower and less plain on the lower back, rump, and upper 
tail-coverts ; quills brown, the secondaries coloured like the back, the 
primaries notched externally'with pale rufous, under surface of quills 
ashy brown, deeply notched with pale rufous on the inner web; iail 
brown, with a subterminal spot of coppery green on the centre 
feathers, the next one glossed with copper-colour, and notched ex- 
ternally with pale rufous, the three outermost white, with a conspi- 
cuous spot of coppery green near the tip, and more or less remains 
of pale rufous notches and brown bars on the inner webs ; ear-coverts 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XXXVIII. 38 
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brown like the head; rest of under surface dull white, with narrow 
brown cross lines, the sides of the upper breast uniform brown ; thighs 
barred with pale rufous and metallic green, like the back; under 
wing-coverts pale rufous, with brown cross lines. 

Hab. N. BE. Arrica: much rarer than the other Emerald 
Cuckoos: Central Abyssinia in May, N. Abyssinia in August ; Upper 
Nile in November (Von Heuglin); Lebka valley (Blanford). W. 
Arrica: river Gambia (Mus. R. B.S.); Denkera, Fantee (Blissett) ; 
Cameroons (Mus. R. B. S.). S. W. Arrica: Biballa (Anchieta). 
S. Arrica: Natal (Ayres); Eland’s Post (Aémore); Knysna and 
the Karroo (Victorin). 

I presume that it is beyond doubt established that the bird which 
always passes with collectors as the female of this bird is really the 
adult of that sex; but there is considerable difference among them, 
and it would seem difficult to make out the adult stage of the hen 
bird. A specimen sent me by my friend Mr. Layard as the female 
of C. claasi differs from the one above described by me in having a 
dull rufous shade extending over the lower parts, with much more 
distinct cross bars; above a purplish gloss overspreads the bird from 
the head to the tail; and the green and rufous barring is cones to 
the scapulars and wings. 

I cannot identify more than one species. South-African speci- 
mens are rather the larger, and have the wing 3:8-4:05 inches 
against 3°5-3°8 inches in West-African examples. The narrow bars 
on the flanks are the remains of immaturity, as also are the white 
notches on the inner web of the first primaries, which get fewer in 
number as the bird advances in age. 

Genus 2. CoccystTEs. 

Coccystes, Gloger, Hand. u. Hilfsb. Naturg. p. 203 Type. 
CREME x cick ieteet rata atin iela ns. atar's bean Chapa C. glandarius. 

Oxylophus, Swains. Classif. of B. ii. p. 322 
CS SUG) ities Io eats ot She cis nna ole re shgiets @ a:he hukge =. axe DEE 

Head of Coceystes glandarius. 
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Key to the species. 
a. Abdomen whitish. 

a'. Above brown: an ashy-grey crest: wings spotted with 
WHO vee oe orf ach cae oA Ea od Gea scce pw dn apnanseewuactnnee 1. glandarius. 

b’. Above blackish: crest uniform with back: wings un- 
. spotted. : 

a. Throat white, conspicuously streaked with black ...... 2. cafer. 
b”. Throat white, like the breast......0.....s0.ccccccecceeceeuees 3. jacobinus. 

ich DA Talay ravi |S EVV ao aes och oedema 4, serratus. 

1. Coccysres GLANDARIUS. 

Cuculus glandarius, Linn. S. N. i. p. 169 (1766). 
Bee Cuckoo, Bruce, Trav. Abyss. v. App. p. 179 (1790). 
Coceyzus glandarius, Riipp. N. W. Vég. p. 62 (1835); id. Syst. 

Uebers. p. 96 (1845). 
_ Cuculus phaiopterus, Riipp. in Mus. Lugd. (teste Schlegel : = 
juv.). 

Oxylophus glandarius, Strickl. P. Z. S. 1850, p. 219 ; Hartl. Orn. 
W. Afr. p. 188 (1857) ; id. J. f. O. 1861, p. 265; Heugl. Peterm. 
Mitth. 1861, p. 25; Layard, B.S. Afr. p. 251 (1867). 

Coccystes glandarius, Heug].Syst. Uebers. p. 48 (1856); id. J. f.0. 
1862, p. 34; Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p- 44 (1862); Finsch 
& Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 518 (1870); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 220 
(1870) ; Sharpe, Ibis, 1870, p. 485 ; id. Cat. Afr. B. p- 12, (1871) ; 
Heugl. Orn.-N. O. Afr. p. 786 (1871) ; Shelley, B. Egypt, p. 162 
(1872) ; Gurney, ed. Anderss. B. Dam. Ld. p- 225 (1872). 

Adult male. Above brown, somewhat inclining to olive-brown, 
the scapulars slightly, the wing-coverts and inner secondaries more 
conspicuously tipped with whitish ; quills darker brown above, the 
inner primaries narrowly edged with whitish at the tips, the inner 
face of the quills whitish ; lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts 
brown like the back, the outermost of the latter white on the outer 
web, the inner ones tipped with white; tail brown, broadly tipped 
with white; crown of the head and crest bluish grey, with narrow 
blackish shaft-lines ; sides of the face and hind neck rather darker 
brown, the ear-coverts washed with grey ; throat and chest yellowish 
white, the former somewhat tinged with greyish, with indistinct 
hair-like blackish shaft-lines ; rest of under surface purer white, the 
flanks shaded with greyish ; under wing-coverts yellowish, the outer 
ones and the axillaries white, the latter somewhat shaded with ashy ; 
bill brown, yellowish at base of lower mandible, feet bluish, shaded 
with brown ; iris pale brown. Total length 15 inches, culmen 1°1, 
wing 8°15, tail 9, tarsus 1-3, 

Adult female. Generally similar to the male, but having a faint 
rufous tinge on the inner webs of the primaries. 

Young. Very different from the adult, and looking like another 
species. Above dark brown, the head and crest black ; the wing- 
coverts scantily spotted with white; primaries rufous, the tips 
dusky brown, tipped with white, the first two primaries also brown 
on the outer web, the inner secondaries uniform with the back, and 
tipped with white; the external upper tail-coverts white on the 

38* 
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outer web ; tail as in adult, but not so broadly tipped ; throat and 
fore neck as well as under wing-coverts rich ochre; rest of under 
surface white, washed with ochre, the outer face of the thighs dusky 
brown. 

Whether the female a/ways differs, as I have described, in having 
a tinge of rufous on the primaries, I cannot say for certain, but such 
has been my experience in a large series of carefully sexed specimens. 
As, however, the amount of rufous varies, being sometimes more, 
sometimes less, it may not improbably be the remains of the rufous 
wing of the young bird. 

Hab. N.E, Arrica: Egypt (Shelley); common everywhere, 
found along the whole Nile valley to the Gazelle River and Djur, 
also in Bogos, Quola of Abyssinia, and on the Danakil and Somali 
coasts, as well as in most parts of Arabia—apparently resident (Von 
Heuglin); Kordofan (Petherick). W. Arrica: river Gambia 
(Mus. R. B. S.); Kasamanze and Bissao (Verreaux) ; Cape Coast, 
Dec. 1869 (Hinde). S.W.Arrica: Ovampo (Andersson) ; Damara 
Land and Okavango river (Andersson); Windvogelberg (Bulger) ; 
Kaffraria (Layard) ; Port Elizabeth (Mus. R. B. S.). 

2. CoccysTES CAFER. 

Cuculus cafer, Licht. Cat. Rer. Nat. Hamb. p. 14 (1793). 
Variété du Coucou Edolio, Levaill. Ois. d’ Afr. v. p. 44, pl. 209 

(1806); Sundev. Crit. om Levaill. p. 47 (1858). 
Cuculus afer, Leach, Zool. Misc. p. 72, pl. 31 (1814) ; Steph. Gen. 

Zool. ix. p. 115, pl. 24 (1815). 
Coceyzus levaillantii, Sw. Zool. Ulustr. 2nd ser. pl. 13 (1829). 
Cuculus levaillantii, Less. 'Traité, p. 148 (1831). 
Oxylophus vaillantii, Sw. B. of W. Afr. ii. p. 182 (1837). 
Oxylophus ater, Riipp. Syst. Uebers. p. 96 (1845) ; Bp. Consp. i. 

p. 102 (1850); Hartl. Orn. W. Afr. p. 188 (1857). 
Oxylophus afer, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 464 (1847); Heugl. Syst. 

Uebers. p. 48 (1856) ; Layard, B. 8. Afr. p. 253 (1867); Heugl. Orn. 
N. O. Afr. p. 790 (1870); Blanf. Geol. & Zool. Abyss. p. 312 (1870); 
Kinsch, Tr. Z. 8. vil. p. 285 (1870). 

Coecystes afer, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 48 (1862) ; 
Schl, Mus. P.-B., Cuculi, p. 44 (1864). 

Coceystes caffer, Sharpe, Ibis, 1870, p. 58; Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. 
p- 220 (1870) ; Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 13 (1871). 

Oxylophus caffer, Gurney, ed. Anderss. B. Dam. Ld. p. 225 
(1872). 

Adult male. Above shining greenish black, the head deeper black 
and ornamented with a long crest of lanceolate feathers ; lores and 
ear-coverts dull black ; quills brown, the inner webs white at the 
base, the primaries also externally white at the base, causing a large 
alar speculum, the inner secondaries greenish black like the back ; 
tail greenish black like the rest of upper surface, broadly tipped with 
white, the inner webs showing somewhat of a purple tinge; under 
surface of body buffy white, the feathers of the throat, breast, and 
under tail-coverts black in the centre, giving a thickly striped ap- 
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pearance, the flanks also somewhat mottled, with black centres to 

the feathers; under wing-coverts white, streaked with black, the 
lower ones entirely black ; bill black ; feet brown, tinged with lead- 
colour ; iris dark olive. Total length 15-5 inches, culmen J°1, wing 
7°4, tail 10°2, tarsus 1°05. 

Young. Above brown, the lower back and wing-coverts margined 
with pale rust-colour ; crest brown, with a slight greenish tinge on 
some of the feathers ; quills brown, with a purplish gloss on the inner 
secondaries ; tail purplish brown, with a greenish gloss near the base, 
the two exterior feathers tipped with white on the outer web ; under 
surface of body dull white, tinged with ochre on the abdomen and 
under tail-coverts, the throat and chest indistinctly marked with dull 
brown in the centre of some of the feathers ; under wing-coverts 
buffy white, the lower ones blackish, the quills white at the base of 
the inner web only, showing no external alar speculum ; bill horn- 
brown, the under mandible reddish. 

The southern bird is the largest, measuring 7°4 in the wing. The 
northern ones measure 6°5—7"1, but there is no difference in plumage. 

Hab. N.E. Avrica: along the Nile northwards to Dongola, in 
Senaar and all over the White-Nile district (Von Heuglin) ; Upper 
Lebka and Anseba valleys (Blanford); Waliko and Gabenaweldt- 
gonfallon, August 1868 (Jesse). W.Arrica: river Gambia (Mus. 
R. B. S.); Sierra Leone (Fraser); Fantee (Ussher) ; Denkera, Dec. 
1871, and Jan. 1872 (Blissett). S.W. Arrica: Damara Land, 
Elephant Vley, Nov. 1869, and Otjimbinque, March 1863 (Azders- 
son). §. Arrica: Swellendam (Cairncross); Limpopo river 
( Wahlberg). 
My friend Mr. H. F. Blissett sent me the following note on a 

specimen which was obtained for him from the forest country of 
Denkera in the interior of Fantee:—‘‘ This I believe to be a very 
rare bird indeed. From what I can gather from Aubinn, he has 
only seen one before, which Governor Nagtlas sent to Holland. He 
calls it a Nightingale ; and my own collector confirms the fact of its 
singing when the rain is coming on. It was shot in Denkera in 
December 1871; and I have ordered him to get some more speci- 
mens for you.”” Whether any credence can be given to the fact of 
this bird ‘‘ singing” will be found some day by some European col- 
lector ; for the native accounts are unfortunately very untrustworthy, 
and it is quite certain that its rarity was exaggerated by Aubinn to 
Mr. Blissett; for he obtained one or two examples for Governor 
Ussher, and sent at least one specimen to Mr. Higgins. Mr. Blis- 
sett’s bird being in a peculiar state of change of plumage, Aubinn 
may have referred to it in the sense of only having seen one ewactly 
similar bird ; for | know by experience that birds of all kinds which 
differ in sex or in young plumage, are always considered by the 
natives to be distinct species. 

3. CoccyYSTES JACOBINUS. 

Coucou huppé de la eéte de Coromandel, Montb. Pl. Enl. vi. pl. 872 
(1783). 
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Cuculus jacobinus, Bodd. Tabl. Pl. Enl. p. 53 (1783, ex Montb.). 
Cuculus melanoleucus, Gm. 8. N.i. p. 416 (1788, ex Montb.). 
Le Coucou Edolio (femelle), Levaill. Ois. d’ Afr. v. pl. 208 (1806) ; 

Sundev. Crit. om Levaill. p. (1858). 
Cuculus serratus 9, Steph. Gen. Zool. ix. p. 114, pl. 23 _ 

(1815). 
Coccystes melanoleucus, Jerd. B. Ind. i. p. 339 (1862). 
Coccystes pica, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. iv. p. 46 (1862) ; Gray, 

Hand-l. B. ii. p. 220 (1870). 
Coccystes jacobinus, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 45 

(1862); Schl. Mus. P.-B., Cuewli, p. 44 (1864); Gray, Hand-l. 
B. ii. p. 220 (1870); Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 13 (1871). 

Coccystes hypopinarius, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 47 
(1862); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 220 (1870). 

Oxylophus melanoleucus, Layard, B. 8. Afr. p. 252 (1867) ; Ayres, 
Ibis, 1871, p. 261. 

Oxylophus serratus, Bocage, Jorn. Acad. Lisb. ii. p. 46 (1868). 
Oxylophus jacobinus, Finsch, Tr. Z. 8. vii. p. 286 (1870); Blanf. 

Geol. & Zool. Abyss. p. 313 (1870) ; Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr. p. 788 
(1871); Gurney, ed. Anderss. B. Dam. Ld. p. 225 (1872). 

Adult. Head, which is ornamented with a long crest, aud entire 
upper surface glossy greenish black, the tail tipped with white ; pri- 
maries brown, white at the base both internally and externally, 
forming a large white alar spot ; sides of face black ; under surface 
entirely dull white, with a yellowish tinge on the throat and breast ; 
under wing-coverts yellowish white, the lower ones greyish; flanks 
shaded with dusky grey; bill and feet black ; iris yellow. Total 
length 13°6 inches, culmen 1, wing 6°4, tail 8, tarsus 1°15. 

Young. Brown, the quills paler; tail brown, tipped with white, 
tlve centre feathers glossed with greenish ; a white alar spot as in 
adults ; under surface of body entirely yellowish white, the lower 
under wing-coverts brown; bill horn-brown. 

I cannot find any real difference between Indian and African 
specimens of this Cuckoo ; and the measurements show that there is 
only one species. 

Hab. N.E. Arrica: probable migrant—Bogos in August, 
Senaar in September, Chartum and Berber in November (Von 
Heuglin) ; Anseba valley (Blanford); Autrub on the Blue Nile 
(Antinori) ; Ambukol in Nubia (Hhrenberg). E. Arrica: Mom- 
bas (Wakefield). S. Arrica: Tette (Livingstone) ; Natal, Trans- 
vaal (Ayres); Eland’s Post (dtmore); Lake N’gami (Anders- 
son). S.W. Arrica: Damara Land (Andersson) ; Biballa (An- 
chieta). 

The adult specimen described was a Damara skin; and it is from 
this and the adjoining region that the largest specimens come. The 
difference in general bulk and in length of tail is very great, even in 
specimens from the same locality. 
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| 
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Many ornithologists have followed Levaillant in considering this and Coccystes serratus to be sexes of one and the same bird. Inde- pendently of Mr. Layard’s testimony that they are not equally common in the parts of South Africa they inhabit, the best answer that can be given to this supposition is that in Abyssinia and in India the Black-crested Cuckoo never occurs at all. 
4. CoccystTuUs SERRATUS. 

Crested Black Cuckow, Lath. Gen, Syn. 1. pt. 2, p. 519 (1782). Cuculus serratus, Sparrm. Mus. Carls. fase. i. pl. 3 (1786) ; Sundev. Crit. Sparrm. p. 4 (1858). 
Cuculus ater, Gm. 8. N. i. p. 415 (1788, ex Lath. ). 
Le Coucou Edolio (male), Levaill. Ois. d’ Afr. v. p. 39, pl. 207 (1806) ; Sundeyv. Crit. om Levaill. p- 47 (1858). 
Cuculus edolius §, Cuv. Régne Anim. i. p- 425 (1817); Less. Traité, p. 148 (1831). 
Oxylophus edolius, Sw. Classif. B. ii. p- 322 (1837) ; Layard, B.S. Afr. p. 252 (1867). 
Oxylophus serratus, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 464 (1847); Blyth, Cat, B. Mus. As. Soc. B.p 74 (1849); Bp. Consp. i. p. 102 (1850) ; Gurney, Ibis, 1859, p. 246 ; Ayres, Ibis, 1869, p. 297. , Coccystes serratus, Cab. & Hein. Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p- 47 (1862); Schl. Mus. P.-B., Cueuli, p. 45 (1864) ; Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 220 (1870); Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 13 (1871). 
Adult male. Above glossy greenish black, with a long crest of the same colour; under surface of body also greenish black, but a little duller than the back ; quills brownish, the secondaries glossed with green like the back, the primaries white at the base of both webs, forming externally a very large alar speculum ; tail greenish above, inclining to purplish brown underneath ; bill black; tarsi slate- coloured ; iris nearly black. Total length 12-5 inches, culmen 1:0, wing 6°15, tail 7:6, tarsus 1°05. 
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Hab. ‘‘ Abundant in the Karroo, extends into the Cape peninsula 
and has been received from all parts of the colony to the eastward ” 
(Layard) ; Graham’s Town (7. C. Atmore) ; Kaffraria (Mus. Hein.) ; 
Natal and Transvaal (7. Ayres). 

The birds in my collection supposed to be of this species from 
Damara Land are really Cuculus clamosus, and were labelled wrongly 
by a friend who was assistiug me in arranging my collection at the 
time. During my absence the birds got mixed; and not being an 
ornithologist, he labelled all the black Cuckoos by one name. Hence 
arose the mistake, for which I am responsible, of giving C. serratus 
as a Damara species in Andersson’s book. 

Subfam. 2. PHoa@NIcoPpHAIN#. 

Having been forced to study the other genera of this subfamily 
in order to determine the exact position of the two African species, 
I give here the notes I made with a view to help any future student 
of the group. The study of the Phenicophaine is attended with 
considerable difficulty, owing rather to the variability of the struc- 
tural characters in a more or less important degree, than to the 
specific similarity of the birds included in the subfamily. 

As far as can be determined by external characters, it is impossible 
to find grounds for the separation of so many subfamilies as Mr. 
Gray admits in his ‘ Handlist;’ nor can I quite acquiesce in the 
arrangement of the genera proposed by him. Carpocoecyx exhibits 
a direct tendency to Neomorphus, from which it can scarcely be 
distinguished except by its smaller development of crest and bare 
face. Anatomy may one day bring to light some sounder 
grounds of division; but at present it seems hopeless to attempt 
to place these American Cuckoos far from the Malayan Phe- 
nicophaine. The latter subfamily appears to me to contain the 
following Old-World genera, the numbers being taken from the 
‘ Handlist.’ 

2195. Phenicophaes. 
2196. Rhamphococcyz. 
2197. Dasylophus. 
2198. Lepidogrammus (Leptogrammus, err.). 
2199. Carpococcyz. 
2200. Zanclostomus. 
2201. Ceuthmociares. 
2202. Taccocua. 
2203. Rhopodytes (Rhododytes, err.). 
2204. Rhinortha. 
2205. Coua (=Sericosomus). 

So that it will be seen that I adopt nearly all Mr. Gray’s generie and 
subgeneric divisions. Indeed some of the latter are in my mind 
more thoroughly distinguishable than the genera he recognizes. I _ 
propose the following arrangement :— 
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a. Feathers of the breast with distinctly stiffened and POETS AE AE IR Raia ig a. Taccocua. 

a'. Head and throat ornamented with metallic horny tips tothe frathoma ee tee he lis, B. Lepidogrammus. b'. Head and throat ordinary, with no metallic tips. a". Line of gape longer than the tarsus, 
a". Nostrils hidden by small feathers.................. y: Dasylophus, 6". Nostrils not hidden, 

v". Bill almost straight, as also is the gonys...... 0. Rhinortha. 6", Bill conspicuously curved, the line of gape following the curve of the bill. 
aa. Nostrils rounded, or slightly oval in shape. «. Rhopodytes, 6b. Nostrils more or less linear, 

au. Nostrils placed basally in a large groove. Z, Rhinococcyzx. 66'. Nostrils simple, not placed in a groove. aa". Nostrils straight, 

at gape. 
ad", Lores aad sides of face bare, 

pepilloscetee ee osc: n. Phenicophaes. 66". Lores feathered ; sides of face 
bare and smooth ............... 0. Rhamphococcyx. 26'"", Bill broader than na aeest vet ores t. Zanclostomus, 6b". Nostrils BBCODE is os caaees abe vadces oc: k. Poliococcye, ce". Nostrils descending ..................... X. Ceuthmochares, 6". Line of gape shorter than tarsus. 

a'. Nail of the hind toe curved, shorter than the hind toe itself, 
a’. Height of bill less than its breadth. 

a'". Distance from the fore part of eye to the 
fore part of nostril greater than the dis- 
tance from the latter part to tip of beak p. Carpococeyx. 6’. Distance as above measured less than from : the nostril to tip of beak ......ee...c0.... v. Sericosomus. 6". Height of bill equal to its breadth............... 0. Cochlothraustes. b’. Nail of hind toe straight, like that of a Lark, al- 

eens ta ae x. Centropus. 

Genus 1. Taccocva. (Fig. 5, p. 602.) Type. 
Laecocua, Less. Traité d’Orn. p- 144 (1831) .. T. leschenaulti. Acentetus, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th, iv. Be PU UBGE eaten. oct. ee T. infuseata. 
Evinces great affinity to Centropus, not only in coloration, but especially in the stiffened shafts to the breast-feathers. 

Genus 2. Leripocrammus. (Fig. 6, p. 602.) 
Lepidogrammus, Reich. Syst. Av. Nat. pl. xlvii., Type. Bee 4.(1949)" | Ces ae aa se teeeeeee ee. Dy cumingi. 
Distinguished by its somewhat Turacine aspect, the contour of the crest being rounded, and the feathers curving over the nasal openings, which they hide from sight. Above all remarkable for the horny appendages to the feathers of the head. 
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Fig. 5. 

Head of Zuecocua leschenaulti. 

Head of Lepidogrammus cuming?. 
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Genus 3. DasyLopuus. Type. 

Dasylophus, Swains. Classif. B. ii. p. 324 (1837) D. superciliosus. 

Head of Dasylophus superciliosus. 

Resembles Lepidogrammus in having the nostrils hidden by 
bristles, but is otherwise very like the more typical Phanicophaine. 
Distinguished from its allies by the crested superciliary feathers, 
which seem to be an extreme development of the hairy bristles 
noticed on some of the other genera. 

Genns 4. RHINORTHA. Type. 

Rhinortha, Vigors, Mem. Raffl. p. 671 (1830) .. R. chlorophea. 
Bubutus, Less. Traité d’Orn. p. 143 (1831).... R. chlorophea. 
Anadenus, Swains. Classif. B. ii. p. 324 (1837).. R. chlorophea. 
Idioccecyx, Boie, 1838 (ubi?). 

Fig. 8. 

Head of Rhinortha chlorophea. 

Remarkable for its straightened bill, as seen in the woodcut. 
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The sexes differ conspicuously—an unusual character in this sub- 
family. 

Genus 5. RHopopytTes. Type. 

Rhopodytes, Cib. & Heine, Mus. Hein.Th.iv. p.61(1862). R. diardi. 

Fig. 9. 

WV eS 
Head of Rhopodytes diardi. 

The species which I would place in this genus are the following : 
—typical—R. diardi, R. tristis, R. viridirostris, R. borneensis ; 
less typical—R. erythrognathus, R. eneicaudus. All these have 
stiff bristles on the forehead, and the bare face is highly rugose: in 
R. diardi the bristles on the head and neck are wonderfully de- 
veloped. All of them have rounded nostrils; but the two last- 
mentioned birds are scarcely typical, as the bare face extends to the 

nostril, and is not separated, as in R. diardi, by a narrow loral line 
of feathers. It is possible that a comparison of the birds in spirits 
would discover other differences. 

Genus 6. Ruinococcyx, gen. nov. 

Although Phwnicophaes curvirostris, which I make the type of this 
new genus, bears the greatest resemblance to Rhopodytes erythrogna- 

Head of Phenicophaes curvirostris. 

thus, so much that, as Lord Walden has pointed out, they are scarcely 

to be separated specifically, I must point to the well-marked sérue- 

tural difference of the nostril as a good generic character. The out- 
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ward resemblance between these two birds is probably due to some 
other cause. 

Genus 7. Poa@nicopHagrs. 

Phenicophaus, Vieill. N. Dict. xviii. p. 461 Type. 
CPBL7): 0.4 - dois oe Sins) eee as acs de. PYTTROCepRAUe. 

Melias, Gloger, Handb. Naturg. p. 202 (1842) is 
Alectorops, J. & E. Verr. Rev. et Mag. de 

Yoal. 1858; p..3o0. 2. eos 1s 2. ‘pyrrhocephalus. 

Remarkable for the gallinaceous appearance of the face, whence 
M. Verreaux derived his well-chosen name. The nostril is exposed 
as in no other genus of the Phenicophaine. 

Genus 8. RuampHococcyx. 

Rhamphococcyx, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. Type. 
iviops 65 (USG2) se cnc seb scien: vas s deemlorhynehus: 

Head of Phenicophaes calorhynchus. 

Although bearing some resemblance to Rhinococcyx and the 
aberrant members of Rhopodytes, this genus differs from all in the 

‘ 
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smoothness of the bare face, while the feathers descend over the 
lores, thereby overhanging the nostril. To true Phanicophaes it is 
allied by the shape of the nostrils, but differs in its smooth face and 
feathered lores, while it even shows slight indications of a nasal 
groove, which is an approach to Rhinococcyz. 

Genus 9. ZANCLOSTOMUS. Type. 

Zanclostomus, Swains. Classif. B. ii. p. 323 (1837) Z. javanicus, 

Fig. 13. 

Head of Zanclostomus javanicus. 

This genus has a long and slender bill compared with the other 
members of the subfamily, much widened at the base, where it is 
broader than it is high. The lores and sides of face are feathered, 
much reducing the bare space, which is not rough. 

Genus 10. PoLtococcyx, gen. nov. 

The type of this genus is P. sumatranus, which differs from all 
the others in its curiously ascending nostrils. It much resembles 

Fig. 14. 

Head of Poliococcyx sumatranus. 

R. diardi in general characters, even to the narrow line of loral 
feathers skirting the base of the beak and separating the latter 
from the bare face. 

Genus 11. CEUTHMOCHARES. 

Cea ne Cab. & erirnae Mus. Hein. Th. iv. Type. 
p. 60 (1862) . laitesis ahikte mabteeosh ites atl @racnegas 
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Confined to Africa, but evidently having direct affinity with 

Head of Ceuthmochares aéneus. 

Rhopodytes and its allies. It differs from all, however, in its bare 
horny face and lores, and in the downward direction of its nostrils. 

Genus 12. Carpococcyx. 

Calobates, Temm. Pl. Col. iii. pl. 538 (1832, nee ‘Type. 
Kanp)igi.2 .« “sh <i newe: ..«'s -C, radiatus, 

Carpococcyz, Gray, List Gen. B. p. 56 (1840) .. C. radiatus. 
Not far removed from Sericosomus, from which it is chiefly distin- 

guished by its long and somewhat differently shaped bill. The 
nostril is rather more exposed than in the other; but the re- 
semblance is otherwise very close. 

Fig. 16. 

Head of Carpococeyx radiatus. 

Mr. Wallace tells me that when alive this bird closely mimics a 
Pheasant in appearance and gait. Indeed the Cuckoos, being some 
of the weakest of birds, mimic stronger families. Every one is ac- 
quainted with the general resemblance of our common Cuckoo to a 
Hawk, a resemblance so perfect that even small birds appear not to 
appreciate the distinction, and pursue them indiscriminately. 
Again the resemblance of Surniculus dicruroides to a Dicrurus is 
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another striking instance of mimicry—perhaps the most perfect 
in the whole class of birds. 

Genus 13. SeRICOSOMUS. 

Serisomus (lege Sericosomus), Sw. Classif. B. ii. Type. 
P-.323.( 185./)ise pees oe ihe eens haope Se. ac S. cristatus. 

Coua*, auct. (nec Cuvier). 
Glaucococcyx, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein, Th. iv. 

pe 71 (1862) 0k eects pa eatee. s. . .... S. cearuleus. 

Fig. 18. 

Head and foot of Cochlothraustes delalandi. 

* Cuvier, to whom the establishment of this well-known and long-used name 
has been credited, never used it as a genus (cf. Régne An. i. p. 425). I cannot 
separate Glaucococcyx of Cabanis and Heine, as the type (G. ce@ruleus), though 
aberrant in coloration, seems to be a typical species as regards structure. 
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Genus 14. Cocunoruraustes. (Fig. 18, p. 608.) 

Cochlothraustes, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. iv. Type. ee SOc) eee: 2 oc.) /, BON INST bl nt a oes C. delalandi. Differs from Sericosomus in form of bill, which approaches that of Centropus. 
Genus 15. Centropus. Type. Centropus, Mliger, Prodr. Syst. Av. p. 205 (1811). ©. egyptius. Corydonyz, Vieill. Nouv. Dict. d’ Hist. Nat. xxxiv. Be ORO) Acetate tact be ce oe C. toulou. 

Foot of Centropus egyptius. 

I defer till another occasion a fuller consideration of this genus, which requires much careful study ; but I believe that it will be possible ultimately to define only one good genus. 

Genus 3. CeurHMocHARES. 
(Vide supra, p. 606.) 

Key to the species. 
a. Tail green, with slight bluish reflexions .................. 1. australis. 6. Tail with purple and violet reflexions... 2. aéneus. 

1. CEUTHMOCHARES AUSTRALIS, Sp. nov. 
Zanclostomus eneus, Gurney, Ibis, 1859, p. 248 (lapsu). Zanclostomus e@reus, Hartl. Faun. Madag. p. 63 (1861); Kirk, Ibis, 1864, p. 327; Layard, B.S. Afr. p- 247 (1867) ; Schl. & Poll. Faun. Madag. Ois. p. xvi (1868); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 206 (1870); Finsch & Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 525 (1870) ; Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p- 14 (1871). 
Phenicophaes ereus, Schl. Mus. P.-B. Cuculi, p. 50 (1864). Adult. Head and hinder part of neck ashy grey, with a slight wash of olive; back dull metallic olive-green, shading into oily green on the rump and upper tail-coverts ; wing-coverts uniform Proc. Zoot. Soc.—1873, No. XXXIX. 39 
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with the back, as also are the quills, the under surface of the wing 
being ashy brown with a very faint shade of greenish ; tail metallic 
oily green, the two middle feathers having a slight shade of bronze ; 
sides of face, throat, and fore part of chest whitish, with a yellowish 
shade ; lower part of belly greyish, the under tail-coverts metallic 
green ; bill yellow, with a brown mark at base of culmen ; iris beau- 
tiful dark red. Total length 13:5 inches, culmen 1:2, wing 4°9, 
tail 8, tarsus 1°15. 

Hab. Natal (Ayres); Caffraria (Wahlberg) ; Zambesi (Dicker- 
son); Bay of Bombatoc, Madagascar (Bojer). 

The description is taken from a Natal specimen in my collection. 
Another bird in my possession from the same country has some of 
the tail-feathers very much worn, and although in perfect plumage 
everywhere else it still carries these old feathers in the tail: their 
ends are abraded ; and they have faded to a brownish colour, with a 
slight greenish gloss on the inner web. ‘This bird has also a rusty 
tinge on the thighs. Another example, also from Natal, is appa- 
rently younger, as it has the bill of a dull yellow colour, the whole 
of the culmen along the ridge and towards the tip brownish, and 
the chest is somewhat shaded with olive ; on the lower breast there 
is a shade of rust-colour. 

The range of this species, so far as I know, only extends from 
Natal to the Zambesi; but Speke collected a Cuckoo of this genus 
in Uzaramo (cf. Sclater, P. Z.S. 1864, p. 112), which may pro- 
bably be the southern species. Heuglin includes C. aéneus in his 
great work on the strength of this specimen, but he describes the 
southern bird. 

2. CEUTHMOCHARES ANEUS. 

Le Coucou gris bronzé, Levaill. Ois. d’Afr. v. p. 60, pl. 521 
(1806); Sundev. Crit. om Levaill. p. 48 (1858). 

Metallic Cuckow, Lath. Gen. Hist. iii. p. 274 (1822). 
Bronzed Cuckow, id. l. ec. p. 294 (1822). 
Cuculus aéreus (err. pro aéneus), Vieill. N. Dict. d’ Hist. Nat, viii. 

p- 229 (1817, ex Levaill.). 
Zanclostomus flavirostris, Swains. B. W. Afr. ii. p. 83, pl. 19 

(1837); Fraser, P. Z.S. 1843, p. 52; Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 460 
(1845) ; Bp. Consp. i. p. 98 (1850); J. & E. Verr. Rev. et Mag. 
de Zool. 1855, p. 176; Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 206 (1870); 
Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 14 (1871); id. P. Z.S. 1871, p. 605. 

Zanclostomus e@reus, Hartl. Orn. W. Afr. p. 187 (1857); Cass. 
Pr, Phil. Acad. 1859, p. 142; Mont. P. Z. S. 1860, p.112; Sharpe, 
Ibis, 1869, p. 194. 

Zanclostomus eneus, Hartl. P. Z. 8. 1860, p. 112. 
FF lg ereus, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 60 

1862). 
dant ae flavirosiris, Schl. Mus. P.-B. Cuculi, p. 50 

1864). 

Adult, Entire upper surface purplish blue, with violet reflexions, 
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the head and hinder neck scarcely glistening and shaded with 
greyish, as also is the side of the face; cheeks, throat, and ear- 
coverts cindery grey, a little inclining to whitish on the chin; wings 
and tail purple and violet, like the back ; lower parts of body deep 
grey, with a faint reflexion of steel-blue; bill yellow; space round 
eye turgoise-blue ; iris dark red. ‘Total length 12 inches, culmen 
1*1, wing 4°5, tail 7:7, tarsus 1°15. 

Young. Altogether duller in colour than the adult, and every- 
where more greyish, with less metallic lustre. ‘The under parts are 
grey, paler on the throat ; under mandible brownish. 

Hab. Senegal ? (Hartlaub) ; Sierra Leone (4fzelius); Fantee 
(Ussher, Blissett) ; Cameroons (Crossley); Fernando Po (Fraser) ; 
Gaboon (Walker) ; Ogobai, Rembo, and Moonda rivers (Du 
Chaillu) ; Angola (Monteiro). 

I strongly suspect that there are two species confounded still 
under this name ; for I find that all the birds from Fantee have dark 
purplish-blue tails, while the more southern birds from Cameréons, 
Gaboon, and Fernando Po are more green everywhere, but espe- 
cially on the upper tail-coverts and tail. One bird collected in 
Fernando Po by Mr. Fraser is remarkable for its light ash-coloured 
head and breast. My reason for not separating these birds is that 
I have one specimen from Gaboon with a purplish tail and another 
with a greenish one, so that after all it may be a sexual distinction. 
On the other hand, I must have seen at least twenty specimens 
from Fantee, all of which had purple tails, and that the difference 
is not caused by age is proved by young and old birds in my col- 
lection which have the tails exactly alike. The young bird described 
is one of Du Chaillu’s specimens ; and the description of the adult 
is taken from a nicely prepared skin given me by my friend Mr. 
Blissett, whose collector procured it in Denkera, in January 1872. 

Dr. Hartlaub, in his work on the birds of Western Africa 
(p. 189), states his opinion that there is no Specific difference 
between C. australis of South Africa and the bird from Western 
Africa, which is the true C. aéneus of Vieillot founded on Levaillant’s 
plate. Again, in the great work by Dr. Finsch and himself on the 
ornithology of Eastern Africa, the two species are united, the 
synonymy of the green and blue-tailed birds being, however, kept 
distinct. In both these works the statement is made that examples 
of both forms occur in Southern and Western Africa. I must say, 
on the other hand, that among the numbers of Ceuthmochares I 
have seen, the differences in colour are coincident with locality, and 
unfailingly so. C. aéneus is rather smaller than C, australis, and 
has a slightly more curved bill, as Professor Schlegel has remarked : 
the principal differences, however, are the green tail and yellowish- 
white throat of the South-African bird, as distinguished from the 
violet tail and greyish throat of C. aéneus. Prof. Schlegel has like- 
wise pointed out the russet tint on the belly noticed in one of my 
own specimens ; and this, though probably existing only in mature 
birds, may yet prove to be another specific character. 

ao* 
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Genus 4. Sertcosomus*. 

(Vide supra, p. 608.) 

Key to the species. 

a. Throat not uniform with breast. 
a’, Throat bluish grey, like the upper surface. 

a’. Belly buff, under tail-coverts very little darker ...... 1. cristatus. 
b’, Belly pure white; under tail-coverts rich tawny, in 

StLONE CONLTASE, .....2++2.cevesvecvescensansereverscusense 2. pyropyqus. 
BY Mhrent ochraceous sc. cba. dtccea-saaec siadeesesasaatena.tasxecrt 3. cursor. 
ce’. Throat buffy white. 

a’, Lower back and rump olive-green, like the back. 
a”, Largest: lower abdomen and under tail-coverts 

Di) a Chics bbekna force su obiatl Sees e whoop daxtee ds wabegenine 4. gigas. 
6’, Smaller: lower abdomen and under tail-coverts 

Wn1Re-DYOWM) ”. .ccseancsasscsaesaataanss cscs sesascnees 5. coquerelli. 
bo’. Lower back and rump dull lilac. 

cl mw Mead! bright rufous ao... cnsvesccesssneececctoctoesst ce 6. ruficeps. 
d’’, Head brownish olive ........csesssssessessersseeseeee 7. Olévaceiceps, 

@’. Throat black; breast chestnut. ......s.cccsesceccssecsesssececes 8. serrianus. 
b. Throat uniform with breast. 

Cer CLOW TUAW tenet reee cchee =o ne verenneductces dcnsearsosureactaketne 9. reynaudi. 
oseCrown' bluellikeiback® "20 ee. ches ae ees eb chee 10. ceruleus. 

1. SERICOSOMUS CRISTATUS. 

Le coucou huppé de Madagascar, Briss. Orn. iv. p. 149, pl. xii. 
fig. 2 (1760) ; Montb. Pl. Enl. vi. pl. 589 (1783). 

Cuculus cristatus, Linn. 8. N. i. p. 171 (1766). 
Le Coua (male), Levaill. Ois. d’Afr. v. p. 67, pl. 217 (1806) ; 

Sundev. Crit. om Levaill. p. 48 (1858). 
Coccyzus cristatus, Bonn. et Vieill. Enc. Méth. iii. p. 1346 (1823) ; 

Less. Traité, p. 139 (1831). 
Serisomus cristatus, Sw. Classif. B. ii. p. 323 (1837) ;, A. Newt. 

P. Z. 8. 1865, p. 834. 
Coua cristata, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 454 (1846); Bp. Consp. i. 

p- 109 (1850); Hartl. Faun. Madag. p. 62 (1861); Roch & E. 
Newt. Ibis, 1863, p. 166; Schl. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 424; Grand. 
Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1867, p. 392; Schl. & Poll. F. M. Ois. p- 56 
(1868) ; Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 208 (1870) ; Sharpe, P. Z. S. 1870, 
p- 399; id. Cat. Afr. B. p. 14 (1871). 

Sericosomus cristatus, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 72, 
note (1862), Cab. in Von der Decken, Reise, iii. Vég. p. 39 (1869). 

Cua cristata, Schl. Mus. P.-B., Cuculi, p. 46 (1864). 

* SERICOSOMUS VERREAUXI. 

Coua verreauxi, Grand. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1867, p. 86 (descr. orig.) ; Gray, 
Hand-l, ii. p. 208 (1870). 

Whether this is a good species or not I do not know. No mention is made 
of it by M. Grandidier in his second article on Madagascar birds (¢om. cit. p. 890). 
His original description is as follows :— 

Occipital crest composed of feathers 0-4 in. long, cinereous at base, at the tip 
steel-green, above ashy greenish ; quills bright greenish, with a golden lustre; 
tail-feathers bluish, the lateral ones terminated with white; throat and breast 
cinereous; vent and under tail-coverts white. 
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Adult. Above cinereous, glossed with metallic green, the head 
conspicuously crested ; secondaries metallic green, shading into bluish 
at the tips; the primaries deep metallic blue, externally shaded with 
purple ; tail purplish blue, the two centre feathers with a slight greenish 
shade, all the others tipped with white, the outermost more broadly ; 
throat and sides of the face clear cinereous; fore neck and chest 
lilac rufous shading into ochre on the breast ; rest of under surface 
white, washed with yellowish on the sides of the body and under tail- 
coverts ; “orbital space violet-blue, sky-blue at external margin ; 
tarsi grey ; iris red” (Grandidier). 

Total length 15 inches, culmen 0°9, wing 5°8, tail 8°5, tarsus 1°7. 
Hab. N.W. Madagascar (Pollen and Van Dam) ; Nossi-bé (Von 

der Decken). 

2. SERICOSOMUS PYROPYGUS. 
Coua pyropyga, Grand. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1867, p. 86. 
Closely allied to S. cristatus, but having the under tail-coverts 

in the adult of a very pronounced tawny colour, and having the 
white terminal band on the tail double as broad as in true S. cristatus. 

Hab. South-western Madagascar. 
This bird I saw in the Leiden Museum; and it seemed to me to 

be quite a good species. M. Grandidier says that the colour of the 
under tail-coverts, though apparently a slight, is quite a constant 
character; and the parts of the island where the birds live are dif- 
ferent. The Leiden specimen measured :—Total length 13°5 inches, 
culmen 0°95, wing 6:7, tail 8-0, tarsus 1°55. It appeared also to 
me to be of a paler and much more delicate bluish grey above. 

3. SERICOSOMUS CURSOR. 
Coua cursor, Grand. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1867, p. 86 (descr. 

orig.) et p. 391; Gray, Hand-l. ii. p. 208 (1867). 
Upper parts of a greenish ash-colour ; throat ochraceous ; breast 

lilac; abdomen whitish; under tail-coverts greyish ; lateral tail- 
feathers white at their extremity ; tarsi iron-grey; bare skin round 
the eye blue, inclining to violet at the external angle (Grandidier). 

Hab. South coast of Madagascar; Cap Sainte-Marie and Machi- 
kora ( Grandidier). 

I have never seen this species, the affinities of which were not 
indicated by the original describer. It is possible therefore that I 
have not placed it correctly in the synopsis. 

4, SERICOSOMUS GIGAs. 
Coucou verddtre de Madagascar, Montb. Pl. Enl. vi. pl. 815 

(1783). 
Cuculus gigas, Bodd. Tabl. d. Pl. Enl. p. 50 (1783). 
Cuculus madagascariensis, Gn. 8. N. i. p. 416 (1788). 
Coccyzus virescens, Boun. et Vieill. Ene. Méth. iii. p. 1349 (1823). 
Coceyzus madagascariensis, Temm. Tabl. Méth. p. 63 (1836). 
Coua gigas, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 454 (1846); id. Hand-l. B. ii. 

p- 208 (1870). 
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Coua madagascariensis, Bp. Consp. i. p. 109 (1850); Hartl. Faun. 
Madag. p. 62 (1861); Grand. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1867, p. 392. 

Sericosomus gigas, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 72, note 
(1862). 

Adult male. Above olive-brown, a little paler on the hind neck, 
the secondaries uniform with the back ; primaries dark brown, ex- 
ternally shaded with ashy ; tail-feathers blackish, washed with me- 
tallic green near the base, and broadly tipped with white, the two 
centre feathers not brownish at base, washed with olive-green, shading 
into blackish towards the tip, which is not white; sides of face and 
eyebrow black ; throat and cheeks buffy white ; chest dull ochra- 
ceous; breast clear rufous; abdomen, thighs, and under tail-coverts 
blackish ; “‘ orbital space indigo-blue, except at the lower part of the 
exterior angle, which is violet rose-colour ; tarsi black ; iris red” 

(Grandidier). 
Total length 21 inches, culmen 1°4, wing 8°6, tail 12°3, tarsus 2°45. 
Hab. Moroundara, 8.W. Madagascar (Grandidier ). 

5. SERICOSOMUS COQUERELLI. 
Coua coquerelli, Grand. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1867, p. 86 (descr. 

orig.) et p. 391; Gray, Hand-l. ii. p. 208 (1870). 
Adult male. Above olive brown, slightly inclining to greenish, 

the secondaries of the same colour as the rest of the back; prima- 
ries brown, externally shaded with ashy white; tail black, slightly 
glossed with greenish, broadly tipped with white, the two centre 
feathers olive-green like the back, but more metallic; above and 
below the eye a line of black feathers; chin fulvous white ; throat 
and sides of neck dull ochraceous ; fore neck and chest clear rufous ; 
breast lilac; abdomen, lower flanks, and under tail-coverts dusky 
brown, shaded with lilac ; ‘‘ orbital skin clear blue, with a shade of 
violet rose-colour at the external corner; tarsi black; iris red” 
(Grandidier). 

Total length 15:5 inches, culmen 0°9, wing 5°9, tail 9, tarsus 1°75. 
Adult female. Similar to the male, but not so brightly coloured, 

especially on the under surface, where the rufous on the breast is 
much less developed. 

Hab. Mouroundara, 8S.W. Madagascar (Grandidier). 

6. SERICOSOMUS RUFICEPS. 
Coua ruficeps, Gray & Mitch. Gen. B. ii. p. 454, pl. exv (1846); 

Hartl. Faun. Madag. p. 61 (1861); Grand. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 
1867, p. 391; Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 208 (1870). 

Sericosomus ruficeps, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 73, 
note (1862). 

Adult female. Above olive-brown, tinged with metallic green, espe- 
cially on the secondaries; the primaries dull greenish above, ashy 
below ; hind part of neck slightly inclining to greyish; upper tail- 
coverts and two centre tail-feathers dull lilac-brown, the latter very 
slightly shaded with olive-green, rest of tail-feathers purplish blue, 
tipped with white, the outermost more broadly ; crown of head dull 
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rufous; ear-coverts black ; throat and cheeks whitish, the latter washed with ochre ; fore neck and chest dull lilac, shading into deep ochre on the lower breast and flanks ; centre of the abdomen white ; under tail-coverts dull rufous ; “ orbital skin indigo-blue ; tarsi black ; iris brown” (Grandidier). 
Total length 16 inches, culmen 0:9, wing 6°5, tail 9°5, tarsus 2-1. M. Grandidier says that the female differs from the male by the absence of bright rufous on the head, which is only a little more pronounced than the rest of the plumage (vide next Species). Hab. South-western Madagascar, 

7. SERICOSOMUS OLIVACEICEPs, sp. n. 
Similar to S. ruficeps, but distinguished by its olive-brown head, which is uniform with the back. ; Total length 18 inches, culmen 1°], wing 6°5, tail 9-7, tarsus 2:2. Hab. 8.W. Madagascar. 
M. Grandidier has kindly sent me a specimen of this bird, which he considers to be the hen of S. ruficeps. No other example of a difference in sex in this genus is known; and in addition to that circumstance I have sexed specimens of C. ruficeps now before me, collected by Van Dam, showing that the sexes are alike, 
8. SERICOsomUs SERRIANUS. 
Coua serriana, Pucher. Mag. de Zool. 1845, Ois. ne | Gray, Gen. B, ii. p. 454 (1846); Bp. Consp. i. p- 109 (1850) ; Hartl. Faun. Madag. p. 61 (1861); Grand. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1867, p. 390; Gray, Handl. B. ii. p- 208 (1870). Coua serresiana, Bp. Consp. Vol. Zyg. p. 5 (1854). Sericosomus serrianus, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p- 74, note (1862). 
Cua serriana, Schl. Mus. P, B. Cuculi, p. 46 (1864). 
Adult. Above olive-brown, the crown and hind neck dark rufous- brown, the lower back, rump, and upper tail-coverts inclining to olive-green ; lesser wing-coverts brownish, like the upper back, the greater ones and the inner secondaries olive-green, the primaries purplish black, the outer secondaries externally olive-green; tail entirely purplish black ; eyebrow, sides of face, and throat black, with an indistinct circlet of olivaceous brown on the lower throat ; entire breast lively chestnut ; rest of under surface dull olive-green, becoming blackish on the under tail-coverts; under wing-coverts dull olive-green ; “orbital skin very clear blue above the eye, ultra- marine below ; tarsi iron-grey ; iris red”? (Grandidier). According to M. Grandidier, the young differs from the adult in haying the coverts and quills bordered with rufous maroon, and in the rufous of the abdomen extending to the under tail-coverts. Hab. North-western Madagascar. 
Described from a specimen in the Leiden Museum. 
9. SERICOSOMUS REYNAUDI, 
Coua reynaudi, Pucher. Mag. de Zool. 1845, p. 9, pl. 56; Bp. 
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Consp. i. p. 109 (1850); Hartl. Faun. Madag. p. 60 (1861); Schl. 
P. Z. S. 1866, p. 424; Grand. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1867, p. 390 ; 
Schl. & Pollen, F. M. Ois. p. 56 (1868); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 208 
(1870). 
Cs reyaudi, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 454 (1846, laps). 
Sericosomusreynaudi, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 73 (1862). 
Adult. Above metallic green, duller on the hind neck and inter- 

scapular region, more bronzy on the wings and lower back ; quills 
purplish blue, the secondaries externally greenish, and the innermost 
bronzy green ; middle tail-feathers bronzy green, the outer ones deep 
bluish, those nearest the centre of the tail more washed with green 
externally ; crown bright tawny, forming a cap; sides of face black- 
ish ; ear-coverts slightly washed with green ; lower surface of the 
body cindery grey, with a slight greenish tinge in certain lights ; 
sides of body and under wing-coverts dull metallic green; “tarsi 
greyish ; orbital space pure indigo-blue near the beak and above the 
eye, underneath and at the external angle bluish white ; iris dark 
brown ” (Grandidier). 

Total length 15 inches, culmen 1°1, wing 5:6, tail 8°5, tarsus 1°7. 
Young. Of a greenish rufous, with metallic reflexions ; all the 

wing-feathers, except the primaries, broadly bordered with rufous 
maroon ; lower parts of a grevish black, more or less strongly washed 
with rufous according to age (Grandidier). 

Hab. North-east and north-west of Madagascar. 
' The description is taken;from a specimen in the Leiden Museum. 

10. SERICOSOMUS CZRULEUS. 
Le Coucou bleu de Madagascar, Briss. Orn. iv. p. 156, pl. xiii. 

fig. 1 (1760); Montb. Pl. Enl. vi. pl. 295 (1783). 
Cuculus ceruleus, Linn. S. N. i. p. 171 (1766). 
Le Coucou tait-sou, Levaill. Ois. d’Afr. v. p. 69, pl. 218 (1806) ; 

Sundev. Crit. om Levaill. p. 48 (1858). 
Polophilus ceruleus, Steph. Gen. Zool. ix. p. 56 (1815). 
Coccyzus ceruleus, Bonn. & Vieill. Enc. Méth. ii. p. 1348 

(1823); Vieill. & Oud. Gal. Ois. i. p. 31, pl. 41 (1825); Less. 
Traité, p. 139 (1831), 

Coua caerulea, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 454 (1846); Bp. Consp. i. 
p- 109 (1850); Hartl. Faun. Madag. p. 60 (1861); Roch & E, 
Newt. Ibis, 1863, p. 167; E. Newt. /. c. p. 453; Scl. P. Z. S. 1863, 
p- 164; A. Newt. P. Z. S. 1865, p. 834; Schl. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 
424; Grand. Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1867, p. 390; Schl. & Poll. 
Faun. Madag. Ois. p. 55 (1868); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 208 (1870). 
( Glaucococcyx ceruleus; Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 71 
1862). 
Cua cerulea, Schl. Mus. P.-B., Cuculi, p. 46 (1864). 
Adult. Head, which is erested, and body above and below dull 

bluish, more dusky on the lower back, abdomen, and under tail- 
coverts ; quills, upper tail-coverts, and tail greenish blue, shaded 
with purple and violet ; ‘orbital skin ultramarine blue; tarsi black ; 
iris brown”’ (Grandidier ). 
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Total length 17-5 inches, culmen 0°95, wing 7°8, tail 10°9, tarsus 2-0. 
Hab. Northern and north-western Madagascar. 

Genus 5. CocHLOTHRAUSTES. 

(Vide supra, p. 609.) 

CocHLOTHRAUSTES DELALANDEI. 

Coccygus delalandei, Temm. PI. Col. iii. pl. 440 (1827). 
Coccyzus delalandei, Less. Traité, p. 138 (1831). 
Coua delalandei, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 454 (1846); Bp. Consp. i. 

p- 109 (1850) ; Hartl. Faun. Madag. p. 62 (1861); Gray, Hand-l. 
li. p. 208 (1870). 

Cochlothraustes delalandei, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. 
p- 74, note (1862). 

Cua delalandei, Schl. Mus. P.-B., Cuculi, p. 46 (1864). 
Serisomus delalandit, Bp. Consp. Vol. Zyg. p. 5 (1854). 

Adult. Above black, shaded with purplish blue and violet re- 
flexions, the lower back dusky black ; quills black, shaded with 
violet and purplish blue, in the form of cross bands; tail black, the 
outer feathers broadly tipped with white, the centre feathers shiny 
violet and deep blue, the outer ones with a greenish gloss ; under 
surface of body yellowish white, the flanks, thighs, and under wing- 
and tail-coverts orange-rufous. 

Total length 21 inches, culmen 2:0, wing 8°8, tail 10°8, tarsus 3°0. 

Hab. Western Madagascar (Grandidier). 

Genus 6. CENTROPUS. 

(Vide supra, p. 609.) 

Key to the Species. 
a. Abdomen whitish or buffy white. 

a'. Throat white or buffy white. 
a", With no perceptible superciliary streak. 

G7, ead greenish DICK. 4 asses cass én oacaded- sdesaucss« 1. senegalensis. 
Gea let DUEDUSHDING sy ancnceskysencaneoassannecsnersatse 2. monachus. 

6". With a broad white eyebrow . superciliosus. 
b'. Throat black 

Sup co bo 

By. SSSR IRATE caida cab sds: Bidgac de heme. . francisci, 
6. Abdomen chestnut; throat black ...............cceecseeeeeeues epomidis. 
c. Abdomen black. 

c'. Wing-coverts barred with black. 
ce". Centre tail-feathers barred with fulvous............... 6. nigrorufus. 
ad". Centre tail-feathers black ...............0.csscssececeeeees 7. grit. 

Are ce th ebar ape aechcor Bae 8. toulou. 

1. CENTROPUS SENEGALENSIS. 

Le Coucou du Sénégal, Briss. Orn. iv. p. 120, pl. viii. fig. 1 (1760) ; 
Montb. Pl. Enl. vi. pl. 332 (1783). 

Cuculus senegalensis, Linn. S. N. i. p. 169 (1766) ; Walden, Ibis, 
1869, p. 335. 

Le Houhou @ Egypte, Buff. H. N. Ois. vi. p. 367 (1779). 
Le Rufalbin, Buff. 1.c. p. 370 (1779). 
Egyptian Cuckow, Lath. Gen. Syn. i. pt. 2, p. 420 (1782). 
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Straight-heeled Cuckow, Lath. /. ¢. p. 525 (1782). 
Cuculus egyptius, Gm. 8, N. i. p. 420 (1788, ex Lath.) ; Wal- 

den, Ibis, 1869, p. 337. 
Le Coucal houhou mdle, Levaill. Ois. d’ Afr. v. p. 72, pl. 219 

(1806); Sundev. Crit. om Levaill. p. 48 (1858). 
Centropus egyptius, Audouin, Expl. somm. Pl. d’Ois. Savign. 

p. 334, pl. iv. fig. 1 (1810); Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. 
p- 104 (1862, pt.); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 212 (1870); Shelley, 
Ibis, 1871, p. 50; id. B. of Egypt, p. 164, pl. vi. (1872). 

Polophilus egyptius, Steph. Gen. Zool. ix. pt. 1, p. 54 (1815). 
Centropus senegalensis, Kuhl & Swind., Buff. & Daub., Fig. Av. 

Nom. syst. p. 6, no. 332 (1820) ; Less. Traité, p. 137 (1831); Riipp. 
N.W. Vog. p. 55 (1835-40) ; Sw. B. W. Afr. ii. p. 185, pl. xx (1857); 
Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 455 (1846); Bp. Consp. i. p. 106 (1850); Sel. 
Contr. Orn. 1852, p. 126; Hartl. Orn. W. Afr. p. 187 (1857); 
Taylor, Ibis, 1859, p. 49; Gurney, /. ec. p. 153; Cab. & Heine, Mus. 
Hein. Th. iv. p. 105 (1862); Kirk, Ibis, 1864, p. 326; Sperling, 
Ibis, 1868, p. 290; Sharpe, Ibis, 1869, p. 193; Gray, Handl. B. 
ii. p. 212 (1870); Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr. p. 796 (1870); Finsch 
& Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 526 (1870); Ayres, Ibis, 1871, p. 261; 
Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 14(1871); Gurney, in Anderss. B. Dam. 
Ld. p. 224 (1872) ; Shelley & Buckley, Ibis, 1872, p. 286. 

Corydoniz pyrrholeucus, Vieill. & Oud. Gal. Ois.i. pt. 2, p.41 (1825). 
Corydonia senegalensis, iid. ut supra, pl. xlvi. (1825). 
Centropus burchelli, Sw. An. in Menag. p. 321 (c. 1837) ; Gray, 

Gen. B. ii. p. 455 (1846); Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. ii. p. 105 
(1862) ; Sundev. Crit. om Levaill. p. 48 (1858); Layard, B. S. 
Afr. p. 246 (1867); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 213 (1870). 

Centropus houhou, Dubois, Orn. Gal. p. 17, pl. 12 (1839). 
Centropus capensis, Verr. in Bp. Consp. Vol. Zyg. p. 5 (1854). 
Centropus monachus (pt.), Schl. Mus. P.-B., Cuculi, p. 72 (1864). 

Head dull black, with a greenish tinge when viewed from the 
light, the shafts glossy black; interscapulary region, scapulars, and 
wing-coverts dull brownish rufous, the shafts glossy chestnut, greater 
coverts and quills bright rufous, with dusky tips, the inner secon- 
daries dull-brownish rufous with an olivaceous gloss; lower back 
and rump dusky, minutely barred with dull ochre; upper tail- 
coverts and tail dull greenish, inclining to oily green, the former 
generally with obsolete bars of ochre ; feathers under the eye and 
ear-coverts black, like the head; entire sides of face and neck, as 
well as the under surface of body, more or less deep ochre inclining 
to white on the centre of abdomen, the shafts glossy fulvous, espe- 
cially distinct on the throat and sides of neck, the flanks with re- 
mains of dusky cross bars; under wing-coverts pale buff, inner sur- 
face of wing dull rufous; bill and feet black. 

Young. More dingy above and paler below than the adult; head 
dull brownish ; upper surface barred across with dusky black, with 
remains of dusky bars on the sides of the breast and flanks; upper 
tail-coverts and tail barred more or less distinctly with pale ochre ; 
beak horn-brown, the lower mandible yellowish. 
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Hab. N. E. Arrica: delta of Nile southwards to Cairo and the 
Fayoom (Shelley, Von Heuglin); Soudan (Knoblecker). E. Arrica: 
Zanzibar (Kirk, Von der Dechen); Mosambique (Sperling). S. 
Arrica: Zambesi (Kirk); Transvaal (Ayres); Graham’s Town 
(Atmore). W. Arrica: Cape Lopez (Verreaux, Mus. R. B. 8.) ; 
Ibadan (Hinderer) ; Accra (Haynes); Fantee (Ussher); Cape Pal- 
mas (Fraser); Grand Bassam (Thomson) ; Casamanze ( Verreauz) ; 
river Gambia (Laglaize, Mus. Brit.). 

Very great differences are to be observed in specimens of Centropus 
senegalensis, even from the same locality. Thus some are dull 
olive-brown on the back and wing-coverts, against which the rufous 
wings stand out in clearer relief. All Egyptian specimens that I 
have seen are like this, and this would seem to indicate a specific 
distinction for C. egyptius; but this I cannot at present allow, for I 
have exactly similar specimens from the Gambia, Fantee, and Ga- 
boon. Owing to my specimens not being sexed, I am unable to state 
whether this is a sexual difference or merely one of age; but I think 
it may very possibly be the male bird. In this group of Cuckoos the 
female is generally the larger and finer bird; and: from what my 
friend Captain Marshall has told me about the Indian Centropi, the 
males are more numerous than the females, which may account, in 
the case of C. senegaleusis, for the rarity of the bright rufous birds. 
But it is by no means improbable that this brown plumage is a sea- 
sonal dress, as I have one or two specimens which seem to be inter- 
mediate between the two forms. As to C. Burchelli, I believe I am 
right in uniting it to C. senegalensis, as I did in my catalogue, as I 
can see no difference between South-African and Fantee examples. 
I subjoin the measurements of a series, which will show that size is 
no specific character. a 

No. Locality. Authority. wir “1 Alee 

1h River Gambia. Mus. R. B. 8. 14:2 65 
2. Accra. G. B. Shelley. 13:8 63 
3. 55 Capt. Haynes. 14:5 6:3 
4, c J. Smith. 13:5 6:4 
5. + ap 15:0 6°4 

3G. > G. E. Shelley. 13:7 6:3 
“se Fantee. z 13:5 6:2 
8. i Mus. R. B. 8. 15-1 6-4 
9. Sudan. Knoblecker. 16:0 6°8 

10. Graham’s Town. T. C. Atmore. 14:0 63 
1 Transvaal. T. Ayres. 14:8 6-7 
12. River Gambia. L. Laglaize. 1a 6°45 
13. - i 16:0 6:8 
14, Accra. G. E. Shelley. 148 6:45 
15, Fantee. H. T. Ussher. 148 65 
16, Cape Lopez. Verreaux. 16:0 6:9 
17. Egypt. Mus. G. E. Shelley. 16°5 70 
18. _ 5 165 71 
19, 3 “ 16-0 at 
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Of the above nineteen specimens, the first eleven are either in. 
full or partial rufous dress; the others are in the brown phase. 
The larger size of the latter, especially the Egyptian ones, is notice- 
able; and further information on this species is greatly to be 
desired. 

2. CENTROPUS MONACHUS. 

Centropus monachus, Riipp. N. W. Vég. p. 57, Taf. 21. fig. 2 
(1835); id. Syst. Uebers. p. 96 (1845); Des Murs in Lefebvre, 
Voy. Abyss. Zool. p. 137 (1847); Bp. Consp. i. p. 107 (1850); 
J. & KE. Verr. Rev. et Mag. de Zool, 1855, p. 271; Heugl. Syst. 
Uebers. p. 48 (1856); Hartl. Orn. W. Afr. p. 187 (1857); Cass. 
Proc. Phil. Acad. 1859, p. 142; Antin. Cat. deser. Uce. p. 85 
(1865); Bocage, Jorn. Lisb. ii. p. 348 (1869); Finsch, Tr. Z. S. 
vil. p. 284 (1870); id. et Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 528 (1870) ; Blanf. 
Geol. & Zool. Abyss. p. 314 (1870); Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr. p. 793 
(1870); (Gray, Hand]. B. ii. p. 213 (1870); Sharpe, Ibis, 1872, 

68. 
pe Adult. Entire head and neck black, with a brilliant purplish- 
blue gloss, the shafts glossy black ; centre of the back and entire 
wings bright chestnut, the tips of the primaries and the inner 
secondaries olive-brown; rump dusky black, glossed with purplish 
blue; upper tail-coverts greenish ; tail brown with a dull greenish 
gloss ; undersurface of the body yellowish white, the flanks and 
abdomen inclining to ochre, the shafts rather distinct, especially 
on the throat ; under wing-coverts buff, the lower ones chest- 
nut, like the inner face of the wing; bill and feet black; iris 
red. Total length 15°4 mches, culmen 1°25, wing 7:2, tail 9-3, 
tarsus 1°9. 

Hab. N. E. Arrica: Resident in Abyssinia to 9000 feet, very 
common on the Bahr-el-Abiad, found on the Atbara and tributaries, 
rare on the Blue Nile, Dender, and Rahad (Von Heuglin) ; Agula 
(Blanford). E. Arrica: Mosambique (Mus. Brit.). 8S. W. 
Arrica: Caconda (Anchieta). W. Arrica: Camma river (Du 
Chaillu) ; Aguapim (Ries) ; Accra (Haynes); Fantee (Ussher). 

3. CENTROPUS SUPERCILIOSUS. 

Centropus superciliosus, Hempr. & Ehr. Symb. Phys. fol. r 
(1828); Riipp. N. W. Vog. p. 56, t. 21. fig. 1 (1835) ; id. Syst. 
Uebers. p. 96 (1845) ; Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 455 (1846) ; Bp. Consp. 
i. p. 107 (1850) ; Biane. Spec. Zool. Mosamb. p. 51 (1851) ; Heugl. 
Syst. Uebers. p. 48 (1856); Gurney, Ibis, 1859, p. 247; Cab. & 
Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 106 (1862); Brehm, Reis. Habesch, 
p- 367 (1863); Antin. Cat. deser. Ucc. p. 86 (1865) ; Mont. P. 
Z. 8. 1865, p. 91; Hartl. P. Z. S. 1867, p. 826; Layard, B.S. Afr. 
p- 246 (1867); Cab. in Von der Decken, Reis. iii. Vog. p. 39 (1869); 
Bocage, Jorn. Lisb. ii. pp. 326, 337 (1869); Blanf. Geol. & Zool. 
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Abyss. p. 315 (1870); Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr. p. 797 (1870); 
Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 213 (1870) ; Sharpe, P. Z.S. 1870, pp. 145, 
149; id. Cat. Afr. B. p. 14 (1871). 

Centropus superciliaris, Bocage, Jorn. Lisb. ii. p. 349 (1869, 
lapsu). 
hy Head and hind neck blackish or brownish black, the 

feathers under the eye and ear-coverts also black; over the eyea 
broad stripe of yellowish white; all the feathers of the hind head 
and neck distinctly streaked down the centre with yellowish white ; 
centre of back and scapulars dull rufous brown, all the feathers 
mesially streaked with whitish, these stripes being further bordered 
with blackish on each side, causing them to stand out in bolder re- 
lief ; wings dull rufous above and below, the quills tipped with 
dusky, the inner secondaries inclining to olive-brown, the least wing- 
coverts streaked with whitish, like the scapulars ; lower back dusky 
black, transversely barred with dull ochre; upper tail-coverts and 
tail greenish black, with somewhat of an oily-green gloss, the latter 
narrowly tipped with white, the upper tail-coverts barred with dull 
ochre ; undersurface of body yellowish white, the feathers of the 
sides of the neck whitish in the centre, this streak margined on each 
side with black, giving a very distinctly striped appearance, the 
shafts of the breast-feathers whitish, but without the black lines on 
them ; sides of the body, flanks, aud under tail-coverts narrowly 
barred with blackish ; under wing-coverts pale rufous, with obsolete 
streaks as on the sides of the neck; beak black; feet bluish slate- 
colour ; iris bright crimson. Total length 16°3 inches, culmen 1°35, 
wing 6°25, tail 8°3, tarsus 1°55. 

Young. ‘Above dull rufous brown, barred with blackish; lower 
back and rump black, barred with pale fulvous, more narrowly on 
the upper tail-coverts ; head and hind neck streaked along the shaft 
with straw-colour or pale rufous; superciliary streak and sides of 
face fulvous, the latter slightly washed with rufous, the shafts 
whitish ; undersurface of body fulvous, the breast and sides of neck 
marked with rufous, with whitish shaft-stripes ; quills rufous, the 
primaries not barred for their basal half, the secondaries barred 
all the way ; tail dull greenish, with fulvous bars towards the tip and 
on the external feathers ; iris light brown. 

Hab. N. E. Arrica: Resident, inhabits 8. Arabia and Abyssinia 
coast country to the Anseba valley, found on the Tacazi and Blue 
Nile, from Southern Nubia northwards to the province of Dongola 
and in Kordofan (Von Heuglin); Ailat, Ain, the Lebka, and 
Anseba valleys, never seen in Abyssinia Proper (Blanford). E. 
Arrica: Zanzibar (Kirk). S. Arrica: Swellendam (Layard) ; 
Natal (Ayres). S. W. Arrica: Rio Coroca, Ambaca (Anchieta). 
W. Arrica: Angola (Monteiro) ; Rio Dande and Katenbella 
(Sala). 

4, CENTROPUS FRANCISCI. 

Centropus francisci, Bp. Cousp. i. p. 107 (1850, descr. orig.) ; 
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Hart]. Orn. W. Afr. p. 186 (1857); Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. 
iv. p. 107 (1862); Schl. Mus. P.-B., Cuculi, p. 71 (1864); Sharpe, 
Ibis, 1869, p. 193; Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 213 (1870); Sharpe, 
Cat. Afr. B. p. 13 (1871). 

Head and neck all round, extending above to the interscapulary 
region, and below to the fore neck and a little way down the sides of 
the breast, purplish blue, duller on the head, and brightest on the 
hind neck ; the shafts glossy black ; middle of back, scapulars, and 
entire wings above and below deep chestnut, the quills dusky at tip ; 
on the middle of the back a few indistinct blackish cross bars; 
rump, upper tail-coverts, and tail dull greenish black, the latter with 
a very faint purplish gloss near the tip, the former very narrowly 
barred with pale ochre, these bars sometimes extending on to the 
base of the tail-feathers ; breast and abdomen white, the sides of the 
body chestnut under the wings, the flanks deep ochre; bill and feet 
black. Total length 22-5 inches, culmen 1:8 ; wing 8:0, tail 12°0, 
tarsus 2°]. 

Hab. Fantee (Ussher); Rio Boutry (Pel), Gaboon? (Du Chaillu). 

Mr. Cassin identifies some specimens from the Camma as belong- 
ing to this species; but they were not in mature plumage, and he 
was not quite certain of the correctness of his determination. 

One of my specimens is barred with black on the wing-coverts and 
inner secondaries, and has ochre bars on the base of the tail, extend- 
ing a good way up the lateral tail-feathers. Another one has traces 
of bars on the flanks. This barred plumage seems to be the remains 
of immaturity or, more probably, of change of plumage. There is 
great difference in the size of specimens, the smallest measuring 19°5 
inches in length, the largest 22°5 inches; the small bird is probably 
the male. 

5. CENTROPUS EPOMIDIS. 

Centropus epomidis, Temm. in Bp.Consp. i. p. 107(1850); Hartl. 
Orn. W. Afr. p. 187 (1857); Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. 
p- 107 (1862); Schl. Mus. P.-B., Cueuli, p. 71 (1864); Gray, 
Hand-l. B. ii. p. 213 (1870). 

Adult. Head and neck all round, extending above to the inter- 
scapulary region, and below to the upper breast, dusky black, with 
glossy black shafts; back and wings deep chestnut, the primaries 
tipped and the secondaries washed with dusky brown ; rump, upper 
tail-coverts, and _ tail dusky blackish brown ; breast chestnut ; 
the lower abdomen and under tail-coverts dusky black; under 
wing-coverts and inner face of wings deep chestnut; bill and feet 
black. Total length 15 inches, culmen 1:3, wing 6°4, tail 8:2, 
tarsus 1°55. 

Hab. Denkera, interior of Fantee (Ussher, Mus. R. B. S.); 
Ashantee (Pe). 
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6. CENTROPUS NIGRORUFUS. 

Le Coucal noirow mile, Levaill. Ois. d’ Afr. v. p. 78, pl. 220 
(1806); Sundev. Crit. om Levaill. p. 48 (1858). 

Cuculus nigrorufus, Cuv. Régne An. i. p. 426 (1817). 
Corydonizx bicolor, Vieill. N. Dict. xxxiv. p. 297 (1819). 
Centropus nigrorufus, Steph. Gen. Zool. xiv. p. 213 (1826) ; Less. 

Traité, p. 135 (1831); Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 455 (1846) ; Bp. Consp. 
i. p. 107 (1850); Cab. & Heine, Mus. Hein. Th. iv. p. 107, note 
(1862); Layard, B.S. Afr. p. 245 (1867) ; Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. 
p. 213 (1870). 

Female. Head and neck all round, fore neck and chest deep black, 
the shafts to the feathers glossy black; rest of underparts also 
black, but the black shafts not so distinct; interscapulary region 
deep chestnut, with rufous shafts to the feathers; wing-coverts 
paler rufous, crossed with narrow blackish bars and very distinct 
fulvous shaft-stripes to the feathers, these characters being more de- 
cided on the lesser and greater coverts, nearly obsolete on the median 
ones; quills pale rufous, with dusky tips and rufous shafts, the 
inner secondaries crossed with alternate broad bars of black and 
rufous or fulvous, with distinct fulvous shafts ; middle of the back 
pale rufous, minutely barred with black; lower back, rump, and 
upper tail-coverts glossy black ; tail black, the middle feathers barred 
with fulvous brown; under wing-coverts and entire under surface 
of wing rufous; bill and feet black. Total length 13 inches, culmen 
1-1, wing 7°0, tail 7-7, tarsus 1°55. 

Hab. 8. Africa; Port Natal (Wahlberg). 
The above description is taken from a bird in my collection, re- 

ceived by me in exchange from the Stockholm Museum, and obtained 
by the late Professor Wahlberg, near Port Natal, on the 28th of No- 
vember, 1840. I have not as yet seen another specimen; and it 
seems to me as if this bird were in partial change, to judge by ana- 
logous examples of other black-and-red Centropi. The bars on the 
tail, which I have made of specific importance, to distinguish it from 
its African allies, as well as those on the wing-coverts and inner 
secondaries, may after all be only a token of winter or young 
plumage. 

7. CENTROPUS GRILLI. 

Centropus grillii, Hartl. J. f. O. 1861, p.13; Cab. & Heine, Mus. 
Hein. Th. iv. p. 107 (1862); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 213 (1870). 

Head, neck, interscapulary region, lower part of the back, tail, and 
entire underparts black; lesser wing-coverts pale rufous, rather 
broadly banded with black ; the shafts pale buffy white; primaries 
and secondaries bright cinnamon-rufous, dusky at the tip, the shafts 
rufous ; tertiaries dusky, with brown shafts; centre of the back ob- 
scure dusky ; whole of the inner aspect of the wing pale rufous; bill 
and feet black. Total length about 11 inches, culmen 11!", wing 
3°9, tail from base 63, tarsus 1°4'" (Hartlaub). 

Hab. Gaboon. 
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I have reproduced Dr. Hartlaub’s description, never having seen 
this bird myself. It is evidently very close to C. nigro-rufus, and 
may yet prove identical. Comparing my specimen of the latter with 
the original description of C. grillii, the only differences exhibited 
are the absence of all bars on the greater wing-coverts, inner seconda- 
ries, and central tail-feathers in C. grillit. 

8. CENTROPUS TOULOU. 

Le Coucou de Madagascar, Briss. Orn. iv. p. 138, pl. xiii. fig. 2, 
1760. 

Cuculus toulou, Mill. Syst. Nat. Suppl. p. 90 (1776). 
Long-heeled Cuckow, Lath. Gen. Syn. i. pt. 2, p. 524 (1762). 
Coucou de Madagascar appelé Toulou, Montb. Pl. Enl. vi. pl. 295 

(1783). 
Cuculus melanorhynchus, Bodd. Tabl. Pl. Enl. p. 18 (1783). 
Cuculus tolu, Gm. S. N. i. p. 422 (1788, ex Montb.). 
Polophilus toulu, Steph. Gen. Zool. ix. p. 52 (1815). 
Corydoniz tolu, Vieill. N. Dict. xxxiv. p. 295 (1819). 
Centropus tolu, Kuhl & Swind., Buff. & Daub. Fig. Av. Nom. 

syst. p. 6, no. 295 (1820); Less. Trait¢, p. 136 (1831): Bp. 
Consp. i. p. 167 (1850); Hartl. Faun. Madag. p. 60 (1861); Roch 
& E. Newt. Ibis, 1863, p. 166; E. Newt. J. c. p. 452; Scl. P. Z.S. 
1863, p. 164; A. Newt. P. Z.S. 1864, p. 824. 

Centropus affinis, Less. Traité, p. 136 (1831). 
Centropus melanorhynchus, Gray, Gen. B. ii. p. 455 (1846). 
Centropus superciliosus, Hartlaub, Faun. Mad. p. 60 (1861). 
Corydonyx melanorhynchus, Cab. & Heine, Mus. Heine, Th. iv. 

p- 108 (1862). 
Centropus toulou, Cass. Pr. Phil. Acad. (1864), p. 243; Gray, 

Gen. B. ii. p. 214 (1870). 
Centropus madagascariensis, Schl. Mus. P.-B., Cuculi, p. 65 

(1864); id. P. Z. S. 1866, p. 424; id. & Poll. Faun. Madag. Ois. 
p- 57 (1868). 

Centropus lafresnayanus, J. Verr. N. Arch. Mus, ii. Bull. p. 25, 
pl. 2 (1866); Gray, Hand-l. B. ii. p. 214 (1870). 

Adult male. Above and below black, with a bluish green gloss, 
the shafts stiff and glossy black; upper tail-coverts more decidedly 
glossed with greenish; tail black, with an oily green gloss ; wings 
brilliant chestnut, tips of primaries and the inner secondaries shining 
olive-brown ; bill black; feet greyish; iris red. Total length 
16 inches, culmen 1°15, wing 5:9, tail 9°7, tarsus 1°55. 

Adult female. Similar to the male, but larger. Total length 16°5 
inches, culmen 1°5, wing 6°5, tail 10-3, tarsus 1°6. 

Hab, Madagascar. 
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8. On three new Species of Birds. By R. B. Suanpz, F.L.S., 
F.Z.S., Senior Assistant, Zoological Department, British 
Museum. 

[Received June 13, 1873.] 

CHAMZTYLAS PRINCE], sp. 0. 
Olive-brown on head and hind neck, gradually shading off into 

rufous brown on the rest of the back and tail, the latter slightly 
tipped with white on the two outermost feathers; wing-coverts a 
little more golden brown than the back, with large white triangular 
spots at the tips of the greater and median series ; quills blackish 
brown, shaded externally with golden brown, the secondaries more 
broadly ; lores, sides of face, and feathers round the eye white, with 
a line of black drawn across the side face, and another behind the 
ear ; a narrow indication of moustachial feathers ; chin, centre of 
the body, flanks, and under tail-coverts white; throat, chest, and 
sides of body ochreous brown, the latter washed with olive; small 
under wing-coverts white, with broad black tips, the greater ones 
black at base, white at tip; primaries white at base of inner web ; 
bill horn-black, yellowish at base of lower mandible; feet yellowish. 
Total length 8°5 inches, culmen 0°8, wing 4°], tail 3:1, tarsus 1°25. 

Hab. Denkera, in the interior of Fantee. 
The type is in the British Museum. It seems of the same form 

as Geocichla compsonota, Cassin (Pr. Phil. Acad. 1859, p. 42), which 
Heine has made the type of his genus Chametylas. This is con- 
jectural, as no specimen of C. compsonota is on this side of the At- 
lantic, so far as I know. Cassin, however, describes his bird as a 
Geocichla with a thick bill, which answers to my specimen. The 
colours, however, are totally different. 

This new species is dedicated to my old and valued friend Mr. 
Edwin C. Prince, for more than forty years the faithful coadjutor 
of Mr. John Gould. 

BaZzA ERYTHROTHORAX, Sp. 0. 
Baza magnirostris (nec Gray), Wail. P. Z.S. 1862, p. 337; Schl. 

Vog. Nederl. Ind., Valkv. pp. 40, 75, pl. 25. figs. 4, 5 (1866); 
Wall. Ibis, 1868, p. 18 ; Walden, Tr. Z. S. viii. p. 36 (1872). 

Hab. Celebes. 
This species differs from the trne B. magnirostris of the Philip- 

pines in its much larger size, dark brown colour, black head, and 
dark cinereous ear-coverts, in wanting the grey on the chest, and in 
the dark rufous brown of the under surface. This latter colour is 
especially distinct on the chest, the sides of the body and flanks 
having a few white cross bars. 

Measurements as follows :—Total length 17-5 inches, culmen 1:25, 
wing 11°5, tail 8-0, tarsus 1°65. 

Mr. Wallace (J. c.) gives the following note on the soft parts :— 
** Bill lead-colour, black above ; feet white ; iris yellow.”’ 

The types are in the British Museum, which now possesses examples 
of every species of Baza. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XL. 40 
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MacropipPreryx SPERLINGI, Sp. nl. 

Very like M. longipennis, but much larger, and differently marked 
on the wings and tail. The first primary has only three large rufous 
bars and a subterminal spot on the inner web ; and the outer tail- 
feather has only six broad ashy-white bars on the inner web. Total 
length 9°5 inches, wing 7°9, tail 5-4, tarsus 0°8. 

Hab. Bay of Malimba (R. M. Sperling). 
This new Goatsucker is strictly congeneric with Macrodipteryx 

longipennis, although, being shot out of season, it has not the long 
pennants. There are other differences in plumage besides those 
noticed ; but I have chosen the most distinguishable, as long descrip- 
tions are of little assistance in this group of birds. I have named 
this fine species after my friend Commander Sperling, who shot the 
specimen at sea off the Bay of Malimba. 

9. On certain Muscles of the Thigh of Birds and on their value 

in Classification. By A. H. Garrop, B.A., F.Z.S., Pro- 

sector to the Society. Part I. 
[Received June 16, 1873.] 

In their works on the general anatomy of the animal kingdom 
Meckel and Cuvier have devoted special chapters to the myology of 
birds. The dissections on which their observations were based were 
evidently undertaken more with the desire to determine the relations 
borne by the muscles of birds to those of Mammalia and Reptiles, 
than with the object of studying the variations in the arrangement 
of the muscles in the class itself. Nitzsch, Reid, Owen, Milne-Ed- 
wards, Coues, Selenka, and others have published their dissections 
of certain birds, as the Vulture, Penguin, Apteryx, Eagle, and Loon ; 
and most of these are, from their accuracy and clearness, valuable 
additions to zoological knowledge. Sundevall seems to be the only 
ornithologist who has employed the variations that he has observed 
to be constant in different birds towards the furtherance of classi- 
fication ; and my results, on the points discussed by him, in most 
cases correspond with his. 

The great opportunities afforded me by this Society for the study 
of a great many species of birds in the flesh, have reduced the diffi- 
culties connected with the dissection of any special soft part to a 
minimum ; and in the present communication the results are recorded 
of my dissection of the region of the thigh of the birds which have 
passed through my hands. In this region there are six muscles, or 
well-defined portions of muscles, which may or may not be present ; 
and my chief object has been to note their presence or absence, 
which in some cases is far from easy, as modifications may occur 
which disguise the true connexions of a muscle, and thus lead to 
misinterpretation. 

As a common Fowl happens to possess all these six muscles well 
developed and easily demonstrable, I will commence with a short 
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account of their condition and relations in it, from which a correct 
idea may be easily formed of their situation in other birds with the 
help of the accompanying details. 

In commencing the dissection of the leg of a Fowl in order most 
easily to observe the arrangement of the muscles about to be de- 
scribed, the body, from which most of the feathers have been re- | 
moved, should be laid on its side, and a section made in the skin, in 
a line parallel to and just over the femur, along its whole length ; 
from the extremities of this line the sections should be continued at 
right angles to it, extending upwards and downwards from the end 
over the head of the femur, and along the outer side of the leg from 
that at the knee. The skin must be then dissected downwards as a 
flap off the muscular adductor mass below, and some way upwards 
above the level of the femur. After this has been done the fol- 
lowing muscles will be found without difficulty :— 

i
 

| 

Outer view of right thigh of Gallus bankiva, partially dissected. 
S, sartorius; ve, vastus externus; }0 and b z, biceps, origin and insertion; ¢/, 

tensor fascize; fc, femoro-caudal; afc, accessory femoro-caudal; s ¢, semi- 
tendinosus; asf, accessory semitendinosus; s 7, semimembranosus ; Ad, 
adductor ; P, pubis; R, rectrices. 

40* 
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Tensor fascia.—This is the superficial muscle of the outside of the 
thigh, covering the femur. It is flat and triangular in shape, and 
arises as a membranous expansion which covers the gluteus ii., from 
the lower two thirds of the posterior border of the iliae fossa in which 
that muscle is situated, and from the fibrous septum which separates 
that muscle from the gluteus iii. Further down it has origin also 
from the whole length of the ridge which separates the postacetabular 
area from the external lateral surface of the ischium, and which may 
be termed the postacetabular ridge, as well as from the posterior 
border of the ischium, as far forwards as its junction with the pubis, 
being here slightly overlapped by the semitendinosus. The fibres 
converge towards the knee ; and the deep portion of the muscle blends 
in its course with the vastus externus, together with which it con- 
tinues forward to become part of the broad thin tendon which covers 
the knee and is inserted in the front of the tibia-head, the patella 
being situated in it, together with the long, slender, and flat tendon 
of the ambiens muscle, which is situated below it, running obliquely 
from inside and above, outwards and downwards. In many birds, as 
the Falconidee and Psittaci, this muscle does not extend below the 
level of the femur, but ends inferiorly by blending with the vastus 
externus ; and consequently, where such is the case, it evidently 
cannot, as it does otherwise, cover any of the flexors of the leg. Inthe 
Bucerotide it is entirely absent. Whether this postacetabular portion 
of the tensor fascize is present or absent has some bearing on classifi- 
cation, as in the different families it is a very constant feature. 

Biceps cruris.—The anterior portion of this muscle may be seen 
in the Fowl’s leg before the tensor fascize has been removed, just 
below it, near its insertion. This muscle is mostly covered by the 

- tensor fascize, arising from the upper three fourths of the postaceta- 
bular ridge, just in front of the origin of that muscle. Its fibres 
converge to form a round tendon, which in the outer side of the 
popliteal region is bent sharply downwards by passing through a 
tendinous sling which arises from the lower end of the femur, to be 
inserted on a prominence on the outer side of the fibula, about half- 
way down the leg. In the loop above this tendon, and consequently 
quite out of the way of compressing forces, one of the nerves to 
the leg and foot is continued. In one or two birds, as Phaéthon, 
the ‘biceps does not pass through any loop, but is inserted directly 
by a broad flat tendon into the upper part of the fibula. 

Semitendinosus.—This flat ribbon muscle runs nearly parallel with 
the lewer fibres of the biceps, just below it. Its origin is mostly 
from the tip of the transverse process of the first free coccygeal ver- 
tebra, and from the fibrous membrane between it and the inferior 
vorder of the ilium. Near its origin it, being superficial, curves over 
the posterior inferior angle of the ilium, and covers the inferior fibres 
of origin of the tensor fasciz, running upwards and forwards towards 
the inner side of the head of the tibia, and so getting covered an- 
teriorly by the inserted end of the biceps. A rhomboidal sheet of 
muscle, arising from the anterior end of the linea aspera, descends to 
form an accessory head to this muscle, joining it anteriorly, on its 
outer side, by an oblique tendinous raphe, which continues down the 
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back of the leg superficially. A small part of the main muscle, the 
inner, goes straight forward to end at the inner side of the upper 
extremity of the tibia by a flat tendon; but most of it joins the ac- 
cessorius to be continued down the leg. Some birds, as the Eagles 
and Owls, have no semitendinosus at all; some, as the Anserine 
birds and Penguins, have no accessory simitendinosus, in which case 
all the fibres go straight to the tibia-head; whilst in most the above- 
described condition maintains. 

Semimembranosus.—This ribbon muscle runs parallel to, deep of, 
and next to the semitendinosus. It arises from the outer border 
of the anterior margin of the ischium for about a third of an inch, 
at the place where it is in contact with the pubis, the origin extending 
down to the lower end of the slight prominence at the point where 
the ischium slightly overlaps the pubis. It is inserted along with 
the tibial end of the semitendinosus into the inner side of the head 
of the tibia by a broad flat thin tendon. This muscle is very con- 
stant in birds: in the Grebes it is extremely thin, and may sometimes 
be absent, as stated by Sundevall; but I have seen it in some fresh 
specimens of Podiceps minor, though but very slightly developed. 

Ambiens.—This peculiar, small, but very long muscle is triangular 
or fusiform in shape. It arises from the tip of the short anteriorly 
directed spine which is situated just above the anterior border of the 
acetabulum, and runs along the inner side of the thigh to the inner 
side of the knee, where it is covered by the sartorius, which is above 
it in the former part of its course. Its thin tendon then crosses the 
knee, running in the substance of the fascial extensor tendon, just 
in front of the patella, to the outer side, where it joins the fibres of 
origin of the flexor perforatus digitorum. 

Femoro-caudal.—This long ribbon muscle is covered superficially 
by the tensor fasciee and biceps above, as well as by the semiten- 
dinosus lower down. The sciatic artery and nerve cross it super- 
ficially at right angles close to its insertion as they course from the 
sciatic foramen, parallel to the femur, to the popliteal region. The 
femoral vein separates this muscle from the adductor muscles at their 
insertions, except in Dacelo, where it crosses the femoro-caudal su- 
perficially*. It arises from the (anterior) transverse processes of the 
two last coccygeal vertebree, and is inserted into the linea aspera of 
the femur, at about one third its length from the trochanter. 

An accessory head, arising from the upper three fourths of the post- 
acetabular ridge, and from the ridge which forms the lower margin 
of the origin of the obturator externus, joins the tendon of insertion of 
this muscle, and is also partly inserted into the linea aspera, between 
it and the head of the femur. It is thin, muscular, and broad, 
covering the obturator externus superficially, and is partially inter- 
sected by a fibrous sheet where it crosses its anterior border. The 
sciatic artery and nerve cross it superficially; and the nerve to the 
semimembranosus is deep of it, whilst that to the semitendinosus is 
superficial in some cases ; the biceps completely covers it. 

Of the above-described muscles, five of them (the ambiens, the 

* In Centropus phasianus the main artery of the leg is also the femoral, and not 
the sciatic, as in other birds; it therefore runs with the femoral vein in that bird, 
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femoro-caudal, the accessory femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, and 
the accessory semitendinosus) vary; any one or more than one may 
be absent in different birds; and in my dissections my object has 
always been to record the conditions existing in the specimen under 
examination. The constancy of the peculiarities in the different in- 
dividuals of each species, in the species of each genus, and very 
generally in the genera of each family, makes it evident to any one 
working at the subject, that much respecting the affinities of the 
different families of birds is to be learnt from the study of their my- 
ology, in connexion with the peculiarities of their other soft parts ; 
and that these features will, in the long run, lead to a more correct 
classification than one based on the skeleton alone, becomes almost 
equally certain. 

The variations in the five above-mentioned muscles form the subject 
of this communication, and the subjoined list contains the results 
arrived at by myself. A few of the facts now recorded will be 
found mentioned in the works of Meckel, Sundevall, and others. 
Reference to them is quite unnecessary, as they can be easily found 
in the works of those authors. 

The Passeres possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, and 
the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascie ; the accessory semi- 
tendinosus is present in all except Dicrurus (which has only ten rec- 
trices) ; the ambiens and the accessory femoro-caudal are absent *. 

The Pict possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, and the 
postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize ; the ambiens and the 
accessory femoro-caudal are absent ; and they may be divided into 
two subfamilies, according to whether the accessory semitendinosus 
is present or absent. 

The accessory semitendinosus is absent in 

Picus major. Picoides tridactylus. 
minor. 

The accessory semitendinosus is present in 

Gecinus viridis. Chloronerpes yucatanensis. 
Leuconerpes candidus. Mulleripicus fulvus. 
Melanerpes formicivorus. Hypoxanthus rivolit. 

Yunzx torquilla agrees in all these points with Gecinus viridis. 

The Steatornithide possess the semitendinosus, and a very narrow 
accessory semitendinosus. The ambiens, the femoro-caudal, the ac- 
cessory femoro-caudal, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor 
fascize are absent. 

Species examined. 
Steatornis caripensis. 

The Caprimulgide possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, 

* In my paper on the carotid arteries of birds a long list is given of the Pas- 
seres in which the carotid vessels were examined; in all these the muscles of the 
thigh were dissected also. Inaspecimen of Pomatostomus temporalis there was an 
accessory femoro-caudal on the right side; on the left there was not a trace of it. 
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the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the 
tensor fasciz ; the ambiens and the accessory femoro-caudal are 
absent. 

Species examined. 
Caprimulgus europeus. Chordeiles texensis. 

The Trogonide possess the femoro-caudal and the semitendinosus ; 
the ambiens, the accessory femoro-caudal, the accessory semitendino- 
sus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize are absent. 

Species examined. 

Trogon mexicanus. Trogon puella. 

The Meropide possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, 
and the accessory semitendinosus ; the ambiens, the accessory femoro- 
caudal, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize are absent. 

Species examined. 
Merops apiaster. Merops ornatus. 

The Cypselide and the Trochilide agree in possessing the femoro- 
caudal, at the same time that the ambiens, the accessory femoro- 
caudal, the semitendinosus, the accessory semitendinosus, and the 
postacetabular portion of the tensor fasciz are absent. 

Species examined. 
Cypseloides fumigatus. Chlorolampis osberti. 
Cypselus apus. Chetura vauxi. 

alpinus. —— caudacuta. 
Dendrochelidon coronata. spinicauda. 
Patagona gigas. 

The Coraciade possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, the 
accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor 
fascize ; the ambiens and the accessory femoro-caudal are absent. 

Species examined. 
Coracias garrula. Eurystomus, sp. 

The Momotide possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, and 
the accessory semitendinosus ; the ambiens, the accessory femoro- 
caudal, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize are absent. 

Species examined. 
Momotus lessoni. Eumomota superciliaris. 

equatorialis. 

The Galbulide possess the femoro-caudal and the semitendinosus ; 
the ambiens, the accessory femoro-caudal, and the postacetabular 
portion of the tensor fascize are absent. 

In Galbula albirostris the accessory semitendinosus is present ; but 
it is absent in Urogalba paradisea. 

The Alcedinide possess the femoro-caudal and the semitendinosus ; 
the ambiens, the accessory femoro-caudal, the accessory semitendiuo- 
sus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fasciz are absent. 
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Species examined. 

Alcedo ispida. Dacelo cervina. 
Ceryle amazona. —- gigantea. 
Haleyon, sp. Cittura cyanotis. 

The Bucerotide possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, 
and the accessory semitendinosus; the ambiens, the accessory 
femoro-caudal, and the tensor fascize are absent. 

Outer view of right thigh of Buceros coronatus, dissected. 

b, biceps; s¢,semitendinosus; ast, accessory semitendinosus ; s 7, semimembra- 
nosus; fc, femoro-caudal; o e, obturator externus; a, adductors; gl, 1, 11, 
and 111, glutei; s, sartorius; s 7, sciatic nerve; sq, sciatic artery; p, pubis. 

Species examined. 

Buceros rhinoceros. Buceros coronatus. 
plicatus. atratus. 
bicornis. Toccus melanoleucus. 

The Upupide possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, and 
the accessory semitendinosus ; the ambiens, the accessory femoro- 
caudal, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize are absent. 
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Species examined. 
Upupa epops. 

The Musophagide possess the ambiens, the femoro-caudal, and 
the accessory femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, the accessory semi- 
tendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fasciz. 

Species examined. 
Musophaga violacea. Corythaix albo-cristata. 
Schizorhis africana. 

The Cuculide possess the ambiens, the femoro-caudal, the semiten- 
dinosus and the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular por- 
tion of the tensor fascize ; they may be divided into two subfamilies, 
according to whether the accessory femoro-caudal is present or absent. 

The accessory femoro-caudal is present in 
Centropus senegalensis. Guira piririgua. 

phasianus. Pheenicophaes, sp. 

The accessory femoro-caudal is absent in 

Cuculus canorus. Cacomantis sepulcralis. 
Chrysococcyx, sp. 

The Ramphastide possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, 
the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the 
tensor fasciz; the ambiens and the accessory femoro-caudal are absent. 

Species examined. 
Ramphastos carinatus. Ramphastos cuviert. 

ariel. 

The Capitonide possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, the 
accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor 
fascize ; the ambiens and the accessory femoro-caudal are absent. 

Species examined. 
Megalema asiatica. Indicator major. 
Barbatula duchaillut. 

The Psittaci possess the femoro-caudal well developed, the semi- 
tendinosus, and the accessory semitendinosus ; the accessory femoro- 
caudal and postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize are absent. 
The ambiens. may be present normally ; it may be differentiated in 
the thigh, but fail to cross the knee, being lost on the fascia over it, 
or it may be absent. 

The ambiens is present in the following species :— 
Psittacus erithacus. Ara macao. 
Conurus xantholemus. chloroptera. 

jendaya. Caica melanocephala. 
petzt. Nestor notabilis. 
holochlorus. —— hypopolius. 

The ambiens is present, but does not cross the knee in 

Stringops habroptilus. 
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The ambiens is absent in :— 
Pyrrhura (Conurus) cruentata. 
Brotogerys tiriacula. 

virescens. 
tovi. 
tut. 

Pionus menstruus. 
Chrysotis festiva. 

ochrocephala. 
levaillantiit. 

Psephotus hematogaster. 
Platycercus eximius. 

pallidiceps. 
Psittacula passerina. 
Agapornis roseicollis. 
Melopsittacus undulatus. 
Euphema splendida. 

pulchella. 
bourkit. 

Calopsitta nove-hollandie. 
Cacatua galerita. 

cristata. 
roseicapilla. 

Calyptorhynchus banksit. 
Lorius cardinalis. 
Eos indica. 
Tanygnathus muelleri. 
Prioniturus, sp. 
Trichoglossus concinnus. 
Lathamus discolor. 
Aprosmictus scapulatus. 
Loriculus asiaticus. 

chrysonotus. 
Cyanorhamphus auriceps. 

nove-zealandia. 
Paleornis torquata. 

[June 17, 

Accipitres.—The Cathartide possess the ambiens, the semiten- 

dinosus, the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion 

of the tensor fascize ; the accessory femoro-caudal is absent, and the 

femoro-caudal is present, though small, in 

Cathartes atratus ; 
it is absent in 

Gyparchus papa. 

The Serpentariide possess the ambiens, the accessory femoro-cau- 
dal, the semitendinosus and the accessory semitendinosus; the femoro- 

caudal and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize are absent. 

Species examined. 
Serpentarius reptilivorus. 

The Vulturide and Falconide agree in possessing the ambiens 

and the femoro-caudal ; the accessory femoro-caudal, the semiten- 

dinosus, the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion 
of the tensor fascize are absent in all. 

Species examined. 
Neophron percnopterus. Aquila audax. 
Gyps fulvus. Spilornis cheela. 
Vultur auricularis. Thrasaétus harpyia. 
Polyborus brasiliensis. Falco peregrinus. 
Milvus ictinus. melanogenys. 
Buteo vulgaris. lanarius. 
Archibuteo lagopus. Hypotriorchis subbuteo. 

Helotarsus ecaudatus. Tinnunculus alaudarius. 

Haliaétus vocifer. Melierax monogrammicus. 
albicilla. Astur palumbarius. 

Aquila nevioides. Circus cineraceus. 
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Outer view of left thigh of Neophron percnopterus, partially dissected. 
s, sartorius; g, quadratus femoris; g/, glutei; 50 and 62, biceps, origin and in- 

sertion ; fc, femoro-caudal ; sm, semimembranosus; 0 ¢, obturator externus; 
P, pubis; R, rectrices. 

The Strigide possess the femoro-caudal, which is always small ; 
the ambiens, the accessory femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, the 
accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the 
tensor fasciz are absent. 

Strix flammea. 
Otus vulgaris. 

brachyotus. 
Syrnium aluco. 

nebulosum. 
Bubo maximus. 

virginianus. 
bengalensis. 
capensis. 
poénsis. 

Species examined. 
Bubo fasciolatus. 
Ketupa javanica. 
Scops zorca. 
Athene noctua. 

passerina. 
brama. 

Pholeoptynx cunicularia. 
Glaucidium, sp. 
Pulsatrix torquata. 
Surnia funerea. 

The Steganopodes must be considered in separate families. I have 
not dissected Pelecanus. 
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Fregata aquila possesses the ambiens and the femoro-caudal, the . 
latter being very slender ; the accessory femoro-caudal, the semiten- 
dinosus, the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular por- 
tion of the tensor fascice are absent. 

Phaethon possesses the femoro-caudal (small), the semitendinosus 
(strong), and the accessory semitendinosus ; the ambiens, the acces- 
sory femoro-caudal, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor 
fascize are absent. In this bird the biceps cruris is inserted into the 
fibula-head directly, without passing through a loop. 

The family Phalacrocoracide possess the ambiens*, the femoro- 

Outer view of right thigh of Phalacrocorax carbo, dissected. 

tf, tensor fascie; gl iv, gluteus quartus; oe, obturator externus; fc, femoro- 
caudal; Ad, adductor; 6, biceps; s¢, semitendinosus; sm, semimembrano- 
sus; Pd, pubis. 

caudal, and the semitendinosus ; the accessory femoro-caudal, the 
accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor 
fascize are absent. There is a peculiarity about the obturator ex- 

* Meckel did not find the ambiens in the Cormorant; it is peculiar in that 
it runs through the substance of the large triangular patella, in a bony canal. 
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ternus of these birds, which is perplexing at first sight. In Sula 
this muscle, instead of, as usual, being inserted into the outside of 
the head of the femur, has its attachment further forward, to the 
outer edge of the linea aspera, or the bony surface corresponding to 
it, midway between the head of the bone and the attachment of the 
femoro-caudal muscle. In Phalacrocoraz it is situated still further 
forward, being in contact by its anterior border with the posterior 
margin of the femoro-caudal, parallel to it in direction, and otherwise 
in situation exactly like an accessory femoro-caudal. However, that 
it is the obturator externus and not the accessory femoro-caudal is 
certain, from the facts that the nerve to the semimembranosus is 
superficial to it, that the whole upper part of its outer surface is 
covered with a tendinous layer, that none of its anterior fibres blend 
with the posterior margin of the upper end of the tendon of the 
femoro-caudal, and that the presence of this muscle is constant in 
birds. The accessory femoro-caudal is, on the contrary, superficial 
to the nerve to the semimembranosus ; it is not tendinous externally 
up to its insertion ; some of its fibres blend with the tendon of the 
femoro-caudal just before it joins the femur ; and its présence is un- 
certain. In Sula the ambiens has a tendinous link at the outer side 
of the knee, which runs upwards from it to the outer side of the 
anterior fibrous expansion over the joint. 

Species examined. 
Sula bassana. Phalacrocorax lugubris. 
Phalacrocoraz carbo. 

The Ardeide possess the femoro-caudal, though in some, as Ardea 
goliath, it is extremely narrow, the semitendinosus, the accessory 
semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fasciz 
which is very slightly developed; the ambiens and the accessory 
femoro-caudal are absent. 

Species examined. 
Ardea cinerea. Ardea egretta. 

goliath. garzetta. 
purpurea. Nycticorax europeus. 
alba. Botaurus stellaris. 

The Ciconiide possess the ambiens, the semitendinosus, and the 
accessory semitendinosus ; the accessory femoro-caudal is absent. 
The femoro-caudal is very small in Ciconia and absent in Leptoptilus ; 
and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize is the same. 

Species examined. 
Ciconia alba. Ciconia maguari. 

nigra. Leptoptilus crumeniferus. 

The Plataleide possess the ambiens, the femoro-caudal, the 
accessory femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, the accessory semiten- 
dinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fasciee, which 
is small. 
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Species examined. 

Platalea leucorodia. Ibis melanocephala. 
ajaja. nippon. 

Ibis rubra. spinicollis. 
strictipennis. 

The Phenicopteride possess the ambiens, the accessory femoro- 
caudal, the semitendinosus, the accessory semitendinosus, and the 
postacetabular portion of the tensor fascie; the femoro-caudal is 
absent. 

Species examined. 

Pheenicopterus antiquorum. Pheenicopterus ruber. 

The Anseres possess the ambiens, the femoro-caudal, the acces- 
sory femoro-caudal (very large), the semitendinosus, and the post- 
acetabular portion of the tensor fascize ; the accessory semitendinosus 
is absent. ~ 

Outer view of right thigh of Bernicla brenta, partly dissected. 

s, sartorius; oe, obturator externus; Ad, adductor; 4, biceps; fc, femoro-cau- 
dal; afe, ern femoro-caudal; st, semitendinosus ; s7, semimembra- 
nosus; p, pubis; fv, femoral vein. 
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Species examined. 
Anser segetum. 
Bernicla canadensis. 
Chloéphaga, sp. 
Cygnus nigricollis. 

buccinator. 
coscoroba. 

Dendrocygna autumnalis. 
viduata, 
Sulva. 

Tadorna rutila. 
Aix galericulata. 
Mareca penelope. 
Dajila spinicauda. 
Querquedula crecca. 
Metopiana peposaca. 
Fuligula cristata. 
Mergus castor. 
Mergellus albellus. 

The Columbe possess the femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, the 
accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor 
fascire ; the accessory femoro-caudal is present in all but Lopholemus 
antarcticus. The ambiens may be present or absent; and this 
feature is probably a subfamily character. 

The ambiens is present in :— 
Pterocles alchata. 

arenaria. 

Lopholemus antarcticus. 
Columba enas. 

livia. 

leucocephala. 
—— picazuro. 

maculosa. 
vinacea. 

Turtur. seneyalensis. 
aldabranus. 

Chalcopelia chalcospilos. 

The ambiens is absent in :— 
Goura coronata. 
-—— victorie. 

Geopelia striata. 
placida. 

-——. cuneata. 

humeralis. 

Chamepelia talpacoti. 
Metriopelia melanoptera. 
Tympanistria bicolor. 
Leptoptila jamaicensis. 
Chalcophaps chrysochlora. 
Ocyphaps lophotes. 
Phaps chalcoptera. 
Carpophaga globicera. 

@nea. 
Calenas nicobarica. 
Didunculus strigirostris. 

Ptilonopus melanocephalus. 
marie. 

Treron calva. 
Phlogenas cruentata, 
Starncenas cyanocephala. 

The Galline possess the ambiens, the accessory femoro-caudal, 
the semitendinosus (large), the accessory semitendinosus (large), and 
the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascie (large) ; the femoro- 
caudal is well developed in some, small in some, and absent in a few. 
An asterisk is placed by the name of those in which it is absent. 

Species examined. 
TETRAONID&. 

Tetrao urogallus. 
tetrax. 

PHASIANID&. 
Francolinus vulgaris. 

afer. 

Francolinus ponticerianus. 
gularis. 
clappertonii. 

Arboricola torqueola. 
Perdiz cinerea. 
Coturnix communis. 
Rollulus coronatus. 
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Odontophorus dentatus. * Pavo nigripennis. 
Ortyx virginianus. * muticus. 
Eupsychortyx cristatus. Argus giganteus. 
Caccabis chukar. * Meleagris gallopavo. 
Phasianus colchicus. Numida meleagris. 
r versicolor. Calpher: 

reevesii. c j 
Thaumalea picta. Crax globicera. 

amherstie. —— tneommoda. 
Euplocamus erythrophthalmus. Pauwi mite. 

ee ie gd cristatus. 
pileatus. 

Tyr efeldit Ortalida albiventris. 

albo-cristatus. MEGAPODID. 

Gallus bankiva. Talegalla lathami. 
Ceriornis temminckit. Megacephalon maleo. 

Of the Alectorides the families will be considered separately. 
In the Bustards as represented by Otis macqueent and Eupodotis 

denhami the ambiens, accessory femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, 
the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the 
tensor fascize are present ; the femoro-caudal is absent. 

In the Cdicnemide the accessory femoro-caudal, the semiten- 
dinosus, the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion 
of the tensor fascie are present. In Wdicnemis bistriata and (i. 
superciliaris the femoro-caudal is present, but very slender. In @. 
grallaria it is absent. The ambiens is present in the three above- 
named species, but it is peculiar in being sometimes but imperfectly 
developed. It crosses the knee very externally, and was quite nor- 
mally developed in a specimen of G. bistriata and in one of @. 
grallaria. In another specimen of @. grallaria it was lost ante- 
riorly on the fascize covering the knee; and in one of @. super- 
ciliaris it crossed the knee, but sent off a slip on the in- and outside 
to join the investing fascia. 

In the Cariamide the semitendinosus, the accessory semiten- 
dinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize are pre- 
sent. The ambiens was absent in a specimen of Cariama cristata, 
but present in one of Chunga burmeistert. The femoro-caudal was 
absent in both. The accessory femoro-caudal was present in Cariama 
cristata, though extremely small. It was absent in Chunga bur- 
meistert. 

Among the Gruide, Grus antigone possesses the ambiens, the 
femoro-caudal (very small), the accessory femoro-caudal (small), the 
semitendinosus, the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular 
portion of the tensor fascize, as does also Anthropoides virgo. 
Among the Eurypygide, Rhinochetus jubatus possesses the am- 

biens, the femoro-caudal (extremely thin), the semitendinosus, and 
the accessory semitendinosus ; the accessory femoro-caudal is absent. 

The Rallide possess the ambiens, the femoro-caudal, the acces- 
sory femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, the accessory semitendinosus, 
and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fasciz. 
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Species examined. 

Rallus aquaticus. Ocydromus sylvestris. 
Aramides cayennensis. Porphyriomadagascariensis. 
Porzana americana. melanotus. 

carolinensis. Gallinula chloropus. 
Crex pratensis. 

The Gralle possess the ambiens, the femoro-caudal, the semiten- 
dinosus, the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular por- 
tion of the tensor fascize ; the accessory femoro-caudal may be pre- 
sent or absent. 

It is present in :— 
Glareola, sp. Charadrius hiaticula. 
Numenius arquatus. Himantopus nigricollis. 

pheopus. Parra africana. 
Hematopus niger. 

It is sometimes present (very small), sometimes absent, in :— 

Charadrius pluvialis. Vanellus cristatus. 

It is absent in :— 

Strepsilas interpres. Scolopax rusticola. 
Limosa rufa. Gallinago scolopacina, 
Totanus calidris. gallinula. 

solitarius. Calidris canutus. 
Gambetta flavipes. Tringa cinclus. 
Machetes pugnax. 

The Gavie possess the ambiens, the femoro-caudal, the semiten- 
dinosus, and the accessory semitendinosus ; the postacetabular por- 
tion of the tensor fasciz is slightly developed in Larus and Lestris, 
but not in Sterna ; the accessory femoro-caudal is present, though 
small, in Sterna, but absent in Larus and Lestris. 

Species examined. 

Lestris antarcticus. Larus glaucus. 
Larus argentatus. Sterna hirundo,. 

The Procellaritide must be considered under two divisions, the 
Storm-Petrels and the true Petrels. 

The Storm-Petrels possess the femoro-caudal, the accessory 
femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, the accessory semitendinosus, 
and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fasciz ; the ambiens 
were present in a black one, but quite absent in three specimens of 
a light-grey species. 

Species examined. 

Procellaria pelagica ? Procellaria fregata? 

The true Petrels possess the ambiens, the femoro-caudal, the ac- 
cessory femoro-caudal, and the semitendinosus; the postacetabular 

Proc, Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XLI. 4] 
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portion of the tensor fascize is very small or absent, and the accessory 
semitendinosus is present in all but Bulweria bulweri. 

Species examined. 

Cstrelata lessoni? Bulweria bulweri. 
Prion vittata. Puffinus anglorum. 
Daption capensis. 

and some unnamed specimens. 

The Pygopodes consist of two distinct families. 
Among the Colymbide, Colymbus glacialis possesses the ambiens, 

the femoro-caudal, the accessory femoro-caudal, the semitendinosus, 
and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fasciz ; the accessory 
semitendinosus is absent. 

The Podicipide possess the accessory femoro-caudal, the semiten- 
dinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fasciz ; the 
ambiens, the femoro-caudal, and the aceessory semitendinosus are 
absent. In these birds the semimembranosus is very thin in Podi- 
ceps minor ; in specimens preserved in spirit I have not seen it, pro- 
bably because it is so slender. 

Species examined. 

Podiceps cristatus. Podiceps nove-hollandie. 
minor. 

The Alcide possess the femoro-caudal, the accessory femoro- 
caudal, the semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion of the 
tensor fascize ; the ambiens and the accessory semitendinosus are 
absent. 

Species examined. 

Alca torda. Arctica alle. 
Uria troile. 

The Impennes possess the ambiens, the femoro-caudal, the acces- 
sory femoro-caudal, and the semitendinosus ; the accessory semiten- 
dinosus and the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascie are absent. 
In Eudyptes the insertion of the femoro-caudal is much nearer the 
condyloid end of the femur than to the head. 

Species examined. 

Aptenodytes pennantii. Spheniscus humboldti. 
Spheniscus demersus. Eudyptes catarractes. 

The Orypturi possess the ambiens, the femoro-caudal, the acces- 
sory femoro-caudal (which has a slip arising above the sciatic 
foramen, found elsewhere only in the Struthiones), the semitendi- 
nosus, the accessory semitendinosus, and the postacetabular portion 
of the tensor fascize. 

Species examined. 
Rhynchotus rufescens. Crypturus sallei. 
Crypturus obsoletus. noctivagus. 
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The Struthiones present marked peculiarities. 
In Apteryz the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize is very 

large, and slightly overlapped at the lowest point of its origin by the 
posterior superior portion of the semitendinosus. The semitendinosus 
is well developed, and has a broad accessory head. The accessory 
femoro-caudal is peculiar ; for, on removing the biceps cruris, its su- 

Fig. 6. 

Outer view of thigh of Aptery«x owenii, dissected. 

s, sartorius; ¢f, tensor fascia; 0 and 6%, biceps, origin and insertion; gl, 1 
and iy, gluteus primus and quartus; s¢, semitendinosus; @s ¢, accessory 
semitendinosus; sm, semimembranosus; sfc, superficial femoro-caudal ; 
fc, femoro-caudal; afc, accessory femoro-caudal; Ad, adductor. The 
asterisk on the semimembranosus is on the spot at which its second or true 
insertion is; the other asterisk is placed on the slip of the accessory femoro- 
caudal (in this case specially modified), which is found in Struthious birds 
and the Tinamous only, above the sciatic vessel and nerye. 

perficial portion is seen running obliquely upwards and forwards to 
the whole length of the linea aspera of the femur, from its usual 
origin. The sciatic artery and nerve are superficial to this muscle 
(adductor longus of Owen), and parallel to its insertion, as in most 
birds ; but they, as is not the case except in the Struthiones and 
Crypturi, perforate it at the sciatic notch, leaving a small portion of 
the muscle (the adductor brevis of Owen) above them. The anterior 

41* 
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terminal fibres of this muscle are situated external or superficial to 
the accessory semitendinosus. 

After this muscle has been removed or turned back, there is seen 
a deeper muscle, which, if the one described above did not exist, 
would be justly considered to be the true femoro-caudal and the ac- 
cessory femoro-caudal, part springing from the iliac ridge and part 
from the coecyx, whilst both are inserted into the posterior portion 
of the linea aspera and have the nerve to the semimembranosus 
situated between them and the adductor magnus. 

The semimembranosus is also peculiar in having a second head of 
origin from the ischium, behind the femoro caudal, and just in front 
of the origin of the semitendinosus, so that the femoro-caudal runs 
partly in a separate canal between the two heads of origin of this 
muscle and covered by it. 

The other muscles are present as in most birds. The ambiens is 
strong. 

Species examined. 

Apteryx owenni. Apteryx mantelli. 

In Casuarius the postacetabular portion of the tensor fasciz is 
very large, and is overlapped below and behind by the semitendinosus 
near its origin; the femoro-caudal forms a small cylindroidal belly, 
which is continued upwards as a narrow tendon ; the accessory femoro- 
caudal is enormous, being perforated by the sciatic artery and nerve ; 
it replaces to a great extent the obturator externus, which is peculiarly 
small and situated anterior to it in origin, as usual. The semiten- 
dinosus is present and has a broad accessory head. The ambiens is 
absent. The other muscles are as in most birds. 

Species examined. 

Casuarius bennettit. Oasuarius bicarunculatus. 
galeatus. 

In Dromeus nove-hollandie the semitendinosus is larger than in 
Casuurius, and the accessory head is large ; the femoro-caudal is ab- 
sent ; and the accessory femoro-caudal is very large, being pierced by 
the sciatic artery and nerve. The biceps cruris is very peculiar in 
not being inserted in its usual characteristic manner, but ending a 
little anterior to the middle of the thigh very indefinitely, blending 
with the fascize in that region, and not being continued directly to 
the fibula at all. The semimembranosus also is peculiar in having 
an aponeurotic connexion with the middle of the linea aspera, from 
about the middle of its course. The ambiens is absent. 

In Rhea americana a somewhat similar condition is found. The 
biceps is normal; and the semitendinosus, the accessory semiten- 
dinosus, as well as the postacetabular portion of the tensor fascize are 
much as in Casuarius and Dromeus. The femoro-caudal is absent ; 
the accessory femoro-caudal is large, being perforated by. the sciatic 
artery and nerve ; and the ambiens is strong. 

In Struthio camelus the ambiens is also well developed. 
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10. On the Geographical Distribution of Asiatic Birds. 
By H. J. Etwss, F.Z.S. 

[Received May 24, 1873.] 

(Plate LI.) 

The geographical distribution of animals, a subject for many years 
neglected by naturalists, has lately been taken up by some of our 
best zoologists; and though the day is far distant when it will be 
possible to decide with any certainty how far their conclusions are 
borne out by geology, botany, and other branches of natural history, 
it must be allowed that the work done by them is extremely valu- 
able and interesting. 

With regard to the distribution of birds, Mr. Sclater’s paper in 
the ‘ Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnean Society’ for 1859, 
is the first, both in date and importance; but so rapidly has our 
science advanced that it is already in some respects capable of 
improvement ; and though my attempt to throw some additional 
light on the subject is but a very imperfect one, I hope it will show 
how much remains to be done in this direction. 

Our knowledge of Asiatic birds has within the last few years been 
immensely increased by the travels and researches of several eminent 
naturalists, among whom the names of Wallace, Jerdon, Swinhoe, 
David, and Hume stand very high. Indeed I may say that in no 
part of the world has so much zoological research and discovery been 
recently made as in Asia. Having been led by my own travels in one 
of the richest and most interesting parts of the Himalaya to examine 
the curious problems in geographical distribution which constantly 
presented themselves, I have put together some notes on the results 
of my inquiries, and beg the utmost indulgence in bringing them 
forward, hoping that, if my conclusions are not generally accepted, 
they may be the means of attracting some more competent naturalist 
to the elucidation of the question. 

It appears to me that the best means of acquiring a true know- 
ledge of the geographical affinities of a local fauna is to make as 
accurate a list as possible of the species found in a district of mode- 
rate dimensions, and to analyze them carefully so as to find the pro- 
portion of peculiar and widely distributed species in it. If we go on 
the principle of merely selecting a few notable or peculiar forms, 
without reference to the much larger number of species (which for 
our purpose are equally important), we may easily be led into false 
tracks. Though in some cases the lists which I have drawn up are very 
incomplete, yet I think that they are sufficiently perfect for m y present 
purpose ; and as accuracy of nomenclature is less important than cor- 
rectness of locality, I have been especially careful on the latter point. 

I have restricted my work, however, almost entirely to the land- 
birds, as I found that the waders and water birds, being mostly of 
very wide distribution, would have added very much to the labour 
of the analyses, and are of little use in showing the affinities and 
peculiarities of a local fauna. 
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The attempt to account for the various facts which are here and 
there brcught to light is a task far beyond my power or inclination, 
more especially as I do not see how we can speculate with much 
advantage on the causes which have influenced the distribution of 
birds whilst our ignorance of the distribution of other animals is so 
great. 

On the map (Plate LI.) to which I beg leave to draw your atten- 
tion, I have shown the ornithological divisions into which I believe 
Asia may be divided; and though, as is obvious, a hard and fast line 
can never be drawn between the different regions and subregions, yet 
in some places (as, for instance, ‘‘ Wallace’s line”’ and the Himalaya 
mountains) they are separated by a distance which is on the map 
hardly appreciable. 

‘Lhe connexion between climate, physical geography, and ornitho- 
logy is much closer in Asia than would be supposed by any one who 
had not travelled there. All over the Indo-Malay region, wherever 
hills exceeding 3000 or 4000 feet high are found, a moister climate 
and more luxuriant vegetation is sure to be accompanied by a corre- 
sponding change in the birds. 

So much is this the case that wherever in India, South China, and 
the Indo-Chinese countries an elevation of 4000 feet is reached, some 
of the birds characteristic of the Himalaya are almost sure to be found. 

Another point that has struck me is that in Asia almost every 
genus of birds found in Europe is represented by some, and often bya 
greater number of similar or allied species. This would seem to 
show, what I believe is equally true of plants and animals, that the 
birds of Europe have been-derived from the east ; and though we 
have got into a habit of considering many genera of birds especially 
characteristic of Europe, it is only because we know so much less of 
their distribution in Asia. 

This of course applies principally to the temperate regions of 
Northern and Central Asia; but I think it impossible to gain a 
correct idea of European ornithology without a considerable know- 
ledge of the whole Palearctic avifauna. 
A large number of genera and families found in Tropical Asia are 

also common to Africa; and though I do not think we can place the 
two continents in the same zoological region (as Mr. Murray has done 
in his work, ‘The Geographical Distribution of Mammalia’), yet 
I believe a careful comparison of generic forms from Africa and Asia 
would result in the union of several genera which are now separated. 

One of my greatest difficulties has been the want of a really reli- 
able work on the genera of birds; for though I have in most cases 
followed the arrangement of Mr. Gray’s ‘ Hand-list,’ I have often 
found that the uncertainty of classification which prevails has dimi- 
nished the confidence which I should otherwise have had in some 
portions of my work. 

I will now endeavour to show how far the conclusions I have 
formed are borne out by facts, and hope that my attempt to deal in 
a connected manner with so vast a subject will be found to contain 
the elements of truth. 
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PALHARCTIC REGION. 
The greater part of Asia is now universally admitted to belong to 

the great Palearctic region, which, though (as pointed out by Dr. 
Sclater) the most extensive in the world, is zoologically the poorest. 

Of the whole country between the Russian dominions in Siberia 
and our own in India we know so little that I have not been able to 
find a single locality in which the materials necessary for analysis 
have been collected. 

It is, however, reasonable to suppose that the immense deserts of 
Mongolia, the steppes of the Kirghiz, and the snowy mountains of 
Thibet contain but little variety of species, and that we shall be safe 
in including them in the Palearctic region until they are better 
known. 

: TURKESTAN. 
In Russian Turkestan M. Severtsoff has collected largely ; and 

though no account has been given of the birds he obtained, I believe 
they were mostly species which are known to occur in Western 
Siberia and Persia. 

From Yarkand a few birds new to science were recently brought 
by Dr. Henderson *, by far the most interesting among them being two 
species of Podoces, a genus restricted to Central Asia, and supposed 
by Mr. Hume to be more nearly allied to the Timaliinee of India and 
Africa than to the Corvide, in which it was placed by Bonaparte. 

In the mountain-ranges which cover a great part of Persia and 
Afghanistan the fauna becomes more like that of Eastern Europe, a 
few genera only, such as Erythrospiza, Carpodacus, and Tetrao- 
gallus, being remarkable. 

AFGHANISTAN. 
Of the birds of Afghanistan we have no detailed account, except 

that by Capt. Hutton (J. A. S. B. 1847, p: 775), by which it appears 
that in a collection of 66 species of land birds made at Candahar there were as follows :— 

Species common to India and Europe........ .. 38 
Honnil in Bitope only yf) 2.0005. AG GFR Se ae 
Palade only 8 G8 >. ee). OU nee Bae 
cee ner Peer ee) lose ll an hon Bee 4 

Among the European birds the most remarkable are Pica caudata, 
Lowxia ecurvirostra, Merula vulgaris, Sitta syriaca, Alcedo ispida, 
Sturnus unicolor ; but almost the only one among the Indian birds which strikes me as unexpected is Myiophonus temmincki, which, if a resident in the country at all, must be very local. Tetraogallus caucasicus has not been recorded so far east as this by any other naturalist. It is therefore doubtful what, if any, species of that genus will be found in the north of Afghanistan and Badakshan. 

PERsIA. 
Of the birds of Persia I have, through the kindness of Mr. Blan- 

* See Lahore to Yarkand: London, 1873, 
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ford, a list, which, though not complete, is a very great advance on 
any thing hitherto published, and includes about 180 species of land 
birds. ‘To these I have added about 20, which are noticed in Phi- 
lippi’s ‘ Viaggio in Persia ;? and though Mr. Blanford had not at the 
time I saw his list determined the species of many of his birds, yet 
in the present instance the genera are quite enough to show the cha- 
racter of the fauna. It shows that 127 Persian species are found in 
Europe; 37 are allied species belonging to European genera; 15 are 
species of N.E. African type; 3 are species of Indian type, viz. 
Malacocercus, Chatarrhea, and Otocompsa ; 7 are species of Central- 
Asian type, viz. Carpodacus, Metoponia, Erythrospiza, Tetraogallus, 
Rhodopechys, and Phasianus. 

ARABIA. 

The greater part of Arabia probably belongs to the Palearctic 
region; but as we know nothing whatever of the interior, it is quite 
possible that in the mountain-region of the south-west some Ethio- 

pian forms may occur. The cultivation of the coffee-tree proves 

that there must be a region very different in climate and vegetation 

from the coast; and it is to be hoped that some enterprising traveller 

will ere long make us better acquainted with what must be an ex- 
tremely interesting country. 

At present less is probably known of the birds of Arabia than of 
any equally extensive region on the globe. 

PALESTINE. 

Of Palestine I need say but little, Canon Tristram having already 

so well described the birds of this country. By his computation 

(P. Z. S. 1864, p. 456), of 322 species noted in Palestine, 260 are 
included in the European lists; 31 are common to Eastern Africa, 

and are chiefly desert species of Nubia and the Sahara; 11 are of 

Eastern or Northern Asia; 4 are Gulls and Terns of the Red Sea; 

27 are peculiar to Palestine and adjacent countries. 

The most remarkable birds included in Canon Tristram’s list are :— 

Ketupa ceylonensis (which, unless a straggler, must surely be found 

in some part of Persia), Ios xanthopygius, Crateropus chalybeus, 

Nectarinia osea, Amydrus tristrami, Bessonornis albigularis (also 

found at Smyrna and in Persia), Caccabis heyi, and Struthio camelus. 

Of Asia Minor it is still less necessary to speak. We know but 

little it is true; but there can be no doubt that the birds are very 

similar to those of Turkey in Europe, though a few, such as Tetrao- 

gallus caucasicus, here find their western limit. 

SIBERIA. 

Siberia now claims our attention; but though it occupies a very 

large surface on the map, the country is chiefly remarkable for the 

scarcity of birds in most parts of it. Pallas, Middendorff, Radde, 

and Schrenck are the authors whose writings comprise nearly the 

whole of our knowledge of Siberian ornithology ; but though the 

country can only be said to be partially explored, it is not likely that 
many new species remain undiscovered. 
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The western half of Siberia is probably very similar to Russia in 
Europe; but I do not know of any locality which has been syste- 
matically examined until we come to Dahuria, where MM. Dybowski 
and Parrex have for some years paid much attention to natural 
history. 
The list of birds published by these gentlemen in the ‘ Journal fiir 

Ornithologie,’ 1868, and reviewed in the same publication for 1870 
by Taczanowski, shows that the genera found there are nearly all 
common to Europe—Nemura cyanea, Uragus sibiricus, and Leuco- 
sticte arctoa being almost the only exceptions. 

A résumé of the works of Middendorff, Radde, and Schrenck, so 
far as they treat of ornithology, has been published by Herr von 
Homeyer in the ‘ Journal fiir Ornithologie’ for 1868-70, which gives 
the range of most of the species inhabiting Eastern Siberia as far as 
they are known. We find that European species are still in a great 
majority, though in the S.E, part of Siberia, which borders on the 
Amoor river, some migrants appear in summer which have an entirely 
different range—such as Zosterops chloronotus, Eurystomus orien- 
talis, Pericrocotus cinereus, Oriolus indicus, and Turtur humilis. 

The birds of prey, 33 in number, are all well-known European 
species, except Haliattus pelagicus, Falco amurensis, Milvus mela- 
notis, Circus melanoleucus, and Nyctale barbata. 

The Passeres and Picariz, of which 151 species are named, may 
be classed as follows :— 

per cent. 
Either peculiar to North Asia or only known elsewhere : 

Be ptteelersss Coren os, SL oir) het? Lael agiaitde 35 GS') 47 
Birds common to Europe ............0eeceeceeees 7o* <a 
Migratory from S. Asia............ Monee Seon Ml 8 

As in Europe, the predominant families are the Turdide, Sylviadze, 
and Emberizidz, no less than 12 species of the genus Emberiza 
being found. 
Among the game birds there are some which, like Tetrao tetrix and 

T’. betulina, range to the other extreme of the region, whilst others, 
such as Tetrao urogalloides and T’. falcipennis, are peculiar to its 
eastern extremity. 

The wading and water birds, which amount to 132 species, are 
mostly European or Arctic species. Some, however, such as Anser 
grandis, A. cygnoides, Anas galericulata, Ibis nippon, and Grus 
leucauchen, spend their winters in China. Phenicopterus roseus 
has occurred at Lake Baikal, and is, no doubt, common on the salt 
lakes of Mongolia. Grus leucogeranus and Anas pecilorhyncha 
extend their migrations to the plains of India. 

The following birds, which are all common to Amoorlacd and N. 
Europe, do not appear to extend so far as Japan, though the birds 
of that archipelago are very closely connected with those of E. Si- 
beria :— 

Gecinus canus. Picus minor. 
Picus major. tridactylus. 
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Mecistura caudata. Plectrophanes nivalis. 
Cotyle riparia. lapponica. 
Accentor alpinus. Perisoreus infaustus. 
Calamoherpe aédon. Lagopus alpinus. 
Regulus cristatus. Tetrao tetrix. 
Emberiza pityornis. bonasia. 

pusilla. Otis tarda. 
Corythus enucleator. 

Norts CuHina. 

To define the limits of the Palearctic region in China is, with our 
present knowledge, impossible ; and much of course depends on tem- 
perature and local circumstances. From the observations of Mr. 
Swinhoe and the Abbé David, however, it is clear that all the 
northern part of the country belongs to it, as well as a great deal of 
the mountainous country bordering on Thibet, in which a large pro- 
portion of Himalayan forms will no doubt also be found. 

The list of birds from the province of Tchili, where for several 
years the Abbé David has resided, gives me ample material for 
showing this; and though it does not agree in some points with Mr. 
Swinhoe’s revised ‘ Catalogue of Chinese Birds,’ I think I may trust 
it as being a faithful and fairly complete one. It includes 290 
birds which have been observed by him at or near Pekin, 200 of 
them being land birds; of these there are :— 

per cent. 

Faropean) bird sity. sso. -eis:0~ ss, 4 Schnee 65 32:5 
European genera, but not found out of Asia 

except’ as stracelers. 6 2.5. ....2 seats 105. 62:5 
Genera not found in Europe .........6.. 30 15 

Of the latter, some are birds of Northern or Central Asia, such 
as :— 

Temenuchus dauricus. Syrrhaptes paradoxus. 
Erythrospiza mongolica. Crossoptilon mantchuricum. 
Uragus sibiricus. 

The rest are summer migrants from S.E. Asia, as :— 

Halcyon pileatus. Xanthopygia leucophrys. 
Chibia brevirostris. Myiophonus brevirostris. 
Dicrurus macrocercus. Zosterops erythropleurus. 
Buchanga leucogenys. Eurystomus orientalis. 
Tchitrea affinis. Nemoricola indica. 
Pericrocotus cinereus. Urocissa sinensis. 

brevirostris. Turnix maculosa. 
Cyanoptila cyanomelana. 

Or residents of Himalayan type, as :— 

Pterorhinus davidi. Suthora webbiana. 
Abrornis armandi. Pucrasia «xanthospila. 
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Of the waders and water birds a much larger proportion are 
European ; but there are also many confined to Asia, of which, per- 
haps, Ibidorhynchus strutherst is the most interesting. This bird was 
supposed to be restricted to the higher regions of the Himalaya, 
where it frequents the beds of shallow s streams ; but it has been found 
by M. David in Setchuan and Mongolia, as well as at Pekin. The 
occurrence of a small Swan, described by Mr. Swinhoe as Cygnus 
davidi, but which M. David himself identifies with Cygnus coscoroba, 
is, if rightly referred to the latter species, a most remarkable fact, 
as this species has not, I believe, been previously observed out of 8S. 
America. 

Otis tarda was found by M. David in Mongolia. It has also 
occurred in the Peshawur valley, according to Mr. Hume; so that 
it has a wider range than any bird of its family. 

JAPAN. 

The last place included in the Palearctic Region to which I shall 
refer is Japan, of which the birds are imperfectly known to us from 
several sources, Temminck’s ‘ Fauna Japonica’ being the most im- 
portant. 

Some curious instances of anomalous distribution are presented ; 
and though the general facies of the fauna is decidedly European, the 
occurrence in the same group of islands of species so impossible to 
associate as Carpophuga ianthina, Cyanopica cyanea, Phasianus 
versicolor, and Lagopus mutus must be regarded as very curious. 
It is much to be wished that the distribution of these birds in the 
different islands was better known; and [I cannot help thinking that 
a detailed study of the distribution and affinities of the Japanese 
fauna and flora would prove of great interest to a person competent 
to undertake it. 

The number of land Hinds T find recorded from Japan is about 
134, of which 24 birds of prey may be omitted, as, with the excep- 
tion of Ninow japonica, they are all of very wide-ranging genera, and 
all but 4 are species also found in Europe. Of the remainder I find 

per cent. 

DCCA URE 58 «a Paageiisis eye Fane atts Reameere 4! 19 
Common to Europe and Asia ............ 32 29 
Gomman tov Ania: only... 35 nan <8 2 on 57 52 

Of the genera 
PRE any wadeTAMseC af... Fs esm <ipiys, dean abide ee 
Tndo= Malayer yc) 6220 b s1el ha si ea wis Sia 12 
Baler ctieusntes fli eee AG tes, eepe eee 
Common to Europe Bye tiche Seicttasls adel Samenre 79 

Among the most remarkable of Japanese birds are :—Microscelis 
amaurotis, the only member of the tropical family of Brachypodidee 
which extends so far north; Vinago sieboldi, a fine Pigeon belong- 
ing to the Treroninze; two peculiar species of Pheasants, both of 
which have been introduced into Europe; Uragus sanguinolentus, a 
beautiful Finch unknown elsewhere ; and several birds of European 
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genera which appear to be confined to Japan, such as Sitta roseilia, 
Erithacus komadori, Chlorospiza kawarihiba, and Parus varius. 
Some others, such as Cinclus pallasi, Merula mandarina, Tchitrea 
principalis, Accentor rubidus, Erithacus akahige, Regulus japonicus, 
and Ampelis phenicoptera also occur on the mainland of China. 

INDO-MALAY REGION. 

Having now examined by far the larger part of the continent of 
Asia, we will turn to what has been named by Mr. Sclater the 
“Indian Region.” It has been said by some, whose acquaintance 
with the fauna of India is very great, and whose opinions must there- 
fore have much weight, that the title is an unfit one, because the 
birds and animals of India belong not to one, but to at least three 
distinct zoological provinces. This is no doubt the case to some 
extent ; and I cannot help seeing that the genera and species charac- 
teristic of what is correctly termed India * are very few in number 
compared with those that are only found in the mountainous region 
north and east of it, and in the Malay peninsula and islands. 

If, however, we call it the Indo-Malay region, we shall, I think, be 
more accurate ; and though the title given by Mr. Sclater has already 
established its position in general use, I hope he will allow that the 
reasons I shall show for proposing to change it are well founded. 

If an ordinary collection of birds from any part of the coast or plains 
of India be examined, it will be found remarkably devoid of variety 
and interest, so that one might have extensive collections from many 
widely distant parts of the country without getting one half of the 
birds which are to be found abundantly in their peculiar habitats. 

A large number of the species would be waders and water birds ; 
and more than half the remainder would belong to genera of such 
cosmopolitan distribution that one might say India was, for its size 
and position, one of the poorest zoological regions in the world. Mr. 
Wallace, however, has shown (‘ Ibis,’ 1859, p. 451) that the exact 
contrary is the case; and as he only takes the number of species 
known in the whole region at 1500, which is much under the mark, 

his statement can hardly be controverted. From where then does 
this great abundance of birds come? Almost entirely from the 
mountains which hem in India on the north and east, and crop up 
in various parts of the peninsula, or from the Malay peninsula and 
islands. Out of probably 1500 species of land birds known to occur 
within the limits of the region, not more than 200 are found generally 

in India if we exclude mountains above 4000 feet. 
The Indo-Malay region, and especially that part of it which I call 

the Himalayan or Himalo-Chinese subregion, is essentially a region 

* of forests and mountains; and as the best-known parts of Hindostan 
and China consist of level and highly cultivated plains, the birds 
which are most generally found all over the region are, with some 

exceptions, not the birds most characteristic of it. 

The zoological resemblance between the greater part of Hindostan 

* Vide My. Blanford’s remarks on this subject, J. A. 8. B. 1870, p. 336. 
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and Africa, which has been insisted on by some writers of great 
eminence, does not now appear to me to be so strong as it did at 
first sight, and as I thought it was when I began to go into the 
question. 

During my stay in India I visited and collected more or less in 
the Carnatic, Travancore hills, Bengal, Lower Assam, N.W. Pro- 
vinces, Punjab, and Central Provinces ; but I was never long enough 
in any part of the country except Sikkim to acquire more than a 
general idea of its ornithology. I then supposed that the birds of 
the plains generally had little in common with those of the Malay 
countries; but when I began to examine and analyze lists from 
various parts of the country, I found that, though such genera as 
Centropus, Malacocercus, Pyenonotus, Dicrurus, Ploceus, Tham- 
nobia, and Pyrrhulauda are the most conspicuous and constantly 
observed, yet wherever the country becomes hilly or better wooded, 
as in many parts of Southern, Central, and Western India, the 
almost certain occurrence of such genera as Pitta, Myiophonus, Hyp- 
sipetes, Pericrocotus, Phyllornis, Carpophaga, or of some species of 
the Malayan Hornbills, Woodpeckers, and Barbets, shows to my mind 

conclusively that the general absence or scarcity of Malay forms 
is only the result of the general absence of suitable climate and 
vegetation. To strengthen this opinion it may be meutioned that 
since the planting and preservation of trees, which has taken place 
in some parts of the country of late years, an increase in the number 
and variety of tree-loving birds has been remarked. Most of these 
are of Malay rather than African genera *. 

In all the hills of Southern and Central India, such as the 
Pulnies, Neilgherries, Shevaroys, Eastern Ghats, Mahadeva, and 
Gawilgarh hills, in the whole range of the Western Ghats, in the 
jungles of Midnapore, Sumbulpore, and the Mahanuddy, and even 
as far north as the isolated range of Mount Abu, these Indo-Malay 
types will be found in more or less abundance. They are frequently 
accompanied by the aboriginal races of men, who, like the birds, 
have fled before cultivation and the persecution of a superior race to 
the most inaccessible jungles and mountains. A better acquaintance 
with these hill-ranges, many of which are still lamentably unknown, 
will probably show that the Malay fauna is present in a more or less 

* P.S. As considerable objection was made to this theory by’some gentlemen 
present at the meeting when this paper was read, I would say, to prevent mis- 
understanding, that though Iam not prepared to deny the existence of sufficient 
resemblance between the fauna of Africa and India to justify their union into 
one region, yet as long as they are kept separate, which (from an ornithological 
oint of view alone) seems desirable, I think that the birds of India have more 

affinity, both generically and specifically, with the birds of the Indo-Malay than 
with those of the Ethiopian region. After carefully and impartially analyzing 
the most accurate lists I can obtain of the birds found in various parts of it, as 
well as in the country generally, I can find hardly any genera really charac- 
teristic of the Ethiopian region—many which are often considered so, such 
as Tchitrea, Zosterops, Dicrurus, Ploceus, Estrelda, being equally well represented 
in countries east of India; while others, such as Aguila, Gyps, Saxicola, Pratin- 
cola, Pterocles, Galerida, &c., are really far more characteristic of the S. and 8.E. 
parts of the Palzarctic region. 
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fragmentary condition over the greater part of the peninsula of 
India. 

Mr. Blanford’s remarks on this subject, in the ‘Journal of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal,’ 1871, p. 216, are very interesting, and 
lead us to hope that this gentleman, whose great knowledge of the 
physical geography, geology, and zoology of India fits him so well 
for the task, will give us sooner or later a more detailed account 
of the minor divisions of the Indian province, which he has already 
sketched out in the same journal, (vide P. A. 8. B. 1870, p. 335). 

Mr. Blanford, in the paper I have referred to (J. A. 8S. B. 1870, 
p- 335), divides India alone into four provinces, and one of these 
again into four subprovinces. Though I agree with him in the 
main, I think that such minute divisions tend, in the present state 
of our knowledge, to confuse those who have no personal knowledge 
of the country; and I shall therefore only notice those of his 
divisions which are marked by such remarkable forms or abundance 
of peculiar species that they will be understood by those whose ac- 
quaintance with the subject is only general. 

Himavayan or Himarto-CuHineEseE SUBREGION. 
This subregion, according to my view, includes all the middle 

region of the Himalaya from 3000 or 4000 up to 10000-12000 
feet, and extends from Cashmere, right through Nepal, Bhotan, 
the hill-ranges surrounding the valley of Asam, and all the 
unknown hilly region, thence to the coast of China south of about 
latitude 30° N., including the islands of Formosa and Hainan, and 
probably the whole of Siam, Cochin China, and Anam, though of 
this country we know next to nothing. It also includes all the 
hilly region of Burmah and the Tennasserim mountains, merging 
into the Malayan subregion about lat. 12° N. Its northern limit is 
of course very indefinite, as the country north and’east of Assam 
is absolutely unknown; but it is probable that it includes a great 
part of East Thibet and the head-waters of the rivers which unite 
near Sudya to form the Bramaputra. It is characterized by an 
abundance of species and a great variety of peculiar forms, many of 
which, from their rarity in collections and from our ignorance of 
their osteology, are not as yet classified with any certainty. 

In its western part it is merely a narrow border land, in which the 
inhabitants of two very different faunas lying north and south of it 
mingle, and, being inhabited at some seasons of the year by represen- 
tatives of nearly all the principal Indian and Palearctic genera, pro- 
bably includes some of the richest localities in the whole world. 
We will now examine the different parts of the subregion, beginning 

from its western limit. 
KasuMir. 

The birds of Cashmere are now pretty well known; but no connected 
account of them has been published, except that given by Adams in 
the Society’s ‘ Proceedings’ for 1859. It gives a good idea of the orni- 
thology of the country ; and having struck out some species which do 
not properly belong toit, and added a good many which have been since 
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noticed by Brooks, Hume, and others, I find (excluding the waders 
and water birds, which are probably more numerous here than in any 
other part of the Himalaya) 116 genera, containing 171 species :— 

per cent. 

Generacharacteristic of the Palearctic region 32 pay hai 
Peculiar to or characteristic of the Hima- 
PEAT EI cc loc tun 3 iron teagan, 4 18 

Characteristic of the whole Indo-Malay re- 
RN ag Mtg com Asal ie eal Biecohs saa i@u |g 2 25 

Cosmopolitan or very wide range ........ 34 29°5 

Of the species, about 40 per cent. are peculiar to the Himalayan 
mountains ; but only two, namely Cephalopyrus flammiceps, Burt., and 
Pyrrhula aurantiaca, Gould, are peculiar to this part of the range. 

In Kashmir we have evidently reached the north-western limit of 
the Himalayan fauna: only about 70 of its peculiar species occur here, 
against 340 in Nepal; while, on the other hand, Palzearctic species 
are comparatively much more numerous, being as 50 species against 
about 60 in Nepal. 

The greater part of Kashmir, politically speaking, belongs to the 
region north of the Himalaya, and is very poor in bird life; but in 
winter the valley is said to be the resort of multitudes of wild fowl 
from the north. Warblers of the genera Phylloscopus and Reguloides 
seem very abundant in the forests, no less than 10 species having been 
noted by Mr. Brooksin a short trip; but of Timalide there are but 
very few, and only 3 Bulbuls. Chalcophaps indica, Gallus ferru- 
gineus, 4 species of Paleornis, and a Hornbill extend thus far to the 
north-west, and here meet several European species which do not 
extend much further into India. 

Passing from Kashmir to the south-west, we find the number of 
species gradually increasing, till in Kumaon nearly all the principal 
Himalayan and Indian genera are found ; and here in the valley of 
the Dehra Dhoon, which is, I believe, the north-western limit of the 
wild Elephant, we find the forest along the foot of the hills assu- 
ming a more dense and tropical appearance, under the increasing in- 
fluence of the south-west monsoon, until on the frontier of 
Nepal it forms a belt of dense and often marshy and unhealthy 
forest, which is called the Terai or Morung. 

A number of species are found in the hills of Kumaon which do 
not extend as far as Sikim, being there represented by a different 
form. Among them may be mentioned the following :— 

Certhia himalayana. Machlolophus xanthogenys. 
Sitta leucopsis. Avthopyga horsfieldt. 
Trochalopteronerythrocephalum. Ceriornis melanocephalus. 

variegatum. Gallophasis albocristatus. 
Lophophanes melanoiophus. 

NEPAL. 

Still following the line of the mountains in a south-westerly direc- 
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tion, we come to Nepal, which must certainly be considered one of 
the most interesting countries to a naturalist in the world. It in- 
cludes parts of three different zoological provinces, and, having a won- 
derful variety of climate and vegetation, offers a congenial home to the 
inhabitants of them all. 

To Mr. B. H. Hodgson, for twenty years our resident at the 
court of Nepal, a naturalist whose name will ever hold a prominent 
place among men of science, we are indebted for all we know of the 
zoology of this magnificent country. So well did he use his time 
and opportunities, that no less than 657 species of birds, a large 
proportion of which were described by him, are known to occur in 
the country ; and though his hunters travelled far and wide from 
the plains to the snows, I cannot doubt that there are yet more re- 
maining to reward those who may at some future time be lucky 
enough to explore this forbidden land, which, though within sight 
of many of our stations, is as much closed to Englishmen as the 
most remote parts of Central Asia. 

Of its most remarkable features I shall speak more particularly 
when examining the birds of Sikim ; but to give a general idea of the 
character of the Nepalese avifauna, I will say that there are (with- 
out counting the wading and water birds), according to Gray’s ‘ List 
of Mr. Hodgson’s collections,’ 2nd edit., 1863, 294 genera, con- 
taining 553 species:— . 

per cent. 

Very wie distribuben i hs isyeee Tae Shs A G2 16 
Characteristic of the Palearctic region...... 30 8 
Characteristic of the Indo-Malay region .... 202 56 
Peculiar to or characteristic of the Himalaya 80 20 

Of the species, however, no less than 60 per cent. are found only 
in the Himalayan subregion, except as migrants or stragglers—a 
proportion which, for the size of the country, is unusually large. 

To the east of Nepal lies Sikim, a small state of about 50 miles 
wide, extending from the plains of Bengal to the passes into Thibet, 
and forming a sort of buffer between the two turbulent and warlike 
races of Ghorkas and Bhotias. 

SIKIM. 

Having personally studied the birds of Sikim, and, in company with 
Mr. Blanford, travelled over a great part of it, which had not been 
visited since Dr. Hooker’s well-known explorations in 1848-49, I 
shall give a more detailed account of the peculiar features in geo- 
graphical distribution which it presents. Though such good natu- 
ralists as Jerdon, Hodgson, Tickell, and Beavan have resided at 
Darjeeling and collected largely, the list of birds from this small 
district is constantly being increased ; and from the difficulty of 
travelling in the interior, and the density of the forests which cover 
the greater part of it up to 12000 or 13000 feet above the sea, I 
have no doubt that many years will elapse before the novelties of 
this country are exhausted. 
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The Himalaya mountains were divided by Hodgson (see 
J. A.S. B. 1835) into three zones of elevation, each of which has a 
more or less distinct fauna; and as these three faunas are characteristic 

of three different zoological provinces, they are no doubt very natural 
ones. 

The lowest, from the level of the plains up to about 3000 or 4000 
feet, including the Terai, is a region of dense jungle, marshy plains 

at the foot of the hills, steep forest-clad spurs and deep valleys, 
which preserve the tropical character of their fauna and flora for a 
long distance into the interior. It is rich in all the most character- 
istic Indo-Malayan genera, such as Hornbills, Barbets, Kingfishers, 
Fruit-Pigeons, Bulbuls, and Woodpeckers, the latter in particular 

being so numerous that, out of eighteen species found in Sikim, all 
but three occur in the lowest zone. A few representatives of other 
genera which are more numerously represented in the Malay sub- 
region also occur, as Hierax eutolmus, Harpactes hodgsoni, Psari- 

somus dalhousie, Pitta cucullata, Hydrornis nipalensis, and Poly- 
plectron chinquis (not found west of the Tista). Along the edge 
of the forest, and where cultivation has encroached on its limits, some 
of the commoner birds of the plains are found, whilst on the rivers 

and marshes many wading birds and waterfowl spend the winter. 
These, however, rarely enter the hills, though they must pass over 
them at the period of their migrations. Many Warblers which breed 
in the upper and middle zones descend during the cold weather to 

the lower hills and plains, wandering over a great part of India, and 

in some cases, perhaps, breeding in the higher mountains of the 
peninsula. Several species of Ruticzlline, Motacilline, and Cucu- 

lide also descend to this zone in winter; but if we exclude the 

wading and water birds, it has not so many species as the zone above it, 

the numbers being, as well as I can estimate them, about 130 to 260. 
In this zone the fauna is very much the same in character as 

that of the Malabar coast, Burmah, and Assam, and, though possess- 

ing many peculiar species of birds, has hardly any genera which are 

not also found in those countries. 
The transition from the lower zone to the middle is both gradual 

and irregular, depending much on the peculiarities of different valleys 

and localities. For instance, at an elevation of 3000-4000 feet in the 

valley of the little Rungeet, and in that part of the Tista valley which 

is at a distance from the plains, many of the tropical forms are re- 

placed by birds of the middle zone ; but it is on the whole undoubt- 

edly true that the birds of the middle zone from 3000-4000 to 

10000-11000 feet have a decidedly different character. Here the 

forest becomes dark and gloomy; oaks, magnolias, and rhododendrons 

densely covered with mosses and fern replace the saul trees, plan- 

tains, and giant bamboos of the lower region. In many places the 

mountains from about 7000 to 9000-10,000 feet are covered by a forest 

of hill bamboo, so dense that it is impossible to go off the beaten 
path without clearing a way with the knife. 

Among these small bamboos, and in the rhododendron-woods 

which are such a characteristic feature of the middle zone, are found 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XLII. 42 
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most of those peculiar and interesting birds so unlike any found else- 
where that their classification has been a constant puzzle to ornitho- 
logists. Whole genera, such as Paradoxornis, Yuhina, Siva, Minla, 
Ivulus, Stachyris, Leiothrivx, Pteruthius, Allotrius, Pnoepyga, and 
many isolated forms such as Acanthoptila, Sibia, Cutia, Lioptila, 
Conostoma, Gampsorhynchus, Myzanthe, Pachyglossa, Rimator, 
Grammatoptila, Myzornis, are nearly if not quite restricted to this 
region, though in winter they are sometimes forced by cold to 
descend lower in search of food. The habits, nidification, and struc- 
ture of these birds are at present very little known, and are likely to 
remain so until some resident, possessing the energy and love of 
nature which has enabled Mr. Swinhoe to do so much for the birds 
of China, will devote a few years to their study. 

During the rainy season, which lasts from April to the end of 
October, but few Raptores and Game-birds are found in the middle 
region. Owing to the great abundance of leeches between 4000 and 
9000 feet, no terrestrial birds or other animals are safe from their 
attacks, and it is not until we reach the region of the dwarf bamboo 
that any of the Phasianide reappear. 

In the North-west Himalaya this is not so; for, owing to the 
difference in climate and vegetation, Pheasants seem to be found at 
much lower elevations than at Sikim, where the Monal (Lophophorus) 
does not occur below 12,000 feet in summer, and the Tragopan (Cerv- 
ornis) is rarely seen below 8000 or 9000. 

As there are no lakes in this region, and the rivers are rapid 
torrents, waders and waterfowl are conspicuous by their absence. 
Pigeons are not numerous ; and though the variety of species is so 
great, birds are not generally so conspicuous or abundant as at lower 
elevations. 

In the interior valleys of Sikim the character of the vegetation at 
9000-10000 feet has assumed a different aspect, and is again almost 
insensibly blended into the upper region, which, though possessing 
a number of species peculiar to itself, has a strong general re- 
semblance to the Palzearctic region, both in vegetation and zoology. 

This zone commences on the outer hills at about 11000 feet, and 
in the interior at from 8000-10,000, many of the birds belonging to 
it being driven down in winter to a much lower elevation. 

Here the forest is principally composed of coniferee, shrubby rho- 
dodendrons, and a small kind of bamboo, which in some places 
reaches an elevation of 12,000 feet. The valleys become more open, 
though it is not until we get above the limit of trees at 12,000-13,000 
feet that any really open country is found, the hill-sides of the 
lower and middle regions being almost without exception steep and 
wooded, except where cultivation has destroyed the forest. 

Warblers of the genera Phylloscopus, Reguloides, and Abrornis, 
mingled with several species of Paride, are the most abundant birds 
in these pine-woods. The Blood-Pheasant (Ithaginis cruentata), 
Wood-Pigeon (Alsocomus hodgsonie), and many Ruticilline birds, 
such as Lanthia, Tarsiger, and Ruticilla, are commonly seen. 
Finches of many genera, especially Propasser, Carpodacus, and 
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Pyrrhula, breed here in company with the Warblers and Titmice ; 
but the Timaliine birds, with the exception of Trochalopteron affine, 
which reaches 13,000 feet, have all disappeared, as well as the Lio- 
trichine of Jerdon. Above the limit of forest, birds become 
scarcer; and when we reach 15,000 feet, the only ones which are 
commonly met with are Accentor nipalensis, Fringalauda nemoricola, 
Hoopoes, two species of Cinclus, Ravens (Corvus corax=tibetanus, 
Hodg.), Lerwa nivicola, and that most magnificent of all alpine 
birds Grandala ceelicolor, Aithopygaignicauda breeds in this region 
as high as 11,000 feet; and the little Nepalese Wren, Troglodytes 
nipalensis, creeps about rocky hill-sides at 12,000-14,000 feet ; 
Columba leuconota occurs in large flocks at from 11,000-14,000 
feet in the valleys of the interior, but like many other birds of this 
region, such as the Lammergeyer, Chough (Fregilus graculus), 
and Raven, is not found on the outer hills. 

The number of birds which belong to this region in Sikim is not 
more than 50 or 60 according to my experience ; but it will require a 
great deal more observation to decide the exact range of many species, 
which no doubt varies greatly in different parts of the mountains. 
My remarks on this subject must therefore not be taken as con- 

clusive, though I was careful to note the elevation of every specimen 
I procured as accurately as possible. 

The highest level at which I observed birds was about 17,500 feet, 
where Grandala celicolor and Ruticilla erythrogastra were found ; 
Accentor rubeculoides and A. nipalensis attained very nearly the same 
level ; and many other birds no doubt occasionally come as high as 
this, which is nearly the limit of flowering plants on the south side 
of the range. 

Having thus roughly defined the three zones of elevation in Sikim, 
I will give the results of an analysis of the birds which I know to 
have been obtained there. A large proportion of them I collected 
myself; and for others I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Mandelli 
of Darjeeling, whose collection of the birds and insects of this country 
is probably the richest ever made. 

Excluding the Raptores, of which my list is very incomplete, as 
well as the Grallee and Anseres, I find 423 species, of which 270 
are not found out of the Himalayan region, except as migrants or 
stragglers. 

"per cent. 
Genera of very wide range .............. 63 15 
Genera peculiar to or highly characteristic of 

the Himalayan subregion .......... 146 34 
Genera peculiar or nearly so to the Indo- 

Molay regigm:|: 23212 95 sc/o ones 36 
Palearctio genera... io. 2 sie 60 15 

ASAM. 

I will now pass on to the mountain-ranges surrounding the valley 
of Asam, which, being as yet very little known, may be expected to 
produce many fine novelties of the same character as the birds we 
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have just noticed as being so abundant in the upper and middle 
region of Sikim. The Mishmi hills in particular will well reward 
exploration. Through the agency of its savage inhabitants, one of 
the most curious animals in the world, Budorcas taxicolor, as well 
as two splendid Pheasants, Lophophorus sclateri and Ceriornis 
blythit, have already been brought to light; and the numerous dis- 
coveries of the Abbé David to the north-east show how much re- 
mains to be done in this direction. Of the Khasia and Cachar hills 
we have a fair knowledge, Major Godwin-Austen having published, in 
the J. A. S. B. for 1870, two excellent papers on their ornithology. 

They show but little difference from the hills of corresponding 
elevation in Sikim, though a few genera, such as Twurdinus, 
Rhyticeros, and Anthreptes, which are not found in the Himalaya, 
occur here. 

The number of Asamese species not found in Sikim is only 16, of 
which half are Burmese birds. 

BurMau. 

Passing by the Lushai hills, which, though traversed by a large 
force of troops in 1871, are still quite unknown to naturalists, we 
come to Burmah, Aracan, and Tennasserim. Of the countries 
lying east of the Bay of Bengal I should have been able to say but 
little had it not been for the kindness of Mr. Blyth, whose know- 
ledge of their natural history is unequalled. 

He has, however, allowed me to make use of a list of birds which 
was prepared for Sir A. Phayre’s promised work on British Burmah, 
and which consolidates and reviews all the scattered notices which 
have appeared at different times in the pages of the J. A. S. B. and 
other publications. 

This list extends to above 500 species ; and as the country to 
which it refers is too large to be taken as a whole, I have divided it 
into two parts, with the view of ascertaining what relation they bear 
respectively to India and the Malay peninsula. 

The northern division, which includes Aracan, Pegu, and valley 
of the Irrawaddy, has been fairly explored—Tickell, Blyth, Blanford 
and Jerdon being the names best known in connexion with its orni- 
thology. 

Much remains to be done in the hills of the interior, where many 
additional Himalayan species may probably be found, though a 
great number of them have already been obtained in various parts 
of the country. On the whole, the fauna of Burmah is remarkably 
similar to that of Eastern Bengal, nearly all the genera being the 
same, and many of the species which have been described under 
different names being extremely close to their Indian representatives. 

In the valley of the Irrawaddy above Pegu the country becomes © 
much dryer and less wooded; and here, as was pointed out by 
Mr. Blanford (Ibis, 1870, p. 463), are found several peculiar species 
and others which do not occur in Lower Burmah. Among them 
may be mentioned Chatarrhea gularis, Pericrocotus albifrons, Leu- 
cocerca albofrontata, Pica media, Monticola sacatilis, Pratincola 
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leucura, Paleornis torquatus, Passer assimilis, Temenuchus bur= 
mannicus, Francolinus phayrei, Oxylophus jacobinus. 

Of the Irrawaddy north of Bhamo we know nothing; but it may 
be safely assumed that the character of the avifauna becomes more 
and more Himalayan as the great mountains which hem it in on the 
north and west are approached. 

The birds collected by Dr. Anderson on the hills between Burmah 
and Yunnan prove to a certain extent that this is the case, and 
make us very anxious to know more about them. 

In Mr. Blyth’s list, I find, if the waders and water-birds are 
omitted, that about 363 species are recorded. 

per cent. 

Common to India and the Malay peninsula 97 26°5 
Rouiid in intiia 2. i tces cael uo aes 3 193 53°5 
Found in the Malay peninsula .......... 27 7°95 
Peculiar to Burmah, or Burmah and Ten- 
MAPACHEUM AND. revtisia wes aciettees ROY YY 46 12:5 

Thus it appears that in Burmah, Aracan, and Pegu the Indian 
birds are to the Malayan as 7 to 1, a much larger proportion than I 
should have expected. 

Some of the most remarkable of the species peculiar to this 
region are :— 

Rhyticeros plicatus, Bl. Pomatorhinus hypoleucos, Bl. 
Megalaima cyanotis, Bl. Pyctorhis albirostris, Jerd. 
Mulleripicus crawfurdi, Gr. Ixos blanfordi, Jerd. 
Gecinulus viridis, Bl. Tora lafresnayi, Hartl. 
Lyncornis cerviniceps, Gould. | Temenuchus burmannicus, Jerd. 
Crypsirhina cucullata, Jerd. nemoricola, Jerd. 
Pitta cyanea, Bl. Passer flaveolus, Bl. 
Anthocinela phayrei, Bl. Arachnothera aurata, Bl. 
Culicipeta tephrocephalus, Bl. Polihierax insignis, Walden. 
.Muscitrea cinerea, Bl. Francolinus phayrei, Bl. 
Sitta neglecta, Walden. Turniz blanfordi, Bl. 

TENNASSERIM. 

The Tennasserim provinces, which, as I here take them, extend 
from about the latitude of Martaban to the isthmus of Krau, though 
very similar to Burmah, show, as might be expected, a marked 
diminution of Indian birds and a corresponding increase of 
Malayan ones. 

This is more particularly the case in the mountains of the south, 
where Col. Tickell, the only naturalist I am aware of who has 
visited these hills, found, besides other Malay forms, no less than 
7 of the 9 known species of Broadbills (Hurylemide), a family which 
is only represented in the Himalaya by 2 species. 

In the same hills, however, which reach an elevation of about 
7000 feet, Col. Tickell got new species of Trochalopteron, Poma- 
torhinus, Pteruthius, Sibia, Garrulax, and Machlolophus, all showing 
a strong affinity with the Eastern Himalaya. This leads me to 
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expect that the fauna of mountains of the interior of Siam, Anam, and 
Cambodia, of which I am unable to say any thing from want of in- 
formation, will be found to have the same affinity with the Hima- 
layan fauna. 

The number of birds recorded from the Tennasserim provinces by 
Mr. Blyth is about 313. 

Per cent. 

Common to India and the Malay peninsula.. 93 30 
Found‘in Tndingssi4 Jods. soaas wewta wanes: D7 37 
Found in the Malay peninsula............ 56 18 
Peculiar to Tennasserim, or Tennasserim and 
priate. caihrashs ate Sate -~ Say. he 15 

Among the most remarkable of these peculiarities are :— 

Mierax fringillarius. Pellorneum tickelli, Bl. 
Anarhinus tickelli, Bl. Turdinus crispifrons. 
Ampeliceps coronatus (also guttatus. 

found in Siam). brevicaudatus. 
Sturnus nigricollis. Hemipus obscurus. 
Garrulax belangeri, Less. Serilophus lunatus. 

strepitans, Tickell. Cymbirhyncus affinis. 
Pteruthius eralatus, Tickell. Hypsipetes tickelli, Bl. 
Machlolophus subviridis, Criniger ochraceus, Moore. 

Tickell. Crocopus viridifrons, Bl. 
Pomatorhinus albogularis. Arboricola brunneipectus, Bl. 
Trochalopteron melanostigma, Bl. 

ANDAMAN ISLANDS. 

The birds of the Andamans have been made the subject of so 
recent and careful a paper by Mr. Ball (‘ Stray Feathers,’ part ii.), 
that I need not say much about them. Lord Walden has also 
added a paper in the Ibis, 1873, p. 296, in which he gives it as his 
opinion that the birds of Andaman resemble in character those of 
the highlands of peninsular India rather than those of the Malayan 
or Indo-Chinese countries. I must confess my inability to discern 
any thing particular of a highland character in the avifauna, which I 
should have said was rather that of the opposite coast of Pegu. 
Many genera which are common in Burmah, however, seem wanting 
here, especially Hornbills, Pittas, Broadbills, and Timaliine birds. 
This is the more remarkable, as the Andamans seem to be densely 
clothed with forest, and have a large number of species which are 
unknown elsewhere. 

At least a quarter of the land-birds seem to be peculiar to the 
islands, an unusually large proportion when their situation is con- 
sidered ; but it is quite probable that some of these may prove to 
have no constant distinguishing characters. 

Only two Woodpeckers are found, both peculiar to the islands ; 
but two species of Graucalus, as well as seven Pigeons and seven 
Kingfishers, among a total of about 110 species, show that the avi- 
fauna of the Andamans is by no means meagre. 
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In the Nicobars, not more than about 30 land-birds are yet 
known, among which Calwnas nicobarica and Megapodius nico- 
bariensis are most remarkable. Neither of these birds is known 
to inhabit any other island in the Indo-Malay region, Megapodius 
being quite of an Austro-Malay type. 

The birds of Nicobar are much more Malayan than those of 
Andaman, only about one quarter being common to India, while 
nearly half are peculiar *. 

East Trset. 

The researches of that enthusiastic naturalist and traveller the 
Abbé Armand David have recently added enormously to our know- 
ledge of Chinese zoology. In no locality has he discovered so many 
new, curious, and interesting birds and mammals as in Moupin, a 
district which he tells me is on the borders of Tibet and Szechuen, 
and, if I understood him rightly, some distance north-west of 
Ta-tsien-lo, where a missionary station has been established for 
many years. During eight months that he collected in this neigh- 
bourhood he obtained about 40 new species of birds, and a number of 
new mammalia, which include some of the most anomalous and 
interesting forms in the whole of Asia. Among them may be cited 
Ailuropus melanoleucos, M.-Edw., Arctonyx obscurus, M.-Edw., 
Rhinopithecus rowellana, M.-Edw., Hlaphodus cephalopus, M.- 
Edw. ; but though, as in other cases, the mammalia fully bear out 
the conclusions [ have formed from a study of the birds, I do not 
intend to say more about them, except that I believe such an inter- 
esting and novel collection was never previously obtained in so 
short a time. 

With regard to the physical features of Moupin, we have far less 
information than would be desirable ; but from what Pére David told 
me, and from what Mr. Cooper says of the country he passed through 
to the southt, I imagine that it must strongly resemble the interior 
valleys of the eastern Himalaya. Rhododendrons, bamboos, and 
conifers are marked features in the scenery; and in consequence 
almost all the birds which in Sikim are most characteristic of those 
types of vegetation are either present or represented by nearly allied 
species. 
Phe similarity between the faunas of Moupin and Sikim is most 

remarkable, and, in connexion with Mr. Swinhoe’s recent discoveries 
in the hills of China, explains what would have otherwise been very 

* A recent paper by Mr. Hume in ‘Stray Feathers,’ pt. v., on additional 
species of birds from the Andamans, adds a considerable number to Mr. Ball’s 
list. Among the six new species described one is most remarkable, viz. Rhyti- 
ceros narcondamt. This Hornbill, which appears to be a dwarf form of Rhyti- 
ceros ruficollis, has only been found on the small island of Narcondam ; while 
the family to which it belongs is unrepresented in any of the other islands ; it 
is the only Asiatic Hornbill peculiar to one island, and almost the only one 
which has not a very considerable range. 

Most of the other birds mentioned by Mr. Hume are local forms of well- known species, or migrants of very wide range. 
+ Travels of a Pioneer of Commerce, London, 1871. 
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hard to account for, viz. that the animals of Formosa should be, 
almost without exception, generically the same as those of the 
Himalaya. 

We now see that the Himalayan range is not, as it seemed to be, 
an isolated range of mountains, possessing a fauna of its own, but 
simply the boundary of a vast tract of mountainous country extend- 
ing over the whole of Southern China and Indo-China, and showing, 
wherever its elevation exceeds about 4000 feet, the same peculiar 
forms. It is, par excellence, a region of mountains; for wherever 
cultivated plains of low elevation are found, there the birds of the 
forest and the mountain disappear, and are poorly replaced, as in 
India and Eastern China, by other more wide-spread and well- 
known genera. 

This region is the headquarters of the Phasianide, the Timalide, 
and Leiotrichine of Jerdon, and is, compared with most parts of the 
world, very poor in Raptores and Grallatores. 

Out of 170 species of birds obtained in or near Moupin by Pére 
David, only 9 (namely, Picoides funebris, Coccothraustes vulgaris, 
Chlorospiza sinica, Lophona personata, Thaumalea amherstia, Cros- 
soptilon tibetanum, Tetraophasis obscurus, Cholornis paradoxa, and 
a genus allied to Pnoépyga and Troglodytes) are of genera not found 
in the Himalaya; 61 belong to genera either peculiar to or highly 
characteristic of those mountains ; only 21, or about 12 per cent., 
belong to genera common to the whole of the Indo-Malay region,— 
showing that, as far as our present knowledge extends, Moupin, 
though not so rich in‘species as Sikim or Nepal, is, from the absence 
of a low flat plain like the Terai, a district more characteristic of 
the Himalo-Chinese subregion than any part of the Himalaya itself. 
Among the most curious birds found here may be mentioned 

Cholornis paradoxa, Verr., a bird so like Heteromorpha unicolor, 
Hodgs., that if the feet were cut off I do not think it could be di- 
stinguished. It has, however, the outer toe aborted in such a pecu- 
liar way, that it has been made by its describer the type of a new 
genus. This bird seems to have the same habit of skulking in 
dense jungle of hill-bamboo that I have observed in Paradozornis, 
Heteromorpha, and Suthora. 

Pnoépyga troglodytoides, Verr., is another curious bird, doubtfully 
assigned to that genus by its describer, and very different in appear- 
ance from any Pnoépyga I have seen. 

Many species previously only known from the Himalaya were found 
at Moupin by M. David,—among them Grandala celicolor, Hodgs., 
Cinclus cashmeriensis, Gould, Lerwa nivicola, Hodgs., and Accentor 
nipalensis, Hodgs.—all birds which I have only seen at elevations 
above 14000 feet in Sikim. Coupling with this the absence of 
Barbets, Fruit-Pigeons, Trogons, Hornbills, and the tropical genera 
of Woodpeckers (all birds which are found as high as 5000 or 6000 
feet in Sikim), I conclude that the lowest valleys in this part of 
Thibet are of a much more alpine nature than in Sikim, and sub- 
ject in winter to a more severe climate. 

Certhia himalayana, which I have examined and compared with the 
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same bird from N.W. Himalayas, presents a most curious fact in geo- 
graphical distribution, as it is replaced in Nepal and Sikim respectively 
by Certhia nipalensis and C. discolor, while here, at a distance of 1000 
miles or more from its nearest known habitat, the same identical 
form reappears. The solution of this problem will, I think, puzzle 
far wiser heads than mine; for though it is easy by an imaginary 
submergence and reappearance of land to account for almost any thing 
where islands are concerned, the only reason I can suggest for the 
occurrence of Certhia himalayana in Moupin is that it is a northern 
species inhabiting the unknown Tibetan mountains to the north of 
the Himalaya, and only reaching Cashmere by a circuitous route. 

Several species, such as Trochalopteron blythii, Verr., Paradox- 
ornis guttaticollis and Allotrius sophie, differ so slightly from their 
Himalayan representatives, that I should hardly like to separate 
them without a large series for comparison; but the many other 
fine species which I have noted below are more than sufficient to 
support the scientific fame of their discoverer and describer, MM. 
David and Verreaux, to whom I am much indebted for the kindness 
with which they have allowed me to examine and compare these 
unique specimens in the Paris Museum. 

New species discovered in Moupin by Pére David :— 

Picoides funebris, J. Verr. 
Picus desmursii, J. Verr. 
Siphia hodgsoni, J. Verr. 
Merula gouldii, J. Verr. 
Turdus auritus, J. Verr. 
Trochalopteron ellioti, J. Verr. 

formosum, J. Verr. 
Tanthocincla lunulata, J. Verr. 

maxima, J. Verr. 
lanceolata, J. Verr. 

Calliope pectardens, A. David. 
Pnoépyga’? troglodytoides, J. 

Verr. 
Lusciniopsis brevipennis,J.Verr. 
Arundinax davidiana, J. Verr. 
Phyllopneuste trinotaria, A. 

David. 
Abrornis acanthizoides, J.Verr. 
Minla jerdoni, J. Verr. 

| Glaucidium brodiai. 
| Syrnium nivicolum. 
- Certhia himalayana. 
Vivia innominata. 
Cuculus himalayanus. 
Eumyias melanops. 
Siphia strophiata. 

Proparus ruficapilla, J. Verr. 
cinereiceps, J. Verr. 
striaticollis, J. Verr. 

-—— swinhoei, J. Verr. 
Mecistura fuliginosa, J. Verr. 
Alcippe? pecilotis, J. Verr. 
Accentor ‘multistriatus, A. 

David. 
Yuhina diademata, J. Verr. 
Cholornis paradova, J. Verr. 
Suthora alphonsiana, J. Verr. 

gularis, J. Verr. 
Carpodacus trifasciatus,J.Verr. 

verreauxu, A. David. 
Tetraophasis obscurus, J. Verr. 
Lophophorus lhuysii, J. Verr. 
Phasianus decollatus, Swinh. 
Ithaginis geoffroyi, J. Verr. 

Species found in Moupin only known previously from Himalayas :— 

Culicipeta burkit. 
Lanthia supereiliaris. 
Pratincola ferrea. 
Chemarrornis leucocephala. 
Ruticilla fuliginosa. 

hodgsoni. 
Srontalis. 
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Grandala celicolor. Paradoxornis guttaticollis= 
Oreocinela mollissima. favirostris? 
Trochalopteron blythii=afine? | Heteromorpha unicolor. 
Suya striata. Conostoma emodium. 
Tribura luteiventris. Henicurus scouleri. 
Hodgsonius pheenicuroides. Cinclus cashmeriensis. 
Tarsiger chryse@us. Nucifraga hemispila. 
Pnoépyga squamata. Garrulus bispecularis. 
Abrornis affinis. Fringilauda nemoricola. 
Regulus himalayanus. Procarduelis nipalensis. 
Lophophanes dichrous. Carpodacus edwardsii? 

castaneiventris ? Pyrrhula erithacus. 
Allotrius «xanthochloris. Mycerobas melanoxanthos. 
Alcippe cinerea=nipalensis? Hesperiphona affinis. 
Accentor nipalensis. Alsocomus hodgsoni. 

immaculatus. Macropygia tusalia. 
Yuhina nigrimentum. Lerwa nivicola. 

gularis. 
Formosa. 

Owing to the residence of Mr. Swinhoe in the island of Formosa 
for a considerable time, the ornithology of that island has been very 
thoroughly explored; and though it is quite possible that in the 
highest mountains of the interior some novelties still remain unde- 
scribed, we possess a more accurate knowledge of the birds of this 
island than of any other in the east, except perhaps Ceylon. The 
climate and physical geography, as described by Mr. Swinhoe, seem 
to resemble those of the EK. Himalayas considerably ; and it is no 
doubt partly owing to the heavy rainfall and forest-clad mountains 
that the zoological resemblance is so striking. 

An examination of the list of birds which was given by Mr. 
Swinhoe in the ‘Ibis’ for 1863, and increased by his later additions 
in the List of Chinese Birds (P. Z. S. 1871, p. 337), shows that, with 
the exception of four genera, three of which are peculiar to China 
and one peculiar to the island, every genus found in Formosa is also 
found in the E. Himalayas. 

Many genera which are not found in the Malayan subregion, as 
Herpornis, Sibia, Suthora, Urocissa, Suya, Spizivos, appear in the 
mountains of Formosa, as well as others, such as Pomatorhinus, 

Garrulax, Alcippe, Myiocincla, Myiophonus, which are much more 

characteristic of the Himalayan than of the Malayan subregion. 
The number of peculiar species is considerable, and shows that For- 

mosa has probably been separated from the mainland for a long pericd. 
I have annexed a list of these species, gathered from Mr. Swin- 

hoe’s papers, with the nearest allies of many of them, in order to 
show the close affinity which Formosa has to Sikim. An exami- 
nation of the list of Formosan birds shows 144 species belonging to 
102 genera :— 

Genera found in the Himalayan subregion ...... ot SUR 98 
Genera found in the Malayan subregion ...........-+-+- 70 
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Species belonging to genera of very wide distribution...... 74 
Species not found in the Malayan subregion ............ 18 
Species belonging to genera common to the two subregions... 47 
Species belonging to genera peculiar to or characteristic of 

the Himalayan subregion ...................... es.) 
Species belonging to genera peculiar to or characteristic of 

Chinn smlemas stark ced A SRO HA, wat IONG LR SES 

Birds peculiar to Formosa, from Swinhoe’s papers :— 

Athene pardalota ....... . allied to A. brodiai. 
Caprimulgus stictomus .... » CC. monticola. 
Ephialtes hambroeckii..... 5,  E. lempiji. 
Turdus albiceps. 
Chaptia brauniana.. .... 0. » CO. @nea. 
Myiophonus insularis...... »  M. horsfieldii. 
Pitta oreas. 
Garrulax ruficeps ...... . »  G. albogularis. 
—— pecilorhynchus ...... »  G. cerulatus. 
Pomatorhinus musicus ..... »  . ruficollis. 

erythrocnemis. 
Hypsipetes nigerrimus ..... » HH. psaroides. 
Spizixos cinereicapillus .... ,, 8. semitorques. 
Aleippe morrisonia..... an » A. nipalensis. 

brunnea. 
Parus insperatus ......... » LP. monticola. 

castaneiventris....... »  £. varius. 
Suthora bulomachus. 
Sibia auricularis ......... »,  S. capistrata. 
Horeites robustipes........ » AL. assimilis. 
Megalema nuchalis. 
Picus insularis ... csseees. » LP. leuconotus. 
Garrulus taivanus ......0. »  G. bispecularis. 
Dendrocitta formoseé ...... » WD. sinensis. 
Urocissa cerulea. 
Myiomela montium........ 4, WL leucura. 
Leucodiopteron taivanum. 
Treron formos@ ....... ve. =), Da eteboldes. 
Chaleophaps formosana. 
Sphenocercus sororius. 
Euplocamus swinhoei. 
Turniz rostrata ....... hive » I. ocellatus. 
Bambusicola sonorivor..... »  B. thoracica. 
Munia formosana, 

Hainan. 

The only knowledge we have of the birds of Hainan was obtained 
by Mr. Swinhoe during a period of about two months in 1868; and 
though it seems but a short time for the exploration of so large an 
island, yet the results show how much can be accomplished by a 
really enthusiastic and experienced naturalist. 

A glance at the list of birds obtained by him will show what might 
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have been expected, viz. that the number of peculiar species is not so 
large as in Formosa, and that the Himalayan element, though still 
decidedly strong, is not so marked as in that island. No doubt in the 
mountains of the interior (which rise to a height of 7000 feet) many 
unknown birds of Himalayan affinities are found; for as in the fourteen 
days that Mr. Swinhoe spent among them a large proportion of new 
species were procured, any one who has had experience of collecting 
in tropical forests will know that a good many more must have 
escaped his gun. 

The following species, only hitherto found in Formosa, also occur in 
Hainan :—Picus kaleensis, Graucalus rexpineti, Psaropholus ardens. 

The following common Indo-Malayan genera occur in Hainan, but 
are wanting in Formosa—Aithopyga, Arachnechthra, Diceum, Mi- 
cropternus, Paleornis, Zanclostomus, Centropus, Artamus, Macro- 
pygia, Carpophaga; whilst the following, found in Formosa, are 
absent in Hainan (all, it will be observed, of Palearctic or Himalayan 
type, except the last two, which very possibly exist in Hainan also)— 
Myiophonus, Sibia, Aleippe, Myiomela, Chaptia, Suya, Sitta, Urocissa, 
Garrulus, Palumbus, Horeites, Bulaca, Cinclus, Phasianus, Ampelis, 
Gecinus, Pitta, Huplocamus. 

An examination of the list of birds collected in Hainan by Mr. 
Swinhoe (‘ Ibis,’ 1870) shows 130 species, belonging to 96 genera, 
of which 86 genera, or 89 per cent., are also found in the Malayan 
subregion, and all but three (namely, Xanthopygia, Cyanoptila, and 
Leucodiopteron) in the Himalaya. 

54 species belong to genera of very wide distribution ; 
59 species belong to genera characteristic of the Indo-Malay 

region ; 
16 species belong to genera characteristic of the Paleeartic 

region. 

The following species are peculiar to Hainan :— 

Cypselus tinus ....... .. allied to C. batassiensis. 
Micropternus holroydi .... 3 M. fokiensis. 
Megalema faber ........ op M. nuchalis. 
Aithopyga christine. 
Arachnechthra rhizophore 33 A. flammazillaris. 

Diceum minullum. 
Volvocivora saturata...... Ke V. lugubris. 
Buchanga innexa ......-. of B. leucogenys. 
Garrulax monachus 
Pomatorhiuus nigrostellatus 3 P. stridulus. 
Hypsipetes perniger .....- - HI, nigerrimus. 
Hemizxus castanonotus .... as H, flavala. 
Criniger pallidus .......+ bs C. flaveolus. 
Taxus hainanus .........+- 3 I. sinensis. 
Phyllornis lazulina ...... 53 P. hardwickit. 
Herpornis tyrannulus .... os Hi. xantholeuca. 
Osmotreron domvillet...... fe O. bicincta. 
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InDIAN SUBREGION. 

We now come to that part of the Indo-Malay region which, as I 
previously said, is remarkable for the absence or comparative scarcity 
of many of the principal Malay groups, and which I term the Indian 
subregion. 

Mr. Blanford, when considering the geographical distribution of 
Indian reptiles (see J. A. S. B. 1870), and influenced, no doubt, by 
his knowledge of other branches of natural history, divides India 
into four provinces. One of these, his eastern Bengal province, 
including Lower Bengal, Assam, and Cachar, should, as he justly 
says, be classed with the Indo-Chinese countries, and therefore in- 
cluded in the Himalo-Chinese subregion. A second, called by him 
the Punjab province, includes the most arid and treeless parts of 
India—that is to say, the Punjaub, Scinde, the trans-Indus pro- 
vinces, western Rajputana, and Cutch. This, though tinged more 
or less with the Malay element, and possessing most of the genera 
peculiar to the Indian subregion, has such a large proportion of 
Paleearctic and desert-haunting species, that, though it is desirable 
to include it in the Indian subregion, it must be regarded as a 
border-land separating the Indo-Malay from the Palearctic region, 
as that is separated from the Ethiopian by the deserts of Libya and 
the Sahara. 

Mr. Blanford’s other two divisions, in which I entirely concur, are 
as follows :— 

The Indian province proper, including all India east of Delhi and 
Kathiawar as far as the Rajmahal hills, and the whole peninsula 
south of the Ganges, with the exception of the western coast and 
some scattered hills in Southern India. 

The Malabar province, including all the western coast from 
Bombay to Cape Comorin, and the whole of the mountains running 
parallel to that coast probably as far as the Taptee, also the greater 
part of Ceylon. 

It should be observed that, in the opinion of some, the special 
features which Ceylon affords in some branches of zoology would 

. entitle it to be ranked as a separate subregion. This, however, 
would not be desirable in an ornithological sense, as it does not, as 
far as IT am aware, contain a single genus peculiar to the island, 
though it has some remarkable points in common with the Malayan 
and Himalayan subregions. 

CEYLON. : 

The birds of Ceylon have been ably worked out by Mr. Holds- 
worth in the P. Z. S. for 1872 ; and the list which he gives, number- 
ing 325 species, probably includes almost every species inhabiting 
the island. 

Deducting the Gralle and Anseres, as usual, we have 225 birds 
from which to form an opinion as to the zoogeographical affinities of 
Ceylon, and, from an examination of the list, get the following 
results :— 
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Species belonging to genera common to the Himalayan and 
Moalayait:sAbDReRIOnH Wim. 5 + ns awica nt areenee «alate 175 

Species belonging to genera found in the Himalayan but 
Not in thie Pialseyan en co «sini ce ecemenge = areiesciste ee 30 

Species belonging to genera found in Malayan but not in 
Biialay attic ahs cots om op eilainly win las ae Se 6 

Species belonging to Indian genera.............. Sie stan ne 

225 

Species peculiar to the island ................00000% 37 
Species only found in Southern India .........2.0.. a Die 
Wide-ranging species.........52- 0022-2 se- esses cece 68 
Found either in India only or ranging to Malayana and 

Gling 92994. 22 0 Wie, alate eee tal a a alata On. tara 83 

225 

Though the large number of birds peculiar to Ceylon shows that it 
has probably been separated for a long period, yet the resemblance 
of its avifauna to that of Southern India is so strong that it does 
not bear out Sir J. E. Tennent’s belief that it originally formed part 
of a lost Malayan continent. 

Only four species belong to genera not found in S. India; and it 
is quite possible that, when the extreme south of the peninsula is 
better known, even these may be found. The occurrence of Arrenga 
is very remarkable ; for, as far as we know, the only other species 
referred to that genus is peculiar to the mountains of Java; and 
though nearly allied to Myiophonus, which is found in all the 
mountains of the Indian region, yet the generic distinction is suffi- 
ciently well marked. I will here mention some of the genera found 
in Ceylon which are remarkable on account of their distribution :— 

Genera found in Himalayas, but not in Malayana. 

Aquila. Larvivora. 
Nisaetus. Cyanecula. 
Buteo. Phylloscopus. 
Circus. Sylvia. 
Picus. Temenuchus. 
Brachypternus. Crocopus. 
Hemipus. Alsocomus. 
Cryptolopha= Myialestes. Palumbus. 
Alseonax. Columba. 
Turdulus. Francolinus. 
Merula. Perdicula. 

Found in the Malayan but not in the Himalyan subregion. 

Batrachostomus. Prionochilus. 
Phenicopheus. Arrenga. 
Nectarophila. Drymocataphus. 
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Found only in India. 

Tockus. Layardia. 
Taccocua. Kelaartia. 
Piprisoma. Thamnobia. 
Ochromela. Pastor. 
Pyctorhis. Pyrrhulauda. 
Dumetia. Galloperdiz. 
Malacocercus. Ortygornis. 

SouTHERN Inp1A. 

We will now see what are the most notable peculiarities in the 
avifauna of Southern India. 

The birds of this province are fairly known from the writings of 
the late Dr. Jerdon, the greater part of whose service in India was 
spent in the Madras presidency ; and though some parts of the 
country, especially the Travancore mountains and the hilly district 
lying along the coast between the Mahanuddy and Godavery rivers, 
have as yet been hardly visited by naturalists, and may be expeeted 
to yield some new forms, yet enough is known of the country to give 
a very good idea of its natural productions. 

As far as we know, most of the birds peculiar to the Malabar 
coast and the Western Ghauts have a considerable range of latitude, 
though some of those which are restricted to the highest hills are 
only found to the south of about lat. 12° N., where several tracts of 
mountainous country, such as the Neilgherries, Pulneys, Anna- 
mullays, and Cardamom hills, reach an elevation of 8000 feet. 
The upper parts of these hills are principally open, but are in 
places covered with a luxuriant forest and shrubbery of trees; and 
to these woods are restricted several of the forms whose geographical 
distribution is so peculiar, such as Trochalopteron cachinnans, 
T. jerdont, and T. fairbanki, Ochromela nigrorufa, Larvivora cyana, 
and Hypsipetes neilgherriensis. 

The western slopes of the Ghauts from Cape Comorin northwards 
are covered in most parts with luxuriant tropical forest, and in- 
habited by many of the typical Himalayan and Malayan forms, such 
as Nyctiornis, Homraius, Alcippe, Pomatorhinus, Myiophonus, Irena, 
Harpactes. 
On their easternside the mountains south of the Neilgherries descend 

very abruptly into the plains of the Carnatic, where, except on such 
outlying hills as the Shevaroys and Siramullays, forest is almost 
entirely wanting. On these plains, as well as on the tableland 
which forms the greater part of Mysore and the Deccan, the absence 
of nearly all the forest birds is but poorly compensated by the 
presence of such genera as Mirafra, Agrodroma, Pyrrhulauda, Dry- 
moipus, Chatarrhea, Pterocles, Ortygornis. The whole number of 
birds found in Southern India is small, considering the extent and 
variety of country ; and it is probable that not more than half of those 
included in the list could be obtained in any one locality. 
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DeEccAN. 

The Deccan, or tableland of Hindostan, which, in Mr. Blanford’s 
division, forms a subprovince of the Indian province proper, is the 
next to which I shall direct attention, though I am not well acquainted 
with its northern and eastern boundaries. 

The list of Deccan birds is founded on Sykes’s list in this Society’s 
‘ Proceedings’ for 1832, with such additions and corrections as I have 
been able to gather from other sources. Some of the birds he includes 
(which are only found in the forests of the Malabar coast and Maha- 
bleshwar hills) I have omitted. The country usually called the Deccan 
is a tableland of moderate elevation broken in many places by rocky 
hills, which rise a few hundred feet above the plain, and are covered 
with a low thorny scrub or jungle and stunted trees. I am not 
aware that forests of any size or importance occur in any part of 
this region ; and in consequence the avifauna is poor and wanting in 
variety. The number of common and resident birds is small, not 
more than about 150 land-birds being included in Sykes’s list. 

The proportion of Indo-Malay genera is far smaller than in 
Malabar ; and a good many birds typical of the dry and barren part 
of India, 8.W. Asia, and N.E. Africa here make their appearance, ° 
though, as I have previously said, their number is not sufficient to 
outweigh the others. 

An analysis of the list gives the following result :-— 

Birds common or belonging to genera common to the per cent, 
Himalayan and Malayan subregions............ 105 55 

Birds belonging to genera found in the Himalayan, but 
not in the Malayan subregion ................ 27 14 

Birds belonging to wide-ranging genera, but only found 
in India, or belonging to genera peculiar to the In- 
Gi SUbRERIGA Sata sped. oe Roly cbeepelonpiy Me 28 15 

Birds belonging to genera of African or Palearctic 
BEBNEGY) poe tr eise) SeERED RST MS eeed sete |< oop pees 30 16 

Five or six species which cannot be placed under either of these 
heads are omitted. 

As compared with many parts of India, the scarcity of Wood- 
peckers in the Deccan is most remarkable, only one species (Picus 
mahrattensis) being at all common—whilst in the Bhotan Terai and 
hills of Sikim they are so numerous that I obtained no less than 18 
species, 7 of which I shot one evening in about an hour’s walk round 
my tent. Curiously enough no Sazicola is recorded by Col. Sykes, 
though Jerdon observed 3 species at Mhow. 

Larks are abundant in this region, some peculiar forms (such as 
Ammomanes phenicura) having their headquarters here. Game- 
birds are also numerous. No less than 3 species of Perdicula, a 
genus only found in India, occur; and both species of Galloperdix 
are included by Col. Sykes, as well as Hupodotis edwardsi and 
Sypheotides auritus. 
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CrenTRAL Provinces. 
The next division of the Indian province to which I must refer is 

that called by Mr. Blanford the Gangetic subprovince, which comprises 
that part of India politically known as the Central Provinces, as well 
as Malwa, Bundelcund, and Chota Nagpore. 

This part of India is more ditficult to divide in a zoological sense 
than any other, its border-lands being not only very vague, but so 
similar to the surrounding countries, that it is perhaps hardly worthy 
of separation. 

Physically it differs from the Deccan in being a far more jungly 
country, what is termed jungle in India being rather a low and open 
forest of thorny trees than a real forest such as is found in Malabar 
or the Himalayas. There is, however, a great deal of heavy timber 
on its eastern half, especially on the Godavery river and in Chota 
Nagpore. 

From Bengal it differs in being for the most part an uncultivated 
country, and, though nowhere what would be called in India moun- 
tainous, is very different in its appearance from the flat and highly 
cultivated plains of the Ganges valley. 

As, however, Mr. Blanford has a greater personal knowledge of 
this part of India than of any other, it is most likely that he is correct 
in considering it a subprovince of the Indian province, and I will now 
endeavour to distinguish between the component parts of its avifauna. 

From papers published in the J. A. S. B. by Mr. Blanford and 
Col. M‘Master, we get a sufficient number of birds to work upon; 
but it must be understood that these lists only apply to the neigh- 
bourhood of Chandah and Nagpore, in the south-western part of the 
district. They contain about 190 species of land-birds, which I 
arrange as follows :— ; 

Birds of very wide range in Europe, Asia, and Africa 38 
Belonging to genera of very wide range, but either 

confined to India or very nearly so ............ 57 
Birds belonging to genera common to tropical Africa 
SCAG <i dinSd cls heaps caching spaks usta te tert vers 35 

Piast AA CAT PC Fic toned ensyey® wide t+ Bhs aig 8 
Birds belonging to Indo-Malayan genera.......... 53 

Or, taking them from another point of view :— per cent. 
Birds belonging to very wide-ranging genera. 98 51 
Birds belonging to Indo-African genera .... 40 21 
Birds belonging to Indo-Malay genera .... 53 28 

Having myself but very little knowledge of this part of India, 
I will say no more about it, but will refer my readers who may 
wish to know more to Mr. Blanford’s papers in J. A. S. B. 1869, 
p- 165; 1870, p. 335; 1871, p. 268; also to a paper read at 
the Meeting of the British Association in 1869, “On the Fauna 
of British India,” where an opinion is expressed which I think Mr. 
Blanford has since changed, viz. that the fauna of the Himalayas is 
purely Malay. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XLIII. 43 
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CENTRAL INDIA. 

Of Rajputana and Central India we know very little ; but a short 
paper by Dr. King in J. A. S. B. 1868, gives an account of the birds 
of Goona, which may be taken, in respect of climate and physical 
features, as a type of the north-western part of Central India. 

The elevation is from 1400-2000 feet ; the rainfall from 40-50 
inches; the jungle is thin, and vegetation poor, with but little culti- 
vated land. 

Dr. King observed at Goona only 179 species, of which 116 were 
land-birds. No Hornbills occur but Meniceros bicornis ; no Barbets 
except Yantholema indica; only one Fruit-Pigeon, namely Crocopus 
phenicopterus, and altogether but 32 species, which belong to genera 
characteristic of the Indo-Malay region generally *. 

Oup#H. 

In Oudh the absence of many of the most wide-spread Indo- 
Malay genera is equally remarkable ; for, though we cannot suppose 
that Major Irby obtained nearly all the birds that occur there, his 
list (vide ‘Ibis,’ 1861, p. 217) only includes 219 species, of which 
34 are Raptores, and 101 Gralle and Anseres. If we also deduct 23 
species which were only found in the hills of Kumaon, there remain 
but 61 species observed during a space of nearly three years. The 
Indo-African forms are in many cases unaccountably absent, no 
species of Prinia, Pyrrhulauda, Savicola, or Certhilauda being re- 
corded. Perhaps this is only because they were less noticed by 
Major Irby than the waterfowl and birds of prey, which, in the 
plains about Etawah, between Agra and Cawnpoor, I can say, from 
personal observation, are the most conspicuous and abundant birds. 
Mr. Brooks has found a large number of Warblers in this district ; 
but most of them are only there during the cold season, retiring to 
the. Himalaya to breed. 

PuNsAvUB. 

I am sorry I can give no analysis of the birds of the Punjaub ; no 
list has, as far as I know, ever been published. Dr. Jerdon knew 
less of it than of any part of India; and I hope that Mr. Hume will 
ere long fill the blank which exists by giving us an account of his 
extensive and unequalled collections in that province. In the far 
north west, however, and especially on the other side of the Indus, 

* Since this was written an excellent list of the birds found in the neigh- 
bourhood of the Sambhur lake by Mr. Adam has appeared in ‘Stray Feathers,’ 
pt. 5. No less than 242 species are noticed, of which, however, few are rare or 
in any way remarkable. Salpornis spilonota, a bird which seems to have a wide 
range through the dry jungles of Central India, is noted; also some Wood- 
peckers, such as Chrysocolaptes and Brachypternus, and two species of Fruit- 
Pigeons (Crocopus). Representatives of nearly all the common Indian genera 
are here, as well as a proportion of Palzartic ones. On the whole the list fully 
bears out the conclusions already arrived at, and shows that the Sambhur lake, 
which is about 170 miles west of Agra, is near the western limit of the Indian 
province proper. 
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we know that the Indo-Malay forms are reduced to a minimum, and 
are partly replaced by Palearctic species. 

SINDH. 

The ornithology of Sindh, which had been hitherto almost en- 
tirely neglected, has now been taken up by Mr. Hume in his usual 
energetic and able manner. 

The paper recently published by him in ‘Stray Feathers’ is a 
good example of the way in which our officers work on the N.W. 
frontier, a school which seems to bring out in the highest degree 
the energy and activity of those half-military, half civil officers for 
which the Punjaub is famed. 

This paper shows that Sindh, though remarkable for the aridity 
of its climate and the almost total absence of trees, except where 
irrigation is employed, still contains a good many birds, which show 
that it cannot be entirely separated trom the Indian subregion. The 
number of these is much larger than might have been expected; and 
though some of them are neither so numerous nor so generally dis- 
tributed as the birds of Palearctic or Indo-African type, yet they are 
found wherever sufficient wood and water exists to afford them 
sustenance and shelter from the burning sun. 

Brachypternus dilutus, Orthotomus longicaudus, Pericrocotus 
peregrinus, Buchanga albirictus, Acridotheres tristis and A. gingi- 
nianus, Geocichla unicolor, and Leucocerca aureola are instances 
of this; and whether they are original inhabitants of the country, 
or have immigrated from the Punjaub by following the strip of 
fertile country which borders the Indus, it is certain that they have 
as much right to be considered in an estimate of the avifauna as any 
others. 

On the other hand it cannot be denied that the birds of the desert, 
such as Larks, Chats, and Sand-Grouse, are those which are most 
typical of Sindh, as they are of those countries included in what may 
be termed the Mediterraneo-Persian, or desert subregion, a division 
of the Paleearctic region with which I think the Punjaub province 
of Blanford has much more real afiinity than with any part of the 
Ethiopian as defined by Sclater. 

An analysis of the birds of Sindh, as given by Hume, made by 
me in company with Mr. Blanford, whose personal experience of 
this desert-fauna, both in India, Africa, and Persia, is extensive, 
gives the following results :— 

Species peculiar to Mediterraneo-Persian or desert subregion. 41 
Species peculiar to Indian subregion... .... .+....+-+--+--++ 40 
Common to; Malay subregion. (io ...6./ cn age sie eae 8 
Common; to) Africa and SW Asia: 5. .an tes Maat eee e de.) 4 
Common, torPalsearctic.region «2.0.6.0 s)2sisiqene oie Jonny Wz 
Omitted on account of their cosmopolitan distribution, or be- 

cause they cannot be fairly placed under any of these heads.. 45 

150 
43* 
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Besides these, Mr. Hume notices a large number of wading and 
water-birds, in which Sindh is probably richer than any other part 
of India. Some of these are European species which come no 
further eastward. 

A paper by Dr. Stoliezka on the natural history of Cutch, or (as 
I suppose it is properly written) Kachh, in the J. A.S8. B. 1872, 
pt. 2, no. 3, gives a valuable list of birds noticed by him in that 
little-known part of Western India. It seems to show that though 
an arid and desolate country, the avifauna is still to a great extent 
of the same character as that of parts of Central India and the Dec- 
can, which are more fertile and better wooded. 

Though so near Sindh, there is a considerable difference in the 
birds, many of those most abundant in the adjoining province being 
here wanting. 

On the whole, however, I should be inclined to consider Kachh 
with Sindh as the frontier land of the Palearctic and Indo-Malay 
regions, though with a more decided affinity for the latter. It is 
quite possible that a change in the climate which would bring more 
rain to Kachh would aso cause a great change in its avitantes and 
would replace the present scanty list by a much more rich and varied 
one. The remarks of Dr. Stoliczka (/. s. c. p. 217, footnote) are so 
applicable to the conditions of many places in the plains of India, that 
I transcribe them for the consideration of those who think that the 
range of birds is influenced entirely by geographical position. 

**Too much importance is, I think, occasionally attributed to the 
so-called laws of geographical distribution, independently of other 
agencies, as if these laws were innate to the animal. When speaking 
of the geographical distribution of a species, one is apt to forget that 
these geographical limits are mainly dependant on the physical con- 
ditions required for, and suitable to, the existence of a certain species. 
A change in the physical conditions of a country will be rapidly fol- 
lowed by a corresponding change in the fauna, ‘either decreasing or 
increasing, and thus the geographical limits of a species econ 

mainly dependent on physical conditions.” 
As the number of land-birds obtained by Dr. Stoliczka during his 

stay in Kachh does not exceed 115, and most of them are either 
migrants or common Indian birds of very wide range, I need not 
give an analysis of them, but will now go on to that part of the Indo- 
Malay region which I propose to call the Malay subregion. 

I am personally quite incompetent to do justice to this part of the 
work, but think that a slight sketch of the leading features of its 
avifauna will make the remainder of the map more clear to those 
of my readers who have not previously studied the subject. 

Matay SuBREGION. 

The absence of any recent or complete account of Malayan orni- 
thology, and the confusion which exists in their synonymy, makes 
the study of the birds of the great islands of Java, Sumatra, and 
Borneo much more difficult than those of India or China. 

With the sole exception of Mr. Wallace, whose travels have added 
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so largely to our knowledge, no one has in recent times, so far as I 
know, collected or examined the birds of these islands in a syste- 
matic way. 

The consequence is, that though a vast number of birds have been 
described, and many collections sent home from these islands, the 
uncertainty with regard to their right names and habitat is so great 
that, until a careful comparison has been made of such a series of 
specimens as can be found, I believe, only in the Leyden Museum, 
it will be impossible to decide with certainty on the distinctness or . 
range of many species. 

Uur knowledge of many large portions of these islands is also very 
limited. 

The mountainous interior and east coast of Borneo, the whole 
northern half of Sumatra, the range forming the backbone and east 
coast of the Malay peninsula remain to this day either quite unex- 
plored, or, at any rate, unvisited by naturalists. 

It is therefore impossible to say much of these unknown regions ; 
but, judging from what we know of the mountains of Java and Ten- 
nasserim, birds of peculiar types will be found in them, as well as 
many uew species of lowland forms. Mr. Wallace, though he has 
pointed out very cleariy the zoological peculiarities and affinities of 
the Malay islands, and defined their eastern boundary with certainty, 
has given no lists of the birds of Java, Sumatra, Borneo, or Malacca. 
I have therefore compiled a list from the catalogues of the museums 
of Caleutta, Leyden, the East-India Company, and the British 
Museum, and corrected it to the best of my ability from all available 
sources. It is, however, still so inaccurate as regards the 'Timaliide, 
Brachypodide, and other families, that I have not been able to use 
it for purposes of analysis in a complete state. If, however, the five 
families which are most difficult and confused are omitted, viz. Cu- 
culidze, Timaliidee, Brachypodide, Lusciniidze, and Dicruride, there 
remain about 400 species of land-birds sufficiently weil known to give 
me some confidence in the results of the analysis. 

The opinion I have formed from it is that the islands of Java, 
Sumatra, and Borneo, together with the peninsula of Malacca, south 
of the isthmus of Krau, form a well-marked and homogeneous di- 
vision of the Indo-Malayan region, differing sufficiently from the 
Himalayan subregion to be separated from it, yet bearing a strong 
general resemblance to Indo-China and Burmah*. 

The families of birds most numerous in species and individuals in 
this subregion are the Woodpeckers, Bulbuls, Cuckoos, Barbets, and 
Fruit-Pigeons. The Trogons, Hornbills, Pittas, and Broadbills are 
also very characteristic families, and are represented by several species 
in every part of it; but though the genera are mostly peculiar to the 
subregion, they are not so numerous as in the first-named families. 

The Birds of Prey, Flycatchers, and Pheasants are also well repre- 
sented—the latter by several magnificent species of Argus, Huploca- 

* I have omitted any reference to the Philippine Islands, as I understand that 
Lord Walden, whose qualifications for such a work are surpassed by none, is 
now preparing a paper on the ornithology of these islands. 
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mus, and Polyplectron, none of which genera are found in India. 
Thrushes, Finches, Larks, and Warblers, all of which are abundant 
in those parts of the Indian region which have a cold season, here, 
where a tropical climate prevails the whole year round, become scarce 
or entirely absent. 

Parrots and Honey-eaters, which are so conspicuous a feature in 
the ornithology of the Australian region, are represented only by a few 
genera, among which Loriculus and Psittinus are the most remarkable. 

Of the wading and water-birds I can say but little; they seem to 
be poorly represented in most parts of the region, and have been 
comparatively neglected by travellers. 

Few of the sea-birds and Ducks which are so common on the coast 
of China seem to extend their migrations so far south; so that not 
more than four or five species of Ducks are known to inhabit these 
islands, whilst Geese are, I believe, entirely absent. 

JAVA. 

I will now give some account of the peculiar features of the dif- 
ferent parts of this subregion, though little can be added to the ex- 
cellent chapter on this subject in Mr. Wallace’s work. 

Java is the best-known, the most thickly populated, and zoolo- 
gically the most peculiar of the Indo-Malay islands. About 270 
species of land-birds are recorded from it, of which about 45 are pe- 
culiar to the island. Most of these, as Mr. Wallace informs me, are 
found in the mountains of West Java, which differs remarkably in 
climate from its eastern extremity, being subject to much more pro- 
tracted and heavy rains. Whether the similarity of the climate and 
vegetation is the cause or not, the fact is, that several birds only found 
here are remarkably like species of the Eastern Himalaya which are 
not known to occur in the mountains of Malacca or Sumatra. Among 
them may be cited :— 

Xenogenys (Oreas) azurea, Temm., which must, I think, be re- 
ferred to the Himalayan genus Cochoa. 

Pomatorhinus montanus, Horsf. 
Garrulax rufifrons, Swains. 
Psaltria exilis, Temm., which in structure comes very near Aigi- 

thaliscus of the Himalaya. 
Dendrophila flavipes (Swainson, in Lardner’s ‘ Cabinet Cyclope- 

dia,’ “Two Centuries and a quarter of Birds,” p. 323). 
Brachypteryx albifrons, Boie, probably the same as Myiomela 

ajax (Less.). 
Tephrodornis hirundinacea, Temm., which in coloration and struc- 

ture reminds me strongly of Hemipus picatus. 
Allotrius enobarbus, Temm. 
Pteruthius flaviscapis, Temm. 
Mr. Wallace has pointed out similar points of resemblance between 

Java and Burmah, in the case of animals which are not known to 
occur in either Sumatra or Borneo, though our knowledge of the 
mountain-ranges of those islands is so limited that it is impossible 
to say certainly that they do not. In various points Java is very 
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unlike the other parts of the subregion. Corydon, Calyptomena, and 
Cymbirhynchus are all absent ; only three species of Hornbills occur, 
whilst there are seven or eight in Sumatra and nine in the Malay 
peninsula. 

No species of Argus, Polyplectron, or Euplocamus, all of which 
are found in the other islands, is known from Java; but, to make up 
for the want of them, it has a Jungle-fowl (Gallus varius, Shaw) not 
found in the islands to the west of it. Among the Columbe it has 7 
peculiar species, namely :—Treron pulverulentus, Wall.; Ptilonopus 
porphyrius, Reinwt.; P. melanocephalus, Gm.; Carpophaga lacer- 
nulata,Temm.; Macropygia emiliana, Bp.; M. walichaehra, Reich. ; 
M. leptogrammica,Temm. Other fine birds from Java are :—Arrenga 
cyanea, Horsf.; Myiophonus flavirostris, Horsf.; Myiophaga andro- 
medon, 'Temm., which extends to Lombock and is very similar in 
appearance to the Himalayan genus Zoothera ; Loriculus pusilius, G. 
R. Gray ; and Cissa thalassina, Temm., a near ally of which, if not 
the same bird, is found in Sumatra. 

SUMATRA. 

The island of Sumatra, which is nearly 1000 miles in length, and 
lies under the equator, contains mountains of great elevation, pro- 
bably exceeding 12,000 feet. It is therefore evident that the birds 
known to occur there (which do not exceed about 240) represent but . 
imperfectly the avifauna of so large an island. Sir Stamford Raffles, 
assisted by Dr. Arnold, and for a time by the French naturalists 
Diard and Duvaucel, collected largely in the neighbourhood of Achen 
and Bencoolen ; but the greater part of his collections, together with 
all his papers, were lost by the burning of the ship in which they 
were embarked for England. Since his time S. Miiller and other 
Dutch naturalists have made collections, principally, I believe, near 
Padang, onthe south coast. Mr. Wallace also spent three months in 
the southern part of the island ; but the greater part of the interior, 
and especially the northern half, is still quite unknown. 

The birds and animals seem to be remarkably similar to those of the 
Malay peninsula, not more than about twenty species being at present 
supposed to be peculiar to the island. Among them are Psilopogon 
pyrolophus, Temm. (a fine Barbet, the only one of its genus), 
Ethopyga temminckii, Mill., and Pitta venusta, Mill. Four 
birds which are usually assigned to the genus Garrulaw are known 
from Sumatra, of which Garrulax bicolor, Mill., resembling G. 
belangeri of Tenasserim, and G. palliata, allied to G. monachus, 
Swinh., are outlying representatives of the genus. 

Garrulaz lugubris and G. mitrata, Mill., however, are of quite a 
different type, the former being a peculiar bird with deep-curved 
bill and bare skin behind the eye like a Hulabes, while the latter 
somewhat resembles Timalia thoracica in colour and form. 

Cissa minor, Cab., and Platylophus ardesiacus, Cab., differ but 
slightly from their representatives in Java and Malacca. 

Stachyris larvata, Miull., I have not seen; but if a true Stachyris, 
it is an interesting occurrence, as the genus is decidedly Himalayan. 
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The Phasianidz are represented by two fine species of Huplocamus 
and two of Polyplectron, one of which, P. chaleurum, Temm., is 
peculiar. 

Out of four Pigeons, only one, Treron nasica, Temm., is peculiar, 
so that, though much larger, and probably quite as rich, Sumatra 
is not so interesting an island to the naturalist as Java. 

BoRNEO. 

The birds of Borneo are still less known than those of Sumatra ; 
for, though Messrs. Motley and Dillwyn commenced a work on the 
natural history of Labuan, it mentions comparatively few species, 
and the only other localities in which much has been done are on the 
N.W. and S. coasts near Sarawak and Banjermassing. Mr. Wallace, 
though for some time in Borneo, devoted his attention principally to 
oe ; and the Dutch naturalists have told us very little about the 
irds. 
I believe a large number of Bornean birds are to be found in the 

Italian museums, but have not seen any account of them. 
Lord Walden and Mr. Sclater have written papers which include a 

good number of species. These, along with those described by Muller 
and others, make up nearly 230 species of land-birds, of which about 

35 are peculiar to the island—a very small number when we consider 
its vast extent and favourable situation. 

A large collection of birds from Coti, or some place on the coast 

opposite Celebes, would be of very great interest, as it is quite possible 

that some of the peculiar Celebean forms are found there, or, at any 

rate, some which do not extend to the west coast of Borneo. 

Two of the most remarkable birds peculiar to the island are :— 

Indicator archipelagicus, Temm., having its nearest congeners in the 

Himalayas and Africa; and Pityriasis gymnocephalus, Temm., a 

form so strange and unlike any thing else in Asia, that it is difficult 

to say where it should be classed; 1 learn from Mr. Wallace that it 

is rare, and not found near the coast. 

Other fine birds not found elsewhere are Pitta boschi and Pitta 

baudi, Miill., two of the most lovely Ground-Thrushes we know. 

Mauay PENINSULA. 

The birds of the Malay peninsula, though probably better known 

than those of Java, Sumatra, or Borneo, have never been made the sub- 

ject of any collective memoir; and as a great number of species are 

described from the skins prepared by natives, which form an article of 

trade at Malacca and Singapore, their true habitats are often doubtful. 

To form a complete list of them would be a most difficult task, and 

would involve the comparison of many specimens in the Calcutta and 
Leyden Museums, as well as a digest of innumerable scattered notices 

by old as well as modern authors. 
One of the most valuable of recent contributions to the subject is 

the paper on the birds of Wellesley province, by Dr. Stoliczka 

(J. A. S. B. 1870, No. 4), which, though it has drawn forth some 
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sharp criticism from Lord Walden, adds largely to our knowledge of 
their distribution. 

Dr. Cantor has also given an extensive catalogue of birds collected 
by him in this Society’s ‘ Proceedings’ for 1855 ; and Mr. Blyth, 
both in the pages of the J. A. S. B. and in his ‘ Catalogue of Birds in 
the Museum of the Asiatic Society,’ has described and enumerated 
numerous species. The general facies of the Malacca birds is un- 
doubtedly very similar to those of Borneo, Java, and Sumatra; and 
though the facts as at present known are not sufficient to justify Dr. 
Stoliczka’s statement that more than half the species are absolutely 
the same, yet probably at least twenty-five per cent. of them are 
common to the four countries, and as many more wanting only in 
Java or Borneo. 
A good many Indian or Chinese species, as well as some migrants 

from the north, which do not seem to extend to the islands, are noted 
from the Malay peninsula ; and though the total number of birds is 
probably higher than in any of the islands, the proportion of peculiar 
species is smaller. 

The following analysis of the birds of the Indo-Malay subregion 
may be taken for what it is worth ; it will at any rate give some idea 
of the component parts of the avifauna. 

Omitting the five families mentioned before, there are in Java 
about 200 species, Sumatra 185, Malacca 210, and Borneo 170. Inthe 
four islands together 400, of which are 

per cent. 
Pecdlian to. AAvae jaats encyclo ie oR 45 11 

53 Sumatra ...... Brajasantietayauers ¥otcud 6 pee 6 
5 Li SL 2 gee cS Te 2 hei ee oe 8 
- Mela era em ois'.2h aes sans. 15 Mess 16 4 

Found in all the islands and Malacca, about. 48 12 
ms Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo ...... 28 7 (pro- 

bably many more). 
sss Java, Sumatra, Malacca ...... ee 4 6 
Bs Malacca, Sumatra .............. 20 5 

Indian or Chinese species only found in Ma- 
laecaeisath Behahe ote re te emeemn eters ees 24 6 

About two-thirds of the birds are thus accounted for; the remainder 
are either birds of very wide distribution, or are only recorded from 
one or two of the divisions, though probably found elsewhere, or are 
birds of which so little is known that they cannot be positively 
assigned to any of the heads. 
An analysis of the genera gives the following results, and shows how 

distinct the subregion is from the Indo-Malayan one :— 
per cent, 

Or'very wide ‘distribution,’; 25). Nese Pee DH RG 
Confined to the Indo-Malay region.......... 98 44 

_ - Malay subregion, or only repre- 
sented by one species in India or Burmah.. 58 26 

Found also in tropical Africa .............. 20 9 
Characteristic of the Austro-Malay region.... 8 4 
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Himalayan genera found in Lalage. 
Malayan subregion. Graucalus. 

Dendrocitta. Sumatra. Ptilonopus. 
Cochoa. Java. Carcineutes. 
Zoothera. Java. Geopelia. 
Stachyris. Sumatra. 

Pomatorhinus. Borneo & Java. 
Garrulazx. Sumatra. 

Genera common to Africa 

and Malayana. 

Brachypteryx. Java. Macherhamphus. 
Pteruthius. Java & Sumatra. Estrelda. 
Allotrius. Java. Dicrurus. 
Tesia. Java. WT chitren: 

Pitia. 
Malayan genera found in S. India Copsychus. 
or Ceylon, but not in Himalaya. Ixos. 

Mulleripicus. Indicator. 
Prionochilus. Centropus. 
Chalcopareia. Coccystes. 
Batrachostomus. C hrysococeye. 

Irena. Trichastoma. 

Arrenga. Hypsipetes. 
Phenicophaus. Criniger. 
Drymocataphus. plesk re 

. shi elo genera. noe i Mapa 

rtamus. ; 
Rhipidura. Megalurus. 

I hope that I have now succeeded in making my paper intelligible 
to those who read it map in hand; and if it succeeds in throwing 
some additional light on this important question, I shall not regret 
the pains I have bestowed on it. 

As it has been written entirely in the country, with few books of 
reference at hand, I hope that any errors which have crept in will be 
overlooked, and trust that there are none of sufficient importance to 
mislead those who may wish to compare my conclusions with those 
obtained from the study of other branches of science. 

November 4, 1873. 

The Viscount Walden, F.R.S., President, in the Chair, 

The Secretary read the following reports on the additions to the 
Society’s Menagerie during the months of June, J uly, August, and 
September, 1873 :— 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Mena- 
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gerie during the month of June 1873 was 222; of which 58 were 
by birth, 75 by presentation, 42 by purchase, 2 by exchange, and 
45 were received on deposit. The total number of departures during 
the same period, by death and removals, was 108. 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Mena- 
gerie during the month of July 1873 was 189; of which 19 were by 
birth, 49 by presentation, 89 by purchase, 13 by exchange, and 19 
were received on deposit. The total number of departures during 
the same period by death and removals was 94. 

In the month of July the most noticeable additions were :— 
1. A Rock-hopper Penguin (Hudyptes chrysocome) from the 

Falkland Islands, presented July 1st by J. M. Deane, Esq., being 
the first example of this species that has ever reached us. 

2. A Tabuan Parrakeet (Pyrrhulopsis tabuensis), purchased July 
7th, being the first living example of this scarce and beautiful species 
that I have ever seen alive. We have now specimens of each of the 
three known species of this peculiar Feejeean form of Parrots living 
in the collection—namely, P. tabuensis, P. splendens, and P. per- 
sonata. 

3. Two female Argus Pheasants (Argus giganteus) from Malacca, 
presented by Sir Harry Ord, K.C.B., Governor of the Straits Settle- 
ments, August 14th. This welcome addition makes up two pairs of 
this bird now in the collection, two males having been previously 
presented (in May 1872) by J. G. Fanshawe, Esq., F.Z.S. 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Mena- 
gerie during the month of August 1873 was 108; of these 14 were 
by birth, 46 by presentation, 20 by purchase, 2 by exchange, and 26 
were received on deposit. The total number of departures during 
the same period, by death and removals, was 104. 

The most noticeable of the additions were :— 
1. A White-headed Saki (Pithecia Jleucocephala), purchased 

August 14th of Lieut. A. S. Bell, by whom it had been obtained from 
the Indians in the vicinity of the Kaieteur Falls in Demerara. One 
example only of this rare American Monkey has been previously 
living in the Society’s Menagerie*. 

2. Two Robben-Island Snakes (Coronella phocarum), presented 
August 29th by the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, Colonial Chaplain. Having 
heard of the death of the example of this Snake previously received, 
upon which the species was established by Dr. Ginther (P. Z.S. 
1872, p. 837), Mr. Fisk has kindly procured and forwarded two others 
from the same island, where they are stated by Mr. Fisk to grow to 
a large size. 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Mena- 
gerie during the month of September 1873 was 90; of these, 3 were 
by birth, 42 by presentation, 10 by purchase, 1 by exchange, and 34 
were received on deposit. The total number of departures during 
the same period, by death and removal, was 1411. 

The most noticeable of the additions were :— 
1. A pair of Ceylonese Jungle-fowls (Gallus stanleyi), presented 

* See ‘ Revised List of Vertebrates,’ p. 24. 
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September 10th by Henry Bayley, Esq.: new to the Society’s collec- 
tion. 

2. A Violet-naped Lory (Los riciniata), purchased September 26th, 
being of a species new to the Society’s extensive collection of Parrots. 

The following extracts from a letter addressed by Mr. R. B.N. 
Walker, C.M.Z.S., to Dr. J. E. Gray, F.R.S., and communicated 
to the Society by the latter, were read :— 

“ Hulk ‘ Princess Royal,’ 
“ Corisco Bay, 

“ May 5, 1873. 

“I regret to inform you that my hopes of sending a live Gorilla 
to the Zoological Society of London have once more been dis- 
appointed, and in a most singular manner. 

“On the 11th ult., I purchased from a native a fine healthy male 
Gorilla, apparently about two years of age. Being under the im- 
pression that those living specimens which I had formerly succeeded 
in obtaining (five in all) had been taken too much care of, I deter- 
mined in the present instance to adopt a different system and to allow 
the animal to have its own way, simply taking precautions to prevent 
its being injured and at the same time to guard against its destructive 
and mischievous propensities. When purchased, the animal was by 
no means savage or spiteful, but rather what may be more properly 
termed shy and suspicious of strangers: at the expiration of about 
a week, however, it became sufficiently tame and confiding to admit 
of its being allowed to run about loose and to do as it liked; at the 
same time its food, instead of being confined to the fruits on which 
it is supposed to feed in its wild state, consisted in general of frag- 
ments from my own table and that of the mate, which, however, was 
varied by any thing edible which it could lay its hands on, and 
occasionally by a basin of condensed milk with a raw egg beaten up 
in it, and by fruit, including that of a species of Amomum, which it 
was very fond of, but which we found invariably to cause severe 
diarrhoea when eaten alone in any quantity; the disease, however, 
was soon checked by administering a raw egg and a few drops of 
chlorodyne. Finding that the animal had become so tame, it was 
left entirely to its own devices, especially as every one in the ship 
was at the same time so very busy as not to be able to pay much 
attention to it. It soon became quite at home in the hulk, alter- 
nately eating, sleeping, and playing with a large bull terrier (of by 
no means the most amiable disposition), which has a most decided 
dislike to negroes, but nevertheless took very kindly to the Gorilla 
(although of the same colour as natives), so that the two animals 
became constant playfellows. 

‘« By allowing the Gorilla to rough it, instead of constantly watching 
it and appointing some one to take care of it,in which case (according 
to my own experience during twenty-two years) these animals become 
so much attached to their keeper or attendant that a separation 
fromm him almost invariably causes these affectionate apes to pine 
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away and die, and by habituating it to such food as is generally to 
be found on shipboard, I thought that the chance of its surviving 
the voyage to England would be greatly increased, and was anxiously 
looking out for the arrival of the ‘ Helen,’ by which vessel I intended 
sending it to Liverpool, when it disappeared in the most mysterious 
manner on the morning of the Ist inst., the ‘Helen’ being then 
actually in sight, which caused its loss to be felt all the more keenly. 
On the previous evening the Gorilla came into the dining cabin as 
we sat down to dinner, remaining under the table during that repast 
in company with its canine friend, both of them eating such scraps 
as were given to them. There it went to sleep and was left about 
9 p.m., after which it was seen by no one, excepting the mate, who 
saw it in the same place at daylight; soon after which it must have 
clambered up and fallen over the taff-rail into the sea unseen, which 
is the more strange, as with the exception of occasionally getting 
into the mate’s berth and covering itself with its bedding, it was not 
addicted to climbing. ‘Thus again (for the present) are destroyed 
my hopes of being the first to send so interesting an animal alive to 
England ; but I shall not relax my endeavours. 

“The present instance may be added to my previous testimony as 
to the facility of taming the young Gorilla. On this point my 
experience is totally at variance with what has been advanced by 
M. Du Chaillu, who never had any thing like the same opportu- 
nities as myself of forming a correct opinion on the subject. In fact, 
in this respect, I think I have the advantage of all visitors to this 
part of Africa, having resided here upwards of twenty years, during 
which period I have had no less than six living Gorillas in my pos- 
session, keeping them from three weeks to four months each. Besides 
this I have seen at least as many more in the possession of others, 
all of which were quickly tamed, with the exception of one male 
about seven or eight years old.” 

Mr. J. B. Perrin read a paper on the myology of Opisthocomus 
eristatus, his dissections having been based on two specimens traus- 
mitted to Mr. Sclater by Hr. Kappler of the Maroni river, Surinam, 
and deposited in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons. 
Many of the muscles are described; and there are notes respecting 
the enormous crop, which rests in a kind of shallow basin formed on 
the anterior superior portion of the pectoral region, causing a modi- 
fication of the great pectoral muscle, and thinning those fibres which 
take origin above the superior point of the peculiarly modified carina 
sterni. The second pectoral (subclavius) is attached to the head of 
the humerus, running as usual through the pulley in the head of the 
coracoid bone. The coraco-brachialis longus and brevis are present. 

This paper will be published entire in the Society’s_‘ Transactions.’ 

A communication was read from Capt. R. Beavan, Bengal Staff 
Corps, C.M.Z.S., containing a list of fishes met with in the river 
Nerbudda, Minar district of India. 

—~ -— 
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A second communication from Capt. Beavan contained some notes 
on the difficulties involved in the acceptance of the Darwinian theory 
of evolution. 

Mr. G. Dawson Rowley, F.Z.S., exhibited and made remarks upon 
a malformed variety of the domestic Duck. 

The Secretary exhibited on behalf of Mr. E. P. Ramsay, of Do- 
broyde, N.S.W., C.M.Z.S., six specimens of Ceratodus forsteri, 
obtained during a receut visit to Queensland. All of them had been 
caught by hook and_ line in the river Mary, at Mr. Helsham’s 
station. Along with them were examples of Copidoglanis tandanus 
(Mitchell), a species of Arius, and Chatoessus erebi, Giinther, from 
the same locality. 

The following papers were read :— 

1. Description of three new Species of Diurnal Lepido- 
ptera. By Monracu R. Burter. (Communicated by 

A. G. Burier, F.L.S., F.Z.8.) 

[Received July 1, 1873.] 

Family NyMPHALID2. 

Subfamily NyMPHALINE. 

Genus Cynruia, Fabricius. 

CYNTHIA ADA, 0. sp. 

3. Wings above bright tawny ; markings nearly as in C. arsinoe, 
but all the bands narrower and the spots smaller; outer margin of 
front wings less clouded with brown. 

Wings below similar to C. arsinoe, but much paler, dusted with 
vermilion towards base; double discal band narrower ; central lines 
darker ; ocelli of hind wings smaller. 

@. Somewhat similar to C. erota (Q ), but without tails; front 
wing less falcated, the outer margin very slightly waved; basal half 
of wing reddish brown, with the usual black markings in the cell. No 
black spot upon central white band above third median branch; the 
black spots beyond the band large and distinct, not ocellated ; the 
white discal spots large and distinct ; submarginal black band broad 
and very slightly waved. 
Hind wing tawny ochraceous, becoming brown towards base ; central 

band only white, bordered outwardly with brown to second subcostal 
branch, beyond this ochraceous; ocelli larger than in C. erota; 
apex grey, discal lunate bands broader, submarginal band narrower, 
less undulated. 

Wings below with basal half pearly greyish, tinted here and there 
with reddish, the transverse lines red-brown; apical half pearly 
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whitish, clouded with greenish ochraceous, and crossed by lilacine 
bands ; ocelli and markings as in male. 

Expanse of wings ¢ 3} inches, 2 3 inches 11 lines. 
Inhabits Queensland. 

Genus ATELLA. 

ATELLA BOWDENIA, 0. sp. 

Allied to A. egista and A. sinha, form of the latter, but coloured 
more as in the former, from which it differs above in the narrower 
marginal brown border, the indistinctness of the submarginal lunules 
of front wings, the absence of the discal series in hind wings, of the 
discal spots in all the wings, the extension of the disco-costal macu- 
late band of front wings. 

Wings below brighter ochraceous, the central and submarginal lu- 
nated silvery bands much narrower than in A. egista; discal series 
of black spots very minute; brown discal lunules obsolete. 

Expanse of wings 2 inches 7 lines. 
Inhabits the Friendly Islands. 

Family HesPperip®. 

Subfamily PampuiLin 2. 

Genus PAMPHILA. 

PAMPHILA FLOSSITES, Ni. sp. 

Wings above olive-brown, the basal third and body with bright 
metallic green shot; fringe dirty whitish; front wings with three 
dirty white spots placed obliquely below median branches. 

Wings below ochraceous; front wings with interno-basal half 
black, and angle brown ; white spots of upperside clear, united, in- 
creasing in width downwards ; body whitish. 

Expanse of wings | inch 4 lines. 
Ega (Bates). 

2. On the Long-tailed Jay of Northern China, with further 
Notes on Chinese Ornithology. By Roperr Swinyoe, 
F.Z.S., H.M. Consul at Chefoo. 

[Received July 80, 1873.] 

My first and only interview with the Long-tailed Jay of Northern 
China I reported in the Society’s ‘ Proceedings’ for 1870, p. 448. 
Its notes and habits seemed very similar to those of the bird of the 
south ; andI was not successful in procuring specimens, Pére David 
had procured it, and I suppose has sent it to Paris; but if so, it 
has been accepted there as of the ordinary species. A kind friend at 
Pekin has at last sent me a specimen; and I think those that will 
read the following description will allow that our Urocissa of the 
north is distinct from the species of the south and west. 
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Urocissa BREVIVEXILLA, Sp. DOV. 

Pallida, vexillis caude brevibus, parvis punctis albis terminatis : 
long tot. 18°5 poll. Ang!., ale 7°25, caude 12. 

The tail is nearly equally graduated throughout; or, to speak 
more in detail, the first or outer rectrix is 4 inches long, the second 
1:2 longer, the third 1:1 longer again, the fourth 1*2 more, the 
fifth 2 longer, and the centrals only 2 inches longer again, instead of 
being considerably longer as in, I think, all the other species. All 
the rectrices are narrower than in U. sinensis, especially near their 
tips, which end almost in points. The two centrals are very narrow, 
and have their white tips only *7 inch long. The under tail-coverts 
fall 12 short of tip of first rectrix, instead of reaching to near its 
end. The general plumage is paler, the wing-coverts coloured 
as the back, and the black of the throat and breast mixed with 
violet-grey. iil and legs red, and about the same size as in the 
other. This species is only known from the western hills of Pekin. 

While on the subject of North-China birds, it is as well to remark 
that several of the novelties introduced to science by M. J. Verreaux 
as “recueillis par M. Abbé Armand David dans les montagnes 
du Thibet Chinois,’ were actually procured near Pekin, or in 
the Ordo Mountains, and were not even seen by our traveller in 
Chinese Thibet, or he would have noted it, M. David is very careful 
always in stating his localities ; and itis a shame that the authorities 
at the Museum du Jardin des Plantes should admit such confusion 
into their scientific papers. In the recent list of 33 novelties (Nouv. 
Arch. tom. vii. 1871, Bull. p. 25) no less than 5 have been received 
only from North China. They are the following :-— 

(6) Turdus auritus, which appeared to me too like 7. musicus to 
Separate. 

(18) Arundinax davidiana, A large size of my A. flemingi. 
This may be a good species, differing perhaps as 4. cantans does 
from A. cantillans (‘Fauna Japonica’), or my 4. canturiens from my 
A. minuta. 

(26) Parus pekinensis. This is described under A. David’s name 
without any reference to the former description in the ‘ Ibis’ (1870, 

» 1a): 
t (27) Mecistura vinacea is the Orites ouratensis, A. David, MS., 
of my Catalogue, No. 186; but as Pére David did not describe it, 
the now published name will have the precedence. 

(32) Pyrgilauda davidiana, a new genus and species, is the 
** Passer ouratensis, A. David, in Mus. Pekin.” of my catalogue, 
No. 383. For the same reason as in the last, Pére David’s name 
will have to give way. 

These five species were represented by specimens in the Mu- 
seum at Pekin; the deduction of these 5 leaves the number of 
Moupin novelties 28. This number we have to reduce again by 
deducting four more, which M. Verreaux had already described 
(Nouv. Arch. 1869, Bull.), viz. Trochalopterum formosum, Yuhina 
diademata, Suthora gularis, and Mecistura fuliginosa (the last two 
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being in the second list diagnosed afresh without any reference to the 

former description), and which have been inserted in my catalogue. 

There remain therefore the following 24 species to add to my 
catalogue (P. Z.S. 1871, p. 337)—23 from Moupin, and 1 from 
Pekin :— 

. Picus desmursi, J. Verreaux. Moupin (David). 

. Picoides funebris, J. Verr. Ibid. (¢d.). 

. Sitta sinensis, J. Verr. Ibid. (id.)*. 
. Siphia hodgsoni, J. Verr. Ibid. (¢d.). 
. Pnoepyga troglodytoides, J. Verr. Ibid. (d.). 
. Merula gouldi, J. Verr. Ibid. (2d.). 
. Cholornis paradoxa, J. Verr. Ibid. (td-). 
. Suthora alphonsiana, J. Verr. Ibid. (id.). 
. Aleippe pecilotis, J. Verr. Ibid. (éd.). 

10. Pterorhinus maximus, J. Verr. Ibid. (éd.). 
11. P. lanceolatus, J. Verr. Ibid. (éd.). 
12. Tanthocincla lunulata, J. Verr. Ibid. (id.). 
13. Trochalopterum ellioti, J..Verr. Ibid. (cd.). 
14. T. blythi, J. Verr. Ibid. (id.). 
15. Abrornis acanthizoides, J. Verr. Ibid. (éd.). 
16. Siva cinereiceps, J. Verr. Ibid. (id.). 
17. S. rugicapilla, J. Verr. Ibid. (id.). 
18. S. striaticollis, J. Verr. Ibid. (id.). 
19. Minla jerdoni, J. Verr. Ibid. (éd.). 
20. Proparus swinhoii, J. Verr. Ibid. (id.). 
21. Carpodacus edwardsi, J. Verr. Ibid. (éd.). 
22. C. trifasciatus, J. Verr. Ibid. (éd.). 
23. C. vinaceus, J. Verr. Ibid. (2d.). 
24. Arundinax davidiana, J. Verr. Pekin (éd.). 

We must not pass by three other novelties, also from Moupin, 
given in Pére David’s catalogue (Nouv. Arch. vii. Bull. p.1) with MS. 
names; but until descriptions are published, by the laws of nomen- 
clature they cannot be accepted. We give their names for the sake 
of their numbers :— 

25. Phyllopneuste trinotaria, A. David, MS. 
26. Calliope pectardens, A. David, MS. 
27. Carpodacus verreauxi, A. David, MS. 

CMmMNAUR WH — 

In further studying Pére David’s catalogue, I find that 1 have 
omitted the following species, procured in China only by himself, 
from my ‘ Catalogue of the Birds of China’ :— 

28. Troglodytes nipalensis, Hodgs. Moupin. 
29. Abrornis afinis, Hodg. Ibid. 
30. Lophophanes dichrous (Hodgs.). Ibid. 
31. L. melanolophus (Vigors). Kokonor. 
32. Petrocincla erythrogastra, Vigors. Moupin. 
33. Hydrobata cashmiriensis, Gould. Ibid. 

* Larger than my Ningpo bird, and, I think, different. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XLIV. 44 
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34, Suthora conspicillata, sp. nov. Kokonor. 
35. Allotrius enobarbus (Temm.), var. pallidus. Ibid. 
36. Hesperiphona affinis (Blyth). Moupin. 
37. Carpodacus pallasi, Bp. Pekin. 
38. Pal@ornis derbianus, Gray. Moupin. 
39. Vivia innominata, Burton. Kokonor. 
40. Puffinus leucomelas,'Temm. Shantung. 

The last is added, I think, only on conjecture; but it is not 
said so, and we must admit it also. At the end of his catalogue, 
Pére David gives the distinctive characters of his Ianthocincla arte- 
misie, described before in the ‘ Ann, & Mag. of Nat. Hist.’ for April 
1871, to which reference is made, and adds three new species (and 
one variety), to wit :—Suthora conspicillata, from Kokonor ; Alcippe 
cinerea of the bird from Moupin, identified by Verreaux with A. ni- 
palensis, Hodgs.; and Paradoxernis guttaticollis of the bird from 
Moupin, considered by Verreaux to be P. favirostris, Gould. These 
make no further increase to our number ; 40 added to the 675 of my 
Catalogue, gives 715 species of birds noted from China up to the 
end of a.p. 1871. 

Chefoo, May 12, 1873. 

3. Characters of new Species of Birds discovered in New 
Guinea by Signor d’Albertis. By P. L. Scrater, 
M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., Secretary to the Society. 

[Received August 1, 1873.] 

(Plates LII.-LVII.) 

At the last meeting of this Society, I had the pleasure of exhibiting 
to the members a collection of birds made by Signor Luigi Maria 
d’Albertis, during his recent expedition into the interior of New 
Guinea, and of pointing out the characters of two new Paradise- 
birds, which formed part of it*. I have now examined the rest of 
the collection, which contains altogether seventy-nine skins belonging 
to fifty-three species, and find in it representatives of fourteen other 
species which appear to be new, and which I propose to characterize 
as follows :— 

1, EupEeTEs LevcosTICcTUs, sp. n. (Plate LII.) 

Supra saturate oleagineo-viridis, pileo cum cervice postica castaneis : 
alis nigris, harum tectricibus maculis rotundis albis ornatis ; 
secundariis autem externis dorso concoloribus: loris, regione 
oculari et striga utrinque postoculari cum mento et gula media 
nigris : plaga magna cervicali utrinque alba: cervice antica 
nigra albo punctata: ubdomine cerulescente cinereo, lateraliter 

* See above, p. 507 ef seq. 
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oleagineo perfuso: cauda nigra, rectricibus lateralibus albo late 
terminatis, medits autem omnino oleagineis dorso concoloribus : 
rostro nigro.; pedibus obscure plumbeis : iride nigra: long. tota 
7 poll. Angl., ale 3, caude 3°4, rostri a rictu 1, tarsi 1°2. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak dictos (ad Albertis). 
Obs. I have placed this well-marked species in Hupetes on account 

of its slender bill and long cuneate tail; but it is certainly not a 
very typical form of that genus, having the front slightly bristled. 
The wings are short and rounded, the sixth, seventh, and eighth 
primaries being the longest. The tail of the single skin examined is 
imperfect ; but the external rectrix is apparently about an inch 
shorter than the median pair. The acrotarsia are smooth, and the 
scutal divisions almost entirely obsolete. 

The specimen was obtained by Signor d’Albertis at Atam in 
October 1872. 

2. MoNARCHA FRATER, sp. 0. 

Cinerea; rostri ambitu nigerrimo: regione auriculari alba: alis 
caudaque nigris : ventre, crisso et subalaribus castaneis : rostro 
cineraceo, pedibus nigris: iride castanea : long. tota 6, ale 3°3, 
caud@ 2°8. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak. 
Obs. Species assimilis M. carinate ex Australia et ejusdem forme, 

sed facie angustiore nigra et ventre saturatiore castaneo diversa. 

3. LEUCOPHANTES BRACHYURUS, sp. et gen. noy. 

Leucophantes gen. nov. ex fam. Muscicapidarum, rostro ad basin 
dilatato, apice uncinato, rictu setis paucis armato: alis longius- 

Fig. 1. 

<= 
Ly 

ee 
oh 

Head, wing, and foot of Leucophantes brachyurus. 

44* 
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culis ; cauda brevi, guadrata : tarsis graciliusculis, modice elon- 

gatis. 

LEUCOPHANTES BRACHYURUS, sp. n. (Plate LIII.) 

Supra obscure schistaceus, pileo nigricante, superciliis latis et elon- 
gatis, albis : alis externe nigris, speculo alari et campterio albis : 
cauda nigricante unicolori; subtus omnino albus, mento summo 
nigro: long. tota 5, ale 2°9, caude 1°8, tarsi 0°85, rostri a 
ricta 0°95. 

Fem. mari similis. 
Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak. 

4, RECTES BENNETT], sp. n. 

Supra brunneus cineraceo undatus, subtus paulo clurior : remigibus 
et rectricibus extus pure brunneis: subalaribus et remigum mar- 
ginibus interioribus cervino-rufescentibus : rostro breviusculo, 
fortiter uncinato, laniino, nigro: rictu setoso: pedibus obscure 
plumbeis : iride castanea: long. tota 9°3, ale 4°7, caude, vix 
rotundate, 3°8, rostri a rictu 1°15. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak. 
Obs. Species ab affini R. strepitante, colove saturatiore et rostro 

laniino diversa, in honorem Georgii Bennett, hujus Societatis Socii 
et benefactoris optimi dicata. 

5. PACHYCEPHALA RUFINUCBA, Sp. 0. 

Supra olivaceo-viridis : capite cinereo, nucha rubra: subtus alba, 

lateribus fuscescenti-olivaceis ; gula flava, crisso flavicante : 

rostro et pedibus nigris : iride castanea: long. tota 7, ale 3:5, 
caude 3, tarsi 1°25, rostri a rictu 0°95. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak. 
This is a large and not very typical Pachycephala, having the bill 

much elevated and compressed. Its coloration is definite, and does 

not resemble that of any species known to me. The fourth primary 
is rather longer than the third, and longest. The tail is slightly 

rounded. The divisions of the acrotarsial scutes are nearly obsolete. 

6. PACHYCEPHALA SOROR, Sp. Nn. 

Olivacea, alis caudaque obscure fuscis olivaceo extus limbatis: 

capite nigro: subtus flava, gutture albo, torque pectorali nigro : 

rostro et pedibus nigris; iride nigra: long. tota 6°5, ale 3°7, 
caude 2°7, rostri a rictu 0°85, tarsi 0°85. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak. 
This is a typical Pachycephala, closely allied to P. melanura 

(Gould, B. Austr. vol. ii. pl. 66), but with the tail brown, bordered 

with olive-green. The black head extends over the nape and joins 

the olive-green of the back without any traces of intervening colour. 

7, CAMPEPHAGA AURULENTA, sp.n. (Plate LIV.) 

Aureo-flava, interscapulio viridescente : pileo cinereo, superciliis 

albis utringue marginato : loris et capitis lateribus cum gutture 

toto alis et cauda splendenti-nigris, alarum tectricibus majoribus 
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et scapularibus albo extus marginatis : rectricibus lateralibus 
albo terminatis: subalaribus et remigibus intus ad basin albis : 
rostro et pedibus nigerrimis: long. tota 7:5, ale 4, caud@ 3:7, 
tarsi 0°8; iride nigra. 

Hab. Papua, Sorong. 
Obs. Sp. colore corporis letissime flavo ab omnibus hujus generis 

hucusque descriptis satis diversa. 

8. CLIMACTERIS PLACENS, Sp. 0. 

Supra murino-brunneus, pilei plumis rufescentibus, scapis pallidio- 
ribus, et nigro anguste terminatis: alis nigris, fascia lata remi- 
gum basin transeunte et subalaribus ochraceo-fulvis, remigum 
apicibus et secundariis dorso proximis obscure fuscis : cauda nigra, 
cinereo terminata, rectricibus duabus mediis dorso fere concolori- 
bus : subtus dilutior, magis cinerascens, ventre toto et crisso nigro 
et ochraceo striatis ; plaga suboculari utrinque rufa: rostro 
nigro; pedibus flavicantibus ; iride nigra: long. tota 5°4, ale 
3°2, caude 2°5, tarsi 0-9, digiti post. sine ungue 0:6. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak. 
This discovery of a typical species of this Australian genus in 

New Guinea is of very great interest. Dr. Schlegel has already 
recorded the existence of Sittel/a in the same aynniry (Ned. Tijdsch. 
iv. p. 47). 

9. PriLoTIs CINEREA, sp. n. 

Fusca, alis caudaque vegetioribus ; capite toto et corpore subtus 
cinereis ; abdomine medio pallidiore: remigum et rectricum mar- 
ginibus internis rufescenti-ochraceis : rostro nigro; pedibus clare 
ciaereis : iride leie castanea: long. tota 8, ale 4:1, caude 3°9, 
tarsi 1°1, rostri a rictu 0°95. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak. 
This is a plain uniformly coloured species of Péilotis, apparently 

somewhat resembling P. unicolor, Gould. The inner margins of the 
wing- and tail-feathers are of a pale salmon-colour. The wing is 
pointed, the fourth and fifth feathers being equal and longest ; the 
first is short, reaching to a length of 2°3 in. from the bend. The 
gonys is nearly straight, the culmen much arched. The nostrils are 
lateral and linear. 

10. Pritoris MELANOPHRYS, sp. n. 

Supra fusca, alis et cauda extus flavo anguste marginatis ; pileo 
cinereo lavato : loris et lateribus capitis nigris, fascia suboculari 
flava: subius alba, pectore flavo tincto et striis longitudinalibus 
Juscis asperso : remigum et rectricum marginibus internis cum tec- 
tricibus subalaribus rufescenti-ochraceis: rostro nigro, pedibus 
albidis : iride nigra: long. tota 8°5, ale 4:3, caude@ 3:8, tarsi 1-1. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak. 
This Ptilotis belongs to the same group as P. sonorus, Gould, and 

its allied species. It may be the Ptilotis auriculata of the Leyden 
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Museum, of which, however, I believe no description has been pub- 
lished *. 

11. MELIDECTES TORQUATUS, gen. et sp. n. (Plate LV.) 

Melidectes gen. nov. ex familia Meliphagidarum : rostro elongato, 
caput @quante, tenuiusculo, parum arcuato ; naribus linearibus, 
in sulco longitudinali positis: spatio altero postoculari lato et 
altero postrictali angusto omnino nudis: cauda longa, paulum 
rotundata; tarsis modicis : alis acutis, modice elongatis. 

Corry SS 
aes 

Head and foot of Melidectes torquatus. 

MELIDECTES TORQUATUS, sp. 0. 

Supra fusca, alis caudaque extus olivaceo vix marginatis ; inter- 
scapulio nigricante, plumis albo late terminatis : pileo nigro fascia 
utringue rubra a spatio oculari nudo diviso: capitis lateribus et 
gula nigris: pectore albo, fascia lata nigra circumcincto : ventre 
albido cervino imbuto, lateraliter nigro guttato : tibiis et subala- 
ribus ochraceo-rufescentibus : rostro griseo: pedibus plumbeis : 
iride nigra: long. tota 8°5, ale 4, caude 3°6, rostri a rictu 1-2, 
tarsi 1. 

Fem. mari similis. 
Hab. Atam, apud mont. Papuanos Arfak. 
This is a conspicuous new Meliphagine form, not very far from 

Ptilotis, but distinguishable by the bareness of the sides of the face 

* T have obtained a drawing of Meliphaga auriculata of the Leyden Museum 
since this paper was read, and find it to be quite different.—P. L. 8. 

' ft MeAe, mel, et Snkrajs, mordicator. 
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and bare stripe behind the rictus. These are separated by a scanty 
line of feathers extending beneath the eye. 
A pair of these birds were obtained by Signor d’Albertis at Atam 

in October 1872. 

12. MeLipoTEes GyMNnops, gen. et sp. n. (Plate LVI.) 

Melipotes* gen. nov. ex fam. Meliphagidarum, rostro crassiusculo, 
breviore quam caput, culmine arcuato, gonyde recia; naribus 
ovalibus : regione auriculari late nuda et subtus carunculata : 
alis modicis : cauda modica paulum elongata. 

Fig. 3. 

Head, wing, and foot of Me/ipotes gymnops. 

MELIPOTES GYMNOPS, sp. 0. 

Ex cinereo niger : regione oculari late nuda et subtus in carunculam 
auricularem producta carnea: alis fuscescenti-olivaceo extus 
limbatis : tectricum alarium superiorum minorum et ventris plumis 
striis elongatis pallide cervinis scapam occupantibus et inde in 
maculas cordiformes excurrentibus ornatis : ventre imo et crisso 
cum tectricibus subalaribus et remigum limbo interiore rufescenti- 
cervinis : rostro nigro, pedibus obscure plumbeis : iride nigra : 
long. tota 9, ale 4°5, caude 4°2, tarsi 1°2, rostri a rictu 0°95. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak. 
This form of the Meliphagine family is very distinct on account of 

the denudation of the whole ocular region, which is fringed below by a 
narrow caruncle. D’Albertis’s notes do not give the colour of these 

* Mert, mel, et rérns, potator. 
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naked parts; but they are probably orange or flesh-colour. The bill 
is short and rather stout ; the nostrils are short and suboval, and 
situated in a shallow groove near the central feathers. 

13. ANGOTHELES ALBERTISI, sp. 0. 

Clare rufus, fere castaneus, pileo antico et laterali cum scapularibus 
et alarum tectricibus maculis albis rotundis nigro partim cinctis 
ornatis : subtus precipue in ventre dilutior et albo nigroque cre- 
bro variegatus : remigum et rectricum pogoniis interioribus nigris, 
exterioribus rufis, indistincte nigro transfasciatis : rectricum 
mediarum apicibus pure rufis: rictu utringue vibrissis elongatis, 
incurvis, filamentis lateralibus munitis, obsito : rostro nigro, pedi- 
bus rosaceo-albis, iride clare castanea: long. tota 7°5, ale 4°5, 
caudeé 3°8, remige quarto longissimo. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos Arfak. 
Obs. Sp. ab A. wallacii crassitie minore, pedibus debilioribus, 

rostro minus lato et colore rufo dignoscenda, et in honorem Domini 
de Albertis rerum naturalium in montibus Papuanis exploratoris 
acerrimi dicata. 

14, Pritonopus BELLUS, sp.n. (Plate LVII.) 

Clare psittaceo-viridis, maculis scapularium paucis obscure ceruleis : 
pileo superiore rosaceo-rubro : vitta semilunari pectoris supra 
flava, subtus alba: plaga in ventre medio rosaceo-rubra ; ventre 
imo, crisso et tibiis flavo mixtis : remigibus et rectricibus interne 
schistaceis, harum vitta apicali dilutiore: rostro flavo: pedibus 
obscure rubris : iride flava: long. tota 9, ale 5°2, caude 3°3. 

Hab. Atam, apud montes Papuanos. 
This fine Pigeon belongs to the group of P. rivolii, P. prasinor- 

rhous and its allies. It seems to resemble P. speciosus of Schlegel 
(Ned. Tijdschr. iv. p. 23) in having the upper part of the thoracic band 
yellow, but differs much from that species in having the whole crown 
of the head of a fine rosy red, like the patch in the middle of the 
abdomen. 

I conclude these descriptions with a complete list of the species 
in Signor d’Albertis’s present collection, with the localities at which 
they were obtained. 

I. PAasseres. 

. Eupetes caerulescens, Temm. Andai. 
leucostictus, sp.n. Atam. 

. Melampitta lugubris, Schl. Atam. 

. Rhipidura gularis, Mull. et Sch). Kulokadi. 
hyperythra, G. R. Gray. Atam. 

- Monarcha frater, sp. n. Atam. 
. Peltops blainvillii, Garn. Sorong. 
. Todopsis cyanocephala, Q. et G. Ramoi. 
. Leucophantes brachyurus, sp. et gen. nov. Atam. 
. Rectes cirrhocephalus, Less. Kapaur. 

dichrous, Bp. Atam. at 
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12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 

37. 

38. 
39. 

40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 

48. 
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Rectes bennetti, sp.n. Atam. 
Pachycephala schlegeli, Rosenb. Atam. 

rufinucha, sp. n. <Atam. 
soror, sp. n. Atam. 
(Q sp. ign.). Atam. 

Campephaga strenua, Schl. Atam. 
boyert (Puch.). Andai. 
aurulenta, sp.n. Sorong. 

Climacteris placens, sp. n. Atam. 
fEluredus buccoides (Temm.). Sorong. 

melanotis, Gray. Atam. 
Amblyornis inornatus (Schl.). Atam. 
Chlamydodera xanthogastra (Schl.). Atam. 
Gracula anais (Less.). Sorong. 
Ptilotis cinereus, sp. n. Atam. 

melanophrys, sp. n. Sorong. 
Melidectes torquatus, sp. et gen. nov. Atam. 
Melipotes gymnops, sp. et gen. nov. Atam. 
Paradisea raggiana. Orangeri Bay. 
Lophorina atra. Atam. 
Diphyllodes speciosa. Atam. 
Parotia sexpennis. Atam. 
Epimachus maximus. Atam. 
Drepanornis albertisi. Atam. 
Seleucides alba. Sorong. 

II. CapRIMULGID2. 

Aigotheles albertisi, sp. n. Atam. 

III. AucepiInipz&. 

Syma torotoro, Less. Andai and Kapaur. 
Tanysiptera nympha, Gray. Sorong. 

IV. Psrrract. 

Opopsitta desmaresti (Garn.). _Sorong. 
~ diophthalma (Hombr. et Jacq.). Putat, near Andai, 

Eos fuscatus, Blyth. Sorong. 
Trichoglossus eyanogrammus, Wagl. Emberbaki and Andai. 

nigrogularis, G. R. Gray. Aru Islands. 
musschenbroecki, Schl. Atam. 

Charmosyna papuensis, Less. Atam. 
pulchella, G. R. Gray. Atam. 

V. CoLuMBz. 

Eutrygon* terrestris (H. & J.). Emberbaki. 

* This genus was established as Zrugon by Hombron and Jacquinot in 1846, 

a term already employed under its correct form, Zygon, as a genus of fishes. 

I therefore proposed in 1858 to change it to Hutrygon (Journ. Pr. Linn. Soe. ii. 

p. 168). 
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49. Ptilonopus bellus, sp.n. Atam. 
50. prasinorrhous, G. R. Gray. Sorong. 
51. Phlegenas rufigula, Puch. Emberbaki. 
52. Otidiphaps nobilis, Gould. Atam. 

VI. HEeRopioneEs. 

53. Butorides javanica (Horsf.). Sorong. 

4. Observations sur le Bucorax de Afrique australe (Buceros 
carunculatus cafer, Schleg.).. By J. V. Barsoza pu Bo- 
caGE, F.M.Z.S. 

[Received August 4, 1873.] 

M. Schlegel, dans son excellent catalogue des colléctions orni- 
thologiques du Musée de Leyde, admet sous les nom de B. ca- 
runculatus abyssinicus, B. carunculatus guineensis, et B. carun- 
culatus cafer trois conspécies ou races géographiques fixés du B. 
abyssinicus. 

La plupart des ornithologistes modernes, ceux surtout qui se sont 
plus particuliérement occupés de l’étude des oiseaux d’ Afrique, 
n’acceptent pas lopinion de Schlegel. Pour eux les différences de 
taille et les modifications dans la forme du casque, sur lesquelles cet 
auteur établissait les caractéres différentiels de ses trois conspécies, 
sont tout bonnement de simples variations d’fge et desexe. A peine 
si quelques ornithologistes, parmi lesquels il faut compter M. Gur- 
ney, hésitent encore 4 se prononcer sur cette question, faute de docu- 
ments décisifs. Un seul, enlevé récemment a la science, G. R. Gray, 
s’était rapproché de Vopinion de Schlegel en admettant comme 
espéce distincte le B. leadbeaterii de 1 Afrique australe, équivalent 
du B. carunculatus cafer, Schleg. 

Pour le moment la question parait done resolvé dans un sens con- 
traire au savant zoologiste de Leyde, 4 moins qu’on ne puisse pro- 
duire de nouvelles preuves en faveur de l’opinion généralement 
abandonnée. 

C’est précisément ce que je pense pouvoir faire, au moins par rap- 
port au Bucorax cafer. 

Dans ces derniers temps M. d’Anchieta, l’infatigable explorateur 
des possessions portugaises dans l Afrique occidentale, m’a envoyé 
de l’intérieur de Mossamedes une intéressante série d’individus du 
g. Bucoraz, d’aprés lesquels je pense qu’on doit conclure I’exis- 
tence d’une espéce tout-a-fait distincte du B. abyssinicus, celle 
dont Schlegel a fait une conspécies sous le nom de B. abyssinicus 
cafer. 

Six de ces individus, dont 4 males et 2 femelles, ont toute l’appa- 
rence d’adultes: leur taille, le développement du bee et du casque, 
l'ensemble de leurs caractéres extérieurs, tout semble le prouver ; 
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le septiéme individu est un jeune et probablement de la premiére 
année. 

L’adulte de cette espéce se montre a peine inférieur en taille et en 
proportions 4 l’adulte du B. abyssinicus ; c’est le résultat auquel je 
suis parvenu par comparaison directe avec deux spécimens de l’espéce 

' d’Abyssinie, provenant l’un du voyoge de Petit et Dillon, l’autre du 
voyage de Schimper. 

Les caractéres différentiels du B. cafer sont principalement fournis 
par le casque (figs. 5 et 6). Cet appendice est beaucoup moins élevé 
et d’une forme assez différente de celui du B, abyssinicus (figs. 1 et 4), 
ainsi que Schlegel a fort bien constaté: il est formé par devant, 
comprimé, 4 caréne simple et étroite. Au lien de présenter en dessus 

Fig. 1. 

Summit of easque of Buceros abyssinicus (Abyssinia). 4 natural size. 

Summit of casque of Bucorax cafer ( Mossamedes). 7 natural size. 

Summit of casque of Bucorawx guineensis, jr. (Cacheu). } natural size. 
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un bord large, aplati, sillonné dans le sens longitudinal, saillant sur 
les cotés et décrivant un segment de cercle 4 compter de son origine 
sur la base du bee, le casque du B. cafer a un bord supérieur peu 
distinct, étroit, arrondi et disposé paraliélement au bord de la man- 
dibule supérieure. 

I] faut encore ajouter que pas un seul de mes spécimens ne porte 
ala base de la mandibule supérieure la plaque d’un roux-jaunatre 
qu’on trouve toujours sur le B, abyssinicus d’ Abyssinie. 

Méme en supposant que ces individus adultes ne le sont pas 
autant que les deux spécimens d’Abyssinie avec lesquels je les ai 
comparés, il me serait impossible d’admettre qu’un casque, ayant la 
forme et les dimensions de celui du Bucorax cafer, deviendrait, 
méme au bout de longues années, le casque si caractéristique du B. 
abyssinicus. 

Fig. 5. 

Head of Bucorax cafer 9 , young. 

z ee 
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Head of Bucorax cafer 8, adult 

Fig. 7. 

Head of Bucorax guineensis young, 

Les croquis qui accompagnent cette note permettront de saisir 
plus facilement les différences que je viens de signaler. 

D’aprés les indications que me sont fournies par M. d’Anchieta, 
la région périophthalmique, le cou et la poche gutturale présentent 
une coloration jaune plus ou moins mélangée orange ou de rouge. 
L’une des femelles porte sur la poche gutturale une large tache d’un 
bleu-noir; chez deux males on remarque trés-distinctement une 
petite tache allongée d’un bleu-foneé de chaque cété du cou, au- 
dessous de langle de la mandibule inférieure. Le jeune a ces 
parties d’un jaune-rougeatre sans aucun mélange de bleu. 

Chez mes deux individus du B. abyssinicus les régions nues de la 
téte et du cou sont entitrement d’un bleu-foneé. 

Liiris du B. cafer est d’un jaune-verditre pale. 
J’ai réuni dans le tableau ci-dessous les dimensions en centimdtres 

prises sur les 7 individus du B. cafer et celles des 2 exemplaires du 
B. abyssinicus qui existent dans le Muséum de Lisbonne: Pindividu 
A, de ces derniers, provient du voyage de Petit et Dillon, Vindividu 
B du voyage de Schimper; ils ne portent pas d’indication de 
sexe, 
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Bucorax cafer. 

Hauteur Bord supérieur du casque. 
u = 2 eS 

Aile. Queue. Bec. Casque. longueur. largeur. 
3 adulte ...... 63 375 21 2:8 45 at 
Pe) igi oatiae 55 36 18 2:6 4-2, 08 
ea Pe ade 62 37 20 2°6 55 1-1 
CALF lite pe daocen 58 36 18 2:5 40 0-9 
i a ee 60 36 20 27 5-4 1-1 
SORRY Gee: 55 34. 18 26 5-0 1-0 
Oeeune es... 51 30 17 26 3°6 08 

Bucorax abyssinicus, 

Ar aca. See eaace se 58 38 23 5:2 10°5 25 
WB riideceasesecsse 56 37 19-5 46 9°8 2:3 

Relativement a la troisicme conspécies admise par Schlegel, Bu- 
ceros carunculatus guineensis, \insuffisance de matériaux ne me 
permet pas d’émettre une opinion consciencieuse. Je posséde seule- 
ment la téte d’un individu jeune, 4 région périophthalmique et cou 
bleu-noirs, qui m’a été rapporté, il y a quelques années de Cochin, 
sur le coté de Guiné. Le casque (fig. 3, p. 699, et fig. 7, p. 701) 
est fermé par devant, a caréne étroite et peu distincte, mais propor- 
tionnellement plus large que chez le B. cafer; le bord supérieur du 
casque, loin d’étre paralléle au bord de la mandibule supérieure, 
décrit une courbe dés la base, cependant beaucoup moins prononcée 
que chez les individus adultes du B. abyssinicus. Pour arriver 4 une 
opinion décisive, il faudrait pouvoir le comparer 4 un individu jeune 
du Buceros d’ Abyssinie, de provenance authentique, qui n’existe pas 
malheureusement dans les collections du Muséum de Lisbonne. 

Sans abandonner ce curieux grouppe de Calaos africains je désire 
ajouter quelques mots relativement a4 une espéce que M. Elliot vient 
de décrire sous le nom de Buceros sharpii (‘ Ibis,’ 1873, p. 177). 

Le Muséum de Lisbonne pusséde depuis quelque temps un individu 
du Gabon, dont les caractéres s’accordent parfaitement avec ceux des 
individus décrits par M. Elliot: noir a reflets verddtres, rémiges 
secondaires blanches a Vexception des 2 ou 3 dernicres, rectrices 
moyennes entiérement noires, rectrices latérales blanches avec une 
tache wrréguliére noire vers la base. Cet individu, acquis de la 
Maison Verreaux de Paris, porte sur l’étiquette, écrite de la main de 
mon ami Jules Verreaux, le nom de B. fistulator, Cassin. 

En effet la description publiée en 1859 par Cassin dans les ‘ Pro- 
ceedings de l’Ac, Sc. de Philadelphia’ convient trés-bien a cet indi- 
vidu, en méine temps qu’elle se trouve parfaitement d’accord avec 
celle du B. sharpii, publiée par M. Elliot. 

Mais il faut ne pas oublier qui Cassin avait publié dans le méme 
recueil quelques années auparavant, en 1850, une premiére descrip- 
tion du B. fistulator, qui différe considérablement de celle de 1859: 
elle s’adapte fort bien a deux autres individus d’ Afrique occidentale, 
qui se trouvent également au Muséum de Lisbonne. Outre leurs di- 
mensions, qui sont plus petites, ces individus different du premier 
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par leur systéme de coloration: Jes rémiges secondaires sont noires avec Vextrémité blanche, la queue est noire avec les rectrices latérales terminées de blanc. 
Pour moi ces deux individus appartiennent au vrai B. Jjistulator, celui décrit par Cassin en 1850, tandis que lautre individu, décrit par Cassin sous le méme nom en 1859, est d’une espéce tout-a-fait distincte, que M. Elliot a bien raison de désigner sous un nom nou- veau, celui de B. sharpii. 
Le B. casuarinus, Gray, établi seulement d’aprés une téte, doit se rapprocher beaucoup de cette dernitre espéce, si toutefois il ne lui est pas identique (vide Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 187], vol. Vili. p. 437, pl. xvii.). 

5. Note sur l’Habitat de PEuprepes coctei, Dum. et Bibr. 
By J. V. Barsoza pu Bocagz, F.M.Z.S. 

[Received September 3, 1873.] 

Duméril et Bibron publigrent en 1839 dans le 5° volume de I’Er- pétologie Générale la description d’un Scincoidien de grande taille, représenté dans les galeries du Muséum de Paris par un spécimen unique rapporté du Portugal par E. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire. Cette espéce, extrémement intéressante par sa taille énorme, par le nombre considérable des séries longitudinales d’écailles dont le trone est revétu et par d’autre particuliarités de son organisation, fut nommée par les AA. de l’Erpétologie Générale Euprepes coctei (lege coc- teauit) en V’honneur de Cocteau, si prématurément enlevé & la science. 
Duméril et Bibron ne connaissaient pas habitat de l’éspéce, mais ils la supposaient vaguement d’origine africaine. Voici comment ils s’expriment ce sujet: “La patrie de cette espéce ne nous est pas connue, mais nous la supposons originaire des cdtes d’ Afrique; le seul individu de cet Euprepes que nous ayons été dans le cas d’ob- server appartient 4 notre Musée national, ow il a été apporté de Lis- bonne, en 1809, avec d’autres objets Whistoire naturelle provenant du cabinet de cette ville’ *. 
Depuis cette Epoque jusqu’A nos jours, malgré le grand dévelop- pement qu’ont en dans ces dernitres années les voyages d’explora- tion, surtout en Afrique, lZ. coctei n’avait été retrouvé par aucun voyageur, et le spécimen du Muséum de Paris continuait 4 étre re- gardé comme la seule preuve matérielle et authentique de son existence quelque part. 
Il y a quelque temps j’avais découvert au Muséum de Lisbonne parmi d’autres reptiles provenant, comme Pexemplaire du Muséum de Paris, de l’ancien Cabinet @ Ajuda, trois spécimens dun gros Scincoidien qui, malgré leur mauvais état de conservation, ressem- 

* Vide Erpétologie Générale, y. p. 668, 
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blaient d’une manitre frappante a I’. coctei. Malheureusement 
ces individus, préparés 4 sec, ne portaient pas aucune indication 
d’aprés laquelle il me fut permis de vérifier leur provenance. Du 
reste il parait que c’était ’habitude dans l’ancien cabinet d’ Ajuda de 
faire disparaitre toute indication de ce genre, car nous n’avons pu 
la trouver dans aucun des exemplaires ayant appartenu a ses col- 
lections. 

Le facies de lespéce me faisait partager l’opinion de Dumeéril et 
Bibron quant a leur habitat, je la croyais comme eux africaine ; ce- 
pendant il me semblait peu probable qu’elle dut venir des possessions 
portugaises de Afrique continentale, et j’avais un vague espoir, 
appuyé sur des raisons qu’il serait fort long d’énumérer ici, qu’on la 
retrouverait un jour ou dans les iles de St. Thomé et du Prince ou, 
plus probablement, dans celles de l’archipel du Cap Vert. 

Quelques renseignements que j’avais regus derni¢rement d’un voy- 
ageur francais trés-instruit, M. de Cessac, au sujet de l’existence 
probable d’un dacertien de grande taille dans un ilét inhabité de ce 
dernier archipel, paraissaient apporter une nouvelle confirmation 4 ma 
maniére de voir. 

Or mes prévisions viennent en effet de se réaliser. Je viens de 
recevoir 3 spécimens vivants, deux adultes et un jeune, de I’ Euprepes 
coctei, identiques aux anciens spécimens du Cabinet d Ajuda et par- 
faitement conformes 4 la description publiée dans Tl Erpétologie 
Générale. Ces 3 individus, qui m’ont été envoyés de l’ile Saint Iago 
du Cap Vert par M. le Dr. Hopffer, Chef de service de Santé dans 
ces iles, ont été pris sur un ilot inhabité situé 4 proximité de Tile 
Saint Vincent et bien connu sous le nom de Iheo-branco (ildt- 
blanc). 

Les spécimens de l’ancienne collection du Muséum de Lisbonne 
(Cabinet d’ Ajuda) proviennent du méme endroit. Ils ont été envoyés 
en 1784 par un naturaliste portugais, J. da Silva Feijd, avec d’autres 
produits naturels. J’ai pu retrouver une liste, écrite de la main de 
Feijé, des produits naturels rassemblés par ce zélé naturaliste sur 
lV Ilheo-branco et envoyés par lui au Cabinet d Ajuda, parmi lesquels 
les spécimens du IZ. coctei se trouvent indiqués sous le nom de 
Lagartos, nom dont on se sert encore aujourd’hui pour les dé- 
signer. 

6. On some new or little-known Fishes of India. 
By Surgeon-Major F. Day. 

[Received August 5, 1873.] 

During the last six months, the following new or little-known 
Indian fishes have been personally collected. 

Whilst in South Canara I was fortunate in having the assistance 
of H. S. Thomas, Esq., the Collector of the district, who has during 
the last few years done so much for practical pisciculture. 
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CIRRHITICHTHYS BLEEKERI, Sp. nov. 

Shun-gun, Tam. 

D.;; P.8+viii, V.2. A.3. 145-46. Ltr 5, 
1 Length of head about }, of caudal {2,, height of body 1 of the 

total length. Hyes, diameter 4 of length of head, 2 of a diameter 
from the end of snout and apart. Snout pointed, whilst the length 
of the maxillary bone equals 1} diameter of the orbit. Preopercle 
very coarsely denticulated. Teeth, a transverse patch on the vomer, 
and in a narrow band on the palatines. - The largest tooth in the 
lower jaw is a posterior recurved canine; whilst the external row is 
the largest inthe maxilla. Fins: the sixth dorsal spine is the longest; 
first dorsal ray elongated: the longest of the seven free rays of the 
pectoral fin is the second, which reaches to above the anal spines ; 
the second of these last is the longest and strongest; the ventral 
fin reaches the vent; caudal emarginate. Colours rosy, with a 
large ill-defined blotch below the soft dorsal, extending half the way 
down the side; a small black dot behind the upper edge of the 
preopercle ; dorsal, caudal, and anal fins all more or less banded ; 
soft dorsal darker than its spinous portion. 

Hab. Madras, where I obtained two specimens, and a third exists 
in the Museum. All are about 4 inches inlength. 

This species appears to be very similar to Cirrhites punctatus, 
Cuv. & Val., which species, however, has no palatine teeth. In 
volume iii. of the ‘Histoire Naturelle des Poissons,’ p. 67, it is ob- 
served of the genus Cirrhites, “ Leur vomer porte des dents en 
velours, mais il n’y en a point A leurs palatins,”’ whilst Cirrhites 
punctatus forms the second species of the genus (p. 70). 

As I have some observations to make upon the mode of hatching 
the ova in the genera Arius and Osteogeniosus, it will be necessary 
to mention that the Macrones gulio, Ham. Buch., was in full breed- 
ing condition in April. At this period fishes of the two former genera 
were also breeding ; but although they apparently selected much the 
same localities, the process differed very considerably. The M. gulio 
breeds within tidal influence ; but its eggs are small, and laid in large 
numbers at one time, as in the other species of the same genus 
which breed in the fresh waters. 

On my arrival at Mangalore, Mr. Thomas showed me some eggs 
of siluroid fishes, averaging about } an inch in diameter, and in- 
formed me that they had been obtained out of the mouths of living 
ones. Wishing to ascertain how long incubation, if I may use the 
term, lasted, he placed some of the adults in a suitable place by the 
edge of the estuary. Unfortunately some natives became aware of 
the experiment and carried off the fish. 
When fishing at Cassegode, upwards of a hundred specimens of 

various species of Arius and of Osteogeniosus militaris were cap- 
tured. Amongst the specinens were siluroid eggs in the bottom of 
the boats and in the fish-baskets; these averaged 2 an inch in 

Proc. Zoo. Soc.—1873, No. XLV. 45 
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diameter. Inside the mouths of several of the males of the Arius 
subrostratus, C. & V., A. gagora, H. B., A. sumatranus, Bennett, 
and Osteogeniosus militaris, Linn., were from 15 to 20 eggs; and it 
was evidently some of these which had been dropped into the boats 
and baskets. 

On examining the eggs, some were in an early stage of development, 
whilst in others the eyes of the embryo were very distinct, even the 
young could be perceived moving about. In the mouth of one of 
these fishes was a hatched fry, with the yolk-bag still adherent ; and 
on cutting open other eggs it became evident that in a very short 
time the little ones would have emerged. These eggs filled the ca- 
vity of the mouth, and extended down as far as the branchie. 

On dissecting a number of these specimens, there was an entire 
absence of food in the intestinal canal. The fishermen asserted that 
these adult fishes, which averaged about 11 or 12 inches in length, 
invariably carried about the eggs in their mouths until they were 
hatched. Every one of these were males; and the proportion cap- 
tured was five to every female *, 

Next, the females came under examination. On tracing up the 
ovisacs it appeared that very large numbers of eggs existed in them, 
but not all of the same size. On the part furthest removed from 
the outlet the eggs were of full size, and about 50 in number, whilst 
other batches of much smaller size existed, evidently to take the 
place in due time of the larger ones when they had been deposited. 

The full-sized eggs were each attached to the inside of the ovisac 
by a pedicle of varying length, distinctly supplied with blood-vessels 
of a considerable size. No cicatrices could be detected showing that 
any eggs had burst into the cavity of the abdomen; and it would 
appear probable that they are extruded in the usual way, which idea 
is strengthened by the peculiar formation of the ventral fins. 

On looking at the conformation of the ventral fins of the males 
and the females, one is at once struck at the difference which exists 
in the two sexest. The ventrals in the males are not enlarged ; but 
they are very considerably so in the females, reaching well over some 
of the first of the anal rays. They are also thickened by a deposit 
of fat, whilst the innermost ray has a large pad of fatty matter at- 
tached to its posterior margin. These fins can be expanded into a 
cup-like surface, the use of which is probably to receive the eggs as 
extruded. 

Perhaps the eggs as laid in batches are received into this recep- 
tacle formed by the ventral and anal fins, and may be here vivified 
by the male, who then removes them in his mouth, where they re- 
main until hatched. Although the males at this interesting period 
appear to fast, the females do not do so, their intestines being found 
to be replete with food, doubtless a necessity for the due production 
of their eggs. 

* This is curious, as differing in the usual proportion of the sexes. In the 
Clupea palasah, C. & V., 1 found just the reverse obtained. 

+ The comparative length of ventral fins in fishes of the above genera is not 
any guide to species, but merely to sexes. 
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In the extensive genus Barbus I have obtained some species which 
are apparently new, whilst a few addenda have to be made to some 
previous descriptions. 

Barsus (BARBODES) THOMASSI, Sp. Nov. * 

Beit.) D.¢. P.17. V.10. A.f C.19. L131. L.treg. 
Length of head from 52 to ;2;, of caudal 2, height of body 7 of 

the total length. yes, diameter j to 2 of the length of head, 13 to 
2 diameters from the end of srout and apart in the adult. Body 
not much elevated. Interorbital space somewhat convex. Mouth 
narrow, horseshoe-shaped. No labial fold across the lower jaw, 
nor pores on the snout. Barbels thin, the rostral shorter than the 
maxillary, which last, however, do not equal one diameter of the 
orbit in length. ns: the dorsal with its upper edge very concave, 
its anterior rays being slightly higher than the body below them, its 
last undivided ray smooth, weak, and articulated; ventral arises 
under the anterior third of the dorsal; anal, when laid flat, just 
reaches the caudal, which latter is deeply forked, and its upper lobe 
the longer. Lateral line forms a concavity from its commencement 
to opposite the posterior end of the base of the dorsal fin, where it 
becomes straight ; 24 rows of scales exist between it and the base of 
the ventral fin. Colours silvery, shot with red; dorsal and caudal 
fins of a rich lake-colour, the last being externally edged with black ; 
pectorals, ventrals, and anal stained with greyish black. 

Hab. South Canara. When with Mr. H.S. Thomas we obtained 
eight specimens up to 18 inches in length; but the fish is said to 
attain to a much larger size. I have named it after my fellow worker 
in the Indian fisheries. 

Barsus (Barsopes) curmuca, H. Buch. 

Pei wie. Pas Vek =e. C20.) Talal “Lot: 

Length of head nearly j (,%;), of caudal 2, height of body ,3, of 
the total length. Hyes rather high up ; diameter nearly 7 of length 
of head, 2 diameters from end of snout, and 13 apart. Body some- 
what compressed, the dorsal profile rather elevated ; head compressed, 
snout conical. Upper jaw the longer; mouth narrow and horseshoe- 
shaped ; the posterior extremity of the maxilla reaches two-thirds of 
the distance to below the anterior edge of the orbit. Bardels: there 
are two pairs on the maxilla, none on the snout; the lower maxillary 
ones equal the length of the orbit, but the upper pair are much 
shorter. Fins: the dorsal commences nearer the snout than the base 
of the caudal ; its last undivided ray is narrow, weak, and articulated 
in its superior half, whilst the upper edge of the fin is concave. 
The ventral arises under the middle of the dorsal; the pectoral 
reaches it ; the anal, when laid flat, extends to the base of the caudal, . 
which is deeply forked. Lateral line: 33 rows of scales between it 
and the base of the ventral. Colours silvery ; in young specimens 
the anal is black in its last fourth. 

45* 
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Hab. Very common in South Canara. It is the only species of 
Barbus 1 have met with in India in which both pairs of barbels are 
on the maxilla. 

Barsus (BARBODES) LITHOPIDOS, sp. nov. 

Batic! D2) BVO, OAS GS ei ie 9 6 62 

Length of head -2,, of caudal 2, height of body nearly 4 of the 
total length. yes, diameter + of length of head, 13 diameter 
from end of snout, and 2 apart. Interorbital space somewhat con- 
vex. Dorsal and abdominal profiles but slightly and evenly convex. 
Upper jaw a little the longer; mouth somewhat narrow and horse- 
shoe-shaped ; the posterior extremity of the maxilla reaches two- 
thirds of the distance to below the anterior edge of the orbit. Bar- 
bels thin, and about as long as the orbit. Fins: upper edge of the 
dorsal fin deeply concave, the few anterior rays being much elevated 
and as high as the depth of the body below them ; the fin commences 
midway between the snout and the base of the caudal fin, which is 
deeply forked. ‘The last undivided dorsal ray is weak and articu- 
lated. Ventral arises under the middle of the dorsal; the pectoral 
does not extend so far as the ventral; the anal, when laid fiat, 
reaches the base of the caudal. Lateral line: 34 to 4 rows of scales 
between it and the base of the ventral fin. Colours slaty, as are all 
the fins, more especially the caudal, the outer rays of which are 
whitish. 

Hab. South Canara. 

TIncA vuLGaRIs, Cuv. 

Some years since a few of these fish were introduced into the 
waters of the Neilgherry hills by Mr. MacIvor. I obtained a few 
specimens of the young; and all had their caudal fins forked, as shown 
in Cuv. & Val. xvi. pl. 484. I mention this, as it has been stated 
(Fish. B. M_) of this fish that it has “all the fins rounded,” and of 
Cyprinus perenurus, Pall., that, “having the caudal fin forked, it 
cannot be referred to Tinca”’ (vil. p. 265). 

CHELA BOOPIS, sp. nov. 

B. iii, D.2. P.15. V.8. Ag. C.19. L.1 37. Ltr. & 
Length of head -7;, of caudal and pectoral each 2, height of body 

1 of the total length. Eyes, diameter 3 of length of head, 7 of a 
diameter from end of snout and 4 a diameter apart. Cleft of mouth 
reaching to below the anterior edge of the orbit. Suborbital ring of 
bones broad, nearly covering the cheek, the third being slightly 
wider than the preorbital. The median edge anterior to the 
pectorals is not supported by the dilated bones of the forearm, 
whilst that portion is smooth. Fins: dorsal situated at the com- 
mencement of the last third of the body from the snout to the 
base of the caudal fin; it extends to over the commencement of 
the anal; dorsal and anal highest anteriorly ; caudal deeply lobed, 
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the lower the longer. Lateral line descends gently for nine scales. 
Colours silvery, with a lateral band; dorsal, anal, and caudal tipped 
with black. 

Hab. South Canara, attaining 5 inches in length. 
This species differs from C. argentea in having fewer scales, a 

larger eye, and a mouth less deeply cleft. 

Whilst in Bombay I obtained a fine specimen of the following 
apparently new species of Hemiramphus :— 

HEMIRAMPHUS CIRRHATUS, Sp. nov. 

D.14(3). A-12(). L142. L. tr. f. 
1 Length of head 2, of beak (beyond the upper jaw) nearly 3, of 

height of body 2; of the total length. Hyes equal 5 of the length 
of the postorbital part of the head, and 17 diameter apart. Upper 
surface of intermaxillary scaled ; it is 4 broader at its base than it is 
long. Preorbital rather higher than long; beak wide; all the fringes 
moderately developed and of a black colour. Barédels, one at either 
posterior nostril, 3 as long as the orbit. ins: pectoral pointed, 
rather longer than the head without the snout; the ventral com- 
mences in the posterior 3 of the distance between the anterior end of 
the snout and the base of the caudal, which last is rounded or very 
slightly emarginate; anal with a very short base, commencing 
slightly behind the origin of the dorsal, but its length is not 3 of 
that of the base of the latter fin; anal much highest anteriorly. 
Scales over the upper surface of the head, suborbitals, and opercles, 
none on the vertical fins. Colours silvery a very narrow median 
silvery line exists, but under the dorsal becomes 3 as wide as a scale. 
Upper half of dorsal black. 

Hab. Bombay. 

Before completing this paper I propose offering a few remarks 
upon two animals inimical to fish, viz. the Crocodilus palustris and 
the Lutra nair. 

The common Marsh-Crocodile, or C. palustris, Less., is stated to 
be less migratory than the C. porosus, Schn. ; but in Canara it ap- 
peared to be as common in the vicinity of the sea as I have perceived 
it to be in the upper portions of the Ganges, Jumna, and Indus. 
In South Canara it is asserted to attain to 16, in Northern India 12, 
whilst in Ceylon 13 feet in length is its full size. The largest we 
obtained was scarcely 9 feet in length. Whilst netting a piece of 
water near the sea, one of these reptiles came to the surface with a 
large fish crosswise in its jaws ; this it distinctly bit across and then 
swallowed. 

These crocodiles are reputed by the natives to eat their own 
young should they not disperse to find other feeding-grounds when 
old enough to capture food for themselves. All we could obtain, 
except the very young ones, we opened for the purpose of ascertain- 
ing what description of food had been taken. All had stones inside 
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their stomachs, perhaps swallowed whilst seizing their prey; but 
against such a theory is the fact that the same substances are found 
inside the true fish-eating Crocodile (Gavialis gangeticus, Gm.), 
which frequents the Indus, Jumna, Ganges, Brahmaputra, Maha- 
nuddi, and their affluents, and captures its prey whilst swimming. 
Besides stones, portions of crabs and water-beetles (Dytiscus) were 
found in every one. Many had the abdominal scales of snakes; and 
in one was the decomposed body of an entire otter, im another a 
water-rat, and in a third some of the roots of the mangrove-bush. 
Elsewhere tortoises and turtles are preyed upon by them. 

Mr. Thomas had some otters (Lutra nair) of various sizes, which 
he had raised from babyhood in order to ascertain what their usual 
food is. When very young each consumed about one hundred frogs 
(Rana cyanophlyctis, Schn.) daily. But in April when I saw them, 
and they were about two-thirds grown, these small frogs were more 
difficult to procure, and they were having six to eight large bull-frogs 
(Rana tigrina, Daud.) daily. This king amongst the frogs does not 
hesitate in eating those of the smaller species. The otters, irrespec- 
tive of the food found them, hunted about the garden for whatever 

they could find. 
They evidently looked very suspiciously at the poultry, and when 

older would, I suspect, help themselves to their feathered companions. 
One day we placed a live rat in a room and brought the otters; 
but although they ran up to it, they did not attempt to do it any 
injury. 
"Sgr of these otters were brought up from their earliest days on 

rice and vegetables, others on animal food ; but the dispositions of all 
appeared to be the same. If they were interfered with in the 
slightest degree they at once rushed at the person whose interference 
they objected to. Blows had to be severe to keep them in order, 
but by degrees they seemed to acquire a wholesome dread of a thick 
stick. 

These otters, then, are not wholly disadvantageous to fisheries in 
India, as one of the greatest enemies to the ova is to be found in the 
frogs, and these they devour, to a great extent at least, when in 
confinement. In places where fish are very scarce, as on the Neil- 
gherries, frogs, snails, and such like food appear to form their usual 
diet. 

7. On a Collection of Birds from Mombas in Eastern Africa. 
By R. Bowpizr Suarez, F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c., Senior 

Assistant, Zoological Department, British Museum. 

[Received September 9, 1873.] 

(Plate LVITI.) 

For the opportunity of examining this collection I am again 
indebted to my friend Mr. Ward, of Halifax, to whom once more I 
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have the pleasure of offering my best thanks for the assistance he is 
continually rendering to the Museum and to ornithology generally. 
The gentleman who has formed the present collection is the Rev. 

» Thomas Wakefield, who may well be congratulated on the success of 
this his first undertaking in the cause of ornithological science ; for, 
although chiefly devoting himself to collecting insects, he has found 
time to form a collection of birds with no inconsiderable result. 
The number of novelties and rarities is not large; but at the same 
time the situation of Mombas and the period of the year (January 
and February) when the birds were collected have shown the route 
by which some of our European birds proceed on their way to their 
winter home in South Africa. It would not be fair at present to 
draw conclusions as to the avifauna of Mombas and its affinities; but 
the locality shows a mixture of Cape and North-east African forms ; 
and I therefore trust that this is by no means the first collection of 
birds which we shall receive from this very interesting place. 

The excellent work of Drs. Finsch and Hartlaub on the birds of 
Eastern Africa has been my chief guide in the determination of the 
species. 

1, ASTURINULA MONOGRAMMICA (Temm.); Finsch u. Hartl. 
Vo6g. Ostafr. p. 59. 

Mombas is a new locality for this Hawk, although it has been 
found to the north and south of it. A specimen in Captain Shelley’s 
collection from the Zambesi, however, is Asturinula meridionalis. 

2. Pa@ocrPHa.us FuscicapiLyus (Verr. et Des Murs). 

Pionias fuscicapillus, Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 499, 
tab, vii. 

Three specimens. Already obtained at Mombas by Von der 
Decken. 

3. CoccystEes saconinus(Bodd.); Sharpe, P.Z.S. 1873, p. 597. 

The occurrence of this species is of interest as showing that it 
extends along the east coast of Africa; but it is not yet known 
whether it is a migrant from north to south. 

4, InpicaTor Masor, Steph. ; Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 14. 
Two specimens, one adult and one young. This species appears 

to be altogether new to the avifauna of Hastern Africa. 

5. PoGonoruyNncuHus ToRQUATUS (Dumont); Finsch u. Hartl. 
Vog. Ostafr. p. 503 ; Marsh. Monogr. Capit. pl. x. 

Three specimens of this bird, differing from South-African examples 
in their smaller size and in the greater extent of black on the breast 
and hind neck. 

6. Picus HARTLAUBI (Malh.); Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostaf. 
p- 512. 

One specimen. This Woodpecker has not previously been recorded 
northwards of Zanzibar. 
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7. Coractas GARRULA, L.; Sharpe, Ibis, 1871, p. 189. 

This species has not been met with before between the Somali 
coast and Natal. Its appearance at Mombas in the winter season, . 
when alone the bird visits Africa, furnishes us with the information 
as to the route by which the last-named locality is reached. 

8. Coracias caupata, L.; Sharpe, Ibis, 1871, p. 194. 

This species seems to range over the whole of Eastern Africa. A 
list of the exact localities inhabited by the species is given in my 
paper (/.c.). 

9. Eurystomus aFrer (Lath.) ; Sharpe, Ibis, 1871, p. 275. 

New to the locality. 

10. Merors pustiius (Mill.) ; Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 4. 

M. minutus, Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 188. 

Already obtained at Mombas by Von der Decken. 

11. Merors avpicoutus, V.; Finsch u. Hartl. Vég. Ostafr. 
p. 185. 

Widely spread in North-eastern and Western Africa, but not 
occurring in the south. Mr. Wakefield sends several specimens, 
showing that it is not uncommon at Mombas; and Von der Decken 
procured it at Zanzibar. 

12. IRRIsoR ERYTHRORUYNCHUS (Lath.); Finsch u. Hartl. 
Vog. Ostafr. p. 202. 

Recorded for the first time from Mombas, but known from 
Zanzibar and Somali Land. 

13. Hatcyon sEMICHRULEA (Forst.); Sharpe, Monogr. Alced. 
pl. 64. 

New to Eastern Africa, but not rare in the north-eastern portion 
of the continent. 

14. HaLcyon CHELICUTENSIs (Stanl.); Sharpe, Monogr. Alced. 
pl. 67. 

Several specimens of this little Kingfisher. 

15. Pycnonotus niericans(V.); Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. 
p- 297. 

One specimen. 

16. ANDROPADUS FLAVESCENS, Hartl.; Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. 
Ostafr. p. 295, tab. ni. fig. 1. 

One specimen. Procured at Mombas by Von der Decken also. 

17. DRyMa@cA IsopAcTyLA (Peters); Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. 
Ostafr. p. 236. 

One specimen, agreeing best with the measurements and descrip- 
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tion of this species. The determination of an African Drymeca is 
now-a-days no easy matter, notwithstanding the excellent descriptions 
of Dr. von Heuglin and the authors of the “ Végel Ostafrika’s.”’ 
A synoptic table would be a great boon; but the desiderata in 
the ‘ Hand-list’ are too great to allow of my attempting one at 
present. 

18. Necrarinia couuaris (V.); Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. 
p. 223. 
A female specimen of this little Sunbird, already sent from 

Mombas by Von der Decken. 

19. NecrariniA JARDINE, Verr.; Finsch u. Hartl. Vég. Ostafr. 
p. 218. 

A specimen in moult, but apparently referable to this Sunbird, 
which has already been noted from Mombas. 

20. NecraRINIA GuTTURALIS (L.); Finsch u. Hartl. Vég. 
Ostafr. p. 216. 

Two adults of this Sunbird, already obtained at Mombas by Von 
der Decken. ‘ 

21. Hrrunpo puexia, Temm.; Sharpe, P. Z. 8. 1870, p. 319. 

One specimen: new to the locality. 

22. Hirunpo monteirt, Hartl.; Sharpe, P. Z. S. 1870, p. 316. 

One specimen. Mombas is by far the most northerly point from 
which this species has yet been obtained. 

23. Muscicara Grisoxa (L.); Finsch u. Hartl. Vig. Ostafr. 
p. 300. 

One specimen. Von der Decken also procured it at Zanzibar. 

24. Batis SENEGALENSIS (L.); Sharpe, Ibis, 1873, p. 163. 

One specimen with the head black, apparently confirming my 
suggestion as to this species having a more southern range than B. 
orientalis. 

25. BRADYORNIS SUBALARIS, Sp. n. (Plate LVIII. fig. 1.) 

Above ashy brown, with somewhat of a greyish shade, with faint 
indications of dark brown centres to the feathers of the crown and 
back, more particularly the former; wing-coverts ashy brown, with 
light fulvous-brown edgings ; quills brown, the primaries narrowly 
margined with rufous brown, the secondaries margined and tipped 
with whitey brown, the primaries clearly rufescent at base of outer 
margin ; tail ashy brown, margined and tipped with pale fulvous ; 
ear-coverts pale brown, with very narrow white shaft-lines ; lores, 
feathers round the eye, and cheeks buffy white, shaded with brown ; 
throat and under surface of body buffy white, the sides of the body, 
thighs, and under tail-coverts, as well as the inner lining of the 
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primaries fawn-colour; bill and feet blackish. Total length 6:3 
inches, culmen 0°58, wing 3°25, tail 2°8, tarsus 0°85. 

One specimen of a Bradyornis, which I am unable to refer to any 
known species. It is allied to B. pallidus, Mill., but is smaller, 
darker, and above all distinguished by its dark fawn-coloured under 
wing-coverts. 

26. Dicrurus pivaricatus, Licht.; Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. 
Ostafr. p. 323. 

Two specimens. Von der Decken also procured the species at 
Mombas. 

27. TELEPHONUS ERYTHROPTERUS (Shaw); Finsch u. Hartl. 
Vog. Ostafr. p. 336. 

Two specimens. Already known from the locality. 

28. Dryoscopus cuBLa (Shaw). 

Laniarius cubla, Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 345. 

This species has been recorded from Mosambique and Zanzibar. 
Mr. Wakefield sends one specimen from Mombas. 

29. Dryoscopus sALIM& (Hartl. & Finsch). 

Laniarius salime, Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 349, tab. v. 
fig. 3. 

One specimen. 

30. Prionors GRACULINUS, Cab.; Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. 
p. 368. 

One specimen of this Shrike, first discovered by Von der Decken 
in the same locality. 

31. Orroius GALBULA, L.; Sharpe, Ibis, 1870, p. 215. 

The occurrence of this species at Mombas indicates the route by 
which the Golden Oriole arrives in South Africa. It is new to the 
avifauna of Eastern Africa. 

32. OrroLus LARVATUS, Licht.; Sharpe, Ibis, 1870, p. 223. 

One young specimen, apparently of the large form. 

33. Coxrus Leucotis, Ripp.; Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. 
p- 472. 

One specimen of the White-eared Coly, which seems to range 
along the east coast of Africa as far as Zanzibar. 

34, PHOLIDAUGES VERREAUXI, Bocage, in Finsch u. Hart]. Vég. 
Ostafr. Nachtr. p. 867. 

The occurrence of this species so far north is of the highest 
interest. The bird noticed by Captain Sperling at Mosambique 
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must also belong to the southern form, and not to the true P. leu- 
cogaster. 

35. SPERMESTES CUCULLATA, Sw.; Finschu. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. 
p. 436. 

Procured also at Mombas by Von der Decken. 

36. CrITHAGRA CHRysoPGyA, Sw.; Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 67. 
One specimen. 

37. PYRENESTES ALBIFRONS (Vig.). 
Coryphegnathus albifrons, Heugl. Orn. N. O. Afr. p. 591. 
To this species I refer a young bird in the present collection ; but 

it is small and dark-coloured compared with South-African examples. 

38. EUPLECTES NIGRIVENTRIS, Cass. 

Pyromelana nigriventris, Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 415. 
One example. Already obtained by Von der Decken at Mombas. 

39. HypHanrTorNIS NIGRICEPS, Layard; Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. 
Ostafr. p. 392. 

An adult. Known already from Mosambique. 

40. HypHantornis ocunarius (Sm.); Finsch u. Hartl. Vég. 
Ostafr. p. 397. 

One specimen. Messrs. Finsch and Hartlaub do not separate the 
West-African H. brachypterus; but this appears to me to be gene- 
rally smaller, and to have the back dull olive-green instead of the 
bright yellowish green of the eastern bird. The latter has not 
before occurred above Mosambique. 

41. SycoproTus KERSTENI, Finsch u. Hartl. Vég. Ostafr. 
p- 404, tab. vi. 

One example of this recently described Weaverbird, previously 
known from Zanzibar, but stated by M. Jules Verreaux to occur also 
in Senegal. 

42. TRERON eee. sp.n. (Plate LVIII. fig. 2.) 
Closely allied to 7. calva of Western Africa, but distinguished by 

its green tail; in other respects very similar. The same character 
separates it from 7’. australis (cf. Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. 
p- 535, note). From T. delalandii it is easily known by its bright 
yellowish-green head and under surface. 

Total length 9-6 inches, culmen 1°8, wing 5°65, tail 3-1, tarsus 0°85. 

43. TurrurR semirorquatus, Riipp.; Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. 
Ostafr. p. 541. 

One specimen. Obtained by Dr. Kirk in Zanzibar. 

44, TuRTUR ALBIVENTRIS, Gray ; Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. 
p-. 546. 

One specimen. 
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45. CHatcorenia aFra (L.); Finsch u. Hartl. Vég. Ostafr. 

p- 554. 
Mr. Wakefield sends one specimen of this Dove, previously pro- 

cured at Mombas by Von der Decken. 

46. Gina cavensis (L.); Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 997. 

Of universal occurrence along the entire east coast of Africa. 

8. On a Collection of Birds from the River Congo. By R. 

Bowp er Suaree, F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c., Senior Assistant, 

Zoological Department, British Museum. 

[Received September 9, 1873. 

Captain Sperling, who procured the new Goatsucker described by 

me (anted, p. 626), presented me at the same time with a small col- 

lection of carbolized birds, which I have had made into skins and 

added to the Museum. We know s0 little of the ornithology of the 

Congo district that it seems desirable to place this collection on 

record in the interests of geographical science. The only informa- 

tion that I am aware of on the ornithology of the river Congo is 

that given in the appendix to Tuckey’s ‘ Voyage’*; and as at that 

time the describer had not the advantage of Dr. Hartlaub’s excellent 

‘Ornithologie Westafrika’s,’ it cannot be wondered at that the birds 

are not very satisfactorily determined; nor do all the specimens 

now exist (if, indeed, they ever did) in the Museum galleries. The 

nomenclature adopted is that of my ‘ Catalogue,’ unless otherwise 

stated. 

MACRODIPTERYX SPERLINGI, Sharpe, anééa, p. 626. 

CAPRIMULGUS RUFIGENIS, Sm. ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 1. 

One specimen, apparently belonging to this species. 

Merops pusixuvus (Miill.) ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 4. 

‘Shot at Kabinda in August.”—R. M. S. 

Eurystomus AFER (Lath.); Sharpe, Ibis, 1871, p. 274. 

One specimen. Known from Gaboon and from Angola; so that 

its occurrence on the Congo is not surprising. 

Hatcyon CHELICUTENSIS (Stanl.) ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 8. 

Two specimens. 

Haucyon SENEGALENSIS (L.); Sharpe, Cat. p. 8. 

“ Kabinda, August.”—R. M. 8. 

DENDROPICUS CARDINALIS (Gm.); Sharpe, Cat. p. 18. 

A pair of birds, male and female. 

* Tuckey, Capt.J.K. ‘Narrative of an Expedition to Explore the River Zaire, 

usually called the Congo, in South Africa in 1816’ (4to, 1818). 
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DENDROPICUS IMMACULATUS, Sw. ; Hartl. Orn. Westafr. p. 180. 

One specimen. The exact habitat of this species was not before 
known. 

PycNnonotvus TRICOLOR (Hartl.) ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 23. 

One specimen. 

CossyPHA HEUGLINI, Hartl.; Sharpe, Cat. p. 20. 

One specimen. 

NECTARINIA FULIGINOSA (Shaw) ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 39. 

Two specimens. ‘“ Kabinda, August 1872.”—R. M. S. 

NECTARINIA CHALCEA, Hartl. Ibis, 1862, p. 341. 

* Kabinda, August 1872.”—R. M. S. 

NECTARINIA JARDINEI, Verr. ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 38. 

Two specimeus. 

NECTARINIA SuBCOLLARIS, Reich. ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 41. 

A female specimen. 

TrRPSIPHONE MELAMPYRA (Verr.) ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 44. 

*« Kabinda, August 1872.’’—R. M. 8. 

TELEPHONUS ERYTHROPTERUS (Shaw) ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 51. 
* Kabinda, August 1872.’’—R. M. S. 

Lanivus smirutut, Fras. ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 50. 

Two specimens. ‘“ Kabinda, August 1872.”—R. M.S. 

Couius nicricotuis, V.; Gray, Hand-l. B. i. p. 124. 

Several examples. 

Hypuantornis cincTa (Cass.); Sharpe, Cat. Afr. B. p. 59. 

One specimen in full plumage. 

HypHANTORNIS XANTHOPS, Hartl. Ibis, 1862, p. 342. 

Two specimens. ‘ Kabinda, August 1872.”—R. M. S. 

EsTrELDA CYANOGASTRA (Daud.); Sharpe, Cat. p. 65. 

One specimen. 

SPERMESTES CUCULLATA, Sw. ; Sharpe, Cat. p. 64. 

“Kabinda, August 1872.”—R. M. 8. 

CrirHaGRraA CAprsTRata, Finsch, in Finsch u. Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. 
p- 458. 

Described by Dr. Finsch from a specimen collected by Welwitsch 

at Galungo Alto. It is closely allied to C. scotops, but distinguished 

principally by its yellow under surface, which has no stripes or 

greenish shade. 
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9. Descriptions of twelve new Species of Shells. 
By G. B. Sowrrsy, Jun. 

[Received September 15, 1873. ] 

(Plate LIX.) 

1. CycLosToMA BALTEATUM, sp. nov. (Plate LIX. fig. 1.) 

C. testa globuso-conica, modice umbilicata, griseo-alba, ferru- 

gineo tincta, purpureo-fusco spiraliter lineata et infra periphe- 

riam unizonata; anfractibus subrotundatis, undique decus- 

satim striatis, spiraliter superne et inferne liratis ; apertura 

circulari, intus fusco fasciata ; labro albicante, latere externo 

via expanso, latere ventrali tenuiter expanso ; operculo calcareo 
spirali, planulato, anfractibus tribus. 

Hab. Madagascar. 
A globosely conical shell, moderately umbilicated, greyish white, 

tinged with rust-brown, spirally banded with purplish-brown lines, 

and a brown zone just below the middle of the last whorl ; whorls 

somewhat rounded, decussately striated throughout, above and below 

spirally corded ; aperture circular, interior showing the brown bands ; 

lip whitish, the outer side scarcely expanded; ventral side broad 

and thin. 

2. CYCLOSTOMA FILO-STRIATUM, sp.nov. (Plate LIX. fig. 2.) 

C. testa globoso-conica, solidiuscula, modice umbilicata, albida, 

ferrugineo tincta, castaneo spiraliter zonata; anfractibus 

rotundatis, malleatis, spiraliter obsolete liratis, concentrice 

conspicue filo striatis, striis ad suturas subplicatis ; apertura 

oblique circulari, intus castaneo-fusca; labro albo rotunde 

reflexo. 
Hab. Madagascar. 
A globosely conical shell, rather solid, moderately umbilicated, 

rusty white, banded with chestnut-brown zones; whorls rounded, 

with a malleated surface, spirally obsoletely ridged, concentrically 

conspicuously thread-striated, the strise somewhat puckered at the 

sutures; aperture rather oblique, interior dark brown; lip white, 

rounded. 
Obs. Of much the same form and general appearance as the pre- 

ceding, but with obvious differences, being a shell of more solid 

growth, with a thickened rouydly reflexed lip; in sculpture, the 

concentric thread-like strize taking the place of the spiial ridges, 
which are predominant in C. balteatum. 

3. CYCLOSTOMA CONSANGUINEUM, sp.nov. (Plate LIX. fig. 3.) 

C. testa depresse turbinata, ample umbilicata, griseo-albida, pur- 

pureo-griseo spiraliter fasciata, et infra peripheriam purpureo 

fusco unizonata, transverse luteo flammea ; spira subacuta ; 

anfractibus rotundatis, concentrice subtiliter striatis, spiraliter 
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supra peripheriam lirato-striatis ; umbilico valide lirato; aper- 
tura oblique circulari, intus atro-fusca, labro reflexo. 

Hab. Madagascar. 
A depressedly turbinated shell, widely umbilicated, greyish white, 

spirally banded with purplish brown, transversely streaked with pale 
yellow; spire rather acute; whorls rounded, concentrically finely 
striated, and above the periphery spirally ridged, strongly corded in 
the umbilicus; aperture rather oblique, interior dark brown; lip 
reflected. 

4, TypHis EXPANSUS, sp. nov. (Plate LIX. fig. 4.) 

T. testa subfusiformi, albida, pallide fusco tincta; spira bre- 
viuscula, acuminato-turrita; anfractibus transversim obscure 
liratis, superne angulatis, supra angulum concavis, quadrivari- 
cosis ; varicibus tenuibus, ad angulum falcatis, varice ultimo 

late expanso reflexo ; tubis inter varices brevibus, ultima elon- 
gata; canal breviuseulo ; apertura ovali. 

Hab. ? From the collection of the late Thomas Norris, Esq. 
A whitish shell, tinged with pale brown ; spire rather short, acu- 

minately turreted; whorls transversely obscurely ridged, angulated 
at the upper part, concave above the angle, with four varices hooked 
at the angle, the last varix being broadly expanded and reflected ; 
the tubes between the varices are short, with the exception of the 
last, which is prominent ; the canal is rather short. 

The expansion of the last varix gives this shell its broad appear- 
ance. 

5. EUTROCHUS ALTERNATUS, sp.nov. (Plate LIX. fig. 5.) 

E. testa subacute conica, solidiuscula, rosaceo-albida, Susco-macu- 
lata et flammulata; anfractibus plano-declivibus, undique dense 
spiraliter granoso-liratis, liris alternatis, granis parvis; basi 
planata, regulariter granoso-lirata, incise umbilicata ; umbilico 
plano, albo. 

Hab. Australia? 
A rather acutely conical shell, pale rose-colour, flamed and spotted 

with brown; whorls flatly sloping, throughout closely spirally grain- 
ridged, ridges alternately smaller, grains small; base flat, regularly 
grain-ridged, with a deeply cut umbilicus, which is smooth and 
white. 

Obs. Species of the genus Hutrochus, A. Adams, have been in- 
cluded in the group of Trochide, distinguished under the title of 
“ Ziziphinus,”’ from which they are separated principally on account 
of being umbilicated. To this genus or group belong the following 
species, which have been described under the generic names of 
Trochus, Ziziphinus, and Eutrochus, viz. :—jujubinus, Gmelin ; pul- 
cehellus, Phil.; gemmosus, Reeve; zonamestus, Adams ; ticaonicus, 
Adams ; perspectivus, Adams; scitulus, Adams. All these come 
from Australia and the Eastern archipelago. Of the new species 
above described I have only seen one specimen, and have no certain 
knowledge of its locality ; but it will probably prove an Australian 
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shell. Its nearest analogue is HL. jujubinus from Swan River, from 
which, however, it is obviously distinct. 

6. TORNATELLA ALBA, sp. nov. (Plate LIX. fig. 6.) 

T. testa oblongo-ovata, subpellucida, alba, undique transversim 
punctato-sulcata, spira subexserta, sutura impressa, apertura 
elongato-ovata ; columella uniplicata. 

Hab. Port Elizabeth, Cape of Good Hope. 
A pure white semitransparent species, regularly grooved, and 

beautifully punctured throughout. 

7. PYRAMIDELLA CANALICULATA, sp.nov. (Plate LIX. fig. 7.) 

P. testa subulato-turrita, nitida, longitudinaliter irregulariter sul- 
cata, fulvescente, griseo fuscoque zonata et punctata, eximie 
longitudinaliter albo lineata et punctata, strigis longitudina- 
libus albo et castaneo irregulariter sparsim ornata ; anfractibus 
planulatis, supra suturam inciso sulcatis ; apertura oblonga, ad 
basin canalifera ; columella recta, triplicata. 

Hab. Sandwich Islands? (M. Frick). 
Shell subulately turreted, shining, longitudinally irregularly 

grooved, of a yellowish colour, banded and spotted with greyish 
brown, with fine longitudinal white lines and dots, also ornamented 
at distant intervals with longitudinal streaks of white and dark 
brown; whorls flattened, with an incised groove just above the 
suture ; aperture oblong, channelled at the base ; columella straight, 
three-plaited. 

8. Prevroroma (DRILLIA) BRUNNEOMACULATA, sp.nov. (Plate 
LIX. fig. 8.) 

P. testa turvita subfusiformi, ceruleo-alba, fusco maculata et 
zonata; anfractibus circa 10, superne levibus concavis, inferne 
convexis, transversim obscure sulcatis, medio valide tuberculatis; 
tuberculis albis, uniserialibus, maculis brunneis superne et 

inferne ornatis ; canali brevi; labro simplici; sinu profundi- 
usculo ; operculo corneo, nucleo terminali acuminato. 

Hab. California? (M. Frick). 
Shell somewhat fusiform, turreted, bluish white, spotted and 

banded with brown; whorls 10, smooth and concave above, convex 
and transversely obscurely grooved below, with a single row of pro- 
minent white tubercles in the middle, above and below which the 
brown blotches are arranged; canal short; lip simple; sinus rather 
deep; operculum horny, acuminated ; nucleus terminal. 

Obs. The white nodules or tubercles thrown into prominence by 
the brown blotches give this species a very striking and beautiful 
appearance. 

9. PururoroMaA (DriwxiA) stricaTaA, sp. nov. (Plate LIX. 
fig. 9.) 

P. testa turrita, acuminata, undique transversimsulcata, flavescente, 
fusco strigata; anfractibus circa 9, angulatis, ad angulum 
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tuberculatis, tuberculis in costellas infra desinentibus, cum 
costellis interstitialibus ad basin confluentes ; interstitiis fusco 
strigatis; apertura oblonga, subsinuata; columella superne 
callosa ; labro tenui, sinuoso, serrato ; sinu angusto, profundo ; 
canali brevi subrecurvo. 

Hab. ? 
Shell acuminately turreted, transversely grooved throughout, yel- 

lowish streaked with brown; whorls 9, angulated, tuberculated at 
the angle; tubercles running downwards in ribs which intersect the 
ribs that proceed upwards from the base; the brown streaks run 
between the ribs; aperture oblong, somewhat twisted; columella 
callous at the upper part; lip thin, twisted, serrated; sinus narrow 
and deep; canal short and slightly recurved. 

10. CaRDIUM ARCUATULUM, sp.nov. (Plate LIX. fig. 10.) 

C. testa parva, oblongo-subcordata, obliqua, postice concavo-de- 
pressa, arcuata ; radiatim costata, costis adjacentibus, confertis, 

subtiliter crenulatis ; albida, pallida, fulvescente tineta et ma- 
culata. 

Hab. 2 
A small species of the fragum group, with the posterior margin 

more arched than in others of that group. 

11. Conus RACEMosUS, sp. nov. (Plate LIX. fig. 11.) 
C. testa cylindraceo-turbinata, subventricosa, solidula, levi, su- 

perne rotundata, spira convexa, apice subobtuso ; fusco-auran- 
tiaca, lineis obscuris sparsim albo articulatis, transverse cingu- 
latis, et cumulis macularum alburum trigonarum in series tres 
distantes dispositis ornata. 

Hab. Sandwich Islands? (Mus. Frick). 
Shell cylindrically turbinated, somewhat ventricose, rather solid, 

smooth, rounded at the upper part; spire convex; apex rather 
obtuse, of a brownish orange-colour, with obscure transverse lines 
sparingly articulated with white, and clusters of white triangular 
spots disposed in three distant rows. 

Oés. At first sight this shell bears very much the aspect of C. 
erocatus; but itis of a more ventricose and obtuse form. The dis- 
position of the triangular white spots in distinct distant clusters is a 
characteristic feature. 

12. CANCELLARIA TURRITA, sp.nov. (Plate LIX. fig. 12.) 
C. testa acuminato-turrita, carnea ; spiraexserta, acuta; anfrac- 

tibus circa 7, subplanato-convexis, superne angulatis, ad sutu- 
ram subdepressis, transverse valide costatis, concentrice obscure 
plicatis ; apertura oblongo-ovata, levi, labio externo simplici, 
columella recta, tenuiter triplicata. 

A Caneellaria of an acuminated turret-form, flesh-colour ; whorls 
7 in number, rather flatly convex, angulated at the upper part, and 
somewhat depressed at the sutures, transversely strongly ribbed, and 
concentrically obscurely plicated; aperture oblong-oval, smooth; 
outer lip simple; columella straight, with three folds. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XLVI. 46 
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Hab. ? 
Obs. In the specimen before me, which is the only one I have 

seen, the plaits or folds on the columella appear to be six or seven, 
through the intersection of the transverse ribs passing into the in- 
terior. 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE LIX. 

. Cyclostoma balteatum, p. 718. 
—— filo-striatum, p. 718. 

. —— consanguineum, p. 718. 
. Typhis expansus, p. 719. 
. Lutrochus alternatus, p. 719. 
. Tornatella alba, p. 720. 
. Pyramidella canaliculata, p. 720. 
. Pleurotoma (Driilia) brunneomaculata, p. 720. 

(Drillia) strigata, p. 720. 
. Cardium arcuatulum, p. 721. 
. Conus racemosus, p. 721. 
. Cancellaria turrita, p. 721. 
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P.S. The Pleurotome, Cone, and Pyramidella above described were 
from the collection of the late M. Frick (French Consul at Honolulu), 
who collected in the Sandwich Islands and also in California. It is 
probable that the Cone and Pyramidella were collected by him in 
the former, and the Pleurotome (Drillie) in the latter locality. 

The Typhis was found in the collection of the late Thomas Norris 
without any information as to locality. 

The Hutrochus is, I think, in all probability an Australian shell. 
Of the habitat of the Cancellaria I have no information. If I 

might be permitted to prophesy, I should say it would be discovered 
some day in the north of China. 

10. On the Skulls and Alveolar Surfaces of Land-Tortoises 

(Testudinata). By Dr. J. E. Gray, F.R.S. &e. 

[Received September 15, 1873.] 

(Plate LX.) 

Zoologists have generally been satisfied with regarding the Land- 
Tortoises as a single genus—except in separating the species that 
have only a rudimentary and clawless fifth toe on the front foot, as 
in Testudinella and Homopus, or where the front lobe of the sternum 
is mobile, as in Pyzis, or the hinder lobe of the back more or less 
movable, as in Kinivys. I ventured to separate Scapia on account 
of the peculiarity of the form of the skull, and long ago to separate 
the skull of Testudo planiceps from that of T. indica, although I had 
never seen the skulls, or at least did not then know that it was the 
skull of Testudo elephantopus from Galapagos. 

The acquiring of the skeletons and skulls of additional species of 
Tortoises has shown the excellent characters which the skulls afford 
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for separating the species and the various modifications that they 
assume. 

In the ‘ Catalogue of Shield Reptiles,’ as we then had no skulls 
of certain genera in the collection, I was obliged to describe the 
alveolar surface of the beaks as they were seen in the preserved ani- 
mals; but the beaks do not give the same idea of the surface as 
the skull itself; and in this paper I have remedied this evil by 
describing the alveolar surface of the skulls that we have since 
obtained. 

Fitzinger, in one of his compilations, divided the Tortoises, from 
their descriptions, into genera, and gave names to them, but did not 
characterize them in any recognizable way. No doubt the sticklers 
for priority will consider and quote these genera as Fitzinger’s, thus 
giving the premium to such proceedings. Professor Agassiz, in his 
‘Contributions,’ characterizes a new genus under the name of 
Xerobates, and refers to some of Fitzinger’s genera. I have here 
attempted to arrange the species according to the forms of their 
skulls and the alveolar processes, which is no doubt consistent with 
their habits and food. 

Section I. The alveolar surface of the upper and lower jaws flat- 
tened for nearly the whole of their length; two longitudinal 
ridges on each side; the outer ridge of the upper jaw fitting 
into the linear groove of the lower jaw. Lower jaw stout and 
strong. The dorsal and sternal disk solid, undivided. 

Tribe I. XEROBATINA. 

Alveolar process of upper jaw with two parallel ridges, which do not 
quite reach the centre, which is flat, and has a central longitudinal 
ridge from the front to the hinder ridge. Lower jaw with a ridge 
on each side in front of the linear alveolar concavity, continued to 
near the centre, which has a transverse groove across it from ‘the 
front to the back edge. 

1, XEROBATES. 

Xerobates, Agassiz, Contrib. i. 446. 

XEROBATES GOPHER. (Plate LX. fig. 1, alveolar processes of 
jaws.) : 

A. carolinus, Ag. Cont. i. p. 447. 

See also XY. berlandieri, Ag. l. c. p. 447. The specimen in the 
Museum only appears to be a variety of the former species. 

Tribe II. MeGatocuetyina. 

The lower jaw with a ridge on each side of the linear alveolar 
concavity, continued to near the acute central prominence in the 
front of the jaw, which has a transverse ridge to the hinder edge of 
the jaw. Alveolar process of the upper jaw with two parallel ridges, 
with a deep circular concavity in front. 

46* 
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1, ELEPHANTOPUS. 
Forehead of skull flattened. Nose-hole broader than long, broadest 

and truncated above and narrowed below, and separated from the 
alveolar surface by a high thick intermaxillary bone. Nasal grooves 
of the palate moderately deep and much contracted behind, with a 
distinct central ridge for the whole of their length. 

ELEPHANTOPUS PLANICEPS. 
Testudo planiceps, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. t. xxxiv. (skull). 

2. Mrecatocuetys, Agassiz. 
Forehead of skull convex, swollen; nose-hole much higher than 

broad, narrowed and rounded above, separated from the alveolar 
surface by a thin intermaxillary bone. Nasal grooves of the palate 
very deeply concave, expanded in the middle and slightly contracted 
behind. 

MEGALOCHELYS INDICA. 

Testudo indica, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. t. xv. f. 1 (skull). 

3. ASTEROCHELYS, Gray. 

Forehead of skull flattened. Nose slightly bent down in front ; 
nose-hole square, rather broader than wide, truncated behind, sepa- 
rated from the alveolar surface by a high intermaxillary bone. Nasal 
grooves of the palate deeply concave in front, rather dilated behind, 
with three ridges in the centre of the front. 

ASTEROCHELYS RADIATA. (Plate LX. fig. 2, alveolar processes 
of jaws.) 

Testudo radiata, Hand-list, p. 4. 

Tribe III. CuELonorpina. 
The lower jaw with a ridge on each side of the linear alveolar 

concavity, the front ridge continued and ending in a sharp-edged 
prominence, with a very slight central longitudinal ridge extending 
from the front to the back edge of the jaw; the hinder marginal 
ridge ending just as it reaches the front edge of the jaw, leaving 
a broad slightly keeled space in front of the inner edge of the jaw. 
The alveolar process of the upper jaw with two ridges, with a 
large broad concavity in front between their front ends, extending 
behind into a triangular flat disk between the inner nostrils, which 
have a deep groove behind each of them. 

1. CHELoNorpES, Fitzinger, Ag. (No character.) 
Forehead flattish. Nose-hole broader than high, with a central 

prominence on the upper and lower edge, and a moderately high 
intermaxillary bone. 

CHELONOIDES TABULATA. (Plate LX. fig. 3, alveolar processes 
of jaws. ) 

Testudo tabulata, Gray, Cat. Sh. Rept. t. xxxv. f. 2, a, 6, ¢ (not 
good). 
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2. Scapra. 
Skull (see Cat. Sh. Rept. Suppl. p. 7, f. 1) apparently very 

like Chelonoides. The front of the upper and lower jaw is rounded, 
and the edge simple, not toothed. Space between lateral ridges 
wider; and the lower edge of the front part of the lower jaw is 
expanded. he intermaxillary bone is high. 

SCAPIA GIGANTEA, Gray, /. c. p. 18. 

Testudo (Scapia) falconeri, Gray, P.Z.S. 1869, p.170, fig. 1; Cat. 
Suppl. p. 7, f. 1 (skull, which is no longer in the British Museum). 

3. Manouria. 

We have no separate skull of this genus in the British Museum. 
In external appearance it is very like the skull of Scapia. 

Manovria Eemys, Gray, l.c. p. 18. 

Section II. The alveolar surface of the upper jaw narrow and flat 
in front, with a short ridge on each side and a slightly raised 
inner edge. The lower jaw sharp in front, with two sharp 
edges on the side, separated by a longitudinal groove fitting 
the ridge in the upper jaw. The lower jaw weak, slender. 

Tribe IV. Pevrastina. 

1. Pexrastes, Gray, Cat., Appendix, p. 5. 
Toes 5.4. Upper beak with three teeth on the front margin. 

Upper jaw with a wide concave space in front, edged behind, with 
a slightly raised ridge from one lateral alveolus to the other, and 
with a broad and deep concavity behind it. Inner nostrils widened 
out in the middle and then again contracted. Lower jaw with a 
slightly raised longitudinal ridge across the alveolus in front. 

PELTASTES ELONGATUS. 

Peltastes elongatus, Gray, Cat. Suppl. p. 10, f. 2 (skull). 

2. CENTROCHELYS. 

Toes 5.4. Beak three-toothed, rounded in front. Upper hinder 
part of thighs with large conical spine-like scales. Nuchal shield 
none; grooves in the palate behind the inner nostrils, scarcely wider 
in the middle. The grooves separated -by a central ridge, and deep, 
to the hinder part of the palate. 

CENTROCHELYS SULCATUS. 

Peltastes sulcatus, Gray, Cat. 

3. CHERSINELLA, Gray, Cat., Append. p. 5.” 
Toes 5.4. Beak toothless, rounded in front. Thighs unarmed. 

Nuchal shield none. 

CHERSINELLA GR&CA. (Plate LX. fig. 4, alveolar processes of 
jaws.) 
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4. TESTUDINELLA. 
Toes 4.4. 
We have only one specimen of this animal, the skull of which 

is in the skin, and therefore the alveolar surface cannot be examined ; 
but it is like Peltastes greca in external appearance, being only 
known from it by wanting one front toe. 

TESTUDINELLA HORSFIELDI, Gray, Cat., Append. p. 13. 

5. CHERSINA. 
Toes 5.4. Intergular plates united together and produced for- 

wards. Alveolar process of the upper jaw simple, with a slight 
groove on the hinder part of the lateral margin. The internal 
nostrils in the front of a deep concavity that is very slightly con- 
tracted on the sides behind. Lower jaw sharp-edged and concave 
on the inner surface in front, and with a prominent inner edge on 
the hinder part of the side fitting into a groove in the upper jaw. 
Front of beak rounded, with a groove on the lower side of each 
nostril towards the margin, which is marked with three close teeth. 

CHERSINA ANGULATA, Gray, Cat., App. p. 14. (Plate LX. fig. 6, 
alveolar processes of jaws). 

Section III. Alveolar surface of upper jaw narrow in front, broad 
behind, triangular on the sides, with a sharp edge on each side 

of the lower jaw, linear, narrow, with a rather sharp edge on 
each side. 

Tribe V. Homoprna. 

1, Homopus. 
Toes 4.4. Alveolar surface of the upper jaw triangular on each 

side, with a sharp edge on the outer side and on the inner side of the 
hinder part. Lower jaw thin, weak, slender; alveolar surface linear, 
rather broader in front, with a sharp slightly raised edge on each 
side. The internal palate broad in front to the front of the alveolar 
edge, rather wider in the middle, and slightly contracted behind. 

Homopvs AREOLATUS, Gray, Cat., App. p. 15. (Plate LX. fig. 5, 
alveolar processes of jaws.) 

Tribe VI. Pyxipina. 

Alveolar surface of the upper and lower jaw linear, with a sharp 
outer edge. Lower jaw slender and weak. The front lobe of the 
sternum separated by a transverse suture and covered with the 
gular and postgular plate. : 

1. Pyxts. 

Skull short. Forehead flat. Orbits large. Nose-hole square, 
with a deep wide notch in the upper margin towards the frontal 
bone; the lower edge transverse, with a central prominence. Inter- 
maxillary rather high. Tympanic cavity narrow, erect, and the 
hinder part of the tympanic bulle rather produced. 
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PyxIs ARACHNOIDES, Gray, Cat., App. p.14. (Plate LX. fig. 7, 
alveolar processes of jaws.) 

Section IV. Alveolar surface of the upper jaw narrow, slightly 
concave on the sides of the lower jaw, very narrow, linear, 
with a slightly raised edge on each side, and a very slight 
longitudinal ridge across the front. The lower jaw slender 
and weak. Hinder part of the dorsal disk separated from 
the front and central part by an irregular transverse cartila- 
ginous suture. Sternum undivided. 

Tribe VII. Kinrxyina. 

1. Kinrxys. 

Skull rather elongate. Forehead flat. Orbits oblong, longitu- 
dinal. Nose-hole square, with a prominence in the centre of the 
upper and lower margins. Intermaxillary rather high. Front edge 
of upper jaw even. Alveolar surface of upper jaw narrow, rather 
wider behind, with a very slight indication of a thickening on the 
hinder part of the inner edge; centre slightly concave in front, and 
becoming much more concave as it proceeds between the inner nos- 
trils. The groove behind the inner nostrils rather wider in the 
middle behind. Lower jaw weak, slender, rounded in front; the 
alveolar surface narrow, linear the whole of its length, and with very 
narrow acute edges. 

Kinrxys Erosa, Gray, Cat., App. p. 16. (Plate LX. fig. 8, al- 
veolar processes of jaws.) 

This order of Tortoises may be thus arranged :— 

I. The dorsal disk solid. 

+ The sternum solid. 

A. The alveolar surface of the upper and lower jaw with two 
ridges, one on each side extending nearly the whole length. 

a. The centre of the alveolar surface of the upper jaw with a lon- 
gitudinal ridge. Xerobates. 

6. The centre of the upper alveolar margin concave, subcircular. 
The hinder ridge of the alveolar process of the lower jaw nearly 

united in front. Hlephantopus, Megalochelys, and Aste- 
rochelys. 

The hinder ridge of the lower jaw separated by a broad space 
in front. 

Anal margin of plates separate. 
Pectoral plates reaching the centre of the sternum. Che- 

lonoides. 
Anal margin of plates united together. 

Pectoral plates broad, reaching the centre of the sternum. 
Scapia. 

Pectoral plates narrow, not reaching the centre of the 
sternum. Manouria. 
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B. The alveolar surface of the upper and lower jaws with a short 
ridge on the hinder part of each side. Nasals truncated, 
straight. Peltastina. 

Gular plates short, separate. 
Toes 4.5. Upper beak three-toothed. Peltastes, Centro- 

chelys. 
Toes 4.5. Upper beak rounded, toothless. Chersinella. 
Toes 4.4. Testudinella. 

Gular plates united, produced. Chersina. 

C. Alveolar surface of upper jaw narrow in front, triangular on 
the side, with a sharp edge on each side; of the lower jaw 
linear, narrow, with a sharp edge on each edge. Homopus. 

tt Sternum: front lobe covered with gular, subgular, and pectoral 
plates, separated by a cross suture from the abdominal plates. 
Alveolar process of upper and lower jaw with a sharp outer 
edge. Pyxidina, Pyxis. 

11. Hinder part of dorsal disk separated from the rest by a more 
or less perfect tranverse suture ; alveolar surface narrower, 
of uniform width and a slightly raised edge on each side. 
Kinixyina, Kinixys. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LX. 

. Aerobates gopher. 
. Asterochelys radiata. 
. Chelonoides tabulata. 
. Chersinella greca. Alveolar processes of upper nd lower 

Fig. 1 
2 
3 
4 
5. Homopus areolatus. jaw of each genus. 
6 
7 
8 

. Chersina angulata. 
. Pyxis arachnoides. 
. Kintxys erosa. 

November 18, 1873. 

Dr. Giinther, F.R.S., V.P., in the Chair. 

Mr. Sclater exhibited and pointed out the characters of two new 
species of birds obtained by Mr. Salmon during his recent expeditien 
to the State of Antioquia, Columbia. These were 

CHLOROCHRYSA NITIDISSIMA, Sp. Nov. 

Supra nitide viridis, tergo cerulescente ; pileo antico, capitis late- 
ribus et interscapulio flavis : macula auriculari utrinque nigra : 
alis caudaque nigris viridi limbatis: uropygii plumis paucis 
aurantiaco terminatis : subtus cerulescenti-viridis, ventre medio 
nigro, gutture toto aureo-fiavo, hoc colore in collo in aurantiacum 
transeunte: rostro et pedibus nigris: long. tota 5, ale 2°7, 
caudeé \'75, poll. Angl. et dec. 
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Hab. in statu Antioquia, reipubl. Columbian. 
Mus. P. L. 8. 
Obs. Species habitu generali C. calliparee et C. pheenicotis pre- 

dita, sed rostro paulo fortiore, et facie aurea distinctissima. 

GRALLARIA RUFICEPS, Sp. nov. 

Supra brunneus, pileo toto et capitis lateribus ferrugineo-rufis : 
subtus cinerea, subalaribus et remigum pogoniis interioribus 
cervinis: rostro nigro, pedibus corylinis : long. tota 8, ale 4:5, 
caude 2, tarsi 2°5. 

Hab. in statu Antioquia reipubl. Columbiane. 
Mus. P.L. S. 
Obs. Species tarsis elongatis insignis, Grallarie nuchali proxima, 

sed crassitie majore, pileo omnino rufo et ventre cinereo distinguenda. 

Mr. Sclater exhibited a pair of horns of the new Bubaline Ante- 
lope from the Bogos country, lately named Alcelaphus tora by Dr. 
Gray *, and remarked that it was evidently the same species as v. 
Heuglin had recognized as the “Bubal” (Antilope budalis), as v. 
Heuglin had given the Amharic name of this species as “ Tora”? and 
stated that it inhabits the western slope of the Abyssinian tableland 
on the Barka and Atbara ft. 

Mr. J. E. Harting exhibited a curious variety of the common 
Partridge, which had been shot at Corbridge-on-Tyne in September 
last. The dark chesnut colour, which generally takes the form of a 
horse-shoe on the breast, was, in this specimen, diffused over the 
sides and flanks. The primaries, instead of being greyish brown 
with transverse bars of buff, were of a uniform pitch-brown colour ; 
the back and wing-coverts of an almost uniform rich reddish brown, 
a few of the feathers only mesially streaked or tipped with buff. The 
bird had been sent to Mr. Harting as a hybrid between the Partridge 
and Red Grouse; but there was nothing except the remarkable 
coloration to justify such a supposition. The bill and tarsi were 
those of Perdiz. There were stated to have been five or six birds 
similarly coloured in a covey of about twice that number. 

The following extracts were read from a letter addressed to the 
Secretary by Mr. R. Swinhoe, F.Z.S., dated Chefoo, 25th August, 
1873 :— 
“On the question as to what White Stork is found in China I 

have received the following note from Pére Heude, of Si-Rae-Wei, 
Shanghai :—‘Je suis parfaitement sir d’avoir tiré A balle sur des 
Cigognes blanches a bec rouge. Elles sont communes et péchent en 
troupes avec la Cigogne noire. Je n’ai pu les atteindre, parce que je 
n’avais pas le temps d’attendre a l’ambuscade: j’ai vu ces oiseaux 
en Alsace et les connais bien au moins quant au genre.’ 

* ‘Nature,’ vol. viii. p. 364 (4th Sept. 1873). 
t See Heuglin, ‘ Reise in d. Geb. d. Weissen Nil,’ p. 319, and ‘Ant. u. Biff. 

N. O.-Afrika’s,” in Acta Acad. Leop.-Car. xxii. p. 21. 
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“From the above it would appear that I am wrong in supposing 
that the White Stork of China is the same as that of Japan, my 
new Ciconia boyciana (see anted, pp. 512, 513). 

“J have also to state that Pitta nympha, figured in the ‘ Fauna 
Japonica’ from a Japanese drawing, seems to be a reality. A live 
Pitta in a lark’s cage was brought to me on the 13th August. It 
was said to be from this province, and had evidently been long in a 
cage, as the lower mandible of the bill had outgrown the upper, and 
the bird had all the appearance of a prisoner. It answers well to the 
description in the ‘Fauna Japonica’ of Pitta nympha, except that 
its chin is as white as the crescentic band on its throat. 

“TI was scarcely prepared for a Pitta so far north, and do not 
doubt now that a similar bird occurs in Corea. It wants the white 
crescent on its black axillaries, and seems to have its nearest ally in 
P. oreas of Formosa. It devours grasshoppers greedily, and has a 
wailing cry like that of a puppy dog in distress.” 

The following papers were read :-— 

1. Description of a Virgularian Actinozoon from Burrard’s 
Inlet, British Columbia. By Epwarp L. Moss, M.D., 

F.R.C.S.I., Surgeon in charge R.N. Hospital, Esquimalt. 

[Received September 24, 1873*.] 

(Plate LXI.) 

The men employed in the dog-fisheries at Burrard’s Inlet, close 
to the northern mouth of the Frazer river, have from time to time 
captured a strange-looking animal in their nets. Its soft tissues did 
not admit of easy preservation; and consequently all sorts of stories 
were afloat as to the appearance of the animal in its fresh and perfect 
state; but its skeleton (a hard central axis, very like a peeled willow- 
wand, requiring no preparation beyond the removal of its gelatinous 
investments) has long been familiar to every one in the colony who 
took any interest in natural history; and occasional specimens have 
strayed through the States or round the Horn to the learned in such 
matters of England and Germany. In this way its skeleton has 
stood sponsor for the creature, and has, I am informed, received 

the provisional title of Osteocella septentrionalis from Dr. Gray, in 
Aun. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1872, ix. p. 4067. 

The specimen which I now have an opportunity of describing is 
one from a number en route to that gentleman from my friend Justice 
Crease, of Victoria, who has requested me to give him a description 

of its present appearance, in case the preservative fluid in which its 

brethren are forwarded should not prove capable of keeping them in 

a state fit for investigation at the end of their long journey home. 

* Communicated (together with a letter from Dr. Moss) by Dr. J. E. Gray, 
ERS. 

+ See also articles in ‘Nature’ for 1872, vol. vi. pp. 432, 436, & 516.—Ep. 
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The specimen from which the following notes are made has indeed 
already suffered considerable post-mortem disintegration; its more 
delicate portions do not admit of the handling necessary for dissec- 
tion under the microscope. Sufficient, however, remains to enable 
me to speak definitely as to its position in the animal kingdom, 
though the absence of means of reference in this colony makes com- 
plete accuracy unattainable. 

The creature belongs to the Virgularian section of the family 
Pennatulide, but differs from those of its genus that I know of in 
that the lateral ridge-like processes bearing the polypes exist only 
on one side of the central axis; in short, to borrow a term from its 
fossil relatives the Graptolites, it is ‘‘ monoprionian.” 

In this example the pale rosy chocolate tint, so common in its class, 

is still preserved; the entire actinosoma (Plate LXI. fig. 1) measures 8 
feet 6 inches in length. The lower or proximal foot-length (A) is the 
thickest part ; its diameter isa little over 1 inch; it is cylindrical ; its 
end tapers rapidly to a soft cone perforated by a pore (fig. 2); andit is 
grooved externally by twenty-four longitudinal wrinkles. This lower 
foot-length consists of two cylinders of cartilaginous consistence, the 
inner, more transparent and firmer, closely enclosing the central hard 
rod or coral, the outer investing the former and attached to it only by 
four thin longitudinal septa (fig. 3), passing through the entire thick- 
ness of the inner cylinder, but very slightly attached to the central 
rod. The space included between the two concentric cylinders is 
thus divided into four equal chambers, ending below at the apex, and 
above gradually narrowed by the widening of the partitions till they 
finally disappear about 18 inches from the proximal extremity. A 
section of this part presents the wheel-like appearance shown in fig. 3. 

Externally a line of minute pores marks the position of each sep- 
tum; but I could not trace any connexion between them and the 
quadrate chambers. 

The second foot-length of the actinosoma is much more slender 
(fig. 1, B); the sarcode closely invests the central axis and presents a 
twisted appearance. The four lines of pores are still visible exter- 
nally ; but the space between the layers of soft tissue is greatly re- 
duced, and at the distal end of this length terminates altogether. 
At this part the two lines of pores on one half of the organism change 
their character; the openings, instead of being very minute and iso- 
lated, become larger, and a little further on begin to occur in rows 
of twos and threes. The fleshy parts here project more from the 
central axis on this side than on the other. At the end of another 
foot-length the pores have changed into little rows of pits on either 
side of a ridge of soft tissue, each pit filled with its polype; and from 
this part upwards the polype-bearing part of the ccenosarc (fig. 1, C) 
extends to a gracefully tapering extremity, but presents an unchanged 
plan of structure throughout. Taking a central part for example 
(fig. 4), we find the hard round axis of very much the same diameter 
as below, though above it tapers with the rest of the tissues till it 
ends in a fine point. It is very thinly covered by the two fleshy 
layers for about two thirds of its circumference (section, fig. 5); 
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but its remaining third supports the edge of an expansion of the 
softer tissues in much the same way in which the ridge on the back 
of a scythe supports the blade. The two sides of this expansion bear 
lines of polypes rank over rank in échelon formation, caused by the 
rows sloping diagonally upwards and outwards, an arrangement which 
would prevent the mouths of the polypes being turned away from a 
current of water which, if the lower end of the actinosoma were em- 
bedded in sand, would bend its slender stem as the wind bends grass. 

The polypes themselves are not independent of their cells, are 
flask-shaped (fig. 6), and about 3 inch in length ; their eight-rayed 
summits retractable into the little transparent collars of ectoderm sur- 
rounding them, and their bases filled with salmon-coloured ova lying 
in pits on either side of the gristly blade of endoderm which supports 
the polypes and the tissues that form them, and is itself supported 
at its edge by the central rod. The polypes are striped by eight 
lines of mesentery, clearly defined by dark crimson (probably sper- 
matic) granules lying between them. On making a transverse section 
(fig. 5) the relation of the two fleshy coats to each other and to the 
coral becomes more evident. Two small longitudinal canals lie on 
either side of the median cartilaginous blade close to where it divides 
to enclose the axis. The whole of this cartilaginous tissue is tra- 
versed by minute whitish canaliculi, but is otherwise transparent and 
untinted by the reddish colour which pervades the outer sarcode. 
The latter layer contains no spicules; but its surface is dotted at ir- 
regular intervals by oval white cells (articulating organs, I presume, 
though the softened state of the specimen prevents me making cer- 
tain of their character). 

Both the minute structure and general habits of this Sea-pen must 
remain conjectural till an observer can study it alive in its native sea. 
The fishermen say it swims free, and is so caught in their nets; but 
though the absence of any fractured actinorhiza makes it probable 
that it can do so, yet the twists in the narrow part of the organism, 
just before the polype-bearing portion begins, and the arrangement 
by which the root portion might, by the dilatation of its chambers, 
act as an anchor, seem to indicate a fixed habit, which is made fur- 
ther probable by the fact that the creatures are always captured in 
certain places, and have never been met with in the open sea. 

The common but very improbable statement that this actinozoon 
is confined to Burrard’s Inlet is altogether premature, as the infra- 
tidal region of this coast is almost altogether zoologically unknown. 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE LXI. 

Fig. 1. Complete actinosoma, much reduced: A, root; B, neck; C, polype- 
bearing portions. 

. Proximal extremity, natural size. 

. Section 6 inches from proximal extremity, natural size. 

. Central portion from polype-bearing part of actinosoma, natural size. 

. Section of central polype-bearing portion, natural size. 

. Polype, magnified 3 diameters. & Cre C9 bo 
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2. On Lamprolia victorie, a most remarkable new Passerine 
Bird from the Feejee Islands. By Orro Finscu, Ph.D., 
C.M.Z.S., Curator to the Bremen Museum. 

[Received September 25, 1873.] 

(Plate LXII.) 

For the pleasure of introducing this curious and interesting little 
bird to science I am indebted to Mr. T. Klinesmith, of Levuka, 
Ovalou, Feejee Islands, who forwarded to me a pair, along with the 
beautiful and most extraordinary Chrysena victor *, Gould, through 
the kindness of Mr. Michelsen, of Hamburg. At first sight the 
bird immediately proves to be new—not only as a species but also 
as a type of new genus, which I propose to call 

LAMPROLIAT, nov. gen. 
Diagn. gen. Bill and feet as in Savicola, but the nostrils covered 

partly by the frontal feathers; wings long and rounded, with very 
short projecting point of primaries, as in Thamnobia; tail short, 
rounded ; mode of coloration Paradiseine. 

Bill (fig. 1) moderate, straight, slender, at base broader than high ; 
culmen subcarinated, slightly curved, and the sides gradually com- 
pressed to the tip, which is slightly emarginated ; the gape furnished 
with a few short bristles. 

Nostrils basal, lateral; the opening oblong, without membrane, 
and partly covered by the brush-like erectile frontal feathers. 

Wings (fig. 3) long, rounded, reaching beyond the middle of the 
tail; first primary moderately short, a little longer than half of the 

* T beg leave to remark that Dr. Griiffe (as already stated, P. Z. S. 1871, p. 643) 
was the first who mentioned the existence of this conspicuously coloured Dove, 
saying (Journ. fiir Ornith. 1870, p. 418): “In Lanthalu, einer Insel nahe bei 
Taviuni, kommt eine héchst eigenthiimliche Chryscena-Art mit ganz mennige~ 
rothem Gefieder vor, von welcher ich ein Exemplar, in einem Kafig gehalten, 
in Levuka sah, aber leider nicht erhalten konnte, da es der Liebling einer 
englischen Dame war.” Dr. Graffe’s ‘‘Lanthalu” seems to be synonymous 
with the small island east of Oamea named “Laucala” on Stieler’s ‘ Hand- 
Atlas’ (No. 51), and very close to the isle of Vuna, or Taviuni, from which my 
specimens were obtained. These were labelled, in the collector's handwriting, 
“‘Waup Doves; top of mountains, Taviuni: feed on berries.” 
As regards the generic position of this singular Dove I may add that it is 

undoubtedly a member of the genus Chrysena, which, as we (Finsch & Hartl. 
Ornith. Central-Polyn. p. 134, note) have already shown, is distinguishable 
from Prilinopus, not merely by the peculiar and unique structure of the 
feathers in Chr. luteovirens, but chiefly in having no shortened and narrowly 
pointed first quill, which is so characteristic of the genus Ptilinopus. Chr. victor, 
as well as the Chr. /uteovirens, has the first primary long, without emargination, 
and equal to the seventh, a shcrt tail which is covered by the elongated tail- 
coverts; and the tarsi are not feathered to the toes as in Ptilinopus, but only at 
its base. Although Chr. victor does show the extraordinary structure of fea- 
thers seen in Chr. luteovirens, its plumage exhibits also a singular structure 
in respect of the length and laxity of the radii, which resemble mostly those in 
the genus Coryllis (Loriculus). 

t+ From Aapumpos, splendidus, and Xeios, levis. 
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second, which is shortened and nearly equal to the eighth ; fourth and 
fifth quills equal and longest, third scarcely shorter ; projecting point 
of primaries very short; quills, especially the secondaries, very 
broad, with rounded tips; ten primaries and nine secondaries. 

Fig.l. 

Head, wing, and tail of Lamprolia victoria. 

Tail (fig. 2) short, broad, and moderately rounded, with twelve 
feathers, which at the end are broad, rounded, subtruncate, and 
exhibit a singular concavity. 

Tarsi long, slender, and covered by a single scale in front (cali- 
gated), with the inner toe shorter than the outer toe, which is united 
at its base with the middle toe; the hind toe long, nearly equal to 
the middle toe, and armed with a strong curved claw. 

I scarcely remember a bird which has puzzled me in respect of its 
generic position so much as this curious little creature. At first 
glance it reminds one of a Paradiseine bird by the luxuriance of its 
coloration and the extraordinary structure of its plumage. The fea- 
thers on the back show the singular velvet-black observed in the genus 
Ptilorhis, whereas the shining steel-blue tips of the feathers on the 
head and neck, in their scale-like appearance, resemble those of Ma- 
nucodia. Quite singular are the tail-feathers as regards the loose 
and separated disposition of their radii, and the splendid shining 
silky white coloration which they show on their basal portions, like 
the rump and upper tail-coverts. After a careful examination I 
come to the conclusion that this new form ranges nearest to Pen- 
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tholea, Cab. (type Savicola albifrons, Riipp.), of the subfamily 
Saxicolinse. I may add that, according to my view, T'hamnodbia, 
Sw. (type Motacilla fulicata, L.), is scarcely separable from Pen- 
tholea. Amongst Australian and Polynesian genera Petroica is the 
nearest ally, but easily distinguished by its long wings, with the very 
prominent point of the primaries, and by its long tail. 

LaMPROLIA VICTORIA, Finsch, sp. nov. (Plate LXII.) 

Diagn. Jet-black ; feathers on head and neck tipped, scale-like, 
with shining steel-blue; rump, upper tail-coverts, and tail partly 
silky white. 

Descr. av. ad. Jet-black ; mantle and shoulders velvet-black, the 
same as the outer webs of the secondaries, which latter in certain 
lights exhibit a purplish gloss; the feathers on the head, sides of 
head and neck, on the chin and throat, as well as the smallest wing- 
coverts along the cubitus, tipped with oblong apical spots of a rich 
shining steel-blue, which in certain lights changes into glossy green ; 
feathers on the occiput, nape, and hind neck show the same struc- 
ture, but the apical tips are glossy purplish violet, changing into 
steel-blue or green; lores deep jet-black ; rump and upper tail- 
coverts shining silky white, the same as the two middle tail-feathers, 
which are broadly tipped with black, glossed strongly with purplish 
violet ; the remaining tail-feathers black, and only on the outer web 
shining silky white, which on the outer feathers is more restricted, 
showing a gradually broader black apical portion; the outermost 
tail-feather uniform black ; bill and feet black. 

Total Outmost Billfrom Bill from Middle 
length. Wing. Tail. feather. front. gape. ‘Tarsus. toe, 
centims. millims. millims. millims, millims. millims. millims, millims. 

ce. 14 85 45 38 12 19 23 12 

—_ 78 45 40 12 19 23 14 

The specimen from which the above description was taken is un- 
doubtedly an old bird in full dress, and apparently a male; the 
second specimen agrees in every respect, except that the wings are a 
little shorter and the point of bill shows scarcely any emargination ; 
it may perhaps be a female. This new bird is a native of the yet 
unexplored island of Vuna, or Taviuni, of the Feejee group, which, 
separated only by the Somo-Somo passage, lies a few miles east of 
the south-east point of Vanua-Levu, one of the main islands of that 
group. A collector’s note says, ‘‘The small black bird, native name 
* Kaya,’ from top of mountains, Taviuni, has the habits of a perch- 
ing bird or Robin; eyes dark brown.” 

I have great pleasure in naming this most remarkable and bril- 
liant new species Lamprolia victoria, in honour of Her Imperial and 
Royal Highness Victoria, Crown-Princess of the German Empire 
and of Prussia. 
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3. Descriptions of two new Species of Butterflies from the 
Andaman Islands. By W.S. Argrnson, M.A., F.L.S., &c. 

[Received September 29, 1873.] 

(Plate LXIII.) 
1. Paprtio MAyo, n. sp. (Plate LXIII. fig. 1.) 

Black, exterior fringes of the wings white between the extremities 
of the nervures. The hind wings dentate, crossed above by a broad 
band of bright azure-blue, divided by the black nervures ; below the 
azure band reduced to a series of blue lunules, tinged with red, ter- 
minating at the anal angle in a blind eye-like spot surmounted bya 
red lunule ; beneath this at some distance another red lunule placed 
convexly to the spot. The base of wing marked with some red 
blotches. 

Expanse of wings 5 to 53 inches. 
Hab. Andaman Islands. 
Named in memory of the late Earl of Mayo, eee of India, 

who was assassinated at Port Blair in the Andamans on the 8th of 
February, 1872. 

2. EUPL@A ANDAMANENSIS, n.sp. (Plate LXIII. fig. 2.) 
Pale fuliginous with white spots. Fore wing with a white spot 

between the extremity of the cell and the costa; another within the 
cell near its extremity ; two others below the cell, one between the 
first and second, the other between the second and third median 
nervules ; beyond these a curved series of nine white spots from the 
anterior margin to below the exterior angle, of which the three last 
are the largest ; followed by a submarginal series of smaller elongated 
spots, extending from the first discoidal nervule to the exterior angle. 
The interior margin much rounded in the male, in which sex there 
is a single vitta of dark adpressed scales between the lowest median 
nervule and the submedian nervure. In the female the vitta is re- 
placed by a white streak. Hind wing with two somewhat irregular 
series of elongated white spots, corresponding to the two series in the 
fore wing. 

Expanse of wings 33 to 33 inches. 
Hab. Andaman Islands. 

4, Notes on Entozoa.—Part I. By T. Spencer Coxporp, 
M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., Professor in the Royal Veterinary 

College. 
(Read October 10, 1873. ] 

(Plate LXIV.) 

The present communication is the first of a series of papers in 
which I propose to bring together many scattered observations made 
from time to time in the intervals of more sustained scientific work. 
Of necessity these notes will exhibit an incomplete and fragmentary 
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character ; but I have felt that it were better they should be pre- 
sented in this form rather than remain altogether unemployed. The 
Society is aware that I am indebted to several of its Fellows, as well 
as to many other persons, for contributions of Entozoa; and I there- 
fore embrace this opportunity of explaining that it has hitherto been 
quite impossible for me to do justice to these various gifts. In 
individual instances, as, for example, in the case of the Nematodes 
obtained by Frof. Flower from the Aard Wolf, I have made a single 
species of parasite the subject of lengthened comment (Zool. Soc. 
Proc. 1870); but to do so in all future and similar cases would 
require more undivided time and attention than is again likely to be 
at my disposal ; moreover, in the majority of single and separate 
contributions the parasite rarely demands more than a passing re- 
mark serving to confirm, to verify, or it may be to refute state- 
ments made in some previous record. 

The classification of the Entozoa is confessedly in a very unsatis- 
factory state; and I regret to observe that the more extended one’s 
examinations become, the greater are the difficulties which one has 
to encounter in this respect. The geographical distribution of the 
Entozoa is a subject of increasing importance; and it is one towards 
the elucidation of which I conceive that such notes as these may 
eventually help to contribute their quota. It would be a work of 
supererogation to express the sum of my indebtedness by mentioning 
seriatim the names of all my friendly contributors, most of whom 
have transmitted solitary specimens. However, in the case of sets 
of specimens or collections, small and great, my acknowledgments 
are especially due to Mr. Charles Darwin, F.R.S., to Mr. Charles 
W. Devis, to Mr. Robert Swinhoe, H.M.B. Consul at Chefoo, to 
the late Dr. William C. Pecbey, who brought me an interesting 
series of Helminths from India, and to Prof. Murie, M.D., formerly 
Prosector to this Society. Lastly, in these prefatory remarks, it is 
only necessary to add further that in this serial record no particular 
order of description will be observed beyond that which a mere 
general group-affinity may occasionally suggest as natural, convenient, 
or suitable. 

1. Frzaria HoRRIDA (Diesing). 
The first number and private reference on the list of a series of 

parasites which I received from Mr. Darwin in August 1869 refers 
to a set of worms obtained by him ‘ from the stomach of an American 
Ostrich at Bahia Blanca, North Patagonia, in 1832.” Having 
already identified a similar series of Nematodes that had long lain 
concealed in the Museum stores of the Hunterian Collection, I had 
no difficulty in recognizing the species. 'There were, in all, ten 
specimens—seven females and three males. The latter were in good 
condition, and varied in length from 5 to 54 inches. Five of the 

' seven females were perfect, the shortest measuring 20 inches, and 
the longest 29 inches, this latter worm having a breadth of exactly 
g inch. I may mention that one of the Hunterian specimens mea- 
sured 35 inches; but examples have been referred to as extending 

Proc. Zoo. Soc.—1873, No. XLVII. 47 
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beyond 3 feet. I believe this entozoon was first described anato- 
mically by Prof. Owen, from the College specimens above men- 
tioned ; but the only original remarks on the subject that I have 
seen from his pen are some few contained in the article *‘ Entozoa” 
in Dr. Todd’s ‘ Cyclopedia of Anatomy,’ and others given in his 
‘Lectures on Comparative Anatomy.’ From the published dates of 
these contributions (1839 and 1843 respectively ), I am led to conclude 
that the first discovery of this worm actually rests with Mr. Darwin, 
since the late M. Diesing’s specific description and nomenclature was 
evidently based on an examination of specimens obtained by Nat- 
terer in Brazil, the date of which would probably be about 1833, or 
perhaps a year later. However, as Natterer was many years pre- 
viously resident in Brazil, and no special date of his particular “find ” 
is given by Diesing, it is impossible for me to speak with certainty on 
this point. It is perhaps of little moment; and under any circum- 
stances the systematist’s specific title must be allowed to stand. 
My examination of the females confirms Prof. Owen’s statement 

respecting the simple character of the uterine organ and the forward 
position of the reproductive outlet. To be precise, I find that the 
vulva is placed - inch below the points of the labial papille. Of 
these papille 1 think there are ten or twelve, two of which project 
conspicuously beyond the rest, forming, as Diesing well observed, 
couical spines. Their length from base to apex is scarcely more 
than ;1, inch; but their appearance suggests a structural affinity 
with the similar oral spines occurring in the Guinea-worm. In 
Dracunculus, however, according to Bastian, the two large spines are 
placed before and behind the mouth, not laterally. 

This parasite from the Ostrich does not reproduce viviparously ; 
at least there were no free embryos in the uterine duct. The eggs 
were chiefly of two sizes, those in which yolk-segmentation was 
going on measuring ~,; inch in length, whilst the perfectly mature 
ova, containing coiled embryos, gave an average of <1, inch, being 
at the same time proportionally broader than the smaller eggs, whose 
transverse diameter was not more than ;,);5 inch. 

As this worm has probably never been figured, I append a represen- 
tation of the male (Plate LXIV. fig. 1), also an outline of the head and 
tail of the female (fig. 2), of the natural size, with a separate outline 
of the oral spines of the latter magnified sixty diameters (fig. 3). I 
likewise represent the egg in two stages of growth (fig. 4). Lastly, 
I may remark that this worm has not hitherto been recorded from 
the cavity of the stomach. That on this particular point there is 
no error in Mr. Darwin’s MS., I think highly probable, not only 
from the distinguished collector’s known accuracy, but from the 
circumstance that the parasites were so much coiled round one 
another that it took me nearly half an hour to unravel and separate 
them. I further presume that the tangled state was the condition 
in which they were originally found in the bird’s stomach. 

2. Fruarra mmnitis, Leidy. 

During the autumn of 1869 I received from Mr. Swinhoe the heart 
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of a dog, the animal, according to the statements of the donor, 
having died at Shanghai in the spring of the year, “after three days 
of great suffering.” * 

During the month of February 1872 I also received, through 
Mr. Walsh, a second preparation of the heart of a dog which had 
died at Yokohama, Japan, under similar circumstances. This 
second specimen was transmitted by Mr. Dare, together with a com- 
munication which was published in the pages of the ‘The Field’ 
for February 24, 1872. 

In both cases the Filaria immitis appears to have been the sole 
cause of the death of the dogs in question, the ventricles and au- 
ricles being completely blocked by the presence of a large number of 
these worms. 

To Prof. Bennett of Edinburgh I am also indebted for a single 
specimen taken from another Chinese dog, the original preparation 
of the heart, as I saw it in 1850, resembling in all respects the 
specimens which I have now in my possession. 

As, in my recently published ‘ Manual of the internal Parasites 
of our domesticated Animals,’ I have already enlarged upon the 
symptoms produced by this parasite, and upon other practical points 
gathered from the statements of Mr. Dare, Dr. Lamprey, and others, 
I am here only concerned to add such scientific details as could not 
be published at any length in that small treatise. 

In the interval which elapsed since the transmission of Mr. Swin- 
hoe’s contributions similar specimens of the worm were received at 
Netley and at the British Museum from Dr. Jones Lamprey. In 
the first instance they were briefly and very inadequately noticed by 
the late Dr. Baird in a paper communicated to the Linnean Society 
(May 2nd, 1867); but they have since supplied materials for the 
publication of an admirable paper by Assistant Prof. Welch of Netley 
(‘ Lancet,’ March 8, 1873). 

Although Mr. Welch’s paper leaves little to be desired in refer- 
ence to the facts of embryonal development, as far as can be gathered 
by an examination of the uterine contents of the female worm, yet 
there are some points well worth verifying in this matter ; and there 
are others in connexion with the structure of the adult worm which 
appear to have escaped Mr. Welch’s attention as well as Dr. Baird’s. 
Unfortunately, I have had no opportunity of consulting the original 
paper by Dr. Joseph Leidy. As regards the specific name, for 
which, I believe, Dr. Leidy is responsible, nothing could be more to 
the point, as the term immitis expresses, metaphorically, the truly 
cruel character of the Entozoon. 

Most of the following data have been gathered from an examina- 
tion of the specimens supplied by Mr. Swinhoe, to whom I owe an 
apology for not having made an earlier record of the results. How- 
ever, the dog’s heart was exhibited at the Liverpool Meeting of the 
British Association in 1870; and a brief notice of it subsequently 
appeared in the published Reports of the Meeting for that year. It 
is the more incumbent upon me not to delay the publication of these 
few microscopic details, since Mr. Swinhoe, in a recent letter, informs 
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me that Dr. Little, of Shanghai, is diligently engaged in working 
out the structure and development of the parasite. 

Dr. Krabbe, of Copenhagen, has likewise supplied some interest- 
ing particulars; but, in the absence of any references, I am led to 
conclude that the Danish author’s observations are based on the 
previously published statements of Prof. Leidy (‘‘ Husdyrenes 
Indvoldsorme,”’ Tidsskrift for Vet. 2den Reekke, ii. 1872). 

On the the 15th of April last I examined a number of these 
worms, two of which, male and female, are represented in the ac- 
companying Plate. To the naked eye the sexual differences are 
readily discernible. The female (fig. 5) maintains almost through- 
out a uniform calibre of about 54 inch; but at the head it diminishes 
to =1, inch, and at the tail to about ;1, inch, the caudal point being 
bluntly convex. The oviducts of all the females examined were 
crowded with eggs, and in certain situations the eggs were collected 
together in the form of large ovoid masses. The largest eggs had a 
long diameter of =1, inch, with an average breadth of =) inch. 
These contained coiled embryos; the diameter of their bodies vary- 
ing from 3 yo inch to x34 inch. 

The male parasite is readily recognized by its comparatively slender 
body, having a diameter of about .\; inch, and also by its elegant 
spirally curved tail, which is three or four times twisted upon itself 
with the regularity of a corkscrew (fig. 6). The coiled portion is 
much narrower than the body of the worm, and it finally dwindles 
down to a breadth of =},5 inch, its extreme point being blunt, as in 
the female. Within a short distance of the extremity the two spicules, 
of unequal length, may often be seen projecting from the cloacal 
outlet, this part of the worm being also furnished with a well- 
marked horseshoe-shaped bursa (fig. 7). This organ may be de- 
scribed as consisting of two transparent folds or extensions of the 
cuticle, each lateral division of the hood being supported by four 
oval glandularrays. The rays are apparently eight in number, and 
arranged in pairs. The uppermost pair is the largest, the other 
pairs gradually decreasing in size from above downwards. When 
viewed laterally, these oval rays present a beaded appearance, col- 
lectively forming a rather striking microscopic object. The dia- 
meter of the largest ray is only about the +5) inch, whilst that of 
the smallest is not more than ;;/),¢ inch from side to side*. 

As seen in the drawing, the epidermal layer of the skin was 
generally found projecting more or less beyond the limit of the 
dermis. I regarded this as a post mortem production. In one case 

* Since this paper was read to the Society my attention has been called to a 
much more detailed description of the worm by Mr. Welch, of Netley, commu- 
nicated to the ‘Monthly Microscopical Journal’ for October 1873, p. 157. The 
author gives many particulars that have escaped my notice, and he also inter- 
prets some of the facts observed by us both in a very different sense from that I 
have adopted. He recognizes but one spicul/wm, and regards the oval rays as 
generative appendages, of the nature of vesicule seminales, communicating with 
the seminal duct. He observed twelve of these oval appendages, and, amongst 
other things, describes the intestinal tube as terminating in a blind cecal extre- 
mity.—T. 8. C. 
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I obtained very satisfactory evidence of the existence of a minute 
terminal papilla, whose breadth scarcely exceeded the , 55 inch. 
I have no doubt that this papilla is connected with a caudal gland ; 
but I could not obtain a clear definition of the parts beneath the true 
skin. Lastly, I may add that immediately above the bursa I noticed 
a series of lines obliquely directed upwards, representing as many 
parallel foldings of the integument. The general character of these 
markings in all respects corresponded with the similar appearances 
figured and described by Eberth in Enoplus, Enchelidium, and other 
nematode genera. 

3. FILARIA HEBETATA, Sp. Nov. 

In the month of July of the present year I received from Mr. 
Millen Coughtrey (then acting as Demonstrator of Anatomy in the 
Liverpool School of Medicine) the heart of a Seal, together with a 
communication, from which I further learn that Mr. Coughtrey was 
himself indebted to Mr. T. J. Moore, the well-known Curator of 
Sir William Brown’s Museum, for the opportunity of dissecting the 
animal in question. Mr. Coughtrey remarks that the Seal was an 
adult male example of Stemmatopus cristatus, or Hoodcap, the oc- 
currence of which is very rare on the British coasts. The animal 
was captured in February at Frodsham, on the Cheshire side of the 
Mersey, and died at Widnes in the beginning of June, having been 
exhibited in the county during the interval. Mr. Coughtrey adds :— 
“I made a hurried, but careful post mortem examination, since it 
was suspected that it had died of poison. The dissection embraced 
every organ except the brain and spinal cord. The abdominal 
viscera were free from cysts or any appearance of worms. Within 
the stomach were three mackerel, in different stages of digestion. 
On removing the tongue and pharynx, with the larynx and trachea, 
I perceived a nematoid worm grasped by the rima glottidis, one half 
of it being within the posterior buccal orifice, and the other half 
within the larynx. Iam sorry to say it was afterwards lost, through 
the carelessness of an attendant. The worm was about four inches 
in length, much thicker than those in the heart, and of a dusky 
hue. The thoracic viscera were removed en masse, when the lungs 
were found studded throughout with miliary tubercle. The worms 
were chiefly in the right ventricle of the heart, entwined and laced 
amongst the columne carnee, being embedded and surrounded by 
blood-clot. The left side of the heart was quite free from worms ; 
and there were none in the pulmonary artery or other large vessels. 
When fresh the worms were extremely elastic, so that they might be 
stretched to half their length beyond the natural size and yet would 
not break. The muscular system generally was healthy. I have 
sent you all the worms except two, which I preserved, and after- 
wards gave to a friend.” 

In offering this abstract of Mr. Coughtrey’s lengthened and inter- 
esting account of his examination, I have purposely selected only 
such remarks as seemed to bear more or less upon the question of 
parasitism ; and in doing so I have adhered very closely to the actual 
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wording of his communication. Mr. Coughtrey has since left Liver- 
pool for New Zealand, whence, in due time, I hope to receive from 
him further entozoal contributions. The nematode from the larynx 
was probably an example of Ascaris osculata; but the Heematozoa 
from the heart are, I believe, new to science. I have named the 
species as above, the specific title chosen having reference to the 
blunted extremity of the tail. In brief, the characters may there- 
fore stand as follows :—Body of nearly uniform thickness, narrow- 
ing slowly in front and behind; head simple in both sexes, semi- 
circular in profile; tail of the female straight, rather suddenly nar- 
rowing to a fine rounded point; tail of the male spirally curved, 
furnished with two unequal spicules, blunt at the tip, where it forms 
a small knob. Length of the female 6 inches ; male, up to 4 inches. 

In addition to the above diagnosis, I may add that the head of 
the female suddenly curves forward from a point where it measures 
about ;; inch transversely, whilst the tail, at a corresponding dis- 
tance from the extremity, does not exceed the +47 inch in diameter. 
The knob-like projection at the end of the tail of the male measures 
only =1, inch in breadth. As usual, in similar cases, I found the 
uterine ducts crowded with ova in various degrees of development, all 
of the most advanced embryos being included in a delicate chorional 
envelope. The position of the vulva could not be made out; but the 
embryos (figs. 12 & 13) were taken from the oviduct at a distance 
of one inch from the head. The long diameter of the ova gave an 
average of ~1, inch, the embryos having a length of (J; inch, or 
thereabout, the greatest breadth scarcely exceeding that of the 
human red blood-corpuscle. 

‘EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXIV. 
. Filaria horrida, male: nat. size. 
. The same, female: head and tail, nat. size. 
The same: outline of the oral spines, enlarged. 

. Ova of the same, highly magnified. 

. Filaria immitis: female, nat. size. 

. The same: male, nat. size. 
. The same: tail of the male, enlarged. 
. Ovum of the same: mag. about 500 diam. 
. Filaria hebetata: female, nat. size. 

10. The same: male, nat. size. 
11. Tail of the same: male, enlarged. 
12. Ovum of the same: mag about 350 diam. 
13. Embryo of the same, set free. 

Fig. 
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5. Description of a new Bird of Paradise of the genus 
Epimachus. By Epwin Warp, F.Z.S. 

[Received October 18, 1873.] 

About the end of September last I received from Singapore a col- 
lection of New-Guinea birds, amongst which there was a skin of a new 
species of the Paradiseine group. I have the pleasure of exhibiting 
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this bird to the Meeting. It is evidently a male specimen in full 
plumage ; and I propose for it the name Epimachus elliott. 

This species differs from the Grand Promerops (E. magnus) of 
Cuvier (of which I exhibit two specimens for comparison) in several 
respects. It is about one third less in size ; and instead of being bluish 
green on the back and tail, the head, wings, and tail of this bird are 
beautifully illuminated with an amethyst colour; the plumage is 
also much thicker and more velvety in texture, probably even more so 
than any other species of the whole group. The breast is greenish ; 
and on the chest is a line of indefinite tertiary shades. A line of 
steel-blue crosses the pectoral plumes, which are otherwise of a deep 
black. The back in this species is of a plain amethyst shade, and 
is not marked with spots as in E. magnus. 

The upper mandible is 2 inches long: the entire length from beak 
to end of tail 22 inches; whereas E. magnus is often 40 inches. 
The two gorgeous central feathers of E. ellioti measure 16 inches, 
Tail-feathers twelve in number, as in EZ. magnus. 

It is a custom of the natives of New Guinea to dismember their 
birds when preparing the skins; and in this specimen the legs and 
primary feathers are wanting. In general form this bird resembles 
E. magnus. 

Of the haunts and habits of this bird I regret to say I cannot at 
present learn any thing. 

The unique specimen referred to in this paper has been added to 
Mr. Gould’s splendid collection, and will, I believe, be figured in 
his forthcoming work, ‘The Birds of New Guinea.’ An illustration 
of this bird by Mr. Wolf will appear in ‘ Elliot’s Birds of Paradise.’ 

I beg leave also to exhibit a curious parasite taken trom the breast 
of Elliot’s Epimachus. In form this creature more resembles a 
sheep-tick than a bird-louse. I have before now seen similar para- 
sites, especially on E. magnus. 

I believe the parasites of Birds of Paradise remain as yet unde- 
scribed. 

6. Extracts from the late Dr. Buchanan’s ¢ Fishes of Bengal,’ 
with Remarks. By Surgeon-Major Francis Day. 

[Received October 14, 1873.] 
It is with much pleasure that I am able to inform the Zoological Society that the long-missing papers of Dr. Buchanan on natural history have at last been discovered, and that Ihave been permitted to take copies of those relating to the ichthyology of Bengal. 
Dr. W. W. Hunter, the Director-General of Statistics, when leay- ing England this year, was allowed by the Secretary of State for India to bring to this country the twenty-eight volumes of Dr. Buchanan’s original manuscripts which have lain so long in the India Office, and which contain a detailed account of his statis- tical, zoological, and botanical investigations in districts under the Presidency of Bengal between the years 1803 and 1813. 
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Having obtained leave to examine these volumes, I found the 
ichthyological papers to contain six lists of fishes* as follows :— 
Dinajpur 64 species, Ronggopur 126, Puraniya 134, Goruckpur 79, 
Bhagulpur 76, and Behar 62. 

The above lists and the manuscript drawings at Calcutta’ are evi- 
dently those to which Dr. Hare alludes when he observes (July 27th, 
1816), whilst requesting the Government to detain them in India, 
‘‘now I apprehend that those drawings are already the property of 
the Honourable Court; the service for which Dr. Buchanan was 
employed and paid having specifically been the furnishing Go- 
vernment with a knowledge of the animal and vegetable produc- 
tions of this country, delineations are essentially included in this 
service.” ‘ 

It has been well known for many years that Hamilton Buchanan 
was not in possession of all his ichthyological drawings when he pub-~ 
lished the ‘ Fishes of the Ganges.’ But although it has been ob- 
served that he was deprived of all his extensive drawings and papers 
relating to every branch of natural history, I was quite unpre- 
pared to discover that his manuscript notes on fishes, which have 
now lain upwards of sixty years in the Government Archives, con- 
tain many remarks and much information not existing in his work. 

These papers, in fact, form the key to the unpublished drawings ; 
and several errors in the ‘ Fishes of the Ganges’ may now be cor- 
rected from the author’s own notes. I had proposed replying to 
Dr. Giinther’s positive denials of the correctness of some of my 
identifications of Dr. Buchanan’s fishes ; but perhaps it is as well to 
allow the author himself to decide the points in discussion, as the 
species come in this review. 

LABrEO CURCHIUS. 

Cyprinus curchius, cursa, cursis, et gonius. 

“101. The Kurchha of Goyalpara, by people of Assam is called 
Ghoni” (Ronggopur list). “56. The Kurchha of the Ronggopur list, 
No. 101, is called Ktirsa, evidently the same name”’ (Behar list). “59. 
The Kurchha of Ronggopur, No. 101, is here called Kursi; and it 
must be observed that the names Kurchha, Kurchi, and Kursi are all 
the same, variously spelt and pronounced in different places, and 
applied with little or no discrimination to several fishes that have a 
very strong resemblance to each other.” 

Cyprinus REBA, Ham. Buch. 

Cyprinus bangon. 

«52. The Bhanggon of Ronggopur, No. 95, is here called Buckti”’ 
(Goruckpur list). 95. The Bhanggon of Goyalpara in the 
marshes between Dewangunj and Goraghat is called Vacha, which 
at Goyalpara, Calcutta, &c. is a name given to a Pimelode, No. 55. 
At Calcutta the Cyprin of which I am now treating is called Bata. 

* «Buchanan’s Fish and Fisheries of Bengal’ will immediately be ready for 
the press ; his remarks on these subjects will be published in full. 
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It is the most common fish in the southern portions of the district, 
and grows to 2 feet in length”? (Ronggopur list). ‘101. The 95th 
fish of the Ronggopur list, the Reba of the banks of the Kosi, and 
the Raikhari of the Mahananda. This fish seems to suffer consider- 
able alterations in colour from the nature of the water in which it 
lives. In marshes and small channels overgrown with weeds its back 
is green with a gloss of gold; while in clear water the whole is 
white and shines like silver” (Puraniya list). ‘60. The Bangjhi 
rewa isa Cyprinus approaching to a Mugil, and is the Bhanggon of 
the Ronggopur list, No. 95 ”’ (Bhagalpur list). 

Cyprinus Ariza, Ham. Buch. 

Cyprinus acra, Ham. Buch. 

«96. The Akhra of the Korotoyais called Khoskibata at Calcutta, 
and simply Khoski in the central rivers of Dinajpur, No. 63. In 
my account of Mysore I have given a drawing of it under its Karnata 
name Ariza. It is the Kindu of the Tamuls ”’ (Ronggopur list). 

CyprINus CHAGUNIO, Ham. Buch. 

Cyprinus kunta, MS. Ham. Buch. 
Barbus beavani, Ginther. 

As far as concerns this fish, I have briefly to observe I captured 
specimens of what I had no doubt corresponded with Buchanan’s 
C. chagunio in Orissa—that it equally agreed with Barbus beavani, 
Giinther—that in the Calcutta Museum I found specimens labelled 
C. chagunio of this species—that on investigating Buchanan’s MS. 
drawing I found a copy of one of his originals representing it, and 
labelled C. chagunio, besides which it had portions of another name 
on it, as observed by Dr. Giinther, viz. C. kunta. 

The drawing which I found* thus labelled, Dr. Giinther observes, 
represents Barbus beavani,” “that it is Cyprinus kunta,”’ that ‘it 
is equally certain that it is not intended for the fish described as 
Cyprinus chagunio.’ Thus we both agree that B. beavani and C. 
kunta, labelled C. chagunio, are one and the same species. 

In the Puraniya list we find “112. Gdrhdn, R. 110.” If we 
turn to the Ronggopur list referred to, we find “110. The Da- 
ranggi of the Tista is in some places called funta. It has a great 
affinity with the Curmuca, which is described in my account of 
Mysore, and with the following}, being about the same size and 
having nearly the same proportions and qualities.”’ In the ‘ Fishes of 
the Ganges,’ p. 294, we find the C. eurmuca and C. chagunio placed 
next each other, and with the following remark :—‘“ This and the 
following species have a great resemblance to the Cyprinus cirrhosus 

* Dr. Giinther, before entering upon the question of what Buchanan’s draw- 
ing is, corrects me on @ matter of fact respecting the length of the barbels. My 
remark on such had reference to his description, “ barbels subequal in length, 
rather longer than the eye.” 

T C. sarana. 
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of Bloch.”” Further remarks seem to me unnecessary ; Buchanan’s 
C. chagunio* and C. kunta are evidently the same fish. 

Before passing on to the next species there is another remark of 
Dr. Giinther’s I must reply to, viz. :—“it requires but slight acquaint- 
ance with Hamilton Buchanan’s works to see that his rule was to 
count the last ray (which is generally split to the base) as one and 
not as two. Mr. Day’s statement to the contrary is to me quite 
incomprehensible ; he needed only to compare Buchanan’s descrip- 
tions with the plates’? (P. Z. S. Dec. 5th, 1871). Again, ‘the 
only case which shows some obscurity is that of C. dero.”’ 

I will now put this nearly unqualified assertion to the proof, 
giving the dorsal rays as recorded by Hamilton Buchanan in his 
‘Index Methodicus,’ and by Dr. Gunther in his ‘Catalogue of 
Fishes ;’ for if Buchanan always counted (except in one solitary in- 
stance) as does Dr. Giinther, the numbers should be identical. Pime- 
lodus silondia, H. B., D. 3; Giinther, D. 4. P. pangasius, H. B., 
D.2;G., D.+. P. rita,H.B., D. 2; G., D. } P. gagora, H.B., D. 2; 

7 G., D.4. P.sagor, H.B.,D. 2; G., D.+. P. arius, H.B., D.2; 
G.,D.4+. P.jzatius, H.B., D. 2. P.nenga, H. B., D. 2. P.sona, 
H. B., Dd. %. P. rama, H. B., D. $. P. tengana, H. B., D. 3; 
G., D. +. ~ I need not increase this list ; even the last species had not 
apparently been seen by Dr. Giinther; but so satisfied must he have 
become that Hamilton Buchanan had counted the last dorsal ray split 
to the root as 2, not as 1, that he altered the figures from 8 to 7, 
and, I am convinced, correctly so ; he also changed them in P. batasio 
from D. 2, H. B., to D. 4. This increasing of the number of the 
dorsal rays by Hamilton Buchanan may be seen in P. telchitta, P. 
bagarius, P. nangra, P. murius, P. gagata, P. gulio, P. menoda, 
P. cavasius, and P. aor. Surely the foregoing twenty-two instances 
out of thirty-two consecutive species are sufficient to prove that 
Hamilton Buchanan frequently counted the last ray of the dorsal fin 
split to its base as two, although “ duta slight acquaintance” with 
his writings might lead one to consider he counted them as one. 

But Dr. Buchanan, besides sometimes counting the last dorsal ray 
divided to its base as two, occasionally decreased the number, as may 
be seen in Cyprinus cachius, C. sophore, C. ticto, C. chola, C. con- 
chonius, &c. Consequently it must be admitted that in numbering 
these rays he was not always very precise. After this, remarks on 
C. bata, H. B., are unnecessary. 

In his Ronggopur list he observes that Cyprinus cocsa was con- 
sidered by the fishermen the male of C. barila, and C. chedra ap- 
parently the male of C. chedrio, but that he considered them distinct 
species, 

* The native name Chagwni, employed in the ‘ Fishes of the Ganges,’ finds no 
place in the MS. notes ; but this is by no meansa solitary instance. However, 
in the MS. notes the Kunta is the only fish likened to the C. curmuca; and in 
the ‘Fishes of the Ganges’ the Chagunio is the only fish compared to the 
Curmuca, whilst Kunta and Chagunio are both on the same drawing ; the first 
name is only found in the MS. notes, the second only in the published work. 
t It would have been more strictly accurate had I said “ often” or “ fre- 

quently.” 
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Now that the lists of the fish have been discovered, the next 
question is, where are the type specimens? Some are believed to be 
in the British-Museum collection presented by Mr. Waterhouse ; 
others also seem to have been given by the Zoological Society. I 
am now having as close a search as I can made for any papers or 
records bearing on this question, and trust that any one who can 
afford information will communicate it to the Society. My reason 
for wishing this is that I hope shortly to commence a thorough re- 
examination of my collection of Indian fishes now in England (num- 
bering about 12000 specimens in spirit, besides skins), and I wish 
to compare them with undoubted types. 

Then, again, as to Sykes’s types some confusion appears to exist. 
I long since observed the following in his ‘ Fishes of the Dukhun’ 
(p.355):— Both Mr. Riippell and Mr. Yarrell, who have done me the 
favour to look over my fishes, express their belief that the present fish,”’ 
&c. Now the species he was alluding to was the Cyprinus nukta, of 
which no figure has been given; but where is the specimen? It is 
evident he brought his collection to England: some (perhaps types) 
he presented to the East-India Museum ; others he either retained 
or may have given to friends, who, it is possible, presented them in their 
own names to museums or institutions. Any information on this point 
is therefore most desirable. . 

My belief that the British Museum possessed some of Sykes’s types 
was confirmed by seeing the following remarks in ‘ The Catalogue of 
the Fishes,’ 1864, vol. v. p.46:—‘‘a, 6. Eight anda half to nine and 
ahalfinches long. From Colonel Sykes’s collection. Types of Schilbe 
pabo, Sykes.” The same of Glyptosternum lonah, p. 187, stated 
to be a type, but scarcely agreeing with the definition given by Sykes. 
However, it was asserted to be the type; and as such I accepted it. 

I was therefore, I must confess, very much surprised at observing the 
following from Dr. Giinther in the ‘ Proc. Zool. Soc.’ Dec. 1871 :— 
‘Although I searched carefully the Museum (before and after the 
transfer of its fish-collection to the British Museum) for types of 
Colonel Sykes’s paper, I failed to discover them.” 

I drew attention to this in a paper read before the Asiatic Society 
of Calcutta, July 3rd, 1872, and published in their Journal, as I 
have a very great interest in examining types of Indian species for 
the purpose of comparison with my own specimens. 

In the ‘ Proc. Zool. Soc.’ Dec. 3, 1872, p. 877, Dr. Giinther re- 
remarks, ‘‘ I must take this early opportunity to modify a statement 
made by me in P. Z. S. 1871, p. 763, to the effect that I had failed 
to discover in the East-India Museum the types of the Dukkun spe- 
cies described by Colonel Sykes. This is true as regards the majo- 
rity of these fishes; but at the time I wrote this I had forgotten 
that in 1864 I believed that I had found two or three of his types. 
Although not the true names (if any) were attached to the bottles 
when they were transferred to the Museum, the name of Colonel 
Sykes was written on the labels; and I still believe the specimens to 
be typical.” 

Perhaps Dr. Giinther is correct in his surmise ; but it would have 
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been better had he stated probably the types, as apparently authority 
does not exist to say “the types’ were given to the India-House 
Museum ; whereas I think I have shown good reason for the belief 
that Sykes brought his collection to Europe, where he arrived in 
1831, and that portions of his types may be in existence elsewhere. 

I do not say this for the purpose of uselessly drawing attention to 
Dr. Giinther’s statements, but to a practical fact which may be de- 
duced therefrom. Thus two specimens of Glyptosternum were found 
with Sykes’s name on the bottle or bottles ; these two appeared to 
be distinct species not previously described, unless by Sykes, who, 
however, had merely recorded one species of this genus as Bagrus 
lonah, and that without giving any figure. 

It appears to have been assumed (I do not say incorrectly so) that 
one must be the type of Bagrus lonah, Sykes ; and in the two recorded 
descriptions of these specimens given in the ‘ Catalogue of Fishes’ we 
find :— 

Glyptosternum lonah, apud Giinther. A. 12. Pectoral spine 
with @ fine outer and with a strong inner serrature. 

G. dekkanense, Giinther. A. 11. Pectoral spine strongly ser- 
rated internally. 

In the ‘ Fishes of the Dekhun’ we find it thus stated :— 
Bagrus lonah. A. 10. Pectoral spine “furnished on the posterior 

edge with long sharp teeth.” 
I would suggest whether the names ought not to stand thus, if 

one (which®) is in reality Sykes’s type :— 
Bagrus lonah, Sykes, =G. dekkanense, Giinther. 
Glyptosternum lonah, Ginther, not synonymous with B. lonah, 

Sykes ; and perhaps the name G. sykesi might be considered ap- 
propriate. 

7. Note on the Ceecum of Canis cancrivorus. 

By A. H. Garrop, B.A., Prosector to the Society. 

[Received October 18, 1873.] 

The South-American Canes present peculiarities which have 
always made it difficult to determine their exact relation to the other 
members of the family. This difficulty is somewhat increased by 
the determination of the peculiarities of their visceral anatomy ; for 
on eviscerating a specimen of Canis cancrivorus I found that the 
cecum differs from that of other members of the genus. Whether 
the observed peculiarity holds in other closely allied species, and in 
other individuals of the same, can only be determined by the dis- 
section of other specimens as they come to hand. 

On the authority of Profs. Owen and Flower, and of the late Mr. 
H. N. Turner, the czecum of all the Canide is uniformly cylindrical 
and peculiar in being folded on itself twice or three times in a ser- 
pentiform manner (fig. B). On looking at the distended caecum of 
the common Dog, with the distal or colic end downwards, the caput 
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upwards, and the appendix itself towards the observer, it is seen to 
spring from the junction of the small and large intestines with an 
abrupt turn to the left, which is followed very shortly by an equally 

A 

A. Cxeum of Canis famelicus. 
B. Cxeum of Canis familiaris. all one half natural size. 
C. Cxcum of Canis canerivorus. 

sudden turn to the right, causing it to stand transversely to the 
direction of the intestine ; a third bend to the left, above the others, 
leads to the cecal end. This condition obtains in almost all the 
Canide. In a specimen of C. famelicus I find the caecum much 
shorter than usual, and forming one and a quarter turn of a spiral, 
commencing by an upward turn to the left, and ending on the left 
side of the spire (fig. A). The only other peculiarity that is generally 
observed is that the third fold is less developed in some than in others. 
But in the specimen of C. cancrivorus above mentioned the czecum is 
much shorter than usual, being only 2 inches long in a nearly adult 
male animal, and almost straight, not showing any tendency to the 
folding on itself otherwise typical of the genus (fig. C). In other 
points of its anatomy no peculiarities were detected. In the tongue 
the circumvallate papillee were insignificant, three on each side, sepa- 
rated bya considerable interval. The fourth lower molar characteristic 
of the species (or genus Thous of Gray) was not developed, the 
third being small and not above the gum. The undistended stomach 
presented the characteristic form found in so many of the Carnivora 
and figured in my account of the viscera of the Binturong*. The 
spleen had a rudimentary third lobe. The small intestine was 5 feet, 
and the large intestine 6 inches, in length; and the latter seemed to 
bifurcate symmetrically at its proximal end into the czecum and the 
small intestine, the two latter being of equal diameter and scarcely 
smaller than the colon. The liver presented all the characteristics 
of Canis familiaris. In the generative organs, the prostate was fairly 

* P. ZS. 1873, p. 198. 
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developed, and Cowper’s glands were absent ; the os penis was deeply 
grooved, 13 inch long, and slightly curved. 

That this animal is a true Canis is therefore clear ; but that the 
pecniiarities of the cecum are not certain characters to employ in 
classification in this case is evident, as is likewise the case with Nan- 
dinia binotata, which, as pointed out recently by Prof. Flower *, is 
the only known #luroid animal which does not possess a cecum. 

It will be interesting to observe whether the other South-American 
Canidze, all of which are peculiar in that the temporal ridges only 
meet across the skull for a very short distance at their posterior ex- 
tremity (though some other species present this peculiarity) and are 
considerably separated in front, agree with Canis cancrivorus in the 
simplicity and shortness of their cca. 

8. On the Eared Seals of the Auckland Islands. 

By Joun W. Crank, F.Z.S8. 

[Received October 18, 1873.] 

The skulls which I have the pleasure of exhibiting to the Society 
to-night were brought from the Auckland Islands by M. Dumoutier, 
one of the naturalists who accompanied the French expedition sent 
in the ‘ Astrolabe’ and ‘ Zélée’ between the years 1837-1840 to the 
Antarctic Seas. The largest of the two smaller skulls was purchased 
in Paris by my late father in 1853, of M. Dumoutier himself; and 
the two others, together with some fragments of a third, were found 
by me a few weeks ago in the shop of M. Vasseur, 9 Rue de I’ Ecole 
de Médecine. He stated that they had formed, to the best of his 
belief, part of M. Dumoutier’s collection—a fact which is put beyond 
all doubt by the handwriting upon them; for it is clearly the same 
on all three, and is also not to be distinguished from that on other 
objects received from him, and now in the Cambridge Museum. 
The skulls are marked respectively ““Phoque des Auckland,” “Phoque 
des Iles Auckland,” and “‘Phoque male adulte des Iles Auckland du 
Sud.” 

The Auckland Islands lie between 800 and 900 miles S. of Tas- 
mania, in lat. 50° 48'S., long. 166° 42'E. They were first dis- 
covered in 1806 by Captain Bristow, on board a whaler belonging to 
the Messrs. Enderby. During the next thirty-four years they appear 
to have been occasionally visited by vessels in search of whales and 
seals, but never to have been scientifically explored, nor was any note of 
their fauna or flora made. In 1840 they were visited by no less than © 
three exploring-expeditions, viz.:—by the American brig ‘ Porpoise,’ 
commanded by Lieut. Wilkes ; the French corvettes ‘ Astrolabe’ and 
‘Zélée ;’ and the English ships ‘ Erebus’ and ‘Terror,’ under the 
command of Sir J. C. Ross. Wilkes investigated the botany of the 
islands, and the birds; but as he says that ‘ besides the birds, the 
the only living creature was a small mouse,” he evidently paid but 

* P. Z. S. 1872, p. 683. 
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little attention to the Mammalia*. The French naturalists, who 
spent ten days there, give a graphic description of their visit to one 
of the bays frequented by the sealers. They say:—* C’est 1a que les 
baleiniers leur font la chasse pour recueillir leur pean, quia une valeur 
assez ¢levée (20 fr. environ chaque), quoiq’ils ne soient pas de l’espéce 
appelée phoques 4 fourrure. On rencontre a chaque pas des cadavres 
€ ces animaux 4 moiti¢é décomposés, et dont les erAnes sont en gé- 

néral bris¢és; nous en trouvames un, entre autres, d’une taille gigan- 
tique : il avait été tué quelques jours auparavant a coups de lance, 
et sa téte était intacte. Le Capitaine Robinson la fit couper afin 
d’en faire présent A M. Dumoutier qui la lui avait démandée” +. 
Shortly afterwards they caught another, taking pains to seize him 
by a lasso, so as not to damage him, and carried him on board ship. 
Nevertheless no mention of these animals occurs in the zoology of 
the expedition, where Stenorhynchus leptonyx and Lobodon careino- 
phaga are the only Seals described. During the three weeks that Sir 
J.C. Ross’s Expedition staid at the Islands the botany was carefully 
studied by Dr. Hooker, and some notes on the zoology are recorded by 
Mr. M‘Cormick ¢; but the latter gives not the slightest hint of the 
existence of Seals or Eared Seals; and, in the zoology of the voyage, 
the Auckland Islands are never set down as a locality for any of the 
Seals described. Between 1850 and 1852 the islands were occupied 
as a whaling-station by the Messrs. Enderby, to whom they had 
been assigned by the English Government ; but their business was 
rather to make money by whaling than to record the existence of 
any other marine mammal. Lastly, on Dec. 30, 1863, the schooner 
‘Grafton,’ of Sydney, was wrecked upon the islands, where the 
captain and crew were condemned to reside for twenty months. In 
Captain Musgrave’s very interesting journal § will be found by far 
the most detailed account in existence of the habits of any species 
of Seal. I have done my best to combine all the notices of import- 
ance that are scattered through the pages of his narrative. 

He found that the rocky coast of the Aucklands abounded with 
Seals; in a narrow channel that ran from one of the harbours to 
the sea, “ we saw hundreds of Seals: both the shores and the water 
were literally swarming with them, both the Tiger and the Black Seal ; 
but in general the Tiger Seals keep one side of the harbour, and the 
Black Seals, which are much the largest, the other side..... We 
also saw a Sea-lion” (p. 7). A “Black Seal” is mentioned, one 
of whose canine teeth was 32 inches long, 13 inch in circumference 
at the gum, and 53 inches at the base (p. 66). 

One would expect to find on first reading this passage that the 
“ Tiger Seals” were the Stenorhynchus leptonyx, a true Seal; but 

* Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition, by Charles Wilkes, during the years 1838-1842, vol. ii. p- 303. 
t ‘ Voyage au Péle Sud et dans I’Océanie sur les corvettes lV Astrolabe et la Zélée,’ Histoire du Voyage, ix. p. 110. 
t Voyage of Discovery and Research in the Southern and Antarctic Regions during the years 1839-43, by Capt. Sir J. C. Ross, vol. i. pp. 129-154. os elaine on the Auckland Isles. By Captain Thomas Musgrave. London, 
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subsequently (p. 142) he identifies them with the Sea-lions, of 
which he gives a detailed account in an appendix. He apparently 
paid little or no attention to the “ Black Seal,’”’ but beguiled the 
tedium of his miserable captivity by noting the habits of the other 
species, in which, as they were the chief article of food of himself 
and his companions, he took a grateful interest. He says, “‘ We 
eat the cow and the calf Tiger Seals: the Black Seal is not good ; 
and the bulls are all very rank” (p. 11). Again: ‘ Not very long 
ago we thought it would be impossible to eat this kind of Seal (the 
Black Seal) : and indeed they are not by any means fit for food ; for 
the strong smell of the meat is enough not only to disgust, but to 
stifle a person” (p. 67. Compare also p. 6). 

In an appendix he gives “An account of the Sea-lion and its 
habits” (p. 141 sg.), from which I extract the most important por- 
tions :— 

‘The females are of a grey, golden buff, or beautiful silver colour, 
sometimes spotted like the Leopard, and are called Tiger Seals. 
Their fur is about an inch long, not very soft, but very thick, and 
particularly sleek and smooth .... On the upper lip, on each side, 
are thirty bristles (they seldom deviate from this number), of a hard 
horny nature, and resembling tortoise-shell in appearance, from 6 to 
8 inches long, gradually decreasing as they approach the nose to 13 
or 2 inches in length. 

“The males are uniformly of a blackish grey colour. The fur and 
skin are superior to those of the female, being much thicker, and the 
former finer from the shoulders backwards, though not so pretty. 
On the neck and shoulders he has a thicker, longer, and much coarser 
coat of fur, which may almost be termed bristles. It is from 3 to 
4 inches long, and can be ruffled up and made to stand erect at will.” 

A male “ of a medium size” will measure about 6 feet from nose 
to tail, and about 6 or 7 feet in circumference, and weigh about 
5 ewt. The females are “ proportionately smaller” than the bulls 
(p. 142 sq.). 

One of the most interesting details that he gives concerns their 
movements upon land. He says, ‘ They go roaring about the woods 
like wild cattle” (p.5). ‘They run very fast in the bush” (p. 10). 
“ We were in a thick bush, so that he (an old Tiger Seal) had a 
decided advantage”’ (p. 18). “ When they are on shore they can 
run surprisingly fast; on a hard, smooth beach they can run 
nearly as fast as a man; and in the bush, or long grass, they can get 
along much faster. They can also climb up rocky cliffs and steep 
slippery banks that would be inaccessible to man”’ (p. 149). ‘ The 
bulls are very bold, and will come out of the water and chase us. 
They are particularly fierce” (p. 78). On going up a mountain to 
the N.E. of the tent, “I found Seal-tracks,”’ he says, ‘ nearly to the 
top, which I reckon is about four miles from the water ; and about 
three miles up I saw a Seal” (p. 9). 

To this may be added the description of Mr. Morris, for many 
years a sealer by profession, and now residing in Sydney :—“ Adult 
male or wig uniformly blackish ; pups born black ; after a few weeks 
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they become grey; at a year old the grey changes to light brown, 
and when adult to black or blackish grey. Adult female, or clap- 
match, grey to silver-grey, at times golden buff; pups black”’ *. 

Captain Musgrave notices a periodical migration of the Seals, but 
not so regular or so complete as that observed elsewhere ; and it 
would appear that large numbers of them remain all the year round. 
The bull Seals come into the bays in October (p. 143) or the be- 
ginning of November (p. 78), at which time they are very fat. 
During that month and the two following they all pass most of their 
time on shore, the bulls basking in the sun, while the cows roam 
about the woods looking for a suitable place to calve in. The females 
go with young about eleven months, and the young ones are born 
early in February, always on shore (p. 145); and they have only 
one calf at a birth. When the cubs are a few days old, the mother 
sets to work to get them into the water, to which they have the 
greatest antipathy ; and it is only after long efforts, and much biting, 
beating, and pushing, that she succeeds: indeed so unwilling are 
they to go that a cow has been known to spend three days and a 
half in getting her cub half a milet. After this the cows assemble 
in mobs of from twelve to twenty with their cubs, and pass the months 
of February, March, and April, during which they suckle them, 
chiefly on shore. There are generally one or two bulls in each mob ; 
but these leave the bays after the beginning of April. When the 
cubs are three months old they leave off sucking, and with their 
mothers keep the water during the day, but come on shore at night 
to sleep, returning to the water before daylight. They do not choose 
any particular place for sleeping in, but take shelter anywhere in the 
bush or in the long grass close to the shore. If not disturbed, a 
mob will sleep in the same place many nights in succession; but if 
disturbed they shift their camp (pp. 48,147). During June, July, 
and August they are rarely seen on shore; and Captain Musgrave 
dolefully expatiates on the difficulty of getting fresh meat during 
that season. It does not appear, however, that the cows leave the 
neighbourhood of the islands ; and at the end of August or begin- 
ning of September he notes, “the Seals are becoming as numerous 
as ever”’ (p. 55). 

From these notices it results that there are two species of Seal on 
the Aucklands :-— 

1. A large black Seal. 
2. A Sea-lion, called Tiger Seal, because some of the females are 

spotted. Their general colour is a yellowish grey, varying in indi- 
vidual specimens from grey to buff, the males, especially the old 
males, being the darkest (pp. 29, 143). 

Further, we learn from the French narrative that the Seal they 
caught was a Hair-Seal; and the same result is arrived at by im- 

* Mammalia, recent and extinct: an Elementary Treatise for the Use of the 
Public Schools of New South Wales, p. 15. By A. W. Scott, M.A. Sydney, 
1873. 

+ Seals were seen teaching their young to swim off Cape Horn by Capt. King 
(Voyage of ‘ Adventure’ and ‘ Beagle,’ i. p. 422). 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. XLVIII. 48 
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Skull of Otaria heokeri, adult male, from Auckland Islands (side view). 
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ranium of Otaria hookeri, adult male, from Auckland Islands (inferior surface). y c 
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plication from Captain Musgrave’s account ; for he nowhere mentions 
using seal-skins for warm clothing, though he suffered much from 
cold ; but he does speak of the excellent leather he thinks might be 
made out of the skin of the Sea-lion (p. 81). 

Turning now to the skulls, I find that the two smaller ones cor- 
respond exactly with those named Arctocephalus hookeri by Dr. 
Gray in the Zoology of the voyage of the ‘ Erebus’ and ‘ Terror’*. 
I have compared them with the type specimen, and with the others 
preserved in the British Museum, all of which were, I understand, 
brought home by Sir J. C. Ross’s Antarctic Expedition. The cor- 
respondence is more complete than would be imagined from a mere 
inspection of the plate; for a line drawn across the hinder edge of 
the zygomatic process of the maxilla ought to pass through the 
centre of the penultimate molar, whereas in the plate such a line 
would pass between that tooth and the last of the series. 

Before considering these skulls more minutely, let us pass to the 
large skull labelled ‘ male adulte,’’ and I think we shall find that 
they all have certain very marked characteristics in common. No 
one who looks at this skull (see figures pp. 754 and 755) can fail, 
I think, to be at once struck by two points in its conformation :—its 
great length in proportion to its width, so that it closely resembles 
the skull of a Polar Bear; and the length, the massiveness, and the 
uniform vertical height of the lower jaw. It measures 13! in 
length, by 77" in width (the latter measurement being taken across 
the zygomatic process of the squamosal); that is to say, the 
length : width :: 2: 1 nearly, while in a series of skulls of Otaria 
jubata the length : width :: 3:2. The lower jaw is 92" long, 2}" 
in height immediately behind the canine, and 2)" behind the last 
molar. The same characters, relatively, are to be found in the 
smaller skulls: they exhibit similar relations of length to width, and 
the lower jaws are equally long and of equally uniform height. 

On reversing the male skull the palate is seen to be deeply hol- 
lowed out in front, and to narrow gradually behind the zygoma, 
becoming at the same time nearly flat. The palatine bones are, in 
consequence of the great length of the skull, much elongated, and 
remarkably curved, thickened, and bent outwards at their posterior 
extremity. The pterygoid plate of the alisphenoid is, for the same 
reasons, a very long and stout pillar of bone, pierced by a wide 
alisphenoid canal. The pterygoids themselves are small ; but in this 
specimen they are so broken that their precise form is difficult to 
distinguish. The palatine opening is long and narrow. 

The mastoid portion of the periotic is produced into a Jong peg- 
like process; and there is no union between the periotic and the 
basioccipital. The foramen lacerum posterius is confluent with the 
foramen lacerum medium. 

If we now look at the two smaller skulls we shall see that the 
palates are equally concave, that they narrow and become flat at the 
same point, that the palatines and pterygoids are similarly elon- 
gated and are of like shape. The palatine opening is proportionally 

* Page 4, Beasts, plate xv. (skull). 
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wider; but this, I think, is explained by the skulls being evidently 
those of younger animals. The mastoid process shows signs of ulti- 
mately developing into the peg-like process of the larger skull; and 
though there is not the same decided interval between the periotic 
and the basioccipital, there is yet no union or coherence between 
the bones, and I think that with increased age the bulla and the 
mastoid process would develop and absorb the canal now existing 
between them and the basioccipital. The dental formula in the two 
smaller skulls is 

$8.0 1-1 6—6 es oe gs Ee ws 

The outermost incisor in the upper jaw is very large, quite half as 
large asthe canine. The upper molars are pointed ; each has a small 
anterior tubercle; and the last two have their crowns bifid, with a 
double root. The lower molars are similar in shape; but the last 
only has a bifid crown and a double root. The same characters ob- 
tain in the large skull; but the incisors have fallen out by age, and 
the molars are much worn. 

The points of similarity that I have enumerated are so remarkable 
that I cannot but conclude that the three skulls are all of the same 
species ; and I explain the difference in size, strength of build, deve- 
lopment of crest, and dimensions of canine teeth by suggesting that 
the large skull is that of a male, and the two smaller those of females. 
It follows that Otaria hookeri has been determined and hitherto known 
only from female skulls. 

The colour of Captain Musgrave’s Sea-lion, a yellowish grey, will 
agree very well with that of the specimens of Q. hookeri in the British 
Museum. One of those is grey, inclining to black; the other, and 
smaller one (perhaps a female), a warm golden grey. I conclude 
therefore that the Seal described by him with so much minuteness 
is O. hookeri, and that the Auckland Islands may be set down for the 
future as one of its habitats. 

There has been hitherto much difficulty in ascertaining the precise 
locality of Otaria hookeri. Dr. Gray says it ‘inhabits Falkland 
Islands and Cape Horn”*. I cannot, however, discover any 
authoritative statement that the skulls described by him, and now 
in the British Museum, belonged to animals actually killed at either 
of those places; and as regards the Falkland Islands, all the Seals 
that inhabit them have been most accurately enumerated by Captain 
Abbott (P. Z. S. 1868, p. 189), and O. hookeri is not among them. 
As regards Cape Horn, we unfortunately do not possess equally pre- 
cise information. 

It will be useful here to turn to the original account of Forster, 
who accompanied Captain Cook on his second voyage?, and on 
Dec. 31, 1774, being then at Staten Land, describes the Seals he 
met with in the following terms :— 

«« After dinner we hoisted out three boats, and landed with a large 

* Zoology of ‘Erebus’ and ‘Terror,’ p. 5; Catalogue of Seals and Wales, ed, 
1866, p. 54; Supplement to do. 1871, p. 16. 

+ Captain Cook's Second Voyage, 4th ed. 1784, vol. ii. p. 194, 
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party of men, some to kill Seals, others to catch or kill birds, fish, 
or what came in our way. ‘To find the former it mattered not 
where we landed; for the whole shore was coyered with them; and 

by the noise they made, one would have thought the island was 
stocked with cows and calves. On landing we found they were a 
different animal from Seals, but in shape and motion exactly re- 
sembling them. We called them Lions on account of the great 
resemblance the male has to that beast. Here were also the same 
kind of Seals which we found in New Zealand, generally known by 
the name of Sea-bears; at least we gave them that name. They 
were in general so tame, or rather stupid, as to suffer us to come near 
enough to knock them down with sticks ; but the large ones we shot, 
not thinking it safe to approach them .... .” 

On the following day he continues his account :—“ The old Lions 
and Bears were killed chiefly for the sake of their blubber or fat to 
make oil of; for, except their haslets, which were tolerable, the flesh 

was too rank to be eaten with any degree of relish; but the young 
cubs were very palatable, and even the flesh of some of the old 
lionesses was not much amiss; but that of the old males was 
abominable.” 

Again, after describing the Sea-lion more in detail (p. 203), he 
proceeds :—‘* The Sea-bears are not so large, by far, as the Lions, 
but rather larger than a common Seal. They have none -of that 
long hair which distinguishes the Lion. Theirs is all of an equal 
length, and finer than that of the Lion, something like an Otter’s, 
and the general colour is that of iron-grey. This is the kind which 
the French call Sea-wolves, and the English Seals; they are, how- 
ever, different from the Seals we have in Europe and- North- 
America.” 

The existence of two Eared Seals at Cape Horn is evident from 
these descriptions, of which the Sea-lion is Otaria jubata, and the 
other (a small grey Seal, apparently a Fur-Seal, from the comparison 
of its hair to that of an Otter) is, I think, in all probability the 
Fur-Seal of the Falklands (Otaria falklandica=Euotaria nigrescens, 
Gray); and Dr, Gray has identified skulls from Desolation Island, 
which was one of the principal stations of the sealers in former days *, 
on the S.W. coast of Patagonia, with this species. No succeeding 

~ voyager has, so far as I have been able to discover, mentioned the 
existence of a third Seal at Cape Horn, It will be most interesting 
to discover whether Otaria hookeri is restricted to the Auck- 
lands, or whether it extends to any part of New Zealand or Aus- 
tralia. 

If I am right in my opinion that Otaria hookert is not found 
at Cape Horn, the identification of it with the Hared Seal of Pen- 
nant t, the Phoca flavescens of Shaw, and the Otaria flavescens 
of Desmarest, falls to the ground, Pennant’s specimen came from 
the Straits of Magellan; it formed part of Sir Ashton Lever’s 

* Hamilton, Ann. & Mag. of Nat. Hist. vol. ii. p. 82, 
+ Supplement to Cat. of Seals and Whales, p. 21. 
+ Natural History of Quadrupeds, 3rd ed. 1798, vol, ii. p. 278, 
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Museum, whence it passed into that of Mr. Parkinson on the south 
side of Blackfriars Bridge, and, together with the very bad figures 
of it to be seen in their works, formed the basis of the descriptions 
of Shaw and Desmarest. It may very likely turn out that this is 
the young of Euotaria nigrescens, as a young male, identified with 
that species, was taken near Port Famine during the voyage of the 
‘Adventure’ and ‘ Beagle’ *, and the male pups of the southern 
Fur-Seal are said to be of a light brown colour when they are a few 
months old f. 

It remains for me to say a few words on Dr. Gray’s genus 
Gypsophoca. Dr. Hector published, in the ‘Transactions of the 
New-Zealand Institute’ for 1871, a description of two skulls of Seals, 
one adult from Milford Sound, on the E. coast of the S. island of 
New Zealand, the other a young skull from the Auckland Islands. 
He regarded them as identical, and identified them with Arcto- 
cephalus cinereus, the Fur-Seal of New Zealand. Dr. Gray very 
properly distinguished them, and, while agreeing with Dr. Hector 
that the adult skull belonged to A. cinereus, made a new genus for 
the other, and called it Gypsophoca tropicalis, identifying with it a 
very young skull and a fragment of an older one brought from 
North Australia by Mr. John Macgillivray, and which are now in the 
British Museum. This is the skull figured by him (P. Z. 8. 1872, 
p- 660) as from Auckland Island. Dr. Hector’s figure is not very 
clearly drawn ; but, as far as I can make it out, I think that the 
general form of the skull, as well as that of the auditory bulla and 
mastoid process is very like the shape of those parts in my younger 
female skull, and that it may very probably be a young O. hookeri. 
Mr. Macgillivray’s specimen I have compared with mine and with 
Dr. Hector’s figure. With all submission to Dr. Gray I cannot 
think the two should be referred to the same species. The skull in 
the British Museum from North Australia is that of so young a 
specimen that it would be difficult, unless one had a very large series 
of skulls of different sexes and ages to compare it with, to determine 
its species with certainty, though I suspect it will turn out to be 
Arctocephalus cinereus. 

P.S. (Jan. 15, 1874).—Since reading the above I have had the 
opportunity, through the kindness of M. Alphonse Milne-Edwards 
and Professor Gervais, of examining the collections of the Museum 
of the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, where I thought it not unlikely 
that some specimens of Otarie, brought from the Aucklands by the 
Astrolabe-et-Zelée Expedition, might be preserved. 

In the osteological collection there is a broken skull, without the 
lower jaw, marked “Iles Auckland. Téte trouvée sur la plage par 
MM. Hombron et Jaquinot [they were the naturalists to the expe- 
dition]. L’expédition a rapporté deux squelettes et deux peaux du 
O. australis?” The greatest length of this skull is 102”, the greatest 
width 53”; and it corresponds exactly with the type of Aretocephalus 

* Captain King’s Narrative, vol. i. p. 530. t Scott, /. s. c. p. 18. 
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hvokert 2 in the British Museum. The two skeletons were not to 
be found: one only, in an incomplete state, was at length discovered ; 
its skull, much broken, the cranial portion alone being preserved, 
presented the same characteristics as the other. 

The two skins have been stuffed and are exhibited in the zoolo- 
gical gallery. They are Hair-Seals; the larger of the two, sex un- 
known, is about 5! long; its colour is a darkish grey, inclining to 
yellow; the other, rather smaller, is a female, and is of a uniform 
yellow colour—exactly what Captain Musgrave (/. c.) describes the 
females to be, and what we see in the specimens of Otaria hookeri 
in the British Museum. 

The examination of these skulls and skins furnishes additional 
proof that the Aucklands are the habitat of Otaria hookeri. It 
is curious that no male specimen should have been brought back, 
except the one that M. Dumoutier reserved for himself. It is just 
possible that some more specimens may shortly be discovered, as a 
number of cases, brought home by him and which have never been 
opened, have been lately acquired by the Museum. 

The following extract, pointed out to me by M. Alphonse Milne- 
Edwards, gives additional proof of the existence of two species of 
Otaria on the Aucklands :— 

“In the year 1823 Captain Robert Johnson, in the schooner 
‘Henry,’ of New York, took from this island and the surrounding 
islets about 13,000 of as good Fur-Seal-skins as ever were brought 
to the New-York market. From this voyage he never returned... 
Although the Auckland Islands once abounded with numerous herds 
of Fur- and Hair-Seals, the American and French seamen engaged in 
this business have made such clean work of it as scarcely to leave a 
breed ; at all events there was not one Fur-Seal to be found on the 
4th of January, 1830” *. 

The absence of Seals in January might easily be accounted for by 
their annual migration ; but it is remarkable that the herds of Seals 
should have become so numerous again in twenty years as would 
appear from Captain Musgrave’s description. 

I may mention that I was shown a skeleton of Otaria jubata, 
marked as from the Aucklands. If this should be the case, which 
I do not believe on the evidence presented to me, it would greatly 
extend the range of that species; but it is very unlikely that there 
should be two Hair-Seals as well as a Fur-Seal on the islands. 

In conclusion I ought to mention that the first suggestion of the 
skull I have described being that of the male of O. hookert was made 
by Mr. Gerrard of the British Museum. 

* A Narrative of four Voyages to the South Sea, &e. &e., from the year 
1822-1831. By Captain Benjamin Morrell, Jun. 8vo, New York, 1832. 
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December 2, 1873. 

Dr. A. Giinther, F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair. 

The Secretary read the following report on the additions to the 
Society’s Menagerie during the months of October and November 
1873 :— 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Me- 
nagerie during the month of October 1873 was 111, of which 3 were 
by birth, 45 by presentation, 25 by purchase, 21 by exchange, and 
17 were received on deposit. The total number of departures during 
the same period by death and removals was 129. 

The most noticeable additions during the month of October were 
as follows :— 

1. Two of the smaller variety of the Patagonian Conure, received 
in exchange Oct. 13th. 

This smaller and brighter form of this Parrot, found in Mendoza 
and other States of the Argentine Republic, would appear to be best 
entitled to the name patagonus, that name having been founded by 
Vieillot on Azara’s description of specimens seen at Buenos Ayres. 
The larger form of Chili and the west coast may be called Conurus 
byroni (J. E. Gray), if, as proposed by Finsch, eyanolyseos of Molina 
be rejected as inadmissible. 
We have examples of both forms now living in the Parrot-house. 
2. Two Sand-badgers (Meles ankuma, Temm. Fauna Japon. 

Mamm. p. 30, pl. 6), presented by Lieut. the Hon. A. C. Littleton, 
of H.M.S. ‘Salamis,’ Oct. 26th. 

Mr. Littleton writes to me that he procured these animals in the 
mountain-district of Japan, about 70 miles north of Jeddo. Of the 
two only specimens of this species already received by the Society 
in 1865 one is still living in the Society’s Gardens. 

3. A Collared Jay Thrush (Garrulaz picticollis, Swinhoe, P. Z. 8. 
1872, p. 554), received from the Jardin d’Acclimatation of Paris, Oct. 
30th. I have never seen a living example of this scarce and interesting 
species before. 

The total number of registered additions to the Society’s Mena- 
gerie during November 1872 was 63, of which 3 were by birth, 35 
by presentation, 15 by purchase, 4 by exchange, and 6 were received 
on deposit. The total number of departures during the same period 
by death and removals was 123. 

The most noticeable additions were as follows :— 
1. Twelve Terrapins obtained at Bussorah, and presented Nov. 10th 

by Capt. Phillips, of the 5.S. ‘ Mesopotamia.’ 
These Terrapins belong undoubtedly to the species lately described 

and figured by Dr. Giinther in the Society’s ‘ Proceedings’ as Emys 
grayi* (P.Z.S. 1869, p. 504, pl. xxxviil.). But Mr. Blanford in- 
forms me that he has lately identified this species as being the true Tes- 
tudo caspica of Gmelin. It must therefore be called Clemmys caspica. 

* The same specific title had been previously given by Strauch (Verth. d. 
Schildkr. p. 88) to the Batagur picta of Gray ; and another Emys grayi has since 
been described by A. Duméril and Bocourt in the ‘ Report of the French Scien- 
tific Commission in Mexico, Rept. and Batrach. p. 15. 
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2. A sharp-snouted Badger (Meles leptorhynchus) and two small 
rodents, presented by Mr. R. Swinhoe, F.Z.S., H.B.M. Consul at 
Chefoo. Received Nov. 14th. 

The Chinese Badger is new to us, and of much interest. It has 
been described and figured by A. Milne-Edwards*. The rodents Mr. 
Swinhoe sends as examples of the Mongolian Souslik (Spermophilus 
mongolicus, A. Milne-Edwards). 

Mr. Sclater made remarks on a fine head of Alcelaphus tora, which 
Mr. Edwin Ward had sent for exhibition. This animal had been 

Vii 7) / 
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Head of Alcelaphus tora. 

obtained by Mr. C. L. Arkwright, of Savile Row, during a recent 
shooting-excursion on the Settite in Upper Nubia. According to 
Mr. Arkwright this Antelope is the commonest large Antelope in 
the country, and is the Tétel of Sir S. Baker, who, like other tra- 
vellers, has confounded it with the Bubal (Alcelaphus bubalis)t. 

* Recherches pour servir 4 l’Hist. des Mammiféres, pl. 17. 
+ See above, p. 729. t See ‘ Nile Tributaries’ (new edition), 1872, p. 132. 
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Prof. Owen read the twentieth of his series of memoirs on the 
extinct birds of the genus Dinornis and their allies. This contained 
a restoration of the skeleton of Cnemiornis calcitrans, and gave 
remarks on its affinities with the Lamellirostral group. 

This paper will be published in the Society’s ‘Transactions.’ 

The following papers were read :— 

1. On Cnemiornis calcitrans, showing its Affinity to the 
Natatores. By James Hecror, M.D., F.R.S. 

(Plates LXV.-LXVIII.) 

[Received October 16, 1873.] 

Since the discovery of the very interesting specimen of the Moa’s 
neck* with well-preserved muscular tissue and integument, in the 
Earnscleugh Cave in the interior of the Province of Otago, the lo- 
eality has been visited several times, and especially in February of 
last year by the Hon. Capt. Fraser, who obtained, besides Moa-bones, 

_ several belonging to a smaller-sized birdt, being part of a skeleton, 
most of which had been previously removed by some gold-diggers. 
I recognized these to belong to Cnemiornis calcitrans, Owent, the 
only difference being that the humerus (Plate LXV.) differs from that 
described by Professor Owen in several important characters. Be- 
sides the humerus were the right femur and tarso-metatarsus, and 
the metacarpal bones, the two former agreeing accurately with 
Professor Owen’s description and plates, and the last-mentioned 
being a new addition to the osteology of the bird. 

The chief difference observed in the humerus (Plate LXV. 1, 2,3) 
is its greater proportional size, being equal in length to the femur 
instead of one ninth less, and its having a very distinct pneumatic 
fossa (Plate LXV. fig. 2a) closed by a cribriform bony septum. In 
addition, the tuberosity (4) representing the pectoral ridge is not so 
wide ; and the proximal articular surface (c) is slightly broader and 
more convex at its middle part than in the typical bone. These 
characters led to its being suspected to belong to a carinate bird ; 
but the massiveness of the bone was, I thought, sufficient to disprove 
this. In order to determine this point with some degree of accuracy 
I compared the weight with the bulk of the same bone in several 
species of birds, with the following results :— 

Weight. Bulk. 
1. Cnemiornis (Earnscleugh Cave)...... 10 244 
2. Weka (Ocydromus), non-volant...... l 210 
3. Kakapo (Stringops), non-volant .... 10 187 
4. Kaka (Nestor), volant ............ 10 131 
5. Hauk (Hieracidea), volant ........ 10 126 

A small portion of the shaft was also removed (Plate LXV. fig. 3), 

* Trans. N. Z. Inst. vol. iv. p. 110, pl. v. t Lhid. vol. v. pp. 102 & 417. 
{ Trans. Zool. Soc. vol. y. p. 395, . 
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and the thickness of the bony wall found to be so great that the 
internal diameter is only two thirds that of the external. 

In consequence of the divergence of character from the humerus 
described by Professor Owen, I was much interested in obtaining 
the remainder of the bones of this skeleton ; and after tracing it 
through several hands, Captain Fraser at last succeeded, only a few 
weeks ago, in obtaining possession of the box containing the bones 
in the same state in which they had been found, and handed them 
over to me for description on the 20th ultimo. 

The skeleton is still far from complete; but the following bones 
are in a very admirable state of preservation, and agree perfectly in 
appearance, colour, peculiar stains, texture, and other external 
characters ; so that there is no reason to doubt that they all belong 
to one individual, which is further confirmed by the study of their 
anatomical characters :— 

1. Skull. 7. Sacrum. 
2. Vertebrze (12 cervical, 4 dorsal). 8. Femur. 
3. Sternum. 9. Tibia. 
4, Fureula. 10. Tarso-metatarsal. 
5. Humerus. 11. Ribs (6). 
6. Carpal. 

The structure and form of the skull and sternum show that this 
bird belongs to the Lamellirostrate Natatores, but that the power 
of flight had become obsolete, and that it differs from most others of 
the duck-kind in its short lofty head, very solid palate, and in the 
peculiar character of the tympanic cavity, which is bridged across 
by a bony process between the mastoid process and the basioccipital. 
The great solidity of the skull, and the absence of occipital fonta- 
nelles, and the free sutures of the naso-frontal and the lachrymal 
bones are also remarkable. 

Every bone of the skeleton, excepting the upper part of the ster- 
num, has the close-grained reticulated surface which is so character- 
istic of the bones of Cnemiornis, giving the impression of a very solid 
powerful framework that in the fresh state would contain much oily 
matter; and the absence of the power of flight is evidenced by the 
rudimentary tubercular ridge that represents the keel, and the small 
area included by the pectoral ridges on the surface of the sternum. 

Skull, (Plates LXVI. and LXVII.) 

What remains of the skull is well preserved, every process being 
sharp and distinct as in a freshly macerated specimen; but unfortu- 
nately the following appendages have been lost :—the quadrate, jugal, 
pterygoid, and lachrymal bones. The head, including the lower 
jaw, and allowing the usual proportion for the quadrate, would have 
the height equal to two thirds the length, and the transverse dia- 
meter equal to half the Jength. 

The brain-case is short, high, and compressed laterally, its postero- 
inferior diameter being greatest. The nasal portion of the skull, 
which is distinctly shorter than the cranial, is detached; and the 
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mobility of the upper mandible, which in such birds is usually 

effected by the flexibility of the thin nasal bones, must, if it existed, 

have been effected by a straight joint with thick irregular margins, 

somewhat as in the Parrot. 
In the occipital region the muscular ridges are moderately developed. 

The condyle (1) moderate, reniform, flattened, and excavated, with a 

mesial notch above, slightly excavated beneath, but not laterally. 

The foramen is very large, being one third the height of the occi- 

put in its vertical diameter, which is one fourth greater than the 

transverse. It is rounded above, but has the lateral and inferior 

margins almost straight. The occipital area is rather square in form, 

with a blunt mesial ridge, having a shallow pit on either side, but no 

fontanelles. A bold paroccipital process (4) extends downwards and 

backwards on each side, and forms the extremity of the cranium in 

that direction, giving rise to the most remarkable feature in its 

external conformation as viewed laterally. A deep perforated pit 

separates this process from the basioccipital, which is very largely 

developed, and has two inferior lateral processes separated by a wide, 

smooth, subcondyloid notch, and then extends forwards as a broad, 

slightly concave surface which occupies a large area of the base of the 

skull (Plate LXVII. fig. 2. 1"). The basisphenoid (5) has a small 

share in the base of the skull, and has large oval basipterygoid facets 

(5!) only slightly divergent. 
The character presented by the tympanic fossa is very remarkable, 

as it is divided into a posterior and anterior orifice by a quadrate 

ossicle (ms.) that connects the tip of the mastoid process with the 

basioccipital and with the anterior process of the exoccipital, thus 

enclosing a wide canal descending obliquely backwards and out- 

wards with a subcircular aperture deeply notched inferiorly. The 

articular portion of the cavity with its two facets is thus separated 

from the posterior or auricular portion—a character which appears to 

be unique, and the converse of the preemastoid arch which exists in 

Aptornis. This is shown in the oblique perspective sketch which 

has been made for me by Mr. Nairn :— 

Side view of skull of Cnemiornis. 
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The frontal bone (11) is slightly swollen at the vertex, and de- 
pressed between the orbits, which have strong overhanging orbital pro- 
cesses, on which are rough, deeply impressed areas (Plate LX VII. d), 
which probably gave attachment to a posterior excrescence of the 
cere as in Plectopterus, these impressions being separated by a smooth 
groove with only a faint mesial ridge. There appears to have been 
a deep notch (d’) in the upper part of the orbital border; but, the 
lachrymal bones having been lost, this is not very certain. The 
width of the nasal suture is equal to the length of the attachment 
of the lachrymals, which extends from the groove to the transverse 
suture (g). 

The interorbital septum is complete; and there are well-ossified 
rhinal chambers, with very minute olfactory foramina that pro- 
ceed direct from the cranial cavity. The roof of the orbit is flat, 
with a very slight glandular groove. The optic foramen is at the 
posterior and inner angle of the orbit, directly above the front of 
the basipterygoid facet. Behind the postorbital process is a deep 
imperforate pit. The brain-cavity extends six lines anterior to the 
optic foramen. 

The upper mandible has all its elements completely fused; the large 
nostrils (Plate LXVII. fig. 1, e) occupy more than half the superior 
sloping area, their aperture being directed outwards, forwards, and 
upwards, rounded in front and angled behind ; and they are separated 
by a smooth bony interspace (f ), which is one fourth the width of 
the mandible. The tip is rounded, with a tumid area for the attach- 
ment of the horny mandible, the length of which is equal to its 
width. Interiorly the palatal plate is flat, with deeply incurved 
borders, notched on each side of the tip; but it is deeply excavated 
by a longitudinal groove (Plate LX VII. fig. 2, 2) which is perforated 
by two well-defined apertures, the one (A!) large and directed up- 
wards, and the other (A!') small, directed backwards in a line with 
the groove. The palatines are firmly united posteriorly with the 
vomer, the upper surface of which has a slight groove to receive the 
preesphenoid. 

The lower mandible (Plate LXVI. fig. 2) is stout, but broad and 
compressed in every part, the rami preserving a lamellate structure 
throughout, and being united by a broad symphysis, the length of 
which is equal to one fourth of the mandible, the anterior half being 
flat and the posterior excavated. Inferiorly the punctate surface of 
the attachment of the horny mandible covers the whole of the sym- 
physial portion. 

Pelvis. 

This bone agrees with Professor Owen’s description so far as his 
imperfect specimen enabled him to fix its characters; but the com- 
plete preservation of the bone obtained from the Earnscleugh Cave 
enables me to add the following :-— 

The neck of the ischium is compressed to form the inferior notch, 
which is 9 lines in diameter, and contracted posteriorly to 5 lines. 
The ischium then expands to 8 lines, with a concave external surface, 
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its upper margin being united with the ilium for the last two inches, 
forming a rhomboidal convex plate with a squamous posterior margin 
that descends obliquely backwards. The inferior margin is produced, 
and has been united by cartilage to the pubic styles for about 6 lines. 
The latter are attached by a stout compressed process to the inferior 
fifth of the acetabulum, and thence produced backwards as a narrow 
curved bone, flat externally, and with a strong ridge internally, 3 
lines wide at its narrowest part, and posteriorly expanding into a flat 
curved process that descends at an obtuse angle, and continues the 
squamous edge of the posterior pelvic aperture. The coccygeal bone 
is wanting ; the first sacral vertebra is anchylosed to the sacrum only 
by its spinous process. 

The posterior roof of the pelvis is pierced by eight foramina in 
almost parallel lines an inch apart, separated by a concave inter- 
space anteriorly, and a convex ridge posteriorly, the rhomboidal 
form of the area being produced by a blunt expansion of the border, 
which on either side overhangs the antetrochanteric process. 

Sternum. (Plate LXVIII.) 
This bone is almost perfect, having lost only a few lines of its in- 

ferior margin ; and though it differs considerably from the characters 
attributed to it by Professor Owen, this is without doubt due to his 
not having had a connected fragment of the superior portion of the 
bone, so that its enormous posterior concavity was not appreciated. 
It is chiefly remarkable for its irregular oblong shape, without any 
irregularities of outline or unossified interspaces. Its texture is 
dense, and, with its great size, gives it a weight equal to that of the 
femur. 

Its general form is scaphoid, the concavity being very marked in 
the upper half, amounting to 1 inch in depth measured from a trans- 
verse chord, and to 13 inch in depth if measured from a longitu- 
dinal chord, the length of the latter being 7 inches. The anterior 
width at the costal processes (a) is 4 inches, and at the posterior 
end of the costal border 3 inches 6 lines. The costal border (e-e’) 
occupies half the lateral margin of the bone, the posterior haif of 
the bone being only slightly concave interiorly, and exteriorly being 
flat in the middle, and sloping very slightly to the inferior angles. 
The superior margin is thin, and presents a wide mesial notch (/) 
and two lateral notches (g), which are bounded exteriorly by the 
costal processes, which project backwards and upwards for 6 lines. 
The coracoid grooves (6 and 4’) are 1 inch 6 lines in length, and 2 
lines in depth of anterior border; they are separated by a slight 
triangular interspace 5 lines wide, beneath which is a shallow 
triangular pit. The keel (c) commences by two angular ridges 
bounding this pit posteriorly, and forms a blunt process 3 inches in 
length, expanded anteriorly to a rough tubercular surface 4 lines 
in width and 9 in length, and then compressed into a narrow 
tubercular ridge that is gradually lost in the smooth convex surface 
of the bone at less than one half the distance from its superior mar- 
gin. The greatest elevation of the keel above the convex surface of 
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the bone is less than 3 lines. The impression (d) for the attach- 
ment of the pectoral muscle extends from the exterior angle of the 
coracoid notch towards the posterior part of the keel, including a 
triangular area which occupies only one sixth of the exterior surface 
of the bone, showing the extremely limited and feeble attachment of 
the third muscle of flight. Large pneumatic foramina exist in the 
interior of the bone at the upper angles, and one (7) on the exterior 
surface on the-left side only. 

Furcula. (Plate LXVII. fig. 3.) 

The clavicles are completely joined into a smooth, slightly com- 
pressed furcula like that of the Swan, except that the antero-pos- 
terior curvature is confined to the articular processes, which diverge 
1 inch above the general plane, and are expanded, with a large pneu- 
matic foramen (a) on the internal surface, overhanging which is a 
triangular cotyloid surface (6). The coracoids have not been found, 
but must have been stout triangular bones 2 inches in length, and 
13 inch wide at the sternal attachment. The scapula also is wanting. 

Vertebre. 

The following vertebree have been found:—the third, fourth, 
seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, and 
sixteenth cervical, the first and two middle dorsal, and a single 
presacral, which differs in the absence of an inferior spinous process. 
The total number of vertebrze seems to have been— 

Cervical 2.9 sete sete Pcie Cues a th abit 16 
Dorsal 2ss5. 0 Se ey He aN sities ab’ 

PERCHACTA ee arta oper taarya x shoe core eo oe 3 
SHH Welnemematae a, Its Mie SA ete deceased: otal io 

The total length from the tip of the beak to the coccyx would be 
about 35 inches. 

Ribs. 

The third, fourth, and fifth ribs of the right side, the sixth and 
seventh of the left, and also the seventh sternal rib of the same side 
have been preserved. The first six ribs have well-pronounced un- 
cinate processes, with a broad attachment 1 inch in length, that 
on the sixth rib being bent backwards so as to be almost parallel 
with the bone, and having a blunt expanded tip. The ribs are 
much compressed, with thin margins, having wavy irregular outlines. 
They are broad in the middle, and taper off towards each extremity 
when viewed laterally. 

Humerus. (Plate LXV.) 

The humerus has already been described, so far as it differs from 
the bone attributed to Cnemiornis by Professor Owen; and the femur, 
tibia, and tarso-metatarse agree so perfectly with Professor Owen’s 
description as to require no further notice. 
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Metacarpus. 

The metacarpal is made up of the first and second digits, which 
are completely fused at both extremities, leaving a narrow interspace 
for less than half the length of the bone. It resembles closely 
the corresponding bone in the Weka (Ocydromus), and bears about 
the same proportion as in that bird to the length of the humerus, 
being about two fifths of the length of that bone. 

I should state that this bone has been found in several instances 
by Dr. Haast associated with fragments of a similar humerus, and 
rightly assigned by him to Cnremiornis. A fragmentary skull in the 
Colonial Museum, in which the posterior and nasal portions are 
wanting, found by Mr. Murison in Otago, must also be referred to 
this species. 

As the leg-bones of this bird are not unfrequent in collections, 
especially from the most recent tertiary and cave-deposits from the 
interior of Otago, this bird must have been of common occurrence ; 
and the foregoing details afford conclusive evidence that it was a 
gigantic bird, probably of similar habits to the Cape Barren Goose 
of Australia (Cereopsis nove hollandig), but in which the power of 
flight had become obsolete. 

Judging from the size of the pelvis, ribs, and sternum, the bulk 
of the body of this bird must have greatly exceeded in proportion 
any of its existing congeners, whilst its lower extremities were not 
less remarkable for their massive development. The height of its 
back above the ground probably exceeded 2 feet ; aud the length of 
its body from beak to tail must have been at least 3feet. Mr. Man- 
tell informs me that there is a traditional bird among the southern 
Maories answering to this description, named by them ‘‘ Powhangai.”’ 

TaBLE or ADMEASUREMENTS. 

Skull. in. li. 
ated leneth os. nea Show © eb a cee RE Sa ras o ouaee cee 
Breadth (across paroccipitals). oi Pewee ce ene 2 O 

al Giles, URGSETrOR GALE ooo shensiee a>. ste once 2° 0) 
» (5, temporal fossa) . i 5 
» (middle of upper mandible) . iowa 5 
» _ (tip of upper mandible)................ i 0 

Length from condyle to prea ee o- dbuendt. canal | 
‘. ot palatinest.... 4: <4. 5. ate gh 
e of premaxills -.. 2... oudsice bo aay ere 105 
L.. strom nostrilito tip of beak. ....n: scr. tee oO 
3 Gimasal #PeTwORE 33° sara la eo ysacleee Sfrmegct owed | isl) 

Width of _,, a aa ce O4 
» of internasal septum Rt ee eit Si 0 4 

Occipital tuberosity to postnasal suture, Sapa the 
curve. 3 Seno eae od A AP 

Occipital tuberosity to external basilar process Sate Mies! Ligne 
Length of vertical basilar area........0..... 0... O“3 

1 Olsnorizontal-basilariared. “ss... J. 4\sen Ore 5 
Width: Gt-horizoutal basilar area,’ Ys -.).6°5 ofc 7. VPS 
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Pelvis. in. li. 

Total length. . a Hisisiin-vi. iseteastodel ede 
Length, anteacetabular. . -tesitls tot Biba le ance 
Diameter of aéetabulamn... ditch sigmoid ak see Joh) 
Height through do... ..... Ad RAE eg Seatared serena 2 5 
Antetrochanteric width ................+2.06- Bish! 
Length of mesial iliac suture .............2..4- 3.7 

as for pohpastsacral: areas 1st. cises adh! Sachets sap4ded 
Width Ofiditeis &. tc adaswen it sii askwavnoese dds LZ 

afta Ohischintiemotchins sxc doe 6b. ele eee leh2 
Leneth didlos has. .civniteon. voi oii deo nk .wasenn & 3 0 

or pcobqimblesstylecaid? ‘pi. lke te Thee 
Width at middle ...... LVS ciitan wl oh ctica losers 33 1s fe RO 

39 NOLANLEMIOR MUM) ia. fais. Salicle wis Sieleeerease 2 et 
4 20 OLpostenoride.sssiac) tne sages 62ls ares) eileen 

Height of first sacral centrum............ 00005. Ooi 
»» Of neural canal and spine of do........... 2340 

Sternum. 

Extreme length by chord . spree @badane 7 +0 
an by. external surface . Bo ae oot eee 

Extreme width by eherd’s- sik Seu. sci ciids te 4 0 
s/s by external siarlace yes ictiisiess eects a igen 

Length Ofjeostah MATE it; wisrcsciaeiseeat Hid & Bt 340 
Width OG. das stot Dai sailed aast- Balers Meee 0 4 
Leneth of caracoid \eroaves2,.(5es52 Las ach bed. cme lind 

Furcula. 
Vertimaecrt. Gas crete ee ee hieee oto tales ee ee 
Anterantioularsbreadtiingasicyeb capelacttee ete ce cee Py its 
Total extentor lenge seco i. agente oo estes, wel ie 
NVOTARE GUAIICCEE: 5 fey cic <92 os Woes eee as 0 3 
Diameter of articular’ process... 20... 2. ee ee One 

Humerus. Femur. Tibia. Metatarsus. 

Length .. : Go) Dro 62 Ad) PO ine SS 
Extreme breadth ( proxi- 

malseuch)e sete ont rote LG) 2 pSIer tay 7 sel 
Extreme breadth (distal 

e116 Wire am ey ps es Peed oo eae 4 SIS 
Circumference of middle 

OF salt s<.0 20a LUNGS CR QeuGiu W2071S. 4 EG 

Metacarpal Bone. 
Length, ivtewsisiccs's eee aS te 

TaBLe OF WEIGHTS. Same in 
grammes. Swan. 

Shull with AOwWer, JAW so ooo, 5 vie ncnd emis w doo 34°22 13°24 
WCET Meare aia ei niach nce tcgdtal: atime Asien cllclice 
Rnreli tate en or .y whan Pontiac Ane 5:25 6°79 
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Same in 
grammes. Swan. 

WPEEGAR. Bboy Briss cietisnl IRA hes ad ance 154°40 26°64 
PANSEEE MN hel on es se kas cee i Ve Oe 
estaba Goce c treael Aas t tice 8 tues 5°50 75 
Bean tia es Se he ne Ie Oe 65°60 13°59 
Pb Yae) coho ee ee en Se Oe ees 11545 =©20-66 
Tarso-metatarse .....0..-.-0 00 cece 50°80 11°65 

2. Notes on the Habits of the Pipit of the Argentine 
Republic. By W. Henry Hupson, C.M.Z.S. 

[Received September 15, 1873.] 

With regard to Anthus, I know but one in this part of the world, 
namely the species called by naturalists (certainly forno good rea- 
son) Anthus correndera. But in plumage and language, possibly in 
size, it is variable. It is a common bird, widely and plentifully dis- 
tributed on the pampas, found alike on marshy and dry grounds, 
but rare in the region of giant grasses. While abundant, it is 
also very evenly dispersed, each bird spending its life on a very cir- 
cumscribed spot of earth. Those frequenting loose, moist, or wet 
grounds are of a yellow cream-colour mottled with fuscous and black ; 
they have also two narrow parallel white stripes on the back. The 
birds inhabiting dry grounds are of a dirty white, marked with grey, 
pale fuscous, and other shades, and are very much paler than the 
former. They have not the white stripes on the back, and appear 
larger ; but this appearance is probably due to a looser plumage. 
The most strongly marked pale and dark varieties may be found living 
within a few hundred yards of each other; and where moist and 
dry grounds meet, intermediate varieties occur. I have said varieties, 
but presume that variations would be the proper term, as the differ- 
ences I have mentioned appear to be directly due to the physical con- 
ditions of life, and are not inherited. 

A sketch of the mamners, language, and habits of our dnthus may 
prove acceptable. 

<zara’s only reason for calling it ‘ Correndera’’ is that he thought 
it resembled a bird he had seen of that name in Spain, and of which 
he had buta confused recollection. Its vernacular name “Cachila”’ 

» is familiar to every man and child throughout the length and breadth 
of the vast country it inhabits. 

The Cachilas are resident, living in couples all the year round. 
Several pairs frequent a small area, and sometimes unite in a desul- 
tory flock; but these social gatherings are not frequent. In the 
evening in all seasons, immediately after the sun disappears beneath 
the horizon, the Cachilas rise to a considerable height and fly wildly 
about, chirping for a few minutes before retiring to roost. 

The Cachila, Synallaxis anthoides, aud Anumbius (three species 
found in like situations) possess one habit in common. 

49* 
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When approached, they sometimes rise up three or four feet and 
hover in the air, chirping sharply, with breast towards the intruder. 

But the Cachilas are the tamest of feathered creatures, and usually 
creep reluctantly away on their little pink feet when approached. 
If the pedestrian is a stranger to their habits, they easily delude him 
into attempting their capture with his hat, so little is their fear of 
of man. 

To sing, the Cachila mounts upwards almost vertically, making at 
intervals a fluttering pause accompanied with a few hurried peculiar 
notes. When he has thus risen to a great height, but never beyond 
the sight as Azara says, he begins the descent slowly, the wings 
spread and inclining upwards; descending, he pours out a continuous 
impressive strain, ending with a falling inflection or with two or three 
throat-notes as the bird pauses, fluttering, in mid air, and then re- 
newed successively, till, when the songster is within a few feet of the 
earth, he reascends as before to continue the performance. They 
sometimes sing on the ground; but their strains are then weak and 
desultory. 

The Cachila raises two broods a year. The first brood is hatched 
about the middle of August—that is, from one to three months before 
other Passerine species begin laying. By anticipating the breeding- 
season, their early nests are exempted from the evil of parasitic 
eggs; but, on the other hand, frosty nights and cold storms are 
probably as fatal to their broods as the instinct of the Molothrus. 

Their second brood is reared in December; and in that season 
a vast number of their nests contain parasitic eggs. The nest, 
placed within a slight depression in the earth under the grass, is 
sometimes dry and well lined with hair or fine roots, and sometimes 
composed of scanty materials loosely put together. During the 
solstitial season I have frequently found nests with frail roofs or shades 
built over them, the short and withered grass affording a poor pro- 
tection from the meridian sun. 

The eggs are four, oval, dirty white, spotted with dusky brown, 
often thickly mottled or entirely stained with the last colour. 

The manners of this species, wherever I have observed it, are the 
same ; it lives on the ground on open plains where the herbage and 
grass is short, and never perches on trees. The song varies in 
intonation in different regions. 

3. Revision of the Genus Protogontus. 
By Arruur G. Burier; F.L.S., F.Z.S8., &c. 

[ Received October 24, 1873. | 

(Plate LXIX.) 

The small Nymphalidian genus Protogonius has been long sup- 
posed to consist of only one extremely variable species, the varieties 
of which, however, are admirable copies of several species of Helico- 
noid Danaine ; but since there is ‘hot the slightest ground for arri- 
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ving at this improbable conclusion, I propose in the present paper 
to describe all the distinct and unnamed forms under their true de- 
signation of species. 

Family NyMPHALID&. 

Genus ProroGontius, Hiibner. 

1. P. HIpPoNa. 

Papilio hippona, Fabricius, Gen. Ins. p. 265. n. 280 (1776); 
Donovan, Ins. Ind. pl. 35. fig. 1 (1800). 

Papilio fabius, Cramer, Pap. Exot. i. pl. 90. figs. C, D (1779); 
Stoll, Suppl. Cram. pl. 2. figs. la-d (1787). 

Var. Para (Grahame). B.M. 
Differs from the typical form in having the subanal spots of se- 

condaries yellow instead of white, and the yellow band of primaries 
rather broader; mimics apparently Melinea ide, Felder. 

2. P. DRURII, 0. sp. 

Papilio fabius, Drury, Ill. Ex. Ent. iii. pl. 16. figs. 1, 2 (1782). 
Helicodes hippona, Doubleday, List Lep. Ins. Brit. Mus. i. p. 112 

(1841). 
Brazil. B.M. 
Parallels Heliconius eucrate. - 

3. P. cecROPs. 

Protogonius cecrops, Westwood and Hewitson, Gen. Diurn. Lepid. 
pl. 49. fig. 2 (1850). 

Mexico (Sallé); Guatemala (Salvin); Nicaragua (Delattre) ; 
Guayaquil. 1 B.M. 

Mimics Melinea imitata of Bates. 

4. P. quapriIpENTATUs, n. sp. (Plate LXIX. fig. 1.) 

Allied to the preceding, but the apex of primaries not produced 
into an acute point and much less strongly faleated ; the apical yellow 
spot obsolete; the subapical band broader, undivided, distinctly 
quadridentate externally ; the basal tawny area wider; secondaries 
with less spatulate tail; external brown border narrower, its inner 
edge nearly straight ; the submarginal spots replaced by minute pale 
ochreous points ; wings below altogether more silky, all the yellow 
markings replaced by dull brown; central band of secondaries 
broader, with one dentate projection towards costa. Expanse of 
wings 3 inches 6 lines. 

Bolivia (Bridges). B.M. 
Probably mimics Melinea zaneka, Butler. 

5. P. BOGOTANUS, n. sp. 

Also allied to P. ceerops; form of the preceding species ; prima- 
ries above with the apical half and a broad streak on inner margin . 
black ; basal half tawny, becoming yellow at inner edge of apical 
half; two spots (a large and a small) at apex, a moderately broad, 
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trifid, oblique subapical band (its lower extremity excised in front), 
a large spot almost touching the latter on second median interspace, 
and a small spot near margin on first median interspace, all yellow ; 

secondaries tawny, with moderately broad external black-brown 
border, becoming obsolete at apex, but broadest at anal angle, and 
enclosing four ochreous oval spots; wings below very similar to 
P. cecrops, but duller in colour. Expanse of wings 3 inches 5 lines. 

Bogota (Stevens). B.M. 
Mimics Melinea tachypetis of Felder. 

6. P. TITHOREIDES, 0. sp. 

Primaries above very similar to those of P. cecrops in general ap- 
pearance, but with the apex less acuminate ; the outer border of the 
tawny area yellowish ; apical area exhibiting six yellow spots, one 
large trifid and oblique beyond the end of the cell, the others forming 
a submarginal series, the first, fourth, and fifth large, the others mi- 
nute; secondaries with a continuous moderately broad black border 
round costal and outer margins; five submarginal yellow spots, the 
first at apex, the others running from discoidal nervure to anal angle ; 
wings below as in preceding species, excepting that they are duller. 
Expanse of wings 3 inches 5 lines. 

Bogota (Stevens). B.M. 
Mimics the New-Granadan form of Tithorea megara. 

7. P. ocHRACEUS, n. sp. (Plate LXIX. fig. 3.) 
Wings above ochraceous, including the spots on apical half of pri- 

maries; markings arranged as in P. cecrops, excepting that the 
third division of the oblique trifid band of primaries is almost divided 
in the centre into two parts, and that there are two large spots be- 
tween it and external angle; the basal area of wings tinted with 
brown ; secondaries with obtuse anal angle; four lunate whitish 
submarginal spots; wings below pale ochreous (brighter on secon- 
daries), varied with pale lilacine and red-brown; secondaries with 
four distinct submarginal white spots, the three lower ones only di- 
vided by the nervures; central band red-brown; markings arranged 
as in P. cecrops. Expanse of wings 3 inches 5 lines. 

Cayenne (Becker). B.M. 
A peculiarly coloured species ; perhaps a mimic of an undescribed 

Melinea which we have from Demerara, but not like enough to 
enable one to form a definite opinion respecting it. 

8. P. LILOPs, n. sp. 

Similar in general appearance to P. cecrops, but more nearly allied 
to P. bogotanus ; primaries black-brown, with a broad tawny streak 
from base to near end of first median branch ; a large, trifid, oblique, 
yellow patch beyond end of cell, and five large submarginal yellow 
spots; the first trifid, the fourth equal to the central division of the 
first and suboval, the remaining three much smaller, oval; secon- 
daries tawny, with the external area from anal margin to end of second 
subcostal branch black-brown, and enclosing four yellow-edged white 
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spots; a yellow spot at apex; underside nearly as in preceding spe- 
cies. Expanse of wings 3 inches 8 lines. 

Venezuela (Dyson). B.M. 
Mimics Melinea lilis of Doubleday. 

9. P. pivisus, n. sp. 

Very like P. bogotanus ; but the apical spots of primaries and the 
colouring of under surface are quite different; an elongate oblique 
trifid patch just beyond end of cell, a large blotch on second median 
interspace, and four small apical submarginal spots saffron-yellow ; 
underside very similar to P. cecrops, but primaries without the large 
subapical white spot, and secondaries with the central band quite 
different in shape, widening gradually from submedian nervure to 
first subcostal branch and then suddenly narrower to costa. Expanse 
of wings 3 inches 6 lines. 

E. Peru (Degand). B.M. 
Most nearly allied to P. quadridentatus; possibly a mimic of 

Melinea melus of Hewitson, but not a good imitation of it. 

10. P. casraneus, n. sp. (Plate LXIX. fig. 2.) 

Primaries black, with a broad curved castaneous streak running 
from base to just below first median branch, where it terminates in 
a diffused subanal yellow spot ; an elongate oblique trifid patch 
just beyond cell, the central part of costa, a large blotch on second 
median interspace, and four large apical submarginal spots, only sepa- 
rated by the nervures (the second much the largest), yellow; secon- 
daries dark castaneous, with the outer margin from anal angle to apex 
dark brown and broad, excepting at apex ; seven submarginal yellow 
spots reduced to points at apex ; underside very similar to P. hippona, 
but central band as in preceding species. Expanse of wings 3 inches 
5 lines. 

Ega (Bates). B.M. 
Mimics Tithorea egaensis, Butler; it is most nearly allied to the 

preceding species. 

11. P. aLBrnoTaTUS, n. sp. (Plate LXIX. fig. 4.) 

Primaries above as in P. tithoreides, excepting that all the spots 
of apical half are white, and that there are six submarginal spots ; 
secondaries as in P. guadridentatus ; underside as in P. tithoreides. 
Expanse of wings 3 inches 5 lines. 

Bogota (Janson). B.M. 
Mimics Melineza messatis of Hewitson, and is not an uncommon 

insect in collections. Although very closely allied to P. tithoreides, 
I believe it to be distinct, from the fact of its mimicking a species of 
Melinea ; whilst P. tithoreides mimics a Tithorea. It is not very 
likely that the same species would produce imitations of two distinct 
genera, although from the small amount of change required (chiefly 
one of colour) I should think it not impossible. 
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4. On the Skulls of Japanese Seals, with the Description of 
a New Species, Humetopias elongatus. By Dr. J. EK. Gray, 

F.R.S. &e. 
[Received October 28, 1873. ] 

The British Museum has recently received from Mr. Arthur 
Adams’s collection two specimens of skulls of Seals from Japan. The 
first is a young specimen of an Eared Seal, and was taken for, and 
believed to be the young of, a Seal of which I described and figured the 
skull in the P. Z.S. 1872, p. 738, figs. 2 and 3, which we received 
from Mr. Gerrard, jun., as coming from Japan, but which he now 
informs me was obtained from Mr. Arthur Adams’s collection. It 
is evidently the young of the same species, though the older speci- 
men, like the skulls which we have got of Humetopias stellert from 
California, have a space between the fourth and sixth teeth, as if a 
tooth were absent, as I observed in my description of the genus. 
The young skull now received has a fifth tooth present, and chiefly 
differs from the genus Gypsophoca from the South Seas in the fifth 
and sixth teeth not being so distinctly behind the front part of the 
zygomatic arch as in that genus. 

The reception of the young skull from Japan makes it very 
doubtful if the species of Humetopias from that coast is the same 
as the true Eumetopias stelleri from the N.W. coast of America ; 
for both the old and young skulls are very much narrower, com- 
pared with their length, and especially the skull of the elder 
animal. The orbits are smaller. The skulls of the young animals 
are the most distinct ; for the skull of the young animal from Japan 
is solid and much more developed than the much larger young’ 
skull from California, in the Museum, figured in the P. Z. S. 1872, 
p. 740, figs. 4 and 5, where the great width of the zygomatic arch 
and the very large size of the orbit are most striking, and the skull 
is very light and thin, and, like the teeth, very imperfectly de- 
veloped. These differences are too great, I think, to be sexual; 
therefore I am inclined to think that there are two species of the 
genus Humetopias. 

1. EUMETOPIAS STELLERI. 

Eumetopias stelleri, Gray, Suppl. Cat. Seals.and Whales, p. 30; 
P. Z. S. 1872, p. 740, figs. 4 & 5 (skull, young); Allen, Bull. Comp. 
Anat. and Zool. vol. ii. p. 44, t. 1 & 2 (skulls). 

Arctocephalus monteriensis, Gray, P. Z. S. 1859, p. 358, t. 72 
skull). 
( A. californianus, Gray, Cat. Seals and Whales, 1866, p. 51 (skull 
only of young). 

N.W. Coast of America ; California; Behring’s Straits. 

2. Eumetoprias ELoNGATUS. (Figs. 1 and 2, pp. 777, 778.) 

E. stelleri, Gray, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 738, figs. 2 & 3 (skull, nearly 
adult). 
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Skull of Ewmetopias elongatus, jr. 
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Fig. 2. 

Skull of Ewmetopias elongatus, jr. 
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Otaria stelleri, Schlegel, Faun. Jap. t. 22. figs. 5 & 6? 
Japan (Arthur Adams). 

The skull figured by Schlegel has the fifth upper grinder, like the 
young skull from Japan, which made me think at one time that it 
was a specimen of Gypsophoca. 

The second skull obtained from Mr. A. Adams is named “ Hali- 
cherus barbatus,” and said to come from Todonasiri, Japan. It is 
nota Halicherus, but is very like the older skull of Halicyon richardi 
in the British Museum, which we received from the Columbia river 
in British Columbia; and I am inclined for the present to regard it 
as the skull of that species. The skull is very like it in size and 
form and proportion of the bones; but it is much thicker and 
more solid, which may be the effect of age. 

The lower jaw is so much thickened, especially on the inner side, 
that the inflexed lower margin which I considered characteristic of. 
the genus Halieyon is only marked by a slight keel on the lower 
edge ; but still itis sufficiently marked to distinguish this genus from 
the Seals of the North Atlantic. 

The Sea-bears may be divided according to the position and 
number of their grinders :— 

I. Upper grinders 6 . 6, the hinder behind the front part of the zygo- 
matic arch ; the fifth grinder of the upper jaw sometimes absent, 
but its place ts left between the fourth and sixth. 

* Skull elongate; face long; under-fur sparse or none. PuHas- 
COARCTUS. 

** Skull broad; face short; under-fur thick. CALLIRHINUS, 
ARCTOCEPHALUS, EumetTopias, GypsopHoca, ARCTO- 
PHOCA. 

II. Upper grinders 5 . 5, the last before the hinder edge of the front 
of the zygomatic arch. Zalophus, Neophoca. 

5. On Peruvian Birds collected by Mr. Whitely. By. P. L. 
Scuater, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S. Part VII.* 

[Received October 31, 1873.] 

The present collection of Mr. Whitely contains fifty-six skins, re- 
ferable to thirty-nine species. It is from the same district of the 
Andes of Cuzco as those last reported upon, but nevertheless contains 
several species of high interest and five apparently new to science. 

The following is a list of the species and of the localities in which 
they were obtained, Mr. Whitely having adopted the admirable 
plan of affixing a small ticket to each specimen, on which the exact 
date and locality where it was procured and the contents of its stomach 
are recorded. 

The nomenclature is that of the ‘Nomenclator Avium Neotropi- 
calium.’ 

* Continued from p. 187. 
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*1, Turdus serranus. Huasampilla. 
*2. Thryophilus fulvus, sp. nov. Huasampilla. 
3. Troglodytes tessellatus. Paucartambo. 

*4 solstitialis. Huasampilla, 
5. Diglossa brunneiventris. Paucartambo. 
6. Conirostrum cinereum. Paucartambo. 
7 
8 
9 

10 

. Euphonia xanthogastra. Cosnipata. 
. Calliste yeni, Cosnipata. 
. Buthraupis cucullata. THuasampilla. 
. Phenicothraupis carmioli. Cosnipata. 

11. Saltator laticlavius. Paucartambo. 
12. Poospiza cesar. Paucartambo. 
13. Phrygilus atriceps. Paucartambu. 

fruticeti. Paucartambo. 
15. Catamenia analis. Paucartambo. 

*16. Cassicus chrysonotus. Huasampilla. 
17. Cyanocitta viridicyanea. Huasampilla. 
18. Agriornis insolens. Paucartambo. 

*19. Ochtheca rufipectoralis. Ccachupata. 
leucophrys. Paucartambo. 

*21. Todirostrum pulchellum, sp. nov. Cosnipata. 
22. Aneretes albocristatus. Paucartambo. 

*23. Tyranniscus viridissimus, sp. nov. Cosnipata. 
*24. Myiobius aureiventris, sp. nov. Cosnipata. 

pulcher. THuasampilla. 
nevius. Cosnipata. 

*27. Pipra ceruleicapilla, Cosnipata. 
28. Pipreola melanolema. Huasampilla. 

*29. Cinclodes bifasciatus. Paucartambo. 
30. Xiphocolaptes promeropirhynchus. Huasampilla. 
31. Formicivora bicolor, Pelzeln. Cosnipata. 

*32. Grallaria erythroleuca, sp. nov. Huasampilla. 
rufula. Ccachupata. 

34. Stenopsis equicaudata. Ccachupata. 
35. Chloronerpes hilaris. Huasampilla. 
36. Hypowanthus rivolii. Huasampilla. 

*37. Capito versicolor. San Antonio. 
*38. Urochroma, sp. inc. Paucartambo. 
*39. Peristera mondetoura. Huasampilla. 
*40. Geotrygon frenata. Huasampilla. 
*41. Odontophorus balliviani. Huasampilla. 
42. Penelope sclateri, G. R. Gray. Huasampilla. 

The following notes refer to the species marked with an 
asterisk :— 

1. Turpus sERRANUS, Tsch. F. P. Aves, p. 186; Scl. et Salv. 
P. Z. 8. 1870, p. 733. 

I am pleased to find an adult and a young male of this species in 
Mr. Whitely’s collection, our identification of the Peruvian bird 
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having been made upon the female, which is the type of Tschudi’s 
Turdus serranus. I have now seen examples of this. representative 
of T. merula from Tobago, Trinidad, Venezuela, Columbia, Ecuador, 
and Peru. 

2. THRYOPHILUS FULVUS, Sp; nov. 

Terreno-brunneus, sive fulvus, unicolor: frontis et pilet antici 
plumis erectis : superciliis latis indistinctis et gutture toto albes- 
centibus ; alis extus et cauda tota lineis nigris crebro transfasci- 
atis: remigibus intus nigricantibus, horum margine interno et 

subalaribus fulvis : rostro superiore corneo, inferiore flavicante, 
pedibus corneis : long. tota 5°5, ale 2-1, caude@ rectr. med. 2°3, 
lat. 1°6, tarsi ‘92, rostri a rictu ‘85. 

Hab. Peruvia alta, Huasampilla, ad alt. 10,000 ped. (Whitely). 
Mus. P. L. 8. 
One skin of this Wren was procured at Huasampilla in March 

1872. It reminds one rather of Cinnicerthia unibrunnea, but 
appears to belong to the open-nostrilled section of Wrens, which 
Baird has called Thryophilus (Rev. A. B. p. 127), but is not very 
like any of the other species. It may be distinguished by its uni- 
form tint, the brown, pale, but ill-defined superciliary mark, and the 
whitish throat. 

4, TROGLODYTES SOLSTITIALIS, Sclater. 

Originally described from skins collected by Fraser in Ecuador. 
I have since obtained Bogota specimens. Mr. Whitely’s example 
shows that it likewise ranges southwards into Peru. 

16. Cassicus curysonotus, Lafr. et D’Orb. Syn. Av. ii. p. 3; 
D’Orb. Voy, Ois. p. 367, pl. li. fig. 1. 

Cassiculus chrysonotus, Bp. Consp. i. p. 428. 
This is the first example that has come before my notice of this 

most distinct species, easily recognizable by its uniform black plu- 
mage and yellow rump. It is slightly crested, as is shown in 
D’Orbigny’s figure. 

19. OcHTHG@CA RUFIPECTORALIS. 

Fluvicola rufipectoralis, Lafr. et D’Orb. Syn. Av. i. p. 60; D’Orb. 
Voy. Ois. p. 345, pl. xxxvil. fig. 2. 

Octhoéca rufipectoralis, Sel. P. Z. 8. 1871, p. 750. 
This southern representative of O. /essoni of Columbia and Ecuador 

is readily distinguishable by the absence (or very indistinct presence) 
of the buffy rufous margins to the wing-coverts and by the brighter 
red of the breast, but is otherwise very similar. 

21. TopIROSTRUM PULCHELLUM, sp. nov. 

Supra nigrum, uropygio flavicante: alarum tectricibus minoribus 
luride castaneis, majoribus flavis, secundariorum marginibus ex- 
ternis flavidis : subtus flavum, gutture albo, subalaribus flavidis : 
cauda nigra, rectricis unius utrinque eatime pogonio externo flavi- 
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canti-albo: rostro et pedibus nigris: long. tota 3°5, ale 2, 
caude \°2. 

Hab. Peruvia alta, Cosnipata (Whitely). 
Obs. Sp. affinis 7. caloptero, ex Aiquatoria *, sed dorso nigro dis- 

tinguenda. 

23. 'TYRANNISCUS VIRIDISSIMUS, Sp. nov. 

Tyranniscus gracilipes, Scl. et Salvy. P. Z. 8. 1873, p. 185 (err.). 
Supra olivaceus, pileo concolori: alis nigris extus fiavicante oli- 

vaceo stricte marginatis : cauda fusca extus olivaceo marginata ¢ 
subtus dilute flavida, ventre medio et tectricibus subalaribus 
clarioribus : long. tota 4°5, ale 2, caude 2. 

Hab. Peruvia int. Cosnipata et Guadelupe ( Whitely). 
Obs. Aff. T. gracilipedi, sed pileo dorso concolori, crassitie paulo 

majore et colore pectoris minus claro diversa. 
A single skin of this species, received in Mr. Whitely’s sixth 

collection, was assigned to T. gracilipes. The receipt of a second 
example enables me to point out the differences satisfactorily. This 
species must be added to the list given P. Z. 8. 1871, p. 842. 

24. MyroBius AUREIVENTRIS, Sp. nov. 

Supra saturate olivaceo-viridis, dorso postico flavissimo : pileo 
nigerrimo, macula verticali celata flava: fronte et loris albis: 
lateribus capitis cinereis: gula alba cineraceo induta: pectore 
olivaceo, ventre flavissimo : alis nigris, secundariorum marginibus 
anguslis externis et remigum omnium internis cum subalaribus 
rufescentibus : cauda tota castanea: rostro et pedibus nigris : 
long. tota 4°8, ale 2°6, caude 2. 

Hab. Peruvia alta, Cosnipata (Whitely). 
Obs. Assimilis M. ornato ex Columbia et M. phenicuro ex 

quatoria orientali, sed gula albicante et ventre flavissimo distin- 
guenda. 

Dr. Cabanis has lately described a third of this section of the 
genus Myiobius from Western Ecuador (M. stellatus, Cab. J. f. O. 
1873, p. 158). This Peruvian form makes a fourth. 

27. Prpra CHRULEICAPILLA, Tsch. F. P. Aves, p. 145. 

Until recently I had followed other authorities in considering 
Tschudi’s bird the same as Pipra cyaneocapilla of Upper Amazonia, 
Columbia, and Panama. But, as T’schudi says, the Peruvian species 
is quite distinct, having a conspicuous blue rump like the head. I 
first saw an example of the latter in Jelski’s collection belonging to 
the Warsaw Museum; and Mr. Whitely now sends a single skin, 
obtained at Cosnipata (the only one he has seen), of the same 
species. 

29. CiNCLODEs BrFasciaTus, Sclater, P. Z. 8. 1858, p. 448. 

Upucerthia atacamensis, De Philippi, Reise i. d. Wiiste Atacama, 
p. 162, pl. 3. 

* P. Z.S. 1857, p. 82, pl. exxy. fig. 1. 
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In my original description of this species, I spoke of the possi- 
bility of its being identical with Cillurus palliatus of Tschudi’s 
‘Fauna Peruana.’ The occurrence of it in Peru renders this supposi- 
tion still more likely. But it is not possible to reconcile the bird 
ey Tschudi’s figure, if that is correctly drawn. See my remarks 
Eee 

32. GRALLARIA ERYTHROLEUCA, Sp. nov. 

Supra lete rufa, pileo et lateribus capitis cum cauda saturatioribus, 
Serrugineis : subtus gutture et ventre medio albis, pectore et 
lateribus dorso concoloribus, plumis quibusdam albo anguste ter- 
minatis : subalaribus ferrugineis, remigum pogoniis internis schis- 
taceis, ferrugineo vix marginatis : rostro et pedibus corneis : long. 
tota 7°2, ale 3-6, caude 2, tarsi 2°1. 

Hab. Peruvia alta, Huasampilla (Whitely). 
Mus. P. L. S. 
This fine large Grallaria comes nearest to G. hypoleuca, mihi, of 

Columbia, but is larger, and differs in having a broad band of rufous 
(two inches wide) across the underside. Some of the feathers of this 
band are margined at their extremities with white. 

37. CapiTo vERSICOLOR (Miiller); Marshall, Mon. Barb. pl. 68. 
Mr. Whitely obtained a single male specimen of this fine and rare 

species in a small copse near San Antonio, in July 1871. He notes, 
“Eye hazel ; bill bright green at base, yellow at point; legs, toes, 
and claws olive. Contents of stomach ants.” 

I should rather have expected Capito glaucogularis to have occurred 
in this district. 

38. URocHROMA, sp. inc. 
A single skin from Paucartambo of a small green Parrot, which 

Dr. Finsch considers probably new, and has kindly undertaken to 
work out for me. 

39. PERISTERA MONDETOURA, Bp. C. R. xlii. p. 765 & 957, 
et xliii. p. 944; Icon. d. Pig. t. 126. 

A fine male of this rare Pigeon was obtained at Huasampilla in 
March 1872. The species was originally described from a Vene- 
zuelan skin procured near Caraccas by Levraud ; but Mr. Salvin hasa 
Mexican example received from De Oca, and has recently obtained a 
specimen in Guatemala*, so that the species must have a wide range. 

40. GrotryGon FRENATA (Tsch.). 
Columba frenata, Tsch. F. P. Aves, p. 278, pl. xxviii. 
In our article on G. bourciert (Ex. Orn. p. 79), Mr. Salvin and I 

stated that we had not met with examples of this Pigeon. But we 
subsequently had an opportunity of examining Tschudi’s typical 
specimen (thanks to Mr. Coulon’s kindness), and of convincing 
ourselves that the species was valid. Mr. Whitely sends us a single 
skin from Huasampilla, obtained in March 1872. 

* See Ibis, 1874, p. 99. 
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41. ODONTOPHORUS BALLIVIANI, Gould, Mon. Odont. t. 23. 

We have not previously met with examples of this beautiful 
Odontophorus, only hitherto known from Mr. Bridges’s Bolivian 
specimens. Mr. Whitely obtained it at Huasampilla. 

6. Additional Notes on Humming-birds collected im High 
Peru. By H. Wuitety, C.M.Z.S.* 

[Received October 31, 1873.] 

I have five species to add to my former list of the Humming-birds 
of this district. 

1. Panopuites MatTTHeEws! (Lodd.). 

Huasampilla, March 1872. 
This is a very interesting bird. It is not showy in colour; but its 

beautiful chestnut breast and abdomen are very conspicuous whilst 
perching. 

Length 43 in., wing 22 in., bill ? in. 
Crown of head and back glittering green ; throat glittering green 

on brown ground ; breast and abdomen rich chestnut-brown ; legs and 
toes brownish flesh ; eyes, claws, and bill black. 

2. SPATHURA PERUANA, Gould. 

Frequents open glades in the forest. 

3. PETASOPHORA CYANOTUS (Bourc.). 

This bird is smaller than P. zolata. Frequents the depths of the 
forest. The only specimen I have seen. 

4, PETASOPHORA DELPHIN (Less.). 

Cosnipata, May 1871. One specimen only. 

5. ERIO0CNEMIS ALINE (Bourc.). 

Shot in forest; rare. Plumage dusky ; puffs white, with a slight 
tinge of brown; tail black. 

Length 4 in., bill 2? in., wing 23 in.; feet white, with black 
stripes. 

7. On a Black Albatross of the China Seas. 

By R. Swrivuog, F.Z.S., H.M. Consul at Chefoo. 

On the 18th June some Chinese brought me a couple of Black 
Albatrosses in a basket. They said they were quite young birds, 
which allowed themselves to be caught on the ledge of a cliff, aud 
would develop into very large creatures indeed. They pulled open 
the wings to show that the quills had not yet grown. There was 

* See anted, p. 187. 
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no sign of youth about either of the birds ; but as they differed in 
size, I hoped that they would turn out to bea pair. Unfortunately, 
however, they both proved males on dissection. 'They reminded me 
much of Diomedea nigripes, Aud., which I had procured at Amoy, 
but were larger, and had larger and flesh-coloured bills. 

The smaller specimen measured in length 33 inches; wing from 
carpus to tip 193, reaching one inch beyond elbow-tip and about 
one inch beyond tail; expanse of wings 7 feet 1 inch. Bare por- 
tion of tibia to joint 2 inches ; tarse 3°8 ; middle toe and claw 5:3 ; 
expanse of foot across tues 5 inches. Legs and feet blackish, deeper 
on tarse, and deepest on toes and webs. ira deep brown. Bill and 
inside of mouth pale purplish pink, dertrum horn-coloured, all 
lightly washed with blackish. Length of upper mandible from basal 
edge 4:8 ; lower, ditto 4°5, lower to gape 5°7. ‘Tail 6°25, rounded, 
of 12 rectrices, the outermost *8 shorter than the centrals. 

The larger male was one inch longer in entire length. Wing 19-1; 
expanse of wings 7 feet 13 inch, 2°25 beyond the elbow, | l inch 
beyond tail-tip. Bill to basal edge 5 inches; lower mandible 4-7, 
to gape 6 inches, depth 1-7. Bare part of tibia 2 inches ; tarse 3°7 ; 
middle toe and claw 5°35 ; expanse of toes 5-4. 

The entire plumage of both the above birds was of a sooty brown, 
blacker on the head, hind neck, wings, and tail, and browner on the 
back. They both proved adult males on dissection, and seemed to 
have finished breeding. The right testis was } inch long, white, 
and oval ; the left 3 inch long, "1 in uniform breadth, and black. 
Proventriculus in the one containing feathers, in the other a few 
Ascarides and bits of seaweed with tips like the hooked beaks of 
some small birds. The bronchi bulge, go downwards and sidewards, 
then bend under the ribs on each side into a large globe, pressing 
between itself and the ribs as each enters the lung at the back. In 
the larger bird the globular swelling at the end of the dronchus was 
larger and flatter, showing, I presume, an older bird. Trachea with 
uniform broadish rings intercalated with membrane of equal breadth 
till about half an inch above its furcation, when the rings become 
narrower and closer-set ; furca margined with two strong crescentic 
rings on either side, with a membrane between it and each dron- 
chus ; rings of last as broad as in ¢rachea ; rings of both trachea and 
bronchi entire. 

I procured two more of the same birds from Chinese fishermen ; 
and Mr. Campbell of the lighthouse sent me the fifth and last on 
the 22nd June. lt had been caught on his island. One of these 
had a rather darker bill than the rest, and I was in hopes that it 
would turn out a female; but the whole five that I procured all 
proved males on dissection, and all had the contorted bronchi of 
maturity. All were in a very exhausted state, and soon succumbed : 
one, however, was somewhat stronger than the rest, and sat on his 
tarsal knees with his paws raised in front above the ground. He 
sometimes held his head up and moaned, and then went through 
the movements of swallowing, as those at Amoy used to (see ‘ Ibis,’ 
1863, p. 432). When seated at rest with closed wings, the wing-tips 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. L. 50 
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crossed each other like crossed swords, exposing the tail between. 
In all my specimens the pupil of the eye is circular, and the deep- 
brown iris complete. These birds were only procurable here for a 
week. The specimens brought were very thin and much exhausted ; 
and, curiously, all males. Not a female was to be seen or had! 
There can be no doubt that this is a good species, and has nothing to 
do on the one hand with D. nigripes, Aud., nor on the other with the 
young of D. brachyura, Temm. Cassin appears to have confounded 
it with the former, and to have believed it to be the young of the 
latter. Temminck and Schlegel appear to have figured it in the 
‘ Fauna Japonica’ for the young of D. brachyura; and I think Gould 
has made a similar mistake in the ‘ Birds of Australia.’ I do not 
know the young of D. drachyura; but these were no young birds, 
and I would hence crave permission to introduce our bird as a new 
species under the name Diomedea derogata, sp. nov. 

8. On the Visceral Anatomy of the Ground-Rat (Aulacodus 
swindernianus). By A. H. Garrop, B.A., Prosector to 
the Society. 

[Received December 1, 1873.] 

Our knowledge of the visceral anatomy of the Rodents is still in 
so incomplete a state, and the prevalent ideas on their classification 
so correspondingly vague, that until the details of the structure of 
the most important types have been published, it will be impossible to 
judge of their mutual affinities. 

I take the present opportunity of noting the most important points 
in the Ground-Rat (Aulacodus swindernianus) of West and South 
Africa, a male specimen having very recently died in the Society’s 
Gardens. 

The fongue is elongate and narrow, not divided into an anterior 
thin, and a posterior deeper portion, but of nearly uniform depth, 
blunt and rounded at the tip. Among the papille filiformes of its 
superior surface, papillee fungiformes are scattered in small numbers. 
The circumyallate papillze are represented by two long, narrow, elon- 
gate, circumvallate elevations, one on each side of the median line, 
where they nearly meet, running forwards as they diverge to form a 
V. The root of the tongue is covered by large, lax, and scattered 
conical papillee between those last described and the hyoid bone; 
further back it is smooth. 

The salivary glands present no peculiarities ; the submaxillary are 
the largest. 

The esophagus, after perforating the diaphragm, runs for half an 
inch or more in the abdominal cavity before it joins the stomach ; its 
epithelium, in the inverted stomach, projects beyond the cardiac ori- 
fice as a stiff puckered tube for about one-eighth of an inch. 

The stomach is simple, proportionally slightly longer than in man, 
with the pylorie ew/-de-sac also a little more developed. Its mucous 
membrane is smooth, except near the pyloric end, where there are a 
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few irregular rugee. No ridges of mucous membrane run along the 
lesser curvature from the cardiac to the pyloric orifice. The pylorus 
is large. 

In the duodenum the pyloric extremity is much dilated pyriformly 
as in many Rodents. The mucous membrane becomes velvety, with 
villi on the duodenal surface of the pyloric valve, and continues so 
along the small intestine. The whole small intestine is 53 feet long. 
The bile and pancreatic ducts open by an orifice 2 inches from the 
pylorus and another a few inches further down. 

In the large intestine the cecum is 8 inches in length, and the 
intestine itself an inch over 4 feet. It is peculiar amongst the allied 
Rodents in that the cecum and colon are directly continuous, no 
abrupt change of direction occurring at the junction with the ileum ; 
and what is more, the sacculation on two longitudinal bands observed 
through the whole length of the caecum is continued for some distance 
along the colon, without any marked change of character, except size. 
However, the two longitudinal bands which sacculate the caecum are not 
those which do the same to the colon; for opposite the ileo-czcal valve, 
which is a simple projection of the small into the large intestine forone 
sixth of an inch, much like that in the horse, one of the czecal bands 
splits into two, part going to join the other band, and part continuing 
on as an independent band. The small intestine joins the large, not, 
as is sometimes the case, at one of the bands, but in the middle of one 
of the sacculi, halfway between two of them. The diameter of the 
colon is less than that of the cecum, and diminishes gradually till it 
becomes scarcely greater than that of the ileum. The sacculation 
continues, getting less and less marked, for about a foot from the ileo- 
cecal valve ; and the rest of the long colon is uniformly cylindrical, 
presenting the well-known abrupt bend near the middle of its course. 

The caput of the caecum is situated in the right lumbar region, and 
the base in the left lumbar, where an abrupt bend backward occurs 
just before the small intestine enters. The omentum is not large, 
and does not cover the viscera. There is little or no fat in the ab- 
domen. 

On opening the caecum and large intestine along its non-mesenteric 
longitudinal band, two strongly marked longitudinal ridges are seen 
to run from the ileo-czcal valve along the colon, one on each side of 
the inner surface of the mesenteric longitudinal band, which is the 
compound one formed by one division of the bifurcate cecal longi- 
tudinal band and the other cecal band. These ridges diverge at 
first and are afterwards separated by an interval of two thirds of an 
inch. For the proximal diverging 2 inches they are simple; but after 
that they are puckered regularly in exactly the same way as M. A. 
Milne-Edwards has figured the gastric cardio-pyloric ridges in Lo- 
phiomys, which they also resemble in general direction and arrange- 
ment. These puckered ridges, after diverging, again approach till 
within one fourth of an inch of one another, after which they con- 
tinue parallel for a little more than 2 feet, where, just after the 
sharp colic bend, they suddenly cease, joining one another just before 
doing so. The puckering, however, does not continue the whole way, 

50* 
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it gradually diminishing a foot from the ileo-czcal valve and ceasing 
altogether 4 inches further on, the ridges continuing as simple folds 
like railway lines. 

Commencing colon of Aulacodus swindernianus, slit open on the non-attached 
border, showing the ileo-cxcal valve on the left, beyond which is the com- 
mencing cxcum; the intestine, with the two longitudinal ridges, running to the 
right; a, terminal portion of small intestine. 

The “iver possesses a gall-bladder which is short and pyriform. It 
presents all the typical fissures and lobes. The median fissure is 
slightly bridged over with hepatic tissue on the abdominal surface 
behind. The right and left lateral fissures very nearly separate off 
the lateral lobes as distinct glands; the caudate lobe is also only 
slightly attached. The left lateral lobe is the largest, next the right 
central, in which the cystic fossa and fissure are both deep. The 
right lateral is the smallest of the four main lobes; the caudate is 
smaller than any of them; and the spigelian is only a flat flake of 
hepatic tissue. 

The right Jung possesses four lobes, of which the lowest is the 
largest, and the top one as small as the fourth, azygos one. An acces- 
sory bronchus joins the right bronchus. The left lung has two lobes, 
the upper the smaller, having two upper diverticula; there is no 
left accessory bronchus. 

The aorta primarily branches into two trunks for the upper extre- 
mities, an innominate and a left subclavian; the left carotid soon 
leaves the innominate. 
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The specimen being a male, those generative organs only can be 
described. The ureters enter the bladder at about one third its length 
from the neck. The vesiculee seminales are two inches long, being 
composed of tubes with irregularly situated lateral diverticula of small 
size ; they enter the urethra separate from the vasa deferentia, which 
are not swollen at their urethral ends. The testes are abdominal, 
being situated at the entrances of the capacious abdominal rings, with 
strong muscular gubernacula attached to the bottom of the would-be 
scrotum. The epididymis of each testis is of about one fourth its size. 
The prostate is, like that in most Rodents, composed of closely related 
but not intercommunicating bundles of glandular substance, arranged 
in elongated conical bundles, which can be easily separated from each 
other, each being about two thirds of an inch long. The membra- 
nous urethra is 3 inches long; Cowper’s glands are about the size of 
peas, dark red and subspherical. The os penis is half an inch long ; 
and its free end forms part of a lip-like projection over the top of the 
orifice of the urethra. 

There is a gland, the shape of the hearts on playing-cards, fixed at 
its apex, which opens into the anterior wall of the termination of the 
rectum, just within the sphincter ani; it is white in colour, and the 
size of a haricot bean. 

The most striking peculiarity in the above described anatomy of 
this animal is in the arrangement of the czecum, which differs from 
that of most of the Cavies I have had the opportunity of examining in 
not presenting an abrupt change in the character and direction of the 
gut at the point of junction of the cecum and colon. Respecting its 
osteology it may be mentioned that there are thirteen ribs, and that 
the clavicle was not developed from end to end in this not fully adult 
specimen, the sternal extremities being cartilaginous and joined to the 
free termination of a broad cartilaginous spatulate manubrium sterni. 
In a skeleton in the British Museum the broad bifurcate acromion is 

_ hot preserved on either scapula; and they do not seem to have been 
broken off. In the specimen above described, this big acromion is 
present on both sides, but, peculiar to relate, it is in each only joined 
to the main part of the spine of the scapula by a fibro-cartilaginous 
ligament, and no crepitus is felt on moving the one part on the other. 
If this condition is not the result of injury, which it does not seem 
to be, it is very abnormal. 

The peculiarities of the skull make me inclined to place Aulacodus 
nearest to Lagostomus and the American Porcupines, the former of 
which it very closely resembles in the arrangement of the zygomatic 
arch and palate, though the teeth present considerable difference. 
The cecum of Lagostomus appears to be in many respects similar ; 
but the liver is less complicated, possessing no cystic notch or 
fossa. 
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9. On a Skull of a Marten from Burwell Fen, Cambridge- 
shire. By J. W. Crank, F.ZS. 

[Received December 2, 1873. ] 

The skull I have the pleasure of exhibiting this evening was found 
in Burwell Fen, Cambridgeshire, in July last. Burwell Fen lies on 
the right bank of the Cam, about eight miles below Cambridge, occu- 
pying a wide bay included between the last spurs of the chalk hills, 
which here come down to the lowlands, and terminates in a bold 
bluff at the village of Reche, ‘and a long ridge of no great height at 
the village of Wicken further down the river. In consequence of this 
geological conformation of the country, a larger quantity of remains 
of extinct mammals and birds have been found in Burwell Fen than 
almost anywhere else. They would seem to have been washed into the 
bay I have described above and there to have lain. The Museum of the 
University possesses a nearly complete skeleton of a Beaver from this 
locality, besides skeletons, more or less complete, of Bos primigenius, 
Sus scrofa, Cervus elaphus, and Cervus capreolus. 

This is the first time, so far as I can discover, that the Marten has 
been found in a subfossil state in this country, though other Muste- 
lide, the Polecat and the Weasel, have been recorded by Prof. Owen* 
from caves; nor can I find that it has occurred in France. I have 
been unable, from lack of materials, to compare this skull with a suffi- 
ciently large series; so that I can do no more than refer it to the genus 
Martes, without entering upon the vexed question whether there is one 
or two species in this country. The skull is rather larger, as all Fen 
skulls are, than any other of the genus that I have been able to com- 
pare with it. So far as I know, these animals have always been rare in 
Cambridgeshire ; and the Rev. Leonard Jenyns, who lived at Bot- 
tesham, near Burwell, has written the following note on a stuffed 
specimen now in the Cambridge Museum :—“ This appears to be a 
rare animalin Cambridgeshire. I have heard of its having been taken 
formerly at Madingley, and also at Allington Hill. The only spe- 
cimen which, to my knowledge, has occurred of late years is one that 
was killed at Caxton in August 1844, and is now in the Museum of 
the Cambridge Philosophical Society.”—Fauna Cantabrigiensis, 
MS. p. 7. 

There is a tradition that there were formerly large forests of beech 
where Burwell Fen now is; and this is supported by the discovery 
of trunks of trees of large size and quantities of beech-mast in the 
peat of that fen. Moreover the ‘ Liber Eliensis,’ a record drawn up 
by a monk of Ely shortly after the Norman conquest, alludes to the 
“copia mustelarum ” there existing in his day. I do not, of course, 
mean to refer his “ mustele”’ to the Marten exclusively; but I allude 
to the passage merely to show that the wild animals then existing were 
numerous precisely where they are now few ; for Polecats, Stoats, and 
Weasels are now rarely met with in that part of the country, where 
the woods have almost wholly disappeared. 

* British Fossil Mammals and Birds, p. 112 e seg. 
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OF ADDITIONS TO THE SOCIETY’S MENAGERIE 

DURING THE YEAR 

18738. 

1 Caracal (Felis caracal), §. Presented by A. C. Gaye, Esq. 
1 White-handed Gibbon (Hylobates lar), 2. Deposited. 

. 1 Crested Guinea-fowl (Numida cristata). Received in ex- 
change. 

1 Grey Francolin (Francolinus ponticerianus). Received in 
exchange. 

18 Smooth Newts (Zriton teniatus). Purchased. 
18 Crested Newts (Triton cristatus). Purchased. 

. 1 Fallow Deer (Dama vulgaris), ¢. Presented by Miss Jane 
Anne Brooke. 

. 4 Canada Geese (Bernicla canadensis), 13,32. Presented by 
J. T. Liebert, Esq. 

1 Muscovy Duck (Catrina moschata), 8. Presented by J. T. 
Liebert, Esq. 

3 White-fronted Guans (Penelope jacucaca). Purchased. 
1 White-eyebrowed Guan (Penelope superciliaris), Purchased. 
1 West-Indian Rail (Aramides cayennensis). Purchased. 

. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macucus radiatus), $. Presented by R. 
Laws, Esq. 

3 Black-backed Porphyrios (Porphyrio melanotus). Presented 
by A. C. Le Soueff, Esq. 

. 1 Common Buzzard (Buteo vulgaris). Presented by J. Turner 
Turner, Esq. 

2 Spotted Hyzenas (Hyena crocuta). Born in the Menagerie. 
6 Bass (Labrazx lupus). Received in exchange. 
6 Picked Dogfish (Spinaxz acanthias). Received in exchange. 
4 Whiting (Merlangus vulgaris). Received in exchange. 

. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus radiatus). Presented by Miss 
Miller. 

1 Alexandrine Parrakeet (Palcornis alexandri). Purchased. 
. 2 Formosan Fruit-Bats (Pteropus formosus, sp.). Presented by 

the Rev. Mr. Mitchie. From Formosa. See before, p. 193, 
2 Stanleyan Chevrotains (Tragulus stanleyanus). Presented by 

S. W. Trevor, Esq. From Singapore. 
1 Slow Loris (Nycticebus tardigradus). Presented by 8. W. 

Trevor, Esq. 
4 Little Bustards (Tetrax campestris). Purchased. 
1 Chilian Tinamou (Rhynchotus perdicarius). Purchased. 
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Jan. 10. 

14, 

15. 

17. 

21. 

24. 

APPENDIX, 

1 Pied Wagtail (Motacilla yarreli). Purchased. 
1 Grey Wagtail (Motacilla sulphurea). Purchased. 
1 Green Monkey (Cercopithecus callitrichus), 3. Presented by 

R. W. Day, Esq. : 
1 Axis Deer (Cervus axis). Deposited. 
2 Mountain-Finches (Fringilla montifringilla). Presented by 

A. H. Cocks, Esq., F.Z.S. 
1 Common Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris). Presented by J. Ed- 

wards, Esq. 
1 Weeper Capuchin (Cebus capucinus), 3. Deposited. 
1 Common Fox (Canis vulpes), 2. Deposited. 

. 1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus erythreus), $. Presented by Miss 
H. Smith. 

1 Brazilian Tapir (Tapirus terrestris), 9. Purchased. From 
Paraguay. See p. 193. 

1 Meyer’s Parrot (Paocephalus meyert). Deposited. 
4 Passerine Parrakeets (Pstttacula passerina). Deposited. 
1 All-ereen Parrakeet (Brotogerys tiriacula). Deposited. 
1 Nonpareil Finch (Cyanospiza ciris). Deposited. 
1 Javan Chevrotain (Tragulus javanicus). Presented by J. 

Baker, Esq. 
1 Masked Paradoxure (Paradoxrurus larvatus). Purchased. 
1 Grivet Monkey (Cercopithecus griseoviridis). Presented by 

J. Daws Bray, Esq. From Magdala. 
. 1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus), 9. Received in 

exchange. 
1 Common Heron (Ardea cinerea). Presented by A. Adie, Esq. 
1 Reddish Macaque (Macacus rufescens), 2. Purchased. See 

. 194. 
2 Crowned Hornbills (Buceros coronatus). Purchased. 
1 Chinese Jay Thrush (Garrulax chinensis). Purchased. 
1 Naked-bellied Tomb-Bat (Taphozous nudiventris). Presented 

by Mr. Wm. Jamrach. See p. 194. 
2 Secretary Vultures (Serpentarius reptilivorus). Purchased. 
20 Whiting (Merlangus vulgaris). Received in exchange. 
5 Bass (Labrav lupus). Received in exchange. 
2 Grey Mullet (Jugil capito). Received in exchange. 
8 Five-bearded Rocklings (Motella mustella). Received in ex- 

change. 
1 Eau naeina Cockatoo ( Cacatua citrino-cristata). Purchased. 

From Timor Laut. 
1 Allen’s Porphyrio (Porphyrio allenii). Purchased. 
1 Common Marmoset (Hapale jacchus). Presented by Mrs. 

Higson. 
1 Blue-and-Yellow Macaw (Ara ararauna). Presented by 

Mrs. Higson. . 
. | White-browed Amazon (Chrysotis albifrons). Purchased. 
1 Common Gadwall (Anas strepera). Purchased. 
2 Widgeon (Mareca penelope), S and 9. Purchased. 
1 Larger Hill-Mynah (Giracula intermedia). Deposited. 

. 2 Bornean Fire-backed Pheasants (Zuplocamus nobilis), Sand 2. 
Received in exchange. See p. 194. 

. 1 Musky Lorikeet (Zrichoglossus concinnus). Purchased. 
1 Common Paradoxure (Paradoxurus typus), 29. Presented by 

J. 5. Harper, Esq. 
. 1 Vervet Monkey (Cercopithecus lalandi). Presented by E. 

Vincey, Esq. 
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. 1 Beautiful Parrakeet (Psephotus pulcherrimus). Received in exchange. 

- 1 Great Tit (Parus major). Purchased. 
- 1 Ocelot (Felis pardalis).” Purchased. 
1 Axis Deer (Cervus avis). Born in the Menagerie. 2 Common Barn-Owls (Strix Jlammea), Presented by Mrs. Wellicombe. 

. 3 Rose Hill-Parrakeets (Platycercus exvimius). Presented by H. G, Smith, Esq. 
1 Pennant’s Parrakeet (Platycercus pennanti). Presented by H. G. Smith, Esq. 
1 Vulpine Phalanger (Phalangista vulpina). Presented by H. G. Smith, Esq. 
1 Moustache Monkey ( Cercopithecus cephus). Purchased. 1 White-crested Guan (Pipile Jacutinga). Purchased. ‘ 1 Collared Fruit-Bat (Cynonycteris collaris). Born in the Me- nagerie, 
1 Vieillot’s Fireback (Euploeamus vieloti), g. Purchased. 1 Bearded Lizard (Amphibolurus barbatus). Purchased. 1Grey Ichneumon (Herpestes griseus), Q. Presented by 

T. Hayley, Esq. 
4 Orange-bellied Grass-Parrakeets (Euphema chrysogastra). Purchased. See p. 311. 
1 Rusty Tiger Cat (Felis aurata), 2. Presented by ©. S. Salmon, Esq. See p. 311. 
1 Common Otter (Lutra vulgaris), 2. Deposited. 
1 Black-handed Spider Monkey (Ateles melanochir), ¢. Pur- chased. From Greytown. 
1 a ee Rail (Aramides cayennensis). Purchased. From olon. 
1 Brazilian Tortoise (Testudo tabulata). Purchased. From Colon. 1 Adorned Terrapin (Clemmys ornata). Purchased. From Colon. 
5 Hawk-billed Turtles (Chelone imbricata). Purchased. From Jamaica. 
9 Long-spined Cottus (Cottus bubalis). Received in exchange. 16 Bass (Labrax lupus). Received in exchange. 
1 Hairy Armadillo (Dasypus villosus). Presented by W. For- rest, Esq. 
2 Nibpirdiad Woes Cervus virginianus). Received in exchange. 1 Cinereous Sea-Eagle (Haliaetus albicilla). Presented by Cabel Roope, Esq., jun. 
1 Australian Crane (Grus australasiana). Presented by Capt. A. Donald. 
1 Harlequin Quail (Coturnix histrionica). Purchased. 3 Lepurana Hemipodes (Turnix lepurana). Purchased. 1 Ruddy Ichneumon (Herpestes smith). Presented by H. B. Rust, Esq. 
1 Mantewuvien Deer (Cervus mantchuricus). Purchased. 
3 Chinese Scaup Ducks (Fuligula mariloides). Presented by R. Swinhoe, Esq., F.L.S. From Ningpo, China. See p. 312, and p. 411. 
1 Rose FHill-Parrakeet (Platycercus eximius). Presented by Griffiths Smith, Esq. 
1 Crested Ground-Parrakeet (Calopsitta nove hollandie). Pre- sented by Griffiths Smith, Esq. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. LI. 5] 
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1 Crested Screamer (Chawna chavaria), Presented by Mrs. 
Wilson. 

2 Black-eared Marmosets (Hapale penicillata), g and 2. Pre- 
sented by Mrs. Bischoftsheim. 

. 1 White-throated Capuchin (Cebus hypoleucus), §. Purchased. 
From Columbia. 

1 Puma (Felis concolor), 9. Purchased. From Cartagena. 
1 Ocelot (Felis pardalis), 2. Purchased. From Savanilla. 
1 Prince Albert’s Curassow (Crax alberti), 2. Purchased. 

From Cartagena. 
. 1 Crested Porcupine (Hystrix cristata). Born in the Menagerie. 
1 Malayan Bear (Ursus malayanus). Purchased. 

. 1 Pig-tailed Monkey (Macacus nemestrinus), 3. Purchased. 

. 1 Puff Adder (Vipera arietans). Presented by Sir J. Drummond- 
Hay, K.C.B. 

1 Horseshoe Snake (Zamenis hippocrepis). Presented by Sir J. 
Drummond-Hay, K.C.B. 

1 Lacertine Snake (Celopeltis lacertina), Presented by Sir J. 
Drummond Hay, K.C.B. 

1 White-cheeked Capuchin (Cebus lunatus), ¢. Purchased. 
1 Bonelli’s Eagle (Aquila bonellii), Purchased. 

. 1 Rose Hill-Parrakeet (Platycercus eximius). Presented by 
Mrs. Hewitt. 

2 Algerian Tortoises (Testudo mauritanica). Presented by 
EK. Cavendish Taylor, Esq., F.L.S. 

3 Spanish Terrapins (Clemmys leprosa). Presented by E. 
Cavendish Taylor, Esq., F.L.S. 

1 Talapoin Monkey (Cercopithecus talapoin), 3. Purchased. 
1 Pluto Monkey (Cercopithecus pluto), 9. Purchased. 

. 2 Canary Finches (Serinus canarius),2 $. Purchased. 
1 Iceland Falcon (Falco islandus). Received in exchange. 

. 1 Lapland Bunting (Centrophanes lapponica). Presented by 
F. Bond, Esq. 

1 Mantell’s Apteryx (Apteryx mantel). Purchased. 
1 Tamandua Ant-eater (Tamandua tetradactyla). Purchased. 
5 Banded Sea-Horses (Hippocampus ramulosus). Purchased. 
1 Pantherine Toad (Bufo pantherinus). Purchased. 
6 Natterjack Toads (Bufo calamita). Purchased. 
1 Long-tailed Glossy Starling (Lamprotornis eneus), ¢. Pur- 

chased. 
2 Cardinal Grosbeaks (Cardinalis virginianus), S and 2. Pur- 

chased. 
2 Red-eared Bulbuls ( Pyenonotusjocosus), ¢ and 9. Purchased. 
2 Swainson’s Lorikeets (Trichoglossus nove hollandie). Pur- 

chased. 
1 Red-cheeked Parrakeet (Palcornis erythrogenys). Purchased. 
1 Bearded Lizard (Amphibolurus barbatus). Purchased. 
1 Amherst Pheasant (Zhaumalea amherstia). Deposited. 
1 Condor Vulture (Sarcorhamphus gryphus). Presented by Lieut. 

L. Clive Strachey, R.N. 
1 Western Ground-Parrakeet (Geopsittacus occidentalis). Pur- 

chased. See p, 454. 
1 Great Kangaroo (Macropus giganteus). Born in the Mena- 

gerie. : 
1 Vulpine Phalanger (Phalangista vulpina). Born in the Me- 

nagerie. 
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Perry. From Saffi, Morocco. See p. 4 
2 Algerian Tortoises (Testudo mauritanica). Presented by 

Capt. P. Perry. 
1 Capoeira Partridge (Odontophorus dentatus). Purchased. 
3 Red-crested Cardinals (Paroaria cucullata). Purchased. 
1 Wheatear (Savicola enanthe), 8. Purchased. 

1 Short-toed Eagle (Circaétus gallicus). Presented by Capt. P. 
34, 

. 1 Yellow-footed Rock-Kangaroo (Petrogale zanthopus). Born 
in the Menagerie. 

. 1 Prince Alfred’s Deer (Cervus alfredi), g. Born in the 
Menagerie. 

. 2 Barbary Turtledoves (Twrtur risorius). Presented by Geo. 
Hannen, Esq. 

1 White-thighed Colobus (Colobus bicolor). Purchased. 

. 1 Black Cuckoo (Eudynamis orientalis). Presented by Com. 
H. C. St. John. 

1 Seychellean Sternothere (Sternotherus subniger). Presented 
by Com. H. C, St. John 

. 1 De Filippi’s Meadow-Starling (Sturnella defilippit), Pur- 
chased. 

1 Black Kite (Diilvus migrans). Purchased. 
. 1 Barbary Ape (Macacus inuus), 5. Deposited. 
2 Variegated Touracous (Schizorhis africana). Received in 

exchange. 
6 Moorish Land-Tortoises (Testudo mauritanica), Presented by 

Sir John Drummond-Hay, K.C.B. 
4 Spanish Terrapins (Clemmys leprosa). Presented by Sir John 

rummond-Hay, K.C.B. 
. 1 Vulpine Phalanger (Secwrus vulpinus, var. capistrata). Pre- 

sented by G. Moore, Esq. 
. 1 Vulpine Phalanger (Phalangista vulpina). Born in the 

Menagerie. 
. 2 Pollack (Gadus pollachius). Purchased. 
1 Whiting Pout (Gadus luscus). Purchased. 
2 Lumpfish (Cyclopterus lumpus). Purchased. 

. 1 Broad-banded Armadillo (Xenwrus unieinctus). Purchased. 
See p. 434. 

1 Madagascar Porphyrio (Porphyrio madagascariensis). Pre- 
sented by Miss A. Furlonger. 

1 Bacha Eagle (Spilornis bacha). Presented by Mr. W. Jamrach. 
1 Cuttlefish (Octopus vulgaris). Presented by the Brighton 

Aquarium Company. 
2 Tibetan Wolves (Canis laniger). Born in the Menagerie. 

. 1 Great Grey Shrike (Lanius excubitor). Presented by Mr. 
Hawkins. 

1 Great Kangaroo (Macropus giganteus), 9. Born in the Me- 
nagerie. 

1 Yellow-footed Rock-Kangaroo (Petrogale xanthopus), 2. 
Born in the Menagerie. 

2 Hunting Crows (Cissa venatoria). Purchased. 
1 Crested Pelican (Pelecanus crispus), Presented by Dr. 

Doyle, R.N. 
1 Cocoi Heron (Ardea cocot). Purchased. 
1 Hoffmann’s Sloth (Cholopus hoffmanni). Deposited. 
1 Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita). De- 

posited. 
o1* 
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Apr. 16. 

17. 

18. 

24, 

25, 

26, 
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1 Philantomba Antelope (Cephalophus mazxwelli). Born in the 
Menagerie. 

2 Spanish Sand-Lizards (Psammodromus hispanicus). Presented 
y E. Cavendish Taylor, Esq., F.Z.S. From Tangiers. 

1 Eyed Lizard (Lacerta ocellata). Presented by Capt. G. E. 
Shelley, F.Z.S. From Gibraltar. 

2 Indian Tapirs (Tapirus indicus), 2. Deposited. 
2 White-necked Cranes (Grus leucauchen). Purchased. From 

Japan. See p. 434. 
1 Ocelot (Felis pardalis), 3. Presented by Miss E. Brooks. 

From Central Honduras. 
2Vinaceous Turtledoves (Twurtur vinaceus). Presented by 

J. Plumpton Tindale, Esq., F.Z.S. 
1 Leopard (Felis pardus), 3. Presented by Lionel Hart, Esq. 
1 African Civet Cat (Viverra civetta). Presented by Lionel 

Hart, Esq. 
2 Goldfinches (Carduelis elegans). Presented by Lieut. F. Le 

Hearne. From Madeira. 
2 Canary Finches (Serinus cunarius). Presented by Lieut. F. Le 

Hearne. From Madeira. 
1 Paradise Whydah bird (Vidua paradisea). Presented by 

Lieut. F. Le Hearne. 
3 Indian Tree-Ducks (Dendrocygna arcuata). Purchased. 
3 Summer Ducks (Azz sponsa), ¢ and 9 9. Purchased. 

. 1 Rhinoceros Hornbill (Buceros rhinoceros). Purchased. 
1 Derbian Wallaby (Halmaturus derbianus). Deposited. 

. 2 Peacock Pheasants (Polyplectron chinquis). Hatched in the 
Gardens. 

1 Hen Harrier (Circus cyaneus). Purchased. 
2 Emus (Dromeus nove hollandie). Deposited. 

. Long-eared Owl (Otus vulgaris). Presented by Dr. Bree. 
1 Grey Eagle Owl (Bubo cinereus). Purchased. 
1 Bosman’s Potto (Perodicticus potto), g. Purchased. 
1 Horned Tragopan (Ceriornis satyra), $. Purchased. 
1 Black-tailed Hawfinch (Coccothraustes melanurus). Pur- 

chased. 
. 1 Ring-necked Parrakeet (Paleornis torquata). Presented by 

W. E. Johnson, Esq. 
1 Great Kangaroo (Macropus giganteus), 9. Born in the Me- 

nagerie. 
1 Derbian Wallaby (Halmaturus derbianus), §. Born in the 

Menagerie. 
1 Wood-Owl (Syrnium aluco), d. Presented by H. W. Latham 

Browne. 
2 Black-crested Buntings (Melophus melanicterus). Purchased. 
2 Chinese Quails (Coturnix chinensis). Purchased. 
1 Red-backed Bunting (Euspizarutila). Purchased. Seep. 454. 
1 Yellow-browed Bunting (Emberiza chrysophrys). See p. 434. 
1 Black Tanager ( Tachyphonus melaleucus), Purchased. 
1 Red-vented Bulbul (Pycnonotus hemorrhous). Purchased. 
2 Red-eared Bulbuls (Pycnonotus jocosus). Purchased. 
1 Cinereous Sea-Eagle (Haliaétus albicilla), 9. Deposited. 
1 Common Jackdaw (Corvus monedula). Purchased, 
3 Spanish Terrapins (Clemmys leprosa). Purchased. 
4 European Terrapins (mys europea). Purchased. 
4 Upland Geese ( Chloéphaya magellanica). Bred in the Gardens. 

28. 6 Chilian Pintails (Dajila spinicauda). Bred in the Gardens. 
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2 Green Lizards (Lacerta viridis), Presented by G. N. Smith, 
Ksq. 

4 Slow worms (Anguis fragilis). Presented by ,G. N. Smith, 
E sq. 

1 Common Snake (Tropidonotus natrix). Presented by G. N. 
Smith, Esq. 

1 Indian Leopard (Felis pardus), g. Presented by Capt. G. F. 
Hemy. 

2 Common Jackals (Canis aureus), Presented by Capt. G. F. 
emy. 

1 Gulden Ea le (Aquila chrysaétos). Purchased. 
1 Common Hawfinch (Coccothraustes vulgaris). Presented by 

the Viscountess Downe. 
2 Spotted-sided Finches (Amadina lathami). Purchased. 
2 Black-handed Spider Monkeys (Ateles melanochir), 2 9. 

Purchased. From Cartagena. 
1 White-throated Capuchin C Cebus hypoleucus), 2. Purchased, 

From Cartagena. 
1 Red-backed Squirrel Monkey -(Saimaris erstedi). Pur- 

chased. From Veragua. See p. 434. 
1 Red-and-Yellow Macaw (Ara chloroptera). Purchased. 

From Baranquilla. 
1 Blue-fronted Amazon (Chrysotis estiva). Purchased. From 

Cartagena. 
1 Yellow-fronted Amazon (Chrysotis ochrocephala). Purchased. 

From Cartagena. 
1 Orange-winged Amazon (Chrysotis amazonica). Purchased. 

From Cartagena, 
3 Common Hangnests (Icterus vulgaris). Purchased. From 

Santa Marta. 
1 Crested Agouti (Dasyprocta cristata). Purchased. From 

Colon. 
1 Broad-snouted Caiman (Jacare latirostris). Purchased. From 

Baranquilla. 
1 Hawk’s-billed Turtle (Chelone imbricata). Purchased. From 

Jamaica. 
4 Loggerhead Turtles (Zhalassochelys caouana). Purchased. 

From Jamaica. 
1 Brazilian Land- Tortoise (Testudo tabulata). Purchased. From 

Colon. 
1 Bladder-nosed Seal (Cystophora cristata). Deposited. 
1 Malabar Squirrel (Sciurus maximus). Presented hy — White- 

side, Hsq. 

1 Turquoisine Parrakeet (Euphema pulchella). Deposited. 
2 Egyptian Geese (Chenalopex egyptiaca), § and 9. Presented 

by H. Welch Thornton, Esq. 
. 2 Glass Snakes (Pseudopus pallasi). Deposited. 
4 European Terrapins (mys europea). Received in exchange. 
1 Green Lizard (Lacerta wridis, var. chloronotus). Received in 

exchange. g 
- 1 Black-backed Jackal (Canis mesomelas). Presented by Capt. 

Brajleholer. 
1 Common Adder (Vipera berus). Presented by R. S. Turner, 

E sq. 
3 Chaus Wild Cats (Felis chaus), Presented by Capt. J. J. 

Bradshaw. From Scinde valley, Cashmere. 



15. 

16. 

We 

19, 
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5 Peacock Pheasants (Polyplectron chinguis). Hatched in the 
Gardens. 

3 Cole Tits (Parus ater). Purchased. 
1 Markhoor (Capra megaceros), 2. Born in the Gardens. 

. 4 Spix’s Cavies (Cavia spixii), 1 g and 3 9. Purchased. 
1 Weeper Capuchin (Cebus capucinus), 9. Purchased. 

. 1 Tawny Eagle (Aguila nevioides), Purchased. 
. 1 Chinese Water-Deer (Hydropotes inermis). Presented by 

R. Swinhoe, Esq., F.Z.S. See p. 517. 
3 Reeve’s Terrapins (Clemmys reevesi). Presented by R. Swin- 

hoe, Esq., F.Z.S. From Ningpo. See p. 517. 
3 Black-headed Terrapins (Clemmys unicolor). Presented by 

R. Swinhoe, Esq., F.Z.S.. From Ningpo. See p. 517. 
. 5 Chilian Pintails (Dafila spinicauda). Bred in the Gardens. 
. 2 Koodoos (Strepsiceros kudu), g and 2. Purchased. 
1 Pluto Monkey (Cercopithecus pluto). Purchased. 
4 Common Peafowls (Pavo cristatus),2 g and 2 2. Presented 

by Mrs. Stern. 
1 sae Spider Monkey (Ateles melanochir), . Pur- 

chased. 
2 Young Agoutis (Dasyprocta, sp. inc.). Purchased. From 

Trinidad 
2 Tenant Sloths (Cholopus hoffmanni), Q andyoung. Pur- 

chased. 
1 Globose Curassow (Crax globicera), 8. Purchased. 
2 Black Vultures (Cathartes atratus). Purchased. 
1 Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus). Purchased. 
1 West-Indian Rail (Aramides cayennensis). Presented by 

Mrs. C. C. Lovesy. 
2 Pied Crow Shrikes (Strepera graculina). Purchased. 
1 Mexican Guan (Ortalida vetula). Purchased. 
1 Cashmere Monkey (Macacus pelops), 3. Presented by Rear- 

Admiral Davies. 
1 Hocheur Monkey (Cercopithecus nictitans). Purchased, 
1 Common Partridge (Perdix cinerea). Purchased. 
2 Rose-coloured Pastors (Pastor roseus). Purchased. 
2 Pied Mynahs (Stwrnopastor contra). Purchased. 
1 Wandering Tree-Pie (Dendrocitta vagabunda). Purchased. 
1 Ornamental Lory (Trichoglossus ornatus). Purchased. 
4 Burmese Tortoises (Testudo elongata). Presented by Dr. J. 

Anderson, F.Z.S. 
1 Amboina Box Tortoise (Cuwora amboinensis). Presented by 

Dr. J. Anderson, F.Z.S. 
1 King Colobus (Colobus polycomus). Purchased, 
1 Salt-water Terrapin (Clemmys terrapin). Purchased. 
2 Starred Tortoises ( Testudo stellata). Purchased. 
1 Virginian Deer (Cervus virginianus), 2. Presented by Capt. 

Bennett. 
1 Suricate (Suricata zenik). Presented by A. Benyon, Esq. 
1 Palm-Squirrel (Seiwrus palmarum), Presented by-W. Love- 

grove, Hsq., F.Z.8. 
1 Mocking-bird (Mimus polyglottus). Presented by P. Frank, Esq. 
1 Indian Eryx (Zryxz johni). Purchased. 
4 Collared Heddehe 3 (Erinaceus collaris), Presented by A. 

Anderson, Esq., 1'.Z.5, See p. 517. 
4 Variegated Sheldrakes (Tadorna variegata). Bred in the 

Gardens. 
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29 
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2 Rose Hill-Parakeets ( Platycercus eximius). oe Aghia 
1 Virginian Deer (Cervus virginianus). Born in the Gardens, 
2 Cretan Ibexes (Capra egagrus). Presented by T. B. Sand- 

with, Esq. From Crete. See P. Z. S. 1874, Jan. 20. 
1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus), 3. Presented by 

H. N. Hewitt, Esq. 
1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus erythreus),2. Presented by H.N. 

Hewitt, Esq. 
1 Vervet Monkey (Cercopithecus lalandii). Presented by H. N. 

Hewitt, Esq. 
1 Peregrine Faleon (Falco peregrinus). Received. 
1 Olive Weaverbird (Hyphantornis capensis). Purchased. 
1 Malabar Parrakeet (Paleornis columboides). Purchased. 
2 Indian Dial-birds (Copsychus saularis). Bred in the Gardens. 
1 Dark Green Snake (Zamenis atrovirens). Presented by A. C. 

Wright, Esq.,C.M.Z.S. From Malta. 
1 Four-lined Snake (Coluber quadrilineatus). Presented by A. 

C. Wright, Esq., C.M.Z.S. From Malta. 
1 Pig-tailed Monkey (Macacus nemestrinus). Purchased. 
Brown Capuchin (Cebus Fatuellus), 3. Purchased. 

1 Harpy Eagle (Thrasaétus harpyia). Purchased. 
3 Amazonian Guans (Pipile cwjubi). Purchased. See p: 518. 
1 Red-breasted Guan (Penelope puleata). Purchased. 
1 Red-vented Parrot (Pionus menstruus). Purchased. 
4 Ruddy Sheldrakes (Tadorna rutila). “Bred in the Gardens, 
3 Molucca Deer (Cervus moluccensis),1 g and 29. Purchased, 
1 Vociferous Sea-Eagle (Haliaétus vocifer). Purchased. 
2 Swinhoe’s Pheasants (Euplocamus swinhoer). Purchased. 
1 African Tantalus (Tantalus ibis). Purchased. 
1 American White Crane (Grus americana). Received in 

exchange. 
1 Naked-eyed Pigeon (Columba gymnophthalma). Purchased. 
1 Brown Bear (Ursus arctos). Deposited. 
1 Cuming’s Octodon (Octodon cumingii). Deposited. 
3 American Mocking-birds (Mimus polyglottus). Bred in the 

Gardens. 
2 Wood-Owls (Syrniwm aluco). Presented by J. Smith, Esq. 
J Snow-Bunting (Plectrophanes nivalis), Presented by Dr. Giin- 

ther, F.Z.S. 
1 Australian Thicknee (Gdicnemus grallarius). Purchased. 
1 Dwarf Chameleon (Chameleon pumilis). Presented by Miss 

Siddons. 
1 Pacific Porphyrio (Porphyrio indicus). Presented by the 

Rey. J. S. Whitmee, C.M.Z.S. From N avigators’ Island. 
See p. 518, 

1N ssi floaiey Rail (Ocydromus lafresnayanus). Presented 
by Dr. George Bennett, F.Z.S. See p. 518. 

1 Bengalese Leopard Cat (Felis bengalensis). Deposited. 
1 Indian Crow (Corvus splendens). Presented y W. Dunn, 

Esq., C.M.Z.S. 
1 Large-billed Crow (Corvus culminatus). Presented by W. 

Dunn, Esq., C.M.Z.S. 
1 European Lynx (Felis lynx). Purchased. 
1 Glutton (Glo borealis). Purchased. 
1 Red-throated Amazon (Chrysotis collaria). Purchased. 
11 Chiloe Wigeon (Mareca chiloensis). Bred in the Gardens, 
2 Wattled Cranes (Grus carunculata), Purchased. 
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3 Foote Parrakeets (Psephotus hematogaster). Pur- 
chased. 

1 Dormouse Phalanger (Dromicia nana). 
2 Common Peafowls, white var. (Pavo cristatus). Presented 

by J. Blake, Esq. 
11 Summer Ducks (Av sponsa). Bred in the Gardens. 
8 Chilian Pintails (Dajila spinicauda). Bred in the Gardens. 

2 Common Spoonbills (Platalea leucorodia). Purchased. 
. 10 Hybrid Pheasants (between Euplocamus swinhoei g and Eu- 

plocamus nycthemerus 9). Hatched in the Gardens. 
1 Purple Kaleege (Euplocamus horsfieldii). Hatched in the 

Gardens. 
2 Stump-tailed Lizards (Trachydosaurus rugosus). Deposited. 
1 scr his magia Lizard ((Amphibolurus angulifer), Pur- 

chased. 
. 1 Cuming’s Octodon (Octodon cumingii). Born in the Gardens. 
. 1 Grey Ichneumon (Herpestes griseus), 2. Presented by Mrs. 

W. Simpson. 
1 American Bunting (Euspiza americana). Purchased. 

ll hie Lizard (Lacerta ocellata). Presented by T. Blackmore, 
sq. q 

1 Loggerhead Turtle (Thalassochelys couana). Presented by 
Lieut. N. L. H. Clark, R.N. 

1 Rough-legged Buzzard (Archibuteo lagopus). Presented by 
Mr. W. Stokes. 

1 Wapiti Deer (Cervus canadensis), $. Purchased. 
1 Blotched Genet (Genetta tigrina). Presented by A. B. Wor- 

thington, Esq. 
. 2 Emus (Dromeus nove hollandie). Presented by the Hon. 

Sir Arthur Gordon. 
1 Persian Gazelle (Gazella subgutturosa). Presented by Capt. 

Phillips. 
2 Lions (Felis leo), ¢ and 9. Purchased. From Persia. 

. 17 Common Turtledoves (Turtur auritus). Presented by J. 
P. Gassiot, Esq., Jun., F.Z.S. 

1 Barbary Turtledove (Turtur risorius). Presented by J. P. 
Gassiot, Esq., Jun., F.Z.S. 

4 Aldrovandi’s Lizards (Plestiodon auratus). Purchased. 
2 Ocellated Sand-Skinks (Seps ocellatus). Purchased. 
1 Spinose Lizard (Agama colonorum). Purchased. 
8 Pantherine Toads (Bufo pantherinus). Purchased. 
1 Ring-necked Pheasant (Phasianus torquata),?2. Presented by 

Mr. J. E. Kincaid. 
1 Common Hedgehog (Erinaceus europeus). Purchased. 
1 Common Hedgehog (Hrinaceus europeus). Presented by Mr. 

White. 
. 4 Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator). Bred in the Gardens. 
. 1 Entellus Monkey (Semnopithecus entellus), 9. Purchased. 
1 Common Nightjar (Caprimulgus europeus). Presented by 

J. W. Slack, Esq. 
3 Australian Wild Ducks (Anas superciliosa), Bred in the 

Gardens. 
2 Moustache Monkeys (Cercopithecus cephus),2 9. Purchased. 
1 Diana Monkey (Cercopithecus diana), 3. Purchased. 
1 White-collared Mangabey (Cercocebus collaris), ¢. Pur- 

chased. 
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2 Black Kites (Milvus migrans). Presented by H. F. Blisset, 
E sq. 

2 Stamed Tortoises ( Testudo stellata). Presented by Capt. C.S. 
Sturt, C.M.Z.S. 

2 Common Tench (Tinca vulgaris). Presented by The Lord 
Herbrandt Russell, F.Z.S. 

. 1 Smooth-headed Capuchin (Cebus monachus), 3. Presented 
by J. A. Horsford, Esq. 

1 Black Iguana (Metopoceros cornutus). Presented by J. Dutton, 
Esq. From Hayti. 

2 Horned Lizards (Phrynosoma cornutum). Purchased. 
1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus erythreus), 2. Presented by G. 

C. Cock, Esq. 
9 Three-quarter-bred Amherst Pheasants, between pure Thau- 

malea amherstie 8 and half-bred Thaumalea picta and 
Thaumalea amherstie 9. Hatched in the Gardens. 

1 hens Squirrel (Setwrus vulpinus, var. capistrata), 2. Pur- 
chased. 

2 American Rice-birds (Dolichonyx oryzivora). Purchased. 
1 Snowy Egret (Ardea candidissima). Purchased. 
3 Spree Geese (Chenalopexr egyptiaca). Bred in the 

ardens. 
6 Australian Wild Ducks (Anas superciliosa). Bred in the 

Gardens. 
4 Common Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio), Purchased. 
7 Chilian Pintails (Dajfila spinicauda). Bred in the Gardens. 
1 Teguexin Lizard (Tetus teguexin). Received. 
1 Dormouse Phalanger (Dromicia nana), Q. Presented by W. 

F, Stratford, Esq. 
2 Red-eared Bulbuls (Pycnonotus hemorrhous). Purchased. 
1 Pectoral Quail (Cotwrnix pectoralis), Purchased. 
1 Coati, brewn var..(Naswa nasica). Presented by G. P. Craw- 

ford, Esq. 
1 Clifford’s Snake (Zamenis cliffordii). Presented by Mrs. E. 

Liveing. From Cairo, Egypt. 
1 Lion (Fels leo), 9 Presented by the Hon. M. E, G. Finch 

Hatton, F.Z.S. From Nubia. 
1 Slowworm (Angus fragilis). Presented by Capt. Salvin. 
4 Australian Wild Ducks (Anas superciliosa). Bred in the 

Gardens. 
1 Red Kangaroo (Macropus rufus), 3. Born in the Gardens. 
1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus erythreus). Presented by J. C. 

Freeman, Esq. 
3 Common Foxes (Canis vulpes), 1 g and2 9. Deposited. 
1 Mountain-Finch (Fringilla montifringilla). Presented by 

H. Sewell, Esq. 
1 Tasmanian Rat Kangaroo (Hypsiprymnus cuniculus),9. Pre- 

sented by J. Shelton, Esq. 
1 Garnett’s Galago (Galago garnetti), $. Presented by Bartle 

Frere, Esq. 
1 Horned Tragopan (Certornis satyra). Received in exchange. 
1 Black Stork (Ciconia nigra). Purchased. 
2 White Storks (Ciconia alba). Purchased. 
1 Common Spoonbill (Platalea leucorodia). Purchased. 
1 Purple-faced Monkey (Semmnopithecus leucoprymnus), 2. 

Purchased. 
1 Talapoin Monkey (Cercopithecus talapoin), 6. Purchased. 
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28. 

29, 
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2 Tayras (Galictis barbara), g and 2. Purchased. 
1 Vociferous Sea-Eagle (Haliaétus vocifer). Purchased. 
1 Downy Owl (Pulsatrix torquata). Purchased. 
1 Blue-bearded Jay (Cyanocorax cyanopogon). Purchased. 
1 Crested Hanenest (Ostinops cristatus). Purchased. 
5 Porto-Rico Pigeons (Columba corensis). Purchased. 
1 Hissing Sand-Snake (Psammophis sibilans). Purchased. 
4 Lacertine Snakes (Celopeltis lacertina), Presented by Capt. 

T. R. Bone. 
2 Horseshoe Snakes (Zamenis hippocrepis). Presented by 

Capt. T. R. Bone. 
2 Horned Lizards (Phrynosoma cornutum). Presented by W. 

L. Brooker, Esq. 
. 6 White-crested Kaleeges (Euplocamus cristatus). Hatched in 

the Gardens. 
1 Temminck’s Tragopan (Certornis temminckii). Hatched in 

the Gardens. 
2 Rufous-tailed Pheasants (Euplocamus erythrophthalmus), 3 and 

Deposited. 
1 Argus Pheasant (Argus giganteus), 2. Deposited. 
1 Grey Ichneumon (Herpestes griseus), 9. Presented by W. 

Walker, Esq. 
12 Spotted Salamanders (Salamandra maculosa). Purchased. 
1 Erxleben’s Monkey (Cercopithecus erzlebeni), 9. Presented by 

J.J. Monteiro, Esq., F.Z.S. From river Congo, W. Africa. 
1 Moustache Monkey (Cercopithecus cephus), 9. Presented by 

J. J. Monteiro, Esq., F.Z.S. From Cabinda, W. Africa. 
1 Banded Ichneumon (-Herpestes fasciatus). Presented by J. J. 

Monteiro, Esq., F.Z.S. From Ambriz, W. Africa. 
1 Broad-fronted Crocodile (Crocodilus frontatus). Presented by 

J.J. Monteiro, Esq., F.Z.S._ From river Bonny. 
2 Bronze-spotted Doves (Chalcopelia chalcospilos). Presented 

by J. J. Monteiro, Esq., F.Z.S. 
1 Ocellated Monitor (Monitor ocellatus), Presented by J. J. 

Monteiro, Esq., F.Z.S. 
2 Eroded Cinixys ‘eee erosa). Presented by J. J. Mon- 

teiro, Esq., F.Z.S. 
2 Long-eared Owls (Otus vulgaris). Presented by J. Whitaker, 

Esq., Jun. 
1 Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita). Pre- 

sented by . Thomas. 
1 Bahama Duck (Pecilonetta bahamensis). Purchased. 
1 Canadian Beaver (Castor canadensis). Born in the Gardens. 
1 Puma (Felis concolor), ¢. Deposited. From Bogota. 
1 Harnessed Antelope (Tragelaphus scriptus), g. Purchased. 
2 Lanner Falcons (Falco lanarius). Deposited. 
1 Brazilian Tortoise (Testudo tabulata). Purchased. 
1 Hyacinthine Porphyrio (Porphyrio hyacinthinus). Presented 

by Lady Cust. 
5 Occipital Lizards (Agama occipitalis). Presented by Lady 

Cust. 
7 Common Snakes ( Tropidonotus natrix). Born in the Gardens, 
1 Black-tailed Antelope (Nanotragus nigricaudatus). Deposited. 
1 Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita). Pre- 

sented by R. Dean, Esq. 
2 Common Hares (Lepus ewropeus). Purchased. 
2 Crimson-faced Waxbills (Pytelia melba). Purchased. 
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13. 
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1 Rock-hopper Penguin (Eudyptes chrysocome). Presented by 
J. M. Dean, Esq. See p. 683. 

1 West-Indian Rail (Aramides cayennensis). Purchased. 
1 Ariel Toucan (Ramphastos ariel). Purchased. 
6 Three-quarter-bred Amherst Pheasants (between pure Thau- 

malea amherstie § and half-bred Thaumalea picta and 
Thaumalea amherstig, 2). Bred in the Gardens. 

. 1 Tuberculated Lizard (Iguana tuberculata). Presented by 
J. M. Spence, Esq., F.Z:S. From Redonda Island, W. I. 

1 Tawny Eagle (Aquila nevioides). Purchased. 
1 Many-zoned Hawk (Melierax polyzonus). Purchased. 
2 African Barn-Owls (Strix Jiammea). Purchased. 
4 Chameleons (Chameleon vulgaris). Purchased. 
1 Canadian Beaver (Castor canadensis). Born in the Gardens, . 4 Black-necked Swans (Cygnus nigricollis). Hatched in the 

Gardens, 
2 Eyed Lizards (Lacerta ocellata). Purchased. 

- L Alligator (Alligator mississippiensis). Presented by John Hanley, Esq. From New Orleans. 
1 Tabuan Parrakeet (Pyrrhalopsis tabuensis). Purchased. From the Feejee Islands. See p. 683. 
1 Wagler’s Conure (Conwrus wagleri). Purchased. From 

Venezuela. 
. 1 Eland (Oreas canna), g. Purchased. 
. 6 Martinican Doves (Zenaida martinicana). Presented by George H. Hawtayne, Esq. From Union Island, W. I. 
1 Chilian Jackal (Canis magellanicus). Presented by the Rt. Rey. Dr. Stirling, Bishop of the Falkland Islands. 
1 Coypu (Myopotamus coypus). Presented by the Rt. Rey. Dr. Stirling, Bishop of the Falkland Islands. 
2 Tennent’s Squirrels (Scizw-us tennenti), Presented by Hugh 

Nevill, Esq. From Ceylon. 
4 Blossom-headed Parrakeets (Paleornis cyanocephala). Pre- sented by Hugh Nevill, Esq. From Ceylon. 
1 Alexandrine Parrakeet (Paleornis alexandri). Presented by Hugh Nevill, Esq. From Ceylon. 
1 Layard’s Parrakeet (Paleornis calthrope). Presented by Hugh 

Nevill, Esq. From Ceylon. 
2 Crested Porcupines (Hystrix cristata). Born in the Gardens. 1 Red-throated Amazon (Chrysotis collaria). Deposited, 
2 Yellowish Finches (Sycalis luteola). Purchased. 
1 Green Monkey (Cercopithecus callitrichus). Born in the 

Gardens, 
2 Argus Pheasants (Argus giganteus), 2. Presented by His Excellency Sir Harry Ord, K.C.B., F.Z.8. See p. 683, 
1 Patas Monkey (Cercopithecus ruber), 2. Presented by E. 

Hood, Esq. 
1 Etigede Hoven (Aigialitis hiaticula). Purchased. 
8 Black Vultures (Cathartes atratus). Presented by C. C. Lovesy, E sq. 
16 Tench (Tinca vulgaris). Purchased. 
5 Golden Carp (Carassius awratus). Purchased. 
4 Chub (Leuciscus cephalus). Purchased. 

. 1 Barbary Sheep (Ovis tragelaphus), 2. Presented by Com- 
mander Wilkinson, R.N. 

3 Fournier’s Capromys (Capromys pilorides). Presented by T, 
R. Watkin, Bea. 
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18, 

19. 

20. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

. 1 White-handed Gi 
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1 Mocking-bird (Mimus polyglottus). Bred in the Gardens. 
6 Bass (Labrax lupus). Received in exchange. 
1 Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa). Received in exchange. 
3 Flounders (Pleuronectes flesus). Received in exchange. 
2 Brill (Rhombus levis). Received in exchange. 

5. 1 Jaguar (Felis onca), 6. Presented by J. Murchison, Esq. 
5 Brazilian Tortoises (Testudo tabulata). Purchased. 
1 Dotted-jawed Cayman (Jacare punctulata). Purchased. 
1 Broad-fronted Crocodile (Crocodilus frontatus). Purchased. 
1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus erythreus), 9. Presented by Miss 

E. D. Wishart. 
1 Sable Antelope ee niger). Purchased. 
2 Mulita Armadillos (Tatusia hybrida), 2 3. Presented by 

Mrs. Mackinlay. 
2 Mexican Guans (Penelope purpurascens). Presented by John 

Carmichael, Esq. From British Honduras. 
1 Common Lapwing (Vanellus cristatus). Presented by J. A. 

Clark, Esq. 
1 Thicknee (Cdicnemus crepitans). Presented by J. A. Clark, 

Esq. 
1 Himalayan Bear (Ursus tibetanus), 9. Presented by G. R. 

Taylor, Esq. 
2 Green-winged Doves (Chalcophaps indica). Presented by S. 

J. F. Stafford, Esq. 
2 Chinese Doves (Zurtur chinensis). Presented by S. J. F. 

Stafford, Esq. 
2 Rosy-billed Ducks (Metopiana peposaca). Bred in the 

Gardens. 
2 Maugé’s Dasyures (Dasyurus maug@i), dand?. Presented 

by Mr. George Heath. 
1 Bactrian Camel (Camelus bactrianus). Purchased. 
1 Egyptian Vulture (Neophron percnopterus), Purchased. 

. 1 Common Marmoset (Hapale jacchus), $. Purchased. 

. 1 Tytler’s Paradoxure (Paradoxurus tytleri), Presented by J. 
8. Campbell, Esq. 

Phen (Hylobates lar), 3. Purchased. 
1 Egyptian Fox (Canis niloticus). Purchased. 
1 Crowned Eagle (Spizaétus coronatus). Purchased. 
3 Blue-crowned Hanging Parrakeets (Loriculus galgulus),2 3g 

and 19. Purchased. 
2 Baltimore Hangnests (Icterus baltimore), g and 9. Pur- 

chased. 
4 Orchard Hangnests (Icterus spurius). Purchased. 
1 Coati (Nasua nasica), 3. Received in exchange. 
4 Red-billed Tree-Ducks (Dendrocygna autumnalis). Purchased. 
1 Hobby (Hypotriorchis subbuteo). Purchased. 
7 European Water-Terrapins (Emys lutaria). Deposited. 
6 European Tree-Frogs (Myla arborea). Deposited. 
2 Large Spotted Dog-fish (Scylliwm stellare). Purchased. 
4 Small Spotted Dog-fish (Scyllium canicula). Purchased. 
5 Soles (Solea vulgaris). Purchased. 
3 Flounders (Pleuronectes flesus). Purchased. 
1 Common Chameleon (Chameleon vulgaris). Purchased. 
1 Green Monkey (Cercopithecus callitrichus), 6. Purchased. 
1 Black-eared Marmoset (Hapale jacchus), §. Purchased. 
2 Lesser Black-backed Gulls (Larus fuscus). Presented by C. 

W. Wood, Esq. 
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30. 
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11. 

12. 

13. 
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1 Wood-Owl (Syrnium aluco). Presented by Dr. Lewis. 
2 Crested Pigeons (Ocyphaps lophotes). Bred in the Gardens. 
1 Starred Tortoise rebud stellata). Presented by Capt. C. S. 

Sturt, C.M.Z.S. 
2 Black-faced Spider Monkeys (Ateles ater), 9 Q. Purchased 
1 White-fronted Capuchin (Cebus albifrons), 3. Purchased. 
1 Hoffmann’s Sloth (Cholopus hoffmanni). Purchased. 
1 Ocelot (Felis pardalis). Presented by Messrs. A. B. Keymer 

and C. C. Lovesy. 
. 1 Toque Monkey (Macacus pileatus), §. Presented by the Ser- 

geants of the 1st Battalion Scots Fusiliers. 

1 Grey Ichneumon (Herpestes griseus), 9. Presented by G.S. 
Daintry, Esq. 

. 1 Maugé’s Dasyure (Dasyurus maugai). Presented by — Ridley, 
E Sq. 

1 Common Cuckoo (Cuculus canorus). Presented by C. B. 
Wharton, Esq. 

. 1 King Parrakeet (Aprosmictus scapulatus). Purchased. 
1 Pennant’s Parrakeet (Platycercus pennanti). Purchased. 
10 Yellow Snakes (Chilobothrus inornatus). Born in the Gar- 

dens. 
. 1 Barbary pie (Macacus inuus), 2. Purchased. 
1 Ocellated Skink (Seps ocellatus). Purchased. 

. 2 Spotted Tinamous (Nothura maculosa). Received in exchange. 
1 Glossy Ibis (1bis faleinellus). “Received in exchange. 
1 White-throated Dove (Leptoptila jamaicensis). Received in 

exchange. 
1 Double-crested Pigeon (Lopholemus antarcticus). Received 

in exchange. 
. 1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus radiatus). Presented by A. Lloyd, 

Esq. 
1 Varvat Monkey (Cercopithecus lalandii), Q. Presented by 

Capt. E. G. Fenn. 
2 Senegal Touracous (Corythaix persa). Purchased. 
1 Harnessed Antelope (Tragelaphus scriptus), $. Purchased. 
1 Common Marmoset (Hapale jacchus), 5. Presented by John 

Stanley, Esq. 
1 Black-eared Marmoset (Hapale penicillata), §. Presented by 

John Stanley, Esq. 
1 Vervet Monkey ace oe lalandit), §. Presented by 

Colonel Gordon Ives, F.Z.S. 
1 Common Heron (Ardea cinerea), Presented by A. Brooks- 

bank, Esq. 
1 Blue-fronted Amazon (Chrysotis amazonica). Presented by 

John Stanley, Esq. 
1 Cornish Chough (Fregilus graculus). Presented by G. H. 

Holford, Esq. 
1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus erythreus), 2. Presented by H. 

Knight, Esq. 
1 White-headed Saki (Pithecia leucocephala), $. Purchased. 

From Demerara Falls. See p. 683. 
1 Hawk-headed Parrot (Deroptyus accipitrinus). Purchased. 
1 Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita). Pre- 

sented by T. Phillips, Esq. 
1 Leadbeater’s Cockatoo (Cacatua leadbeaterr), Presented by 

T. Phillips, Esq. 
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Aug. 13, 

14, 

15, 

16. 

18, 

19. 

20, 

21. 

23. 

26. 

APPENDIX. 

4 Common Peafowl (Pavo cristatus),1 g and3 9. Presented 
by Lord Nelson. 

1 Blue-and- Yellow Macaw (Ara macao). Deposited. 
1 White-handed Gibbon (Hylobates lar), pale var., ¢. Presented 

by Sir Harry Ord, C.B., F.Z.S. 
2 Slow Loris (Wycticebus tardigradus), $ and 2. Presented 

by Sir Harry Ord, C.B., F.Z.S. 
1 Tiger(Felis tigris), 3. Presented by Sir Harry Ord, C.B., F.Z.S. 
1 Binturong (Arctictis binturong). Presented by Sir Harry Ord, 

C.B., F.Z.S. 
1 Malayan Bear (Ursus malayanus), 2. Presented by A. C. 

Crookshank, Esq. 
2 Black-handed Spider Monkeys (Ateles melanochir), 2. De- 

osited. 
1 Maseat Gazelle (Gazella muscatensis). Presented by Major C. 

B. Evan Smith. From Muscat. See P. Z.S. 1874, Feb. 17th. 
1 Greater Black-backed Gull (Larus marinus). Presented by 

A. J. Adie, Esq. 
2 Montagu’s Harriers (Circus cineraceus). Presented by Mons. 

A. Geoffroy St.-Hilaire, C.M.Z.S. 
1 Black-necked Grackle (Gracupica nigricollis). Purchased. 
3 Rufous Tinamous (Rhynchotus rufescens). Purchased. 
2 Blue-headed Pigeons (Starnanas cyanocephala). Purchased. 
2 Japanese Teal ( Querguedula formosa), g and 2. Deposited. 
Common Barn-Owls (Strix flammea). Presented by Mr. Geo. 
Stephen. 

1 Coati (Nasua nasica), 9. Presented by Mr. J. Dixon. 
1 Mantchurian Crane (Grus montignesia), 9. Received in 

exchange. 
1 Wild Swine (Sus scrofa), 9. Deposited. 
1 Common Paradoxure (Paradoxurus typus). Presented by 

A. F. Adey, Esq. 
1 Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaétos), Presented by A. W. Tait, 

Ksq., OMZS. From Portugal. 
2 Testaceous Snakes (Coryphodon testaceus). Presented by A. 

Forrer, Esq. From California. 
1 Chained Snake (Pitwophis catenifer). Presented by A. Forrer, 

Esq. From California. 
1 Garter-Snake (Tropidonotus ordinatus, var. infernalis). Pre- 

sented by A. Forrer, Esq. From California. 
1 Naked-footed Owl (Athene noctua). Presented by S. G. Reid, 

Esq., and Lieut. Denison, R.E. 
1 Egyptian Vulture (Neophron percnopterus). Presented by S. 
@ Reid, Esq., and Lieut. Denison, R.E. 

2 African Buzzards (Buteo tachardus). Presented by 8. G. Reid, 
Esq., and Lieut. Denison, R.E. 

1 Lesser Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua sulphurea). Re- 
ceived in exchange. 

8 Common Guillemots (Uria troile). Purchased. 
. 1 Bronze-winged Pigeon (Phaps chalcoptera), 9. Deposited. 
1 White-backed Piping Crow (Gymnorhina leuconota). De- 

osited. 2 
2 Black-breasted Peewits (Sarciophorus pectoralis). Deposited. 
4 Gambel’s Partridges (Callipepla gambelli). Bred in the 

Gardens. 
2 Ring-tailed Lemurs (Lemur catta),2 3. Purchased. 
1 King Parrakeet (Aprosmictus seapulatus), 8. Deposited. 



Aug. 27. 

29. 

10. 

13. 

16. 

17 

18. 
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2 Domestic Sheep (Ovis aries), S and 9. Presented by W.H. Shirley, Esq. 
1 Diamond-Snake (Morelia spilotes). Presented by H. Frieland, E sq. 
2 Chubb (Leuciscus cephalus). Presented by Mr. Wilson. 1 Barbel (Barbus vulgaris). Presented by Mr. Wilson. 
1 Black Cuckoo ( Eudynamys orientalis). “ Purchased. 
1 Variegated Sheldrake (Tadorna variegata), $. Received in exchange, 
1 Weeper Capuchin (Cebus capucinus), 2. Purchased. 1 White-throated Sapajou (Cebus hypoleucus), 2. Purchased. 1 Kappler’s Armadillo ( Tatusia kappleri). Purchased, 2 Robben-Island Snakes (Coronella phocarum). Presented by the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk. See p. 683, 

. 1 Ornamented Tree-Snake (Chrysopelia ornata). Purchased. 1 Herring-Gull (Larus argentatus). Presented by Mr. F. Askew. 
- 5 Horned Lizards (Phrynosoma cornutum). Presented by H, J. Stewart, Esq. 
2 Barbel (Barbus vulgaris), Presented by Mr. Wilson. 1 Bream (Abramis brama). Presented by Mr. Wilson, » 1 Black-handed Spider Monkey (A¢eles melanochir), 2. Pur- chased. 

. 2 Mouflons (Ovis musimon), § and 9. Presented by H. E. Holloway, Esq. 
2 Sacred Ibises (Geronticus @thiopicus). Purchased. From Gough’s Island, S. Atlantic. 

. 1 Red-headed Bunting (Zuspiza luteola). Presented by Miss A. Smith. 
1 Alligator (Alligator muississippiensis). Presented by W. Gil- lispie, Esq. 
1 Chubb (Leuciscus cephalus). Presented by Mr. Wilson. 1 Roach (Leuciseus rutilus)). Presented by Mr. Wilson. 2 Ceylon Jungle-fowls (Gallus stanleyi), and 2. Presented by H. Bayley, Esq. See p- 683. 
3 Common Chameleons (Chameleon vulgaris). Presented by W. C. Hotham, Esq. 
1 Crested Pigeon (Ocyphaps lophotes). Hatched in the Gardens. 1 Garnett’s Galago (Galago garnet), 3. Presented by Capt. G. Butehart. 
1 Manx Shearwater (Puffnus anglorum). Presented by Dr. Bree, F.Z.S, 
1 Reeves’s Muntjac (Cervulus reevestt), 2. Presented by R. Swinhoe, Esq., F.Z.8. 
1 Spotted Cavy (Calogenys paca). Presented by J. deCastro, Esq. 2 Indian Antelopes (Antilope cervicapra), 3 and Q. Presented G. E. Rogers, Esq. 
12 White-faced Tree-Ducks (Dendrocygna viduata). Purchased. 1 Alligator (Alligator muassissippiensis). Presented by Dr. Palin, C.M.Z.S. 
1 White-cheeked Capuchin (Cebus lunatus). Deposited. 1 Angulated Tortoise (Chersina angulata). Presented by J. Watson, Esq., jun. 
1 Porto-Rico Pigeon ( Columba corensts). Purchased. 3 Talpacoti Ground-Doves (Chamepelia talpacot’). Purchased. 2 Yellow Hangnests ( Cassicus persicus), Purchased. 1 Red-rumped Hangnest (Cassius hemorrhous). Purchased. 
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Sept.18. 

19. 

23. 

24. 

26. 

29. 

30. 

Oct. 1. 

. 2 Bateleur 

APPENDIX. 

1 Cardinal Grosbeak (Cardinalis virginianus). Presented by S. 
Stubbs, Esq. 

1 Red-shouldered Starling (Ageleus pheniceus). Presented by 
8. Stubbs, Esq. 

1 Rufous-necked Weaverbird (Hyphantornis textor). Pre- 
sented by S. Stubbs, Esq. 

1 Grey-headed Sparrow (Passer simplex), Presented by 8S. 
Stubbs, Esq. 

1 Rattlesnake (Crotalus durissus). Purchased. 
1 Manx Shearwater (Puffinus anglorum). Deposited. 
1 Common Cuckoo (Cuculus canorus). Presented by Dr. E. 

Williams. 
. 1 Brown Capuchin (Cebus fatuellus), 2. Presented by Lord 

Louth, F.Z.S. 
2 Bonnet-Monkeys (Macacus radiatus), 2 2. Presented by 

Lord Louth, F.Z.S. 
1 Philantomba Antelope (Cephalophus maxwelli), §. Received 

in exchange. 
2 Crested Ground-Parrakeets (Calopsitta nove hollandie). 

Hatched in the Gardens. 
4 Starred Tortoises (Testudo stellata). Presented by H. P. 

Le Mesurier, Esq. 
2 Crested Ground-VParrakeets (Calopsitta nove hollandie). Pre- 

sented by Miss L. C. Lyon. 
4 Alpacas (Lama pacos),2 g and2 2. Deposited. 
2 Llamas (Lama peruana),2 9. Deposited. 
1 Vicugna (Lama vicugna), §. Deposited. 
1 Muscat Gazelle (Gazella muscatensis), 9. Deposited. See 

P.Z.S. 1874, Feb. 17th. 
1 Violet-necked Lory (Hos riciniata). Purchased. See p. 684. 
1 eee Brown Mynah (Aeridotheres mahrattensis). Pur- 

chased. 
1 Lepurana Hemipode ( Turnix lepurana). Purchased. 
3 pei es Bullfinch Larks (Pyrrhulauda verticalis). Pur- 

chased. 
1 Hawk’s-billed Turtle (Chelone imbricata). Presented by the 

Rev. A. W. Petre. 
2 Black-headed Parrots (Caica melanocephala). Presented by 

His Honour Judge Lovesy, Demerara. 
1 Brown Bear (Ursus arctos). Presented by M. B. Wilson, 

Esq. 
1 Wood-Owl (Syrnium aluco). Presented by Mr. W. C. 

Pitcher. 
1 Thicknee (dicnemus crepitans). Presented by G. S. Patey, 

Esq. 

1 Lesser Black-backed Gull (Larus fuscus). Presented by C. 
W. Wood, Esq. 

. 1 Silky Marmoset (Midas rosalia). Purchased. 
1 Hairy Armadillo (Dasypus villosus). Purchased. 
u eee esl (Pholeoptynx cunicularia). Purchased. 

agles (Helotarsus ecaudatus). Presented by R. 
Newton, Esq. 

1 Wartled Crane (Grus carunculata). Presented by R. New- 
ton, Esq. 

1 White-bellied Stork (Sphenorhynchus abdimi). Presented by 
R. Newton, Esq. 



Oct. 6. 

= 

14, 

15. 

16. 

17, 

18. 
20. 

21, 
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2 Rosy-billed Ducks (Metopiana peposaca). Purchased. 
1 Upland Goose ( Chloephaga magellanica). Purchased. 
1 Ashy-headed Goose (Chloephaga poliocephala). Purchased. 
3 Chilian Pintails (Dajila spinicauda). Purchased. 
2 Patagonian Conures (Conurus patagonus), Purchased. 

. 2 White Storks (Ciconia alba). Purchased. 
2Common Partridges (Perdiv cinerea). Presented by Mr. 

Neale. 
1 Iceland Gull (Larus leucopterus). Presented by B. L. Smith, 

Esq. 
1 Arctic Fox (Canis lagopus). Presented by B. L. Smith, Esq. 
1 Black-handed Spider Monkey (Ateles melanochir), 2. Pre- 

sented by Brandford Went, Esq. 
3 Domestic Sheep (Ovis aries). Purchased. From Chili. 

. 1 African Civet Cat (Viverra civetta), Presented by the Hon. 
Lady Cust. 

1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus). Presented by Capt. 
Denison, R.N. 

1 Raccoon (Procyon lotor). Presented by Miss Breach. 
1 Vulpine Phalanger (Phalangista vulpina). Presented by 

Miss Breach. 
1 Rhesus Monkey (Macacus erythreus). Deposited. 

. 2 Patagonian Conures (Conurus patagonus). Received in ex- 
change. See p. 761. 

2 Beene Tinamous (Zinamus solitarius). Received in ex- 
change. 

1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus). Presented by Mr. 
Geo. Veitch. 

1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus radiatus). Deposited. 
1 Cape Petrel (Daption capensis). Purchased. From Manilla. 
2 Weka Rails (Ocydromus australis), Presented by the Accli- 

matization Society of Otago, New Zealand. 
1 Variegated Sheldrake (Tadorna variegata), 9. Presented by 

the Acclimatization Society of Otago, New Zealand. 
1 Alligator (dAlhigator mississippiensis). Presented by Capt. 

Cowper. 
1 Chose bred Zebu. Bred between Bos indicus g and hybrid 

B. frontalis 9. Born in the Gardens. 
1 Brazilian Tree-Porcupine (Cercolabes prehensilis), Purchased. 
1 Tuberculated Lizard (Iguana tuberculata), Purchased. 
1 Spix’s poe ee (Cinosternon longicaudatum). Pur- 

chased. 
1 Pike (Hsov lucius). Presented by M. G. Maclaine, Esq. 
1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus radiatus), 9. Presented by Mr. 

J. K. Ward. 
2 Brazilian Teal ( Querquedula brasiliensis), 8 and 2. Received 

in exchange. 
1 Green-headed Tanager (Calliste tricolor). Purchased. 
1 Blue Sugar-bird (Dacnis cayana). Purchased. 
1 Black-shouldered Tanager (Calliste melanonota). Purchased. 
3 Brazilian Tanagers (Calliste brasiliensis). Purchased. 
1 Black-eared Marmoset (Hapale penicillata), Presented by Mr. 

C. Hawkshaw. 
3 Banded Tinamous (Crypturus noctivagus). Purchased. 
2 Chilian Tinamous (Rhynchotus perdicarius). Purchased. 
2 Obsolete Tinamous (Crypturus obsoletus). Received in ex- 

change. 

Proc. Zoou. Soc.—1873, No. Lil. 52 
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Oct. 21 

22. 

23. 

24, 

25. 

26, 

28. 

29. 

30, 

APPENDIX. 

. 1 Red Fox (Canis fulvus). Presented by Capt. D. Herd,C.M.Z.S. 
2 Bronze-winged Pigeons (Phaps chalcoptera). Hatched in the 

Gardens. 
1 Mexican Deer (Cervus mericanus), 3d. Presented by J. W. 

Isaacson, Esq. 
2 Common Cod (Gadus morrhua). Received from the Brighton 

Aquarium Company. 
4 Defilippi’s Meadow-Starlings (Sturnella defilippit). Received 

in exchange. 
1 Crested Ground-Parrakeet (Calopsitta nove hollandie). Pre- 

sented by Mr. C. Burrows. 
1 Mexican Deer (Cervus mexicanus), 2. Purchased. 
1 Spotted Hyena (Hyena crocuta). Born in the Gardens. 
2 Common Rheas (Rhea americana). Deposited. 
4 Knots (Tringa canutus). Presented by IF’. Cresswell, Esq. 
2 Dunlins (Tringa cinclus). Presented by F. Cresswell, Esq. 
2 Sand-Badgers (Meles ankuma). Presented by the Hon. A. C. 

Littleton. See p. 761. 
1 Brazilian Tortoise (Testudo tabulata). Presented by F. 

Chittenden, Esq. 
8 Rough Terrapins (Clemmys punctularia). Presented by F. 

Chittenden, Esq. From Trinidad. 
1 Bosman’s Potto (Perodicticus potto), g. Presented by the 

Rey. A. W. Petre. 
1 Blue Magpie (Cyanopolius cyaneus). Presented by the Rev. 

A. W. Petre. 
2 Ursine Dasyures (Dasyurus ursinus). Presented by the Ac- 

climatization Society of Victoria. 
1 Yellow Hangnest (Cassicus persicus), S. Presented by A. 

Wood, Esq. 
1 Inconvenient Curassow (Crax incommoda). Purchased. 
1 Red-bellied Thrush (Twrdus rufiventris). Purchased. 
2 Yellow Trupials (Xanthosomus flavus). Purchased. 
1 Collared Jay Thrush (Garrulax picticollis). Purchased. See 

. 761. 
2 Blue-crowned Conures (Conurus hemorrhous). Purchased. 
1 Alpine Marmot (Arctomys marmotta). Received in exchange. 
3 Bahama Ducks (Pecilonetta bahamensis), 1g and2Q. Re- 

eeived in exchange. 
1 Hoffmann’s Sloth ¢ Cholopus hoffmanni). Purchased. 
1 Smaller Rattlesnake (Crotalus miliarius). Presented by J. W. 

James, Esq. 

. 1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus). Presented by R. 
G. Whitfield, Esq., F.Z.S. 

1 Sun-Bittern (Eurypyga helias). Deposited. 
. 1 Hybrid Monkey (between I. cynomolgus and M. erythreus). 

Born in the Gardens. 

. 1 Common Paradoxure (Paradorurus typus). Presented by 
Mr. C. Maurer. 

.1Common Jackal (Canis aureus), Presented by F. H. Frie- 
derichs, Esq. 

1 Little Grebe (Podiceps minor). Presented by H. P. Hens- 
man, Hsq. 

3 Robben-Island Snakes (Coronella phocarum). Presented by 
the Rey. G. H. R. Fiske. 

1 Greater Spotted Woodpecker (Picus major), 2. Purchased. 



Noy, 5. 

li. 

12. 

13. 

14, 

18. 
21. 

22. 

24, 

25. 

26 - 

28. 

Dec, 1. 

4, 
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1 Black Wallaby (Halmaturus ualabatus), 3. Purchased. 
1 Axis Deer (Cervus axis), $. Born in the Gardens. 

. 1 Crab-eating Opossum (Didelphys cancrivora). Presented by 
George H. Hawtayne, Esq. From St. Vincent, W. I. 

. 1 Gazelle (Gazella dorcas), 2. Deposited. 
1 Alexandrine Parrakeet (Palgornis alexandri). Purchased. 

. 1 Molucca Deer (Cervus moluccensis), ¢. Born in the Gardens. 

. 12 Gray’s Terrapins (Clemmys grayi). Presented by Capt. 

Phillips. From Bussorah, Gulf of Persia. See p. 761. . 
1 Changeable Tree-Frog (Hyla versicolor). Presented by Prof. 

Rolleston. 
1 Agile Gibbon (Hylobates agilis). Purchased. 
1 Black Hill-Squirrel (Seiwrus macruroides). Purchased. 
2 Yellow-billed Cardinals (Paroaria capitata). Purchased. 
1 Eland (Oreas canna), 2. Received in exchange, 
1 Tench (Tinea vulgaris). Presented by F. A. Sass, Esq. 
1 Larger Hill-Mynah (Gracula intermedia). Presented by the 

Rey. T. Main. 
2 Mantchurian Crossoptilons(Crossoptilon mantchuricum), 3 and 

©. Purchased. 
1 Ground-Rat (Auwlacodus swindernianus). Purchased. 
1 Sharp-nosed Badger (Meles leptorhynchus). Presented by R. 

Swinhoe, Esq. See p. 762. 
2 Mongolian Sousliks (Spermophilus mongolicus). Presented by 

R. Swinhoe, Esq. See p. 762. 
1 Alligator Terrapin (Chelydra serpentina). Presented by the 

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, U. S. A. 
1 Toe Bunting (Luspiza aureola). Received in ex- 

change. 
2 Blue-erowned Hanging Parrakeets ((Loriculus galgulus). Pur- 

chased. 
2 Jaguars (Felis onca). Received in exchange. 
1 Malayan Hawk Eagle (Spizaetus caligatus). Presented by H. 

Fielden, Esq. 
1 sre Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus). Presented by Mr. 

ore. 
2 Blue-throated Parrots (Pionus sordidus), Purchased. From 

Venezuela. 
1 Active Amazon (Chrysotis agilis). Purchased. From Trinidad. 
1 Seychellean Sternothere (Sternotherus subniger). Purchased. 
] Arabian Baboon (Cynocephalus hamadryas). Presented by 

Miss Sandon. 
1 Wild Cat (Felis catus). Presented by Sir Thomas Riddell, 

Bart, 
1 Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus), 3. Presented by 

Lady Stirling. 
1 Domestic Goat (Capra hircus), $. Presented by J. A. Crofts, 

Esq. From Bedah, Central Africa. 
8 Gray’s Terrapins (Clemmys grayi). Presented by the Hon. 

E, Ellis. From Persia. 
2 Algerian Tortoises (Testudo mauritanica). Presented by the 

Hon, E, Ellis. From Persia. 

1 Barasingha Deer (Cervus duvaucelli), §. Received in ex- 
change. 

1 Green Monkey (Cercopithecus callitrichus), 3. Presented by 
Miss Bradshaw. 

52* 
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Dec. 4. 

23. 

24, 

30. 

31. 

APPENDIX... 

1 Bonnet-Monkey (Macacus radiatus),3. Presented by Miss 
Bradshaw. 

2 White-handed Gibbons (Hylobates lar), dandQ. Presented 
by Sir Harry Ord, C.B., F.Z.S. 

2 Rough-legged Buzzards (Archibuteo lagopus). Presented 
by A. S. Hepburn, Esq. 

2 Peet Owls (Otus vulgaris). Presented by W. S. Men- 
zies, Esq. 

1 Grizzled Hill-Squirrel (Sciurus macrurus). Purchased. 
3 Crested Ground-Parrakeets (Calopsitta nove hollandie). Bred 

in the Gardens. 
. 2 Griffon Vultures (Gyps fulvus). Presented by A. J. C. 

White, Esq. 
1 Golden Eagle (Aguila chrysaetos), Presented by A. J. C. 

White, Esq. 
. 1 Hairy Armadillo (Dasypus villosus). Presented by J. W. 

Lawson, Esq. 
. 1 Greater White-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua galerita). Pre- 

sented by Mr. T. Towndron. 
1 Parrot Crossbill (Loaia pityopsittacus). Purchased. 

. 1 Squirrel Monkey (Saimaris sciurea), Presented by Mrs. 
Paget. 

. 1 Zebu (Bos indicus), 9. Born in the Gardens. 

. 2Common Crossbills (Lozxia curvirostra), § and 2. Purchased. 

. 1 Alpaca (Zama pacos),?. Purchased. 

. 1 Puma (Felis concolor). Purchased. From Bahia. 
2 Tuberculated Lizards (Iguana tuberculata). Purchased. From 

Pernambuco. 
. 1 Violaceous Plantain-cutter (Musophaga violacea). Received 

in exchange. 
1 Pileated Parrakeet (Platycercus pileatus), Purchased. 

. 1 Gavial (Gavial gangeticus). Deposited. 

. 1 Anubis Baboon (Cynocephalus anubis), Q. Presented by A. 
Ei. Oakes, Esq. 

1 Patas Monkey (Cercopithecus ruber). Presented by A. E. 
Oakes, Esq. . 

1 Hybrid Duck, g. Bred between Arx sponsa g_and Aix gale- 
riculata, 2. Presented by J. Charlton Parr, Esq., F.Z.S. 

1 Asiatic Wild Ass (Equus onager), 3. Presented by Capt. 
Henry Lowther Nutt. From Cutch. See P.Z.S. 1874, p. 1. 

1 Yarrell’s Curassow (Craz yarrelli), . Purchased. 
1 Coypu (Myopotamus coypus), §. Purchased. 
2 Hooded Crows (Corvus cornix). Presented by Mr. F. Streat- 

field, Esq. 
1 Bonace-Mankey (Macacus radiatus ), 9. Presented by F. E. 

Bradley, Esq. 
2 Violaceous Plantain-cutters (Musophaga violacea),  Pur- 

chased. 
1 Grivet Monkey (Cercopithecus lalandii). Presented by Mrs. 

Conteam. 
1 Coati (Nasua nasica). Deposited. 
2 Boyce’s Storks (Ciconia boyciana). Presented by R. Swinhoe, 

Esq., F.Z.S. From Japan. See p. 512, and P.Z.S. 1874, 
-1. pli. 

2 te Weaverbirds (Ploceus manyar). Received in ex- 
change. 

3 Devin Screamers (Chauna derbiana). Purchased. 



Abisara 
echerius, 347. 

Abrornis 
acanthizoides, 665, 689. 
affinis, 666, 689. 
armandi, 650. 

Acanthias 
vulgaris, 312. 

Accentor 
alpinus, 650. 
immaculatus, 666. 
montanellus, 555. 
multistriatus, 555, 665. 
nipalensis, 659, 664, 

666, 
rubeculoides, 659. 
rubidus, 652. 

Accipiter 
bicolor, 303. 
nisus, 419. 

Achatinella 
adusta, '73, 76. 
analoga, 73. 
augusta, 74, 89. 
bellula, 77, 89. 
buddii, 76. 
casta, 75. 
colorata, 73, 76. 
concolor, 75, 89. 
consanguinea, 78, 89. 
curta, 74, 91. 
diluta, 74, 89. 
dimorpha, 91. 
fulgens, T4, 
fuscolineata, 75, 89. 
fuscozona, 76, 89. 
johnsoni, 77. 
lehuiensis, '76, 89. 
ligata, 76, 89. 
lavida, 74. 
longispira, 73, 89. 
plumata, 74. 
producta, 73. 
pygmed, 75, 89. 
rhodorhaphe, 74, 89. 
tricolor, 76, 89. 

INDEX. 

Achatinella 
varia, 76, 77. 
versipellis, 75. 
vulpina, 90. 

Acidalia 
degeneraria, 155. 

Acridotheres 
ginginianus, 675. 
tristis, 675. 

Acrocephalus 
dumetorum, 478. 

Acrosoma 
aculeatum, 421, 424, 
acuto-spinum, 424, 
acutum, 422, 
affine, 428. 
alatum, 425, 
armatum, 421. 
armigerum, 422, 423. 
asciatum, 426. 
aureolum, 426. 
bicolor, 423. 
bifurcatum, 426. 
bisicatum, 426. 
bovinum, 422. 
brevispinum, 429, 
bullatum, 427. 
crassispinum, 424. 
crassum, 425. 
cyanospinum, 420. 
de geerit, 425. 
defensum, 420. 
difissum, 425. 
digitatum, 426. 
duplicatum, 426. 
elongatum, 426, 429. 
excavatum, 
Sifurcatum, 425. 
Jissispinum, 426, 427. 
flabellatum, 425. 
flaveolum, 422, 423. 
Jflavomaculatum, 422. 
forcipatum, 421. 
furcatum, 420, 
gilvulum, 425. 
gladiola, 424 

Acrosoma 
gracile, 425, 
guerinii, 424. 
ancisum, 427, 
kirby?, 422. 
lucasii, 425. 
macracantha, 420, 421, 
mammillatum, 427, 
matronale, 426. 
militare, 422, 423. 
obtuso-spinum, 422. 
patruela, 428, 
pentacanthum, 428, 
pictum, 425. 
planum, 424. 
pungens, 423. 
raceminum, 427, 
reduvianum, 426. 
rubicundulum, 423. 
rubrocinctum, 423. 
rufopunctatum, 423. 
saccatum, 428. 
sagittatum, 424. 
seaspinosa, 426. 
sexspinosum, 422. 
sloanii, 428. 
spinosum, 421, 423. 
stellatum, 427. 
stelligerum, 428, 
swainsonii, 425. 
transitorium, 428. 
triangulare, 424. 
vespordes, 422. 
vigorsit, 421. 

Actenoides 
hombroni, 526. 
lindsayi, 526. 

Actinemys 
marmorata, 396. 

Actiturus 
bartramius, 309. 

Adelomyia 
chlorospila, 189. 
dolias 
ambalika, 345. 
anosia, 345. 
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Adolias 
bellata, 344, 360. 
blumet, 345. 
cocytina, 345. 
diardi, 345. 
dunya, 345, 
eva, 344. 
kanda, 345. 
laverna, 345. 
parta, 345. 
puseda, 235. 
surjas, 345. 
teuta, 344. 
vacillaria, 345. 
zichri, 345. 

ARgialites 
collaris, 186, 309, 

Aigotheles 
albertisi, 696, 697. 
wallacii, 696. 

#luredus 
buccoides, 697. 
melanotis, 697. 

/Bsopia 
cornuta, 236, 238. 

Fistrelata 
lessoni, 470. 

/Ethopyga 
christine, 668. 
horsfieldi, 655. 
ignicauda, 659. 
temminckii, 679. 

Agapornis 
roseicollis, 465, 634. 

Agelzus 
ludovicianus, 462. 

Aglactis 
castelnaudi, 190. 
caumatonota, 190, 

Agriornis 
insolens, 780. 

Ailuropus 
melanoleucos, 663. Ai 

Alauda 
arvensis, 462. 

Alca 
impennis, 34. 
torda, 470, 642. 

Alcedo 
ispida, 464, 632, 647. 

Alcelaphus 
bubalis, 473, 762. 
tora, 729, 762. 

Alcippe 
brunnea, 667. 
cinerea, 666, 690. 
morrisonia, 667. 
nipalensis, 667, 690. 
pecilotis, 665, 689. 

ix 
galericulata, 467, 639. 

INDEX. 

Allotrius 
enobarbus, 678, 690. 
sophie, 665. 
xanthochloris, 666. 

Alseonax 
terricolor, 204. 

Alsocomus 
hodgsoni, 666. 
hodgsonie, 658. 

Amastra 
affinis, 85. 
anicta, 86, 89. 
carinata, 83. 
conicospira, 86, 89. 
conifera, 85, 89. 
decorticata, 84, 89. 
elliptica, 83, 84, 89. 
flavescens, 83. 
inflata, 84. 
magna, 91. 
malleaia, 85, 89. 
nigrolabris, 85, 89. 
nucula, 85, 89. 
obesa, 83. 
pease, 86, 89. 
rubens, 84. 
rubida, 84, 89. 
rustica, 84, 85, 89. 
spirizona, 86. 
tenuilabris, 83, 89. 

Amathusia 
ottamana, 340. 
phidippus, 340, 

Amaurobius 
crucifer, 211, 216, 

227. 
Amblyopus 

buchanani, 110. 
Amblyornis 

inornatus, 697, 
Amblypodia 

abseus, 353. 
achelous, 354. 
adatha, 353. 
alaconia, 358. 
amisena, 354. 
amphimuta, 354. 
anarte, 358. 
anniella, 353. 
anuda, 354. 
aphidanus, 353. 
atosia, 353. 
aurea, 353. 
hypomuta, 354. 
lycenaria, 354. 
nakula, 353. 
olinda, 354, 361. 

Ammomanes 
phenicura, 672. 

Amnosia 
decora, 343. 

Ampeliceps 
pe a 662. 

Ampelis 
garrulus, 462. 
phenicoptera, 652. 

Amphiperas 
pulchellus, 206, 209. 

Amphiuma 
tridactylum, 163. 

cle 
forticeps, 122, 128, 129. 

Amyda 
javanica, 67. 
mutica, 62. 

Amydrus 
tristrami, 648. 

Anabazenops 
temporalis, 185. 

Aneretes 
albocristatus, 780. 

Anarhinus 
tickelli, 662. 

Anas 
galericulata, 649. 
pecilorhyncha, 649. 

Ancistrops 
lineaticeps, 270. 

Andigena 
hypoglaucus, 186. 

Andropadus 
flavescens, 712. 

Anomalocardia 
crassicostata, 209. 

Anser 
cygnoides, 649. 
grandis, 649. 
segetum, 467, 639. 

Anthocincla 
phayrei, 661. 

Anthornis 
melanura, 462. 

Anthropoides 
virgo, 640. 

Anthus 
correndera, 771, 
pratensis, 462. 

Antidorcas 
euchore, 550. 

Antigonus 
pygela, 360, 

Antilocapra 
americana, 561, 562, 

563. 
Antilope 

arabica, 542, 544. 
bennettiz, 544, 
bubalus, 729. 
cervicapra, 313. 
corina, 540. 
cuviert, 542. 
dama, 547, 548. 



Antilope 
dorcas, 5387, 538, 539, 

540, 542, 543, 544, 
550. 

edwardsi, 555. 
euchore, 550. 
gutturosa, 546. 
hazenna, 544. 
kevella, 537, 538. 
levipes, 541. 
leptoceros, 543. 
melanura, 535, 542. 
mohr, 548. 
nanguer, 548. 
paleindica, 551. 
pygarga, 550. 
recticornis, 551. 
semmerringti, 549, 
subgutturosa, 545, 546. 
tilonura, 542. 
tzeiran, 546, 

Antrostomus 
maculicauda, 186. 
parvulus, 290. 

Anurosorex 
squamipes, 555. 

Apex 
albofasciatus, 78, 89. 
albospira, 77, 89. 
apicatus, 78, 79, 81. 
coniformis, 80, 89. 
decora, 90. 
decorus, 80, 81, 82. 
flavidus, 80, 81, 89. 
gulickii, 78, 89. 
innotabilis, 78, 89. 
leucopheus, 82, 89. 
leucorrhaphe, 79, 89. 
leucozonus, 83, 89. 
lilaceus, 78, 79, 89. 
lugubris, 79, 
napus, 83. 
neglectus, 78, 89. 
perversus, 82. 
polymorpha, 81, 89. 
tuberans, 80, 81, 82, 

89 
tumefactus, 82, 89. 
turbiniformis, 81, 89. 
validus, 82. 
versicolor, 80, 81, 89. 

Aphantochroa 
gularis, 287. 
hyposticta, 189. 
phneeus 
Frigidus, 350, 360. 

Apoeryptes 
andamanensis, 109. 
madurensis, 109. 

Aprosmictus 
scapulatus, 465, 634. 

Aquila 

Ara 

Arachnechthra 

| Arachnothera 

Aramides 

Aramus 

Aranea 

Araneus 

Arctica 

Arctictis 

Arctocephalus 

INDEX. 

Aptenodytes 
pennantit, 470, 642. 
pter yx 
mantelli, 470, 644. 
owenit, 470, 643, 644, 

Aquias 
eudouxtt, 249, 
luctus, 249. 
morio, 249. 
perniger, 249. 

audax, 466, 634. 
bifasciata, 514, 515, 

516. 
elanga, 514. 
nevia, 516, 556. 
nevioides, 466, 634. 
orientalis, 514, 515, 

16 
vittata, 514, 516. 

ararauna, 299. 
chloroptera, 633. 
macao, 299, 465, 633. 
severa, 299. 

flammavillaris, 668. 
rhizophore, 668. 

aurata, 661, 

cayennensis, 308, 469, 
641. 

scolopaceus, 308, 

aculeata, 421, 422. 
armata, 420. — 
elongato-spinosa, 421. 
spinosa, 421, 425. 
taurus, 420. 
tetracantha, 429. 
triangulart-spinosa, 

421. 

cancriformis major, 
€ 

Arborivala 
brunneipectus, 662. 
torgueola, 468, 639. 

Archibuteo 
lagopus, 466, 634. 

alle, 34, 470, 471, 642, 

binturong, 196. 

cinereus, 143, 759. 
hookeri, 756. 

californianus, 776. | 

{ 

monteriensis, 776. ! 
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Arctonyx 
collaris, 1. 
obscurus, 663, 
taxoides, 1. 

Ardea 
agami, 305. 
alba, 467, 637. 
candidissima, 305, 467. 
cinerea, 203, 467, 637. 
cocot, 305, 511. 
egretta, 305, 467, 637. 
garzetta, 467, 637. 
goliath, 467, 637. 
herodias, 511. 
purpurea, 467, 637. 

Argiope 
aurelia, 211. 
us 
giganteus, 468,473, 640, 

683. 
Argyrodes 

epeire, 210, 21], 222. 
Ariadne 

mellissiz, 211. 
ius 
gagora, 706. 
subrostratus, 706. 
sumatranus, 706. 

Arremon 
semitorquatus, 187. 
silens, 185, 187. 
torquatus, 187. 

Arrenga 
cyanea, 679. 

Artema 
convera, 210, 211, 219. 

Arundinax 
cantans, 688. 
cantillans, 688. 
canturiens, 688. 
davidiana,665,688,689. 
flemingi, 688. 
minuta, 688. 

Arundinicola 
citreola, 187. 
leucocephala, 277. 

Ascaris 
osculata, 742, 

Aspidonectes 
aspilus, 64, 
ferox, 59. 
gangeticus, 47. 
javanica, 67. 
spinifera, 60. 

Aspilochelys 
livingstonit, 42. 

Aspilus 
cariniferus, 67. 
gataghol, 67. 
Javanicus, 67. 
ornatus, 56, 68. 
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Assiminea 
grayana, 390. 

Asterochelys 
radiata, 724, 728. 

Astictopterus 
armatus, 359, 361. 
diocles, 359. 
xanites, 359. 

Astur 
palumbarius, 466, 

634. 
Asturina 

magnirostris, 303, 
Asturinula 

meridionalis, 711. 
monogrammica, 711, 

Ateles 
bartletti, 254. 

Atella 
bowdenia, 687. 
egista, 342, 687. 
sinha, 687. 

Athene 
brama, 466, 635. 
brodiei, 667. 
noctua, 466, 635. 
pardalota, 667. 
passerina, 466, 635. 
plumipes, 556. 

Athyma 
amhara, 344, 360. 
idita, 344. 
kanwa, 344. 
kresna, 344. 
larymna, 344, 
subrata, 344. 

Atticora 
cyanoleuca, 258. 
p eoeres 258, 259. 

Attila 
thamnophiloides, 285. 

Attus 
petrensis, 226. 

Aulacodus 
swindernianus, 786, 

788. 
Aulacorhamphus 

ceruleo-cinctus, 186. 
Auriculella 

amena, 91. 
auricula, 87, 91. 
brunnea, 88, 89. 
crassula, 88, 89. 
diaphana, 87, 88, 89. 
obeliscus, 87. 
patula, 88, 89. 
perpusilla, 87, 89. 
tenuis, 87, 89. 
uniplicata, 88, 89. 

Automolus 
ruficaudatus, 185. 

INDEX, 

Automolus 
sclatert, 185, 270. 
subulatus, 270. 

Azema 
smithii, 492, 

Bagrus 
atripinnis, 112. 
leucophasis, 112, 
lonah, 748, 

Baikiea 
elegans, 69. 

Balena 
antarctica, 133. 
antipodarum, 129, 138, 

134, 144. 
australis, 1381, 188, 

134. 
biscayensis, 131, 184, 

139, 140, 142. 
britannica, 139, 141, 
cisarctica, 131. 
mediterranea, 142. 
mysticetus, 131, 182, 

Bambusicola 
sonorivox, 667. 
thoracica, 667. 

Barbatula 
duchailluz, 465, 633, 

Barbus 
beavant, 745. 
(Barbodes) curmuca, 

707 
(——) lithopidos, 708, 
(——) thomassi, 707. 

Barleeia 
rubra, 390. 

Basileuterus 
uropygialis, 257. 

Basiliscus 
celebensis, 168. 
atagur 
picta, 761. 

Batasio 
affinis, 111. 

Batis 
orientalis, ‘713. 
senegalensis, 713. 

Baza 
erythrothorax, 625. 
magnirostris, 625. 

Beluga 
kingit, 144, 

Berardius 
arnucxi, 144, 
hectori, 144, 145. 

Bernicla 
brenta, 638. 
canadensis, 467, 639, 

Bessonornis 
abigularis, 648. 

| Bhutanitis 
lidderdalii, 571. 

Blennius 
steindachneri, 110, 

Bombinator 
igneus, 164. 

Bombyx 
cynthia, 157. 

Bos 
brachyceros, 483. 
primigenius, 790. 
pumilus, 477, 479, 481, 

483. 
Botaurus 

stellaris, 460, 461, 467, 
637 

Brachygalba 
albigularis, 294. 
inornata, 294, 

Brachypternus 
ceylonus, 204. 
dilutus, 675. 

Brachypteryx 
albifrons, 678. 

Bradyornis 
pallidus, 714. 
subadlaris, 713. 

Branta 
rufina, 203. 

Bronchocela 
celebensis, 168. 
marmorata, 168. 

Brotogerys 
jJugularis, 300. 
tiriacula, 466, 634. 
tovi, 634. 
tui, 300, 466, 634, 
virescens, 466, 634. 
xanthopterus, 300. 

Bryophila 
alge, 156. 

Bubalus 
e@quinoctialis, 481, 

483, 
brachyceros, 477, 478, 

479, 482, 483. 
caffer, 476, 480, 481, 

482, 483. 
centralis, 483. 
planiceros, 482, 483. 
pumilus, 476, 477, 479, 

480, 481, 482, 483. 
reclinis, 476, 479, 483. 
bo m 
bengalensis, 466, 635. 
capensis, 466, 635. 
fasciolatus, 466, 635. 
maximus, 466, 635. 
poénsis, 466, 635. 
virginianus, 466, 

635. 



Bucco 
collaris, 294. 
hyperrhynchus, 295. 
smacrodactylus, 294, 

295. 
picatus, 294, 295. 
pulmentum, 294, 295. 

Buceros 
abyssinicus, 698, 699, 

702. 
atratus, 464, 632. 
bicornis, 464, 632. 
cafer, 698, 702. 
carunculatus, 698, 702. 
easuarinus, 703. 
coronatus, 464, 632. 
Jistulator, 702, 703. 
guineensis, 698, 702. 
leadbeateriz, 698. 
plicatus, 464, 632. 
rhinoceros, 464, 632. 
sharpit, 702, 

Buchanga 
albirictus, 675. 
innexa, 668. 
leucogenys, 650, 668, 
longicaudata, 204. 
minor, 204. 

Bucorax 
abyssinicus, 698, 699, 

700, 701, '702. 
caffer, 698, 699, '700, 

701, 702. 
guineensis, 699, 701. 

Budoreas 
taxicolor, 660. 

Bufo 
calamita, 164. 
viridis, 164. 
vulgaris, 164, 

Bulimella 
ronti, 91. | 

‘uscobasis, 77, 89. 
limbata, 91. 
rosea, 90. 

Bulimus 
macgillivrayi, 152. 
(Drymeus) rawsonis, 

(Eumecostylus) scottii, 
152. 

Bulweria 
bulweri, 642, 

Butalis 
muttui, 204. 

Buteo 
albicaudatus, 186. 
pennsylvanicus, 302. 
vulgaris, 466, 634. 

Buteogallus 
nigricollis, 302. 

INDEX, 

Buthraupis 
cucullata, 185, 186,780. 
montana, 186. 

Butorides 
Javanica, 698. 
scapulatus, 305. 

Bythinia 
tentaculata, 390. 

Cacatua 
cristata, 466, 634. 
galerita, 466, 634, 
roseicapilla, 634. 
sulphurea,459,461,465, 

466. 
Caccabis 

chukar, 468, 640. 
heyi, 648. 

Cacomantis 
sepuleralis, 465, 633. 

Caica . 
barrabandi, 300. 
histrio, 300. 
melanocephala, 301,466, 

633 
xanthomeros, 301. 

Cairina 
moschata, 305. 

Calamaria 
modesta, 168, 

Calamoherpe 
aédon, 650. 

Calidris 
canutus, 641. 

Callidryas 
catilla, 355. 
erocale, 35D. 

Callinia 
microcephala, 62, 63. 
spinifera, 60, 61, 62. 

Calliope 
pectardens, 665, 689. 

Calliste 
boliviana, 261. 
gyroloides, 185, 261. 
nigricincta, 185. 
pulchra, 185, 186. 
schranki, 185, 261. 
cxanthogastra, 261. 
yeni, 261, 780. 

Calobates 
radiatus, 607. 

Calcenas 
nicobarica,468,639,663. 

Calopsitta 
nove-hollandie,465,634. 

Calospiza 
pulchra, 816. 

Calotes 
(Bronchocele) philip- 

inus, 168. | 
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Calyptorhynchus 
banksti, 634, 

Camelopardalis 
gira fit, 473. 

Campephaga 
aurulenta, 692, 697. 
boyeri, 697. 
strenua, 697. 

Campephilus 
albirostris, 186, 291 
trachelopyrus, 291. 

Camptostoma 
flaviventre, 278, 279 

576, 577. 
imberbe, 279, 576, 

577 
Campylopterus 
eusatrmake 287. 

Campylorhynchus 
hypostictus, 256. 
striaticollés, 256. 

Cancellaria 
turrita, 721, 722. 

Cancroma 
cochlearia, 305. 

Canis 
cancrivorus, 748, 749, 

750 
famelicus, 749. 
Samiliaris, 749. 

Caouana 
caretta, 395, 404. 
elongata, 408. 

Caperea 
antipodarum, 133, 134, 

142, 1438. 
Capito 

amazonicus, 298. 
aurantiicollis, 298, 299. 
auratus, 298. 
aurovirens, 298. 
erythrocephalus, 255. 
glaucogularis, 783. 
melanotis, 299. 
peruvianus, 255, 298. 
versicolor, 780, 783. 
pra 
dorcas, 537. 

Caprimulgus 
atripennis, 204. 
europaeus, 463, 533, 631 
mahrattensis, 204. 
monticola, 667. 
rufigenis, 716. 
stictomus, 667. 

Caranx 
bidit, 237. 

Cardinalis 
virginianus, 462, 

Cardita 
calyculata, 387. 

53 
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Cardium 
arcuatulum, 721, 722. 

Carelia 
adusta, 91. 

Caretta 
imbricata, 397. 
rostrata, 399. 
sguamosa, 399. 

Cariama 
cristata, 469, 640. 

Carpocoecyx 
radiatus, 607. 

Carpodacus 
davidi, 555. 
edwardsi, 689. 
edwardsii, 666. 
pallast, 556, 690. 
trifasciatus, 665, 689. 
verreauci, 689. 
verreaurti, 665. 
vinaceus, 689. 

Carpophaga 
ee 468, 639. 
globicera, 468, 639. 
zanthina, 651. 
lacernulata, 679. 

Carystus 
elia, 359. 
ladana, 359. 

Cassiculus 
chrysonotus, 781. 
solitarius, 266. 

Cassicus 
chrysonotus, 780, 781. 
hemorrhous, 266. 
persicus, 262, 266, 462. 

Cassidix 
oryzivora, 185, 267. 

Casuarius 
bennetti, 519. 
bennettii, 470, 644. 
bicarunculatus,470,644. 

519. 
galeatus, 644. 
kaupi, 474. 

Catamenia 
analis, 780. 

Cathartes 
atratus, 801, 466, 634. 
aura, 301. 

Celeus } Sent 
citreopygius, fF A 
enero 
grammicus, 290, 291. 
gumana, 291. 
tinnunculus, 291. 

Centrochelys 
sulcatus, 725. 

Centropus 
egyptius, 609, 618, 619. 
affinis, 624. 
burchelli, 618, 619. 

INDEX. 

Centropus 
capensis, 618. 
epomidis, 617, 622. 
francisci, 617, 621. 
grilli, 617, 623, 624, 
houhou, 618. 
lafresnayanus, 624. 
madagascariensis, 624. 
melanorhynchus, 624. 
monachus, 617,618,620. 
nigrorufus, 617, 623, 

624 
phasianus, 629, 633. 
senegalensis, 465, 617, 

618, 619, 633. 
superciliosus, 617, 620, 

621, 624. 
tolu, 624. 
toulu, 617, 624. 

Cephalochelys 
oceanica, 408. 

Cephalopterus 
ornatus, 186, 286. 

Cephalopyrus 
Funiseeie. 655. 

Ceratodus 
forsteri, 686. 

Ceratorhinus 
lasiotis, 92, 98. 
sumatrensis, 92, 94, 96, 

97, 99, 100, 102. 
Cercomacra 

cinerascens, 275. 
Cereopsis 

nove hollandie, 769. 
Ceriornis 

blythii, 660. 
melanocephalus, 655. 
temmincki, 655. 
temminckii, 468, 640. 

Certhia 
discolor, 665. 
himalayana, 655, 664, 

665. 
nipalensis, 665. 

Certhiola 
chloropygqa, 185. 
luteola, 260. 

Cervicapra 
ellipsiprymna, 474. 
sing-sing, 473. 

Cervulus 
sclateri, 519. 

Cervus 
antisiensis, 518. 
canadensis, 562, 563. 
capreolus, 790. 
columbianus, 561, 563. 
elaphus, 790. 
kopschi, 574. 
Teucurus, 561, 562. 
macrotis, 561, 562, 568. 

Ceryle 
amazona, 292, 464, 632. 
americana, 293. 
inda, 293. 
maxima, 464. 
superciliosa, 293. 
torquata, 292. 

Cethosia 
hypsea, 341. 

Ceuthmochares 
e@neus, 610, 611. 
aéneus, 606, 607. 
australis, 609, 611. 

Chemarrornis 
leucocephala, 665. 

Cheetura 
caudacuta, 463, 631. 
brachycerca, 289. 
poliura, 289, 
sclateri, 289. 
spinicauda, 463, 631. 
vauxi, 463, 631. 
zonaris, 186, 289. 

Chalcites 
auratus, 591. 
cupreus, 589, 591. 
intermedius, 589. 
klasti, 593. 
klassti, 593. 

afra, 716. 
chaicospilos, 468, 639. 
puella, 468. 

Chalcophaps 
chrysochlora, 468, 639. 
formosana, 667. 
indica, 655. 

Chamepelia 
amazilia, 306. 
talpacoti, 468, 639. 

Chameetylas 
compsonota, 625. 
princet, 625. 

Chamzza 
nobilis, 277. 

Chaptia 
enea, 667. 
brauniana, 667. 

Charadrius 
hiaticula, 469, 641. 
pluvialis, 469, 641. 
virginicus, 309. 

Charaxes 
athamas, 846. 
baya, 346. 
borneensis, 346. 
delphis, 346. 
echo, 346. 
harpax, 347. 
hebe, 346. 
Jalasus, 346. 



Charaxes 
marmax, 347. 

| polyxena, 346. 
schreiberi, 346. 

Charmosyna 
papuensis, 697. 
pulchella, 697. 

Chascax 
maderensis, 362, 391. 

Chasiempis 
sandwichensis, 555. 

Chatarrheza 
gularis, 660. 

Chatoessus 
erebi, 686. 

Cheiracanthium 
étalicum, 215. 
mellissiz, 211, 214, 227. 
planum, 211, 215, 227. 

Cheirogaleus 
adipicaudatus, 492. 
coquereli, 492. 
furcifer, 492, 502. 
gliroides, 492. 
medius, 492. 
milit, 492. 
minor, 492. 
myoxinus, 492. 
pusillus, 492. 
rufus, 492. 
samati, 492. 
smithii, 492. 
typicus, 492. 

Cheiromeles 
torquatus, 247. 

Chela 
argentea, 709. 
boopis, 708. 

Chelidon 
urbica, 462. 

Chelidoptera 
personatus, 186. 
tenebrosa, 186, 295. 

Chelonia 
breviceps, 405. 
caouana, 405. 
cephalo, 404. 
imbricata, 401, 405. 
longiceps, 405. 
maculosa, 401. 
marmorata, 395, 396, 

398, 401. 
mydas, 396, 401. 
subcarinata, 405. 
tenuis, 396. 
virgata, 402. 
viridis, 402. 

Chelonoides 
tabulata, 724, 728. 

Chenalopex 
Jubatus, 304, 

INDEX. 

Chersina 
angulata, 726, 728. 

Chersinella 
greca, 725. 

Chesias 
spartiata, 156. 

Chibia 
brevirostris, 650. 

Chimera 
australis, 153. 

Chiromacheris 
manacus, 283. 

Chiroxiphia 
regina, 283. 

Chitra 
indica, 41. 

Chlamydodera 
maculata, 518. 
canthogastra, 697. 

Chlorochrysa 
calliparea, 729. 
nitidissima, 728. 
phenicotis, 729. 

Chlorolampis 
osberti, 468, 631. 

Chloronerpes 
flavigularis, 291. 
hematostigma, 291. 
hilaris, 780. 
yucatanensis, 463, 630. 

Chlorophanes 
atricapilla, 260. 

Chlorospingus 
flavigularis, 185, 263. 

Chlorospiza 
kawarihiba, 652. 
sinica, 664. 

Chlorostilbon 
daphne, 289. 
napensis, 289. 

Cholornis 
paradoxa, 664, 665, 

689 
Chordeiles 

rupestris, 289, 290, 
309 

texensis, 463, 631. 
Chrysococeyx 

auratus, 591. 
claasii, 593. 
cupreus, 589, 591. 
intermedius, 589. 
klaasi, 593. 
smaragdineus, 589. 

Chrysocolaptes 
hematribon, 526. 
stricklandi, 204. 
xanthocephalus, 526. 

Chryscena 
luteovirens, 7338. 
victor, 733. 
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Chrysoptilus 
punetigularis, 291. 
speciosus, 291. 

Chrysothrix 
erstedi, 434, 
sciurea, 494. 

Chrysotis 
amazonica, 300. 
bodini, 569, 570. 
farinosa, 300. 
festiva, 300, 466, 570, 

634. 
levaillantii, 466, 634. 
ochrocephala, 466, 634. 
peciloryncha, 300. 

Chrysuronia 
josephine, 289. 

Chunga 
burmeisteri, 469, 640. 

Ciceaba 
virgata, 304. 

Ciconia 
alba, 467, 513, 637. 
boyciana, 513, 730. 
maguari, 513, 637, 
nigra, 467, 637. 

Cillurus 
palliatus, '783. 

Cinclodes 
bifasciatus, 780, 782. 

Cinclus 
aquaticus, 462. 
cashmeriensis, 664, 666. 
pallasi, 556, 652. 

Cingula 
concinna, 382. 
maculata, 382, 383. 

Cinnicerthia 
unibrunnea, 781. 

Ciocalypta 
penicillus, 21, 22. 
tyleri, 21, 22, 24. 

Circaetus 
brachydactylus, 434. 
orientalis, 556. 

Circus 
cineraceus, 466, 634. 
histrionicus, 186. 
melanoleucus, 649. 

Cirrhites 
punctatus, 705, 

Cirrhitichthys 
bleekeri, 705. 

Cirrochroa 
calypso, 342. 
fasciata, 342. 
orissa, 342. 
malaya, 342. 
satellita, 342. 

Cissa 
minor, 679, 
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Cissa 
speciosa, 463. 
thalassina, 679. 

Cissopis 
leveriana, 268, 462. 
media, 185, 263. 

Cittura 
cyanotis, 464, 632. 

Clais 
guimeti, 288. 
lanculus 
pusillus, 207, 209. 

Clemmys 
caspica, 761. 
reevest, 517, 518. 
wnicolor, 517, 518. 

Cleora 
lichenaria, 156. 

Clerome 
arcesilaus, 341. 
busiris, 341. 
gracilis, 341. 
phaon, 341. 
stomphax, 341. 

Climacteris 
placens, 693, 697. 

Clubiona 
dubia, 211, 218, 227, 
lutescens, 24. 

Clupea 
palasak, 706. 

Clypeicterus 
oseryt, 265. 

Clytoleema 
aurescens, 288, 

Cnemiornis 
calcitrans, 763. 

Cnipodectes 
subbrunneus, 281, 

Coccothraustes 
vulgaris, 35, 462, 664. 

Coceygus 
delalandet, 617. 

Coceystes 
afer, 596. 
cafer, 594, 595, 596. 
glandarius, 594, 595. 
hypopinarius, 598. 
jacobinus, 595, 597,598, 

711. 
melanoleucus, 598, 
nigricans, 588. 
pica, 598. 
serratus, 588, 

599. 
Coccyzus 

ceruleus, 616. 
cristatus, 612. 
delalandei, 617. 
erythrophthalmus, 296, 
glandarius, 595. 

595, 

INDEX. 

Coccyzus 
landsbergt, 511. 
levnillantiz, 596. 
madagascariensis, 

613. 
melanocoryphus, 296. 
virescens, 618. 

Cochlothraustes 
delalandei, 617. 
delalandi, 608, 609. 

Ceelites 
epiminthia, 339. 
euptychioides, 339. 

Ceere 
cerulea, 185. 
eyanea, 260, 462. 
nitida, 259, 260. 

Coesyapa 
thrax, 358. 

Colius 
leucotis, 714. 
nigricollis, 717. 

Collonia 
munda, 206, 209. 

Colluricincla 
rufiventris, 555. 

Columba 
albilinea, 186, 
frenata, 780. 
leucocephala, 468, 639, 
leuconota, 659. 
livia, 34, 468, 639. 
maculosa, 186, 468, 

639. 
enas, 468, 639. 
picazuro, 468, 639. 
rufina, 306. 
speciosa, 306. 
winacea, 306, 468, 

639. 
Colymbus 

glacialis, 470. 
Compsosoma 

melanurum, 169. 
Conirostrum 

cinereum, 780. 
Conopophaga 
peruviana, 277. 

Conostoma 
emodium, 666. 

Conurus 
acuticaudatus, 570. 
byroni, 761 
cruentatus, 465. 
cyanolyseos, 761. 
eyanopterus, 299. 
fugax, 570. 
glaucifrons, 570. 
holochlorus, 466, 633. 
jendaya, 465, 638. 
leuciant, 299. 

Conurus 
melanurus, 299. 
patagonius, 761. 
pavua, b 
petzi, 466, 633. 
roseifrons, 299. 
souancei, 299, 300. 
weddelli, 299. 
xantholemus, 465, 63838. 

Conus 
altispiratus, 146. 
articulatus, 146. 
ceylonensis, 146. 
crocatus, 721. 
cuneatus, 146. 
fergusoni, 145. 
franciscanus, 146. 
nux, 146. 
ponderosus, 145, 
racemosus, 721, 722. 
tenuisulcatus, 145. 

Cophoscincus 
infralineolatus, 166. 
subvittatus, 167. 

Copidoglanis 
tandanus, 686. 

Coracias 
caudata, 712. 
garrula, 463, 631, 712. 
indica, 316. 

Coracopsis 
comorensis, 474. 

Coralliophila 
barclayana, 205, 209. 

Corbula 
pygmed, 208, 209. 

Coronella 
phocarum, 688. 

Corsira 
alpina, 232. 

Corvus 
australis, 462. 
corax, 462, 659. 
Srugilegus, 462. 

Goentone 
bicolor, 623. 
melanorhynchus, 624, 
pyrrholeucus, 618. 
senegalensis, 618. 
tolu, 624. 
toulou, 609. 

Coryphegnathus 
albifrons, 715. 

Corythaix 
albocristata, 464, 633. 

Corythopis 
anthoides, 277. 

Corythus 
enucleator, 462, 650. 

Cossypha 
heuglini, 717. 



Cotinga 
cayana, 186, 285. 
maynana, 284, 285. 
porphyrolema, 284, 

285. 
Coturniculus 

peruanus, 264. 
Coturnix 

communis, 468, 639. 
Cotyle 

reparia, 258, 650, 
Coua 

cerulea, 616. 
coquerelli, 614, 
cristata, 612. 
cursor, 613. 
delalandei, 617. 
gigas, 613. 
madagascariensis, 614, 
pyropyga, 613. 
reynaudi, 615, 616. 
ruficeps, 614, 615. 
serresiana, 615, 
serriana, 615. 
verreauxt, 612, 

Crateropus 
chalybeus, 648. 
rax 
alector, 307. 
globicera, 468, 640. 
globulosa, 307. 
incommoda, 468, 640. 

Crex 
pratensis, 469, 641. 
schomburgki, 512. 

Criniger 
jflaveolus, 668. 
ochraceus, 662. 
pallidus, 668. 

Crithagra 
capistrata, 717. 
chrysopyga, 715. 
scotops, 717. 

Crocidura 
aranea, 229, 230. 
fuliginosa, 228, 231, 

235 
himalaica, 231. — 
kelaarti, 228, 230. 
perottetii, 234, 

Crocodilus 
Jjohnsonit, 334, 335. 
palustris, 709. 
‘porosis, 709. 
schlegelii, 334. 

Crocopus 
phenicopterus, 674. 
viridifrons, 662. 

Crossoptilon 
mantchuricum, 650, 
tibetanum, 664. 

INDEX, 

Crossopus 
alpinus, 228, 232. 
caudatus, 232. 
himalaicus, 230. 
kelaarti, 228. 
nigrescens, 228, 229, 

282. 
Crotophaga 

ani, 296. 
major, 296. 

Crypsirhina 
cucullata, 661. 

Cryptobranchus 
Japonicus, 163, 

Cryptoprocta 
es 473. 

Cryptopus 
pee 72. 
senegalensis, 70. 

Crypturus 
adspersus, 311, 
bartletti, 311. 
cerviniventris, 512. 
cervinus, 512. 
cinereus, 310. 
noctivagus, 642. 
obsoletus, 512, 642. 
parvirostris, 311, 
pileatus, 310. 
salle@i, 470, 642. 
tataupa, 811, 512. 
variegata, 311. 

Cua 
cerulea, 616, 
cristata, 612. 
delalandet, 617. 
serriana, 615, 

Cucullia 
tanacete, 156. 

Cuculus ae 
egyptius, i 
pean 610. 
afer, 596. 
ater, 599. 
aurantiirostris, 580, 

584, 585. 
auratus, 591. 
eezruleus, 616. 
cafer, 596. 
canorus, 465, 579, 580, 

581, 582, 585, 586, 
587, 633. 

capensis, 581, 583, 586. 
chalcopeplus, 591. 
chalybeus, 588. 
clamosus, 580, 587, 588, 

600. 
cristatus, 612. 
cupreus, 580, 588, 591. 
edolius, 599. 
gabonensis, 579, 584. 
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Cuculus 
gigas, 613, 
glandarius, 595. 
gularis, 580, 581, 584, 

585, 587. 
heuglinii, 583. 
himalayanus, 582, 665. 
intermedius, 590. 
Jacobinus, 598. 
klaasi, 580, 592, 598, 

594, 
klaasii, 593. 
leptodetus, 585, 586. 
levaillantiz, 596. 
lineatus, 585, 586. 
madagascariensis, 613. 
melanoleucus, 598. 
melanorhynchus, 624. 
nigricans, 588. 
nigrorufus, 623. 
phaiopterus, 595. 
poliocephalus, 582. 
rochi, 579, 582. 
rubiculus, 583. 
ruficollis, 585, 586. 
senegalensis, 617. 
serratus, 598, 599, 600. 
smaragdineus, 580, 588, 

589, 592. 
solitarius,579, 580, 581, 

582 
splendidus, 589, 590. 
tolu, 624. 
toulou, 624. 

Culicipeta 
burkii, 665. 
tephrocephalus, 661. 

Cultrides 
pucherant, 296. 

Cupido 
adana, 349. 
akaba, 350. 
alecto, 348. 
almara, 349, 360. 
aluta, 349, 360. 
angusta, 349, 360. 
aratus, 348. 
aruana, 349. 
cagaya, 348. 
cerulea, 349, 360. 
celeno, 348, 
enejus, 348. 
cornuta, 849, 360. 
lacturnus, 848. 
pactolus, 348. 
roxus, 348. 
scheffera, 348. 
talmora, 348. 

Curetis 
barsine, 358. 
tagalica, 353. 
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Cyanocitta 
viridi-cyanea, 185, 

780. 
Cyanocorax 

azureus, 267. 
cyanopogon, 463. 
violaceus, 267. 

Cyanopica 
cyanea, 651. 

Cyanoptila 
cyanomelana, 650. 

Cyanorhamphus 
auriceps, 466, 634. 
nove-zealandie, 466, 

634. 
Cyanospiza 
carts, 462. 

Cyclanorbis 
petersii, 71. 

Cyclanosteus 
petersit, 71. 
senegalensis, 69, 70, 71. 

Cyclochorus 
maculatus, 171. 

Cyclorhis 
guianensis, 257. 

Cyclorhynchus 
subbrunneus, 281. 

Cyclostoma 
"alteatum, 718, 722. 
consanguineum, 718, 

722. 
jilo-striatum, 718, 722. 
unicarinatum, 453. 
vexillum, 452. 
(Tropidophora) per- 

spectivum, 452. 
(——) suffusum, 452. 

Cyclostrema 
carinatum, 207, 209. 

Cydonium 
miilleri, 5. 

Cygnus 
buccinator, 467, 639. 
coscoroba, 467, 639, 

651. 
davidi, 651. 
nigricollis, 467, 639. 

Cymbilanius_ 
lineatus, 187, 272. 

Cymbirhynchus 
affinis, 662. 

Cymindis 
7 jena 303. 
uncinata, 419, 

Cynanthus 
mocoa, 188. 

C ocephalus 
pies 494. 

Cynonycteris 
collaris, 193. 

INDEX, 

Cynonycteris 
stramineus, 248. 

Cynopterus 
marginatus, 193. 

Cynthia 
aaa da, 686. 
arsinoe, 342, 686. 
erota, 686. 

Cyp horhinus 
7 oduliaor 256. 
thoracicus, 256, 257. 
ypraea 
coxent, 568, 569. 
cribraria, 569. 

Cyprinus 
acra, 745. 
alepidotus, 472. 
ariza, 745. 
bangon, "744, 
barila, 746. 
bata, 746. 
cachius, 746. 
chagunio, '745, 746. 
chedra, 746. 
chedrio, '746. 
chola, 746. 
cirrhosus, 'T45. 
cocsa, 746. 
conchonius, 746. 
coriaceus, 472. 
curmuca, 745, 746. 
dero, 746. 
kunta, 745, 746. 
macrolepidotus, 472. 
nudus, 472. 
nukta, 747. 
perenurus, 708. 
reba, 744. 
rex, 472. 
sarana, 745. 
sophore, ‘746. 
specularis, 472. 
ticto, 746. 

Cy seloides 
is so ae 463, 471, 

Organ 
alpinus, 463, 631. 
apus, 463, 631. 
batassiensis, 668. 
sguamatus, 289. 
tinus, 668. 

Cyrestis 
nivea, 343. 
rharia, 348. 
sericeus, 343. 

Cystophora 
cristata, 244, 

Dacelo 
cervina, 464, 632. 

acelo 
gigantea, 464, 632. 

Daenis 
analis, 259. 
angelica, 259. 
cayana, 259. 
flaviventris, 185, 259. 
melanotis, 185, 259. 

Dafila 
spinicauda, 467, 639. 

Damonia 
unicolor, 517. 

Danais 
agleoides, 337. 
Juventa, 337. 
lotis, 888. ~~ 
philomela, 337. 
similis, 338. 

Daption 
capensis, 35, 642. 

Dasylophus 
cumingi, 522. 
superciliosus, 603. 

Delias 
hyparete, 355. 
pandemia, 355. 
singhapura, 355. 

Delphinus 
superciliosus, 144. 

Dendrochelidon 
coronata, 463, 631. 

Dendrocincla 
merula, 271. 

Dendrocitta 
formose, 667. 
sinensis, 667. 

Dendrocolaptes 
radiolatus, 271. 
validus, 271. 

Dendrocygna 
autumnalis, 304, 467, 

639. 
fulva, 467, 639. 
viduata, 304, 467, 

639, 
Dendrophila 

flavipes, 678. 
Dendropicus 

cardinalis, 716. 
immaculatus, 717. 

Dendroplex 
similis, 272. 

Dendrornis 
elegans, 271. 
multiquttata, 271, 

272. 
ocellata, 185, 271. 
palliata, 271. 
rostripallens, 271. 

Dercas 
gobrias, 356. 



Desmacidon 
Jistulosa, 19, 20, 24. 
Jelfreysit, 20. 

Deudorix 
domitia, 358. 
epijarbas, 858. 
orseis, 353. 
timoleon, 353. 

Diadema 
antilope, 343. 

Diceum 
minullum, 668. 

Dichorragia 
nesimachus, 346. 

Dicrurus 
balicassius, 526. 
divaricatus, 714. 
leucops, 462. 
macrocercus, 650. 
mirabilis, 526. 

Dictyocylindrus 
dentatus, 321, 331. 
hispidus, 325. 
setosus, 825, 326, 3382. 

Didunculus 
strigirostris, 468, 639, 

474, 
Diglossa 

baritula, 462. 
brunneiventris, 780. 

Dinornis 
maximus, 210. 

Diomedea 
brachyura, 786. 
derogata, 786. 
nigripes, 785. 

Diphyllodes 
speciosa, 559, 697. 

Discophora 
cheops, 341, 
tullia, 341. 

Diucopis 
speculigera, 260, 263. 

Docimastes 
ensifer, 189. 

Dogania 
gintheri, 56, 58. 
subplana, 57, 60. 

Doleschallia 
bisaltide, 342. 

Donacobius 
atricapillus, 256. 

Donacola 
castaneothorax, 462. 

Doryphora 
Johanne, 287. 

Draco 
ornatus, 167. 
spilonotus, 167. 
spilopterus, 167. 
volans, 167. 

INDEX. 

Drepanornis 
albertisi, 557, 558, 560, 

697. 
Dromzus 

nove-hollandie, 470, 
644. 

Drymeca 
asodactyla, 712, 

Dryocopus 
lineatus, 291. 

Dryoscopus 
cubla, 714. 
salime, "714. 

Dysdera 
crocota, 210, 212. 
rubicunda, 210, 212. 

Dysidea 
conica, 26, 32. 
fragilis, 27. 

Dysithamnus 
ardesiacus, 274. 
schistaceus, 273. 

Dysopes 
alecto, 246. 
obscurus, 247. 

Ecionemia 
acervus, 322, 332. 
densa, 323, 332. 

Elainea 
albiceps, 185, 279. 
caniceps, 279. 
gigas, 185. 
modesta, 279. 
obsoleta, 578. 
agana, 279. 
Sena 279. 

Elaphodus 
cephalopus, 663. 

Elaphrus 
riparius, 157. 

Electra 
clancula, 144. 

Elephantopus 
planiceps, 724. 
lephas 
faleoneri, 557. 
melitensis, 557. 

lutescens, 340. 
nigrescens, 340. 
undularis, 340. 

Emberiza 
castaneiceps, 556. 
chrysophrys, 434. 
ciopsis, 556. 
pityornis, 650. 
pusilla, 650. 
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Emberiza 
rustica, 473. 

Empidochanes 
fuscatus, 281. 
pecilurus, 186. 

Empidonomus 
varius, 281. 

Emyda 
ceylonensis, 72. 
granosa, 72. 
punctata, 71, 72. 
scutata, 72. 
senegalensis, 70. 
vittata, 72. 

Emys 
gray, 761. 
nigra, 396. 
olivacea, 396. 
reevesi, 517. 

Eolophus 
(Cacatua) roseicapillus, 

465. 
Eophona 

personata, 664. 
os 
Ffuscatus, 697. 
indica, 465, 634. 
riciniata, 684. 
peira 
clypeata, 428. 
cyanospina, 420. 
gracilis, 425, 
seaspinosa, 422, 426, 
solers, 211. 

Ephialtes 
hambroeckit, 667. 
lempiji, 667. 

Epimachus 
ellioti, 743. 
magnus, 743. 
maximus, 558, 697. 

Epomophorus 
erypturus, 247. 
Sranqueti, 247. 
gambianus, 247. 
labiatus, 247. 
macrocephalus, 247. 

Eremonia 
elongata, 398, 408, 

409 
Ergolis 

ariadne, 342. 
Hrigone 

affinis, 445. 
apicata, 446. 
cuspidata, 447, 
dentata, 445. 
diceros, 450. 
fugax, 443. 
graminicola, 445, 
kochii, 447, 449. 
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Erigone 
longipalpis, 445. 
picina, 450. 
sollers, 435. 
unicornis, 447, 449. 
(Neriene) flavescens, 

440, 442, 451. 
( 

451 
(—) prolata, 441, 

451. 
eS sollers, 443, 

_) intercepta, 443, 

ea taczanowskit, 
444, 451. 

(——) wage, 446, 451. 
(Walckenaera) dybow- 

skii, 449, 452. 
(—) harpinskii, 447, 

449, 451. 
(——) subrostrata, 450, 

452. 
Erinaceus 

collaris,. 518, 
Eriocnemis 

dine, 784. 
Erites 

argentina, 340. 

akahige, 652. 
komadori, 652. 
rubecula, 462. 

Eronia 
valeria, 355. 

Erythrospiza 
mongolica, 650. 

Estrelda 
cyanogastra, 717. 
melpoda, 462. 

Eubalzena 
antipodarum, 133. 
australis, 129,131, 182, 

134, 142. 
Eubucco 

aurantiicollis, 298. 
hartlaubi, 298. 

Eucephala 
cerulea, 289. 

Euchelys 
macropus, 395, 396. 

Eucometis 
penicillata, 262. 

Euctenogobius 
andamanensis, 109. 
cristatus, 109, 

Eudynamys 
flindersi, 519. 

Eudyptes 
catarractes, 642. 
chrysocome, 683. 

Lasher 364, 391. 
Eumete 

longidies 17 6, 777, 778. 
stelleri, 776. 

Eumomota 
superciliaris, 464, 631. 

Eumyias 
melanops, 665. 

Euotaria 
nigrescens, "758, 759. 

Eupetes 
cerulescens, 696. 
leucostictus, 690, 696. 

Euphema 
aurantia, 311. 
bourkii, 465, 634. 
splendida, 465, 634. 
pulchella, 465, 634, 

Euphonia 
chrysopasta, 261, 
melanura, 260. 
minuta, 260. 
nigricollis, 260. 
rufiventris, 261, 
violacea, 462. 
xanthogastra, 185, 260, 

780. 
Eupithecia 

absynthiata, 156. 
pimpinellata, 156. 

Euplectes 
capensis, 462. 
nigriventris, 715. 

Euplocamus 
albo-cristatus, 468, 640. 
erythrophthalmus, 468, 

640 
horsfieldii, 468, 640. 
pyronotus, 194, 468, 

640, 
swinhoei, 667. 
weitlloti, 468, 640. 

Euplea 
andamanensis, 786, 
bremeri, 338 
crameri, 338, 
kadu, 388. 
mazares, 338. 
menetriesti, 338. 
mesta, 338. 
muleiber, 338. 
ochsenheimeri, 338. 
phebus, 338. 
rhadamanthus, 338. 
zonata, 338 

Eupodotis - 
denhami, 640, 
edwardsi, 672. 

Eupodotis 
edwardsii, 315. 

Euprepes 
coctei, 703, 704. 

Eupsilostoma 
pusillum, 577. 

Eupsychort. 
pte Sere: 7168, 640. 

Euripus 
halitherses, 348, 

Eur a 
hettas, 308. 

Eurystomus 
afer, '712, 716. 
orientalis, 649, 650, 

Euscarthmus 
spicifer, 277, 278. 

Euspiza 
rutila, 434, 

Euthria 
aracanensis, 182, 184, 

Eutrochus 
alternatus, 719, 722. 
gemmosus, 719. 
Jujubinus, 719, 720, 
perspectivus, "7 19. 
pulchellus, 719. 
scitulus, 719. 
zonamestus, 719, 

Eutrygon 
terrestris, 697. 

Falco 
amurensis, 649. 
arcticus, 414, 415. 
candicans, 414,415,416, 

417, 419. 
grenlandicus, 415, 
gyrfalco, 415. 
holbelli, 415, 416. 
islandicus, 414, 415, 

416. 
lanarius, 634. 
melanogenys, 466, 634. 
peregrinus, 466, 634. 

Felis 
aurata, 311, 3812. 
bengalensis, 198. 
eyra, 2. 
moormensis, 1, 312. 
planiceps, 1. 
rutila, 312, 
tigris, 153. 

Filaria 
hebetata, 741, 742. 
horrida, 737, 742. 
immitis, "788, 739, 742. 

Filistata 
condita, 210, 211, 227, 

Florisuga 
mellivora, 287. 



Fluvicola 
albiventris, 277. 
pica, 277. 
rufipectoralis, 781. 

Fordia 
africana, 43, 44, 69. 

Formicarius 
analis, 277. 
nigrifrons, 277. 

Formicivora 
bicolor, 185, 780. 
quixensis, 275. 

Francolinus 
afer, 468, 639. 
clappertoni, 468, 639. 
gularis, 468, 639. 
phayret, 661. 
ponticerianus, 468, 

639. 
vulgaris, 468, 639. 

Fregata 
aquilus, 467. 

Fregilus 

nemoricola, 659, 666. 
Puligula 

cristata, 467, 639. 
marilides, 312. 

ix 
affinis, 411, 412. 
cristata, 412. 
marila, 411, 412, 

413. 
marilotdes, 412. 

Furnarius 
minor, 268, 281. 
torridus, 268. 

Galago 
crassicaudatus, 493, 

502. 
Galbaleyrhynchus 

leucotis, 294. 
Galbula 

albirostris, 294, 464, 
631 

leucogastra, 294. 
tombacea, 186, 294. 

Galeocerdus 
rayneri, 312. 
hi nago 

gallinula, 203, 469, 
641. 

scolopacina, 469, 641. 
Gallinula 

chloropus, 469, 641. 
(Leguatia) gigantea, 

195, 
Gallophasis 

albocristatus, 655. 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

INDEX. 

Gallus 
bankiva, 468, 627, 640. 
domesticus, 35. 
Serrugineus, 655. 
stanley?, 683. 
varius, 679. 

Gambetta 
flavipes, 310, 469, 641. 

Gampsonyx 
swainsoni, 303. 

Garrulax 
albogularis, 667. 
belangeri, 662, 679. 
bicolor, 679. 
cerulatus, 667. 
lugubris, 679. 
mitrata, 679. 
monachus, 668, 679. 
palliata, 679. 
perspicillatus, 555. 
picticollis, 761. : 
pecilorhynchus, 667. 
ruficeps, 667. 
rufifrons, 678. 
strepitans, 662. 

Garrulus 
bispecularis, 666, 667. 
brandti, 556. 
glandarius, 462. 
sinensis, 556. 
taivanus, 667. 

Garzetta 
candidissima, 305. 

Gasteracantha 
globulata, 428. 

Gavialis 
gangeticus, 1, 710. 

Gazella 
arabica, 319, 587, 589, | 

542, 543, 544. 
dennetti, 313, B14, 315, | 

316, 317, 318, 319. 
bennettit, 537, 544, 545. 
brevicornis, 551, 552, 

553. 
christit, 316, 317, 319. 
cora, 544. 
corinna, 539. 
cuviert, 537, 542. 
dama, 537, 547, 549. 
deperdita, 552. 
dorcas, 313, 319, 537, 

538, 539, 540, 541, 
542, 543, 545, 552, 

euchore, 550, 553. 
fuscifrons, 314, 317, 

819, 537, 545. 
granti, 537, 550. 
gutturosa, 537, 546, 

547. 
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Gazella 
isabella, 5387, 589, 540, 

553: 
kevella, 541. 
levipes, 537, 541. 
leptoceros, 537, 543. 
melanura, 587, 542. 
mohr, 537, 548, 549. 
picticauda, 537. 
picticaudata, 547. 
ruficollis, 548. 
rujifrons, 474, 537, 538, 

540, 541, 542. 
semmerringti, 537, 543, 

549. 
spekii, 537, 543. 
subgutturosa, 313, 314, 

316, 818, 319, 537, 
545, 546, 553. 

wera, 542, 544, 
Gecinulus 

viridis, 661. 
Gecinus 

canus, 649. 
viridis, 463, 630. 

Geocichla 
compsonota, 625, 
unicolor, 675. 

Geodia 
barretti, 11. 
depressa, 5, 6, 22. 
dysont, 14, 23. 
flemingti, 3, 22. 
gibberosa, 4, 6, 22. 
inequalis, 12, 23. 
m andrew?, 11. 
media, 13, 23. 
parasitica, 328, 333. 
paupera, 329, 333. 
perarmatus, 8, 22. 
zetlandica, 8. 

Geometra 
papilionaria, 155. 

Geopelia 
cuneata, 468, 639. 
humeralis, 468, 639. 
placida, 468, 639. 
striata, 468, 639. 

Geopsittacus 
occidentalis, 433. 

Geotrygon 
bourcieri, 783. 
frenata, 780, 783. 
montana, 306. 

affinis, 286. 
melanura, 286. 

Glaucococcyx 
ceruleus, 608, 616. 

54 
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Globiocephalus 
macrorhynchus, 144. 

Glyphorhynchus 
castelnaudi, 270, 271. 
euneatus, 270, 271. 
pectoralis, 271. 

Glyptosternum 
dekkanense, 748. 
lonah, '747, 748. 
sykesi, 748. 

Gnaphosa 
lugubris, 210, 212, 

Gnophos 
obscurata, 155, 156. 

Gobioides 
rubicundus, 110. 

Gobius 
brevirostris, 108. 
masoni, 107. 
ocellatus, 107. 
planifrons, 108. 

Gorgonia 
flabellum, 329. 

Gouldia 
langsdorffi, 288. 
melanosternon, 288. 

Goura 
coronata, 468, 560, 639. 
victorie, 468, 639. 

Gracula 
anais, 697. 
religiosa, 462. 

Grallaria 
brevicauda, 277. 
erythroleuca, 780, 783. 
hypoleuca, 783. 
nuchalis, 729, 
ruficeps, 729. 
rufula, 780. 

Grandala 
celicolor, 659, 664, 666. 

Graucalus 
macet, 462. 
melanolorus, 3. 
rex-pinett, 668. 

Grus 
antigone, 469, 640. 
leucauchen, 434, 649. 
leucogeranus, 649, 
viridirostris, 512, 

Guira 
piririgua, 465, 633, 

Guiraca 
conercta, 264, 
cyanea, 264. 
eyanoides, 264, 

Gymnoderus 
Vntidus, 286. 

Gymnomystax 
quelanicterus, 267. 

oe 

INDEX. 

Gymnopus 
egyptiacus, 64. 
duvaucelit, 47. 
euphraticus, 65. 
indicus, 41. 
javanicus, 59, 60, 67. 
lineatus, 41. 
muticus, 62. 
ocellatus, 51. 
spiniferus, 59, 60. 

Gyparchus 
papa, 801, 466, 654. 

Gyps 
gl Sips 466, 634. 

Gypsophoca 
subtropicalis, 143, 
tropicalis, 759. 

Hadrostomus 
minor, 284. 

Heematopus 
niger, 469, 641. 

Halcyon 
albicilla, 3- 
chelicutensis, 712, 756. 
chloris, 3. 
pileatus, 650. 
sanctus, 3. 
semicerulea, 712. 
senegalensis, 716- 

Haliaétus 
albicilla, 466, 634. 
pelagicus, 649. 
vocifer, 466, 634. 

Halibalena 
britannica, 140, 141, 

142. 
Halicherus 

barbatus, 779. 
Halichondria 

hispidus, 325. 
Halicyon 

richardi, 556, 557, 
779 

Haliphysema 
tubulatum, 29, 32. 

Hapale 
Jacchus, 494. 

Hapalemur 
simus, 490, 491, 492, 

501. 
Hapalocereus 

acutipennis, 185, 187. 
flaviventris, 187. 

Harpactes 
hodgsoni, 657. 

Harpagus 
bidentatus, 303. 
diodon, 303. 

Harpiprion 
cayennensis, 306, - 

Hebomoia 
borneensis, 356. 

Hedymeles 
ludoviciana, 462. 

Helianthea 
osculans, 191. 

Helicarion 
brazieri, 151. 
hilli, 151, 152. 

Helicodes 
hippona, 773. 

Heliconius 
eucrate, 773. 

Heliomaster 
longirostris, 288. 

Heliornis 
fulica, 309. 

Heliothrix 
‘auritus, 189, 288. 

Helix 
adonis, 148. 
allasteri, 564. 
blomfieldi, 151. 
cineracea, 150. 
cleryi, 147. 
coronula, 365. 
coxianus, 567. 
crustulum, 150. 
cyrtopleura, 183. 
detecta, 209. 
eddystonensis, 15C. 
erinaceus, 566. 
eros, 566, 567. 
fatigata, 149, 152. 
Fringilla, 566. 
howinsule, 148. 
leei, 5G5, 569. 
louisiadensis, 566. 
mendane, 148 
millicente, 566. 
o’connellensis, 564. 
parsont, 152. 
phillyrina, 209. 
philomela, 566. 
rainbirdi, 152. 
rockhamptonensis, 151. 
serena, 149. 
stylodon, 209. 
subtecta, 160. 
ustulata, 365. 
yatalaensis, 149, 152, 
(Angasella) phllipsia- 

na, 183, 184 
(Cameena) arthuriana, 

(——) barney, 148, 
152. 

(——) challisi, 565, 
569 
os rawnesleyi, 564, 

J0d,. 



Helix 
acai papyracea, 

(Corsi) baleombet, 
65, 569. 

(Discus) cerealis, 147, 

(Fraticicole) everettt, 
207, 209. 

(Geotrochus) blanda, 
147. 

(ees macfarianei, 
567. 

(——) miser, 146. 
(——) quirosi, 147. 
(—) redempta, 566, 

569 
( ) xanthochila, 

567, 569. 
( ) zelina, 150, 152. 
(Semicornu) silenus, 

182, 184. 
(Trochomorpha) Jua- 

nita, 183, 184. 
Helotarsus 

ecaudatus, 466, 634. 
Hemidacnis 

albiventris, 259. 
Hemipodius 

tachydromus, 469, 
Hemipus 

obscurus, 662. 
picatus, 678. 

Hemiramphus 
cirrhatus, 709. 

Hemixus 
castanonotus, 668. 
flavala, 668. 

Henicurus 
scouleri, 556, 666. 
sinensis, 556. 

Heptathyra 
aubryt, 42. 
Frenata, 42, 

Heptranchus 
griseus, 312. 

Herodias 
egretta, 305. 

Herpetotheres 
cachinnans, 802. 

Herpornis 
tyrannulus, 668. 
xantholeuca, 668. 

Herpsilochmus 
argentatus, 275. 

aS eriphona 
nis, 666, 690. 

Hestia 
hypermnestra, 337. 

INDEX. 

Hestia 
leuconoe, 337. 

Heteralocha 
gouldi, 462. 

Heterocercus 
linteatus, 284. 

Heterocnemis 
argentata, 275. 

Heteromorpha 
unicolor, 664, 666. 

Heteropelma 
amazonum, 186. 
wallacti, 283. 

Heteropoda 
(Olios) ¢ridentigera, 

211. 
Hierax 

eutolmus, 657. 
fringillarius, 662. 

Himantopus 
brasiliensis, 454. 
melanurus, 454. 
mexicanus, 454. 
nigricollis, 3, 310, 458, 

641. 
Hinulia 

nevia, 165, 166. 
nigrolabris, 166. 
variegata, 165, 166. 

Hippopotamus 
liberiensis, 434. 

Hippotragus 
ucopheta, 473. 
niger, 474. 

Hirunde 
e@quatorialis, 258. 
albiventris, 258, 259. 
erythrogastra, 185, 
leucorrhoa, 185. 
monteiri, 713. 
puella, 718. 
rustica, 462. 

Hodgsonius 
phenicuroides, 666. 

Hologerrhum 
philippinum, 171. 

Homopus 
areolatus, 726, 728. 

Hoplopterus 
cyanus, 309. 

Horeites 
assimilis, 667. 
robustipes, 667. 

Houbara 
macqueenti, 469. 

Hunterius 
temminckii, 

Hydrobata 
cashniriensis, 689. 

Hydrobia 
ulve, 391. 

142. 
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Hydropotes 
inermis, 473, D17, 572. 

Hydropsalis 
y aforbadas 289, 290. 

Hydrornis 
nipalensis, 657. 

Hydrosaurus 
cumingit, 165. 
marmoratus, 165. 
nuchalis, 165. 

Hylactes 
megapodius, 463. 

Hylocharis 
cyanea, 289, 
sapphirina, 289. 

Hyphantornis 
brachypterus, 715. 
castaneo-fuscus, 462. 
cincta, 717. 
nigriceps, 715. 
ocularius, 715. 
xvanthops, 717. 

Hypochrysops 
elegans, 350, 360. 

Hypeenemis 
cantator, 275. 
hemileuca, 276. 
melanopogon, 276. 
melanura, 276. 
mytotherina, 276. 
pecilonota, 276. 
therese, 185, 276. 

Hypolycena 
erylus, 351. 
etolus, 851. 
thecloides, 351. 

Hypotriorchis 
subbuteo, 466, 634. 

Hypoxanthus 
rivolit, 630, 780. 

Hypsibates 
nigricollis, 454. 

Hypsipetes 
neilgherriensis, 671. 
nigerrimus, 667, 668. 
perniger, 668 
psaroides, 667. 
tichkelli, 662. 

Tanthia 
superciliaris, 665. 

Tanthocincla 
artemisie, 690. 
lanceolata, 665. 
lunulata, 665, 689. 
maxima, 665. 

Ibidorhynchus 
struthersi, 651. 

Ibis ; 
melanocephala, 467,638. 
nippon, 467, 638, 649, 
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Ibis 
rubra, 467, 638. 
spinicollis, 638. 
strictipennis, 467, 638. 

Ibycter 
americanus, 301. 
ater, 301, 

Icterus 
abeillei, 462. 
cayanensis, 266. 
chrysocephalus, 266. 
croconotus, 265, 266. 
tanagrinus, 267. 
(Potamopsar) minor, 

267. 
Ictinia 
plumbea, 303. 

Ida 
ornata, 5D. 

superba, 350, 360. 
Indicator 

archipelagicus, 680. 
major, 465, 633, 711. 

Indris 
brevicaudatus, 484, 485, | 

494, 496. 
diadema, 484, 485, 494, 

496, 498 
laniger, 484, 485, 486, 

494, 496. 
Jodopleura 

isabelle, 284, 285. 
Tolema 

schreibersi, 287. 
whitelyana, 188. 

Tolaus 
cippus, 351. 
mantra, 351. 
vidura, 351, 

Tora 
lafresnay?, 661. 

Trena 
cyanogastra, 520. 

Tridornis 
analis, 185- 

Trrisor 
erythrorhynchus, 712. 

Ismene 
benjaminii, 358. 
chuza, 358. 
Jaina, 358. 
murdava, 859. 
edipodea, 358. 
sena, 359. 
vitta, 358. 

Isodictya 
donnani, 28, 32. 
mirabilis, 319, 331. ° 

INDEX. 

Isola 
peguensis, 51, 52. 

Tthaginis 
eruentata, 658. 
geoffroyi, 555, 665. 

Ixias 
undatus, 356. 

Txos 
blanfordi, 661. 
xanthopygius, 648. 

Txus 
hainanus, 668. 
sinensis, 668. 

Jacamerops 
grandis, 294. 
esidori, 294. 

| Jdulus 
ovalis, 1°78, 180. 
ovatus, 178. 
testaceus, 179. 

Junonia 
ida, 342. 
laomedia, 342. 
orithyia, 342. 

| Kallima 
énachis, 155. 
paralekta, 155, 342, 

Ketupa 
ceylonensis, 648. 
javanensis, 466. 
javanica, 635. 

Kinixys 
erosa, 727, 728. 

Labdacus 
monastoides, 118, 128, 

$29. 
Labeo 

curchius, 744. 
La genorhynchus 

claneulus. 144. 
| Lagopus 

alpinus, 650. 
mutus, 651. 

Lampornis 
mango, 287. 

Lamprococcyx 
chrysites, 591. 
chrysochlorus, 591- 
eupreus, 591, 
klaasi, 598. 
resplendens, 593. 

| Lamprolia 
victoria, 733, 734, 735. 

Lampromorpha 
chalcopepla, 591. 

Lampropsar 
guianensis, 267. 
tanagrinus, 265, 267. 

| Landemania 
irrorata, 58, 54. 
perocellata, 53, 54. 

Laniarius 
cubla, 714. 
salime, 714. 

Lanio 
versicolor, 185, 262. 

Lanius 
collurio, 462. 
eristatus, 204. 
smithii, 717. 

Larus 
vas 34, 469, 

641. 
glaucus, 469, 641. 
occidentalis, 411. 

Larvivora 
eyana, 671. 

Lathamus 
discolor, 466, 634. 

Latrodectus 
erebus, 240, 211, 219. 

Lebadea 
martha, 343. 
paduka, 343. 

Leda 
hanleyi, 184. 

Leistes 
guéianensis, 267. 

Lemur 
albifrons, 474. 
collaris, 474. 

Lepidochelys 
olivacea, 407. 

Lepidogrammus 
eumingi, 601, 602. 

Lepidosiren 
annectens, 163. 

Lepilemur 
mustelinus, 484, 486, 

487, 488, 489, 490, 
499. 

Leptachatina 
acuminata, 91. 
granifera, 91. 
labiata, 91. 
margarita, 91. 

Leptocercus 
virescens, 358. 

Leptopogon 
anscnceep hala 278: 
peruvianus, 278, 

Leptopoma 
rgravesi, 151. 

Leptoptila 
dubusi, 306. 
Jamaicensis, 468, 639. 

Leptoptilus 
crumeniferus, 467, 
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Leptothrix 
clavipes, 444, 

Leptoxyura 
cinnamomea, 269. 

Lerwa 
nivicola, 659, 664, 

666. 
Lestris 

antarcticus, 469, 641. 
Lethe 

europa, 339. 
Lethia 

puta, 437. 
taczanowskii, 435, 

451. 
Leucippus 

chlorocercus, 286, 288. 
Leucocerca 

albofrontata, 660. 
aureola, 675. 

Leucodiopteron 
taivanum, 667. 

Leuconerpes 
candidus, 463, 630. 

Leuconia 
glomerosa, 17, 22. 

Leucophantes 
brachyurus, 691, 692, _ 

696. 
Leucopternis 

superciliaris, 302. 
Leucosticte 

arctoa, 649. 
Libythea 

antipoda, 347. 
myrrha, 347. 

Limenitis 
proceris, 343. 

Liminella 
gravida, 90. 

Limnza 
peragra, 390. 

Limopsis 
loring?, 183, 184. 

Limosa 
egocephala, 203. 
australis, 456. 
fedoa, 456. 
hudsonica, 456. 
lapponica, 469. 
rufa, 641. 

Linaria 
a eae 462. 

Linyph 
abimacnlata, 21, 219, 
220, 2 

aaeanee 437, 438, 
439 

confusa, 219. 
decens, 441. ~ 
dybowskii, 438, 451. 

INDEX, 

Linyphia 
karpinskii, 437, 438, 

451. 
leprosa, 210, 211, 219, 

220. 
minuta, 439. 
oblita, 441. 
taczanowskii, 489, 451. 
trifididens, 211, 220, 

222, 
unicornis, 438, 451. 
variegata, 440. 

Liotia 
bellula, 206, 209. 

Lipaugus 
albogriseus, 280. 
cineraceus, 284, 4638. 
lateralis, 285. 
simplex, 284. 

Lissotriton 
punctatus, 164. 

Lobodon 
carcinophaga, 751. 

Lochmias 
nematura, 511. 
sororia, 511. 

Lopholemus 
antarcticus, 468, 639. 

Lophophanes 
castaneiventris, 666. 
dichrous, 666, 689. 
melanolophus, 655, 689. 

Lophophorus 
lhuysii, 665. 
sclateri, 660. 

Lophorina 
atra, 558, 697. 

Lophura 
amboinensis, 168. 
celebensis, 168. 
pustulata, 168. 
shawii, 168. 

Loriculus 
asiaticus, 634. 
chrysonotus, 526, 634. 
hartlaubi, 526. 
philippensis, 526. 
pusillus, 679. 
requlus, 526, 

Lorius 
cardinalis, 8, 465, 634. 

Loxia 
curvirostra, 647. 

Luscinia 
vera, 462. 

Lusciniopsis 
brevipennis, 665. 

Lutra 
nair, 710. 

Lycosa : 
agretyed, 224->>~: 
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Lycosa 
dolosa, 211, 223. 
inexorabilis, 211. 
ligata, 211. 

Lyncornis 
cerviniceps, 661. 

Macacus 
rufescens, 194. 

Macaria 
alternata, 155, 

Macheeropterus 
striolatus, 283. 

Machetes 
pugnax, 469, 641. 

Machlolophus 
subviridis, 662. 
xanthogenys, 655. 

Macleayius 
australiensis, 129, 130, 

134, 135, 186, 137, 
138, 1389, 140, 143. 

britannicus, 1389, 141. 
Macrodipteryx 

longipennis, 626. 
sperlingi, 626, 716. 

Macrones . 
affinis, 111. 
gulio, 705. 
leucophasis, 112. 
melanops, 202, 

Macropygia 
emiliana, 679. 
leptogrammica, 679. 
tusalia, 666 
walichaehra, 679. 

Macrorhamphus 
griseus, 455. 
scolopaceus, 455. 

Macrorhinus 
proboscideus, 244. 

Malacoptila 
Fused, 295. 
rufa, 295. 

Mamestra 
persicaria, 156. 

Manouria 
emys, 725. 

Mar 
wenalenit 467, 639. 

Marinula 
(Auricula) egualis, 386. 

Martes 
flavigula, 555, 

Mecistops 
cataphractus, 334, 

Mecistura 
caudata, 650, 
—— 555,.665,,. 

688 
vinacea; 688, 
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Megacephalon 
maleo, 469, 640. 

Megaderma 
lyra, 244. 

Megaliema 
asiatica, 465, 633. 
Faber, 668. 
nuchalis, 667, 668. 

Megalaima 
cyanotis, 661. 
jiavifrons, 204. 

Megalochelys 
indica, 724. 

Megapodius 
nicobariensis, 663. 

Megaptera 
nove-zealandie, 144. 

Melampitta 
lugubris, 696. 

Melampus 
exiguus, 386. 

Melanerpes 
cruentatus, 291. 
formicivorus, 463, 

630. 
Melanites 

leda, 339. 
Melanocorypha 

calandra, 462. 
Meleagris 

gallopavo, 468, 640. 
Meles 

ankuma, 761. 
leptorhynchus, 762. 

Melidectes 
torquatus, 694, 697. 

Melierax 
monogrammicus, 466, 

634. 
Melinza 

ide, 773. 
imitata, 773. 
lilis, 775. 
messatis, 775. 
melus, 775. 
tachypetis, 774. 
zaneka, 773. 

Meliphaga 
auriculata, 694. 

Melipotes 
gymnops, 695, 697. 

Melopsittacus 
undulatus, 465, 634. 

Meniceros 
bicornis, 674. 

Menopoma 
alleghaniense, 163. 

Menura 
superba, 468. 

Mergellus 
albellus, 467, 639. 

INDEX, 

Mergus 
albellus, 473. 
castor, 467, 639. 

Merops 
albicollis, 712. 
apiaster, 464, 681. 
minutus, 712, 
ornatus, 3, 464, 631. 
pusillus, 712, 716. 

Merula 
gouldi, 689. 
gouldit, 665. 
mandarina, 652. 
vulgaris, 647. 

Mesoplodon 
longirostris, 145. 

Messaras 
erymanthus, 342. 

Meta 
digna, 211, 222. 
indigna, 211. 
(Tetragnatha) decorata, 

223 

Metallura 
eneicauda, 191. 
smaragdinicollis, 191. 

Metopiana 
peposaca, 467, 639. 

Metopothrix 
aurantiaca, 282, 283. 

Metriopelia 
melanoptera, 468, 639. 

Micrastur 
gilvicollis, 303. 
mirandollii, 303. 
rujicollis, 511. 
semitorquatus, 803. 
zonothorax, 511, 

Micrathena 
argoides, 429. 
brevispina, 429, 
bufonina, 429. 
clypeata, 428, 
squammosa, 429. 
triserrata, 429. 

Microcerculus 
marginatus, 256, 257. 

Micropalama 
himantopus, 309. 

Micropternus 
fokiensis, 668. 
holroydi, 668. 

Microscelis 
amaurotus, 651. 

Miletus 
horsfieldi, 347. 
nivalis, 848. 
regina, 348, 360. 
zmkenii, 348. 

Milvago 
chimachima, 302. 

Milvulus 
tyrannus, 282. 

Milvus 
ictinus, 466, 634. 
melanotis, 649. 

Minla 
Jjerdoni, 665, 689. 
inolia 
variabilis, 207, 209. 

Mionectes 
oleagineus, 278. 

Mirza 
coquereli, 492. 

Mitrella 
dedala, 205, 209. 

Mitua 
tuberosa, 807. 

Mniotilta 
varia, 462. 

Molinia 
intermedia, 334. 

Molothrus 
bonariensis, 462. 

Momotus 
equatorialis, 631. 
brasiliensis, 292. 
lessont, 430, 431, 432, 

464, 631. 
martii, 292. 
mexicanus, 480, 431. 
subrufescens, 430. 

Monarcha 
carinata, 691. 
Frater, 691, 696. 

Monasa 
Jlavirostris, 294, 

295. 
nigrifrons, 294, 295. 
peruand, 294, 295. 

Monticola 
saxatilis, 660. 

Morphnus 
guianensis, 302. 
schistaceus, 302. 
urubitinga, 302. 

Motacilla 
flava, 462. 
fulicata, 735. 

Mulleripicus 
crawfurdi, 661. 
fulvus, 463, 630. 

Munia 
formosana, 667. 
major, 462. 
rubronigra, 205. 

Murilemur 
minor, 492. 

Muscicapa 
grisola, 281, 462, 

713 
obsoleta, 578. 



Muscipeta 
incanescens, 576, 

577. 
Muscisaxicola 

fluviatilis, 277. 
Muscitrea 

cinerea, 661. 
Muscivora 

castelnaudi, 277, 280. 
regia, 277. 

Musophaga 
violacea, 464, 633. 

Mycalesis 
amena, 339, 360. 
anapita, 339. 
croatis, 340. 
fuscum, 339. 
lalassis, 339. 
medus, 339. 
mnasicles, 339. 
orseis, 339. 
tagala, 339. 

Mycerobas 
melanoxanthos, 666. 

Mycteria 
americana, 306. 

Myiadestes 
obscurus, 462. 
ralloides, 185. 

Myiarchus 
ferox, 281, 

Myiobius 
aureiventris, 780, 

82 
barbatus, 281. 
cinnamomeus, 186. 
erythrurus, 186, 281. 
nevius, 186, 281, 

780, 
ornatus, 782. 
phenicurus, 186. 
pulcher, '780. 
stellatus, 782. 
zanthopygius, 281. 

Myiochanes 
subbrunneus, 281. 

Myiodynastes 
solitarius, 280. 

Myiomela 
qax, 678. 
leucura, 667. 
montiwm, 667. 

Myiopatis 
ineanescens, 577. 
obsoleta, 279, 578. 
pusilla, 278, 279, 576, 
GH 

Myiophaga 
andromedon, 679. 

Myiophonus 
brevirostris, 650, 

| 

INDEX. 

Myiophonus 
p mmere 679. 
horsfieldii, 667. 
insularis, 667. 
temmincki, 647. 

Myiozetetes 
cayennensts, 279. 
similis, 279. 
sulphureus, 277, 279. 

Myochama 
stutchburyi, 184. 

Myrina 
alymnus, 353. 

Myrmeciza 
argentata, 275. 
hemimelena, 275. 

Myrmelastes 
plumbeus, 273. 

Myrmotherula 
axillaris, 274. 
cinereiventris, 274. - 
hematonota, 274. 
hauawelli, 274. 
melenda, 274, 
multostriata, 274. 
pygmed, 185, 274. 
surinamensis, 274, 
yrtis 
yarrelli, 187, 188. 

Mysis 
chameleon, 157. 

Nandinia 
binotata, 750. 

Nauclerus 
Ffurcatus, 303. 

Nectarinia 
chalcea, 717. 
collaris, '713. 
fuliginosa, 717. 
gutturalis, 713. 
jardinet, 718, 717. 
osea, 648. 
subcollaris, 717. 

Nemoricola 
indica, 650. 

Nemosia 
auricollis, 263. 
flavicollis, 263. 
FSulvescens, 263. 
guira, 263. 
pileata, 263. 
sordida, 263. 

Nemura 
cyanea, 649. 

Neobalena 
marginata, 133,134,143, 

Neomorphus 
geoffroyi, 296. 
pucherani, 296. 
rufipennis, 296. 
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Neophron 
percnopterus, 466, 634, 

635. 
Neopipo 

cinnamomed, 282, 283. 
rubicunda, 283, 

Neorina 
lowti, 339. 

Neptis 
aceris, 344. 
heliodora, 343. 
hordonia, 348. 
leucothoé, 344. 
nata, 343. 
vikasi, 844. 

Neritina 
fluviatilis, 390. 

Nestor 
hypopolius, 466, 633. 
notabilis, 466, 633. 

Newcombia 
cumingi, 91. 

| Nilssonia 
formosa, 45, 46. 

Ninox 
japonica, 651, 

Nonnula 
frontalis, 295. 
ruficapilla, 295. 

Nothocrax 
urumutum, 307. 

Novacula 
rufa, 238. 

Nucifraga 
hemispila, 666. 

Numenius 
arquatus, 34, 469, 641. 
borealis, 456. 
brasiliensis, 456. 
brevirostris, 456. 
hudsonicus, 456. 
longirostris, 456. 
microrhynchus, 456. 
pheopus, 456, 469, 

641. 
Numida 

granti, 196. 
meleagris, 468, 640. 

Nyctale 
barbata, 649. 

Nyctibius 
grandis, 290. 
longicaudatus, 289, 

290. 
Nycticeius 

temminckii, 250. 
Nycticorax 

ewropeus, 467, 637. 
gardeni, 305. 
nevia, 305. 
pileata, 305. 
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Nyctidromus 
albicollis, 186, 290. 

Nyctogale 
elegans, 555. 

Ocadia 
sinensis, 192. 

Ochromela 
nigrorufa, 205, 671. 

Ochtheeca 
leucophrys, 780. 
rufipectoralis, 780, 

781. 
Ocyalus 

latirostris, 265, 266. 
Ocydromus 

lafresnayanus, 518. 
sylvestris, 469, 641. 

Ocyphaps 
lohan. 468, 639. 

Odontophorus 
balliviani, '780, 784. 
dentatus, 468, 640. 
stellatus, 307. 

Odostomia 
carinata, 206, 209. 
turrita, 386. 

Gdemia 
americana, 411. 
perspicillata, 195. 

Q£dicnemus 
bistriata, 469, 640. 
grallarius, 469, 640. 
superciliaris, 640, 

Cina 
capensis, 716. 

Cistrelata 
lessoni, 642. 

Oligodon 
notospilus, 169, 

Onychochelys 
ioraussi, 398, 399, 400. | 
kraussti, 395. 

Ophiocephalus 
micropeltes, 238. 

Opisthocomus” 
cristatus, 308, 685. 

Opolemur 
milit, 493. 

Opopsitta 
desmaresti, 697. 
diophthalma, 697. 

Orchesticus 
ater, 185. 

Oreocincla 
mollissima, 666. 

Oriolus 
capensis, 585. 
galbula, 714. 
indicus, 649. 
larvatus, 714. 

< 

INDEX. 

Orites 
ouratensis, 688, 

Orithyia 
williamsti, 223. 

Ornithion 
incanescens, 577. 
inerme, 576, 577. 
obsoletum, 577, 578. 
pusillum, 278, 577. 

Ornithoptera 
amphrysus, 356. 
miranda, 356. 

Ortalida 
albiventris, 468, 640. 

Orthogonys 
olivaceus, 186. 
viridis, 187. 

Orthotomus 
longicaudus, 675. 

Ortyx 
virginianus, 468, 640. 

Oryzoborus 
melas, 263, 264. 
torridus, 185, 264. 

Osmotreron 
bicincta, 668. 
domvillez, 668. 

Osteocella 
septentrionalis, 730. 

Osteogeniosus 
militaris, 705, 706. 

Ostinops 
angustifrons, 265, 

266 
atrovirens, 266. 
cristatus, 265. 
viridis, 265. 
yuracarium, 185, 265. 

Otaria 
cinerea, 148. 
falklandica, 758. 
flavescens, 758. 
forsteri, 143. 
hookeri, 754, 755, 757, 

758, 759, 760. 
Jubata, 756, 758, 760. 
stelleri, 779. 

Otidiphaps 
nobilis, 559, 698. 

Otis 
macqueent, 640. 
tarda, 35, 650, 651. 

Otus 
brachyotus, 635. 
vulgaris, 466, 639. 
vis 
montana, 561, 562, 

563. 
Oxycalamus 

longiceps, 168. 
oxycephalus, 168, 169. 
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Oxylophus 
afer, 596. 
ater, 596. 
caffer, 596. 
edolius, 599. 
glandarius, 595. 
jacobinus, 598, 661. 
serratus, 588, 598, 

599, 
vaillantii, 596. 

Pachycephala 
melanura, 692. 
rufinucha, 692, 697. 
schlegeli, 697. 
soror, 692, 697. 

Pachymatisma 
contoria, 327, 333. 
inconspicua, 326, 332. 

Pachypus , 
macleayi, 116, 128. 

Pachyrhamphus 
atricapillus, 284, 
cinereus, 284. 
niger, 284. 

Pachyura 
albina, 231. 
assamensis, 234. 
griffithii, 228, 229, 

231. 
hodgsonti, 232, 234. 
indica, 228, 229, 230, 

231, 234. 
melanodon, 228, 231. 
micronyx, 231. 
murinda, 228, 229, 231, 
nemorivaga, 228, 231. 
niger, 229, 231. 
nudipes, 228, 231. 
serpentaria, 228, 229, 

231. 

oryzivora, 462. 
Palzoreas 

lindermayeri, 551. 
Palzornis 

alexandri, 465. 
calthrope, 204. 
derbianus, 690. 
torquata, 634, 
torquatus, 661. 

Palamedea 
cornuta, 304. 

Pamphila 
flossites, 687. 

Pandita 
sinoria, 843. 

| Panoplites 
matthewsi, 784. 

Papilio 
acuta, 358. 



Papilio 
agamemnon, 857, 
albinus, 357. 
antiphates, 357, 
arjuna, 357. 
arycles, 357 
astakepiels 358. 
bathycles, 357. 
brama, 357. 
caunus, 357. 
demolion, 357. 
empedocles, 358. 
eurypylus, 357. 
Sabius, 773. 
helenus, 357. 
hippona, 773. 
Juda, 357. 
kerosa, 356. 
laodocus, 356. 
lowii, 358, 361. 
macareus, 356. 
mayo, 736. 
memnon, 357. 
nephelus, 357. 
neptunus, 357. 
noctis, 357. 
noctula, 357. 
payent, 358. 
polytes, 357. 
ramaceus, 356. 
sapedon, 357. 
strix, 357. 
theseus, 357. 
zanoa, 307. 

Paradisea 
apoda, 559. 
minor, 559, 
papuana, 559. 
raggiana, 559, 

697 
rubra, 559. 

Paradoxornis 
flavirostris, 690. 
guttaticollis, 665, 666, 

690. 
Paroaria 

gularis, 264, 
Parotia 

sexpennis, 557, 558, 
697. 

Parra 
africana, 469, 641. 
Jacana, 309. 
ecalectes) cristata, 

Parthenos 

virgulata, 90. 

INDEX. 

Parus 
castaneiventris, 667. 
insperatus, 667. 
major, 462, 
monticola, 555, 667. 
pekinensis, 688. 
varius, 652, 667. 

Pasithea, 
pulchra, 211 

Passer 
assimilis, 661. 
flaveolus, 661. 
ouratensis, 688. 

Patagona 
gigas, 463, 631. 
aUXi 
mitu, 640. 

Pavo 
muticus, 468, 640. 
nigripennis, 468, 640. 

Pecten 
formosus, 184. 

Pectunculus 
gealei, 183, 184, 

Pedionomus 
torquatus, 34, 

Pedipes 
a 386. 

Pellorneum 
tickelli, 662. 

Pelochelys 
bibronii, 41. 
cantorit, 41. 
cumingit, 41. 
stellata, 71. 

Pelodryas 
ceruleus, 164, 

Peltastes 
elongatus, 725. 
greca, 725, 728. 
sulcatus, 725. 

Peltops 
blainvillii, 696. 

Penelope 
boliviana, 307. 
cristatus, 468, 640. 
pileatus, 640. 
selateri, 780. 

Penelopides 
manilla, 526. 
panini, 526. 

Percnostola 
fortis, 275. 
Sunebris, 275. 

Perdix 
cinerea, 468, 639. 

Pericrocotus 
albifrons, 660. 
brevirostris, 650. 
cinereus, 526, 649, 650. 
peregrinus, 675. 
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Peripia 
mutilata, 168, 
peronii, 168. 

Peripus 
mutilatus, 168. 

Perisoreus 
infaustus, 650, 

Peristera 
cinerea, 306. 
mondetoura, 780, 783. 

Petasophora 
eyanotus, 784. 
delphine, 784. 
tolata, 188, 784. 

Petrochelidon 
albiventris, 258. 

Petrocincla 
erythrogastra, 689. 

Pezophaps 
solitaria, 195. 

Phaéthornis 
bourciert, 286. 
uyt, 189. 
tiles 286. 
malaris, 286. 
osery?, 287. 
superciliosus, 188. 

Phaéthusa 
magnirostris, 309, 

310. 
Phalacrocorax 

brasiliensis, 304. 
carbo, 467, 636, 637. 
lugubris, 637. 

Phaner 
Surcifer, 492. 
aps 
chalcoptera, 468, 639. 

Pharomacrus 
pavoninus, 293. 

Phasianus 
colchicus, 468, 640. 
decollatus, 665. 
reevesit, 468, 640. 
versicolor, 468, 640, 

651. 
Philodromus 

signatus, 211. 
Philydor 

erythrocercus, 269. 
erythropterus, 270, 
ochrolemus, 269. 
pyrrhodes, 269. 
subfulvus, 185. 
turdinus, 269. 

pes cenas 
ufigula, 698. 

Piloeeuas 
cruentata, 468, 639. 

Phoca 
flavescens, 758. 

55 
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Phoca 
forsteri, 143. 
ursina, 148. 
vitulina, 556, 557. 

Phcenicocercus 
carnifex, 255. 
nigricollis, 255, 284, 

285 
‘Pheenicophaes 

e@neus, 609. 
aereus, 609. 
calorhynchus, 605. 
curvirostris, 604. 
flavirostris, 610. 
pyrrhocephalus, 605. 

Phenicopterus 
antiquorum, 460, 467, 

638. 
roseus, 649. 
ruber, 460, 467, 638. 

Pheenicothraupis 
carmioli, 185, 186, 780. 
rubica, 262. 

Pholeus 
borbonicus, 219. 
distinctus, 210, 211, 

218. 
phalangioides, 211. 

Pholeoptynx 
cunicularia, 466, 635. 

Pholidanges 
leucogaster, 715. 
verreauxi, 714, 

Phoroncidia 
brevispinosa, 124, 125, 

128, 129. 
septemaculeata, 124, 

128, 129. 
thwaitesi?, 128, 124, 

128. 
trispinosa, 125, 128, 

129. 
Phrygilus 

ciaepss 780. 
fruticeti, 780. 

Phyllopneuste 
trinotaria, 665, 689. 

Phyllorhina 
apiculatus, 243. 
armigera, 241, 242. 
atra, 250. 
atrata, 250. 
cineraceus, 250. 
deformis, 243. 
fulva, 250. 
insignis, 243. 
larvata, 242, 243. 
pencillatus, 243, 
speoris, 243. 

Phyllornis 
ardwickit, 668. 

INDEX. 

Phyllornis 
lazulina, 668. 

Phyllostoma 
hastatum, 248. 

Piaya 
mehleri, 296. 
melanogastra, 296. 
minuta, 186, 296. 
nigricrissa, 296. 
rutila, 296. 

Pica 
caudata, 647. 
media, 660. 

Picoides 
funebris, 664, 665, 

689 
tridactylus, 463, 630. 

Picolaptes 
notatus, 272. 

Picumnus 
buffoni, 290. 
castelnaudi, 290. 
rufiventris, 290, 291. 

Picus 
desmursi, 689. 
desmursit, 665. 
guerint, 555. 
hartlaubi, 711. 
insularis, 667. 
kaleensis, 668. 
leuconotus, 667. 
mahrattensis, 672. 
major, 463, 630, 649. 
mandarinus, 555. 
minor, 463, 630, 649. 
tridactylus, 649. 

Pieris 
clemanthe, 354. 
pactolicus, 355. 

Pimelodus 
aor, 746. 
arius, 746. 
bagarius, TA6. 
batasio, 746. 
cavasius, 746. 
gagata, T46. 
gagora, 746. 
gulio, 746. 
jatius, 746. 
menoda, 746. 
murius, 746. 
nangra, 746. 
nenga, 746. 
pangasius, 746. 
rama, 746. 
rita, 746. 
sagor, 746. 
silondia, 746. 
sona, 746. 
telchitta, 746. 
tengana, 746. 

Pionias 
fuscicapillus, 711. 

Pionus 
menstruus, 186, 300, 

eujubi, 518. 
cumanensis, 307. 

Pipra 
auricapilla, 283. 
ceruleicapilla, 780, 

782. 
cornuta, 282. 
cyaneocapilla, 283, 

782. 
Fasciata, 282. 
filicauda, 282. 
leucocilla, 283. 
rubricapilla, 282. 
virescens, 283. 

Pipreola 
melanolema, 186, © 

780. 
Piprites 

chlorion, 282. 
Pisidium 

amnicum, 390. 
fontinale, 390. 

Pitangus 
sulphuratus, 280, 

463 
Pithecia 

leucocephala, 683. 
Pithys 

albifrons, 276. 
bicolor, 276. 
leucaspis, 276. 
lunulata, 276. 

Pitta 
baudi, 680. 
boschi, 680. 
eucullata, 657. 

Planorbis 
albus, 390. 
complanatus, 390. 

Plastingia 
callineura, 359. 
helena, 359. 
hieroglyphica, 359. 

Platalea 
ajaja, 306, 638. 



Platalea 
leucorodia, 467, 

638. 
Platycercus 

eximius, 466, 634. 
allidiceps, 466, P 634 es 

Platylophus 
ardesiacus, 679. 

Platymantis 
meyeri, 171. 
plicifera, 171, 172. 

Platypeltis 
ferox, 58, 59, 60. 

Platyurus 
affinis, 257. 

Plectana 
aculeata, 421. 
acuta, 422. 
alata, 425. 
argoides, 429, 
armata, 421. 
asciata, 426. 
bisicata, 426. 
bullata, 427. 
clypeata, 429. 
cyanospina, 420. 
de geerii, 425. 
difissa, 425. 
duplicata, 426. 
flabellata, 425. 
Surcata, 420. 
gladiola, 424. 
éncisa, 427, 
militaris, 423. 
pentacantha, 428. 
pungens, 423. 

- reduviana, 426, 
sagittata, 424. 
sloanti, 428. 
spinosa, 421. 
sguamosa, 422. 
stellata, 427. 
triserrata, 429. 
vespoides, 422. 

Plectrophanes 
nivalis, 650. 
lapponica, 650. 

Plesioneura 
Seisthamelii, 359. 
pria, 359. 
signata, 360, 361. 

Pleurotoma 
(Drillia) brunneomacu- 

lata, 720, 722. 
——-) strigata, 720, 
: 722. | 

Ploceus 
manyar, 462. 

Plotus 
anhinga, 2, 304. 
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| Pnoépyga 
sguamata, 666. 
troglodytoides, 664, 

665, 689. 
Podager 

nacunda, 290. 
Podiceps 

cristatus, 470, 642. 
minor, 470, 629, 

642. 
nove-hollandie, 642. 

Pceocephalus 
Suscicapillus, 711. 

Poéphila 
cincla, 462. 

Pogonorhynchus 
torquatus, 711. 

Polemistria 
verredusi, 288. 

Polihierax 
insignis, 661. 

Poliococcyx 
sumatranus, 606. 

Polioptila 
aufioni 256. 

Polophilus 
egyptius, 618. 
ceruleus, 616, 
toulu, 624. 

Polyborus 
brasiliensis, 466, 634. 

Polypedates 
signatus, 171. 
similis, 171. 

Polyplectron 
chaleurum, 680. 
chinquis, 657. 

Polytmus 
leucorrhous, 288. 

Pomacentrus 
Jerdoni, 237. 

Pomatorhinus 
albogularis, 662. 
erythrocnemis, 555, 

667. 
hypoleucos, 661. 
montanus, 678. 
musicus, 667. 
nigrostellatus, 668. 
ruficollis, 667. 
stridulus, 668. 

Pomatostomus 
temporalis, 630. 

Pontia 
xiphia, 354. 

Poospiza 
cesar, 780. 

Porphyrio 
indicus, 152, 518. 
madagascariensis, 469, 

641. 

Porphyrio 
melanotus, 469, 

641, 
Portax 

pictus, 313. 
Porzana 

americana, 469, 641. 
axilis, 308. 
carolinensis, 469, 641. 
cayennensis, 308, 512. 
cinerea, 308. 
erythrops, 512. 
fasciata, 308. 
hauxwelli, 308. 
levraudi, 512. 
schomburgki, 512. 

Potamochelys 
Sfrenatus, 57. 
microcephala, 62. 
perocellata, 54. 
stellata, 47, 72. 
tuberculatus, 54. 

Pratincola 
Serrea, 665. 
leucura, 660. 
rubetra, 462. 

Prion 
vittata, 470, 642. 

Prioneris 
cornelia, 355. 
vollenhovii, 355. 

Prionirhynchus 
platyrhynchus, 431, 

432. 
Prionops 

graculinus, 714. 
Procapra 

picticaudata, 547. 
Procarduelis 

nipalensis, 666. 
Procellaria 

Sregata, 641. 
pelagica, 641. 

Procnias » 
occidentalis, 260. 

Progne 
chal adh 258. 
leucogastra, 258. 
tapera, 258. 

Proparus 
cinereiceps, 665. 
ruficapilla, 665. 
striaticollis, 665. 
swinhoet, 665. 
swinhoit, 689. 

Prosthemadera 
nove-zealandie, 462. 

Proteides 
phaneus, 359, 

Proteus 
anguinus, 163. - 
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Prothoé 
Sranckii, 347. 

Protogonius 
albinotatus, 775. 
bogotanus, 778, 774, 

775. 
castaneus, 775. 
cecrops, 7173, 774, 775. 
divisus, 775. 
drurii, 773. 
hippona, 7738, 775. 
lilops, 774. 
ochraceus, 774. 
quadridentatus, 773, 

5, 
tithoreides, 774, 775. 

Pealtria 
exilis, 678. 

Psarisomus 
dalhousie, 657. 

Psaropholus 
ardens, 668. 

Psephotus 
hematogaster, 466, 

634 
Pseudodipsus 

bengalensis, 351. 
sumatre, 351. 

Psilopogon 
pyrolophus, 679. 

Psittacula 
passerina, 301, 466, 

634, 
selatert, 301. 

Psittacus 
erithacus, 466, 633. 

Psophia 
crepitans, 255, 
leucoptera, 255, 308. 

Pterocles 
alchata, 468, 639. 
arenarius, 468, 639. 
exustus, 315. 
fasciatus, 815. 

Pteroglossus 
beauharnaisi, 297. 
castanotis, 297. 
flavirostris, 297, 298. 
humboldti, 297. 
marie, 298. 
pluricinctus, 297. 

Pteromys 
pheomelas, 413. 
tephromelas, 413. 

Pterophanes 
temminckii, 190. 

Pteropus 
dasymallus, 193. 
Sormosus, 193. 
labiatus, 247. 
macklotii, 248. 

INDEX. 

Pteropus 
medius, 198, 249, 250, 

251. 
nicobaricus, 250. 
poliocephalus, 193. 

Pterorhinus 
davidi, 555, 650. 
lanceolatus, 555, 689. 
maximus, 689. 

Pteruthius 
eralatus, 662. 
flaviscapis, 678. 

Ptilogonys 
cinereus, 462. 

Ptilonopus 
bellus, 696, 698. 
fasciatus, 152, 153, 

518 
marie, 468, 639. 
melanocephalus, 468, 

639, 679. 
perousii, 153. 
porphyrius, 679. 
prasinorrhous, 696, 

698. 
rivolit, 696. 
speciosus, 696. 

Ptilonorhynchus 
holosericeus, 462. 

Ptilotis 
auriculata, 693. 
cinerea, 693, 697. 
melanophrys, 693, 697. 
sonorus, 693. 
unicolor, 693. 

Pucrasia 
awanthospila, 555, 650. 

Puffinus 
anglorum, 642. 
leucomelas, 690. 

Pulsatrix 
torquata, 304, 466, 635. 

Pupina 
grandis, 567. 

Pycnonotus 
nigricans, 712, 
tricolor, '717. 

Pyctorhis 
albirostris, 661. 

Pygmornis 
amaura, 287. 
nigricincta, 287. 

Pygoptila 
maculipennis, 273. 
margaritata, 273, 275. 

Pyramidella 
canaliculata, 720, 722. 

Pyrenestes 
albifrons, 715. 

Pyrgilauda 
davidiana, 688. 

Pyriglena 
serva, 185, 275. 

Pyrocephalus 
rubineus, 186, 281. 

Pyromelana 
nigriventris, 715, 

Pyrrbula 
aurantiaca, 655. 
erithacus, 666. 
vulgaris, 462. 

Pyrrhulopsis 
personata, 683. 
splendens, 683. 
zabuensis, 683. 

Pyrrhura 
(Conurus) eruentata, 

634. 
Pyxis 

arachnoides, 727, 728. 

Quelea 
occidentalis, 462. 

Querquedula 
crecca, 467, 639. 

Querula 
cruenta, 285. 

Rafetus 
euphraticus, 65, 66. 

Ragadia 
crisia, 339. 

Rallus 
aquaticus, 469, 641. 

Ramphastos 
ambiguus, 297. 
ariel, 465, 633. 
carinatus, 465, 683. 
culminatus, 297. 
cuvieri, 297, 465, 633. 
inca, 297. 
Jacapa, 262. 
nigrigularis, 260, 

262. 
Ramphomicron 

microrhynchum, 190. 
Rana ie 

cyanophlyctis, 710. 
ila 164, 
temporaria, 164, 
tigrina, 710. 

Rectes 
bennetti, 692, 697. 
cirrhocephalus, 696. 
dichrous, 696. 
strepitans, 692. 

Recurvirostra 
himantopus, 454. 

Regulus 
cristatus, 650. 
himalayanus, 666. 
Japonicus, 652. 



Rhabdosoma 
leporinum, 169. 
oxycephalum, 168. 

Rhamphastos 
culminatus, 186. 

Ramphococeyx 
calorhynchus, 605. 

Ramphocelus 
atrosericeus, 185. 

Rhea 
americana, 470, 644. 

Rhinoceros 
sumatrensis, 104, 474. 
indicus, 92. 

Rhinochetus 
Jubatus, 469, 640. 

Rhinolophus 
affinis, 249. 
eudouxiz, 250, 
Sulvidus, 249. 
luctus, 249, 250. 
perniger, 250. 
rubidus, 249, 

Rhinopalpa 
polynice, 342. 

Rhinopithecus 
roxellana, 663. 

Rhinortha 
chlorophea, 603. 

Rhipidura 
gularis, 696. 
hyperythra, 696. 

Rhopodytes 
e@neicaudus, 604. 
borneensis, 604. 
diardi, 604, 606. 
erythrognathus, 604. 
tristis, 604. 
viridirostris, 604. 

Rhopophilus 
pekinensis, 555. 

Rhyacophilus 
solitarius, 309, 

Rhynchocyclus 
megacephalus, 185, 

280. 
ruficauda, 280. 
sulphurescens, 279. 
viridiceps, 280. 

Rhynchops 
melanura, 310. 
nigra, 310, 

Rhynchotus 
rufescens, 470, 642. 

Rhyticeros 
narcondami, 663. 
plicatus, 661. 
rujicollis, 663. 

Rissoa 
abjecta, 385, 391. 
albugo, 379, 391. 

INDEX. 

Rissoa 
aurantiaca, 367, 374, 

376, 391. 
balteata, 388. 
calathus, 367. 
callosa, 382, 383. 
canariensis, 372, 376, 

378, 388, 391. 
cancellata, 367, 391. 
candida, 369. 
cingillus, 381, 385, 391. 
concinna, 381, 382, 391. 
coriacea, 389, 390, 391. 
coronata, 391. 
cossure, 385. 
costata, 369, 370, 372, 

391. 
costulata, 378, 379, 391. 
crispa, 368, 369, 373, 

3 91. 
depitta, 3 382, 383, 391.’ 
fulgida, 385 
gibbera, 371, 391. 
glabrata, 386, 387, 388, 

391. 
inconspicua, 383, 390. 
leacocki, 365, 386, 391. 
levis, 379, 391. 
lincta, 386, 387, 388, 

391. 
macandree, 371. 
macandrew?, 372, 373, 

377, 391. 
moniziana, 368, 373, 

376, 391. 
montagui, 390. 
NOVATENSIS, 37 1,380,091. 
parva, 391. 
perminima, 383, 385, 

, o9l, 
philippiana, 376. 
picta, 381, 386, 391. 
eee se nee , B82, 

885, 387, 3: 
punetifera, 302, "383. 
punctura, 378. 
purpured, 378. 
sabulum, 387, 391. 
semistriata, 382. 
similis, 379, 381, 391. 
spreta, 371, 373, 391. 
striata, 368, 369, 387, 

391. 
subcarinata, 374. 
tenera, 375. 
tenuisculpta, 388, 389, 

391. 
violacea, 378, 391. 
watsoni, 875, 377, 391. 
zetlandica, 870. 
(Cingula) balteata, 386. 
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Rohtee 
bakeri, 240. 
neilli, 239. 

Rollulus 
coronatus, 468, 639. 

Rupicola 
crocea, 255, 463. 
peruviana, 255, 285. 

Ruticilla 
aurorea, 556. 
erythrogastra, 659. 
frontalis, 665. 
fuliginosa, 556, 665. 
hodgsoni, 556, 665. 
leucocephala, 556. 
phenicura, 462. 

Saccolaimus 
brevicaudatus, 246. 
cantori, 246. 
Sulvidus, 246. 

Saimaris 
entomophaga, 434, 
erstedi, 434, 

Salarias 
lineatus, 111. 
unicolor, 110, 

Salicaria 
magnirostris, 473. 

Salpornis 
sptlonota, 674. 

Saltator 
azare, 263. 
laticlavius, 780. 
magnus, 185, 263. 
mutus, 263. 
superciliaris, 263. 

Salticus 
adansonii, 211. 
alligeri, 211, 226, 227. 
tnexcultus,211,225,226. 
nigrolimbatus, 211. 
subinstructus, 211, 226. 

Sarbieria 
Frenata, 57, 58, 60. 

Satarupa 
afin's, 360, 361. 

Sauloprocta 
melanoleuca, 3. 

Saxicava 
rugosa, 387. 

Saxicola 
albifrons, 735. 

Scala 
delicatula, 209. 

Scalaria 
crassilabrum, 391. 
macandrewt, 391. 
scacchi, 391. 

Scapia 
ae 725, 
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Schiffornis 
major, 284, 

Schizorhis 
africana, 464, 633. 

Sciuropterus 
alboniger, 414. 
pulverulentus, 413. 

Sclerurus 
caudacutus, 269. 
mexicanus, 269. 

Scolopax 
rusticula, 469, 641. 

Scops 
brasilianus, 304. 
choliba, 304. 
usta, 304. 
zorca, 466, 635. 

Scytodes 
thoracica, 210, 211, 

218. 
Segestria 

perfida, 210. 
senoculata, 210, 212. 

Selenidera 
langsdorfi, 297, 298. 
reinwardti, 297, 298. 

Seleucides 
alba, 697. 

Semiplotus 
brevidorsalis, 239. 

Sericosomus 
ceruleus, 608, 612, 616. 
coquerelli, 612, 614. 
cristatus, 612. 
cursor, 612, 613. 
gigas, 612, 613, 614. 
olivaceiceps, SET 

ropygus, 612, 613. 
sence 612, 615, 

16. 
ruficeps, 612, 614, 

615 
serrianus, 612, 615. 
verreauxt, 612, 

Serilophus 
lunatus, 662. 

Serisomus 
cristatus, 608, 612, 613. 
delalandii, 617. 

Serpentarius 
reptilivorus, 466, 634. 

Serpophaga 
po 185. 
hypoleuca, 277, 278. 

Setophaga 
verticalis, 185. 

Sialia 
wilsonii, 462. 

Sibia 
auricularis, 667. 
capistrata, 667. 

INDEX, 

Sieboldia 
maxima, 163. 

Sigmodus 
caniceps, 462. 

Silurus 
dukai, 239. 
punctatus, 237. 
wynaadensis, 237. 

Siphia 
hodgsoni, 665, 689. 
strophiata, 665. 

Sipunculus 
Johnstoni, 387. 

Siredon 
humboldtii, 163. 

Siren 
lacertina, 163. 

Sirystes 
albogriseus, 280. 
stbilator, 280. 

Sithon 
aurea, 352, 361. 
estella, 352. 
Freja, 351. 
jalindra, 352. 
lapithis, 351, 352. 
maneia, 351. 
martina, 351. 
micea, 351, 
orpheus, 352. 
pallida, 352, 361. 
ravindra, 351. 
scopula, 352, 361. 
sugriva, 351. 
tharis, 351. 
travana, 352. 
valida, 352, 361. 

Sitta 
europea, 462. 
leucopsis, 655. 
neglecta, 661. 
roseilia, 652. 
sinensis, 556, 689. 
syriaca, 647. 

Sittasomus 
amazonus, 270. 
olivaceus, 270. 
stictolemus, 270. 

Siva 
cinereicapilla, 555. 
cinereiceps, 689. 
rugicapilla, 689. 
striaticollis, 689. 

Sorex 
atratus, 228. 
Sferrugineus, 228. 
heterodon, 228, 234. 
hodgsoni, 228, 234. 
homurus, 228. 
horsfieldi, 228. 
leucopus, 228, 

Sorex 
macropus, 228, 
macrurus, 228. 
melanodon, 228, 
montanus, 228, 
oligurus, 228. 
purpurascens, 228, 
pygmeus, 234. 
saturation, 228. 
sikimensis, 228. 
soccatus, 228, 229. 
tytlert, 228. 

Spathura 
peruana, 784. 

Spatula 
clypeata, 205. 

Spermestes 
cucullata, 715, 717. 

Spermophila 
castaneiventris, 183, 

264 
luctuosa, 264. 
ocellata, 264. 

Spermophilus 
mongolicus, 762. 

Spheeropceus 
brandis, 178. 
hercules, 180. 
tnermis, 179. 
insignis, 180. 

Sphzrotherium 
acte@on, 176. 
compressum, 175. 
converum, 176. 
de lacyi, 177. 
dorsale, 174. 
elongatum, 176. 
fraternum, 177, 182. 
glabrum, 173, 182. 
gronovii, 178. 
grossum, 173. 
hippocastanum, 176. 
javanicum, 175, 180. 
klugii, 176. 
kochii, 177. 
kutorge, 175. 
latum, 176. 
lichtensteinit, 174. 
microstictum, 177. 
neptunus, 177, 178. 
nigrum, 173. 
obtusum, 173. 
ovale, 178. 
punctatum, 174, 177. 
punctulatum, 173. 
retusum, 174, 
rotundatum, 172, 178. 
rugulosum, 175, 
sinuatum, 174. 
stigmaticum, 178, 182. 
testaceum, 179. 
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Spherotherium 
titanus, 176, 177, 178. 

Sphargis 
coriacea, 411, 
pseudostracion, 411. 

Spheniscus 
demersus, 470. 642. 
humboldti, 642. 
humboldtii, 470. 

cheela, 466, 634. 
Spizaétus 

ornatus, 302. 
tyrannus, 302, 

Spizixos 
cinereicapillus, 667. 
semitorques, 667. 

Spongia 
spinosa, 20. 

Spongionella 
holdsworthii, 25, 31, 32. 

Spratelloides 
malabaricus, 240. 

Stachyris 
larvata, 679. 

Starnoenas 
cyanocephala, 639. 

Steatornis 
caripensis, 463, 526, 

30. 
Steganura 

cissura, 433. 
underwoodi, 433. 

Stegosoma 
nasutum, 127, 128, 129. 
testudo, 126, 127, 128, 

129. 
Stelgidopteryx 

raficollis, 185, 258, 
259. 

Stemmatopus 
cristatus, 741. 

Stenognathus 
modestus, 169. 

Stenopsis 
equicaudata, 780. 

Stenorhynchus 
leptonyx, 143, 751. 

Sterna 
hirundo, 469, 641. 
magnirostris, 310, 
superciliaris, 310. 

Stigmatura 
budytoides, 278. 

Strepera 
graculina, 463. 

Strepsiceros 
udu, 474, 

INDEX. 

Strepsilas 
interpres, 469, 641. 

Stringops 
habroptilus, 465, 633. 

Strix 
flammea, 466, 530, 635. 
perlata, 303. 

Struthidea 
cinerea, 462. 

Struthio 
camelus, 470, 644, 648. 

Sturnus 
cinerascens, 556. 
nigricollis, 662. 
unicolor, 647. 
vulgaris, 462. 

Stylodonta 
(Erepta) bewsheri, 209. 

Sula 
bassana, 467, 637. 

Surnia 
Sunerea, 466, 635. 

Surniculus 
dicruroides, 607. 
nigricans, 588. 
rubiculus, 588. 

Sus 
scrofa, 790. 

Suthora 
alphonsiana, 665, 689. 
bulomachus, 667. 
conspicillata, 690. 
gularis, 665, 688. 
webbiana, 650. 

Suya 
striata, 556, 666. 

Sycobrotus 
kersteni, ‘715. 

Sylvia 
hippolais, 462. 
ma 
torotoro, 697. 

Symphezdra 
canescens, 346. 
cyanipardus, 346. 
dirtea, 346. 

Synallaxis 
albigularis, 269. 
anthoides, '771. 
rutilans, 269. 
terricolor, 269. 
vulpecula, 269. 

Synchloé 
brassice, 156, 160. 
rape, 156. 

Sypheotides 
auritus, 672. 

Syrnium 
aluco, 466, 635. 
nebulosum, 466, 635. 

(Rotula) cernica, 209. 
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Syrnium 
nivicolum, 665. 
virgatum, 304. 
zonocercum, 304. 

Syrrhaptes 
paradoxus, 650. 

Taccocua 
infuscata, 601. 

. leschenaulti, 601, 602. 
Tachyphonus 

ceristatellus, 262. 
cristatus, 262. 
pheniceus, 260, 262. 
rufwentris, 185, 260, - 

262. 
surinamus, 262. 

Tachyris 
cardena, 355. 
enarete, 355. 
leptis, 355. 
nathalia, 355, 
neombo, 355. 
nero, 305. 

Tadorna 
rutila, 467, 639. 

Tagiades 
japetus, 360. 
striata, 360. 

Talegalla 
lathami, 469, 640. 

Tanaécia 
flora, 235. 
leverna, 345. 
lutala, 345. 
valmikio, 345. 
violaria, 345. 

Tanagra 
cana, 462° 
celestes, 261. 
episcopus, 185. 
melanoptera, 262. 
olivina, 185, 186. 
palmarum, 185, 262. 

Tanagrella 
viridina, 261. 

Tantalus 
loculator, 305. 

Tanygnathus 
cen, 634. 

Tanysiptera 
nympha, 697. 

Taphozous 
bicolor, 246. 
kachhensis, 245. 
longimanus, 245, 246. 
melanopogon, 246, 251. 
nudiventer, 194, 
saccolemus, 245. 

Tapirus 
terrestris, 198. 
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Taractrocera, 
sagara, 360. 

Tarsiger 
chryseus, 666. 

Taxila 
ophna, 347. 
tanita, 347. 
telesia, 347. 
teneta, 347. 
thuisto, 347. 
zemara, 347. 

Tchitrea 
affinis, 650. 
principalis, 652. 

Tegenaria 
atrica, 211, 217, 218. 
civilis, 210, 211, 217, 

218. 
proxima, 211, 217. 
testacea, 218, 

Telephonus 
erythropterus, 714, 717. 

Tellidora 
pellyana, 208, 209. 

Temenuchus 
burmannicus, 661. 
dauricus, 650. 
nemoricola, 661. 

Tephrodornis 
irundinacea, 678. 

Terias 
harina, 354, 
hecabe, 354. 
sari, 304. 
silhetana, 354. 
tibaha, 354, 

Terinos 
clarissa, 341. 
fulminans, 342. 
nympha, 341. 

Terpsiphone 
melampyra, 717. 

Testudinella. 
horsfieldi, 726. 

Testudo 
caspica, 761. 
chitra, 41. 
dura, 71. 
elephantopus, 722. 
euphraticus, 65, 
Serox, 58. 
gataghol, 67. 
granosa, 72. 
granulata, 72. 
hurum, 49. 
indica, 722, '724. 
ocellatus, 51,. 
planiceps, 722, '724, 
punctata, 71, 72. 
radiata, 724, 
rafeht, 65. 

ENDEX. 

Testudo 
scabra, 71. 
tabulata, 724. 
triunguis, 64. 
(Scapia) falconert, 725. 

Tethea 
cliftoni, 16, 24. 
cranium, 15, 16, 
hispida, 330, 333. 
ingalli, 17. 
lyneurium, 11, 329. 
norvagica, 17. 
robusta, 10, 17, 23. 
simillima, 15, 16, 24. 

Tetrablemma 
medioculatum, 114, 

128 
Tetraceros 

quadricornis, 313. 
Tetragnatha 

digna, 222, 223. 
indigna, 222. 
pelusia, 210, 211, 222, 

Tetrao 
betulina, 649. 
bonasia, 650. 
Ffalcipennis, 649. 
tetrax, 468, 639. 
tetrix, 649, 650. 
urogallus, 468, 639. 
urogalloides, 649, 

Tetraogallus 
caucasicus, 648, 647. 

Tetraophasis 
obscurus, 664, 665, 

Tetrathyra 
baikit, 70. 

Thalasseus : 
magnirostris, 310. 

Thalassidroma 
bulweri, 470. 
Sregata, 470. 
pelagica, 470. 

Thalassochelys 
corticata, 395. 
olivacea, 407. 

Thalurania 
nigrofasciata, 287. 
tschudit, 287. 

Thamnomanes 
glaucus, 274, 

Thamnophilus 
amazonicus, 273. 
atricapillus, 273. 
corvinus, 272. 
fuliginosus, 272. 
hyperythrus, 273. 
leuconotus, 272. 
melanoceps, 272. 
melanurus, 272. 
murinus, 273, 

Thamnophilus 
nevius, 273. 
plumbeus, 273.” 
radiatus, 273. 
strenuus, 285. 
unduliger, 272. 

Thaumalea ; 
amherstie, 468, 640, 

664, 
picta, 468, 640. 

Thaumantias 
bartletti, 286, 288. 
Jluviatilis, 286, 288. 

Thaumantis 
lucipor, 341. 
noureddia, 341. 
odana, 341. 

Thecla 
betule, 155. 

Theridion 
Sulvolunulatum, 211. 
punicum, 211, 
tepidariorum, 210, 211, 

219. 
Thomisus 

opportunus, 120, 128, 
129. 

prosper, 119, 128, 
129. 

Thrasaétus 
harpyia, 302, 466, 

634. 
Threnetes 

cervinicauda, 286. 
Thryophilus 

albipectus, 2577. 
fulvus, 780, 781. 
leucotis, 257. 

Thryothorus 
coraya, 257. 

Thyella 
hargravesi, 208, 209. 
lamellosa, 208, 209. 

Tiga 
Javensis, 463. 

Tigrisoma 
brasiliense, 305. 
tigrinum, 305, 

Timalia 
thoracica, 679. 

Tinamus 
guttatus, 310. 
parvirostris, 310, 

311. 
Tinca 

vulgaris, ‘708. 
Tinnunculus 

alaudarius, 466, 634. 
Tithorea 

egaensis, 775. 
megara, 774. 



Tityra 
albitorques, 284, 
cayana, 284, 
personata, 284. 

Toccus 
melanoleucus, 464, 

632. 
Tockus 

griseus, 204. 
Todirostrum 

calopterum, 782. 
chrysocrotaphum, 277, 

278. 
maculatum, 278. 
pulchellum, 780, 781. 

Todopsis 
ie BN 696. 

Tomistoma 
krefftii, 334. 

Tornatella 
alba, 720, 722. 

Totanus 
ee 203, 469, 

641 
solitarius, 309, 469, 

641. 
fuscus, 203. 

Tragelaphus 
Se ioe 195. 

Tragop 
bonnet 544, 545, 

Treron 
australis, 715. 
calva, 468, 639, 715. 
delalandii, 715. 
formose, 667. 
nasica, 680. 
pulverulentus, 679. 
steboldii, 667. 
wakefieldiz, 715. 

Tribura 
luteiventris, 666. 

Trichoglossus 
coneinnus, 465, 634. 
cyanogrammus, 697. 
musschenbroecki, 697. 
nigrogularis, 697. 

Tringa 
bairdi, 455. 
bonapartii, 186, 455, 
canutus, 456, 469. 
cinclus, 469, 641. 
dorsalis, 455. 
maculata, 309, 455. 
melanotus, 455. 
minutilla, 456. 

Tringites 
macularius, 309. 
rufescens, 309. 

Trionyx 
egyptiacus, 41, 64. 

INDEX, 

Trion 
annulatus, 60. 
argus, 60. 
bellii, 51. 
bibronii, 41. 
cariniferus, 67. 
coromandelicus, 72. 
euphraticus, 65. 
ferox, 59, 60. 
formosus, 45. 
frenatus, 57, 59, 60. 
gangeticus, 47, 50, 51, 

67. 
georgicus, 59. 
granosus, 72. 
giintheri, 58. 
hurum, 49, 50. 
indicus, 41. 
japonicus, 51. 
Javanicus, 47, 67. 
Jjeudit, 47, 49 
labiatus, 64. 
leithii, 47, 48, 49. 
muticus, 62. 
ocellatus, 51, 60. 
ornatus, 5d. 
peguensis, 53. 
perocellatus, 53, 54. 
phayrei, 50. 
rafeht, 65. 
sewaare, 47, 50. 
spiniferus, 60. 
stellatus, 51, 67. 
subplanus, 57, 58. 
tuberculatus, 54, 

Triton 
bibronii, 164. 
cristatus, 164. 

Trochalopteron 
affine, 659. 
blythii, 665, 666. 
cachinnans, 671. 
ellioti, 665. 
erythrocephalum, 

655. 
fairbanki, 671. 
formosum, 665. 
Jjerdoni, 671. 
melanostigma, 662. 
variegatum, 659. 

Trochalopterum 
blythi, 689. 
ellioti, 555, 689. 
formosum, 688. 

| Troglodytes 
europeus, 257. 
furvus, 257. 
nipalensis, 659, 689. 
parvulus, 462. 
solstitialis, 780, 781. 
tessellatus, 257, ‘780. 
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Trogon 
atricollis, 293, 
collaris, 293. 
melanurus, 293. 
meridionalis, 293. 
mexicanus, 464, 631. 
puella, 464, 631. 
ramonianus, 2938. 
variegatus, 293. 
viridis, 293. 

Tropa 
madagascariensis, 336, 

Tropidonotus 
callistus, 1°70. 
manadensis, 170. 
stolatus, 170. 

Tropidophorus 
gray, 165. 

Turdinus 
brevicaudatus, 662. 
crispifrons, 662, 
guttatus, 662. 

Turdus 
albiceps, 667. 
amaurochalinus, 256. 
auritus, 665, 688. 
fumigatus, 255. 
gray, 462. 
haucwelli, 255. 
leueomelas, 256. 
merula, 462. 
musicus, 688. 
olivater, 511. 
pheopygus, 255, 256. 
serranus, 780. 
subcinereus, DDD. 
swainsont, 255. 

Turnix 
blanfordi, 661. 
maculosa, 650. 
ocellatus, 667. 
rostrata, 667. 

Turtur 
albiventris, 715. 
aldabranus, 468, 639. 
humilis, 649. 
semitorquatus, 715. 
senegalensis, 468, 639. 

Tympanistria 
bicolor, 468, 639. 

Typhis 
expansus, 719, 722. 

Tyranniscus 
gracilipes, 185, 279, 

782. 
viridissimus, 780, 782. 

Tyrannulus 
elatus, 279. 

| Tyrannus 
aurantio-atrocristatus, 

277, 282. 

56 
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Tyrannus 
melancholicus, 281. 
ptpiri, 277, 282. 
satrapa, 463. 
Tse. 
argus, 60. 
nilotica, 43, 64. 
rafeht, 65. 

Uloborus 
williamsii, 211, 223. 

Upucerthia 
atacamensis, 782. 

Upupa 
epops, 464, 633. 

Uragus 
sanguinolentus, 651. 
sibiricus, 649, 650. 

Uria 
troile, 470, 642. 

Urochroma 
hueti, 301. 

Urocissa 
brevivexilla, 688. 
cerulea, 667. 
sinensis, 650, 688. 

Urogalba 
paradisea, 464, 631. 

Urubitinga 
schistacea, 302. 
zonura, 302. 

Ursus 
horribilis, 563. 

Vacca 
marina, 301. 

Valvata 
cristata, 390. 
piscinalis, 390. 

Vanellus 
cristatus, 469, 641. 

Vanessa 
polychloros, 156. 

Vinago 
sieboldi, 651. 

Vireosylvia 
agilis, 258. 
olivacea, 258. 

Vivia 
innominata, 66 © 

Volatinia 
jacarina, 264. 

Voluta 
innexa, 568. 

y 

INDEX. 

Voluta 
macgillivrayt, 568, 569. 
piperata, 568. 
(Callipara) brazierd, 

568, 569. 
Volvocivora 

lugubris, 668. 
saturata, 668. 

Vultur 
auricularis, 634. 

Walckenaera 
hardii, 444. 

Xantholema 
hemacephala, 526. 
indica, 674. 
rosea, 526. 

Xanthopygia 
leucophrys, 650. 

Xanthosomus 
icterocephalus, 266. 

Xenelaphus 
leucotis, 518. 

Xenogenys 
(Oreas) azurea, 678. 

Xenops 
approximans, 270. 
genibarbis, 270. 
heterurus, 270. 
rutilus, 270. 

Xenospongia 
patelliformis, 32. 

Xenurus 
unieinetus, 434. 

Xerobates 
berlandieri, 7238. 
carolinus, 723. 
gopher, 723, 728. 

Xiphocolaptes 
promeropirhynchus,780. 

Xysticus 
grammicus, 210, 211, 

2238. 

Ypthima 
fasciata, 340. 
pandocus, 340. 

Yuhina 
diademata, 665, 688. 
gularis, 666. 
nigrimentum, 666. 
unx 
torquilla, 463, 630. 

Thin, 
a 

THE END. 

Zafra 
purpurea, 206, 209. 

Zanclostomus 
eneus, 609, 610. 
flavirostris, 610. 
Javanicus, 606. 

Zaocys 
luzonensis, 169. 

Zemeros 
emesoides, 347. 

Zephronia 
acteon, 176. 
banksiana, 181, 182. 
brandtii, 178. 
castanea, 181. 
chitonoides, 178. 
compressa, 175. 
corrugata, 180, 182. 
dorsalis, 174. 
elongata, 176. 
glabrata, 179. 
hercules, 180. 
heterosticta, 179. 
hippocastanwm, 176. 
ignobilis, 180, 182. 
inermis, 179. 
innominata, 178, 181. 
insignis, 180. ‘ 
javanica, 175. 
leopardina, 181, 182. 
lichtensteinti, 174. 
lutescens, 179, 182. 
nigrinota, 179. 
noticeps, 179, 182. 
ovalis, 180. 
pilifera, 180, 182. 
pulverea, 174. 
punctata, 174. 
rotundata, 173. 
rugulosa, 179. 
sulcatula, 181, 182. 
testacea, 179. 
tigrina, 180. 
versicolor, 181. 
zebraica, 180, 181. 

Zeuxidia 
aurelius, 341. 
horsfieldii, 340. 
wallacei, 341. 

Zosterops 
albogularis, 462. 
ceylonensis, 205. 
chloronotus, 649. 
erythropleurus, 650. 
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